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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

UNDER OATH.

OTTAWA, 12th August, 1880.

TOUSSAINT TIRUDEAU, SwoRN AND EXAMINED: TRUDEAU

By the Chairman:

1. Have you a position in the Department of Railways and Canais?
--I have.

2. What position ?-Deputy of the Minister. ofilw and
Canals.

3. Are the affairs of the Canadian Pacific Railway under the control
of your Department ?-They are.

4. How long have you been connected with this Departmnent ?-Since
its formation-J mean the Department of Railways.

5. In what Department were the affairs of this railw.ay managed
before that ?-The Department of Public Works.

6. -Had you a position in that Department ?-I had.
7. What position ?-I was the Deputy of the Minister.
8. Then you have been connected with the management of this rail- Ha been con-

way sinee its inception ?-Yes. et t ths
Railway since its

9. The management of this railway, I understand, was transferred commencement.
from the Department of Public Works to the Department of Railways
and Canais ?-Yes.

10. And at the same time you were transferred to the Department of
Railways ?-I was.

11. Who has the management of the affairs of this railway next nasmanagement
after the Minister himself-the inside management ?-I have. afterihe net r

bimueIf.12. Are there any officers in your Department for the management Other oeers-o? matters connected with this railway separate from other works of Chief Engineer
the same Department ?-Yes, we have the Chief Engineer of the Cana- and staff.

<lian Pacifie Railway and a staff.
13. As to matters of account, are there separate officers for this rail- At present no se-

way or not ?-At this period there are no separate accountant8. We parate acouant-y ants. Mr. Taylor,
have Mr. Taylor who is now auditing some of the accounts connected Auditor. Present
with this railway, but the present expenditure is managed by the eaxedit mai'-
accountant of the Department. ant or oDepart-

ment.
14. Together with other works of the Department ?-Yes.
15. Are you aware of the system in which the books are kept ?-

Weil, I am generally aware of it, but if you want much detailed infor-
mnation of that you should examine the Accountant of the Department.

1



TRUDEAU 2

le can give you fuller information. I am aware that it is under a
general system of double entry.

James Pain, Ac- 16. Who is the officer in charge of that particular matter?-Mr.countant. James Bain.

Only on special
occasions report
ortde as to state
of books.

Certain inone

ang-s bands when
surveys were
commenced,
Afteratlnebook-
keeper appolnted
and al the ac-
counts brought
ultimately under
general system.

Expenditures on
surveys.

17. Are you informel regularly from time to time of the general
result shown by those books as it concerns the railway, or only on special
occasions ?-It is Only on special occasions. Thore is no regular stated
report made.

18. No monthly or periodical report ?-No.

19. Was there any change made in the system of keeping the
accounts relating to this railway ?-When the surveys were commenced
certain surms of money were placed in the hands of Mr. Fleming, and
he had a staff of accountants keeping an account of the expenditure.
After a certain period this system was changed and a book-keeper was
appointed immediately in the Department, and, after a few months, ail
the accounts were brought in und er the general system of books kept
by Mr. Bain.

20. When was that change made ?-The expenditure on the survey
commenced in June, 1871, and funds for that purpose were placed to
the credit of Mr. Fleming up to 1875. A portion of such sum was
expended in British Columbia through Mr. George Watt, Paymaster at
Victoria, from the 1st of May, 1871, to the lst of June, 1873. A further
sum was paid through Mr. Wallace, Paymaster at Ottawa, from the 1st
of June, 1871, to the 1st of March, 1873. From 1875 to 1877 the
expenditure was made through an accountant (Mr. Radfbrd) specially
engaged for that purpose, and atter that date by the Accountant of the
Department.

Accounts kept by 21. At the time of the change in the system of keeping the accounts
Ware reoryed are you aware whether the condition of the previous books was satis-

factory to the Department ?-The accounts kept by Mr. Watt have been
audited by Mr. Taylor and have been reported by him to be satisfactory.
He has accouuted for the money placed in his hands.

In 1877 when the
®new, ayltem w

adopted ndi
tion of accounta
liot Satiss-actory.

22. I understand that there was a change, not only of Mr. Watt's
accounts, but of all the aceounts; that sometime in 1877 a new system
was adopted ?-Yes.

23. I am asking whether at that time it was the understanding, either
with yourself, as Deputy Head, or some other party, that the condition
of the accounts was satisfactory ?-It was riot satisfactory. The vouchers
were still in a very informai condition.

24. Why was it not satisfactory ?-Because the returns óf vouchers
had not been made suffliciently full.

25. Do you remember the amount which hae1 not been properly
vouched for-about the amount that was understood not to be properly
vouched for ?.-I cannot state the amount.

26. Is there anybody who can ?-Mr. Taylor can.
27. Do you understand that I am asking not only as to Mr. Watt's

but as to other accounts ?-Yes.
Impression In 28. Are you aware whetber since the auditing. of the accounts it is
Iepartment that understood in the Department that this amount has been properlymoney ae pro-perly spplied but accounted. for ?-The impression in the Department is that the money
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bas been properly applied to the purposes of the survey, but that some that voueers not
of thu vouchers are not as formal as they might have been. -ufageiently or-

29. Do you know how it is that if the vouchers are insufficient they
Cone to the conclusion that the moneys were properly spent?-Mr.
Taylor informs me so.

30. Is it only from information from others that you know the
rOason ?- 1 es.

31. In matters conneeted with the businoss of the Department, is the Practice of De-
practice that you deal with them on your own responsibility or only after y inster ac-
eferring to the Minister ?-The practice is to take the correspondence co naned by

and reports as they come in, to have them endorsed, and every day, in take correspond-
cempany with the Chief Engineer of the work, or of any of the works ence and reportEngineerto Minister andon which the correspondence treats, to appear before the Minister and take instructions.
to read this correspondence and take his instructions. The intention
Of the Minister is that all orders should proceed from him.

32. iow does he convey his directions ?-Verbally.
33. Are they noted by any person at the time ?-They are noted on

the backs of the documents.
34. By the Minister ?-No.
35. By whom ?-By myself sometimes, but not always s0.
36. Then, as to most transactions which were discussed in that way,

there would be some memorandum, either by the Minister or yourself,
now extant ?-Yes.

37. Are there any mattera or class of matters over wbich yon generally No class of mat-
act, without reference to the Minister ?-No; all our actions are under ®is over wtch

the general directions of the Ministero, and he must have given some wtoutrerence
general order.

38. In the absence of the Minister himself is it usual that some other
Minister should take the charge in his place ?-Yes.

39. What is he generally called then ?-The Acting Minister, asdistinguished from the Minister himself.
40. Has that practice which you have described been followed gener-

ally with reference to the Pacifie Railway transactions?-It has.
41. Do you know of any occasion or any period when it was not

followed ?-No ; the endeavor is to follow it always.
42. Are the resolutions of the Governor in Council with respect to Ai Orders in

the Pacifie Railway, communicated to your Departnlfnt ?-Yes; copies acifieu a ng
of all Orders.in-Council affecting the railway are sent to our Depart- t to DeI'earb-
nMent. ment.

43. They are of record in the Department now ?-Yes.
44. Was the direction or extent of the preliminary ex loration of the ,xpioratifl diaBai 0 Railway directed by the Department or left to the discretion of liter andJchiefany other person ?-The explorations wore all discussed by the Minister ngineer.

and Chief Engineer very fully before they were commenced.
45. Who was the Chief Engineer ?-Mr. Sandford Fleming.
46. From the beginning ? -From the beginning.
41. How wa he appointed ?-He was appointed by an* Order in

Oouncil on the 5th of May, 1871.
1½



TRUDEAU 4

48. Have you a copy of that Order in Council ?-I have not a copy
with me.

App ontments 49. Were the appointments of engineers and other persons subor-
ubediate r dinate to him made by the Department on its responsibility or by the

made jointly; Engineer himself on his responsibility ?-They were male jointly.
Ingapplntrments The Minister reserved to himself the appointment of engineers, but
but glwaye con- he never did so without consulting the Chief Engineer as to the capa-

gineer. bilities of the individual-as to bis competency.
50. How were you aware that he always consultod with the Chief

Engineer ?-Because in many cases I was present.
51. In all cases were you present?-Not in all cases.
52. As to those cases in which you were not present, how are you

aware that he consulted the Chief Engineer ?-I am aware bocause I
know that it was the practice and the intention of the Minister to do so.

53. Because you understood it to be the intention you suppose that
the intention was carried out ?-Yes.

Nomemorandum 54 As to those consultations upon the eligibility of subordinates,
s to elibiy of was there usually a memorandum of the consultations and decisions ?-

subordinates. No; I do not think there was any memorandum kept. I think it was
more in this way: the Chief Engineer waited on the Minister with a
list of persons who had applied for employment, and the Chief En-
gineor, after looking through them and realing the recommendations
made, or probably from his own knowledge of the individuals, would
recommend certain individuals to the Minister.

55. Do you know whether there were exceptions to that course when
suggestions came from the Minister to the Engineer as to porsons to
be employed ?-I have stated the general rule folloiWed.

56. Do you remember any exceptions ?-I do not at this moment.
Separate ac- 57. I understood you to say that separate accounts had been kept
c°u"p oadb' for the money spent on explorations as distinguished from contracts
spe ton exiora- and other labor ?-Yes.
gulshed from con- 58. As to information ab>ut the manner of conducting the explora-tracts, tions and surveys, ought we to enquire of persons in the Department

or in the outside service ?-You should ask the Engineers.
59. There are some in the Department, are there not ?-Yes.
60. You would not be able to give us much information, I suppose,

about explorations and surveys ?-I am not qualified for that.

otrust w.. 61. Is the subject of contracts more within the knowledge of the
"atl'raPh- Department?-Yes.

asor the con- 62. Upon what subject was your first contract ?-The first contract
struction or a te- was for the construction of a telegraph.
Iegraph.
Made on the 17th 63. At what date was the contract made?-On the 17th October,Oct., lmt. 1874.

64. Have you the contract here ?-I have.
Contractor: John 65. Give me the names of the contracting parties ?-The contract was

.asirton avid between John W. Sifton, of the City of London; David Glass, of the
Flemug, same place, and Michael Fleming, of the Town of Sarnia, under the

name of Sifton, Glass & Company.



Contract No. 1-;-
6 . Telegraphe

66. 3as this contract made after advertising for tenders ?-Yes. Tenders called for

due iave you a copy of the advertisement ?-I have, and now pro

68. Were there specifications or any other information given to the
le to enable them to judge of the sort of work that would berequired ?-Yes, I now produce them.

69. ]Rave you the original tenders which were made for the work ?-have Dot got them here, but I can produce them.
u0. Have ycu any memorandum with you showing the names and the

'ubstance Of the tenders ?-I now produce a schedule of the tenders.(IExhibit No. 1.) 
necf.Fe-

71. Who made this schedule ?-This is a certificate that a number of Opened In pre-tenders for the construction of the telegraph were opened in my pre- ing, F. Braun andofltce and in the presence of Sandford Fleming and F. Braun, Secretary of witness.
of the Department.

72. This certificate is at the foot of the schedule ?-Yes.
73. The tenders must haç e been opened before this schedule was made'Dut ?-Yes.

th74. Do you you know who prepared this sehedule-whether it was Schedule prepar-beEngmneer in Chief, for instance, or the Secretary ?-This appears to ed by Fleming.
be the writing of Mr. Fleming.

75. Have you any statement sbowing which was the lowest tender,the next lowest, and so on, in order, for section number one ?-Yes, and
now produce it.
76. What is meant by section one of the telegraph line ?-It is from Section one, Win-

Wnnipeg to Selkirk and along the railway line to Livingstone. stone via SelkirLk
77. Then it is from Winnipeg to Livingstone via Selkirk ?-Yes.
78. Was that section one of the telegraph line the subject of the first The subject ofcontract ?-It was. nrst contract.

79. Please read from that statement the name of the person whonakes the lowest tender ?-R. Fuller, of Winnipeg.
80. Does the work include only the construction of the line or themaintenance as well ?--The tender is for work of two kinds, construc-

tion and maintenance.

81. What is Mr. Fuller's tender for the construction ?-The rate per loweut tender, Le.minle is $155; for the gross contract $38,750. ilor*
contract.•82. What is his tender for maintenance ?-$6,000 por annum. s6,OOO per annum
for maintenance.

83. For how many years ?-Five years.
84. Then, for construction and five years' maintenance bis whole price His whole price

ahow much ?- 868,750. $6g7.

-85. Who makes the next lowest tender ?-H. P. Dwight, of the North xext lowest ten-West Telegraph Company. der,H.r.owight's

86. I5ow much do.s he ask for construction ?-$225 per mile; 225 r ie; q5i6
<56250 for the contract. tat
87. What is his offer for maintenance for five years?-830 per mile Maintenance:83

Per year. per mile per year.

TRUDEAU
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Contract No. 1 -
Telegraph.

Aggregate: $7,500
per annum.

In ail $93,750).

88. Was there an estimate of that in the aggregate ?-Yos, $7,500
ler annum.

89. Then that is equal to $37,500 for the maintenance; what is the
gross amount for construction and maintenance asked by Mr. Dwight ?
-893,750.

Waddle & Smith 90. Who makes the next lowest tender ?-Waddle & Smith, of King-
next lowest ten- ston
derers.
1106,250 for con- 91. What is their price for construction ?-0 106,250.
For ive years' 92. What is their price for five years' maintenance ?-$3,000 perin a in t e n a nce,
Ï3000per annum; annum; 815,000 for the five years.
$i9,000.
In al 121,250. 93. Then the gross amount for construction and maintenance for five

years is how much ?-8121,250.
Next Iowest ten-
derers: Stton
Olass & Fleming.
$107.850 for con-
struction.
Ther prIce for
Maintenance a
fiubjeet of subse-
tuent correspon-lence.

94. Who makes the next lowest tender ?-Sifton, Glass & Fleming.

95. What is their price for construction ?-$107,850.

96. What is their price for five years' maintenance ?-My recollection
of il just now is that this was a subject of correspondence.

97. Have you the correspondence ?-I have not.
98. Have you the original tender made by Mr. Fuller ?-I have.

(Exhibit No. 2.)
99. Have you the original tender of Mr. Dwight ?-Yes. (Exhibit

No. 3.)
100. Have you the original tender of Waddle & Smith•?-Yes. (Ex-

hibit No. 4.)
101. Rave you the original tender of Sifton & Glass ?-Yes. (Ex-

hibit No. 5.)
102. In this tender of Sifton, Glass & Co's there is no allusion to

maintenance of the lino ?-No.
103. Yon say that was a subject.of correspondence; have yon any

correspondonce amonnting to a tender for that branch of the work ?-
At present I am not able to produce that originalcorrespondence, but
1 think I can do so at a future time.

&Ga& • 104. These are thé gentlemen who got the contract ?-Yes.get the eontraci.
No objection to 105. Was there, so far as you know, any objection to Mr. Fuller's
Mr. Fulîer's char-chîcero > terwano.
acter orndg character or standing ?-No, there wa none,
Contractawarded 106. Thon the question of bis getting the contract depended upon
onpee niarycon- pecuniary considerations ?-It did.

107. It was not intended that any other person should get it at a
higher price than he was willing to take it ? You say it was a more
matter of pecuniary consideration ?-The reason is given in the note.

1OP-109. I am asking you whether it was intended any person else
should take it at a higher price than he was willing to take it ?-Mr.
Fuller offered to do it, and he had a certain figure.

Fuller Informed 110. Can you explain why Fullor's tender was rejected ? Did he
te nthat Il deline to carry out the centract't at his original terms, or had you any
taken north of reason to suppose that lie would not carry out his original tender ?-I
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Contraet Ne. 1-

Would say that the work was offered to Fuller on the condition that ho Riding Mountainwoul depsithe would requireWOuld deposit a certain sum of money as security, and as appears froin 0 an acre for aita report signed by Mr. Fleming he was informed by Fuller that bis ton- t Ie necesarg
,der was based on aryig to ne ofg, whicKdon carrying the line south of Riding Mountain, which woutd add *50,Oo
runs entirely through the prairie country; that if it was taken north oreooo a e
friding lountain lie would be required to pay twenty dollars per der.

acre for all the necessary clearing. This would have the effect of
adding $50,000 or $60,000 to the amount mentioned in his tender.

1 De you mean that irn consequence of that change in bis offer hà
was lot the lowest ?-He was not the lowest.

112. To what sum would that payment for clearing increase the ome $,00 or
amount of his offer for section number one ?-The fifty or sixty thousand by Mr. Fleming
dollars referred to by Mr. Fleming are, I think, meant to apply to meantto appy
more than one section. section.

113. I arn asking about section number one. What would the if the whole
460,000 added to his offer make it, assuming that he meant the whole ed wSece on adN.

,000 t be .added to his offer for section number one ?-It WoUld 1t would make. 8128,750. th ruainount

114. Then his increased offer for the whole of the construction and
Tnantenance for five years amounted to $128,750?-Yes, aseuming that
be asked for the whole 860,000 to be applied to Section one.

115. Was it considered that the Government could make botter terms Governmentthanthat?1t ae.could make bot-than that ?-It was. ter terms tha
with Fuiler.116. And was that the reason for rejecting his offer?-Yes.

117. Then the next lowest being Mr. Dwight, was ho offered the con- Contract offered
tract ?--le was. t* "'ig''

118. Rave you any original documents showing the reason why he
did not take it ?-I have no original document with me, but I think I
can prcduce it.

119. Bave you any original document on the sibject between the
Department and Mr. Dwight ?-No, but I can give the correspondence
in the form of a return to the Commission.

120. In addition to the prices called for by tenders, some terms as to
tmure of Completion were asked for ?-Yes.

121. What termi did Fuller offer ?-He offered to complote it within Fuller offered to
the year 1874.Py

122. What was Dwight's offer on that subject ? -Dwight's offer waa Dwight by the 1st
to complote it on the 1st of September, 1875. Sept., 187

123. What was the offer of Waddle & Smith?-Five hundred miles a Waddle aSilth
Year. at the rate or sU

miles a year.
124. What was the offer of Sifton & Glass ?-To complote it against Sinon & Glass by

thO 22nod November, 1874. 8t v.,

125. Do yon know whether the contractors asked for an extension of But in a letter
ti ?-Thy did. tey asked fr a

llm,?-Tey id.extension o!tim&a
126. When ?-In a letter dated 9th of July, 187.
127. How long did they ask for?.They stated that it would he

4quite out of thoir power to complote the work by the timo named in
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V.utraet No. 1-
T.kgrapb.

They therefore
Tot better terms
than they asked
for In tender.
Dwight wanted
modifications
and Department
treated that as
impossible.

their contract, and they asked for an extension up to the 30t)h of
October, 1876.

128. Would you look at the contract and see if the time named
therein for completing the work is the same as that named in their
tender ?-The time named for the completion in the contract is the
30th of October, 1875.

129. That is nearly a year longer than the time mentioned in their
tender ?-Yes.

130. So that the contract gives them better terms than the tender
calls for on that subject ?-Yes.

131. Are you of the opinion that Dwight declined to take the
contract, or that he was refused the contract--you say you have not
got the original correspondence with yon ?-My impression at this
moment is that Mr. Dwight, while perfectly willing to take the contract
wanted certain modifications to be made which rendered it impossible
to give it to him.

132. And that the Government declined to contract on the terms
offered ?-Yes.

Waddle & Smith, 133. Then the next lowest tender was from Waddle & Smith. Da
ere nit iot you know whether they were willing to take the contract ?-I can

take the wurk. only infer from the fact that they tendered, that they were willing to
take the work.

134. Your opinion is that they were willing ?-Yes.
Tenders to have 135. Have you any means of knowing now when tenders were to be
heen received uP received by the Department for this work ?-The advertisement said

up to the 22nd of July, 1874.
136. Look at the tender of Sifton & Glass, and say what time that

was received by the Department ?-There is a stamp on it marked
July 22nd.

137. Is that the last day named ?-Yes.
138. You find that stamp on part of the envelope attached to the

tender ?-Yes.

Sifton, Glass & 139. And from that are you of the opinion that it was received on
Cols. recelved on thatday?-Yes.
that day.
Practice to at- 140. Is it the practice to attach portions of the envelope to all the
tacli envelopea edrYs smcia
to tenders. ?-Yes, as much as we can.
None attached to 141. Is it attached to Fuller's tender ?-I do not see it in Fuller's
Fulert''r nor to contract.othtr three.

142. Is there any envelope showing when Dwight's tender was
received for section one ?-It has none.

143. Has Waddle & Smith's ?-No.
144. Are you aware of any special reason for attaching the envelope

to the tender of Sifton & Glass ?-There is no reason.

Alterations in s. 145. Do you notice any alterations in their tender from the tender as
G. & Co's. tender. it originally stood ?-There are.
Reduce their in-
tended offer from 146. Are they to reduce the price or to raise it ?-They reduce the
M9to -189 per price.

mile prairie.



Centreet No. 1-
47TelegrapWs14. In what respect ? Will you state it in each instance as it was

originally, and as it was altered ?-It was originally written thus• " In
Our estimate we laced the wood line from Fort Garry to Winnipeg

9ver, and from Fort Garry to Fort Pelly at $529." This is altered to
per mile; also " The prairie land within a distance of 250 milesof Fort Garry at $209 per mile " was changed to $189 per mile.

1e. In the document which you produce as the tender which reached No offerr
Yo n July 22nd do you find any positive offer for section number in their tender.

149. That document is in effect"a tender for the whole line ?-Yes.
150. I think they mention there the rates for this particular section rates for Section

u1pon which they base their offer for the whole line ?-Yes. base for offer for

151. Is that the only allusion to section one in the document ?-

152. Can you tell by that portion of the envelope attached to the
contract where the letter was mailed ?-No.

153. Where is the letter dated from ?-The letter is dated at Ottawa Letter dated Ot-
on the 22nd of July. tawa, 22nd July.

154. What is the post-mark on it ?-Thore is no post-mark on it at all. No post mark.

155. Then there is no evidence here with the document that it passed
through the post-offlce ?-No.

156. Bave you yet obtained any of the original correspondence withSifton, Glass & Co. as to the maintenance of the line ?-Yes, but I have
lot yet assorted it.

157. Can you give any reason why Waddle & Smith did not get the contract offered
contract in preference to Sifton, Glass & Fleming ?-Waddle & Smith th fo WSeci&onWere offered the contract for section number five, but they failed to 5; they faled as
procure securities. to security.

158. When did that happen ? When did they fail to procure securi-
tes ?-Section number five becane contract number four later.

159. Yon say that the contract for number five was offered to Waddle
Smith, but that they failed to give security ?-Yes.
160. When was it known to the Department that they had failed to

give security ?-On the 21st of October, 1874.
161. That was the reason for passing over their tender and giving the

contract to Sifton, Glass & Fleming ?-Yes.
162. What is the date of the contract to Sifton, Glass & Fleming ?- Contract to Sif-

The 17th of' October. Ieon, 31Eas &Co.
Th 0 lth 0 OctLor.dated 17th Oct-

163. How do yon account for a reason which occurred on the 21st Witng sP"ges
'ffecting a transaction which took place on the 17th ?-I can only ac- of atrirs was
eunt for it by supposing that it was known that that was the position, lers weaner-and that these letters were exchanged afterwards to record the event. wards echangek

to record the
164. Thon you think it was known to the Department before the 21stevent.

of October ?-I may say that before that the Department had beenYakig efforts to get this information. There was some correspondence
With Waddle, and he was always promising that he would furnith the
security, but he was not doing it.

TRUDEAU
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It was concluded 165. What was your conclusion from that ?-The conclusion was that
that WaddIe
would probably we were aware that ho would probably fail, but we did not have it in
rail to put up the writing at that time.
tecurity.

166. Do you say now that the decision to give Sifton & Glass the
contract for section one was because the Department bad reason to
think that Waddle & Smith were about to fail to give security for con-
tract number five ?-Yes.

Iftheyhadput 167. Would not the result have been the sanie if they had given
iup security for

ec. S, the- would security for section number five ? Would they not have been still
stili have been excluded from section one ?-They would.
excluded fromaec. 1.
S. Fleming's re- 168. Look at Mr. Fleming's report where ho mentions Mr. Fuller's
Potn to iie' additional.price for clearing ? Will you read what hesays about Fuller's
for clearing. offer ?-" With a view of arranging some of the terms of the contract

'with Fuller, to whom was awarded the construction of that p>rtion of
"the Pacifie Telegraph between Fort Garry and Edmonton, I met him
" at my office on the 14th instant. Mr. Fuller statod that bis tender
"for that portion of the lino between Fort Garry and Fort Pelly,
"section number one, was based on carrying the lino south of Riding

Mountain, and almost entirely through a prairie country; that if it
"was taken north of Riding Mountain, he would be required to be paid
"$20 per acre for all the clearing necessary to be done."

169. Do you know how much of the route south of Riding Mountain,
if there ever was such a route proposed, was through woodland ?-I do
not know.

Proportion or
wood and pratrie

enl north route
not then known.

Fuiller's tender of
,ept. 16N, 1874,

beWeen >118,750
and $12R,750.

170. Do you know whether the Department had any information as to
the probable quantity of woodland north of Riding Mountain, the one
actually adopted at that time ?-1 think that would be a proper question
to be put to the engineers.

171. Thon you do not know, you mean ?-I do not know.
172. Mr. Fleming speaks of an amount there betwoen fifty and sixty

thousand dollars additional which the new offer involved. I wish to
ascertain whethor the Department had any means of knowing whether
it would be fifty thousand or sixty thousand ?-The Department bas only
got the information furnished by Mr. Fleming.

173. Do you mean furnished by that letter ?-Yes.
174. Proceed to read the next section ?-«" This will have the effect

"of adding between fifty and sixty thousand dollars tothe sum men-
"tioned in his tender."

175. Thon you say that the Department was not aware which of
these sums would be the correct one to add ?-No; they only had this
information before them.

176. If it had been 850,000 instead of $60,000, what would be Ful-
ler's aggregate tender for construction and maintenance for five years ?
-8118,750.

177. Thon, from Mr. Fleming's report, from which you have read,
dated September 16th, 1874, you understood that Fuller's tender was
somewhere between $118,750 and 8128,750 ?-Yes.

178. But you do not know exactly where it was between them ?-No.
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179. At that time, September 16th, 1374, haï you a more favorable
tender from Sifton, Glass & Company for construction and maintenance
for five years ?-I cannot answer that question without searching the
corresPondence.

180. If yon look at the contract of Sifton, Glass & Co., can you not Sifton.Glas& Co.
SaY whether they are to get anything more than $20,000 for five years' .,uIO) with pro-
iaintenance ?-They ask " with profits." fits for ive years'

maintenance.181. Have yon any reason to know how the persons who tendered
for this work considered their price to be affected by the privilege of
taking profits ?-Yes.

182. How do you understand that it affects their offer? Do thoy
Offer to take more or less on account of getting profits ?-They will
m'aintain it for less, if they are allowed to take profits.

183. How much less ?-Waddle & Smith made it one-half.

184. Then, on the same basis, Sifton & Glass would want $32 per
tnile without profits ?-Yes.

185. Ho0w much would that increase the aggregate of the offer of
Sîfton, Glass & Co. for construction and maintenance ?-820,000.

186. What would that make their whole tender?-$147,850 without
profite.

187. lave yon any reason to know whether the profits are actuallya onsiderable amount or not in the working of this ine ?-We have noreports on that question in the Department.
188. Can yoU state whether this work bas been fully performed ?-I

would refer yo to the engineers for information on that point.

189. You are not able to say yourslf?-Not so well as the engi.neers.

190. Are you aware of the amount that bas been paid up to this time
On this contract ?-.Yes, $1 19,085.29.

191. De you know how much further is expected to te paid on the
")"tract ?-, have not got the information here.

192. That includes how much for construction ?-$101,800 for con.
8truction, and $17,285.24.

Waddle & Smtth
estlmated thatprofits would re-
duce the charge
for maintenante
by one-half.

on this bauis sir-
ton, Gaas & CO'&
tender $147,800
No report as yet

'a te profits onthis Section.

119,o&5.29 paid up

te preent un this
contract.

$1o1,so« for con-

struction and;g17,285.20 formaintenance up
to present month
(Augu'tst 1880)

193. At what date was that ?-This is up to this month.
194. When did the allowance for maintenance begin ?-On the line Dates whenfro, Wnpecharge for mafin-lnebWinnipeg to Selkirk, 22.15 miles, on January st, 1875; on the enanc egan-

we nnipeg and Fort Pelly, 294.36 miles, on August 1st,
18g6 less two months not maintained; the line crossing Red Riverfromn 31st March, 1876, 8180.

195. From Winnipeg to Selkirk-is that moneyed out at $16 a mile ? Thi ated
-Yes. A t h t es

191-. And the other at the samie rate ?-Yes.

197. What is the aMount up to the 3lst of March ?-$15,306.72.
$1,U672.
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Ist Agust, 1876, 198. From what date does he charge maintaining the whole line ?
oar whencarge -The 1st of AUgust, 1876.

commences.
199. Was it finished then ?-I do not know.
200. Is there any other matter about this contract number one that

you would like to ex plain ?-I want to consult more clearly the corres-
pondence, and see what it was that led us to pass over Waddle & Smith's
tender.

Palmer In charge 201. Yon spoke of the system of keeping accounts in the Departmen
f accon jro at different times, but you omitted the period between June, 1873 an d

187-5. ' '1875. Who bad charge of the accounts at that time ?-I think Mr.
Palmer.

OTTAwA, Friday, 15t4 August, 1880.

The examination of Mr. Trudeau resumed:

By the Chairman:

Tenders called for 202. My last question to you yesterday asked if there was any other
p1-dt 2t eed matter about this contract number one which you would like touI 187r4. e

7th un ., explain. Have you now any additional information to give ?-1 may
Fuller lowest for wr ae o
Section 1, but re- state that tenders for the construction of the telegraph were called for
fsedwo a up to the 26th of July, 1874. 'J hey were opened on the 7th of August,
tender. Dwlght 1874. For section one Fuller was the lowest. He refused the work
aise declined.
Waddle & Smith at the price named in his tender. Mr. Dwight was the second lowest;
offered Section 5 he also declined. The third lowest, Waddle & Smith, had been offered

utinoy° t" P on the 12th of August, another section, number five, from Fort Garry
to Nipigon, but they did not give security. Had Waddle & Smith

Dwight'e ground made their deposit for section five promptly, it would have been agood
for refusai-hie

cdid rot in- reason to offer them section one. On the fifth of October Mr. Fleming
clude clearing reported that Mr. Dwight declined to execute the work on the ground
woodland. that their price did not include clearing of woodland. Waddle & Smith

bad then been six weeks preparing to give security on section five
Slfton,Glass &co. without having been able to accomplish it. The fourth lowest tender,calted upon te
take Sec, 1" Sifton, Glass & Co., were then called upon to take section number one.

203. Yesterday in question number 107, and alluding to Fuller's
tender, I asked whether it was intended that any other person should
get it at a higher price than he was willing to take it. Your answer
was given: " the reason is given in the note." To what note did you
allude ?-The note referred to will be fbund at pages 130 and 131 of the
Blue Book entitled " Contracts let by the Department of Public Works
from the 1st of July, 1867, to the 27th of March, 1878."

NoOrder n o 204. Have you the Order in Council authorizing the contract withCouncil authoriz-
ing the contract Sifton, Glass & Co ?-There is no Order in Council.
with sifton, Glass
& Ce.
The raitice le to 205. Is it the practice of the Department when a tender which is not

t an Order the lowest is accepted that a report to Council is required ?-Yes.ln Counil ueope rprtîqur
like circumstan-
068. 206. And is it then acted on without any Order in Council?-No.

207. Then there is an Order'in Council ?-There is no Order in
Council in this case.
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208. Is it the usual practice ?-It is the usual practice, but it was not

done in this case.
In this case ex-209. This was an exception to the usual practice ?-It was. cetiona action
ta en.

210. Do you feel sure that there was no Order in Council about
fton & Glass's contract ?-I have not found one.
211. Please read the memorandum (,n the back of tender, Exhibit memirandum or

CO. 5 ?-"This tender not being the lowest, a report to Council 5 isng outthat rder
ci required. John Waddle & Co. are the lowest, but section five bas inn Uouae was

already been awarded to them, and it appears to have been determined
already not to award two sections to one firm."
212. Who signs that ?-Mr. Fissault.
213. What is his position in the Departmnt?-Re is our law clerk.
214. You see a kewer memorandum on that tender ?-Yes.
215. Please read it ?-It is in French, and, translated into English, Another memo.

reads thus: "Procure the Order in Council which gives the work to , gFea't Order la
Sifton, Glass & Co. for -section one." rogdtice hou

216. Do you say you have no record of that order having been pro-
cured ?--I have not found it.

217. What time generally elapses between the time fixed for receiv- One or two days
in tenders for work in the Department and the opening of the tenders? yYafora end

he time required to allow the mails to come in, so that any acci- tenders to givedenta dely 01 thetirne for mails to,tal delay of tbe trains inay not interfere with the arrival of tenders; come In.
that night be one or two days.

218.. That is the usual time allowed between the time fixed for
receiving and opening tenders, one or two days ?-Yes.

219. What was the time fixed in this case ?-The time was from the on this occasion2 6th of Jly to the 7th of August-twelve days. 12days etapsed.

220. Do you know why the time was extended in this case beyond
the ulsual period ?-I have no record of it.

221. Do you know ?-I do not recollect it. 
®" M neet

extended.(;Iass& Co.s tendr thoe why Sbtane« thus
222. Will you read from Sifton, Glass & Co.'s tnrhswds"s las&

Whieh maake any offor to build, without relating the special conditions - co.
l Wish to ascertain whether his offer to build relates only to the line as
a Wole?-He says: " We, the undersigned, residents of the Province

Of Ontario, make the following proposal to the Government of the
D'ion: We will do the whole of the work along the whole of the

Sroposed line, including all the sections thereof, and comprising the
c eling of the material for and the erection of the teIegraph line, the

elearing of the roadway, the prenaration of the pack trail and ail
other Matters pointed out in the advertisement and information for
parties proposing to tender."
223. 1s there any other part of that offer which points to the build- No offer for Sec-

'Dg of that section one o alone made
n nealne?-o.by .,. Co.

224 bid it bappen that persons offering to build the whole line
%'Oified the times at whioh they would finish particular sections of it
l any Case ?-It did.
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Allan McLean,
the first person
who tendered for

225. Then the mention of particular times for finishing particular
sections is consistent with the fact that the tender relates only Io the
whole lir.e ?-Yes.

226. The certificate you produce dated Angust 7th, and signed byj
yourself, Mr. Fleming and Mr. Braun, relating to the opening oftenders,
shows different particulars as to the several tenders. Will you explain
what was meant to be shown by that generally? Was it intended to
convey the substance of each tender as it relates to each section ?-Yes.

227. Give me the name of the first person on the list who tenders
for the construction of section one ?-Allan MeLean.

1. 228. Does he name a price for construction ?-Yes.

Other tenders. 229. Give me the next name for the construction of section one ?-
I. P. Dwight.

230. Does ho name a sum for the construction ?-Ke does.

231. What is the next name ?-Parmalee; he names a price.

232. What is the next name?-McKenzie, Grier & Co. ; they give a
price. The next is Waddle & Smith; they give a price. The next is
Humphrey & Co.; they give a price. Next, G. W. Taylor & Co.; they
give a price. Next, Mitchell, Macdonali & Gough; they give a price.
Next, the Electric Light Co.; they give a price.

Sifton, Glass & 233. What is the next name for the construction of section one ?-
CO. without a
Price. Sifton, Glass & Co., without a price.

234. What is the next name ?-George P. Drummond, with a price.
Next, Rocque & O'Hànly, with a price. Next, Thompson, with a price.
Next, Jocelyn, with a price; and last, Fuller, with a price.

235. You say that this was intended on the 7th of August to give to
the Department the substance of each tender as it related to each
section ?-Yes.

Up to 7th August,
.e., after the ime
.orreceiving ten- 236. Was it intended to show that Sifton, Glass & Co. had named

drse hedul Jjeera rhe se e any price for section one on the 7th of August ?-There is no price
o cers did not shown.
Intend to show
that Sifton, Glass
& Co. had named
any price for Sec-
tion 1. 237. You took part in that document?-Yes.

238. Did you intend to show that Sifton, Glass & Co. had named any
price ?-.-No; it was not intended.

239. That was af ter the time for receiving tenders had expired ?-Yes.

240. When was it first regarded by the Department that they had
made an offer to construct section one ?-The tenders, after they were
opened, were referred to Mr. Fleming for his report, and on the 10th of
August he reported and stated that "shoot number one shows that
" there are fifteen proposals for section number one, Fort Garry and
" Fort Pelly."

241. Does sheet number one name Sifton, Glass & Co. ?-It does.
The 101h of Aug.
the Ont trne the 242. Thon, on the lOth of August, for the first time the Department
Departrnentt 24.Teoth 0 o uu4frtefrttmth eamn-
learned thaï Sif- understood that Sifton, Glass & Co. had tendered for section one ?-
ton, Olauss*Co.
had tendered for That is the date of Mr. Fleming's report.
Section 1.
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243o Can you namie any earlier date than that when the Department

s0 Understood ?-I do not think that before that the tenders 'had been
ulfficyently analyzed to enabled the Department to form an opinion.

we244.o you think they have been sufficiently analyzed now ?-They
'leminiven to Mr. Fieming for the purpose of being analyzed, and Mr.g report was admitted as an analysis of them.

245. You told us that on the 16th September, 1874, Mr. Fleming had K i.emngreporte that Fuller wanted from $50,000 to $60,000 more than the pod Fuller
&lflout f his tender for construction, did you not ?-Yes. >oW more than

tender ror con-246. struction.
46. At that date (1 6th September, 1874) was there any document Up to that dateWhich asuUmed to be a tender for anything more than construction from edrrommfton,

stte a & Co. ?-The tender received from Sifton, Glass & Co. Gls & Co. stated'tated tharthe price was $1,290,000; this includes maintenance. whole une
241. But that wa for the whole line ?-Yes.
248. At that date (16th September, 1874) was there any document

'Which assumed to be a tender for anything more than construction fromon, Glass & Co. as to section one alone ?-I am not aware.
249. Then, at that time the only matter upon which Fuller and Sif-ton, Glass & Co. had both tendered as to section one, was for construc-tion ?-Fuller tendered by sections.

h 250. I am speaking of section one; they, that is Sifton, Glass & Co.,
fad ot then tendered for the maintenance, had they ?-Fuller tendered
includ ntenance, and Sifton, Glass & Co. had tendered for the whole,

n g maintenance.
251 I anm peaking of number one by itself ?-Sifton, Glass & Co.

had nothing for section one.
252. Were you in a position to compare the tenders as to mainten. At that time thenee of section one, at that time, made by Fuller and Siftoni Glass & fanaierston aues

Co. espectively ?-No. & Co. as to main-
tenance of Sec. 1
alone could not253CoT a comaa.253t Then, the only matter upon which you could compare their i ela-aoe couldtibe valuerew

tYe naoe was the construction, as far as it relates to section one?--

254. As to that matter, which was the most favorable to the Govern- Fuller's highest
nledt at that time ? Give the figures. For instance, what.was Mr. ° for eonstrue-
.erso ghst offer at that time-the 16th September, 1874-includ- U to1h Sept.,

Ig the increase for clearing ?-898,750. 4. 0,M
i 255. What was Sifton, Glass & Co.'s offer for the same matter-that smfton lass &

the tonstruction ?-Sheet number one, prepared by Mr. Finming, co'soÀhr si,sso.
statt that the gros construction is $107,850.

256 That is the same sheet which shows Mr. Fuller's to be $38,750 ?

257. 0And by adding the $60,000 for clearing to that you arrive at the$98,750 of which yon have spoken ?-Yes.

a 258' Then, at that timne (16th September, 1874) for construction
Goer Of etion nuFiber one, which was the most favorable offer to theQeveo'râment ?-Mr. Faller's.'

T R UDE AU1
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For construction
alone Fuller's the
nost favorable

offer by $9,100.
Up to l6th Sept.
81ifton, Glass &
Co. h'd made no
offer to maintain
Sec. 1 alone.
Fuller's offer to
inaintain Sec. L
e 6,000 for fi veyears, in ail

30'00'.

Sifton, Glass &
Co ask ln addi-
tion to construc-
tion price $107,850.
*16 per mile per
annum wlth pro-
lits for mainten-
ance.

259. By how much ?-$9,100.

260. At that time Sifton, Glass & Co. had made no offer to maintain
section one alone ?-Not alone.

261. How much at that time was Fuller's offer to maintain section
one alone ?-$6,000 for five years, in all $30,000.

262. Was it by negotiations subsequent to that period that an offer
was procured from Sifton, Glass & Co. at a lower figure for the main-
tenance ?-I prefer answering that question later.

263. Have you any original documents showing an offer from Sifton,
Glass & Co. and the terms upon which they would maintâin section
number one alone ?-I have a letter from Mr. Fleming dated 13th Octo-
ber, 1874, whioh relates to the subject.

264. Will you put in either the original or a copy of that letter ?-I
will.

235. Does it state that Sifton, Glass & Co. charge something additional
to their construction prica-8107,850 -for maintenance of the line ?-
Yes.

266. How much extra do they ask ?-Sixteen dollars per mile per
annum.

267. With or without profits ?-With profits.
263. At the time of getting that letter the Department undertoad

that FulIer's tender for the construction was $98,750, including the
increase for woodland, and $30,000 for five years' maintenance; that is,
for construction alone Sifton Glass & Co's tender was $9,100 over Fuller's.
Would this new offer of Sifton, Glass & Co's turn the scales in their
favor ?-Yes.

269. How much ?-Nine hundred dollars.

If their profits for 270. But they got the profits, which Fuller did not ask for ?-Yes.
live years were
valued at any- 271. So that if their profits were valued at anything over $900 their
thlng moethan
$iýO0 their tender tender would still be higher ?-Yes.
would still be
higher than Ful-
ler's. 272. Have you any idea of the estimate of the Department as to the

profits ?-We have no report on the subject.
ed by correspon- 273. Then this turning of the scales was made by correspondence in

®on, lai & j: October ?-Yes; it may have been before October.
274. You say that was the first intimation ?-It was reported in

October.
275. And was only communicated to the Department by letter fron

Department un- Mr. Fleming ?-Yes.
derstood that
Fuller requested
his prices to be

hi ri®d taas bat 276. Was it upon that turning of the scales that the contract was
C'rel anatons awarded to Sifton & Glass ?-The request by Fuller was that his priceowere expiana-
Ions of hie ten- should be changed, and the explanations by Siftpn were understood te

gestIn"ncreas be merely explanations of his tender without increasing his price.
of price.



Contraet *o. 1-277, Do you nean understood by the Department ?-Yes. Telegmah.
278. ? oes that report or letter of Mr. Fleming's recommend anyaction ?-ît does not.
279. You say that Mr. Fleming speiks only of the explanation of Sifton, Glass &S3if ton, 

Col&mwete emto b addd Co.'s tender, by which sixteen dollars per mile was now madeate termsfot first h maintenance ; was that an explanation whiclh he had diffrent from
exp .it gathered or understood from their tender? Was it a new scheule extraet-

hexp hnatio Of its terms, that is to say, was it different from this ®ugsust7'CbeduI 0 Which you extracted on the 7th of August ?-Yes.
280. In speaking of the $900 of profits as the difference between thethO Ofers, or rather to meet.the difference between the two offers, didnhey fot inclde the profits for five years ? In other words, if the pro-ets Of the ine for five years should amount to more than $900, Fuller'sOfler would be still the lowest ?-Yes. ThatSinon, Glass
281. Then do you say that, in order to treat Sifton, Glass & Co.'s ould be heldtender as the lower one, it is necessary to assume that the five years' ste*®ar nee8-

mary to assumeprofits will not be over $900 ?-Yes. that the ve
years' profitswoulà not be over

282. Have you any original papers from Sifton & Co. as to the terms Letter from sif-
pon which they would maintain the lino ?-I have not, but I have a assmes atCo.
8Py o etter from Sifton & Glass to Mr. Fleming, dated 30th October, they had tenderedto 

for the construc-1874, to the following effect: tion of C. P. T. as
In reply to your letter of this morning we beg to say that accord- any section.

1 ing to our tender of the 22nd of July last for the construction of thegCanadian Pacifie Telegraph, or any section thereof, the average price
4per Mile for woodland was to be $629 per mile, and for prairie $209dper mile. We estimate that there would be 1,485 miles of woodland,Which, at 8629 per mile, would come to $934,065, and that thereWould be 705 miles of prairie, which, at $359 per mile, would be,$182595; in all S1,116,660. Our whole tender for the whole workWas $1,290,000, the difference between the two sums, namoly,$172,340, being our tender for maintaining the working of the linofor five years. Any portion of the work now awarded to us should be
casd upon this calculation which we estimate at, say sixteen dollars

Per maile per annum. Contractors are to maintain the work andreceive the profits of the lino.
" (Signed) SIFTON, GLASS & Co."

283. Please look at the original tender, and say whether this letter is The original ten-
terreCt in stating that their offer pr mile applied not only to toetono

e. o ne but to sections of it ?-I do not find in the tender that it une.apples to the section.
284. Thon in that respect it appears to be incorrect, does it not ?-

285a At the time of the receipt of that letter by Mr. Fleming ho had
accl to the original tender ?-Yes.

286. And it could have been ascertained whether this letter wascOrrect or incorrect ?-it could.
287. Since we parted this morning, have you thought of anythingtat YOU would like to add, by way.of explanation, to your evidence ?X6Q.

TRUDEAU
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Con traet No. 1-
Telegraph.

No tenders invit
e*dafter Juiy22nd
1874.

Correspondence
has taken place
auto the Ineffi-
clency of sec. 1.

Contract No. 2.
-Telegraph.
From Living-
atone to Edmon-
ton.

Dated 30th Oct.,
1874.

Contracter, Rich-
ard Fuller.

This was part of
Sec. No. 8 as des-
crIbed In adver
tisement for ten-
ders.

Sect. 3 originaiiy
ran from F~ort

arry te a point
In longitude of
Edmonton.

Fuller submitted
lowest tender for
the whele of Be.
8, which original-

included sec. 1.

le dld not get
contract.

288. Have you obtainei the Dwight correspondence that you alluded
to ?-We have not yet collected it.

289. Did Sifton, Glass & Co. get any other contract connected with
the telegrapb but this one ?-No.

-290. Was any public coirpetition invited Dlfter JuIy 22nd, 1874, for
tenders for telegraph work ?-No.

291. la there any arrangement with Sifton, Glass & Co. about the
rates which they are to charge on this tection ?-I cannot answer that
question without inquiring.

292. Has there been any correspondence with the Department as to
the ineffleiency of this section ?-Yes.

293. Has a report of it been asked for by oither House of Parlîa-
ment ?-Yes.

294. Did you prepare a report for either House ?-Yes.
295. Was it printed ?-No.
296. Have you that report in manuscript ?-We have.
297. Is it connected in the return with other sections ?-The reports

apply to all the sections.
298. Will you produce it as the report called for?-Yes; I now

produce it (Exhibit No. 6).

299. What was the subject of the second contract ?-It was the con-
struction of a telegraph line from Livingstone to Edmonton.

300. What is the date of the contract ?-30th October, 1874.

301. What is the name of the contractor ?-Richard Fuller.

302. Was that one of the sections advertised when you asked for
tenders ?-It was not advertised as a section from Livingstone to Ed-
monton.

303. Was it a part of any of the sections advertised for ?-It was.
3(4. A part of which sectien advertised for ?-Of section number

tbree.

305. As advertised, what was section number three ?-It was fron
,Fort Garry to a point in the longitude of Edmonton.

306. Have you a list of the tenders which were submitted as to that
section ?-Yes; I now produce it (Exhibit No. 7).

307. This is attached to several sheets as, I notice, showing the
tenders for all the sections separately ?-Yes.

308. Mr. Fuller appears to have suibmitted the lowest tender for the
whole of section number three ?-Yes.

309. Did section three include originally section number one ?---
Yes.

310. Then cn you explain why did he not get the contract for the
whole of section three ?-It was because for that portion of numb«
three which corresponds with section one he wanted a higher price.
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311• llow much higher ?-Fifty or sixty thousand dollars.
312. That was not considered to be so good an offer, with that But ir Fu1ier's

itlrase, for the whole section as you accomplished by dividing t ?-If ° had been
it ad been practicable to entertain Mr. Fuller's proposition to add ®ht a telhe

160000 to his tender, the cost of the two sections would have been a bee w21wonlda of ý 2Z,»216,000, Whereas the tenders accepted amounted to $225,100. which was given.

313. Why was it considered proper to accept the tenders which were
ccePted for $225,100, instead of this incrensed offer at $216,000 ?-amoause the acceptance of Mr. Fuller's tender involved a change in thearneunt.Ocleo 

e
31'. le that in your Department held to be a reason for refusing a Such a change

eontract, if a man adds anything to bis first tender after it is sent in ?- nr Perrntted by
e practice is that a tender should not be altered afLer it is sent in. partment.
315. DO you mean that the Department will not recognize them if

they are altered ?-No.
316. That is the general practice ?-Yes.

b 3I. And do you give that as a reason for this lower offer havingeen refused--because it involved an alteration after the tenders were
received ?-Yes.

318. DO you know any reason why this should apply to the second Thinks offer to
Centraet, and not to the first contract ? You will, perhaps, remember fr *maiana nil

at i October there was something added to Sifton, Glass & Co's was not added to
tender--816 a mile for maintenance ?-I am not suie that it was added tadssr or Ci>.',
Sthat way. trary to rules o

Departmkent.
3 19 SPeaking of contract number two, you say that was awarded to Contract No. 2
ller. How many miles did bis contract embrace nominally ?-That ®ny wo"u"e.contract embraced nominally 500 miles.

320. What was the sum agreed to be paid on construction in contract .For construction
number tWo--Fuller's contract ?--1 17,250. $îî7,o agreedon.

321. And how much for maintena'nce for five years ?-Accordivg to eoo for main-
bis tender $65,000. ttnan2e f

322. Which makes a total of ?-$ 180,250. Total, $Ms,so.
323. And what had yon previously agreed to pay in the aggregate sio7,85o agreed to

for the balance of section three to Sifton Glass & Co. under the name piad Wo Acfton0f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ oa seto Cne for780.frmineacfsection one ?-construction of
g for.maitn te-nane

324. And the maintenance ?-8127,850. besides profits.

335. That was besides profits to Sifton ?-Yes.
326. Then, exclusive of profits, what bad you accomplished by those Thus s8toWltrucontracte as the price for the whole of section throe including con- "tor construct-

etr1ti on and maintenance ?-I#e were gotting the work executed for " and main-
1310,10i, including maintenance. ning see. 8.

327. Will yon look.at the etatement of Mr. Fleming respecting one s. Fieming's
.the rejected tenders, by Thompsgon, who offers to do the whole of bis nta Thon rpD'artion of the ine, section three; let us know what his offer ws ?- tender fort

'L the statement prepared by Mr. Fleming Mr. Thompson's tender is eIuasive ofrePresented as beîng at the rate of $280 a mile, giving a gross supi for onices, &c.
th struction of $226,000, offices and other matters not included. Forteo Maintenance s11,200 per annum, which for five years givesS$50,000,
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Telegraph.

Muat la $30,000
xntnus cot of
offices, less than
the price con-
traeted for.

Thompson pro-
poses to, finish
Secs. 5 and 6 in
two years; Ses.
1, 2, and 3 ln three
vears, and Sec. 4
in four years
fromn the date Of
ontract.

and this added to the previous sum gives $280,000. Time of completion
three years.

328. Then as far as construction and maintenance are concerned ho
offers to do this work for 8280,000, without offices ?-Yes.

329. That is $30,000 less than the two contracte which you made ?-
Yes.

330. Do you know whether that $30,000 was considered to be the
value, or less than the value, of the offices ?-I must refer you to the
engineer for that information, I am unable to answer it.

331. You mention that he tendered to complote this in three years,
and it is so stated in Mr. Fleming's certificate ?-Yes.

332. Have you looked at Thompson's original tender, or a copy of
it ?-Yes.

333. Will you read what the tender says about the time of comple-
tion ?-It says: " Inasmuch as the Parliament is quite silent on the
"question of time for the completion of the lino, or of sections of it,
"1 have decided to submit the following which, however, may, perhaps,
"be modified upon comparing with the Department. Sections five and
" six in two years, sections one, two and three years, and section four
"in four years from the date of contract."

b34. Thon the time that he names for this section three appears to
have been fixed upon the condition that ho should get five and six ?-
I have given the exact words of the tender.

No offer made to 335. Was there any offer made to Thompaon, that you know of, about
.hompson. this section ?-eot that I am aware of.

336. Will you produce Thompson's original tender ?-Yes.
No. 8.]

[Exhibit

Fleming's fiche-
dule showed
Thompeon'a ten-
der to be 4 11,200
per annum' for
maintenance.
The actual tender
le 1i per cent. of
cost ln woodland
and 5 per cent. ln
prairie per an-

Further particu-
ari of tender.

337. In the schedule to which you have referred, relating to section
three, Mr. Fleming appears to show Thompson's tender to bo 811,200
per annum for maintenance ?-Yes.

338. Look at the original tender and tell me what his actual offer
for maintenance is, and read it?-It is as follows: " I will keep the
"linos in repair for one and one-half per cent. of the cost in wooiland,
"and five per cent. in prairie per annunm."

339. Thon his tender for maintenance depends upon the price ho
asks for construction ?-Yes.

340. What price does ho ask for construction through woodland ?-
Eight hundred and eighty dollars per mile on section number one.
He does not state his price for woodland on section three.

341. And for prairie ?-For prairie on section three, $280 a mile.
342. Does his price at 82S0 a mile oxtend to the whole of the prairie

on section three or only to that portion beyond Fort Pelly ?-Only to
that portion beyond Fort Pelly, which is 550 miles.

343. Have you calculated exactly what hie tender asks for mainten-
ance ?-Yes.

344. What is the gros sum that ho asks for maintenance ?-1
810,777.50 per annum.
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345. &nd for five years ?-853,887.50.
346. This added to his price for construction, as stated in Mr. Flem-

iflg's estinate, would give what total ?-$227,887.50.
34t . This would appear, by that estimate, to be some $32,000 lessthan the two contracts that you have accomplished ?-Yes.
348. But this estimate of Mr. Fleming's as to the construction i@ P. Fleming's estb

aPParently erroneous ?-Yes, mate erroneous.

349. The price for construction as really asked by Thompson amounts ThomPson'sgto a considerable sum over that ?-Yes. lâlgher thanthoge

350. How much larger would the sum be that was really demandedby Thompson upon an exact calculation ?-$114,750.

contractei for..

OTTAWA, Saturday, 14th August, 1880.
HENaY N. RUTTAN, sworn and examined:

BY the Chairman:

351. What is your occupation ?-Civil Engineer and contractor.
352. Have you been in the employment of the Government of Canada

at eny time ?-I was in the em poyment of the Government in 1868 onthe IDtercolonial Railway.

353. After leaving the Intercolonial Railway, were you employed inany way in connection with the Paciaie Railway ?-I was employed in
1874 on an exploration north of Lake Superior, and in 1875 on an
eploratory survey between the Kay lakes and Root River.

354. During the firet period had you charge of a party, and in what
capacity ?-When I left the Intercolonial Railway 1 was in charge of
section six as Division Engineer of the Intercolonial Railway.

355. And on the Pacific Railway ?-In 1874 I was assistant to Mr. T.
J. Thompson, and in 1875 I had charge of the division ; Mr. Henry

cLueod, District Engineer.

RUTTAN.

Smre#o--E x-
ploration.

Civil Engineer.

In 1874 explor-ationis north orLake Superior;

n 1875 explora-tory Survey be-tween the ay
Lakes and RootRiver.

Assistant to T.J.

Thonipon In 1874;In 1875 charge
or division.

356. What time in 1874 did you begin operations ?-We began in yMan 1oerationsJuin6.e184
357. At what point ?- A t the Pic River on Lake Superior.
358. In what direction did you proceed ?-We proceeded in a westerly Proceeded west-

direction along the shore of the lake to Nipigon.
359. What was the number of men in the party to which you were Party numbered

attached ?-About twelve altogether.
360. Will you describe th" different positions of the members of the

arty, whether they were laborers, engineers or otherwise ?-Mr.
onompson was the en ineer in charge of the party; I was assistant

elnenber ,nd the rest of the party consisted of the chain men, aie men
361. onymen.
361% 'You bad no anirnals with yo ?-Né. oanimais.

TRUDEAUý, 2 1
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pleration.

Three nonths on
-shores of lake.
then made Instru.
mental survey
from Ried Rock to
South Bay of
Nipigon.

Four months In
field.

Thompson pUr-
,chased suppliesIn Toronto and
collngwood.

How. accounts
kept.

After field work,
OfIce work at Ot-
tawa.

362. How long were you occupied in that work ?-We were occupied
about thrce months in the exploration along the shoresof the lake. W.
then mada an instrumental survey from Red Rock to the South Bay of
Lake iipigon.

363. How long did that occupy ?-As well as 1 can remember about
a month.

364. So that during the season you were occupied about four months?
-Yes ; in the field.

365. What was the system for procuring the supplies for such a party
at that time?-The supplies at that time were purchased by Mr.
Thompson, the engineer in charge of the party in Toronto and Colling-
wood.

366. And taken with you or sent on ?-I think they were taken with
-possibly part were taken with us, and part were sent on to Red Rock.

367. Then the engineer in charge made all expenditures upon his
own responsibility ?-He bought, of course, what he thought was
necessary for the survey.

363. Did he exercise his own discretion in procuring supplies neces-
sary for the expedition ?-I think so; I do not think he had any
instructions with reference to the matter.

369. Do you know anything about the mode of koeping the accounts
for that party ?-We had an officer attached to the party-sometimes
with the party, and sometimes getting the supplics-who was supposed
to keep the accounts, and attend to the distribution of supplies on the
line.

370. Who was that ?-A man named Robson or Robinson, I am not
sure which.

371. You took no part in the accounts or the procuring of supplies ?
-None wbatever.

372. Do you know the letter which would designate that party at
that time in the books of the Department ?-I do not rememaber just
now; I could find it by referring to the report.

373. Besides the time yôu were occupied in the fleld, WeFe yoa
engaged a further time in connection with the work ?-After getting
through with the field work we came to Ottawa and made our plans
and reports.

, 374. In the Department of Public Works ? Were you connected
with the Department of Public Works ?-In the Canadian Pacific Rai
way Offiee; I think it was outeide of the Department of Public Worko
proper at that time.

Chain and axe- 375. After the work in the field I suppose the chain men, axe metd
men discharged ohe
after faeldwa g and others would be discharged ?-Yes.

20th May,1875. 376. About what time did you comm ce in the next season ?-I
enieernea the next season I left Winnipeg on the 20th May, 1875.
charge or division

377. What was your position in that party ?-.I was engineer -1
charge of the division.

378. Who was your assistant, or had you an assistant ?-My first
assistant was W. McG. Otty.
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were Woat Was the size of that party ?-During the season there From 25 to S5menWere over twenty-five or thirty-five men employed. empoyed duriug

ti , o YOu mean at one time, or at different times ?-At different

t we. hat was the average strength of the party ?-Sometimestwenty.five, and sometimes more than thirty-five.
382t tOver what territory did they operate ?-We made the explora- Between H{,tion between the Iay Lakes, south of Edmonton, to the Root River. vaes andR

383. Was that an exploration, or an exploratory survey ?-It was An expioratory'n exploratory survey. survey.

384- That is different from the work which you performed at Nipi' North a tkeu-
el ?-.Different from the work on the north shore of Lake Superior. = 1nua survey.
-LuIs was an instrumental survey.

385. The explorations are made without instruments of any kind,* Ibelieve ? -Simple explorations are made without instrumental measure-tuient.

380. How long were you employed on this last service ? -The survey survey commen-
Mas coftmenced on the 11th of August, and finishod on the 13th of ° fI®isihedber lsth Nov.

Location aur

,v.y.
in 387. Were most of the arty then discbarged ?-The party was hired inatruetions to

Winnipeg, and about tue 25th of November we loft the 'neighbor- "°o®"aatoea-

iod o the6 Bay Lakes on our return to Winnipeg, but when near Fort Edmonton.

loctio Ôereceived instructions to return to Edmonton and commence aOtinsurvey.

388. Did you return ?-I went to Carleton to meet Mr. McLeod,
leaving my party at Fort Pitt, and retfrned to Edmonton.

389. Were the men of your party retained at work, or dischar¶ed at
that tiMe ?-They were retained under pay. They were trave ling;
they Were not at work.

390. Doyou know how long they were retained under pay travelling?- commenced sur-

Or the time necessary to enable us to go from the Hay Lakes to y «again ah
Canleton and returu to Edmonton. We commenced the survey again
on tie 4th February, 1876.

391. After they got to the point that you describe, Edmonton, were
theY then discharged ?-No, they were not discharged. It was very
difficut to get men there. We could not have got men to go on with
the Work if we had discharged those that we had brought fromWininipeg.

'392. low long did they remain under pay without work?-The From i3th Nov.,
agarvey was finished on the 13th of November, 1875, and commenced 7 to 4th Feb,
*gftin on the 4th of Febnuary, 1876. pay and 4'ngno

work.n on

wnvk83 During that intervening period were they under pay and not ateOrk ?-Yes, exept at travelli ng. They were not at work exploring.

tio4. fWere th4ey at One place much of that time ?-I received instruce-
hiis from Mr. McLeod to bring the party down to Carleton to meet
f )un' but istead of doing that I left the party where the messenge rk uid Us, at Fort Pitt, and went down to Fort Careton myself. While
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I was going down to Fort Carleton and returning the mon were at Fort
Pitt.

395. About how long was that ?-About three weeks, I think.
396. For the rest of the poriod were they at any particular place

resting ?-They were travelling constantly for the rest of the period.
First responsibi- 397. Upon that expedition who had the responsibility of procuring

lies ofereocurng the supplies ?-The first responsibility rested with Mr. Nixon, at
W1 Mr. N Wxon. Winnipeg, who was purveyor for that district, and there was an officer

of bis attached to our party.
398. What was his name ?-Valentine Christian.
399. What was bis duty ?-His duty was to look after all the Govern-

ment property, and see that we were kept properly supplied with pro-
Visions.

Nixon purchased
supplies upon a
requlsitton of the
engineer.

400. Do you mean that Nixon had the responsibility of purchasing
supplies in the first place ?-Of purchasing supplies upon a requisition
f rom the engineer of the party.

401. Then the engineer made a requisition for such articles as he
thought ho would require, and Nixon bought them at such prices as he
thought proper ?-Yes.

Prices in no way 402. The prices were not in any way under the control of the engi-
nginetro or neering officer ?-No.

Deputy purveyer 403. Who certified the accounts for the supplies received by thb
pilesrtfeef°df"- party ?-The deputy purveyor attached to the party.

404. Then, Valentine Christian could certify ?-He would satisfy
Mr. Nixon that the supplies were properly recoived.

Witness not re-
quired to certMy
any amounts of
money.
Nor had he any
control over
prices.

Expedition west
of Winn®peg May,
17l, to December,
187&.

405. He would not certify as to the price ?-I think not.

406. Wore you required to certify any amount of money ?-No.

407. Then you had no control over the amount of expenditure ?-
Not otberwise than as making a requisition for supplies or provisions
which were necessary for the party.

408. Without re'erence to the price ?-Withont any referenco to
the price.

409. Can you say about how long you were engaged in that expedi-
tion west of Winnipeg ?-I left Winnipeg in May, 1875, and returned
again in December, 1876.

410. During-that time you were in the field principally ?-Yes.

411. After that did you retain your connection with the Pacifie Rail-
way ?-Yes.

Afterwards came 412. In what capacity ?-I came to Ottawa in the same capacity and
madeplanad made the plans of the work that we had done in the field and report.

413. Until about what time were you so employed ?-Until April,
1877.

414. So that upon that expedition and the plans connected with it
you were under employment nearly two years ?-About two years.
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' s nction--Con.415. After hre **** 1°5'.

PacifRl that had you any connection with any works on the April, 875, wentraclfic R5ilway ?-In A'ril 187 et~ otat1,as engineer on or15a ien-for the cn ac8r7r7ee .I went on contract 15, asegierneer for waiefo o ntrRctore Mr. Whitehead. head.
416. How did you procure that position ?-Mr. Whitehead wanted an 8.Fleming recom-engineer, and, I believe, applied to fr. Fleming for a recommendation, mended him.
, undersand, I was recommended by Mr. Fleming.

417. Did you proceed to work on section 15 ?-Yes. Maynt 15418. About what time?-In May, 1877.
419, lad any work been then done m on it ?-The work had been co°nr a n

ColnlnenCed ir Maich, I think, but very ttle had been done. Mare but llttie
proreas had been420. At that time had plans been prepared showing the location of Nomeansofmak-the une, or the quantities of difforent kinds of work, or any other liO aur esti-

partiCulars which would enable you to ascertain pretty well what was quantitesofworkrequired ?-There was no information in the possession of the engineers n thcracet
that would enable one to make an accurato estimate of the finalquantities of work on the contract.

421. lad the location been made ?-The trial location had been made, Trial location
ut the permanent location was not comneted, and they had not com- "ade;p'loca-

plete profiles made. compete, Proflea
Incomplete.

422. What particulars are generally requisite before commencingwork on a railway ?-It is generally considered necessary to have a
Cmplete Working plan and profile of the contract work to be done.

4•3. What is a working plan ?-The working plan is a plan of the
Country, showing the exact location of the line of railway.

424. Was there any such plan when you went there ?-The lino has Line changedbeen changed several times since, and there was no plan at that time severai times,
ehowing the work as finally done.
425. Was there any working plan at that time of any lino actuallylocated ?-There was a plan of a located line.
426. Was there any profile of a located line as there located ?-I Never furnishedcannot answer that question, but I can say that I was not able to get a nth proile of

omp[ete profile of the lino. The contractor was not furnished with a
cOMplete working profile of the lino.

427. Do yoii know whether there was such a thing in existence ?-I Belleves no suchbelieve there was not. I believe that the levels were not sufficiently thingextted.
14r advanced to enable them to make a working profile.

428. Besides this working plan and the profile, which you mention, cross-sectiontng
j8 it necessary or usual to have the lino cross-sectioned ?-It is neces- der to ccuIate
sary in order to enable them to calculate the quantities Of material. the quantities.

429. What does cross-sectioning mean ?-It means taking a section
Of the ground at right angles to the centre of the lino. The profile of
te Centre of the lino is a longitudinal sectiod. Short sections takOnat right angles to that are cross-sections.

430. Can quantities be estimated even approximately without cross-
doCtioning ?-Not unless the ground is perfectly level ; it could not be
don, on contract 15.

431. Was the ground not level?-No; the ground was very rough Ground very
lcontract 15-very much broken. rough.

RUiTTÀN
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432. Thon was it possible to form any approximate estimate of the
quantities at the time the work was commenced ?-1 think that
approximate cross-sections were taken in the fall and winter of 1876
from which an approximate idea of the 'quantities could be arrived at.

433. Was that after the work had been commenced ?-Before.

434. Were you furnished with any of the particulars given by those
plans ?-We had never been furnished with a complete working plan.
We did not get a complete working profile until several months after
the work was commenced, and it was commenced before we got any
cross-sections.

435. Did you ask for these particulars from the ongineor in charge?the enine in hare

436. What was his answer ?-He was away from the contract when
I arrived there, and I first asked the assistants for the working plan
and profile of the section.

437. Who were the assistants ?-Mr. Fellowes, Mr. Kirkpatrick and
Mr. McNabb. Mr. Fellowes told me that ho could not give me any
information until Mr. Carre returned, and Mr. Kirkpatrick and Mr.
McNabb told me that they had no plan or profile of the work made ;
that as soon as they made one they would be glad to give me a copy.

438. When you saw Mr. Carre did you ask him?-I did.
439. With what result ?-He said that his assistants were quite

right in refusing to give me any information, and that he did not
intend to givo me any of the information that I had asked for about
the work. I specified all the information that I required, and wrote
to Mr. Carre asking for it.

440. Was this answer to you in writing or verbal ?-His answer was
verbal.

441. low wère you first made aware of the charaeter of the work
that you were required to do? How was it pointed out to you what
the contractor had to do ?-There was a line cleared for the telegraph
construction, and over a portion of that the location stakes were lo,
showing the centre line of the railway.

4 2. Then the information given to the contractor was by something
on the ground ?-Yes.

443. Not in the shape of plans or writings or papers ?-No.

444. Were levols given indicating the grade ?-The grade pegs were
pu£ li for us at the commencement of cuttings on the ground.

445. Then you had the line grade ?-Yes.
446. Shown on the ground ?-Yes.

Aignments and 447. Was that line adhered to throughout the contract?-The align-
gr eachanged ments and grades have both been changed in several places.

Iastructed to 448. Were you led to understand how the water stretches were to be
make a rock a erossed ?-We were first instructed to fil np the water stretches with
for the earth exâ rse -ewr rs ntutdt lluth ae rthîwi,
bankments in the rock taken from the cuttings and make a rock basis in the water
water stretches. sufficiently wide to carry an earth embankment.

449. Filled up solidly ?-Yes.
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RaiIway Con.

traet me. Ib.450. About when were those instructions given to you ?-.I think 1  à.Lave a letter from Mr. Carre containing those instructions, dated about tf<Spt.,177,Juin eneedMay or June, 1877. 'Ukment at
' 2M0 ln the451o Do I understand that they were the first instructions as to the a a at

hode of crosing the water atretches ?-Mr. Carre wrote that they were
the only instructions that he was aware of at the time.

452. Thon they were the first that you had communicated to you ?
-Yes; the first communicated to us.

453. And that was to make a solid rock basis across water stretches
Wide enough to support an earth embankment ?-Yes.

454. Would the width of it depend upon the height of the probable
elmbankment ?-Yes; the higher the embankment the greater the width
of the rock basis.

465. Then the probable height of the embankment has been com-
municated to you by those grade pegs ?-Yes.

456. Was there a scale given to you to work by, showin what width Width or base de-
would be required for any particular height?-.No; but the slopes of ®iht of the
the embankment, were fixed and the width of the base depended upon embnkment.
the height of the embankment.

457. H1ow were the slopes fixed ?-The standard slope fur earth
emabankrents is one and a half to one.

458. Then you have it fixed by contract ?-Fixed by speci6cation.
459. Attached to the contract?-Yes.
460. Were you at that time led to understand that these embank- hock bases much

metits were to be of solid earth ?-We were merely told to make the ary fore
rock basis suffioiently wide to carry an earth bank. Had the rock basis work only.
been intended for trestle work only, it would not bave been necessary to
nake them nearly so wide.

461. Then did those instructions in May or Jane, 1877, appear to
imdicate that it was a base not for the support of trestie work, but for
the support of an earth egbankment ?--e base was required to b.
Imade wide enougb to support earth embankments.

462. Were the bases put through the water stretches as solid rock
bases ? -No.

463. Why not ?-It was seen that in order to make those bases, we Not considered
Would have been obliged to use all the rock on the contraot at very few = bases of
points, carrying the rock from cuttings over intermediate dry fil1s, and roci.
Plaeing the material in the water. It was not considered practicableto do that as it would have taken a very long time, and entailed an
enormous expense. No contractor could have stood the expense.

464. You say that this was ascertained; was it ascertained by the The Engineer-in-eContractor and yourself, as an engineer, or by the Goverunment engi' c:, 1tIh¶: sibert lanOer ?-We spoke to the Government engineer about it. ummer of W7.

465. Do you mean yourself, or you and the contractor ?-I mean the
contractor and myself.

466. To whom did you speak ?-To Mr. Carre.
467. Who was Mr. Carre ?-Hle was the division engineer in charge

of the work on the part Of the Government.
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struetnos&Conu-
ta o "'tos 468. About what time did yon communicate that to him ?-Immedi-

keni®nte rar ately upon receipt of his letter of instructions we mentioned to him
andwtnterof 18' that it was not practicable to do the work in that way; that we felf
from Whlcb ar

iroimHte r sure there was not rock enough in all the cuttings on the lino to fill upY
tities obtai the water stretches as he had directed us.

469. About what time of the year would that be ?-May or June,
Did not 1877.
eomple

sng Rncer took no 470. Did ho take any action upon your communication ?-No imme-
w °"- diate action that I am aware of.
Went on under 471. Did you proceed upon your own idea of what would be best ?--
bts instructions
h sina rock as No; we proceeded upon his instructions to place the rock cuttingS
w 'es t the that was near those water stretches in the water, forming the
near the cuttings, approaches.

472. You say that ho took no immediate action upon your communi-
cation; whon did ho take action upon it ?-No immediate action was
taken by him, and we went on under his instructions, placing the cute
tings near the water as solid bases.

July, 1877, Rowan 473. Were any different instructions communicated to you authoriz'
gave autity ing a different kind of construction ?-I think in the latter part of July*
MI up Lake De- 1877, Mr. Rowan, inspected the work and then gave us authority to fill
ea°th protected up Lake Deception with eartb, protecting the silopes of the embank-
by narrow rock ment with narrow rock banks.Wall@.
This was a decld- 474. Was this a decided change in the character of the work from
td ehange ln the k
haracter of the Wbich Mr. Carre had first directed ?-It was.

work.
475. Were these directions from Mr. Rowan in writing ?-No; the

directions were given verbally by him, in Mr. Carre's office, in the
presence of Mr. Carre and Mr. Whitehead.

These directions 476. To whom?-To Mr. Charles Whitehead, as the contractor's
given verbally to

has.Whltehead. agent.
477. Were you present?-I was.
478. Did those new instructions apply to the whole of the work or

only to particular localities?-The instructis relative to filling up the
embankiments with earth applied to the whole of the work as far as
earth could be procured. Mr. Rowan's instructions to us wore that we
should borrow all the earth that we could in order to make up the
embankments.

479. Do you mean his instructions at that particular time ?-At that
particular time during his inspection of the work.

Rowan did not 480. Do I understand that through all the water stretches Mr. Rowandirect that the
embankments directed you to make rock protection banks instead of solid bases ?-
thouI be rock No.
protected. - 481. Then to what were the instructions limited ?-The only definite

instructions given by him with reference to that roferred to Lake
Deception at that time.

In sept , sr, 482. Were these instructions confirmed in any way to you either by
begau making Mr. Rowan or anyone else afterwards ?-In September, le77, we beganthe aide prote4u-
tion waie. making the side protection walls instead of full embankments, under

the direction of the engineers.
483. Which engineers ?-The engineers in charge of the work.
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SWho Were they ?-Mr. Carre was immediately in charge. tract-se. la

485. Did those instructions apply to any other places besides Lake In sep .i,

3Cebption ?-Yes; 'n September, 1877, we commenced making ktan emankmient atonbnkoent at 8tation 230 in that way. The fact of having the rock on n he
os the outide of those embankients instead of placing it ail the way Lake Deception.

irOSm Would not necessarily alter the first instructions, because the
nternediate portion might be filled up afterwards.

486. Either with rock or earth ?-Yes.n 7. Or they might be used to sup ort trestle work ?-They could R protections
n1t ho used for trestie work, because t ey would be so far apart that for trestie workthere would be water between them. unerlateXitr

48 Bwere anleU)taes488. But they could, by filling in the intermediate places, be used for etrestle work ?-Yes.
489. Thon the outside points on the top of the bases would not befnrther apart than if the original instructions bad been carried out ?-

No; they would be the sane distance apart.
490. The openings were the intermediate places between those outer

arts, and they were left vacant instead of being filled with rock ?-

491. iave you any reason to know whether Mr. Carre, in September, Carre had in-hfd instructions from any superior officer to alter the original character June, iso, toOf the work ?-No; I have not. Mr. Carre told me that he got instruc- earrow ailte
tons inl June, 1877, from Mr. Rowan, to borrow ail the earth ho could
On the work to make up the embankments.

492. And did his telling you that lead you to understand that you
niget emake that change in the progress of the work ?-It led us tobelieve that it was understood the change was to be made-that thework was to be carried on in that way.

493. That was in June, 1877 ?-Yes.
494. Was there, at any time while you were counected with the con- No thntrct, any intimation on the part of any Government omfcer that you Øreatlework wasno8ft provide trestie work, .As mentioned in the contract ?-There was to be provlded as

10 further intimation than the contract itself that I am aware of.
495. I am asking whether any of the officers directed You to fulfilthe contract as to trestle work ?-No; that is, not as to trestie work

geonrally. There were special trestles provided for the passage of
utroanS, of which they gave us bills of timber and which they instructed'us to bajld.

496. It was originally intended that all the works left in the fillings, t oi * ,*,"snWich could not be made up with matorial on the line sbould be filled bywooden super-
"P with wooden superstructure, was it not ?-Yes. voidianthe

alinga.497. What I mean to ask is, whether the engineers in charge ever Engineers-Indircted ou to do that according to the contract?-They nover directed diraeedvItrae.
tuail any tretle work except that required for the passage of the t o bu aveatrears, of whic6h I have spoken. over stream.
498. Would that be built up to formation line ?-Yes. É ad the

499 En gneer In499. Wore there differenoe of opinion between ou and the engineers charge adired as
lharge as to measurements and quantities ?- es. hiona fag edas

of material.

RUTTAN
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traet a, Ib. 500. Was that from the beginning or did it commence later ?-The
differences between as were as to quantities in classification of material
and not in measurement.

Difference 501. What was the difference in your opinions ?-The most serious
regrding loose difference was that in regard to loose rock.

502. What was your contention ?-Our contention was that the
specification meant that we were to be paid for loose rock as loose rock,
and the contention of the engineers was that we were to be paid for
all stones under a certain size as earth.

Engineers co- 53 a
endedIast 503. What was the size they claimed ?-They claimed that the

stones under specification meant that we were not to be paid for any stone under
feet were to be fourteen cubie feet in size.
reckoned as
earth.

504. All under that would be called earth ?-Yes.
505. And your claim was what ?-That when those boulders occurred

in masses by themselves without any *mixture of earth, they were
covered by the specification, which says that we should be paid for all
loose rock whether in situ or otherwise, that can be moved with facility
by hand, pick or bar without fixing any size for stones. They contended
that where those cuttings occurred they should measure every stone
under fourteen fect, and pay us for it as earth.

Contractor 506. Did the difference in classification result in a large reduction of
åthas e ar" your claim for work ? -We always claimed that they under estimated

was under-esti- us in loose rock, and about a year ago, I think, the engineers deductedmated' a large quantity of loose rock from the amounts which they had pre-
viously returned, making the differences still greater.

Further conten- 507. Did you also differ about tho rock which was outside of the
tions. cuttings, as described by the specitications ?-Yes.

508. As to that rock which came off in the excavation, was there any
difference between you and the engineer in charge?-Yes; the specifica-
tion provides that the contractor shall be paid for the removal of all
slides which occur in rock cuttings according to the class of material
to which it may appear to the engineer to belong. On section 15 the
rock was very much broken and the seams are often perpendicular or
over hanging into the cutting, so that when a portion of rock in the
prism is removed that behind it overhangs and slides into the cutting.
W e laim that we should be paid for the excavation of that rock.

It was agreed 509. As loose rock or solid ?-It was agreed that we should claim only
Smith ha such loose rock for it. At first we claimed solid rock for it; afterwards when
excavations Mr. Smith was on the line ho said that we should receive only at theishonld be allowed
as lose rock. rate of lonse rock for it, and we agreed to it.

510. Before that, had there been any understanding between you and
the engineer in charge as to what you should bc paid for this
material ?-No; up to that time it was always a matter of contention.

511. Then the agreement between you and Marcus Smith was that
this material should always be estimated as loose rock ?-Yos; we had
before that claimed that we were entitled to be paid fbr solid rock if it
was a cutting in solid rock.

512. Before that time how did the engineer in charge claim that that
ought to be estimated to you ?-They did not estimate it at all for us.
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5 Di'i they not return it as earth ?-No ; they did not return it traet A. 1&
at ail.

514. ~Until thear-514. Doou mean that it was omitted absolitely from the measure- ment 'witha i8miihm11ents ?- Engineer omitted
such rock from
measurements.

515.. Iiad yon removed it from the embankments ?-Yes; under the Material placed
dir.t in . bankmentareet instructions of the engineer. We requested permission, if we un®er Fngineer'a

re not to be paid for that rock, to waste it either on top of the eut. Instructions.
tifgs or at the mouth of the cuttings, but under their strict instructions
We were told to place it in the embankments.

516. Then do yon mean that althongh it was made available for the Yet herefused to
nbakmnents, they refused to allow it to you under any classification ?

yes. tion.

517. Rad there been an unpleasant feeling between the contractor
and his engineer, on one part, and the engineers acting for the Govern-

ent On t e other part ?-Yes; we considered that they were not
teatg us fairly.
518. Was it about any other matters ?-We considered that they did On three points

not treat us at all fairly in regard to giving us engineering information tended that Oo't-about the line, in regard to giving us bills of timber and quantities for Enginers acted
tles for the passage of streams and in the classification of loose rock,

and in not paying us for the rock outside of the slope.

x519. What difference do you estimate in the amount that was due to Thnks ln Apr11
r. Whitehead under bis contract and the amount which the Gover -Whteead S00,-$'et adnitted to be due?-In April last, I think, it amounted to abo r 000 more than

520. And has that amount been witheid from Mr. Whitehead by the
overn ment ?-Part of that amount had been previously paid Mr.
aitehead and it was subsequently deducted; a part of it tbey never

paid at ai.1t
521. At the end of the transaction in April, do you claim that Mr.

head was entitled to about $60,000 more than he had received ?

th 522. Does that difference arise principally from this classification of C AO
Omaterial in cuttin s, or loose rock ?-From the classification of classineation or

baterial in cuttings an from the rock outside of the slopes in sold merian tcutitingi and aiopescuttings. outaide.
di5 2 3 . Is there any other matter about which there is any serious The measure-
titierence between you and the engineer in charge ?-Not as to quan- ments agree.
te, 1 think the measurements agree pretty well.

t24• Did Mir. Whitehead continue to complete his contract ?-No; In April, 1W

ork, since April last, bas been carried on by the Government. of Whiteh.aas

I25. Did he give up the work, or was it taken out of bis bands ?- and.
1beleve it was taken out of bis bands.

th526. Who was the first engineer who communicated to you the idea In JuIy, Msr7,
athti1e trestie work would notbe required ?-I do not know that that emn desaired

muoication was ever made to us in that way, but we were told by a the earth PO-sbeto be pIaoeà
-1 of wa, n July, 1877, to borrow aIl the earth that we could in lien in embankments.
of titIe ;work. He said that it w as Mr. Fleming's desire that ail the

artl1 Possible should be placed in the embankments.
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4act No. 15. 527. What do you mean by borrowing earth ?-Procuring it else-

where than in excavations necessary for purposes of the railway proper.
528. Is it off the line of railway always ?-It may be off the line of

railway or off the prism of the cuttings tbrough which the railway runs.
529. In either of those cases, would it be called borrowing ?-Yes;

if it is outside of the prism of the cuttings it would be called borrowing;
anything inside of that would be called fine cuttings.

530. Is earth sometimes borrowed from places at the sides of the
work where there is no cutting; I mean, by making pits ?-Yes.

531. So that borrowing m:iy be where there is no cutting at ali ?-
Yes; where there is no cutting otherwise necessary for purposes of the
railway.

S3everal borrow 532. Did it happen on this section that earth was borrowed where
t made on sec. there was no cutting ?-Yes; we made several borrow pits.

Country rocky, 533. What is the general character of the soit along the line as
iha.deposits of located ?-The country generally is very rocky with deposits of sand in

places.
What sol there 534. Thon the soit, whatever soil there may be, is principally sand ?
1q principally -Ys
and. -Yes.

535. Is sand good material for filling ?-It is considered very good
material for embankments.

536. Botter than ordinary earth ?-There are different kinds of sand,
some kinds of sand may be botter than ordinary earth for embankments
and others not so good as ordinary earth.

537. Is the sand that you find in that country good ?-It is generally
of good quality.

538. As good as ordinary earth ?-I think so.
Saw that all 539. When you first went up there did yon ascertain whother there
înaterlal for emn-wanuc

ank enta could wa much material which could be borrowed, or not?-We saw, uport
be borrowed. our first inspection of the line, that we could borrow all the material

necessary for making the embankments.
S®ete work 540. Without trestle ?-Yes.

541. And has the result shown that opinion to be correct ?-It has.

542. Then, from the beginning, was it your opinion that there was n(
necessity to introduce trestle work, because earth embankments could
be made from the immediate locality ?-Yes.

Country at west 543. Do you know anything about the western end of section 15
end o Sec. 1,d beig higher than the grade as arranged for the eastern end of sec-

of the aMe tion 14 ?-The character of the country on the western end of section
ebaracter. 15 and the eastern end of section 14 is the same.

544. What I mean is this-it is intimated in some of the papers
which have been before Parliamentary Committees, that there was a
great deal of filling required to raise the eastern end of section 14
so that it might coincide with the western end of section 15. Do
you know anything about that matter ?-I do not understand it. The
grade at the junction of the contracts is the maximum grade allowed
on the work. It would not be possible to get any lower on contract 14
with that grade.
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tracts 14 & 1.545. Did Mr. Whitehead undertake to do any work on the eastern whithead

o Of section 14?-Yes; ho undertook to do a portion of Sifton & undertookthelOfl teportion of Con. i4
a COntract, immediately adjoining section 15. adjoining 15

5 contract trans-
546. Prom whon did ho take that contract ?-I think the contract ferredby ovt.

'wUs transforred by the Government from Sifton & Ward to Whitehead. fwrm Sifton &
Ward to White-head.

g47*eAre you aware that the quanti ties estimated by the Government Witnes ds not
nee sWere unexpectedly raised by changing the grade of the of 14 was riised

e8teon end of section 14, so that it might coincide with the western to Correspond
en(' Of ction 15 ?-l am not aware that that could be done. with 15.

548 Are you not aware that it was done ?-I am not. The country
of the same character at the junction of the contracts.
549. Then yon say that it was known from the beginning where thegrade, Would meet ?-I cannot say that, but I do not see why there

sbeuld ho any reason why the grades should not meet.
550. You are not aware that any such opinion was entertained ?-No.
551. You never heard of it ?-No.
552. Did it happen, either on the eastern portion of section 14 whichMr Whitehead undertook, or on section 15, that muskegs were drainedend the bottoms subs*ded ?-You mean that the surface of the muskeg

553. No; 1 mean that after drainage the earth would sink at the After nuskegs
ttom s0 as to make a lower surface of earth ?-Yes ; the section of oaliy edvred

the railway shown after the drainage of the muskeg was very much byuthemveryhar,.1OWer than was shown before the drainage. berore.
554. The earth at the bottom of the muskeg ?-Yes.
555* Were there somo muskegs drained which had that ffect ?-Yes.
556- In nany places ?-On the eastern half of section 14 there were Sevéral iargeSOVeralmuskegs onveral large muskegs that subsided in that way. eatern end or 14

lin5'. Would it be possible to follow that altered surface by the railwaysubsided.
7a0,'or was it necessary to fill it up to the original lino grade ?-If it

'a intended to make the embankment a certain height in the firstplace, the absolute Leight of that embankment might be reduced toeorrespond with the lowered muskeg.
558. Without interforing with the line ?-Yes; because the muskeg

'be tfore solid after drainage and would support an embankmentbotter than a wet muskeg would.

5t9. be you mean that the formation lino might have been lowered, Formation lineof
Whire mnuskegs were drained, beyond what was originally intended aS a en

to affecting the efflciency of the line?-Yes; they might have °akeg w*
inen lowered and an embankment made of the height originally draine1 withOl-'fntended. reducing lis

effieiency.WaS that done in those muskegs that were drained ?-I am not4%ware tht it was. I think not.
Opinion of

DO youI think that an unnecessary height of embankment was emfnanmnts*through t rir
hate t rough those muskegs ?-It is the opinion of some engineers mualiqa WSfl&t the eulbankments are unnecessarily high. made unnecee.

a sarity high.
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562. For the roason that you have given ?-Yes.
Wtneus of he 563. Is that your opinion ?- Yes.Sanm" opinion.

564. The lino over section fifteen as located at present is near the
edge of what is called the Laurentian formation, is it not?-Yes.

The whole of sec. 565. All the distance of section fifteen, or only part of it?-The15 lien lni L ofectio
tian formation. whole of Section fifteen lies in that Laurentian country.
Most dincult and 566. Is that a good formation on which to build a railway ?-It isexpénaive for
raaypurposes. one of the most difficult.

567. And about expense ?-And the most expensive.
Had location of 568. Is there any other formation near that lino more favorableteline onSe.5n®more o which couid have been adopted ?-If the location of the railway had
erly It would been kept further to the south on section fifteen, the lino would havehave left the
rocky country left the rocky country much sooner than it does on the present loca-sooner. tion.
Describes a more 569. Can you state the locality at which it might have been divertedLoutherly feas- .ible i®ne em with advantage ?-By diverting from the present line near Keewatin
]Keewatin to and running from there along the north shore of Clear Water Bay of'Winnipeg. Lake of the Woods, from thet e South of Crow Lake, from which point

the lino might go due west to the Red River, a large portion of the
rocky country, some ton or twelve miles might have been avoided.

570. Have you ever estimated how much less a lino over that route
would cost than the lino over the route adopted ?-I have not.

5500,000 to 5750,000 571. Have you formed any general opinion without an exact)night have been
saved by a south- estimato ?-Taking into consideration the difference in the character of
erIy diversion or the country, I should think that from a half to three quarters of aue, million dollars less would have built the southern than the northern

route.
Working expen- 572. Would the expense of working the lino after it was built beses would be les. greater or less on the southern route ?-As the southern route would

be freer from curves than the northern route, the working expenses
would be less.

The southern line 573. Have you any idea of the comparative distance ?-The mapS9horter betwe
Riat Portage and shows that the southern lino would be the shorter of the two andthe ineridian of would connect more directly with the lino south of Lake Manitoba.'Winnipeg.

574. Do you mean to Red River it would be shorter ?-No; because
the Red River bonds to the east further north.

575. Between what pointe do you mean that it would be shorter ?-
Between Rat Portage and the meridian of Winnipeg.

576. Whore do you live now ?-In Winnipeg.
577. Have yon lived there long ?-For about three months.
578. Before that, where did you live ?-Before that I lived at Cross

Telegraph Com Lake, on contract 15.etaUtion--com.
tract Ao. 1.
in 1876 found it 579, Have you any means of knowing whether the tolegraph linodifflouit to get a fe eFrmossage over m Winnipeg west-say to Fort Pelly-is generally in good working

m ,P., order or not?-When I was west, in 1876, 1 found it very difficult to
For Pely et a message through to Winnipeg. The lines were down sometimeo
nWeeks at a time. Or weeks at a time.
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580. Was that on account of any inefficiency between Fort Pelly and This attributeto
Winmipeg ?- It was said to be on account of the lino through the uskeg , in
muskegs between Fort Pelly and Winnipeg. cuit to fn a pole

581. How would the muskegs mak a difficulty ?-It is difficult to
get a pole down firmly in muskeg.

582. Why is it difficult ?-On account of the soft nature of the soil,
and the quantitity of water in it.

583. Have you ever been over that line yourself ?-No.
584. What is the general opinion in the community about the effi- qeneraý opinion

Cieney of that portion of the lino ? Have you any means of knowin<r ?- Ine is very
h opinion is that the lino is very inefficient. I h'ive been told by

on e of the foremen who built a portion of the lino just beyond the
niarrows of Lake Manitoba, that very often their poles would go twenty
to twenty-five feet in the muskeg without touching bottom, and that
there was no means of their bracing the polei so as to make them
Stand.

Tien-Contract
No. 59.

585. Have you any knowledge of any other contract made on ac- Whitehead,Ryan
count of the Pacific Railway ?-Yes; Messrs. Whitehead, Ryan and ractIoan <on-

mnyself entered into a contract this spring to deliver 100,000 tics on the 100,000 ties.
line of railway.

586. On what part of it ?-On contract fourteen. On Con. I.
587. Do you know the number in the Department, of your con-

tract ?-tContract number fifty-nirne.

t' 588. What was the subject of your contract ?-The delivery of 100.000
tel on the lino of railway on contract fourteen.

589. Wbat part of the country did that cover ?-The country imme-
diately east of Red River.

Delivery to be
over country lm-
mediateiy east of
lied eir

590. Were you to deliver them at any particular spot on the line ?- To be deliXno seroly on the lino of railway where they wore got out of the along we
way whert

WOods. from wooÉ

591. At what rate were you to be paid ?-At 27¾c. At Ti] ets.
592. Subject to any conditions ai to price ?-Subject to the Govern- subject to

lnent stuma e. ernment sr'pge age.
593. Of how much ?-I do not know the amount.

594. Ras this contract been fulfilled ?-Yeq; we completed the con- contractetract early in April. relted in

vered
or rail-

got
ds.

Gov.
tump-

om-
ApriI,

595. Then the matter has been closel between you and the Depart- The matter not
'nt ?-The matter has not been closed. closed.

596. Why not ?-On the 7th of April, after we had completed the Tien were re-
contract, Mr. Rowan wrote us stating that he had forwarded the in- unled and t,
a Otor's report to Ottawa and that the 100,000 ties had been delivered.

m;eletime afterwards he informed us that he had received instructionsLoim 1 Ottawa to have the ties reculled and re-estimated. He had thisdoue with the result of throwing out 4.000 of the ties which he had
Or'ginally estimated and which e said in his letter to us were delivered.

si
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Third inspection.

Sub-contractors
paid on 100,00
lie&.

Balance of <6,000
or 0,000 stili une.

Rowan's letter

ave Impressionbhat bis first In-
spettion was

t»a'iway-Con-
traet N. 15.
Sot enouch tMr-
ber on Sec. 15 to
build tretle
vork.

Character of
country mut
bave been Weil
known before
Mne. ocated on
Sec. 16.

597. Has that prevented the matter from being closed ?-We did
not accept that estimate of the ties, and they are now again being re-
culled by another man.

598. For your benefit ?-No; tby the Go\ ernment.
599. That is, then, a third i pection ?-A third inspection is now

going on.
600. At first, 1 understand, you had a certificate from him that the

contract was filled and the ties were satisfactory ?-Yes; the certificate
was got from Mr. Rowan for the purpose of using it in the bank.

601. Why in the bank ?- The bank required some authority to
enable us to get the money to pay the men. Our ties were got out by
sub-contract. Our agreements with the sub-contractors were that we
should pay them for ties as acceptei by the Government: anything
not accepted by the Government we would not pay them for. On Mr.
]Rowan's certificate, our sub-contractors claimed payment for that num-
ber of ties.

602. What number ?-The numbor certified by Mr. Rowan, 100,000,
and we paid them on his certificate.

603. Do you mean that you are not able to plice yourself in the
sane position in consequence of their not being finally accepted by the
Government ?-There is a balance of six or seven thousand dollars still
due us on that contract.

604. And is that the dispute between you and the Department on
account of this subsequent inspection ?-Yes.

605. At the time of this first inspection upon which you paid your
sub-contractors, was it not understood with Mr. Rowan that it was only
a temporary arrangement and for your benefit, so that if it was subse-
quently ascertained that the ties were not all there the whole amount
should not be claimed ?-Not at all. His letter to us conveyed the
impression that the contract had been completed and the estimates for-
warded to Ottawa for final action in the Department.

606. There was no understanding between you and him that it was
done for your benefit temporarily ?-Certainly not.

607. You understood it to be an absolute acceptance for the fulfilment
of the contract ?-Certainly ; otherwise we should not have paid our
sub-contractors until the final esti mate had been made.

608. le there any other matter within your knowledge relating to
the Pacifie Railway which you think should be mentioned ?-ýNot that
I am aware of.

609. Do you know whetber there was sufficient standing timber on
section 15, suitable for trestle work as originally mentioned in. the
specification ?-No; there was not 'enough timber on the contract to
build the trestle work.

610. Referring to the kind of country over which section 15 had been
located, was it well known before the location of the line ?-It muet
have been known, the surveys had been in progress for some years in
that section of the country.
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611 Were there any trails over that section ?-Two or tbree surveyed Surveyd unes as
lines had been made, and there were also trails. Ween as al. had

612. What do you cal trails ?-Trails are paths through the woods

o4 lakes which are usually travelled.
613. For pedestrians or horses ?-Not necessarily for horses.
614. Then there had been a track through that country before the

Wn was located ?-Yes ; for the surveys.

615. Would there be any difficulty in ascertaining the amount of Nodifleu ty In
earth that could be obtained for the fillings?-I should think not. amornt of earth

to be obtalned for
the flling up.616. Do you know where it was expected that the timber would be Does net know

got for trestie work on section 15 if the timber was not on the section where the timber
or feur ~ ?- do iot.for tresties was

Dr ear it ?-1 do not. ex ted Io be
ob ained.R .ave you been over this southern line that you spoke of from

at Portage ?-I have seen the line in several places, and I have been
aong the water, along Clear Water Bay, on Shoal Lake, and by thelcohi River, and up Falcon Lake.

618. But not on the immediate lo*tion ?-No.

it 61.Itthe same geological formation as the other line ?-Part of Approaching

Pai, the same, but the country is not so rough, and as you approach atoopen eonrycon Lake you sooner get into the open country on the southern line. In the soutberu
Une twelve miles

620. Row much sooner-by twelve miles or thereabouts ?-I should sooner.
think about that.

ToUSSAINT TRUDEAU'S examination continued:- TRUDEAU.

621t jpon the first day of your examination I asked you this ques-
•o: Do you think that the reason why the Department gave thisntract to Sifton, Glass & Company was that they thought addle &

Sith were about to fail to comply with the terms of their contract for
atiln five?" You made some allusion to a report of Mr. Fleming's;
b'0 You anything to say further now that will elucidate that matter

rther reference to the report ?-In my answer to question 202
e rday, I stated the reason why the tenders of Fuller, Dwight and

to h 0e & Smith were passed over. It was my intention this morning
as Ve read Sifton, Glass & Company's tender, which, in my opinion,

do ien adopted without modification of price, but was prevented from
n 1Dg 0 by other pressing business in the Department. I shalleavor to do so by my next appearance before the Commission.
622. It bas been considered that I prevented you from making as Witness net pre:full a reference to this report as you intended. The object of my pre- fileere anet
rl question is to know whether you now wish to make a fuller Fleming's report#irence to this report than you were allowed to do on that occasion ?-

answer.)

a 62. As you seem unprepared to answer that question, will you
t this: Were you prevented from making as full a reference tothtreport as you wished ?-No.



TRUDEAU

Practiee of De-
partment.
Practice or De- 624. Is it the practice in your Department to require the engineer
partment to refer to recommend which of the tenders should be accepted ? -The usualtenders to Engi-
neer in charge for practice is to refer the tenders to the engineer in charge of the work
report. for a report.

Rprocm 62.aiba enota
w aom 625. Always a report with a recommendation,?-It is not always a

panied by a re- recommendation.
commendation.

Explanations
wouid not be
ailowed to me-
dify tenders.

adoptea
have appeared
from the docu-
ment itseif.

Final appeal to
the Minister.

sometimes Fle-

mende th adop-
tion of tenders;
other limes he
omitted to do so.

626. Was it usual that the engineer should, in conversations with the
persons tendering learn their intentions as to any matters that were
left obscure in the tenders ?-Yes.

627. Then a meaning can be adopted after a tender from conversa-
tion which could not be gathered from the document itself?-If after
explanations received from a party tendering it was not possible to
understand the tender without the explanations forming part of the
tender, I do not think that the explanations would be admitted.

628. I have not been able to follow your meaning. I ask if a meaning
can be adopted after a tender, by conversation, which could not be
gathered from the document itself ?-No.

629. That was not allowable ?-No.
630. Then the meaning to be ad4ted must have appoared from the

document itself?-Yes; it must be possible to understand a document
from the wording of it.

631. Then if the tender conveyed one meaning to your engineer, a
different meaning, in consequence of an explanation, would not govern
the choice of tenders ?-The engineer may have been wrong in bis
firet reading; he may not have understood the tender.

632, Who bas to decide whether he is right or wrong ?-The whole
Department is under the control of the Minister; lie is our final appeal.

633. Has the attention of the Department been called to the fact
that in some reports upon the question of adopting or rejecting tenders,
Mr. Fleming positively recommends the adoption of some tenders, and
in others avoids recommending any course ?-The Minister saw ail the
reports made by Mr. Fleming, and he may have noticed himself the
recommendations made by Mr. Fleming without its being necessary
that his attention should be drawn to it.

*634. Have you noticed the difference in the substance of his reports
on this subject ?-Yes.

In the latter case, 635. Then where he declines to recommend a course it is adopted
ponsible. without his responsibility ?-It is.
Telegraph-
Contracte Mon.
3 and 3.
Flemin 's report 636. Will you look t bis report upon the tender of Mr. Fuller for
of lth sept., sections one and three, and upon the demand for an additional price
omit. recommen-
dation ontenders for clearing, and say whether it recommends any action ?-The report
for Secs. 1 and 8• of the 16th of September is simply a statement of facts. It does not

recommend any action.

On 18th Otober,
omita to ricom-
mend.

637. Will you look at bis report, about the 13th of October con-
cerning the new interpretation of Sifton Glass & Co's tender as suggested
by Mi. Sifton's letter of the sate date to Mr. Fleming, and say whether
that recommends any action ?-I have looked, and it does not.



TRUDEAU

Telegraph-
'-entracts Nos.
I and 2.

638 Will you produce Sifton, Glass & Co's original letter of that sitton, Giass &
ate?-Inow produce it. (Exhibit 9.) dtioed. pro-

639. What is the date of Mr. Fleming's report on this letter now Fiemtg:sreport
'"duced ?-October 13th. dated the day

before the letter
640. What is the date of the original letter ?-October 14th. It"®t.

e641. Then Mr. Fleming reports on the 13th on Sifton, G la8s & Co's
tter Of the 14th ?-(No answer.)
642. Have you the original order appointing Mr. Fleming?-I have, Order-iu.Counelt

appointeAyàd noW produce it. (Exhibit 10.) Fleoming.

H643. 1 ave you copies of the papers connected with the contract Papers on con.
r one ?-I have none ready at this moment. ready.

OTTAwA, Tuesday, 17th August, 1880.

JOhN TIIIRTKELL sworn and examined: • THIRTKELL.

'By the Chairman

614 Where do you reside ?-In the town of Lindsay. Resides in Lind-

645* 11oW long have you lived in Lindsay?-Twenty odd years.

th6. D o you know the people of Lindsay very well ?-Yes; I know
"apretty Well.

• Rave there been any other Thirtkells living there of late?-
there iS a son of mine, W. J. Thirtkell.

648. Did you receive a summons to come bere ?-Yes.
Thr e ow was that addressed ?-It was addressed to W. J. or John

W. J.Thireeli

. Then it appears to have been given to John and not to W. J. ? J. T rtkell,
., wLtneà4s's Son, not

y son is not thero : he is not in the country now. in Canada.
651. Where does he live ?-In Boston.

t 2 'Was he the person who was in artnership with Sutton in ewasconnecte4
tih tender for the telegraph line ?-Yes; I think he had some connec- wth °utton.

*'th Sutton at one time.
th o you know anything about that telegraph matter ?-I do not

an O ould say anything about it. I was not connected with it in
ray Way, and, of course, I do not know anything about the transaction

. 664 So that the W. J. Thirtkell to whom this summons is directed
le'iOther inan ?-Yes; he is my son.
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Contraet No. 1-
Telegraph.

ToUsSAINT TRUDEAU's examination continued:

By the Chairman:-

Witness beleves 655. Do you wish to add any thing by way of explanation to your
that Flemlng's evidence given already ? -Yes; I wish to say that a careful perusal andsecond readldg
or Sinon, mas consideration of the wording of the tender of Messrs. Sifton, Glass &
& Co'.. tender of!'
1s74wsthe or- Co., of 1874, for the construction of the Canodian Pacifie Railway
reet one. Telegraph confirms me in the opining that Mr. Fleming's second read-

ing of the said tender is correct. The tender submitted in the form of
the letter refers to the advertisement and to the paper headed "Informa-
tion for parties proprosing to tender " issued by the Department, offers
to construet the whole lino for the gross sum of $1,290,000, including
maintenance. It should be noted thaG the poriod of maintenance
specified in the advertisement was stated to be for five years from the
time of the completion of the lino. In the tender the following para-
graphs appear:-

" The assumed length of the whole road from Lac La Hache, or to
connect with the telegraph system of British Columbia to Nipissing,

"or to connect with the telegraph system of the Province of Ontario,
" is 2,190 miles, of which 1,485 miles is assumed to ho wood land, and
"705 prairie, The average cost per mile for wood land will be $629
"for everything, including telegraphclearing, pack trail, station houses,

insulators, instruments, tools, &c., and all of the best construction ;
" but the actual cost of each mile will vary according to the location
"of the forest. The average cost of prairie land will be $259, includ-
"ing everything, as per advertisement and information for parties pro-
"posing to tender, but the actual cost por mile will depend much upon
"the location. For instance the work from Fort Gariy west to Fort
"Pelly can ho done much more cheaply than the sections further in
"the interior. In our estimate we place the woorl land from Fort Garry
"to Winnipeg River, and from Fort Garry to Fort Pelly at $492 per
"mile; also, the prairie land within a distance of .50 miles of Fort
"Garry at $189 per mile."

Average per mile From the figures given in the first three paragraphs above quoted it
®annuance or appears that the. offer of Messrs. Sifton & Co., is to build 1,485 miles

for the whole of wood land at $629-8934,065 ; 705 miles of prairie at $259-8182,595.
Une, $16. Total, 2,190 miles, $1,116,660. Maintenance, $173,340.• Total for con-

struction and maintenance, $1,290,000. Taking the cost of main-
tenance at 8 173,340, the average per mile per annum would be sixteen
dollars, nearly.

Fleming's first Again, from the last paragraph quoted for the work between Fort
mprng° ofthe Gariy and Fort Pelly, a range exactly corresponding with that embraced
tender. in section one, the prices, when extended for the quantities and used in

the comparison of tenders, give for 200 miles of woodland, at $492 per
mile, $98,400; for 50 miles of prairie, at $189 per mile, 89,450; total,
$107,850. On the first reading of the tender of Sifton, Glass & Co. by
Mr. Fleming he received the impression that the quoted mileage prices
covered the cost of construction with maintenance, an opinion afterwards
corrected. It has been shown that in the just quoted price of $629 and
$259 per mile such was not the case, and that construction alone was
comprehended therein. This being admitted, it is impossible, from the
wording of the last paragraph as it stands, in which the lower rates of
$492 and $189 per mile are quoted, to form any other conclusion but
that they also referred to construction alone, and that maintenance is
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Contract No. 1-
Gl included in either case. The work awardei to Messrs. Sifton,

rase & Co. embraced the construction of the telegraph from Winnipeg
Or Port Garry to Selkirk and Livingston, near Fort Pelly.

porest, 8492 per mile. states prices
Prair-e asked by irfton,

yri, $189 per mile. Glass & Co.
aintenance, $16 per mile per annum.

656. You say, then, that the contract as awarded followed the proper
thattruction of the original tender, in your opinion ?-What I say is

prices of $492 and $189 per mile did not includo maintenance.
657. le that ail you mean by the explanation that you have just read Explains how
t iorning ?-l mean to show that this conclusion could be arrivel at teie"rccon1d

GIat te tender. It is independent of any explanation given by Sifton, ts¿ r omGlie&Co.thdoue.

t 658. Which conclusion ?-That maintenance was not included in
tese prices.

to659* Then do you consider that the contract was awarded according
the PIOper interpretation of his first tender ?-The only objection Ihave to it-.

660. Iave you any objection to it ?-The only objection I have t) it witness fnds
tiat the exact figure for maintenance was $15.83 per mile instead of only objection i816~ .be $16 1nstead of%1enaaking a difference of 17 cents per mile por annum for the main- k.83 per mile.tenlace

661. With that exception, do you say that your opinion is that con- contractor
trt tv8s awarded according to the pro er interpretation of bis tender ? i. Ied tne
rfl the contract Sifton & Glass are ob iged to operate the line for the rthe proft.
rofts. There is nothing said of that in the tender; but with those ex-
eptons, I think that the contract was a proper interpretation of thetender.

t'662. Then the feature of profits was one which did not appear in This reature not
tender ?-It did not appear in the tender. in the tender.

G663. 0W were the particiulars of that feature arrived at between the First mention of
to rnment and Sifton, Glass & Co. ?-In a letter dated October 14th °r sinon, (ila
of the Jn.ing, Sifton, Glass & Co. offer to work and receive the profits& Co t .

64. «Do You say that they offered towork ?-He says so in bis letter.
r 65. ]Road the context ?-" Contractors are to maintain, work and

ieesîve the profits of the line."
66. Do you mean that thi8 letter of the 14th of October was the This ietter the

that kgeLotiat(In onl the subject of operating the âine ?-It is the first firshnegottationcgotîto on the subjeet of'
unow of. operating the

gg line.
fo At different times in giving evidence you have named the date 22nd july the
hi reiving tonders as the 22nd of July, and also the 26th of July ; tenders.

Vhich Is the correct date ?-In a printed copy of the advertisement
Ywbich i have in my band the 22nd of July is given.668. Do you believe that to be the correct date ?-I do.6d9i Rtas any return of the correspondence and documents connected
of aste letting Of these two contracts been asked for by either lousealent-either by themselves or with any other contract ?-Yes.

670. By which Houee ?-The House of Commons.
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Contraet 1o. à-

A return of cor-
respondence
asked lor, lith
May, 1878, by
Bous. of Com-
'nons.

Return not laid
before the Bouge.

671. At what date ?-On the lith March, 1878, " A Return calling
for copies of specifications, tenders, correspondence, contracts, etc., in
respect to the Canadian Pacific Railway, telegraph from Lake Superior
to Fort Edmonton."

672. Was there a return prepared according to that order ?-Yes.
673. Was it laid before the House ?-I do not think it was.
674. Do you know the reason ?-1 do not.

Neither the lettert to (er 675. Is this letter of Sifton. Glass & Co., to Mr. Fleming about the
&Cn.nor Fre, new interpretation of his tender, or Mr. Fleming's report to the Depart-
included n ment, included in that return as prepared ?-No.
return

676. Have you the report as prepared for the House ?-I have.
The written re- 677. Can you produce it ?-I now Rroduce it (Exhibit No. 11),port produced. wa-t to explain that it does not appear that Mr. Fleming's report,

containing a copy of Sifton Glass & Co's letter, has been filed in the
reeords of the office. The original letter from Sifton, Glass & Co. to
Mr. Fleming was filed in Mr. Fleming's office, and I believe that that
is the reason wby it does not appear in that return. I can see no other
reason why it should not.

678. You speak no.w of Sifton, Glass & Co's letter to Mr. Fleming ?
-Yes.

Fleming's report 679. But what of Mr. Fleming's report to the Minister ?-I haveto Minister flot
In record room. mentioned that also. That does not appear to be in our record room.
It reached De. 680. You think it reached your Department, do you not ?-I am

inister kaw it. quite sure that the Minister saw it.
681. Is not that report given as the reason for adopting Sifton, Glass

& Co's tender ?- Yes.

682. Then have you any doubt that it reached your Department ?--
I have no doubt that it reached the Minister, but I am only explaining
how it is that it is not in the rturn-it is that owing to some accident,
the return was not recorded by the clerk who endorses the letters and
reports received every day.Practice of Den

partmient.
683. Is there any rulejn your Departnient affecting the eligibility

as a contractor of a person tendering and making a material change in
bis offer before the contract is let ?-We have no written rules.

Practice that 684. Then there is no rule on that subject ?-There is no rule, buttenders shall not
Ibe changed. the practice is that tenders are not changed.

685. It appears that tenders are changed. I am asking whether it
affects the eligibility of the person tendering ?-They are not changed
materially.

686. Did not Mr. Fuller ask $60,000 more than he tendered for ?-
Yes.

687. Is not that a material change ?-Y es.
688. Then a change was made ?-It was not made.
689. It was made in the offer. I am asking if it does not affect bis

eligibility afterwards ?-No.
690. He is still eligible ?-He is still eligible to make tenders for any

future work.
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Practice of De-

w9. I mean for that particular contract ?-I should think that he pa

e till be eligible for that particular contract at his original price.
wou1ld not be eligible for his modified price.

692. Then the practice is, that if a person, after tendering, makes a A proposed
tuhaterialmodification in his price or terms, he is no longer eligible for erhanenenet

69COntract ?-We do not entertain his proposed change. intende

69•* You do not allow him to modify his tender ?-No.
69.1A mod lledten-

CO69* trhen a modified tender could not be accepted as a basis for a d ould ot be<tOltact ?-N accepted as aN1O. basis of a con-
tract,

ofe And does that apply whother the modified offer be still the lowest Even though It
r ornot -- I doe. .were the lowest.

th696. So that although it be the lowest offer he is still ineligible for
6cntract ?-His modified price is not accepted.
69l• Whether it be lower or not than the next tender ?-Yes.

p698. For what portion of the line is the contract made with Mr.
-11-From Livingston to Edmonton.

699t as that either of the sections named in the advertisement forte'ndei ?-It was not.
l0o. id uller tender for that portion of the line by itself ?-No.

Qoo aeti ,rthat portion of the line, by itself, ever offered to public
Ptfl ?-No.

ontrace .. 2-
Toeegraph.

Contract No. 1-
102.Ilav youTelegraph.

re .'n ave you ascertained whether an Order-in-Council was made in NoOrder In
rOfOirene to theCouncil In r-that to the contract of Sifton, Glass & Co. ?-I have ascertained ference to con-110 Oder n fl~1 ~tract to SI non,nO Order in Council was passed. Glas& Co.

d03. In the advertisement for tenders of these telegraph contracts I usual in adver-
tedno 0tice that any directions are given to endorse the tenders as that tender sha
generaj ls that usual or not in asking for tenders?-That is the be endorsed.

704 Practice of the Department. Practice disre-704• It 'vas not followed in this c.se ?-Apparently not. raed ln this

end5. What is the object of asking generally that tenders should be so Object of endors
efd ?-- that they may be collected together and not opened. Ing tenders.

t06. Then if a tender should reach your office not endorsed as a In absence of
der, ?Lould it be opened before the day fixed for opening the ten. tender woi'd a
dtatedIt Would be unles it were brought in by some person who oPened efre th

btte to--day fix.ed forthe Secretary that it was a tender. opening tender.101*~o enn tender.he De ar m o

7as tnless the Department had some notification that the letter
its arr r, it would be treated as an ordinary letter and opened on1t ival ?-~45 

-es

t0h Look at the tender of Sifton, Glass & Co.; is there anything on irton, Giass &
toneOpe or tender to indicate that it ought not to be opened endorsed.
gp h ey are marked " Tender for Canadian Pacific Railway Tele-

r09. Then you think it was not opened until all the other tenders71DPenied ?-I do think that it was not opened.
* It Would be on the 7th of August that it was opened ?-Yes. Waso° fl®d °n

j,
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Contract No. 1-
Telegraph.

A variable prac-
tice as to asklng
for Order-in-
Council regard-
Juig tenders not at
lrst the lowest.

Latterly practice
to go to Council
on ail ocasions,
save where the
lowep tender Is
accepted.

It would have
been more regu-
lar to have gone
to Couincli In this
case.

ontract not
:warded accord-
Ing to the rule at
that time.

Correspondence
with Mr. Dwight.

Fleming reporte
t hat 1 W ight's
Company decline
unleas paid for
clearng, ibM per
mile.

711. Do you know what the usual practice is as to asking for Orders-
in-Council upon tenders that are not at first the lowest ?-Tho practica
has varied a little. At one time an opinion was entertained in the
Department that it was not necessary to go to Council when the lowest

tender was not accepted, or when the contractor withdrew his tendor
in some way or other, and that it was only necossary to go to Cour Cil
when the contractor declared himself willing t,> do the worlk, and that
the Department wished to pass over him. This passing over we thought
could only be done unier authority of an Order-in-Council. But of lato
years we have modified the practice and now we go to Couneil on nearly
all occasions except in cases where the very lowest tenler is accepted.

712. Do you remember what the practice was in October, 1874?-
We did not think that it was absolutely necessary to go to Council
except when the Department wished to. pass over a tender.

713. Do you mean, to pass over some rogular and lower tender ?-
To pass over a tender the maker of which declared himself willing to
do the work.

714. Then the memorandum endorsed on Sifton, Glass &Co.'s tender by
the gentlemen whom you have said to be the law clerks, was not accord-
ing to the rule in vogue at that time ?-I have already stated that we
should have gone to Council at that time. It would have been more
regular.

715. Thon the contract was not awarded according to t regular
rule at that time?-Not the absolute rule.

716. Do you know of any reason for not following the regular rule?
-It must have been more an oversight than anything else.

717. Have you obtained the correspondence with Mr. Dwight, show-
ing why tbe contract waq not awarded to him ?-The only correspon-
dence that we have on the subject is this: on the 16th September Mr.
Braun, Secretary of the Department, writes to Mr. Dwight:-

"The Minister directs me to enquire whethor the Montreal Telegraph
"Com any is still prepared to cai ry out section 1 of the Pacifie Tele.

graPh Line from Fort Garry to Fort Pelly, according to your tender."

On the 17th September Mr. Dwight answers:-
" The Telegraph Company, on whose behalf I forwarded a tender

"for the tolegraph fine from Fort Garry to Fort Pelly, are quite ready
"to carry out on the ternis named. I forwarded yesterday fronm
"Toronto, under cover to Mr. Buckingham, another tender for com-
"pleting the line frot Fort Pelly to Edmonton, in the manner and on

terms which, I think, will be worthy Mr. Mackenzie's attention."

In a report by Mr. Fleming, dated 5th October, 1874. ho says:-
"I Referring to my letter of 16th September, rospecting the tenders

"for the Pacifie Railway Telegraph and the subsequent award of sec-
"tion number one to the parties represented by H. P. Dwight, is
"appears that these parties, who have recently been here, now decline
"to execute the contracts, on the ground that they do not embrace the
"clearing req'uired in the wooded portion in their calculations, and
"they would require to be paid extra for the clearing, at the rate of
"$320 per mile."

Mr. Fleming says something more in this report, but I do not know
that it is necessary to eneumber the evidence with it.
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C atraet Va. 1-
718. lv Telegraph.

to y.ave you the original letter, or a copy of it, from Mr. Fleming
to thsar Sifton, Glass & Co., of the 13th or 14th October, which ledir answer produced ? -I have.

119- Is it in a shape in which you can produce and file it ?-It is inabook
720. Will you furnish a copy of it ?-I will.
721• DO you remember whether you were present at the time that it

Co ally decided to award either of these contracts to Sifton, Glass &Co., 0 to Fuller ?-I was not present.
by . Are you aware whethor Government messages are charged for Not aware whe-

ftn, Glass & Co., over section one ?-I would refer you to the .charg'ge for
een * for that information. Government

723. You are not aware ?-- am not aware just now. messases.
Contraet No. 3-

T..legraph.724. What was the subject of your next contract, which is callel con. construction of
tract "nmber three ?-The construction of a telegraph line from Ed- mont,3nto British

n to the existing telegraph system of British Columbia. Columbiasystem.
725. Was that one of the sections for which tenders were asked by Tils line called

inl te vrisement before alluded to ?-Yes ; it was called number four N in ad-lt dvertisement.
c26. have you charge of the original papers connected with that Contract or1izn-'CDtietowin you cenrac WaSwarded

ur Department ?-This contract was awarded to Mr. Barnard, wlIop'artntaj and Mr. Barnard alleges that he bas a claim against the De- makes a daim
referr in connectionr with this contract. The whole matter was fore Minister of
the fa te Mr. Compton, one of the official arbitrators, for report on Jutice.
deal of• Mr. Compton has spent considerable time and taken a greatn Oent trouble to ascertain the facts, and he has reported to the Depart-

J This report, with the papers, is now before the Minister of

n27. 0 that you are not able to produce them ?-I cannot at thistnoe!nent.al opoue e
Contract No. 4-

128, Telegraph,
fo 8 hat was the subject of your next contract ?-Contract number Line from Fortwas for the eroction of the telegraph from Fort William to Selkirk. Wiiam to se-

t29 Were tenders àskel for this part of the line, together with thelthors of which you have spoken ?-Yes.
30'.Wo Made the lowest tender for this section ?-Waddlle & Smith, Waddile a Smith

7oeOrding to the list prepared by Mr. Fleming. h oer n-

73i. How much for construction ?-8189,120. 1r tion -

fi . And for maintenance-and I will add if you prefer it-as under. -,M for main-
ro by the Department ?-For maintenance $5,040 per year with tn, or $10 ro

or $10,08) without profits. without.
733. Did they get the contract ?-They did not.
e34 Do you know the reason why ?-They failed to give the proper Wadle p th

security.
n35. Whose tender was assumed to be the next lowest by the Depart- Next lowest, Rut-%rt ?The second lowest, according to Mr. Fleming's list, was Sutton tn and Thirtkei.

'& ite.
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Centract No. 4-
Telegraph. 736. Whit is thei' price for construction ?-Their tender is for co

struction and maintenance combined.
$211,9N0 for con-
struction and 737. How much ?-$214,450.
mnaintenanice.

738. Is that for five years maintenance ?-The tenders do not state'

739. Have you the original tender ?-Yes (Exhibit No. 12.)
740. I see that they proposed to construct and maintain according t#

the advertisement of the Public Works Department ?-Yes.
741. You assume that to be for five years ?-Yes; 1 assume that it i

for five years.
742. Did they get the cpntract ?-No.

They also falied 743. Do you know the reason ?-They failed to give the security.to give "ecuity.
No correspond- 744. Have you any original correspondence between the Departme
na and Sutton and Thirtkell beyond that of which a copy appears in th#

al Papers, Sessional Papers of the House of Commons for 1878 (No. 52) ?-14&w

745. Was there any correspondence beyond this that you know off
-No.

746. What time do you fix from this correspondence as the end Of
your negotiation with them ?-On the 12th of Decemberý 1874, gfr.
Braun, Secrotary of the Department, telegraphed to Sutton & Thirtkelî
"Unless you come between this and Wednesday next the Ministet

will pass to the next tender."
On the 16th December, Mr. Sutton replies
" In consequence of personal and family illness of one of my partieth

"I would request Minister allow three days to replace them and wdi
"close this week sure. Answer."

747. What is the signature to that telegram ?-In the printed copf
before me the signature is "IR. S. Sutton," but in the original it lookg
like " R. T. Sutton."

748. Do you know of anything after this passing between Suttoo
and the Department in respect to Sutton & Thirtkell's tender ?-I dO
not.

ThIrd lowest,Sut- 749. Whose tender appears to be the next lowost, from the report Of
Con, Thompon & your engineer to you?-The third lowest is Sutton, Thompson & Co.

7iO. Do you know whether that Sutton is the same whose na0ao
appears in the firm of Sutton and Thirtkell ?-.I do not.

751. Do you know the Christian names of Sutton in the firm
Sutton and Thompson ?-The tender is simply signed " Suttoi
Thompson and Co.'

752. Do you know the Christian names of the Sutton in that firra
-No.

753. Have you any other document on this subject from Suttolh
Thompson and Co. on record ?-No.

tey not ge 754. Did they get the contract ?-No.
On 24th Dec 1874, 755. Why not ?-I find that on the 24th December, 1874. accordid5Uie Davidmon
&Co. wrote a Jet- to the printed document before me, we receivel a letter from Oliver,
ter to Det., Say- Davidson and Co., stating:
raied to carry "We have now arranged to carry out the tpnder of Sutton, Thompeso
fon hn of4 & Co., of Brantford, for section number five of the Pacifie RailwAl
son &Co. for sec. 5.
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contraet No. 4-

e:egraph. What time would be convenient to have the matter
eoed with the Department? Could it stand o;er until after the
Ontario elections? Please advise and oblige yours,

"(Signed) OLIVER, DAVIDSON & Co.,
"By A. OLIVEa." Dept. liad no

756 lad you any other information than that letter that Sutton, otintha
horpson & Co. had parted with their interest in thoir tender, that letegtham &

Y0 know of?-I do not know of any other. t o. had parted
with their inter-
est in tender.

757. 18 it the habit of the Department to deal with a person who Not the practice
epresents himself to be an assignee of one who has tendered °'it aperson
'thout any evidence from the party himself who has tendered ?-No. who representé

hinself as theassignee of a ten-
derer.

758. Can you explain why that was done in tus case ?-I cannot. Witt 5 cannot
one n tj expainwhY that

was done in this

rul9, Is it according to rule or contrary to rule ?-We have no written case

760. Is it according to the usual practice ?-It is not according to it was contrary
the usual practice. usual practice.

761. Have you any evidence of any communication to Sutton & No correspond-*
ThOmpon, informing them that their tender would be accepted-that &"hûCpson &Go15, aftr n hoad decided to negotiate no further with Sutton & Thirt- informitneg themonl?.. that their tender

-e have not on record. would he ae-
cepted.

I762. Can you explain how either Sutton & Thompson or Oliver, No means of ex-
aVidson & Co. would know on the 24th December that their tender they owOiver,

d be accepted ?-No; there is no record. Dldiown h°¿
their tender was
accepted.

763 •I it the practice of the Department to deal with persons iealing withh1aüder the circumstances in which this proposition is made by Oliver, Oiver, Davidson
yaison & Co. without any transfer and without any notification that practice of ùept.Yeu Were ready to deal with them ?-It is net the practice.

764. In this case you did deal with them ?-Yes.

Can you explain why you did not follow the usual practice ?-

tract Nre you present when it was decided to give them the con-

tel67. WvilI yon give me the names of Oliver, Davidson & Co. separa-
tely ?Adam Oliver, of the Town of Ingersoll; Joseph Davidson, of
he City Of Toronto and Peter Johnson Brown, of Ingersoll.

f68 .Have u ever before noticed the absence of any communication
Sl iutton, bfompson & Ce. on this subject with the Department ?-l

76 aware of it.

T169. Did you enquire into it ?-I did not enquire into it very deeply.h t18ansaction was managed by the Minister.

770. Was that the reason for your net enquiring into it ?-It was.

Witness did not
enquire Into
transaction verY
m it was
Minitr.
This is the reaob
,why wltness did
not make enqUi
ries
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ç'ontract No. 4-
Telegraph.

771. You say you did not enquire into it " very deeply; " dii you
enquire far enough to ascertain any reason ?-I cannot give any reason.
I do not know of any.

772. You did not ascertain any ?-I did not.
773. You are not aware whether this is the same Stitton, as Sutton of

the firm of Sutton & Thirtkell ?-No.
$nutton & Thomp-
son's tender 774. Have you noticed that the Sutton & Thompson tender is nearly

u' inEr'Ti -ta $30,000 more than Sutton & Thirtkells' ?-Yes; the diffurence is $28,200.
keL.'s.

775. What is the price given under the contract as Sutton & Thomp.
son's assignee, or rather to Oliver, Davidson & Co. ?-$590 per mile for
woodland, and $435 per mile for prairie.

776. Total for construction ?-Total for construction and maintenance
combined is $243,150.

777. Will you produce the tender of Sutton, Thompson & Co. ?-Yes.
(Exhibit No. 13.)

No report f En 778. Do you know of any report of the engineer recommending this.
gineer recorn-
inending this ten- tender for acceptance ?-No.
der for accept-
ýance.
No Order in 779. Do you know whether there was any Order-in-Council directing
couneil. it ?-No; there was no Order in Council.

780. Are you aware of any other agreement with Oliver, Davidson &
Co. about operating the line-so far we have spoken of construction and
maintenance only ?-I would like to refer to the books of the Depart-
nient.

Riailway Con-
structiona- Con-
tract Mo. 5.
Earth work of 781. What is the subject of your next contract ?-It was the earth-
Bsnifae tom - work of the railway roadbed from St. Bainiface, opposite the City of
bina. Winnipeg, to a point on the international boundary line east of Pembina.
Joaeph White- 782. Who is the contractor ?

hacontractor. ' 8.Woi h ota r?-Joseph Whitehead.

Date, 30th Aug.,
1874.

Tenders Invitel
yadvertisement

. Peach lowest
tenderer.

783. What is the date of the çontract ?-About the 30th of August,
1874.

781. Were tenders invited by advertisemont for this work ?-Yes.
785. Have you the advertisement or a copy of it ? -- I have not got

the advertisement.
786. Can it be procured ?-I daresay we can find it.
787. Have you the tenders which were received for this work ?-Yes
788. Which is the lowest ?-The lowest is from C. Peach, Toronto.
789. Were any specifications furnished to persons tendering ?-The

form of tender says: " In accordance with specifications."
790. Have you any of these specifications or copies of them ?-Yes;

but not hore. (Specifications ordered to be fhrnished.)
791. Were they prescribed by any general rule as to specifications?

I have not got the speciffcations here, and I cannot answer.
792. What was the date of the advertisement ?-I cannot say at

present.
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anway cosa.
Srustee-

*l93. Will you produce Peach's tender?-Yes. (Exhibit No. 14.)
794. I se that this tender alludes to the "southern " and " central"

Oections of the branch "as deaned in the specification "; can you
describe the different sections in the specifications ?-Not at present.

795. Was the contract awarded to Peach ?-No. conarac. not get

a96 Why ?-On the 26th of August, Mr. Braun telegrapbed to Peach
a'Dj Said:-

" The Minister wishes to see you respecting your tender for Pembina
Branch inmediately."
On the 27th of August, Mr. Peach answers:

1 gannot arrange for my security at prosent. Have written you by
this rnail."
And the letter written by Mr. Peach was:

I an in receipt of your telegram, and in reply beg to say that I Peach wanted
have only been here a short time from England and I am afraid that t.nrnetyPuL Up
I cannot give you thA satisfactory security just now, but if you can
give me time to get a reply from England, I could then give you all

e Security you require. Awaiting your reply, etc."
Then on the 28th of August, Mr. Braun telegraphs to Mr. Peach:

Cannot grant delay asked for, therefor must pass to next tender.' Delay refused.
797. Whose was the next tender ?-The tender of Mr. Peach was 21 Peach's price 21

ents a yard, and there were two tenders for an equal price of 22 cents cI per yard; two
'eacb. oer tenders at

22ets.

798. Of those Mr. Whitehoad's was one ? -Yes; Mr. Joseph White- Whitehead's onehead, and Mr. A. H. Clark. of °hee.

799. Do you know when these tenders were opened ?-Yes.
8o0. When ?-On the 26th of August, 1874. Ted® ne
801. Were you present when they were opened ?-I was.
802. Mr. Whitehead's tenders, one for the central section and the whitehead's ten-

ther for the southern section, both appear to have been altered at some dsers e ont
ttlne fromn 8 cents per cubic yard to 22 cents ?-Yes. yard to 22ets.

803 Do you know anything about that ?-No; they were altered Tender altered
before they were sent in to the Department.

84. They were in their present state when they were opened ? -

805. Then the contract was made with Mr. Whitehead on thistender ?-Yes.

806 Rave you the original contract or a copy of it that you can pro-
~ce ?-I have not got it bore, but I can furnish it.
801 Will you produce Mr. Whitehead's tender to be filed ?-Yes ; I

-lYW Produce it. (Exhibit No. 15.) -
808* Ilave you an Order-in-Council for this contract ?-Yes.-
809. Of what date ?-7th September, 1874.
810. Was it the rule of that time to re1 uire an Order under the
u¤Tstances Of this contract ?-I have a ready explained that the

'0Pifjon was beld by several offleers in the Department that even in this
ý*8 it would not have been absolutely necessary to get an Order-in-COUflCjil.
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leailway Con-
atrution-
Contraet me. 5.

Order-in-Councu
produced.

Telegraph.
Contract No. 1.

811. Can you explain why it was got, if not absolutely necessary ?-
No.

812. Will you produce the Order or a copy of it ?-I now produce-
the original. (Exhibit No. 16.)

813. Can you nov tell the date of the advertisement asking for these
tenders ?-The advertisement says " tenders will be received up to-
" noon of the 25th of August."

814. IIas this contract been fulfilled by this contractor?-I think
that would be a proper question to put to the engineers.

815. You are not prepared to give an answer ?-No
816. Are you aware whether there bas been any diqpute botween the

Government on the one side and the contractor on the other, on the
subject of this contract ?-I am not prepared to go beyond the letting
of the contract.

817. Can you say wvhether there bas been any dispute or not ?-1
must refer to the books of the office before answoring that question.

818. Is there any other evidence connected with this contract that
you think it proper to give us now-1 mean which we are not likely
to obtain botter from the engineers ?-No ; I have no desire to make
any other statement.

819. Do you think that the other requisite evidence can be better
obtained from the engineer. ?-Yes.

Wedinesday, 18th August, 1880.

By the Chairman
Coip' of SI fton,Flmn GIs
Glass &Cols. let- 820. Will you produce the letter from Mr. Fleming to Sifton, Glas&
ter of the 14th & Co., of the 14th October, or a copy ot it ?-I now produce a copy ofOct. it. (Exhibit No. 17.)
Fleming's report 821. Will you produce the report, of about the same date, of Mr.of same date. Fleming's, or a copy of it ?-I now produce a copy of it. (Exhibit No.

18.)
822. Yesterday you said that you would search for the correspond-

ence about operating section one of the telegraph line ?-I have not
bad time to complote the search.

823. Have you any statement showing the annual expenditure on

a Hway Con- this section ?-We are now preparing a statement.
struction-
Contract No. 5.
Description in 824. Speaking of contract No. 5 with Mr. Whitehead, I notice
" rk nn.i1. that the specifications describe the work to be divided into two sections,

the soutbern section being through townships 2, 3, 4 and 5, ab9ut 24
miles, and the central section through townships 6, 7, 8 and 9, about
24 miles, which would make 48 miles; but the contract appears to be
let for about 63 miles. What does this mean ?-The length of line i&
not given in the contract.
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ReIlway con-
struction-
8outrat No 5.825 Are the terminal points given ?-The contract says this: " The Description in

8Outhern section, which will be in the allowance for road between contract.
ci wnships One and two, will pass through townships numbers 2, 3, 4
«nd 5; and the central section, passing through townships 6, 7. 8 and

, and terminating at the allowance for road between townships 910, lying east of Red River, opposite the town of Winnipeg."
826. Is the allowance for road between townships 9 and 10 opposite

t" own of Winnipeg ?-Yon must ask the engineer for that inform-

•827. If the line has been completed to any point north of the lino
tween townships 9 and 10, it is irrespective of this contract ?-Yes.
828. It is not embraced in this contract ?-No.

gh'829. If it has been made further south than the line between town-
p and 2, is it embraced within this contract ?-No.

Conkitract N.33.

830. DO you know of any other contract for making this lino either Track-Isying andSOUthiballaating be-th o1 the boundary between 1 and 2, or north of the boundary tween Lt. Boni-
en 9 and 10 townships ?-Contract No. 33, with Kavanagh, face and Emer-

Xlrphy & Upper is for completing the grading, with all the track- Contractors-Ka-
lng, ballasting, &c., between St. Boniface and Emerson. &"g. Murphy

831. Have you that contract here ?-Yes.
he832 DO you know whether any grading was paid for to Mr. White-

engiOn these portions that you speak of ?-I would refer you to the
eng1enrs8 for that; I am not able to say.

Ln otined 833. Wac this branch of theline continued northward from Winnipeg, winnreg under
PPosite Winnipeg ?-Yes. 5, called In Fe-

ming's reports
834, Under what contract ?-Under an extension of contract No. 5.

' 
A.

835 HContract 5 A.
8e5t Rave you a special number for this contract in your books-I

coall th contract for the extension ?-In Mr. Fleming's reports it iseulled 5 A.

836. 'ave you the original contract or a copy of it ?-There is no No additionaladditionai Pprppris drawn upapper in the form of a contract drawn up for 5 A. foar s A.

831. Rave you nothing signed by Mr. Whitehead showing that he No document
iePditook to do the work on this extension ?-There is nothing before ea"®d by Whit-

.erig by Mr. Whitehead; but Mr. Fleming, in a report dated 19thPril 3 1871, says:Femn.oth

e Wrb hitehead offers to do the grading on the extension of the i9th A 18r,
" the tra< ranch at the same rate as his original contract, and lay re that
4 and 15 at the sane rate as the present contract for sections 14 offre to graded. 1ht My impression is that Mr. }leming received a letter from e®na farch
Yet. ehead; w have soarched for this letter but have not got it sae rate as

bi rgnicon-
tract, and lay
track at rates of

th38 boes this extension, as arranged with Mr. Whitehead, embrace Con. il and 15.

gie thiadng, track-laying and ballasting ?-In the extract that I have4ere iis nothing said about the ballasting.
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Eailway ron-
struetion -
Vsentract G A.

Order-in-Couneil
authorizing ex-
tension.

Order-in-Council
baaed on condi-
tion that cot
ehould not exceed
$00,000.
Wltness not

nware or this
condition having
been commruii-
cated to White-
head.

Amount paid up
to 3lst Dec., 18-d9,
$141,0.

A contract in the
terms of the
Order-in-Couneil
not considered
necessary.

No efforts to
effec a ontract
made.

8.39. Was there any Order-in-Council authorizing this extension in
this way ?-Yes.
. 840. Have you the Order or a copy of it ?-Yes; I now produce it.
(Exhibit No. 19.)

841. This Order seems to be based on the condition that the whole
cost of the work to be done by Mr. Whitehead was not to exceed
$60,000 ?-Yes.

842. Do you know whether-that condition was communicated to Mr.
Whitehead ?-I cannot show by any document that this was commu-
nicated to Mr. Whitehead.

842J. Are you otherwise aware that it was communicated ?-No.

8 M. Have you any report showing how much has been paid upon
that extension ?-At page 350 of Mr. Fleming's printed report for 1880
I find that Mr. Fleming states that the amount paid on his contract up
to the 31st of December 1879 was $141,800.

844. Do you know whether any effort was made to get a contract
for Mr. Whitehead upon the terms mentioned in the Order-in-Council?
-It was not considered necessary that there should be a separate cou-
tract. It was considered an extension of contract No. 5.

845. Was any effort made ?-No.

846. I see a note endorsed on this Order-in-Council, apparently by
your Law Clerk, "No contract made.'' What is the object of that
note ?-It means nothing more than a statement that tbore is no
contract.

E47. When you say that it was not considered necessary because
this might be done under his first contract, do you mean that this work
was in any way referred to in bis first contract ?-The first contract
says: " All the works required in and for the excavation, grading and
"other works contemplated to be done in the formation of the road-bed
"of the railway branch intended to run from the main lino of the
"Canadian Pacific Railway to some point on the International boun-
"dary at Pombina (to be distinguished under the name of the Pembina
"Branch) or so much thereof as the Minister of Public Works may
"determine within the limits of the two following sections, namely
and thon follows the quotation that I made before.

Length of Une. 848. Then the length, as I understand it, is not limited-by your
interpretation-within the two sections named ?-From the reading of
the contract, it appears to be at the option of the Minister to construct
the lino from the International boundary lino to the main lino, " or so
" much thereof as the Minister of Public Works may determine,"
within the southern and central sections.

849. That is speaking as to the lino which was covered by the con-
tract ?-Yes.

Character of
work covered by
contract.

850. Then as to the nature of the contract, what work is covered by
it ?-It is the excavation, grading and other works contemplated to bl
done in the formation of the road-bed.
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1aIwy Gome

Voantwo 5 A.
851. And the only price named for that is 22 cents a yard, bosides Price-cets. a

haling ?-Yes ; it je the only price named in this contract. ara heaides

852. Does that contract in any way refer to clearing, or fencing, or clearing mo tri-
10oe roek, or timber, or track-laying, or ballasting ?-In the specifica- sir"t, meneon

on attached to this contract there je a clause which says: "On some it in contract.
Portions of the prairie there are occasional groves of low poplar,
Willow or other light timber. Wherever the branch crosses any such
groves they will b cleared the width required by day's labor, or in
some other manner. This class of work will be so trifling that it
Will not be necessary to embrace clearing in the contracte for grading."
853. Can you say about what proportion of the expenditure ofs87,589outof

000 is for the work of the kind described in that contract No. 5, noentioned 'in
a d what proportion is upon other works not described in contract the contract.
X0. 5 ? Name the sepa-ate amounts approximately ?-At page

6, of a report prepared by Mr. Fleming, 1879, he states that " the
approximate amount of work executed under this extension up to
the 3 1st Deeember, 1878, is $144,017.75, on account of which there
has been paid $141,500. Of this amount of $144,017, $56,428 je for
iten nanied in contract number five, and $37,589 for other items."

854. Ras this work, which appears to bave cost over $87,000, been
mbIaitted at any time to public competition ?-No.

855. lave you any record of the directions given to Mr. Whitehead
to Perform this work ?-1 find that on the 11th May, 1877, Mr. Braun,ee'etary of the Department, telegraphs to Mr. Rowan at Winnipeg:

Authorize Mr. Whitehead to proceed with the Pembina extension
s prt <f the first contract at 22 conte for earthwork, and the other

Work at prices as er hie contract 15."
acOnd On the 16th May, 1877, Mr. Braun writes to Marcus Sinith,

aeting Chief Engineer, as follows :-M
I beg to inform you that on the 11th instant Mr. Rowan wa

n'structed by telegraph to authorize Mr. Whitehead to proceed with
Ste Works on the Pembina extension as part of his first contract at
2 ents per cubic yard for earth excavations, and the other work as

pr prices in his contract for section 15."
e have not, in the records of the office, any letter to Mr. Whitehead.

t 856. Do you know whether it was discussed in the Department as
to Prces of contract 15 being high or low for the work upon the ex-
a on01 ? For instance, it a pears by Mr. Fleming's report~of 1879 that
dIl amounit, of over $24,000 as been paid for the excavation of off-take
Iatehfes at the rate of 45 cents per yard. Was the propriety of thatrate for this extension the subject of discussion in the Department ?-
bnuld like to refresh my memory by consulting the papers.

This portion of
the work neyer
submltted in
public competi-
tien.
llth May 177,

gaphed to

riewan thleth
toproceed with
Pembina exten-
sion, and the
terms.
Braun writing to
Marcuis Smith
recapitulatee tie
instructions.

No letter to
Whitehead in
Department.

Remembers no
discussion In De$
as to whether the
prices for Sec. 1r
were hi gh or low
forthe Pembina
extension.

no857. Then, without consulting the papers, do you mean that you do
ot remember ?-Yes; that je what I mean.

858h In order to refresh your memory I will cal1 your attention to The fact that 45

terrifact: that on the section covered by contract 14, which adjoins the a foard ewea
rry over which this extension is built, the nrice for the same sort ion of off-takeWok nl dic a. wereuir e . a 23 cents, instead of 45 cents, and that that contract was onig eth . werelet. Does that call anything to your memory ?-1 muet paid on Sec. 14, i

,rU1tte documents of ofic or the e r way retreshetl h ouet fthe offce orteengineers. wîtuessmn1eOrY
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Nm.ilway Con-
atruction-
Contract No. 5.

Advertisement
for tenders.

if contract 5
embraced wvork
north of St.
Boniface, nlot
based on any
ad vert isemtenit
for tenders.

Contract 5A.

Ai thc work on
extenidon award-
ed without com-
petition.

Flemlng "rep r
on whch Orer-
in-Councul
atgned, orderlng
exenulon of ths
srork.

Further report of
Fleming.

Dednes the prices
of sec. 15 appli-
cable to Con. 5 A.
Does not know
why other prices
of sOc. 15 were
mnade applicable.

859. You are not able to answer without doing so?-No.

860. Cen you produce a copy of the advertisement asking for
tenders for work on the Pembina Branch ?-Yes; I now produce it.
(Exhibit No. 20.)

8(;1. And of the form of tender intended to be used?-Yes; I now
produce it. (Exhibit No. 21.)

862. And of the specifications applying to the tender ?-Yes; i now
produce it. (Exhibit No. 22.)

863. Does the advertisement ask for a tender for any work north of
St. Boniface ?-No.

864. In reading the contract with Mi. Whitehead (No. 5.) you
thought that it embraced some work as far north as Selkirk ?-Yes.

865. Then, if it did, it was not based upon any advertisement for
tenders ?-No.

866. Are you aware of any other advertisement for work north of
St. Boniface to Selkirk ?-I am not.

867. Do you mean that all the work upon that extension, from St.
Po.iiface northward, was awarded without any competition ?-It was
awarded without further competition than that afforded by the tenders
ieceived for contract 5.

868. Was there any competition afforded by that ? I understood you
to say that the advertisement called for nothing north of S. Boniface ?
-There was nothing north of St. Boniface in that advertisement.

869. My question relates only to that north 3f St. Boniface ?-It was
awarded without comlpetition.

870. All of it ?-Yes; all of it.

871. Have you the report or a copy of the report from Mr. Fleming
upon which the Order-in-Council is based, ordering this work to be done
by Mr. Whitehead ?-Yes.

872. Will you produce it ?-I now produce it. (Exhibit No. 23.)

873. Have yon any other original documents relating to this
extension which would give us information on the subject ?-Yes; I
now produce a report from Mr. Fleming, dated May 2nd. (Exhibit
No. 24.)

874. This report seems to define the prices of section 15 which were
to be made applicable to this extension. It mentions " namely: ties,
40 eti. each, track-laying and ballasting, $..90 per mile, " and nothing
more. Do you know why other prices for section 15 were made
applicable to this extension ?-No; I do not.

875. On April 19th Mr. Fleming's report contains this language:
"Mr. Whitehead offers to do the grading on the extension of the Pem-
"bina Branch at the same rate as bis original contract, and lay the
" track at the same rate as the present contract for sections 14
"and 15."
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RaHIway Coghm
strulction--

lis report of May 2nd has thie language: Contraot 6 A.
" An Order-in-Council be passed accepting the proposal.of Mr. White-
head and defining the terms." Witness dom not
The Order-in.Council makes no allusion to prices of section 15 knw Braun'a

being applicable to this extersion, except aé to these mattersso defined : authorityfor tee
graphing the In-

-an you tell me the authority that Mr. Braun had for telegraphing as structions to
Rowan on thebe did on the 1 1th of May to Mr. Rowan ?-I cannot. aath MaY.

816. Does it appear to you that this telegraph, in wider terms than Witness knows
the report of Mr. Fleming, has led to these charges at the higher rates than Brann'as
Which we have been speaking of ; for instance " off-take ditches " at telegram ror the
45 Cents; or can you give any other reason for it ?-I know of no other higher prices.

reason for it.
877. Have you any other paper that you wish to put in concerning Letter about

-contract 5 or 5 A which would enlighten us ?-I wish to put in a tencing.
letter about fencing. (Exhibit No. 25.)

878. Was any action taken on this letter which you produce ?-Yes.
879. What action ?-I produce a letter which was written to Mr. Letter to Stneluie.

Dmellie. (Exhibit No. 26.)
880. Do you know what further was done about this matter ?-No.
881. Have you any other paper that you wish to put in ?-I have no

«ther.

882. Have you any further evidence to give by way of explanation
Of Your previous evidence on this subject ?-Nothing at present.

883. Was there any other contract made in connection with thePemnbina Branch, either north or south of St. Boniface ?-Yes.
884. With whom was it made ?-With Kavanagh, Murphy & Upper.
885. Will you give their individual names ?-The contract is signed
T. Kavanagh, James Murphy, and Joseph Upper."
886. Was the work included in this contract submitted to public

COmpetition ?-Yes.
887. Have you a form of the advertisement to put in ?-I have none

With me, but I can prepare a copy to be furnished afterwards.

Contract Ne. 33.

Kavanagh, Mur-
phy & Upper.

888. About what date was the advertisement ?--I bave not got thedate.

889. What time was fixed for receiving tenders ?-The first of March ist Mareh, 1878,
1878 fIxed for reoelv-

Ing tenders.

890. Whose was the lowest tender ?-Mr. Kavanagh's was the lowest. Kaanagh's ten.

891. The one which obtained the contract ?-Yes.

892. Have you his tender ?-Yes. (Exhibit No. 27.) Tender produced.

893. Is it based upon any form of specification furnished by the De. Based on speem-
1artment ?-It is based on a specification prepared by the Department. cat'paort eunt

894. Is it the same as the specification attached to the tender pro-
eed ?-The paper attached to the tender is not a specification,.but a

>"I of works.
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895. Is it not intended that his tender should be qualified by speci-
fications ?-Tbe tender is to be upon the terms and conditions speci-
fied in the specifneations bearing date the 18th of April, 1876.

896. Have you the speciflcations of the 18th of April, 1876, whieh
you can produce ?-I have not got the specification here, but will pro-
duce it later.

897. What is the number of this eontract ?-It is contract No. 33.

Work not com- 898. Ias the work been completed under their ceontract ?-It has;
pleted. not.

Contractorsfalled 899. Has there been any dispute between the Government and the
to execute a Por- contractors upon the subject of the contract ?-The contractors haveli.on of work;
taken in oonë- failed to exocute a portion of their work and it has been taken ont of
? en," out of terhne
"er hans. their h ands.

A dispute. 900. Do you mean without any dispute or difference ? Were they
willing that it should be taken ont of their hands?-There was a
dispute.

901. What was the nature of the dispute ?-I would rather appear
before the Commission with the papers connected with the dispute.

902. Have yon the contract here ?-Yes; but I do not wish to leave
it at present. I wili prepare a copy for the Commission.

903. Have you a list of the persons who have tendered for this
work ?-Yes.

List of tenderers 904. Can you produce it ?-Yes; I now produce it. (Exhibit No.
for this work. 28.)

905. Are these tenders based upon an approximate estimate of the
quantities, and a schedule of the prices attached to such work ?-They
are.

Relative pnsit"on 906. Is the relative position of the persons tendering ascertained byof tenderers as- v
certained by moneying out those schedule prices ?-Yes.Inoneying out
schedule prices.

907. Have you a report showing the resuit of that monoying out ?-
Yes ; and I now produce it. (Part of Exhibit No. 28.)

Report shows 908. By this report the persons who got the contract appear to have
aiwaardeta owas made the lowest tender; is that your underàtanding ?-Yes.
est tenderer.

909. Ras there been any dispute between the Denartment and any
other persons who tendored as to relative positions ?-N.

910. Is there anything about this contract that you eau explain
beyond the evidence that you have already given ?-Two of the parties
who sent in tenders made mistakes in the extension of their figures
and these mistakes were corrected.

911. Has any dispute arisen on that account ?-No.

Engineers kee 912. Do you know whether the Department, or the engineer, or any-
°°°r acunte one bas kept an account of the quantities executed since taking the

since contret ut of the bands of the contractor ?-The engineers are eep-
ment took con-
trol. ang an* account.
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913. Do you know whether it is done by day's work or any Done by day's

subsequent contract?-It is not done under a subsequent contract; it work.
is done under day's work.

Final estimate of
914. Do you know whether a final estimate of the executed quantities qgantities exe-

Was made up to tho time of taking the contract out of their bands?- takiné of con-
Tbe final estimate is not yet made. trator-s bande

being prepared..
915. lias it been ordered to be made ?-Yes; it is being prepared by

the engineers, but it is not completed yet.
916. Will these documente to which you have reforred give the time

at which the work was taken out of the hands of the contractors, or do
You know now ?-They will.

917. Is there any other information which you can give now about
this particular contract ?-No.

mailway Tiei-

918. Was there any other contract entered into in connection with
the Pembina Branch, and if so, what is the number of the contract ?-
Yes; No. 36, for the supply of railway ties.

919. Who is the contractor ?-William Robinson. William Robin-
son, contractor.

920. What is the date of the contract ?-February 22nd, 1878. 18 2nd Feb.,
Submitted to

921. Was this submitted to public competition ?-Yes. public competi-
tion.

922. Have you the advertisement asking for tenders ?-No, not here.
923. Can you produce it afterwards ?-I am not sure whether we But advertised

Can. It was advertised in Manitoba only. only in Manitoba

924. Have you the tenders which were made ?- have a list of the
tenders.

925. Who opened the tenders ? Was it in your Department or some- Tenders were
where else ?-Tbe tenders were opened at Winnipeg. peg.

Report from
926. Who had charge of that matter ?-Here is a report from Mr. Nixon explaining

Thomas Nixon, explaining what wa done. what was done.

b27. Is that the best evidence that you have about that matter in
Your control ?-I now produce the best information that I can lay
before the Commission. (Exhibit No. 29.)

928. This report from Mr. Nixon is addressed to Mr. Braun, Secre- Documents re-
tary of your Department, and refers to other letters and documents, Nxon', report to
have you control of them ? For instance, he speaks of Mr. Martin's be produced.
letter respecting which ho had telegraphed Mr. Braun, and also of a
letter to Charles Augustus Nolin; ho also refers to a telegram of the
19th of February to Mr. Braun and to a message from Mr. Braun of
the 20th ?-Yes; I can produce those at some other time. I have not
got thein here.

929. In what capacity wes Mr. Nixon employed by your Depart- Nixon paymaster
nient ?-As paymaster.

930. Where did ho live ?-He dates his letter from Winnipeg.

. 931. Did he live there, as far as you know ?-I don't know where ho
hVed ; ho lived in Manitoba somewhere.
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932. Did he frame the advertisement for the tenders, or was it framed

here, directing them to be addressed to him ?-The order to receive
tenders was given by the Department to Mr. Marcus Smith, the Acting
Chief Engineer. I cannot say at this moment whether he prepared the
advertisement here, or instructed some of his assistants to do so in
Winnipeg.

Management left 933. Was the management of the matter then left to Mr. Smith'sto Marcus Smith. arrangement ?-It was.

934. Do you remember whether the account given by Mr. Nixon of
the selection of the person to receive the contract was satisfaetory to
the Department or not ?-Yes ; it was, at the time, considered as the
best thing that could be done.

Nixon bcd made
a proper seec-
tion.
On 29th Oct., 1879,
contrat taken
out of contrac-
tor's hands in

aconsequence of
delays.

935. Do you mean that he had made a proper selection ?-Yes. -

936. Was this contract fulfilled by the contractor?-At page 129 of
Mr. Fleming's generai report of 1879, Mr. Fleming reports that on the
',9th of October the contractor had only delivered 86,808 ties, and as
the tracklaying of the Pembina Branch was being delayed in conse-
quence the contract was taken out of the contractor's hands and a suffi-
tient quantity furnisbed by the Department at hia expense.

937. Have you any further knowledge of the matter of this contract,
or would it be botter obtained from the engineer or any other person ?
-I refer you to the engineer.

Tender was ac- 938. Do I understand that there is an Order-in-Council ?-There i8
I® beCorder- an Order-in-Council accepting Robinson's tender.

Nixon left em-
is"79thepositon
he held having
been abolished.

939. Have you that Order to be produced ?-I have not ; but I can
get a copy of it.

940. As to the payments on account of these different matters, have I
understood you to say that we had botter ask the engineer or accountant
as to the particulars, or will you be prepared to furnish them?-The
engineer and accountant wll know quite as well as I can.

941. Is Mr. Nixon still in the employ of your Department ?-No.

942. Do you know about what time he ceased to be in the employ of
the Government ?-In 1879.

943. Did he resign, or was he removed ?-The position ho had was
abolished.

944. Was that the subject of an Order-in-Council?-I am not pre-
pared to answer that.

OTTAWA, Thursday, 19th August, 1880.

TOUSSAINT TRUDEAU's examination continued:
By the Chairman :-

945. There were some papers asked for yesterday, which you thought
you would be able to get to-day. Have you brought them ?-They are
now being copied.

946. Is there any other contract relating to the Pombina Branch
besides those which we considered yesterday ?-Yes.
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947. What is the subjeet of the next one in point Of time or nurnber? cotractmo.E9.
-The erection of station buildings.

948. What is the Pacifie Railway number of that contract?-No. 49.

949. Who was the contractor ?-Richard Dickson. ]cr aickson,

953. What is the date of the contract ?-15th August, 1879. ,Dae, l5th Aug.,

951. Was this work submitted to public competition ?-It was. S en to
tion.

952. Have you a copy of the advertisement asking for tenders?- Adveient
Not here. I will have one prepared at some future time. 1879. Time for re-

celing tenders,
15th July.

953. What is the date of the advertisement, and the time fixed for
receiving tenders ?-The advertisement was dated 17th of June, 1879,
and the time for receiving tenders was the 15th of July.

954. Where was it advertised ? In this province, or in Manitoba, or
in both ?-I can give that to the Commission at some future time.

955. Were any specifications furnished to persons tendering ?-Yes. SPeelfiçations

956. Can you produce a copy of them. ?-Yes ; but not at this moment.

957. I understand you to have one before you which you read from,
but which you wish to keep as a record of the office ?-Yes.

958. Have you a form of the required tender which can be produced ?- Tender wll be
I have a form, but cannot produce it at this moment. I will produce En°ruea here-
It hereafter.

959. Have you sny list showing the relative positions of the different
Persons who tendered, or was there only one tender ?-Several tenders
were received, and a list of them is printed at page 32 of the Blue Book
called " Tenders for works on the Canadian Pacifie Railway since
January, 1879."

960. Was this contract awarded to the person who made the lowest Contrect award-
tender ?-Yes. err.iowest ten-

961. Have you the tender ?-I will send for it.
962. Have you the contract ?-Yes; but I would ask leave to prod uee

# COpy of it hereafter, as I wish to retain this as a record in the Depart-
tnent.

963. Is this contract made according to the' terms of the advertise- Cont"a®t"made
ruenut for tenders ?-Yes. terme or amver-

tisement.

964. I notice attached to this contract a separate indenture from
Atreties. l this under any new arrangement ?-It is not a new ar-rngement.

965. lias it always been customary to attach documents of this kind
to Contracts relating to the Pacific Railway works, in the Department?

-Yes, up tilI very recently.
966. I notice in this contract, section 7, that the cost of the work Not usual tolimit
Ilimited to a maximum sum specified in the contract. Has that been ®xmun r*su°ma

Ubanal in contracts on the Pacifie Railway ?-No. • it contract.
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Contract Vo. 49. 967. This contract is upon a printed form; is there any settled forn
Mode of prepar.aitacodtolutno,8 int.

eng contrac. a lopted with that condition in it now, as a rule, in the Department ?-
Each contract stands by itself. They are prepared by our law clerk,
and transmitted to the Minister of Justice, and are there approved of or
amended.

Contract com- 908. Bas the work under this contract been fulfilled ?-Yes; Mr.
pleted Fleming, at page 314 of his general report for 1880, says that this con-

tract has been completed.

To the satisfac-
lion of Dept

nailway Tien-
contract No. 3@e
Order-in-Cotncil
authorizing con-
tract

Railway Cen-
struction -
Contract mo.1a

969. Are you aware that there has been any dispute about the mode
of its completion or the prices paid ?-No.

970. Do I understand that it has been completed to the satisfaction of
the Department, as far as you know ?-Yes.

971. Is there any other matter connected with this contract that yon
can explain ?-Not that I can think of at this moment.

972. Can you now put in the form of tender upon which this contract
was let ?-Yes; Inow produce it. (Exhibit No. 30.)

973. Can you now put in the form of specification on which the con-
tract was let ?-Yes; I now produce it. (Exhibit No. 31.)

974. Can you produce the Order-in-Council which authorized the
contract with Robinson, as to the ties ?-Yes ;I- produce it. (Exhibit
No. 32.)

975. Was there any other contract relating to the construction of this
portion of the Pembina Branch ?-No.

976. What is the number of your first contract for any portion of the
construction of the Pacifie Railway between Lake Superior and Red
River ?-Contract 13.

Contraetor, Sif- 977. Who is the contraetor ?-Sifton & Ward.ton & Wrd.
Date-3rd April, 978. What le the date of the contract ?-The 3rd of April, 1875.
M85.

Telegraph Con.
tracta
Statement re-
garding, by Ac-
courctant.

RaIlway Con-
struction-
Centract Ne. 18.
Specfleations
given to tender-
crs.

979. Was this work let by public competition ?-Yes.

980. Have you a copy of the advertisement ?-Yes.
No. 33.)

(Exhibit

981. Upon a previous occasion you said you would produce a state-
ment of expenditure upon the telograph contracts; are you able to
produce it now ?-Yes; I produce a statement signod by Mr. Baine,
Accountant. (Exhibit No. 34.)

9 2. Were any specifications concerning the work on contract 13
given to persons tendering ?-Yes.

983. Have you a form of the specifications which you can produce ?-
Yes; I produce one, and it embraces the bill of works. (Exhibit
No. 35.)

27th Feb., 1875, .984. What was the latest time for receiving tenders ?-The 27th oflaten temne for re-
ceilng tender&. February, 1875.
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985. Have you a statement showing the persons who tendered?- Cnatract K.. la.
Yes.

986. Can you produce it ?-Yes; I produce the original. (Exhibit List of tenderers.
No. 36.)

987. This last appears to be certified by Mr. Braun, Mr. Rowan and
Mr. Palmer; are you yourself aware of any of the circumstances con-
Iiected with the opening of the tenders beyond what that certifies ?-
:No.

988. Then your knowledge as to the opening of those tenders is based
uapon this certificate ?-Yes.

989. Attached to this certificate is a report by Mr. Fleming showing
the eight lowest tenders ; have you any knowledge as to that itatement
beyond what is shown there ?-No.

99J. Are the facts correctly stated in those certificates, as far as you
know ?-L believe they are. I have not audited the list, but I believe
it to be correct.

991. Were these tenders based upon a schedule of prices applied to
those quantities given in the bill of works ?-Yes.

992. By Mr. Fleming's certificate, Charters & Co. appear to be the Charters& Co..
1owest tenderers; have you their tender ?-I will produce it shortly. Iowest tenderers.

993. In this bill of wQrks I notice the heading over the quantities in
these words: " The following is an approximate estinate of the total
' quantities of the work required to be executed "; and again: " From

this bill the aggregate amounts in the severa.1 tenders are to be com-
Palted." Do you know whether that was understood in the Department
to be an approxi mate estirmate or not ? There has been some difference
of opinion, 1 notice, in the evidence before the committees, between Mr.
eleming and the Minister of Publie Works as to the meaning of that
estinate and these words; have you any knowledge as to how it was
understood in the Departmnent?-I understood the words "approximate
quantitiei " to mean as explained in the bill of works. The bill of
Works says: " The quantities in this bill are furnished for the purpose

Of giving an approximate idea of the nature and magnitude of the
c:ontract, and to admit of a comparison of the tenders. The Department
Of Publie Works reserves the right to vary the location and alter the
Works in any manner that may appear advisable, and such alterations
shall not invalidate the contract. The quantities of work so altered,
whether above or below the quantities now fornished, shall hereafter
be correctly ascertained and paid for according to the schedule of
Prices in the tender which may be accepted."
994. You have not understood my question. That is the intended

ffect of the use of the words upon the minds of the persons tendering.
y question is directed to this: what was understood in the Depart-

nient to be the meaning of the words ? Was it understood that those
Iluantities gave an estimate approaching accuracy, or were the quan-
tities entirely speculative ?-My understanding was what is conveyed
in the bill of works.

995. I have not made myself intelligible. Did you understand that uantImesnamed
the quantities named in this bill of works were nearly correct, or that ap,,It,

ehOY Were speculative ?-My understanding was that they were approx- correct.
lbantely correct.
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996. What do you understand " approximately " to mean ?-In con-
versation with the engineers 1 understood that the location and the
cross sections had not been sufficiently advanced to obtain the q uantities
as eorrectly as they could be obtained later when very close measure-
ments had been obtained; that it was measured, probably, as closely as
could be on the profiles, but not as closely as could be measured late-
on the ground.

Witness menans 997. Then did you understand that those quantities were, at allby Ilapvroxi-
mately correct" events, as correct as would be obtained after the location of the lino ?
as correct as thef -1 understood them to be as correct as could be obtained on the pro-could be obtained
on the profile. file.

998. Is there a profile made before a location ?-There is a profile
made of trial locations.

999. Then do you mean that the quantities were ascertained by pro-
files on trial locations in this inst ance ?-Yes; as far as I understood it.

1000. And that the quantities were named as closely as they could be
name on that kind of examination ?-Yes.

Marcus Smith de- 1001. Mr. Marcus Smith gave his evidence in March, 1879, before aposed In 1879 that
this contract was committee of the Senate, in which he says that this contract was let
et before survey. before the survey was made; do you know if that was correct ?-

You will observe that the bill of works reforred to is dated January 20th,
Wltness supposes 1875. Now at page 51 of Mr. Fleming's general report for 1877 hofrom Flemlng's
report that a Bays, in the fourth year-1874-that in the autumn the location of the
trial l aa. lino between Thunder Bay and Lake Shebandowan-a distance of 45been made before
quantittes stated. miles-was commenced, and considerable progress was made by the end

of the year. I suppose the statement made by Mr. Fleming is correct.
1002. And that consequently a trial location had been made before

these quantities were stated ?-Yes.
Charters with- t fM
drew bis tender 1003. By the report of Mr. Fleming which yon have produeed,
by telegram In Charters & Co. appear to be the lowest tenderers. Do you know why
ben'g ered they did not get the coitract ?-Mr. Charters withdrew his offer.
further time.

1004. How is that communicated to the Department ?-On the 12th
of March, Mr. Charters telegraphs to Mr Braun:

" Telegram received, and having had no answer from you regarding
"my first request for delay of time, I was compelled to relinquish con-
"tract against my will."

1005. Have yon the correspondence showing what ho had asked, or
copies that you can put in ?-On the 3rd March Mr. Braun telegraphs
to Mr. Charters:

" Are you ready to undertake contract for railway between Fort
"William and Shebandowan, as tendered for on the 22nd ult., and in
"compliance with the Railway Act of last Session, chapter 14 ?"

1006. To what place is that directed ?-Dorchester, New Brunswick.
1007. What is Mr. Charters first name ?-B. A. Charters. On the

4th March Mr. Charters telegraphs to Mr. Braun:
Not anticipating decision so soon, will require short time to see

others concerned. Think my tender will come under head of clause
12, General Provisions, chapter 14. Will in all probability accept
contract and make deposit of cash, stock and bonds of amount required
if a little time is allowed."
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On tho 1 lth March Mr. Braun telegraphs to Mr. Charters:
" Not hearing from you, and ample delay been allowed, the Minister
has passed on to ihe next tender."
Then comes the telegram of the 17th March, which I have read.

1008. I understand that you are reading from copies, not the original,
of this correspondence ?-Yes; from copies.

1009. Who makes the next lowest tender ?-Mr. Taylor.
1010. Can you explain why he did not get the contract ?-Mr.

Taylor, in a telegram to Mr. Brann, dated 15th March, says:
" Still confined to my bed. Will have to abandon contract."

Rallway Cou-
sltruction-
Contract O. 13.

Taylor next low-
est tenderer.
Taylor aban-
dioued contract-

1011. Where is that from ?-Orillia.
1012. Do you know whether any deposit vas made by these persons

tendering at the time of tender?-I will give the answer in a few
alinutes.

1013. Have you the original tender of Charters & Co. ?-Yes; I now
produce it. (Exhibit No. 37.)

1014. Have you the original tender of Mr. Taylor ?-Yes; I now
prodnce it. (Exhibit No. 38.)

1015. Attached to this tender of Mr. Charters is a short report from Flemlng'a report.
Mr. Fleming; please read it?-" Grading, contract Fort William to:Shebandowan. Taylor is the next above Charters. If Mr. Smith has ReferencetoRon.

lot heard from the latter, I should say it would be advisable to pass A. J. Smith.

0'er him and enter into contract with Taylor. Do you approve?
" Yours, &c.,

1016. To whorm is that ai-ressed ?-It is not addressed to any one.
1017. Do you know for whom it was intended ? Who is the Mr.

mflith referred to ?-The pencil mark says " Hon. A. J. Smith."
1018. Do you know why he was named?-Probably because he was conjectures of

of the same locality. Possibly the Minister of the epartment May r eferen'e t>Hon.
hae inquired of hiin whether he was a competent and able man. A. J. Smith.

1019. This is a surmise ?-Yes; a surmise absolutely.
1020. What is this pencil writing in the corner ?-The pencil memo- Memorandum re-

randum in the corner is: " Mr. Smith will let me know in the course of lative to Smith.
he day-Wednesday." It appears to be signed secretary-" sec." It

"' P"ssibly a memorandum by Mr. Braun.

102. This report of Mr. Fleming's seems to suggest the passing on
t r Taylor, providing Mr. Smith had not heard from Mr. Charters;
(otYOu understand why Mr. Smith's hearing should be material ?-I do
110t; You must apply to Mr. Fleming.

1022. Did either Charters & Co., or Mr. Taylor ask for any return
or deposit, on abandoning these tenders, that yon know of?-I will

s»"8ýWer this question later.
1023. Attached to these tenders of Mr. Charters and of Mr. Taylor
e aPParently signatures of two sureties in each case. Do you know

a ten they declined to take the contract whether any claim was made
atlfl'j the sureties in either case ?-These were sureties offered in case

Does not know
why Smlth's
hearing from
Charters ehold
be materlal-Re-
fers to Fleming.

No claim made
against aureties,
as they did flot
guarantee that
tenders would e
adbered to.
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Language of do-
<jument signed by

rettes

How interpreted
by Department.

Contract for
work between
Fort William and
Shebandowan.
Change In loca-
tion caused con-
tract to termi-
nate near un-
hine Creek.

Ulne shortened.

the contract was entered into. They were not sureties guaranteeing
that the tenders would be adhered to by the parties tendering.

1024. That i8 not the language of the document they sign. I will
read it:-" And in case this tender shall be accepted, we hold ourselves
"ready to enter into contract for the due execution and completion of

the work, or so much thereof as may be required; and we offer as
"sureties for the carrying out of ail conditions, as well as for the due
"falfilment of the contract, the two persons who have signed their
"names to this tender for that purpose." Has the interpretation of
this undertaking in the Department been that the sureties are not
liable until the contract is entered into?-Yes.

1025. Rave you the tender of Sifton & Ward ?-Yes; I now produce
it. (Exhibit No. 39.)

1026. Have you the contract based on this tenler ?-Yos; I have
here the original contract. I will produce a copy to be filed.

1027. This contract is for work between Fort William and Sheban-
dowan. Has the contract been fultilled?-l find at page 388 of Mr.
Fleming's general report for 1877 the statement that 4 after the con-
" tract was let, a change was made in the location of the line which
"cut off about 12J miles at the westerly end and roduced the quantity
" of work about one-third. The contract now terminates tt a point
"near Sunshine CreEk, length 32J miles."

1028. Without reference to Mr. Fleming's report, are you not aware
that the length of the lino was shortened ?-Oh, yes.

1029. las the work which has been done by Sifton & Ward under
this contract been accepted as a fulfilment of their duty under it? -I
shall look in the Department and refer to the reports on the matter.

1030. Have you, within your own knowledge, any estimate of the
expenditure upon the portion abandoned, and which was originally
included in this contract? Or is that to be obtained from some other
branch of your Department?-I have not. The engincers will give
you that information.

Wallway Sta-
tion BaIldings,
Pembina
Branch-
contract No. 49. 1031. Can you produce now Mr. Dickson's tender for contract 49 ?-

flwav con- Yes; I now produce it. (Exhibit No. 40.)
struction-
Contract No. 13.
Claim for com-
pensation.

Marcus Smith
took charge ofr
aettlement of this
c raim.

ICOniraet Ko. 33.

1032. Are you aware that compensation was claimed by the con-
tractor on this contract 13 for the keeping of men some weeks before
the engineer arrived to locate the line ?-I am aware that there was
such a claim.

10S3. Do you remember who took charge of the settlement of the
claim?-My recollection is that it was Marcus Smith, Acting Chiôt
Engineer.

1034. Can you produce the bill of works for contract 33 ?-Yes, I
now produce it. (Exhibit No. 41.)

1035. Can you produce the specifications for contract No. 33?---
Yes; I now produce them. (Exhibit No. 411.)
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1036. What is the number of your next contract on the conetruction

between Lake Superior and Red River ?-The next number alter 13 is
No. 14.

1037. Who were the cont"actors ?-Sifton & Ward. contraear, sir-
1038. Was this work lot by public competition ?-Yes.
1039. Have you the advertisement asking for tenders ?-Yes. Advertisement

(Exhibit No. 42.) ders.

1040. Was any specification or other information furnished to persons
tlendering ?-Yes.

1041. Can you produce them ?-Yes. (Exhibit No. 42î.)
1042. Were the contractors the persons who made the lowest tender? Not given to

lowest tenderer.

1043. Who made the lowest tender? -According to the report of Wanlaee & (o.,
31r. Fleming dated 31st of March, 1875, the lowest tender received on iowest tenderers.
eortract 14 was from Wallace & Co.

1044. Are these tenders based upon a schedule of prices ?-Yes. Tede onf ric
1045. Which are to apply to the quantities given in the bill of works ?-Yes.

1046. And by moneying ont those items you arrive at the relative
POsition of the parties tendering ?-Yes.

1047. This report proposes to show that position ?-It doos.
1048. Have you the tender of Wallace & Co. ?-Yes. (Exhibit Tender or Wal-

NO. 43.) lace 0 co.

1049. Some copies of telegrams are attached to this tender; have
,U the messages to which these were answers, or copies of them ?-

1050. Are they in such a shape that you can produce them, or do Telegrams be-
on Wish to keep them ?-I have not got them in such a shape that " "a .oand

tey Can be produced, but I can read them. On the 25th of March, Mr.
rann telegraphs to Wallace:

41 If your tender for contract fourteen is accepted are vou ready toMake deposit required; if so come. Contract papers must le completed
ithin eight days from this -answer."

(a the same day, 25th of March, Wallace, telegraphs to Mr. Braun:
Sarn ready and will be there to close contract first of next week."Als is signed " R. J. Campbell."

1051. That is signed by a Mr. Campbell ?-Is he one of the parties
tendering ?-Yes; Campbell was one of the parties tndering.

a 1052. Under the name of Wallace & Co. ?- Yes. Mr. Campbell, on
'f16 29th, telegraphs to Mfr. Braun:
4 .Just heard that section fourteen was awarded to us. If necessary Contractors ap-

You extend the time to qualify five days-answer." p l *ime.
n the 30th Mr. Braun telegraphs to Campbell:
Tine cannot be extended ; matter too urgent-answer." Rerused.

.,n the 31st Campbell telegraphs to Mr. Braun:
AWhen will time expire; answer immediately and oblige."
«nd on the same day Mr. Braun telegraphs to Mr. Campbell:

e expires Friday, 2nd proximo.
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coistracis N~os.
14 and 15. On the 3rd of April, Mr. Campbell telegraphs to Mr. Braun:

" Our inability to quality was owing to Wallace being sick. Will be
"in Ottawa and explain. Hope it will have no effect on 15. Notify me
"at St. Catharines on 15."

Advertisement
asked for tenders 1053. Were tenders asked for relating to sections 14 and 15 by thefor 14 and 15 at y
lhe same Lime. same advertisement ?-Yes.
Parties tendered
at same time for 1054. Then were these parties tendering also for section 15 ?-Yes.1055. Were tenders asked for more than once concerning sections 14

and 15, or either of them ?-Once for section 14 and three times for
section 15.

1056. Upon this occasion, tenders were asked by the same a Ivertise-
ment for the both sections?-Yes.

1057 Do you mean section 15 as lot by the last contract, No.
15 ? Is that what you mean by section 15 ?-It is the same length.

Length of con- 1058. How far east does it extend ?-At page 388 of Mr. Fleming'stracts. general report, 1877, the length of 14 is given as 77 miles, and at page
389 the length of 15 is given as 36½ miles.

Contract No. 14.
1059. Returning to contract 14, was that telegram, which you have

read, the last of the negotiations with Campbell or Wallace & Co. ?-
Yes.

Work awarded to 1060. What steps, if any, were then taken as to the next lowestsecond iowest
ten(lerer. tender ?-The work was then awarded to the second lowest tender.
By verbal order 1061. In what manner was it awardod. By Minute in Council, orof Minister. order of the Minister, or how ?-It was awarded by order of the,

Minister.
1062. Have you any record of the award ?-There is no record.
106 1. Verbally, do you mean ?-It must have been verbally, for I

have no record in the office.
1064. Was his decision communicated to the persons who made the

next lowest tender ?-I have nothing before me, but I shall refer to the
documents of the office.

Braun writes to
]Recelver-G;enerai
that Sifton &
Ward are to de-
posit to his cre-
dit eoooo.

Does not think
Contract rawarded
on repo rt of
Flemin g.

Thinks the Minis-
ter must have
eonsulted Fle-
.rning.

1065. What is the next communication you have, either to or from
those parties who made the next Iowest tender ? -1 have here a letter
dated 28th April, from Mr. Braun to the Receiver General, which is as
follows:-

"I beg to inform you that Messrs. Sifton & Ward, contractors for
"the grading and brîdging of the Canadian Pacifie Railway between
"Red River and Cros Lake, contract 14, are required to deposit to
"your credit 820,000 as security for the due fulfilment of their con.
"tract. When that deposit shall have been made you will please
"transmit your certificate to that effect to this Department."

1066. Was there any report or recommendation from Mr. Fleming
by which this contract was to be awarded to these parties ?-I do not
think so, but I shall be able to reply more positively as soon as the
person who has gone for papers to the office returns.

1067. You will remember that attached to the tender of Charters &
Co., for section 13, there was a letter from Mr. Fleming recommending
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that the contract be awarded to the next lowest tender. Do you know Conraet ao. ..
why there is no such recommendation in this case ?-I have no doubt
the Minister consulted the Chief Engineer before he awarded contract
14 to Sifton & Ward; but I do not know why he did not report on the
subject.

10 8. If tenders were accepted in their regular order, and because Usual practice to
lower tenderers were not willing or were not able to fulfil the terms, was consult Fleming.
it usual to consuit the engineer as to the propriety of gcing to the next
lowest tender? In other words, was that a matter for the engineering
branch of your Department or for the managing head ?-The engineer
Was consulted.

1069. That was the usual practice, do you mean ?-Yes.
1070. Have you any record of his being consulted in this case, about No record that

but hatdoo iit man t~ h wa rit ~ he was congultedcontract 14?-No record ; but that does not mean that he was nuot con- a®outeontract 14.
sulted.

1071. Has this contract been fulfilled by the contractor, as far as you contract not tu,-
lled by conknow ?-Not completely by this contractor. tractor.

1072. Was the work taken out of the contractor's hands by the Gov-
ernment, or was it by some friendly arrangement ?-Before answering
that question I wish to consult the documents of the office.

1073. Have you a report showing the relative position of the persons
tendering, made by Mr. Fleming on this contract?-Yes; I produce
it. (Exhibit No. 44.)

1074. Are you prepared to give the amounts expended on these
different contracts, or would you prefer us to.get that information from
Somfe other officer in the Department ?-I think you can got it better
fromthe accountant than from me.

1075. What is the number of the next contract on construction
between Lake Superior and Red River ?-Contract 15.

1076. Was this work submitted to public competition?-Yes.

Flem in:'s report
as to tenders.

Contractors, Sut-
1077. Who were the contractors ?-Sutton, Thompson & Whitehead. ton, Thompsoni&

Whitehead.

1078. What is the date of the contract ?-January 9th, 1877. Date of Contract,
Dth Jan., 1877.

1079. Was this contract based upon the first advertisement for several adver-
tenders, or were there several advertisements for tenders ? - It was not tisements.
based on the first advertisement for tenders, There were several adver-
tisements.

1080. Have you the first advertisement for work on this section ?-
Yes; it is the same as the one produced on contract 14.

1081. That led to no contract ?-No.
1082. Do you know whether the second advertisement led to any

contract ?-It did not.
1083. This contract was lot upon the third advertisement, was it?

-Yeo.

1084. Have you the third advertisement ?-Yes; I produce it.
(Exhibit No. 45.)

5j

Contract let UpOak
third advertb-
ment.

Contractlto.1a.
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Ooperaet Ne. 13. 1085. Were specifications and other particulars furnished to persons
tendering for this contract ?-Yes.

8pecifications. 1086. Can you produce them ?-Yes; I now produce them. (Exhibit
No. 46.)

1087. Was this tender based upon a schedule of prices applied to
estimated quantities ?-Yes.

1088. And the relative position of the tenders was ascertained by
moneying out the prices and quantities ?-Yes.

List of fenders in 1089. Have you any report or information showing the relative
Blue Book. position of the persons who tendered ?-At page 10 of the Blue Book

called " Return to an Address, of papers connected with the awarding
of section 15, on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, 1877," there is a list of
the tenders received, with the amounts.

1090. Are these amounts named in the list based upon a bill of
works furnished to persons tendering ?-Yes.

Bill of works. 1091. Can you produce the bill of works for section 15 ?-Yes; I
produce it. (Exhibit No. 47.)

A. P. Macdonald
e Co., owestten- 1092. This list shows A. P. Macdonald & Co. to have made the loQest
derers, a not get tender : did they get the contract ?-They did not.
the contract.

1093. The Blue Book to which you have referred contains some cor-
respondence on this subjeet; do you know of any correspondence
relating to this subject besides what is shown in this Blue Book ?-This
roturu was prepared as a statement of all telegrams and correspondence
with parties tendering, or with any other parties, in relation to ten-
derers or to the contractors, and I believe it is complete.

1094. And do you believe it to be correct as far as it goes ?-I do.
1095. Have you the original tender of A. P. Macdonald & Co. ?-

Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 48.)

1096. Have you the original tender of Martin & Charlton ?-Yes.
Tender of Martin 1097. Do you produce it ?-Yes; I now produce it. (Exhibit No.
à Charlton. 49.)
t1,00 deposited 1098. Do you know whether any deposit was made with these ten-
with each tender. ders, as required by the specifications ? I think the specifications call

for ï1,000 with each tender ?-My recollection is that deposits were
made.

Cannot say at 1099. Do you remember whether they were returned to these per.
were rerne. sons whoso tenders were not accepted and who were unable to give

security ?-I must refer to the ofHce for that.
Norule toprevent
a contrat being
iven 0 one of

neyerai persona
tendering.

1100. The second tender appears to have been made by Martin &
Charlton, and the report shows that on the 21st December E. J. Charl-
ton withdrew his tender. On the 29th of the same month, the other
rerson, Patrick Martin, communicates with the Minister, stating that
he is ready to perform the work and give security. Is there any prac-
tice or rule in your Department which permits or prevents a contract
being given to one of several persons tendering when the others with-
draw ?-There is no such rule.

Report or Mnis- 1101. Then, as you understand the practice, on the 29th of Decem-
tin, Who a ber Martin alone would have been eligible for this contract if he could
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have given security ?-Yes; on the 6th of January, 1877, the Minister
reported to Council, and in bis report the following paragraph occurs:-
"The letter of Mr. Martin, one of the members of the firm of Messrs.
"'Charlton & Co., already referred to, contains a statement that he is
"prepared to proceed to give the necessary security, but he did not
"tender any security, and as he had been given the opportunity of two
"months to do so, it would have been evidently useless to wait any

longer on his account, setting aside altogether the matter of the rup-
" ture of the firm of which ho is a member."

ailway Con-
streetin-

Contract 1o. 15.
written that he
waa prepared to.
charlton, had
fa led to put up
securlty, and
that, beoídes, the
frn was broken
Up.

withstanding
1102. Does that qualify your opinion previously expressed ?-It docs Milnster's report,or the sMme
>t. opinion that the

rupture of the1103. Are voit stitl bfthe sarne opnion ?-Yes. firimnotmatertal.

1104. Then do you think that the rupture of the firm was not
material ?-Not the rupture of the firm; but the faet that he did not
make the deposit for two months was material.

1105. But the rupture of the firm was not material ?-No..
1 10d. Who makes the next lowest tender ?-Sutton & Thompson. son t lone-

1107. Will you produce their tender ?-I now produce it. (Exhibit lowest tenderers.

No. 50.)
1108. Give me the names in full of the members of the firm ?-R.

T. Sutton and William Thompson.
1109. Are these the same parties who tendered for the telegraph

contract ?-I do not know.
1110. Was the contract awarded to them ?-Yes; to Sutton & Thomp-

son.
1111. How was it authorized ?-By an Order-in-Council.
1112. Have you a copy of the Order-in-Council ?-The printed copy

of the Order-in-Council is at page 32 of the return to the Address re-
ferred to in one of my previous answers. There is a typographical
error in it; the 81,à94,000 should be $1,594,000.

1113. Have you the contract ?-Yes ; I now produce it. (Exhibit
No. 51.)

1114. Do you know whether the dealings between the Department
and the persons who have done the work under this contract have been
with Sutton, Thompson & Whitehead, or with one or more of that firim ?
-They were at first with Sutton, Thompson & Whitehead, but since
then an Order-in-Council has been obtained recognizing Mr. Whitehoad
as the sole contractor.

1115. Have you that Order ?-I have not got it here, but I can procure
a copy of it.

1116. Was the work on this contract within the estimated quantities
m entioned in the specifications or has it exceeded the estimated quan.
tities ?-It has exceeded the estimated quantities.

1117. Largely, or to a small extent?-LargeIy.
1118. Do you know whether the progress estimates that are furnished

to the Department gave any information when the estimated quantities
Were first excoeded, either in gross or in detail ?-The progress esti-
Inates did not give that information.

Contract award-
ed to them y
Order. in-ConneiL.

Order-in-Council
rec gnzitg
Whitehead a
sole contractor.

Work bas large17
exceeded the esti-
xnated quantiieS.

Progresa esti-
mates did not
give informatIO»
that e dtiniatd
quantitie had
been exceeed.

'n
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Contract No. 15.
Not possible for 1119. Was it possible for the Department, then, during the progress
d oit hngut of the work as executed, toknow whether the work was going to be more

neers, to know expensive than the tenders intimated ?-It was not possible without
whether ivork
'was going to be recourse to the engineers.
more expensive
than was esti-
inated.
No record of esl1- 1120. Do you keep any book or record of the estimated quantities,
mated quantities so that it can be ascertained, when progress estimates are put in,kept. whether those exceed the estinated quantities of the tenders ?-We do

not.

OTTAWA, Friday, 20th August, 1880.

ToUssAINT TRUDEAU's examination continued:

By the Chairman :-

1121. According to your system, may the executed quantities largely
exceed the estimated quantities without the Department being aware
of it ? Is it possible ?-No, it is not; for the engineers are in constant
daily communication with the Department and keep it informed.

In the present 1122. Are you able to say now whether, in reference to section 15,
ase,"n .the they did keep the Department informed of the fact, as sOOn as it occurred

formed the De- that the executed works were costing more than the estimated
parlment that
the sxenated works ?-I have no doubt that they did ; and what recalls it to my mind

herk xceded is this fact: I know it was discussed in the Department whether it
Whether t would would not be proper to stop contract 15 when the quantities in the
1)e proper to stop 4
contract when contract were reached. This thing was very seriously discussed.

reuacnhedebated. Another proposition discussed was, whether it would not be expedient
A lso, whether it to change the grades. It was thought that the grades might be changed
would not. be ex- from 5226 to 80-40 feet to the mile. This was very seriously discussedpedient to change
grades from 52"2s and very favourably entertained by Mr. Mackenzie at the time. Another
to 8040Ofeet to the
mile. thing which brings it to my mind is this: that on one occasion, before

the Committee on Public Accounts, a question was raised as to the
increased cost of these works, and I recollect that I stated there, before
the Committee, that I advocated the change ofgrading, and that it had
been discussed in the Department and the Minister was favourably
disposed.

Thatithe cost and
quantttea ex-
oeeded the esti-
mates, known to
Dept. shortly
after it occurred.

1123. Favourably disposed to what ?-To the change. That is what
brings it to my mind, that on both sides of the Committee there was a
strong expression that the grades of the road should not be disturbed.

1124. I do not understand how the strong expression on both sides of
the Committee would affect this particular question, but perhaps it does.
In the meantime, do I understand you to say that the knowledge that
the cost and quantities of the works executed exceeded the cost and
quantities estimated on section 15, was known to the Department, and
discussed there soon after it occurred ?-Yes; I say that it was, and I
have quoted those things simply to show what brings it to my mind.

1125. You have no doubt now that you are right, and that it was
about section 15 ?-These discussions apply to all tbe sections, but
section 15 was very much the subject of debate.
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Contract No. 35.
1126. Without reference to other sections for the present, are you

aware whether this excess on sectioa 15 was brought to the notice of
the Department and discussed very soon after it occurred ?-My
Impression is that it was verbally.

1127. Have you ascertained whether any deposits were made with D)eposits were
made with ten-

the- tenders in the case of section 15 ?-I have ascertained that deposits ders for sec. 15.
have been made, and we are now preparing the list.

1128. las it been the practice with the Department to forfeit deposits Practice as to
Made with tenders when the parties who made the tenders with- BitcCona;t.
drew or omitted to fulfill the conditions ?-The practice is not constant.

1129. What is the usual practice, or is there any understanding about ceqaes but oam
a usual practice ?-The practice is to retain the cheques, but some of have been re-
the cheques have been returned under special circumstances. special ureum-

1130. Not under ordinary circumstances ?-No. Stances.

1131. Are you aware whether any of the securities, in the shape of
cheques or money, on undertakings connected with any of the offers
about work on the Pacific Railway have been retained by the Govern-
Ient in consequence of failure in the performance of the offer ?--I

cannot answer without referring to the Department.
Order-in-Conneil

1132. You spoke yesterday of the Order substituting Mr. Whitehead Wht"eadfrorfor the firm ofSutton, Thompson & Whitehead for section 15 contract; the firm or Sut-
have you got that Order ?-- produce a copy of it. (Exhibit No. 52.) Whitehad."

1133. Have you the contract, or a copy of the contract No. 33 to
produce ?-It is not ready yet.

1134. Have you contract 13, or a copy of it ?-It is not yet ready.

1135. You spoke of some correspondence concerning disputes on
'ofntract No. 33; have you that ready ?-We are not quite ready
yet.

1136. Contract 15 covered the ballasting and track-laying over the
grading work that had been done on section 14?-Yes.

Contract No. 05.

1137. What is the number of the next contract, on account of con- Grading, &c..
betweenSunehine8truction, between Lake Superior and Red River ?-Contract No. 25. Creelk and "Eg-
ilsh River.

1138. What is the subject of that contract ?-Grading and bridging,
Itnd other works, between Sunshine Creek and English River.

1139. About how many miles ?-About eighty miles. Extent, 80 miles.
1140. Did it not also cover some work over part of ybat is known Also covared

as contract No. 13 ?-It also covered track-laying and ballasting from bal1 aY ng amnPort William to English River-that is 112 miles altogether. Fort William to
English River.

1141. Was this work lot by public competition ?-Yes.
1142. Have you the advertisement asking for tenders ?-Yes; I

Produce it. (Exhibit No. 53.)

1143. Were specifications and bills of work furnished to persons a a oorka
tendering ?-Yes. furniahed to

tenderers.
1144. Have you copies of these to produce now ?-No.
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Contract No.25.

Price based on 1145. Was the price of this work based upon a schedule of prices
schedule of applied to the works mentioned in your bill of works ?-Yes.

1146. And the moneying out of these prices shows the relative
position of the persons who tendered ?-Yes.

Report of Engi- 1147. Have you any report from the engineer upon this subject,
neer. relating to this contract ?-Yos; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 54)
Contractors,Pur- 1148. Was the contract given to the persons who made the lowest
ceil & Ryan. tender?-The lowest tender was made by Mr. Purcell, and the contract

was given to Purcell & Ryan.
1149. Have you the tender by Purcell ?-Yos ; I produce it.

(Exhibit No. 55.)
Letter of Braun 1150. Have you any l2tters, o:copies of letters, from the Department
Inforepoa- to Mr. Purcell upon the subject of this tender ?-On the 30th of May,

Mr. Braun writes to Mr. Purcell:
" With reference to your tender dated the 20th instant, for contract

"25 of the Canadian Pacific Railway, I am now requested to state
"whether, and when, you are prepared to make the necessary 5 per
"cent. deposit, namely $50,000."

And I find, attached to the tender, letters which show that Mr.
Fleming had already written, on the 25th of May, to Mr. Purcell, very-
much to the same effect,

Tenders opened 1151. This report from Mr. Fleming upon the position of the persons
on 22nd May. tendering, and the amounts named by each, appears to show that the

tenders were opened on the 22nd of May. Is that right ?-Yes.

ten dwo oned 1152. The gentlemen who opened those tenders are all connected
nected with En- with the Engineering Department ?-Yes.
gineering [Uept.

1153. Was that usual in the opening of tenders ?-It was usial to,
have two or three persons, and those who could afford the time were
selected.

,rhernana ng 1154. It was not always the practice to have one of the managing
ments could at~ heads of the Department, either the Minister, Deputy Minister, or the
always spare the Secretary, for instance ? -No ; because the time could not always be
time to be present spared.
Tenders opened 1à55, This certificate seems to show that the tenders were openedthe day named In
the advertise- the day named in the advertisement ?-Yes.
ment.

1156. I understood you to say upon a previous occasion that the
practice was to allow a few days to elapse before opening them ; am I
right ?-Y es.

Does not know
why departure
was made from 1157. Do you know why that practice was not followed on this
the practice of ai; occasion ? -I do not.lowing a few days
to elapse before
opening tenders.
The usual rac- 1158. This was different, then, frôm the usual practice ?-Yes; the
ceas no foi- tenders were opened at four in the afternoon.

1159. I notice, by some correspondence between Mr. Fleming and
Mr. Purcell, that the terms of the tender were changed after the receipt
of it by the Department ; can you explain that ? The penalty or bonus
is raised from $10 a day to $500 a day ?-I am not aware that the
tender was changed ; the contract is $10.
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1160. I notice a letter attached to the tender which saye that Purcell contrae me
18 willing to raise the bonus to $500. Does that affect the value of the
tender in any way ?-No.

1161. It did not alter the terms of the contract ?-It did not.
1162. Have you the contract No. 15 ?-Yes.
1163. Can you produce it ?-This is an original; I will produco a

Copy of it.
1164. Have you the correspondence showing what led up to the Letter from Pur-

introduction of another person into the contract besides Purcell ?-I H. Rayan should
have bore a letter dated 30th of May from Mr. Purcell to the Minister be associated with
of Publie Works, asking that Hugh Ryan be associated with him. I him.

nDow produce it. (Exhibit No. 56.)
1165. I notice in this tender of Ryan's that many of the figures have

been altered, both schedule of rates and the amounts as monoyed out.
Hlave you any means of knowing that it was in that shape when it was
opened beyond the certificate signed by Mr. Fleming ?-No; I have no
Ineans.

1166. ilas this contract been fulfilled by the contractors?-The work
has been executed.

1167. Are the contractors finally settled with ?-No.

Work has been
exccuted.
Contractors not
ainally settled
with

1168. Is there a dispute existing betwen the contractors and the
bepartment ?-There is a dispute.

1169. Did the executed works exceed the estimated works on this exceededetimat-
contract ?-Yes. ed very consider-

ably.
1170. Largely, or only in a trifling degree ?-Very considerably.
1171. Do you remember upon what item the principal excess was ?- ExcesA principal-

Excavation. y un excavation.

1172. Of what material ? -I do not wish to speak from memory.
The Commission would obtain this information from the engineers more
direct.

1173. And more correctly ?-Yes; more correctly than I can give it,
sPeaking from memory.

1174. Was there a re-measurement of the executed quantities upon Re-measurement
18 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h cotatIse htlc exeuted quan.-this contract-I see that the Chief Engineer recommends it in the tIes.

interests of the public ?-Yes.
1175. What was the general result of the re.measurement ? Was it ne-measurement

tO verify the previous measurements, or to show that they were too low esatdhresfirest

Or too high ?-The re-measurement did not agree with the first measure- measurement.
Inent, and at this moment they have been referred to the engineer who
'nade the first measurement for report.

1176. Do you mean that they were less than his measurements ?-
hey were less than the first measurements.
1177. Who made the re-measurement ?-Mr. L. G. Bell, Engineer.
1178. Who made the former measurements ?-They were made by a

Staff of engineers under Mr. MeLennan.

1179. Who gave the certificates upon those previous measurements;
ere they by the staff or by a single engineer ? - I cannot remember.
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4Jontraetào.*a5, 1180. You say that this measurement by Mr. Bell has been referred
back to the person who mnde the previous measurement ?-Yes.

atte nreeerredo 1181. You do not mean Mr. Hazlewood?-No; it has been reforred
made first nea- to Mr. McLennan.
iurement for ex-
ipanations. 1182. Is Mr. McLennan still in the employ of the Department ?-No

1183. But you expect him to make a report for your information ?-
We expect ho will defend his previous measurement.

1184. Then, is the matter referred to him with that view-that he
may defend it ?-It is referred to him with the view of receiving any
explanations that he may offer.

1185. Can you remember in round numbers the difference in value
of the work as certified by him and by Mr. Bell ?-1 would rather not
speak from memory.

1186. Was Mr. McLennan dismissed, or did ho resign, or how other-
wise did ho leave the service ?-Mr. McLennan has only lately left.the
service.

nsu nMer o nan's 11S7. I was not asking about the time; I was asking about the manner
services dispens- in which he left it ?--During the last wînter Mr. McLennan was out on
ed with. the survey, and on the completion of the survey this spring or surnmer

his services were dispensed with.

1188. Then ho had completed any work upon which lie had been
engaged for the Government before ho left the service ?-Yes; ho had
completed bis survey.

tone explana- 1189. Has ho given any explanation of the difference in quantities
given by him. as ascertained by him, and by Mr. Bell ?-He bas not done so-not

completely.
1190. Has ho not completely given you any explanation, and if so is

it by correspondence which you can produce ?-Yes ; he has, by corres-
pondence.

1191. Which you will produce, or a copy of it ?-Yes.

1192. Can you give the certificates of engineers showing first when
the excess occurred on this contract boyond the anounts of work
ebtimated at the time of the tenders ?-Yes.

Not the practice 1193. Do you kDow whether there is any recognized practice in the
of Denartmnntt
Initiaalteratn Department that upon the opening of tenders, if any of them appeared
In tenders. to contain alterations these aterations should be initialled, or notod la

some way, by the persons who opened the tenders, so as to prevent
subsequent alterations, or suspicion of them ?-It is not the practice.

1194. I notice in tbis tender of Purce'l's that alterations have been
made upon at least three items after it was first prepared: " solid rock
excavation," " rock excavation " and " ballasting " ; do you remember
whether it happons that the final increase or decrease in quantities is
principally upon those items, or any of thom ?-It is on these items.

1195. Have you the certificate of re-measurement of Mr. Bell, or a
copy of it, that you eau produce, showing the difference between that
and the previous measurement ?-I can produce a copy of it.

1196. And the final measuroment by Mr. MeLennan ?-Yes.
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1197. Can you produce the contract with Sifton & Ward, No. 14, Copy of contract

or a copy of it ?-1 now produce a copy of it. (Exhibit No. 57.) wardtco.'

1198. Can you produce the bond given by way of surety for this
Contract, or a copy of tho bond Y-I now produce a' copy of it.
(<Xhibit No. 58.)

1199. Have you a copy of the specifications for contract 15 to pro- Contract No. 15.
lice ?-I now produce a copy. (Exhibit No. 59.)

1200. Have you a copy of the bill of works for contract 25 to pro. contract No. 25.uce?-I now produce it. (Exhibit No. 60.)

1201. Have you the Minute of Council authorizing the operating of Telegraph Con-
he telegraph line by Oliver, Davidson & Co.?-[ now produce it. conttacto. 4.(IExhibit., o. 61.)

1202. Have you any notification, or copy of it, from the engineer, or
t11 One in your Department, to Oliver, Davidson & Co. concerning
the OPerating of this line ?-Yes; and I now produce a copy of it dated

ue the 10th, 1876. (Exhibit No. 62.) RauIway Con-

Contraet No. 33.
1203. Have you the advertisement for the tenders upon which con- Advertisementtract 33 was awarded ?-Yes; I now produce it. (Exhi bit No. 63.) for tenders.

1204. Have you copies of the correspondence between the Depart-
and Mr. Robinson connected with his contract for ties on 'the

ern1bina Branch ?-Yes; I now produce them. (Exhibit No. 64.)

1205. What is the number of your next contract concerning the Contract Nos41.
'Olistruction of the road between Lake Superior and Red River ?-

t0. 41.
1206. What is the subject of that contract ?-The construction of a Fnglish River to

'11e from English River to Eagle River. hagle River.

1207. Whieh is the eastern terminus ?-English River.
1208. li that the terminus of the work under contract 25 ?-Yes.
1209. About what length of line does this work cover?-About 118 118 miles inin1ïIes. iength.

1210. Who were the cortractors ?-Purcell & Co. Purcell&Co.,con-
tractors.

1211. What is the date of the contract ?-March 4th, 1379. March 7th. 1879,
date of contract.1212. Was this work let by public competition ?-Yes.

1213. Have you the advertisement for tenders ?-Yes; I produce it.
(Xhibit No. 65.)

12I4. I see by the advertisement that other work than this WaS clidedin a ver-

eClud1ed in the advertisement foi tenders ?-Yes. gement for ten-

1215. Were all the tenders for this work received by the Govern- Time for recelv-
t4it before the tine named in this first advertisement ?-No; the Iteln ders ex-

e was extended.

be 1 21. Was the date fur the extension inserted in any newspapers
re the time had olapsed named in the first advertisement ?-Yes.
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Contract No. 41.
Time extended
anter second ad-
vertisement.

List of tenders.

Contractors:
Marke, Gnty,
Purcell & Ryau.

1217, Were all the tenders which wore considered by the Depark
ment in reference to this contract received before the time naimed '1
the second advertisement ?-No; the time was again extended.

1218. Was this extension advertised before the time named in th
second advertisement had expired ?-Yes.

1219. Have you any statement or report showing the relative po-1'
tions of the different parties 'who tendered, after the tenders wet
opened ?-There is a printed copy of a report by Mr. Fleming, contai'y
ing a list of the tenders received. (Exhibit No.66.)

1220. This report which you have produced numbers seventeen tew'
dors in this work. I notice in the Blue Book dated 1880, and por
porting to give information on the same subject, that twenty tended0

were received: can you explain this discrepancy ?-In the Blue Booe'
thore are two columns; n ithe first column there are seventeen tendedi
These are the seventeen tenders givon at page 4of the return.

1221. Thon there is no discrepancy ?-There is no dis'crepancy.

1222. What does this column relate to in this Blue Book ?-Tender.
for work to be completed by the Ist of July, 1882, and ready for throug
trains by the Istof July, 1881.

1223. Then the seventeen tenders mentioned in Mr. Fleming's repof4
do not relate to this particular condition ?-No.

1224. Was the contract lot to the persons who made the lowet'
tender ?-The contract was made with Messrs. Marks, Ginty, Purcel
&.Ryan.

Lowest tenderers: 1225. Vho made the lowest tender ?-Marks & Conmee.

Letter from
Marka & Conmee
to Minister sug-
gesting the asso-
ciation with
themnselves of
Purcel, Ginty &
Ryan.

1226. Persons are named in the contract who are not named in thO
tender ?-Yes.

1227. Do you know why that was done or what led to it ?-A letter
dated February 13th, from Marks & Conmee to the Minister, says:

" In the event of section A of the Canadian Pacifie Railway beifl%
"awarded to our tender, we will associate with us in the contraO
'"Messrs. Purcell; Ginty & Ryan, the contractors for the section east
"the one in question, and all preliminary arrangements made by the 0

"with the Government respecting Our tender will be satisfactory."

1228. Was that what led to the introduction of the new parties ?-.
Yes.

Tenders based on 1229. Were these tenders based upon estimated quantities and
estlmated quanti--
ties and schedule schedule of priçes to apply to those quantities ?-Yes.
of prices.

Return or corres-
b0rfeence to Par-ilamnent.

1230. The moneying out of these quantities and prices gave the i'
formation which would show the relative position of the tenders ?-Ye

1231. Has the correspondence between the Department and persoLt
who have made tenders for this wo:k beon the subject of a returnl
either louse of Parliament ?-Yes.

1232. When was the order for the return made ?-16th Februiarl
1880.

1233. Was the correspondence returned ?-Yes.

1234. Do you know when ?-March 31st, 1880.
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1235. Is thore any correspondence on the subject that you are aware co.travt a.. .
'fbeides this nentioned in this return, between the Department and

y persons who made tenders for the work ?-No ; there is no other
torrespondonce.

1236. I see that this return purports to contain among other things
cPies of all departmental reports respecting such tenders, Orders-in-
kCOQncil and correspondence not heretofore brought dowu." Do you
o* whether there was any correspondence brought down before that

eport which would give us information upon the subject?-The cor-
th"Pondence referred to as not having been heretofore brought down is
the correspondence which I have just produced.

1237. Attached to Mr. Fleming's report ?-Yes.
r 1238. Then these two returns embrace everything relating to this,

ar f1 as you know ?-Yes.
1239. Have you the specifications and bill of works whicil were specifications,

eiIPPied to persons tendering for this contract ?-I produce the speci- bil of woiks.

Cations (Exhibit No. 67), and the bill of works (Exhibit No. 68).

1240. Separate tenders appear to have been asked for, one being UpOn Two-fold condi-:
Odîition' that the road shall be ready for through trains by the 1st tion as to time of7'fJtl completion

y f, 1882, and the other upon condition that it shall be ready by the adopted as basis

ttOf July, 1881. Do you know which of those conditions wis adopted of contract.
he bais for the contract ?-They were both adopted.

1241. In what way were they both adopted? Do you mean that the
aet ors were to be paid a higher price if they did it at the earlier
e ad a lower price if at the later time ? -Yes.

1242. ias there been any other return to Parliament concerning this
%Dtract, except the report which you have just put in and the Blue

'o hich has been mentioned ?-There was a return giving a copy
contract entered into.

1243. Can you produce one?-Yes; but it is not a return made
ing to an order of the House, but is made under the Act.

<'hibit No. 69.)

244. Was the tender of Marks & Conmoe, as made by them, adopted
o the basis of the contract, or was it altered in any way ?-The prices

n the tender are not altered.
1245. You mean the prices on the tender which was accepted, or do

ainan that none of the prices have been altered ? Has the exten-
been altered ?-The extensions do not appear to have been altered.

th126. To what does this remark refer in the report of Mr. Fleming,
eol -first column, "as per tender," naming one amount, and in another
engj' M,"as revised," naming a different amount ?-I refer you to the

'IeerS for explanations.

p2. Have you the original contract in this case, or a copy of it, to
cannot leave the original with you, but I will furnish a

of it to be filed.
1248. Is this work now in progress under this contract ?-Yes.

Contractors were
to be paid a
Ciher prieS If
they completed
the work by Julv.
1881; lower If by
July, 1882.
Return glvIng a
copy of contract.

Wnrk stili in pro-
gress.

1249 Sodispute be-he . HIas there been any di ute between the contractors and the weentra -
flaent about the work or t le measurement of it ?-No. tors and the e-

partmnent.
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Ruailway Con-
structioni-

Contraetao.41.

Centract No. 42.

Contract No. 41.

Tenders based on
estimated untA-
ties and schedules
of prices.

Cenit ract No. 42.

1250. Do you know whether the progress estimates. as they have
been made, show that any of the quantities originally estimated for the
purposes of tendering have been exceeded ?-I refer you to the engineers
on that. I cannot say. from memory.

1251. We will leave this contract for the present. What is the next
contract relating to construction between Lake Superior and Red River?
-Contract 42.

Contractors:
Fraser, Manning 1252. Who were the contractors ?-Fraser, Manning & Co.
& Co.
This work sub-
mitted to conpe-
titon at the sarne
tttne as contract
41.
Time for receiv-
lng tenders ex-
tended.

1253. Was this work submitted at the sane time that the last con-
tract was submitted for public competition ?-Yes.

1254. Were the times for receiving tenders extended in the same
way ?-Yes.

1255. And by the same advertisements ?-Yes.
1256. Have you any reports or correspondence referring to this con-

tract beyond those mentioned in the returns and reports which you
have put in already relatirig to contract 41 ?-No.

1258. Have you their tender ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 70.)

1259. Can you produce the tender of Marks & Conmee as to section
A ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 71.)

1260. Were the tenders in thiscase based on estimatel quantities, and
a schedule of prices to be applied to those quantities ?-Yes.

1261. And is it by moneying out those prices that the relative posi-
tions of the persons tendering is ascertained ?-Yes.

1262. This tender of Morse, Nicholson & Marpole appears to be
made on the form of tender B. In the report of Mr. Fleming 1
see a list of names under the form of tender C3; have you that forrn
of tender C to produce ?-I have not got it here.

Contract based on 1263. Can you say whether the contract was based on the form of
form of tender B. tender C ?-On the form B.
Morse, Nicholson
& Marpoledld not

et the contract
eausethey

withdrew their
tender.

Andrews, Jones
& Co., next lowest
tenderers.

hey failed to
make deposit.

1264. Under form B you say that Morse, Nicholson & Marpole
were the lowest tenderers; did they get the contract ?-No.

1265. Why not ?-They withdrew their tender.
1266. Have you the correspondence which shows that withdrawal, or

which led to it ?-A copy of their letter to the Department is printed
on page 17 of the return called ' tenders for works."

1:67. Who made the next lowest tender ?-Andrews, Jones & Co.

1268. Have you that tender ?-Yes; and I now produce it. (Exhibit
No. 72.)

1269. Did these parties get the contract ?-No.
1270. Why not?-They failed to make the deposit required.

Morse, Nicholson 1257. Who made the lowest tender for section B. ?-Morse, Nicholson
& Marpole the
lowest tenderers. & Maipole.
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1271. Have you any correspondence or documents showing this
Withdrawal or failure on their part ?-The reasons and correspondence
Which led to the rejection of this tender are given in two reports to j
Council, dated 3rd and 5th of March. These reports and Orders-in-
COuncil will be found at pages 23 and 24 of the Blue Book.

1272. Are you personally aware of the circumstances connected
With the rejection of this tender, beyond what appears in the Blue
book ?-No.

1273. From whom did you receive the next lowest tender ?-From
Praser, Grant & Pitblado.

1271. Have you their tender ?-Yes; I now produce it. (Exhibit
NO. 73.)

1275. Was the contract awarded to these parties?-Yes.
1276. The tender of Andrews, Jones & Co. appears to have been to

faiish the road for through trains in July, 1881, while the tender of the
parties who got the contract is to finish it a year later; do you know
'Whether any difference in value was attached to the tenders on that
account ? What I mean is this: was it not considered in the Depart.
rlent that finishing the section at an earlier date was worth a higher
Price than finishing it at a later date ?-Yes.

1277. It appears that the contract of the present contractors is over
9200,000 more than the next lowest tender, and requires the road to
be finished a year later than the other offered to do it. Do you know
of any other reason for not giving it to the lowest tender except that
they had failed to deposit the security ?-I know of no reason except
the one which is given in the report to Council.

Rallway grn.
truction-

Contract No. 42.
Reasons and cor-
respondence re-
[atlng to the re-
ection of their

tender gtven in
Blue Book.

Fra er, Grant
Pitblado next
lowest tenderers,

To the" contract
awarded.

Their tender
named JuIy, 1882,
as the tErne for
fin shing contract,
whIle the tErne
fixed by tender of
Andrews Jones &
Co, wasJuly,18s1.
A rnoney vaine
attached te
finishing the con-
tract earlier.
Fallure to deposit
security, sole
reason why con-
tract not given to»
lower tenderer.

Witness took no
part in the disecus-

1278. Did you personally take any part in the discussion about this sion respecting

ratter as to the propriety of refusing the extension of time which was unrextension
asked for by Andrews, Joes & Co ?-No. ote to An-

rews, Jones &

1279. Was the contract awarded to Fraser, Grant & Pitblado ?-Yes;
and some additional names.

1289. Have you any correspondence, or copies of it, relating to the
introduction of new names ?-Yes; I now produce a letter. (Exhibit
0. 74 .)

Letter relative to(
Introduction of
new narnes b y
Fraser, Grant &
Pitblado.

1281. Do you know the addresses of Andrews, Jones & Co., to whom
an extension of time was not given to make the deposit ?-Mr. Andrews,
Of Newburg, N.Y., Mr. Jones, of Brooklyn, N.Y., and Mr. Drake, of
t. Catharines.

No question re-
1282. Did you ever hear any question raised about the responsibility garng responsi-

these parties ?--No. tunnel or An-

1283. Do you know the names and addresses of the persons whose
tender was acce ted ?-On the tender Mr. Fraser gives his address as

eW Glasgow, lnova Scotia; Mr. Grant, Truro, N.S., and Mr. Pitblado,
Truro, N.S.

1284. Have you the original contract for section B ?-I have, but I
eOld rather produce a copy of it to be filed.

1285. Is this work in progress?-Yes. work In progresS.
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Contract No. 42.
No disputes be- 1286. Have there been any disputes botween the contractors and
addeea tent the Department on the subject of the work ?-No.

1287. Have any returns of executed works been made which show
an increase over the quantities estimated at the time of tendering ?-
1 cannot speak from recollection.

Both Morse'& Co. 1288. Did Morse and Co., or Andrews, Jones and Co. make any
.es&Crowrade deposit with their tenders, as far as you know ?-Yes.
<eposits. 1289. Are you aware whether those deposits were retained by. the

Government, or returned in either case ? -1 must refer to the office.
1290. Bave you any certificate by the persons who opened those

tenders as to the contents of them ?-Yes; I now produce it. (Exhibit
No. 75.)

20th January ast 1291. What was the last day for receiving tenders on this contract ?
teay drecerving -The 30th of January.
Opened 2.30 p.n., 1292. When were the tenders actually opened ?-At 2.30 p.m. on the
20th January. 30th of January.
Witness does not
know why the 1293. Do you know why the time, that you have spoken of on a

evea oere~ previous occasion, that was allowed between the date of receiving
Ingando n- tenders and the date of opening them, was not allowed in this case ?-

not observed on I know of no reason.
this occasion,
Witness pregent
when tenders 1294. Were you present at the opening of those tenders ?-Yes.
were opened.

Irregular tenders. 1295. i see by this certificate signed by you as well as the engineer
that some of the tenders were considered irregular; can you name the
persons who made the irregular tenders ?-The first one was from
afacdonald & Falardeau-no cheque.

1296. The irregularity was the absence of the cheque ?-Yes.
1297. That means a cheque given by way of security ?-Yes.
1298. Was that tender afterwards allowed to compete with the

others ?- No.

1299. Have yon that tender here ?-I have not.
1300. What was the amount of the cheque required with each of

these tenders ?-Five thousand dollars.
1301. Do you know whether the amount of that tender was less than

the one which was adopted ?-No ; it was more.
1302. What is the name of the next irregular tender ?-A Labarge

& Co.

1303. What was the irregularity there ?-The choque was not marked
"good" by the bank.

1304. The condition was a marked cheque to accompany the tender ?
-Yes.

1305. Was that tender alloweJ to compete with the others ?-No.
1306. What was the amount of that tender ?-82,398,215.
1307. Was that amount lower than the price of the tender wh\ch

received the contract ?-No; it was higher.
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1308. What is the next irregular tender?-It was from Baird & 0 424

McLean.
1309. What was the irregularity ?- No cheque.
1310. What was the amount of the tender ? -83,115,000.
1311. For section B?-No; for section A, too.
1312. Was that lower than the tender which was accepted ?-No; it

was higher.
1313. The next irregular tender? -R. Nagle & Co.
1314. What was the irregularity ?-It was received after time.
1315. What was the amount of it?-82,226,613.
1316. For which section ?-For section A.
1317. Was that lower than the tender accepted ?-No; it was higher.

None of the Irre-
1318. Then none of these tenders which you considor irregular was gular tendersy were owrthan

lower than the tenders accepted ? -No. the tendeer ac-
cepted.

1319. In your Department what do you call that document which
You have produced ?-Schedule of tenders.

1320. Would that be considered a departmental report ?-It is; it is
Signed by officers of the Department.

132 1. You say that the Blue Book was a Return to an Address of the Schedule or ten-
Ilouse of Commons, dated the 16th of February, 1880, and that the t® "oHueor
Order required also copies of ill departmental reports respecting such Commons be-

cause when Re-
tenders; was this report embodied in that return, do you know ?-It turn was made
Was not. the schedule was

1322. Why not ?-When the return was prepared, the report had not
yet been endorsed.

1323. Who had charge of the document at that time ?-This paper
Was kept in a safe with the choques, and, therefore, it was not sent to
the record room in time to appear in the return of which the Blue Book
is a printed copy.

1324. Do you mean that it was an oversight-that it was overlookel Moreover It was
-or do you mean that things in the safo ought not to be embraced in làe°°eed' wbe®in

the return ?-There is no reason why it should not have been embraced the cheques.
In the return, but it was locked up in a safe with the cheques and was
Probably overlooked.

1325. Have you another return showing the result of all these
tenders compared with each other ?-Yes.

1326. Id this embraced in the printed returns ?-Yes, substantially.

1327. Does the Department continue to deal with Fraser, Manning
, respecting this contract, or has there been any change since the

'na 'ng of the' contract ?-I will answer that question later, after
ference to the office.

Contractb.a
13 Can you now roduce a copy of the contract with Sifton & l°tn ath

, No. 13?-Yes; I now produce it. (Exhibit No. 76.) Co.
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Contract INo. 33.
ravanagh, 1329. Can you produce a copy of the contract No. 33, with
Murphy & Upper. Kavanagh, Murphy & Upper ?-Yes; I now produce it. (Exhibit

No. 77.)
Contract No. 49.

1330. Can you produce a copy of the contract No. 49 ?-Yes; I
now produce it. (Exhibit No. 78.)

fontract No. 42.
1331. Is paper No. 43 Il a copy of the actual contract, No. 42 ?-

It is.
1332. Does it contain the agreement about substituting other persons

for the original contractors ?-No.

Ueeuriîieu and OTTAWA, Saturday, 21st August, 1880.Paymnents on
Accoiunt.

ToUssAINT TRUDEAU'S examination continued:

By the Chairman :-
1333. Can you state now the particulars of the securities given with

the tenders or with the contracts, and which might have been forfeited
to the Government by reason of the default of the persons giving the
securities ?-I cannot at this moment, but I can get a statement pre-
pared.

1334. Can you furnish a statement in regard to each contract, show-
ing the sums paid each fiscal year to the 30th of June, 1880, under each
such contract ?-I shall prepare a statement of that also.

1335. And also for the month of July, 1880 ?-Yes.
1336. Has there been as yet any estimate of quantities based on th e

several bills of works to be executed in the future, in order to complete
each contract as late as the lst of August, 1880 ?-We are getting that
estimate prepared.

1337. Are you aware of any other matter relating to contracts 41
and 42, or either of them, which will assist us in our enquiry ?-Nothing
occurs to me at this moment.

<outract No. 46.
1338. What is the number of the next contract for the construction

of any portion of the Pacific Railway ?-No. 48.

4ntrator : John 1339. Who is the contractor ?-John Ryan.
Subjevt of con-
tract: irst htun- 1340. What is the subject of the contract ?-It is the first 100 miles
dred mleswestof section west of Red River.
Red River.

1341. And for what work ?-For grading, bridging, track-laying,
half-ballasting, station building, &c.

Work let by pub- 1342. Was this work let by public competition ?-Yes.1ic Competition.
1343. Have you the advertisement asking for tenders ?-I will pro-

duce a copy of it later.
T nt August, 17, 1344. Can you name the date mentioned as the last for receivinglest day for re-
ceivIng tenders. tenders ?-The let of August, 1879.

1345. Have yon the specifications or bills of works upon which these
tenders were to be based ?-Yes; I will produce copies later.
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, struction-,Conarae t Bi. 48.

1346. Are the specifications and bills of works attached to the con-

tract ?-Yes.
1347. Rave you the contract or a copy of it ? -I have the original Wil produce a

contract here but I will produce a copy to be filed. t °a be*.r

1348. Have you any report showing when the tenders for this work
were first opened ?-Yes; but I cannot produce it at this moment.

1349. I notice that there are two sets of specifications attached to General and spe-
this contract: one called "goneral specification," and the other cia peftions
' special specification :" were they both furnished tu persons tender- sons tendering.
ing ?-Yes.

1350. Who made the lowest tender ?-Mr. Hall. Raiilowest ten-

1351. Have you the original tender here ?-Yes ; and I now produce
it. (Exhibit No. 79.)

1352. In the Blue Book of 1880, I notice at page 34 two columnS Distinction be-
relating to this and other tenders, one being headed " total as per ten- tw®etders
der," the other " total as revised: " will you explain why any revision ders.
was necessary ?-The column headed " total as per tender " is a list of
the tenders as received ; the column headed " total as revised " con-
tains the same tenders, deducting the fencing and one-half of the
ballasting.

1353. Is that deduction made te apply to all tenders ?-Yes.
1354. Is there any condition permitting the Government to make Clause giving

such deduction, either in the specifications or bills of works, or was it Government

the subject of a subsequent arrangement ?-In the fourth clause of the deductions.
special specification called the Colonization line from Winnipeg, in
Manitoba, I find these words:

" These quantities may, in actual execution, be diminished, and the
" contractors will be paid accordingly, but on no account must the
"assumed quantities be increased."

1355. Is it under that clause in the specifications that the right to
Make this deduction from the work is assumed -as far as you know ?-
Yes; and also under the fifth clause of the same contract attached to
the general specification.

1356. Did this deduction affect in any way the relative positions of Deduction did not
persons tendering, as far as you know, so as to affect the awarding cn arding
of this contract ?-It did not.

1357. Then I understand that the contract was awarded to the same
person who would have been entitled to get it if that revision or deduc-
tion had not been made ?-Yes.

1358. Do you know whether before the opening of the tenders it was Arranged before
arranged by the engineer or in the Department that this deduction was n egI®
to be made ?-Yes; for I find in a letter addressed to Mr. Pope by Mr. was to be made.
Smellie, in the absence of the Chief Enginoer, the following
Paragraph:-

"The Engineer-in-Chief, before leaving for England at the end of Letterlromsmel-
"June, wrote a memorandum instructing me to say that, on the recep. I®å†, erng
"tion of tenders and on making a statement of their amount, the
"whole of the item for fencing and half of that for ballasting should
"be deducted."

6j
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Et. the loweit 1359. Does Mr. Hall, the person who makes the lowest tender, get

d a he contract ? -No.
Because he was 1360. W4y not ?-Mr. Hall wrote a letter to the Department statingred to

edeposit that he was not prepared to make the deposit.
1361. Is that the letter referred to on page 44 of the Blue Book ?-Yes.

Hall sent for Im- 1382. Can you say when he was informed that his waF. the lowest
redtely tenders tender, and that he was entitled to the contract ?-I can state from

!wereopened. ndr
memory that Mr. Hall was sent for immediately after the tenders were
opened.

1363. Did you see him?-Yes.
1364. What took place between you and him in reference to this

matter ?-It was a general conversation on his ability to execute the
work.

1365. Did you inform him that he would be entitled to the contract
if he was prepared to fulfill the conditions ?-Yes.

1366. What was the result of the conversation ?-He wished for time
to consider it, and finally sent in this letter dated 8th of August.

Hall froin the 1367. Yes; but for the present, speaking of the conversation, did ho
Pârmt doubtful If he om t
coud find capit inform you then that he would be ready if he had time or any other

-l delay or favour granted, or was it an unequivocal statement that he would
not be able to fulfill the conditions ?-From the first he appeared to
think that he could not find the capital necessary.

1,6 8 . Do you know the man yourself ?-I never knew him before I
saw him that day, and I have not seen him since.

1369. Did you state to him that he would have to be ready with the
deposit at once, or did you name any time within which he must make
it?-My recollection is that the conversation never reachel the point
of when he would have to make the deposit. Mr. Hall appeared to
doubt whether he could make the deposit at all.

1370. Are you aware that he was informed that he would be obliged
to make the deposit at once?-1 am aware that he was informed that
he would have to make a deposit within a very few days. The words
'' at once " used in Mr. Hall's letter must not be understood to mean
that I asked him to make the deposit during his first interview.

Witness inform- . 1371. Did you inform him at what time, or about what time, he
-ed Hfall that lie
anust make depo- would be required to make that deposit ?-I informed hi m that he must

sin a few make the deposit within a few days.
1372. Then you think the conversation did reach a point at which

the time for making the deposit was mentioned ?-It reached that
point on my side.

1373. Did you inform him that there was any alteration in the
speei cations ?-He was iformed ef that both by myseif and b3 [r.

1374. By Mr. Smellie, in your presence ?--No; not in my presence.

o ed lu or 1375. As to what you know of your own knowiedge, you say that
therebe ng de. ou informed him that there was an alteration ini the specification ?--:I
ductions. rnformred him that there would probably be no fencing and only que-

half the ballasting.
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1376. Do you remember whether you said "probably " or "posi.

tively " ?-I do not.
1377. Was any other person present at this conversation besides

Yourself and Mr. Hall ?-1 do not recolléct.
1378. Could yon tell about the time of that conversation ?-I have

no note of it. It must have been before the date of Mr. Hall's letter to
the Department.

1379. Can you not tell more nearly than that ?-No.
1380. Do you remember whether at any time before this 8th of 1iaad no conversa-

August you had a conversation with Mr. Ryan on the subject of this tion with Ryan.

tender ?- No; I had no conversation with Mr. Ryan.
1381. Do you know wbether Mr. Hall was aware who had mide the

nlext lowest tender ?-I do not.
1382. That was not alluded to in any way in your conversation ?-It

Was not.
1383. Did you see this letter from Mr. Hall, of the 8th of August, Dears

bout that time ?-Yes. reason for wi-
drawing tender.

1384. Were you surprised to find that he made the reason for with-
drawing the necessity for making the deposit at once, and the fact that
an alteration had been made in the specifications ?--1 do not recollect
whether I was surprised.

1385. Did you take any stops to let him know that sorne time would
be given to make the deposit ?-Mr. Hall quite understood that a few
days would be given him.

1386. Then, did you understand from this letter that he was giving
his reasons for withdrawing in good faith ?-I thought so at the time
and I think so now.

1387. I ask if you think that the reasons which he gave were really Thinks Hall ha<

bis reasons-the necessity for making the deposit at once and the hattaia ouhnot
alteration in the specification ?-I think that his reason wa8 that he to have tendered.

had no capital.

1388. And that he ought not to have made the tender ?-Yes.
1383. Did he deposit any security?-Yes.
1390. How much ?-$3,000. ®e deposited

$3,000.
1391. In what shape ?-In the shape of a choque on a bank.
1392. Do you know whether bis deposit was returned to him ?-It Deposit returned.

Was returned to him.
1393. How much more did the Government agree to pay the next $46,190 more than

HiaII's tenderlowest tenderer for the same work ?-$46,190. pad.

1394. And in the face of the fact that the Government were obliged
tO pay that extra price and your impression that he ought not to have
lnade the tender at all, was the deposit returned to him ?-Yes.

1395. Have you now before you the report of the opening of these
tenders ?-The report is mislaid, but I will search for it and endeavour
to Procure it hereafter.

1396. On page 46 of this Blue Book it is mentioned in a report by
the acting Minister of Railways and Canals that Mr. Hall was notified
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on Monday the 4th, and came to Ottawa on the 7th of August, 1879;
do you know how this information was obtained by Mr. Pope ?-Mr.
Pope probably had before him a copy of the telegram sent to Mr. Hall.

1397. Then you think that a telegram was sent to him ?-Oh.
yes.

1398. Why do you think that?-Because it is my recollection of
the matter.

1399. Do you remember now whether at the time of the conversa-
tion between you and Mr. Hall, of which you have spoken, you had
any information that Mr. Ryan was in the city at that time?-I do not.

Order-in-Council 1400. Was any Order-in-Council passed concerning the return of the
authorizing re-d teH
Lurn of deposit to epos Hall, and, if so, when was it passed ?-An Order-in-Council,
Hall. dated August 12, t879, was passed. A copy of this Order-in-Council is

given at page 46 of the Blue Book.
1401. Was the contract awarded to the next lowest tenderer ?-Yes.
1402. Did he enter into the contract ?-Yes.

Work under pro- 1403. Is the work under contract now in progress ?-Yes.grs.
No dispute be- 1404. Has there been any dispute between the Department and the
tween contractor
and department. contractor as to the quantities or quality of the work ?-No.

1405. I there any other matter within your knowledge connected
with the letting of th's contract which you think would help us in this
enquiry ?-Nothing occurs to me at this moment.

1406. Do you know whether any list of any of the tenders relating
to this contract was made public before the contract was awarded ?-
No.

Not aware whe-
ther any liai. ofanDo'ren
tenders waa madle 1407. Do you know whether any person outside of the Department
public before con- had any list of the tenders, about that time ?-No.tract waa award-
,ed.

Nor of the publi-
cation of any lst.

1408. Do yen knew whether any list was said to have been published
in any newspaper before the contract was awarded ?-I do not recollect.
I did not pay much attention. I did not enquire

1409. You were not made aware that any list was said to have been
published in a newspaper before the contract was awarded ?-I do not
recollect that I was.

1410. Did you ever afterwards see in any newspaper a list which
had been published before the contract was awarded ?-I have no recol-
lection of that.

1411. Have yon any reason to think that information respecting the
persons who had tendered for this contract or their prices was given
by any person in the Department to any person outside of the Depart-
ment before the contract was awarded ?-No; I have no reason to think
s0.

Work not com- 1412. By this contract the work was to be all finished by the 19th
pleted. of August, of this year; has the Department been informed, by tele-

graph or otherwise, that it is fully completed ?-The work is not com-
pleted.

Sorne fault found
with contractor 1413. Do you know if it has been considered in the Department that
progremade. he ha4 made proper progres, or is any fault found on the subject ?-
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Some fault has been found and he is being urged to go on with the
Work.

1414. Is the work much in arrear or only slightly, do you know ?-
The Chief Engineer is now on the work investigating this question.

1415. And you have not sufficient knowledge of it to answer ?-Not
to answer definitely. Rallway Tie%-

Contract No.59.
1416. What is the number of the next contract ?-No. 59.
1417. Is that in Manitoba?-It is for the supply of 100,000 ties in For supply of tie.

Manitoba.
Contractors:

1418. Who are the contractors ?-Whitehead, Ruttan & Ryan. Whtehead, Rut-
an & Ryan.

1419. Has the contract been fulfilled ?-Yes.
1420. And paid for?-Not wholly.
1421. Is there any dispute between the Department and the con-

tractors ?-You will obtain that information from the engineers.
1422. Mr. Ruttan, in giving evidence a few days ago, said that he

had received a final certificate of the ties being delivered and had
settled with the sub-contractors upon that basis; that subsequently an
engineer required the ties to be re-inspected, and that some were then
tculled: do you know why the new inspection was considered requisite ?
--I must refer you to the engineers for that information.

1423. You have no report here on the subject ?-No. NanWa Cou.

1424. 18 there any other contract for construction ini Manitoba ?- Costract Mo66

*Yes; contract 66.
Yes ; contract 66,

1425. With whom ?-With Bowie & McNaughton. Cntra tor:
Naughton.

1426. Was this work let by public competition ?-Yes.
1427. Have on the advertisement asking for tenders ?-Yes; I now

produce it. ("xhibit No. 80.)
1428. Can you now produce the advertisement No. 48 ?-Yes ; I

n'ow produce it. (Exhibit No. 81.)
1429. Have you the specifications and bills of works upon which those Report sbowlng

tenders were based ?-Yes ; they are the same as those attached to the we'e pne
Contract.

1430. Can you produce the contract ?-Yes ; but I would rather give
a copy.

1431. Have you any report showing when the tenders for their con-
tract were opened and the result of them ?-Yes; I now produce it.
(Exhibit No. 82.)

1432. Was this contract let to the persons who made the lowest ton- Oontretlet to
der ?-Yes. lowest tenderer,

1433. Is this contract, with the accompanying papers, correctly
tePorted in the paper marked 19 S, of 1880, as far as you know ?-Yes.

1434. Then no copy of it will be required. Can you produce this
tender ?-Yes; I now produce it. (E hibit No. 83.)
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as and 6s. 1435. Have you the tender upon which the last contract was awarded

-Ryan' ?-Yes; I now produce it. (Exhibit No. 84.)
Tender basedon a 1436. Was this tender basel upon a schedule of prices to apply to
ochedule of prices- the estimated works ?-Yes.

1437. And the moneying out of those prices and works shows tlie
relative positions of the persons who tender ?-Yes.

No corre on- 1438. Has there been any correspondence between any of the other
dence w e per- persons, besides those who obtained the contract, as to the propriety of8Q13, other tijax
Bowie & Mo- awarding the contract to Bowie & McNaughton-in other words, have
Nausliton. there been any complaints from any of the persons who made the

rejected tenders ?-No.
1439. Is there any correspondence upon a similar subje2t in reference

to tenders for contract 48, besides that which is reported in the Blue
Book ?-No ; there is no correspondence.

Contract No. 60.
No dispute. 1440. Has any dispute occurred, within your knowledge, between the

Government and the contractor as to the work on contract 66 ? -No.
8rd May, 180, date 1441. What is the date of the contract ?-The 3rd of May, 1880.of contraet.

1442. Is there any matter connected with the letting of this contract
which you think would enlighten as in our enquiry ?-No.

1443. Do you know if the progress is satisfactory up to this time, or
have you any information on the subject ?-The Chief Engineer is now
on the line, and there is no report from him yet.

1444. Have you contract No. 23 w hich you can produce-that of
Sifton & Ward for cross ties ?-No; we have not got it yet.

1445. Will you produce it as soon as possible and give it to the
Secretary; we wish to take it with us to Manitoba ?-A copy will be
prepared.

1446. Can you produce contract 32 A, or a copy of it; it is for
station houses at Sunshine Creek and English River ?-I will produce a
copy of it later.

1447. And also contract No. 26, for the engine house at Fort
William ?-I will produce a copy.

1448. Have you contract No. 40, for engine house at Selkirk ?-
I have the original here, but I would prefer to give you a copy.

1449. We have before asked for contract 48; have you that
ready now ?-It is not ready yet.

1450. Have you contract 59, for ties on section 14 ?-I have the
original, and will supply a copy.

1451. There was some correspondence in connection with the con-
tract No. 33 (Kavanagh and Upper), have you that ready now?
-We are now preparing it.

1452. Have you the correspondence concerning Mr. McLennan'a
inaccuracies in measurements on section 25 ?-It is not ready yet.

1453. There was an additional agreement concerning contract 42, by
which other persons were substituted as contractors ; have you that ?-
It is being copied.
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1454. Then there is a report of the engineers, or other officers open-
ing the tenders for contract 48, which you say has been mislaid; have
you found it yet ?- No; we have not found it.

Pemb. Braneh.

1455. Is the Pembina Branch now worked under a lease with any- Worked by Gov-
one ; if not, how is it worked ?-It is worked by the Government. ernment.

1456. Is it by contract with any person ?-No.

1457. Has there been at any time an agreement by which it was Worked at onetrne by contrac-
worked by contractors ?-Yes. tors.

1458. How was that contract ended ?-It was cancelled by Order-in. contract cancel-
Council dated 20th January, 1880, to take effect on the 10th of e®un, 28hJan
February, 18S0. uary, 188s.

1459. Is there any dispute between the Government and these con-
tractors in respect to that contract ?-The contract is not settled, but it
is in a fair way of being settled amicably.

1460. Have you the original, or a copy of contract No. 43 to
produce ?-I can give you a copy.

WINNIPEG, 8th September, 1880.

JOHN SIFTON, sworn and examined :

By the Chairman:-
1461. Where do you live ?-In Winnipeg.
1462. Have you been interested in any contractis on account of the

Pacifie Railway ?-I have,
1463. What was the first contract in which you were interested ?-

Contract No. 1, telegraph construction.
1464. In what way were you interested in that ? -I was contractor,

or one of the contractors.

1165. Who were they ?-David Glass, Michael Fleming and myself.

1466. What was the name of the firm ?-Sifton, Glass & Co.

1467. Were there only those three persons interested ?-Those .are
ail.

1468. Were there only those three interested all the way through
the contract ?-That is all. lu fact I was the only one interested in it
towards the end.

1469. You acquired the interests of the others aftorwards ?-Yes.

Telegraph <"on-
strution-

contract No..l.

SIFTON.

Lives ini Winnl-
peg-

Ftrst contract In
which he was In-~
terested, No. 1.

Contractors: 1).
Glass, Michael
Fleming and wit
ness.
Sifton, Glass & Co.
style of firm.

Witness the only
one Interested to-
wards the end.

1470. The contract was Jet after tenders were asked for by public
competition ?-Yes.

1471. Were you in Ottawa at the time the tender was put in ?-I waa in ottawa

8se put In.

1472. Were you there for any length of time upon that occasion?-
I think about a week.
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1473. Were you there on the last day for receiving tenders ?-1 was.

Tender In Flem.
Ing's hand-writ- 1474. In whose writing is this tender, Exhibit No. 5 ?-Mr. Flerning's.
Ing.
Fleming's busi- 1475. What was Mr. Fleming's occupation at that time ?-He wasness pursuits. express agent and manager of the telegraph in Sarnia for the Montreal

Telegraph Company, and he was carrying on a private bank at the same
time.

1476. At Sarnia ?-Yes, at Sarnia.
Fleming, Glass
and wîtness I 1477. Was he in Ottawa at that time ?-Yes.
Ottawa on tbe
last day for re- 1478. And Mr. Glass ?-Yes, and Mr. Glass; we were all there.
ceiving tenders.

Tender made out
on lastday or day
before.
The partnership
arrangotent
madle fore start-
Ing for Ottawa.

1479. You were all there at the time the tenders were finally
received ?-Yes, I think so. I was, and I think we were all there. 1
could not be very positive, but my impression is that we were, because
I think we were only in time to make out the tenders. I think they
were put in just the day before.

1480. Are we to understand your recollection to be that the tender
was made out upon the last day, or the day before ?-Yes.

1481. Had you arranged between yourselves that you would unite
your interests before you went down there ?-Yes.

1482. It was not an arrangement made on the spot ?-No.
Did not rinally 1483. Had you considered the subject as to the amounts. or time of
eettle arnountsand timne of n.- completion, or any of those details before you went down ?-We had
fleton beforesee- had some consultation before we went there, but we had not finally
neer. completed it as we had to see the Chief Engineer, and get some explana-

tions, but we had made out a sort of rough estimate befbre we went
down.

Character or in- 1484. What kind of information did you want from the Chief Engi-frainwant-
edfronthief En- neer ?-There was no specification, and we wanted information as to the
eIneer. probability of it being ail let in one contract or in sections, or what was

meant by " light poplar» " such as were mentioned, or timber in use-
such information as contractors always require from those who bave
supervision of the work.

1485. Did you get then from Mr. Fleming any verbal explanations
which were not in the advertisement ?-I think not, only so far as letting
to one party was concerned. He could not give us information on that
subject, for that would be a matter for consideration after the tenders
were opened by the Government.

Understood that
the advertise- 1486. Did you understand that the advertisementcalled for one tenderment left Itop- p h
tional to tender for the whole line if a person wished so to tender ?-I did.
for the whole line.
Tenderapplicable 1487. And did you understand that you made your tender on that
elther to whole
Une or one who. basis ?-We understood that we made the tender on that basis or on the
tion. basis of any one section.

1488. Was Mr. Fleming in Ottawa upon the day the tenders were
finally received ?-I think he was.

Thinks there was
n discuion 1489. Did you discuss the matter with him that day ?-I do notwith Fleming on
the day the ten- think that it was discussed. I do not think we discussed the question
ders were finally
recepved. at ail on that day. I think the tenders ,vere made out the day before

eelvin!r tende .
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and finally fixed on. I do not think that we spoke of tenders that day. °*
1 know we were not stopping together, and I do not think I saw him
that day until the afternoon. i du not remember positively. There
was no discussion any way on that day.

1490. Do you mean the day on which they were finally received ?-
Yes.

1491. Did you consider that you would take any one of the sections
at the mileage rate at which you offered to take another section for ?-
No.

1492. What sections would you require different prices for ?-The Prices were stated
prices were stated. There was so much for prairie and so much for woodiand, and
woodland, and on the terms of our contract we had been willing to they were ready
accept any section. tract to accept

1493. That was the only distinction you made-so much for wood-
land and so much for prairie ?-I think it was. I have never seen the
tender since it was put in, and that is several years ago.

1494. You understood then, if they wished to give you the British Not positive if
Col umbia section, the Thunder Bay section, or any other, that the only the Brtsh col-
distinction you wished to make was so much for woodland and so much umbla end.

for prairie ?-That is my recollection of it, but I cannot speak posi-
tively of it. The question with regard to the British Columbia end is
that there was some of it very heavily timbered, but I do not remem ber
whether there was anything specified in the tender about that or not.
I have never seen the tender from the time it was put in until to-day.
Our idea was to get the whole work, and in the event of not being able
to get that to get what we could. That is the way we felt about it.

1495. Look at the tender again and read it through, and then point clause 13 constru.-
out any portion of it which you think amounts to a tender for any for the Place of
particular section of it ?-I presume that clause thirteen would te a une awarded.

8pecial offer for that piece of the line for which we had the contract.
1496. With that exception there is no other offer for any particular

section?-I do not make out anything else. My remembrance of it
is that there was nothing else. The reason for that offer was, that that
section was considered to be so very much easier built than other por-
tions of the line.

1497. Did any one of you three gentlemen take a more active part
than the others in negotiating this arrangement with Mr. Fleming or
anybody else ?-Not up to- that point.

1498. You mean up to the time of putting in the tender ?-Yes
1499. Were you present the day the tenders were opened in

Ottawa?-I was.
1500. Were you at the opening of the tenders yourself ?-No.

1501. Were you informed that day of the result ?-No.
1502. How soon after it were you informed of the result ?-We ail Learned that

remained over, I think, for two days-the day that the tenders were ",ame Urs Ineor
opened and the following day. Then Mr. Fleming said it would be mation regarding
quite uncertain when, and might be some days, before he could give "'rd nodben.-
information about the matter, and my two partners went home and given-
Ieft me there. I remained for about two weeks but I got no farther
information.
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Trudeau, eight 1503. You mean after the opening of the tenders ?-Yes, I got no
days ater con- further information on the subject, and either Mr. Fleming or Mr. Tru-
said he had tetter deau, I do not know which, in a conversation that we had, said that I
go home. bad better go home, it was not very far off and they would let me

know; but there were other parties apparently lower than us on the
line and no decision had been arrived at.

1504. How long was that after the opening of the tenders ?-I think
it was eight or ten days. I think 1 said I was there about two weeks
altogether.

1505. Do you recollect how long it was after the final receipt of the
tenders before they were opened ?-I could not tell anything about
that; I do not know where they were opened. I s'ippose they were
opened the next day, but we could not get any information on the
subject.

Several days after
final receipt of 1506. Was it about the next day after the final receipt of the tenderstenders elapsed
ere he was told that you were informed that there were other persons lower thaethat there were ,
rither tenderers you ?-No, I think it was several days.
lower.

1501. How long were you there altogether on that occasion ?-About
two weeks, or a little more. I was there about two days before the
tenders were put in and the balance of the two weeks after.

1508. You say that you think you stayed about ten days after the
tenders were opened ?-Yes.

1509. What time would that leave from the day they were received
to the day they wore opened ?-I said I took it for granted that they
were opened the day after they were received. I really do not know
when they were opened.

1510. Fow long was it after the tenders were put in when you were
informed by Mr. Trudeau or Mr. Fleming that there were others lower
than you?-1 do not know. I think it was about the time I said I
went home-several days after. I cannot remember.

Both partners 1511. At the time that you asked for further information from Mr-present when lie
asked for infor- Fleming was any one of your partners present ?-Yes; I think thatmat.ton froii hy rset
Fleming. they were both present.

1512. Did you have more than one interview with Mr. Fleming ?-I
do not remember having more than one interview.

1513. Where was that interview ?-In Mr. Fleming's office.
1514. What was the subject mentioned at that time ?-It was just to

gather what general information we could before putting in our tender,
of w hat the requirements would be.

Fleming gave no 1515. Do you remember what information he gave you?-No; I
Par .ar infor- think he did not give us any particular information on the subject at

all,

Character of tim- 1516. Then what did you understand to be the character of the workber to, le uSd a
poles. as specified ?-We understood that such timber as could be got along

the line, every place, was to be used for poles. That was understood
definitely, and was stated in the contract.

Described in ad- 1517. What was stated in the contract would not be information tovertisement. you at the time of tendering ?-No; it was stated in the short adver-
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tisement that was published. I do not know whether there is a copy
of it attached to your papers or not. I did have a copy of it at one
time, but I do not know whether I have it now.

1518. Was the whole character of the work to be of a temporary
kind ?-So far as the poles wore concerned it was, but so far as the wire
and instruments and clearing of the land were concerned, they were to
be complete. The wire and instrumenta were to be of good material,
and the clearing of the land was to be of such a character as to admit
of their going on with the building of the railway on it.

1519. What about the erection as well as the material of the poles?
-There was nothing stated about the manner of erection. We con-
sidered that in that matter we were more interested urselves than
anybody else, as we bad to keep the lino up. If we did not keep it up
we would «not get paid for it.

1520. Do you mean that the mode of securing them would only be
such as would answer your own interest?-No; but what would answer
our interest for five years would answer the interests of the Governmont
or anybody else, and we were supposed to deliver the line over to the
Go4ernment in good working order. If we had not the poles well
secured we could not do that. We understood that they were to be put
up as well as they could be under existing circumstances. The poles
would not stand very long.

1521. Why ?-Because they would rot.

TeIegrajph Coma
soegw t4l-, -

Oo°*rae* *r. 1.

Character of wIre
and Instruments.
Clearing to be
uch as to enable

the road to be
gone on with.

Nothing stated
about manner of
erecttng potes.

The contractor.
as rnuch lnterest-
ed as Oovernment
In aving poles
put up weII.

Poles would noG
stand very long

1522. What kind of timber were they ?-In nearly every instance Poplarin general.
they were poplar. I have obtained a few miles of cedar and tamarac
poles at considerable extra expense to save the trouble of putting them
in again. Poplir last three

1523. How long will poplar last before it rots?-About three years. years without

1524. Was that a material approved of by the engineer ?-The Con- Contract stifuiat-
tract approved of it; it said " the material on the lino." e.'" ao

1525. Look at the original tender and say upon what day it was Tender comleted
finally prepared ?-It must have been prepared on the 2 2nd of July, the °ared on 22ndpre-
date it bears.

1526. Do I understand you to say that that was the day upon which
this document was first completed ?-No; we had this document com-
pleted the day before we signed it.

1527. Then you think it was first completed on the 21st of July ?-
I do.

1528. Why was the date of the 22nd put in ?-Because that was the
day on which it was handed in.

1529. Was it handed in ?-I think it was.
1530. Why do you think that ?-I think it was handed in to Mr. Witness handed

]Braun. I am not positive, but I think I handed it to Mr. Braun Braun.
Iny8elf.

1531. Do you remember whether your partners were present ?-No,
ido not.

1532. Where do you think you handed it to Mr. Braun ?-It would
b in his office if I handed it to him. In all cases when I put in tenders
to Ottawa, I have hanlel them to Mr. Braun.
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Alterations in 1533. Then you think it was on the 21st of July this document was,
figures made be- first prepared; can you say when the alterations were made in it, infore tenders
handed r. the figures-or rather the amounts for section 1 ?-They were made

before it was handed in.
1534. Can you say whether the alterations were made on the 21st or

22nd ?-1 cannot now, but I think I will be able to establish it.
1535. How do you think you can establish it ?-By looking over my

memoranda, I fancy I can find out what was done.
1536. You think you have a memorandum showing when the change

was arrived at in your minds ?-''he change was made just when we
were finishing it. When we were copying it I made the change on the
rough copy that was made up before Mfr. Fleming copied it. He had
another copy of it in his possession. Ho had copied it before I saw him.
in the morning.

Cause of change 1537. Can you remember what it was that led to the change ?-Yes-ln figures. the fact of this section having lighter timber than any other section
between bere and Fort Pelly.

1538. As you had it originally, before the alteration was made, it
was lighter was it not? You say as to the whole line that the average
cost was to be $629 per mile for woodland ?-Yes.

1539. And you had this section for $529 originally ?-Yes; it was
already lighter by one-sixth.

1540. Can you explain why you found it necessary to reluce it $20ý
still lower than it was ?-I think that it required to be reduced that
much lower to bring it equal with the other sections.

Uhange not made 1541. This last change appears to have been made between the 21stln consequence of
Information re- and 22nd of July; did you get any information botween the 21st and
ceJvedbycontrac- 22nd July as to the character of the work which induced you to takeWLr between 21st
and 22nd July. off that much from the price ?-No.

How rice was 1542. Then why, if you had no new information upon the subject,arrive at. did you find it necessary down at Ottawa, the day before putting in
the tender, or the day of tendering to reduce it by $20 a mile or there-
abouts ?-It was just this way: whero there are three men making a
eontract together they generally differ in their opinions. I objected to
the price being put in there at first, but my partners would not consent
at the time. They gave way finally to me before we put in the tender,
and consented to make the change. Ve had a good deal of discussion
on that matter.

1543. Do I understand you to say that before this was finally altered
you had always wished to have it at the present price, $492 per mile
for woodland ?-Yes.

1544. And for the prairie you wished to have it $189, and they
wished to have it $209 ?-Yes.

1545. Do yon remember where that discussion took place between
you and your partners at which the final change was made ?-Yes.

1546. Where was it ?-In Ottawa in a room of the Russell House
where we were making ont our tenders.
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1517. Was it upon the day of putting in the tender ?-I could not
state whether it was on the day of putting in the tender or the day
before.

1548. Do you remember how you were first informed that your tender
would be accepted or acted on ?-It was either by telegraph or letter, I
do not remember which, a considerable time after this; we had given up
all hopes of having anything to do with it when we got the notice.

1549. Before that time were you aware that Mr. Dwight was the
party named as likely to get the contract ?-No; but I did not expect
to get the contract. I had disabused my mind of the whole thing; I
expected that it was given to somebody else.

1550. Mr. Farwell was not interested with you in this contract at
all ?-No.

1551. Was ho down there assisting you with this contract ?-
No.

1552. Whose handwriting is that in the letter of the 14th of October,
Exhibit No. 2 ?-It is Mr. Glass's.

1553. Were you in Ottawa at that time ?-No.

1554. Then at the time the contract was finally arranged for, you
were not in Ottawa ?-No; I was not,

1555. 'Who was acting for the firm then ?-Mr. Glass.
1556. Mr. Glass alone ?-Yes.
1557. Do you remember consulting among yourselves about the

price for maintenance for this particular section ?-No; I do not
remember.

1558. Was there any consultation between the members of the firm
before the contract?-I do not remember anything about it. My
impression is that tnere was not any consultation, but I could not say
that positively.

J559. What is the occupation of Mr. Glass ?-He is a lawyer.

Oontract No. 1.

informed of ac-
ceptance of ten-
der elther by tele-
graph or letter.

Farwell not In-
terested ln this
contract.

Letter of the 14th
Octobertu Glass'shand-writing.

When contract
was finally set-
tsed wfttes3 not
in Ottawa.
Glass acted for
lirm.

GlaSS's occupa-
tioni.

1560. Do you remember when you made your tender whether for
the maintenance of the lino thero was any particular provision or
inderstanding among yoursolves- among the firm ?-We had so much
to talk about on that matter that it is impossibe for me to remember,
but I think there was. We had discussed the matter very fully, but I
cannot remember it so distinctly as to say. We discussed very fully
the maintenance of the line on the different sections, and the cost of
getting material and supplies to the different houses on the sections.
We figured for a long time over that and discussed it very fully.

Tugtthat one
1561. Did you consider that any particular portion of the line would portion of li"e,

be more expensive to maintain than another ?-Yes. wond se aore ex-

other tomaintain.
1562. Which portion did you think would be most expensive ?-We To wit: between

thought that the portion between Lake Nipissing and Lake Nipigon a Lake d ipg

Would be most expensive, and the next would be between Thunder Bay gon.
and Red River.

1563. More expensive than in British Columbia ?-Yes.
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British Columbia.
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Contract 1, the
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About 25 per
cent. cheaper.

1564. And which would be the next most expensive ?-The British
Columbia end would be the next.

1565. And which would be next ?-The prairie region between
Edmonton and Pelly.

1566. And the least expeusive of all would be your section ?-I
thought it would.

1567. What rate would the expense of maintaining it bear towards
the Edmonton and Pelly section ? Would it be 50 per cent. les
expensive, or how much ?-I think it would not. The difference would
be between 15 and 25 per cent. It is a matter that a person would
require to think over some.

1568. At that time you did consider that some sections would be
more expensive than others ?-At that tinie we had considered the
matter very fully and figured out what we thought to be correct.

1569. Could you say now pretty nearly what would be the difference
Letween the cheapest section-the one you got-and the most expensive
section ?-What really would be the expense of doing that and what
we calculated on at the time would be two different things.

1570. I want to know what was operating on your minds at that time
of the transaction ?-1 could not tell you. We considered this the
cheapest section, but I could not come near the calculations we made
at that time. I do not know that we made any difference with regard
to the maintenance of the whole thing, but we thought that would be
the easiest section to maintain at that time.

1571. You say you do not remember that there was afterwards a
discussion between the Department and Mr. Glass, acting for the firm,
as to the amount that ought to be paid for maintenance ?-I do not
know anything about that ; I was not there, and I know nothing at all

.At time of tender- about the discussion.
lng understood,
amonnditues 1572. Do I understand you to say this: that at the time you wade
that some . your tender it was understood among the partners that some sections
tions would be would be more expensive to maintain than others ?-Yes.
more expensIve
to maintain than
others. 1573. And if you received only those sections you would require to

be paid more for maintaining them ?-I do not kaow what conclusion
we came to with regard to that, for really our idea in the fi-st place
ws that we would get the whole line. We had no other idea. Then
when we were offered one portion of it I objected to taking it at all,
because I wa engaged at that time in othor matters. Mr. Glass went
down to Ottawa and then wrote back to me, stating what arrangements
ho had made, and we agreed to go in.

When making 1574. When you made your original tender had it been discussed
Dna tender between you as to whether yon should receive any of the profits of the

were to have re- line, or work it at ail besides maintaining it ?-We understood that we
çept *'' were to have the receipts of the ine, I think.

1575. At the time you made your original tender? -I think so, but
I an not sure now.

But tender says 1576. Ifyou did so understand it, how was the idea communicated to
thi.ng about ? could not tell you. Does the tender say anything about it?
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1577. No; it does not ?-I could not give you an answer on that OUtract No. L
question. I do not remember what our ideas were at that particular
time; I do not remember it distinctly.

1578. Do you keep your correspondence about business matters filed
away, or do you destroy them ?-Some of them I keep, and more of
them I destroy. If there is anything on this matter that I can refer
to I will do so.

1579. For instance, there is the létter of Mr. Glass to you from
Ottawa ?-Yes ; he either telegraphed or wrote to me from Ottawa, and
my impression is that I have that.

1580. I understand that this arrangement as to the taking of the con-
tract was made by Mr. Glass in your absence, and that you and he did
not discuss the details of the final arrangements ; that you left it to him
to act ?-Yes.

1581. Then I suppose you had made no estimate about what the been made as to
profits would amount to if you operated the line as well as maintained what tae or'n"'
it?-No. if they operated

1582. You had never made any calculation of that kind ?-No. the "ne.

1583. If you had never made any calculation about what the profits
would amount to, how could you consider that to be an element in the
transaction on which you would base your figures?-I do not know
that I can answor that question. So far as the first question you ask is
concerned, I think the probability is that after or before that we had
considerable talk about the profits of the line, but I really could not tell
which.

1584. There was nothing said about it in your original tender ?- Nothing said
No; I think there was nothing said about it before that. original tender.

1585. At the time you made the tender it was not an element in your They were not an
calculations for the contract?-No, it could not; because there was lt inemren~
nothing said about it in the advertisement. tract.

1586. While you were in Ottawa, about the time of receiving the saw Fleming,
tenders, did you see any person in the Department besides Mr. Fleming ? Trudeau & Braun.

-Yes; I saw Mr. Trudeau and Mr. Braun.
1887. Any one else ?-No. saw Buckingham
1588. Neither Mr. Mackenzie nor Mr. B3ckingham ?-I saw Mr. in the ntree,

Buckingham frequently on the street. verse with himon
the subject of the
tender.

1589. Had you any conversation with him on the subject ?-No; I After tenders lu,
had no conversation with anyone on this subject, except Mr. Fleming, "r"ua only
until after the tenders were put in, and then the conversation I had was with the view of
with Mr. Trudeau and no one else. deisoverinug b

arrived at.
1590. Did you converse with him more than once ? -Yos, I went in

there every day half-a-dozen times to find out when they were going
to decide it, and whether he had any information about the contract or
flot, but I did not go there for information of any other kind. That
Was the place I expected to get the information from.

1591. Do you remember whether you were informed that a fortnight,
.or anything like that, would elapse from the receipt of the tenders before
they were opened ?-I do not remember.

7
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&nnouneement
that they had got
contract reached
wotne.s efre the
other partners.

1592. How long do you think you were in Ottawa at that time ?-I
think I was there about two weeks altogether.

1593. And upon being informed that there were other persons lower
than you, you went home and dismissed the matter from your mind
until you were informed later in the year that your tender would be
accepted for a portion of the line ?-Yes.

1594. Do you remember whether this communication from the
Department was to you individnally, or who it reached first ?---I think
it reached me.

1595. Where were you living ?-In London.
1596. Do you remember the time that was first named for the com-

pletion of this contract ?-No.
Aaked for exten-
sion of rne, 1597. Do you remember that you asked for an extension of the time ?
which was grant. -Yes.

1598. Was it granted ?-Yes.
1599. Was it completed within the extended time ?-Yes.

Information that
tender was a-
cepted conter-graeuwithau' Zle-

gram to sifton &
Glass, London.

1600. Mr. Trudeau bas given us a copy of a telegram of 6th Octo-
ber, 1874, to Sifton & elass, London, signed " F. Braun, Sec.: " do you
know whether that was about the time that you were informed that
your tender would be accepted ?-Yes.

1601. Do you remember any discussion upon receipt of that telegram,
between you and your partners, as to whether you had tendered for a
particular section or not ?-No.

Does not krow 1602. Do you know who it was that answered the Department ?-Iwho answered the
telegram,. do not.
Consultation of
partners befoie
answe sent.
Aware then how
iuuch ef Une was
lncluded lI sec-

1603. Do you remember whether you and your partners consulted
together before an answer was sent-at London ?-Yes.

1604. Were you aware at that time how much of the line was
included in section 1 ?-Yes, we were thoroughly aware of it.

1605. At that time ?-Yes.
1606. Do you mean when you answered tiat telegram on the 7th?

-Yes.
1607. The Department has given us a copy of the telegram dated the

8th, signed Sifton, Glass & Co., which asks this question : " Does section
one extend from Garry to Edmonton ? " Now, as a matter of fact,
section 1 extends from Garry to Pelly-that is 250 instead of 800
miles ?-I knew ail the time that Pelly was the right terminus, but
one of the partners held that it was ail the way to Edmonton. He had
forgotten the information he had, I suppose.

1>08. Then this telegram was sent to satisfy your other partriers ?-
Yes, while we were discussing the matter in London.

Wltness firat 1609. When did you first move up to Manitoba to live ?-In April,inoved up p an-18
1oain Aprll,1875 17i5.

The other part-
r ent up In

Nôryeinber.

1610. Did either of your partners come up about the time of this
contract boing entered into?-Yes, we came up in the November
before. The three of us came up togethpr and built the line down from
here.to Selkirk in November and returned again.
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1611. Which side of the river is it built on?-On the west side. Lipebuton West

1612, Did you furnish the wire and othermaterials, as well as do the Wireboughtfrom
work ?-We boughtthe wire from the Government. the Governmen.

1613. Where was the wire when you bught it ?-At Winnipeg, and Charged 3 ets.
we were charged 3j ets. above market price, and did not know it at the prcee market

time.
1614. How long was it after you had entered into the contract before Part of Une mark-

the lino was marked out for you by the engineers ?-Some time in ®dof<" Nove r
November part of it was marked out. The line from here to Selkirk or beginnIug of
did not require to be laid out, as it ran along the great highway. It Lecember.

was not on the line of railway. Some time the last of November or i he
Tst of December, 1874, they gave us the lino running west from here.

1615. Or November 9th, 1874, you appear to have telegraphed to November 9th,
Mr. Fleming in these words: " Direct engineer to point out works; teegrn t Flen-

we wish to go over the whole line at once to know what is to be done." pointed out.
You think it was about a month after that when they marked out the
line ?-They were at work on it before that about a month. Before
that we were unable to go west from Red River on the located line

1616. You think an extension for the completion of the line was c^omoinJo
granted ?-Yes, I know it was. I got a letter from Mr. Fleming. was granted.

1617. A letter of the 9th July, 1875, asks for an extension to the ®ter 
9 th July,

1st of October, 1876 ?-Yes. tension to Oct.,
1876.

1618. In your tender of July, 1874, you offer to finish this section in In tenderf Jouy
November of 1874 ?-Yes. finish in Novem-

ber, 1874.

1619. Did you expect to be able to do it all in four months ?-Yes, lftheyhadgot the
if we had got it at that time of the year we could have done it. That t et
was on the understanding that we should get the whole line, as we and got I for1 wholeworkwould
would have put on a very mach larger force. It is only a matter of bave finished by

the tiue given lai
force doing any of that work. tender.

1620. Your offer to build it in 1874 was based on the understanding
that you would have the'whole line ?-Decidedly that was the under-
standing on our part, but I may say here that at that time there was
supposed to be but very little timber on that line, and it turned out
that there was considerable.

1621. Do you operate the line now ?-Yes. • Contactor oper-

1622. Is there any arrangement between you and the Government No arrangement
as to rates ?-No. as to rates.

1623. Do you charge what rates you think proper ?-We charge the The Government
Same rates to the Government as to the publie. had t pay sarn

rates as public.

1624. Is there any arrangement between you and the Government No arrangement
as to what rate you charge the public ?-No. , aerate public

1625. And you charge the public whatever rate you thirik proper in Basis of charge.
Your own interest ?-Yes; the plan that I adopted in that w'as: I con-
Sulted with other telegraph men and got their ideas about what would
be, under the circumstances, a fair rate for the public on this line.
The rate that would benefit the public would benefit the owner, %nd I
-Put it at that price.

7j
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Aware there had 1626. I suppose you are aware that there have been complaints about
been complaints the waiy in which the line has been maintained ?-Yes, I am aware of

newas mana that, and I am also aware that our lino has been kept up more uniform-
ly and has been in operation more days in the year than the line right
aloiigside of the rai lway. Those complaints have generally come from
intorested parties.

Will have the line 1627. Are you still interested in the matter ?-I still have the lino,anotheryear. and will have it another year.

Three years the
average lfeofte
poplar pol.

KilIed poplars
Iast longer than
the green poles.

Character of land
rver which line
runs.

1628. Do you keep books showing the receipts and expenditure
con nected with it ?-Yes.

1629. Would you tell, if we wish to know, about what is the expense
of maintaining it a year. from your books ?-I think I coild, though the
accounts generally run from one year into another. In fact it costs
nearly as much one year to maintain it as another, as I have to keep a
certain number of men, whether they are idle or not-repairers and
operators-and thon the renewing of the lino makes it cost more
oceasionally. I have renewed half of it already by putting in new
polos, and the balance I must put in before my time expires.

1630. What is the average life of the poplar polo ?-About thuee
years. There are places whee we have put in dry poplar and they
last much longer. When the fire runs through the bush the poplar is
killed, and though it remains standing it dries up and the bark falls off.
If you cut them about two years after they have been killed they will
last a great deal longer than green poles.

1631. Is it generally dry land over which this line runs ?-It is
generally dry. There is more than half of it dry, but there is a great
deal of wot land.

1632. Do you mean ordinarily wet land, or bog ?-From the Nar-
rows of Lake Manitoba to Mossy River it runs through low land, and a
very large part of it swamp. Of the sixty miles there are, perhaps,
ton to twclve of swamp.

1633. Westward from Mossy River, what proportion of that is
swamp ?-West of Mossy River in the first fifty miles there is, perhaps,
half of it swamp.

1634. And then westward from that ?-It is all dry land.
1635. Is it wooded ?-It is very fine land; most of it is timbered,

and the rest' of it prairie and small poplar.
1636. Are there any settlers there ?-There are a few settlers.

Wherever you find water courses there are a few scattered settiers.
Between Selkirk and the Narrows, something over 100 miles, there are
only about five miles of muskeg, but there is a good deal of wet land.
For the last two years we have got, west of this town, a place that five
years ago was as dry as the street, now there are three feet of water on
it. That is at Baie St. Paul. If the lino were deflected so as to go
around those swamps it would strike gullies that would be more imprac-
ticable for railway purposes.

a Con- 1637. What was the next contract in which you were interested ?-
eontract No. 13. The next was contract 13, at the Thunder Bay end of the road.

1638. Was that lot by public competition ?-Yes.

SIFTON 100
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1639. What was the original extent of lino covered by contract 13 ?-
I do not remember.

1640. Do you remember to what point the western terminus went ?-
I think it was to Lake Shebandowan.

1641. Did you go there yourself and look after that work ?-No; I
was on this end-on contract 14-and my brother and Mr. Ward were
ut the other end. 1 was 1 over the whole of the other end myself.

1642. What was the nanl of the firm ?-Sifton & Ward.
1643. Who were the persons interested ?-The contractors were my

brother, Mr. Frank Ward, of Wyoming; Thomas Cochra'i and J. Hà.
Fairbanks, of Petrolia, and myself. Mr. Farwell afterwards became
interested with us in the lino.

1644. Afterwards ?-After the contracts were obtained-both of them.
1645. Was the work on both of those sections advertised for at the

same time ?-I do not remember whether they wore asked for at the
same tinie or not.

1646. Was there any understanding between the p)ersons who became
the nominal contractors and those other gentlemen who became inter-
ested afterwards, that if you got the contreet they would become in-
terested ?-Between Thomas Cochran, Mr. Ward and myself there was.
Mr. Fairbanks came in after the contract was got, and Mr. Farweil
came in after that again.

RaIlway Con=
Struction-

contract me. 13.

Western termin-
UN at Lake She-
bandowan.

Did not go over
whole section.

Name of ttrm:
Slfton & Ward.

Personnel ofrnrm.

Does not erewo-
ber whether work
ou contract14 and
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for at same Urne.

now trm was
made up.

1647. Do you know whother there was any understanding between
Farwell and Fairbanks, an your firm, that they should become in-
torested afterwards ?-I do not know that there was any understanding.

1648. Yoù were not a party to any understanding ?-No; I think I Witness the per-
was the person who tendered. son wIo tendered.

1649. Was Farwell down at Ottawa at the time of tendering ?-No; Farwell not
ho was not at Ottawa, and did not know that I was tendering. tenaering

1650. Was he down at the time you got the contract ?-No; he
knew nothing about it until ho saw that the contract was awarded to
me, through the newspapers, and ho telegraphed me (I had been
acquaintcd with him for a number of years) to know whether ho could
not comle in with me on the work I had got. Then we opened a cor-
respondence.

When lie saw
that witness had
got contract tele-
graphed him to
aek whether he
eould not corne In
on the work.

1651. Had you been over tiat part of the country to ascertain the Had been over a
probable expense of the work, so as to know how to tender ?-I had ge,ogr"° °f
been over part of it. I had been over half of the work on the Fort
William end, and about twenty miles of this end.

1652. And was it from the knowledge you obtained in that way that Andwasthusable
You were able to form some opinion of the prices which you mentioned tformanopinion
in your tender ?-Yos. as to prIce.

1653. Was it acting upon the information you obtained in that way ?
-Yes; and my brother had been over all the section on the east end.

1654. The lino was changed after some of the work had been done, Line changed;
was it not ?-Yes; at Sunshine River it was directed towards the north, givte noettiCA
but I could not give you any of the particulars of it. lars.
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1655. You did not take any active part in the management of that

portion of the contract?-No; nothing further than going down occa-
sionally and having a look at the books. It was entirely in the hands
of my brother and Mr. Ward. Mr. Fairbanks was there part of the
time, and so was Mr. Cochran.

1656. Mr. Cochran was mentioned as one of your sureties at the time
you tendered ?-Yes.

Heard tmere was 1657. Do you know whether any other þrson tendered at a lower
a lower tenderer. rate than you did for this work ?-Yes; I heard that there was some

person from Nova Scotia, or somewhere down the country. I do not
know anything positively about it only from the fact that there was a
delay in deciding the matter on account of there being a lower tender.
If the party would accept we would not get it.

1658. Do you know if any parties named T. A. Charters & Co. were
connected with it ?-No.

1659. Or G. W. Taylor ?-No.
1660. Are you aware of any communications betwoen any one on

behalf of your firin with either of those pat-ties ?-I am certain there
wore no negotiations with any person belonging to our firm. I was
the person who did all the business for them.

inrm"edf ae 1661. Do you remeniber being informed that there was a change in
btngQ of Une at the direction ot the line at Sunshine Creek ?-Yes.

Bunishine Creek.
NegotiaiIonstook 1662. Were there any negotiations between any one on behalf of
place as to the r imadteGvnet
ternis on whch your firm and the Government, as to the terms upon which that
that change change should be made ?-There was, but I could not say anything
should be made. about it.

. 1663. Who were the parties who negotiated those terms ?-They
were my partners.

1664. You would not be able to say anything about the change of
the lino which made a difference in the rock cuttings ?-No.

1665. Had you an engineer of your own on that end of the line ?-
We had a part of the time.

Taylor engineer 1666. Who was it ?-One Taylor, I think, an engineer who had been
for contractor forn
part ofime. in the enploy of the Government. I think there were two engineers

there. I do not remember their names, and I cannot give you any-
thing particular on that subject.

Matter settled. 1667. Are you aware whether the matter is settled between the
contractors and the Government about section 13 ?-I understood it was.

1668. You believe there is no dispute now between you and the
Governnient ?-I believe there is no dispute.

ln consequence or
delay lu locating
line men had been
Idle and work
delayed

1669. There was a charge made for the delay in locating this end of
the line on contract 13; some of the men got there before the line had
been laid. out, and there was a claim for compensation ; do you know
the particulars of it ?-I do not know the particulars. I know of the
men having been idle and the work detained.

Marcus Smith
einployed to set-
tle consequent 1670. Mr. Marcus Smith was employed to settle that claim, andclai;o me there was som oa

ai ace made. thr a sme allowance made es c.
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Contraet me. 13.
1671. Did your partners discuss the bearing of the quantities given Quantitimmatter

at the time dt* tendering as to whether they would affect the gain on of consideration
the transaction or not ?-Yes; the quantities were a matter of very when tendering.

grave discussion in tendering.
1672. How was it understood by the contractors ? Wore the Quantities sup.

quantities supposed to be nearly correct, or given for the purpose only corrdc oe neary
of adding up to ascertain the amount of a tender ?-We supposed that
they were nearly correct.

1673. What led you to suppose so?-From the fact that any con- Reasons for sup-
tracting. we had ever done before on the Grand Trunk, the Great ta orre
Western and the Canada Southern, the quantities were very nearly
right. Almost in every case they are bebind, but not enough to make
-a very great difference; but in this country where there was so very
much rock they might make a very grave difference. A person might
calculate on having only a very smali quantity of rock where there
would be a large quantity, and they might be deceived and have a poor
'contract.

1674. What effect has that upon the tendering ?-In our case our
experience in the past had been that the quantities were so nearly
correct that it did not have any effect. We assumed that it was very
nearly correct and would not make any great difference.

1675. Did this estimate turn out to be as nearly correct as the
estimates on those other roads ?-I could not tell you about 13 as I
,ar not sufficiently posted to give you any definite information. On
14 I know what it was, as I managed my own work.

1676. What is the next transaction in which you were interested ?- Contract So. 1,
Contract 14.

1677. Was that submitted to public competition ?-Yes.
1678. Do you know who made the lowest tender ?-I do not. oae lo kn

tender.
1679. Do you know any of them who were lower than you ?-No ;

but I have heard that some person up north, near Collingwood, was
lower. It appears to me that the name was ]Robinson.

1680. No; they were J. Wallace & Co., of Dunbar. Did you know
them ?-No.

1681. And you had io negotiations with them?-No.

Management of1682. Was the management of this contract left principally with this contract
you ?-Yes. princlpally la

wltness's hands.
1683. Who were the parties interested in this contract ?-The same Personnel orcom-m

Parties who were interested in the other. fn o

1684. In' the same proportion ?-No; I think there was a difference
With Fairbanks. I think he had one-fifth in the contract at Thunder
]Ray, and one-sixth in this. I do not remember exactly how it was.

1685. Wallace & Co. appear, by a return made by Mr. Fleming, to
have put in the lowest tender; do you know anything about those
'Parti es ?-No.

1686. lad you any negotiation with those parties ?-No.
1687. Do you know of any between your partners and them in rela-

tion to this contract ?-No; I do not.
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Considered quan- 1688. Do you know whether you and your partners, in making this
titles given in bill tender, considered the quantities given in the bill of works to be nearly
of: workB to be
correct. correct, or otherwise ?-We did certainly think so.

Grounds for sup- 1689. Why did you think so ?-We thought so from the fact of our
poslng <uantities experience in the past and the fact that they bad surveyed this line.correct.

1690. What experience had you ?-We had had contracts, as I said,
on the Grand Trunk and some on the Great Western and Canada
Southern. 1, myself, have been engaged in the excavation and work
of that kind for twenty years, in county works and all kinds of works.

1691. Was there anything in the advertisement for tenders to lead
you to understand that this was based upon a different system from
the others ?-I do not remember anything.

Quantities to be 1692. How did it turn out ? Did the quantities which were required
executed greatly t ceeu
lui excess of esti- to be exeuted exceed the bill of works, or were they lower than the
Mate. estimate ?-They turned out to be about 60 per cent. in excess of the

estimate. In some instances they were 300 per cent. and
more. For instance, in solid rock the estimated quantity was
10,000 yards, if I remember rightly, and the actual quantity was
from 30,000 to 35,000 yards. In loose rock the estimate
was about 3,000 yards, and there were over 30,000 yards exocuted.
Then the earth work went 50 per cent. over what was estimated.

Excess arose from 1693. Did all that excess in the rock work arise from the deviations
deviationsinline. of the line ?-Yes.

1694. Was it not partly from the alteration of the grade ?-I could
hardly say whether the grade was changed or not. I could find out by
referring to the profiles.

auengineer en 1695. Rad you an engineer employed on your own behalf ?-Yes.
ployed.

Who got copies of 1696. Did be make plans and profiles of his own, or did he get copies
Sinsand profiles thfo

rom aovers- from the Government engineers ?-He got copies from the Government
Ment engineer. engineers.

1697. Who was the engineer you had employed ?-We had three: the
first year we had a young man named Henry Hlollingshead, from St. Paul,
who had had considerable experience on the St. Paul and Pacific. Then
we had Mr. Molloy, who had been for a time enigaged with the Govern-
ment here. He came here in the employ of the Government, but was
dismissed. After him we bad Mr. Lynch who is now in charge of part
of section B for the Government.

1698. Where are the plans and profiles that you had at that time ?-
I do not know where they all are; I have got some of them.

Contractors imak- 1699. I understand that you are making a claim against ‡he Govern-
Ont °e° ment for something in connection with this particular contract ?-Yes.

Nature or claim. 1700. What is the nature of the claim, generally, without going into
particulars at prosent ?-The nature of the claim is, in the first place,
or delays; and in the next place we claim that on account of the delay,

and our men having to go away, that wages were raised and we were
entitled to a charge for the excess in wages that we had to pay. In the
next place we have a claim for an extra ditch, an immense canal, that
was dug some four or five miles along the road, and the engineers made
us wheel the material from that into the centre of the road, some
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eighty-five feet, and only allowed us the price of off-take drains for it. tract m.. 14.

The engineers here have recommended that we be paid the price of
side ditches for it. We claim that we should have not only the price Nature of claim.
of side ditches but a charge for bringing it the extra distance.
Instead of having to bring it only ton feet, which the ordinary berm of
the road calls for, we had to bring it eighty-five feet. It was not such
earth as could be moved with teams. If it was we would not bave
asked anything extra for it, because we were obliged to removo earth
from borrow-pite any reasonable distance to the middle of the road-bed,
but this had to be wheeled over bogs and muskegs eighty-five feet from
the berm ofthe road out ofthe ditch. Then we were stopped working at
one time in the fall when we were getting ready and had transported
some of our supplies on the lino; and there were fresh surveys made
north and south to see if it would not be better to change the road.
We were obliged, in consequence, to move back our supplies.

1701. Where was this ?-It was thirty miles east of the Julius Mus- Julius Muskeg.
keg. It was thought to be a great barrier at that time, and they
wanted to move the lino, and we were put to the expense ofremoving
our supplies and a small building that we had put up. Then we had the
rond changed very much, and very much to our disadvantage, which I
think can be shown by competent men who have examined and seen it.

Telegraph Conà-
struction-

(ontract Ne 1.

1702. Going back to the telegraph contract, one of your partners Glass one of part-

was Mr. Glass ?-Yes. ners.

1703. Did ho propose to you to enter into the partnership, or did Notaware de-
you make the first overtures to hum ?-I really am not positive. overtures.

1704. Are you aware whether ho had ever been engaged in any such a ngeve
work ?-No; ho never was. any such work.

1705. Remembering that now, does it lead you to any impression
about the first offer ?-My impression is that ho made the proposition
to me. I think I could answer that question more fully to-morrow or
some other day.

1706. Do yon know now the price that you ask for telegraph mes-
sages over section 1 ?-Yes ; it is one dollar for a message of ten
words from here to Polly, and extra, I think it is 7 ets.

1707. I think you said you had a statement by which you could gi-e
some idea of the receipts and expenditure ?--Yes, I will prepare any
information of that kind that I can give you.

Witnes's lni pres-
sion that Gri ns
made first offer.

Tarif over sec-
tion i.

ailway 0on
etruction-

Contract No. 14.
1708. About this contract 14, do you remember if you were at was In Ottawa

Ottawa about the time the contract was awarded ?-I was there at the when contract
time the contract was awarded. wvas awarded.

1709. Do you remember that there was one tender ahead of you,
that of Wallace & Co. ?-I think I was there in connection with con-
tract 13, getting that fixed up, when we were notified that 14
was open for us.

1710. To that dollar that is charged for a message over your part of
the lino, you must of course add something for the part over to Edmon-
ton; how much is that addition ?-I do not know how much that is.
It was up to five dollars at one time.

Telegraph Con.
Structuo -

Coatract 1%o. 1.
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Contract No. 1.
1711. You do not control the sections west of Pelly?-No; I think

it is a dollar from Pelly to Battleford. In other words, it would be
double as much from here to Battleford as from here to Pelly. I think
that is the present rate. I have nothing to do with the other line
except settling up with them and receiving their messages.

Railway n- 1712. You say you think you were at Ottawa regarding section
C"ottraet*No14. 13, and at that time you also negotiated the closing of the contract for

section 14 ?-Yes; I think so.
Ward wltb wit- 1713. Was there any other partner there with you ?-Yes; I think
ies when Co" Mr. Ward was there with me.tract for 14 elosed.

1714. Why do you think Mr. Ward was with you ?-He was there
to sign the contract, I think. I think my brother and he were there.

Date of contract. 1715. The contract for section 14 is dated the 3rd of April?-They
were both there at that time.

-eontracts Non.
la and 14.

How Information 1716. Do you remember how you were informed that your tenders
as to tenders on those two sections would be accepted ?-I do not remember how wehaving been
awarded reached were informed of 13, but I remember how we were informed of
witness. 14. Mr. Trudeau informed me when we were settling about

the securities and finishing up about the other contract, or getting it
ready. He said that the House was about being dissolved, and the
time that hai been given to somebody else for putting up securities
had elapsed, and they wanted the contract closed before the House
prorogued. He said: " If the contract is awarded to you, can you put
up the security at once ?" I said " Yes, immediately-before night if
necessary." He said: '- Well, I will see you again." I called in again.

contract No. 14. 1717. The same day ?-I think it was the same day,-it was either
the same day or the next morning, and he said the contract had been
awarded to us.

1718. That was in 1875 ?-Yes.
1719. Did you furnish the security then immediately?-Yes; I think

it was done within the next day or two before the House rose. 1 left
to come to this country on the 7th of April.

Trudeaulnformed 1720. Mr. Trudeau thinks that ws a contract awarded by Mr.
him. Mackenzie, and he says that he has no way of knowing how you were

informed of it. That is my recollection of his evidence. Your
recollection is that it was Mr. Trudeau who informed you?-Yes; that
is my recollection of it. I am pretty clear about that. It is five years
ago and I might be mistaken, but I am pretty sure about it, as I
recollect the conversation that took place about putting up the security,
and that is what brings it to my mind.

.1721. He told you that the persons who had made a lower tender had
not put up the security ?-He either told me, or it was understood, I
cannot exactly say which.

1722. Understood by you ?-Yes.
Understood from
Trudean that the 1723. Can you say how you came to that understanding ?-It must
oest tendérers have been from conversation with Mr. Trudeau, as I had no conversation
security. with any person else on the subject.
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1724. You say that Ward was the only partner of yours that was
down there at that time ?-No; my brother was there.

1725. Do you know R. J. Campbell, of St. Catharines ?-No.

.1726. Or Wallace & Co ?-I do not know any of them.

1727. Do you know anything about the change of grade at the east
end of section 14?-Yes.

1728. Was there a change of grade which increased the quantities
considerably there ?-Some places, I think, the quantities were in-
creased, and in other places I think they were decreased. I think we had
better decide that by looking at the profiles. I will get whatever in-
formation I can on the subject.

Bailway Con-
atruction -

Ventract No. 14.
WItnesss brother
iso ln Ottawa at
the Uie.

Effect ln quanti-
tics of change of
grade at east end
of section M.

1729. You said you had been over the line of country generally before
the contract was awarded on 14?-The first twenty miles.

1730. Had you been over the country south of that at all ?-Not much ; Character of

just a little east of bere. con tract 14.

1731. Iow far south ?-About fifteen miles.
1732. That would be just starting from Winnipeg then, and not with

a view to, railway construction ?-No.
1733. You do not know how that country would compare with the

located line for railway construction ?-There is not much difference,
only one has timber on it and the other bas not, but they are both level.

1734. Do you remember what was the time for the completion of
eontract 14?-In 1876, I think.

1735. It was not nearly completed then the 1st of August, 1876 ?_ contract to have
NO; it was not. r876r Ibcomplete°annearly coxnpleted

in August, 1876.

1736. Do you remember when the letting of the next section east of
that, namely rection 15, was made ?-I do not remember, but 1 think it
'was in 1877.

1737. Was there much of section 14 unfinished in January, 1877 ?-
Yes; considerable of it.

1738. That was six months after the time for its completion ?-Yes.

1739. What was the cause of the delay ?-The first occasion was
delay in not having laid out the work in the first place, and when we
tame on here the work was not ready.

1740. How much of it had been done? Was the line located on the Lne located but
ground at all?-Yes, but there was no work laid out. no work laid out.

No cross sections
1741. Do you mean that they had not cross-sectioned it ?-There and no engineers

'Were no cross-sections done, and no engineers here to lay out the work h n t ork
when we came. tors wen, on the

ground.
1742. How long was it after you came before the work was laid OUt.Witness prepared

;o that you could proceed ?-I came here prepared to go on with the b go on wiih
work by ist of

Work in the latter part of April or the lst May. I had a large number May.
of men and horses coming into the country. We b.-ought our own
teams; and I advertised for men in St. Paul as we came through, and em-
Ployed an agent to hire men and send them on to me,expecting that every-
thing was ready. We bad about sixty teams and 1,200 men, and we kept
them some time. We could not pay them, but we boarded them, and we
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Contract No. 14.
ven left ecause bad to pay some of our foremen's expenses. After a while the men went

no work ready. away and reported that there was no work going ou, and no work
ready. The consequonce was it was impossible to get mon in again that
summer. We could have employed any number of mon at $1.75 per
day then if the work had been ready; but they all went out of the

]RaisIng rate of country again. We had to raise the wages to 82 per day to try and
ans tend ail bring then back, but even that did not bring them, for wherever the

back. men went back to the United States, all the way to Chicago, it was
reported that there was no work goirg on so that laborers were afraid
to come. After that we had to pay very high wages to induce them to

contractors in a come in, and could not get over half the number we wanted. We were
positl'n to have
oe ail tie work 1in a position to have done all the work that summer had it been laid
hat un ir out for us; and it was the best season we have bad since for work.

for them. We made uvery effort on our part, but the engineers only came on to
lay out the work in June.

1743. Whon they come on to lay out the work were you able to-
proceed then, or did they require to lay it all out before you began ?-
No; thoy allowed us to commence five miles back from the river. The
line was located that five miles but they thought of changing it, con-
sequently we had to commence five miles out from the base of our
supplies. We had to build a road to get out our supplies which, after
the roal location was made, was of no use to us at ail, for we could
have commenced at the river.

H1aving comn-
menced to la. out 1744. After they commenced to lay out the work at that five mile
work engineers *

proceeded ea®t- point they went eastward and located in an easterly direction ?-Yes.
ward.
Engincers kept 1745. Did they keep ahead of your work then, or did they impedeaha fcoutrac-
tors until Decem- you in any way ?-They kept ahead of us until the following Decem-

bt*. ® aw e .. ber when that difficulty arose about the Julius Muskeg.
garding Julius
Muskeg. 1746. Is that where they laid the ditch eighty-five feet from the

roadway ?-Yes ; they gave us notice not to proceed further east than
the Julius Muskog, and that stopped our work all winter.

ent-ti wre eI'e 1747. How far was it between the five mile point from which you
started to the started and the Julius Muskeg ?-About twenty-five miles.
Juius Muskeg.
Until Une atwin- 1748. So that this was the only length upon which you were per-
cnieatorsocate d mitted to work until about a year after you got the contract ?-Yes;
permittedtowork until the time that they located this end. They located the five miles
"engthfornearl, at this end somo time during the latter part of the summer.
a whole year.
About August 1749. Then they did not permit you to work westerly towards the

eettord river ?-Yes, they did in the latter part of the year-perhaps in August
the river. or somewhere about thon.
The part of line L wud pri
on whleh work 1750. Then the portion of the line that they would not permit you
not permitted the to work on was east of the Julius Muskeg -was it ?-Yes.
Jultues Muskeg.

Advautages
wlîicti would
have attended
periisslon ti
work on u e
JIIU 4,Lus UISeg.

1751. Would it have been any objeet to you to have been allowed to
work east of the Julius Muskeg ? -Yos, for the reasoin that we could
have got our supplies over ; and we intendedand had made arrangements
to have our supplies taken across the muskeg in the winter, as we
could not get them through in the suimmer. It consequently delaye&
us a whole year.
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752. Why did you wish to get your supplies over the Julius Muskeg
in the winter ?-Because we had plenty of work there that could be doue.

1753. What was the object of your getting the supplies over at that
timo ?-The Julius Muskeg iyy's frozen in the winter, and we could get
our supplies over without any difficulty. We were obliged, the next
8ummer, to build a corduroy road eight miles long before we could get
in our supplies, for we could not commence until the spring because we
had no notice where the line was to be.

1854. Could you not have got your supplies over the Julius Muskeg
-on the ize at ali events ?-We did not know where to put them. They
were running one line to the north and one to the south -trial lines,
and we did not know which one would be adopted.

1755. How wide is this Julius Muskeg ?-Four miles across, and then
there is a small piece of dry ground, and then another piece of muskeg
about a mile and a-half wide.

1756. When you speak of supplies what do you mean ?-We mean
provisions for the men and teams principally, as well as preparing
shanties to live and work in. We build them in the winter and get
them ready along the line every two miles or so. Then our timber
making which we had to get out in the winter was stopped.

1757. What was the timber for ?-Bridges.

A ai hvay Con-
s truction-

Contraet ao. 14.

Julius Muskeg
frozen would
have made a good
bridge in wlnter
for getting over
supp lies. Had to
bu d a corduroy
road.

Why under cir-
Custances ice
bridge on JulluS
Muskeg nlot used.

Width of JuliuS
M uskeg.

What Is meant by
supplies.

1758. And for trestle work ?-Yes; there was a great deal of trestle A great deal or
work. The principal part of our timber was east of the Julius Muskeg, trestie work.

and we had men on that work at that time.
1759. In getting out timber for your work how far north or south of aber pocur

the hne would you have to go for it as a rule-to get all that you miles of une.
wanted ?-Two miles, perhaps. Not more than that.

1760. Could you not tell within two or three miles where the line
was to be located east of the muskeg ?-No.

1761. Do you mean that you were not able to get out any timber at Fncertainty as to
all that winter ?-No ; we stopped operations at once. stopped opera-

tions.
1762. If you could have told within two or three miles where the

line was to be located, could you have gone on with the timber opera-
tions ?-Yes; but the drawing of timber out of the way in a wet country
like that is a pretty serious matter. They went off two or three miles
on one side, and then they abandoned it and struck the other side.

1763. Do you say that the location was so uncertain that you could
not tell within two miles where the line was to be finally built?-
Yes ; and the very fact of the notice that they gave us would show that
they were uncertain as to the point.

1764. Is your evidence that they did not facilitate the getting in of
supplies by any qualification of that notice, but that you were just told
to stop ?-Exactly.

1765. I believe there was a condition in your contract that if they special condition
were to stop your work at any time you were to have an addîtional , contraet witl
period, equivalent to the delay, in which to complete the contract, if it nwork-
was delayed by the stoppage ?-Yes.

1766. Did you get that additional time ?-I presume we did, but not Got additionat
any more. time.
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1767. What was the nature of the final arrangement, by which yo»
ceased work on the line ?-We completed the lino to the last two miles
or mile and a-half. That end of the road was re-located; the line was
changed ; and that is the point that incroased the rock cutting so mnoh.

1768. Did it curve to the north or to the south ?-It curved to the
south.

1769. And that increased the rock cutting ? -Yes; that increased the
solid rock cutting.

1770. What was the nature of the arrangement by which yon ceased
to work ?-I may say that they never located this piece of line until very
lately. It was not completed.

1771. You mean the altered location ?-Yes ; so far as that is con-
cerned it was the only location for us, because they would not lay out
the work until it was re-located and this point was decided.

1772. Thon this curve to the south was really the first location on
which you were permitted to do any work in that locality ?-Yes. In
September, 1877, we were anxious to get ready to do that work, for
there appeared to be some idea that there was rock on it, although we
could not tell where the location was to be; but if there was rock cut-
ting to be done we were anxious to have some approximate estimate of
it, so that we could prepare ourselves for that class of work. The
material for drills, steel, powder and everything that was necessary for
that kind of work had to bo brought into the country. I wrote to the
district engineer on the 15th of September, 1877, asking himn for an
approximate estimate of the quantities of rock at the east end, and
gave him our ideas what we wanted, &c.,-that we wanted to get in
supplies. On the 25th of September ho regretted that ho was unable to
give me any information on the matter at all as it was still not located.
On the 17th of October he notified as that the work on that part of the
section would be set out for us at once--that it was re-located. We
then had to get our stuff in by teaming it from Fisher's Landing.

1773. Where is Fisher's Landing '-This side of Crookstown, on the
Red River, about 150 miles from bore.

1774. Did you bring it to Winnipeg?-We brought it to Winnipeg
aîld then teamed it out on the road.

1775. Why did you not bring it to Winnipeg a good deal earlier than
that ?-Because we did not know whether we would want it or not
until we received that letter in October. It was then impossible to get
the stuff in by water, and there was no railway. It cost us some five
hundred dollars more to get it in there by teams than it would have
cost to get it down by boats.

At end of 1878, 1776. That is down to October, 1877 ?-Yes. We went on to work)Oarcus Smith
cameonworkand then as fast as posssible, and carried it on until the end of 1878, when
nat aey wonde Mr. Marcus Smith, the acting Chief Engineer, came over the line and
In Ume. said that we were not likely to get it done within the time that they

were going to allow us to do it in.

Marcus Smith
said they had not
force.

1777. Did ho say this to you ?-Yes he said this to me. All of it, ho
said, would be doue except the last two or three fills at the end. He
said that there would be no difficulty in doing it, but we had not the
force. We told him we would do it as fast as it could be doue; and
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would get the force that was necessary. He evidently felt inclined that
Whitehead should have the filling of these voids, and he suggested that
we should make arrangements with Whitehead to do the balance of the
fills.

1778. Who else was present at the time he said this ?-Mr. Farwell
was present at the time; and my brother was present at part of the
conversations. We finally consented to try and make an arrangement
with Mr. Whitehead.

1779. You consented to Mr. Smith; Mr. Whitehead was, not present
thon ?-No; Mr. Whitehead was not present then; but we consented
to Mr. Smith. I think part of his concern to get it into Whitehead's
hands was that if Whitehead was delayed with his contract he would
have a claim against the Government with respect to getting in his
supplies.

1780. Had you any other reason beside that as a probable reason why
Mr. Smith desired Mr. Wbitehead to get the contract ?-I had other
reasons. Mr. Whitehead had complained of that work not having been
done.

1781. Complained to you ?-Yes; complained to me.
1782. Was that all ? Did he just make the complaint to you ?-That

was all unless what was generally talked about, that that work was in
the way of his contract.

1783. Talked about between you and Whitehead ?-No; it was
generally talked about between outsiders. We had an interview with
Whitehead and we made him an offer for the work.

Eailway con
struction-

contract No. 14.
Marcus Smlth's
sueestions as t&
balance of fa1s.

Reasons operat-
ing on Marcus
Smlth's mind.

Made Whitehead
au ofrer for the

IS.

1784. Did you go to him, or did he come to you ?-I think that the 37cts. a yard.
meeting between us was arranged by Mr. Marcus Smith, or Mr. Rowan, Whitehead offer-
or some of the Government officials. I think it was a kind of a mutual ed to do it for 40
understanding that we should meet and talk it over, and we made an cts.

Smith said unlessa
offer of 37 cts. a yard to Whitehead. He did not seem inclined to arrangement as
take it for that, but offered to do it for 40 cts. It was delayed some heaa wloe-
time and Mr. Smith sail positively that if we did not make arrange- ment would have

ments with Mr. Whitehead and have this matter settled, that the outo theirhands
Government would have to take the contract out of our bands.

1785. Who was present when he said that ?-ir. Farwell was present.
1786. And who else ?-I do not know who else was present.
1787. Marcus Smith and you and Farwell were present ?-I do not

know whether we were both together at the time, but I know that he
made the same statement to the two of us.

1788. Did he make the same statement when Farwell and you were
present ?-No ; Mr. Farwell was not present when he told me. He told
us that unless we made an arrangement with Whitehead the Govern-
ment would have to make some arrangement themselves and cancel
our con tract.

This was In Sep-
1789. About what time was that ?-That was in September, 1878. e er 188 en.

We made arrangements, subject toOthe approval of the Government, malewithwhite-

with Mr. Whitehead at his p rice-40 ets. approva"o10f rov
ernment at 40 ets.

1790. Was there anything else beside the earth price mentioned ?- Whitehead also
Yes; he was, to do the balance of the rock. There was 1,000 oc, balance or
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Contract No. 1.yards or so to be finished in the cuts, that were required to be put into
the fills, and he took that at our price.

by ivng t's 1791. Was there any loss or gain to you by his taking it from you?
work to Whtte- -Yes; there was a loBs to us.
head.
The earth flling 1792. What did you lose in that particular arrangement with Mr.
heor teyhayng Whitehead ?-We lost on his getting the work. That was the best

paying work we had, the filling of the earth work.

1793. H1e got 40 ets.; what was your price?-Our price was ar-
ranged by the schedule of prices, according to the distance which the
earth had to be drawn. We had 26 cts. a yard for all earth up to
1,200 feet, and extra haul after that.

1794. At what rate ?-I do not remember without looking at the
specification. I see by the specification that it was one cent per cubie
yard for every 100 feet over the 1,200.

'The Government 1795. Who paid this extra price between 26 cta. and 40 ets. to Mr.
paid Whitehead. Whitehead ?-The Government. We gave him an order to have the

Government pay him for the work as it was estimated.
1796. As between you and the Government was the difference between

the 26 ets. and 40 ets. charged to you ?-No; they do not estimate
that work to us at all.

1797. I understand that if you did the work you were to got at least
26 cts. ?-Yes; and an additional cent per yard for haul, and ho was
to do it for us at 40 ets. without any extra haul.

ýContractor'sprice 1798. Do you know which amounted to the larger sum, 40 ets.
he an. per yard without extra baul, or the 26 ets. per yard with extra haul ?

-Our price was the larger at 26 ets. per yard and the extra haul.
The Government

teore®e ®r,ah 1799. So that the Government got this work done, as a whole, at a
this Is the ground lower price by Whitehead than they would have got it done by you ?-
of one of the y
claims of con- Yes.
raetors' 1800. Is that difference one of the items of your claim against the

Government ?-Yes.
1801. You say you can furnish the particulars of this claim ?-Yes.

No other claim on 1802. Is there any other claim that you have against the Government
accoit of tranis
fer to Whitehead. on account of that change of the contract from you to Mr. Whitehead,

besides this earth work ?-No.
1803. The rock work does not come into the question ?-No.

When change
ade no under-

standing respect-
ing relation of
contractors to
transferred work.

1804. When you made this change at the suggestion of Mr. Smith
was there any understanding as to whether or not the Government
should end the matter with you, or whether it should etill be considered
afterwards between you and the Govern ment ?-There was no under-
standing of the kind.

No understand-
Ing between con- 1805. Was there any understanding between you and Mr. White-
Whitorhad head ?->No understanding whatever.

18(6. There was a document drawn up between you and Mr. White-
head ?-Yes.

1807. Have you a copy of it ?-I do not think I have. There is a
copy of it with the Government.
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1808. Is this a correct copy of that document now handed to you? tact Ne 14

I think it is right, but I cannot say without comparing it with the
original.

1809. Will you produce this as a true copy, subject to correction, if °etwee®
it is not a correct one ?-Yos. (Exhibit No. 85.) ortors and

(ExhbitNo. 5.)Whitehead.
1810. Do you know anything of the grade of the formation level at

the east end of the line, whether it was higher or lower after section
15 was let than it was intended to be when you first took it ?-I do
not know from recollection, but I can tell by the profiles. I have the
two profiles, the first and the last.

1811. Did the Department at any time before this conversation with
Mr. Smith complain that you were not finishing the work as fast as
you ought to have dome ?-Yes.

1812. When was that ?-I do not remember now, but I have the date Firstnotified that
ofit. work was notbf it d4 b

1813. Was it by letter ?-Yes; it was by letter. en. one y

1814. Can you produce it ?-I am not sure that I can produce the
letter, as I think Mr. Farwell has it with the other documents, below.
I can produce the answer we sent to the Government.

1815. In your answer did you call attention to the delays that In answer men-
caused you to be behind ?-Yes; and I think that they communicated tion w made of
those facts to the District Engineer, and asked for his explanations, threw the work
and his explanations corroborated what I stated in my communication behnd.

1816. What I mean is this: were you led to understand by the Ldt be eve
silence or action of the Government, after your explanation, that your thought their
conduct was satisfactory ?-Yes; I certainly was. tore a .

1817. Then you did not understand that after the explanation they
were still complaining that you were not getting on fast enough ?-No.

1818. Was the time that Mr. Smith. came up and threatened to take ® -
the contract out of your hands the first occasion after your previous ment did not

think work mati*-explanation that you were informed that the Government were not fatry made
satisfied ?-Yes. through Marcus

1819. Were you surprised at the position taken by the Government surprised at
at that time ?-Yes; very much surprised, because on account of that coursnm
piece not being located we could not get the plans ready to work on.

1820. Did you say so to Mr. Smith: that you thought it was un- Told smith that
reasonable that he should insist on taking it out of your hands ?-We he co®r°fiis
told him that we could finish it as fast as any person else could do it, any one could do
and that we were anxious to do it. My brother felt it was a great'
object to keep it as he considered it was the means of making some
profit out of the contract, which we had not made before.

1821. Did you explain to Mr. Smith that the delays were not your ExPlained to
fault, and that it was unreasonable to take the work out ofyour hands ? thaïthe del ys
-Yes, decidedly, we took that position. w®r® not their

1822. You said that you were not to blame for the delay ?- Contractors took
Certainly, we took ,that position-that we were not to blame for the went tobhtm
delay-that the Government had delayed us. for delay.

Smith replied
1823. What was his reply to that ?-That he was acting under that he was act-

instructions. uonu r
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Rad contractors 1824. Did ho say that ho was acting under instructions ?-Ho is a
got as much time peculiar man. Sometimes ho will talk a good deal on some subjects,au Whit.bead
they would bave and sometimes ho will not say much. He said: " The last extension
xnae $150,O that you have got from the Government is run out now and 1 must havethis thing done." He was anxious while ho was there that some

arrangement should be made that would be final about that end of the
work, and, as I said before, I think the reason of that was to get out
of trouble with Whitehead more than anything else. Had we got
half the time that Mr. Whitehead got to do the work it would have
been $150,000 in our pockets.

Exnlanations as 1825. Do you mean that if your time had been extended as a favour
to aelay. as long as his time was extended as a favour yon would have reaped a

much larger profit?-Yes; we did not ask for time, because we feit,
whatever the opinions of the engineers on the subject were, that our
delays, caused by the Government, were equal to the time that we took
over the contract. The first year of the time we considered as lost to
us by the work not being ready for us, and when we were stopped at
the Julius Muskeg, that delayed us another year. Being stopped
during the winter it prevented us from working the following summer,
and we were also stopped on the east end.

Marcus Smith's 1826. When do you say that that threat of Mr. Smith's was made to
threat matie lu
September, e. you?-It was made in September, 1878.
Bmtth rernained
untul arrange- 1827. Did ho remain up there until you and Mr. Whitehead finally
mRent withWbte-yIbead was con eonsummated the arrangemenL ?-He did.
summated. 1828. Was it done shortly after this conversation ?-Yes; I think,.

perhaps, a couple of weeks elapsed, it could not have been more. It
was early in September.

1829. lu round numbers, eau you say about the amount of your claim
for this filling done by Mr. Whitehead ?-I have not figured it out. I
have got the amounts and the distances. Perhaps it would be botter to-
leave it until to-morrow as I could not go within a good many thousand
dollars one way or the other.

No understand- 1830. Was thero any understanding between you and Mr. Smith, asing with Mr.
mlthastoclaim. to whether, if this arrangement was made, you should have any claim

against the Government, or whether your claim should be ended ?-
i never had any understanding at the time.

1831. You were not asked in any way to end your rights ?-No; not
by any means. Mr. Farwell got up the agreement after the matter
had been talked over. I was out on the line principally; but after the
arrangement was made he got up the agreement and Mr. Rowan
and Mr. Smith, I think, had consultations over it,

Wordingoragree 1832. This agreement between you and Mr. WVhitehead contains these
mnent.182Thiagemn tee oanMrWhtha otists,

words: "I Upon the completion of al] the other works on contract 14,
"and final settlement made out between the Government and Sifton,
"Ward & Co., irrespective of the work to ho done by the said Joseph
"Whitehead, as aforesaid." Now that might bear the construction that
the Government might settle with you for all the rest of the contract,
and that thy might assume the responsibility of this work boing done
by Mr. Whitehead without increasing or reducing your work at all ?-
I never had any such understanding as that. We had a large amount of
security in the hands of the Government at that time, and some per-
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tentage; and we got the final estimate without waiting until that work
could be done.

1833. Was it your intention that whatever claim you had should be
kept alive, and that this agreement between you and Mr. Whitehead
Was not to end your claim for the eastern portion of the line ?-That
'was my understanding of the whole thing.

1834. This agreement you say was prepared by Mr. Farwell ?-By
Mr. Farwell and Mr. Whitehead, and submitted to Mr. Rowan or Mr.
Smith, I cannot say which.

1835. It was prepared without any lawyer ?-There was no lawyer.
connected with it. We never had a lawyer employed on our work, if we
had it might have been better for us.

1836. At the time that Mr. Smith made this threat and induced you
to agree with Mr. Whitehead, what amount of force had you on hand
'which you could have applied to this particular work at the end of the
oection ?-We could have put all our force on to that.

1837. But you had unfinished work at the time ?-Yes; but it was a
sinalil amount.

1838. What force had you at that time ?-We had about 500 men at
that timo.

1839. Did you consider you had force enough then to finish this work
that Mr. Whitehead afterwards had ?-Yes; it would have taken a very

inmall force to have done that work ; it would have been done altogether
by cars. All we had to do was to get in the machinery, a train of cars
and steam shovel.

1840. Had you the train of cars ?-No; but we would have got thein.

witness under-
tood that hlm
rn's dlaimu

ahould remain
tiive.

Agreenieflt pre.
,ard by Farweil
and Whitehead,.
ind subinitted to
Rowan or Smlth.
Agreement pre-
pared without a
Lawyer.

Contractors had a
force of 5(X) men, a
number sufficlent
ln wltness's
opinion o finish
the work.
Had not train of
cars but coud
have got them.

1841. Mr. Whitehead had them on the other contract ?-Yes.
1842. Would you explain your contention about item No. 1, against Expianation re-

the Government ?-Item No. 1 is in reference to the first part of that 'ig ne's
item $1,291.50, expenses of boarding men while they were waiting for Governnent.

Work to be laid out when they first came on the contract in May and
June. The next item in that claim is for wages to the engineer and
foreman who were hired by the month, 8380. The next item wa8 a road
we had to make that became useless after the line was located, for the
first five miles east ft-om the river, 8584.62. The next item was the
increase of wages to the mon we had during the four months following.
We had all the men we could give work to in the spring at 8 1.75 per
day, but when these men left the country we were obliged to rise wages
to induce men to come back.

1843. That was owing to the delay caused by- the Government ?-
Yes.

1844. Your contract contains a clause that if you were delayed by Under ordinary
the Government you should get an extension of the same period; was circumstances
'lot that intended to be a full compensation for the delay ?-It might be clause in contract

resp..cting tixten-uder ordinary circumstances. sion of timewould
provide compen-

1845. But was it not intended as full compensation at the time that nation for delay.
U entered into the con tract ; did you understand that the delay would
compensated by a similar extension ?-Yes; but we did not want
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'ContraatNo.14. anything except that extension. We did not want any compensation
for delays after the work commenced.

But the work was 1846. Then why do you ask 25 ets. a day for the work of the first
not ready in the year ?-Because when we came on here the work was not ready for us.firet place. W e were not delayed, that is they did not stop us; but they never had

work ready for us.

Wages rose in 1847. Why should you charge 25 ets. a day increase for tie work
conhequence or of the first year ?-In consequence of the action of the Government theaction of Govern- wages went up.ment

1848. What was the action of the Government which caused the
wages to go up ?-As I said the work was not laid out when we
brought in the men, and they went back to the United States and re-
ported that there was no work, and we could not get men back again
without raising the price of wages that much higher.

1849. Now if in the following year the country had been ful of
laborers, and wages had gone down 25 ets. yon would not expect to
have to take off 25 cts. or to give the Government credit for it ?-No.

1850. And why would you not expect it ?-If through the action of
the Government the wages were reduced we would be very happy to
give them credit for it, but under ordinary circumstances we take our
own chances.

Jullus Muskeg,
hei No. 2 of
cdati.

1851. You think then that the price of wages was raised in conse-
quence of the action, or the inaction of the Government ?-Yes; and I
think Mr. Rowan will bear me out in it. I felt very sore on the matter
at the time, as we knew how it would pinch. I made representations to
the Govern ment at the time on the subject.

1852. Then item No. 2 concerns the Julius Muskeg alone ?-Yes.
1853. And that is for making a ditch outside of the railway line ?-

Making a ditch outside of the railway line, and bringing the earth in to
make the road-bed with.

1854. Does your contract require you to bring in any earth from the
outside of the line ?-A general clause of our contract is that for hauls
of 1,200 feet we shall get nothing extra.

1855. Doos that include borrow-pits ?-Yes; but this is not a borrow-
pit.

1856. Why was not this a borrow-pit ?-Because it was a ditch, and
borrow pits are made in places where we can haul the earth with teams.
We would not make a borrow-pit whore we could not draw with teams
for the Government or anybody else. If they got the stuff alongside
of the road they sometimes increase the ditch, but they do not increase
the berm, and we get it wherever we can wheel it; but this ditch was
put there for another purpose.

Point involved in 1857. If this ditch at the distance of eighty-five feet could be treated
thl part or claim. as a borrow-pit along your contract, thon you would have noclaim ?-

No.
1858. Then the question is whether it is properly a borrow-pit or a

piece of extra work ?-Yes; you are aware that the contract specification
says that the berm, wben we get the Clay out of the ditch, is to be ton
feet. Now when you come to make it eighty-five feet and have to wheel
that into the roadbed with barrows all the way for five miles along the
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line, you can see that the difference would be very great. In the first
place a berm of ten feet is a very large amount, and you have got to
base your calculations in making up the contract on the width of the
berm.

1859. You had agreed for ten feet ?-Yes.
1860. What is the width of the ditch ?-The average width would be

four or five feet.
1861. So that taking the average from the bottom of the slope to the

centre of the ditch under your contract it would be about twolve feet ?-
Yes.

1862. And had you to draw it eighty-five feet ? -About seventy-three
feet average, and the worst of all, this j an through swamp-part of
the Julius muskeg and over a mile of it in another muskeg, which.
made it impossible to use teams in any of it. We had to make gang-
ways across the road and wheel the stuff by hand.

1863. What kind of gangways ?-Plank on trestles. We ask in addi-
tion to the regular price 9 ets. extra per yard for handling that
dirt.

1864. What would have been your regular price ?-Our regular price
would have been, if it was constituted a side ditch, 26 ets., and we ask
9 ets. extra. But the fact is the engineers have called it an off-take
ditch and have estimated it to us at 23 ets.

1865. Is that the price of your off-takes ?-Yes. The specification
says that the off-take ditches shall be dug right and left of the road to
drain the country.

1866. In your contract are you obliged to haul the material of the
off-ditches at all ?-No.

1867. Are you obliged to put the material into the road ?-No ; only
six feet from the &dge of the berm.

1868. Butin this case the engineers required you to move it from the
ditch and put it into the line't-They required us to move nearly
100,000 yards of it. Their engineer makos it something less than that.

1869. What in your opinion would it be worth just to move that
material irrespective of the excavation ?-l think that the actual cost
of moving that would be from 12 ets. to 15 cts. a yard.

1870. So that in your claim you are not getting as much as if it
were an entire extra?-No; if we put the stuff out on the edge of the
ditch, and the Government asked us to move it into the road-bed after
it was put there, they would have to pay us 26 ets. per yard for it.

1871. Supposing it was an extra item altogether outside of the con-
tract, what would be a fair price for it ?-I think it could be moved
into the bank for 15 cts. per yard.

1872. And this was moved and put into the lino ?-Yes.
1873. What sort of foundation was there for the plank that you say

that you had to wheel it over ?-We had to make trestles for them-
ten or twelve for each runway.

1874. Then was the track on which you whoeled your barrow an
artificial support altogether ?-Yes.

Eailway Con-
struction-

Contract Io. 14.
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Work stopped 1875. In January, 187, you say the work was stopped east of the
anu ns, Julius Muskeg to the 22nd of April following ?-Yes.

rui.eg, to 2nd 1876. Was that the lime in which you would have moved your
supplies but for the stoppage ?-We had moved some then that we had
to move back sgain. Ail this item is for work that had to be undone.

Particulars of 1871. Have you given the particulars of ail this claim to the Govern-
claim in hands of ment ?-Yes.
Government.

1878. Just as you have described it now ?-Yes ; they have the parti-
culars of every item of the claim.

1879. Is not that such a delay as was contemplated by your agree-
ment?-Yes.

Part of clain for 1880. Then why should you ask for anything more than an extension

or wnoch ad of time ?-We ask for work that we had to undo. We had suppliea
there and we had to bring them back.

1881. That was not work on the lino ?-It was work for the line.
1882. Your contraet you say has a clause to this effect: that if you

are delayed at ail after the work has once commenced it shall be duly
eompensated by giving you a corresponding time in the shape of an
extension. Do you understand that to be a condition of your contract?
-Yes.

Reasons why wit-
"ess thinks clause
as to extension of
time does not
cover his case.

1883. When the Government stopped you in January, 1876, for a
particular period, is it not within your contract, according to your
opinion, if you get an extension for a similar period afterwards ?-No.
For instance, we were only stopped there for four or five months,or some-
thing of that kind ; but it prevented us from getting material across
there, and so stopped us from working the whole of the following year.
We had commenced operations, and had our supplies thore, and had to
nove them back again, and I never understood any#uch thing as that

as coming within that clause.
1884. You mean to say this: that a stoppage at some period of the

year would be more damagmng to the contractor than at other periods in
delaying the work ?-I think that if by their action they have caused
work to be done that is of no advantage to the contractor in carrying
on the contract, the more fact of getting an extension of time does not
repay him, as ho only gels the extension of time to enable hinm to com-

lote his contrpct. I do not see that that is compensation for anything
ywhich they have caused an extra expense.

J~vmy~ uur.~ig
Delmays; duringcertain periods of 1885. Are there some periods of the year when the delay would bethe year wouid be
More damaging more damaging to the contractor than others ?-Yes.
than at other
perlods.
If work Btopped
during winter
supplies cannot
be got In.

1886. Which are the most damaging periods of the year for delay to
occur in ?-The fail would ho the most damaging period with us, because
if we are stopped during the winter it prevents us from getting in
supplies. As soon as sleighing comes we get over this wet country
easier than any other way.

1887. If in some periods of the year delay is more damaging to the
contractor than others, it must follow that thore are some periods in
which delay is less damaging to the contractor than otbers ?-Yes.

ng ie- 1888. What period would be the least damaging ?-The first three
1ayd aontr anr monthe in the spring would be the least damaging to the contractor,
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because he could not do much of anything at that time. The next item Next item of
is for a change of the lino from station 1010 to station 1700, after we claim: change et
took the contract. It was moved from a dry ridge, workable at ail une.
times with ploughs and scrapers, into a leveller part of the country and
altogether through swamp, where no team work could be done except
for a mile of it. On the first located lino on which we took the contract
there was a large portion of it dry, in fact I had let a sub-contract to
a St. Paul firm at a very reasoriable rate between those stations. He
and his partner were here making arrangements for men when the
change took place and they threw up the contract. It cost us considera-
bly more to do that work through there than we received for it-when
we could have got it done for les than our price had the change not
been made. I think I can establish before you, on the ovidence of
practical men and engineers, that the price we asked-5 ets. per yard of
an advance-is reasonable on that change.

1889. Under which clause of your contract do you claim an increase
-of price, when a change is made from one location to another ?-
Clause 7.

1890. At the time this work was given over to Mr. Whitehead, under Did not have the
your arrangement, had you the plant necessary to do it ?-No; not on weessary pant
the ground. Egin ov te

1891. What sort of plant did you require ?-An engine and train of
cars and a steam-shovel.

1892. What 'would be the first expense of those items on the ground ?
-From $20,000 to $25,000.

1893. What would have been their value after doing the work ?-
They would have been worth what they cost, with the usual wear and
tear taken off-say 20 to 25 per cent.

1894. So that you would have lost $6,250 on the value of the plant ? vaine ofwear and
--Yes. tearof plant,

1895. What do you lose, supposing you have to bear the loss of the
work altogether ?-$ 150,000 in round numbers.

1896. That is upon one item of earth ?-Yes.
1897. Upon what length of the lino was that ?-A very short length

of line-only a mile and a-quarter.
1898. You say that you lost $150,000 upon the earth item alone;

between the price of 26 ets. with haulage and 40 ets. without haulage ?-
Yes.

Estimated value
°f os. of work,$l1,000.

1899. Was this at Cross Lake ?-Yes; three fills; this side of Cross site of work, near
Lake. Cross Lake.

1900. At that portion of the lino was the carth hauled from borrow-
pits ?-Yes.

1901. A long distance ?-Yes.

1902. By your contract was the earth to be hauled or could the voids
have been filled with trestle work ?-They could have been filled with
trestle work.

According to con-
tracter voidu
mrht have bee
file with trestie
work.

1903. Was it decided before you arranged with Mr. Whitehead Before arrange-
whether they should be filled with trestle work or with earth ?-Yes; mWhtehead it waa
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it was decided they were to be filled with earth, and we had done part
of all the fills.

1904. On this mile and a quarter ?-Yes.
1905. Was this only raising the embankments ?-No; it was the

completion of them. There were gaps that were not filled out-one
almost entirely filled and the other two were gaps.

1906. When you speak of a mile and a quarter, do you mean the
gaps ?-No; I mean the full extent.

1907. So that the actual work would really be upon a much shorter
length than a mile and a quarter ?-Yes; about 1,500 feet.

1908. As I understand you, the earth to fill these gaps was drawn
irom borrow-pits ?-Yes.

Earth drawn 1909. But it was at such a distance that the extra haulage made it
very high-priced ?-Yes; this was thenearest place that the earth could
be got.

Nature of caim.

1910. And it was settled that it was to be filled by earth instead of
trestle work before you made the change to Whitehead ?-Yes.

1911. Did yon make any estimate of the probable value of this work
before you consented to change to Whitehead ?-We did.

1912. Did you tell Mr. Smith about the difference in the cost of it
under the new arrangement as compared with the previous arrangements
with you ?-I do not know that there was anything said about it.

1913. Did you call bis attention to the fact that you would lose money
by it ?-I do not know whether there was anything said about losing
money by it, as I understood we were to get our prices.

1914. Is your claim the difference in the cost between bis contract
price under the new arrangement and the price you were to be paid
under the old contract ?-That is all.

1915. You do not claim for less of profit at all ?-No; we claim that
Mr. Whitehead is our sub-contractor with the permission of the
Goverument.

1916. And you on1 ask the Government to pay you what they bave
saved by letting Mr. Whitehead do the work ?-That is all.

1917. Could you have procured the plant that was necessary to do
the work, and finisbed it as soon as Mr. Whitehead ?-We could have
done it much sooner. We had the Means to procure the plant immediately
and could have doue it much quicker, because we had nothing else to
attend to, and lie had other works.

1918. As a matter of fact, when did he finish that portion of the line ?
It was on the 13th or 14th of September that you agreed with him?-It
was done this last year-1879 .

1919. More than a year afterwards ?-Yes.
1920.. So that he could not work over that piece to help him on

section 15 until last winter ?-No.
1921. And you could bave finished it sooner if you had been allowed

to do so ?-Yes; we clearly understood that we would not be allowed
to finish it in the time it was necessary.
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1922. In making up the estimate of prices that you say you will be
able to furnish us; you can state the price of the over-haul ?-Yes.

1923. The length of the over-haul did not effect the price paid to Mr.
Whitehead ?-No.

1924. But you say that notwithstanding that the engineers have
mentioned the length of the over-haul ?-I have got it from tbe en-
gineers.

1925. Is it from that you make up your claim ?-Yes.
1926. And not from the measurement of any person who measured it

in your own interest ?-No.
1927. Do you know how it is that the Government came to measure

the distance of the over-haul ?-No; it may have been because I asked
them for the information. All that they would have to do is to look
at the profile and make it up from that.

1928. The profile would not tell the length of the over-haul ?-Yes
it would.

1929. You mean the profile of the borrow-pit ?-I mean the profile
of thý borrow-pit in connection with the profile of the line. The two
toge er would show it. I just asked for the information and I got the
exact figures.

1930. You did not get them verified ?-No; but if it is necessary I
can get it done by an engineer.

WINNIPEG, Thursday, 9th September, 1880.

HIENRY CARRE, C.E., sworn and examined:

Rallwa Con-

Contract No. 14.

Clai founded on
measurement of
over-haulmade
by (overnment
engineers.

CARRE.
Exploratory

S4urvey-
Party IL,.

By the Chairman:-
1931. What was the time of your first connection with the Pacific Working on oon-

Railway ?-I was telegraphed for when I was on contract 14 of the colonial 'Ralway
Intercolonial Railway, in the latter end of May, and started the ist of whentelegraphe
June, 1871, as near as I can remember. for by Fleming.

1932. Do you mean telegraphed for to go to Ottawa ?-Mr. Fleming
telegraphed to me asking me to leave the Intercolonial Railway and
join the staff of the Pacific Railway, as he was unable to procure enough

oin to take charge of the parties.
1933. Did you come on then at once ?-I came on at once to Ottawa Goes to Ottawa,

about the lst of June. Ist of June, Is81.

1934. To what place did you go ?-Some time in the middle of June Leavesottawafor
I left Ottawa for Thunder Bay in charge of a party to run a line Thunderay In
between the height of land and English River, from Lac des Isles to Lac to run a une fromtehlltof landSeul. There was a plan published on which the lines were all laid t®gl®g River.
down, but I lost my copy of it in the fire. I ran until the end of out or provisions
September, when I wrote to Thunder Bay to Mr. Rowan, telling him by September.

that I was out of provisions, and that I would have to leave the lst of
October, if ho did not send on more supplies. The provisions did not Returns to Thun-
Cone, but I kept the work going until the 10th of October, when I der Bay, 10h
backed out and returned to Thunder Bay. On the way we had to patch o
1up our old canoes, and I got home without dinner for my party.
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Survey-
P arty K.
First engaged as
the bead of ex-
ploring party,

K party.

1935. In what capacity were you first engaged ?-In charge of an
exploring party.

1936. What was the distinguishing number or letter of the party ?-
I think it was K.

1937. The survey was from Lac des Isles westward ?-Yes. When
I arrived at Thunder Bay I received instructions te romain out al
winter, but my men deserted.

Thirty-three men 1938. How many men had you under your charge at that time ?-
under his charge. Thirty-three men.

1939. In what capacity were they employed ?--1 had a transit man,
leveller, assistant leveller, rod man, two chain men, and the rest were
axe men, packers and canoe men.

System of supply.

Starts with a
month's provi-
sions îestlatd).

John Fleming to
go east; witness
west.

1940. Do you remember the system that was adopted for supplying
the parties at that time ?-Yes; We wrote to Thunder Bay for our
provisions and got them sent out on the line. There was a com-
missariat officer .employed. Capt. Robinson was employed at that
time.

1941. Was he stationed at Thunder Bay ?-No ; Mr. Joues was
employed there.

1942. From what point did you get your supplies ?-From Thunder
Bay.

1943. Did you take out enough eupplies for a long period, or did you
take only a small supply and write for more ?-We started with what
was supposed to be a month's provisions, and paddled up the river
until we came to Dog River, where we made calculations ourselves,
and came to the conclusion that we would be eaten out of provisions
bof ore we arrived at our starting point. John Fleming was to go east,
and I was to go west.

1944. Who was John Fleming ?-A brother of Sandford Fleming.
1945. Had he charge of a party ?-Yes.
1946. Was ho an engineer ?-Yes.
1947. Then were you not on the same road ?-We were to start from

Lac des Iles, and ho was to go east and I was to go west.

1948. Was it a common starting point for different directions ?-Yes.

1949. Was this getting of supplies for a month the systom generally
adoptod with those exploring parties ?-Mr. Rowan started us with
supplies.

flowan, engineer
In charge of sur- 1950. Was Mr. Rowan the engineer in charge ?-He was in chargeveys, had his
beadquarters at of the surveys.
Thunder Bay and
Pic.
J. Fleming turns 1951. And were his headquarters 'at Thunder Bay ?-Yos, and at
be and arre Pic. There were parties going in at Pic and others at Red Rock. Mr.
provisions goes John Fleming thon consulted with me and we came to the conclusion
ü". that when we arrived there we would have to turn back with all hands

and get provisions. So ho said ho would turn his party back and I
could go on. I took all his supplies and went on with my party to
my starting point.
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1952. Do you say that your supplies did not take you more than out of supplies.
half way to your starting point ?-No. Then when I got to the starting
point I was out of supplies in a week.

1953. Speaking of those supplies: who had the responsibility of Rowan and Rob-
determining the quantities that each party should take ?-Mr. Rowan for the iiuittt1es
and Capt. Robinson. They did everything, and I was never consulted f Supplies gven
in anything. to each party.

1954. You were not consulted and you took such supplies as they
ýsent to you ?-Yes, just what thoy sent me. I think I had run about
four miles of line when we were out of some supplies-flour, as well as
I can remember-and then Capt. Robinson came through with a few
Indians and some provisions. Then we were supplied from time to
time along the survey.

1955. What was the nature of the work that you were doing at this Nature of work.
time ?-The country was totally unknown. No white man had ever Country un-
been through it. A line was laid down on the best plan that was in known.

existence at that time, and we were given a general bearing to run upon
and find a practicable line, if possible, for the proliminary survey.

1956. You mean in exploration ?-A preliminary survey is just run-
ning a line as close to where you think a railway can be located as
possible.

1957. For railway purposes?-Yes.
1958. Was it an instrumental survey ?-Yes; it was all done astro- worked astrono-

nomically with the transit. Observations were taken every five or ten mically.
miles to prove our course. We worked on latitudes and departures
just as a ship sailing on the sea, so as to find our position. We got our
latitudo from the stars.

1959. Had there been any other survey over that same country
before that ?-No white man had ever been through it so far as we
could hear.

1960. Then it was an exploration, and preliminary survey together ? Object: to fnd

-Yes; it was the first survey to find the character of the country. try.

1961. Who gave you that general direction line ?-Mr. Sandford Directions given
by SandfordFleming. Fleming.

1962. Rad you any instructions, either written or printed, at that Printednstrue-
ttoi s lssued to the

time, as to the manner in which you should conduct the party ?-There staras to how the
were printed books of instructions issued to the staff. run should be

1963. Would the staff include yourself ?-Yes.

1964. So that there were printed instructions given to you ?-Yes;
as to how the line should be run.

1965. Did they give you any direction also as to the quantities of
supplies to be used on the work ?-I do not think so, except in this:
We had to keep ourselves down to a certain number of pounds weight
of personal luggage. I do not remember anything of going into details of
that kind. Mr. Rowan and the commissariat officer had the whole
Charge of the Commissariat Department.

1966. Was there a commissariat officer with each party ?-here was A sub-commis-
4 sub-commissariat officer. oach porty. with
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1967. Who was the commissariat officer with your party ?-I cannot

remem ber his name now, it is so long ago. There was one man came out
and ho was dismissed.

1968. Look at Appendix "I D " in the special report of 1874 and see-
if that is a cop>y of the instructions that were given to you ?-It is.
When I said that there was nothing about the supplies in it, I meant
that there was no scale of rations or quantities. Of course the arrange-
ment was to be made with the commissariat officer, but Mr. Rowan
took ail of that in bis own bands.

witnessengi- 1969. Thon what were you called so far as the engineering force-neer in charge. was concened ?-I was engincer in charge.

Reasons why wit- 1970. Section 4 requires the engineer in charge before starting for
mese did lot et the survey to obtain a complete list of sup lies, and if any articleon section 4, of 1

instructions. appears to him to be wanting, or superfiuous, he shall at once confer
with the commissariat officer, and before leaving for the survey, he
shall arrive at a perfect understanding with respect thereto ?-Mr. Rowan
told me in this case that ho was coming with me out to the starting
point, and that he would see me started, and that I had nothing what-
ever to do until I got there. So when I got out as far as the Kaminis-
tiquia portage ho came out there and then started me on ahead, with
Capt. Robinson to look after the supplies. Capt. Robinson went out as
far as Do Lake Portage, and then ho went back and said I could go
on myself. There I was until I took stock on Dog River. Neither
John Fleming nor myself knew what supplies we had ; and when we
look stock and calculated it for ourselves we found that it was not suffi-
cient.

1971. Thon you had not been furnished with a list of the things you
were taking with you before you started ?-No; after we were thrown
on our own resources altogether-after Mr. Rowan bad left us and
after Capt. Robinson had backed out at Dog Portage, and said he would
stay there and guard the men from deserting us, we had only paddled
one day on our journey. Ho left us at the first camp.

1972. Your party, you say, was composed of thirty men ?-Thirty-
three, ail told.

1973. And you started out with this party with ut knowing .the,
quantity of supplies you had ? -Yes. Mr. Rowan said he would send
everything through and be with us himself.

1974. Did you consider that that was according to those instructions?
-He was my superior officer.

1975. Did you think it was according to instructions ?-No; it was.
not.

Acted contrary to 1976. Then in doing that do you think you acted contrary to instruc-
onsidered et tiens ?-Yes, I suppose I did; but I considered thon I could not help

could neot help myself.htmnself.
1977. But you did so, you say, at the suzgestion of your superior

officer ?-Under the orders of my superior officer.

Took stock at end 1978. Was it at the end of the second day's paddling that you took
of third day. stock ?-No; it was at the end of the third day. We came out to Des

isles River, and it was the third night when we took stock.
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1979. When you took stock, for what time did von consider you had

supplies for your party ?-Just enough supplies to land us at the start- Not more thanseven dayst
ing point-the two parties. supplie

1980. What time would it have taken to reach the starting point ?-
'Three or four days.

1981. So that you had really not more than seven days' supplies
according to your recollection of it now ?-No.

1982. And the supplies would, at the end of that time, have become
insufficient to go on with ?-Yes; with only one party I only ran five or
six days until I was out of provisions.

1983. Was it the end of the third day when the party was divided
and John Fleming gave you all his supplies to add to your own ?-Yes;
and then I went on four or five days' travel and four or five days'run-
ning the line, and then I was out of provisions.

1984. Were provisions forwarded to you then ?-Capt. Robinson
came through with one canoe and six or seven Indians and some pro-
visions.

1985. How long did that supply last ?-I really cannot remember.
Unfortunately, I lost my accounts in the woods, and ail my papers on
contract 15; the papers were burned.

1986. How long did you stay out that season ?-I returned about the eturns 1hun-
15th of October to Thunder Bay. supplies having (

given out.
1987. Did you return to Thunder Bay because there was no more

work to be done, or because you had not supplies to go on with ?-It
was because I was out of supplies. I had written to say that I would
return on a certain day unless the supplies were at a certain point, or
unless the mail canoe was sent to say for certain that they would be
there.

1988. Was the work stopped on that particular survey in consequence Work stopped la
of the want of supplies ?-Yes; I backed out then. consequence.

1989. If supplies had been forwarded would the work have gone on ?
-Yes ; it would have continued.

1990. How much longer ?-I do not think I would have been sitting
here to-day if it had gone on longer. When I got back to Thunder Bay
I was told by Mr. Jones, who was the commissariat officer there, that
instructions had been sent out to the woods for me to remain out ail
winter, and supplies had been forwarded. I waited for those instruc-
tions to come back. The canoe that had been sent out with the supplies
returned about the 22nd or 23rd of October. They had the greatest
trouble to get through and back.

1991. To get through where ?-To the place where they had deposited
the provisions for me. The ice was forming fast.

1992. If you had had all the supplies that you required before you But for want or
turned back, how long would the work have been proceeded with ?- ave ftnhed
It would have gone straight ahead if I had had provisions. y rv about lst

It wuldJanuary, 18M
1993. For how long ?-Until I would have finished my survey.

1994. When would that have been ?-I think I would have finished
about New Year's.
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Expleuratowy
Survey-

Party b.
Started again
with a new party
having hir new
mien.

1995. Do you know when that work was finished which you failed to-
accomplish for want of supplies ?-I had to start again with a new party
as I had to hire new men. My own men would not go back again. I
had to go out by the Dawson route to Lac des Mille Lacs, and romain
there until the lakes ail froze up. Then I had to explore a lino through
from there myself to join my own line, and we had to pack ail our pro-
visions and everything in. We struck the old line on Christmas bve.
It was well on in January before I had everything back on the end of
the line where I had left off.

From the middle 1996. I understand you to say that from about the middle of Octobor
of October to end jo teiof,
of December time to d of December the time was lost, and no work was done for
lost. want of supplies ?-Yes; I was returning to Thunder Bay and working

my way back during that time.
1997. If the supplies had been forwarded as required would not that

time have been lost ?-No; not a day would have been lost.

1998. Would you have been at work instead of on the road ?-Yes.
The whole thirty-
three men under 1999. Wero these mon under pay during that time ?-Certainly.
jay cirlng that

ime.
2000. The whole thirty-three ?-Yes; because they were working

their way back to Thunder Bay where I paid them off. Then I had to-
engage a new party, and there were a few days lost between the time I
paid off one party and engaged another.

2001. But with the exception of those few days the time was lost, ail
the party boing under pay?-It was lost except what time the men
were packing in provisions. I was hauling in provisions myself, and
my staff were hauling in provisions on sleds.

2001J. But the surveying was not going on ?-No. When I got back
to the point where the canoo had left the provisions in the fall, I found
three ags of flour, four bags of pork, two kegs of syrup and some
other litte things, and these would have been the only provisions that
I would have had for thirty-throe men had I remained.

The provisions
sent te hlm would

®ot have fed the
party for more
han two or three

Pay.

Pay of the party.

2002. Do you mean by this that the provisions which they did send
in would have been altogether insufficient ?-There would not have
been more than two or three days provisions. We would have been
lost if we had not returned. I verily believe that the whole party would
have been starved to death if I had not returned at the time I did. The
lakes were freezing up, and we would have had to cut our way through
the woods and walk ont.

2003. Have you any idea of the daily pay of that party ?-- I was
getting $160 per month myself ; the transit man was getting 8100 ;
the leveller $100, the assistant leveller $60, the rod-man $40, the chain
men $30 each, and the remainder of the party were getting a dollar a
day each.

2004. Do you mean for the whole month, or only the working days ?-
The whole month.

2005. For the time that was lost what would be the expense to the
Government ?-The time lost was from the 10th of October to the
middle of January, about three months before I got to work again. The
expense for that period would be about $3,840.
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2006. Do you make that as the approximate expense of the party Party

while they were not effective but under pay ?-Yes.
2007. Besides provisions?-The provisions are not included in that. e3,84, exPense of

2008. They got this amount in pay and their board in addition ?_ of provisions.

Yes.
2009. Do you know approximately what the men's board cost per

day on that kind of work ?-It would be very hard to say on that work,
because it costs so much to pack provisions into that country. A man
could only pack one hundred pounds seven miles a day and return.

2010. Knowing all that you do about the matter, can you give no
information about the probable cost of the men's board ?-Every day
the cost increases in proportion to the distance the provisions have to
be packed in. In some places where we can use canoes, it is much
cheaper than where we have to pack supplies on men's backs all the
way. I am not able to answer this question satisfactorily under such
circumstances.

2011. How long did you work after you commenced again in
January ?-I worked on until the end of February when I got scurvy
and some of my men were also laid up. We lay in the woods, however,
until the work was finished up to the end of my section.

2012. When was that?-It was in the middle of March, 1872. I
think I was two months at work and I returned to Thunder Bay. On
ny way back I received instructions to remain out and work abead

from the end of my section until I joined Mr. James who had started
in somewhere from a bay on Lake of the Woods. le was to run east-
ward from Lake of the Woods and I was to run westward from the
end of my first survey from Lake Seul to meet him.

2013. Did you go on with that work then ?-I was laid up with
scurvy and was being hauled out on a dog train. I was unable to stand;
but I asked my party whether they would turn back with my assistant
and continue the work. They objected and I had to bring the party in
to Thunder Bay.

2014. Your health prevented you from obeying the instructions ?-
Yes.; I was unable to stand then, and was not able to walk until the
lst of May.

2015. When did your engagement cease after that work ?-I was
still under pay.

2016. Then what was the next work you did ?-The next year I
Was sent down on the Baie des Chaleurs to rua the Paspebiac Branch
of the Intercolonial Railway.

When he again
commenced,
worked on until
work was fanish-
ed to end of sec-
tion.
March, 1872.
White returning
ta, Thunder Bay
recelved instrue-
tion tao ro
ahead froni end of
bis section until
w we struck James,
who was t.o run
enatward from.
Lake or the
Woods; Carre to
run westward to
meet him.
But forced,
through ssurvy,
to bri ng i s party
back to Thunder
Bay.

2017. What was your next work on the Pacific Railway ?-In 1873 In 1873, out on the
I was sent out on the Ntpigon. Nipigon.

In charge of
2018. In what capacity did you go? -In charge of a surveying party party; ran froim

-a similar party to the one I had before. I ran from -Red Rock by nerRocat oo
the north end of' Black Sturgeon Lake. Black tsturgeon

Lake.
2019. About what time of the year did you begin ?-In June, 1873. Began June, i88.

2020. What was the size of your party ?-About the same as the Party same size
former one. It is the general size of such parties. They vary a little as rormer.
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Robinson and
P.owan sent party
supplies fromn Red
1ock.

Supplies did not
-arrive in time.

Would not go out
In 1873 wlthout
knowing what
comeisnariat ar-
rangemnents had
tieen made.

according to localities. Sometimes we have more canoes and loss
packing, and do not require so many men.

2021. Were the supplies managed under the same system-under a
commissariat officer ?-Capt. Robinson and Mr. Rowan remained at
Red Rock, and sent out supplies to us.

2022. Mad you any difficulty on that occasion about supplies ?-Yes;
I wrote for supplies to have them sent out to me, and they were sent
away up the Nipigon River, through Lake Nipigon, and down through
Black Sturgeon Lake and along the line. They arrived when I did
not want them-when I had nearly finished, and was within a few
miles of the point of starting from.

2023. With the experience you had on the previous occasicn did you
not consider it necessary to arrange about your supplies before starting?
-I told them what to send, and how to send them, but the commissariat
officer thought he knew better.

2024. But you did arrange for supplies ?- Certainly. I would not
go out again in 1873 until I knew what the arrangements were. I told
Mr. Rowan that I would not run the risk of starving myself and my
party. I then had Mr. Norman McLeod as my commissariat officer,
and had him with me in camp all the time.

2025. Did you obtain a complete list of all supplies intended to be
forwarded ?-I received a list of the different items that would be
allowed us, such as flour, pork, &c., rations of so much per day.

2026. Did you obtain such a list as would enable you to jndge of what
was wanting and what was superfltious ?-Yes.

Ascertained that 2027. You ascertained that the supplies mentioned in the list wouldthe llstofsunplles
was adequate. be sufficient ?-Yes.
Fault la In not 2029. Then the fault was in not forwarding them ?-Yes; if they
forwarding these. had arrived in time they would have been all right.

2029. Were they not forwarded according to your arrangement with
the commissariat officer ?-No.

2030. In consequence of that was there any delay in the work ?-
No; we got through without them. I cannot remember exactly whar
we wanted those supplies for. I think they followed Mr. Mortimer
and not me.

2031. Who was Mr. Mortimer? -H1e had charge of another party.
On recolIection,
says default In
not forwarding
supplies appi
to another party.

Filnished October,187M.

Went back to
Ottawa tp make
Ur plansa nd pro-

2032. Then, on recollection, do you think the default in not forward-
in the supplies was not for your party but for another party ?-Yes;
if had known that I was going to be examined on those matters I
would have thought them over.

2033. Can you remember now about how long you were on that
expedition ?-I finished in October of 1873. It was about the last boat
that came into Nipigon for the season that we went out on.

2034. How were you engaged after 1873 ?-I always went back to
Ottawa to make up the plans and profiles.

2035. Did you on that occasion go back to Ottawa ?-Yes.
2036. And you were occupied there in the office ?-Yes; I was occu-

pied in the office until I was sent out again the following spring.
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2037. Do you remember what time you went out in the spring ? - J and as, a"

We always started about the same time-the end of May or the begin- mai ke te
ning of J une.

2038. Then where did yon go in 1874 ?-1 came ont on contract 15, In early summer
:at Rat Portage. °f18fnt®aù.

2Q39. In what capacity ?-In charge of the location survey on cou-
tyctis 1e and 4,.

2040. Was that the first survey that had been made there ?-Mr. W. w. E. Jarvi& 1a
E. Jarvis had surveyed a line in 1871. He had started from North- "n"1871,'having
East Bay of Lake of the Woods, and ran through westward to Red atarted from

north-east bay or
River. The fire which destroyed the Canadian Pacifie Railway ofmces îlakeotheWoods
at Ottawa had destroyed all record of it. The plan now before you nd ru h
will show the line run by Jarvis, as near as can be described. It is all miver.
from mny own topography and from information obtained from block
surveys.

2041. What was the size of the party you had charge of at the time ? Carre's party
-I think there were over forty men in it. over forty men.

Work done by
2012. What work was done under you at that time ?-I ;made the Carre ai this

explorations and prelmnary surveys, and location or trial location of nary anprlocation
contract 15 as it is now run, with one or two slight deviations which 1.",*eåmjgt
shortened the line. Then I ran the preliminary survey on contract 14, survey contract
from Cross Lake to the eastern boundary of Manitoba. iU to boundiry

of Manitoba.

2043. How long were you engaged in that work ?-I commenced i En aged in this
July, and I finished in the middle of January following. 1 to January,

1875.
2044. That brings you down to January, 1875 ?-Yes. Then my party rt t t

was sent out to Shoal Lake in Manitoba to run fifty miles easterly t> Itoba, to run
join from Shoal Lake to Selkirk. ten ®®ft to

2045. What time of the year was that? - That was in January, 1875. Takes soundings
I was afterwards engaged in taking soundings at Selkirk near the °'fjR.River aS

present crossing of Red River.
While his at

2046. But your party *as principally occupied between Shoal Lake consittuted as be-
and Selkirk ?-Yes. between sha

2047. What size of a party had you under your control there ?-The Lake and selkir],

same old party.
2048. How long were you engaged in that work ?-We did not take Work finisheci

long. It was only some fifty miles over a prairie country and we 1ebruary, 1875.
finished it in the middle of February, 1875.

2049. Then after February, 1875 ?-1 went down to Ottawa then to To Ottawa to
make up the plans. In the meantime I was asked for the plans and make plans.
profile of contract 15; when I was about ten or fifteen miles west of
49hoal Lake-that is when I had got to Reunie on my trial line on'con-
tract 14-1 was then asked to come in to Winn.ipeg and make up the
plans.

2050. Have you omitted anything in connection with your locatiQn InDecember, iN7,
survey of contract 15 that you would like to explain ?-Yes; I was askedatoa"nia
asked to send in a plan and profile of contract 15, from Rat Portage to oeontraet 14,
Cross Lake, when I had made about fifteen miles of the trial location oa
of contract 14.

9
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2051. About what time was that?-That was in December, 1874. I
made pan ieen h then started and walked in to Winnipeg and made up the best plan I
st to Ottawa, could. The paper which was given us to plot on while locating con-
hth Fran tracts 14 and 15 was nothing but unprinted wall-paper, and when it

Moberly and got damp and was worked on for a time the pencil marks would becomo.
quanutes. erased and it would get torn on the small table we used for plotting on

so that we had to cut it off in segments for fear of losing it. I brought
in those segments and patched them together, put in the topography, and
made the plan look as well as I could. That was sent down to Ottawa
and the quantities were calculated from it by Mr. Frank Moberly and
his party.

2052. You came into Winnipeg to do that ?-Yes.
2053. And you brought those pieces with you ?-Yes.

By plan able to 2054. When you were in Winnieg were you of the opinion that you.
gve a eeal roêe e i could make the plan correctly irom those pieces of paper ?-I could

country. give a general idea of the country as far as the plan went.

2055. I understood you to say that yon were asked to make a pro.
file ?-Yes; the profile that we plotted in the bush. It was plotted
every night and brought to me by my assistants to see if it wouid suit
or not. It was a copy of this profile that was made and sent down to
Ottawa.

2056. Did you take those pieces of paper when you went to Winni-
peg ?-Yes; those were the pieces of the plan, and I pieced them
together there.

2057. Did you send those pieces prepared to Ottawa, or did you-
make a plan from them?-No; I made a tracing of the whole line
from them on tracing cloth.

2058. So that the tracing would show exactly the same line as the
paper would show ?-Yes; a connected line.

Tracnc, made 2059. Were you of the opinion at the time that your tracing showed
showedjcentre correctly the profile of the line as you had located it?-Yes; it showedline of te proile.cprfl n itJ.5 t5uW
There were some the centre line of the profile. It was found out afterwards that there
errors In levels. were some slight errors in levels, but that was'a correct profile of the

centre line.
2060. It was only the centre line ?-That was all.

In a rocky preci-
1ltous oountry 2061. Is one able to calculate quantities from the centre line only ?-
cantiot calculateyprcitscOiry
qua es from Not in a rocky precipitous country.
centre line only.
Exact quanuties 2062. What must be done in order to get exact quantities ?-The lino
elon ad byU must be cross-sectioned and test pitted. Test pits would be necessary
p atting. in order to ascertain the quantities of rock.

2063. When you sent this plan to Ottawa did you consider that it
gave the information that you were asked to furnish?-Yes; they
knew very well how the work was being done. At least they ought to
have known, as I sent a report with it. It was known, of course, how
I was making the survey.

Used to report to 2064. Were you in the habit of reporting from time to time to
no a rom time Ottawa how you were making progress ?-No; but I used to report to

Mr. Rowan at Winnipeg from time to time.
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2065. Was he thon stationed at Winnipeg ?-Yes.
2066. That took place in 1874 ?-Yes.
2967. What happened after you had taken the soundings at Selkirk ? From Nort-But

-After I had finished the soundings at Selkirk I came into Winnipeg, at
and received instructions thon to start a party and run an exploratory
survey from North-East Bay to Sturgeon Falls, or some point where
Jarvis and James commenced their surveys in 1871, to run easterly to
Sturgeon Falls, the head of an arm of Rainy Lake. That was an
exploration. It was done with a pocket compass and estimating
distances.

2068. What time of the year was that done ?-It was in March of Made March, 1875.

1875. Mr. Forest was my transit man. I wa in charge of the party.
2069. Did you go on this lino ?-No; I went to Ottawa.
2070. How long did you remain there ? -Until the following May, At ottawa untia

1875. May, 1875.
mailway

Location-
Contract No. 15.

2071. When you sent the profile of section 15 which you have alluded Quantities fonnd
to, did you make any bills of quantities to send with it ?-No; I have enormous; asked

-~ whether he coutd
told you that Mr. Frank Moberly made up the quantities, and when nfot fand a better
I t t I t-. hl. d' -A1 Lh i L route.

go- o OJttLawa wa asen u c e ue tV e out putU tà em nl scU e-
dnle form and carry ont the quantities, and I did that. It was then
found that the quantities were so enormous, that there was such a
discrepancy between the amounts and the estimates, that after tenders
had ben asked for I was requested to see if I could not find a botter
location. I think the estimate was over 600,000 yards of solid rock,
and 40,000 yards of loose rock-I am talking of round numbers-and
Over 900,000 yards of earth. I was asked if I thought I could not get
a better route. I said I thought I could. I was asked whother I would
take charge of the engineering of contract 14 or go back on the
surveys again. I said I would be sorry to allow another man to go
On contract 15 and find a botter lino than I had fQund ; I would rather
try mny hand at it again as I knew the country well, and I went back.

2072. What time did you go back ?-In June, I think.
2073. Then you went back to make another survey of section 15 ?-

Yes,

Went baok to
Malte another
s1urve; on setion.
NO. b, une, 1à75,

2074. What size was your party then ?-I had thon a larger party Party, how
because 1 asked for it. I had a transit man and leveller making the onstltuted.

exploration ahead, and another party with a transit man and leveller
na&king the location after thom. As soon as the exploration party
foud a ood lino the location party came along and located it. It
saved backing up, and I found it more economical.

. 2075. Did that keep the parties always moving in the same direc-
tion ?--Yes.

2076. How lon did you continue at that survey ?-I finished that Fln*shed Decem-.
ino, I think, in ecember, 1875. ber, 1875.

2077. Was that the lino that was adopted finally ?-No. Lne not lnaly
adopted.

2078. How many men had you in that party ?-I cannot remember Had about lifty
exatctly now, but about fifty men. mn In the party.
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Characterofwork 2079. What do you call the work that you did that summer ?-It
done in summer was explorations, exploration survey, and loction-the whole three
et 1875. were going on together. I was doing the explorations, another party

were doing the surveying after me, and the location party came after
them again. At the same time I ran another lino north of the present
lino. During October and November I ran a lino from the Dalles, north
of Rat Portage, through to join the present location, so that there were
the two surveys going on that year.

2080. It was not going over the saine lino again ? It was taking in
new ground, was it ?-Yes; except the first five miles of what we cal led
the south line, which was identical with the present lino.

lieher of the two 2081. Was either of the two lines you ran that summer finallylines Carre ran
Onally adopted. adopted ?-Neither.

2082. Did you do any further work about those two lines-for
instance, profiles or anything of that kind ?-Yes; plans and profiles
were made, and calculations were made upon the approximate quan-
tities.

2083. Upon each of those two linos ?-On the south line.
2084. Was either adopted ?- There was a comparison made. I

returned the quantities, as I estimated them, to Mr. Rowan.
2085. Thon you estimated the quantities on your work of tbat suni-

mer ?-Yes.
2086. Where were you when you estimated the quantities ?-In

Ottawa.

2087. You went back to Ottawa after the summer of 1875 ?-Yes.

At Ottawa until
May, 1876. 2088. How long did you romain at Ottawa ?-Until May or June of

1876. Then I was appointed to construction on the present line-that
is on the original lino that I ran.

The line located 2089. Was the original lino which you located in 1874 the lino which
owpte *n187 was adopted in 1876 ?-Ves.

ualway co.-
seteclou-

coutrt *o. 15.

Witnew, Engt-
neor an charge
May, 1876.

2090. Your efforts of 1875 did not lead to any new location ?-It led
to the former line'being located, but no furtiier survey was made on
that line.

2091. In May, 1676, you came out as what ?-As ongineer in charge
of construction on contract 15.

Contract let 2092. Did you come out before or after the contract was let ?-Before
JanuarY, 1877-. the contract was let. It was not let until some time in January, 1877.

Began to re-locate 2033. Thon what was your work after May, 1876 ?-I had fourcontract 1. assistants and I commenced at once to re-locate contract 15. I found
that the old stakes had fallen down, lumber had fallen across, and the
marks we had made on the rocs in ýhe hasty surv4y Wpre plitprýd.

Re-latedwhole I knew that a number of slight deviations coul4 he n ade which would
contract from aewi wol
JunetoDecember. improve the road, so I considered it botter to at once re-locate the lino

and cross-section it. In 1876 I re-located the whole of the contract.

2094. Was that on the line that was finally adopted ?-Yes; the one
that they are now working on, with a few littie deviations.
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2095. lôw long wete you etingaged in that work-re-locating and
cross-sectioning contract 15 ?-From the middle of June untilI the
end of the year.

2096. Then did you go to Ottawa as usual ?-No; I remained out in Remained in
the woods that winter in a little shanty about sixteen by eighteen feet. ir7: winter of

2097. Whète was it ?-At Lake Deception: I was at different parts s nt at Lake
of the contract ; there were four parties, and I assigned each man his Four parties.
OWn quarter of the contract, and allowed him to go on with the cross- o echra uarer

sectioning. aied to cross-

2098. Who prepared the profiles ?-My assistants.
2099. Dideach of your assistants prepare the profile of the particular

Part of the line on which he worked ?-As far as the location was con-
Oerned. I had four assistants but only two parties, one under the charge
Of the transit man, and the other the leveller, and each man made either
his own plan or profile.

2100. Were there two sets of profiles and cross-section plans, or were The pronies dono
tlë-e four ?-Bach party did half the contrabt, and the profiles were In two s°tions.

doUe iù two sections.
2i01. Who ascertained the data on which to make up the quantities Quantitiesaseer-

of the cross-sections ?-Each one of the assistants. an b asit-

2102, Who were they ?-G. R. L. Fellowes was one.
. 2103. Which end did he take ?-From Rat Portage to station 480,
fitrgon 1Palls ; Mr. Kirkpatriok had from 480 to about station 955;

MIr. Alexander McNab had from 955 to station 1433, and Mr. Waters
had from 1433 to station 1911.

2104. Do I understand that those were the individuals who took the
hkeasurements of the cross-sections ?-Yes; they and thoir assistants.

2105. And they were responsible for the correetness of then ?-Mes.

2106. Is it frotf the data thus obtained that the quantities are
finally arrived at in the office ?-Yes.

2107. So thAt if those dAta are not correct they will mislead as to
the final quantities ?- Certainly.

2108. Was it your duty to verify these data so ascertained by your
f sistants ?-Yes.

2109. How did you verify thent ?-The centre levels were chécked Manner of verify.
bY the form'r line that had been rmà ; that was the only thing which 1',"la apupe

ould check them by.

2110. I am asking.yu whether, besides the centre line, you had any
ury as to the verifymg of these cross-sections so ascertaiged by the

four individuals you have named ?-Yes, as far as being over the
groàtd, and seeing as fir as I culd see from the nature of the gtoud ;
otherwise I W41 have had te look through the instrument any time
t' Men looked through it to check the work.

2111. Then your mode of verifying it was by walking over the
g'ound ?--Ÿes ; and examining it thoroughly.

d 2112. That would enable yôu, if there was auny great discrepancy, toetect it, but if there was only a moderato diserepancy, you would not
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be able to notice it ?-Yes; I have frequently found out errors that they
made in this way.

2113. Did you go over the quantities in the cross-sections to ascertain
their correctness ?-I did.

2114. Did you come to the conclusion that they had made the cross-
sections correctly ?-Yes ; in some cases I found that they were
incorTect.

2115. Were they afterwards rectified ?-Yes.
ninaireturnscor- 2116. So that their final returns were, in your opinion, correct ?-
rect In opinion of yeS.wltnesa Ys

2117. Did you sign them as the superior officer ?-No ; I did not. I
returned them, but I did not sign each shoot; I admitted them to be
correct.

2118. You adopted them as proper returns to be made to the head
office ?- -Yes.

2119. Was it upon those particulars so sent in by you, and so made
by these four individuals, that the quantities in the schedule for tenders
were finally propared ?-No; the cross-sections were made, but never
calculated up at the time the contract was let.

2120. I understood you to say that all this was done before the con-
tract was let ?-,So it was. The actual work on the ground was done at
the time I have told you, but the cross-sections were not plotted on
paper in a form so that you could calculate from them until after the
contract was let.

cross-sections not
oompleted until 2121. When were the cross-sections completed ?-They were completedMarch, 1877d, after
the contract was and sent at once to Ottawa, I think in March, 1877.
let.

2122. That was after the contract was let ?-Yes.

2123. When were they ascertained on the ground ?-The work was
finished in the end of 1876-about the latter end of December.

2124. Do you remember when the last tenders were called for for
contract 15 ?-I think it was some time in August, 1876. A contract
was let either the end of 1876 or the beginning of 1877.

2125. Thon at the time the tenders were asked for there were no
cross-sections taken ?-Yes; it had been going on the latter part of the
year; it was going on from the fall of 1876.

2126. But the tenders were asked for in August, 1876 ?-That was the
time we were making the cross-sections.

Cross-sections
began to b. made
about time ten-
ders âaked for.
But neer cal-
culated Up until
M&75

2127. When did you begin to make the cross-sections ?-About that
time. . .

2128. Then you say that the cross-sections began to be made
about the time the tenders were asked for ?-Some time about thon.

2129. When were these results sent in to the head office that you
were speaking of ?-The cross-sections were never calculated up until
1878. We never made the calculations right through from the cross-
sections. I was asked for an estimate of the quantities thon to complete
the contract, and I thon calculated them from the cross-sections.
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2130. At the time these tenders were asked for, do you know whether
'quantities which were assumed to be appoximate were offered to
tenderers for their information ?-Yes.

2131. How could they assume to give approximate quantities if there Data on which
'Was none of this work done from which to ascertain proper quantities? qua tate'
-The only data in our possession at the time that the quantities were in tenders were

Inade was the profile of the centre line, and a general idea of the fo.nd
country that was gained from walking over it. There were no cross-
*sections, no test pits, nothing except the centre lino levels.

2132. Would those data give sufficient information to afford anything Changes made I
Jike approximate quantities to tenderers ?-The quantities as I calculated tions in allign-
them will, I think, be found to be very close when the contract is m®nt ma>e
finished. There have been so many changes and alterations-changes acurately to
in the grade and alterations in the allignment and other matters-that originaly calcu-
the contract as it is now is not at all the contract as it was let, and the lated.
quantities calculated thon can never be checked accurately with the
"quantities that are executed.

2133. Do you mean that the lino has been so much altered ?-Yes;
there have been changes in allignment, and changes of grade, and in
rock ordered to be borrowed. As far as I can understand it, the wholo
trouble has been the rock quantities. The rock quantities have been
%ised as the test of the cost of the work-it has all been based upon the
quantity of rock. The lino was located in 1876, and re-located in 1876,
and grades were placed on it by myself. I was asked to state how much
rock I thought there would be on that contract; I said 300,000 yards.
Since that the lino has been deviated, and it has heavily increased the
rock quantities. The grades have been lowered somewhat and an earth
'etimate of 113,000 yards found for that alone. Take 300,000 yards for
the original quantity of rock, thon add 113,000 yards for lowering the
grade, and 40,000 yards for changes in alligrnment, ordered by Mr.
iarcus Smith and others, that would bring it up to 453,000 yards; and

rock borrowing 20,000 or 25,000 yards as near as I can corne to it, which
lias been estimated for in the original quantities, would bring it up to
478,000 yards, and I think it will be finished for 495,000 yards.

2134. You say that the quantities calculated. only from the centre
lino, were in your opinion nearly correct without any cross-sections ?-
I think they will prove to be correct enough if these other things are.
added on.

2135. If the Government were in possession of information which
Was nearly correct thon as to quantities, can you explain how it was
that the estimates given to tendorers turned out to be so very incorrect?
7-If the lino had been let alone the quantities would not have been
Iaccurate. If I miake an estimate on a certain lino, with certain
grades, and the lino and the grades are afterwards changed, you cannot
expeet it to be the same quantities, or the same lino, if you lower the
grade two feet throughout the cuttings.

2136. Do you say the grades were lowered ?-They were lowered.
In the spring of 1877, I sent down to Ottawa a plan properly plotted,
6howing all the deviations I had made from the original line in 1874
'n the re-location of 1876. I sent down the profile for the centre lino
and the cross-sections for the whole lino, taken through the bush. The

If une had not
been altered
quantities would
not have turned
out Inaccurate.

Grades had been.
lowered.
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tact Die. grades were then established in Ottawa, and when I received those

grades I found that they had been lowered materially.
2137. Do you mean that having sent down those planè and profiles t

enable them to ascertain the quantities, that when you got instructions
from Ottawa, you found that they had changed some material part of
that arrangement ?-Yes.

o ncaatins 2138. What was the part that they had changed ?- They bad lowered
been Increa- grades, and made more rock cuttings and earth excavation.

ed.
2139. Did it affect the earth more than the rock cuttiugs ?-It

affected the rock most materially. It was not of much consequence so
far as the earth was concerned, because if the earth was not found in the
cuttings it was to be got somewhere else.

2140. Do yon attribute the great difference batween the executed
quantities and those estimated at the time of the tendering to the change
of grade ?-To the change ofgrade and the change of allignment, which
was made afterwards when Mr. Smith went through, and to quantities.
of rock ordered to be borrowed-some 20,000 or 25,000 yards.

2141. Wonld your progress estimates show how much differèee
occurred from these changes ?-I do not think so.

2142. Would not a comparison of the quantities executed, with
the quantities estimated on the hrst located line show exactly where
the excess was ?-Certainly.

How far the
agea have 2143. So it is possible to show just now how far the changes lave
atetnay ant affected the qua.tities ?-Yes.

shown.
2144. And are there somewbere in the possession of the Depetment

materials for a calculation which will show just where the changes bave
occurred in all the quantities ?-Yes.

2145. Have they ever been ascertained or compared that you know
of?- No; not thoroughly. I know myself a good part of them.

2146. Have you ever furnished that information to the Department?
-14o; Mr. Rowani may know sorething of it, but it bas been furnishel
to me by my ássistants.

2147. Then you have those materials in your custody ?-I had them
but they were taken out of iay hands.

2148. Who bas them ?-Mr. Rowan and my assistants have them.
2149. You mean that they are now in control of persons who have

taken your place on the lino ? -Yes; the whole thing can be worked
ont. He cannot tell the quantity of rock until the cuttings are taken
out, or whether the cuttings are of rock or of earth.

2150. But you eau tell whether the executed quantities on the
changed lines exceed the estimated quantities on the proposed line ? -
Yes.

2151. We are comparing the executed quantities on the actual work
with the estimated quantities on the proposed work ?-Yes; but we are
certain of the work done in the one case, and in the other it is only-
guess work.

2152. Bnt is it not possible to compare the executed work with the
proposed work ?-Yes.
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2153. So that it is possible now, at this day even, to ascertain whether cae's original

the increase in quantities was due to chàtges in the line, or whether it calculations an
Was due to a miscalculation of qvantities in the beginning ?-Certainty; a b checke.
and the original calculations made by me can all be checked, because
the work is all in the omces. They are all kept in the level book.

2154. That only applied to centto levels ?-Yes.

2155. And that can be verided now ?-Yee; and if there is any error
in that it can be found ont, and then the only thing is estimating the
Percentage in the cuttings of rock. That was the great trouble to
estimate in going through the country for the firat time, wheu it was
al bush, bogs and moss on the surface. I say this, that if the original
estimate, of which I have the figures, had been taken it would be found
that I was right; but the quantities wore altered.

2156. Then you have sont in an estimate of the quantites on the line
as now located ?-Yes; I sent in two since the work commenced.

2157. I think you said that upon your first location some tenders
were asked for, but the quantities were so great and the prices so high,
that they abandoned that location ?-Yes.

2158. Do you renember *hether those tendèrs were called for upon
the bame grade that they were finally asked for'?-No.

2159. Which was the higher grade ?-The present grade is the higher Grade.
one. That was the second set of tenders.

2160. I am askiz!g you, as between the fi-st and third set of tenders,
whieh gade was the highest ?-The first set was the lowest grade and
the highest quantity of rock; the third set was the highest grade and
the lowest quantity of excavation.

2161. Is it yout. opinion now that at th tirfte the tenderà were Insufflcient data
asked for on the third occàsibh, and which regulted in à contract, that ite.a quan-
ftffiiént infornation had bden obtained to asee!rtalh a fair estiinate
of quantities ?-No; ybu never could tell a cnt'actor that it was an
abolrate estimate of qiantities.

2162. At that time had there been sufficient information ?-No.

2163. Ho* do yoU conMder that it affected persôbs tenldering, the
fact of being titiable to aècertain accntate or appro±imately accurate
quantities ?-It deplads altogether upon the prices.

2164. Would it enable them to make fair tenders, or would their
tenders be speculative ?-It would enable them to give a fair tender as
to the comparative cost of each.

2165. Do you consider that a man can give a fair consistent tender Knowledge of
Without knowing the comparative quantities of different kinds of work ? °antt and
-He need not have a very inconsistent tender; but if ho requires to get air tendering.

in au immense quantity of plant, and does get in a large quantity of
Pant, expeting to have to perform a certain amount of work, and it is
afterwa s found that he has not got so much of that kind of work, of
Course he loses by it.

2166. Notwithstanding tht possibility, eau a man give a fair tender ?
-Not for a lunip sum contract.
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stiruetionf-uotruct Slà.Centraet No. 15. 2167. But can he on schedule prices ?-I think he can; of course the

more accurate the quantities are the more closely the contractor can
estimate on the cost of performing the work.

2168. If he ie not able to estimate accurately the probable cost to
himseolf of any particular work, can you explain how he ie able to offer
to any person else to do it at a fair price ?-I suppose he cannot.

2169. Is it material that when a man offers to do work for another he
muet ascertain for himself what he can afford to do it for ?-Certainly.

Without accurate 2170. Then without that opportunity je it not a consequence that his
knowledge ten-P
ders ust be tender must be largely speculative, that he must gamble to a certain
speculative. extent ?-Yes.

2171. It cannot be done on a business-like basis?-I do not think he
could do it at all on a business-like basis out there.

2172. I am speaking now in the abstract, not of contract 15, or any
other contract, 'but of the theory of the thing; if a person wants work
done composed of different items, some rock, some loose rock, some
sand and gravel, and different material, and the contractor muet take
his chance of how much of every item lie will be called upon to do, can
he tender for it on a business basis ?-I should say myself that he could
not calculate closely, nor get an estimate of the cost unless he did know
the quantities. Inaccurate quantities do not necessitate an inconsist-
ent tender, but materially affect the coet of the work as a whole, the
cost of one item as compared with another being based on the state of
the labor market, and the difficulty of supplying plant and provisions.

2173. You say that inaccurate information may affect the aggregate
cost of the work?-Yes.

2174. How ?-Because there may be a greater quantity of high-priced
work than was estimated, and a smaller quantity of the low-priced work.
For instance, there may be a far larger amount of solid rock in a cut-
ting than he estimated; say that in one cutting there was 10,000
yards estimated as a total, and out of that 10,000 he estimated 8,000 of
earth, and only 2,000 of rock, that cutting will cost less than if youi
reverse it, and say there are 8,000 yards of rock and 2,000 of earth.

2175. Do you say that inaccurate information to the tenderer may
cause disappointment to the proprietor?-Yes; that if he does not
know much beforehand he knows more at the end of the job.

2176. That is the point I am trying to get at-whether a proprietor
je likely to get his work done as cheaply by making the contractor a
speculator as to amounts or quantities as if he could give him accu-
rate quantities at the beginning ?--I think a contractor would calculate
more closely if he knew exactly the quantities than he would if he had
to speculate on items. It je very likely that if he knew his business,
he would add a good percentage to cover profit and loss, and to make
himself sure would bave his quantities high.

2177. What result will that have upon the price the proprietor will
have to pay ?-If accurate quantities can be given it je better for both
parties.

Accurate quanti- 2178. Then it je better for the party who wants to have the work
tien conducive t o n h aiadtecnrce

eco civet done ?-Yes, because the proprietor can estimate, and the contractor
can estimate; and the contractor has not to put on enough to cover
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probable losses by increase or diminution whichever way it will tell CentrSt Ne. 15.
,against him. Surveyed two

2179. You surveyed on section 15 the line which became the final Unes in addition

·location ?-Yes. came the final
location.

2180. Did you make any survey of other lines ?-Yes; of two other
lines-one to the north and one to the south.

2181. Do you remember when the one to the south joined the main
lino again-at what common point ?-It left the present lino at station
290 and deviated to the south, it joined in with the present lino again
on contract 14 at what was thon called the end ofthe location. I cannot
remember the station, but it is about four miles east of Bog River.

2182. Can you, by looking at the publisbed map, find any station
names corresponding with those termini ?-It deviated about two miles
west of Keewatin, and joined it again about station Darwin, as near as
I can tell from the map.

2183. Was that lino as favourable for building as the one that was mor ear e
adopted ?-I consider it much more favourable. for building than

the one adopted.
2184. Do you know why it was not adopted ?-I do not.
2185. Who decided upon the lino to be adopted ?-I could not say.

I was informed that the present lino was adopted.
2186. You were informed from Ottawa ?-Yes; after they had made

calculations I was informed that the other lino had been adopted.
2187. Are you still of the opinion that the southern lino is the most

favourable ?-Most assuredly.
2188. In what respect did it differ from this ?-According to the neasons why

icalculations that I made it was cheaper ; it had less quaitities ; the wuld have been
centre elevations as a general thing, in my estimation, would show more favourable.
more accurately the quantities. The calculations on the south lino
were based on more accurate data than the one lino adopted, because
there was not so much side hill. The rock was of a different nature,
and the facilities for bringing in plant here far superior. For instance,
on tho average a point could be reached there every three miles from
the waters of the lake of the Woods. On Shoal Lake he would only
have a mi!e of haul from water communication.

2189. Irrespective of the facility for bringing in supplies was it a
more advantageous route than the other ?-I consider it to be so.

2190. Is thero less rough country on the southern route ?-Yes.
Taking Rat Portage as an initial point, in twenty-five miles from that
point, going west, I was out of trouble from bad country except little
knots of rock at the western extremity of Crow Lake.

2191. Then had you only twenty-five miles of difficult rock country
to overcome ?-Yes; while there are thirty-seven to thirty-seven and
a-half miles of as difficult, or worse, country on the adopted line.

2192. Did you furnish your opinion, or whatever information you
had, to the authorities at Ottawa before the decision was mode ?-Not
further than by the plans and profiles which I deposited, and verbal
statements of my opinion.

2193. To whom did yon make the verbal statements ?-To Mr. States his views
Rowan. to Rowan.
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2194. lou sayyou think that the southern line *as a more favourabl
one although it curved northward to join the present line near Darwin:
do you know whethe- it would háve been mot e or les favourable if con-
tinued westward to a point further south than Selkirk, on Red River?-
From all the notes that I can find of the block surveys, and any infor-
màtion I got from those who know the country best, I amù decidedly
of the opinion that it would have passed through a botter country.

2195. Do you mean by going further south than Selkirk ?-To goý
further south than the present line so as to strike some point furthe•
south than Selkirk.

2196. Have you any idea of the difference between the expense of
constructing that southern lino that you are speaking of, and the one
that was adopted from Keewatin west to, Red River ?-I never made any
calculations except for thirty-seven and a-half miles of the present lino
on contract 15, against forty miles on the southern lino.

2197. And is that forty miles between Keewatin and Darwin ?-No.
it is from a point four miles west of Falcon Lake.

2198. You say that thirty-seven and a-half miles on the adopted lino
as against fôrty miles on the southern lino have been estimated by
you on the same data?-Yes.

The southern lin 2199. What did yoù fihd ?-I found that the south lino was consider.
cheaoper by~euoo. bly chieper.

2200. About how much cheaper?-Comparing thirty-seven and
à-half mile of one line agâinst thIfty.eveh and a-half miles of the
other, the southern lino would be a ut $360,000 cheaper.

2201. The adoptioh of the sthi lehgth of sectioh 15 on the soûthern
line would have saved 8360,000 ?-Yes, according to those calculations;
and they wère based on the four feet hoist of the present line over
gi-ades to balance ente and fills, ag#inst a t*o fbet hoist on the south
lino above grádes to balance eutà tnd fills. I also made an estituate of
the southern iine on the same sort of grades as the adopted lihe. I
canhot give the iesult fron nierhoy, but I hâve got the quantities.

È2'0. Can you give them to us later on ?-Yes. It made a great
difference in the coiparative cost of the two lines.

Theline as fanally 2203. I will ask you again, as there seems to be some uncertainty
ado wml ne about this, whether the line.as finally adopted *ill cost $275,000 more
he' uthern une than the southern lino, in your estimation, for an equally feasible route?would have cot. rtainly.

Southern Une a 2204. As easily worked in every way ?-Certainly, and a better
better route. route, because there was eighty feet less summit to get over.

2205. Does the question of the four feet hoist or the two feet hoist
affect in any way tho cepacity or the maintenance of the road after it,
is built, in your estimation ?-No.

2206. Then what is the point ?-It is the quantities.
2207. But the quantities are already taken into account when you

deduct this $275,000, are they not ?-Yes.
Two feet and four 2208. Then why go back to the quantities ? How do they affect
they affect quan- the question ?-Because there is more of a balance between the cuts
tities. and fills in the one than in the other. It is in the quantities of rock



that the difference in hoist is seen. The two feet hoist to balance
cuts and fills made 600,000 yards of rock. The four feet hoist brouglit
it to 369,000 yards. To balance the cuts and fills on the suth lino
brought it up to 416,000 yards of rock as against 600,000 on the other
lino, but give it a two feet hoist and it brought it to only 311,000
yards.

3209. In speaking of balarcing cuttings, you mean, of cogrse, that
the material excavated shall fill the embankment ?-Yes.

2210. That gave 600,000 yards of rock on the north line ?-Yes.
2211. Then in order to save expense it was thought better to raise Grade raised four

the grade four feet and reduce the quantity of rock ?-Yes. f®rock reduanit
2212. In making an estimate for the southern lino to compare it

properly with the adopted line, should you not have made them on the
satpe, basis ?-Yes.

2213. If you estimated on a four feet hoist in the north line, and
a two feet hoist on the south line, then did you not make a fair com-
parison ?-No.

2214. Why is it not fair? -Because in case of its being built with
trestle work against earth filling, two feet or four feet makes a great
difference in the cost of the embankment, but a very small item in the
-cost of trestle work.

2215. Yes; but is it not balanced on the other side by the quantity of
rock, as you have hoisted the grade and reduced the rock cutting?-
Yes; the higher the embankment is when the comparison is between
trestle against earth work, the more the estimate goes in favour of the
trestle.

2216. Perhaps you made your comparison upon trestle work ?-Yes.
2217. Thon did it reduce the high-priced work-that is, the rock,

more than the increase of the earth quantities ?-After reducing every-
thing that was reduced, and r4ising everything that was raised, the
result was-that one cost 8275,000 less than the other.

2218. You say that according to the calculation you made at that
time, which was based upon a two feet hoist of grade on the south line,
and a four feet hoist on the north lino, there would have been a differ-
ence, or saving, of $275,000 in forty miles of the south line as against
thirty-seven of the north line ?-Yes.

2219. Could you have made a larger saving and still have made the
-line equal in value to the Government ?-I consider so. Stiil farther sav-

22?0. By what means ?--By alterations in allignment, and by its being In mng t have

a more favourable country to work through. alteration in the

2221. Thon when you estimated the cost of the southern line did you
not do it as favourably as it might have been estimated ?-Not as favour-
able as a comparative estimate would have made it one against the
other.

2?2?. Do you mean that your estimate of the cost of building this
sjonhen line for forty miles was at too high a price ?-No.

2223. You say you might have made it less by giving it a higber
hoist. Would that not have made it less absolutely by lowering the

-quantities ?-It might have been.
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cotct No.. 2224. Then in formig yôur estimate as to the cost of this road dik
you estimate it higher tan you thought it would cost ?- I cannot un-
derstand that.

2225. Why did you not when you were making up your calculation
of the lower line at a two feet hoist, make it up at a four feet hoist ?-
Because I made that calculation on my own responsibility. I was never-
instructed to give that two feet hoist. I did it because I was certain
that that line was the best, and I was anxions to have it adopted. I
handed in my figures and allowed the Department to make their own
deductions from them.

2226. By making your estimate on the two feet hoist did you not
withold from them your impression that this south line night have
been cheaper than the north line ?-I said that that was the best line.

How the cost of 2227, But you did not inform them of the low cost of adopting a four-
the south Une

ih oave een feet hoist ?-There were four enormous fills on the south line which
red • swallowed up an immense quantity of earth in the calculations, and had

those four been trestled or bridged in some way I consider that that
would have materially affected the cost of the road.

2228. Is that the way, then, you would have reduced the cost of the
lower grade ?-Yes.

2229. How much lower would the four feet hoist basis of calculation
make the cost of the southern line for that forty miles than with the-
two feet hoist ?-1 could not say without calculating.

2230. A material ajiount ?-It would depend on how it is built.

2231. Have you never estimated, in your mind, as to whether there
would be a material difference ?-It would reduce the earth filling by
using viaducts, and when viaducts are a certain heightthey are cheaper-
than earth filling. I am on oath, and I would not like to make any
statement of the difference in cost. It is a thing that can only be based
on calculation.

The four feet hoist 2232. At the four feet hoist would it have made any difference in the-
'would bave made
no dfférence In gradients ?-No; it is an absolute hoist all the way.
the gradients.

2233. And the ruling grade of twenty-six feet to the mile going east
would have been maintained ail the same ?-Yes.

2234. Have you the calculation upon which you made that estimated
difference of $275,000 at your command ?-Yes ; I bave portions of it.
I have got the calculation of the quantities in cuts and fills, but I have
not got the structures and other portions. I had them all.

2235. Have you materials now at your command which you could
give us to show how your calculation was made ?-I have; but it would
take some time. I would want the original plan that I put in. It is
deposited in the head office at Ottawa.

Witness reported
strongIy toMr.

owan I favour
of the south line.

2236. Then you would not be able to give it to us up hore ?-No; it
is a thing that would take some time. The calculations were all made
and handed in, and any deductions that were made from them were
made outside of anything I did. Although it was not in my province
at ail, I made certain calculations on certain data that was given to me.
1 handed in those calculations, and deductions were made from them,
but I was not consulted as to the reasonableness of those deductions. L
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reported, however, to Mr. Rowan, strongly in favour of the south line, tI*BOt No. 15.

but what ho said to Mr. Fleming I do not know.
2237. Who assisted you in making the southern line survey ?- eows,

G. R. L. Fellowes-he is still on the lino at Keewatin-and William making the
Robinson, who is on contract 42. You remarked that there was a strong southern-line
desire to know why the quantities were increased beyond the estimates.
That is a question that I wish to have thoroughly gone into, so that I
inay be exonerated from the blame of having made false quantities or
errors.

- OAMPBELL.

WINNIPEG, Friday, 10th September, 1880. contract No. 48.

H. M. CAMPBELL, sworn and examined:
By the Chairman :-

2238. Where do you live ?-At Portage la Prairie.

2239. How long have you lived there ?-Three years and three
mnonths.

2240. Are you well acquainted with the locality and the business
doune there ?-Yes.

Lives at Portage
la Prairie.

2241. Do you occupy any official position there ?-I am warden of Warden of the
the county, but I am not an official in the town. county.

2242. What county ?-The county of Portage la Prairie.
2243. Have you been over much of that part of the country ?-Yes;

I have been over the whole of it pretty much, from the Assineboine
River to Lake Manitoba in that county, including four ranges: 5, 6, 7
and 8.

2244. What is the extent of that country east and west ?-Twenty- Extent of countyè
four miles-four ranges of six miles to the range.

2245. And north and south between the limits you describe from
Lake Manitoba to the Assineboine River ?-It would average, I think,
about twelve miles. The lake comes in in some places, and the river
is crooked also.

2246. About what is the population of Portage la Prairie village
now ?-We have not taken any census, but we generally calculate it at
fearly one thousand.

2247. Is the farming country about it pretty well settled ?-Yes;
very well settled.

2248. Have you any idea of the population of the county ?-I could
flot tell you the population of the county, but I can tell you the assoss-
mAent.

2249. What is the assessment ?-It is about two and a-quarter
mIillions of dollars.

2250. Do you know what the assesment of the village is ?-I do not
k1now.

2251. Where did you come from before you settled at the Portage ?
- came from the county of East York, within fourteen miles of

Toronto.
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2252. Did you reside there long ?-All my life.
2253. Then I suppose you are well acquainted with the effect of

railways on settlement and business ?-Yes.
2251. Do you know whether the location of the railway in the

vicinity of Portage la Prairie has been finally settled ?-I do not know.
2255. Is there any work being done upon the railway near there ?-

No.
2256. Not through that county ?-No.

County crossed

.bes w ndred 2257. That county is crossed by what is known as the first hundred
Winnipeg. miles west of Winnipeg, over Ryan's contract ?-Yes; the plan which
lcuon ofrline we have of the probable location shows a deflection of the line towardsto the South as It
approaches Pot the south as it approaches Portage la Prairie.
age la Prairie.

The more the line 2258. Have you any idea how that deflection would affect the pros-
heotter.vage perity of the village ?-Of course the more it would defleet towards

the village the botter effect it would produce. After it comes just
opposite the village by the town line, between ranges 6 and 7, it
then deflects to the south about a mile and a-half. If it were to make
that deflection before it comes that far it would be an advantage to the

If they deflected town. It begins to deflect at the town lino ; if it made that deflectionfurthereast I.
voug be P further east, so that the most southern point would be at the town line,nearer th l it would be a great bonefit to the village.

2259. Do you mean that that would bring the railway within a
shorter distance of the village ?-Yes; a mile and a-half nearer.

2260. Is there anything in the country there which would make an
earlier deflection less advan.t.ageous to the government ?-I do not think
s0.

2261. You think it could be done further east than where it is said
to be done ?-I think so, and I have travellod that country.

2262. Do you mean that is a benefit to the town to be deflected even
as far south as it is now without going any further south ?-That
deflection of a mile and a-half is made just after the lino passes a point
directly opposite the village, to the west.

2263. Supposing that this curve were made furthur east and went
no further south than it is at present supposed to be, would that help
the village ?-I think it would. It would not go as far south as we
would like it, but it would be a little help, in our estimation.

2264. Do you think that that curve would be more advantageous to
the village than if the road kept on in a straight line ?-If it made the
curve it would be of more advantage to the village.

2265. Although going no further south than township 13?-It is at
township 13 now, and then this curve goes still south into 12.

2266. How far does it go into 12 ?-I think it is a mile and a-half;
I am not certain.

Projected lino fot
nearer the village
at any gven
point tlan six
nitie$.

2267. How near does that come to the village ?-At the town lino it
is just six miles north of the village. Thon it diverges south about a
mile and a-half-still going west of the village. so that I am not
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1%repared to say that it is any nearer the village at any given point
than. six miles.

2?63. Do I understand you to say that if the railway goes no nearer
to the village than it is now it is an advantage to have it as near as
that ?-I do not know that the southern divergence of a mile and
a-half is any benefit to us.

2269. Bat, supposing it diverged further south ?-Then it would be A more southerlv
"an divergence wouhlan advantage to us. b an advantre o

2270. I understood you to say, in a conversation before you gave Praira 
your evidence, that it would be botter that this lino should continue
,directly west, or north-west, unless it approached nearer to the village
than it has yet been proposed to bring it; is that right ?-We propose
to build a branch, and the shorter the distance we would have to build
the branch the more advantageous it would be for us.

2271. Then it is an advantage to have ft corne within six miles of
the village rather than have it go further north ?-Yes.

2272. What advantage do you think would be gained for the railway Advantageous to
by having the road still nearer the village ?-I think it would accom- a nearer
mnodate more of the farming community as well as the people of the the village.
town, because there is a great country lying to the south and south-
west which bas no other outlet only to come in that direction. And
another thing: those to the west and south-west for a certain distance
could utilize the Assineboine River to that point and thon tranship by
railway.

2273. Did I understaid you, before you began to give your evidence
to-day, to say that it would be botter for the village that the road should
continue directly west, and not go south at all unless it went further
south than it does at present ? -We had an idea that it would be botter
fur us if the road went altogethor nortb; then we would have a chance
>of getting a road of our own.

2271. You had tbat idea; have you got it now while you are giving
your evidence ?-If the road weùt north of the lake; but as long as it
goes south of the lake the nearer it comes to us the better.

2275. You have not the same idea now that you had when you were
conversing with me ?-No.

227ô. You have changed your opinion since that conversation ?-
Yes"; I think when it goes south of the lake the nearer it comes to
us the botter, and the more people in that locality it will accommodate.
The country along the southern part there, on the Assineboine, is more
thickly populated than it is out towards the lake.

2277. Then, in your opinion, it would be noadvantage to the village
if the road were continued due west or went in a north-westerly
direction rather than where it goes now ?-No.

2278. Is there anything further that you wish to say as to the
location of this part of the line ?-All that I would say is, we would
be satisfied if we could get the road to what is termed the two miles
limit-that is four miles south of the point which it now passes ut the
town lino between ranges 6 and 7. They have come a mile and
4half of that south after they passed west of us. If they would only
come two miles and a-half further south we would be satisfied, and it

10
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conoact No. 4s. would accoimodate the great bulk of the settlers along through that.
district.

Engineering and 2279. Then your suggestion is that they should add five miles to theommercal e- 1ength their railway-two and a-half miles to get down and two andsulta of aking leghofhi ala-w n -af ie ogtdw n n
Dnefurtbersouth a-half miles to get back ?-I beg your pardon, it will not lengthen,

their line that much. When the deputation of us met Mr. Murdoch
the engineer some months ago when he was surveying the road, he
said it would only lengthen the road a mile and a-half by striking to
the south a greater distance to tne east and making a curve. They
have come a mile and a-half further south already than they supposed
at that time, consequently the additional length of the road now would
not be a mile and a-half.

2280. But you want them to go still further south ?-Yes; we want
them to come still further south than they are at present. When we,
asked Mr. Murdoch to come south to the village at first, he said it
would only lengthen the road'a mile and a-half. Now the road is a
mile and a-ha Il further south than they expected at that time.

2281. And yon wish them to come further south ?-We do.
2282. Then will they not have to get back again ?-Yes.
2283. And will not that lengthen the line ?-Yes; but it will be on a

long curve, and although wo want tbem to come two miles and a-half
further south it does not follow that it would lengthen the road five
miles.

2284. How much do you suppose it would lengthen it ?-I do not.
suppose it would lengthen it more than a mile.

2285. Is it a detriment to the village to bring it as far south as they
have brought it now rather than continue on a straight line to the
west ?-No.

2286. I understood from your conversation that it was more detri-
mental te the village to defle't as far south as they have than to carry
it directly west or north-west, bocause you said it would, perhaps, lead
to the starting of a rival village within a short distance of the Portage,
and if there was to be a rival village it would be better further off;.
have you changed your opinion on that ?-I never feared a rival
village; but that was my opinion.

2287. You remember having urged that before us as a reason for boing
called to give evidence to-day ?-Yes.

2288. Is there anything further that you wish to say upon this matter ?
-I think not.

MoILVAINE&

lrver at Portage
.la Prairie.

SAMUEL MCILVAINE, sworn and examined:
By the Chairman

2289. Where do you live ?-At Portage la Prairie.
2290. How long have you lived there?-Since the spring of 1878.
2291. Where did you live before that ?--In the town of Meaford,

county of Grey, Ontario.
2292. How long had you lived there ? -Two years, and formerly in

the town of Orillia, and thon in the county of Huron.
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2293. Have you noticed the effect of the building of railways upon contrac I.. dS..

different localities such as villages and towns ?-I have.

2294. Do you occupy any official position in Portage la Prairie?-
No; nothing except school trustee.

2295. Are y2a a property holder ?-Yes.
2296. A large property ?-I have between three and four acres in the

village, a dwelling-house, store, office and lumber yard.
2297. Is the last witness a property holder there ?-He is.

2298. A large property holder ?-He has three or four buildings.

2299. Then both you and he are interested in the prosperity of the
village?-l am ; and I think he is also.

2300. Are you aware of the line that is likely to be located for this
western end of Mr. Ryan's contract ?-Yes.

2301. .l!ow near do you understand that it comes to the village? - I
think it is about six miles froni the centre of the village to where it
would strike the nearest point of the railway, due north.

2302. You think the nearest point of the road is due north ?-I do not
think there is mach difference. It curves out from the east four and a-
balf miles north of the 4th base line; then it turns south-west and
across the 4th base line on the town line, running out of Portage la
Prairie six miles north of the village.

2303. How do you consider that that deflection towards the south, as Withoutabranch
far as it is said to be laid out, will affect the prosperity of the village ? road,1nead a doe-
-- should say that in case we do not get a branch road, or any other triment to Port-
road, into Portage la Prairie, but must depend upon the navigation of age la Prairie.

the river, thon the railway, where it is located, will be a detriment to
the village.

2304. In that respect you differ from the lasiwitness ?-I do.

2305. Why would it be a detriment to the village ?-Simply because
We would have no railway communication. Of course my argument is
based on the railway going where it is now and there being no railway
to the village. If we must depend on water communication thon rival
towns will grow up on the railroad and they will naturally injure the
Portage. Then my argument would be, the further from the Portage
the better in that respect. Of course, it would not be better for the
farming community. Thon> again, my reasoning would be, if we are to
have a branch road the nearer the main line is to us the botter. I
agree with Mr. Campbell in that respect.

2306. Is there any reason why you would flot get a railroad ?-There
In the first place the Government may not run in there. We would

be willing to build a road partly, provided we got the iron from the
Government. We might not be able to get a company to run a road
that short distance, then in that case we would be debarred from having
any railroad. But should we be successful in getting the Government
to run a branch in there by us building it-the Government furnishing
the iron-then the nearer the main line would come to the village the
better, because we would have the shorter road to build.

10½
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nemt.4Sa. 2307. Then are we to understand your opinion to be that the injury
or advantage to the village will depend entirely upon someýthinge that
May or may not happen in the future ?-Yea.

2308. So that without knowing what is going to happen it is impossi-
ble to form an opinion whether it would be injurious to the interests of
the village or not ?-The chances are in our favour. •

2309. I am not speaking of the probabilities, I am asking you whether
the advantage or injury to the village by this road depends on some.
thing happening in the future which is, at prosent, impossible to ascer-
tain ?-I would say leave it as it is, but if the chances are all against
us I would say move it away as far to the north as possible.

2310. I understood you to say the other evening something different
fron that ?-1 think not.

2311. Did you not lead us to understand that you wished to give
evidence to tais effect: that unles this road was diverted further south
than it is nor intended to be, that it would be better to continue
straight on to the west without any divergence ?-I say so stili, if we
cannot get a road into the Portage. I think I always had the idea in
my mind that it would be botter to keep the road away unless we
could get a branch road.

Better for an 2312. But it ail depends upon the possibility of something happening
dles to divert future ?-Yes; but I have reasons for saying that the road could

he road furtherintefur
south. be diverted still fuither south and still be advantageous to the whole

community and also to the railway.

2313. Then, in your opinion, it would be better to divert the road
further south ?-Yes.

2314. But it is not your opinion that if that will not be done it
would be botter to go further north-in other words, that this present
projected line gives you half a loaf which is better than having no
bread ?--No; 1 think not. . I would rather see the road Jar away from
the Portage in case we never get a branch road from it.

2315. But is it imp 4 sible to say what is going to happen in the
future?-l think we eau huild the road ourselves provided we get the
il-on.

Taking the
ahances df getting
a brandi roaci It
la better for the
village to have
the road wherè it
la rather than
farther north.

Reasons why the
lune could b.
taken farther
.outh with ad-
vantage to the
Government.

2316. Assuming that you build the road yourselves, then would you
rather have the road where it is than to have it go further north ?-Yes;
I think so.

2317. Taking the chance', then, you think it is botter for the village
to leave the road where it is, rather than take it due west or further
north ?-Yes.

2318. That was not the tenor of your views the other night ?-My
opinion was always, to a great extent, different from that of the last
witness in that respect.

2319. Why do you think it could be taken Stili further south with
advantage to the Governmect ?-It will not co3t the Govern ment any
more to bring it further south, if they allow us to pay for the difference
in length. In order to have connection with the road we will have to
build a branch line, and if the Government will come down towards us
by lengthening their road a mile we will far more than make up for
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that deflection in helping them to build the connection. Then, again, ******"S-
the .Assineboine River runs in a south-westerly direction from the west,
and comes through a large country that is now being rapidly settled
op. They will, for a number of years, have to depend upon the river
for an outlet. The point of transshipment would be at the Portage
Where all the freight would be transferred to the railway, and instead
Of coming down the river would take the sixty miles of rail to
'innipeg, which I think will more than pay for the extra length of
the road. They could secure freight now by striking a town that is
already in existence, they would get freight at once in that way, but it
*would not pay to transship goods from the river up to where the road
Is noW, a distance of six miles.

2320. Do you think that immediate business for the railway willT Ore than compensate them for the extra expense of running the road
further south to the village ?-Yes; I think so.
. 2321. Is there anything further that you wish to say upon this sub-
Jeet ?--No.

CARRE.

EI2NRY CARRE's examination continued:

By the Chairman:-
2322. Yon spoke yesterday of two lines having been run for section

15, and that the southerly one would probably be less expensive than
the one which was adopted; do you remember whether you had
loeated that southerly line before section 14 was commenced ?-No; I
bad nlot. Section 15 was commenced in 1875. The staff came up with
'ine the same time that I started to locate that southerly line.

2323. Then at the time of the location by y'ou of the southerly lino,
Work had been done upon 14, further east than the western limit of
that line ?-Yes; there was a portion of 14 completed before the location
survey of the southerly line was completed.

2324. Then that sontherly line of yours could never have been
adopted without abandoning some of the work done on 14 ?-Yes; I
stated so in my evidence before the Senate Committee.

2325. Have you any idea of how much work had been done upon
that portion of the line, which could be replaced by this southerly lino ?

- could not state. I heard rumours, but it is so long ago that I cannot
becertain.

23'6. Have you any.opinion whether that southerly line was avail-
able to the Government at the time you located it?-I think it was.
The actual work that I did came into the end of the work that had
been done. I ran to the end of the location on 14. My line joined in
With the end of the location on 14-the easterly portion, which was then
choppejd out clear and located.

2327. Have you any idea how much of 14 then done would have had
to be abandoned to make your southerly lino availible ?-I remember

bearing that there was about 860,000 or s,0oo0 worth of work that
WOuld have to be abandoned if the best line had been adopted.

Contracte Kos.
14 and 15.

Had not located
southerly Une
beore section 14
was commenced.

The southerly une
could not have
been adopted.
wthout abandon-
Ing sorne work
doue on gection IL.

Had heard that
abolit 65,000
worth of work
would have had
to be abandoned.

Thus, to save2328. 4 order to save the $275,000 you spoke of yesterday the Gov- $275,00(, Govern-
ernnent would have lost $65,000 ?-Yes. had ° lose

$6!,000.
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Contracta Nos.
14 and 15.

Net saving a little

taking it that the
nemaider 7oft t he

Une wouid be

°,¶haitedoePd
one here.

Had line been
adopted as wit-
ness ran It there
would have been
no los$.

Forrest and Arm-
strong rau
another une stili
farther south.

2329. Do you mean that the bighest saving in price would have been
somewhere about $200,00 ?-Yes; that is taking it for granted that
the remainder of that line would be as difficult. I had made no
estimate of the full line from Rat Portage to the connection with 14.
I made no calculation for that; it was only as to the first forty miles as
against the thirty-seven miles on the other line.

2330. The saving in cost to the country which you spoke of yester-
day would have to be diminished by the value of the work which
would have been done on the eastern end of 14 ?-It would if they
joined in with the south line with 14, near Brokenhead. Had the
south line been adopted, running from Falcon Lake direct to Broken-
head, thon there would have been a certain amount of work which had
been doue on 14 that would have been lotst.

2331. Se that any gain by this line must be diminished by that loss
in order to see how far the country would be benefitted by adopting
your line ?-If the lino had been adopted as I ran it there would have
been nothing lost. I ran it to the end of the location, two or three
miles east of Bog River, then after that there was another lino ran
further south.

2332. Who ran that ?-It was run by Forrest and Armstrong. With-
out a plan and letters mai ked on that plan it is very difficult to describe
the line intelligently.

2333. You ran the southerly line ?-Yes.
Suthery utne, 2334. Where did that strike the lino which was finally adopted on
struck Une anally the west-end of your southerly line ?-A bout two miles east of Bog
adoptedtwomlies River.oaat of Bog Rive r
No work had been
done east of thas 2335. Had any wo. k been done on 14 further east than that point,

Saotthetineract at the time you located the southerly line ?-No; there had ben no
witness located work-no construction work.
the line.
Therefore ot 2336. Then it would not bave been necessary to abandon any worknecesa.ary to
abandon aiy that had been done in order to adopt your southerly line ?-No.work.

2337. Then your previous evidence is not correct on that point-that
they would have had to lose $60,000 in order to adopt your southerly
line ?-My southerly line, as I understand it, and speak of it, is for con-
tract 15. Then, as far as contract 14 is concerned, there was no estimate
ever made. I was asked whether it would bave been botter to adopt
my southerly line for 15, had the line gone south of Manitoba Lake.

2338. I am not directing.my questions to anything about Manitoba
Lake, or anything west of Red River. I am assuming that those two
lines join at a common point two miles east of Bog River for the pre-
sent?-That is the lino actually that I ran, but there was no calcula-
tion made up to Bog River.

The saving would 2339. AÅsuming that the point to which you had made your calcu-
tthUnewen lation on the southerly line, from there to Bog River, was of the same

have been ave expense as the east end of 14 westerly to Bog River, thon what savingmles longer' would have been effected by adopting the southerly line ?-The
saving would have been what I have stated; but in that case the other
route would have been five miles longer.
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2340. Have you not already taken that in, in your forty miles 14 and I.

estimate as against the thirty-seven ?-No.
2341. Is the west link of your southerly line five miles further from

Bog River than the last end of secti in 14 is from Bog River ?-I have
ut it in tbis way: from Rat Portage to that point, two miles east of01g River by the present line, 15 and 14 are five miles, or would have

been five and a-half miles shorter than the south line between these
same points.

2342. Of that five miles you have already estimated over three
miles ?-Yes, three and a-half miles.

2343. Are you able to say whether there would have been any gain
at all to the Government by adopting that southerly lino from Rat
Portage to two miles east of Bog River ?-1 have never made an
estimate of that portion between the forty-mile station on the south line
and Bog River.

2344. Have you been over that country ?.-No; I have not been on
that piece myself. My party ran that lino while I was exploring the
-balles line.

2345 Then you have no information that would enable you to judge
whether the southerly lino as a whole would be botter for the Govern-
IMent than the present line ?-I have no estimate. I only speak of the
southerly line for contract 15 as against the present line for contract
15; but the general character of the country i consider better-it was
found to be botter.

Plans and rofiles
2346. How do you consider it to be botter ?-The plans and profiles w hat ne

ehow it to be botter. woud rhave

2347. Have they shown it to you to be botter-have you looked at etter country.
thom ?-Yes; I consider it to be botter from what I saw and heard from
those parties.

2348. Have you any information which would enable you to say
whether the probability is that that line would have been botter for
the Government than the one that bas been adopted ?-I cannot speak
personally.

2349. Who was it saw those plans ?-T saw them myself, but I have
nOt made any estimate on them. I-consider from the plans that it was
a better line, but I was not over.the ground and therefore I could not
awear to it.

2350. What if the plans are correct ?-Then I consider it is botter-
that it went through a botter country.

2351. Botter in what respect ?-Less swamp; it would save all the
Worà on the Julius Muskeg by going south of it. There have been so
'many lines run that it is impossible to make a description f it that
wOuld bu intelligible without a plan.

2352. Then the Julius Muskeg would not have been escaped by the
little piece which you did run ?-No.

2353. Were you ever over that country through which you say you
ropoRed this lino to Whitemouth River, which would have saved the
UIllus Muskeg ?-No.

Lesu swamp on -
southerly Une.
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14 &Bd l 2354. How do you get your opinion, when you say it would be-

Data for his
opinion that a cheaper ?-From the plans and the reports of the men who ran th
southerly Une lino. On this south line there was one portion that was never
would becheaper, estimated, that is the mile and a-quarter to Cross Lake-the heavier

portion of 14 which Mr. Whitehead built. That ought to have been,
placed against an equal distance on 15 and 14, until yen get out of the,
rough country, and thon it would have made it more difficult still.

2355, You are speaking now of a portion of section 14 ?-Yes.
2356. That portion which is so expensive in consequence of the

fil at Cross Lake ?-Yes.
Cross Lake.

A cheaper Ilne
tould have been
had from Facon
Lake to Red

' er.

2357. Cross Lake is partly on 14 and partly ou 15 ?-Yes; it is a bay
of Cross Lake which bas cost such an immense sum above the estinate.
Take forty miles of 15 from Rat Portage of the present lino, and forty
miles on my south line, and estimate one against the other, and thon
I say that there would be a mach greater difference and the country
would have been easier, or as easy.

2358. Your estimate on the soutberly line was for forty miles which
ended somewhere about the west end ot Falcon Lake ?- Yes; and the
other has thirty-seven and a-half miles on the present lino of 15, but it
did not take you ont of the ,difficulties.

23à9. Are you able to say whether, from the west end of Falcon
Lake to Red River a cheaper lino could have been run than from the-
end of the forty miles west of Rat Portage to Red River? -I consider,
from all I have heard and seen of the plans, that it would have been
cheaper.

2360. How much cheaper ?-I could not say without making an,
estimate.

Or at least as 2361. Could you give anything like a round number ?-No; I would,
Cheap. say at any rate it could have been done as cheaply, without any doubt,

as the present lino.

The country
wouid tbus have
the saving on the
south, line con-
tract 15, more
1.han %V75,000.

2362. Would that have been of any advantage to the Government to
have it built only as cheaply ?-Yes; because thon the whole advantage
would bave been in favour of the contractors. If contract 14 was built
as cheaply, thon we would have gained the whole advantage of my
calculation on the south lino in 15.

2363. And what would that amount to ?-$275,000. I consider it
more than that. $275,000 it showed by my calculations of forty miles
against thirty-seven and a-half, but bad forty miles on the present line
been estimated as against forty miles on the southerly lino the difference
would have been greater.

2364. Should not the cost of the three miles on the east end of 14 be
added toothat saving ? If you saved $275,000 upon comparing the thirty-
seven miles of 15, against forty miles on the southern line, whicb took
you as lar west as Falcon Lake, then that saving of $275,000 would be in-
creased, would it not, by the actual cost from the end of the tbirty seven
miles to the west end of 15, to the point forty miles west of Rat
Portage ?-Forty miles on this lino only brought me to the same degree
of longitude as thirty-seven on the present lino, so that there would be
an equal distance from there to Red River.



2365. Then why did you say that forty miles of your southerly lino 1 là.
ought to be compared with forty miles of the present line ?-Because it
is the rough portion of the country on one line compared with the
rough portion of the country on the other lino.

2366. Would the westerly end of that forty miles upon the adopted
lino leave the Governmont at a point from which they could make as
cheap a line to Red River, as from the westerly end of the forty miles of
YOur southerly lino ?-I think the present lino would be more expensive,
frOin all I have seen and heard of the plans. It is through a worse
country, from what I have seen of the block surveys and reports of the
engineers.

2367. But you have not been able to make a comparative estimate ? Witneu did not
-No; I have never made an estimate, but there is plenty of data in tive estmate.
the office to make an estimate from. I would not like to give any-
thing more than my private opinion, until I bad made an estimate.

2368. Taking Rat Portage and Winnipeg as objective points on the South line shorter-
lile of railway, would the south line in your opinion be shorter, and snve.®®®exp®n-
les expensive, than the present lino ?-The south line would certainly
be Shorter.

2369. And less expensive ?-Yes.
2370. By how much ?-It would be very hard to say, as there was

nO survey made. You can see by the plan that it would be shorter.
The south line went more directly fur Winnipeg.

2371. Now as to section 15, I wish to ask again, did you take any ilaIwrC Cou-
Part in making up the quantities which were submitted to the public C..taet lu. 15.
When tenders were asked for ?-I did.

2372. What part did you take ?-I was given instructions to take When tender

out the quantities from the profile, the centre heights given on the sectioni5 wtnesa
rofile, by tables which wore provided for me. I used our centre " "'tre
eight, and estimated from those tables. qnie "ro&
2373. Where were you at that time ?-I was in Ottawa.

2374. Who had prepared those profiles ?-I had, with my assistants.

2375. Then it was from your own profiles and the tables that were Qant,tles calcu-

given to you, that the quantities submitted to the public were calcu- own profiles and
Ilatcd ?-It was. te stanardpowas. fesalonal tables.

2376. When you speak of tables what do you mean ? -Tables caleu-
lated which give the number of cubic yards in a hundred feet length,
for every height of bank.

2377. Were these printed tables ?-Yes.
2378. In general use in your profession ? -Yes.
2379. Are they standard tables for such calculations in the pro-

fession ?-Yes.
2380. And by using those standard tables and your profiles, those

quantities were arrived at which were submitted to the public ?-Yes.

2381. The profiles giving only the centre lino, would not, I suppose,
enable you to ascertain the quantities accurately ?-No; they would
not.
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Centraet se. 15.
Cross-sections 2382. Why are cross-sections necessary to make it more accurate ?-
necessary to the
accurate calcula- Bocause of the irregularities of the ground.
tion of quantities.

2383. But if the ground were perfectly level all the way through, IL
suppose the contre level wouild be sufficient?-Yes; it would give the
correct quantities.

2384. Then the cross-sections were necessary because the surface
of the ground was not levet ?-Yes.

Quantities caîcu- 2385. Do you know whether, after those cross-sections were taken,
eectonsJanuar., any calculation was made then of the quantities that would be required
1878. to be done on the work ?-Yes; I made a calculation from the cross-

sections in January, 1878.
Prior to this cal- 2386. How do the quantities 8o ascertained compare with the quan-
emlation grades tities which had been ascertained before fr<m the centre line ?-These
lowered on an iiswih a enacrandbfrf d thcetele?- ee
average two feet. were largely in excess, but in the meantime the grades had been

lowered, which increased the quantities.
2387. Then the cross-sectioning atone did not increase the quantities,

as far as you know? Is that what you mean-that the increase was
due to something else than the cross-sectioning ?-There was no calcu-
lation made on the sanie line, with the same grades, by cross-sections,
because the grade had been changed in the meantime.

2388. In what way had it been changed ?-It had been lowered.

2389. Had it been lowered an average depth over the linos or only
in places ?-I would say it was an average of two feet. In some places
it was identical with the old line; in other places it was lower.

2390. But the general result was an average of two feet ?-I should
call it go.

2391. Do I understand that the location had been changed in some
places, before this cross-sectioning calculation, as well as the lowering
ofthe grade ?-There were two calculations :.the firet when it had been
changed in one or two places.

2392. The location ?-Yes.

2393. Did that materially affect the quantities?-It was a great
improvement.

2394. That is a lessening of the quantities ?-It was a lessening of
the embankment, but it was a slight increase of the rock-scarcely any
increase of the rock, because it made a reduction in other places.

Increase In rock
euttngs n con- 2395. Have you any opinion as to the increased cost of rock cuttings
lowerin of the by this lowering of the grade upon the whole of section 15?-We
ya aat.75 per made a rough estimate, and found it to be 113,200 yards.
yard.

300,0 yards of 2396. Do you remember what the approximate estimate was in the
eocndaccepted tenders for solid rock ?-300,000 yards of rock in the accepted

tenders.

2397. Then that lowering of the grade increased the actual cost of
the road, as far as rock is concerned,by that quantity-113,200 yards at
$2.75 per yard ?-It increased the excavation by that, as far as the
rock is concerned.
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2398. Do you know whether the lowering of the grade increased the Contwat s. la,
00se rock excavation ?-It increased ail excavai ion in the cuttings.

2399. Did it happen that there was any loose rock to be excavated ?
-Yes; it certainly increased the loose rock.

2400. Do you know how much ?-No.
2401. Did it increase the earth excavation ?-Yes.
2402. Do you know by how much, in round numbers ?-There was Earth excavation

One calculation of Mr. Rowan's-I think it was 224,000 yards. I do 2UOoyards.
lot know how he arrived at it.

2403. Did you ever make any calculation of it yourself?-l have the
notes, but I never made them up in that shape. We put the whole
excavation in to complete the contract.

2404. Do you know whether the lowering of the grade had any effect Off-take drains
ont the excavation of off-take drains ?-No. no a e

2405. It did not affect that item ?-No.
2406. Assuming that on the road, or at least on this work, there

was to be solid embankment instead of trestle work, how would the
lowering of the grade affect the quantity obtained from other places
for the embankment, such as borrow-pits ?-It would reduce it.

2407. The lowering of the grade reduces that item ?-It reduces the
quantities required for embankments.

2408. Have you any idea by what amount it would reduce that ? -
There is no calculation that would give it accurately. I could come at it
froma my notes, but I do not remember. It seemas strange that I should
Inot be able to answer this ; but the calculations that were made were
rnade at different times, a year apart, and there were changes in the
allignment during that time which altered the sum total of the whole
thing, and I cannot take out theose portions to see what the reduction
or ilcrease would be.

240a. You have never ascertained that ?-No.
2410. Assuming that the work on this contract was to be done ail

solid embanikment instead of trestie work, would this lowering of the
grade be a saving in the cost of the whole work, or an increase ?-I
shOuld say that the lowering of the grade was an improvement.

2411. Then the lowering of the grade saved expense to the Govern-
ruent, provided that it was ail solid embankment ?-I think so.

2412. Have you any idea how much it saved ?-I could not say.

Loweringofgrade
an improvement.

2413. l)id you ever enter into any kind of calculation upon that sub-
JeCt ?-No.

2414. Then you are not prepared at ail to give evidence upon that
subject ?-I could not give anything from any calculation made by me.

2415. Do you consider that the cost of the road, which is now a good
enany thousand dollars more than the first est imate, is in any way due
to the alteration of the grades ?-I could not really answer that ques-
tion from any calculations of my own.

2416. But I understand you to say that it is a lessening of the cost
-that the general effect would be a lessening of the cost ? - Yes.
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2417. Then can you not say whether the increase was due to that'?-

I do not think it was due to that, but I could not say anything without
calculating. It has iucreased the quantities, but whether it has in-
creased the actual cost I could not say.

2418. It has not increased ail the quantities; it has lessened the
borrowing quantities, for instance ?-Certainly. That %as a point
that was never gone into-the decrease in the earth excavation from
borrow-pits to make up embankment; it was never calculated, and
there was no allowance made for it.

2419. Besides this change of grade you say that there were some
changes in the location of the lino ?-Yes.

2420. Do you consider that those changes in the location of the line
were an increase or a lessening of the cost ?-I think the' were a
lessening of the cost.

2421. Then this increase over the estimated cost cannot be due to
those changes ?-No.

Increase of cost
not due to 2422. So that the increase of cost is not due to changes in location,changes In loca-
tion nor to lower- nor to lowering of the grades ?-I do not think it is.
Ing of the grades.

2423. In your opinion what is it due to ?-It is due to a change-a
difference in the way of constructing the road.

2424. What was the difference in the way of constructing it ?-
Making round timber trestle work.

24?5. But thore was no trestle work. The change that has actually
occurred could not be due to trestle work, because trestle work has been
actually abandoned as a material featire of the transaction ?-Then
there is no great difference between the two estimates.

2425J. What I want to know is. what two estimates you are com-
paring -are you comparing Mr. Whitehead's estimate of the total cost
to complote the contract according to trestle work with the actual cost,
or are you comparing two different contracts of solhd embankments ?
-No.

2426. Did yon not make an estimate of the works that yon thought
were going to be done on the lino ?-In what way ?

2427. The last estimate which you submitted was to be largely
of trestle work, was it not ?-Yes.

2428. Did you not make up that calculation as to quantities ?-Yes.
2429. And when the prices were applied to those quantities the

moneying out resulted in a tender of somewbere about $1,600,000 in
round numbers, did it not?-Yes; that is with trestle.

0e 0e 2430. After the contract was entered into changes were made: first
over estimate due of ail, by lowering the grade, secondly, by change of location ; and the
"mettrir° result is now that the work is likely to cost from threc-quarters to a

work for earth million of dollars over the estimated cost at the beginning-I am ask-embaukmnents. ing you now to what is that increase due in your opinion ?-That is
the increase of earth banks against trestle work.

2431. That is what you attribute it to ?-Yes ; I attribute it to the
changes in quantities. li that case the lowering of the grades made a
difference.
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2431k. Rut it made a difference in favour of the Government ?-Not
as against trestle wor.

2432. You say, broadly, the change wasa because trestle work was
abandoned, and earth embankment adopted ?,-Yes.

2 Q3. Now what was your estimate for trestle work ?-My estimate Witness's estl-
»ws 8179,000 I think, or somaething like that. for trestle work.
2434. That was to be the cost if these gaps were to be filled with

trestle work in the way you estimate it ?-A portion of this trestle work
for calverts.
2435. Do you know how much of that estimate has actually been

Put Upon the road in the shape of culverts or bridges, or in any other
shape? That estimate is for the whole amount of the wood work, is it
not ?-Yes. If I could see the last progress estimate that was sent in
I could teil.

2439. Can you give any approximate estimate of what bas been
actually done of that wooden work on that road ?-About 89,800, and
there has been a heavy amount done sinco.

2437. You have just left the contract ?-Yes.
2438. And have you no idea of the amount of trestle work that has

been done since ?-I have had nothing to do with it since the end of

2439. Assuming that 8380,000 represents the amount of trestle work Amountof tresute
and iron bridges that was originally intended, can you say about how work dispensed
mu'lch of that has been dispensed with ?-A bout $370,000, up to the 1879. ,o '
Gate of the return of May, 1879. worth.

2440. I understand you to say that the increase of the actual cost
beyond the otimated cost is due to the substitution of earth embank-
rfents for trestie work. New, by abandoning trestie work, $370,000 of
that expenditure was saved, how much was the cost of the earth
eMbankment increased ?-I really could not give you any figures.

2441. Iow much was the estimated cost of the earth work ?-The Fstimated cost of
estimated cost ofembanknent was only taking out the stripping of the ,bamkinent of

ock and the cuttings.

2442. How much was it ?-879,600.
2443. In May, 1879, can you say what estimate had been made of May, 1879, work

the earth work then done, and yet to be done after that time, in the work to b rone
aglegate ?-The workd one was 82,993 yards, and the work to be Ma,252 yards.

e was 530,252 yards.

at2444. Then what would be the aggregate cost of all the earth work earwk a
the tender price ?-8613,245. tenler price
2445. Deduct the estimated cost at the beginning from that ?-It

WOuld leave 8583,64à.
2446. Now that represents the total increase of putting in earth Total increase onerabankments as they will be put in, above the estimated cost of earth maet e ank-

e'Qbankment as at first intended to be put in ?-Yes
2447. Ought you not to deduct from that the estimated cost of trestle

WOrk which bas been abandoned and saved, in order to say how much
th' Whole cast has been really increased by this change ?-Part of the
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evidence that I gave was as to the advantage of lowering the grades in
case there was solid embankment.

2448. This $583,645 represents the total increase in the cost of the
earth embankments ?-Yes; according to those calculations.

244a. The effect of making that increase was to do away with
8370,000 of trestle work ?-Yes; according to that return. That i&
S213,645.

2450. Then that sum, $213,645, represents the actual increase of
substituting earth embankment for trestle work ?-Yes; according to-
this return.

2451. Do you think this return as to that item is correct, or is it
too high or too low ?-I think the total quantity of earth, according to
that return, was too small. The calculation of the amount to be done
was too small.

ThInks the total
costof earth work 2452. Do you tbink the total cost of earthwork will eventually be
wilI exceed more than $613,000 ?-1 think so.*618,000.

2453. Have you the impression that the executed work when com-
pleted, will be more or less than the information given before the
Committee ?-I think it will be less.

2454. But you think that particular item will be more ?-Yes.

ha es ate 2455. Then, on the other item, it will compensate for that ?-The
of May, l, estimate of May, 1879, for solid rock was 525,000 yards, and I do not
In stea of MO00 think it will exceed 500,000 yards.
yardg. 2456. Then you think there will be a saving of 25,000 yards of solid

rock ?-Yes ; over that estimate. I did not make another estimate
since the one they have adopted bore (pointing to the Bine Book). I
made one of 516,000 yards, and the last one I made is 513,000; now I
do not think it wili exceed 500,000 yards, owing to some of the devia-
tions that have been made~of late, saving ro-k.

Paving In rock 2457. Then that saving in the rock bas been by a deviation of theaccounted for. lino ?-It is partly due to deviations in the lino, and partly to the
cuttings turning out les rock than we had calculated for. And then
there are increases in rock quantities due to deviations in the lino.

2458. Upon the whole you think the rock quantities will be 25,000
yards less than the May estimate of 1879 ?-Ys. do not know why
they have adopted this. They have adopted it because it was the
largebt, as I bad another one in of 516,000 yards instead of 525,000 yards.

2459. But you say the 525,000 yards estimate is too small ?-That is
of rock, which I say is too high.

2460. Assuming 500,000 yards to be right, that would be a saving of
25,000 yards of rock ?-Yes.

Amount saved on
rock, 6,7ae o 2461. What would that amount to ?-68,750.

2462. What is your estimate of the total quantity of earth when the
work i8 finished? You say the return is not correct, and I want to see
what your estimate is ?-1 could not say what it will actually be.

2463. You could not say ex ctly, but you say that is not enough ?-
It is not enough by the way the work is turning out.

2464. Can you say how much more it ought to be ?-No.
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2465. I do not understand how you came to those conclusions and
Inade those calculations and not know the amounts ?-I made the
calculations and allowed 10 per cent. for shrinkage. Now I know that
in places it has shrunk more than 10 per cent., but how much more I
Cannot s:-y.

2466. I am trying to get from you your reasoning about the excess Lowering grade
of the cost of the works over the estimated cost at the beginning. You În»,a"ovement
say it is not due to the lowering of the grades, nor to changes in the be made of earth..

location, but that it is due to the substitution of earth work for trestle
*Work ?-I said that the lowering of the grades was an improvement in
ease the banks were made of solid earth, but it was not an improve-
mIent if the work was to be done with trestles. It was then a loss. It
'was an increase of the cost.

. 2467. That is coming back to the same conclusion, that the abandon-
'ng of the trestle work and the adoption of earth embankment increased
the cost?-Yes, and lowering the grades ; but if it was intended to
build it with solid embankments right through, then I say the lowering
Of the grades was botter according to those prices; but had the trestle
Work plan been adopted, the grades not lowered, and the banks after-
Wards filled in at what it would cost the Government, I consider then it
'Would be cheaper. The lower the grades to balance quantities the
botter. Thon, again, there is no extra haul allowed in this estimate
for all that immense quantity of earth that was to be hauled.

2468. That does not affect the question, because the actual cost is made
'4P Without charge for the extra haul, according to Mr. Whitehead's pro-
Position ?-Yes.

2469. We are making all this comparison upon the basis of the works
tO be executed by Mr. Whitehead, so that the extra haul is not an
elenent in the calculation ?-No.

2470. Will you explain your opinion of the effect upon the total Effect on the total
cost of this work that the changes made since the contract was lot noe*.nco co"en.
ýould croate ?-The rincipal changes in quantities is due to the lower- tract was iet,

g Of the grades, an assuming the increase in the rock excavation due
to that lowering to be 113,000 cubic yards of rock, it would be noces-
Sary that a decrease of about 565,000 yards of earth required in embank-
mentS should be made in the amount of earth to fil up those spaces, so
as to balance the cost of forming the embankments at the present con-
traet prices. The comparative cost of filling voids with trestle work,
8 against earth, is very materially increased by the lowering of the

•ades. If the intention was to complote the contract with solid earth
1 Inks, at contractors' prices, then I consider the lowering of the grades
Was beneficial; but if built with trestle work such as is now being put
l, by Mr. Schreiber, and the voids to be afterwards filled in with earth
y the Government at the actual cost of performing the sme, I think
te lowering of the grades would have the elffect of increasing the total

.0ýt Of conipleting the contract. All depends on the actual cost of
flnhga at a further date, in this last calculation. I would also state that
the bill of timber in the bill of works was made before the grades were
Iowered. It was estimated for a higher gradient than the one that is
adopted at present.

th2,471 Would the result of lowering the grade have a material effect as to Trestle work.
e quantity of timber that was tendered for ?-It would be very slight.
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2472. The diference in quantity, then, would not be material ?-It
would not b material. The superetructure-the expQnaive portion of the
timber-would b. tbe same. The lowering of the grades would have
tjhe effect of shortening the trestle work also, becaute the cUttiogs
would make more embankment and shorten the voids, leaving lets voids
to be filled. All these calculations would have to be gone into accu-
rately in order to form an estimate.

2478. In using trestle work to f111 voids, does it make a naterial
difference whether the rond is a deep one or a shallow one ?-It dos;
a very material difference.

2474. JHow does that affect the cost of the trestle work ?-Trestle
work can be formed so as to make it equal to the cost of earth filling.
The trestle plans handed to me, on which I based the last calculation,
were so expensive that the superstructure alone would form an
eighteen feet bank of solid earth at 37 ets. a yard. That I considered
to b. too expensive a trestle for the purpose.

2475. Then you mean that the superstructure alone would be equi-
valent to an earth embankment eighteen feet high, or about that, in
round numbers ?-Yes.

2476. Is the effect of that, in your opinion, that any trestle would be
advantageously replaced by earth enbankments, provided they were
not higher than eighteen feet ?-According to that plan, the bents
and trestle work would make a twenty foet bank. The superstructure
alone would make au eighteen feet bank.

2477. If the superstructure alone would be of the same price as a
bank eighteen feet high, inasmuch as every trestle work requires some-
thing more than superstructure, would it not be advantageous to do
away with trestle work in every void where it was'only eighteen feet ?
-Yes; according to those plans.

2478. Will you explain what you mean about the relative cost of
trestles to fill a shallow void, and to fill a deep void ?-The superstrue-
ture, no matter what the depth of the void, is the same. The difference
in cost between a twenty feet and a forty feet trestle bent, in height,
is very slight in comparison to the difference in cost of a twenty feet
and a forty feet earth bank.

Where a deep 2479. Do I understand you to mean this: that whenever a deep void
void can b - filled ~ I ~
with trestie work can be filled with trestle work it is advantageous to do so ?-Cer-
advantageous to tainly.
<dothis.

Banks ordered
for certain large
liulinga.

2480. But if it is a shallow void it would be botter to fill it with
earth than with trestle work ?-Certainly. In this special case there
were certain large fillings-water stretches-in which banks were
ordered to be put in. In fact I was instructed that they had been
allowed. and that those protection walls beingallowed, virtually granted
earth filling at those points. I was also instructed not to calculate
trestle work in those cases.

2481. Did you start to explain this deep filling over water stretches
with a view to showing the comparative cost of trestle and earth
embankment ?-Yes. I say that in this particular case the earth filling4
were eliminated out of the calculation that I made upon which Mr.
Rowan's calculation was based ; that these heavy fillings that would
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faave told in favour of the trestle work were eliminated, and the average

iliutber of fillings is below the paying price-that is, eighteen feet.

2482. At which points wore the deepest fillings made ? Can you
'name some of them ?-As it is now ?

2483. Yes ?-Stations 42, 215, 430, 435, 530, 570, 1445, 1705, 1eftl O
1745 and 1792. Those would be the deepest voids.

2484. Do these numbers start from the east or the weet ? - From
the east, and number to the west.

2485. Then station 1792 would be about Cross Lake ?-Two miles
.least of Cross Lake.

2486. Is there any part of Cross Lake on section 15 ?-Yes.
2487. Is not that a deep fill ?-Yes; but that was eliminated. I have

Inot given you any of the water stretches; these are the land voids.
2488. Besides those stations that yon have named, are thore other

deep filliDgs on section 15 ?-Yes, there are.
2489. For the sake of illustration will yon name the deepest filling Cross Lake the

Ou section 15, so far as yon know ?-Cross Lake would be the deepest. 5. tng on

2490. What is the height of the filling there above the base ?-It is
'eOft mud bottom.

2491. Above the stone base ?-Above the stone base it is not the
lighest.

2492. I want to know some spot where a deep filling bas been filled
with earth that might have been filled with trestie; of all those fillings
4nY one filling on the line which absorbed most earth ?-Cross Lake.

2493. Have you any idea what that particular filling would cost in
the way it has been doue, with earth, for the distance that it might
have been done by trestle ?-I understood that it took 205,000 yards to
till it. That was the calculation some two months ago before I left
,the work, and it ank the other day some five or six feet and they
Were filling it up again as I was passing. I should say it would take
low 222,000 yards.

2494. You mean for the distance that might have been filled with
trestie ?-Yes.

2495. What would that cost at the contract price ?-$82,000.
2496. What would it have cost, in your opinion, to have filled that

With trestle at the contract prices ?-That 222,000 yards is full
'uantity to fil up botween protection walls. It is not a calculation for

tho amount above rock basis. The trestle work abovo a rock basis
WoUld cost about $17,000.

Amount oreart
necessary to I
Cross Lakre.

Cost of earth
482,000.

Earth work andt
treste work
corapared.

2497. What would it have cost to put in a rock basis for the trestle
*ork ?-That would have been a big item. You would have had to
haul the rock from the cuttings for five miles to have done that. It
W0UId take about 120,000 yards to put the earth top on, and that, at 37

., would be $44,400.

2498. What would the trestle work have cost ?-The trestle work
0141d have cost about $17,500, a difference of 826,900. That is, with
O Oxpense of trestle work.

il

ÎjfN161
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contrct No. 15. 2499. I suppose that this instance you speak of at Cross Lake is a

most striking example to illustrate the benefit of trestle work as
against earth embankment ?-It is.

2500. Supposing the rock basis to have been there, the saving would
have been $26,900, in round numbers ?-About that.

2501. But supposing that the rock basis was not there, how would it
have operated upon the comparison?-Then you would have had to
put in rock points.

2502. What do you consider to be a fair length to take for the-
purpose of comparison ?-Seven hundred feet.

2503. And you think about fifty feet is the height ?-Yes.

Cost of filing 2504. ('ommencing this work now with the rock protection wall&
cross Lake only, and intending to fill in the middle of it so as to make trestle work
accordtng to
original atinea- available, what would be the expense of this most favourable example
tion, a 0, ; of trestle work ?-With full rock base and trestle work, as contemplated
ccorn $o e- by the original specification: for the rock, 8328,332; for the trestie,

8 17,500; or a total of 8345,832.
2505. To have filled that void according to the original specification,

it would have cost $345,832 ?-Yes.
2506. What did it cost as it has been executed-with earth-in your

opinion, the same void and the same depth ?-S142,500.

e165,82 n favour 2507. How much is that in favour of the earth and protection filling 1
of earth and pro- -8165,832.
tectilon Illilng.

2508. Do you mean to say that the earth embankment in this parti-
cular void is $165,000 less expensive than the rock basis and trestle
work ?-It would appear so from that calculation.

2509. In addition to that advantage, in favour of the earth embank-
ment, is there not another advantage, that the trestle work would have
to be eventually filled with earth ?-The earth embankment is cheaper
than a full rock basis.

2510. So that the change from the original intention is beneficial,
and this is the most favoured place for trestle work over the water
stretch ?-No; because the rock basis in this case is very deep. In
some eases we have very light rock bases, and very high trestles. It
is the excessive rock basis that makes the frightful cost in this case.
There is no doubt that a full rock basis would kilt the trestle work in
every case.

2511. Did it not happen that on this section several rock bases were
contemplated ? -Yes.

2512. Then was the original arrangement with solid rock bases and
trestle work, as favourable to the cost as the later arrangement of
making solid earth emkankment ?-No; it was not.

Sgold eartb
embankment 2513. A solid earth embankment was the more favourable as tocost?
more favourable -It was the more favourable of these two.
Muto coet

na dh 2514. In what other places would the trestle work be cheaper ?-
rw anY In heavy land voids.treste work

2515. Were there many of them ?-Yes, all those that I gave you,
and one or two others that I have since thought of. 1420 is another.
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2516. You have shown that in this particular water stretch the
trestile work would have cost some $164,000 more than the earth
embankment ?-Yes; earth embankment and full rock bases as origi-
mall t l t-d
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. Upon the 4ýbole,
the original ar-

2517. Taking all the water stretches together, in your opinion was iecment bor

the original arrangement for solid rock bases and trestle work super- and trestle work
structure more expensive than the rock protection walls and earth proved more ex-
enbankment ?-It was. pensive thau the

rock protectionand earth em-
2518. How much more expensive-taking the water stretches only, bankment.

first ?-I would not like to say.

2519. Would it be in the neighbourhood~of half a million in favour of
earth embankment ?-I am not done with this one yet. There is an-
Other item. That rock that we have charged altogether to your base is
!iow used to make up embankments over land 'voids in the meantime.

2520. That is in favour of the earth system ?-Yes; it is in favour of
it, but then there is a query as to whether, if there had been a full rock
base put in, there would have been such a waste of earth.

2521. You say, as I understand you, that adhering to the original
plan of solid rock bases and trestle work superstructures over the water
stretches alone, that that system would have been much more expensive
than the rock protection banks and solid earth embankments ?-I
have made no calculation for protection banks yet.

2522. I am asking you, from that illustration, whether your opinion
is that it would have been better, or less expensive, or worse, that is
more expensive, to have filled in with rock protection and solid earth
embankments over ailt the water stretches, instead of trestle work and
solid rock bates ?-As a rule the earth and protection walls are far
better, and less expensive.

2523. You mean not only more economical as to future effects, but
absolutely les expensive at the present ?-Yes.

2524. Now as to the other voids on the solid earth foundations, have
you any idea as to the comparison in favour of trestle work which you say
it would be as against earth embankments ? Take, for instance, any
Void you remember as most favourable for the trestle work system ?-In
every void over twenty feet in depth trestle work would be less
expensive than earth filling.

Land voids.

Trestie work ln
voids over twentY
feet deep less
expenigve than
earth flliing.

2525. Have you any idea what it would have cost to fill al the land
Voids, as distinguished from the water stretches, with trestle work
according to the original specification ?-I am not able to say.

2526. When did you take charge of the works as Government Took charge of
engineer on section 15 ?-In May, 1876. me ineer

'252'. That was before the contract was let ?-Yes.

2528. Then you were there when the contractor came on the ground
to proceed with the work ?-I was.

2529. Had you any instructions from your superior officer as to the
information that you were to give the contractor ?-What sort of
inaformation ?

2530. Of any kind ?-Yes; different orders.
ii1
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His instruxaetons 2531. Do you remember what the instructions were was
from superior instructed, in the first place, not to let any one know what the prices.ometer. were-not even to let my own assistants know what Mr. Whitehead's

prices were. They were printed in a book and published a few days
afterwards. I was also given general instructions to lay out the work
and give the contractor points at any places that were necessary.

2532. What kind of points ?-To lay out his work and allow him to
commence at any point ho wished.

2533. You mean on the ground ?-Yes; to lay out his work.
2534. Was that ail the instructions ?-I cannot remember exactly. I

was told to show him any plans that I had in my custody or control.
2535. You were never told to withhold any plans ?-No.

Refused contrac- 2536. Did you always give any information you could ?-I did nottors certain gi einomtothy fr
Informattou. give them ail the information they asked for.

2537. What information did you refuse ?-They asked for details of
every cutting from station to station-so much of a return in each
month.

2538. I am speaking of a time before the execution of the work;
did they ask for any information and plans ?-Yes; they asked for a
working plan and profile.

2539. Who was it asked for that ?-Mr. Ruttan asked for it. Ie
wrote to me several times.

2540. Did ho get it?-Not for some time.
Reason why 2541. Why not ?-I had neither the time nor the material to make it.

ration wa The work was going on full swing; my assistants had as much as they
could do with that work, and I repeatedly asked for stationery to make
those plans and plot my cross-sections, but I could not get it.

2542. Do you mean that they could not get this information that
they asked for because you had no stationory ?-Because I had not the
material to make them with.

2543. Did you show them the originals ?-I did not show them to
the contractor himself, but I told the contractor's engineer that he
could go to the office and look over the works with the assistants, and
examine them, or do anything he liked. Ho demanded this informa-
tion as his right, and said that he was told in Ottawa that ho would get
it-that he was to get copies of ail my estimates. I told him that I
had no instructions to give them, and that I could not do it until I got
instructions.

Vontractors com-
nenrd work io 2544. A bout what time did they go upon the ground to work ?-In

February, 1877. February, 1877, I think ho commenced work.

Wo*k ail cross-
sectined and
ocroas-sections
plotted. Were
not got from
Ott.awa Until
September.

2545. At that time bad any cross-sections been made of this work ?
-Yes; the work had ail been cross-sectioned; and the cross-sections
had ail been plotted and sent down to Ottawa. I had repeatedly asked
Mr. Rowan te have them broughit back, as I knew they wore not
required there. I could not get them back, however, until Mr. Smith
came out in September.

2546. You had no duplicates of them?-No; nor had I paper to
make duplicates on. I had the figures in my field notes.
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CeOnrmet N. 15.2547. Was any change made either in the character of the work or Changes made
the location of the work, after the contract was entered upon ?-Yes; after oontract
there were changes at different times.

2548. Do you remember what the first change was ?-Lowering the First change:
grade wa the first material change. grade lowered.

2549. About what time was that?-The new grades came out the
2 9th of June, 1877; and the work had been going on from February.

2559. That was the first material change ?-Yes.
2551. How did you come to be informed of that change ?-Some of

the pades were telegraphed to us from Ottawa, just the elevation
g ient and the rate per hundred.

2552. Were there any othèr instructions given as to change of
grade, except by telegram ?-Yes; we got copies in writing.

2553. Did they follow the telegraph ?-Yes. I pressed so bard to
get the grade of certain portions that they would have to'telegraph it.

2554. Why did you press for the grades ?-Because the contractor
w'as at work and wanted them.

2555. Had yon not the grades already ?-1 had the grades but they
Were not approved by the Chief Engineer. They were grades which I
Put on myself.

2556. Do you mean that at the time the contractor came upon the
und, no grade had been regularly and authoritatively established ?-

grade uncertainx
2557. You mean it was left uncertain ?-Yes. tractor came on

ground.
2558. Then how was there a change made if the grade had never This explained.

been established ?-I established them myself. After re-locating I put
on' the grades. I sent down a plan, profile, cross sections, and the data
that were necessary to put on the grades properly.

2559. Then these changes that came by telegraph, or otherwise, to
You, were only changes from the suggested grade and not from the
established grade ?-Yes; from my suggested grade on which I had
made up the quantities.

2560. You supposed then that when the contract was let it was let
on the grade which you had suggested ?-Yes.

2561. Then why was it necessary for you to telegraph, if you sup-
Posed that was sufficient to go on with ?-Because I was certain when
they saw the cross-sections that they would alter the grades. Tnese
grades tbat I put on were the four feet hoist, and when the line was
?located the grades would have to be adjusted.

2562 And you would write or telegraph for definite information ?-
.I telegraphed to get the grades at the different points where the

eefltractor was working. I would telegraph: " Please send me grades
betwen such and such stations."

2563j. Then the answer to your application was to lower the grado
Yre your suggested grade ?-Yes.

2564. But in accordance with your ideas as to what would happen ?-
es. I expected those changes if the contractor were to build with

165 CARR€
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contract No.s15 timber. I did not know whether the grade would be lowered or raised.
I expected that they would alter it.

2565. Why did you expect that they would alter it ?-At any rate I
wanted them authorized. I did not want to go upon my own grades.
I wanted them authorized; but whether they were to be lowered or
raised I did not know.

Change hi grade 25 6. Then this change in the grade of the line that you have spoken
sent from ttawa. of several times, was by information sent to you, either in the shape of

telegranis or letters, subsequently to the beginning of the work on the
contract ?-Yes.

2567. Do you say that they came friom Ottawa ?-Yes, from Ottawa,
signed by Mr. Smellie.

2568. Did they also send you plans or profiles showing the grades
on them Y-In one or two cases they did for short pieces.

2569. How was the grade established in most cases? Was it by
plan, or by letter, or by telegram ?-By all three.

aeeigarange 2570. After these telegrams came to you, were they always con-
or grade always firmed by letter or by plan, or by both ? -1 think so. I think I got
etflrrned by a complete liEst of grades right through.

Grade owered 2571. How long was thislowering of thegrade after the commenementfour months a fter G

the contract had of the contract ?-About four rronths after.
commenced.

2572. When the contrautor fitst -came upon the ground did you
expect that the contract woulI be fulfilled according to the specifica-
tions ?-Certainly.

2573. That is with solid rock bases in the water stretches and trestle
work superstructures ?-Yes.

2574. That was your expectation at the time ?-Yes.

2575. And you had, at the beginning, no reason to doubt that that
would be carried out ?-No.

2576. Was it carried out ?-NIo.
Reasons why 2577. Why not ?-Because I found that we could not get rock enough

odeoa"tl>oaaes for those solid rock bases within reasonable distance of the water, and
not carried out. I wrote to Mr. Rowan asking him whether rock-borrowing would be

allowed to make up the deticiency. Re answered that no rock-bor-
rowing would be allowed, but that the contractor must haul over in-
tervening spaces from the cuttings until he bad a sufficient number of
cuttings taken out to make that epecial rock base. The contractor
thon objected to that-I think very fairly. He said that if he was com-
pelled to do that it would take him an immense length of time as ho
could not put more than one or two gangs to work to get out this im-
mense quantity, and h. would either have to haul rock over a cutting
which was in progress or wait until each cutting was out to haul to it.

»rotection wala 2578. It was too difficult for him to do that ?-Yes; thon I wrote to
over whole ulne te
Rowan who Mr. Rowan and explained this barrier, and proposed that protection

apoved by wall should be put in, in place of the rock :ase.
letter, October,

18r. 2579. Over the whole line?-Yes, over the whole line; and ho
approved of that.

2580. How did he approve of that ?-By letter.
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2581. About what time ?-That would be in October, 18?7. He said c.aUaetN@. 1s,
that Mr. Smith would be coming up shortly, and would arrange the
whole thing.

2582. When you say he approved of it, do you mean that he
-authorized it?-No; ho did not at that time. But ho approved of it
'in this way, he said: "You can go on forming the rock protection
Walls for the present, until the thing is finally settled, because those
protection walls will be, in any case, a part of the rock base." In November,

1877, Rowan
2583. Whon did he say that you might go on with the rock pro- t® "o ®

tection walls at all events ?-I think it was in November, 1877. rock protection

events.
2584. I thought you had said during this ovidence that Mr. Rowan

told you that the adoption of the rock protection walls conceded abso-
lutely the earth embankment ?-That was afterwards.

2585. Then at first ho did not agree to that, that it committed the
Government to solid earth embankment ?-What I spoko about before
,as to its conceding earth embankment was after Mr. Smith came
through.

2586. But at this time he did not concede that the contractor might
Plut in earth embankment ?-No; ho did not.

2587. When he approved of the rock protection walls in November,
1877, did ho authorize you to get them done instead of the rock base ?
-le said that there would be two outside portions of the solid rock

tase, and if they were not approved of we.could afterwards fil in the
Centre.

2588. Then it was after the middle of November, 1877, that Mr.
Rowan approved of, or authorized, the eartb embankment ?-Yes; it
Was Mr. Rowan himself that authorized it.

2589. When ?-He wrote to me authorizing it.
2590. When ?-It was about the fall of 1877. I think Mr. Smith

Went away in the end of October, 1877, and it was immediately after
ho left that Mr. Rowan wrote to me saying that Mr. Smith had
authorized it. But it was previous to that that Mr. Rowan wrote to
rue saying that I might make the protection walls for the present.

2591. When was that ?-It might have been in August that ho wrote in AugutRowan
hie telling me to go on with the protection .walls for the present, as on with the pro-
they were only a portion of the solid rock bank. ie re w n or

2552. Was that for a particular locality, or all over the line ?-The
only case in point thon was at Monk Bay, station 40.

2593. Do you mean that Mr. Rowan's letter authorizing the rock
Protection walle referred to only one locality ?-I would prefer to look
at mny notes before speaking positively of those things while under
oath. (After looking at the book): On the 3rd of Novem r ho wrote me,
stating that Mr. Smith had authorized the contractor to put in the
double protection walls.

2594. Is this the letter you allude to which is published at page 109
?f the Blue Book, "lFirst Report of the Select Committee of the Stand-
ang Committee of Public Accounts, 1879 ? "-Yes; and it was about the
end of Auguet that ho wrote the other letter. That letter is not
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published.
wrote me.

It was after I suggested the rock embankments that he-

2595. That was for one locality ?-Yos; that was for Monk Bay.
2596. You think that was in August ?-Yes.
2597. Have you that letter in your control now ?-I have.
2598. ls it here ?-It is in town among my papers.
2598J. Would you be able to produce it to-morrow ?-Yes.
2599. Was there any letter previous to that from Mr. Rowan,

authorizing the change ?-I cannot remember.
2600. Those letters are in your custody now ?-Yes.
2601. And you think you have an earlier letter than any that has

been producod before any Committee ?-I think so. Not authorizing it
except in that conditional way, that it would be botter to commence
with those side walls, and we could afterwards fill in the middle and
make full rock bases.

Practice or 2602. That was not authorizing a cbange, but authorizing a stop
I tssogputeOn preparatory to the change, if it should be afterwards authorized. Now,
and have them going back to the grades of section 15, what is the usual practice upon
afterwards re-
adJusted by the that subject ? Is the engineer of construction the one who rules in
Engneer-in- the grades, or the superior officer who has not been over the ground ?-

On the Intercolonial Railway and the Pacific Railway, as far as I have
done work I have put on my own grades, as engineer in charge of the
party, to guide myself in the location, and those grades were after-
wards re-adjusted by the Engineer-in-Chief.

Final re-adjust- 2603. Who had not been over the works?-Who had not been overMnent after cross-
sectionng. the works. They were finally re adjusted after the cross-sectioning

was done.
2604. Your own views would not be carried out in reference to the

change of grades ?-No; unless I was consulted.
2605. Would you not be botter informed on the subject of the effect

of change of grade than anyone else who was not on the ground ?-
Yes; unless they had the cross-sections i would be botter informed.
I had the material written on the cross-sections.

Second change:Instructed t0 get 2606. Besides this change in the base for trestle work, was there
àuthe onth he any instructions given to you about getting all the earth you could upon

restead of using the line instead of using trestle work ?-Yes.
2607. When was that instruction given you ?-Thosewere verbal

instruotions given in 1877, I think in the summer of 1871, that
wherever borrow-pits were found available without extra haul, the
contractor nfight De allowed to form banks from them.

2608. Do you remember where you were when you got those verbal
instructions ?-Yes; about station 250.

2609. Was any one along with you when he gave you those instrue-
tions ?-Mr. Fellowes, my assistant; and Mr. Ruttan and Mr. Charles
Whitehead, I think, were there.

2610. Was Ibat considered by you at the time a change from the
original intention of the contract ?-It was certainly a change from
the intention at the time that the quantities were taken out, as I
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landerstood them. For although the quantities consisted of earth in
excavation from cuttings and borrow-pits, we had no data to go upon
as to the quantity in borrow-pits, and therefore I made no calculation
Of that amount. The idea was, when that 20,000 yards was calculated,
to strip the rock and take out the gullet afterwards.

2611. Have you within your control now the particulars of that sur-
vey of the southern line which you made s against this adopted line ?
-I have not. I have a portion of it-the protile.

2612. Have you sufficient data to give full particulars ?-I have the
calculations of quantities in the cuttings as I made them out at the
time.

2613. Hlad you at any time fuller information ?-I had.
2614. In what shape was it ?-It was in the shape of a bill of works

for the whole forty miles.
2615. Had you a profile and plans?-I had the location plan and

lOeation profite.
2616. Have you those now ?-No; I have not. Materials for a

comparison of
26l7. Where are they ?-They are deposited in the head office at ,"alisnte

Ottawa. the sonthern tine
not at witness's2618. Why were they deposited in the head office at Ottawa ?-All command, they
belng depoitedinrPlans and profiles of the road are deposited there. Ali the plans of all head office,

the surveys, trial surveys and everything, were deposited there. Ottawa.

2619. Have you looked at them since they were deposited ?-Yes.
2620. Are they to be had now ?-I saw the profile in May, 1879.

2621. There have been some changes in the location of section 15, The changes in
as well as changes in the grades; were they made by you ?-They made aceordÎng
Were made under instructions-after receiving instructions from Mr. to instructions

from Rowan oro10wan or Mr. Smith. smith.
2622. Would they give instructions without information from your- Theste lnstruc-

self, or would they be based on your own views ?-They were based tion' based onsuggestions from
0n suggestions of my own. witness.

2623. What was the object of those changes ?-Improvement of theine and improvement in the cost.

2624. Had those changes the effect of decreasing the cost ?-They The changes
had. They increased the quantities in the excavation of the cuttings, decreased cost.
but they decreased the fills, and in some places improved the allign-
rnent, and in other places we injured the allignment. The first survey
va8 Made through the wild bush without cross-sections at all, and I
always expected that when the clearing was done, and the cross-sections
tfade, I would be allowed to vary the lino a little backwards and
forwards so as to balance and get reduced quantities and cheapen the
ýWork as much as possible. When I took char e of the contract I When witness

maealterationsre-located the line as closely as I could, and made a good number of Inaorder to de.
a lterations to decrease the work without increasing the cttings. I crease the work

he waa ordered by'as ordered not to make any change and not to touch a stake. Rowan not to
touch a stake.

2625. By whom were you ordered rot to make the change ?-The
1ustructions came from Mr. .iowan.
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.centrmt No. 1. 2626. Written instructions ?-No; verbal instructions over the lino.
Thon, after great pressure I got permission to make one or two alter-
ations.

2627. Did Mr. Rowan pass over the lino frequently to inspect it ?-
Not very.

Rowan's Inspec- 2628. About how often while you were in charge of construction ?-
eular of. First in 1876, ho came out once or twice and canoed along the canoe

route over half of it that summer. Thon he came out again in the faiL
and stayed at my camp for some days at Keewatin waiting for Mr.
Smith. Mr. Smith did not come while ho was there. He was behind
time and the weather was very broken and bad, and Mr. Rowan and
I both started in for town. Mr. Smith arrived after we left and walked
over a short distance of the lino, and thon came on to Winnipeg.

2629. Thon, after the Qontract was lot ?-After the contract was let
Mr. Rowan came out twice or throe times, in 1877-once in the winter
time. I cannot remember the dates, but I have them all noted in my
diary. He was out from two to three times a year.

2630. That is as often, I suppose, as division engineers ought to go
over the lino to get c 'rrect information on the subject ?-Yes; if they
go regularly over it. If the lino had been walked it would have been
sufficient for the first year in my estimation- ho would have learned
something about the lino ; but there was no walking over it until the
summer of 1877, when I asked him to come ont and fix the structures,
and state what structures were to be put in at different points. He
thon walked for the first time one half of the lino, that is from Spruce
Lake down to Keewatin.

2631. Do you mean that at different times ho has been over the lino
sufficiently to get the information that your superior officer ought to
get ?-Not before that.

2632. That time and since ? -He did not walk over the remainder of
it until 1878, a few days before Mr. Smith walked over it in September,
1878.

Rowan did not go
*,uflcIently often
ver the 1 nend

business of road
auffered in conne-
quence.

The Department
perhaps In part
resposibie for
this.

2633. Did you apply to him to corne at other times before ho came ?
-I did, repeatedly.

2634. Do you mean that ho should have come earlier and oftener than
ho did ?-I wished him to come oftener so as to assist me and see things
for himself. In my opinion I thought it was necessary, and would
have been of ad-vantage to the work il ho had done so.

2635. Did ho give you any reasons for not coming ?-He said ho was
very busy generally, and was delayed by other work.

2636. Has the business of the road in any way suffered by his delay
or omission, as far as your opinion goes? -I think so; I think if ho had
seen it for himself and urged the thing more strongly than has been
done, ho might have got more definite instructions sooner. He did do
a good deal. He did write, you can see by bis letters, to Ottawa on
different occasions, forwarding my suggestions and his own about
matters, but no attention was paid to them.

2637. Do you mean, thon, the fafilt was not with him, but with some
one at Ottawa ?-Possibly; I should say so from the letters I have seon.
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I did not get the information I asked for, and it appears that he had Contracta*. s.
Asked for it at Ottawa.

2638 What sort of information ?-There was one instance in which Rowan propose-
I proposed that cheap masonry culverts, permanent structures, should chaeprmaïonry
be put in instead of those very expensive trestle culverts. I see by Wr by
bisa letter that he proposed that al Ottawa, but no notice was taken of notice was taken
it. It is now being done by Mr. Schreiber. He is hauling out these ofhis proposai.

trestle culverts at great expense and putting in the v ery structures that
I proposed in the falt of 1877-putting them in even after the culverts
are built, and taking out the timber.

2639. Do you mean that it would have been botter to have done it
long ago, when you first suggested it ?-Yes; and there would be no
trouble about it now.

2640. Who do you blame for its not being done ?-Some person in
Ottawa. I suggested it to Mr. Rowan, who writes to say that he fully
approves of it, and that he would make the suggestion of it at Ottawa.
1 see he did make the suggestion at Ottawa, and nothing was done.
W hose fault. it is is not for me to say.

2641. How long did you remain in charge of section 15 ?-Four witness rour
years In chargeYears in charge of construction. oe cntruction.

2642. When did your connection with it end ?-Last June.
2643. Was the work still in the contractors' hands at that time?-I aaney sent as

couild not say. Mr. Haney was sent out to take charge as superintend- wh toe Iharge
Ont of the work. without notice.

2644. Is he an engineer ?-I do not know whether he is or not; he
has a good knowledge of engineering as far as I have seen.

2645. Do you mean that he supplanted you ?-He took everything
i his own hands.

2646. Had you any letter of instructions at the time ?-No; he never
consulted me at the time. He went ahead and did everything without
cofnsulting me. I had no letter of instructions, but I wrote to Mr.
}lowan auking who Mr. Haney was, what position ho had, and under
what authority he acted. He did not answer my letter, but he told me
Verbally afterwards that he had no instructions about him at all.

2647. Had you no instructions as to whether you were to continue
in the employ of the Government at the time ?-None at all; Mr.
Ulaney walked into my office and asked to see the profiles. I showed
thema to him, and he then volunteered the information that he had
.been placed in full charge, and supposed that I did not know it, but
Would hear of it in a short time. He never consulted me in anything,
but worked just as he liked.

2648. Did you cease to interfere after dhat conversation witlh him ?
--Yes; I eeased to interfere. Then I went and saw Mr. Schreiber. I
Went out to Spruce Lake and I telegraphed that I could drive up and
see him. I drove up, and then asked him who Mr. laney was. He
said that he was superintendent in full charge. I asked him if he had
anything to do with the engineering. He said: " No, he had not." Still
Mr. Haney was making alterations and telegraphing to Ottawathat ho
had made alterations in allignment, and given instructions generally.

2649. Do you mean doing work that you would have done if you.
had been engineer in charge ?-Yes.
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contrae M.. 1s'. 2650. Who prevented you from doing it ?-I had no instructions to
make those changes. Some of tbem have been made since that I never
had instructions to do.

2651. Did Mr. Schreiber inform you that the work had been takei
over by the Government from the contractors?-He did inot inform me
officially at all. There was no information given to me officially.

2652. Do you know when the change did take place ?-I do not.
I know that Mr. Haney came on some time in February, but I am not
certain about the time. Mr. Schreiber came out in February, but when
Mr. Haney come out 1 would not be certain as to date.

WINNIPEG, Saturday, 11th September, 1880.

HENRY CARRE's examination continued:

By the iChaiman -
Rowan's letter 2653. Have yon found the letter of June, 1877, which yon spoke of

g eart- yesterday, from Mr. Rowan ?-Yes ; I have a letter of his in which he
refers to the understanding that earth-borrowing would be permitted
as far as possible. I forgot, at the time I was examined before the
Senate Committee, that I had such a letter. It had escaped My memory,
but I have fouind it now, and produce it. (Exhibit No. 86.) 1 also

Letter referring found another letter with reference to Mr. Ruttan's demand for plans
to Ruttan' la "
demand for cer- and profiles, and thatsort of thing. He says: "I may say with refer-
tain things. "ence to Mr. Ruttan's demand or certain things that it is not part of

"your duty to furnish him with any of the things asked for. These
"should be furnished from my ofice, but I regret to be obliged to say
" that it is not in my power to do so, in consequence of the fact that you
" have not as yet furnished us with either a complete plan, profile, or
"anything else in connection with the division of the railway under
"your charge, as it is your duty to do." In anwer to that I told him
that I never had been provided with the stationery to make the plans;
that the line was not finally established, having proposed certain
changes which had not been made, and that I had not then received
the final grades. Neither the grades nor the line had been established,
and no stationery had been provided. I put this in to prove that he
considered it was not in my province to hand over the things asked for,
or to make them. I produce the letter dated the 30th of June, 1877.

Accused of not (Exhibit No. 87.) I was also accused before the Minister of not having
having work In ny work in proper sha e in the time taken to do it. I produce a letterproper shape. of August, 1878, as evi ence, that they ordered me to cut down my staff

so low that it was impossible for me to do it. (Exhibit No. 88.)
Left in uncer- 2654. Was it so reduced ?-No; after bringing Mr. Rowan over thetaintyastograde. work, and showing him the absurdity of my being asked to cross-

section through the bush with only one axe man to each party, he then
allowed me to keep on a sufficient number. To prove that the altera-
tions in the grades were under consideration in July, 1878, I produce a
letter dated 31st July, 1878, wbich says: " I have received a letter to-
"day from Mr. Marcus Smith informing me that he will be at the Rat
"Portage about the middle of August. He says that the grades, &c.,
"on the section are to be overhauled and the quantities revised, so
"as to give an approximate estimate of the final cost." That proves the
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State of uncertainty in which I was kept as to the grades, even in 1878. copacs .e s.
(Exhibit No. 89.) 1 now produce a copy of a report which I made to Mr. dpev/®ffe i.
Rowan direct, dated 9th of November, 1874, showing that I did not in Ignorance or
leave ry superior officers in ignorance of the work that was done, and progress or work.

how it was being done, and the character of the country through which
I passed. (Exhibit No. 90.)

2655. Did you ever make an esti mate of the amount of rock required
tO b. excavated on this section, so as to make the rock bases according
tO the original plan ?-A full rock basis ?

2656. Yes ?- did.
2657. What did the full rock basis cal for ?-It called fbr 183,387 Original piau

yards of solid rock in excavation. yardosoii drock
exca a.tin.2658. Was that over the water stretches only ?-That was over water

stretches at ten points.
2659. Did not that include ail the water 'stretches ?-Yes; that

nlCiuded ail the water stretches.
2660. Did you ever make an estimate ot the quantity required to be

'Oeeavated to make full protection walls at the same place ?-I did at
the Saine time.

2661. What did the rock protection walls call for in excavation ?- w°le ronuired83,700 cubic yards. 83,700 rubie rarda
excavadlon.

2662. What would be the difference in the quantities ?-99,687 cubic DIfference: 99,ws7
Yards. Cuble rard.

2663. Would the adoption of the rock protection walls, instead of
BOlid bases, save absolutely the expense of that quantity of rock, or
'oruld it only release it for use at bome other place ?-It would release
t for use at other places, unless an equivalent were borrowed. If it
Wore not taken out of the rock cuttings then it would have to be
borrowed.

2664. There was a great deal more than 180,000 yards of solid rock More than 190,0(0
take out at ail events ?-Yes. taken out.

2665. Then the decision not to use it in the rock bases would not
to the expense of that much rock cutting, as it had to come out at

events sormewhere ?-Yes.
2666. You would only use it in another place instead of at the bases ?

n forring the ba-es we must use that rock, and if we did not take
Out of the cuttings the excess required must be borrowed.

t2 6 67. Iam speaking now of adopting rock protection walls; would
Work cost 8275,000 less because you did not put it in the solid

b"'e ?-No; beeause earth would have to be borrowed.
2668. Then it would only release it for somewhere else ?-Yes.

The rock had to
2669. The rock had to come out, and had to be paid for?-Yes. core out and be

paid for at ai

12610. So that the decision not to put it in that particular spot did
tan've the cost of it ?-No.
2671. There was more than that amount of rock taken out, at all

'vents? No matter where it had to be put it had to come out of the
-'ork ?-Certainl]y.
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contract . 2672. Thon it was a mere question whether it should be put in here
or somewhere else ?-Yes.

2673. The decision of not putting it into the rock bases did not save
the expense of the rock ?-It may have saved extra haul by using it
in the intervening voids. Extra haul at present is allowed in ail excava-
tion in cuttings, but not in borrow-pits. Any material taken out of
cuttings and hauled over 1,200 feet is paid extra haul for, but for
excavation out of borrow-pits, according to a new arrangment, no extra
haul is charged.

2674. Is there no extra haul for rock ?-Yes.

Rate for extra 2675. Do you rkmember what that rate was ?-A cent a yard forhanlofrock. every hundred fedt over 1,200 feet up to 2,500 feet. For a greater
distance than 2,500 feet it was paid at the rate of 13 ets. a yard.

2676. Have you made up any estimate of the rock that would have
been available at these pointe, for either the bases or the protection
walls, without extra haul ?-I could not separate it. I made an estimate
of the extreme distance on either side of each water stretch from
which it would be necessary to hautl rock, so as to obtain a sufficient
quantity to form the solid rock bases. That was in accordance withl
instructions received from Mr. Rowan ordering me to force the con-
tractor to take out no cuttings on either side of the water stretch until
sufficient rock had been obtained to form that full rock base.

2677. You mean to provent his putting it anywhere else ?-Yes.

2678. You do not mean to prevent him from taking it out, but to-
prevent him from applying it anywhere else ?-Yes; forcing him to,
haul it round or over intermediate cuts, or through intermediate cuts.

2679. Have you prepared a statement showing between what sations
in the neighbourhood of each fill over a water stretch it would be
required to take the rock to supply what was required for that parti-
cular stretch ?-I have.

2680. Have you distinguished in that statement between the rock
that would be required for protection walls and the roak that would be
requirei for a solid base ?-I have.

2681. And have you distinguished the distances ?-I have. I have
given the stations in each case between which sufficient rock, as esti-
mated at the time, would be obtained. I produce the staternent (Exhibit
No. 91. See note, page 175.)

2682. At what date was that proposed ?-It was just before I went
down to Ottawa, last May twelve months.

2683. Yes; but it was made in reference to the original quantities in
the bill of works ?-Yes; I was asked for that statement some time early
in 1879.

statement 2684. Was that statm 3nt made up so as to apply to the original
aples topresent grades at the time of the contract, or the grades as altered some-
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NOT-Statement showing quantity of solid rock required to form full rock bases for
earth banks across water stretches, and the quantity in protection walls as built,
and haul in each case.

. Stations
Rock Base. Protection Walls between which theStations. -ewe -- tc d e
Cubic yards. Cubic yards. requird rockwill be found.

83 8500 .. From 60 to 653583  .......... .512 " 86 " 88

135 8600 ..... ...... From 65-35 to 141·20
135 ..... ...... 2-800 140 "151

183 21-500 rom 141-20 to 203.60
183 ........... 4 " 172 I 205

226 33-100 ............ From 203-60 to 284-27
226 ........... 22-600 209 " 242

Il 200

28 006

25.508

17-200
...... ......

6 273

43 500
...... .....

RailwaY CoU.
strueea-

Coaaet N.

Comparative
statement of
quantities of solid
rock for rock
bases and protec-
tion walls acrosa
water stretches.
Exhibit No. 91.

........... From 284·27 to 309-20
4 000

............ From 34150 to 474-15
11-098 " 388 " 430

............ From 720 to 884
9.976 " 783 I 789•50

..... ...... From 1060 to 1113
5-900 " 1083 " 1113

.......... From 1333 to 13371-414 " 135 " 1337

From 1736-50 to 1897
14 000 " 1857 "1897

Totî Solid bas..... 183•387 83.700
Protection wall§...... 83-700

lM][e8 of solid base 99-687

293
293

405
405

795
795

1109
1109

1362
1362

1905
1905

. .Z - . - . . .. - - -- . , ,
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* so.ts' ~** whore about two feet lower ?-It was in accordance with the present
grades.

2685. So that the width of the bases would be narrower for the
present grade than according to the contemplated grade of the letting
of the contract ?- It would.

Rmalway Loca-
tien-

Contract Wo.14.
Ran prelminary
line.

Brunel Iocated as
far a Broken-
bead, 1874-75.
Forrest made
remainder of
location.

2686. These are the lesser quantities thon ?-Yes.

2687. Going back to the time of your being employed in locating the
lino on 14, do you say that you located it as far west as Red River?-
No; I never located it. I ran the preliminary line.

2688. Who made the location ?-It was made by different partie-.
Mr. Brunel located as far as Brokenhead, in the winter of 1874-75.
1 think he ran in the curves thon. Then Mr. Forrest ran the location
of the remainder of it, I think.

2689. You did not locate any part of 14 ?-No; I did not.
2690. What did you do towards ascertaining the lino to be used ?-

I made a preliminary survey, and I plotted tho plan, and laid down
what I proposed as a location, and on that proposed lino I made an
approximate profile.

2691. Were you employed on that work all the way west to Red
River, on 14?-1 was employed on the preliminary survey.

His preliminarysurvey did not go 262Ddyo
farther et hn 2692. Did you do it all the way to Red River ?-I did not; I only
eaitern boundary came to the eastern boundary of the Province.of Province or
Manitoba. 2693. Did you expect to go further west than that ?-I did.
Brunel instructed
to make a cross-
Ing on the Red
River and to run
to esterl y
boundary of
Province.

2694. Why did you not go further west ?-Because I received
instructions from Mr, Rowan-or a letter from Mr. Rowan-stating
that I was not getting on fast enough, and Mr. Fleming was most
anxious to have the work done immediately, and that therefore ho had
instructed Mr. Brunel to make a crossing of the Red River and run
easterly to the easterly boundary of the Province to meet me there.
I can produce that letter.

2695. Had the employment of Mr. Brunel for that work the effect of
finishing the preliminary survey sooner than you would have donc it ?
-Yes; it had.

eBrune's enpo- 2696. llow much sooner ?-About a fortnight. I should say I could
work bv out a have run it in a fortnight.
fortnight.
Shoal Lake te

seikru.
Instructed to go 2697. What became of your party the time Mr. Brunel came in
to Shoal Like o between you and the river ?-As soon as I had made the connectionmn easterly ffty work te mea
miles. with Mr. Bru nel's wo I received instructions t oecamp and- gù

Took soundings
ef crossing near
Selkirk.

westerly to Shoal Lake, north of the Province of Manitoba, and run
easterly fifty miles back, to join the western end of Mr. Brunel's survey..

2698. Was that the time you took the soundings of the crossing noar
Selkirk ?-That was the same time. I was engaged at the soundings
while my transit man, Mr. Forrest, was engaged at that lino. It was
merely the production of a long tangent-running a straight lino
through for fifty miles.

1ý.
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2699. As to the soundings, did you find any place that you thought vNodSIr ]ed
*Would be a proper site for a crossing ?-I did.

2700. Where was that ?-Near Mr. Bunn's residence on the east bank
"Of the river, about half a mile south of Sugar Point.

2701. Is that where the crossing is now supposed to bo, or has there
Ibeen any place fixed for the crossing as yet ?-I ar not certain. There
Was a place fixed, but whether it has been chainged since or not I do not
know.

2702. Is this place that you found suitable for a crossing ?-I was Another aurver
tOld there was another survey ordered by Mr. Schreiber within a few "rhreiber.
hundred feec of the same point. Whether that crossing will be adopted

"Or not I do not know.
2703. Have you understood at any time that a crossing place had

t) 0en adopted by the Departtment ?-No; I have not. Nothing more
than the plan showed it.

2704. What plan ?-The general plan with Mr. Fleming's report.
2705. Where did it show it to be ?-About a mile or a mile and a-half

north of Sugar Point.
2706. Has it got any name ? -The town of Selkirk is on the west

"'ide of the river, and the lino passes through it. I think there has
been an alteration since I made the soundings.

2767. Did you take the soundings at Selkirk ? -I did at the thon
proposed crossing-Mr. Brunel's proposel crossing. Since thon it has
been changed, I am informed.

2708. Which was the most desirable place for the crossing, in your
estimation ?-The one at Bunn's.

2709. How far south is that of the one you speak of as Mr. Brunel's
-erossing ?-About a mile and a-half, I should say.

2710. Did you find a good foundation for any structures across the
l'iver at Bunn's ?-1 did. I had regular boring tools and had long polos
<ut, and the tools dropped through holes in the ice, and tapped along
on the bottom. It struck solid rock every stroke, or what was taken
for solid rock, and what I believe to be solid rock.

2711. Is there a; good a foundation at the Brunel crossing ?-There
Was a more expensive one.

2712. Is there as good a foundation?-No; I fbund no solid rock
there at all. I passed through clay and loose gravel. It would be more
expensive, but siill it could be made a good foundation.

2713. Going ba-k to section 14, you say that you made an approxi-
tnate profile for the location of the line ?-I did.

2714. Did you make that for the whole of section 14 ?-I think so;
as far as I had run. Mr. Brunel had made his profile of the other part.

The most destr-
able crosng
near kiunn's.

Rock foundationa
for bridge
supports foundj
there.

At Brunel cross
Ing, foundation
day and loe
sana .

contract No.a.4q

2715. Would the bill of works offered to persons who were tendering
le made up from the quantities as ascertained by that profile ?-I
believe it was. d

2716. The quantities could not be made up, as I understand, from Quantities conid
.Your profile, but they could be made up from yours and Mr. Brunel's frm tnhe

logthe ?-esprofles of witness1(0gether Yes. and Brunel.
12
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Carre and Brunel.

2717. Your profile extended only as far west as the boundary of the
Province ?-Yes, as the eastern boundary. The present line is not at,
ail in the same position in which I laid it down, and on which I made
my approximate profile. Deviations have been made in a great number
(f places.

2718. Do you mean since the contract was let ?-Yes.

2719. That would not affect the bill of works attached to the tenders?
-It would affect the executed quantities.

2720. I was trying to find out who was responsible for the bill of
works offered to peoplo tendering ?-They were made up, I believe, on>
that. I did not make them up, but that was the only information that
was in the Department at the time.

2721. As far as you know, the bill of works for the whole of section
14 was made up from the quantities shown by your profile to ther
eastern boundary of the Province, and Mr. Brunel's profile from ther
eabter n boundary to Red River ?-Yes.

Quantities g 2722. But you did not make them up?-No ; but I wish it to be
executed mlght
vary from quan- understood that the line now is not in the position it was when I located
fro paide o it. If my profile is called in question the quantities executed may
witness In conse- vairy from the quantities made from my profile, by changes in the

uen"ce of changs cation and not from inaccuracy of the profiles.?u location ofIlne. ()~tO~ 1nCUie rtls

2723. Do you know who made up those quantities on section 14 ?-
-I cannot remember.

2724. Where were they ma-ie up?-l think they were made in
Ottawa in the winter of 1874-d5.

2 25. You were going to Ontario: in what part of Ontario will
you probably Le if we should want you as a witness a month or so,
later ?-My address will be Carleton Place, near Ottawa.

]RaIwa Con- 2726. Did you find at any time after the contract was taken by Mr.
c truceJo~. Whitehead that any of the persons acting for him, or employed by him,on were objectionable to the Gvernment ongineers-either to yourself or

to any others?--No; I cannot say they were objectionable. There
was, of course, differ once of opinion and sometimes hard feelings, but
we might have got on satisfactorily.

Wltness suggest-
ed to contracter
the reroval of
Charles White-
head and lMuttan.

2727. Was any suggestion made to the contractor at any time that
ho ought to get rid of any of the persons acting for him ?-Yes.

2728. Was that suggestion made without their being objectionable?
-You said " to the engineers."

2729. Or any one ?-That was a mere matter of opinion so far as
anything I know.

2730. Was there such a suggestion made ?-There was.

2731. To whom did it apply ?-To one Charles Whitehead, and Mr.
Rattan.

2732. Who made the suggestion to Mr. Whitehead, the contractor?
-I made it myself, for one.

2733. Did you do it entirely on your own responsibility ?-Yes.
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2734. You were not instructed to do so by Mr. Rowan or any superior Contract me. 5.

o$ficer?-No; I was not. I believe Mr. Rowan and other parties
expressed the same opinion.

2735. To you ?-I think I have heard him say so.
2736. What was the idea of suggesting that the contractor should Reason for

get rid of these persons ? - It was because of the little disturbances and suggestion.

disagreements between us; and I considered that the work was not
going on as it should. I would prefer not to be asked to give any
reasons ; I might have been wrong; it was only my private opinion;
I Would prefer that it shouil not be gone into. There may have been
bard feelings at the tirne; but I am glad to say that it has died off since.

2737. Then, as I understand, there was no such serious objection to
the coaduct of any of these parties as would make it necessary for the
efficiency of the work that they should be dismissed or parted with ?-
There were differences of opinion ; and some of my orders were counter-
mnanded by my superior officers without my knowledge, and the work
'was carried on without my being notified that my orders had been
cuntermanded.

2738. What I am asking now is, whether the retention of those parties
to whom you objected bas affected the efficiency of the work in any
vay ?-It was my opinion at the time.

2739. I am asking whether the retaining of them ha.l a bad effect on
the work ?-That is my opinion.

2740. That the work is not as well dune as it would be if they had
been disnissed ?-In some instances.

2741. In what instance ?-The cuttings were not cleaned up as they
welt along: the rock was left loose in the cuttings. I ordered it to be
taken down and the cuttings finished according to the specifications.
The specification states 'bat the cuttings shall be left in a workmanlike
Manner ; and to permit of making the final return of any cutting the
slOpes had to be dressed up and left so that there will be no danger from
falling portions of the rock. Great portion have fallen down since

then and have had to be removed; and in case of the contractor throw-
lng up the contract, or its being taken out of his hands, I thought it wa
Proper, in accordance with the spec*fication, that the cuttings should be
cleaned up and left completed, otherwise we could not arrive at the
actual cost of the completion. Bottoms were left in certain cuttings
which bave not been taken up yet. Some of then are being taken up
nOw at great expense; others of them are left in, and it is almost
lUIPOssible to get mon to go in and take them up.

Bottons Ieft In
cuttings.

2742. Why, is there any danger in taking them up now ?-Yes.

2743. What does that arise from ?---From the leakage of glycerine in o
the cracks. There were three men blown up in one instance, in drilling bottoms no left In
a hole to make the water course. eutings danger-

2744. That i while taking out the bottoms of unfinished cuttings ?-
l; that was a difference of opinion between myself and Mr. Ruttan.

.ey thought it was not necessary that this work shoufd be done, and
.rmed me that it was their intention to do it afterwards when tho

0go was passing. I objected to that on the ground that the railsight be injnared.
12ýî
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2745. By the explosion ?-By any blasting that was necessary in the
bottoms, or by throwing down any heavy rocks or boulders from the
sides. That was one cause of trouble between us. Another cause was
the loose rock estimates. They thought that I was not giving them
suificient quantities.

2746. Speaking about the pressure or objection to these gentlemen
who were employed or acting tor Mr. Whitehead, was it suggested by
any person-yourself, or any of the engineers-that it would be advis.
able to make the estimates closer than was absolutely correct in order
to induce the dismissal of those parties-in fact to shorten their allow-
ance of money ?-No, there was nothing of the kind either of myself
or of my superior officers; but I would state that, owing to the unsatis-
fhctory condition in which some of the rock was left by the contractor,
I instructed my assistants to retain a sufficiont quantity from the
estimated totals to cover the expenses of finishing up the work-that
is, of taking up those bottoms and finishing the slopes. I had to do so
in case a new contractor came on the work, as in that event he would
estimate that work at a high figure, because it was most expensivo
work. It is being done now, and is costing an immense sum of money.

2747. Do I understand then at times you would certify tlhat a
smaller quantity of rock excavation had been executed than had actu-
ally been done ?-Yes.

2748. And you would do that so that the deficiency would help tho
Government to reimburse themsolves if they had to do the rest of it at
a higher price?-Yes; it is the usual way with engineers.

2749. Then when they certify quantities they are allowed to exercise
a discretion as to whether they will put in the real quantitios executed
or a smaller amount ?-Yes.

2750. And at times you did certify to a smaller amount ?-Yes, I
did; and there wero times whon thore were errors made by myself and
by my assistants. One month a certain item would not be returned,
but it would be placed in the next month's estimate.

2751. That would be unintentional ?-Yes.
2752. But this action you have spoken of would be intentional ?-

Yes; and was done under instructions.
2753. Was it done under written instructions ?-No; verbal instruc-

tions. It was a perfect understanding between Mr. Rowan and myself.
I wish further to say that under the specification the contractor is
bound to take out exactly to slopes ; that the specification states that
no excavation shall be paid for outside those slopes, unless under a
written order from the engineer.

2754. Which engineer ?-The engineer in charge of the works ; the
specifications of the engineer-in-chief. They, in taking out their cut-
tings and using high explosives, shot portions of rock beyond the prism.
Those partions of rock, in my estimation, were left in a dangeroui
state, so that they were liable to fall down at any time. They claimed
solid rock prices for the removal of those pieces. I refusel, under the
specification, to return them, because the specification said that they
would be paid nothing for them without a written order. These
portions of rock were shot out by their own action, by the large
charges of explosives which were used. In many cases the holes were

CARRE 180
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bored outside of the prism to throw out the rock. I refused to return contaceae 1s.
it in accordance with the specification, as I understood it. The specifi- ued t°,re u n
cation says that everything shall be left in a workmanlike manner, rock or solid rock
and I understand that to mean that the cuts shall be left safe and prices, &c.

secure so that there can be no slides or slips. There is another clause
in the specification which says that after the slopes are properly formed
sbould a slide occur in the rock then that slide shall be measured and
etimated at loose rock prices. Under these clauses I did not consider
it My duty to make any return for them.

2755. Was it not used in making up the rock bases ?-Yes.
2756. And there was nothing paid for it ?-There was nothing paid

for it. The specification said clearly that nothing should be paid for
it unless it was a slide,

2757. Then these portions of the rock outside of the prism, for which
You refused to certify, came off, or were excavated, by the negligenco
Or default of the contractors ?-I could not say that it was negligence.
In some cases it was from errors of their own men in driving the hole
and blasting outside of the slopes. Sonie portions of

2758. Was there any portion of this rock outside of the prism, which rce ,,td
You refused to certify, that was excavated'without any fault of the con. without any fault

ocotractora, fortractors -in other words : that they could not perform the contract whch he refused
Without excavating ?-Certainly, there was. to certify, but for

a portion of
w ch heulti-2759. But stili you declined Vo certify for it ?-Yes. Since then I have mateîy certifie.d.

made a roturn for a portion of it.
2760. Would there have been less excavation outside of the prism if

sinaller charges and more shallow borings had been used than were
adopted ?-I consider so.

2761. Do you mean that by using larger charges and deeper borings
than were necessary they took out more rock than was necessary ?-
1 do not say deeper than was necessary, but by using high explosives
and deep holes there was more rock shot off the sides than- there would
be in a tunnel. In a tunnel they only take off about a foot.

2762. Could they have, by exercising great care, saved the excavation
of some of this roek outside of the prism, which you refused to certify
tO?-They could, I believe; but it would have cost them a great deal
iTiore to do it. I think it would have cost them more not to have
excavated outside of the slopes than it will cost them to do it as they

aVe done and lose the price. Since then it bas been decided that they
are to get earth prices to cover ail that when the contract is finally
settled. That is a case that did not come under my jurisdiction. The
sPecification says distinctly that they shall not be paid for it, and I had

O POwer to go beyond it.
2763. When you speak of "earth prices," that was Mr. Fleming's

fret instruction ?-Yes.
2Y64. At the beginning you allowed only earth?-No; I did not

'low anything.
2765. Then Mr. Marcus Smith was the first person who dealt with

that subject, by allowing something ?-Yes.
2766. In wbat classification did he allow it?-The contractor claimed

it asl olid rock, and Mr. Smith said, on the ground, that he would allow

Contractors shot
off too, iuueh rock
by the use of hig
explosives.

Tecded since to

rock.

Marcus smith
lrst allowed loose

rock prices.
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Contracto.3. solid rock. Then he came into town, and on consultation with Mr.
Rowan they reduced it to loose rock prices.

But instructions 2767. And then afterwards ?-Then after the matter was discu,.sed
rom Otaato in Ottawa in May, there were instructions to pay only earta prices for

pay only earth it. As soon as Mr. Smith deci:ed that they were to receive loose rock
on learning prices I put in a lump sum of 10,000 yards at loose rock prices, to
Mm1th'8 decision.
w°tnesaputIna cover anything outside of slopes. I had no time, and had only a few
ampsuoo,ouo days before the estimate, and I put in the lump sum, estimating it at
rk; pr e about 5 per -Vent. of the total rock excavation.

2768. Was that as near a sum as you could arrive at ?-Yes; I
intended it to be approximately correct, and thought it would asist
the contractor.

FlemTing's ordf-r
to transfer the
10,000 yards or
loose rock to the
earth coluxnn.

Gave contractors
general Instrue-
tions.

Asked to give
written rders In
certain caseki but
refused.

2769. Was any change made afterwards ?-Yes; then I was ordered
to transfer that 10,000 yards of loose rock to the earth column, and have
it paid for at earth prices by Mr. Fleming's instructions.

2770. So that the final instructions from the Engincer-in-Chief were
to allow for this material outside of the prism only at the value ofother
material that could have been used in the tilling, that is, earth ?-Yes;
that, I understand, was to cover the expense of hauling and putting it
in the bank.

2771. Was that decision adhered to until you left, to allow it only as
earth ?-Certainly.

2772. You mean that he has not been allowed anything more valu-
able than earth for this rock that foll from the cuttings ?-No.

2773. And, as far as you know, the account between the contractor
and the Government stands on that basis now ?-Yes.

2774. Did you refuse to give written orders ta trim the cuttiggs ?-
I gave them orders to trimi all cuttings.

2775. Written orders ?-I cannot remember that I gave it in writing.
I rempmber giving tbsm general orderb to carry out their specifications
and trim up their cuttings.

2776. Wore you ever asked to give written orders as to the-se special
cases ?-Yes; I was asked to give written orders for half a yard in one
place, a yard in another spot, a yard and a-half in anothpr, and so on,
and I considered it iç»possible to do it. Mr. Rowan told me togive
written orders, but I coqld not describe it vithout taking bearings and
measurements between stations; and I could not msasure it, it was im-
possible. It was outside of the slopes, and under the contract [ do not
think it was necessary. I said to then: "If you do not take it %way
now for your own good, it will come* down some time and give you
more trouble, and you will be under the expense of taking it away."

2777. What was your reason for not giving written orders to have
those projections removed ?-Because under those written ordera they
could claim the full amount for anything cut outside of the slopes
unless the piece was measured and specified, and exact distances given
between the stations. It was impossible to do it.

2778. Did you decline to do it because it was impossible, or because
yoi. considered that it was in the interest of the Government that you
shc ,d do so ?-Yes ; and I tn'd Mr. Ronwan that it was a thing that
shoi ' not be paid for, under the contract, and I would not do it. He
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'Ordered me to do it, but I told him I would not do it. If I considerel
it was my duty I would have done it no matter how troublesome it
mnight have been.

2779. Did you give Mr. Ruttan, or any one working for Mr. White-
head, that as a reason for not doing it ?-I said I could not give any
written instructions to clean up every piece of rock, but I gave them
-general instructions; and I also ordered, where there was a natural
Cleavage of the rock which, from the action of frost or other causes,
Would cause a portion of the rock to fall into the eut, that it should
be measured and returned, even where they would have to take it out
to save their own men from danger.

2780. Did you do that in all cases ?-In all cases, as far, as I
rOnember, where it was natural. I can show poir.ts on the ground
'Where it was donc.

2781. As a matter of principle can you say what rule you adopted
aS to the measurement of rock found in earth cuttings ?-I do not think
You can bring in a matter of principle in their case, because I do not
think there ever was a specitication similar to theirs.

2782. What was your principle ?-My first principle was to estimate
*s closely as I could, the number of stones that I found, or I saw, in
the cuttings, and estimate the quantity in cubie yards.

2783. On what rule ?-The specification said, over fourteen cubie feet
and under Iorty was to bo loose rock. A stone fourteen cubie feet is a
littie over three feet in diamoter if it is perfettly round. That is a very
large stane, and would require derricks to hoist it.

2784. You called that loose rock ?-Yes.
2785. And over forty feet ?-Over forty cubie feet was solid rock.

2786. And under fourteen cubie feet ?-Was earth.
2787. So that any stone found in an earth cutting, under fourteen feet,

would be called earth, and you só estimated it in the contractor's
Work ?-Yes; as well as I could.

2788. Was there any change made in that mode of estiniating ?-
; I gave instructions that large stones of that kind should be left in

the clttings until they were measured. That was objected to by the
montractor's engineer. He claimed that it would be very costly, and
tbat it would be impossible for them to do it; that the cuttinga would
be choked up, and that I ahould gues8 the percentage. I receivel
'*itten instructions to do so.

2789. To estimate tbem as you went along ?-Yes ; to estimate them
a we went along, and see how much percentage of loose rock there was
n the cuttings. As I could only go over it once or twice a month I

couidered it a very inaccurato way of estimating. However, I
Oeceived written instructions to estimate the percentage. I did that to

the"best of my ability, but Mr. Ruttan and I differed on that point incalculating the quantities-that is, as to whether tbere could be
MOsibly 100 cubie yards of loose rock in 100 cubic yards of
ecavation when the crevices were filled up with earth or sand. Wo

'ditered on that, and Mr. Ruttan claimed 40 per cent. over and above
Iy estimate. Mr. Marcus Smith then came out on the line, and he
<)rdered all small stones to be piled into waggons, and the number

anway cm%
struction-
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Vontract o. 1.' of stone-filled waggons to be kept count of, and the number of
earth-filled waggons. Mr. Ruttan got a number of books ready,
which ho handel to his foreman, and they kept track of the
loose rock. In coming over the line and seeing the men lifting
these stones in their hands and loading them without a derrick.
into the car, I would ask the foreman : " How do yon return that
to the contractor ?" " Oh, that is loose rock, sir." Each one of those
stones was from six inches to a foot in diameter, instead of being three
feet in diameter, so that I saw there was no dependence to be placed
upon it. The work was ail put into the hands of their own foremen
who were rated according to the amount of work they did, and it was to
their advantage to return as much loose rock as possible, because it was «i
higher price than earth and more difficult to handle, and showed a
great deal of work done in their cuttings. 1 considered it no way to-
estimate it. I also instructed my assistants to obtain the number of
car loads from the contractors as far as possible and let me know themi
Fo that I might see what they were doing. I believe that there were-
instructions issued to the foremen not to give us those quantities, so
that I was then left to go on my own resources and etill go on estim-
ating percentages in accordance with Mr. Smith's new definition of'
loose rock.

Marcus Smith's
new deninition of
louse rock.

Smith's instrue-
tion'

2790. What was his definition ?-It was that ail small stones anda
boulders were considered loose rock, and that they were to be estim-
ated in the pile that they would make in embankment, whereas the
specification says that everything shall be measured in excavation.

2791. I am asking what Mr. Marcus Smith directed ?-Me directed"
that they should be put into those cars, and that the number of car
loads should ho ascertained. I went on ascertaining the percentage or
that new definition as far as I could guess.

2792-3. Do I understand you that Mr. Smith's definition was that aIl
stones ofa certain size found in the earth embankment should be put
together in a heap, and the cubic contents estimated as loose rock.
instead of earth ?-Yes.

2794. Did you follow that practice ?-I did as far as I could.
2795. Did yon follow it by estimating the percentage, or by measur-

ing those quantities ?-By estimating the percentage. The contractor-
had refused to pile them.

2796. Could they not ho measured in waggons, or loads, as well as in
piles ?-Yes ; if I had gone te the expense of putting a Government
man on to keep track of them.

Smith wlsbed to
"have Emal stones 2797. Do I understand you to say that Mr. Smith directed yon to

and bouiders measure them in heaps or in quantities when they were put together?eitlmated as
loose rock in a -Yes.
heap on the
* ground. 2798. How do you understand in what shape quantities they were to

ho put together. Was it in heaps on the ground, or in the waggon'?-
Heaps on the ground.

2799. What was his instruction ?-That was his instruction ; if there
was to be so great a difference between my estimate and the contractor's.
estimate that we could not come to an agreement about it.

2800. Was that done ?-No; it was not.
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2801. Why was it not done ?-The contractor preferred the other Contract N.. 15..

Portion of the instructions-that is the keeping track of the car loads.
2802. Was that part of Mr. Smith's instructions ?-Yes.
2803. Then his instructions were not to have them piled in heaps on

the ground ?-They were both his instructions; you will fnd them in
bis letter at page 113 of the Blue Book: " First Report of the Select
Standing Committee on Publie Accounts, 1879."

2804. This letter is directed to Mr. Rowan ?-Yes.
2805. Was a copy ever sent to you?-Yes; a copy was sent to me.
2806. I understand those instructions to be to this effect: that if you

and the contractor, or his engineer, differed so that no satisfactory
arrangement could be made, then the only course was to separate the
stones from the earth, leaving the stones in the c.uttings, piled so as to
be neasured at convenient intervals of time ?-Yes.

2807. You and the engineer, as I understand you, did differ, and there
wVas no satisfactory arrangement arrived at ?-No; there was not-at
least I could not get from the contractor what his estimates were.

2808. Was there a satisfactory arrangement arrived at ?-No.
2809. Thon were the stones left in the cuttings to be piled ?-No,

they were not; the contractor refused to do it. Ie said, he could not
do it previously.

2810. So as to that matter you obeyed what you considered to be the
substance of Mr. Smith's instructions ?-1 went as close to it as I could.

2811. Was there any change made in that respect ?-There was a Large increase li

lare increase in the amount of loose rock estimates. I was ordered to lo"e rck

'goback over my previous estimates and increase them. I did that with estimates In
the contractors. I went over my previous estimates to the date cf S°mnthYIntrue
these instruetions, and I made as satisfactory a return as I could with tion".
the contractor's engineer up to the end of September, 1878.

2812. Do I understand you that after the instructions of September2 0th, 1878, you applied the same system to the previous work and
increased the estimates as if these instructions hai existed from the

eginning ?-1 did.
2813. Do you know how much yon increased the cost of the work,

by that estimate, going back before September, 18178 ?-Between 4,000
and 5,000 yards, as well as I could remember.

Practice based on2814. Was this practice adhered to as laid down in the instructions smith's instrue-
Of September, 1878 ?-It was adhered to, as I told you, up to the end downtoMay, 1879,of May, 1b79, when I received verbal instructions from Mr. Rowan when Rowan

ordered wltness
t go back and reduce from the very beginning, and to only return the to made returns
leose rock quantities exactly in accordance with the specification. oh blnntng I*nm

accordance with
thspecifIcations.2815. And that was what ?-Stones only between fourteen and forty structed t

. bic feet. I was working hackwards again, and reducing what I had revise workdone
increased. There were three different instructions, and 1 was instructed ent orders, and
o Work it ail back again. to reduce.

- 2816. Then the last estimate made between the con tractor and the
'Government was on what basis, as to loose rock, because you say you
1ad to rectify it ?-I was instructed to do it and I partially rectified it.
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Took off 4,000
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Mmith's instrue-
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carried out.
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-ail stones,
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feet rernoved by
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I took off the 4,000 yards that I knew had been increased by Mr. Smith's
instructions.

2817. That was for the work donc before September 20th ?-Yes.

2818. Then between September 20th and these instructions of Mr.
Fleming's ? -I have not done anything since except to measure by the
strict letter of the specification.

2819. Does the last estimate remain on the basis of the Smith
instructions of September 20th-that is to say from that period to May,
1879 ?-As I say I partially rectified it. Up to the end of September,
1878, i returned according to Mr. Rowan's instructions; from the 20th
of September to the end of May, 1879, I returned according to Mr.
Smith's instructions, and from that date to the day I left, I returned
according to Mr. Fleming's instructions. I also went back and roduced
the previous eitimates of quantities by the amount, or by nêarly the
amount of the increase between the Rowan definition and the Smith
definition up to September, 1878. It is a most mixed-up thing.

220. The whole accounts at present are based upon this : the Smith
period between September, 1878 and May, 1879, includes a larger esti-
mate for the loose rock than ought to be included if the Fleming
instructions are right ?-Yes.

2821. So that if the Fleming instructions are right, something ought
to cone off their account as allowed them under the Smith instructions ?
- Yes; and also off the Rowan period for the difference betweeu the
Fleming definition and the Rowan definition.

2822. Did you include in your returns, or estimates, as loose rock'
rock which required to be deait with by blasting and derricks ?-Cor-
tainly, derricks or blasting were necessary in ail casas to remove
any of those stones that are, according to the specification, to class as
loose rock. Men rannot get around to lift fourteen cubic feet of rock
on a car without a derrick or blasting.

2823. As a matter of fact, were ail tihe stones between fourteen cubic
feet and forty cubic feet removed by blasting and derrick ?-No; they
were not.

2824. Was a large proportion of them so removed ?-Ys.
2825. About what proportion ?-I could not give you an estimate.
2826. As much as one-half, do you think ?-Yes.
2827. As much as three-fourths, do you think ?-No.
2828. Somewhere between one-half and threc-quarters?-I should

say se.
The rest removed 2829. And bow were the others removed ?--The others wereby crow bars lotoLhe®dumpr removed by crow-bars iito the dump, and sometimes outide of the

d .mp.
2830. And the quantities so removed, you think, would be some-

where between one-quarter and one half of the whole ?-Yes.

2831. Did you en estimate them as loose rock because you believed
that they were within the meaning of the specification ?-These
answers refer to stones and boulders, and not to loose rock in situ.
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Ooiltract No. 13.2832. Did Mr. Rowan, or Mr. Smith, limit you to any percentage

'wbn you were estimating the loose rock in the cuttings ?-MIr. Sm:th
8 ays it seldom exceeds 60 per cent.

2833. I an asking whether you were limited to any percentage ?-No, a s t c-

Iwas not limited. I do not remember that there was any percentage, rock and eart.
but I had better put in this letter of Mfr. Rowan's on the subject. lit is
the best answer I can give to that to give the instructions I received.
(Exhibit 92*.) See Note below.

2834. Did you, yourself, limit the percentage of loose rock returns
in the cuttings ?-I did. I must limit it in each case to a certain
avnout:t.

2835. Did you ?-I did. In each case I limited it to the percentage J Witness limiteed
allowed, but I did not consider it right to return over a certain per- fo'o"roIn each
eentage. as XIng

per cent. as
2886. What was that percentage ?-Sixty-five per cent. t®ue "aximumw.
2837. No matter how much was there ?-I said it was impossible that

there could be more than 65 per cent.; that the remainder mubt
be Pand.

2838. Do you mean that no matter how close those boul'ders were in sonie cases
together you would never estimate over 65 pr cent. of the whole underMarcus
bli1k ?--.In some cases J did under Mr. Smith's instructions. I know tions gave more:

In one case 9,jthe very first case I gave 90 per cent. before I began to think the prcn.
'natter out and consider it.

2839. But after you considered it did you then refuse to estimate
ver a certain percentage ?-I wrote a report to Mr. Rowan, stating

that it would be impossible that there cou d be more.
2840. I am asking whether you did it ?-I did estimate as high as
per cent., and up to 90 per cent. on one occasion.

2841. What was yotir general principle as to the percentage to which
Yon wfuld limit the whole amount?-Sixty five per cent.; that is, up
to the time on which I received the letter from Mr. Rowan, the 22nd of

uly, 1878. I wrote a report on the matter then in answer to the
lePort of Mr. RBttan, which claimed 100 per cent. as the maximum.

2842. Did you not give written instructions to your assistants not to
rtul'r' more than 65 per cent. ?-Yes; at one time I did. I said that
Wa8 the maximum that could be.

2843. Was that adhered to afterwards ?-No; it was not.

di NoTC-* in Rowan's letter which is dated Winnipeg, 22nd July, 1878, Carre ia
"c!ted to " Decide in aIl cases wbat proportion to the beit of your judgment of a Rowan's botter.

elitting is loose rock and what clay, saud, &c., as defined by the specificatiou. Having
e ied this point, the area tbus arrived at is to be returned under the head to which it

'Os. If half of a cutting containng 100 cubie yards is loose rock and the other
rocksand and dclay, you return the latter at earth prices and the remaiader as loose

* canot say what the Government intend doing in reference to the
a ~Yflgthe banks solid and doing away with ail trestles. I repoîted sane time ag.

,rour of this course. Ur. Fleming also recommended the same ; but I bave as yet
bl t O instruetions on the subject. ln the meantime, 1 would say it is nos destra.o ake borrowing-pits in which the loose rock would form anything but a veryProportion indeed of the amount of material to be borrowed therefrom."
DiPts letter endorsed by Carçe: " Definition of loose rock-ntt to lay out borrow-' here loose rock would be claimed."
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on1ract 10. 15. 284 1. Did you change your mind on the subject ?-No; but I got
instructions.

2845. Was it adhered to up to the time of the Fleming instructions?
-It was adhered to up to the 22nd of July, 1878.

2846. That was before the Smith instructions ?-Yes.
Wrote to Smith 2847. Did you ever consider the subject in reference to this contract
permanentbridge of using, in some places, permanent bridges over the water stretches?
at station e2 or -I did; and I wrote to Mr. Smith recommending one at Lake Decep-

tion, crossing about station 792 or 793. The embankment there will b
over seventy-five feet in height on a bad bottom, and expensive work to
get protection walls in. I proposed that as we could get rock foundation
at water level on both sides that they should put a 200 or 210 feet spaa,
over it.

2848. Would that be a saving ?-I think so. I had no data to go on
a to what bridge they would put on. Mr. Smith was examining it
with a view to viaduets, and I gave him some information after that.

WINNIPEG, Monday, 13th Sept., 1830.

CHARLES
MACKENZIE.

Ltveg at sarnia
where he carries
on alone the
bu si nes of a
hardware
maerchant.

Was in partner-
ship with his late
brother John
Mackenzie from

e857 untIl bis
death, 187é7.

CHARLES MACKENZIE, sworn and examined:
By the Chairmian:-

2849. Where do you live ?-At Sarnia.
2850. Are you in business there?-Yes; the business of a hardware

merchant.
2851. Alone or in partnership ?-Alone.
2853. Ilow long have you been in business there ?-L have been

ihere since 1852. I have been in business for myseif since 1857.
2153. Have you had any partners since 1857 ?-Yes, my late brother

John was with me in business. We were together as J. & C. Mac-
keuZie until bis death in 1877-threo years ago. Since his death I
have carried on the business myselif.

2854. How long before bis death were you interested as partners ?-
Since 1857-from 1657 to 1877.

2855. During that twenty years you and your brother John were
jointly interested ?-Yes.

Jnterested in no
other business 2856. Have you been interested in any business at any other point
Coper &Fair- exeept Sarnia ?-No; except with Cooper & Fairman, of Montreal.
man, Montreal.
Went In with 2857. During what period were you interested ?-In 1872 I went in
Inkr&Fairman with them.

AsspeelnPartner 2858. What share had you?- was a special partner. I put in
put In *I5,0w. $15,000 of capital.

2859. Do you mean that you only had profits on that capital, or if
not, in what respect were you special partner ?-Pròbably you wili
allow me to make a full statement. It is in reference to the steel rails,
and I may be allowed to make a full statement respecting the whole
transaction. Before saying arything I would remark that in the

Steel ]Rail..
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elnmmons I am called upon to produce all papers, books and accounts.
As you are aware, I am 1,500 miles from home. I am here to see the
(cOuntry, on pleasure, and I have no means of refreshing my memory
as to dates. Therefore in speaking or making any statement I am now Asspectaipartner

going to make, I cannot speak exactly as to dates. I would simply nor did he inter-
%tate that in 1872 I formed a co-partnership with James Cooper and nr h tor
Prederick Fairman of Montreal. I was a special partner and they the business.
Were general partners. I put in a capital of 815,000. As a special Cannot give
Partner I had no charge whatever, nor had I any right to interfere in forst'eelrallew
lie management of the business. I took no charge of it nor did I called for. His

partners becamneintorfere with the management of the business. I was in Sarnia during tanderers of
the whole time that I continued with them. 1 cannot say what year, awhch e was not
bt it must have been shortly aftorwards that those tenders for steel fact that theybu hat u te
rails were called for. I cannot give dates. They þecame tenderers ho tecur' hasfor the steel rails. At no time did they ever inform me that they were made public.
tendering for steel rails, nor did I know it until I became publicly Witness took the
aware that they were contractors and had secured the contract. I took tr et omee
the earliest opportunity afterwards of meeting Mr. Cooper at Toronto, Cooper at'loront

5andlInformhtnxm
and I at once said to him that since he had became a tenderer for the that lie (witnes4l
Contract with the Government tha I would retire from the partner- 'at" re from
'hip, that I did not wish to be connected with any contract with the Cooper remon-
Government of which my brother was a member. He remonstrated strated on the
with me very strongly as to the injustice of my course in retiring has"ackenzie's
enlddenly from the partnership in which, he said, my name gave him nae gav theua8trength andstrength and credit. He was very solicitous that I should not do so. credit.
I was firm, and determined to retire, and told him so. Mr. Fairman, On Fairnanx's
he then informed me, was in England, and I could accomplish no [tur" {rom Eng.

9 landwent to
dissolution until bis re;prn. Immediately on Mr. Fairman's return I Montreal and

dsovdpart.'Vent to Montreal and dissolved the partnership. nershp.
2860. About what date was that ?-That is exactly where I am noes not remem-

5 8tray; i cannot give dates. If you can give the date at which thiat ber date.
Cofntract was given, then it was the very same year.

2861. Do you know the number of the contract ?-I do not. I never Never paw
eaW the contract. I was never connected with it. contract.

2862. Do you remember about the quantity of steel rails they Knows nothing
tendered for ?-I do not. I may say here that I know nothing of te ts"ne. would
business, and I would receive no information from them in regard to il. jr'eiven (rom

would not discuss it. them in regard to
2863. Do you remember what time of tlhe year it was, whether it it, nordisuxs IL

Was spring, sumner or full ?-It certainly must have been spring or
suimer.

2864. I am speaking now of the date you went to Montreal to Thinks he went
dissolve the partnership ?-I think it was in the summer, and I am not sumnotera

Positive. My memory is very poor for dates, but it can be certifiei InsIsted on retir-afterwards. I insisted on the dissolution then, and accomplished it. Ing,andtook from
retied from the firm. My capital in the firm was $15,000. I took ,rm in paymen,

frorn them in payment of that capital three notes of $5,000 each. They three notes (or
said to me: " Now, if we make any pi ofits out of this contract, since you Cooper&airman
have refused to romain in the firm, it is but fair, since you have helped told h em itswas
'8 to start, that you should receive and take part of the profits." That receive part o the

refused positively and would take nothing whatever either in promise proft en this
in fact. Until the present moment I have never done so, and I have itefused to take
Promise from them in any respect whatever, and if I had I would roniseorinfact.
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During all those not receive it. My capital was withdrawn in the shape of three notes

r'sr° of $5,000 each. I would take the opportunity also of saying
rals, witness that during ail those negotiations for tenders with the Government
o Bon. ex.ro for steel rails, that I never once wrote to Mr. Alexander Mackenzie at

Mackenzie ae Ottawa; I never spoke to him, nor did he ever write to me or speak
a ke to him, nor to me in regard to steel rails or contracts with the Government. The
did Hon. Alex. ta
Mackenzie rite only time that I spoke to him in regard to the matter was after the
or speak to contract had been let. I met him and told him that since I found
tote"rairs a Cooper & Fairman had become contractors with the Government I had
Gonrnentwthle resolved, though against my interests, as I loaked forward to that being
Only limewitness my future business in Montreal, to withdraw entirely feon the firm.

lex. t eion.e His reply to that wqs simply that I must use my own judgment. That
about steel rails is ail the conversation, communication or otherwise, that I have ever
was after the
ontracthadbeen had with Mr. Alexander Mackenzie with regard to steel rails, and that

let, wben e olv is my whole connection with it from first to last. Up to the presenthlm of hls rem>lve m
to withdraw from moment I am not a benefitter, except a loser by it in any way ; a loser
irm. in this respect: I abandoned that business, though I had intended to,

make it the business of my life and establish myseif in Montreal.
2865. About how long had you been connecte I with this firm before

the contract for the steel rails ?-It was in 1872 that I made that
arrangement, and the contract for steel rails was about a year or two,
afterwards.

Does not know if
Cooper&Fairman
wert Interested In
the contract wlth
Guest& Co.. or
in that with lhe
1 bbw Vale Mteel
& Iron Co.
Abaolutely avld-
ed ail knowledge
or conversation
In regard to thie
business, sînce
imnmedlately
after the dissolu-
tion.

Never had a
couversatio a
içltlb pantnera
T4efj*c.ing steel

General condi-
tionr or specal
partflersuip.

2866. Do you think between two and three years would be about
the lime ?-I think so; that wili establish the date absolutely (pointing
to a Blue Book), and, of course, I can certify it afterwards if nocessary.
It must have been in the year 1875.

2867. Do you think that Cooper & Fairman were interested in the
contract which was spoken of as having been made with Guest & Co ?
-1 do not know.

2868. Or with the Ebbw Vale Steel & Iron Co. ?-I know nothing at
ail of it. I may state, further, that I absolutely avoided ail knowledge
or conversation in regard to their basiness from that day to this.

2869. Do you mean before this transaction with the Governmont ?-
Immediately after my dissolution with the partnership.

2870. Before your dissolution did you avoid ail conversation with
Cooper & Fairman with regard to steel rails ?-Immediately after I
avoided it.

2871. But before your dissolution did yon avoid conversation with
them in refèrence to steel rails ?-1 never had any conversation with
them. I could fnot have conversation about them, becau-se I did not
kùow of it.

2872. Before the dissolution were you made aware that they were
interested in any contract with the Government in the name of Guest
& Co., or any other name ?-No.

2873. You say you were a special partner ?-Yes.

2874. Upon what general conditions ?-The general conditions of
special partnership are these: The special partnvr is only liable for the
amount of his capital; and the special partner, under the law, as I
understand it, is not allowed to enter into the general management of
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the business, otherwise ho would become liable for ail the debts of the Profits were to be
Partnership. The terms, if I recollect rightly, as to the division of equally divided.
profits, was that the profits shou'd be equaily divided.

2875. Then do you understand your partnership to be on this condi-
t'O" With them: that you should put in 815,000, and should got one-
third of the profits, and bear one-third of the loses for the capital you
put in ?-Yes; that was my understanding.

2876. Was there any wi-iting on it ?-There was a general partner-
paper drawn up. I have not got a copy, and I do not think I ever

2877. Then if ail the capital of the partnership was lost, and further
lbilities existed, you would be free from any liability on account of

ýho8e ?-No; a special partner is not liable any further than his cap.ital.

2878. I am not speakinz about the general law, but about the
rangement ?-The arrangement was not different from that.
2879. So that in putting in your 815,000 you ran no risk of losing

QOre than that ?-No.

Ran no risk of
loslng more t&ba5
?]5a°OUand lf
profite were
realized would

2860. And if profits were made you should have the profits to the s
eXtent of one-third ?-Yes.

2881. lBefore the contracts were made betwoon your firm and the Previous to
overnment, bad they been in the habit of sharing profits with you? Governrnent

0; there were no profits. ,e®e were nuo

2882. Why not ?-The business had not made any profits up to that
tile. They were a new firm, and had been extending their business.

2883. lad there ever Leen an investigation of the affairs of the firm ?
2ot to my knowledge.
2884. lad you never been informed by your partners as to the state nIad beeninfurm-

ofthe business ?-They informed me in a general way that the business as We staotha be0 i several instances profitable, but in other instances that the business.
they had lost. The general statement was that they had not lost any
tuoney, but lbey had not made any money.

2885. Bosides informing you that they had not made any money,
ty night have iniformed you that they had lost ?-[ think one year

t'Y said they had lost, but the amount I cannot Pay. They lost during
Year, I can recollect very weil.

2886. IHow much was the loss ?-I cannot remember, but I remember
Werywell that one year they mentioned that there was a loss.

2887. Was it a large loss in proportion to capital ?-No.

> .t Whati was your understanding of the whole available capital Available capitalof firm at the time you entered the partnership ?-There was my Of °lrmw, 0, and then Mr. Fairman put in several thousand dollars.

2889. More than you ?-No; less than I did.

it 2890. 1 ow much less, do you think ?-Well, now, I cannot say, but
strtk0 ne it must have been in the vicinity of 87,000 or 810,000.

28 91. What did Mr. Cooper put ii ?-There was an arrangement
e With a Scotch firm who gave them a large credit, but the capital
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that Mr. Fairman and I put ini-and I think Mr. Cooper had some $1,500
or $2,000-was all the cash capital, as far as I am aware of.

Something under
*e5,r» would 2892. So that something under 825,000 would represent the actualrepresent actual
casheapitalofthe cash capital of the who:e firm ?-I think so.
alrm.

2893. Any transactions larger than that would be upon the basis of
credit ?-Yes.

2894. What was the last information that you got from your firm,
before you beard of those tenders, as to the state of the firm's affairs
generally ?-Well, I could not state that positively. I think I must
have been in Montreal the year previous, and hai often seen them. I
was usually in Montreal once or twice a year, not more than that.

2895. I am asking you what your information was ?-My informa-
tion as I said before, was simply ot that character, that they had made
losses; but I cannot state to you what those losses were. That can

Has neither be easily found out.
papru or booksor l'ett.ers tO show 2896. I suppose you have papers or- books that would show it ?-No.
what losses of
alrm were' 2897. I suppose you have letters from them on that subject ?-No; I

have no letters upon that subject that I recollect of.
2898. Was the impression derived from thejff 'matin you got

that the capital was gone ?-No; but that it was
28 9. To what extent ?-Several thousand dollars.

$aw no balance
sheet ; trusted to,
the word of h l
partner ; recelv-
,ed ' mpression
that ca ital was
lm paired o the
extent of one-
hlIf.

2900. " Several thousand dollars " is very vague ?-I did not take
that active interest that I should have done, because I îad a very large
amount of confidence in the parties engaged in the bnsiness,

2901. That was in the beginning?-Yes; for two years.
2902. Do you mean that at the last time you got any information

from your partners as to the affairs of the firm, that you did not take
sufficient interest in them as to get a positive impression as to the pro-
portion of the capital that was impaired ?-No; I would not say that;
but I had not seen a balance-sheet.

2903. You trusted to their word ?-Yes.
2904. What impression did you get from that ?-That the capital

was impaired.
2905. To what extent ?-Certainly one-half at that time.
2906. Wap it more than one-half?-No; I do not think it was.

I been examined in Ontario I could have got all the information.
Had

Never pald any
on et. Notes

yet >I1n ie posee-
iglou.

2907. Assuming thtt it was to the extent of one-balf and you had
then decided to go ont of the partnership ; upon that basis how much
of your capital could you withdraw? -Perhaps you would allow me
to state thaýt I have never been paid my money yet. I have those
notes in my possession yet unpaid.

2908. That does not affect the question at all. I am asking yoU,
according to your understanding of the terms upon which you were
partners, and having an impression that one-half the capital was gono,
when you dissolved how much of your capital ought you to have taken
out ?-I could not say that one-ha f of the capital was gone at the tim2O
I withdrew, but at one time during the co-partnership it was.
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2909. Did you not understand my question to have relation to the cannot say iast

Iast date of the information of the partnership affairs ?-Well, you see tia ega-inthat is where I am very much astray. I cannot say the last date of the ggrs
information about partnership affairs. 1 think that when I dissolved he dtssolved he

With them I had perfect faith in their solvency thon. Ind perfec .

2910. You mean at the actual date of the dissolution ?-Yes.
2911. But that was after the tender for the rails ?-Yes.
2912. I am not speaking of the state of their affairs after they had

4he advantage of this contract ?-No; they had not delivered any rails
at all.

2913. But they bad the advantage of the Government promise?- d vhn the had
Government
promise.

2914. I am trying to find out from you now, at the last date of the *itness'uimpres-
information from which you received any impression from your part- sirn that the year
"ers as to the amount of capital left available to the firm, and before prorntract was the

the impessiontandin hie honesawthe tender for the rails, what was your impression about the standing h ne rsaw
"of the firm ?-I think I understand you now. At one time they had whenay ld
told me the capital was impaired, and afterwards they had done a great Em"kney
deal better; but my impression the last time that I had seen them- When hi dlssolv.

that ust ave d asked for nobat must have been, of course, the year previous to their contract for statement;of their
the raila-was that they were going to get on ail right, that they were affer dld

V_ ~ ~ ~ te offer il. idnt
blaking money; and when I dissolved with them I did not ask for a
Statement of their affairs, neither did they offer it.

2915. At the time you dissolved ?-At the time they dissolved;
but My impression was at that time that they were in a far better
PO%1tion than I understood from my previous conversation.

2916. Do you mean that before the tender for the rails you were led Berore tender for
to believe that their position was improved as to the amount of capital? baellelvehat heie
-Yes. poslion was

improved.
2917. Did you remember that awhile ago when I asked you the Expianation of

foregotngpreviouîs question on that subject?-I was a little confused as to the answers.
drift of your question. My statement is this now that I thoroughly

nillderstand you: that on several occasions they had told me that they
lad lost money. You asked me-" to what extent? " I told you that my
impression was, to the extent of several thousand dollars. 'lhey had
4fterwards recuperated, and my impression was then that they were

tertaiinly better off than they had been before they had lost money.

2918. Did they state to you about the proportion of the capital that
they had lost before the tenders ?-They must have stated it to me in
a general way, but I did not get the figures. It might have been from
47,Oo to $8,000.

2919. That was less than half ?-Yes.
29 20 . Was it, in fact, impaired to the eKtent of less than one-half ?-I Had impression

hould say I had the impression that it was about from $7,000 to tnataca0WmPas
000, ;7,00 to $10,000.

2921. Do you say it was one-half ?-Iem recollect those figures.
2922. I am asking you now not for exact figures, but for the impres-

%lo Made on your mind ?-The impression on my mind was that the
'eaPitatl was impaired, but to what extent I could not say. Their im-
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prossion was, it was impaired, seriously impaired, but to what extent,
whether it was one-half, or three-fourths, I could not say.

2923. Was it the whole ?-I am certain it was not the whole, but my
impression is that it was under half.

Although capital 2924. Had you the impression that if the capital bad been impaired
natheriarn im. by these business men, in whom you had confidence, that it would be a
paired, di l not good transaction t> get out of the partnership with the whole of
with his own your capital ?-I bad not.
capital intact
a good trans- 2925. You thought that the hope of future bu>iness would be better
action. than the capital which you took out ?-I certainly had the hope, and I

was satisfied that the business would be successful.
2.>26. Do you mean that yon thought you could manage the business

better than thev did ?-No ; but I was satistied that, with my assistance,
if I had gone down there, I could have made it my business with them;
I had no fcar for the business at ail. You will permit that to go on
evidence, that since I have withdrawn my capital from the partnership.
I have still the three notes of Cooper & Fairman which I took for my
capital.

Nptes ail over 2927. Were they made payable at dates later than this ?-No; they
due. are ail overdue.
Because firm 2928. Why have they not been paid ?-I suppose for the simple
unableto pay. reason that they are not able to pay. Of course it impaired their

business withdrawing my capital.
2929. You think the business has still been so poor that they have not

been able to pay t se otes?-I think that they have had a great deal
of disasters. The m "'trade of Montreal has been in ti ouble for
some years, and I believe that they have come through it with a great
deal of difficulty.

When he wlth-
drew hie capital
he would have
been more than
Wll¶lng to reman
n butiness.

2930. Is it your impression now that if you had remained in the
business you would have done better than by withdrawing ail your
capital ?- I could not say that now. At that time I would have been
perfectly willing to remain in the business-more than willing.

2931. Do I understand you to say that at the time of your with-
drawal you thought that it was a pecuniary disadvantago to go out of
the firm ?--Not a pecuniary disadvantage, but a disadvantage as to my
prospects.

2932. From a pecuniary point of view ?-Weil, I suppose, ultimately
from a pecuniary point of view. As I said before it was always my
desire to establish myself in Montreal, and I took that means of doing it-

2933. Do you mean to say that you have made money there ?-MY
idea altogether was that if I bad remained in that business I would have
made it a success. It could have been made a success I believe, but
still disaster might have come.

Thinks it would 2934. Are you of the same opinion still, that it was not a good tran'
hor aino tee action for you to have got out of the firm with ail your capital ?-1
have withdrawn think it would have been lar better had I remained in it.bis capital not-
withetanding
that the firm had 2935. Notwithstanding the fact that the firm lost money and haveIost money andl enun t hi

ave been una able to pay their debts ?-They might have been able to pay
to pay the notes. the»r debts.
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2936. But they have not paid you ?-Because I have not pressed
them.

2937. Have they given you any reasons for not paying those notes ?
-No; they have asked me to al low them to romain; that their business
would not allow of them withdrawing that amoun L of cash from it.

2938. Then, notwithstanding their subsequent inability to pay those Had confidence it
Inotes, you are still of the opinion that it would have been an advantage wouldr hn be
to you, in a pecuniary sense, to have remained in the firm ?-I believed reinain.
at that time I would have had a great advantage in remaining, but as
thingn turned out f:>r the worse in Montreal and a great crisis passed
Over the country, it was impossible for me to say whether it would
have been ultimately advantageous for me, pecuniarily or not. I had
confidence thon it would have been botter for me to have remained.

2939. Do you know whether it was part of the business of that Firm never to
firm to order goods on commission from England ?-No; they never witnes ordered
did that, to my knowledge. o on com-

2940. Did they buy absolutely the property and sell it as their own ?
-As far as I know that was the business.

2941. Have you received any interest on those notes ?-Yes; they interest hasbeen
have paid interest. pald on notes at

lt'pi neet 7 per cent.

2942. Do you own them still ?-I do not. I only own one-half ; the
Other half belongs to the estate of my brother John.

2943. Is the interest or income derived from this capital at the
ordinary rate of interest ?-Seven per cent.

2944. Were the notes secured in any way ?-No; they were not
8 ecured.

2945. At all events, I understand you to say that the first time that
this 815,000 began to bear you any fruit after you had put it into the
firm was when you had retired from iton tho basis you have described ?

'Yes ; I never ieceived anything from it until then.

The t15000 never
bore any fruit
until xl was
retired from the

nm.

2946. Was it in money that you put in the $15,000 ?-Yes.
Does not- know
about the amount2947. Do you know in round numbers the amount of those trans- of the transac-

aictions between Cooper & Fairman and the Government ?-I do not. Cooper&Fairmau
and the Govern-
ment.2948. In the conversations between you and Mr. Cooper, when you Nor when telling

expressed your wish to withdraw, was there no discussion as to the Cooper he would
amoQiuOUts, or probable results of those transactions ?-No; I do not wtthdraw 1 em
remnem ber that there was. I have no recollection of that at all. le or teir prubable
was a-little angry with me that I had resolved to leave the partnership. resutts.
1n Toronto, I remember his telling me ho was angry with me fbr my
determnination to leave, but I have no recollection of discussing the
'ctraots or amounts. I just left it.

2949. Was there nothing said between yon as to the equity of the sot,1n said atransaction by which yon bhould witbdraw your whole Capital, although të equ. oy
the firm bad not been able to pay its dabts or make any money ?-

,thig whatever.
2950. Did you propose, or did ho propose, the amount that you were
get ?--He proposed te give me three 85,000 notes.

l3
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Witness insistedonrtrnand,
°f"elte"at"th or!
some other Inter-
view, they
groposed to give

im three notes
for $5,000 each.

2951. Did you not suggest yoirself that the withdrawal of your
capital first put in should be one of the conditions of retiring from tho
business ?-I do not thiuk I suggested that, but I insisted on retiring,
and either at that interview, or some other, they propose I to give me
three notes of $5,000 each.

2952. But the gross amount of capital was proposed ?-Yes.
2Ô53. It was not necessary that they should propose three notes ?-

No.
No discussion as
to amount of 2954. Was there ever any discussion as to the amount that shouldmnoney witness
was to retire from go to you on your retiring ?-No discussion at all.
the. business

Has avoided
knowledge
regarding the
business since.

Never had any
connectlon with a
covernment
cont.ract.

Furnaishing
Supplies.

Repeatedly
receved orders
from H. Suther-
land for goode to
g~o te North-West.
On other occa-
sions supplied
Government
engineers with
goods.eyer liked this,
and sometimes
refused to oeil.

.h usns
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2955. Was the discussion simply as to whether you would retire or
not ?-Yes.

2956. And was there no discussion upon the terms ?-No; there was
not a moment's discussion on that.

2957. Have you ever been informed whether the affairs of that part-
nership were improved by this transaction with the Government ?-I
have not. I may say here that I avoided any intimacy with the business
from that day to this.

2958. Did you go to Montreal to accomplish the actual dissolution of
partnership ?-Yes.

2959. Were there papers drawn up between you and the other
members at the time ?-Yes ; and signed.

2960. Rad your firm any transactions with the Government before
that, connected with the Pacific Railway ?-Allow me to say, in general
terms, that at no time in the past or now, in any way, directly or
indirectly, near or remote, have I ever had any connection whatever
with any individual or contract in connection with the Government.
I have had no connection whatever in any shape or form, directly or
indirectly, with any Government contract.

2961. Do you mean that you have not reaped any advantage from
any of the transactions connected with the Pacific iRailway?-From no
contract whatever.

2962. I am net speaking of contracts ?-I have had no benefit what-
ever from any bargain or sale of any kind whatever. I have not been
mixed up in it in any shape or form.

2963. Your business is a hardware business is it not ?-Yes.
2964. Do yon know whether any supplies were furnished from your

establishment to parties who went out to survey the country ?-Yes;
but no contract.

2965. I said transactions ?-The only Government supplies, to my
knowledge, that I ever sold was that repeatedly Mr. Hugl Sutherland
sent me orders for goods to go to the North-West. I filled those orders
at Eeveral different timee, and on other occasions engineers of Gov-
ernment steamboats have called upon me to supply them with goods.
I never liked it, and on several occasions refused absolutely to sell. I
refused by letter at one time to the late engineer of the Government.
The extent of goods which I have sold in that way, from first to last,
would amount, in all, in the vicinity of from $1,000 to $2,000.
That i, the whole extent of my sales to any parties connected
with the Government and that was in small sums.
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2966. Do you know who furnished supplies to surveying parties, as Suw.

a rule--I mean supplies of hardware ?-I do not.
2967. Do you know through whom orders were given for such

supplies ?-For surveying parties?
2968, Yes ?-I do not know. I have no recollection at all of selling

to any one for the Government in connection with the surveys, except
to Hlugh Sutherland.

2969. Did Mr. Nixon ever order anything from you ?-No; I do not
know the man, and never had any communication with him.

2970. Where do you think Mr. Sutherland was stationed at the time
YOu speak of?-I think it was the time he first went up. I think ho
Ilust have been going to Battleford.

2971. Was he engaged at surveys ?-No; I understand that he went
Up there and was engaged on buildings for the Mounted Police or
sOmthing of that kind.

2972. You have spoken of furnishing not more than $2,000 worth of
goods to the Government ?-I do not think it was more than that.

2973. Well about 82,000 to ersons who ordered on behalf of the
Government ?-Yes; by Hugh utherland.

2974. And to engineers ?-Occasionally they have asked me to supply
them and I refused. I did not like the business ut all.

2975. Ras your business been benefitted by supplies given to con. His business not
tractors ?-I do not think so. I have sold a good deal to contractors, sengsupùes to
but on the whole the profit was very limited, and I have made losses contractors.
by it.

e2 9 76. Do you mean that you have made loss by not being paid ?-

2977. If ail had been paid for which was sold to contractors would As a rule the
the result have been very different ?-No ; the result would not have notrayctors i

en Very different for the simple reason that the business was very
linited. I was very handy at Sarnia for sending goods up. I keep a very
fair stock, but as a rule the contractors did not buy from me.

2978. Do you remember to what point those supplies went that you
4'd Sell to contractors ?-To Thunder Bay.

2979. To what contractors ?-I sold a limited amount to Sifton &
Ward, but only at the first out-go. They bought everything them-5 V1 es, but not from me, only* to a limited extent. I have sold some
11ttle to Purcell & Ryan, but a very limited amount; they have done
t their buying below. These, I think, werc the only two contractors
that I sold to up there.

2980. Those were the two con tractors near Thunder Bay ?- Yes.
2981. What do you think was the amount of your sales to those two

contractors ?-t>uring the whole years that they were in business?
2982. Up to now ?-I would like to be particular about that.
2 983. I do not wish you to be particular; say in round numbers ?- The whole
wOuld nuch rather look at my books and give it to you particularly, sales to Sirton u

bu0 my impression is that from first to last I never sold them more than Ward and Purcel#Ilo 0m 2f & Ryan, not more
thifZ 0k 812,000 worth. I now sell to contractors occasionally. I than $12,000.

I sell to contractors as much now as I ever did.
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lands in Man-
itoba.

2984. As far as you can recollect now, you think all your sales,
either to the Government direct or to contractors would amount to less
than 812,000 ?-I should say it might amount to anywhere fron
$10,000 to $15,000 during the whole of the years that I have been
doing business. It is a very small portion of my business you must
recollect.

2985. Are you interested in lands in this section of the country ?-
Yes; I am interested to the extent of-I do not know how many acres.
I have bought several half-breed claims here within the last year, and
I own within the Province of Manitoba now, I think, about 2,000
acres, diffèrent lots, at various prices.

2986. Is there any particular locality in which you are largely
interested ?-No; the lots are dotted over the country, here and there.

2987. Were you, at any time, interested in any particular locality ?-
No.

2988. Had you bought lands north of Lake Manitoba at any time ?-
No; I have never owned any lands here until the last six or eight
months.

2989. Before that you were not interested in any at all ?-No; before
that I waàs not interested in any way, directly or indirectly, in lands
in Manitoba.

Steel aails. 2990. Do you consider that between the time you first learned that
Cooper & Fairman had made heavy losses and your retirement, you
learned from them that their business had improved ?-Yes.

2991. Did they tell you in what respect it had improvel ?-They did
not tell me.

Cooper& Fairman 2992. When they told you that they had made losses at different
when speaking ot'
lsses dd not times, did they state, as far as you remember, any amounts ?-No; I
stateaouts. cannot remember.

2993. You say that you have avoided getting any knowledge of the
business of the firm since the tendering for those rails ?-Yes.

1Reasons why he 2994. Why did yon avoid it ?-J avoided it from the simple dislike I
knwg re" had for any matters connected with the rails. I avoided converting

rpectlng the flrm with them, because I had very little opportunity of conversing withaflter steel rails
tender. them. I never asked them what they had made, or anything connected

with it. It was a subject I disliked eteedingly.
Remembers 2995. You say you are not able to define the date of dissolution; it is
neither date of
d"issotionnor hardly likely thon you could tell how long after that it appeared in> the
when It appeared Gazette ?-I could not tell this. I have a perfect recollection thatinl Gazette. there was a great paper controversy in the newspapers about it. It

was denied that the dissolution had ever been made because it was not
registered. I received from the lawyer who drew up the papers a
letter saying to me that he was very sorry that the papers had not
been registered and that it was all his fault.

2996. You have brought in the name of Mr. Mackenzie, the ex-Prime
Minister, in part of your evidence, of your own accord, and stated that
you never had any communication with him on the subject of those
tenders ?-Yes.

2997. Can you remember that you ever had.any communication with
anybody else, his secretary for instance, or anybody else who would
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Ictow anything about the transaction ?-No; I stated that I had no
eOmmrlunication with him directly or indirectly, or any other man,
'about the matter.

2998. Is there any other matter connected with this investigation
that you would like to have taken down in evidence ?-No; I have told
you the whole matter from beginning to end. I only regret that it
WaS a slight disadvantage taking my evidence here, as I would have
ben very glad to have furnished every date that I could, but all those

,dates can be verifie:, of course, if necessary.
2999. At the time of your arrangement for a special partnership with When be became

Coper & Fairman, was there any understanding between you andCwith Cooper,
them that at any time you should become a general partner ?-There Fa rma &
Wa8 nothing written, but there was certainly an understanding to that thatIfhe Ilked he

could becomne aeffect, that if it suited me I could become a general partner. general partner.
3000. When you say there was an understanding, was it an under-

Standing in your own mind ?-1 think it was with them.
3001. What makes you think it was with them ?-Because I cannot

think there could be anything else.
3002. You think it was not possible for them to have any other

Inderstanding, but that you might become a general partner ?-If it
sited me.

3003. Why did you think it must have become an understanding
'Without being embraced in the articles of partnership ?-It must have
been spoken of, the impression is so firm in my mind, that if I went to

0ntreal I should become a general partner.

3004. Do you say how it was absolutely understood between you and
COoper & Fairman that you might, if you wisbed, at some future time
go tO Montreal and become a generai partner?-That certainly was
tnY understanding, and I believe It to be their understanding too,
'aIthough there was nothing written to that effect.

3005. Was there anything spoken to that effect ?-I believe there was.

3006. Are you positive about it ?-Tbere is nothing positive aboutit;
lut if you had not questioned me about it, I never would have doubted

"hat I could be a general partner at any time it suited me.

3007. Would that have required a separate and new agreement of
rltnership ?-I think so. Of course I am no lawyer, butl should say

3"8. There was no understanding of that kind in thé writings that
reI"Oady existed between you ?-I cannot recollect that there was any-

thibg Of the kind.
3009. Thon your impression now is that this special partnership

8hoild last upon that basis only as long"- you chose. and that after that
; èholQid become a partnership of a different character ?-Yes; if I

3010. You had an option, thon, which they had not ?-I do not know
th4t the matter was ever discussed in that light in any shape or form.

3011. But you say there was a positive expressed understanding that
'eo Shouild become a general partner ?-Yes.
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3012. But was there a positive understanding that they could make-
you become a general partner ?- do not think so. It never struck me-
in that way at all.

3013. Have yon any idea of the period of time which elapsed from
the date of tendoring until the dissolution was accomplished by agree-
ment in Montreal ?-Why not allow me to give you the date abso!utely
by reference to my papers ?

3014. For present purposes an approximate opinion will do ?-I
should say only a few months. We just waited until Mr. Fairman came
back from England.

3015. Do you say that you met Mr. Cooper in Toronto, and then, for
the first time, you insisted upon retiring ?-Yes.

3016. Why did you not communicate your resolution by letter,
instead of waiting until you saw him ?-I think I was aware in some
way of his being in Toronto, and I went down for the purpose of ask-

Considered It ing him.
necesssry to com.
inuniatebyword 3017. Did you consider it necessary to communicate with himî by
r"n,uhi inten. word of mouth and not by letter ?-I did.

tion to retire.
Reasons for this.

he wished to
discuisa the
rnatter more
fully, though
there was no
room for discus-

*ton.

3018. Why did you consider it necessary to converse upon the-
subject instead of doing it by letter?-On the same principle that a
man always discusses the matter more fully by word of mouth than by
writing.

3019. But I understood you to say thore was no room for discussionr
as you were determined positively to go out ?-Yes.

3020. Thon was there anything to arrange by word of mouth ?-Yes.
3021. What was there ?-Simply my determination to leave.
3022. Çould you not have expressed that by letter ?-Yes.

3023. Why did you refrain from doing so untit you met him in
Toronto ?-Because I heard he was in Toronto, and I went there to see-
him.

3024. Ris business is carried on in Montreal ?-Yes.

3025. Have you any idea on what business he came to Toronto ?--
No; he is a man who travels a good deal selling his goods.

3026. And you think he was there on businesk of that kind ?-I have
no doubt of it.

3027. How did you know he was up there at the time ?-I have no-
doubt I heard from him. He may have written to me on the subject;.
I really could not say.

3028. Do you remember whether he was astonished whon you told&
him in Toronto that you would go out ?-He was very mach grieved.

3029. Did he act as if it were a matter which ho had heard of'
before ?-I think not.

3030. If you had written to him before would ho not ?-I do not
think I had written to him on that subject. My first communication.
was by word of mouth.

3031. Have you any idea how long it was after you became aware
of the fact that ho was the successful tenderer until you saw him in!
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Toronto ?-Tt must have been a month ; it may have been within a
Week for ail I can tell.

3032. During that time did you allow him to remain under the
imfpreesion that yog would continue the partnership ?-I have no
recollection of saying anything at ail until that date.

3033. Have you any reason, now, to think that as soon as you heard
of him being the successful tenderer, you communicated to bim the tact
that yon would no longer be a partner ?-I think I did almost imme-
diately. It could have been only a very short date between the
announcemert that ho had got the contract and my telling him that I
Would withdraw from the partnership.

3034. Have you intended to lead me to understand that up to the
time of these tenders being accepted you had not taken pains to,
ascertain the financial standing of the firm ?-I had not taken the
Pains to ascertain it.

3035. Had you ascertained it without taking the pains ?-Nothing
further than the general statements they made to me.

steel Ralle, i

up to the time or
steel rails tender
had taken no
pains to aseertain
financial stand-
Ing of firm.

3036. Were those made by letter ?-No; by word of mouth. I had
miet them ropeatedly travelling west.

3037. lin those ropeated meetings, had any of them communicated to
You from time to time the financial standing of the firm ?-They did
n1ot communicate their financial standing. I had not probably more
than three conversations about the financial standing of the firm.

3038. Can you say now what was the last impression left upon your
mnind before the publication of the acceptance of their tender as to the
financial standing of the firm ?-I can only repeat myself in that, that
mY impression was they were botter than they had been in the previous
Year.

3039. Can you say how much better ?-I cannot. I am sorry to have
to go into figures here, as it is a very difficult matter for me to do so.

3040. Was it after the meeting with Mr. Cooper, in Toronto, or
before, that you had told your brother you would retire from the firm ?
-- Before meeting him.

3041. Then the first person of those two to whom you communicated
the fact of your intended retirement was to your brother ?-Yes ; I
think before I saw Mr. Cooper I told Mr. Alex. Mackenzie I would
retire.

3042. What was your object in telling him ?-It was that a man will
nlaturally communicate with his brother about such things.

Before meeting'
Cooper at Toronto
told Hlon. Alex.
Mackenzie he
would retire from
firm.

3043. Was it a general habit of yours to communicate with yourbrother about your affairs ?-No; but this was a matter that I thought
alected him.

h'3044. How did you think it affected him ?-I thought it might affect
Ih politically.
3045. Was ho of the same opinion ?-He never expressed it.
3016. Did you go to him or did ho come to you?-I think he visited

1a family or his friends at Sarnia about that time. His former home
wae in Sarnia, but ho was then living at Ottawa.
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3047. I think I understood you to say that you decided to go out of
the partnership, not because it was a good transaction in a pecuniary
sense-you considering it a losing one-but you docided to go out because
it might affect your brother politically ?-I resolved to go out of it
because I disliked the whole transaction, politically spe&king.

3048. Did you think at the time it was not a good pecuniary transac-
tion to you ?- do not know. I regret going out of the firm.

3049. I understood you to say that you thought it was a bad trans-
action, so far as the pecuniary features were concernod ?-Yes; I
regretted it exceedingly.

3050. Was Mr. Cooper of the sanie opinion ?-I cannot say that.
3051. Did he not tell you that it was a very bad transaction for him?

Did he not say that it was very hard of you to go out?-Certainly.
3052. Did he not express to you whether it was a good transaction

as far as he was concerned ?-He expressed his regret that I should
leave the firm.

305 L And did he not say that it was a bad thing for him, for you to
go out ?-He certainly expressed his regret that I should go out becauso
my name was some strength to the partnership.

Cooper sala it was 3054. Did be not express the idea that it was a bad transaction for
mo arto him

and Fairinanthat the firm, you going out ?-Yes ; as I said before, he said it certainly
witness should was not fair to thm to retire, because it would weaken their credit-retire. it might, or would, weaken their credit, the withdrawal of my name.

8055. Did he say it would weaken the establishment to have you
take out so much capital ?-I have no recollection of his saying that
it would weaken them, but the taking out of that much capital would
weaken any business. I did not take it in cash.

3056. I understand that, upon the whole, Mr. Cooper thought that
it was a bad transaction for them that you should go out, and you
thought it a bad transaction to go out ?-I do not know that I consi-
dered it a bad transaction to go out ; and I do not know that it weakened
tbem.

[lad great hopes 3057. Do [ understand you that if you thought it a good transaction
-of the future to romain in the firm at that time it was not on account of their pre-business of pro
Cooper, Fairman sent standing but in the hope of future business ?-Yes; I had great

hopes that in the future, with rny assistance, we could build up a large
business in Montreal.

3058. Did that depend on your going down to Montreal ?-I was then
in hopes that I would go to Montreal and give my assistance in building
up the business.

3059. Do I understand that the prospect of the success of the business
depended upon your conducting it ?-No.

3060. Did you not say that the hope of your life was to be able to go
to Montreal and establish the business ofyour life there ?-Yes.

3061. And that one feature in the building up of that business was,
going there yourself ?-Yes.

3062. How could you go to Montreal to take an active part in the
business as a special partner ?-If I went it would be as a general
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partner. If I had gone to Montroal it would have changed the part-
Iorship undoubtedly.

3063. Do you know whether it is necessary in a special partnership special artner-
that time should be named-that it sbould be for a fixed period?-I shipanaltime.

Could not say ; probably it was in that document.
3064. If it were so how could it be possible that you could go at

.Your own option, whenever you liked, and change the character of your
partnership ?-I supposed I could have gone and dissolved the partner-
ship by mutual consent, or waited until the expiry of the partnership.

3065. Do you know if there was a time mentioned for its expiry ?-
.do not know. In all those partnerships there must be a time men-

tiolned I suppose.
3066. Then at the ti me that you decided to take out your capital

and end the partnership, you tbought that it was not a good transac-
tion for you, because you might atterwards decide to go to Montreal
and become a general partner, and that thon the business of the firmWoUld improve; that that improvement would be better than to take
out your capital at the time. Is that the substance of your theory ?-

pu Put the words into my mouth. Of course my idea was that when I
Withdrew I regretted it, because I believe, if 1 remained in that firm, I
would have ultimately gone to Montreal, and with my assistance we
Would have built up a large and lucrative business.

3067. Then was the hope of this future what you lost ?-Yes.
3068. At that time you thought that was more available than the

$15,000 ? -1 certainly did.
3060. Are the notes that you hold the original notes ?-Yes; they Notes held:

arIe the original notes. original notes.

3070. Do you remember about their dates? -About the date of thedissolution-it must have been in 1675.
3071. I suppose that copies of these articles of dissolution can be

f*lpnished at some future time ?-Yes.
3072. I think I understood you to say that you were not aware at Not awareof his

the tilne that they were tendering for rails until after the matter was r" tendérng
Pliblghed -No.for rails untiPiblishedj ?--No. matter published.

communieated30143. Was there any remark in the papers about the subject before hie Intention to
You comunicated to Mr. Cooper your intention to retire ?-No. r tareto Cooper

beoeany
remarks on the3074. That was done before any publicity was given to it ?-Yes: subjectofeon

eral4diately after i became aware ot the contract. newspaper.

WHITEHEAD
ARiLEs WaITRAD, sworn and examined: NAîîway Con-

utrucUfln-
BY the Chairman:- Cotrat No. 15.

8075. Where do you live ?-In Winnipeg. Lives In Wtnni-

3076. How long have you lived in Winnipeg ?-I have been living rsince May,

the City since last May.
3077. Where did you live before that ? -On contract 15. on contraoL

L5e Ioin na.20(78. How long did you live there ?-From June, 1877. 187 to May, 18.
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struction-
contract No. 15.
General charge of 3079. In what way were you connected with the contractors ini
contract 15 for business matters ?-I had general charge of the work on contract 15.
contractor.

3080. Do you remember about what time the contractor first went
there ?-I do not know; I did not go there until June.

3081. Had your father been there before that ?-Yes.
3082. Had yon been in any way connected with bis business in

previous contracts on the road ?-No.

3083. You took no part in the management of them?-Previous to
1877?

3084. I mean previous to 1877 ?-No.
3085. Rad ho done any work on the road previous to that ?-

believe he graded the Pembina Branch, south.
3086. You were not on that work ?-No.
3087. Do you generally take any part in the management of your

father's business affairs ?-As a rule I do.
Was not In
Canada whencontract taken.

Ruttan employed
by Whitehead
before witness
went on work.

Difmculties be-
tween contractors
nd GoýVer»ment
eigineer.

Fellowes refused
Information,1 the
want of whlce
retarded Ruttan.

3088. Did you take any part in the obtaining of the contracts on his
behalf ?-No; I was not in Canada at the time the contract was taken ?

3089. Then your first connection with any of the work of the
Canadian Pacific Railway was about June, 1877 ?-Yes.

3090. And that was on the work where the lino is being built?-
No; I commenced first by taking a sub-contract from him here at St.
Boniface for grading.

3091. Had Mr. iRuttan been engaged by your father before you*Vent
on contract 15 ?--Yes ; ho was there some months previous to my
going there.

3092. Who was taking charge of the Government interests on that
section ?--Mr. Carre was the Government engineer.

3093. Were there any difficulties between you and the contractor on
the one side, and any person on behalf of the Government, about the
time that you went there ?-There was some little difficulty with Mr.
Carre and Mr. Ruttan when I went there.

3094. Do you know what it was about ?-He (Mr. Rut tan) complained
that he could not get the beneh marks for the cross-sections, and plans
and profiles of the work.

3095. Did you at any time hear any of the discussions between them
upon the subject ?-Yes; I have heard them discuss it.

3096. What was Mr. Carre's position; I mean what pesition did he
take about the matter of giving information ?-He complained that
Mr. Ruttan had no right to it. I heard Mr. Ruttan ask the assistants
for information. There was one case in particular with Mr. Fellowos.
He told Mr. Ruttan that he could have the information as Mr. Henry
Ruttan, but not as the contractor's engineer.'

3097. Did ho get the information ?-Mr. Ruttan told him that ho did
not want it in that way, that ho wanted it officially, as the contractor's
engineer, so he did not get it.

3098. Did the want of this information retard your work in any way?
-It retarded Mr. Ruttan's work. It was the cause of his having to go
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struetioîn-

tO work and do the entire cross-sections himself and establish his bench contract ..
tfarks.

3099. Bad that the effect of delaying you and your father on the
Work ?-It had, to a certain extent, because we did not go into any
'Work until we had the cross-sections taken ourselves.

3100. Can you say about what time you were first made aware of s18'7,retadae
any change in the character of the work from what had been intended aware of deter
4y the tenders ?-I think in September, 1877. oring itead or

trestle-work.
3101. What change was that ?-Adopting filling in place of trestle

'Work.

3102. Had there been any change of grade mentioned before that ?-
I do not remember.

3103. You think that the change to embankment instead of trestle
'was before the change of grade ?-There may have been changes in
grade, slight changes, in several places, but I do not recollect.

3104. I understood Mr. Carre to speak of a general change which
aYmonted almost to an absolute change of ail the grades ?-I do not
think that change was made until Mr. Smith came up in 1878, but I
will not be positive on that point.

3105. How were you first made aware of this change in the filling ?- Rowan (Sept.,
Irmade 4he arrangement with Mr. Rowan. He came on to the work in worke atotd

'ePtember, 1877. It was the first time he was on the section after I wltness the Chier
took charge of it and walked over the work. When we came to one of earuadepm'oen.
these voids or depressions I asked Mr. Rowan what was going in there. ments totrestie Ifý'the earth could

eaid trestle, or earth if it could be obtained. He said that the Chief, be got.
lb all cases, would prefer earth embankment to trestle, if the earth
cOuld be got. After walking some distance over the line he went down
West of Deception, and ho wanted me to name the place. Mr. Ruttan
and I were together when ho wanted me to name the place that we
Would fil. I asked for time to think over it, until next morning,
'When I was to meet him at Mr. Carre's office. We met him there. I Prepared tofill ail

Id him that we would fill all the fills that were there. lie said that ,al bthttra
there would be an extra haul, and ho asked where we would get the would notapIpyto
rnaterial. I told him we would bring it by locomotive and cars. He partlcular is,

Wanted to know where we would procure the material. I told him that
31P- IRuttan and I had been looking into the matter some time beforethat, and that we would fill ail the fills without charging extra haul,
but We would not fill any particular voids that they might choose tolame, unless we were paid the extra haul. If we made ail the fille we
would do it without charging for extra haul. 4

3106. Was that the proposition on your part to Mr. Rowan ?-Yes;
c'Proposition on my part to Ag. Rowan, to be approved of by the
e-ofltractor.

3107. The contractor was not there ?-No; he was not there, but I
'kade it subject to the contractor's approval.

3108. Then at that time it was not accepted ?-It was accepted in Manner in which
tlle Way: ho was certain that he would recommend it, and that the proposai was
ef was in favour of earth banks, in ail cases, and he gave us permission accepted.
O on01 and fill out Lake Deception in that way.
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sailway Con-
ftruction-

Contract e. 15.

Meanwhile to go
on and fil Lake
Deception.

Rowan said earth
was to be put ln
each flultng
brought under
this notice.

Rowan on work
twoorthree tlnes
a year In witnesé'ui
lime.

Rowan>s diree-
Lion: " Barth
If it cai be
obtained."1

3109. Thon ho did not accept it absolutely as to the whole line ?-No;
he did not accept it thon. 1 sould not make the arrangement final; 1
loft it open for my father's approval. He said ho would report in favour
of it; it was certain to bo done, and we could in the meantime go on
and fill Lake Deception in that way.

3110. But ho did not order you to do it everywhere ? -No; any more
that we came along together over the work, when I asked what would
go in there, his reply invariably was: " earth embankment if earth can
be obtained."

3111. Do you moan to say that ho said that invariably, in going over
the line ?-Yes.

3112. Whon was this ?-The latter part of 1877 was the first time I
saw him after I went on the line.

3113. Did you meet him on the line after that ?-Yes.
3114. Often ?-I am not certain whether he was over it that year

again or not. He was there every three or four months. He was there
on an average two or three times a year when I was on the work.

3115. Upon that occasion did ho go over the whole line ?-No.
3116. How much of it?-From Darlington toColmar-abouteighteen or

nineteen miles. The balance of it was not cleared, in fact a great portion
of that was not cleared, as the timber was slashed down on the roadway.

3117. Do you say you asked him about every filiing there, as yoil
went along ?-Yes; as we travelled over the line, I would say: " what
will go in here, Mr. Rowan." His reply was invariably, " earth if it
can be obtained."

3118. Am I to understand that at that visit of his ho told you to fill
every filling with earth, if it could be obtained, over the line he
travelled ?-Yes.

3119. Did he, before ho left, give you any order upon that subject in
writing ?-No.

3120. Have you ever made any cilculations about the quantities of
rock or earth in these different fillings ?-No; Mr. Ruttan did all the
figures. My busines" was to do the work, and I never paid any
attention to the figures.

3121. Mr. Carre spoke of some conversation between you and Mr.
Rowan and himself, as to the nature of the work; do vou remember
that conversation ?-Relative to what ?

3122. Relati9e to somo of the changes in the work. He speaks of a
particular time when either Mr. Kirkpatrick, or Mr. Fellowes, and you,
and ho, and Mr. Rowan wer-e present, and ho told Mr. Carre ?-Whena
was it ?

3123. Mr. Carre's recollection was that ho told him to borrow all
the earth ho could on the line ?-I said that.

3124. No; you said that ho only spoke of particular places on a sectioO
covering eighteen miles ?-le said that wherever earth could be bor-
rowed, the Chief was in favour of the earth embankment, in preference
to trestie. These were about the words ho made use of as near as I caO
recollect.
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*ti'UeUOm-
3125. That the Chief would prefer it ?-Yes.
3126. Did that amount to an order, in your opinion ?-It did not

a'nount to an order.
3127. Then you did not act upon that conversation as an order to do

the work in that way ?-No, I made the offer afterwards; to do all the
earth filling as I previously told you, and ho gave us orders to make
Lake Deception fill in that particular way at that time. Other matter
Was left over to be referred to the contractor.

3128. And also to the Government, I suppose ?-I suppose he would
have to communicate with the Government, or with his Chief.

3129 Then did you understand that to amount to an offer on your
part on behalf of the contractor, subject afterwards to confirmation by
the Government, or the Engineer-in-Chiet ?-Yes.

3130. Do you remember where that conversation took place, at
Which Mr. Carre was present ?-It was in Mr. Carre's office.

3131. Is there any other matter connected with this contract that
YOU wish to explaiù?-I do not know that there i:.

Cootractae. u.

Rowan's conver-
sation regardtng
earth filas dd no
amount to an
order.

3132. Did you take any part in the negotiations between Mr. White-
head and the Government, at the time that he took in partners to
finish the contract ?-No.

3133. Were you present at any time when he negotiated with the
Government as to the terms upon which he should hand over the work
to the Department ?-No.

3134. Did ho manage those transactions by himself ?-I do not know Government took
how that was done. I do not think there was any managing. I think Josep h

theY just took it. I do not think there was any management about head's hands
takin it.without any

ing it. negotiation.

3135. Iow about the partners ?-That is another matter. I was not
Present whon tbe arrangement was made; they objected to my being
present.

3136. Thon was that made by your own father on his own behalf,
Without your assistance ?-Yes.

3137. Do you know about what time Mr. Marcus Smith first went Marcus Smith on
there ?-I think it was some time in December, 1878. work, September,

1878.

3138. That was about the time Mr. Rowan was there ?-It was a
Year before that that Mr. Rowan was there; but Mr. Rowan came over
the work perhaps a week before Mr. Smith came.

3139. Is there anything else connected with the transaction that you
Wish to give evidence on ?-1 do not know that I have got anythingelse to say. This loose rock question came up when Mr. Smith came
over the line. We had some difficulty there and he settled it. We
claimed loose rock outside of the slope stakes. We could claim, of
Course, solid rock, but Mr. Smith decided that we should be paid loose
rOck for it. Then we had another difficulty, that was loose rock in
orth Cuttings. We claimed a certain percentage. We made an
arrangement between Mr. Carre, Mr. Ruttan and myself, that when a
hisputO came up as to what percentage occurred in an earth cutting, if
he Claimed more than what ho thought he should give, we were toargue
the point on the grounrd, and docide the percentage that should be

Smitth's decision
a to Iooe
rock.?$

Arrangement
to oune rock gn
earth outtings.
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Carre's system of
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rock.

1mith's Instruc-
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loos rock.

In an earth
euttn If there
were 40 per cent.
of boulders,
Carre woud only
allow 40 per cent.
of 60 per cent.

allowed. We did it on several occasions, but I found on comparing
Mr. Ruttan's figures, and the figures returned by Mr. Carre, that ho
did not get that percentage. This was previous to Mr. Smith coming
over the work, but on asking Mr. Carre how much per cent. he allowed
for station 50 or 100, as the case might be, although he allowed 40 or
50 per cent., or what we agreed upon, yet the quantity was not there.
Ho explained then that ho had allowed 30 per cent. of 59 per cent. He
claimed that there could only be 59 per cent. in any loose cutting.
For instance, in a cross-section of 100 yards, ho claimed that there
could only be fifty-nine yards of loose rock in it.

3140. What would the rest of the 100 yards be according to this
contention ?-Voids, spaces between the stones or sand.

3141. Would it be allowed ag earth, then ?-This was the comparison
which I made with him: I said, "If a cutting contains 100 yards, and
it is all loose rock, and we take that cutting out, will you only allow
fifty-nine yards for it? " Re said: " Yes."

3142. If the space occupied by the loose rock was 100 cubie yards
ho would allow only about sixty yards, and nothing for the other forty
yards ?-Yes.

3143. Would he treat the rest as air ?-Yes; as space. He brought
this matter up before Mr. Smith, Mr. Ruttan and myself, and I went
over it with Mr. Smith. Mr. Smith asked him: if you buy a bushel of
potatoes, or a cord of wood, would you take the spaces out and tell the
man that you had not got a cord or a bushel ? He said he did not know.
Mr. Smith endeavoured to explain to him that if ho took those voids out
he would make it a solid-that if he deducted the voids we should be
paid for solid rock, and not for loose rock. Mr. Smith gave him
instructions to measure loose rock in that way.

3144. Allowing nothing for the voids at all ?-No.

3145. Was there anything at all in what you call voids ?-There
was sand and earth. We had no cutting where it was all loose rock,
but this was his basis for ineasuring the percentage in a cutting.
Supposing we had an earth cutting and we found on opening it out
that there was 40 per cent. of it boulders, Mr Carre would only allow
us 40 per cent. of 60 per cent.

3149. Suppose there was 100 yards of measurement in a certain
section, you certainly got paid for it one way or other, either as
loose rock or earth ; did you not between the two get the 100 yards ?
-Yes; but we wanted to be paid 40 per cent. of loose rock, and 60 per
cent. of earth. Under Mr. Carre's basis we only got paid 20 per cent,
of loose rock and 60 per cent. of earth. We got 20 per cent. of tho
100, ar-d 40 per cent. of 60.

3147. I do not understand this. The engineer's-returns say 100 cubic
yards of material of some sort ?-Yes.

3148. He returns you 40 per cent. of that as loose stones, and the
other 60 per cent. would naturally be returned as eartb, or whatever it
would be. Is not that the way you got it ?-No; that is the way wo
wanted to get it. Say you are the engineer, and you go to an earth
cutting and form an estimate of the percentage of stone-you would
say : " I will allow you 30 per cent. of the 100 as loose stone." In
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'pace of us getting that 30 per cent. we only get 30 per cent. of 60 as
,-Wwhole instead of 30 per cent. of 100.

3149. And of a quantity of 100 cubic feet of excavation, assuming
that there would bo 70.per cent. of that earth and the ret of it filled
With round atones, did you claim that you should bave an allowance of
l0-per cent. of earth ?-Yes; and 30 per cent. of rock. That made the
100 feet.

3150. That was your contention ?-Certainly.

3151. Did you not contenid that the space of rock allowed you ought
to be the space that would be filled by these atones with epaces between
thern as if they were put into a box by themselves ?-I do not under-
*8tand you.

3152. Did you claim for the rocks in the cutting the same space that Contractors
Ohey would have occupied if they had been piled up by thenselves ?- ? of e or

îes ; we clàim that we should have what they would measure if they loos rock would
'were ail piled in a pile.

3153. You claim the space that the outline of that pile wpuld make?
Yes. .

3154. But if they had already allowed you, by way of earth, the
ýaMount of earth that was in the spaces amongst those rocks, you wish
at to b3 allowed as if it were ail rock. Although there might be, when
therock and oarth were separated seventy feet of earth in it, you do not

is1h the seventy feet of earth to be allowed to you ?--Certainly we do.

3 55. And how much of rock ?-Thirty feet.
3156. Perbaps you do not understand me. For example: take 100

feet of earth with round boulders in among it ?-Yes.
3157. Take these boulders ont and separate them, put the earth into

One box, and all the atones into another; will not those two boxes
Ocupy more than 100 eqþic feet ?-I do not see why they should.

3158. Do you not see that the atones have open spaces between them
Which are filled with air instead of earth as they were before ?-The
stones are laid loose in the box, and there is space between thom which
there was not when they were in the earth.

3159. Now what you want allowed to you as rock is thyvcubic con-
tents of the box which would hold the rock, is it not ?-Yes.

3160. You did not want the earth which had been put into a separate
box calculated ail as earth ?-Certainly we did.

3161. Then if you did you must certainly want more than 100 cubie
'eet ?--No.

3162. In 100 cubic feet of earth excavation, if there are a
bunber of round stones, and after the excavation you separate the
stones from the earth, putting the earth into one box and the atones
'r'to another box, will not these two boxes contain more than one
b1undred cubic feet of material ?-Yes, they will, because you will have
'oids amongst the atones.

3163. And you want to be allowed as loose rock the whole of the
space in the box whicb held the loose rock. Is that not your conten-
tIon ?---Certainly.

14
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contracto.as. 3164. What would be the entire contents of the heap of rock whicl
had originally occupied one-half of the excavation. Have you any idea,
of the proportion ?-No ; 1 never tried that.

3165. Would it not be a good deal more than one-half ?-I do not
know as it would.

3166. Before the excavation the space around the stones would be,
filled with earth ?-Yes.

3167. After the earth was taken out and put in a heap, then the
stones would only have air between them ?-Yes.

3168. Did yon want the earth that was taken out to be measured to
you, or not ?-As earth, of course; anything between the rocks was
earth.

3169. Then do you not see you would want part of the whole cubic con-
tents to be measured to you twice-first of all as earth, and çifterwards as
air ?-No; I do not see it in that way at ail. When the cuttinglis
opened you decide with the engineer what percentage is to be allowed,
20 or 30 per cent., as the case might might be. There might be 40
per cent. The engineer might have the advantage in the estimate-
or the contractor might have it. It is a mere matter of opinion
as the work progresses. In all cases where I have been on work it ha&
been decided in that way. It is a matter of experience and judgment
between the contractor and the engineer what percentage should be
allowed.

3170. Does not that end the matter?-Yes.
3171. Were yon not paid in that way ?-No, that is -the difficulty;

that is why we want it ended. That is why we said to Mr. Carre: " we
will meet you on the ground and decide what per cent. is to be paid in
these uttings."

3172. Do you mean to say that after you had met and decided the,
percentage that you were not allowed that percentage ?-No; in place
of his allowing that 40 per cent. that was agreed upon, he only allowed
us 40 per cent. of 60, in place of 40 per cent. of the whole.

3173. Knowing that he applied this rule of six-tenths to the rock
agreed upon between you, would you not contend for the larger propoi-
tion of the rock to which this rule should be applied ?-No; we did not
know that he was going to apply it in that way, and Mr. Smith told
him not to do so.

3174. Did you not know, from time to time, from the progress esti-
mates, that this was the raie that he adopted ?-He did not ado pt it for
some time. We bad several progress estimates before he got t his idea
into his head, and then we objected.

D"opute regard- 3175. Thon this dispute about lolse rock has never been finally settledIng loose rock not 37.dsue lnerc ial ete
inany settled between the Government and you ?-No; not that I know of.

yet
MaiIway Tin, 3176. Is there any other matter that you would like to explain ?-

We liad a matter of counting ties that was not very satidfactory to the
contractor.

3177. Do you mean the supply of ties on contract 15 ?-Yes.
Witness claimed 3178. What was it ?-I claimed that the ties on contract 15 werethat ties on ora
ontract 15 were culled too closely, that they made a -rreat many more culls than they

cuUed too closely. should have made.
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Railway Ties-.
Contracet No. 15..

3179. Did you agree in the contract that any particular person
should have the decision of that question ?-The contract for ail these
qQestions was to be settled by the Chief.

3180. Has this been settled ?-I do not think so. It has not been Rowan had tir
settled satisfactorily to the contractor ; it may be as far as the Chief is r rIsone oun
cOncerned. The contract for ties out on section 15 covers the laying of
track on contract 14. The ties had been got out about two years, were
laspected by the Government engineers, and the track had been laid for

a Year. Last September Mr. Rowan had the ties re-"ulled on the track,
and notched those ties that he said were culled, with the axes, and said
that they had to be taken out. My father was away at the time, but I
called on Mr. Rowan and asked him what ho was doing, and if he was
re-culling those ties. He said ho was. I asked him if he wanted them
taken out. He said: " Yes, they would have to come o01t." I told him
that if he could show any ties that were marked culIs that had been
Put into the track I would take them out at our own expense, but if
they were not marked cails I would not take thom out, and asked him
if he was going to stop the culls ho had made in this estimate. He said :
"NXo." I asked him if ho was going to stop them off the next estimate.
110 said it would be time enough to know it when it was done. Since
thon the reduction has been made.

3181. What doos it amount to altogether ?-I do not know. Perhaps
10,000 or 12,000 ties altogether. Loss of 12,000 ties

3182. What loss would that be, per tie, to you ?-Forty cents; and owa's'atenee
the taking of them out, which would be quite an item. They have not ,,, ôta.,ie ndbeen taken out vet. them out.

3183. Is there anything else that you would like to explain ?-There
are some other littie difficulties that I do not know it is necessary tobring up here.

3184. Do you know whether Mr. Carre, the engineer in charge, was
threatened at any time by you or your father that you would attempt
to have him dismissed if ho did not accede to your contention as to

aa1n8roements ?-He never was by me. I told him that we would have
Practioal men brought on to the work to decide whether ho was right
0r Wrong. We have had those contentions rectified.

JOSEPH
WHITEHEAD.

Jos&Pa WHITEHEAD, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-

aiIway Cou.-
ntut .

3185. Where do you live ?-In Winnipeg. wnnipvedg or and

3186. How long have you lived in Winnipeg ?-I am on the lino on sine e 187.

rt of the time, and when I come into the city I stop with my son.huave been in Winnipeg off and on since 1874.

Ot87 Where did you live before that ?-In Clinton, county of Huron,0'ltario.

3188. What is your business generally ?-I have followed railroading A raßroad man.
te5  g I was eleven or twelve years old. I commenced driving horses in
ib .ret instance on a railroad in England, and have followed railroad-

i al] its branches, ever since, pretty nearly.
14
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Pemb. Branch-
C.ntaet BE. s. 3189. What was your firet connection with any transaction connected

ets'ofina with the Pacific Railway ?-I graded from the south side of the-Bishop's
connection with Landing up to the national boundary at Emerson, on the Pembina
Pacifie Railway. Branch.

3190. 'Was that work let by public competition ?-Yes.
Tendering. 8191. Were you the lowest tenderer ?-Well, I -believe there were

two others of theaâme figure, but Mackenzie, gave me the-preference.
There wore three of us at the same figures, and he gave me the prefer-
ence.

One of the three 3192. Were you one of the lowest ?-Yes; I was one of the three
lowest tenderers. tonderers that were the lowest.

8193. Was there not one person who tendered lower than you-
Peach of Toronto?-Not that I am aware of. Twenty-two cents was my
price, and there were two others at the same figure.

Peach tendered 3194. I see in the return a tender by C. Peach of Toronto, at 21 cts.
f otp, ut Were you not aware that ho had tendered below you ?-Yes, I think
security. I do renmember now; but I think he backed out.

3195. Did you have any conversation with him on the subject ?-Yes;
it was after ho had tendered. I did not know that ho had tendered
until he had told me.

3196. Where was ho when ho tendered ?-In Toronto. He had just
arrived from England, and had no security to offer and could not got
security from England in time, and I Buppose the Government would
not wait.

3197. Did ho tell you after he had been notified that his tender was
the lowest ?-I think he did.

Peach afterwards 3198. Did ho tell you anything about what ho had said to the
aimteg"asare Departmn upo the subject ?-I think they wrote to him, and ho

in the contract. replied that he had just arrived from England only a short time, and
could not find security.

3199. What makes you think he wrote to the Department to that
effect ?-I think ho told me. I had forgotten him altogether.

Peach went up as 3200. Did you at any time have any money transaction with Peach ?
Whitehead's -He came up as foreman for me, and was with me after I carne up. Itoreman. gave him $100 a month and his board, I think it was.

3201. Had yon no other transaction with him ?-I think ho sued me
for some amount after that.

3202. What for ?-He hatched up an account, I could hardly tell youl
what it was for. He wanted to have an interest in the contract, and I
do not know what.

3203. What was his contention about having an interest in the
contract ?-Really I have almost forgotten what the account was hatched
up about. The Chief Justice could tell botter than I could what it
amounted to. He had neither part nor lot in the matter, but I paid bis
expenses up from Toronto to here, ho and his son, and he came on
foreman for me.

3204. Had ho been a railway man ?-Yes; I think so, the way he
expressed himself to me. He told me ho was a man of large experiencO
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in England,,and he wanted to come with me. I was a cripple at the
timle and came up here on crutches. So I gave him charge of the work,
and finally when I dismissed him he wanted to claim a partnership in
the contract.

3205. Do you know what he contended to be his arrangement ?- NO partnershi
There was no arrangement. and witness.

3206. Do you remember making an arrangement in Toronto ?-Yes;
t remember making an arrangement with him to come up here as
forernan.

3207. Did you not discuss with him before that the probability of
bringing him up on the work ?-No; we were lodging in the same
Place in Toronto.

3208. That was before you got the contract ?-Yes, we were lodging
together at the time; and he was foreman for some man who was
building drains and culverts in Toronto. He had tendered, but I did
'lot know it until after he had sent the tender off. After he got notified
he told me that he was nlot able to find the security in time, and so I
got the notice.

3209. Were you aware at the time that if he failed to get the
seenrity, the contract would come to yon ?-I did not know that I was.
the next lowest, and then I found out there were two otheois of the
8 ae figure.

3210. Did yon not know at the time, that if he failed to give security
You would have the lowest tender ?-1 did not know that I was the
lowest. There might have been others Io ver than me.

3211. When he was writing to the Gorernment that he could not
give security, were you aware that he was so writing ?-No; I could
hOt tell his means.

3212. Did he not tell you that he was going to write in that way ?-
le told me that he had sent off the tender, and then he. told me, when

Rot notice from the Government, that the Government had accepted
bi8 tender, but that he could not get security in time, and had written
to tham to that effect. Then I got a letter from the Department, that
te contruct was given to me.

th3213. How long after he wrote did you get the notice ?-Two or
tree days to the best of my recollection.

3214. Did he claim, in his suit against you, that you had promised
4t Toronto a share in the contract if ho would throw up his tender ?-

do not recolleet now, but he claimed to have an interest in the con-
tract When he sued me here. But there was no understanding, and no
talk about it in one way or another.

3215. It was an object to yon to get him to withdraw, I suppose ?-
i; the price was not so lucrative at any rate.

o3216. But did you not think then that it was lucrative ?-I had Price low. Con-
40thing else to do. When I signed the contract Mackenzie told me it versation with :

Very low. I said: "I know it is low." " Yes," said he, " but I know ackeni eander
aI1O Can knoek âb much out of it as anybody else can." I said: "Yes,

Lthe figures are very low."
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Consraet o. 5. 3217. You say you had a conversation with Mr. Mackenzie before

you got the contract ?-No ; it was when I signed the contract. lie
said: " The price is very low." I said: " It is low." Said he: '' You can
knock as much out of it as anybody else, but the figures are very low."

3218. Were you at Ottawa then ?-Yes ; when I signed the contract.
3219. Were you at Ottawa before you signed the contract ?-No.
3220. Where were you before that ?-I was living at Toronto. I was

building a mill in Frederie Street and I was lodging in the same place
where Peach was lodging.

Atoug trf 3221. At one time you thought of tendering at the rate of 28 ets.
tendering at for this earth ?-1 did, and I altered the figure eight to two. So as t0
28 ct. make it 22 ets. instead of 28 ets.

3222. Where were you when that a'teration was made ?-It was made
before I sent in the tender, at Toronto. I tendered from Toronto.

3223. How was it that you made such a great change in the tender?
-1 worked it as close as it was possible, to save myself, and save a
little. I had nothing to do at the time, and I thought if I got it it might
ho a stop to somethingelse. I knew if I got it I would give satisfaction
with the work, and it was nocessary to make a start.

3224. Did you think it was necessary to name 28 cts. so as to
accomplish what you have said ?-I did it on this consideration; that I
had to make a commencement, as I was a stranger, and I knew if I did
work 1 could give satisfaction, and I put it down as low as it could ho
well done for.

3225. Was any person else assisting you in this matter, in getting
the contract, or making this tender ?-No; I made the tender myself.

Autsted fi an- 3226. On your own behalf alone ?-Yes ; but my brother-in-law,
Doald ald Hon. Donald McLonald, assisted me financially. But I made the

tender myself, in my own name-at least, I think [ did.
3227. Entirely on your own behalf ?-Yes ; except that I had to

depend on him for financial assistance.
3228. But was it for your own account and benefit alone ?-Yes.
3229. Is this tender (Exhibit No. 15) in your hand-writing ?-Yes.
3230. Do you remember whether any person suggested to you this

al teration to 22 cents ?-No; I did it myself.
Made alteration
In price on his ynenifrainO loehr
own Information. 3231. On your own information ?-On my own information altogether.

stac <n- 3232. Had you been up there to see the country and the nature of
Iloasons for the work before that ?-1 had not; but I think there were some political
building the
Pembina Branch. matters in the question. There was a change of Government, t think,

and it was the present Government, I think, that first projected this
Pembina Branch. Thon Mackenzie came into power, and I think it was
thought that ho would have te carry that Pembina Branch into execution.
The rails were piled up, and in Ottawa it was thought that there was
a large emigration that was coming in here; that they had nothing to
do and nothing to get-meat or lodging. or anything else, and thero
were only some ton or fifteen days notice given. Th4was the object
for letting it in such a hurry. When I came up here there was not half-
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-dozen men to be had, and then I had to give them $2 a day and (ontract xe. 5,
kOard.

32.3. Do you mean to say that you put in 22 ets. for that work
'ithout knowing the c>untry ?-I knew the work was only digging from
the sides, and I could make 3 ets. or 4 ets. a yard clear from it.
]ut When the plant and stiff were paid for, there was no money left
after it.

3234. Do you remember the mileage of that contract ?-It was some. Extent of con-
thing over sixty miles, I think. tact.over sixty

3235. But your contract did not cover the north and south extremi-
tes ot the Pembina Branch ?-It startel at the south side of Bishop

'aché's estate. The engineers were locating the line, and I think they
ad crossed the Seine -River two or three times. They had not the

location decided and they started me at station No. 50.
3236. Did you go down as far as the boundary line of the Province ? raded a fr as

Province.
3237. I thought there were some miles at the other ond that were not
Your first contract ?-Yes; I had it all the way up there. I was on
e Whole ground up to the boundary, and I graded the station ground.
3238. Did you work all the way to the boundary line ?-Yes ; I

'orked to the station ground, and the station ground is up to the
boundary line.

3239. The specification describes two sections of railway, the southern
foution, going through townships 2,3, 4 and 5, in length about twenty-
our Miles; that does not embrace township No. 1, on the boundary ?
- do not know, but I did it away from here up to the station ground

AtJeson

3240. Do you mean that you were ordered, under your contract, to
Work down to the southern limit of the Province ?-Yes; the engineers
*are there and staked it out for me.

3241. Da you mean that you never understood that there was any
'teason why you should not go al the way to the boundary ?-No.

3242. And did you work all the way to the boundary ?-Yes; I did
rk all the way to the station ground, and it came on a hard frosty

vghtWith snow, and I did not quite finish it. No existing
dispute between

3-43. Is there any dispute between you and the Government res- Governnent and
Jaeting that first con tract of yours ?-No. recttr is

contract 5.3214. las it been fulfilled, and settled for ?-Yes; there was a dis-
P1te in the measurement. I calculated that I worked 85,000 yards
.Ore than I got from Mr. Rowan. Finally I went to Ottawa and
41rranlged to have it measured over again. They appointed fresh

eers and brought me out 65,000 yards more than Mr. Rowan
WÏlted to give me.

3245. What was the next transaction connected with the Pacifie centract No. us5,
h IWay in which you were interested ?-This was in 1875, I think.

did nothing in 1876, and in 1877 was the next contract-contract 15-
'e(th Sutton & Thompson.

3 241. Was that before the w'ork on the north part of the Pembina
ranch ?-No; I held the contract for 14.
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contra t X.: ' 3247. I am asking whether the contract with Sutton & Thompson'
was before the finishing of the north part of the Pembina Branch ?-
took 15, and then they had the iron to get down to Selkirk, and J
thought it botter to make the road and run the iron down the track.
Section 15 was the first.

3248. Was that work let by public competition ?-Yes.
Tendering.
Twent ten- 3249. Were you one of the persons who tendered ? -Yes, I tendered;
ders. Vtness'u but there were twenty-six tenders, and my tender was just the middle
the t.hirteenth.
tacot"eon¿ -the tirteenth. I4id not get this contract on my tender.
.tender. 3250. Was it let by quantities and a schedule of prices applied to

those quantities ?-It wau let by a schedt14_9f, prices.
3251. And the monoying ont of thos r'ices attachèd to these

different quantities showed the whole sùuris, and the comparison of
those whole sums showed which tender was the lowest ?-Yes.

3252. That was what you understood to be the way of arriving at the
lowest tender ?-Yes.

3253. You say your own tender was about half-way ?-Yes; it was
the thirteenth, I think; and there were twenty-six in all, to the best of
my recollection.

3254. This work was #dvertised several diffèrent times ?-Yes
three times, I think.

3255. Did you tender each time ?-Yes.
Button & Thomp- 3256. Did you understand that your tender was not likely to bc
son succesafulbu

ndae"rs.s accepted, but that the tender of' somebody else was, before you made
'Whitehead goes any offer to Sutton & Thompson ?-No; I found I was a good way up,
Wlth them ah and they were not able to take it if it came to them. They fully
buyb them out. expected that it was going to come to them, but they were not able to-

put up the security, and they wanted me to go in partners with them.
Ispoke to Mackenzie to see if he would have me put on as partnerwith
them under an Order-in-Council, and he agreed to do so, and by that
means the contract was given in that way to Sutton, Thompson &
Whitehead. I got the $80,000 put up for security, and I bought
them out.

3257. You say that Sutton & Thompson thought it was likely to come
to them ?-Yes ; they were second or third.

3258. At the time that they were under the opinion that it was
likely to come to them, were you of the opinion that you were a long
way off ?-I got to know their figures, and I knew those prices for the
largest bulk of the work were pretty good, and the thing could be
worked through.

3259. You say you got to know thoir figures?-They told me their
figures.

3260. Who told you ?-Sutton & Thompson.
3261. Speaking of your figures in tender No. 13 on the list:

how did you know that you were not next tg Sutton & Thompson ?-
We talked one amongst another and I found I was about thrteenth.

3262. Talked with whom ?-The different tenderers that were theroe
3263. That was after they were all opened ?-Yes; after they were

all in and opened, and I found that Sutton &Thompson's figures were
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retty good for rock and earthwork, and off-takes, but for the tunnels
knew there would be money lost in them. I calculated there would

be 850,000 or $60,000 lost in the tunnels.
3264. Did you know anything about the affairs of Sutton & Thomp- Satton &Thomp.

Son, whether they were wealthy men or not ? -I kfv that they could could not put up
not put up the money. wecuyodlout

3265. Did they say that before they got the contract ?-Yes; they go Ia as
wanted to seli out. partners.

3266. Did they say that ?-Yes. They wanted me to gô partner Hon. Alexander
with them. They knew my brother-in-law could put up the money, amittedwhite-
and I went in with them, and Mackenzie admitted me as a partner by ea- as ptrner
Order-in-Council. Couneuil.

3267. Had you arranged with Sutton & Thompson, before it was
known that the contract had come to them, that you would go in with
them ?-Yes.

3268. Did you tell Mr. Mackenzie that ?-I do not know what I told
hia; but I told him Sutton & Thompson wanted me to go in partners,
and he cautioned me about them, and said I should take care of them.
I dare say he knew them botter than I did.

3269. Before it was known that Sutton & Thompson were to get the
cntract, you knew that if they did get it you were to be a partner ?-
Y..

3270. Did you communicate that to Mr. Mackenzie ?-I met Mr.
Mackenzie between the two buildings, and I told him that they wanted
'ne to go in pIrtners with them. I asked him if I could be admitted
through an rder-in-Council to becomo a partner with them, and he
said he would do what he could.

3271. Do you remember writing Mr. Mackenzie a letter on the sub-
ject ?-Very likely I did; I do not distinctly recollect it.

3272. Did you have any communication with Mr. Mackenzie, or any
onle else connected with the Government, before it was decided that
Sutton & Thompson were to get the contract ?-Not to my recollec-
tion.

3273. Do you not remember writing to him about letting the contract ga lerrewrt-
a lower tenderer, Charlton ?-I think I did write a letter to that Hon. Alexander

Mackenzie, abouteect. He was wanting to Bell out too. a lower tenderer,
Charlton.

3274. Did he try to sell to you ?-I do not distinctly recollect whether chariton trying
h did or not. He was trying anybody that he could get the chance to to gel out to
all out to. I was about the Russell louse at the same time that h ,,eby.

W8 there talking about it. I heard him talk about it, and offer to soll.
3275. To whom did you hear hirm offer it ?-I do not remember. There

'Were a dozen of us there.
3276. Can you name any person he offered to sell out to ?-The first Mr. Cauchon sent
heard of it was from Mr. Cauchon, the Governor here. le thought Intosh t oeil out

t ackintosh was a partner with Sutton & Thompson, and he sent Charl. to hlim.
10. to sell out to Mackintosh. That was the firt I heard about the
BlIing.

3277. Who did you hear that from ?-Mackintosh told me himself.
at Was the first I heard about selling.
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3278. What was the next ?-It is so long since that I cannot remem-
ber. He would sell to Sutton & Thompson, or to anybody that would
buy him out.

3279. What makes you think he wanted to sell to Sutton & Thomp-
son ?-Because I hoard him say if ho got it he would soli out to them.

3280. What did he want from them ?-I do not know.
3281. Do you know of any others he offered it to ?-I do not remem.

ber.
3282. When ho proposed to sell out to Sutton & Thompson, and

you knew that you were going to be a partner, what did you say about
it ?-I do not know that it was before I knew I was going to be a part-
ner.

3283. What did Charlton say? Did you and ho talk about selling it
out, or did you talk about buying a share if ho did seli out?-He was
talking to Sutton & Thompson, and offering to sell out if ho got it;
but I do not remember any price he asked.

3284. Was that before it was decided that he was the lowest tonderer ?
-I think so. I think it was awarded to A. P. Macdonald, in the first
instance.

3285. Then this talk was before it was known who was to get it ?-
Yes.

3286. Was there any amount mentioned ?-No ; I do not think it.
3287. As a

Charlton and
Thompson and
at ail.

matter of fact, what was the arrangment between
Sutton & Thompson, or between you and Sutton &
Charlton ?-There was no arrangement with Charlton

3288. Do you know anything about any arrangment between Sutton,
or Sutton & Thompson and Charlton ?-No.

3289. You know there was a general talk ?-Yes; it was about three
months before the first letting to A. P. Macdonald when Sutton and I
finally got it.

J3ought mit
Sutton & Thomp- 3290. You finally bought out Sutton & Thompson ?-Yes.
Son.

3291. In paying them their price was there anything said about the
amount, or whether any amount had gone to Charlton ?-No.

3292. That was not taken into account ?-No.

Does not recollect
blé; object InArting letter

respeetngÇba:rltonto Hon.
Alex. Mackenzie.

Made bargain
with autton &
'Thom pion to
give them, If they
got contract,
$10,000, flnd
securtty and
become sole
-eontractor.

3293. Now when you wrote that letter to Mr. Mackenzie, what was
your object ?- I really cannot tell my objeet now. We had been there
two or three months and I was tired of stopping there, as I wished to
have it decided in some shape, it was such a long-winded thing. I do
not recollect, it is so long since.

3294. It was before Sutton & Thompson were informed that they
were going to have the contract, that you made the bargain with
them, that if they did get it yon should be a partner ?-Yes.

3295. On what terms were you to be a partner ?-I arranged to give
them so much if they got it and I would find the security.

3296. How much were you to give them ?-Ten thousand dollars.
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3297. Then you were to find the security and become the sole pro- Mae sole con-
Prietor ?-Yes; and I was admitted by Order-in-Council as the sole tractor by Order-
Con tractor. In-council.

3298. Was that arrangment made before they knew they had got the
Contract ?-Yes.

3299..Was it understood, before it was known that they were to get
the contract, that if they did get it then you were to become the sole
Owner of it, and you were to give them $10,000 ?-Yes.

3300. Before it was known that they had got the contract did you
werite to Mr. Mackenzie on the subject ?-I do not recollect. I think

ilmust have written him before they got it, but I am not sure.
3301. Do you not remember writing to him for the purpose of Objeet of letter

influencing bis mind against Charlton & Co. ?-I did write him a letter. t°a ""jex.
I told him the facts whatever they were.

3302. Do you not remember the object ?-As I said before, I was for
going home, and not staying to Fee it settled.

3303. Do you not remember that your object in writing this letter
'efas to influence his mind against Charlton. who had a lower tender for
this contract?-I do not remember the contents of the letter.

3304. Without remembering exactly the contents, do you not
relmember the main object of the letter ?-I really could not say what
was in the letter. I do not recollect it.

3305. Do you not recollect that your object was to influence Mr.
ackenzie against Charlton ?-I know that I was there so long, that I

Was tired of it and wanted to go home.
3306. What did you write to him about ?-I do not remember what

Idid write to him.
3307. Did you write him this letter in the Blue Book report of wrote to prevent

(oummittee on Public Accounts, page 7 ? (Handing the book to the Hon. AlexanderMackenzie Iettlng
Witness.) After reading it will you tell me what was your object ?- contract çassinto

It appears that the contract was going into the liands of some Americans, hands or ankees
*Ud I wrote to him to influence him against letting it to Americans.

3308. And these Americans were represented by Charlton & Co. ?-
Yes.

3309. But you knew that Charlton was willing to seli out ?-Yes;
they were going to sell out to some Yankees.

3310. And you did not want them to have that chance ?-No.
3311. Why not ?-Because I think there are plenty of men in our

**n country to do the work without getting the Yankees to come and
do it.

Suggested that
3312. At the same time that you wrote this letter, you suggested to Hon. Alexander

to give the contract to Sutton & Thompson ?-Yes; because they g"ve®ntras to
Were tbe next tenderers. sutton & Thonp-

3113. Did you know then that theirg was the next tender ?-It is
4ikeY I did.
3314. How could you know that ?-It was very likely we told one

atlother's tenders after they had been opened for two or three months.
t s often enough known after the tenders are ail in.
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3315. But if some man does not tell ?-There was no one between
us, it appears.

Generally soine-

oets aknow 8316. You mean only those who were present to tell ?-There is
the C aracter of generally somebody who gets to know the whole thing in Ottawa.
al the tenders as

Ioon as they ar 3317. How do they get to know it ?-I cannot tell; it is more than I
can do, but some of them do. By the time the tenders are in they
know the whole of them.

Witness knows
that things have 3318. You must be wrong about that ?-I know it for a fact. I know
"oepartrnent ito things that have not been in that Department more than a couple of
hours whenth ey hours before thev are known on the street.
have been known ombfr hyaekonntesre.
In the streets.

3319. Which Department ?-The Public Works Department.
3320. You must be mistaken about that ?-I am not, and I know the

party to blame for it too.

ExplainsobJectof 3321. In this letter you advocate the letting of the contract to Sutton
leter. & Thompson, and you say you have no other object than to let him

know the feeling outside ?-That is all.
3322. But had you not another object ?-If Sutton & Thompson got

it I had.
3323. What was the object?-The feeling outside was very much.

against the Americans getting it.
3324. And what was the feeling inside ?-That Sutton & Thompson

and I wanted to get the corlract.
3325. And von got it ?-Yes.
3326. And that was the real intention ? -Yes.
3327. You say that the bargain was to give Sutton & Thompson

$10,000 ?-Yes.
lon. Donald 3328. How much was given to them, as a fact ?-I gave them $10,000.lMct)onald gve
soun T orn& - 3329. Who gave them'that ?-Mr. Me Donald paid it to them in my
presence or
witness. presence.
In Ottawa. 3330. Where ?-In Ottawa when we signed the contract.

3331. The contract did not show that you were the sole owner at
the time it was signed ?-No; the whole three of us had to sign the
contract, and I had powers of attorney as soon as we signed the con-
tract to give up their whole right and title to me.

Sutton, who was 3332. Were they present at the time of signing the contract ?-I do
present, had kbtt
power ofattorney not think Thompson was, but Satton had power of attorney to sign
fron Thompson. for him.

333d. Where was it signed ?-In Mr. Mackenzie's office.

3334. Who were there?-There were Sutton and myeelf, and Mr.
McDonald and Mr. Braun, and T think they took the contract into the
room to Mr. Mackenzie to sign it.

3335. He was in the other room ?-Yes.
3336. You did not inforrm the Department of the real bargain

between you and Sutton & Thompson, before the contract was signed ?
-No.
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3337. You wisbed them to .believe that Sutton & Thompson were
still interested ?-I.do not know that I had any object in that. There
Was nôthing of importance in it in any way, and I eould not say what
I thought at that time.

8338. Did. you not represeontto the Diepartment that you were only Did not letDe.
oing in as a third partner ?-Yes; thatwas the time that Mr. Mac-- " ea"
enzie admitted me by Order-in-Council.
3339. But before that time you had arranged to be the absolute

*Cwner ?-Yes; I had agreed to buy them out.
3340. Then you did not let the Department know the real state of

the affair ?-No; I did pot at that time, but I did after they passed the
Order-in-Council, making me the whole contractor.

3341. Why did you think at that time that it was advisable to keep
from the Department the fact that you were the sole owner ?-I
could not say that I had any particular object at all. That was the
arrangement, and I knew very well that I could carry it on -as well as
*they could. I did not tell them at the time. I told them afterwards,
and they admitted me by Order-in-Couneil as the whole contractor,
ecluding Sutton & Thompson and their sureties.

3342. Now, at the time of Sutton & Thompson getting the contract Hon. Donald
and when, in fact, you were the owner of it, did you put up the secu- upseur y
'lity yourself ?-Hon. Mr. McDonald, my brother-in-law, put it up for
tue.

3343. What was the arrangement between you and Mr. McDonald Hon. DonaldMcDonald to get
-at that time ?-Ho was to find finances for me, if it were required, and 10 per cent. er
- was to pay him 10 per cent; and there is 880,000 of it up in the < au, anhave
Department yet as security. hall' the pronits or

the contract.I
3344. What else ?-That was all I had to do with him.
3345. Do you mean that you were to pay him interest at the rate of

10 per cent. a year ?-Yes; and his son was to have half the profits of
the contract.

3346. And Euppose the contract was a loss ?-Then he would get no
profits.

3347. Were you to bear all the losses if there were losses ?-I sup-
Pose I was.

3318. Was that the understanding between you and Mr. McDonald ?
'I suppose he would have made loss too, as I could not make it up-

But he had every confidence in me as a railroad man, and that is the
'Way we did it. We did not anticipate a loss.

3349. Was it arranged between you and Senator McDonald that his
son was to have half the profits of the contract ?-It was the arrange-
lnent. His son was present at the time.

3350. What is his son's name ?-Mitchell McDonald.
3351. Where were you then ?-In Toronto, in his son's office. His

'8ola is a lawyer.
3352. Besides advancing the Eecurity did Senator McDonald advance

rs money for Sutton ?-Yes.

3353. Did that carry interest too against you ?-Yes.

Witness to bear
al the losses, if
any.

The arrangement
made lu Mitchell
Mc Donald,18 office

The $10,000 to
sutton aIer
carried intereSt.
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3354. Was his son a railroad man ?-No.
Mitchell
McDonald not a 3355. Was Mitchell McDonald a wealthy man ?-No; he was not
railroad man,
nor wealthy. wealthy.
eenator
McDonald could 3356. What was the object of associating him as a partner with

ot take partner- you ?-I suppose he could not take the partnership himself being inehtp belng In
Senate, and the Senate, and I suppose that is the way ho took to secure the benefits
therefore secured
Itthrough ied of it, by giving bis son the partnership.
son.

3357. Why do you think that was the object of it ?-I do not see any
other way it could be; he could not be a partner himself.

3358. How do you know that? Did ho say so ?-Of course ho knew
it, and everybody knew it.

3359. Did he say so?-I could not recollect distinctly whether he
said so or not. I do not remember, but I know that was the object.

3360. Do I understand you to say that the substance of the arrange-
ment was, that Senator McDonald was to get half the profits, through
the name of bis son as a partner, because ho could not be partner him-
self?-The arrangement was made in the son's name that ho was to-
have half the profits.

3361. Do you know why it was made in the son's name instead of
the name of the Senator himself ?-I do not know anything except the
reason I gave you. I know ho could not have it himself.

3362. When ho first arranged with you for the money, was it part of
the understanding that you were to give up half the profits to some-
body ?-Yes ; it was arranged that Mitchell was to have half the profits.

Mitchell 3363. Do yon know whether Mitchell McDonald was worth anything,McDonald In-
solvent at the or had ho become insolvent ?-He was insolvent, and went through the
time. Bankrupt Court since that.
Pald him .20,000 3364 Did you actually pay any money on account of that partner-
on account. ship to anybody ?-1 paid Mitchell McDanald $20,000.

3365. How did you pay him ?-I gave him a choque.
3366. Payable to himself?-It was a warrant from the Department.
3367. To whom was the warrant payable ?-The warrant was made

payable to me, and I endorsed it over to him.

3368. Did you put your name on the back ?-Yes; I must have
done so.

3369. Do you remember whother you put your name on the back ?-
I do not; but ho got the money at any rate-$20,000. I think I would
put my name on the back.

3370. Do you remember to whom you handel that piece of paper?
-I handed it to him.

3371. To whom ?-To Mitchell.
Mitchell
McDonald having 3372. Where was ho ?-1 do not know, but I know ho handed it t&

ost the arrant his father afterwards. His father was sick at the time, but I saw it
~o 2,0,gave It

to hie father. afterwards in his father's own hand in his house.

3373. Did you pay any more on account of that division of profits ?-
No; I have not yet.
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3374. Twenty thousand dollars is the extent of the money that you
have given, is it ?-Yes.

3375. Did you ever arrange with them that you would give a larger
8um in satisfaction of their claim for their part of the profits?-Yes;
I Was to give him $112,000, and that $20,000 was a part of it.

3376. How did you arrange the balance then ?-I gave him notes.
3377. Your own note ?-Yes.
3378. How much was that for ?-About 890,000.
3379. Were you the maker of that note ?-Yes.

Tendering-
Csntraet 8o. 15.

Wltness wa to
give f 112,000 of
whlch the >20,00(
was part.

Gave him note-
for ba.ance
490,000.

33F0. Have you paid it ?-No; I have never been able to pay it yet. NoJtable artoa

3381. How long had it to run ?-I think it was twelve months. I
forget now.

3382, When you say that Mitchell McDonald went into the Insolvent The assignee
Court, do you remember whether the assignee, or the person represent- inD ads
ing his estate, came to you for that note ?-Nobody made a claim on solvency made no.
bâe. daim on wltness.

3383. Ras any one made a claim on you ?-No; I think he has the
note himself.

3384. What makes you think he has the note himself?-I have never
seen it since.

3385. Do you remember to whom that note was made payable ?-I Thinks the 9o,o»
think it was to Mitchell McDonald. I think it was in two notes, if 1 was in two notes.

rerember rightly.
3386. Do you remember whether it was one or two ?-I could not

Swear, but I think it is in two.
3387. Do you remember how long they had to run ?-I think one

Weas for twelve months, and the other was for eighteen. I am not sure.
3388. How was the amount of 8112,000 arrived at as being full

Satisfaction for their claim of the profits ?-They wanted more, and that
'Vas the bargain we atruck.

3389. Who wanted more ?-Mitchell McDonald.
3390. Was any person else present when you struck the bargain ?--
do not tbink there was.
3391. Where was it ?-It was in his office.
3392. Mitchell's ?-Yes.
3393. Was there any person else present ?-I do not think there waa.

Mitchell
MeDonald wanted
more than
$112.000. That
sum the result of
a compromise.

3394. Do you think that Mitchell and you alone took part in that
a'rrDgement ?-I think so.

. 3395. Did you never speak to his father about it ?-His father was senator
l Ottawa at that time. I never spoke to him about it; but I know M n lald not

satfe.Wanteçt
1 fatther was not satitsfied about it. his son to make a

deed, and place
3396. Why do you know he was not satisfied about it ?-Because he arranvement in

'Vanlted Mitchell to make a deed and put it back where it was before. the or nairorm.

3397. How do you know he did that ?-Becanse Mitchell wrote a
u and put things back where they were before.
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3398. Did the father ever speak to you on that. subject, as to whether
he was satisfied or not ?-I do not think he did, but Mitchell told.me
ho was not satisfied and had made him make this deed to put it back
where it was before we made this arrangement.

3399. Did you see the father after that ?-Yes; many a time, but I
do not think ho ever mentioned it to me; but Mitchell wrote me a note
and sent-me this deed to eign, and told me that his father was very
much displeased at what ho had done.

3400. Where did he send it to ?-I think it was to here. I came
home to Winnipeg from his office.

Mitchell
M ild as 3401. Has any person made any claim against you in respect to that

befromt f .2,000 since the time you gave that note ?-No one but himself. Ho
amount of these has tried to get it himself.

3402. Do you mean Mitchell ?-Yes.
3403. Did you know Martin, who was Charlton's partner on the

tender ?-He was working on the railway here with me since I got the
contract.

Before tendering, 3404. Had you been over this country before you made that tender
sent a Mal over for section 15 ?-No; but I sent a man. I was a cripple, on crutches,
Its character. and could not go myself; but I sent a man with harmmers and drills

to bring me specimens of the rock, and to find out wherever variations
took place.

3405. Did you bave any conversation with any of the engineers as to
the kind of work that was to be done ?-No; I had a profile to go by,
that was all. I saw the profile.

3406. Is it not usual before making tenders, besides seeing the plans
and specifications, to discuss with the engineers the probable nature of
the work ?-Very seldom. Mr. Carre was there, and gave any explana-
tion he could, how access was to be got to the line with provisions and
supplies. I was the only one who had a sample of the rock there. The

utaiiway Con- engineers had not it themselves, nor had Mr. Fleming.
utaway on .truOtion- 3407. Had there been any discusmion as to whether the bridges

rock; ,OOO yards should be built, or whether the fillings would be of earth ?-There were
milearth rregt 300,000 yards of rock to excavate, 80,000 of earth, and there wa eight
work. miles altogether, I think, of trestle work.

3408. Before the tenders were made, was there any discussion be-
tween you and any person at all on the part of the Government as ta
the probability of how the work would be completed eventually ?-No ;
nothing except what the specification said, rock work and trestle work
and this 80,000 yards of earth. No one ever said anything different
from that.

3409. You know there were three sets of tenders. First of all they
were going to make solid embankments. That was found to be so
expensive that for the time the Government abandoned it and asked for
other tenders. Then there was a second set of tenders leaving gaps
unfinished, was it not ?-I do not remember.

3410. Then there was a third set that you became interested in; 1
wish to know whether about that time there was any discussion as to
whether the final construction of that line would be according to the first
set of tenders-solid embankments ?-That was all the understanding
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mallwar Con.

that was held out at the time the tender was let, that the rock was to C°=tract No15.

te 300,000 yards, earth 80,000, with this amount of trestle work.
3411. When you bought that contract from Sutton & Thompson did went into work

YOU think it probable that the treqtle work would be adhered to ?- wJok wouild be e
les; of course 1 did. adhered to.

3412. Did you go into that work with that expectation ?-Yes; I
ihad no other motive or understanding with any one.

3413. The change is, of course, beneficial to you ?-Yes. Ch benraciclal

3414. You would have lost more money if they had adhered to the Trestle work
resatle work system ?-The trestle work would have worked itself. I wo°ld ,ot havetrety been ftnished ln

Would have made monev, but not so much as I have made out of the twenty years.
earth work. In fact tie trestle work was the plan that they had
adopted, but it would not have been finished in twenty years if they
lhad carried it out.

3415. Is not that a new idea. You did not have that idea whon you
omnmenced ?-Yes ; I did.
3416. Did you expect when you took the contract that it was to bo

nhiished with trestle work ?-Yes.
3417. Although you knew it could not be done with trestle work in

t*enty years ?-I do not know that I thought 8o when I took the con-
tract. I did not see so far into it at the time as I did after.

3418. That, thon, is a late idea since the contract was taken ?-Yes;
einee I got started into it, and since the engineers told me the way it
hlad to be done.

3419. Iow long after you started on your work was it before you
'cante to the conclusion that the trestles should be abandoned?-I did
1ot propose to abandon them at all.

3420. Did you corne to such a conclusion in your own mind ?-I saw
ny own mind that it was going to be a long job, as we could not

Put on many mon if they adhered to it, and the work could not be put
through in twenty years. They were either bound to go back on earth
Work or else borrow rock to fill up the embankment.

3421. What was the difficulty?-You see, in the first instance, Reasons why
Zl the rock was to go into tho water stretches to make a rock base the woulhavetakea
Whole width of the embankment, and three feet above high water 8 long a t'me.
tark. The next eut was to go into the lake, and thon a trestle had to
e Put up next the embankment, and then to get the next eut you had

tO build a trestle to get the stuff over it, and the same way with the
4ex one, and fetch the stuff in that way five or ton miles. You could
0 rly work twenty or thirty men at each end next to the lake.

3422. Would it have been necessary from eacb end of the contract to
Ut up the trestle work before you could go on to the cut beyond it ?-

es; and the rock would have to go to fill up the water stretches.

3423. Did you communicate that idea to any person on behalf of the
t vernment-to Mr. Carre or anybody elso-soon after you went on

we Work ?-I think they began to see it themselves when Mr. Rowan
'eut down the line, because he told my son wherever there was any

ePosit of earth, the Chief wanted the voids filled in with earth instead
0f trestle work.

15
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Contract No. 15. 34?4. Do you mean to say that the trestle and other works con-
templated at the time of the advertisement could not have been accom-
plished under twenty years ?-That is my impression, because you
could not put on men to work.

nlad Une been 3425. Was that because you had to work from qach end with a very
noim oethaes small body of labourers ?-Yes ; you cou Id not get more than twenty or

twenty-five men twenty-five men into each cutting, and they might be five or ten miles
c ntoavaecee" apart, and the stuff had to be put into the lake. I did not see it myself
cutting. until after I got on the work.

3426. You do not think you saw that before your bargain with Sutton
& Thompson to buy them out ?-No; I did not see it until after I got
on the work. I did not understand at that time that all the stuff had
to go into each lake.

3427. Was this talked over with Mr. McDonald ?-No ; he did not
know anything about railroads, and they left everything to me.

34.18. Do you mean Sonator McDonald ?-Yes; he left everything to-
me.

3429. When you and he made the arrangement about half thprofits
going to Mitchell, was there any limit to those pr'otits ? For ina nce,
were they to go to the full extent of one-half ?-They were to go to
the extent of one-half, and then [ made an arrangement with Mitchell
afterwards and agreed to give him $92,000 to give up that chance,

3430. Did you communicate the idea that you speak of about the
difficulty of finishing the contract to Mr. Marcus Smith or Mr. Rowan?
-I am sure I do not know.

WINNIPEG, Tuesday, 14th September, 1880.

Tendering.

Witnesss tender
for section 15,
higher than
Sutton & Thomp-
son s.

Sutton'u price for
tunneling too
Jow.

JoSEPH WHITEHIEAD'S examination continued:
By the Càairman:-

3431. Your tender for the work on section 15 was much higher
than the tender of Messrs. Sutton.& Thompson, was it not ?-Yes.

3432. Do you know about how much higher?-I do not recollect at
present.

3433. The quantities published in the Blue Book and the prices
attached to your tender after Sutton & Thompson's, make it appear
that on timber your tender was about S188,000 more than Sutton's ?-
Perhaps so. I could not say what my figures were. At present, I do no t

remember.
3434. Do you think that is about the difference ?-I really could not,

say; I do not remember what mine were now.
3435. The same statements make it appear that your price for tun-

nelling was about $128,000 more than his ?-His price was no price at
all for tunnelling, whereas mine is $2.75 for open cuttings. The tunnel-
ing ought to be at least three times as much as open cuttings'.

3436. Whon you made your tender upon the examination of the
country which you say was made by your agent, did you consider youL
would have a large profit on the transaction if you got it at your
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Price ?-I considered i would have a good thing in it. It was a large
Operation to go into.

3437. Had you made any estimate of the probable profit ?-I thought Thoghthewouktmae l50,01j0 orI Would make $150,000 or $200,000 on my own tender. t20,ooo on hs
own tender.

3438. If you thought you would make $150,000 or $200,000 oh your
Own tender, what profit was there in taking the contract $300,000 less
than your own contract ?-I found that his price was botter for rock.
1 do not remember exactly what mine was. I think mine was only
$1.25, and his was $2.75. lis prices were good for ties, and for earth
Work, but I knew there would be a loss in the tunnelling. Stil I
thought the thing could be worked out to advantage.

3439. 1ow did you think it could be workei out to advantage if the
quantities which were offered to you, and which you were ledto sup-
Pose would probably be executed, made a difference of8300,000 against
the Sutton tender, if you thought you could only clear $150,000 on
Your own ?--I could not say how much [ would clear on my own. I
'Was going into it to clear as much as I could.

344). Can you not explain what induced you to take a tender of
Sutton's at 8300,000 less than your own ?-I thought his prices were
good for rock and earth, and something could ho made out of it.

3441. But the quantities of rock and earth would not at ail make up
for the deficiency of $300,000 ?-It would come out all right enough
now with the prices I have.

Why he was
ready to take a
contract $aso0,00
lesa than he
tendered for.
Prices good for
ties and earth
work.

Thought Sutton'a
price wasgood
for rock and
earth, and that
something could
he made.

3442. But you could not tell thon that it was going to happen after-
Wards, that the timber would be abandoned, for instance ?-No; I did
not know anything about it.

. 3443. Then you cannot explain beyond that the reason for suppos-
Ifg that the Sutton & Thompson tender would be a desirable one to
have ?-I thought there was money to be made out it. I was perfectly
certain I would not get my own figures, because I was told there wer e
so mlany below me.

3444. Do you remember a talk at Ottawa about Sutton & Thompson Rip-rap not in

a'îng left out of their tender one of the items-rip-rap ?-Yes. on tendomP-

3445. How was it known that Sutton had left that out of his tender?
I ar sure I cannot tell. I beard that ho had left rip-rap out; and I

think it was left to the Department, and they took an average from the
Other. tenders for it and put it in at $2 a yard.

3446. At the time his tender went into the Department, there was
" Price in it for rip-rap ?-No; he bad left it out.

8447. Was it after that correction was made by the Department thet
eon agreed with him to become a partner ?-No; I think it was before
that was known.

448. Was it arranged between you and Sutton that you would
his partner if ho got the contract before ihat correction was

ade ?-I do not think it was known at that time.
3449. You heard of it afterwards ?-Yes; I took Sutton & Thomp-

F note to the Department, and the Department made an average
"o the other tenders, and put it in.

1â4
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'-Some 3450. You made a remark yesterday that matters known in the
matars noine Department were sometimes known outside very quickly ?-Yes.
known outside.

3451. And I understood you to say that you knew the parties through
whom.such matters came out ?-I say that it is generally known a very
short time after the tenders are in. There is somebody gets to know
what they are.

3452. What parties do you allude to ?-I have known parties that
have got to know the tenders.

3453. What parties ?-I do not know the party's name. I know
him by sight, in Ottawa. I do not know what his name is, but I
know that he knew about the prices of those tenders before anybody I
know of.

3454. Was he one of the teçderers ?-Yes.
3455. I thoughtyou knew all the tenderers ?--No; there were twenty-

six of them.
3456. Do you mean that you knew any person in the Department

through whom the information came out ?-I do not know that parti-
cularly. I do not know it for certain.

3457. What do you know about that ?-Well, I do not know any-
thing of myself that I can bring proof on, so I will not say anything
further about it.

3458. Did you never talk to any person in the Department about
matters in the Depart ment ?-I do not know that I did. About priceS
or anything ?

witness never .459. About prices or the contents of documents?-I never could
no gee find ont anything. There was somebody had a better way of knowing

it than I had.
3460. You tried, did you ?-1 do not know that I did. I knew that

I could not get any information, and I did not bother myself about it.
If I could have got information I would have had it.

8461. Did you try ?-I do not know that I did.
3462. Did any one else try for you ?-No; not that I know of.

'Charlton's 3463. Do you know if Charlton sold ont his interest in the tender,Anterest. or took any money for not completing it ?-I do not know that he took
any money. I never saw him take any money.

3464. You might know without seeing ?-I do not know. I did not
see him take any money, and I did not give him any money, and I
could not tell anything further about it.

3465. Could you not tell without giving him money or seeing biml
take it ?-I do not know; I never gave him any and I never saw hiffi
take any.

3466. Have you any reason to know whether he got anything for not
completing his tender ?-I think ho did, but I did not give him any.

ayes. 3467. Do you know a man named Daniel Hayes ?-Yes; from TorontO-

3468. Do you think he gave him any ?-I do not know; I have 00
means of knowing that he did.
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3169. Did you never hear that ho gave him anything on account of
anybody else ?-No.

3470. Do you know where Charlton was ?-He was at Ottawa all the
timae.

3471. But there was a time that he was away from Ottawa-just
about the date that Sutton & Thompson got the contract ?-He was in
Montreal.

3472. Did you hear he was anywhere else-at Cornwall, for instance ? Heard Charlton
-Yes; I heard he was there. andas aat serna

3473. Who was up with him ?-Mr. McDonald. MDt°"ah was

3474. Your partner ?-He was not my partner.
3475. Well, ho was your financial assistant?-Yes.
3476. What did Mr. McDonald say to you about giving money?-

I do not know.
3477. Do you not know that you were to make good any money

advances ?-Yes.

3478. Whatdid ho say about that ?-I do not know any particular sum Mc2 cnald charg-

that he charged me with in the books, for Charlton, that I can refer to. $20,000 given to
Charlton.

3479. Can you remember the sum now ? -1 expect.it was 820,000.

3480. What makes you expect it ?- Because it wastalkedofbetwoen
Ine and McDonald.

3481. Was it not more than $20,000 ?-No; it was not.
3482. Was that the amount put down in the account between you

and McDonald ?-There is no separate account, but it is amongst the
Other items of a larger sum. That was the amount.

3483. Are you sure it was not a great deal more than that ?-I am
certain it was not.

3484. Was that part of the money on which you paid interest to
McDonald ?-Yes.

3485. At what rate ?-Ten per cent.
3486. Have you those accounts now that were rendered by Mr.

McDonald to you, showing the disbursements that ie had made on
Your account ?-I think we have.

This part of th&
rnoney on whtchb
witness pald
Interest at 10 per
cent. per annuam
to Mc Donald.

3487. Can you produce them, to show whether your statement is
correct or not ?-Yes ; I can.

3488. Are they bore in Winnipeg ?-Yes.

3489. Was Hayes up there with Mr. McDonald Pt the time ?-No.

3490. Where was Hayes ?-I do not know; he was not there.

3491. What makes you think that Mr. McDonald was up there with Witness In Corn-
ebarlton ?-I was thore too. It was at the station, going to Ottawa. IeDonald.

3492. Were you there with them ?-Yes.

3493. What building were they in ?-It was the front room of a
hotel just opposite the station.
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3494. You were interested in this -transaction, why were you not
present ?-I was ont at the time. When he paid him the money I was:
not in the place, I was out at the station.

3495. Who else was there? -~ do not know who else was there.
There was McDonald, and Uharlton, and another man who came from
Montroal, a partner of (jharlton's. He is peddling coal, or wood, or
s3omething, in Montreal. I do not know his name.

3496. Iow did it happen that you were not preEent when this
transaction in which you were interested was going on ?-I was in the
station.

3497. But the terms were all arranged in your presence ?-I said I
would go $20,000, and McDonald made the rest of the arrangement.

3498. You had not the means of your own to do the rest of it ?-No.
3499. It was done with Mr. McDoiald's means ?-Yes.
3500. Did you forget about this part of the transaction, yesterday,

when you were giving your evidence ?-No; you asked me whether
Sutton & Thompson gave Charlton anything, and I said no, I did not
know anything about it.

3501. Were you watching the words i used ?-Of course, I have got
to do that, or else you would soon trap me.

3502. Do you not want to be-trapped ?-No; but I will tell you what
you ask me.

3503. How long was it after you went upon this work on section 15,
when you came to the conclusion that it could not be finished
with trestle work, as was first intended by the Government?
-It was the way that the engineers instructed us to go on with
the work, and iustructed us that the work was to be done. We had
to take all the rock work each way between two lakes; there was only
one set of men could work; and when we got trestle work to put in on
one side we would have to wait until the men could work on the other
side of it.

3504. About what time of the year did you become aware that the
trestie work would not be used ?-It was in February, I think, in 1877.
I signed the contract on the 9th of January and then came up here froni
Ontario.

3505. Were you down at Ottawa that season ?-I was at the signing
of the contract.

3506. I mean aftor you had become aware that the contract was not
likely to be finished with trestie work ?-I could not tell you when I
was in Ottawa after that. I have been to Ottawa a good many times,
and I do not remember. I did not keep track of it.

Does not remem-
ber discusain
exped"ency oï 3507. Did you discuss the expediency of changing the character of
changing charac- this work with any person connected with the Department of Public
anr or ofte Work ?-Not that I remember of.
department.

3508. Not with Mr. Trudeau ?-I do not remember ; I could not say.
3509. Was not Mr. Trudeau present when you and some other per-

sons were talking about the necessity of changing the character of the
work ?-Not to my recollection.
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3510. Do you remember talking of it in the Department of Public *)*tmetNo. lm

"Works ?-No; I do not. It was with Mr. Rowan the thing first com-
tienced.

3511. I am speaking of adter time, after Mr. Rowan told you-about
&eptember, when ho was down on the works ?-I do not recollect.

3512. Whear did you first go to Ottawa after that ?-I could not tell
that either. I do not recollect.

3513. Have you ever been examined as a witness before any of the
Committees of Parliament ?-No.

3514. Were you down at Ottawa at the time of any of the committees
4aking evidence ? -Yes; I was thero the Session before last when Mr.
ýowan was examined, and Mr. Carre.

3515. You were not asked to give evidence ?-No. DoS t know,

3516. Do you know why you were not asked to give evidence ?- ws l"ot ex.
XO; I do not know anything about it. Parliamentary

Comrnmittee.
3517. Was there any arrangement by which you were not to give

'6vidence ?-No, I never heard of it; 1 did not know that they wanted
ine at ail.

3518. [lad you been down to Ottawa before that, the season before,
After Mr. Rowan had led you to understand that the character of the
Works was to be changed ?-I really could not say; I did not keep any
lemnorandum about going to Ottawa. I have been to Ottawa many

'diffrent times, and I do not know any particular date.
3519. Have you let much of the work on contract 15 to sub-contrac- Let little of work

tors ?-Very little, except the earth work. I kept all the rock work ®®"ot"rLh

My own hands. tors.

3520. How much of the earth work did you sub-let ?-I could not
54Y; where there was any barrow work or grading work that was to

done beside the trestle wor k.
3521. Was that a small proportion of the whole ?-Yes; I do not Outofra,OOO.OO

tPpose that out of 1,000,000 yards I have let more than 20,000. on o, aar's.e
3522. So that the bulk of the work you have done without sub-con-

trat ?-Yes; ail by days' labour.
3523. Did you ever have any conversation with Mr. Fleming upon

the subjeet of changing the work from trestle to embankment ?-I do
'nOt recollect that I ever had.

3524. Or with Mr. Smellie ?-I could not say; I do not remember
about it. Tendering.

3525. Could yon fix the date at which that conversation took place Meeting at Corn.
at Cornwall botween you and Mr. Me Donald and Charlton ?-It was w&1 betweeniMcD)onald,
'st a few days before the contract was let. Charlton and

j wit ne« took
3526. You mean a few days before it was awarded to Sutton & Tbomp- Mûe few dag

fl ?- Yes; three or four or five days-perhaps a week before that. was Iet.
3527. io you think the account that Mr. McDonald rendered to you

W0»ld show the date?-I do not think it would.
f528. as there been any complaint on your part as to the quantities

' the estimates of the Government engineers at different times?-
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Vontracte@. .. 3529. What was the principal dispute about ?-Well, the loose rock-
Dispute wlen was a large item; and then there were other things-there were the ties.
<iovernment en- aala-oie;adto hr eeohrtig thr e heiEr

eer regarding For instance, Mr. ]Rowan makes me find all the ties to lay to the ballast.fIo)ose rok antihvensotocntat
ts, and I have no right to do it, accordin.to contract. I do the labour

for nothing just to put the roads in; bit the Government find the
materials: steepers, ties and rails. I spoke to, Mr. Schreiber about it

27,000 ties kept (I think he has kept some 27,000 ties off me, as near as I can guess)from him. after he came over the work, and he said it was absurd to keep the
ties off me without paying for them. They might as well make mer
find the iron too. Then there is some of the track laying not paid for
yet, and some of the days' work not paid for. I calculated it as near
as I can figure it up, and Mr. Schreiber has promised to give me a final

About 96000 he statement in November. Everything all told, I think there was $96,0001
thlnks kept from
him. kept off me. '

3530. Has the withholding of this money, to which you think vou
are entitled, prevented you from successfully carrying on the works ?
-Yes; the works would not have been in the hands of the Government
to-day if I had got my estimates as I should have got them.

3531. Did you make any application to the Government for assist-
ance ?-Yes, I did.

3532. When did you first make it ?-I could not say when I first
made it, but I think it was some time about the month that Mr.
McDonald died. That is about a year ago in Januîary. I do not

Got 9,(Mo on remember the date. They gave me $45,000 on my plant, and that, I
plant. think, is all paid back again. Then I wanted to get some more, just

before the Government took possession of it, but I did not succeed,
although I was promised it.

3533. Do you say you had the promise of it?-Yes; I had the promise-
of it but I did not get it, and I took in some other partners.

. Fleming and
Sir Chas. fiipper
salv lie could

Shave 4U0,O.

3534. Who made you the promise ?-Some members of the Govern-
ment_-Mr. Fleming and Mr. Tupper. On a Saturday morning Mr.
Fleming said it would be sent up here froni Ottawa, 860,0, on Monday.

3535. Was it only Mr. Fleming who said you could get it?-The two
said it.

3536. What security were you to give them ?-Rolling stock, engine*
and cars, and such as that. g

sio0,Oo value of 3537 Whtat was the value of the property which you offered a&
aecurity.1 security ?-Something over $100,00. There were six locomotives ý

there were 168 flat cars, and thon, of course, they have possession of
everything else bosides, as nothing can be taken off the work until
the contract is finishel. Everything belongs to Her Majesty until the,
contract is finished.

3538. Was there ayy objection on the part of the Government to the,
value of the security which was offered ?-No.

Sir Chas. Tupper 3539. Then why did they not make the loan to you ?-Dr. Tupper
te Iovernmen said that the Goverument were anxious to do all that lay in their
cannot be bis power for me, but they could not be my banker; and he said he thoughlbankers. pwî mm n osl eLogî

it would be better if I wero to take in partners. This was on the
Tuesday following. Mr. Grant came down to Ottawa, .and Tuttle, thb
newspaper man, was with him. Mr. Grant was of the firm of Fraser,
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Grant & Pitblado. He was along with Mr. Macdonald, the Minister ab.
of Justice, that afternoon.

3540. Who was?-Grant was; and next day I saw Tupper, and he
said he thought I had better take in a partner as the Government wcre
anxious to do all they could for me. He said he did not think I had
an enemy in the Cabinet, but that they could not be my bankers.
Pinally, I agreed to take in a partner, and they were to find all the money not forth-
nioney that was necessary to carry on the works, but they failed to do comingthe work
it, and so I went right into the hands of the Government. hninsofthe

Government.
3541. When it was suggested that you bad better take a partner, was whenpartner

any name mentioned to you ?-No; there was not. By Sir Charles wa suggested Sir
Tupper you mean ? mentioneuno

3542. When it was suggested that you should take a partner, was itnane.
also suggested what partner you should take?--No.

3543. Was there any allusion made to any of those persans who did
become partners, by any person connected with the Gove-nment ?-No.

3544. Are you sure of that now ?-Not to me; there was not.
3545. Was there any suggestion made by any member of the Govern- Nor did any

Which led to your taking in these individuals?-I do not know that oernment
there was. suggest any one-

3546. This proposed partnership was no advantage to you, as I
Understood you to say ?--Ño; it was a disadvantage.

3547. Do you mean to suggest that this proposed partnership was noes not suggest
brought about by any action of any person connected with the Govern- was roughtip
Ment ?-No, I do not say that, because I do not know; but Sir Charles aboutby thL
'T upper told me that ho thought it would be better to take in a partner. person connected
That is all I can tell you about it. with Department,

3548. Did any other person than Sir Charles Tupper, connected with
the Government, mention any names to you as proper persons, or
desirable persons, to form a partnership with ?-No.

3519. Are you sure of that ?-Yes ; I do not remember anybody.
3550. Those persons who proposed to be partners, as I understand

You, failed to furnish the capital which you expected ?-Yes.
3551. And that has led to the trouble about your completing the

Works ?-Yes.
3552. And that tronble has led to the Government taking the work

Out of your hands ?-Yes.
3553. Now, we wish to understand all the particulars about this trans-

action by which you took partners who wore supposed to have capital,
instead of borrowing money frem the Government. I wish you to
explain any matter which I have failed to ask you about, that will give
us a correct idea of how the thing was arranged ?-Well, Grant came
down to Ottawa, and when Sir Charles proposed the partnership to me,
I told him that I did net require any partner; that I could do without
a Partner; that I had spent a large amount of money in tàiing plant
and provisions down to North-West Angle 110 miles, and that I had
to team it from here. Sifton Ward & Co. were behind time in finishing
their contract on section 14, and that is the way I should have got my
Provisions, plant, and material down; but they were so far behind with

How lie came to>
bake in partners..
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Cor'nt-aet 'b' the grading that I had either to wait for twelve months before starting
Had either to contract 15, or I had got to haul the stuff down by the Dawson route
watt twelve to North-West Angle. Thon I had to take it by steamboat to Rat Port-
inonths or elsey
haut stuf down age. I had thon, in the summer of 1877, to pack the stuff on men'S
by Dawson route. backs to start on the east end of the contract instead of the west end.

I told him I had spent a large amount of money in this, and I was
getting the work into shape, and could work it by steam; that I had
live steam shovels and six locomotives, and I had every preparation to
work the things on a very economical base, and I did not wish a partner
at all. le told me-

r a Tpp'r 3554. Who told you ?-Sir Charltes Tupper told me that the Govern-
that t e Govern- ment was inclined to do everything that lay in their power for me, but
en hsuld dntr, that they could not be my bankers, and that I had better get in a

wbacess wenp partner. Thon I came home, and I did not come to any decision in
where his Ottawa about taking in a partner. I came home and there seemed to
creditors pressed be a ring formed against me when I got here to Winnipeg. Cooper,
Cor. Fairman Fairman & Co., who made glycerine for me, wanted to have their account
& Co. wanted for the glycerine. I think it was about $9,000; I do not exactly
their account ofb
$9,OO for glyce- remember the amount. I failed to get the money in Ottawa that 1
rile, and Co per expected when I went down, and when I had failed to get it Cooper
threatened tor
make him an came in and said that unless he could get the money that day I should
lnsoivent. be an insolvent before the sun set that night. Well, there were two or
Cooper said he three parties who were my friends, or pretended to be my friends, took

"ofld get partiles the thing up and got hold of Grant. This Cooper told them that he
Igo Into part-

nershipwithhim. could get sone parties who would go in partners with me.

$&t Young's offimce 3555. Whom did Cooper tell ?-He told Dr. Schultz and Young, a
Cooper suggestd
Fraser àGrand' merchant here, and some other parties, that ho could get some parties

who woiild go in with me if necessary. So they asked me to come
down to Young's office, and when I wcnt down Cooper was there, and
they asked him who this party was that ho could produce who
would find the means necessary to go in with me.

3556. Who asked him that ?-Dr. Schultz.

Partnership 3557. Was he with you ?-Yes; Cooper said it was Fraser & Grant.
.arrangement. So ho went and fetched Grant up, and ho proposed to find al[ the money

necessary. Money was the loast object in the whole transaction accord-
ing to his statement. So the arrangement was made that they were to
go in partners, that they were to have half of the contract; that the
rolling stock and plant that I had were to be valued, and that they
were to pay cash for one-half of the plant when it was valued. It was
to be done by arbitrators. I was to have one, and they were to
have one, and C. J. Brydges was to be umpire.

3558. Was that part of the agreement upon which the partnership
was to be arranged ?-Yes. Well, we got the plant valued after some
time, but there was a great deal of delay. We were to go on with
valuation right away, but instead of that Fraser went down to Ottawa
next norning and did not appoint an arbitrator.

3559. 4Vas the agreement for the partnership completed at that
time ?-Yes; I think the documents were all drawn up.

3560. Have you the documents ?-Yes; I think Mr. Ruttan lias
themn in the office.
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3561. Do I understand you to say that the terms of the partnership Centract a.. 1

Were arranged up here at Winnipeg ?-Yes. Terme of partner-gship arranged a~
3562. At the instance cf Cooper ?-Yes ; he was the party who

brought it about.
3563. Was he the first party that suggested the names?-Yes; he

said Fraser & Grant would go in and find all the means necessary.
3564. What Cooper is that ?-Cooper, Fairman & Co., of Montreal. I

had had Grant at me at different times before about coming in as a part-
lier, but I told him I did not wish a partner.

3565. Is this the Cooper of the firm who had the contract for steel
'ails ?-Yes; the same man.

3366. Had he been connected with you in business in any way before ?
-Yes; I had bought a good many things from him before. I had
bought steam-shovels from him; and he had a commission for doing it.
I bought some seventy-five tons of old railroad iron that he had got from
the Grand Trunk Railway.

3567. How much altogether do you think would be the amount of
your transactions with him ?-I could hardly tell you; it was pretty
large.

3568. As much as $100,000 ?-It would be pretty close to it.
3569. Have you and he been always friendly ?-Yes.

Wuinlpeg.

Coopero> Cooper,
Fairman & CJo.,
suggested Fraser
&Urantas
partners.

Had large trans-
actions wit
Cooper.

3570. Did you consider he was acting in your interest at this time ?
It came upon nie like a clap of thunder, and I did not know what to

think of it. That was the proposition ho made to Dr. Schultz and
1oung, and unless I did it I wou d have to go into bankruptcy.

3571. Do I understand you to say that it was this pressure exercised Cooper's pressure
by Cooper for his debt, at that time, which induced you take a partner, against bis wl
although you had been previously disinclined to take one ?-Yes. tu take a partner.

3572. Hud you been in the habit of dealing with Cooper before you
took this contract ?-Before I took section 15 ?

3573. Yes ?-No ; I do not think &o. Whatever plant I had bought
for work hore I bought in Minneapolis. I do not think I did anyusiess with him before I got contract 15.

3574. How did you become acquainted with Cooper ?-He came to me
tosee if he could sell me steam-drills.

3575. Where did ho come to see you ?-In Toronto. I had met him
at Ottawa different times before I got arrangements fairly nmade. Be
%iet me in Ottawa and Toronto, and wanted to supply me with differ-
ent things in another line.

3576. Did you know anything about his standing, or his ability to
4t ish ?-No; I did not know anything about it, only he had theset hings-iron and chains, and such things as I was likely to u-e on the

h1 1e, such as steam drills and shovels, and such as that.
3577. Had you ever required such things on any other coitract

I'fore that ?-No.

9578. Did you commence to deal witb him up»n his own represent.
ons011 ?-Yes.
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Coutraet Ibo. 15. 3579. No person introduced him to you, or recommended him ?-Not
that I recollect of.

3580. Do you know whether Mr. Senator McDonald had anything
to do with it ?-No; ho left ail these things to me to get them wherever
I liked.

Tendering. 3581. At the time that this money was paid at Cornwall to Charlton,
At the time were you aware that Sutton & Thompson would get the contract if
rnoney wa pald Charlton backed out?-I expected so; they were the next tendor.10 Charlton, wit-
ness expected
thliat CharltonOut
of the waycon- 3583. Were you aware of that then ?-I could not be certain, but 

aet woule expected it, because they were the next tender.
ho son, whom

h to y aged35
uy ouatang 3583. How were you aware that theirs was the next tender ?-It

was pretty well known what every man's tender was at this time; it
had been three months before the Cabinet, It was three months between
the time the tenders went in and the time the contract was let.

3584. Did you pay that at the time, because you understood that if
Charlton backed out Sutton & Thompson would get the contract ?-Yes.

3585. And you had made arrangements with Sutton & Thompson to
buy them out ?-Yes.

3586. And you expected that the effect of that would be, you would
be the sole contractor ?-Yes.

Government 3587. Are you aware whether at the time you speak of, when the
knew notiing money was paid to Charlton, any understanding had been arrived atabout money patdr
to Charlton. either between you and Macdonald or any one connected with the

Department about it ?-No; the Government knew nothing at all
about it.

Relative position 3588. I mean about Sutton & Thompson's tender being the next?
of tenders wel -No; we all knew whose the tenders were, one above the other.
known. There was an American next above Thompson, named Gray, of New

York. The tenders were ail well known as they were in three months.

3589. Yes; but they might be in thirty months and the public would
not know, unless someboly from the Department told, for some one
person might possibly keep his own secret, and not inform the public
that ho was a tenderer ?-He might; but I did not hear of anything
of that kind.

3590. Of course not. You would not hear anything about it from
him if ho kept bis secret ?-No.

RallwayCos
uRaction. 3591. Are you carrying on these works now, on section 15, on vour

Government own account ?-No, the Government has taken the carrying of then
Carrylng on work on and the urderstanding is, that they have possession of all myon the under-
standing that rolling stock and everything else, and whatever proceeds come out of
witness la to get i e tocot
ail thatcomesout , after the contract is finished and after ail debts and liabilities are
or work abte paid, the balance left comes to me.cost has fern de.d
frayed. 3592. At the time that you were dealing with Charlton, at Cornwall,
Tendering. were you not aware that ho had- a partner named Martin ?-I did not

know. Martin was not there.
3593. But you say fou knew all about everybody's tender ?-Yes;

ho was in the tender.
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3594. Did you understand whether Martin was willing to sell his chariton said he
right in the tender as well as Charlton ?-I do not know. Charlton atorne oro or
Seemed to ho the managing man in the whole thing, and ho said ho partner.
had a power of attorney from his partner to act as he liked; but of
course I never saw the other man. He was not there.

3595. You say that Charlton had authority from Martin to do this ?
-Yes.

3596. Do you know whether he showed his authority ?-I do not
know whether he did. If he did, it was to MicDonald, and not to me.

3597. But you understood that he did it on behalf of Martin as well
as himself, by authority from Martin ?-Yes.

3598. Did you ever speak to Martin himself on that subject before
that payment ?-I do not know that I did. I do not remember that 1i
had any conversation with him at ail on the subject. s n-

3599. You say there is an understanding now between you and the Agreement that
Government that you are to get all that the work amounts to at the te cont aet rice
Price of your tender, beyond what it costs the Governmont ?-Yes. minus what work

costs, agree-
3600. With whom is that agreement made ?-With Sir Charles nt as. ®uter.

Tupper.

3601. He told you himself ?-Yes.
3602. Where were you at the time ?-In his own office in Ottawa.
3603. Thon you are still interested in the result of the transaction,

although you were not in charge of it ?-Yos; I expect so. I have ail
Iny horses, and ail my engines, and everything I have got, in the com-
Pletion of it.

3604. Was there any difference between you and the Government at No difference
the time the work was taken out of your hands ? -There was not a ment and
Word about it. I could not supply the provisions on the line-at least contractor, when
the partners I took in were to supply provisions for the men, but there ands.
Were no provisions provided. Thon Mr. Schreiber went on the work
and said that the contract had to be pushed through, as the Govern-
tnent were determined to have the engine through to Rat Portage by
the middle of next month. So ho bought provisions himself-at least
he told me to buy them and get paid for them.

3605. I understand you to say that the Governmont took possession
0f your plant ?-Yes.

3606. And are they using it now in the completion of the work ?--
Yem.

3607. Have you discussed with your engineer, Mr. Ruttan, this diffi- Trestie work.
Ctulty that you speak of about completing the work as originally intended,
Viz: by trestle work ?-How do you mean ?

3608. I mean have you discussed with him 'whether it could have
been done in the beginning in the way the Government intended ?-
Yes.

3609. Thon it is understood between you both that it was imprac-
ticable ?-Of course, any person can seo that it can be done, but it will
take a long time to do it because you cannot work more than eighteen
or twenty men between five or six miles of each other.
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Contract N..15. 3610. Considering the state of the country, and the difficulty of get-
ting in supplies at that time, how long do you think it would have
taken to complote the work according to the G-over-nment plan ?-With
the trestle-work ?

Trestle work
would have taken 3611. Yes ?-I do not think it would have been done in twenty years.

Never threatened
Carre to have him
dismissed.

coutract No. 11.

Sillon, Ward &
Co., the contrac-
tors, had no plant
to deal with a
heavy fill joining
Cro L8'eand

thereforeproposed ta
witness should
do IL.

Government took
cotract out or
Csfton, Ward &
Co-'s. hands.

A"gecneut

Word & Co.,»
mnade wlf.h con-
sent of Hon. A.
Mackenzie.

.-nx e-
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3612. Do you mean actually twenty years ?-Yes; you could not put
men on to do it in less time.

3613. Do you say " twenty years " by way of illustration, or do you
think it would actually take that time ?-L think it would take very
near it, as you could not put on men to do it. S>me of the water
stretehos are forty, fifty or sixty feet deep, and they had to put the
whole base of the embankment three feet above high-water mark.

3614. Might not the earth cuttings be proceedod with in the mean-
time ?-There were only 80,000 yards of earth to be done altogether
on the contract.

3615. That might have been disposed of?-Yes; that might have
been disposed of, but 80,000 yards did not amount to much. It was
merely the stripping of the rock at the time they calculated it.

3616. Did you u.e any threat towards Mr. Carre about getting him
dismissed if he did not accede to your demands?-No; I did not. I
told him I would have to bring him to Ottawa; and ho told me thon
ho was acting under the instructions of Mr. Rowan. I nover threat-
ened him with anything.

3617. Beaides section 15, you undertook some work on the adjoining
section, No. 14, did you not?-Yes.

3618. Who had taken that contract from the Government ?-Sifton,
Ward & Co.

3619. How did it happen that you took that work ?-Because they
were two years behind their time, or somewhat thereabout; and thi&
was a very heavy ravine that had to b3 filled-a bay joining Cross
Lake.

3620. Is that joining your section ?-Yos ; it is next to it. It was
a very heavy fill and they had no plant to do it with. Mr. Smith
threatened to take the contract out of their hands, so they came to me
and asked me if I would do it for them. I took it at a certain price to
tinish it; and the Government relieved them of the contract, and took
me to finish it. [t was a place almost without a bottom when we got
into it.

3621. Between what parties was this arrangement made, that yoa
should do the work instead of Sifton & Ward ?-Botween John Far-
weil and me. Farwell represented Sifton.

3622. Were they both present ?-Yes.

3623. Where was it ?-Down at Farwell & Sifton's office.

3624. Will you tell me the nature of the agreement between yoL
and them. Of course you could not make a final agreement without the
approval of the Government? -No; it was with the consent of Mr.
Mackenzie, with the approval of Mr. Marcus Smith. I wanted, in the
first instance, to buy them out on contract 14 altogether for $50,000
cash -they were so long bohind time-but they wanted $70,000. I kneW
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that they would nover make it; but, however, if they would I did not Cotrc No. Il.
give it, and I started to haul my supplies down by the Dawson route
to North-West Angle. Then when the Government were going to
take the contract out of their bands altogether they wanted me to take .
this bay that joined my contract to fil, which I did, with the approval Characterorf an
Of Mr. Mackenzie. I set three engines and two steam shovels at work, at Cross Lke,

and vorked night and day all last summer, but the bank kept sliding
away until it went 500 feet up the lake.

3625. Was it your understanding when they gave up the work to To get 40 ets.
You that they had no further interest in the cost of it, or that a yard.
the Government were still answerable to thom if the Department got
it done cheaper than their own price ?-I do not know anything about
that. Sifton & Farwell agreed to give me 40 ets. a yard for it.

3626. Do you know whether you made any agreement in which that
question was considered, or whether they gave it up to the Government ?

I do not know. They got the consent of the Government to give it
to me, and that is all I know about it. I agreed to finish it for 40 ets. a
Yard, and as soon as I got the agreement I set three steam shovels to
Work at it.

3627. Is part of Cross Lake on section 15 ?-No; it joins upon a little
island between this bay and Cross Lake.

3628. What was the principal filling on 14, near your contract ?-It
was all earth work.

3629. Was there any water filling ?-That is a water filling where I
spoke of.

3630. What do you call that water stretch ?-It is a bay that comes
"à from Cross Lake. It just goes in back of the island, and we have
Crossed it.

. 3631. How long have you been engaged in filling Cross Lake, Time Cross Lake
in'cluding this bay ?-We started last spring, a year ago. 111 has taken.

3632. When was it completely filled ?-We went on to Cross Lake
after it. Cross Lake has been finished about a month. It goes down
a little every month, but I think it bas now found a resting place, and
It sinks bodily.

3633. When did you commence this water filling on section 14 ?- îcn on ce t

&bout a year ago last spring. Inthe spring or

3634. How long was that after you made the· bargain with Sifton,
Ward & Co. ?-I started at it right away.

3635. But you say that when you made the agreement-with Sifton &
Ward, Mr. Mackenzie had to approve of it ?-Yes.

3636. Would it be Mr. Mackenzie who approved of it a year ago last
sPring ?-I think it was in Mackonzie's time. I have the agreement
so1ewhere.

3637. What force have you had at work upon this water filling near Force employedCross Lake ?-I have had two steam shovels, three locomotives, and on thisafili.
ierhaps 100 men.
363z. Working night and day ?-Working night and day.
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3639. Look at the agreement, Exhibit No. S5, and say whether that
was the agreement made between you and Sifton, Ward & Co. ?-Yes;
I think that is it.

3640. That is dated September, 1878. Did you commence the work
upon the filling soon after that ?-Yes; there were two or three places
this side in the embankment that had shrunk, and we had to fill then
up before we got to this bay. Their agreement was upon an old speci-
fication. My aigreement is. that where there is a haul of 1,200 feet and
over up to 2,500 feet, I get a cent a yard per 100 feet for it; but
his specification was from 1,200 feet and had no limit.

3641. This arrangement, you say, was brought about at your
request?-No; they came to me because Mr. Marcus Smith proposed
to take it out of their bands. They were notified different times to
push the work forward, but there was no progress made; in fact they
had no plant or material to do it. I had three engines and sixty flat cars
to put into it. It took about $70,000 worth of stock to work at it.

3642. Was Mr. Smith a party to this arrangement betweAn you?-
No; but he threatened to take the work out of their hands, and they
came to me to do it because I had the plant for the purpose.

3643. And when they were pressed by Mr. Smith they came to you ?
-Yes.

3644. The former negotiations which you had attempted had failed,
and had been given up ?-Yes; that was when I started in September
and offered them 850,000 but they wanted $70,000. 1 knew ihat they
could not make half of it, but I would have to remain idle for a year
until they got through, or haul my stuff down by the Dawson route.
It was in September, 1878, that Mr. Smith threatened to take the con-
tract away from them.

3645. Is there anything further about section 15 which you would
like to explain to the Commission ?-I do not know of anything further,
except about that earth work when Mr. Rowan came down. Mr.
Rowan was on the Une with my son and Mr. Ruttan, and they had this
thing talked over, and they came off the lino and told me what they
had been talking about. They asked me what I thought about it, I
said I would lot him know to-morrow. After thinking it over I told
him I would undertake to fil[ all the places where there was to be
trestle work, with the engines if I had to draw it four or five miles.
He said if I would do that without extra haulage he would recommend
it to the Government with all his might.

3646. About what time was that ?-I do not know. There is a letter
in the Blue Book will tell you.

3647. Was Mr. Marcus Smith present ? -No; I do not think Mr.
Smith came until September, 1878. Thon I told Mr. Rowan I would
fill all the places where the trestles were going in, with earth, without
extra haulage. He asked me if I would give him a letter to that effect,
and I told him that I would. Shortly after that he told Mr. Carre to
set out the retaining walls in the water stretches that were to form the
foot of the bank.

3648. Is there any other matter connected with section 15, either as
to the manner in which you got the contract or the manner in which
the work bas been done, or any negotiations between yoU and thO
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Government which you have not fully explained ?-No; I do not Coatract X. 15

know anything else except the amount that bas been kept off me.
That is in the hands of the Government, and they have agreed to let it
-stand until the contract is finished. It is an open account to be settled.

3649. Was there any agreement between you and Mr. McDonald as Gave Senator
to how he should be secured for the advances that he had made for mortgage on
.You ?-I gave him a chattel mortgage on the plant that I bought with plant to secure
it. I produce an agreement dated 10th January, 1877. (Exhibit No. Agreement with
ýq3) àSenator McDonald.

3650. This does not appear to be executed, but appears to be a copy
of another document ?-Yes.

3651. From whom did you get this copy ?-From Hon. Mr.
M1cDonald.

3652. This document alludes to a previous letter or instrument which
had passed between you. It recites the fact that there was a letter or
instrument in which you made certain promises, and thatthat letter or
instrument should be constituted a part of this document; do you know
where that letter is?-I do not know, unless Mr. Ruttan bas it.

3S53. Perhaps Mr. McDonald is the only man who had that letter?
-I could not tell you.

3654. There is nothing here about Mitchell having a share in the
profits ?-No; that is another document. I think Mr. Ruttan bas it in
the safe.

3655. Did you ever see it ?-Yes.

Stipulation that
Mitchell
McDonald was to
bave haif the
contract men-
tioned In a second
agreement.

3656. Perhaps you will be able to find it ?-I will try. I think Mr.
1tuttan has it, as ho had charge of all the papers connected with the
r'ailroad in the safe in his office.

3657. Do you remember what the item was that he charged in the Statement of

account against you for moncys advanced ?-No; I do not. I got a senator
statement which I now produce (Exhibit No. 94) about the 4th of McDonald and
April, 1878. That is the first statement I got of the moneys he was wituess.
giving me. Ho used to give me five, ten, fifteen, twenty, thirty, and
aometimes as much as forty thousand dollars.

3658. Do you remember if this money which he paid for you to
Ch irlton, and also to Sutton, was part of the first item of $35,000 in
the account produced ?-Probably it is in that item.

3659. Can you produce any other statement of advances made by Further state-
Mr. McDonald to you ?-Yes; I produce his own now, in his o wn band- ment of account.
Writing. (Exhibit No. IV5.)

3'60. In this last document which you produce in Mr. McDonald's
own hand-writing, the first item is on December 20, 1876: " Advances,
430,000." That is about the time that the money was paid at Cornwall,
is it not ?-I do not remember what year it was.

3661. Do you remember if that advance was just before Charlton ';o,oooadvance
'Withdrew his tender from the Government ?-Yes; it was. par te purpse or

& Sutton.
3662. A letter appears here in the Blue Book, dated 21st of that same

blonth in which Charlton withdrew bis tender. Now looking at the
tiate of this letter and the date of that charge, are you able to say

16
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whether that was for the advances to Charlton and to Sutton ?-Very
likely it is.

36d3. Have you any letter from Mr. Marcus Smith upon the suhject,
of those works ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 96.)

3664. You said that Mr. McDonald charged you 10 per cent. interest-
upon bis advances ?-Yes.

3665. Did he charge you that same rate upon the am>unt of security
which he furnished to the Government ?-Yes.

3666. What was the amount of that security ? -880,000. I did not
bargain for that at all; but when he inade the statement I found it,
there.

Nature of 3667. Are you aware that the security as was finally accepted by thesecurity' Government was upon lands and not money ?-It was, in the first in-
stance, a choque marked " good" by the Consolidated Bank; but after
that he got property transferred for the choque, and got bis choque

After Senator back

]Dona is 3668. Did he continue to charge you interest upon the secuity after
back continued to he got his cheque back ?-Yes; trom the beginning,
charge Interest. t c

3669. So that while ho was getting the use of the lands, ho was also
drawing interest from you for the amount of the security?-Yes; he
is doing that yet. 1 have a balance sheet here that I got from Mitchell
McDonald, whon we settled up a few months ago, as to the balance I
was to pay still.

3670. Was Mitchell acting for his father's e4ate ?-Yes; and ho i&
now.

3671. This statement does not take any notice of the noto which
you gave ?-No.

3672. This is beside the note ?-Yes, it is al paid; unless this $S,000
for the next year for interest on the security is put up.

Helping Ne"s- 36?3. Have you at any time had any negotiations with the Govern-
papers. ment, or with any of the Departments of the Government, in which

you paid other persons for their influence or assistance ?-No; I do not
Mackintosh know that I had. I assisted Mackintosh in the paper. He was my
security for wtt-

nec, who asiste1 security in one instance or two in making tenders, and getting my
him In his paper. other tenders along with myself, and I assisted him with bis paper or
Paii no one for ho would have gone down. That is all the influence I paid for ininfluence. Ottawa, or in the Government, or to anybody else.

lQever understood.
that Mackintosh
had any Influence
wlah the Govern.
ment for which
this money was
given.

3674. Do you mean that you assisted him with money ?-Yes.
3675. In supporting the newspaper do you mean ?-Yes; he was in

very difficult circumstances, and ho was likely to burst up. He had
been very kind to me, and got me assistance once or twice in securities
in making up tenders; and I was a stranger there, and did not know
any person, and ho got them for me, and that is the way I assisted him.

3676. Was it ever understood between you and him that you were
to com pensate him for any influence that ho had used with any mem ber
of the Government ?-No; not at all. Whenever I was wanting any-
thing ho used to see after it for me in Ottawa.

inauenciàg 3677. Did you ever make any gifIs or payment, of money to any
VUrà s. one connected with the Dopartments of the Government ?-No ; not one
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that I know of in anv shape. Mackintosh is the only one that I ever Cuitr**t se, * &
asisted in Ottawa that I know of.

3678. la your recollection good about officers in the Departnents ?
Are you quite sure you never made gifts of any kind to them ?-No.

3679. Do you mean no, you are not sure, or what ?-No ; I never did. Pemb. Braaeh--
3680. Were you interested in any other work on aceount of the contract.A.

Government atter section 15?-No; excepting that and 14-Sifton &
Ward's contract-and the Pembina Branch.

Did not tender for
3681. You have already spoken about the Pembina Branch going this contract ;

South from St. Boniface. Now ai to the Pembina Branch going north, ')rdel-in-Council
Was that work let by public tender ?-No; I did not tender for it. It tiith May, 187)
was given by Order-in-Council. I was to do the grading of it for the work as part of
sa'no price that I had done the section from here to Pembina, and ail contracei 5. thegradin- to be paid
Other works that were to be done werc to be at the saine prices tbat I ror at contract5

priceR, and thehad for section 15. ret of the work
at section J5
pl ices.

3682. You spoke of having belped Mackintosh in the support of his neIpina News.
llewspaper as you have described: have you helped any person else in a"
the support of any other newspaper ?-Yes; 1 had one here. pHaped na las

W innipeg.
3683. For what reason did you help him ?-We had no other paper Reas n why.

here at that time, and I had reason to know that the Fr<e Press was
Working against me, and I was bound to have another paper to support

e. They used to get things into the Free Press paper. For instance,
eho last thing I noticed we had two men killed; and they had it in their

Paper two or three days running, as though it were an accident every
7Y. Then when another accident happe ed they would have it:
Anther melancholy accident on Section 1!! " It went on so that I

thought I wo Id get another paper.

3684. Was your objeet in helping him entirely to advance your own
flterest ?-Yes. The man he

helped without

d685. Was it on account of any influence he had with the Govern- a yheEoern-
"ent?-No; he bas no influence with the Government. ment.

3686. Were you promised in any way that ho would be of any assist-
&.ee to you with any of the Departments as a compensation for h9lping

ia pfaper?-No.

3687. Were you led to expect anything of that kind ?-No; I did
1ot think of such a thing.

%88. Now, returning to this north section of the Pembina Branch,
say it was let, as you understand, by Order-in-Council ; how was
fact communicated to you ?-I think I have a documeit from Mr.

ton. I cannot lay my hands on it; but I think 1 got the informa-
either from Mr. Braun or Mr. Rowan, I am not sure whieh. I do
Bt6collect how I got it. The reason was: I was track laying on

htÎ'in 14, and the iron was ail hore; and it was considered to be the
t 1PeSt and best way to lay the track down to Selkirk and take iron

the'ias the water was getting low in the river, and they could not
4 it down over the rapids. It was the cheapest and easiest way.

16½

Con tracta 4.

Iow he e men tl:
get the building
of this portion or
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contrilCt.
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3689. Before it was decided that you should do the work, did you
communicate your proposition as to the terms to any one connected
with the Government ?-I am sure I <cannot remember at the present
moment. It is very likely that Mr. Rowan and I had some talk about
it, bat I do not recollect it. It was considered to Le the easiest and
cheapest way of getting iron down to section 14.

3690. In a memorandum datel 19th of April, 1877, signed by Mr.
Fleming, the Chief Engineer, he states that an offer had come from you
to do the grading of the extension at the same rate as your original
contract, and to lay the track at the same rate as the present contract
for sections 14 and 15. Do you remember whether you made that offer
by writing or by word of mouth ?-I do not recollect it.

3691. Does that agree with your understanding as to the substance
of the offer ?-Yes.

3692. Do you remember whether your offer included any other item
except those two -that is, the grading and laying of the track ?-Yes;
I think they notified me that they would accept the offer for doing the
grading, and pay me the prices I had for section 15 for doing all the
other works.

3693. How did it come to be arranged that you were to get the prices
of section 15 for ail the other works, unless there had been some dis-
cussion between you and the engineer, or some one on the part of the
Government, as to these particulars ?-I really could not answer the
question. I do not remember. That is the way it was settled and gone
on with. I do not recollect any more than I have told you.

Character of 3694. What sort of coun try is it from St Boniface to Selkirk over
country. which this part of the w k was done ?-It is a very wet country, and

it was a very wet season,tnd we made the road up to our knees in water
a great part of the way. The men had to cut three or four feet of brush
to put under their tents to keep them out of the water. That was in
the spring of 1878, I think.

3695. The Order-in-Council was in May, 1877 ?-Then it must have
been in 1877. I had to get the iron down and start the contract on 14,
and that was the easiest and cheapest way for the Governrment.

3696. You made an offer yourself about two items, the grading and
the track laying, but there are a great many other items ? -I do not
iemember making the offer about the track laying, but I made the
offer about the excavation, at 22 ets. a yard, and it was understood
that I was to have the same prices I got on 15 for whatever extra work
I did.

ThinAs the prices
ere establshed

by an offer from
'the Oovernment.

3697. I am trying to find out how it came to be so arranged. Were
the prices for all the other items, beside the grading and track laying,
established by an offer from the Government to you ?-I think ie
must be so, because I got notified to that effect by Mr. Braun. I do
not know whether I have the letter unless Mr. Ruttan has it.

3698. In one of the Blue Books a telegram is stated to have beOn
sent from Mr. Braun authorizing you to do all those works in the waY
you have described-that is, upon the basis of stated prices as to te'
items, and ail the other work upon section 15 prices ?-Yes.
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3699. Is it your recollection that that was the only authority given Contr.ct a A.

to you to proceed upon that basis ?-I think so. I do not remember of
anYthing else. The price is the sane on 15 for track laying.

3700. In some of those prices to which section 15 rates were attached,
the work was paid for at a very much higher rate than on the lower
Part of the same branch ?-It was all the same prices except the earth
Work-the same as section 15 prices.

3701. But they are not the same as the lower part of the Pembina
Branch prices ?-I graded from here, and laid the track and ballasted,
and put in the cattle guards and trestle work. Did niost of work

3702. In doing all this work you did some of it at very much higher at very much
hlhgber pricesPrices than you did the same work on the lower part of the branch. tan on ower

No. gart of Pembi*a
ranch.

3703. What did you get for off-take ditches for the south end of the M ets. for off-take
branch ?-I think it was 33 ets., but I am not sure. branch.

3704. What was your price for the northern section ?-45 cts. 45 es. rn

3*05. Why were you paid so much higher for the northern section ?
l'hat was Sutton & Thompson's tender price for 15.
3706. Is not that a higher price than the same work on the Pembina Could have done-

Branch could have been donc for by other persons ?-I could have it for less.
done it for less than that myself.

3707. If those off-take ditches had been let by public tender, what do Workmlght have
y3ou believe the work would have been done for?-If it had been let in tender for 19, or
slMall quantities it might have been done for 19 or 20 or 25 ets. Mr. 20,or ets.
Rowan let two or three off-takes in my contract last summer, and ho
let them at 25 ets. a yard.

3708. You think if it had been let by tender it would have been donce
for 20 or 25 ets. ?-Perhaps for 19 to 20 or 22 ets. ThreGrndmIl ntor

than double the
3703. So that the Government offered you more than double the picautwdhave

Price at which it could have been done if ià had been let by tender, in got the work done-Your oinionhad they calledyour opinion ?-Yes; it could have been let for about one-half. publicly for
tenders.

3710. What was the whole amount of that particular item for off-take The whole item
ditches?-.- could not tell you. There would not be more than 20,000 Imo ad tches.
Or25,000 yards, or somewhere there. nearly 427,0.

. 3711. I think one of the statements published shows that the whole
tem amounted to nearly $25,000 ?-1 dare say it was.

3712. Mr. Fleming stated that the quantity was nearly 55,000 yards
1 the off-take ditches alone, on the nortb end of the branch ?-I do
'ot know. I could not tell you.

3713. That amounted to nearly $25,000 ?-Of course it did. There
"ere a great many of them we had to make a mile or two long.

3714. As long as you got 45 es. a yard for them I suppose you r ets. a Y.rd a.
'WOuld not care if they were five miles long ?-No; 1 would like to be large price

aking them yet. I am not finding fault, but you must remenber I
ost 87 a yard in the tunnels on 15.

3715. At the time that you. were instructed to proceed with that
Work, were you notified that the Government intended to limit the
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Contract. A. whole ex)enditure to any sum, or about any sum?-I do not know. I

Does not know did not hear anything about it.
that in the Order- 3716. The Ordet--in-Council is based upon the proposition that no
ca e th Px- more than $60,000 should be spent altogether. Was any such idea

editure wnuld communicated to you ?-I do not know anything about that..fltexceed $6io,OUO.
iNor that the
actua expen.i- 3717. As a matter of fact bas not the expenditure been nearly
ture approacned $160,000 ?-I do not know they paid me for ail I did.

Work on the 3718. Has that work on the north end of the branch been completed ?
north branch -Yes.completed.

3719. Is there any dispute between you and the Government about
that ?-I do not know that there is any. I got a final estimate.

3720. Has the account about it been closed between you and the
Government ?-Yes ; I got a final estimate and got my money.

Full balltastd. 3721. Was it half ballasted or full ballasted ?-It was full ballast.
There are about 9,000 yards of earth for off-take drains lot to some
other persons on this same section last summer that ought to have been
done by me.

lld make tencing
at ta a r>d. finding
ail matertlis.

No dispute witi
overnu ent,

sava about Lap.
drains.

3722. Did you do the fencing on the north section ?-Yes.
3723. Was itdone by a separate arrangement ?-That was an arrang-

ment between Mr. Rowan and me.
3724. That was not done by public competition ?-No.
3725. What rate did you get for that?-$1 a rod.
3726. The Government finding ail the materials ?- No; I found every-

thing myself.
3727. What kind of a fence was it?-A post and board fence.
3728. Has that work been finisbed ?-Yes.
3729. And paid for ?-Yes.
3730. And there is no dispute between you and the Govornment about

it ?-No; except the tap-drains that I have spoken of.
3731. The Government savedâmoney by letting it to somebody else ?

-Yes.
3732. Then you have been paid in full for ail the work north of St.

Boniface up to Selkirk ?- Yes; I have been paid for ail the wurk from
Selkirk to Emerson.

3733. Except this claim for off-take ditches ?-Yes; but that does
not amount to anything. I took what they gave me; and i was con-
tent with it. I left it ail to them.

3734. Is there any other matter that you wish to explain about any
of those contracts upon which you have given evidence?-No; I do
not know of anything else.

Eailway K~cau ot
ion. 3735. Do you know anything about the nature of the country south

If the line had of Cross Lake, whether it would have been an easier location for the
gone hait a-mil
south the ug lino of railway than the one ado ted ?-I do not know anything about
bay at Cross Lake that. I never was north or south of the line. I know that at Cro8s
aveh have been Lake, if they had gone south about a mile, they might have escaped that

big bay that we have been working at night and day ail lst summer
-you can stand on the bank and sce it.
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3736. Did you ever go over that half mile yourself to see ?-You can Shoal Lake.

1ee it from the road. It is upon solid rock, but it runs about nearly to
erade. Less than half a mile would have done it, and it would have

Ved a very troublesome place.
3d37. Have you any idea how much money would have been

4ved if that line had gone south ai you describe ?-L could not say;
but I am certain that there would have been money saved, and it would
bavre made a botter road. You could not tell unless you got the
quantities. It took twice as much as it should to fill this bay, as we
had to find the bottom, and then it slid up the bay 400 or 500 feet.

3738. Could it have been done in a shorter time ?-Yes; if I
had had an engineer in 1877 when I commenced, a go-ahead fellow
like Schreiber, I would have had an engine at Rat Portage long ago
anld saved money to myself.

3739. Would you have saved money to the Government ?-Yes;
because I would have had the railroad through a year ago, if I had had

ina instead of Rowan and Carre. I would have had the engines
running to Rat Portage over a year ago. I am certain of that.

WINNIPEG, Wednesday, 15th Sept., 1880.

Es H. FRAsER, sworh and examined:

By the Chairman :-

3740. Where do you live?-I reside at present in Winnipeg.

3741. How long have you lived here?-I came up here, I think, last
.&Pril was a year.

3472. Where did you live before that ?-In New Glasgow, Nova
&otia.

3743. Have you been interested in any proceeding on account of the
CAnadian Pacitie Railway?-Yes.

37 41. What transaction ?-The first transaction was the section B
"Ontract.

3745. That is known as contract 42 ? -Yes.
3746. Was the work on that section let by public conipetition ?-Yes.

t 747. Was there more than one advertiFement asking for tenders ? -
was advertised, I think, in most of the papers in Canada.

Money would
sbus have been
saved and a
better road
secured

Might have saved
money for self
and Uovernmnent
Ifhehad had to
deal wtth
Schreiber Instead
of Rowan.

FRASER.

Tendeuing-
Contraect aO. 4.
Before takIng up
residence at Win-
ntpeg. liveU la
New Glasgow,
Nova Scotia.

First transaction
In which. lntereit.
ed In connection
wtth Canadian
Pacifie Railway,
sretion B.

3748. I mean were tenders a-ked for on different occasions ?-Not
at I remember of.
3749. Were you one of the persons tendering ?-Yes. The firrn of

Fraser Grant &
%150. In your own name, or associated with others ?-In a company. Pitblado,ofwhtet

witness wua a
3751. Who were the persons ?-Fraser, Grant, & Pitblado. partnertndere4

3752. Where do they live ?-They lived in Truro, Nova Scotia. Grant a t-
3. Both Grant and Pitblado ?-Yes. s aNova
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3754. Were you interested in equal proportion2-that is, one-thirE
each ?-Yes; one-third each. We tendered togeth r as a company.

3755. Having each a one-third interest ?-That was the understand-
ing. Each equal shares. I think the time was extended for receiving
the tenders after the first advertisement, but I would not be certain.

Plxti-~es the 3756. What is the length of the section on which you became inter-
Iengthof contract esged ?-Sixty-seven and a-half miles.

3757. That is known as section B ?-Yes.
3758. Under contract 42 ?-Yes.

now tenders were 3759. Were tenders invited for any greaiter length of li ne than that?
called iur -They were asked for separately or in one tender, for the vavancy in

the Thunder Bay section. I think the oiher section was 118 miles,
and the whole was asked for in separate tenders, or in one, section A
and Section B.

3760. Did the tenders asked for by the same advertisement cover
the whole length as well as sections A and B?-Yes; either in!
whole or in part.

lls firm put in 3761. Did you tender for the whcole or in part ?-We put in twotwo distinct
tenders, one for different tenders, one for section A and one for B.
section A,and one
for section B, the 3762. But none for the whole line ?-Yes; we put in one for thetenders also cov-
ering the whole whole line-that is, our tender for A and tender for B together would
length. be for the whole line.

3763. But I understand that three forms of tenders were asked for
one form for the whole line, one for the western, and one for the
eastern sections ; did you put in one form for the whole section ?-
No; but we put in for the aggregate of the two tenders.

Tendered for 3764. Then you did make a tender for the whole as well as each
wrole cs Wei i Ys
lor each section, section ?.-Ye8.
Got contract on
one section.

Not lowest
tenderers.

Nicholson, Morse
& Co. the lowest.

Towhoi contraet
Was awarded.

3765. I understand that you only got the contract on one section ?-
Yes.

3766. Were you the lowest tenderer upon that section ?-No.
3i6Z. Who was the lowest ?-Nicholson, Morse & Co. were the-

lowest.
3768. Did you know Nicholson, Morse, or Marpole ?-I did not

know them when they tendered.
3769. Did you knov Nicholion ?-I met Nicholson afterwards in

Ottawa when we were waiting for the decision of the contract.
3770. Do you remember how long aftor the tenders were opened

before it was decided who was to get the contract ?-It was quite a1'
time. The contract was awarded to Nicholson, Morse & Marpole, and
they were allowed a certain time to put up thoir deposit.

3771. Besides naming a price in your tenders, were you called upo!
to name a time at which the lino would be finished ?-We were.

Tine mentioned 3772. Do you remember what times you named in your tenders ?/
In tender for 371.D o eebrwa ie o ae nyu edr
completing work. Three years for one section and two years for the whole line.

3773. So that if you got one section you were not called upon to'
finish it until the end of three years, but if you got the whole lino yo1
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Were bound to finish it in two years ?-The price I put in for finishing
it in two years was very largely in excess of the price for three years.

3774. Did you put in a price for two years for each section as well
as for the whole line ?-Yes.

3775. Upon what basis did you get the contract ?-Upon the three
Years time,

3776. Had you the option of taking it at two years or at three years,
or was it with the Government ?- It was with the dovernment.

3777. And they accepted the offer upon the basis of three years ?-
Yes; they accepted it upon the basis of three years, and offered a large
additional price if it could be finished within two years. It was a
certain percentage-I forget what the percentage was-but I did not
expect it could be finished in two years.

3778. That percentage was the percentage that was mentioned in
Your tender ? -No ; this was an offer that the Govern ment were making
to induce the contractors to finish their work within two years.

3779. When you met Nicholson at Ottawa,.had it become known
that they were offered the contract ?-They were negotiating for their
security at the time that I got acquainted with them.

3780. Then it must have been known to them that they had the
Offer of the contract ?-They were notified.

3781. Do you know how much lower than your tender their price
was ?-I could not remember it now. I did at the time, but I have no
recollection of what the difference was. They were considerably
lower.

3782. Had you any negotiation with Nicholson or any one on behalf
of this firm?- No; nothing with respect to the contract.

3783. Had any person, on account of your firm, any negotiation with
them ?-Not with my consent.

3784. Iad they without your consent?-I could n >t say. There
Vere none of my partners, neither Grant nor Pitblado, because they
were not there at the time.

3785. Are you aware of any
behalf, with any member of this
completing their securities ?-No

negotiations by any one, on your
firn upon the subject of their not
not that I am aware of.

3786. Were you aware that Morse & Co. had retired and withdrawn
their tender before you were notified that your own would be
accepted ?-No; I knew then they retired. The only way that I
knew was, the other tirm was notified that the contract was awarded
to them on the condition that they should put up their security.

3787. Who were they ?-Andrews, Jones & Co. were the next, and
ne was the next.

Got the contract
on the basi s of
t iree years time.

Nicholson, Morse-
& Marpole,
were negotiating
for their security
when wltneas
becam acquaint-
ed with them.

Had no negotia-
tiona directly or
lndirectly WLth
any one respect-
lng this firm and
the contract for
whichi they were
tendering.

Knew that
N'Icholson, Morse
, Co., had retire«

by the tact that
Andrews, Jones
& Co., were notifi-
ed that the
contract was
awarded to them
If they would
put up secuilty.

3788. How were you made aware that Andrews, Jones & Co. had
been awarded the contract?-It was current in Ottawa when we were
aIl there; and whenever a contract was awarded it was publicly known
to whom. He received a notice to that effect from the Department of
.public Works.
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3789. Who received that notice ?-The successful tenderer. Jones
received that notice after Morse & Nicholson failed to put up their
security.

Andrews, Jones 3790. Did Andrews, Jones & Co. make that public ?-Yes; they were
o,mfacle their notified, and they made it publie. Contractors were notitied publicly,

public. very often in the hotel.
3791. Was it made known that they were awarded the contract on

the condition that they should put up the deposit in a certain time?-
Those were the ternis of the contract; that they should put up the
deposit.

3792. At the time that they made it known that they were awarded
the contract ?-I cou!d not say.

26,(eoamountor 3793. Do you remember what the amount of deposit was which was
4eposit required. required by the Government ? -8206,000. Tnat was about the amount

in our case. Theirs would not be that. It was 5 per cent. on the bulk
sum of the contract, and theirs would probably be a little less than
that.

Wbile thesenego- 3794. During the time that those negotiations were going on about
tiations rward having the tenders supported by deposit, were you in communicationgoing forwar,
witnelsb wasnot with any person belonging to the Government, or connected with the
tion with any Government ?-N o.

pesndirectl1y or
Indircty con- 3735. Nor none of the Departmental officers ?-Not any of them.
."ertnment. Whenever Joncs was awarded the contract I left Ottawa and went
Thought the thing away, as I considered that was final, because his figures were not far
was settled when from mine, and the party that was backing them up was, I thought,
e o. re" quite able to do so, and they would put up the deposit within the time
cacw a sahed allowed. They were allowed eight days, and I went away, considering

were well backed the whole thing was settled.
by a New York
flrm represented 3796. Who were the parties backing them up to whom you allude ?-
by SinlLh. They were a firm in New York. I did not know them, but they said

they were wealthy people. A man named Smaith was the party, I
think, that was negotiating.

3i97. Do you moan that Smith was the New York man ?-Yes.
3798. You say you understood that he was a responsible man ?--Yes.

3799. But you did not know him ?--No.
3800. How did you understand that this awarding of the contract

was final ?-It was generally understood that they would put up the
deposit. It was generally known that he would put up the deposit.

3801. Was one of the firm of Andrews, Jones & Co. in Ottawa at the
time ?-There was one of them, I think, I do not know which. I do not
know either of them to speak to.

Irnderatobod t hat
hey had elght 3802. You say when you left Ottawa it was understood that he had

daystoput up eight days to put up the deposit?-That was the time given.
ýdepoblt.

3803. How were you aware that that was the time given ?-That
was the time the others were given. I cannot say I know it from any

Witness under authority, except that it was said he had cight dayri to put his money up.
Impression that 3804 Do you say the others got eight days time ?-They were given
Nicholson, Morqe Teitm
& Co's., ie inad more. Their time was extendod.

een °"d.deraby 3805. Whose time ?-Nicholson, Morse & Co.
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3806. How much was it extended ?-I think it was extended eight
days after notice was served upon them, and eight days longer.

Tende"Ing-
Conract bd. 42.

3807. So that in your opinion Nicholson, Morse & Co had sixteen
days time ?-I could not say.

3808. After you became aware that Andrews, Joncs &Co were likely Supaosed that
b get the contract, do you say that you expected them to get eight 'o. oteigh
daYS time to put up the money ?-Yes. days to put up

38(9. But your only reason for supposing that was that the previous Reason for this
6 rmi had got eight days time ?--The only reason was that immediately supposition.
When the contract was awarded to Jones he started to New York to
Inake his arrangements to put up his deposit, and it would take hirm
that time to go and return.

3810. Was any other partner of your firm present at Ottawa during
that time ?-I was the only partner there at that time.

. 3811. Was there any other person in Ottawa at that time interested
your getting the contract?-Not that I know of.

3812. At that time had you made an arrangement that some person Manning wanted
'le should be interested with you if you got the contract ? -Not at totaklean Interest

that time. Manning spoke to me when he supposod I was pretty close,
anld he wanted to take an interest with me, if I got the contract-that is
Manning, Shields & McDonald. I do not remember what time it was
that they spoke to me.

3 8 13. You say that they spoke to you when it was undeTstood that
Yon were pretty close : I am now asking you when it would ho supposed
that you were pretty close ?-It is very likely when it was awarded to
Nicholson & Morse.

3814. lad they made a proposition to you at that time?-No; but
spoke very freely about my tender being so close.

3815. At what time did Manning or any one on behalf of his firm
'nake a proposal to become interested with you ?-1 could not say as
tOthe time.

3816. I am not speaking of the day nor the month, but of the time tr th the
the progress of the whole arrangement ?- I think it was after Smith been awarded>

tha gone away to New York after the contract was awarded. I aun*n1i
thnk it was thon. made a proposai

to witnesa.

3817. But before it had come to your turn ?-Yes; before it came to
4y turn.

3818. What was the arrangement made between you and Mànning, Mgnnlng & Co.
or an one on behalf of bis firm ?-There was no arrangement made asked witnessand

r"ther than this: that they spoke to me, and asked me if it came to whetherincase
ly tender, would I take in any partners ; that they were very close to cong to thema
e, and would I make arrangements with them. 'Ihey were a few they wnid take
OUaand dollars above me again. They were so very close to me that the former In.

eO rnlerely talked it over.

8819. You were speaking of proposais, I am asking you at what time
* the first art angement made ?-The first arrangement was made the

tthat Srnith went to New York, I think. That was the first arrange-~1Oit.
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3820. What was that arrangement ?-That if I got the contract they
would associate themselves with me.

3821. Was that so arranged ?-Yes ; between ourselves.
Arrangement 3822. But it was so arranged ?-Yes; I think it was the time that
with NganDing &
Co. Terms ol. Smith was away.

3823. Upon what terms were they to take a share in the contract?
-There were no terms, but they were to put up their share of the
security, $103,000.

3824. One-half ?-Yes.
3825. Do you mean that your firm was to retain a one-half interest

in the contract, and Manning's firm was to become interested in the
other half, each party to put up one-half of the security ?-Yes.

3826. Was that arrangement reduced to writing ?-No.
3827. Was it not reduced to writing before you became the successful

competitor ?-No; there was no writing on it.
reduced to wrlt- 3828. No writing until after you were awarded the contract?-Until
eontrat aeen I was awarded the coutract.
awarded. 3829. Was that understanding between your firm and the Manning

firm made known to other persons in the locality, either tendoring or
about there ?-I think not. I think this arrangement was made after
the contract was awarded to Andrews, Jones & Co. This arrange-
ment with Manning & Co. was with me, that if the contract was
awarded to me I would associate with our company Manning, Shields
& McDonald.

John ShiIelds at
°ttawa, most o 3830. Was any person representing the firm of Manning & Co. at

the rne while Ottawa during this time that it was uncertain whether Andrew.4, Jones
going forward; & Co. would put up their deposit?-John Shields was there most of

eDo'naldathere the time, and McDonald and Manning would be there occasionally.
occasionally.

3831. So that two of the partners were there all the time ?-Two of
them were generally there ail the time.

A member of the 3832. Did you hear from either of these gentlemen whether the
Manning firrn probability of your getting the contract was increasing, or whether it
Andrews, Jones was more likely you would get it vt last than it was in the beginniiig?

ut"ups"ecuty. -One of that tirm told me that ho did not think Smith would put up
the security for Joies; that he was afraid of the contract, that ho had
not the prices to carry it out properly; that he was too high for one
part of the work, and two low for the other, and that they were afraid
to risk it.

383. Who do you mean by one of the firm ?-I do not know whether
it was Shields or Manning.

hiis nfr- 3834. Did they tell you where they had got that information ?-
mbtaon was No ; I did not a4k them.

3835. Did it strike you as strange that they, being competitors of
Jones & Co.'s, should know about the decision of Smith who was back-
ing Jones & Co. ?--I could not say how they were getting informatiol.
I was a stranger and was not acquainted with many people, except
those with whom I formed an acquaintance when I was up there.1o
turned out as they said, Smith never put up the money and did nOt
come back at ail.
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3836. Do you know, as a matter of fact, that Smith never had the

privilege as long as eight days to come back and put up the money ?-
I could not say. There was part of the money put up.

3837. Within the eight days ?-Within the eight days.
3838. You were aware of it at the time ?--I understood that it was.

The street rumnour
3839. How did you know that ?-I could not give yon any author- was that

ity but the street rumour that there was so much money put up. Coe had put up
part of the

3810. And you understood that from street rumour before the securIty.
Contract was awarded to you ?-Yes ; there was part of the money put
up before the contract was awarded to me, and they were waiting for
the balance.

3841. And was that understood before the contract was awarded to nid not have this

You ?-Yes; I understood it from common report. I did not have it Information fro
any authoritative

frorn any authority, and cculd not say whether it was the case or not. source.

3842. Were you aware that another sum was put up a day or two
after that and before it w as awarded to you ?-No; I was not aware
of it.

3843. It appears from a copy of a letter published in the Blue Book
of 1880, concerning these tenders, that the time given to Andrews
Jones & Co. was named as ending on Saturday, the 1st of March, and
]Dot at the end of eight days after the 26th of February, when it was
awarded to them ; and it aiso appears by a letter to the Minister of
Public Works, dated as of the 29th of February, that you statel that
should the contract for section B be allotted to you, you were prepared
to associate with you Shields, Manning & McDonald ?-Yes.

3844 Are you prepared to say whether that was the correct date ?
-I could not say about the date.

3845. Were any of your Nova Scotia partners in the Province of
'Ontario at that time ?N.

3846. Do you know whether your tender which was accepted was
based upon tinishing the road one year later than Andrews, Jones &
Co. had offered to finish it for their price ?-I could not say. I never
saw theirs.

3847. Was it not generally understood among you tenderers that
such was the case ?-The tenders were put in in so many different ways
that I never enquired how they were. There were some in for two
Years, and some in for three years,,and they were all mixed up. I was
awarded the contract on Wednesday evening late, on condition that
I put up the 5 per cent. deposit by four o'clock on Saturday.

3848. How do you know it was late on Wednesday evening ?-
Because it was in the Russell House I got the notice. I was in the
Russell House late that evening when Mr. Bradley gave me the notice,
an1d the condition was that I was to put up the 5 por cent. deposit by
four o'clock on Saturday. Three days we got.

3849. That was three days besides the day on which you got the
'notice ?-No; three days. Thursday and Friday, and until tour o'clock
On Saturday. That is ali the time I got to put up the deposit.

None f witnesas~ova Scotla part-
ners In the pro-
vince at he time.

Witness awarded
the contract on
Wedlnesday even-
ing, on condition
that le put up5
per cent. y four
o'clock on
Saturday.

Put up the whole
3850. Did your firm put up their share of the security within the securitý before

time named ?-We put up the whole of it. I put up the whole of the tree - ay"ck'o
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money by three o'clock on Saturday. I thought that Manning & Co.
thought we would lail in putting up our security, and as they were
only a short distance above us, they thought we were beaten, and Igot
a little scared that they would not put up their half. I telegraphel to-
my partners, and I put up 830,000 myseif that I had in Ottawa, and
they put up 8100,000 through the Halifax Banking Co., and .1 put up
880,000 on Saturday again. That was the whole of the money that
was required.

3851. You and your partners put up $100,000 in Halifax ?-Yes.
3852. And you also put up 880,000 and $30,000 in Ottawa?-Yes.

Put upaltogether 3S53. So that you and your partners put up $110,000 altogether ?-
'D'U. Yes; and we had two deposits of $5,000 that accompanied our tenders

besides. That remained in the Receiver General's han-ls for us, and
that was $10,000 more.

3854. Se that you and your Nova Scotia partners fnrnished security
te the extent of $:21,000 without any assistance fron Maniing or his
Company ?-Yes.

Arran ement 3855. Was the, arrangement that you had made with -Manning and
Co. a nnarad bis partners carrie i out afterwards by admitting thom into a half share
carried out, and in the contract ?-We carried it out with them. We thought we could

witdreoni.. have got clear of them, but on account of putting in a letter associating
halftheir deposlt. ourselves with Manning & Co., we felt bound te carry out our part of

the arrangement. Se we withdrew our nalf of the money and they put
Over I32,O0fl up theirs. They put it up about half-past three o'clock that Saturday
Manig &Co in the Receiver-Generat's office. There was over $320,000 deposited
and Fraser & Co. altogether between Manniing and ourselves.

385'. It seems that the time given to Andrews, Jones & Co. was net
more than three days, while the time given to the previous and lower.
tenderer was more than eight days; <Io you kn-3 how it happoned that
they were allowed such a short time ?-f think that they were allowed
more than tnree days. I think there is a mistake there.

Perhaps the fact
that te meason

waapassinasgmade
1 b le to
exteiid tirne.

3857. If they were net allowed more than three days, do you know
why it was that the time was limited te that ?-I could not say unles
it was that the season was passing, and it was very much against the
interest of the ceontract to be detaining it, on account of the ice break-
ing up.

3858., Do you mean in the interest of the contractor ?-Yes.
3859. Would that be a likely reason for shutting out a contractor,

because he was to suffer ?-No.
3 60. Then could it have been for that reason ?-No.
3861. Can you explain or give any reason why those gentlemen who

were second on the list had only three days given te thein, while a
lower tenderer had more than eight days ?-I think they had more than
three.

3862. Assuming that they had net more than three days, can yoa
explairi it ? -I cannot explain it further than that the want of moncy
preventel them from putting up the security.

3863. Was there any discussion upon that subject between yoi and
Mai:ning, or any one of his firm ?-No.
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3864. Then according to your understanding of that subject, the Witneis'sopintoa
reason why the security was not put up by them was because their as Andte s
backer failed to furnish it, or was unwilling to furnish it ?-l think he Jones & Cols.

Was unwilling to furnish it. put up.

3865 And that they were allowed about eight days to furnish it if Thinks Andrews,
they wished ?-They got ample time to furnish it if they were prepared peCm .ad

to take the contract.

3866. Do you say that that was your understanding at the time, at
Ottawa?-Yes; I say that they had ample time furnished them to put
Up tFie money if they were prepared to take the contract.

3867. What would you call ample time ?-Eight days is quite suffi-
efnt, and, if they were prepared, three days might do.

3868. Prepared after they had got the notice ?-If they were pre-
Pared to acept the contract when they tendered. When they tender
they ought to know.

3869. Bave you beon accustomed to tender for publc works ?-Yes;
less or more, for twenty-seven years.

3870. Is it usual for persons tendering to be prepared with their Tenderers shouli
depoFit at the time of tendering ? I do not mean the deposit that k®owPeeLt
c'eompanies the tender, but I mean the deposit afterwards to be made get deposit.

When they enter into the contract ?-They ought to be prepared to
know how to get it.

3871. But is it usual for thom to have the actual command of it at Though not usual
the time ? For instance, although each person tendering might be for coa r emn dcalled upon to put up 8200,000, is it usual for each tenderer to have or the amotint

coUmand of 8200,000?-No; not to have command of it, but they when tender Is
lequire to know where they are going to get it. N e it usua to

3872. But is it usual for them to have such a positive command of it have such com-
48 to enable them to put it up in three days ?-It is not usual. beibleto put It

up in three days.
3873. Then if three days was the whole time allowed to Andrews,

Jones & Co to put up 8200,000, was it less than the usual time allowe l
to persons under the circumstances ?-I could not say about that, becau'e
We were only allowed the same. Three days was a very short time

By Mr. Keefer :-
3874. Was it not an unusually short time to put up that amount of Thre- days a very

'nOaey?-It was. Three days was a very short time. short time.

3875. Did you ever know in your experience of a contract of this
a:IOunt where a person tendering was required to furnish 8200,01;0
%eUrity in three days ?-Well, I never had anything so heavy as that

fore, and I du not know of anything in the Dominion in which so
1rte a deposit was demanded in so short a time.

By ite Chairman :-

h 3876. I suppose you began to get control of your deposit when you witn-#ss made no.
e8d that Smith was not Jikely to furnish the security for Andrews, ove aobnuot

& Co.?-No; not until it was awarded. We nevermadea move emiract was
utour security until the contract was awarded to our company. awarded his farm.

381ô. But you had previously made arrangements by which you
U commnand it at short nic?-oiwe had no arrangement aèt ail
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further than we knew that wo could get the security ; but we made nO
arrangement.

3878. Were the arrangements carried out principally by your
partners in Nova Scotia after they knew you had got the contract ?-
It was after I had telegraphed to them that they went to Ia!ifax and
made the arrangement for 8100,000, and I made arrangements in
Ottawa on Saturday for the $80,000-Saturday afternoon.

3879. Did any one of your Nova Scotia partners, or yourself, come up
to this part of the country at the time the work was commenced ?-My
partners came up here.

3880. Grant and Pitblado ?-Yes.
3881. Have you remained interested in this contract to the extent

that you were in the beginning ?--No ; I have gone out of it.
Sold out Interest 3882. To whom have you sold your interest ?-We sold it out to our
ta partners,
Manning, rShie1is partners, McDonald, Manning & Shields, and they took in some othor
& McDonald. partners.

3883. Was there any dispute between you and the Government con-
nceted with this transaction ?-No.

3884. As far as the Government is concerned you have arranged
satisfactorily ?-As far as the Government is concerned it is, but we
had a dispute with the company which is not settled.

Manning, Shielde
ý& MeDonald to
pay themn $50,O00
for their half of
contract.

Fraser & Grant-
Whitehead
Partucrahlp-

Contract No. 15.
Arran ed to buy
halo Whte-
head'a contract.

3885. With the Toronto contractors you mean ?-Yes.
3886. Were you paid any bonus by the Toronto men to give theni

one-half of the contract ?- £hey bought out our interest for a certain
amount.

3887. That is the first half ?-No; they gave us nothing for the first
half,

3888. What vas the price that they were to give you for the other
hall ?-They were to pay us fifty odd thousand dollars when we get it.

3889. How lcng after you had made the contract was it before they
bought out your remaining half interest ?-We entered into contract
with them in March, and I think it was some time in July or August.

3890. Was there any understanding before you closed the contract
with the Government that at some future time Manning & McDonald
could getyour remaining half interest ?-No; not the reinotest.

3891. That was entirely the subject of subsequent negotiations ?-It
was the result of subsequent troubles that arose among ourselves.

3892. What was the next transaction in which you were interested
on account of the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-My partner went in
with Mr. Whitehead. We went in. I was down at Nova Scotia at the
time that arrangement was made with Mr. Whitehead to buy the half.
of bis contract.

3893. Did you take pai t in the negotiations ?-No.

3894. Who was acting ?-Grant was here, but I was liable for hi"
actions.

3895. I am asking who was acting ?-Grant.
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3896. Was the arrangement made through Grant's negotiations ?-Yes. ce:at . là.
3897. Is that the arrangement to which Mr. Whitehead alluded in his

'Vidence ?-I expect so.
3898. You wore present ?-I was present when ho spoke about the

Ctontract.
3899. How was that arrangement brought about? Are you aware, or

ei, you only aware f rom what has been told you by other persons ?- How an arrange-
I ar aware that Mr. Whitehead was in financial difficulties. mienad was

3900. IHow were you aware of that ? -There were a great many mon brought about.

"'flpaid on the line.
3901. How were you aware of it ?-I was here previously, in the

first part of the summer, and I knew there was a number of mon un-
Iaid on the works. Cooper, of Cooper & Fairman, was the party who
took an active interest in making the arrangement.

3902. How do you know that if you wore not there ?-Their name is
Oenbodied in the sealed agreement, in which Cooper was protected for
his amount if the contract was carried out.

3903. Do you mean that in the new partnership established between
Your firm and Whitehead there was a condition expressed that Cooper
should be secured bis claim, and that that is part of the terms of the
Partnership ?-Yes; if the contract was carried out and ho got a half
'lterest in it.

3904. Have you a copy of that agreement ?-I have not got a copy
with me; but I can get a copy in the city here.

3905. Were you aware before that partnership with Mr. Whitehead Expected art-
'as arranged, that such a partnership between your firm and Mr. Wh"itebead would
Whitehea4d was likely to be carried out with him ?-I did expect it to bie carried out.

carried out.
3906. What reason had you for expecting it ?-The amount of hiseidebtedness, as I was informed, was not very large, and we were to

paty half for the plant. The plant was to be valued. Mr. Whitehead
'was to appoint one arbitrator and we were to appoint an arbitrator,
elld Mr. Brydges was to be appointed umpire.

3907. I am asking whether, before these terms were Pgreed upon,
YOU had any expectation that such a thing would be accomplished ?-
'Ve were to pay him half of the plant.

3938. Those were some of the considerations of the agreement. I Learned byWantyou o bgin imotelegram thatant you to begin at some time before the arrangement and tell u Qrantbad bought
'*hy you expected there would be such an agreement ?-I did not until outha ofWhite.

got the notice by telegraph down at Halifax. Mr. Grant telegraphed lead'a contract.
'e11 that he ha I baught out half of Mr. Whitehead's interest, and wished
t'le to be embodied in it, as we were partners. I agreed to it and I

leegraphed him back that I would meet him at Ottawa.

3909. You say that was the first intimation you had of such a part-
.%ership either accomplished or intended ?-That was the first intima-
"n of the contract or entering into the partnership.

3910. Had you any intimation before that such a thing was likely to
aPPen ?-Grant had spoken to me before that ho had been talking to

Whitehead about it.
17
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Whitehead
about entering
IntA) part.nership
wlth hlin.

39 11. What did ho tell you ?-That he was talking to Mr. Whitehead
about entering into a partnership with him. I asked him upon what
conditions, and he said if we would buy half the plant and go in with
him and finish up the work.

3912. Where were you when Mr. Grant and you were talking about
this ?-That was before I left Wmnnipeg. It was early in the season-
probably two months before this occurred.

3913. Then did you go from Winnipeg to Nova Scotia, or did you
stop in Ottawa ?-No; I went straight to Nova Scotia. I was making
arrangements for the British Columbia works.

tid an ra y ne 3914. Had you any negotiation or conversation with any other per-
at Ottawa, as to son at Ottawa, as to bringing about this partnership ?-Not with Mr.brlnglng about
this partnership. Whitehead.

3915. Had you with any one ?-Not with any one, As far as I was
personally concerned, I did not wish iL myself.

3916. fHave you any knowledge-[ mean knowledge of your own-
of the arrangement made with Mr. Whitehead, beyond what that docu-
ment expresses?-Nothing.

3917. Your information is derived from other parties?-From my
partner.

3918. Where is ho ?-He is down at Minneapolis.
3919. Is ho likely to be back here shortly ?-I could not say.

Partnerslilp with
Witehead did
not Include
Pitblado.

Nature of agree-
ment with
Whitehead.

Financial stand-
Ing of self and
Grant, et date of
agreement.

Could hardly say
what lie ami hie.
partner were
worth.

39.10. Are you still in partnership with him ?-No, not now, except-
ing this partnership with Mr. Whitehead. It is not settled yet.'

3921. This partnership -with Mr. Whitehead did not include
Pitblado ? -- No.

3922. Were you and Grant each interested to the extent of one-
quarter ?-Yes; each to the extent of one-quarter.

3923. And Mr. Whitehead to the extent of one.half?-Yes.
3924. Had a partnership existed between you and Grant alone-I

mean without Pitblado-as to any other matter except this partnership
with Whitehead ?-Nothing except section B. We were never ifl
partnership..

3925. What was the financial standing of yourself and Grant as a
firm at the time of ontering into partnership with Whitehead ?-4
could hardly say. When we associated ourselves with Whitehead ot
financial standing went down pretty low.

3926. I am speaking of at the time-if you like, the day before?-
Probably our financial standing the day before would be, between Us,
8120,000.

3927. Do you think that you and Grant together were worth about
$120,000 over and above your liabilities at that time ?-I do not knoe
that we worth that, but we could command that capital. I could hardlY
say what we were worth ; we did not owe any debts.

3928. Could you give no approximate estimate of what you were
worth ?-No; 1 cou Id not, because we had considerable property up 10
the Halifax Banking Company.
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3929. Do you mean in stock ?-No; the time we were there we did cP&rterahip-
11ot get it ail relieved.

3930. You mean by way of security to the institution ?-Yes.
3931. Would not the debt that was owed by the Toronto men to you

be equivalent to the property that was pledged down there?-Yes.
393.. That would not make your assets any less then ?-No.
3933. I am asking you what you think your assets were worth over

Your liabilities the day before you went into partnership with White,
head ?-I should think we would be worth froin $100,000 to $120,000.

3934. While you were interested in the work in contract No. 42,
had you any engineer iooking after the interesta of the contractors ?-

We had.

3935. Who was it ?-Arthur Bain and John R. MeDonneil.
3936. What is their address ?-I cannot say where Bain has gone to.
3937. Did ho leave after you sold out ?-No; ho was on ther e quite a

tirne. lie left bore lately, and I think he has gone on some survey to
the North-West; but McDonnell is still there. I think ho has a contract
there now. Ho is an uncle of the present contractor.

3938. Is there any other matter in which you had any transaction
connected with the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-Nothing that I know
of except those two transactions.

3939. Is there any other matter which you wish to explain connected
with the Pacific iRailway ?-There is nothing, except as far as the
carrying out of the agreement with Mr. Whitehead, that we saw the
Work was so far behind in debt, more than we expected, that it
Would bu impossible for us to carry on the work to advantage.

WINNIPEG, Thursda'y, 16h September, 1880.

'&LBERT H. CLARK, sWorn and examined:

By the Chairman:-

Pprhaps wortli
$100,00) to ;120,0O0.

Contract No. 42.
Arthur Bain and
J R. MODOnnel
were looklng
after Interests of
alrm.

Contract No. 15.

Found sonie of
the wurk s0 far
behind In debt
that it was not
possible to carry
on wcrk with
advantage.

CLARK,
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contract so. Il.3940. Do you know anything about the work performed on contract
14 ?..Yes.

3941. Were you engaged on that work ?-I was engaged thore over Employed two
tw years.ies as waiking'years. boss.

3942. In what capacity ?-As a walking boss or superintendent.
3943. Did the work at the Julius Muskog come under your know.

ledge ?-Not directly ; only I have been over it frequently.
3944. The men in your charge were not employed at that p9rtion

Of the work ?-No.
3945. Then how did you obtain knowledge about that work ?-I His knowledge of

btainod knowledge of it by being frequently there and passing over Jliu" Mukeg.

2946. Do you know whether the work performed at that place was Work different
diferent from the work required under the specification ?-Yes; it was qureat rer

ferent. specifneation.
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Xi hty feet
«bet ween where
dith dug and the
embankment.

Furtherthanthey
hould have

moved earth.

JRegular wldth of
clearing 13 feet;
of embankment
sieventeen feet.

3947. In what respect was it different?-On account of the ditch
being further away from the grade that was made. According to the
specification there was a berm of ten feet, and I shOuld think that the
berm or space there betwoen where they dug the ditch and made the
embankment, was nearer eighty feet. Of course I never measured it.

3948. Would that place it outside of the railway proper ?-I do. not
know that it would place it outsido of the railway proper, but it was
placing it further than they should have moved the earth.

3949. What was the width of the railway line at that point ?-The
railway was cut out wider on account of the ditch. The regular width
of the clearing was 132 feet altogether, and the regular width of the
embankment was seventeen feet on the top.

3950. Was this ditch outside of the railway limit?-Yes; I should
think it was regularly outside of the railway limits.

o lsrdantge 3951. Was this difference a disadvantage to the contractors ?-Yes.

Wet, swampy

arutnhhad to be
wheeled on plank
to a great
distanoe.

This ditch 9 ets.
to 10 ets. a yard
heavier tha3 one
within speciica-
tion.

Does flot know
Y oss amount (if

isadvantage to
contractors.

3952. In what way was it to their disadvantage ?-In having tO
move their materials so much farther. This place was a wet, swampY
ground, and the carth had to be wheeled with barrows, and it required
more plank and took more men. They had to wheel it three times as
far as they would otherwise have had to do.

3953. You say it had to be wheeled over plank ?-Yes.

3954. All of it ?-Yes.
3955. How wore those planks supported ?-By temporary trestle

work.
3956. Could the plank not be laid on the natural surface of the

earth ?-No; it could not be laid on the natural surface, there would
have to be some blocking put under it.

3957. What distance did this ditch continue along the side of the
road ?-I do not exactly know, but I should think four or five miles.

3958. Have you made any estimate f the extra cost of this ditch
over a ditch which would have been properly within the specification ?
-Yes; I should think, according to my judgment, there would have
been from 9 to 10 cts. a yard difference.

3959. You mean per yard of the earth excavated in the ditch ?-Yes
per cubic yard.

3960. Whether it was wasted or put into the embankment ?-I mean
the way it was put in, and if it had been put in in the ordinary waY
it would have made a difference.

3961. I am &sking whether that 9 or 10 cts. applies to all the
material that was taken out of the ditch, or only to what was put intO
the road-bed ?- Only to what was put into the road-bed.

3962. Some of it was wasted, then ?-Yes; it only applies to that
which was put into the road bed.

3963. Do you know how much was put into the road-bed ?-I do not·

3964. Then yon do not know the gross amount of the difference
which was the disadvantage to the contractors ?-No.

3965. You only know the rate per yard cf that which was put into
the road-bed ?-That is all.
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3966. And yon think that was 9 or 10 ets. a yard ?-Yes. È"ae' di"'
3967. Do you mean that it would cost the contractor 9 or 10 ets. a cawMo.

Yard more than if the ditch had been built or made according to the contractor 9 et.
sPecification ?-Yes ; that is what I mean. tmorXe a yard

3968. So that 9 or 10 ets. a yard would not afford him any profit' dadeaaod edbat would only compensate hin for his loss ?-That is all. to specfication.

3969. Do you mean that the contractors would be obliged to pay 9
Ol' 10 ets. a yard more for getting this work done than if it had been
done according to specification ?-Yes.

3970. You do not mean that 9 or 10 cents a yard would have been
a fair price for the contractor to undertake to do it for as including
bis profit ?-No ; I mean that as an extra price.

3971. Out of the pocket of the contractor ?-Yes.
3972. How do you arrive at that price of 9 or 10 cts. ?-I have How witness

airived at it by the differenco in wheeling and difference in plant that arr®ved at the
te of 9 cts. to

t Would take to do that amount of work. That is the way I arrived ro ets. a yard.
at it, and it is generally the mode we tako.

3973. How many yards a day would one man's labour excavate and
7lOve to the line if the ditch was only ten feet from it?-L had an
e8timnate of from fifteen to twenty-five yards in some places.

3974. What would it average ?-I think in that material they would
n0t average more than ten yards a day, that is supposing the haul was
regular.

3975. I am speaking of the ten feet berm through this muskeg, That
Would be according to specification, would it not ?-Yes.
. 3976. How much would one man'i labour take out and move to the One man's labour

e per day from it ?-I suppose one man would probably take out ten a day: ten yards
Yards of that material.

3977. That is if it were within the lino of the specification ?-Yes.
3978. How manv yards would one man's labour move from the distance At distance in this

%t which this ditch was rea!ly situated ?-I should think that he would "0x"y o',."
0obably move between six and seven yards.
3979. So that at this distance a man's labour would move about threo

a Lrds per day less than if the ditch were according to specification ?-
es; about that.
3980. What was the value of one mai's labour at that time ?-About About $2 a day

12 per day at that time. mani labour at
398¡. Did that cover his board ?-Yes. the time.

3982. At that rate every nine or ton yards put into the lino woul<
4st how much more than if it bad been put in under specification ?-
have not figured it.

3983. Does he not lose three-tenths of his price if ten yards would
eQt 82 under the specitication and he only gets seven yards
'ole for it under the work as actually executed ?-I suppose aboutthat.

t3984. You must have gone through this procoss to have arrived at Asked to explain.

Y e cost in your own mind. You did not guess at the 9 or 10 ets. a
ad ?-No ; I went thro igh it so often that I know it.
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Cotract 3985. Then if you are familiar with it because you have gone
clatnu. through it so often, will you explain it to me ?--I could not come much

nearer to it. I have given you the quantity a man would move at
that distance, and how much he would move at the other.

Price for exa vat- 3986. Do you know what price the contractors were to have forIDg lune ditchies
under specifnea- excavating lino ditches under the specification ?-1 never saw the con-
tion, 26 ets. tract, but as far as I heaid it was 26 ets. a yard.

3987. Have you made any estimate of the earth that was wasted out
of this excavation in the Julius Muskeg ?-No ; I have not.

Not usual to 39S8 Was it usual to waste any of the material which came out ofwaste matertal
comng ont the line ditches within the timits of the specification ?-It is not usual
Une ditelies. to waste it at all, unless thore is an over balance of what is wanted in

the embankment, and then, of course, it is wasted.
3989. I suppose it costs no more to the contractor to waste earth on

the outside of this ditch than it would to waste earth on a line ditch
within the limits of the specification ?-No.

Cause of lIoss. 3990. So that on the item of earth wasted you do not think there is
any loss to the contractor ?-I do not think there is any loas in that
respect. They were not required to move it any further away than the
side of the ditch, if it were not required to be put into the embank-
ment.

3991. It was moving the material an extra distance which led to the
loss to the contractor ?-Yes.

3992. Three-tenths of the price to the contractor at 26 cts. would
amount to something under 8 ets. Is the balance of the 9 or 10
ets. that you speak of applicable to the cest of the foundation upon
which they wheeled the barrows?-Yes; planks and extra wheel-bar-
rows, and extra tools.

3993. On the whole, do you think 9 or 10 ets. a yard would be A
fair estimate of the extra cost to the contractors on account of this
ditch being outside of the limits proper ?-Yes.

Knows Une 3994. Do you know anything about the change of line betweelbetween Broken-y
head and White- stations 1710 and 1700-that is between Brokenhead and Whitemouth?
mouth. -Yes; I have been on both lines considerably before thore was anY

work done.
3995. You mean between the first located line and the lino that was

Change of Une finally adopted ? -Yes; on the north line, and the one that was adopted.

peinteesadvan. 3996. Do yon think the change was advantageous to the contractor,
ntgeousto or the reverre ?-I should say it was the reverse.

contractor.

Character of both 3937. For what reason ?-Because there was a great deal less swaroPunes compared. and muaskeg, and the clearing, from all appearances, was lighter on the
north line.

3998. What sort of material was it ?-Some parts clay, some partô
inclined to Band and gravel, and some muskeg. I think the Julius
Muakeg proper was not nearly as long on the north line as it was 0a
the south lino. It was considerably sborter and ran out more into a
neck.

3999. Did this portion of the line of wbich you are speaking embrace
any part of the Julius Muskeg ?-Yes.
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Contract NO, 14.4000. Both tho first and see ond lino ?-Yes. onractoirs
4001. But you say there was more of it on the southern lino ?-Yes. Clasms.

4002. If they had adhered to the north line how would it have been Fully one-halr or
'Worked-by hand, or by horses, or by implements ?-There was have been worked
great deal of it could have been worked by hirses or scrapers. 1)y horses.

4003. What proportion of it ?-I should think fully one-half.
4004. Was that a level portion of the line, or was it very steep ?-

It was middling level. There were steeper banks on both sides of tho
Inuskegs on the north lino than there were on the south lino. I should
consider, speaking from experience, that the north lino was a consider-
ably higher grade than it was on the south lino.

4005. Would it be more easily worked on that account ?-It would Oround drier and
be more easily worked because it was drier ground and couli be worked t""yro or""
With horses and scrapers.

4006. Do you mean that the contractor could get out a much larger
fluantity of material at the same cost to himself than ho could on the
south lino ?-Yes.

4007. Could ho not employ the same implements and animals upon work can be
the south lino ?-Not on so much of it. There was a little that ho could ad scrapers for
Plough and scrape, but very little, on the south line-that is between one-thira les
-Brokenhead and Whitemouth. way.

4008. Is it much less expensive to excavafe with animals and imple.
raents than by men's labour ?-Yes. I have always found that we could
'do it by horses and scrapers for about one-third less than we could do
it in any other way. Wheel-barrows come next.

4009. How was it actually done on the southern lino ?-It was done Done with whee,

Principally with wheel-barrows. There was a smali portion, I think, barrows.
t lear Rennie Station, that was done with plough and scraper, but it was
Very stony.

4010. Have you made any estimate of the differonce between the
O8st to the contractor of moving material on those two different lines ?-

I have not particularly figured out an estimate any more than if I
Were going to look at a piece of work to see what difference I should
tlake between the two. That is about all. Of course I have sat and
figured it roughly, but I have not made any very minute figures with
regard to it.

4011. What difference do you think it would make to the contractor Dtrerenceorfrom
in the cost to him ?-I should think in the noigbourhool of between 6 co n-7urocent. to

'tad 7 per cent.
4012. Do you mean that the same quantity of material wNould cost

hirm 6 or 7 per cent. more for moving it on the south lino than it
wVould cost him if ho had to move it on the north lino ?-Yes.

4013. I understand you are not able to say what the aggregate cost
outild be, but you establish that as the basis of calculation ?-Ys. If

1 Were going to take the piece of work, I should take that figure as a

About two-thirda
4014. About what proportion of the whole quantity of material do oorhe materia

YOu think was more expensive on the scuth line than on the on southtihan it
would have hbeenl'Orth lino ?-I should think about two-thirds. on the north.
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(ontractao. d. 40i5. Have you gone over the country at all south of the present

line ?-No; I have never been much over it. I have been just out anid
mn.

4016. You are not able to give us an idea whether it is a country over
which a railway could have been made more easily than the present.
line ?-No; I have not sufficiently gone through it to know.

BIRRELL. JAMES BIRRELL, sworn and examined:
By the Chairman:-

4017. Did Mr. J. H. Fraser give you any document to give to the·
Commission ?-He instructed me to get this document from Mr. Biggs.
I-t was in his office.

4918. And at his request you now produce it ?-Yes. (Exhibit No.
97.)

SIFTON.

18lway C- JOHN W. SIFTON'S examination continued

Conraet1%o.Id. By the Chairman:-

Clatin for coffer 4019. What is the next item upon which you make any claim, after**""· the ones you have previously alluded to?-Item No. 5, for coffer dams.
4020. Will you explain why it is that you consider you have a claim

upon that head ?-In the first place it is usual, under all contracts that I
ever had, to be paid extra for coffer dams. It is impossible to estimate-
them, and unless there is a special provision made to cover them in the,
specification we are usually paid for them by day's work.

4021. Were the coffer dams built at the direction of the Government,
engineer, or entirely at your own option ?-They have to be put up
in certain cases. In this case it was impossible to do the work without
puitting up coffer dams.

4022. Would it be impossible to do the work without getting mon
there also ?-Yes.

Specification does 4023. Thon why do you charge extra for putting in coffer dams fornot cover cofferdams. doing work that you could not perform without them ?-In the first
place it is usual, where the specifications do not cover these items, to-
have them paid for by the day. We claim that the specification did
not cover this work, and we brought the matter to the notice of the
acting Chief Engineer.

Marcus Smith's 4024. Who was that ?-Mr. Marcus Smith. Mr. Smith said he had
ip't"ruiu°ons. not studied the specification, but that he would look over it that night

and see whether it covered it or not. "If it is does not cover it," he
said, " you certainly have a right to be paid for it under the contract,
or the clause wliich provides that any work which is not covered by
the specification shal be paid for by adding 15 per cent. for tools, &c."
Mr. Smith looked over the specification, and concluded that it did not
cover this item of work, and said to me and my brother-we were both
together-" Go on with this work and keep an account of it, and I will
instruct the engineer in charge of the work to keep an account,so that

Fr.r.G.am.t-

Partuerfflp.
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he can certify to your bills every month." We charged the actual C*a>e*là
anount of labour expended on the work, adding to it the 15 per cent. ciaIme.
1lowed by the specification. The enoineers on the work certified to

those bill,, and they are the correct Ui1ls which are produced in this
item.

4025. Did Mr. Smith's remarks apply to special bridges at stations
3'176, 3849 and 3960, as well as the one at the Whitemouth centre
channel ?-Yes; it applied to any place where it became necessary.

4026. Then his remarks were general, and not relating only to the Marcus Sinith's
Particular spot of which you were spesking at the time ?-No; his e'nerailya
remarks were general, and the instructions to the engineers were to
examine and keep account of the labour we expended on such works.

4027. Do you mean that his instructions were to your engineer ?-
Ye s .

4028. Were you present when he gave those instructions ?-I was
bot present; but they had instructions, and they acted under those
instructions.

4029. Were those instructions in writing, do you know ?-I could
hot tell you, but I can find out by some of the engineers in charge.

4030. Did the engineers tell you that they had those instructions ?
-Yes, thoy were very particular in their accounts always. They kept
the days so that they were able to certify exactly to the amount of
labour that was done.

4031. Is there anything further about that item ?-No.

4032. What is the next item ?-The next item is loss in delay caused ciaim for loss in
by teaming of plant, &c., from Fisher's Landing to Winnipeg, instead dela nt e

Of bringing it by boat. The amount 8595 is the actual difference that il
Would have cost us at this point if we could have brought it a month
Previous by boat.

4033. What is the next item ?-The next item is roads that were claim for loss In
ArepatingMade by us for the carrying on of the work. Our specification and waegon roaa

ontract bind us to provide all our own roads for carrying on the work m Ie to carr onthe work, wli ch
Of this contract. Wo came in bore when there were no roads at all- were also used by
in this country east of Red River. We expected to have to do that, the Government.

but during the time of carrying on our works the Government was
cParrying on works on section 15, and building engineers' houses along
the lino of road. They were taking out their supplies, and much of the
0ost and labour of keeping up these roads were occasioned by the amount
of stuff that was taken over them by the Government. They used
them, and we asked for an allowance. Mr. Rowan and Mr. Smith both
said we had a reasonable claim for allowance, as all we could be asked
to do was to keep up roads for ourselves, and we were keeping them
'P for the Government. TheJast year and a half of this lime there For last year and

as a large amount of stuff talen over our road for contract 15, and taken ver theirtaken over the road-bed of 14, and we had to expend a large amount of ralroad far
contraet 15, w!th

Oney to put it n shape again. consequent los.
4034. Do you mean the road-bed of the railway lino ?-Yes; there

Were places in which they could go nowhere else, and we had to go
over our work again and put it in shape.
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Cotraet N. 1. By Mr. Keefer:-

4035. Had you made it up to formation level ?-Yei; we had made
it up to formation level. I was over the road all the time, and I know
the amount of stuff that was taken over it for the Government and for
contract 15 and other works. I think I am very safe when I say that
it would not have cost over half the amount to have kept up our own
roads that it did actually cost us on account of the Government.

By the Chairnan:-
4036. What do you consider to be the total cost of making and

maintaining this road from the beginning until the time that the
Government ceased to use it ?-During ouc time of it ?

Total costof road 4037 Yes ?-We kept an account of the cost of it to us ; $13,617.50
foiesa c 1rrn1P- was the amount that our books showed. We kept a road account, and

this is certified by our foreman and the men who brought in their
accounts, and that is the amount we paid for it.

4038. This road was partly over the bed formed for the railway: do
you estimate in your cost of the road the making of that road-bod for the
railway ?-No; merely the levelling of it in places. It was only some
two or three miles in one place, and three or four miles in another,
where it was better for the teams to go on than the road through the
woods.

4039. How much of the road-bed of the railway line was used for the
traffic which you describe ?-Sometimes there were only a very few
miles used, and then at other times when there would be a severe rain
the teams would turn on the road-bed wherever they could get the
chance.

$13,O clainied 4040. Do I urderstand that your item of 813,000 was for the roads
for roads ouL.'4lde
orraUway ine, made outside of the railway line ?-All with the exception of about
exeept*50for 8400 or $500-I could not give the exact amount-that was for level-
levelllIngthi. ling this road.

4041. So that the cost to you of putting the railway line in order
after it had been used for carrying in supplies for section 15, would not
amount to more than $500 altogether ?-No.

4042. The highest would be for the preparation of the roads, and
keeping them up outside of the railway line altogether ?-Yes.

4043. I suppose that if the road had never been used for the supplies on
section 15, you would have been obliged to build a road for your own
purposes ?-Yes.

A road for the use 4044. What would it have cost you to build the road for your ownef section 14 alone
would not have purposes alone ?-I do not think it would have cost me more than half

alf.more than that amount.

4045. Do you mean that the constructibn of the road amounted to
about half of this 813,000, or more ?-Yes; I think that the construction
of the road amounted to less than $ 13,000. The construction of the
road amountel to perhaps $4,000 or 85,000, and the keeping of it Up
to the balance.

4046. I am asking, first of all, what the construction of the road cost ?
-That is what I am not certain about.
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Oontract No. 1.
4047. Ilow much do you think ?-I think $5,000 or $6,000, or construction of

perhaps 84,000 or $5,000 for the first construction of the road. road cost about

4043. Was the balance of this item incurred by the repairing of the
road ?-Yes

4049. At different tines ?-Yes; at different times. We had con-
Stantly to keep on the men repairing the roads on account of the
Governmont.

4050. But the original cost of construction you would have had to
bear at all events whether the Government used it afterwards or not ?

.Yes.
4051. You do not think the Government ought to share any part of

that item ?-No.
4052. Then, after it was constructed, did you bring over the road

rnore supplies than the Government did ?-No; I think not.
After road was

4053. Do you mean that the Government used it as much as you did coxstrucaed t
after it was constructed ?-I think they used it more. You understand was n8ed more for

section 15 than
that a large amount of supplies were taken to 15 by the contractor. for section Il.
t include that with what went for the Government.

4054. You mean supplies used by the contractors ? -Yes.
4055. Then why should the Government pay for the contractors

getting supplies over the road ?-I do not know; we had not anything
to do with it. They went over the road and it would have been pretty
lard to stop them. Government

4056. I understood you to say that the Government used the road ¶sed l faf carry-y lng supplies ta
for taking in supplies for building the engineers' houses ?-Yes. build engineers'

houses.
405'. Now, for that use of it by the Government, how mucli was it

Worth ?-I think it·would amount to one-fourth of the use of the road.

4058. And how much did the contractors use your road for their
Purposes ? -I think the contractors for 15 took as much stuff over
it as we did altogether.

4059. At that rate you would use the road to the extent of four-
ninths; the contractors to the extent of four-ninths, and the Govern-
nent to the extent of ene-ninth ; have you estimated it as closely as
that for the sake of ascertaining the proportion that each party used
it ?- do not think I have.

4060. You understand what I mean ? I wish you to separate, for the
Present, the amount of use which the Government had of your road, as
distinguished from the amount of use which the contractors had of it.
Can you do that ?-Yes; I think I have done that in my answer.
'on.r explanation of it is right.

4061. You think that the proportions I have named are the correct
Proportions, as far as you can judge ?-Yes.

4062. Then taking the first cost, which you assumed to be 85,000, Governmn use

rom the whole item a balance would be left of $8,617. From what aiout one-ninth.
You 9Say you think the Government, for its purposes, had the use of the
road to the extent of one-ninth after the construction ?-Yes.

4063. Do you mean by that, that the expense of keeping it in repair
for the sole use of the Government would be equal to one.ninth of the
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. 1,4. whole repairs ?-The latter part of the time the stuff for contract 14
was taken over the road, but during the whole of the three years
previous, the Government would be entitled, according to our calcula-
tion, to bear une-quarter of the expense.

4064. During what time do you say ?-During the first three years.
4965. Do you mean that was before the contractors commenced ?-

Yes.
4066. Th2y would be entitled to bear what proportion of the

expense ?-They would be entitled to bear one-quarter of the expense.

Cost of repairing
waggon road
for threeyears
from $6,000 to
16.000.

What Govern-
ment should pay.

A road up to a
eertain mark a
necessIty.

No request was
made by Govern-
Ment res.pectin g
this supply road.

This claim under
Rowan's consi-
deration.

4067. One-fifth according to your own calculation. Can you say
what the whole cost of repairing was for the first three years ?-
Between $5,000 and $6,000. The greatest amount of the repairs was
during that time.

4068. Do you mean that for the first three years, the Government,
for its own purposes, used your rçad to an extent equal to about one-
fifth of the whole use ?-Yes.

4069. What would the balance of the time be ?-The balance of the
time would be about six months.

4070. And for the balance of the time, about six months, the Govern
ment did not use it ?-Yes; they used it right along in the same pro-
portion, but thon it was more used by contractors during that time.

4071. Thon assuming that the Government was not liable for the use
of it by the contractors, is it your contention that the Government
ought to pay somewhere about $1,000 of the repairs ?-Yos.

4072. But if they were also liable for the contractors' use of it, they
would have to pay some $5,000 of the repairs?-Yes.

4073. What is your estimate of what their proportion of the claim
would be ?-There is a little more than that. We claim that we would
not have had to build as expensive a road as that if there was nQt as
much travel on it.

4074. Why did you make it a road equal to the expenditure of
85,000 ?-We had to do it to keep it up. In the first place we did not
do it, but when their travel came along, we found we had to build it up.

4075. That would be repairing, would it not ?-We built the first
year only twenty mites, our " toll roads " as we calt them, and extended
them as we went on with the work. Thon it became necessary to build
in some places very permanent works.

4076. Were you requested to make your first construction more solid
or more permanent ?-No; they did not request us at all. They said
nothing to us about these roads.

4077. You did that of your own option ?-Yes.

4078. But you say you spent more on thom because you expected
more travel over them than your own ?-Yes; they were travelling on
them all the time. They had let the contracts to build their engineers'
houses.

4079. Has the item for this use of the roads been under the consid-
eration of any of the engineers ?-It has been under the consideration
of Mr. Rowan, who bas reported on it. I do not know what bis report
is. We understood in Ottawa that Mr. Marcus Smith had reported on
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this item, but we know nothing about it. Part of our claims were
reported on.

4080. Have you explained to Mr. Rowan, on the ground, the nature
of your claim, and pointed out where the road was used ?- Yes.

4081. So that he bas had the materials on which to form an opinion ?
-Yes; and all the accounts went through his bands.

4082. Is there anything further about this item which you would
like to explain ?-No; there is nothing further.

4083. What is the next item?-The next item is increase of rock on Next item: claim
the east end. I may say, with regard to that increase of rock, our ,.° on -
'chedule of quantities said that there was 10,000 yards of loose rock, located uine•
or about that. Up to within a very short time before the contract was
comapleted-about a year-we knew nothing about any more rock
being on it. We were doing the rock that was over the located road
In different places, and knew nothing about that until the re-location of
the last mile and a quarter, which, by turning it to the south, threw us
into heavy rock cuttings. Had this been located a year before, so that
'We could have got at it at the same time we were doing the other rock
Work we could have had it completed at the sane time. Had we
known, by our specification or sehedule of quantities, that there was
any likelihood of this rock boing there we would have made provision
for it.

4084. I do not cuite understand what you complain of. Is it that
the specification or 'bill of works did not give you the proper idea of
the approximate amount which you would have to excavate ?-Yes.

4085. Do you mean that it misled you to your disadvantage ?-Yes. No such quantity
,of rock onI inean that it misled us as to the calculations made. We had no idea of original ine

this quintity of rock at the eastern end of the contract. During the marked out or

Whole carrying on of the contract, up to the end of last year, wu had
'no knowledge of anything of the kind being there, and on the original
lne marked out for us there was no such thing.

4086. If this large quantity had been found upon the line originally
located, would you have any cause of complaint, or any claim for
extras ?-No; we would not have any cause of complaint if it had been
l0cated, and we had got to work at it in the right time.

Nature of claim.

40.-7. Then vour claim is because you did not get the information in
Proper tinie ?--That is part of it. The other is that the actual change
of lino increased our work at a place where it increased the cost of the
'W'ork. You see if it had been the original lino there would have been
only a few yards of the rock. In that case it would have been earth
Work on which we would have had a profit.

4088. I understood you to say that if you had taken out the o'iginal
quantity, 33,738 yards on the lino as first located, you would have had
tO claim ?-Certainly not.

4089. About how much would it have cost you on the lino originally
loeated ?-It would have cost us just as much at the time as it would
Onl this line.

4090. Then the change in location did not increase the cost to
yeo ?--The change in location did increase the cost, because on the
Other line there was no rock.
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Contract.N.14. 4091. I am asking you if the quanitity had been on the original line
what would it have cost you ?-It would have made no difference.

Change of loca-
tion made no 4092. The change in location made no difference in the cost ?-No.
difrerence Incot

4093. So that the change of line is not the basis ofyour claim, unless
the taking out of the same quantity on the other line would have cost
you less ?-It is.

Ground of laim 4094. Do you claim that the taking out of 33,700 yards on the first
orfo.* ut line would have been the foundation of a claim for extras against the
delay. Government ?-1 do not claim it on any other grounds than the delay

which prevented us from going on with it at the proper time.
4095. Now you say the only claim is on account of the time you got

the information ?-Yes.
4096. Does your contract require that you should get the information

on such subjects at any particular time ?-No; it does not.
4097. Then why do you think it is incumbent upon the Government

to give you the information at a particular time ?-1 think it is but
reasonable that information should be givon within a reasonable time
before the contract runs out.

Contract provides
that In case of 4098. Does not your contract provide that if you are delayed in the

ela d era work any particular time you should get an extension for a gimilar
equivalant exten- period to complete it ?-Yes.
sion of time.

4099. And that the time in addition for completing it shall be a
compensation for the time which you were delayed in commencing it?
-Yes.

4100. Have you had that additional time ?-We have had the delay.
4101. Then have you not had the compensation ?-No ; we have not

had the delay, bocause I contend it would have taken tho whole time
to have finished that east end more than it would on the other. We
ought to have been made acquainted with that fact simultaneously with
the commencement of the contract.

4102. It was not some of the work which you handed over to Mr.
Whitehead ?-No; we handed over a little of it, but it was a matter of
request that wo should stop.

4103. But you have had sufficient time to tako it out ?-Yes; and we
took it out.

Time sefficlently 4104. So that you have had extension of time suffieent to enableyou*xtended. to (10 it ?-Yes.

Lostnothing.

But thinks an
Increase of quan-
tit.y at a late
g:rlod ought to,

favourably
consldered.

4105. You have lost nothing by being enabled to do it in the extended
time ?-No; we lost nothing, because we got time to finish it.

410t. Is there anything further about that item which you wish to
say ?-Nothing, only just this: that all our rock cuttings cost us more
for doing it than the contract price. Whatever was in the schedtile we
accepted, as we would bo obliged to do that anyway, whatever it would
cost us, but the increase of the quantity at that late day, we consider,
ought to be favourably considered in the seulement.

4107. Do you mean that you have no claim for it under your con-
tract, and that the allowance of it would be as a favour more than as a
right ?-I have no claim under our contract except for delay.
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4108. You do not claim it as a right, but ask for it as a favour ?-Yes; COnt**et a..14
«We did a large amount of work that we had not calculated on doing. Next item: claim

on account of
4109. What is your next item ?-Selkirk Station Ground, No. 9. Selkirk Station

4110. Was that in your orignal contract ?-Yes; we had to complete work they should
the station ground. We were obliged under our contract to do any ""îea on to do.
Work on the section that we might be ordered to perform. This station
wIas finished, paid for, and taken off our hands as complete. Then we
were asked to go back, as they wished to enlarge the ground, change the
grade and prepare it for building an engine house. We went back to do
the work, but wheb it was laid out we found that it was not work that we
Ought to be called upon to do under our contract, as it had been done
before, and if we were called back to do it, it should be done as the con-
tract provided, by day labour. It happened that the acting Engineer-in-
Chief, Mr. Smith, was away just at the time we commenced, but Mr.
Srith, Mr. Rowan, Mr. Thompson, the Division Engineer, my brother
and myself, met on the ground where the work was being done, and I
Called Mr. Smith's attention to the matter. He looked over it, and said Marcus Smith's
he would think about it. " Well," I said, "we are going on with the opinion that they

Work now, but we want to know whether we are to be paid for it, compeiled to do
because if we are not to be paid for it, and we do not know how we are their contract.

going to be paid for it, we will quit." " Well," he said, " I cannot
settle that in a moment.; it requires some consideration. You ought
not to be compelled to do it under your contract, I can seo that very
Plainly."

4111. Who said that ?-Mr. Marcus Smith; and I said to him: " I will Rowan & Thorp-
lBave this matter in the hands of the District Engineer, Mr. Rowan, exraon
arid the Division Engineer, Mr. Thompson, and let them settle on the yards.
extra amount." He said: " We will not pay you by the day. We do
not want any work done that way that we eau help, but," said he,
" they will settle o the extra amount you are entitled to receive for
it." I said I was satisfied with that; I was satisfied that they would
do what was right, and perfectly satisfied to accept their decision on
the matter. I called their attention to it some time after and they did
8ettle on the price, and gave usa statement as to the amount they would
allow. They allowed us 24 ets. extra on 19,364 yards.

4112. Who allowed that ?-Mr. Rowan and Mr. Thompson.
4113. Did they certify to it ?-They certified to that, and made a

"eturn recommending it under the instructions given to them by Mr.
Smlith.

4114. So that your claim is not for the whole price of that material;
You ask for the difference over your contract price ?-Yes; we just
agreed to whatever they would do.

4115. lis there anything further on that item that yon wish to say ?
'There is nothing further on that item.

4116. Is there any other item about which you have not spoken ?-
want to refer to item No. 10 again, as you abked me on a previous

ocasion for some figures on that matter. Our claim for item No. 10
le based on the difference between our contract price for it and the
price we contracted with Mr. Whitehead to complete the work for.
There were three fills to be done by Mr. Whitehead. The first of those
f1 Is was located at station 3980. In that fill there was 37,005 yards

Further expiana-
tion as to dlaim
en AINs banked
up by White-
head.
Difference be-
tween coutract
price and White-
head price
ciaimed.
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blaked by
WhiteOheMd-

eontract No. 14a

FI st station
as8, 87,006 yards
petiln, haule
10,20 f t.
FIl at station

a991,9 yarde
putln hauled

e1n100 be-.
FU11 ai. station
4i18, 175,567 yards

pu nand hauied
1250 eet.

Total amount of
dl fférence be-
tween oontract
grice and White-

ead's price
4210,883.

Extra baul 12,500
Lt. 'ffl 1,200=11,300
Lt-

Opilonal with
Government to
gi o' trestie the
volds.

put in. It was hauled an average distance of 9,200 feet. I am not
very sure that my figures aro correct or not. The difference in Mr.
Whitehoad's price and in the contract we made would be $24,4:3.30

in that fill. The next fill is at station 3999. In that fill there wero
15,390 yards, which was hauled an average distance of 11.100 feet.
The difference in that fil between the sub-contract with Mr. Whitehead
and the Government price to us, is $12,627.60. In the third fil, at
station 4113, there were 175,567 yards. That was hauled an average
distance of 12,500 foet, and the difference between our contract price
for it and the price paid to Mr. Whitehead, was .173,812.93. The
total amount is $210,863.83.

4117. Have you estimated what it would be at the contractor's price,
40 ets. ?-No.

4118. How did you arrive at the length of sthe extra haut? I
understand that yu commenced from the end of the 1,200 feet ?-Yes.

4119. Was there any limit over the 1,200 feet at which you were to
be paid for the haul ?-There was no limit in the specification; I
deduct, you see, the 1,200 feet in each case.

4120. When you give the number of feet for extra haul, it is after
deducting the first 1,200 feet ?-Yes.

4121. You make the extra haut on this large item something over
two miles ?-Yes.

4122. And do you think you ought to be paid for that extra haul at
a cent per yard for every 100 feet ?-Yes.

4123. Your figures must be wrong some way or other. If your
extra haul was 12,500 feet upon an average, that would be $1.25 for
every cubic yard hauled ?-No; deduct the 1,200 feet.

4124. I thought this was after deducting the 1,200 feet. I asked youi
particularly about that ?-I did not understand you. That is the total.

4125. Then that is the average haul, and not the average extra
haut ?-Yes.

4126. In your contract was there any provision for completing those
voids. in any other way than by earth embankments ? -No; there
never was any other way spoken of or intimated whatever. That is
the way it was calculatod to be filled.

4127. I suppose the hauling of the earth was done by cars and
engines ?-Yes; it was done by machinery.

4128. Did you ever consider the probable cost of bridging over those
voids instead of filling them with earth embankment ?-I never
esýtimated it.

4129. Was there a clause in your agreement with the Governrent,
by which they were permitted to omit this work if they thought
proper ?--There is no doubt about that. They could have put in timber
if they wished.

4130. Had they the privilege of omitting this work from your con-
tract if they wished ?-No; not of omitting it. They would have had
to do it with timber or some other way.

4131. But there was a provision by which they could have put trestle
work into it if they pleased ?-The general term of the contract allowed
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themn to put in trestle work wherever they saw fit. I take the contract c°m*""z* 14•

Anudspecification to mean that, but it would have been a very costly job
to have put in trestle work.

4132. Were these fills, as you call them, over water stretches ?-No;
they were across gullies principally. The last fill was a neck of Cross
-Lake.

4133. Then would a large proportion of those fills require rock bases A largeprtion or
lor trestle work ?-Yes; I think a large proportion of them would rock base fore
1%quire rock bases. They would have found rock in some places by trestie work.
sinking fifteen or twenty feet.

4134. Where trestles are used over land opeuings it is usual to put
4POck bases under them ?-Either rock or piles.

4135. Do you mean that the filling of those gaps upon which you
'nake your claim would have cost anything like as much as your
wehole claim, if it were done with trestie ?-I could not answer that
question without calculating upon it. It would have cost a great deal.
They were high and it would have cost a very great deal to have built
trestie work.

4136. How high were the fills ?-They would be, perhaps, about an Fills from thirty
oaVerage of from thirty to forty feet. to forty feet.

4137. Is there anything further about that item ?-No; only this: whitehead made
'We always looked upon that as the best part of our work, and we had prlor fwor.
negotiations with Mr. Whitehead to sell him out our interest about that
time0 . le made us an offer for it; and if we had not looked upon it as
the very best part of our work we would have accepted it.

4138. You say that Mr. Whitehead made you an offer ?-Yes.
4139. Do you mean to take from your hands the work which was

not Completed ?-Yes.
4140. And do you say that his offer had reference to this portion of

NWork which you had not completed ?-Yes.

4141. Had it any reference to a much larger portion ?-Not much
afrger.

4142. You think that his offer was for the purpose of gaining the profit
'On this portion ?-Yes.

4143. Do yon remember what ho offered you ?-I think it was 850,000. whitehead
it was to Mr. Farwell ho made the offer. offered pO,Ooo,

4144. Do you not think it was $55,000?-I could not say.

4145. Do you remember that you offored to sell it to him at a certain Proposed to take
prlee ?-Yes; we offered it to him at $70,000. what the prcfia

was estimated at
4146. Then at thattimeyou estimated your profit to be worth $70,000?
-Yes; at that time the estimate we had of that fill was much smaller

than it is here. They did not think it would take as much earth to fill
t. I think it was only estimated at that time it would take 125,000

Yard5 to make the fill.
4147. Mr. Whitehead refused to give you $70,000 ?-Yes.

4148. And the negotiations ended altogether ?-Yes.
18
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Contraet No.14. 4149. How long had they ended before this new arrangement wae
Three or four made with Mr. Whitehead ?-I could not say; but I should think three
nionth8, after
Whitehead re- or four months.
fused to give
870,000 the exist- 4150. Then it was not about the time that you made the arrangemene
Ing arrangement
was made. with him that he was offering to buy you out ?-No.

4151. So that in that you are mistaken ?-No.

4152. I understood you to say that about this time Mr. Whitehead
was offering to buy you out ?-It made no difference. It was this end
of the work that he was anxious to get hold of as it had the profit in it-

4153. Do you mean that at the time you made the arrangement with,
Mr. Whitehead, you had the option of taking his offer of $50,000, or of
completing the work through him as a sub-contractor ?-No; we had
not entered into any particulars with him at all at that time.. The other
negotiations bad entirely broken off.

Bond of Indem- 4154. I understood you to intimate that at the time you could have
nity for te,000 done something very favourable to yourself ?-We could have done 80'
tead to assure bofore, but at that time we never spoke of renewing old negotiationS ar
hlmn Work would
be doue so as not al. We had no option about it. We were forced in to make thi&
to delay him. arrangement, and that was all we could do. I would just like to shoffi

you, in regard to this matter, that we did everything we could, and wore
anxious to hurry on and keep out of Mr. Whitehead's way. Mr. White-
head said he wanted to commence laying a track to a certain points
and he was very much afraid that we might delay him. He wanted à
guarantee from ns that the work would be done, and he would n0t'
accept any guarantee except my personal bond which I gave him, and
which was carried out; the bond of indemnity of $5,000.

Claims also for 4155. Can you produce a copy of that bond ?- I produce it. (Exhibit
Interes. No. 98.) In regard to the last item we ask that the matter of interest be

considered. The Government hold deposits of ours at the presOn
time, and part of the last estimate, and also a part of the percentage il)
their bands, and we think at this extended period of time we ought to
be allowed a reasonable amount of interest for their holding this monOY.
I have an engineer who will be here to-morrow, who is working on the
road, whom I wish to be examined in regard to that ditch, and in regard
to the change of location.

4156. Is there anything further you wish to say ?-No.

JARVIS.
EDWARD W. JARVIs, sworn and examined:

Surveys-
Party X. By the Chairman:-

e W. jarvis, a
Civil Engneer. 4157. What is your profession ?-Civil engineer.

4158. Have you been at any time engaged upon any work for the
Canadian Pacifie iRailway ?-Yes; on the surveys.

18¶1ve 1 rom 4159. When ?-From May, 1871, to June, 1875.
Survey from 4160. Which survey were you first employed upon ? -The surveY,
WbItellsh Bay todeatn eteiy Wi
Led River. from Lake of the Woods, starting from the eastern extremity atWhite-

fish Bay and running west to Red River.
4161. Did you survey between those two points ?-Yes; thatwas th&

first season's work.
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Party if.
4163. Al the way ?-Yes; all the way.
4163. At what point was your base of supplies that season ?-At the

outset it was at Thunder Bay.
4164. How far from the beginning of your work ?-Four hundred Baseof supplies

'miles I sbould say, by the Dawson route. I really do not know the 400 miles from
exact distance in miles, but by the route over which the supplies came egorinncement
it was about 400 miles.

4165. From what point did you start to get in your supplies ?-We
started from Thunder Bay.

4166. What party did you take with you ? -The surveying party
Was composed of myself, in charge, one transit man, one leveller, one
a8sistant leveller, rod man, and two chain men, and about twenty-five
axe men and packers.

4167. About thirty-two in ail ?-Yes ; about thirty-two I should think.
4168. Who had char±te of providing you with supplies ?-I rather

think it was Mr. Alph. Jones who sent in supplies from Thunder Bay.
There was a commissariat officer attached to each party; my com-
nli$sariat officer was M r. John Breden. He accompanied nie.

4169.
had not

4170.

Slze o! Party
t.irty-two in ail.
Supplies.

Was that in addition to the number you mentioned ?-Yes; I
mentioned him.
Was he subordinate to Mr. Jones ?-I think so.

4171. Had you any immediate control over your commissariat officer ?
-Yes; we acted in concert with regard to getting in the supplies. I

'fnstructed him as to what supplies I wanted, and he took means to
o'cure them for me. After November, 1871, or during the month of
Overber, he received orders to remain in the woods the whole winter.

It was not contemplated at first that we were to remain out ail winter,
and I then despatched a man to Red River to purchase supplies.

4172. Who was that ?t-Mr. Gray.
4173. To whom did he make application ?-I sent him in bere to Sentn rayrto

ir. Bannatyne to purchase what supplies were needed. chase supplies
4174. Had Mr. Bannatyne any connection with the Pacific Railway? ni Bannatyne.

'No ; he kept a general store here.
4175. Were you authorized to take that step, or was it left to your

own discretion ?-No; I took it on my own responsibility. The party
Were out there and the supplies were nearly run out, and I found it a
great saving of time to get them in Winnipeg rather than wait until I
eot them from Thunder Bay. My su plies arrived from here sooner
thn the supplies sent from Thunder Bay.

4176. Did you allow your messenger to use his own discretion as to instructions to
t prices he was to pay ?-No; there were no orders left as to prices. flessnger as toTh 0 nstuctins wer tomaner of oh-e instructions to the messenger were to obtain the supplies on the taîning supplies.

llrderstanding that those who furnished them should draw on Mr.
'ernjing for the amount contracted for at Ottawa. We had a smali
SUbi of cash furnished to us at the outset, $50, which did not amount
to mluch for that purpose.

4177. I wish to ascertain now the means by which the pricesof those Pricesof goods.
fÎPplies were fixed ?-I presume they were the ordinary current prices

ere. I had no control over the prices myself, except that duplicate
18
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invoices were sent with the gools to me. I knew the prices and
certified to receiving the goods. The matter of prices was of no con-
cern to me.

4178. Then you loft the pricos of the goods to be settled between
the party who supplied them and the anthorities at Ottawa ?-Yes.

4179. Do yon remember when you got the invoice whether, in your
opinion, the prices were reasonable or unreasonable ?-Tho prices
appeared to me to be high, but hardly more than I expected them to
be bore at that time. The place was very isolated, and we could not
expect to get them lower under the circumstances.

4180. Did you make any representation to the authorities at Ottawa
upon the subject of prices ?-No; I did not. I simply reported the
fact of what I had done.

Dmiculty of 4181. As to the supplies which were sent to yon from Thunder Bay
getting supplies. during the first season, do you remember wnether there was any

difficulty in getting what was sufficient to support your party ?-It
was very late in the season, I remember, when we received them, and

Supplies nearly owing, probably, Vo the length of the journey, the supplies were veryconsumned on the
way by suppy nearly all consumed by the parties bringing them in. When the
Party. supplies that were supposed to last us over the winter arrived we were

forced to send in bore for more, they wore so nearly exhausted.
4182. That is supplies for the winter season ?-Yes; the only

supplies we received from Thunder Bay were clothing and supplies that
were supposed to do us for the winter.

4183. Did you mako any representations to any person at Ottawa as
to the state of affairs ?-I reported at Ottawa the state of affairs.

4181. Do you remember, in round numbers, the value of the supplies
which yon procured from Winnipeg for that winter ?-I do not. Those
that I individually procured I may possibly tel], but others were pro-
cured about Christmas, when another commissariat officer was
appointed. Mr. Breden left me at the beginning of the winter, and
Mr. W. E. Jones was appointed as the commissariat officer to my party
and the next party east of mine-the party under charge of Mr. James.

Supplie. sent 4185. Were the supplies that were sent from Thunder Bay for thatfrom Thunder
Bay inadequate. winter very inadequate ?-Entirely inadequate.

4186. Do you know whether you had enough for one-half of the
winter or one-quarter, or can you state any portion of the time for
which they were probably sufficient ?-Probably not enough for one
month, I should think.

Chief Engineer 4187. You had to ask, as I understand, for enough to be sent from
rern'in on Thunder Bay to keep you during the winter ?-No; we did not ask at

duriegwinterand all. The inetructions came from Ottawa from the Chief Engineer to
ples and winter romain out during the winter, and stating that supplies and winter

Would clothing would be sent to us, not mentioning the course they would
take or the name of the person in charge of them.

4188. And it was after that that the sipplies you speak of arrived ?-
Yes ; some time after that.

4189. But not in sufficient quantities ?-No, not in sufficient
quantities: except the winter clothing. The winter clothing was
ample.
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4190. Thon on that emergency you decided to send a messenger to How he came to
Winnipeg ?-No; I did not make myself sufficiently clear. When I s .pPe&
first arrived at Whitefish Bay the supplies were very nearly exhausted.
I thon sent a messenger to Winnipeg for supplies with a letter for the
Chief Engineer reporting what I had done, and of course my supplies
reached me before my report reached Mr. Fleming.
. 4191. These were supplies for the fall ?-Yes; my messenger only
returned late in September from hore. The other supplies that I spoke
of as being sent in for the winter, were sent in, I suppose, by orders
from headquarters.

4192. Were those which you ordered from Winnipeg for the winter Suppes ordered
or only to complete the survey ?-Only to complete the summer's W peg to
work. mer work.

4193. Was it after that you received the notice that you were to
remain out during the winter, and that supplies would be forwarded to
you ?-Yes.

4194. You expected supplies to be forwarded sufficient to maintain
you during the winter ?-Yes.

4195. Did they come in sufficient quantity ?-No.
4196. How was the deficiency made up ?-The deficiency was made sumeînt up.

Up after the appointment of Mr. Jones as commissariat officer. He had Y I®e,phipe by
joined me, I think, about the middle of November, and I thon pointed
out the state of affairs to him, and ho immediately returned to Winni-
Peg and shipped me out supplies from hore. I pointed out to him the
fact that the supplies received with the orders were insufficient to carry
mfe through the winter, and that I must bave more supplies im-
muediately.

4197. Do vou know from whom ho got those supplies ?-He purchased
them from different persons: Kr'. Bannatyne, the Hudson Bay Co.,
IDr. Schultz, and others who were keeping stores.

4198. There was no officer appointed at that time in this locality to
furnish supplies on the Government account called a purveyor, or
any person of that kind ?-No; there was no purveyor. A certain sum
was placed to the credit of Mr. Jones with the Deputy Receiver-General
here, and ho made use of that money. That was a matter entirely
between my commissariat officer and the Dopartment. I had no control
over it at ail.

System of supply

4199. Was any work done on the surveys that winter ?-Yes; we
Worked the whole winter.

4200. Still progressing westward ?-Yes; we worked until the 30th
Of March, when we reached Red River.

4201. I understand that your line which yon speak of was from First line from
Whitefish Bay in the first instance, to the point known as Keewatin? Whitesh nayto
ý-Yes; Keewatin, or Rat Portage. Keewatin.

4202. Can you indicate the direction from that point westward any eitirom
distance ?-Tho presont location is almost identical with my lino very Êat Portage to
nearly to Whitemouth River. River, whence

witness struck4203. And thon ?-And thon I struck more directly for Red River- more directiy for
that is, more directly for Winnipeg-than the present lino does. I Win"regnfan
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reached Red River at a point ten miles north of this, about half way
botween here and the Stone Fort.

4204. That survey was completed in March, 1872 ?-Yes; about the
30th of March.

4205. Did you romain under an engagement with the Govern ment
after that survey ?-I did.

Plans and profiles 4206. What was your next work ?-After paying my men, my assist-made and qnan- at eandh
taee aeoun ants remained here with e for two months,forie tm ots I think doing office work

in connection with our previous nine month's field work. We made
the plans and profiles, took out quantities, and made reports and sent
them to Ottawa.

42u7. Of this lino ?-Yes; of this lino. Our instructions were to
locate a lino; but I reported to the engineer that it was impossible for
us to locate a lino from the data I had. The country was entirely un-
known at that time; and we had not sufficient data from the rough
survey we made to locate the lino properly. We made an approximate
location-that is to say, not on the ground but on paper projected from
field notes.

By Mr. Keefer:-
Projected a loca- 4208. You projected a location on paper ?-Yos; from cross-sections
tion on paper.tio oupapr. and slope angles.

By the Chairnan:-
4209. Will you tell me what data you mean when you say " insuffi-

cient data." Do you mean the data you had were not sufficient in
accuracy, or tha.t you had not the data at all that were necessary ?-
We had sufficient data to complete an approximate location-that is to
say, we were enabled from our notes to lay down on paper where we
thooght the lino ought to be run as a located lino, some distance away
from our preliminary lino at times. Those were data obtained tram
field notes, by cross-sections and survoys.

Cross sectioned 4210. Did you cross-section the lino that you ran at that time ?-Yes;
portions of line. at points we did.

4211. Not all the way through ?-No; not all the way through.
4212. Did you cross-section that portion of the lino which is now

part of the adopted line ?-Yes; portions of it at Keewatin and Cross
Lake.

4213. That i8 the portion which you cross-sectioned ?-Yes; portions
of that were cross-sectioned.

Owing to changes 4214. Was that lino sufficiently cross-sectioned to give informationIn location, flot
possible to u pon the quantities of the line as finally located and now adopted ?-compare the No; I think not. I think the location has been so much changed,quantities. although adhering very nearly to the general direction of the lino,

that it would be impossible to compare the quantities. A very slight
deviation in the location would make a material difference in the cross-
sections in that section of the country.

Witness's plans 4215. Then all the information you obtained upon the line run by
Un ta bured you was no help in ascertaining the quantities in the bill of works at
the Pacific Rail- the time that this particular con tract was offered to public competition?

tay Wces, -None whatever. It was not made use of in any way. It did not
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6Xist at the time. My plans and ail data were burned up in the fire
in the Pacifie Railway offices in 1873 or 1874.

4216. But I understand you to say that if they did exist they would
'tOt furnish any information to establish a bill of works upon them ?-
No.

4211. They would have been no help, in fact, in ascertaining the
quantities for this particular line ?-No; they could not have been used
for that at all.

4218. Do you remember whether your instructions at that time Instructions did
dlirected you to make for any particular point on Red River ?-No, nf o ny

they did not. Hiver. The
western terminus

4219. It left the western terminus to your discretion ?-Yes; as well eif towit® "q
*8 the means of getting there. discretion.

4220. The Red River on the west and the eastern starting point were
the only two points indicated ?-They were fixed. The approximate
latitude of Red River was given me as the point I should cross.

4221. Do you remember how that was given ?-If I remember right
the latitude of Fort Garry was given without any definite instructions
8 to running to that point. It was simply a fixed point named

latitude 49-52 north, which is about the latitude of Fort Garry. It
'Was given to me more for information than instruction, I think.

4222. Were there written instructions given to you ?-Yes; there Written instrue
Were written instructions. tions.

4223. Do you know anything of the location of the existing line
between Wentworth and Selkirk ?-I have not been connected with
it professionally, but I have travelled over the line.

4224. From your observation have you formed any opinion whether Thinks his Une
that was a more feasible or a less feasible line than the southern one rea eelna
Which you located or surveyed ?-I am under the impression that my line.

ilue was a better one. That is to say, I think the character of the
Work is about similar, but my lino was a more direct one.

4225. Do you mean that the cost would have been about the same ?
' imagine that the cost mile for mile would have been about the
ne except in one point, where I understand a great deal of money

'1 been spent. It is known as the Juiius Mfuskeg, on contract 14.

4226. Would your line have escaped that expensive point ?-Yes; The

7Y opinion is that on my line we would have escaped it altogether. would have been

4227. When compared with as much of the route of the railway as
Would be west of the Whitemouth, do you think that the southern lino
'Ould be preferable ?-I think it would.

4223. Unless there was some other object to be attained by going The south Une lit
urillther north ?-Yes; it was preferable unless there was some other ail respects

object to be attained.

4229. Assuming that it was a matter of indifference whether the
Point at Selkirk or the oint which you reiched should be the one to

opt, do you say that t e northern lino would have been preferable to
the Bouthern line ?-If it were a matter of indifference which point
ehould be reached I should say that the south line would be preferable.

should prefer the south lino for two reasons: the avoiding of this
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Xagle Lake to
Stuirgeon
Lake.

Next employed to
run a Une from
Ragle Lake to
Sturgeon Lake.

muskeg, and the greater facilities it would give for ballasting the line
by running close to the foot of Bird Hill, where good ballast could ber
obtained.

4230. Did you cross-section any portion of this part of the line-I
mean west of Whitemouth ?-I did not.

4231. What was your next work ?-You mean after finishing those
plans ?

4232. Yes ?-1 was then sent to a point 200 miles east of Red River
called Eagle Lake, to start at the Hudson Bay Co.'s post there, and run
a line easterly to Sturgeon Lake.

One hundred and 4233. About what distance would that be ?-I think by our line that
was about 150 miles.

4234. That would be in the summer and fall of 1872 ?-That was
from June, 1872, until the end of October.

Base of, and
nanner of pro-

curing supplies.

Instructed fo pur-
hhase supplies
himself.

4235. Whero was >our base of supplies at that time ?-Winnipeg.
4236. Was it still under the same system that you described last ?

Had you a commissariat officer ?-No; there was no commissariat,
officer attached to my party that season.

4237. What was your arrangement for your supplies ?- I was-
instructed to purchase my supplies myself. Mr. Jones was only
instructed to find the transport.

4238. Did you purchase the supplies that season ?-The supplies i
took with me I purchased myself.

42J9. Did yon take enough with you for the whole season ?-No; I
did not. I sent Mr. Jones back for some more.

4240. Do you remember from whom you purchased your supplies
that season, either directly or through Mr. Jones ?-From all the prin-
cipal storekeepers in the place.

4241. Did you fix the prices ?-I did not.
Goods sold at 4242. Who fixed them ?-The goods were sold at, I presume, the
current rattes. current rates.

4213. Did you arrange about the prices ?-I did not. I simply'
made myself acquainted with the market prices here, and became
aware that I was charged the regular prices that those goods werer
selling at.

4244. Were the prices mentioned to you before the goods werer
ordered ?- At the time of the purchaso I became acquainted with the
prices.

4245. Then you agreed for the prices with the sellers ?-I may Bal
that I agreed for the prices. I knew at what price the goods were
selling, and the supplies I bonght myself I knew the prices of at thfr
time, because I certified to the accounts.

This second

survey ot madeavallabie In the
location of Une.

4246. Has that survey been made available at all in the location of
the line between Thunder Bay and Red River as now adopted ?--
believe not. That line was run with a view to passing north of Lak*
Nipigon. The present line diverges considerably to. the sonth-east.

4247: It crosses the present located lino ?-Yes.
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4248. Only at one point ?-I believe only at one point. That is the a
Very point between Wabigoon Lake and Thunder Lake. That was
the only point of intersection.

4249. What size was the party that you had with you that season ?-
Sinilar to that of the previous season.

4250. Was there any difficulty about the supplies which were Dimeulties re-
furnished te your party ?-None whatever about those that I took out gardlng supplies.
With me, but there was considerable difficulty with the fresh supplies
that Mr. Jones sent out to me.

4251. What was the difficulty ?-That they were nearly all consumed
before they arrived at our camp. The men who transported the goods
nlot having been supplied with provisions, consumed those that they
Carried, and as they were a month on the road, they consumed nearly
all of them.

4252. Do you know who had the organizing of this party ?-I had
mayself.

4253. Do you mean that they were some of your party that were
detailed off for the purpose of going to Winnipeg ?-No; the instructions
were sent to Mr. Joncs to forward the supplies.

4254. le was then in Winnipeg ?-He was either at Winnipeg or Sent.Jones in-
between my party and Winnipeg. I sent him instructions to send me forupls arty
supplies for my party for one month. for one month.

4255. Who organized the party to forward them ?-Mr. Jones
Organized the transport.

4256. How many men wore there in that party for transporting the Size of suppiy
party sixteensupplies ?-I think there were sixteen men. mens

4257. Any animals ?-No.
4258. Did they pack the goods ?-The goods were freighted over the Transportation or

Xorth-West Angle road-a portion of the Dawson road-as far as the supplies.
North-West Angle by teams.

4259. There was a good travelled road over that portion of the
Country ?-Yes; the road was kept open in those days. From North-
West Angle the supplies were forwarded by boats.

4260. What kind of boats ?-I believe they were York boats-
Ihudson Bay boats.

4261. To what point did the boats take the supplies ?-The boats
came up half-way to Engle Lake.

4262. To what point would you call it ?-I think that the name of
the lake to where the boats came was Vermillion Lake, and then the
goods were transferred to canoes at Vermillion Lake.

4263. Did the canoes take them to your starting point ?-No; the
canoes followed me up. They received instructions to follow me up on
the line.

4264. Were they enabled to find you at a point further east than your
starting point ?-Yes; at English River. I was over 100 miles from
Iny starting point.

4265. Was this whole journey longer than was expeeted at the time?
Yes ; I think there were unnecessary delays.



Zagl. Lake
te sturgeo=Lake. 4266. Where do you think the delays were ?-I think they were on

Unnessary the part of the men who were immediately in charge of the transport.
delays caused by
men tu charge of 4267. Do you remember their names?-No; they wore half-breeds.the transport.

4268. Do you remember any of them ?-Yes ; the chief store man
was a man named Mousseau. He was at that time in the Hudson
Bay Co.'s service.

4269, Did the Hudson Bay Co. undertake the transport of those
goods?-I do not know whether the company were transporting them,
or this man was hired for the occasion from them. The transport was
arranged by Mr. Jones.

4270. Do you know where Mr. Jones is now ?-I believe he is west
of this, at Qu'Appelle, or at Fort Ellice.

4271. Is he now employed on the Pacific Railway ?-No; ho is not.
No idea of the 4272. Have you any idea of the value of the goods that were boughtvalue of goods tasotdB

abought. to be transported to you at that time ?-By Mr. Jones ?
4273. Yes ?-No; I-have not.

4274. Have you any idea of the total value of the goods which you
bought earlier in the season ?-No; I do not remember.

4275. Could you give any approximate idea ?-No; I hav3 no data
upon which to base any idea at all, except my memory, and I do not
think that will serve me correctly. I could jump at it, but of course it
would not give you any information.

Value of goods 4276. Could you give any idea of the value of the goods or supplies
aplled aty

abut i, cost wnich were lost by those delays ?-No.
>f party for
season's outfit 4277. Would it be less or more than $1,000 ?-It would be in the
rom10000 neighbourhood of 81,000. We estimated from 810,000 to $12,000 as

$12,000. ogbuhoof1,0.W siae rm 1,0 o1200s
the cost of the party for the season's outfit.

4278. What length of a season ?-Taking one season with another-
either the winter season or the summer season-about six months of
the year.

4279. Do you mean about half of the year, either from spring to fall,
or from fali to spring-is that what you call a season ?-Yos.

4280. Assuming that to be the value of the supplies for the season
for the party which you had with you, can you form any estimatè of
the amount of supplies which Mr. Jones bought?-It would only be
an estimate. I should say from 812,000 to $15,000 would be the
amount that ho bought.

Iefects r com-
unissarjat. 4281. When they reached you do you say you found that a large pro-

portion of them had been consumed ?-Yes.

4282. Was it necessary for you to order more supplies there to
finish the season ?-No; it was thon too late. The remnant of the
supplies only reached me about a week before I finished my summer's
work, or rather, to speak more correctly, the supplies never reached
me at all, for when I ran short I detailed one of my assistants to go
back and look for them, and ho found that they were about fifteen
miles back of the point I was at. He took with him what ho could
carry on his small canoe, a few bags of flour and some pemmican, and
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UrOfl~.k+te Sturgeaubrought it to my camp, anl I then sent word to those men not to come Lake.
k1IY further.

4283 After those supplies reached you, had you sufficient to finish Short of supplies.
that season ?--No; we were short of supplies fbr some time, and did
*ithout.

th4284. Was the only result of the supplies not reaching you properly
tt you were obliged to do with a shorter allowance ?-That was ail.
4285. The work was not stopped ?-No; the work was not impeded Wor t

4286. That work took you down, I think you said, to October, 1872 ?-
We reached Winnipeg at the end of October, 1872.

4287. Did you remain there in the employ of the Government ?-I

4283. Were you in the office here during that winter season ?- In Ottawa from
biiring that winter I left my assistants here making the plans and 18o172oJan.,
Profiles, and proceeded to Ottawa myself.

4289 How long did you remain there ?-I remained until the end of
inuary in Ottawa. I was working in the heid office until the end of

nauary, 1873.
4290. Did you remain in the employ of the Government after that ? Eagie Lake te

did. at Partage.

.4291. At what work ?-I then received instructions to connect the
o sections I have already described, by running a line from Eagle
h4Ire to Rat Portage-eighty miles.
4292. Did you run that line ?-I did.
4293. What was the size of your party ?-I had a party of three

%istants and about twenty men in all-rather a smaller party than on
e two other occasions, because I did away with canoe men and packei-s.
4294, Had the country been explored between those two points at Witness had

time you commenced ?-Yes; I had explored it myself the previous the country
ear. previously.

4295. Had you been exploring it while the work of the survey was
go1g on between Eagle River and Sturgeon Lake ?-No; it was while

e Work was going on between Rat Portage and Red River.
4296 That was the season of 1871 ?-Yes; about a year previous-

anuary 1872.

, 4297. Was it merely an exploration or a survey ?-Only an explora-
tion, with barometer and compass.

4298: It was not what is called an instrumental survey ?-No.
4299. Had any roads been made through that part of the country ? Made roade ai

Oi none whatever. We had to make our roads as we went. hey went on.

4300. What was the base of your supplies that season ?-Winnipeg. Winipeg base ot

430. 'Under what arrangement ?-When I received my instructions Arranernents
i Ottawa to make the survey I sent orders to my assistants to procure "pa1 eng

jlecessary supplies, hire the men, and start to a point that I would
to ate where I would join them. My chief assistant did so, and he

trains and axe men, and startel out to the lake called Sheban-
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°'a * 4302. Did you fnd your supplies there ?-A depot was made, and;
Joined pae ., the supplies were left there, and the party then proceeded to 1BaglO
1, 'e Lake, where I joined them in the middle of February with another

assistant.
4303. Was there any difficulty about supplies that season ?-Non*

whatever.
Supplies,value of. 4304. Did the value of the supplies wbich you fuirnisbed in that W&Y

exceed or equal the estimate which you have previously given ?-&
was a good deal less.

4305. Was it less in proportion to the size of the party ?-It was not
less in proportion. It was a shorter season and a smaller party.

4306. But was it in proportion to the party you indicated : a party Of
thirty for a six month's season ?-I think it was rather less. It was,
under the average.

Superior system 4307. How do you account for that. that an expenditure under the
of IPp'Y. former average was sufficient to support the party; had the pricOs

gone down ?-No; I think the management in procuring supplies anda
getting them sent out was rather better.

Had neither pork 4308. Do you mean management in purchasing or in transport?'
nor sutar-oniy
ab°olu an- n In the transport, and in the quality of the supplies purchased. 3Y'
saries. " quality " I mean the kind of supplies. My assistant was a very g0

and a very energetic man, and the men that he hired were altogether
natives. We had no white men and we took nothing but the native
provender. Wo took nothing but pemmican and flour with us. We did
away with pork and sugar and such things, such as we had taken lI
previous seasons. I took nothing but the absolute necessaries.

4309. And that resulted in a saving ?-I think so. So much so that
we had a considerable portion of the supplies left when we reachd
Rat Portage in the March following, having estimated them on the old
basis.

4310. You reached Rat Portage in March ?-Yes.
4311. What time did you leave ?-About the middle of February.
4312. Then you wore only a few weeks on that survey ?-We were

only five weeks.
A preliminary 4313. What was the character of that survey ?-It was called a pre-Instrumental
survey. liminary instrumental survey.

4314. Did you locate any line ?-We made an approximate locatiOO
by cross-sections.

Cross-sectioned at 4315. Was it a thorough cross-sectioning ?-No; only at particulari
certain points. points.
Laid down a 4316. fid you lay down a centre line for the railway on that Oce'
centre une. sion ?-Yes.

4317. Did you take out the quantities atany time on that location ?--
No; we did not at that time. We sent all the data to Ottawa.

4318. Do you know whether the quantities were taken out at Ottadb
upon those data furnished by you?-I believe they were.

4319. Did you continue in the service of the Government afler Mar*h
of 1873 ?-Yes; we remained here in April and May.
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4320. And after that ?-We were sent to British Columbia in the T
ginning of JunO, 1873. j "

4a21. How did you proceed to British Columbia ?-We proceeded by Proceeds to
Xail via San Francisco. Britis lumbia,

4322. What party ?-Myself and three assistants.
4323. When did you reach British Columbia?-We reached there

about the 25th of June, 1873, and reported to Mr. Marcus Smith who
Was then in charge of the surveys there.

4324. Did yon proceed with further work ?-Yes; we made a survey
there that season.

4325. Between what points ? -We started at Cache Creek, and sur- Extent of survey.
eyed south-westerly to the Cascade Range, crossing the Fraser River

4t Lillooet, and terminating our survey at Seton Lake; then from
Cache Creek north-westerly to the Thompson River, following the
ýlley of the Bonaparte on the north side of the North Thompson
hver.

4326. About how many miles ?-I should think it is about 180 miles
or 200 miles. Size of party, self

4327. What was the size of your party ?-Myself and three assistants, a n 't."assis t
4bOut twenty men and a mule train and a pack train. imn, mule and

park trains.
4328. How many animals ?-About thirty mules. Thirty mules.

4329. Where was the base of your supplies that season?-Chiefly vale princlpal
Yale; but we also obtained supplies from Clinton. base orluppies.

4330. Did you take your supplies with you intending to have enough.
for the season ?-Yes; we took the Reason's supplies with us.

4331. Were the animals purchased absolutely, or only hired ?-I John Trutch the
think they were purchased, and were the proporty of the Government. c'"ssatat

he whole of the surveying was in the hands of a person named John
Trutch.

4332. What was the name of his office?-We called him the com-
1l4issariat officer.

By Mr. Reefer:-
4333. He is not the engineer of that name ?-No; he was the brother

of the ex-Govornor.
By the Chairman

4334. Where did ho live ?-In Victoria.
4335. Did he take the responsibility ofpurchasing those supplies and Pack animals

pack animals ?-As for the supplies I cannot say, but the pack animals already the pro-
Were already the property of the Government before Mr. Trutch was vovernment.
aPpointed.

4336. Thon you used animals which the Governmont already owned ?

4337. Was there no purchase of animals for the requiroments of your
Party that season ?-No.

4:338. As to the quantity of supplies did you consult with Mr. Trutch Trutch took
did he take the responsibility of ordering them upon his own dis'. si"îty.

<retion ?-He took the whole responsibility. The system on the other
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®eon Le side of the mountains was entirely different from the system on this
Eivere side. Here the responsibility rested on the shoulders of the engineer

in charge of the party as to quantities; there the whole matter was
arranged by the Commissariat Department.

Party preceded 4339. Did you furnish him with the number of persons employed,
hlm to startng and the length of the time of the service ?-No; he was furnished fror'

the head office with that. I had nothing to do with it. I was entirelY
independent of it. I simply proceeded with my assistants to my startiog
point, and there I found my party and supplies.

4340. Did you not take them with you ?-No; they preceded as b
few days.

4341. On whose orders ?-On Mr. Trutch's orders.
4342. Independent of yours ?-Yes. Of course I took charge Of

them when I arrived.
Supplies ample. 4343. Had you sufficient supplies for the season's work ?-Yes; We

had itmple.
4344. More than enough ?-Yes ; more than enough. We broughe

some out with us in October.
4345. Ont to what point ?-Out to what is called the waggon road, a

Government road running up the Fraser River.

4346. And what became of them after you brought them there ?-
We returned them to the Commissariat Department there.

Reported excess 4317. Was there a branch of the Commissariat Department thero ?--
of Supplies, andi
where stored o No ; they were placed in store there, and we notified the Commissariat
Trutch. .Department. There was a hotel there, and we placed the supplies in a

store-house adjoining the hotel. It was a private store-house, rented bY
the Government.

4348. Did yon notify Mr. Trutch ?-We notified Mr. Trutch as tO
the quantity.

Made further 4349. Rad you any further responsibility as to those supplies ?-NO;
onratos ron after placing them in the store I took some of them out again as I Ws

pald party- sent instructed to make further explorations, which occupied me aboUtmen to Victoria, mnh
and the mules to another month. I then paid the party, sending the men and assistante

teuarters, to Victoria, and the mules to their winter quarters at Kamloops.

4350. In whose charge did you send them ?-I sent them in charge
of my commissariat officer.

4351. To whom did you send them ?-His instructions were to go
with the animals and place them on the winter range and then tO
report at Victoria.

4352. You had not the responsibility of delivering them to any parti-
cular person ?-No.

4353. You delivered them up to the charge of the commissariat
officer ?-Yes; with instructions to deliver them at a certain point.

No lose further 4354. Do you know whether there was any loss on the stores in1
than a few
barrels of frour. connection with thatseason's work ?-No; there was no loss of any

kind except a few barrels of flour.

4355. Do you remember about what time you ended your surveY
upon the North Thompson ? -About the middle of October.
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4356. You say that after that you made another survey ?-Yes ; I towa Hors

Made an exploration in what is known as the Horse Fly country,
towards the Horse Fly Lakes, from a point on the Fraser River near
Bridge Creek, and running in an easterly direction about eighty miles.
We went on until we were turned back by the winter season coming on.

4357. Was that an exploration, or an exploratory survey ?-An
exploration only, with compass and barometer.

4358. What was the size of your party on that occasion ?-Three thrpee"mnanum.
Inen and half a dozen mules. ber of animais,

six mules.
4359. Altogether ?-Yes; wo simply travelled over the country.
4360. Was the previous examination of that season an exploration ?

-That was an instrumental survey, all the work previous to that.
4361. Had you any difficulty about supplies on this last work that

you describe ?-No; I had not.
4362. That brings you down to the fall of 1873?-That brings us

down to the end of November, 1873.
4363. For the purposes of exploration and making surveys which size or party

cannot be called instrumental, have you any impression about the ize ""rary foreploratory
Of parties that ought to be employed ?-For sinply exploratory pur- urveya-three or
poses? four men.

4364, Yes ?-Yes; I think that a party of the size I have mentioned
is about large enough for explorations in that country.

4365. About three men, with the engineer in charge ?-Yes.
4366. How many animals?-We had half a dozen; it was about the Number of

right number. We only expected to be absent inside a month, and they saryfran
Were sufficient, for that trip. The number required varies in different exploratory
Parts of the country. You would require more men on the east side of party- six.
the Red River, because the transport of supplies is effected in a differ-
ent way. In sunmer they would be canoed, and in winter they would
be carried by dog-trains, and on men's backs, whereas in British Colum-
bia they were packed on mules.

4367. Do you mean that the explorations in the moun tain range can be
Performed at less expense, as far as transport is concerned ?-Yes; west
Of the mountain range.

4368. I think all the British Columbia section was called the moun- Character of
tain district, as distinguished from the prairie section ?-Yes; but there e ci olumba
are large plains in it. When you go up into the heart of the Rocky

o0untains the feed ceases, but down in the lower valleys there is plenty
Of feed for animals all over. Country on

4369. Was this country which you surveyed in the fall of 1873 ofirl7"e, near
blountainous ?-No; the end near Fraser River was rough ; but the end Fraser River

rough, but near
4ear Thompson River was not so rough. It was a rolling country. the lhompson

Rilver rolling.
4370. Did you remain in British Columbia during the winter of 1873- Returned to

14 ?-No; after I finished this exploration I rejoined my party in Vic- Ottawa.
toria, and then returned to Ottawa.

4371. And spent the winter there ?-Yes; my party remained in
Ottawa during the winter. I was absent in England myself on leave.
MY.party remained in the office, doing the office work necessary for the
eornpletion of this survey.
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Fmer . 4372. When did you return ?-I returned to Ottawa in April, 1874,

April. 1874, starts and started immediately with my party for British Columbia.
with party for
British Columbia. 4373. The same party ?-The same party.

4374. Three assistants ? -Yes; I am incorrect in saying that the three
assistants accompanied me to Ottawa. One of themr, Mr. Gray, re-
mained in Victoria, and two accompanied me to Ottawa. The same
two returned with me to British Columbia.

Runs line from
Tre Jaune cache
to Fraser River.

Size of party,
thirty-three
arimais, forty
horses and eighty
unuies.

Party takes sup.
plies with them.

4375. Had you any further work in British Columbia ?-Yes; that
season we were sent up to the summit of the mountains to Tête Jaune
Cache, and started to run a line down the Fraser River. No survey
had been made there previously.

4376. Can yon remember the size of the party ?-I had my three
assistants, previously mentioned, thirty men and about 120 animals.

4377. Mules ?-Mules and horses-about forty horses and about
eighty mules.

4378. Wore they purchased specially for that party or were they
already the property of the Government ?-No; they were the pro-
perty of the Government.

4379. What was the base of your supplies that season ?-We took
everything with us from the lower country-part froma Victoria and
part from Yale.

4380. And the animals too?-No; we took the animals from Kam-
loops. All the Government animals wintered at Kamloops. There
was a waggon road from Yale to Kamloops.

4381. And from there the transport was with those animals ?-Yes.

te tgne Ccnht 4382. Tête Jaune Cache was your starting point ? -Yes.

4383. In what direction was the survey ?-It was north-westerly,
down the Fraser River.

4384. Had you sufficient supplies from that season's operations, or
- was there any difficulty about supplies ?-No; we took in sufficient

with us.
Time occupied on
survey.

Mr. Bell and
Party at Grand
Rtapids.

Animals sent to
Marnloopu.

Transport down
Frazer in boats.

4385. How long were you engaged upon that survey ?-From June,
1874, until about the middle of October.

4386. To what point did you make the survey ?-We r'n about 200
miles down the Fraser River until we connected with the next party
coming up the river in charge of Mr. Bel, near a point called Grand
Rapids.

4387. What became of your animals and supplies-if there were
any supplies left ?-The animals were sent back fron Tête Jaune
Cache. They had made two trips to Tête Jaune Cache, once with the
party, and once after the party had started to work, and then they
were returned to Kamloops. The transport down the Fraser was in
three large boats which we built at Tête Jaune Cache for ourselves.

4388. Did your responsibility for the animals cease after that ?-
Yes; they were put in charge of the chief packer, and he was told tO
report to Mr. Marcus Smith wherever he found him. He was suppose-
to be somewhere between there and Victoria.
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Tete Jaune
4389. The chief packer was one of your party ?-The chief packer Fr.ser e,

l'ad been under my orders until we were finished with the animals,
and thon I gava him charge of them to return them to Kamloops.

4390. Do you know what became of the animals ?-They returned
to Kamloops, and were afterwards employed in some other part of the
'Country.

4391. Wore any of those surveys or examinations which you made No survey of
inl British Columbia, upon the lino as it is now located ?-No; I think Cmbia on the
the located lino is different altogether. Une located.

4392. About what time did you end that survey at the Grand Both arties goto
Rapids ?-About the middle of October we arrived at the Rapids, and Fort George, and

srvey u
then the two parties went down to Quesnelle Mouth by boat-No, we Stewart River.
then, after ending that survey, went down to Fort George, where Mr.
Marcus Smith and I made a short survey through, both partiçs
Working in connection up the Stewart River, about twenty miles.

4393. Exploration ?-No; an instrumental survey that was to con- Exploration
neet with the lino previously run by Mr. Bell. Then we returned to groin Port

Georgçe te
'quesnelle Mouth by boat, down to the Fraser River. Thore the party Edmonton.
'Vere paid off and returned to Victoria, with the exception of one of
the assistants, Mr. Hannington, and myself. The Chief Engineerwished
n exploration to be made in the mountains, and I volunteered to

enake it during the winter. He would not issue any instructions to
that effect, but ho simply said ho wished another exploration made
north of the Tête Jaune Cache, through the Rocky Mountains.

4394. Did you explore a lino ?-Yes ; I organized a party at Organizes party
Quesnelle Mouth, consisting of my assistant, myself and six men, and no®ttTête
4ix deg trains. Jaune Cache.

4395. Was Quesnelle Mouth the base of your supplies ?-Yes.
4396. Did you take them with you in this train ?-Yes; we took our

IUpplies with us.
4397. For what length of time ?-For the whole winter.
4398. Did you make the~exploration ?-Yes; you will find it fully objectorsurvey,

set forth in the Blue Book; the whole story. This explo-ation followed 'e0®e If practica
the North Fork of the Fraser River, with the view of reac'hing the head head of Smokey
'f the Smoky River, which is on the east side of the mountains. It River.
Was reported that a practicable pass existed at the head of Smoky
hiver, tnrough the Rocky Mountains. We found, however, that there
Was no pass at the head of the north branch of the North Fork, and
accrdingly returned to the Forks and proceeded to the south branch
>Df the North Fork, at the head of which we crossed the mountains, but
at a very high altitude, and at a pass that would not be practicable for
a lino. Then following the eastein base of the mountains, we reached
the Athabaska River, near Jasper Houe. Froua there we proceeded Athabaska
to Fort Edmonton where the exploration ended. Mr. Fleming wished River, thence to

to have the country above Edmonton, above the Saskatchewan, explored,
but we wero un sWe to do it owing t il health. We ran out ot provi- Out of supplies.
lions also, and we'ro !erlHy sta e ;I t) death.

4399. Were vear suppie, ;aufilent ? - they wouid rot have nciement
ee13n insuffiient had tue w'ather becn at all fine and o bt. we met weather.

'eith fearflld storm,îs, and there waxs an immense dkgh of snow, se that
13
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we were detained a long time on the journey-a much longer time-
than we anticipated.

4400. What was the total length of the line of exploration ?-The
total length, as set down in the Blue Book for 1877, is 900 miles. That
was the amount surveyed by compass and barometer.

Termini of 4401. What was the starting point of thatexploration ?-Fort George,
exploration. on the Fraser River.

4402. And the eastern end of it ?-At Fort Edmonton, on the
Saskatchewan River.

4403. Was your examination of the country from the eastern base of
the Rocky Mouitains to Edmonton an exploration or a survey ?-It
was only an exploration.

4404. Had it been explored before at all ?-Yes; from the eastern
base to Edmonton had been previously surveyed.

Went north of 4405. Did you follow over the same line that had been previously
piorations made explored ?-No; I took another line further north, with a view to
I rom eastern improving it.
base of Rocky t
Mountains 4406. Has any portion of the line explored by you during that

winter been adopted now as the probable route of the railway ?-Yes;
a portion of that line between the eastern base and Edmonton, as to
the changes we suggested there, north of the line run by Mr. Moberly.

4407. Did you succeed in bringing the train with you to Edmonton ?
-No ; those of the dogs that were still alive I left at Jasper Bouse.

!Supplies began t 40.
give o t about 4408. About where did your supplies begin to give out ?-Shortly
flfty miles fmm before reaching Jasper House-about fifty miles from there.
Jasper Hlouse.

4409, On reaching Jasper flouse were you not able to get supplies Y
-No; our reason for striking Jasper Bouse was we expected to get
supplies from the Hudson Bay Co. there, but we found the post was
shut up.

4410. Then did you get any relief before you reached Edmonton ?
We got a little from the Indians. We got a small supply from them.

4411. The insufficiency of the supplies, as I understand you, arose
not from defective arrangements at the beginning, but from unusual
storms and unfavourablo weather ?-Yes; from unfavourable weather,
and the roughness of the country generally, which delayed our progress.

Edmonton reach- 4412. About what time did you reach Edmonton ?-About the end
ed March, 1875. of Mgarch.

4413. Did you break up the party there ?-There were three Indians
with me when I arrived there. Two of them I sent back to British
Columbia, and I proceeded with my two assistants and another Indian
to Winnipeg.

At WnnipE, 4414. About what time did you reach Winnipeg?-I arrived here
23rd May' ~ about the 23rd of May, 1875.

Declines to o to
Tête Jaune C ache,
and leaves the
aervice.

4415. Were you employed aiter that on the Pacific Railway ?-No;.
I proceeded then to Ottawa, leaving my assistant here, and made my
report to the head office at Ottawa, but owing to the lateness of the
season all the parties had been appointed for that season's work but-
one, and that one was at Tête Jaune Cache. Mr. Fleming aEked me tO
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go there, but I declined as I did not wish to go to the mountains again. CmIlr a o1.

In the following June, I left the Government service.

4416. Besides having made this survey of the, country south of Had travei1ed
section 14 in 1871, have you travelled over the country still further yérro ncoun
South ?- Yes; travelled over the country due east from Winnipeg. nipeg.

4417. About what time was that ?-I think that was in the spring
Of 1e72, previous to starting on our season's work for 1812.

4418. In what way did you travel over it ?-On foot.

4419. Was that north of the travelled road which you have spoken
of ?-Yes.

4420. What is that travelled road called ?-It is generally called the
bawson road.

4421. You say that your direction was due east from Winnipeg ?-
Yes; the country that I saw would be about due east for tifteen or
twenty miles.

4422. And then ?-And then south to the Dawson road.
4423. So that your knowledge of the country between the Dawson Extent of his

road and the line which you ran in 1871 would be only to the extent knowleu".ey°
Of about fifteen or twenty miles? -That is all, in that immediate neigh-
bourhood ; but further east again I know more of the country south of
the lino.

4424. Do you mean north of the Dawson road ?-Yes; in the neigh-
bourhood of Cross Lake.

4V5. Upon what occasions were you enabled to gain information
about that country ?-On various occasions on my surveys-travelling
over the country with supplies for surveys.

4426. Have you travelled over it more than once ?-Yes; I have been
Over that country south of the located lino three different times.

4427. Have you, upon those occasions, considered the question To the south
'Whether there was a more leasible lino than the one that bas been t*at®[ohathed
adopted ?-Yes; I have always considered it would be a better lino
%outh.

4428. Do you mean, looking at it from an engineering point of view ?
-Yes; I never was appointed officially to look at it, but my impres-

Mion was such after travelling over it, that I reported that, in my judg-
mient, a botter line could be got further south.

4429. Do you remember whether that was a written report or a
Verbal communication ?- I imagine that it was embraced in my written
report to the engineer. I know that I mentioned it frequeutly in my
cnversation with Mr. Rowan.

4430. Yon think you also alluded to it in your official report ?-I
think so.

4431. From what point on the present lino would you diverge to the Would diverge
sOUth ?-A very littie west of Rat Portage it would leave the present faron rest Une

le. 1Itat Portage.

4432. Have you ever considered the cost of a lino over that section ? On the subject of
hXot independently. I have gone over the matter with Mr. Carre, °lded with Carre.
the late Division Engineer on that section. We have discussed tho

194ý
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question frequently. His impression, I believe, coincided with mine as
to the location.

4433. What is your impression as to the comparative cost of the
present lino and the lino you consider more feasible ?-I consider that
there would be a large saving by taking the lino to the south. The
lino would run a shorter distance through the rough country. The
trend of the rough country is north west and south-east, consequently
the further south your lino is the sooner you get out of the rough
country.

4434. Did you name the point at which you thought a deviation
might have been made with advantage ?-Yes; starting from a little
west of Rat Portage.

4435. In round numbers what saving could have been effected if that
lino had been adopted instead of the one located ?-We used to speak
of it in round numbers at half a million of dollars at the time the con-
tract was lot.

4436. Do you still retain that opinion ?-I do. I know nothing of
contract 15 from actual exploration, but since work has been com-
mencod, and from what I have heard of it, and seen of the profiles, I
believe a large saving could have been effected.

4437. But without depending on rumours or any kind of hearsay data,
what would your opinion be about the comparative cost of those two
lines ?-My opinion is, as I have stated just now. Of course I had to
depend on hearsay for the amount of the contract that was let to Mr.
Whitehead.

4438. Assuming the contract cost to be $2,500,000 ?-Assuming it to
be two and a half millions, I think half a million could have been saved
by adopting this line.

4439. IIad you formed any opinion on that subject before the con-
tract was let, as to the probable cost ?-I had formed my opinion as to
the relative advantage of the two linos in 1872 and made my report on
it, but not as to the cost, as I did not go in for cost. But with regard
to the practicability of the two lines, I was altogether in favour of the
south lino.

4410. Is not any lino practieable if money is no object ?-Alnost. It
was simply that the question of cost did not arise in those days.

411. When yon say "practicable," do you mean a less expensive
road to build ?-Yes; less expensive to attain the same object.

4442. More practicable in a pecuniary sense as well as in an engin-
eering sense ?-Yes. I always had in view that the lino would run
south of the point I have indicated. It would ruan south-west from
Keewatin, until it got to the latitude of Shoal Lake, and from there
due west, as near as might be, as passing over a good country. Fron
Keewatin to Shoal Lake, and from there direct to Winnipeg, as being
the most direct and most easiest road to construct.

4443. Are you of the opinion that you would be more likely to get
direct local traffic ?-Yes; I am of the opinion that it would cause the
road to pass through a good country for thirty miles, capable of being
settled, whereas on the present constructed lino the country is not fit
for settlement.
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Contracta NVOa.4444. From the map, does it not appear that the length of the south- 1 and Is.
ern lire would be greater than that of the located line ?-To what
point ?

4445. To Red River ?-No; it would be shorter. If I remember Comparative

right I scaled it on the map, and found it to be shorter. length of Une.

4446. I have an idea that in your former evidence before the Parlia-
mentary Committee, you considered it would be three or four
miles longer to Winnipeg ?-My impression is that it would be shorter.

4447. But to Red River as an absolute terminus, what do you think ?
-I still think it would be a shorter distance, but it would shorten the
through line as a whole, and I think that a portion of the saving in
distance would bu effected east of Red River, the common point being
Keewatin. surveys.

4448. Returning again to the cost of exploring through the British Average compar-
Columbia country, and the country east of Red River : have you veys. our-
formed any opinion of the comparative cost of the length of the ser-
vice? For instance, would any given length in British Columbia cost Excepting prairie

lengb i Kewatn ditrit-prel average cost the
less to be explored than the same length in Keewatin district-purelY aea over the
a preliminary survey ?-No; the average would be the samu ail over continent for

the continent. explorations.

4449. The average per mile would bc the same ?-Yes; with the ex-
ception of the prairie section, the average cost-whether you use
canoes, mules, or dog-trains-would be the same for flying explorations.

4450. How would it be for instrumental surveys ?-Always except-
ing the prairie sections, I think the instrumental surveys in British
Columbia would be most expensie.

4451. For what reason ?-As a matter of faet I know that in the case
Of my own parties they were more expensive. I judge from that as
nuch as anything. I know that wages are very much higher in British
Columbia, for one thing. Wages for axe men are 50 per cent. higher
there than in this part of Canada. We had to give $45 there, and only
gave $30 here.

4452. Do you remember what was the general character of the line
Which you surveyed in 1872 from Eagle Lake to Sturgeon Lake ?-It
Was a favourable line for a railway. It was altogether through Lauren-
tian formation, simply a rolling, rocky country interspersed with small
lakes, but presenting no insuperable difficulties for railway construction.

By Mr. Keefer :-
4453. Much the same as contracts 41, 42 and 25 ?-I do not know

those contracts by their names. It is very much lighter than the piece
imediately east of Rat Portage.

4454. It was pretty near the summit, was it not-the hei.ht of land ?
ý-No; the height of land was this side of Eagle Lake. In that explor.
ation we were altogether on the nerth side of the height of land. We
did not cross it, and must have been some distance norLh of it.

By the Chairman:-

Inutrumental
surveys would be
more expensive
In Britis h
Columbia.

Eagle Lake te
bturgeon Lake.
Charaeter or Une
from Engle Lake
to Sturgeon Lake.

Explored on
north side of the
height ol land.

4455. Is there any other matter which you think would give any
information on this subject ?-No; 1 do not know of anything else. I
have described to you ail the country that I know from my own
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experience and observation, with the exception of the westerrn country
between here and Edmonton, over the prairie region.

4453. What would you say about that?-The only point I would
make about that is with regard to the location of the lino: that the lino
could be, in my estimation, brought over a very much better location
in another direction than the present one, between the end of the work
at present going on and what is known as the second hundred-in
fact between the crossing of the Assineboine and Edmonto'n. The lino
keeps south of the North Saskatchewan. It crosses the south side of
the North Saskatchewan and keeps the south side all the way. By
keeping north of the North Saskatchewan, and crossing it below the
Forks, it would be a botter line.

4457. About how far below the Forks ?-Very near the Forks. It
would pass. through the Moose Hills.

By Mr Keefer :-

A ite country. 4458. It is through the forest ?-It is a woody country-a very fine
country. I understand that the proposed location from Battieford to
Edmonton is through barren waste. It is so reported to me by the
Indians and others in this section of the country.

By the Chairman:-
4459. You have not been over both lines ?-No.
4460. Then your actual knowledge is confined to the north lino ?-

Yes.
4461. Your other information, you say, is derived fr-on the Indians ?

-Yes.
North line a fav-
ourable country,
and wouId save
the brdggng of
one branch of
Saakatchewan.

4462. And you bolieve the north lino to be over a very favourablo
section of the country?-Yes. I have scen a good deal of it, and I
understand it to be a very favourable section of the conntry. It certainly
saves the bridging of one branch of the Saskatchewan.

By Mr. Keefer : -
4463. You would not go to Edmonton at all ?-No; I would pass

immediately north of Edmonton. The best settlements are north of
Edmonton, and 1 should judge from ibat that the best land is there.

By the Chairman:-
Reported these 4464. Have you reported your views about that north lino to the
Smtto Marcus authorities at Ottawa ?-I think I bave to Mr. Marcus Smith.

4465. In writing ?-No; not in writing, but in conversations on
varions routes.

Ied River In. 4168. Have you given the question of inundations caused by the
UdtIOiis. rising of Red River any consideration?-Yes; I have.

Instructed to 4467. Have you made any report on that subject to the Government,
yvurame"°t or have you assisted in any way in making a report ?-I have only

crossing. , made reports of my own from actual surveys, and cross-sections of the
river. In the spring of 18i2, after we came in, I was instructed to
report on the most favourable crossing of Red River.

4468. From whom did you got your instructions ?-From Mr. Flei-
ing.

4469. At what time of the year was that ?-In April, 187, I think.
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4470. Did you make any examination ? -I did; I made a survey from
*bove the Forks of the Assineboine down to Lake Winnipeg, and I
gathered all the data that was then available, with regard to the inun-
lations that had previously taken place.

Railway Locau
tion-
ed ®River Tae
Undatio..

4471. Do you remember from what source you gathered the inform-.sources of inror-
ation ?-Fron the inhabitants; chiefly those who had witnessed the ,au e raing
facts. My principal information was received from Archbishop Taché,
from his personal experience, and also from Mr. McDermott, and from
Old settlers here.

4472. Did you take evidence ?-Yes; I took evidence at several
Points.

4473. What was yourjudgment upon the subject ?-I found that the Result of investi-
-area covered by the flood water liad been diminished every time a flood gation, area
had taken place. It had been so diminished that I judged no flood of simauter each
the country outside of the river banks would ever occur. The channel Channel of river
is much wider, and less rainfall goes into the river as the country gets mui eider les
'Opened up and settled. There are several causes why the volume of the river as coun-
Water reaching the river could not be so large now as in former years. 'an 'sepeted.
8ettlement has a great deal to do with it. Ploughed land ab.sorbs a
great deal of the water which in previous years used to run f'rom the
surface of the prairie. The rainfall also seems to be lessening as the
country settles up, and the action of the water in the breaking up of
the ice in the spring is felt with considerable less violence than it used
to be. That is to say, the spring is more gradual, and owing to the
fact that the ice is more rotten, as it were, before the breaking up of
the winter, thore is less danger of the ice jam occuring which caused
the last flood.

4474. Do you remember where the ice jam took place which caused Last iceiam took

the last flood ?-It is said to have taken place at Point Douglas, about £a,,,,t Point

two miles below the town.

4475. Has not the country been inundated further back than that ?-
'Only the overflow. I understand that the water was then backed up
at the present site of Winnipeg, and flooded the prairie, but not to any
.great distance. I believe that the people of St. Andrews did not remove
frorm their bouses at all.

4476. Did you endeavour to ascertain whether the portions of the
?iver that are confined by the firmest banks have widoned oflate years,
Or whether the widening bas only been at other portions of the river ?
-I know that the whole river bas been widened, both in the wide and
'1arrow portions.

4477. Are the narrow portions confined by rock sides more than the
'thers ?-Yes; and consequently the widening is not so great.

4478. It proceeds there much more slowly ?-Yes.
4479. Still you think the widening goes forward ?-Yes, I think so;

all along the river.

Theriverwidened
throughout.

Narrow portions
conftned by rock.
'i herefore wdn.
Ing not no great,
stili it goes tor-
ward.

By Mr. Keefer :-
4480. Du you think it would be a difficult thing to remove the rock Not difeult to(

which makes the jam down bolow ?-I think not. remove rock.

4481. Is it the rock in the river, or the rock at the sides of the river,
'Whicb prevents the channel widening at those points ?-At one place
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Rock formation
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at Stone Fort.

Rock stratilaed
nlmestone.

River crosses a
greater ai ea at
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1572.

it is from the rock in the river-at St. Andrews. There are boulders;
in the river and gravel formation on the banks. At the other point-
at the Stone Fort, where the rock is in situ on the banks-the channel
is deepening.

By the Chairman:-
4482. At that point is there no rock in the river ?-No; no loose rock,,

or anything of that sort.

By Mr. Keefer :-
4183. Do you think the rock formation extends all the way across

the river at Stone Fort ?-I think so. I know from actual observation
that opposite the town of Winnipeg the river bas widened over fifty
feet in the last nine years, from surveys made here.

4484. Do you know if the material of that rock is limestone or
granite ?-It is limestone altogether.

44S5. Stratified limestone ?-Yes.

By the Chairman:-
4486. Have you noticed any widening in the rock localities since-

you were here first ? -Yes; I have observed a little washing away in
the banks, but not very much. I am under the impression that the,
river now covers a greater area at the Rapids than it did when I mader
my surveys in 1871 and 187:9.

4487. Do vou think that the bed is lower ?-I think that the channel
at both those points is vashed out, because navigation is much easier
now than it was then. Steamers were not at that time able to pass at
those points at some seasons, but now they are able to pass all sum-
mer. I think that the water bas reached its usual level and that the
channel is washed out. There must be a large amount of deposit car-
ried down by the river, because the bar at the mouth is very rapidly
increasing in size, and that all comes from the upper reaches of the
river.

By _fr. Keefer
River niever runs 4488. Does the water of ibis river ever run clear ?-I do not think
clear.

4489. Not in winter time ?-To a certain extent the -water is clearer
in winter than in summer.

4490. Then it must always be carrying down a certa'n portion ?-In
the winter none of the bank is carried away, and the action of the water
then scours the channel. Under no ordinary circumstances would a
flood raise the water over the level of the city here.

Line north of
Lake Rani-

Comparative
Merits or Unes
north and sonth
ofL keMantoba.
Line south of
Manitoba prefer-
able for con-
striietion and
settiernent.

By the Chairman

5491. Have you ever traversed the country north of Lake Manitoba?
-No ; I have not.

4492. Have you formed any engineering opinion as to the expediency
of running the line through Selkirk, and north of Manitoba, as com-
pared with the line through Winnipeg south of Lake Manitoba ?-
certainly consider the southern line a much more preferable line both
for construction and settlement for agricultural purposes.
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4493. Then as to working expenses ?-The working expenses would
depend on the length of the linos. The working expenses per mile
Would be the same on either line.

4494. That element would depend altogether on the mileage ?-Yes;
at would depend altogether on the mileage. I consider there would be
11o difference in working the line in the north than in the south. The
naintenance of the permanent way might be more expensive in the

north, because of the undesirable bottom to be met with.
4495. Do you think that the preference for the southern line ought

to be a very decided one, or is it a question upon which people ought to
be divided ?-No; I should see no reason at ail myself why a preference
should be shown to the northern line.

4496. Are you speaking now from an engineering point of view, or
from the fact of having an interest in this locality ?-I am speaking
from an engineering point of view as well as from having an interest in
the country. I think it cani be clearly shown, because after the line
had been located there was no settlement along the route to the north,
simply because no settlement could take place in a country that was
learly ail swamp; whereas the western portion of the province, and the
country adjacent thereto, between here and the point south of Lake
Manitoba is becoming better settled ail the time, and filling up rapidly.
Then I think that the southern line would be cheaper to construct.
With regard to one point, the crossing of Red River, an enormous outlay
'vould be required to make a satisfactory crossing at Selkirk-very
mfuch more than a bridge could be built for at one or two other points
On the river that could be named.

4497. In round numbers, what difference do you think could be made
in sch a crossing ?--1 should think that there would be about double
the cost. I think a bridge could be built at a point near the rapids on
the Red River for $150,000, and at Selkirk it will cost 8300,000.

4498. Is this a matter to which you have given much consideration ?
-With regard to the cost of bridging Red River, I am now in charge
Of the construction of a railroad bridge which is being built here across
hed River by the city of Winnipeg.

4499. Have you, as an engineer, given much consideration to the
general direction of the line, whether it should be north or south of
Lake Manitoba, or is that a matter upon which you are expressing
Your opinion now without much consideration ?-You mean with
regard to the direct through line ?

4500. Yes ?-It probably would be more direct going by the Narrows
of Lake Manitoba.

4501. I am speaking about the expediency, from an engineer's point
Of view, of building the north or south line as a whole ?-I should
certainly say the south line by ail means.

Railway Leoa.
ion-Lne north of
Lake Mani-
toba.

Southern line
beter on engi-
neering and
economic
groundas.

Crosing ai
Selkirk woulËl
Involve large
outlay.

Cost of a bridge
near the ]Rapids,,
s150,000; at
Selkirk, 1300,00U.

sousth line more
expedient on en-
gineering grounds,

4502. Is that your opinion without giving it much consideration ?-
fo; I have gone very closely into the question of the relative merits

of the two lines, and I arm satisfied that the one adopted west of here-
that is, passing south of Lake Manitoba-is the better line of the two.
It will be the better line to construct from an engineering point of
View, the easiest and cheapest to maintain, and it will produce the
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Mue noth 0f most local traffic. There will be littie or no local traffie on the northeinLake Itlaud-
toba. line at all.

4503. Fron what you have said about your employment on the
Pacifie Railway, I suppose this is a matter which you have been called
upon at one time to report on officially to the authoritios at Ottawa?-
With regard to the line west ?

4504. Altogether ? This too ?-No.
4505. You have never made any official report on theso lines ?-No;

Red River but I have given evidence before the Committee of the Senate. I have
Crossing. never made any report upon it.

Reported on the 4506. Did you make any written report of the survey of the river to
ýsurvey of' the
river. which you have alluded ?-Yes; I have made reports ot'that.

4507. Was that report made to Mr. Rowan ?-No; I think it was
made direct to the Chief Engineer.

By Mr. Keefer :-
408. Was it printed in the report of 1872 ?-No; Mr. Fleming only

refers to the Stone Fort, in a foot note, as the crossing of Red River.
By the Chairman :-

Point recom-
mended for cross-
ing about six
:miles above thestone Fort.

Fourteen miles
from Winnipeg.

Advantages of
the point recomn-
«nended.

4509. What point did you recommend as being the most feasiblo ?-
The point I recommended was innediately below the rapids at St.
Andrews.

510. Do I understand that you are of the opinion that Mr. Fleming
had adopted your suggestion about the Stone Fort crossing up to the
time he made the report in 1874 ?-My suggestion was not the Stone
Fort, but at a point above that, the St Andrews Rapids.

4511. How far above the Stone Fort?-Probably six miles.
4512. That i8 south of the Stone Fort?-Yes; I purposely made

enquiries when I came here first about the navigation of the river, and
it was owing to the rapids being impassable part of the year that i
located it north of the rapids, Eo that vemsels could come from Lake
Winnipeg to the crossing without meeting any obstacles to navigation.
I am of opinion that that is the best point in Manitoba to cross the
Red River, from an engineering point of view.

4513. How far is that from Winnipeg?-It is about fourteen miles.
At the same time we found a very satisfactory crossing here, at Point
Douglas, where we are building the bridge at prosent; but that is open
to the objection of being above the rapids. You must remove the
rapids, or obstructions, before you can have the advantage of the
navigation of the river to Lake Winnipeg. The crossing at the rapids
has the recommendation of being accessible to the navigation of the
lake, and of being the best crossing from an engineering point of view.
The banks are high on both sides, the crossing narrow, and the form-
ation is limestone and gravel. But, as I stated previously, the rapids
are not now considered such an obstacle as they used to bo. They were
considered an obstacle when we first made the location here, but now
it has been proved by the experience of several yeara that the steamers
run over the rapids until very late in the season.

4514. Have you formed any opinion of the reason why Solkirk was
adopted as the crossing place for the railway ?-I believe that was the
reason alleged-that it was accessible to the lake.
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]ed River
4515. Have you formed any opinion of other reasons which are not Oreanog.

alleged ?-None but my own private opinions. In fact the reason I Reason wby
have given is the one that was given by Mr. Fleming when I askea chosen as the
hia why he located the line further north. crossing place.

4516. But if there are any other reasons, such as motives of indivi-
duals, it is our duty to ascertain them, and I am asking ý ou whether
You have reason to consider that there were other motives besides
engineering motives ?-No; it is hard to say what reason could be
alleged in favour of that crossing, other than a nominal one. It cer-
tainly was on a more direct line, when it was intended to take the road
niorth of Lake Manitoba. The further north you get on Red River the

inore direct your line would be. That migh t have had some influence on
the decision.

WINNIPFG, Friday, 17th September, 188d.

ouN J. MCDONALD, sworn and examined:
By the Chairman:-

4517. Have you been interested in any transaction in connection
With the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-I am interested in contract 42.

4518. Was that the first in which you were interested ?-Yes.

MoDONALD.
Tendertnug-
Contraet NVo. 414.
Interested In con.
tract 42.

4519. When did you first become interested in that transaction ?-
The work was lot a year ago last March. I was one of the parties who
tendered for the work thon with Mr. Manning, Mr. Shields and others.

4520. Were you connected with Manning & Shields in tendering Tendered with
for the contract ?-Yes. hig and

4521. Was your tender accepted ?-No.
4522. Then how did you become interested in the oontract ?-We went in with

tendered for the work, and we afterwards went in with Grant, Fraser Piti,"ldo.
& Pitblado, whose tender was accepted.

4523. Did you make any arrangentent with them before you knew
Nhether their tender was accepted or not ?-Yes ; we arranged with
them that in the event of the contract coming to them we would go in
With them. Thore was a regular agreement drawn up between us.
Shields, Manning and myself signed an agreement with them to that
effect.

4524. Have you any copy of that agreement ?-No.
T.etter fromn

4525. Do 'u remember a letter having been written by Fraser, Fraser &Co. to
Grant & Pitlado te the Minister of Public Works, to the effect that 1)®partent say-

& Piblao totheMiniterof Pbli Worslng witnems and
YoU wero to join them ?-Yes ; there was a letter written. his friends were

4526. Was that the agreement you referred to?-1 think the letter to Join that firm.
a8 sent by us all. I know there was a letter sent to the Minister of

Public Works to the effect that in the event of the work being awarded
to them, Shields, Manning and mysolf would be associated with theni.

4527. Was that the only document embodying your agreement with
Praser, Grant & Pitblado ?-That was the only ene until our articles
of parttnership wore made out-that I know of.
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Contract iLo. 42.
Morse & Co. sup-
posed to be the
guecesaful ten-
de rers.

4528. At the time of your making that agreement with them, wbO
was supposed to be the succesful tenderer ?-Morse & Co., of Toronto.

4529. Was that before the tender of Andrews, Jnnes, & Co. had been
accepted ?-Yes; we were speaking to Grant and Fraser in the event of
it coming to them. Arrangement was made between us, verbally, before
this letter was sent in-some days before.

4530. Hlad there been any document embodying that agreement ?-
No.

4531. Then you had arrived at an understanding before this letter
was written ?-Yes; a verbal agreement.

When a eem ent 4532. Was it a positive agreement ?-Yes; in the event of the workWas made w thr
Fraser & Co., coming to them, we could go in with them.
Morse & Co. sup-
posed to be the 4533. You say, at the time of this verbal agreement, Morse & Co.
successtul ten-
derers. were supposed to be the successful tenderers ?-Yes.
Morse & Co. fanled 4534. Did you then know whether Morse & Co. had got the offer of
to put upsecurity. the contract ?-They did not put up the security, I understand. They

were too low in their figures, and could ndt even furnish the necessary
security.

Tender of
Andrews, Jones
& Co. next.

Andrews, Jones
& Co. supposed
to be 8troingly
baeked•.

4535. Then who next were offered the contract ?-I think some
American firm, Andrews, Jones & Co.

4536. Was that the only other tender next below
Grant & Pitblado ?-I believe there was another one
but the check accompanying it was not marked good
-so I understool.

that of Fraser,
below Fraser's,
when it went i)

4537. But, as I understand, you were led to expect that the tender
of Andrews, Jones & Co. was the one which would be accepted below
the one of Fraser, Grant & Pitblado's ?-Yes.

4538. Then you had become interested in the transaction before
Andrews, Jones & Co. were reached ?-Yes; we thought that Andrews,
Jones & Co. would go into it at the time, because they were supposed
to have a large New York firm backing them.

4539. Were you at Ottawa about that time ?-Yes; I was there ail
the time.

4540. Was there any person thon there representing Andrews, JoneS
& Co. ?-I never met any one; there may have been, but I do not
know it.

4541. Do you know if Mr. N. F. Jones had been there ?-There is a
Jones from Brockville-a young man who used to be with Mr. ShanlY
at one time--but whether these are his initiais (referring to a paper
shown him by the Chairman) I cannot say, or whether he was
interested in the contract. lie is an eigineer.

4542. Do you say that you are not aware of any person having been,
in Ottawa about that time representing that firm ?-I do not know it
myself as a fact; I did not meet even Morse & Co. For a long time I did
not know who was representing the contract.

4543. W.r> there any oth<rs of your firm at Ottawa at tI at time ?-
Mr. Shields was there most of the time with me; and s>màetimes Mr.
M anning.
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4544. Did you take any part in the negotiations with either Morse & Took no part in
Co. or Andrews, Jones & Co., or with any one for them ?-None what- "i e wlMre&C
ever. or Andrews,

Jones & Co.
4545. Do you know who did negotiate with them on behalf of your

firm?-No; 1 do not know that there ever was any negotiation
between them and a member of our firm, or any one on their beha'f.

4546. Were there any negotiations in the shape of conversations Awareor nonego.
With any one connected with your firm and any person connected with a ieber or
the Department ?-No ; not that I am aware of. members obris

firm and any per-
4547. You mean that you never heard of any interview between any ,ol nartment.

liember of your firm and any one in the Department ?-I never did, Sir.

454 3. Do you know what time was given Morse & Co. to put up their
Security after their tender had been accepted ?-I forget at present; but I
know they had considerable time to do it in.

4549. Had the next firm, AnIrews, Jones & Co. the same time given neueves Morse &
them ?-I do not know what time they had, they had some time to put themoney for
money up, and I believe that Morse was trying to put up the money cndrews, ones &
for Andrews, Jonos & Co., and tried to negotiate to get into their ten- arrangement the
der and drop his own, but the Government could not entertain such a Governmentwould not enter-
thing as that. That was what was reported at the time. tain.

4550. Did you understand that the Government would not entertain
Such an arrangement as that ?-I heard so.

4551. How did you bear that ?-I am not prepared to say. We eruses to say
generally got all the news round the Russell Hotel, as it is there we ihîorinathin
generally get all the information we receive.

4552. I understand you to say that there was sume negotiation with
the Government on behalf of Morse & Co ?-I was told that they went
to the Department, and of course it would not be entertained at all.
It would not be allowed.

4553. You say you do not know what time was allowed to Andrews, Time given to
Jones & Co. to put up their security ?-Not at prosent. I did know. I put up security.

think it was five or eight days, or something like that-I forget exactly;
but I know there was a certain time given to them to do it in and they
failed. We got three days to put up.

4554. HIow did you get notice that you had three days ?-Our firm
'Was notified that our tender was accepted and we had got three days
to put up.

4555. When you say your firm you mean Fraser, Grant & Co. ?-Yes;
We were associated with them.

4556. Did you put up your security in time ?-Yes. Sein y put up

4557. Did you put up your security in equal shares ?-No. Fraser,
Grant & Pitblado put up one-half, and Manning, Shields and myself put
Up the other.

4558. Have you been in the same businos before ?-Yes.

4559. With the Government? -Yes. Had bcn üm-

4560. Where ?-On the Intercolonial Bailwiy. L "
4561. What was the amount involvei inyourcontract ?-Smewhere Fxtent of ron-

'lear $100,OO( or more-$900,000. I hal two c nitracIs. s ui
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4562. Were you required to put up any deposit ?-No.
4563. Nothing to secure the fulfilment of your contract ?-We had

to give two bondsmen as security.
456 1. And no money security ?-No.
4565. Was the security by way of bond given after you executed the-

contract?-No. When we entered into the contract we had to give
bonds; the men acting as bondsmen signed the contract with us.

No time allowed
for furnIshing
the bondsmen.

Beueves reason-
able ime given
lai all cames.

Bought out
Fraser, Grant &
Co.

Other tortners
taken n

"52500 paid for
halfInterest of
Fraser & Co.

4566. Was there any time allowed after you got the contract in
which to furnish bondsmen ?-No; we gave the names in at the time
we signed the tender. The tender had to be signed by two responsible
parties willing to become security.

4567. Have you had any experience in contracts where the security
for the fulfilment of a contract was in the shape of a noney deposit ?-
No; not until this present contract.

4568. So you are not able to say whether the time given to any of
the parties tendering for this contract was what would usually be con-
sidered a reasonable time or not?-I believe it was a reasonable time.

4o69. I am asking whether you know from your exirience that it
was a reasonable time ?-No ; I do not.

4570. Do you say you think it was a reasonable time that was given
to Andrews, Jones & Co. ?-Yes.

4571. Do you know how much time was given them?-I do not
know exactly.

4572. Thon how do you form an opinion that it was a reasonable
time?-We did forn an opinion at the time that they had all the tine
they ought to have. Of course I might think so, being the next lowest
tenderer and expecting the contract would come to us.

4573. Are you sure that you knew the time then that was given to-
them ?-I would not be positive. I believe we knew the time, but I
would not be positive of it.

4574. But you do not rernember row what time you thought had
been given ?-No ; I do not remember.

4575. Have you still-I mean your firm-an interest in the contract,
to the extent of one-half, or more ?-We have bought out Fraser, Grant
& Pitblado. I bought them ont and took in new men with us. I bought
them on behalf of the firm.

4576. You have taken in other partners instead of Fraser, Grant &
Pitblado ?-Yes.

4577. Who are they ?-Alexander MeDonnell, James Isbester and
Peter McLaren.

4578. So that the whole firm still comprises the same number of
individuals ?- Yes.

4579. What was the price of their half interest?-$52,500.
4580. Was that beside any profits that had been made up to that

time ? -No; that was to cover everything except their expenses up to
that time.
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4581. Does that anount cover their expenses ?-No; I think the
bond says that their expenses up to that time were to be allowed. I
have not seen the bond for a year.

4582. Thon your impression is that you agreed to give them a bonus
Of $52,500 over and above their expenses for their half interest in the
contract ?-Yes.

4583. That would be calculating the whole value of the contract at
#10;,00J ?-Yes.

4584. Are you aware of nny other bonus or gift to any one to enable
You to get this interest in the contract ?-There is an interest that Mr.
Manning and Mr. Shields have agreed to give a certain party who
signed in the contract in Toronto. I have nothing to do with it.

4585. Do you mean it is a share of their interest ?-It is not settled
yet between the firn what shape it is to be in, but we have nothing to
do with it now.

4586. You must make that more plain to me ; I do not understand
You. Do you mean that Manning and Shields agreed to give some per-
son a share in this contract ?-They agreed, if it came to them, to give
a certain share in the contract. I believe Mr. Manning and Mr. Shields
expect the whole company to stand to it ; but it is not settled yet.

4587. Has there been any dissent by the other members of the com-
Pany from this action on the part of Mr. Manning and Mr. Shields ?-
There was partly, during Fraser & Grant's time; but it has nover come
to be under the new arrangement.

4583. What was that share given for ?-You will have to ask some
Person else; I was not there.

4589. But your partners have explained to you wnat it was given
for ?-I understood it was one of the bondsmen for Morse & Co. He
Was satisfied that they were too low, and he said if ho would withdraw
his bond from them it would be brought to us, that they would give
him this interest ; that is all I know about it.

4590. You mean that is the account your partners gave you of it ?-
Yes; I bolieve that to be a correct account, so far as I know.

4591. Have yon had any conversation with the individual himelf on
the subject ?-I had not, up to the time the contract was let; but I
think I met him once in Toronto since. He wanted to kiow in what
shape the contract was to be in, and I told him I knew nothing about it.

4592. Did ho give you an account of his views of the transaction-I
loean, what ho contended was coming to him ?-No, I don't think ho
id; no more than ho told me what ho expected to get.

Tendewlng...
COntldct h.. 42.

Interest of D. G.
close.

Clos was to have-
a certain share in
the contraut.

Close one of the-
bondmen for
Morse & Co.

Bad met Close in
Toronto, who
wanted to know
in what shapethe
COntract was to
be.

4593. What did ho say ho expected to get ?-The interest they
4greed to give him.

4594. What interest was that ?-A twenty-fourth part of the profits Extent or close's
Of the contract, whatever it would be. interest.

4595. Who was the individual ?-Mr. Close.
4596. Does ho live in Toronto ?-Yes; ho is a merchant there.
4597. Was it Mr. Manning or Mr. Shields. or both, who arranged

thi8 matter with Mr. Close, according to their' account of it ?-Both ofthem.
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Morse & Co. faled 459S. You say Morse & Co. failed to get the contract, because they
toput up the could not put up the security ?-They failed to put up the security. 1think, when this arrangement was made, it was when Morse was trying

toget in with Andrews, Jones & Co. I told him that ho should not do
it, because no Government would allow a low tender to go in with
parties in a higher tender. I hat was my view of it.

4599. Do you say you never made any negotiations with any one, on
behalf of Andrews, Jones, & Co. ?-No.

Lndrews, Jones&
Co. did not do 4600. Do you think they did their best to put up their security ?- I
their best to Put de not think they did.Up security.

4601. Why not ?-Because of what I heard at Ottawa at that time,
Andrews left for Now York and did not bother himself, and the security
that was put up was put up by Morse, who expected that, if they got
the contract, he would be allowed to go in with them. I believe the
New York firm was perfectly able to put up the security if they
wanted to.

Andrews, Jones 4'902. Who did you hear was able to put up the security ?-Andrews,
ý& Co. backed by
mith, w ao was Jones & Co. They w re backed by a man named Smith, who was
etyvery reputed to be a very iealthy man.

4603. There was no question about the solvency of the firm ?-No,
Lut they considered the prices too low; and it was not expedient to
fulfili the ceontract.

Sources or infor- 4604. Do you remember who you understood that from ?-No. I
mation. talked over the matter with so many that I do not know who it was.

I was there to get ail the information I could from any person I could
met.

4(,05. Would you jadge it to be reliable information ?-It woud
depend upon tho party L got it from.

4606. I suppose information from soma one connected with the
Department would be more reliable than from an outsider?-Some.
times it might, and sometimes it might not. I might meet some person
outside who I would not hesitate to ask.

By questioning 4607. Which of them ?-I would ask Mr. Chapleau, if I met him, or
OUe perSOn and

"nother mgh t Mr. Townsend, who is now on the Welland Canal, or Mr. Douglas.
nSd out sonie- Sometimes I might find out something, but nothing I could go and
thing. base any figures on.

4603. You say someti mes you might find out something ?-Yes; I
have been twelve or fourteen years tendering, backwards and forwards.

4609. And sometimes you succeeded ?-I do not know; I never got
but two contracts.

Moreinfornation 4610. I am speaking of getting information ?-I think we got more
got Russell

House than any. information around the Russell Ilotel than anywhere else. There wero
where else. some parties better posted there than others.

4611. Who were the parties best posted ?-There was A. P. Mac-
donald, 1 could get a good deal of information from him ; and thora
was Mr. Goodwin ; we could get a good deal from them. Thon there
was John Ileney, who might tell some things-we could find out front
him.

4612. Did you ascertain that the information you had from thoSe
whom you have named was, as a rule, reliable ?-No; not particularly
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4613. Do you mean you got information from those men which was Several lista of
not reliable ?-No; but there were several lists, supposed to be lists, of t®nders were
tenders which had been put in.

4614. Who had these lists ?-A. P. Macdonald had one. I got one-a
list of five names-from a man named LaBerge, of Montreal; hie was a
'çontractor tendering there.

4615. Were these lists supposed to be correct lists of tenders that
4Iad been filed in the Department ?-They were supposed to be, but I
know that some.of them were not, because I compared them and they
-differed.

4616. Did any of them turn out to be correct in the rank in which cannot say
tenders were placed ?-I cannot say. those lista were

4617. Why can you not say ?-Because I have not compared them correct.

'With the correct list. I have never taken the trouble to compare them
-after the work was let. After the contract was let, the regular list of
tenderers was publ;shed. -

4618. Were these written lists or printed lists ?-They were written
in pencil generally.

In possession of
4619. Have you any of these lists that wore circulated at that time ? noefet e list

Io. lated before
award.

2. Have you had any communications with any one connected 1,se,
'Yith any of the Departments on this subject, either before or since the cierina, &c.
letting of the contract?-Not particularly that I know of; no more
than if I met any of them, as 1 am very intimate with them, I would
speak to them casually, but nothing particularly.

4621. Do you state now, as a matter of evidence, that the only
'Promi.,e, or gift or bonus, from any one of your firm to any person, on
acount of getting this contract, was to this gentleman in Toronto ?-
That was all from any person connected with the work. This man
Close was supposed to be one of the sureties, and whon they got him
to withdraw

4622. Have you knowledge of anything being given to any person Witnesspromised
,lot connocted with the work?-Yes; I have promised to give some- thud le getcon-

ting to a party myself. to enapleau.

4623. In what shape ?-If I succeeded in doing the work I would do
eOnething for him.

4624. Have you succeeded in doing the work ?-If I succeeded in
igetting the contract.

4625. In what shape were you t) do son-ething ?-I was to give him
eOnething.

41126. What was the something ?-A certain amount of monoey, if I
"Ueceeded.

4627. Where ioes he live ?-He lives in Ottawa.
4628. What is his name ?-Chapleau.
4629. Which Department is he in ?--llo is in thie Public Works
Bepartment. It was for nothing in the Department tiiat I was to give

at to him.
4630. What were you to give him ?-$4,000.

20
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anuencing
CIerks, &e.

Conideration for
'Which the $4O(J(J
was to be given.

Chapleau's posl-
aion In 1 way

Departmnent.

The $4,000 promis-
ed wlt thiehope
that It would in-
duce Chapleau to
Influence Smth
not to put up the
inoney for
Andrews, Jones

co.

lIas given him

Docs flot know of
a cent to be given
to any one save

Chapleau and
Close.

4631. Then, according toyour promise you would nov pay him 84,00»
for having got the contract ?-He was a personal friend of Mr. Smith's
in New York. He told me that Mr. Smith could not come to put up
the money, and I said: " Well, if he does not cone to time and put up
the security, I will give you 84,000." Whether he saw Smith or not,
I do not know, but I knoçw they were personal friends. He used to
stop with him in New York, when he was there. I do not know whether
ho had any influence over Smith or not; I was led to expect so, as I
was told that they were personal friends.

4632. Was there more than one Chapleau in that Department ?-No;
not in that Department. He is the Secretary of Public Works at present,
so it is very easy to know who ho is. At that time, he was correspon-
dence clerk, I think, in the Railway Department, or copying clerk, or
something, I do not know exactly bis position, but he was in one of
those Departments, writing all the time.

4633. That was before the change of Departments ?-Yes.
4634. So that, at that time, ho was connected with the D

which had charge of those contracts ?-Yes. . He was in th
ment, but not in the office where tenders were opened. H
connection with the Department where the tenders were ope
tenders never came before him.

epart ment
e Depart-
e had no,
ned. The

4635. Yon mean that your promise had no effect upon the ranking of
the tenders ?-No; what I did it for was: if Smith did not appear there
(because I knew he was a moneyed man, or I understood so)-if he did
not put in his appearance there the others would not put the money
up, and 1 knew Chapleau to be a person I friend, and I asked him if he
could do something lor me.

4636. Did ho inform y ou that he had any reason for supposing that
$4,00 would silence Smith ?-No; he did not lead me to believe that.

4637. It was by way of a proposition ?-I do not for a moment suppose
that Smith was getting any of this money.

4638. You supposed it was for Chapleau's own benefit ?-Yes; if he
would influence Smith not to come forward.

4639. From bis own personal friendship?-Yes; that is it exactly.
4640. Have you paid any part of this money to him ?-I gave him

8500.
4641. No more ?-No.
4642. When was that given ?-It was given perhaps within the last

six months. I cannot sray exactly the date. I could find out by hunting
up my choque book.

4643. This spring or summer ?-Yes.
4641. Have you reason to believe that any other promise or gift was

given on behalf of any one of your firm to any one else ?-No; I do
not know of a cent to any soul outside of these two.

4645. Have you reason to believe that any one of your firm will here-
after give anything more than this one twenty-fourth to Mr. Close and
84,000 to Mr. Chapleau ?-No. I have not the slightest idea.

Firm bas not 4646. Have you reason to believe that any of your firm has contri-ontritebuted
anythingtonews- buted to the support of any newspaper or any other indirect meang -
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influence in your favour ?-No; and I think il they did I would know papersto ecure
it. I am not aware of anything.

4617. Does anything else occur to yon which ought to bestated that
'Would give us knowledge of matters referred to this Commission for
investigation ?-No.

4648. Have you anything which you yourself wish to say about this
latter?-No; not here.

JOhN SHIELDS' sworn and examined: SHIELDS.

By the Chairman :-

4649. ilave you been interested in any transaction on account of the
Caiadian Pacifie IRailway ?-I have.

4650. Which was the first transaction ?-Contract 42.
4651. That is the same contract spoken of by Mr. McDonald, the

last witness ?-Yes; the same contract.
4652. Do you remember when you first became interested ?-[ think nate orcontract,

We made the contract with the Government on the 20th March, 20th March, 1879.

1879.
4653. Were you before that time interested in obtainjing the con- Arrangementa

tract ?-Yes When we went to Ottawa, ai ter we had put in our ten- Grant & Co.
der, Mr. McDonald, myself and others who are associated with us, met
Mr. Fraser, Mi». Grant and Mr. Pitblado, and before I, at least, knew
anything of the standmg of the tenderers, or heard of the
standing of tenderers, except vague rumours, to which we could
Pay no attention, wo made an arrangement that if our tender
Was the low:st and was accepted they should become our partners, and
if thei rs was the lowest we should become their partners. They feit
that they were incompetent to handle such a heavy undertaking.

4 4. Who thought them incompetent ?-They stated themselves Coatdugh thethat they thought they were not sufficiently strong. were not suflci.

4655. Which of them stated that ?-Fraser and Grant stated that.
4656. Were they both at Ottawa ?-Yes.
4657. And Pitblado ?-Yes; Pitblado was at Ottawa, too.
4658. Then you met the whole of the Nova Scotia branch of your
M ut Ottawa ?-Yes.
4659. Did they all remain in Ottawa up to the time of letting the

SOntract ?-No; I think not. 1 think that they all went home except
'&. Fraser.

4660. Were negotiations completed before they went home ?-The Averbalagree-egOtiation between them and us was a verbal agreement which was m"nt with Fraser
lQnderstood bet-ween us before they went home.

4661. What was the substance of that verbal agreement?-Just what
stated, that whichever of our tenders would be lowest the whole six
eduld share. I do not thinik we even knew what the figures of each

ei e tenders were at that time.
;'.(J
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4662. When you became jointly interestel in that question, would it

not be named between you ?-Probably it was afterwards, but I know
it was not named previous to that.

Agreement made 4663. Do yot mean that this agreement was maide without your
of tehnera u"nt knowing the amount of their tender or they knowing the amount of
known. your tender ?-I do; distinctly.

4664. If your tender was the lowest were you three strong enough
to manage the contract without them ?-I do not know.

Does not think 4665. What was your opinion ? Was it your opinion that you were
sten°I man- strong enough to manage it without the Nova Scotia firm ?-I do not
age so large a think that three would be strong enough to manage it, because whencontraet. thoy went out we took in three other partners.

4666. But they did not know at that time that they were going out,
and that you were going to take in three others ?-No.

Further reasons 4667. I will ask you what moved your mind when you wcre tender.
he partner- ing? You say it was thought by them that they were not strong enough

to manage the contract without taking in partners ?-They stated it at
the time.

4668. Was that one of your reasons ?-I do not think it was.
Thought that If 4669. Did you mean to mislead me by stating that that was your
witneus'a fIrm's 9_
tender did flot reason ? I stated that as the reason that they gave us. The reason
succeed that of that 1, at least, as a mamber of the firm, thought that the work was aFraser & Co. udraig ~lrenme
might. heavy undertaking, and that it would require a large number, and if

we did not succeed with our own tender that theirs might succeed.
4670. Do you mean that it would require six persons or more capital

to manage it ?-I believe it required ail.
The work was of
such magnitude 4671. A firm of more than three persons ?-I believe it required a
as to require a
sirong pracicaa very strong business management, a very requisite practical knowledge
executive, and of the work, and it required a very strong financial tirm to do the work.large financlal
resources.

4672. Did you think you wei-e moving in the direction of obtaining
that when you were negotiating with that firm ? -We thought so at
the time.

The work large 4673. Was that one of the reasons which moved you in this arrange-
gleng ta mentegen u cet ment ?-Partially. We thought there was a botter cbance of getting the

rofmt to the two work with their tenders and ours combined thant with each singly, andn rme.
we thought in case the work was obtained there was enough for both
fil ms.

4674. You mean enough profit for both ?-Yes; enough profit for
both of them.

4675. Do you mean that if your firm obtained the contract that it
would be to your advantage to unite those other Nova Scotia men with
you ?-We thought so at the time.

4676. That was one of your motives for the arrangement ?-Yes;
we thought so at the time.

4677. Were you aware at that time that any person had tendered
lower than either you or Fraser & Grant ?-Not at that time.

ThinksMeDonald 4678. Mr. McDonald's recollection is that it was supposed thattistaken as to
the date when Moi-se & CJo. wvere the suecessfuL Lendereri ait the ti me ?-I have heard
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Mr. McDonald's evidence, and 1 think that lie is mistaken. I think it relative position
was a day or so after the tenders went in, and I do not thnk the oftenders became

standing of the tenderers was ascertained at that time.
4679. Can you say how long it was after you made this verbal agree-

ment with Fraser & Grant, that the letter was sent to the Depart-
ment by them, stating that you were to be associated ?--The arrange-
'ment was made with Fraser & Grant immediately after the tenders
went in-some time in January, about the end of January, I think;
and the letter went in, I think, about the end of February or the
beginning of March.

4680. You say that the arrangement with Fraser & Grant was No document

completed verbally ; do you know of any document embodying i embonegratae-
except the letter sent to the Department, of which you have spoken ?- letter sent to

None that I am aware of. Department.

4681. You say that your recollection of the verbal arrangement is
that it was made about the end of Jaruary ?-Immediately on the
tenders being sent into the Department, and before we even knew of
the figures-the comparative figures-with regard to the tenders.

4682. Thon it was after your verbal arrangement with Fraser & ment hadbeen
Grant that you were aware of Morse & Co. having been awarded the marantSearnd
Contract ?-Yes. that Morse &

Co. had been
awarded contract

4683. So that as soon as you knew that fact you knew you were
interested in Morse & Co. not getting the contract ?-Yes ; I heard t'hat
Morse & Co. were the lowest.

4684. Did you know the persons upon whom Morse & Co. depended P. (. Close, Morse
as sureties ?-I heard Mr. McDonald state now that Mr. Close was & Co.'s security.

Morse & Co.'s security.
4685. You say that yon heard Mr. McDonald state that now; do you

nean that that is the tirst time you heard it ?-I think I did hear it
before.

4686. Then why did you point out to me that you heard Mr. Mc-
Donald say it ?-Because I had forgotten it entirely. I have heard it
before.

4687. Then why point out to me that Mr. MeDonall mentioned it ?
-- I thought Mr. McDonald was in error until it came to my recollec-
tion that I heard he was Morse's security.

4688. lHow did you hear that?-Mr. Close, I think, told me so him- cloue nfornied
wltness that lie

Self. was Morse & Co.'s

4689. Where ?-In Ottawa. securlty.

4690. Was Mr. Close down there ?-He was.
4691. At that time ?-Yes.
4692. Did you see him more than once on that subject ?-He stayed

it the hotel where I did-at the Russell House.

4( 93. Did you see him more than once on this subject?-I never
saw him on the subject at ail.

4694. When was lie tellingyou ?-He may bave casually mentioned it. A man being
We did not take that of any account, a mari being security. That was mater fgreat

a more niatter of form. consequence.
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4695. I suppose it was considered a matter of substance or it would
not be required ?-You could substitute other names for security when
the contract was made if they were approved of by the Governmont.

4696. Did you take part in any negotiation with Mr. Close upon the
subject of his being surety for Morse & Co. ?-No.

4697. Who managed the negotiation?-There was no negotiation
with Close upon the subject of bis being surety for Morse.

Relations with 4698. Do you mean on the subject of bis not being surety ?-I mean
that Morse had about six weeks in order to put up the sureties. Their
tender was before the Department about six weeks, and after their
tender was thrown out, and another called upon, Mr. Close came to Mr.
Manning and myself and said that he would get an interest with
Andrews, Jones & Co., and that upon certain conditions, such as putting
up security vith us and finding working capital, we agreed te give him

morse a co. outof an interest with us if the work was obtained for us. But Morse & Co.
the way, and ~ft
Andrews, Jones & were entirely out of the question; their tender had been disposed of
Co. had been call- previons to that-at least, for some time previous-and Andrews, Jones
ed on to put up
theirsecuritie. & Co. had been called upon to put up their securities at that time.
Agreed uon cer- 4799. You thought that Mr. Close might assist in putting up the

ticodtionse
that Close ahould security for Andrews, Jones & Co. at that time ?-We did not know
have an Iuterest but what he might. He said he could obtain an interest in theirn contract. contract, and we agreed, upon certain conditions, that ho should have

an interest in ours-that is, putting up bis scourities and doing his part
of the work, &c.

4700. Do you mean te say that as an equivalent for the interest
which ho would lose by Andrews, Jones & Co. not getting -the c ntract,
you offered him a share in yours ?-Not altogether.

4701. If not altogether, in what respect ?-Mr. Close stated that ho
could get an interest in it if he were disposed. Mr. Close would probably
have got an interest in our first tender-be might have got an interest
in our tirst tender had we got the whole of the work for section C;
we were very favourably disposed to him.

tenerfes t" 4702. How do you mean that he might have got an interest in con-
whole work (C) tract C ?-Because although we tendered, the tender does not represent

ithoreresen all the names interested in the first tenders, and had the contract come
would have been to those tenders for the whole work, as at first arratiged, the probabili-I nterented. H ad
whole work corne tics are that ho would have had an interest in those tenders.
to them Close

have ben In-
terested.
An understand.
tng that Close
should have an
interest.

4703. Why do you say it was probable ho would have had an inter-
est ?-Because it was understood.

4704. Understood between whom ?-Between some of the parties
that ho should have an interest.

4705. Some of which parties ?-Myself and others.
4706. What others?-I have no particular recollection now, bat I

think bis name was mentioned to McDonald and Manning.
4707. You think it was mentioned to them?-Yes.
4708. What makes you think it was mentioned to them ?-I have a

recollection that it was discussed.
4709. Were you present when it was mentioned to thom ?-I have

no distinct recollection of discussing the matter at that time, but there
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was a large number of parties. This was suppoSed to be a very heavy
work at that time, and we were trying to get the two sections, A and
B, and tr3 ing to get the three contracts. and there were a number of
parties behind us who, had we got that contract, would have been with
us, and Mr. Clo.e was one of them.

4710. Why do yousay ho was one of those ?-Because it was arranged
that ho should have an interost.

Close spoke to
4711. Between whon was it arranged ?-He spoke to me about it, witness about

and I spoke to the other partners about it. There was no written and witness

agreement but there was a verbal agreement between us. spoe to his

4712. I understan vyou to treat a verbal agreement as a binding
-agreement ?-Yes; when all parties carry out their agreement, I sup-
pose it is.

4713. Do you think that agreements are only binding when they are
carried out ?-I think that an agreement, whether written or verbal,
ought to ho carried out.

4714. I am speaking of the existonce of such agreements, not of The agreement
their fulfilment. I wish to find out from you wheni the existence of ro'e start.t
that agreement began ?-From the start.

4715. Who made the agreement that Close- was to be interested
with Manning, McDonald, & Shields ?-Which do you mean ?

4716. You say that before any tender was put in, or at the time of witness thinks
the tenders being put in, that there was an agreement that Close was he made the

to become interested with you and McDonald and Manning-that is what Uose.
.you have led me to understand : now I ask you who made that agree-

ient ?-1 think I made the agreement with Mr. Close, and Mr. Close
epoke to me at the time when we came to the tender we put in.

4717. Now do you say thero was an agreement made between you
and Mr. Close at that time ?-Yes; I think there was an understood
agreement.

4718. Do you not know whether there was ?-There waQ, I think.

4719. Now, knowing as you do, was there an agreement made ?- No well deine
'There was no well defined agreement undorstood. agreement,

4720. Then why talk to me about an agreement ?-It was under-
stood that he should have an interest with 'us.

4721. How was it understood ?-There were no details arranged. Nodetaila

4722. Was it understood in your mind alone? -It was undorstood in
bis as well as in ours.

4723. What makes you believe that it was un lerstood in his mind ?
-Because he spoke to me about it. There was a simple understand-

ing that ho was to have an interest in our original tender when it was
put in.

4724. Would you say now on yoir oath whether there was an agree- ® cannot
lient at that time between you and Mr. Close that he should have a way than tat

slare in the contract, if you succeeded in getting it ?-1 can only ertanding that
put it in the way I have put it; that there was an understanding fheorgin-

etween Mr. Close and us, that should it come to our original tender tion c. prove suae.
fr sec , cetsfhl se wouldfo etion C, that ho should have an interest.haen tram
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4725. Do you mean that the understanding should have a different
signification from the agreement ? You have prevaricated a good deal,
and have talked to me about simple agreenents; ail that I want yow
to say on your oath is: whether there was a distinct understanding
between you and any one else that Mr. Close was to have that share in,
the contract ?-I do not think there was, that any specified division
was to be appropriated to Mr. Close, or that there was any detailed
agreement entered into with him either verbally or otherwise, only-
there was a simple understanding that he should have an interest.

4726. What do you mean by a simple understanding ? Do you mean
it was suggested that he might have an interest?-No; there was an
arrangement between both parties that he should have the share in it,
if it came to our tender.

There was a.
deinite under- 4727. Was there a definite understanding, or a positive agreement.

lsan ngtouhave that he should have any share, whether the share was designated or not ?*
a share In the -I think there was.
original tender.

4728. Do you not know, when you were the party who acted in it ?--
Yes; there was to be a share in the original tender.

4729. Was that the understanding between you and Mr. Close?-
Yes.

4730. Why did you tell me that he spoke to Manning and McDonald,-
as if the only understanding arrived at was through that channel, and
not througi you ?-I do not remember making the statement.

4731. Yes; at the beginning you evidently wished me to believe that
Ibis whole affair was undeflned in your mind ; you wished it to be
understood that it came through somebody else ?-No; it is you who
are mistaken. What I said was in reference to the security to Morse,
because I had forgotten entirely that he was Moree's security, and not
what you said.

.Aereenent with 4732. This arrangement about the share in the contract, was it
Close made truhado o Ttiki
through witness. made through Manning and McDonald, or through you ?-I think it

was made through me. What share ?
4733. That at seme time or other Mr. Close might get a share

in your contract ?-Which particular thare do you mean ?

4734. There was no particular share defined ?-In what particular
tender ?

4735. The tender of which you arc speaking: that is, the tender of
Jones, Manning & McDonald ?-That is the original tender?

4736. Yes ?-I think it was done through me. 1 do not know what
conversation there was.

4737. Do you not know that you commenced your evidence on that
very subject, saying that you thought he had mentioned it to Manning
and McDonald ?-1 have no recollection of it now.

Nature of a ree-
mnt wlth Close. 4738. Was the understanding which you have described as existing

between you and Close ia relation to any other tender, except that
which embraced the whole line ?-No.

4739. He was to get a share only in the event of your firm getting
the contract for the whole line?-Yes.
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4740. When it was known at Ottawa that Morse & Co. had been
the successful tenderers for one of those sections only, were you not
then aware that it was an object to you that Morse & Co. should not
Put up the security, so that you should get the contract for that section ?

-Before we had any dealings with Mr. Close, Morse & Co.'s tender
"Vas entirely disposed of by the Governmont. Andrews, Jones & Co.
had been called upon to put up securities.

4741. Then, taking Andrews, Jones & Co, did you understand that in
s eaking of their position you had referred only to one section, not to
Z whole line ?-Yes.

4742. Thon why was it that you at that time proposed that Mr. Reason why wIt-
Cloe( should have a share in your tender for that section-your contract eat else houeifor that section-if you obtained it ?-Because Mr. Close had been one have a share In

tender for SectioniOf the parties in the original tender, or was understood to be one of the n.
Parties in the original tender.

4743. He was only interested, if at all, in the possibility of your
getting the whole line ? -Yes; at that time.

4744. Then why did you offer him a share in this contract for the
8ection ? He never before had any chance of getting that, had ho?-
yes; hehad.

4745. What chance had ho ? -In getting an interest with us.
4746. In that particular section ?-In case the securities were not

ut up, or in case any of the tenderers found that their tender was too
OW or could not find secority, in that event it might come to our tender.

'4747. Which tender?-The original tender we put in; we put in
throe tenders originally; a terder for each of the sections, and For the
whole line.

4748. But you were dealing at that time in Ottawa with Mr. Close
Pon a différert basis from that which you had previously done, that
1 to admit him to a chance in the tender for this one section ?-This
'as not done in Ottawa, it was done in Toronto. We all came home
after tendering, and after Morse & Co. were disposed of, Close said ho
could get an interest in Andrews, Jones & Co.'s tender if he did not get
an interest or had no interest with us.

4749. Did you negotiate this matter with Mr. Close-I am speaking
tf this last arrangement alone-or did either Manning or McDonald
thke part in it ?-Mr. Manning and 1 were together.

4750. Were you three present at the arrangement ?-Yes.
4751. Where was it ?-In Toronto.
4752. At what place in Toronto ?-I think they met at My office; I

•n ot certain.
4753. But upon that occasion you gave him a letter embodying your

llhderstanding ?-Yes.
754. Did you keep any copy of that letter ?-I have kept no copy

it; I presume Mr. Manning has a copy.
4755. Are you still interested to the extent that you were originally
thiS contract ?-No.

th4 7 5 6. Why not ?-I withdrew from it; my father took my place in
'e contract.

Fresh arrange-
ment made with
i.flose in Toronto.

Mfannlng, Close
& Sh"elds made
agreement In the,
office of witness.

WItnessnolonger
Interested In con-
tract having
withdrawn, and
hie father havng
taken his place.
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Date of bis with-
4rawal.

neasons for with-
drawal.

4757. Do you know at what time that was accomplished ?-I think
it was some time in June last.

4758. June of 1879 or 1880 ?-June of 1879.
4759. That was I suppose by mutual arrangement with the partner8

at that time ?-Yes.
4760. Was that arrangement roduced to writing ?-HIis name is now

in the amended contract with the Goverrment au the firm instead of
mine.

4761. Who has been looking after the interest of your father in the
matter ?-1 have.

4762. Have you spent much of your time in the neighbourhood of the
work ?-I have spent nearly ail my time in connection with the work
and his business sinco we got the contract.

4763. Has there been any particular change in your circumstances
between your getting the contract and your father becoming a partner
instead of you ?-Yes; that was the cause of putting my fathor in rnY
place.

4764. What was the change in your circumstances?-The change
was that I got into business difficulties.

4765. Did that result in any change of your property ?-No-Yes; it
did.

47 6. Could you get into the Iniolvent Court without there being a
change in your property ?-I did not catch the question that you put.

4717. Did ail your property or interest pass to somebody else after
you became a contractor and before your flather took your place in thO
partnership ?-No.

4768. No change took place then before your father went in ?--
4769. Was it soon after your father took your place in the partner-

ship that there was a change in your property ?-Yes; not long.

4770. How long ?-1 think some months.

4771. More than one month ?-About two months.

4772. Is your father a man of means ?-Yes; he is reagonably We1
off.

Consideration for 4773. Was anything given to you for your share that was transferre
rato er i to him ?-My father put up the securitios for me in the contract-the

original securities-I think some $36,000.

4774. Was anything given to you for the transferring of your share
to him in tbe contract ?-No.

Acted for bis
'iather In buylng
aota the Nova
Scotia airm.

4775. That was a transfer without value then ?-It was a transfer
without value, owing to bis having put up the securities.

4776. Were you in the partnership at the time the arrangement Ws
made to buy out Nova Scotia members of the firm ?-I was acting for
my father then.

4777. Did you take part in those negotiations ?-I did.

4778. Had you authority from your father to do so ?-I had.
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4779. So that that transfer i8 properly conPummated, as you understand
ýhat the Fraser, Grant & Pitblado firm have no longer any interest in

I- understand it to be so.

4780. You signed the contract yourself originally?-I did. Nogift, not acent
given to any one

4781. Have you reason to believe that any gift, bonus, or advantage, to witnfes l
as been promised or given to any one on account of any one of that ke"ons

rnI beinug interosted in this contract ?-Not a cent to my knowledge. f r hein inter-
ctred I s

4782. Is there any other matter which you wish to mention to the ontra
ÇIWmission connected with this transaction ?-None.

MOLLOY.
MN MOLLOY, swOrn and examined: C

By the Chairmon :-
4783. Have you been in any way connected with any of the wovkS Contractra'
f the Canadian Pacifie IRailwày ?-Yo. 4aim C

4784. In what capacity ?-I was one of the assistant engineers on Assistant engi-
eortract 14 from June, 1875, to July, 1877. n.

4785. On the part of the Government ? -Yes.
4786. There are some claims made by Sifton, Ward & Co. in con- in ehargeorwork

n<etion with that contract: one for change of the location of the line on Julius Muskeg.

another for a ditch at the Julius Muskeg ?-Yes; I was in charge
the work on the Julius Muskeg at that time

4 87. Do you know about work at this ditch ?-Yes; I know s(jme-
1i-g about it. What the claims are I am not aware of, hut I knowtolnerning the work.

.4788. They say the ditch on the Julius Muskeg is at a greater Ditch on Julius
froi theunethantheMuskeg at atnefron the lin than the specification described ? -Yes, that is eater distance

he case; 1 laid out the diteh myseif. There is a ditch for about four rma une tban
a-half miles, ninety feet from the centre of the railway line to the specc4iuon.

n'tre of the ditch, to the best of my recollection.
4789. What is the greatest distance which there could be between
8etre of the line and the centre of the ditch, if the ditch was
bil the specification ?-That would depend apon the depth of the

tth and the height of the bank. From the centre of the railway lino
tote *etreme limita would be tifty feet.

90. HIow do you make it fifty feet ?-That is the limit of the rail-
ne hundred and thirty-two feet was the limit of the telegraph

1 You say the whole width of the railway line would e 100 to
ft? -One hundred feet on the section I was on. where wtnz:
4192. Might not the line bo laid out at one side of the centre of thatfeet ?-It was not.

4793. I am asking if it might not be under the specification ?-No;
i 11d not be under the specification, unless the specification wasaltered. Al our plans and cross-sections show that.

4i94. Then the specification tnade it impossible to have the ditch
* them and mot e than fifty feet from the eentre of the line to
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Contract No.1' the centre of the ditch ?-Yes ; it would be quite impossible from the
Cou%*tl*"' centre of the line to the outside of the ditch.

Extent of extra 4d95. In this case,where it was ninety feet,was there somewhere abolit
haul. eighty feet extra haul if the earth from the ditch was put into the lino?

-Yes; t.here would be more than ninety feet. Taki ng the centre of th"
ditch to the centre qf the railway would be ninety feet. Now in one picO
that ditch was over thirteen feet at one point over the regulation, 1
should say it was thirteen and three-tenths-that would be a littile over

Thinks distance forty-nine feet wide--then the bottom of the ditch was four feet, baîf
extended Io even
beyond nnetY of that depth would bo two feet, and taking two from half of forty-nine
feet. it would extend that distance to even beyond ninety feet.

4796. Would it not be the same distance on the inside of the centre
lino as it was outside ?-Certainlv.

4797. Then if that much was saved in the distance on the inside Of
the centre line, would it not compensate for the same distance outside
of the lino ?-That would make the average ninety feot.

4798. What would have been the distance from the centre of the
ditch to the railway line, if it was within the specification ?-That
would depend on the height of the bank. It was a three feet bank, and
the slopes of the bank would be four and a-half feet. Take half the
width of the rond-bed, eight and a-half feet, and add it to ton fee$
would be eighteen and a-half feet, that would be a slope of ten feet for
the berm, and that would be the distance of the ordinary line.

Cannot say wbat 4799. I am asking for the extreme lirnit that there could be fron the
wotild be extreme
lmit from the centre of the ditch to the line, if it was in the specification ?--Takig
centre of the itch the Ordinary ditch it would be about four feet. It would be impossible fo»
was within the any man to say what it would be to the centre of the ditch, because
specification. would depend on the depth.

4800. Can you tell me the extreme limit that it could be ?-No;
could not. We have had them from ten feet to thirty feet.

The bern ten feet 4801. I am talking of the centre line of the ditch, that would aO
from the bottoin
of slope. affect the depth of the ditch ?-Certainly it would ; the berm is ton feet

from the bottorn of the slope.
4802. If you have only fifteen feet to go and come upon from the out-

side of the railway to the centre of the lino, is it possible to get more thao
fifty feet from the centre of the lino to the centre of the ditch ?-(0'
but we have gone outside of that.

From centre Une 4803. I started this part of the subject with asking you the distanel
of the rftlwayto *0 , . *the outer llnit of within the specifications, that could possibly exist botween the cent
the raulway fifty lino of the railway and the central lino of the ditch ?-From the centre
leet. line of the railway to the outer limit of the railway was fifty feet.

4804. Do the specifications require that the ditch should be witlio
tl e limit of the railway ? -There is nothing sail of that, that I ai
aware of, in the specifications.

4805. May a ditch be made on the line of that railway outside

Thinks tbe diteh feet, and be within the specification ?-I think not.
must be wtthtn 4806. Then it must be within fifty feet to be within the specificatiOa
centrelune toe -I think so.
within they;pectif-Lb
cations. 4807. If it is within fifly feet and within the specicfiation, what is

greatest distance which tan exist between the centre of the ditch g
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e centre of the line?-It would be fifty feet from the centre of the Cotr '" o. 14.

teh to outside of the lue. Cras.

4808. Can you answer my question? What is the narrowest width
that that ditch is permitted~ to be made ?-That would depend upon
the bank.

4809. What is the narrowest width that the ditch can be made ?-It The ditch could
outld be made six inches. Juches wde.

4810. Now assuming that it is six inches wide, can you not tel me
e greatest distance tiat could exist within the specifications from the

0eltre of ditch to the centre of the line ?-It would depend upon the
epth of the ditch.
4811. Can you tell me the greatest distance that could exist under The distance

the specifications from the centre line of the ditch to the centre of the depeh o" theitch.
railway ? Have you not powers of calculation enough to state that, as
3oui sit there ?-It would depend on the depth of the ditch.

4812. I am asking you, supposing six inches to bc the narrowest point
of the ditch what would be the distance from the side to the centre ?

1f yon tell me the depth, I can tell you; it must have a certain slope
Corne down.
4813. How deep could the ditch be made if it were six inches wide on In a ditch of six

P ?--The slope would be nine inches. sttheiop
wol b iine4814. Can you tell me the depth of a ditch that would be six inches In°ees anda

Wide on top ?-Nine inches. be'îffele reet
4 8 15. Can you tell me what is the width of that ditch ?-There is a
rmtn then of five feet nine inches taken off fifty feet.

4816. Can you take off five feet nine inches from fifty feet ?- Inches fro" "new
'PeOrtainly; it leaves forty-four feet three inches. forbfes three

tinches.
4817. Now then, from that basis, can you tell me the greatest distance
hieh could exist between the centre line of the ditch and the centre
ne of the railway ?-No, I could not; it all depends on the depth of

the ditch.

4818. But, in speaking of the greatest length which could exist in the
thay I am describing, you must take, I suppose, the narrowest ditch

at Could be made, in order to maintain the greatest length ?-Then
he a ditch fitty feet wide.

4819. I am talking of the greatest length and not the shortest length,
ara trying to get you to calculate. Could you have a greater length
ahen forty-tour feet three inches ?-No; I could not possibly have a

greater length than that if it were a six inch ditch.

4820. Yo understand now that you could not have a longer line than
terty-four feet three inches on that basis ?-No.

t 4821. In this case you say the centre line from the ditch, as execu-
ed to the railway, was ninety feet ?-Yes,

4822 Can you tell me how much that exceeded the greatest lengtht it could have been under the specification ?-The greatest length it
te d have been under the specification would be fifty feet froi the1 eIfl)r of the line.

From centre uno
to the dtch
ninety feet.
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Extent of extra
haul forty-tive
feet nine Inclies
more than It could
have been if the
dntch had been
'withIn the specIfi-
cation.
Instructions not
to have diteh less
than four feet.

Forty-sIx feet a
fair avera for
excess or haul.

Cost of extra haul
to contractors.

Average day's
work for a man,
ten yards of earth.

4823. I am talking about the centre lino of the ditch ; surely yoil
niust understand what I am saying? -That would be forty-five feetuilie
inches.

4824. Then do you mean that the length over which this earth had
to be hauled from the ditch to the railway was on an average forty-five
feet nine inches more than it could possibly have been if the ditch
had been within the specification ?-Yes.

4825. It bas b3en suggested that it would be impossible, under the
specification, to make a ditch so narrow as sir inches. Do you know
how that was?-Our instructions were not to have the ditch less than
four feet.

4826. Then why do you take into account a diteh of six inches onlYW
in estimating the possible length ?-That is the smallest dt>ch that
could possibly be made.

4827. Could you make it as low as that under the specification ?-
Those were our instructions, but we had to make a ditch afterwardS
less than four feet.

4q28. Have you ever calculated, in your own way, to ascertain the
average extra haut made by Sifton & Ward on this particular work
from the haut that would have been requiret if it had been made under
the specification ?-No; I never made such a calculation.

4829. Do you think that forty-five feet nine inches is a fair average
for his excess of haul ?-Yes; gay forty-six feet in round figures.

4830. Do you think there was that much excess of haut ?-I do.
4831. I suppose the loading and unloading of the barrow would have

to take place, whether the haut was long or short ?-Certainly.
4932. It would only be thon for the time occupied in the excessive

haut ?-Yes; fbr going backwards and forwards and making the plank
on which to wheel the barrow.

4833. Have you any idea hôw far a man can propel a barrow of earth
in a day's work ?-No; I nover made any suoh calculation.

4834. It is only the propulsion of this barrow of earth for which they
make the claim, as I understand?-Yes, and there is the corning back.

4835, l that propelling backwards ?-They draw it backwards.
4836. I mean it is the locomotion of the barrow ?-Yes; and thtt

would make about ninety feet instead of twenty.
4837. I am directing my questions now to the value of this extra

haul, or rather the cost of it, to Sifton & Co.: that would depend on
the value of a day's labor, would it not ?-Certainly.

4838. The lengtli that a man could so propel and haul a barrow in a
day's labor ?-Yos

4839. You sav that yon have never considered that question ?-No;
because some will do a good deal more than others.

4840. In several days' labour you take the average of a man's strength•
Have you never estimated how much a man can do in a day's work?
-Yes ; as a rule about ton yards.

4841. Have you made the calculation ?-Yes.
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4842. For the same reason Vou can calculate how far a man would Contract ne. IL.

Propel a barrow ?-I am speaking from experience that a man can
excavate about ten yards a day.

4b43. Bave you in any way formed an opinion of the value of this Sifton's extra
extra haut of Sifton & Co.'s ? - -It would be at least one-third more. ha" one-thtrd

Their estimates were one-third less. a yard.

4844. Do you mean that from making up the estimates from time to.
tine, yon have ascertained that any given number of men take ont one-
third less, with this long haut than they would have taken ont if t hey had
011ly the regulation haul ?-Yes, than they did on other portions of the
r0ad with the same quantity of earth.

4945. Then assuming the value to be 26 ets. per yard, yon make
the cost to the contractor of this extra haul about 9 ets. per yard ?
'_Yes, about that; one-third or a little under 9 cta. per yard.

4846. Would he be entitled to something besides that for providing contraetor entit-
Plank and trestie work on which those barrows were wheeled ?-Yes; more onn
it took a great deal more for the long haut than for the short one. of pank and

trestle work.
4847. Have you estimated what would be a fair price for that ?-No;

it Was done by the men before I had anything to do with that part, and
I cOuld not give an estimate. It was a very expensive work, the men
had to make the plank with broad axes and small axes in the woods.

4848. Who was your engineer in charge ?-Mr. Thompson. Tho"po, eng-eelacharge.
4849. Were you one of his assistants ?-Yes.
4850. At the time that the work was going on was it discussed

between you and Mr. Thompson whether it might be the foundation of
a Cltim between the contractor and the Government ?-He said it wonld
he an open claim, that at present Mr. R>wan controlle'I that ditch as
rf Off-take drain.

4851. Was it the practice to move the earth from off-take drains Practice as to ofr-
into the line of embankments ?-No. take drains.

4852. But in this case the material was moved from the ditch into
the bank, as a rule ?-The bank was made out of the ditch.
. 4853. So that the practice in this instance was different to the practice Rule broken.
1n respect to other off-take ditches ?-Yes; according to the specifi-
eation off-take ditches run at right angles to the line, while this ran
Paralle1 to the line throughout; there was no diversion or angle what-
ever.

4854. Do you know what proportion of this material taken from this
diteh was put upon the line ?-I could not say that, becauso I arrived
there before that portion of the road was disputed.

4855. Upon another item of this clai m-this change of location-do claim relating to
YO1 remernber the locality at which the change was made ?-Yes; I aIcnge of loca-

have been over the ground.

4856. Was it made at more than one locality ?-Not that I am aware
of it was made from the northern survey to the southern one.

4857. I mean about the locality on the line-for instance, the number Locahtyor
of the station ?-It was made a short distance east of Brokenhead change.
ýiPver-I should say about station 1020. I would not be positive in
that matter, but if 1 had the profile I could tell.
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**trat N. 4858. Was it only in the neighbourhood of that locality ?-That is
4ontactor' the one I am cognizant of.

Line changed for 4859. For what length was it changed ?-It was changed for a
a nurnberofimilesn
between Broken- number of miles, between Brokenhead to near Whitemouth River.
bead to near
Wbitenouth 4860. How far was it changed at the most extreme point ?-In the
River. neighbourhood of twenty miles.

4861. I mean what distance was it changed in the south ?-In sone
places it might be a mile. I think a mile would be the extreme distance
at any point.

4862. At the extreme point the new lino was only a mile south of
the located line ?-About that.

4863. Was there any considerable difference in the quality of the
material which bad to be removel, occasioned by that change of loca-
tion ?-Yes.

Qualutyofmatert- 4864. What kind of material. was it upon the first located lino ?-
eavier In th The greatest part of the northern lino was high and dry, gravel and

new location. sandy ridges.
4865. Did it cover any part of the Julius Muskeg region ?-Yes ; but

that portion of it was narrower and the soundings were not so deep.
Change to sout.h

made it necessary
tu cross a greater
tength of Jullus
Muskeg.

Work on southern
line 25 to 80 per
eent. dearer.

Three-fourths of
northern lUne
eoulId have been
worked at
cheaper rate.

Manner of taking
progress esti-
mates.

4866. So that change to the south made it necessary to cross a
greater length of the Julius Muskeg ?-Yes; a more difficult part. ,

4866½. The greater part of the northern line you say was sand and
gravel ?-A great deal of it was high-what we would call dry ridges -
in fact it is from the neighbou hood of the old lino they take out tho
ballast for the purpose of ballasting the road.

4867. Would that be done by hand labour, or would machinery
be used ?-Ilorses, scrapers and waggons would be used.

48ê8. Would that be less expensive to the contractors than hand
labour with barrows ?-Certainly.

4869. What per cent. cheaper?--Were I the contractor myself I
would say 25 per cent. cleaper-perhaps 30 per cent. cheaper. It
would be bO per cent. cheaper at least.

4870. Then it would cost noarly 50 per cent. more to do the same
amount of work on the southern lino ?-Certainly it would. The greater
part of the southern lino was covered with water until it was drawn off.

4871. How much of the western lino do you think could have beeni
worked at this cheaper rate than the southern line ?-Three-fourths of
it.

4872. Could you state between what stations?-No; I would rather
state between what points. It is three years since I have beca there
and I have forgotten the number of the stations; I would say about
station 1020, a point near Brokenhead River, to station 2240 near
Whitemouth ; that is as near as I can come to it, I will not swear tO
that.

4873. What is about the mileage of that distance ?-Nearly twentY
miles.

4874. In taking progress estimates of work executed do they number
fron station to station in the estimates ?-No; not in returning the
estimates, we take our estimates on the lino from station to station but
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we do not return them from stations, but very often in a lump sum, or c..toma.
1POM station to station as the engineer in charge would direct. It would ciasm..
'depend on his fancy, but on 14 it was done.

4875. Have you made up any calculation of the amount of extra
cOst to which the contractors would be put by this change of line ?-
I could not do that, because I am not aware of the quantities that were on
the north line ; unless I knew the quantities that were in the northern
line it would be impossible for me to do it, but I have considered the
Idifference in expense between the north and south lines.

4876. Not knowing actual quantities on the north line which Was Northern Une
%ot worked, have you any idea what percentaze of the south line should onld a 5e been
'bear the additional price you have named? -Were I the contractor for yard cheaperthan
these two lines to-morrow, I would take the northern line at 5 ets. he southern one,
Per yard cheaper than the southern one.

4877. You mean for the whole length of line ?-Tes.
4878. Da you mean by that that you thiLk the extra cost of that

Work to Sifton & Ward was as mucl as 5 ets. a yard over the whole
lengti of the south line ?-I do think so; I am speaking of between
these two points.

4879. You mean as far as it relates to those t wenty miles alteration? -
es; between Brokenhead and Whitemouth.

4880. Do you know what the object was in changing the location ?-
do not, unless to make a nice profile upon paper; that is the only

t'eason I could assign for it. Engineer's/
Eenatract No. 14~

4881. Have you any other matter connected with the Pacifie Railway claim made by
pon which you wish to give evidence ?-I have sone accounts which r"' Goy
lent in to the paymaster.

4882. Do you wish to puoduce it ?-Yos; I produce it. (Exhibit
No. 99.)

4883. How did this account arise ?-It arose by refusal of payment.
4884. You mean refusal to pay it to you ?-Yes.
4885. Who refused to pay it ?-The paymaster.
488t. Who was the paymaster ?-Mr. Nixon. He gives bis reasons Nixinraeaaon
r not doing so in that letter. (Pointing to Exhibit.) pay thls cla ni.

4887. I see this is for an amount which you contend was paid to a
cook ?-Yes ; that is one of the letters. I had several of thern destroyed.

4888. Did you employ the cook ?-Yes.
4889. In what capacity were you acting when you employed him ?-
assistant engineer on the road.

4890. Was it on this same contract 14 ? -Yes.
4891. Is it the common practice of assistant engineers to employ

Oks on the road ? -It was the common practice.

4892. Were there any rules laid down, about it ?-No; there were
1o rules until this arose.

th4893. I see that Mr. Nixon states that you have not complied with
I rules of the service ?-Yes.

21
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Contract No. 1 489. Wbat rule does he refer to ?-That I should employ a persob
WItness accumedof non-compi- on my section and send him in to him, and thon have him travel backc
ance with rules. to my house.

4895. Was that the usual practice ?-No ; never.
4896. Do yon mean that you were not aware at the time of employ-

ing this cook that it was part of the regulations of the service ?-No;,
I was not.

4897. How were you made aware that there was any contention ona
the part of the paymaster that such a regulation exiited ?-Payment
was refused.

Payment refused 4898. Did he mention the particulars of that rule to vou at the timebecanse he emn-
ployed a womnan payment was refused ?-No; the first payment that was refused was
and not a man. when I employed a woman instead of a man. Payment was refused on

that account, because I employed a woman.
4'99. Is the employment and payment af this woman part of this-

elaim of yours now ?-Yes. I was a man with a fam-ly and I considered
i should have a woman instead of a man in the bouse with my wife.
consequently I employed a woman, and payment was refused.

4900. Was there any rule at that time that cooks should be men
cooks ?-It was understood that on surveys cooks should be men.

4901. Is it on construction ?-I was not made aware of it.
4902. This letter alludes only to one cook, Paul Boucher ?-He is a

Frenehman; there were several others. By referring to their books
we can find the whole thing, and whether these mon have been paid or
not.

4903. By referring to what books ?-The paymaster's books.
Claim for pay-
ment to several 4904. Is your claim for payment to other cooks as well?-Certainly.
Cooks.

4905. Thon this letter does not refer to your whole claim ?-No
because I have no letters in reference to the whole claim.

4906. How much is your claim for payment to Boucher ?-I could
not say just now.

4907. Does your claim consist of the payments to these two individ-
als: the woman cook and Paul Boucher ?-There were others.

Objection@to pay- 4908. But what was the difficulty about those ?-Because they wereruent where men
employed. employed in the same mannor.

4909. You mean you did not send them to Winnipeg to report them-
selves ?-Yes ; by not sending them to Winnipeg to report and having
them come back again. I live thirty-three miles east of Red River.

4910. Is there any other objection to your claim than the two yo
have named: that one was a woman and that the other men cooks
did not travel to Winnipeg to report themselves and come back again?
-That is the only objection made by Mr. Rowan.

4911. Have you paid these men and these cooks ?-Yes.
4912. Was it the usual practice to reimburse to engineers the amount

they disbursed to cooks ?- Ye?.
4913. Have you paid these men ?-I have. Mr. Sifton carried one Of

these orders in to get the wages for these men, and he was refused
because I could not come-and the woman left me.
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4914. Have you any other claim besides these ?-None whatever. Contra t N. 14.

4915. There is here a claim for house rent ?-The second claim is for ciaim for hous
house rent, but it is not in connection with section 14; that is on the rent, $237.5o.

branch.

4916. What is the amount of that claim ?-8237.50.
4917. low did that arise ?-When I went on the branch I supposed

I was to act as every other engineer on the road did, and that my rent
Would be paid and furniture supplied me.

4918. Was there any arrangement upon that subject at the time you
Went to this bouse ?-No; not at that time. Mr. Rowan afterwards, in
March, told me that he would see it would be paid.

4919. Is this the amount that you actually disbursed ?-No; I did
nIot disburse it all, because you see there is an amount for furniture. I
l.lsed my own furniture.

4920. How much of it did you disburse for rent of bouse ?-For the
Six months and a half in Winnipeg I paid $20 a month, and for the five
MfOnths in Emerson I paid $10 a month.

4921. The rest of the claim is for the use of your own furniture ?-
Yes.

4922. At the time you rented this house you say there was no under-
Standing upon the subject ?-N o; not at the time.

4923. You took it for granted that they would pay you ?-Certainly;
because every other engineer on the road was paid.

4924. What is the objection to paying it ?-I do not know what the
Objection is, but it was refused. Mr. Brophy, when he came up here
last sunimer, was willing to pay it. I put in the bill and he signed it.
1 sent it to Mr. Rowan and he refused to pay it, so Mr. Brophy toldtule.

4925. Have you had any connection with the Canadian Pacific Railway sretoun-bOsides these two matters on which you have spoken ?-I was on the Peanb. Branch.
Perbina Branch line a little over a year. Contract i.. 5.

4926. In what capacity ?-In charge from Red River to Emerson-
Otterburn Station it i8 called now.

4927. That is on the South Pembina Branch ?-Yes.
4928. What is the length of that part of the branch ?-Abont fortyIn1lefs.
4929. Was it on construction ?-Yes.

4930. For what time ?-From 12th July, 1878, to Ist August, 1879.
4231. When did the road begin to run ?-The first rail was laid on Commenced totbe 2 2nd November, 1878, and then they commenced to run forwa.d run, I5th Decem-

n'itil they connected. They were laying the road from both ends. They
eOnImenced to run on them about the 15th. Decembr.

4932. You were looking after the Government interests then ?-Yes.
' .. 3Rowan next4233. Who was your next superior officer ?-Mr. R >wan. aupertor officer.

4934. Was the line built according to specification ?-Yes.
21½
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Penb. Branch.
<'Cntract No. 5.
aImieuityhetween
qovern ent and
-ontractor about
Xies.

Instructions as to
accepting ties.

4935. Was there any difficulty between the Government and the
contractor upon that subject about the portion over which you were in
charge ?-There was some difficulty about ties.

4936. What was the difficulty ?-The great difficulty was that they
were chopped instead of being sawed, and some of them were a )ittlo
short.

4937. Did yon accept them as the engineer in charge?-I followed
the instructions of Mr. Rowan.

4938. What were his instructions.?-His instructions were, in the
first place, not to accept any that wero not cut square on the ends and
of one length; afterwards he gave me instructions to take them two
inches shorter than eight feet, if they were cut with a short scarfinstead
of a long one and all the stub ends cut off.

4939. Did you accept them under these instructions ?-Yes.
'Contractors 4940. Thon did that end the difficulty ?-It ended the difflculty, but
dissatisfied. it did not end the grumbling of the contractors; they were not very

well satisfied and they suffered a good deal. The ties were principally
American ties ; they came from the American side of the lino.

4941. Who was the party furnishing the ties ?-Willis & Co.
4942. Was it a contract for ties alone ?-I believe it was a separate

contract. However, that had nothing to do with me; there were to be
so many ties at a certain price, and the Americans supplied a certain
number of a certain length.

4943. Is there any other matter connected with the railway about
which you wish to give evidence ?-No.

SiFTON.

M&Mtemanee-
Contract No. 1.
Expense of keep-
lng Une In repair
and operatlng
45,100 a year.

JOHN W. SIFToN's oxamination continued:

By the Chairman:-

4944. Can you give the estimate which was alluded to in your former
evidence about the telegraph lino ?-I think I can. I can give very
nearly an approximate estimate. The expense of keeping the line iii
repair, operating, and wages, about $5,100 a year. That includes
renewals of poles.

umeeipts orUne. 4945. I suppose it includes repairs of every kind : wire and other
matter nocessary to maintain the lino in good order ?-Yes ; and oper-
ating as well. The receipts of the lino vary very much. The first two
years it was very smalt-perhaps under $400 a year-but it has kept
increasing from that time to this. It runs from $100 to 8150 a montb.

-bout $150 a It ii about $150 a month at the present time. It is very uncertain.Month. Some months we have a very small amount of business over the lino, but
that is about the a erage.

4946. Have you not made up the aggregate of tLe expenses for
repairs and maintenance from the beginning until now ?-1 have not.

4947. Have you for any particular period ?-No, I have not; but I
can do it very nearly, I think. I think the books are in such a shape
I could got it.
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4948. In your opinion has the cost of repairs, and maintenance, and "nt"rt N@. '.
Operating cxceeded the amount of receipts ?-t bas not exceeded the
receipts-that is including what I have received from the Government
as well as the profits of the line.

4949. I mean irrespective of that item ?-Yes; very much exceeded. Maintenance has
The maintenance, and operating, and keeping in repair have exceeded bye rper cept,

the receipts at least 300 per cent.
4950. In round numbers can you say about bow much you have s20oo spent on

expended up to this time in maintaining, repairing, and operating ?- m"annance ad
eAponue $2pto0 operating to date.-
A bout 820,000.

4951. Can you say about how much you have received for the use $5,O0 recelved for

of the line ?-About $5,000. use or une.

4952. I suppose that under your contract with the Government you Bound to main-
Were obliged to maintain and repair the line to the same extent as you cont. under
have done now, and whether you operate it yourself, or whether the
Government or some one else operates it ?-Yes.

4953. There has been no excessive cost on account of operating it
Yourself ?-No.

4951. What bas it cost you to operate the line altogether, up to now, $5,000 spent on
independent of the maintenance and repairs ?-About $5,000: some- oPerating alone.
thing less than that.

4955. So that setting off the receipts against the operating expenses,
the receipts are only a little higher ?-tt is about tfre same thing.
There is very little difference.

4956. Your receipts are impro\ ing eadh year ?-Yes.
4957. How much longer have you the privilege of retaining the

receipts ?-One year.
4958. What do you estimate the probable receipts at ?-I estimate Probable recelpt

the probable receipts for next year at about $2,500. 42,5O0.

4959. And what do you estimate the probable expenses of operating $1,200estimate for
Only ?-About 81, 00. operating.

4960. So that on the whole transaction you will probably be a gainer
tO the extent of $1,300 in the profits over and above the operating
expenses ?-Yes; 1 think that will cover the whole. It is a very fair
estimate. I would just like to say that the greatest experse for repairs
has originated at or near Lake Manitoba-near Dog Lake. There is
a place there where, although the swamps are not deep, there is con-
siderable water, and the great difficulty has originated there and at the
erossing of Lake Manitoba. We had agreed with the Government
about a certain arrangement to cross the lake by driving in piles and
setting the polos on them, but the poles did not remain there. In con-
Seque, ce of that we have had to carry the line around through a swamp
a good distance. You were asking me the other day if there was not
a &ood deal of complaint about the keeping up of the lino. All our
difficulty arose in that place. There is a section of about eight or ten
nlie 8 where there is a great deal of water, and it is very hard to keep
uP the poles, as the wind blows them down. As to the cost of the line,
't bas cost me about $15,000 more than I received from the Government;
that is, provided I receive the balance of percentage that is retained
still in the hands of the Government.

BaIinee in favour
of contractor in a
comparison be-
tween profits and

° 0eratfng.
part of contract.
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June Io August.

4961. You credit that to the transaction as if you were sure to get it ?
-Yes; I will be out of pocket about $15,000 upon the construction.

4962. Irrespective of the operating ?-Yes.

4963. The operating will save you to the extent of $1,300 ?-Yes.
By Mr Keeer :-

4964. What is the worst season of the year to maintain it ?-Fron
the beginning of June to the middle of August is the worst season of
the year.

By the Chairman:-
4965. I think you have said that you bad acquired the interest of the

whole firm ?-I had.
4966. When you speak of this loss, it is of the loss to the whole firm ?

-Yes.
4967. i think you said you had an arrangement with the Govern-

ment about putting in poles ?-Yes.

4968. With whom was that arrangement ?-With br. Fleming.
Arrangement 4969. What was the arrangement ?-In our contract we had so much

="tti*ngtpses a mile fbr prairie, and so much a mile for wood land.
there was 4970. But nothing for carrying it over water ?-Nothing for carry-

ing it over water; but this was a greater extent than it could be car-
ried over with one span, and we made an arrangement with Mr.
Fleming to put in piles there. It was thought that by putting in piles
and connecting the poles with them that they would stand, and we
drove the piles in in the winter.

4971. Was that done on your own account?-No ; under an under-
standing with Mr. Fleming as to what was to be done. Thon, in the
next spring, they ail went away.

By Mr. Keefer :-
4972. Was it with the ice ?-Yes; in the spring the water rises there

before the ice goes out.
Poles and piles 4973. Were the piles carried away or only the potes ?-Yes; the
carried away. polos too.

By the Chairman:-

4974, How was it managed thon ?-Afterwards we mado a pier with
piles and filled it with stones.

ment for inain"g 4975. The Government did not assist you in that ?-No; we were to
pier and ffllng receive $2,000 for the first work we did there.With stones.

4976. You mean in this wator stretch at Lake Manitoba ?-Yes ; and
at Dog Lake.

4977. Did you furnish the poles and everything under this arrange-
ment with the Government ?-Yes; but they would not stand.

4978. Has that claim been paid ?-No.
4979. That is still a claim on your part against the Government ?-

Yes.
4980. Is there ary dispute about the correctness of it ?-No; I do

not think there is.
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4981. Has it been a subject of discussion or argument between you contract Ne. 1.

and the.Department ?-No.
49E2. Is there any other matter connected with the Canadian Pacifie

Railway which you wish to explain ?-No; nothing else.

ARLES WITEHEAD'S examination continued: CHARLES
WHITEHEAD.

By the Chairman :- ailway Con-
straction-

4983. Do you know anything about the arrangement between your Contract NO ..
lather, the contractor for section 15, and Sifton, Ward & Co., contractors
for 14, respectively, for the finishing of the east end of section 14 ?-I ASis'h,s*e;..a
had some conversation with the contractors, Ward & Farwell, as to Co.
the completing of it. FarwII suggested

4984. How was that conversation brought about ?-Between Mr. to witness that
Parwell and myself. He suggested the propriety of my father doing should finish
the work. work at east end

of contract 14.
4985. Did I understand that at this time you were acting for your

father ?-Yes; ho suggested the propriety of doing the work for Sifton,
Ward & Co., and conpleting that particular fill-this heavy fill.
BY so doing, their price, if allowed for extra haul, would be some-
thing over $1 per yard. Nature of negoti-

4986. Was that understood to be the result at that time ?-Yes, ations as o doing
that was his agreement, you will understand, with me, that we should work.
'do it for them, and that would be the result if it was done for them-
that they would gel the extra haul, which would bring up the total to
Over Si per yard. I told them I did not think the Government
'would stand thatkind ofdeal; that they would not have it. I told him that
if we did eomplete it we would complete it under the Government, but I
'did fnot think my father would complete it for them. I advised with
iy father to that effect-not to complote it for Sifton, Ward & Co.; and Anticpated price
'Whatever arrangements he might make to make them through the toreompleting dli

'Government for the completion. I told him I thought there would be finding the earth
nIO difficulty in getting +0 ets. per yard for completng it. at their own risk.

4987. Was that to inclade all the h.ul recessary ?-Yes.
By Mr. Keefer :-

4988. Taking the earth from the same place ?-Wherever we could
get it.

By the Chairman
4989. Finding it at your own risk ?-Finding it at our own risk and

illing it for 40 ets.
4990. What did that lead to ?-Mr. Marcus Smith came along just

about this time-just after this conversation had occurred-and I told
M1. Smith that I thought my father would fill it for that price-for
40 ets. per yard. Mr. Ward was up about tbat time. He spoke to me about
It and said that ho wanted that we should do it. Henry Sifton-I don't
7krlow whether ho is one of the contractors or not, but ho was doing that
enid of the contract-wanted to fill it himself, so Mr. Ward told me,
but that ho would not listen to anything of the kind, that ho had.
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3Et"miwo con-

contract me. 14 enough' of 14, and ho wanted that we should do the balance of the-
*th*fto= a work for the Government and that they should be relieved of iL.

WaC deired to 4991. Was that what Mr. Ward wanted ?-Yes; that they should be,
have his farm relieved of the contract, and that we were to complote it.
relieved of the
contractanathat 4992. Do you mean that that portion of the line which you wore to
ehould do the un. finish should no longer be dealt with as between them and the
inished work. Government ?-Yes; and that we should complete it.

4993. That it should be dealt with as if it were never part of the
contract ?-Yes.

4,194. Do you know whether his partners agreed to that proposition ?
-1 talked to Mr. Farwell afterwards and ho seemed to- think so.

4995. Was it from that talk with Mr. Farwell that you understood
he agreed to it ?-Yes, I think so; they all seemed to be agreeable to
it at the time.

4996. Was it spoken of between you and Mr. Farwell after you had
had the talk with Mr. Ward, as a matter that should be regarded as if it
had never been in any way part of their contract ?-Y es; that was the
understanding with me. Every time I talkel with him and every con-
versation I had, I think that they were glad to get rid of it.

4997. Did ho lead you to understand that ho was willing that the-
matter should be arranged as Mr. Ward proposed ?-I did not tell him
anything about what Mr. Ward had said to me.

4998. On a similar basis, thon ?-Yes; ho seemed to be quite satisfied
with the arrangemeit.

4999. Were you present at the time the arrangement was concluded
between your father and thom ?-No; I generally talked these mat-
tors up, and then told my father what would be best to do, and then ho
did that part of the business here. I gave him my ideas what I
thought ho ought to get, and what it would be done for.

5000. So that what you knew of the final arrangements was frorm'
conversations before that with W ard, Farwell and Henry Sifton ?-Yes;
and with my father afterwards.

5001. Is there any other matter connected with the finishing of the-
line upon which you wish to give evidence ?-No; there is not.

5002. Do you know whether the agreement between Farwell and
your father was submitted to any legal uentleman ?-I am not certain.
I recollect telling him, however, at the time to be sure that he did not
have anything to do with Sifton, Ward & Co., that we wanted our
transaction to be with the Government entirely.

5003. Did I understand that you managed generally the affairs of
your father in connection with this work ?-On the work entirely, and
when ho was away I managed lis finances here. When ho was away
I would go into town, but my business was chiefly to attend to the work.

5004. Did you at any time attend to work for him at other places;
at Ottawa, for instance ?-I did not do much for him at Ottawa.

f . ~5005. Did you have any transactions for him at any time with Mr.
papera, &c. Mackintosh, on his account ?-I do not know anything about the Mac-

Kfnows nothing kintosh affair, only from hearsay. I do not know anything of my owiaitifaanesen. knowledge.
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5006. Did you assist in dealing with Mr. Mackintosh as to the return
Of any monoy or paper, or anything of that kind ?-Yes ; I did not go
to Mackintosh myself, but I had my father's attorney go to him.

5007. Who was that ?-Mr. Bain.
5008. Was Mackintosh here ?-No. Mr. Bain was in Ottawa.
5009. Was that Mr. Bain of the firm of Bain & Blanchard ?-Yes.
5010. Did you know Mackintosh personally, at that time?-Yes,

I have seen him. I think I saw him when I was down there, but Inever
lentioned about the transaction to him.

5011. Was it done entirely through your attorney and Mackintosh ?
-Yes; it was done with Mr. Bain.

5012. What was the result of the transaction ?-I think he got back
11y father's acceptances for about $11,000.

5013. Did you see those acceptances ?-I think I have, but I would
hot be certain.

5014. Were they got back by Mr. Bain at the time that you were
there ?-Yes; they were got back in December last.

5015. lad they matured before that, or were they running ?-I
Would not be sure, but I thiLk they were running.

5016. Did you say you do not know whother you saw them then or
at any time since ?-I think I have seen them bore at Mr. Bain's
Office, but I would not be sure; I know ho got them.

5017. Who was it retained Mr. Bain at that time ?-I think it was
a great deal through myself.

5018. Did you take any part in the instructions to Mr. Bain ?-
Only in this way: I feit that my father had been- I do not know how
tO put it exactly. He went and got the acceptances back. I knew that
the acceptances had been given in Ibis way : when my father was
away some of those acceptances would come up here; some of them I
Would pay, but others I would allow to go to protest. I wanted to
know from my father if Mackintosh had other acceptances, and ho said
ho had, but ho did not know how much. Mr. Bain and I had talked
the matter over as we would any of my father's business transactions,
and Mr. Bain, as well as myself, thought it was only right that we
should endeavour to get the acceptances back. I do not know that my
father said that we were to get them back. Those were matters I very
requently said nothing to hin about until I got them made right.

5019. Then you did what you thought was in his interest, sometimes
'without bis authority ?-Yes, when I felt that ho had been swindled.
ýThat is the idea.

5020. Did you say that those acceptances would sometimes come up
tO be paid by you ?-Yes, when my father was away; otherwise I would
never know of them at alil.

5021. Can you say what all the acceptances given by him to
Mackintosh would amount to, judging from what you have seen ?-I
'eOuld not be quite positive; I should say over $30,000.

5022. Have you any means of knowing how much of them bas been
Paid from your knowledge of your father's business?-I could not say

ielping W!ewa-
a eo r, ae.--

Sent Bain tor
Mackntoaeh for
acceptances.

Acceptances to
arnount of $11,»
given Up.

Total amount of

aceptance giveto Mackintosh.
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Aoutr *o 14. how much has been paid, but I think somothing over $20,000 in round
About $20,000paid numbers. I may be mistaken; it may be more, it may be less, but I

have that idea from what I have seen.
5023. Do you know, or have you any reason to believe, that any gift,

or promise, or advantage, was promised or made by your fathor to any
one, on account of this transaction: the contract for section 15 ?-I ao
not know of any. Remuneration do you mean?

5024. It may have been a bonus; I am speaking of gifts as well as
remuneration, or any kind of advantage ?-I do not know. I cannot
say that I do.

5025. You are aware that he bas given something to Sutton &
Thompson and something to Charlton ? -Yes; from what he tells me.

5026. And this amount to Mackintosh ?-Yes; from what he tells me
I know that he bas given to Mackintosh, and from those acceptances
coming forward to him when I was acting for him.

5027. Did you ever have any conversation at all upon the subject
with Mackintosh ?-No; I did not wish to have. The only conversa-
tion I had about the matter would be with my father, and that was not
of a very pleasing character, as 1 was exasperated at him doing anything
so silly.

5028. Was there anything else about this matter upon which you
wished to give evidence ?-No; I do not know that there is.

SUTHERLAND WiNNIPEo, Monday, 20th September, 1880.

Fort Frances HUoHi SUTHERLAND, sworn and examined:
AOCK.

Resident in Win-
nipeg during six
y'ears.

aook charge of
work at Fort
Frances Lock at
the opening of
navigation, 1875.

By the Chairman :-
5029. Where do you live ?-In Winnipeg.
5030. How long have you lived bore ?-I have been bere off and on

for six years, but I did not come here to reside permanently until about
a year ago-that is I did not bring my family here until last winter;
but still I may say I am resident bore for six years.

5031. Was this your headquarters for business purp>ses ?-Yes, this
was my headquarters; in the summer time espocially.

5032. Where was your principal residence before a year ago ?-In
this country. Of course I was travelling backwards and forwards
through the country and down to Ontario.

5033. Were you engaged on any business connected with the Canadian
Pacific Railway at any time ?-Nothing, unless the Fort Frances Look
is included in that. That is the only thing.

5034. Assuming that to be a portion of the works of the Canadisa
Pacifie Railway, thon you were ?-Yes.

5035. When were you first engage1 in that ?-I think I first took
charge ol that work in 1875.

5036. What time of the year ?-About the opening of navigation.
5037. In what capacity wore you engaged ?-I suppose it was in the

capacity of superintendent of the different works-roally inspector.
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5038. Inspector of what ?-Of various public works. Fort Frances
Lock was a portion, and the Government Buildings west at Battleford
4ind Fort Pelly.

5039. Do you mean that you were engaged inspecting works Of characterin
other persons, and managing works ?-Not being permanently located "peowyed.
m any one place I look on my capacity as more inspector than local
14aanager. There were men appointed under me, and it was my duty to
go from place to place and report.

5010. Iad you power to direct the operations as well as inspeet
thern?-Yes; I had power to direct the operations in anything that
came within my instructions.

5041. Then whatever may have been the name of the office, it was
a fact manager as well as inspector ?-I presume it was; it would be
mYore that of general manager, 1 suppose,

5042. Had you any written instructions when you first took charge of Received written
the Locks at Fort Frances ?-Yes ; I always received written instructions urne ns rrom.

f'rom time to time on what to proceed with.

5043. From whom did these instructions come generally ?-Generally
from the Secretary of the Public Works Department, upon the author-
ity, 1 suppose, of the Minister. It generally comes from the Secretary.

5044. You assume, of course, that they were properly authorized ?
-Yes; I supposo se.

5045. Did you report to the Engineer-in-Chief, Mr. Fleming, at any Aiways sent his
timne ? -No, I think my reports were ail sent to the Secretary of the r®rt ,uri-
. ublic Works Department, because it was from that Department I got works.
iIlstructions; of course I reported to him.

5046. Were the operations directed by the Engineer-in-Chief?-Some- sometimes con-
times he was consulted. m-Chie.

5047. By you? -Yes, occasionally I consulted him; but I always
Understood that my directions came from the Department. I did not
know whether there was any difference. My instructions came from
the Secretary. I do not know whether they came through the engi-
rIeers.

5048. You did not consider yourself a subordinate of the Engineers'
Department ?-No; I had nothing to do with the engineers at ail, except
8Ore person who was appointed specially for my work.

5049. Was any person appointed to take charge of engineering mat-
ters On that work ?-Yes.

5050. Who was that ?-I believe the first one appointed was Mr. Mor- Mortimer ap-
tim2er, a civil engineer. engineer.

5051. What was his duty ?-He located the works at Fort Frances on his departure
and surveyed them; then Mr. Hazlewood personally inspected then fowan acted.
and gave instructions. After that Mr. Mortimer was sent away some-
thhore, and subsequently Mr. Rowan did anyth ng that was required in
the engineering line.

5052. Do I understand that Mr. Mortimer resided at the Locks when
wa employed there ?-No; he waa surveying in the vicinity of the
eks before we commenced to have a local engineer in that part of thecountry. This work was assigned to him until he was removed to some

other place, and then Mr. Hazlewood took charge.
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Fort Vances
Lock.

No engineer In
charge of the
works ;
. ortimer,
Hazlewood and
Rowan exercised
each a partial
supervision.

Character of
engineering sup.-
erviNion.

No permanent
e®gineer In
charge.

5053. Did Mr. lazlewood reside there ?-No, he resided at Thunder
Bay; but be was very often over the line.

5054. Over what line ?-The Dawson route to Fort Frances.
5055. Who sncceeded Mr. Hazlewood ?-L think Mr. Rowan followeJ

Mr. Hazlewood.
5056. Did he reside there ?-No; he resided here. Mr. Rowan visited

the place too.
5057. Was there any engineer in charge of the works ?-No, there

was no other engineer in charge of works; there was a leveller sent
there for a short time, but he was there under Mr. Hazlewool or Mr.
Mortimer. I think Mr. Mortimer, Mr. Hazewood, and Mr. Rowan are
the only three engineers that had anything to do with it.

5058. What proportion of the time do you think Mr. Mortimer spen t
at these works ?-He had bis headquarters there, and bis office and hie
survey parties were out not very far from there, in different directions.
That was bis headquarters, so be spent a considerable portion of his
time there.

5059. When Mr. Mortimer left, how far had the work progressed ?-
Really I cannot say just now. He first surveyed the work, laid out all
the works, put down all the pickets, made sections of it, drew the plans;
then he was sent off for a while and came back again-he was back and
forward. I-could not tell when he left there, but Mr. Mortimer and
Mr. Hazlewood were sometimes there together. The way I understand
the thing-Mr. lazlewood was chief man and Mr. Mortimer was carry-
ing out bis instructions.

5060. You think that Mr. Mortimer left the place before the actual
works of construction were commenced ?--No; he was there a long
time doing works of construction. After laying the work ont he went
away for a short time, came back again, and he was there a consider-
able time during the progress of the work that year or next year; but
it is pretty hard to say from memory: people change about so often,
there from one place to another.

5061. D'd you get a plan of the Lck from Mr. Mortimer ?-1 did.
5062. Do you know where that is now ?-I might be able to find it.

I do not know whether one of the engineers or my assistant, who waS
left in charge, bas it. I do not think there would be any difficulty in
tinding it.

5063. During all the time that those works were going on was there
any person residerit at that place who had charge of Goverment
interests, as far as engineering was concerned ?-Not always; there
were just the engineers I have mentioned who were travelling about
from place to place. Sometimes they were resident there. Mr. Mor-
timer had his headquarters there; and Mr. Hazlewood frequently cale
over the line, he made bis headquarters there in bis progress west.. 1
think further this way Mr. Rowan had charge of this end. That was
the extent of bis route, from Thunder Bay to Fort Frances.

5064. What proportion of time after the works were commenced do
you think that any one represonting the Governmont interests was col
stantly at the works-I mean Government interests in engineerirg ?--
I could not say, but I could say this: that there was no permanent
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engineer in charge. It would be very hard for me to sum up the time
that ail these men were there.

5065. Do you think that one day in the weok was spent there by
SOmfe Government engineer, putting all the days together ? - [t might
be possible.

5066. I mean to ask if you can tell ?-No; I did not keop any record
Of their time.

5067. Then at present you are not able to say that any person stayed
a unch as one day in the week at the works inspecting the engineer-

Ing ?-No engineer was.
5068. In the absence of any engineer,who looked after the engineering in the absence of

Portion of the work ?-That was leit to the foreman over the works. enfre-
Of course, the engineering of that work was not very great anyway. ed engineering

There was nothing very difficult about it, and after the plans were work.
Once drawn out and the levels ail taken, it was not a very hard matter
tO get along, because it was very plain work; and if we at any time incases of dff-

&ad any doubt about it being at the proper levels, we always had had recourse to
access to some of the engineers, Mr. Hazlewood at one end and Mr. .rthRaaiewood

tOwan at this end. On one occasion we sent for Mr. Rowan to come
Out there. We thought there was something wrong with the levels,
end he went out and settled it. There was not much difficulty after ail.

5069. When you say " we," who do you mean ?-Myself, if I happened
tO be there, or the foreman of the works, Mr». Thompson.

5070. How much of the time did you happen to be there ?-I had, of
eourse, to travel about 1,200 miles. I suppose I made two or three visits
<uring the summer there, and then up to Saskatchewan.

5071. How long would each of those visits be ?-I would remain Character or
there sometimes a week, sometimes two weeks; it just depended on suptervision or
how much there was to unravel, and how much I had to do. If 1 witness.

thought they were getting along well I did not stay long, and if they
Were not I used to stay until they were ail right.

5072. How long used these visits to be ?-Sometimes a week-I have
bDeen thero only a day or two-and sometimes two weeks, if not longer ;
't Would depend on the distance of my visits. The longer I was away
the longer i used to remain at the Lock when I returned.

5073. In the absence of the engineer, you say the foreman would
take charge of the works ?-Yes.

6074. Who was lie ?-Matthew Thompson. soa, erThomp.
5075. Where does he live now ?-At West Lynne.
5076. Had you any authority to direct the works in preference to

Thonpson-I mean had ho higber authority than you, or a lower one ?
'lie referred any matters to me, and generally when I arrived there
SWent over the whole thing with him and gave him advice; gave

decisions in anything that was not engineering. Of course, in that
ease, he always had access to the engineers at this end of the lino or
the other.

5077. Whore had you lived before you got this situation ?-At Orillia.

5078. What was your business there ?-I was a contractor.
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5079. Had you any practical knowledge of works ?-Yes; I have
been at works all my life.

5080. What sort of works ?-General contracting: both on railroad
works and buildings.

5081. Contractors are sometimes only parties who contract to build,.
but take no active part in the work; had you any actual knowledge of
the work ?-Yes; I sometimes contracted for work. I might be con-
sidered a practical contractor, because I worked at it from the time I
was fifteen years of age in various branches.

5082. Had you any practical work on locks or canais ?-No.
5083. But you were put in charge of this work, I understand, in

order to direct others ?-Yes; that was so far as carrying out of plans
was concerned. Of course I had not the drafting of any plans. The
plans were put in my hands and I was asked if 1 could carry them out.
I said, of course. Of course the engineering difficulties were settled by
engineers.

5084. Besides the management of the L3cks, did you look after any
other interests of the Governmont ?-Yes.

5085. What other interests ?-The Government buildings at Battie-
ford, Fort Polly and Swan River.

5086. Had you charge of any expenditure at the Locks ?-There was
a paymaster appointed for paying everything.

5087. Who was he ?-Mr. John Logan

5088. Where does he live now ?-He lives in Ontario; I (o not know
exactly where. The last place I know of him residing was at Walker-
ton. He was at Walkerton at the time he was appointefi by the Govern-
ment.

5089. Do you mean that money was placed into his hands to be
expended as he might direct ?-No; I had to countersign his cheques.
He was accountant; he examined ail accounts as to their validity,
recommended ail payments in connection with the works, and made
out the choques. Of course we had certain periods for paying: and
when [ went into Fort Frances this was part of my work, to coanter-
sign these choques and make out a statement and pay the mon. It
was principally confined to wages. The accounts for supplies were
certitied and sent direct to the Department; the Department issued
cheques directly to the parties from whom supplies were purchased.

Supplie@. 5090. Who certified to su certified certified to them, or Mr. Loga
How supplies certified to them. A portion of our supplies-I may say, in fact, a very
were procured large portion of them-were purchased by the purveyor of the Canadian

Pacifie Railway.

6091. Who was that?-He is now a Police Magistrate down bolow,
Mr. Bethune.

5092. Where does he live now ?-I do not know; I understandsome-
where at Cornwall; he is Police Magistrate at Cornwall, I think.

5093. Whore did ho live thon ?-His head office was at Prince
Arthur's Landing; he was purveyor of the Canadian Pacific RailwaY.
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5094. Who informed him as to the quantity of supplies which would Supplies,

be required for this work ?-I presume the order would go from me.
I presume the list would be made up by somebody else.

5095. Did it happen that supplies were sometimes ordered when you If witness was
Were away ?-Yes; no doubt that is the case. suppers wu

5096. How did those orders go fromu you ?-They would be sent to Betliuhne at 0

Mr. Bethune at Prince Arthur's Landing ; if they were short of any- rrince Arthur'&

thing he had instructions to send anything that they were in need of. Landing.

5097. Then those orders would not go through you ?-No; if I
happened to be away they would not go through me.

5098. But you say there were orders sent for supplies at times when
You were away ?-Yes. They had a Government store at Prince
Arthur's Landing from which they deait out supplies.

5099. I am not speaking of dealing them ont at the landing, but of
getting them from Mr. Bethure, to be dealt out at the Locks. Who was
responsible for orders going to Mr. Bethune ? You say that you
Were if you happened to be there ?-I think I gave the greater portion
Of the orders.

5100. Supposing there was. only one order given when you were
away, who was responsible for giving it ?-Mr. Thompson and Mr.
Logan generally consulted: the paymasterand foreman. If they came
to the conclusion that they were going to run out of any particular line
of provisions, then they made out an order and sent it down to Mr.
Bethune.

5101. If you were present, who would give these orders besides your-
Self ?-I would give them, I suppose, or I would endorse their order;
Perhaps, in both cases.

5102. Was there not some person there who was responsible for
ascertaining the supplies required, and who would bring their report to
You ?-Yes.

5103. Who was that person ?-Mr. Thompson.
5104. In gettinig supplies from olher persons besides the Government

Purveyor at Thunder Bay, what was the system ?-The system was,
wVhere we had an opportunity, to take prices from different parties and
bay from the cheapest.

Thompson
responsible for
aecertainlng
the supplies
required.

5105. When you say " we," who do you mean ?-I am speaking of
Iayself and the Goverument party.

5106. Do you mean, in speaking of supplies ordered from Mr.
B6thune, that you individually decided on the articles required and
arranged for their purchase ?-Yes; I think so. I think that I gave the
Orders. There may have been some small orders, but I did the principal
Part of it myself. Generally they made arrangements in the winter for
the.summer supplies. They went around taking prices for flour, gro-
eeries of different kinds, &c., and gave the order for about what they
thought we would require.

5107. Where would you go to get prices ?-In Toronto and diferent Witness as a rule
Places. q t hie prices st

oronto and else.
510. Would you go there to get prices ?-Every winter I had to go where.

own to Ottawa, and after I would get my first instruction about how
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many men I would bave, I could make out all these lists myself. I
knew from practical experience how much we would require, and made
out my orders in that way. Thon I would get prices and give some
person an order, and certify to this account when the goods were
shipped.

5109. When you certified to those accounts for supplies, would you
have knowledge of your own whether they had been supplied or not ?
-We would have shipping receipts of railway or steamboat, or what-
over way they were shipped.

5110. And were these receipts based on your certificate as to quan-
tities supplied ?-Yes; of course we had a farther check. If there was
anything short we had the opportunity of following it up and seeing
whether it was shipped at all or not, and corrected it in that way.

5111. When those supplies reached the Locks, who had the custody
of them ?-Mr. Logan, at first.

5112. Was he called paymaster ?-Paymaster and store-keeper; but
ho could not perform the duties of both offices, they were too much for
him.

5113. Was there a building dovated entirely to the keeping of these
supplies ?-There was.

5114. A separate building ?-Yes.
5115. And had Mr. Logan charge of that as store-keeper at first ?-

Yes; but ho had un assistant. le supervised it.
5116. Who was his assistant ?-He had different clerk3 there. 1

could give the names of several, Messrs. Warren Marr, Bentley and
Wilson, that is all I recollect of being in the Store Department.

5117. Whore does Marr live now ?-In Ingersoll, I think.
5118. What is Bentley's first name ?-L. R.
5119. Where does ho live?-1 think ho is in Chicago.
5120. Did ho live at Orillia ?-No; never. le was a hardware mer-

chant here for years.
5121. What is Wilson's first name ?-G. M. Wilson; ho lives bre.
5122. Who engaged these men as clerks to the paymaster?-I

engaged them.
5123. Where did Marr come from ?-Ingersoll.

5124. Did you engage them down in Ontario ?-Generally; I had
applications in writing from different parties, when I would go dowrn
below. Then, before the navigation opened, I had always Io engage a
certain number of men, because I had to discharge the mon in the
winter, and I had some point for them to meet me at.

5125. Do you remember where Bentley came from? -He came froTn
bore, I engaged him here.

5126. Do you remember where Wilson came from ?-From Toronto.

5127. The expenditure, thon, was directly on account of labour for
work and on account of supplies for persons engaged on the works ?--
Yes.
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5128. Do you remember any principal brancb of expenditure ?- "a
Wages was the principal branch of expenditure; the principal amount wages principal
Of Inoney that was paid out by the paymaster was paid for wages. In branch of expen-

11early all cases, as far as possible, we sent the accounts to Ottawa; we diture.

Were instructed to do so.
5129. Do you mean accounts for labour ?-For supplies. Of course

'e could not do that for wages, as men bad to be paid t he same as other
People, from time to time, and that could not be done any other way.

5130. You think supplies would be paid for at Ottawa: I mean those
supplies not furnished from the Government stores at Thunder Bay ?-

5131. Did you pay yourself for any suppiies furnished ?-No; unless
there would be some smalI quantity for a travelling outfit, or something
of that kind.

5132. Who had charge of the principal office at the Locks, where the Book-keePtn
books and accounts were kept ?-I suppose the principal office would and Bang*

be the paymaster's office, that is Mr. Logan's.
5133. Who was head book-keeper ?-My brother. Witnela brothd,6

5134. What was his name ?-James. ea r-
5135. What would his duty be ?-He kept the books-all the accounts;

the men's time ; in fact, he kept all the accnunts.
5136. Was there a separate set of*books for Lock works ? -Certainly.

5137. When was he engaged ?-I think he was engaged with the
first outfit.

5138. Did you engage him ?-Yes.

5139. Had he charge of the moneys ?-No, the paymaster had char go Paymaster has
of the money; he could render whatever assistance the paymaster chargeormoney.

Wanted in making out the accounts.

5140 But I understand his duty was only to make entries of trans-
actions accomplished by other persons ?-Yes.

5141. Had John Logan charge of the money ?-The money was Money depolited
deposited to my credit in the Ontario Bank; but it could not be drawn toredit of

*ithout a cheque drawn by Mr. Logan, paymaster, and countersigned
by nyself. We had forms of choques.

514*. What bank was that?-We first commenced, I think, in the
)&terchant's Bank, and thon the account was changed to the Ontario1aank.

5143. Do I understand that no Government money was taken from 'wagesand sup-
the bank, except to pay some of those matters to which you have e rIncipal
alide )ependiture.Allded, that is, either wages or supplies ?-That comprised the princi-
pal expenditui-e.

5144. And the manner of taking it would be by choques, signed or
oIntersigned by you and signed by Mr. Logan ?-Yes.

5145. Which bank had the first account ?-The Morchant's Bank at
ert; but I do not think they had anything to do with the Fort Frances

Int. think it was the Ontario Bank. The Fort Frances accounts
'Vere kept in the Ontario Bank altogether.

22
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5146. Did it remain at the Ontario Bank until you had finished tho
works at the Locks ?-It did.

5147. Was there any change in the paymaster-did any persôn suc-
coed him bèfore the work was finished?-No.

5148. Then he revised all payments made out of Government moneys,
on account of wages ?-Yes.

5149. And on account of those small supplies which were not paid at
Ottawa ?-Yes.

5150. During the period that you were employed on behalf of the
Government, during the years that you named, did you carry on ahy
private business ?-No; none.

5151. Nor speculations ?- I might have purchased some land or
something of that kind, but I did not carry on any regular business.

5152. Did you purchase pine limits ?-No.
5153. Are you interested in any pine limits purchased during that

period ?-No.
5154. Did you at any time send men to look up pine limits or anY

other kind of land ?-Not during that time.
5155. Not while you were in Government employment?-No; except

for Government work.
5156. For the timber required for the Locks, do you mean ?-Yes.
5157. Were men employed at the expense of the Government to hunft

up timber ?-Yes.
5158. Did you become interested in uny of the land that these mei

found ?-No.
5159. Was the money paid out of the Ontario Bank in sums just

sufficient to meet the cheques of Mr. Logan and yourself, upon the
expenditure you have described ?-Yes.

5160. In what shape would the money go through for these purposeos
-I mean would it be by choque or by letter ?-Large sums: we would
pay these by cheques ; but in paying the men we had to carry moneY
out there; sometimes I carried it out and sometimes the paymaster
would.

5161. In what shape would the money go to the Ontario Bank for
you from Ottawa ?-In the shape of a warrant.

5162. To what account would the amount ofthe warrant be credited ?
-Fort Frances, if it was for ]lort Frances.

5163. Was that the name of the account ?-Yes; Fort Frances Lock
My name would be attached to it, of course, as superintendent, and
perhaps Mr. Logan's, I do not know. I never saw the bank account,
but our cheques were beaded Fort Frances Canal, Dopartment of Public
Works, &c. We would make a requisition f m time to time for tb'a
money-Mr. Logan and myself-to Ottawa; we would request thon by
a certain date to put so much money to our credit, and stating what We
wanted it fbr as near as we could.

5164. You say that the money you would draw out sometimes in
large sums, for the purpose of paying wages, &c., would have to be
carried down to the Locks?-Yes.
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51IS. By whom ?-Generally by Mr. Logan or myself. Parne.
5166. I anppose that would appear in the books of the establishment ?

-Yes; but we made ont a choque in that shape, and we would say, to
pay wages of men, because any man who would take a choque for his
account we would give it to him, but if they would not take cheques
we would have to have money; some men would not take cheques. No public money

5167. Did any of those moneys that came from the Government for ever pased towltnesss private
these publie purposes ever pass to your private credit ?-No. credit.

5168. Was the account always kept in an official shape ?-Yes. su,,l,,,
5169. Was there any person at the Locks who had a private store of Private stores at

goods, and who sold on their own account ?-Yes. L°cks'

5170. Who was tbat ?-Mr. Fowler, the Hudson Bay Co., Mr. Wilson,
Mr. Phair and Mr. MeKinnon had stores; those are all I recollect of
just now.

5171. Is this the same Wilson who was clerk to the Government
establishment ?-Yes.

5172. He was not carrying on this business at the same time ?-No; Wilson resigned
le resigned his position with the Government, and opened that store. tmr eat

5173. Was the Government store carried on after ho resigned ?- opened store.

Yes.
5171. For how long ?-Until the work was closed. He had a store

of h's own.
5175. Is he any connection of yours ?-No; none whatever.
5176. Had he any business transactions with you ?-Nothing further

than I knew him for a number of years to be a good business man.
lie was in business in Orillia at one time, and it was on the strength Mann ement or
of that I gave him the position. wo""

5-77. Who would be answerable for the labourers performing a proper r p
amount of labour while they were under pay ?-The foremen over the of work.
different branches of the work. There was a foreman for each branch.
There was a rock foreman and a timber foreman.

5178. Do you remember who was the rock foreman ?-R. R. a' MeLennan,
4 cLennan.

Warren Oliver,
5179. And the other ?-Warren Oliver was the timber foreman. timber forenan.

5180. You not being there much of the time, you could not, of course,
exercise much supervision on that subject?-No. Of course they had
the plans and specificationsto conform to as well as I had. Everything
Was supposed to be done under plans and specifications, and these
foremen were to see that the men performed their duties.

5181. Who made the arrangements for the procuring of meat for the
Men, and necessaries of that kind ?-Anytning outside of the two
departments I have mentioned, these would come under Mr. Thompson.

5182. And the details of the providing of necessaries, such as hay,
,Otatoes and oats ?-That was managed by Mr. Thompson, the general

-oreman.
5183. Was Bentley under Logan, the paymaster, all the time thathe

was there ?-No.
22J
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M,**oement or 5184. I understood you to say that Bentley was a clerk to Logan ?-
He was ; but when ho had not anything to do in the store ho kept the
time of the mon and assisted at the office, or at anything that was to
be done. Of course, there were times when there was a great deal to
be done in the store, and there were times when there was very little
to do in the store.

5185. Do you remember about the time that Wilson became in-
Supplies terested in the store of his own ?-I cannot give the date.
sometimes 5186. After ho became interested on bis own account, do you know
bought or borrow-
ed provIsions of any transactions by which supplies ordored for the Government
from stores. were disposed of to him, by sale or exchange, or anything in that

direction ?-No; nothing further than we had ran several accounts
with all those traders, as we called them there. If we were short of
tea, sugar, rice or anything of that kind, we would have to buy them
to the best advantage until our own supplies were obtained. We
borrowed them sometimes.

5187. Did you take part in any transaction by which ho became
owner of any property first ordered for the Government ?-Yes.

How certain
Goverument

jperty came
WntcIisCon'sý1

hands.

Thompson and
Logan valueci
the goods inter-
changed between
Wilson and
Government.

5188. What were those transactions ?-At first we were supplying
our men-the Government I am speakirig of now -from the Govern-
ment store, with tobacco, boots, clothes, &c. There was a necessity
for it, in the first place, because there was no store or place there
where you could get those things except from the Hudson Bay Co.,
at very high prices; but after I had worked it that way for a while I
found that it entailed a complication of accounta, and there was a great
deal of.dissatisfaction. The mon had the idea that because the stuff
belon ged to the Government, they should get it for nothing, so I
thought I would stop the whole thing, as there were traders coming im
there to supply stuff. 1 made a proposition to the paymaster to get rid
of what little stuff we had left, to sell it out to some trader there and
take.other stuff for it-take such stuff as we could eat, and to give,
them boots, tobacco and othor things in exchange, and have them
valued at a fair price. Wilson was the man who took it. Mr. Thompson
and Mr. Logan took an inventory of what stuff we had, and made the
exchange with Wilson in that way, and got back stuff from him.
After that the men could buy their boots and tobacco and clothes
wherever they liked, as thore were other stores there thon. I con-
sidered that was the best way for the Governmerit.

1
5189. Who were the two mon who valued the stuff ?-Thompson

and Logan.
5190. Did they value what was sold to Wilson as well as what was

got from Wilson in exchange ?-Yos.

5191. Were there entries of these goods exchanged made in the
books ?-Yes; it is all as clear 'as a pike staff. Thero was a very great
deal of misapprehension about that, and I am very glad that you asked
the question.

5192. Have you ever prepared any statement for the Governme
from those books, showing this transaction among others ?-I think it
is likely. All our statements of accounts, I think, were sent from time
to time to the Departmont. Of course that would come under Mr.
Logan's charge particularly.
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5193. But it would probably be certified by you before going to the Uook-heeping.

Department ?-No; no certificate would be necessary unless payment
Was required.

5194. Do you remember at one time you were asked to make up a
statement from the books ?-Yes; 1 was asked on several occasions.
Do you mean of the general business ?

5195. Yes; and the results of the business ?-Yes.
5196. When you were asked to make up that statement it is not

likely that Logan would make it up ?-Yes.
519i. Was he the person asked by the Government ?-No.

5198. Did you not finally prepare a statement of the books and send
it to the Government ?-I do not remember.

5199. Do you not remember that when Dr. Bown wanted the Refused to give
books you said you coulId not give them because you had to prepare a Bownecause
statement for the Government ?-Yes. he ha to repare

5200. Did you prepare that statement ?-Yes.
5201. Did that statement show the particulars of that transaction ?

-That transaction would be reported long before that.
5202. That statement that you speak of having prepared would not

be made by Mr. Logan only?-He would make it up in all probability,
and I would sign it. If it related to stores, of course it would come
Under him.

5103. Will those books show all the transactions that were done hikao n°fa
under him ?-I think so ; I have never looked at them since. the transactions

5204. Where are they now?-ffr. Logan has all the books of the under him.

store.

5205. flad be books of bis own as well as the Government books ?- Logan took the
They were Government books. Of course when he went away from os wrnenm.
here he took all bis books with him.

5206. Did he remain in the service after you did ?-Yes; he was Logan the last
about the last man on. He was lef t of course as paymaster, to settle man on the work.
Up all the little accounts.

5207. Had you any books showing these transactions kept by James Otrbo aes pi
Sutherland ?-Yes. land show these

transactions.
5208. When was that ?-We always kept books.
5209. I thought James Sutherland was in the employ of theGovern-

1Tient ?-Yes; we kept such books.
5210. Had you private books of your own ?-No.

5211. Then any books which James Sutherland kept were Govern-
mnent books ?-Yes.

James8utherland
5212. W.,s he employed at this time in any private capacity as dis- while in Govern-

tinct from the Government employ ?-No. einpoed In no
private capacity.

6213. So that if he had any books, or made any entries in them, it
Would be on behalf of the Government ?-Yes; his books were a check
tO a certain extent on Logan's books. Of course Logan kept such books
for hiruself; there were two sets. We had to keep track of Logan's
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lck-
®ook-keepeig.work as well as our own, in order to show a statement of the whole

thing.
5214. Then the books that James Sutherland had charge of would be

books in which the transactions of Logan would appear as minor trans-
actions ?-Yes; the books that my brother kept would contain, in ail
probability, not all of Logan's work, but as far as matters such as time
of men, money paid to them, and ail that sort of thing was concerned.

5215. Would they not contain entries about supplies ?-Yes.
5216. Would there be any portion of the business recorded in Logan's

books which ought not to appear in James Sutherland's books ?-I am
not exactly clear about that just now. You see it is so long ago, and I
have so much other business on hand, I am not sure; but, of course, it
would be very easily ascertained.

5217. What I mean is this: the transactions of Logan were only a
part of the transactions of the whole concern ?-Yes.

5218. And thal proportion of the transactions ought to appear in the
same shape in the general books ?-Yes, I think so; and I think they
did.

5219. So that the books in possession of James Sutherland would
really contain a record of the whole transaction of Logan as well as
others ?-Yes.

52.0. Logan has possession of none of those books which James
Sutherland had custody of ?-No.

5221. Then as to those general books that James Sutherland had
charge of, where are they ?-They are here in Winnipeg; but copies of
ail of these accounts have, I presume, been filed in the Department.

NKone of the books 5222. Have you the custody of these books now, or has James
khebyame S® Sutherland custody of thern ?-I suppose we both have, as we are in

an reorted. partnership; they are boxed up somewhere and put away in the store.
I suppose they can be found, there bas been none of them lost as has
been reported.

5223. Has it been reported that they had been lost ?-Yes; it has
been rumoured to that effect.

4Ineged miseon- 5224. Have you heard any other rumours about anything improper
4*- . having taken place about the management of the Locks ?-Yes; I have

heard a great many rumours, but it would only be idle talk to go over
them.

5225. It might help us if you wish to be asked about any of them ?
-I dare say you have heard more of them than I have.

5226. Have you heard that Wilson sometimes got property of the
Government at a low price, or without accounting for it at ail ?-
Yes; I have heard a great deal of improper conduct attributed to Mr.
Wilson and to me.

Beneves rumours
te improper

conduct by which
the Oovernment

uffered unfoud.d-
.d.

5227. But you were not present at the Locks ail the time ?-If he
got any property at a very low price, or 'without accounting for it, he
would be responsible for it. Of course I depended upon Mr. Thompsonl,
the local manager, to have everything properly carried out. I believe
he did. I know of nothing improper.
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5228. Do you know, in round numbers, the amount of money that EP®ud.ture.

eame through your custody on account of the Locks ?-Really 1 could
Ilot say now; it is a long time ago, and I have a large business to look
after, and a number of matters that bother me a good deal.

5229. Do you remember, in round numbers, whether the amount of
a4bour was more the first or second year ?-No; I do not.

5230. Would the books show that correctly, as far as you know ?-
Yes; I am inclined to think, though, without refreshing my memory
I have never looked at those books since I closed that work, although
might have done so if I liked), my impression was that the first

Year was larger than the second. I think there was a stoppage of the
Work at one time, and it strikes me it occurred the second year.

5231. As far as can be gathered from the books now at Ottawa, the
first year required about $37,000 for supplies, and about 839,000 fbr
Wages-that is, the supplies cost about as much as the labour, so that
the cost of keeping a man appears to be as much as he got for his
4bour ?- No.

5232. The two sums are very nearly equal ?-But that includes all
the plant and machinery as expenditure.

6233. What sort of plant ?-We had steam engines, boilers, hoisting
ligs, and implements of all kinds. I dare say it represented not the
yhole. I do not know how much the first year; but I have no doubt
at represented altogether as much as you have put down there for
supplies, $37,000.

5234. In the second year when there was no demand for that kind of
expenditure, the payments made, apparently, for supplies would be
3,00, and wages less than 820,000 ; so that in the second year a

5UM much more than the amount of wages was expended for supplies.
liow, on your theory, how do you account for that ?-An additional sup-
Ply of machinery was, no doubt, purchased the second year. I did i ot
say it was all purchased the first year.

Coaparison be-
tween amounts
pad for supples
and wagem.

5235. I understood you to mean that it was all purchased in the first
Year ?-No; the first year's operations we could not decide upon until
We came into actual contact with the work, and until we knew wbat
eits roquire-. The nature of the rock and all that sort of thing had to
e looked into.
5236. When you purchased supplies in Ontario in the way you SuPPlies.

Ave described, how did you arrive at a knowledge of the trans- Supplies purchas.ed gene.rally byActiOn which would be most favourable to the Government ? Was it by tender.
nder or by personal communication with the sellers ?- By tender.
ery often by tender. Generally by tender. Generally, if there was

to time to tender, I would go round and take prices from merchants
yselif.
5237, Were these tenders invited by advertisements ?-Yes; ail Transport a

these tenders and advertisements and everything was put on file in the prinepal item of
bepartment. expeiditure.

&238. I suppose a considerable portion of the expenditure was for
polrt ?-Yeti; a very large portion was for transport. It was one

o thie principal items in carrying on work in this country.
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for transprt for
Canadian Pacific
Railway.

Relations with
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expiai ned.

5239. Do you remember how you managed that ?-Well; the trans-
port would be principally performed here. Are you speaking of over-
land transport now, or rail?

5240. Of land transport ?-Mr. Nixon, who was purveyor here for
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, invited tenders for his transport, and my
supplies were given nearly to the same people, and he included mine
and took the lowest tender.

5241. )o you think that the supplies for the Locks were transported
by the same contract which carried the supplies for other portions of
the Pacific Railway ?-In some cases; yes.

5242. And do you say that Mr. Nixon managed those when they
were united ?-Yes.

5243. Do you know, of your own knowledge, by what system ho
arrived at the prices ?-For instance, I was at OLtawa in the spring of
the ycar. I was receiving myiristructions for the summer's operations;
and iii order to get supplies down cheaply the contract for transport
should be lot by a certain time in the spring. Where there is a large
quantity of supplies going together, of course it is done more cheaply.
I would write up to Mr. Nixon to say that I had a considerable amount
of supplies. If I did not know the amount I would guess at it; and
knowing that he would advertise cvery year, i would say: "l advertise so
much for me." If the application happened to be too late ho would
advertise for me specially. If I happened to be here myself. of course
I would do it myself; but whoever made the lowest tender for supplies
fbr the Canadian Pacifie Railway to Mr. Nixon generally got my work.

5244. Have you given the prices actually paid for transportation anY
consideration ?-I do not understand you.

5245. Have you considered whether it was a fair price, or too low, or
too high at any time ?-I depended more upon Mr. Nixon's judgment
than my own on that, because he had more experience; I presume be
always took the lowest tender. I do not think the price was higher
than other people paid.

5246. I mean have you considered that question at any time ?-Yes;
I know in one case (I think it was the first time I came here) I would
not accept the tenders at ail that were given, I thought they were all
too high, and I went on to perform the work myself; but by the
time I got half tbrough with it, the same parties who tendered came to
me and offered to undertake the thing for a little less, and I gave tho
the balance of the work.

McKay and
Alloway got most 5247. Who was the person who got most of the work of transportingof 1 he work of
transporting supplies ?-The Honourable James McKay and Alloway.
supplies.
Alloway got Most 5248. Was it pretty evenly divided between them ?-No; Alloway
of the work. got the most of it. 1 do not know but they were in partnership.

5249. You know it was said that they did share in equal proportions,
or in some way, either as partnership or by somne other arrangement?
-1 think they did the first year, and that is why I objected.

5250. Do you mean that they were not really competing tenders ?-
I do not think Alloway put in a tender at all at that time, but I thouglit
McKay was putting up a job on me, as it were. My time was very
limited, I could get but very few tenders at ail, and thought McKay
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was influencin other parties to bid high, and then I went in hiring S=
Men myself. When he saw I was likely to succeed he offered to take it
chuaper, and I am satisfied in reference to that, that I got my supplies
out considerably cheaper than supplies were take. out for the Mounted
Police to the same place.

5251. Who managed that?-Capt. Clarke was in charge that year.
5252. Do you mean that he managed the rate for transportation ?-

Yes.

5253. Do you remember the transaction about nitro-glycerine-I Ntro 1 r e

think there was some left after the work was completed ?-Yes. head.

525 î. What was that transaction ?-The Government sold it to
Whitehead.

5255. Who managed the sa!e ?-I managed this sale, I think.

5256. Do you remember about what proportion of the actual cost
you received for that ?-Very nearly the actual cost.

5257. Including transport ?-Including transport to Lake of the
Woods.

5258. Mr. Mowbray's name appears in the accounts at Ottawa; was
it purchased from him ?-Yes.

5259. Do you know whether that sale to Whitehead was made avail-
able to the Department in anyway ?-Yes.

5260. in what shape ?-Department retained it, . think, from his
estimates. I certified to the account and sent it down to the Depart-
mnent, and the Department collected it in some way, I do not know
how.

5261. Would you be good enough to have that box of books sent here
for investigation by the Commission ?-Yes.

II. F. FoRREST, sworn and examined: FORREST.

By the Chairman :-Ex.°,wary
Party R :

5262. Where do you live ?-At present at Tilford. MahOOass.

5263. Where is Tilford ?-Four miles and a-half this side of Cross
Lake, on contract 14.

5264. Have you been employed in connection with the Canadian
Pacific Railway ?-I have been employed since 1872.

5265. What time in that season ?-In March; I was on the Inter-
Colonial Railway since 1868, but was transferred to the Canadian Pacifie
R.ailway in March, 1872.

5266. In what capacity were you first employed ?-As subordinate.
5267. You do not mean as one of the labourers?-No ; as assistant

leveller, but not as one of the assistant engineers of the party.
5268. Was that upon exploration ?-I was assistant engineer on an Explorationfrom

exploratory survey running from the North Tbompson towards Chi]- to°hThnonson
Cotin Plains in British Columbia. Plains.
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]Party 148B
By Mr. Keefer

5.69. Whose party was it ?-Mr. Mahood's.
By the Chairman :-

Survey described. 5270. Please describe the termini and course of that survey in such
a way that it can be mentioned in the notes ?-It is so long since-six
years-that I hardly recollect the points. We started from a point on
the North Thompson. above its junction with the Clearwater, and ran
to the valley of the Blackwater Creck to Lake MahooJ and Canim. I
think the western terminal point was about eight miles west of Lake
Canim. In connection with that survey there was a second line run
up the valley of the Clearwater to Lake Canim.

5271. In which you took part ?-Yes. It was merely an alteration-
The first portion of the Blackwater was found impracticable and we
backed out. It seems to me it was known as Blackwater survey.

5272. At what time of the year did you commence operations?-

Mahiood in the I think it was the latter part of May, 1872.
Rocky M oun-
tains. Witness
temporarily in 5273. Were you in charge ?-No ; Mr. Mahood was in charge ; but le
charge acting t te~ ~ La 'i

under instruc- was absent in the Rocky Mountains, and I was temporarily in charge,
tions acting under instructions from Mr. McLennan.
Mahood arrived
(in June.)
Party thirty 5274. What was the size of your party ?-I think about thirty all told.

How party was 5275. Can you describe the dutios of the different members of the
organized. party-I mean describe them by their different positions ?-Mr. Ireland

was running the level; I was running the transit. We had two chain
men, picket men and a rod man. The remainder of the party was made
up of axe men and camp packers.

5276. H1o.v many axe men and camp packers ?-I do not recollect
rightly; we were about thirty ail told, including the staff.

Base or uppies 5277. Where was your base of supplies?-At the junction of the
Clearwater and Clearwater and Thompson Rivers.
Thompsnu

5278. Had they been provided there for you, or did you take part in
getting them there ?-A large portion of the supplies were there waiting

for us. The Government had a depot at that point, and we drew our
supplies from there; we also had a certain portion of them at Fort
Ka mloops.

Party had two Kalos
trains, one of six 5279. Had you any animals in the party ?-Yes, we had two
teen mules and trains: one of sixteen mules and eighteen pack horses.one of eJgbteen
pack horses. 5280. Where did you first get them ?-They were furnished, I think,

at Fort Kamloops; I had nothing to do with the furnishing of them.
5281. Do you know where you got them ?-No; I do not.
5-,82. Do you know when vou first saw those animais ?-I think we

only got those animals after Mr. Mahood had joined the party; they
were animals that had wintered in the Rocky Mountains.

5283. Where were you when you first saw those animals ?-On Black-
water Creek, about twenty miles from Clearwater.

1-284. Then those animals took no part in bringing up supplies for
you ?-If I recollect rightly, we had some six animais with us part of
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the time that we were on the Blackwater side ; but I really do not
recollect the number. I recollect that we had very few previous to
the arrival of Mr. Mahood.

52î5. Where did you get those animals ?-I think they must have
been furnished at Fort Kamloops.

5286. Do you not know where you got them ?-No; I do not. I went
QP with the boat, and the animais followed the trail.

5287. Did you decide upon the quantity of supplies that your party
8hould take from Fort Kamloops ?-No. R. McLennan

5288. Who did that ?-Mr. MeLennan. decidedonquan-
tity of supplies

5289. Who was ho ?-He was the District Engineer. There was also for party.
Jo 1hn McLennan, who was in charge of supplies.

5290. Was he one of your party ?-No, he was not; but he furnished
those supplies, or saw after the getting of supplies for Mr. McLennan.

5291. Had you a commissariat officer attached to the party ?-No;
there was a depot clerk at Clearwater.

5292. Was ho one of your party, or was ho attached locally there ?-
le was not one of m.y party.

5293. I am aking you whether you had a commissariat officer
attaehed to your party ?-No; we had not.

5294. Then, do you mean that your first duty connected with that witness placed in
Pirty commenced at the junction of those rivers ?-I was placed in charge afYale.
eharge at Yale, by Mr. McLennan, to take charge of the party going coverarra
4 to the junction of the Clearwater. ment egaing

5 95. Did your duty cover any arrangement about supplies ?-None
'Whatever.

5296. How long were you occupied in that examination or survey ?-
ntil November, if I recollect rightly.
5297. What would you call the mileage of the country which you le ame -

xarnined, in round numbers?-I am unable to say at this long date- about forty miles.
probably forty miles.

5298. At what time did Mr. Mahood join your party ?-The latter Maliood joined
Part of June. and took charge.

52q9. Did ho thon take charge ?-He then took charge of the party.

5300. And you became a subordinate?-I became first assistant
84bordinate.

501. What was the nature of that survey ?-An exploratory sur- Nature of survey:
Vy, p ratory with'~Y.transit and levei.

5802. Instrumental ?-Yes; with transit and level. It was merely a
trial lino.

5303. Had there been a bare exploratory survey before that ?-Mr. Mahood had pre-
ahood had passed through the country, I believe, in the winter time, Touy Pared

d tein the previous fall, and thought that a line might possibly be through country.
h tere.

5304. Rad you any difficulty about supplies during that operation ?
% ; none worth mentioning.
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5308. Do you know what became, at the end of that season's operations,
of the supplies whieh you took with you?-I do not. If I recollect
rightly we had no surplus supplies, because they were rather short
when we drew towards the western terminus of the survey.

5309. WhaL was the result of the operation ? Did you discover a
favourable line ?--The Une was practicable, but not favourable.

5310. Did you make up any reports connected with it?-I did not.
5311. Would that be the duty of your superior offiucer ?-Yes.
5312: Did you remain in the employment of the Government after

November ?-I have been in the employ of the Government since.
5313. What did you do after November ?-I remained in the office at

Victoria until Jannary, when we returned to Ottawa, and were in
Ottawa until the following June, when we went on an exploratory or
trial survey south of Lake Nipigon.

5314. Did you assist in making out the plans connected with this
first survey while you were in Ottawa ?-I was engaged all winter
making out plans of that survey, but they were burned before comple-
tion.

5:315. Then you had not completed them before you went to the
Nipissing district ?-No, they were never completed ; the books and
everything appertaining to that survey were burned.

516. Did you take them down between 1872 and 1873 ?-Yes.

5317. Did you complete them before you started out on a new trip?
-They were very nearly completed before the building took fire, and
they were destroyed.

5318. After your season's work, would it be your duty, during the
ensuing winter, to make up your plans in the office ?-Yes.

5319. I am asking whether you did make up your plans and do that
necessary work before starting out on the operations of 1873?-I did
complete them; I must have completed them wholly. I was under
t,he impression that the fire had destroyed them, but it was not the
plans of that year.

5320 Then, in 1873, you started out to make a survey on the Nipigon
River ? -Yes; from Nipigon River to Sturgeon Ldke.

5321. Was it to meet a survey by any one else ?-There were parties
working westward. Not to make any immediate connection with the
survey west.

5322. Do you remember the distinguishing letter of that party ?-Ido not.

5305. What became of the animals at the end of th, work ?-I think
the animals were sent to Kamloops; I do not recollect positively.

5306. Were supplies furni4hed in a satisfactory manner?-Yes; we
had nothing to complain of.

5307. Were there any supplies over at the end of the season ?-I
think there were, because there were other parties operating in the
Rocky Mountains who were also furnished from that depot.
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5323. Did you give the letter of your party in British Columbia ?-
It was letter R.

5324. In this survey of 1873, who was engineer in charge ?-Henry Carre's Party.
Carre.

5325. Where was your base of supplies ?-I think at Red Rock, at.
the entrance of the Nipigon River-Hudson Bay Post at Red Rock.

5326. What was the system by which you got supplies with you ?-
'We had a certain number of canoes and canoe mon. The supplies werA system orsupply.
brought by water the greater part of the distance and packed the
remaining portion.

5327. Do you mean that the engineer bought supplies wherever he
Wanted ?-I do not know how that was arranged; I had nothing to do
Whatever with the supplies.

5328. Was there any difficulty with you about supplies in that
Operation ?-There was; occasionally we went short, but nothing to
Stop the work.

5329. Nothing to create discontent ?-No; I think not.
5330. At what time did that survey end ?-I think we left Nipigon Survey ends in

about the beginning of November; we left on one of the last steamers. November.

5331. Did you do any more surveying that year?-Not that winter.
5332. What did you do after you left the work ?-We were engaged Engaged making

In the office at Ottawa making up the plans of that survey. plans.

5333. How long did you romain in Ottawa ?-Until the following
June.

5334. And then where did you go ?-I thon came to this country.

5335. What do you mean by this country?-I was on the survey vaiway Loca-
under Mr. Carre, on trial location from Rat Portage towards Broken- . No. 1.
head River, contract 15.

5336. Mr. Carre was your engineer in charge during the season of
1874 ?-Yes.

5337. Where was your base of supplies for that year ?-I think the
pplies were brought from Winnipeg to the North-West Angle. North-

West Angle must have been our base.
5338. Did you take any part in the arrangement for supplies that

eason ?-None whatever.
5339. How long did you remain on that survey ?-We ?completed This work over

that survey about the 15th of the following June. on 15th June.

5340. Did you remain there over the winter?-I was engaged on Engaged during
Other trial lines during the winter. triai îcatins.r

5341. Did you begin that when you left this in January 1875?- Ran a une to
e ; a few days after. I ran a line to Shoal Lake, under instructions rnoal L ke
om Mr. Carre-from Shoal Lake to Red River. Our initial point to winnipeg.

Wo.s Shoal Lake, and we ran towarde Red River. It is the Shoal
Lake west of lied River.

5342. What time of the year did you begin that survey?-We began
it about the middle of January, 1875, and completed it in the following
lhonth.
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Conta t o0. 15.

Witness in charge
of urvey when
Carre not present.

5343. Mr. Carre being still your engineer in charge ?-He was in
charge, but not present.

5344. Who was in charge of the survey when ho was not present ?-
I was in charge of the survey.

5345. Do you know where Mr. Carre was oocupied at that time ?-
Taking soundings of the crossing of Red River.

5346. Then you were at work during the winter months?-Yes.
5347. How near did you come to the western terminus at Red

River ?-About four or five miles. Another party had to run out to
our party.

Character of 5348. What kind of a country did you go through ?-Part of it wa$
untry. very swampy, the rest was dry poplar ridges.

Length of survey
from Shoal Lake
forty-five miles.

Country about
one-half wamp'

5349. Was it good agricultural land, any part of it ?-Very little,
if any.

5350. About what was the length of that survey, from Shoal LakO
eastward?-About forty-five miles.

5351. Do you know if this was about where the telegraph lino was?
-The telegraph line was run previous to the survey, we ran on the
telegraph line; it was to straighten a line that was previously run.

5352. Do you remember about what proportion of the country was
swamp ? -1 do not know ; it was in the winter, and there was consider-
able quantities of snow on the ground; but I should say it was one-half
swamp.

5353. Did you not put down pegs to mark your centre lino ?-Yes.
5354. Could you not tell from that, what kind of country it was, solid

earth or swamp?-The pegs were only put down temporarily, onlY
put in in the winteS;od over the bogs.

5355. You say about one-half would be swamp ?-I think about that
propol-tion.

5à5 6 . Would all the rest be light soil, or could you not tell ?-I could
not tell, on account of the quantity of snow on the ground. The timber
was generally poplar.

5357. What size ?-Quito small.
5358. Are you able to forin any opinion in winter of the nature of the

soil over which you pass, from either the trees or any other indica
tion ?-It is very difficult to do so. Of course we can form an idea
whether the land is dry, to a certain extent, or whether it is gravel
or stiff clay ; but it is very difficult to form anything like a correct
opinion as to the nature of the soil.

5359. Did you think that portion of the country was one likely to be
settled by farmere for agricultural purposes ?-A portion of it.

About half fît fer 5360. About what proportion of it ?-I think about half of the couO-
puroraI try might possibly bu settled, but I fancy not for some time to come.

5361. About what time of the year did you end that survey ?-ThO
second week in February, 1875.

In.tructed by 5362. And then where did you go ?-I thon recoived further instraU-rarre to en a
traci from white tion from Mr. Carre to make a track survoy from Whitefish Bay, of the
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Lake of the Woods, towards Sturgeon Falls, an arm of Rainy Lake,
Working about south-east.

5363. Did you take charge of that party ?-I was in charge of the
party, personally acting under instructions from Mr. Carre.

msltway Lqe-
tion-

N6.15.

Fish Bay to Lake
of the Woods.

5364. What was the tsize of your party ?-About thirty-six all told. abouft rty

5365. Where was the base of your supplies ?-North-West Angle. i ail.

5366. Did you take any part in the arrangement for supplies for
that work ?-No ; the supplies were to be at North-West Angle
waiting for me when I arrived there.

5367. Were they there ?-Some; a large proportion had not yet
arrived.

5368. How long were you occupied in that work ?-I completed the Completed work
Work on the 26th of March, and returned to Winnipeg on the 6th of on 6,h March.

April.
5369. Had you any difficulty about the supplies on that work ?-It Dtlriculty about

Wa8 necessary to utilize the dog trains, that we had intended to move suppies.
camp with, to move our supplies from North-West Angle to the bead of
Whitefish Bay, the contractors having failed to deliver them.

5370. Who were the contractors ?-I think it was Mr. Stayner. Mr.
Norman McLeod had been left in charge by Mr. Carre to see after
those supplies.

5'71. Was the work more expensive on account of having to use the
dog trains in the way you describe ?-But very littie more expensive.
We were only one month running seventy miles.

5372. Then there was no serious delay or loss in consequence of the
Supplies not having been forwarded ?-Nothing serions. Of course we
Were on short allowance and might have got through a week sooner,
but there was no serious delay.

5373. Thon you reached Winnipeg about April?-The 6th of April.
5374. W hat did you do then ?-I remained in Winnipeg until the

following June making out the plans of the track survey. Mr. Thompson
Was then appointed in charge of contract 14, and instructed me to
locate the first fifty miles of it in the month of June.

No serious delay.

contraet No. 14.

5375. The first fifty miles in which direction ?-East from Red
'River.

5376. Did you take charge of the party to do that ?- I was in charge
of the party.

5377. Did you say under Mr. Thompson ?-Acting under instruc.
tions from Mr. Thompson.

5378. Who was Mr. Thompson ?-He was the engineer appointed to
take charge of contract 14.

5379. Is that before theie was a contract or after ?-There was a lino
run by Mr. Brunel, and the contractors were working on that line.

5380. That is, the piece of the line which was nearest to Red River? Made inal
Yes ; I merely made a final location of the line already run. location.

5381. Who had made the previous survey ?-Mr. Brunel, if I mistake
ilot.
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contracte. 1L· 5382. Of which you afterwards made the final location ?-Which I
afterwards made the final location of, with the exception of five miles.
from Red River east. That portion was new line.

5383. Do you mean, that that had not been previously located by Mr.
Brunel ?-It had not been previously located by Mr. Brunel. My
instructions were to start from a certain lot running parallel with the
parish line until I intersected with Mr. Brunel's lino,

53.4. Then did you locate up to Red River ?-We commenced at
Red River, or within half a mile of Red River, and located east.

53S5. What was the eastern terminus of your work ?-For that season
it was at station 2616.

By Mr. Keefer :-
5386. Is that on section 14 ?-Yes.

Lie marked bY
witness finally
adopted.

Fnally located
the Une already
mun.

Furnished data
by whlch other
persons oould
calculate quan-
titios.

By the Chairman:--
5387. How long were you on that work ?-Until about the middle

of July.
5388. That was July, 1876 ?-July of 1875.
5389. Was that line, as located by you, finally adopted ?-Yes.
5390. Did you work it out on the ground ?-I staked it out every

100 feet.
5391. The centre line?-The centre line.
5392. Did you cross-section it ?-Cross.sections were taken every

500 feet through the swamps and level portions, more frequently on
rougher ground; reference stakes were also put in.

5393. Did I understand that you were engineer in charge of that
work, or were you assistant to Mr. Thompson, who was engineer in
charge ?-I was assistant of Mr. Thompson, but was in charge of the
party locating. The terminal points were fixed, and I merely located
finally the line already run.

4394. Did you ascertain the data upon that work from which to take
out the quantities ?-I did not. Before the completion of the whole ot
the distance the books were sent in to the office in Winnipeg.

5395. Had you not ascertained the data then from which some person
else could make the calculations ?-Certainly; we ran a lino of levele-
over the works, and also took soundings of the swamps.

5396. Did I understand you to say that your work included ascer-
taining these particulars which would furnish other persons with the
means of ascertaining the quantities ?-Yes.

5397. And were these particulars contained in books ?-Yes ; they
were coitained in books, ani they were forwarded to Winnipeg-they
were forwarded to Mr. Thompson in Winnipeg.

5398. After that, had you any coinection with the fifty miles ?-I
had, at a later date.

5399. Do you know who took out the quantities of the work yotl
had done ?-I do not.

5400. You werc not responsible for that part of it ?-Not at all.
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5401. What is the practice on that subject? Do the assistants holp to c.raet N..Ia
talculate the quantities, or does the engineer in chargo take the respon-
bibility?-The engineer in charge takes the rosponsibility, but the
assistants, of course, help under his instructions.

5402. In this case he did not have your assistance in making out the
Calculations ?-Not my assistance.

5403. Are you aware whether the quantities, as made up from your
lata, have turned out to be correct when the work was executed ?-I
eth not aware whether any quantities were made up from the data
furnished by myself.

5404. Are you aware that the contract has been let upon that line ?
-Yes.

5405. And that the estimated quantities were furnished to the Estimated quan..
tenderers ?-The estimated quantities were not furnished from the data t'on ait ad

furnished by myself; they had been made up the year previously on frnished by

-one projected line, if I understood it correctly. tness.

5406. Did you find that a projected line had been run over the same
*ground and staked out upon the ground ?-No.

5407. How could they get the quantities on the projected lino, with- Thinks that in
Out having it staked out ?-I presume that they used the data acquired ml e qu, duan-
on the trial lino of 1874. I was not aware that a projected lino had the data aequired
over been laid down on the plan until I was informed of it the other of 1874.
,Iay. I had nover been furnished with the lino when I was instructed
to run the final survey.

5408. Is it possible to make up quantities without the lino being
staked out?-Not without some lino.

5409. Did you find that the lino had been staked out before you went
there ?-Thero was a line run in the winter of 1874-75 by Mr. Carre.
The lino which was run west was a continuation of contract 15, trial
Survey of 1874.

5410. Can you tell me from what line, or what data, the quanti-
ties were ascertained and offered to the public when tenders were
ilvited ?-Partly from the trial line of 1874, I think.

Trial line of 1874,
5411. Was the trial lino of 1874 marked by stakes ?-Yes. marked by

5412. Who did it ?-I was transit man on that work.

5413. Who was engineer ?-Mr. Carre.

By Mr. Keefer:-
5414. As transit man, you put down the pegs ?-Yes.

By the Chairman:-
5415. Did you in your evidence describe the work which you did

[fder Mr. Carre as part of 14 ?-1 think so.
5416. Was it not upon part of 15 ?-That was run the same winter at

the same time; there was no distinction then between 14 and 15; and
We ran a lino through to near Brokenhead River.

5417. Do you know the name of the station on the railway which is B1oiSojour the
nearest Brokenhead River ?-Bon Sejour. Brokenhead

River.
5418. Then that was the furthest point west at which any previously

Projected line had been run with sufficient data to take out quantities ?
23
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tion-eentret No. a' -I think not. Mr. Brunel had run a line to the same point that inter-

sected with me.
5119. From Selkirk eastward ?-I think he ran from Selkirk, east.
5420. At ail events you took no part in making up the quantities

from this last survey which you have described ?-None whatever.
5421. And you do not know that any one made up the quantities

from that ?-I do not.

Work ended
about the mdddle
of Jauauary, 1875.

Trial Surveys
Pemb. BranIchI
Contract 5 A.
Instructed to ru
Une from Sekir
to W1nn1peg.
Bee 546.

Wtness in charg
of party but,
acting under In-
structions ron
Rowan.

Brunel ran line
whch was
adopted.

5422. Do you say that, previously, the projected line had been made
with sufficient accuracy to furnish the data for quantities ?-The trial
line had been made with sufficient accuracy to furnish approximate
quantities.

5423. What time of the year did you end the work ?-About the
middle of January, 1875.

5424. Did you remain in the employ of the Government ?-Yes.

n 5425. What did you do after this final location of section 14 ?-in
C August, 1876, I received instructions from Mr. Rowan to run a trial

line from Selkirk to Winnipeg, for the Pembina Branch, on both sides of
Red River.

e 5426. Were you the engineer in charge of that?-I was in charge of
a party on the ground,-but acting under instructions from Mr. Rowan.

5427. What was the size of your party ?-The party was a very small
one. I do not recollect the number employed.

5428. Could you tell nearly the number ?-Probably some fifteen
persons. I hardly think as many as that. I think ton would be nearer
the number.

5429. How long were you at that work ?-We finished either that
month or September.

5430. Did you take out the quantities of that work ?-I did not.
5431. How were they ascertained ?-I do not know that they were

ever a8certained from personal knowledge.
5432. That work was not let by public competition ?-I think not.

These were merely trial surveys. The present located line is not on
these surveys.

5433. They were only trial surveys ?-That was all.
5434. Pid you furnish any data from which quantities might b

taken out ?-We ran levels over the centre line so that approximato
quantities might have been taken out.

5435. Who ran the line which was finally located ?-I think it was
Mr. Brunel.

struction-
cntraet I.14. 5436. What was your next work ?-1 think my next work was on
fourth section of construction on section 4, contract 14.
contract 14.

Work divided 54à7. Was the whole work divided into more &han four sections ?-
Into six sections. It was divided into six sections.

5438. Was there an assistant engineer in charge for each section ?-
There was an assistant for each section.
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5439. Can you describe the locality of youi- section ?-It was close
tO the Whitemouth River.

Cenatract ie. la.

5440. East or west ?-Three miles west and about two miles east.
5441. What was your duty as to that section ?- To lay out work for Witnes's duLy to

the contractors, and superintend the work on the part of the Govern- iay out work for
ient. contractors.

5442. What time did you commence that work ?-In November, November, 1875.
1875.

5443. Do you not think it was in 1876 ?--No; I think not. It was
01ly a short while until I had to leave again.

5444. Was it after the contract had been let ?-Yes; it was after the
<3<Jn1tract had been let.

5445. You think that was in 1875 ?-I think it was in November,
1875.

5446. You said you ran the Pembina Branch in August, 1876 ?--
' August, 1875.

5447. Who was the engineer in charge of that whole contract 14?-
-r. Thompson.

.-448. Where does he livo now ?-I think ho resides at present in
xingston.

5449. Have you been.occupied on that over since ?-No.
5450. How long were you occupied as assistant ongineer on that con-

Struction ?-If [ recollect, it was cither in the following January or
?ebruary, 1876, that I received instructions from Mr. Thonpson to stop
th work. The contractors were thon engaged piling, and I was to
Stop the work and return to Winnipeg.

,451. What time did you get to Winnipeg ?- I am not certain ; but
January or February I ran a line from station 1660, south of the

'Otract, to about station 2075 on Mr. Carre's south line, contract 15.
5452. About what was the length of that lino ?-Forty-six or forty-

5 even miles.
5453. Would that strike the present located lino east of Red River ?

'It would strike it east of Shelley.
5454. How far east of Shelley ?-Probably two miles.
5455. Was that a trial location, or merely an exploration ?-It was a
rect lino, and I think they ran in a curve so that it might answer for
trial location.

5456. What sort of country did you pass through ?-The swamps
very bad, and were very unfavourable as compared with those on

e present located line.

r457. How long were you occupied in that work ?-Until some time
Pobruary. On completing that line I received further instructions
run a line from five and a-half miles west of our intersection with

e South line.
5458. Iow far west from the west end of Falcon Lake ?-About five
es West of station 2070 on the south line, contract 15.

23½

Thompson, engi-
neer in charge of
that whole con-
tract.

uilellvaty LOC&M
i11an-

Contraet No. 15.
February, 1876,
ran line fromi a
southern point te
station 2075, con-
tract 15.

Character of
country swaminy
and unfavourable
as conxpared with
that of eent
located hune.

<C*t-rut** No°.
i* enmd 15.

Instructed to run
a lino from five
and a-half miles
west of Intersec-
tion with south
lie.
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14 and 15o 5459. I understand you have described your eastern terminus on the
new work ?-Yes.

5460. Where did it go ?-The western terminus was at station 960,
some three miles west of Brokenhead River, on the present located
line of section 14.

Charactor of 5461. What sort of a country did you pass over to do that work ?-
co°""ty • The eastern half was rather favourable-certainly as favourable as con-

tract 14. The western half was run by Mr. Armstrong; I was not
over it.

5462. Had Mr. Armstrong been employed before that upon the con-
struction work of 14?-Yes.

5463. You say the eastern portion of that line would bc as easily
made, at ail events, as the same distance on 14 ?-Yes; such was my
impression.

5464. In looking after the works done on 14, would it be your duty
to take any part in differences between the contractor and the Govern-
ment engineer as to the method of doing the work, or the quantities,
or would that be left to your superior officer ?-That would be left tO
my superior officer.

5465. Did the section over which you had charge include the Julius
Muskeg ?-Not .section 4; but I was in June, 1877, given charge of
section 3, which included the Julius Muskeg.

On last Une run 5466. Was there more of the Julius Muskeg apon the line which was
by te u's"" actually adopted than on the last !ne that you ran ?-The last line
Muskeg. I ran there was none of the Julius Muskeg on it. We escaped the

muskeg wholly.

5467. What length of the Julius Muskeg was on the adopted line ?-
The open muskeg was about 3,000 feet in length, I think.

5468. Do you know anything of the ditch which was run through
that muskeg locality ? They say that it was some four or five mileg
long and outside, the railway limit?-It would be between four and
five miles long.

5469. What length of the nuskeg do you say was on the line?
The open muskeg, I think, was about thirty chains, or 3,000 feet.

Causes leading to 5 k70. What was it that occasioned the four or five miles of a ditch7

fitueaes."tI -I presume it was to carry off the water of the muskeg.

5471. Did you consider that it vas necessary to make it so long?
Was there no escape for the water by a shorter way than that?-4
think not. I know of no escape myself. There was a creek at statio5
2068, and the ditch was run to that station.

5472. Is the absence of this muskeg upon your last trial line one 0
the reasons why you think it was quite afavourable as the one adopted?
-Yes.

On last trial loca- 5473. Did you ascertain sufficient data upon this last trial location
tion buflicient
data obtained to from which to ascertain the quantities ?-Yes; we ran levels over it and
calculate quan- took soundings.
titie& ok .ndns

5474. But not cross-sections ?-Not cross-sections.
Nearly level. 5475. Was it tolerably level ?-Very nearly so. The greater portiol'

of it was quite so.
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5476. Quite a different character from the country east of the Carre eNe Ro.
location on the south line of section 15 ?-Yes, quite difforent.

5477. When did you end that work ?-I ended that survey in March.
5478. Of what year ?-March, 1876. Contract No. l

5479. What was your next work after that ?--I was instructed by Instucted In
Mr. Thompson to finally locate contract 14, from station 2616 to Cross are u
Lake. rocate rtion

5480. Is that to the eastern terminus of 14 ?-Yes.
5481. How long were you occupied on that ?-I think we completed

it about the beginning of August ?
5482. Then that part of the line on section 14 had not been finally

located until August, 18î6 ?-No; thero was merely a trial lino run in
1874.

5483. When you made the final location in August, 1876, did you
eross-section it ?-No; the cross-sectioning was done by the assistant
enlgineer after the line was run.

5484. After the previous location of the line ?-No; after the final
location.

5485. That was after your work was done that you are now describ-
inag ?-Yes.

5486. Were the qFantitios taken out from this work that you arc now
describing ?--No.

5487. When were they taken out ?--They were taken out in 1875, I
believe, from some projected lino ; but I merely speak from hearsay.

5488. Did this line, as finally located in 1876 by you, differ from the
trial line previously located ?- know nothing of the projected line. It
differed very little from the trial line of 1874. I followed the general
course of the trial line, with one or two exceptions.

Luanttes~ fotaen out fron
the work on this
fanal location.

Final line differed
very litte fron
trial line of 184.

5489. Your final location was the one actually adopted ?-Yes.

5490. What was your next work atter that ?-I think I took charge Rahvag comm
of sub.section 4 on construction. centraet ~. 14,

5491. That was returning to the position which you had formerly Returned tohss
occupied ?-Yes. previous work on

5492. How long did you remain in that capacity ?--Until October, October, 1877,
Sub-section 6.

5493. And then what did you do ?-I was then transferred to sub- Revised most
8ection 6, with instructions to reviso the last mile and a-half of the amhailme ondtrac
contract-that is, the rmost easterly mile and a-half of contract 14. 14.

5494. Did you revise it?-1 did.
5495. Did you revis*e the grade as well as the location of the line ?-

If I recollect rightly no grade had been decided upon on that end,
Ponding the final adoption of a grade on contract 15 at Cross Lake..

5496. That would govern the eastern end of 14 ?-Yes.

5497. IHad the western end of 15 been finally revised, as to location,
at the time that you finally revised the eastern end of 14?-Yes.
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Conâtract No. 14. 5498. So that you could ascertain with precision the locality of the
line ?-Yes.

5499. And you did that?-And I did so.

5500. Have you had the probable quantities to finish the eastern end of
14 under your consideration at all ?-I have, as faras Cross Lake-my
section. Section 6 extended to Cross Lake, but did not embrace Cross
Lake.

5501. Did not section 6 corne to the end of contract 14?-Yes.
5502. I am speaking of that portion of 14 which was at the eastera

end. Yon are aware that there has been a great deal of discussion
about the filling of Cross Lake and the large quantities required to
make the embankments ; I am asking whether you have given the
quantity of filling in that embankment any consideration ?-1 have the
approximate quantities of the material in the several fillings.

5503. Did you make these approximate quantities on the data that
you obtained at the final revision of the lino ?-Yes.

5504. Could you produce particulars of that estimate of the quan-
tities ?-Certainly; I have a memorandum of them.

Contracters' 550à. Do you know the particular fills upon which Mr. Sifton noW
2aina. claims an amount from the Government, because Whitehead did it at a

lower rate than Mr. Sifton had contracted for?-Yes.
At one sLat ion es-
ttmate of quanti-
ties for shrinkage
and subsidence
29,000 yards allow-
Ing 10 per cent. for
ahrinkage.

Actual Iuantity
put in fi I51,000
yards.

'ThIs particular
1111 between two
rock cuttings.

5506. As to these particular fills, let me see iour estimate of the
quantities ?-One would be at station 3980. The calculated quantity,
adding 10 per cent., was, in round figures, 29,000 yards.

5507. Is that 10 per cent. for shrinkage ?-Ten per cent. for
shrinkage and sub-idence. The whole quantity put in the fill was
51,00 yards.

5508. Do you mean that 29,000 yards was what you estimated, at the
time of your final revision, to be the probable quantity required ?-
Yes; 51,00 yards was the actual quantity put into the fill.

5509. How do you account for the difference between 29,000 and
51,000 yards ?-From the sliding of the material in the bank. It
seemed to sink down and raise up a swampy bottom towards the lakO
to the distance of over 400 feet.

5510. Do you mean that the excess in the quantity bas disappeared
below the surface ?-Yes, disappeared conpletely below the surface,
raising up the swarnp in some places to the height of twelve feet above
its level.

5511. Is this particular fill in the lake ?-No; it is not far froml
it. It is between two rock cuttings. The lake is about half a mile
from the north side.

5512. Is any part of this filling over water ?-No.
5513 Is it in muskeg or swamp ?-It is in sileling ground, the be-

ginning of the point of swamp that enters between two cuttings.

5514. The embankment was made through this portion of the
swamp ?-Yes.

5515. I, your explanation of it that the earth as put in has s read
out and raised the surface of the surrounding swamp ?-Has dispUaced
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the lighter material and raised the surface of the swamp in consequence Contraet I.. I,

of it.
5516. Were rock protection walls put in this filling ?-No. o r
5517. The earth was just dumped into the swamp ?-Yes. thasfiultng.

5518. Could you distinguish, in your original estimato, between the
liantity which you estimated above the original surface and below
the original surface ?-It would be rather difficult to do so, if I unders-
tand your question. The whole estimate was above the surface, because
t was thought that it was solid ground.

5519. You thought it would be solid enough to support the embank-
e,4nt ?-Yes.

5520. But instead of that you found that it was not solid ?-The
south side was sufficiently solid.

5521. Do you know now how much of the work executed-I mean
the quantity put in the work executed-is.above the surface ?-I could
easily find out, but I could not tell you off-hand.

5522. Is the heigh t of the embankment as executed the same height
ehich you used as the basis of your calculation ?-The height is the
sarne, but the width is somewhat greater as the top and bottom moved
'ghtly, so that this 29,000 yards would have to be increased by a few

thousand yards to cover the amount above the surface.
5523. And all over that slightly increased amount is due to the in-

"fflciency of the foundation that has disappeared there ?-Yes.
5524. Thon the nature of the foundation would account for nearly Nature of founda-22,000 yards ?--Yes; 21,600 is what I make the excess over the tion would

Itirntdqatte e account for 21,600
unated quantities to be. yards exoess over

estimate.
5525. Do you mean that it is due to the weakness of the foundation:

tat it disappeared as it went in ?-Precisely.
5526. What is the next fill ?-The next fill is at station 4010. F111 at station4010
5527. What was your estimate ?-The estimate, with 10 per cent·

'dded, was 114,400 yards.
5528. What was the charàcter of the locality there ?-A water Water stretch

Stretch, crossing a bay of Cross Lake. Cros8 Lake.

5529. Were rock protection walls put in ?-No.

5530. Were there not rock protection walls to all earth embankments No rock protee
QVer Water stretches ?-Not on contract 14. tion walns.

5531. What was the foundation actually executed over that water Character of%tretch ?-At first there was no foandation; the earth was simply roundation
einped in. The bottom seemed to be gravel and blue clay, as far as

cOuld test it with the sounding rod. As the bank progressed it began
sPread. The earth was thon levelled by the contractors, and a

kttrass or platform of timber built under it to hold it together.

t Ù532. To act as a stay as well as a support for the future superstruc-
e?-.Yes.

33. Was it something like a corduroy preparation for a road ?-
eWhat similar, except that the timber was crossed.
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Contaet Dît. 1 5534. More than one layer ?-There were four layers of timber, first
longitudinally, and then cross ways for four or five tiers.

5535. At what level were tbey put over the surface of the water ?--
Very little above the level of the surface. A portion of it, in fact, WS
at the level of the surface.

5536. Then has the embankment been completed over that ?-The
embankment has been completed, but not dressed.

About 175,800
yards ut Into
this 21i.

5537. What do you make the actual quantity now as executed ?--
The approximate quantity, as near as I can arrive at it, would be 175,800'
yards. It is impossible to ascertain exactly the quantity put into thi8
particular fil, but that is as near as I can ascertain it.

61,00yards excess 5538. That appears to be somewhere about 61,000 yards more than
of estimate. you estimated it originally ?-Yes.

5539. How do you account for that excess of quantities ?-From the
weakness of the foundation ; the earth bas moved away. The original
earth bas apparently moved away into the lake. On both sides of thO
bank there is quite a large quantity of earth that bas risen to a consV
derable level above the water. The disturbance, I dare say, extend
400 or 500 feet on the lake side.

nLss ofearth 5540. So that the earth that was put in there has roally made theexplained. lake more shallow on both sidos of the embankment than it WS
formerly-bas helped to fill it up to a certain extent ?-.Yes ; to a con-
siderable extent.

5541. Was that the cause of the loss of a considerable quantity Of
earth that was intended for the embankment ?-Yes.

5542. So that the whole base of the embankment is considerablY
wider than it was originally intended ?-Yes ; three times more.

Earth read out 5543. Does that spread of the bottom account for the whole excess Of
into th.e lake the earth over what was your previous estimate ?-Fully.

5544, Do you know whether any borings or soundings were made
before you began to estimate the quantities at the first ? You say yOu
took it for granted that in both these fills the foundation was souIId
enough to support the embankment ?-Simply with an iron rod. We
used a three-quarter inch rod with three men on it, and in evory ca8e
we struck a comparatively solid bottom. I might also add thal test
piles were driven on the north side of the embankment at present
under discussion.

5545. That was on the lake portion, or bay of the lake ?-Yes.
5546. What was the result of these borings, I mean as to depth ?

In no case was it more than a couple of feet below the wat er. There
might be six feet of water on an average, and about one foot below that
we would be able to find a solid bottom with the rod.

5547. And if you found a comparatively solid foundation, how do yOuI
account for its giving way ? What is your theory ?-That, although the
foundation may have been apparently solid, the great weight of the
earth bank of course forced out the lighter material.

Final soundings 5548. Thon, do you think that the trial was not sufficient in force to
Insufficient. ascertain what the effect of the large embankment would be ?-It 'wa

certainly not.
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5549. Ought there to have been more than three men on the rod to contract No. 14.

ascertain how such a heavy embankment would operate ?-Yes; the
boring tools ought to have been used.

5550. Do you know why proper boring tools were not used ?-I do No boring tools.
not; one reason is, I believe, they wore not in our possession.

5551. Whose duty would it be to find out whether they were in your
possession ?-I shou Id say the engineer in charge of the contract.

5552. Who was that ?-Mr. Thompson.
5553. He directed you to locate this particular portion of the lino

finally ?-Yes.
5554.ý Do you yet think ho expected you to do that ?-No; we were

supplied with these testing-rods merely, and had no idea at the time that
the lottom was as weak as it proved to be.

5555. That is not exactly the point I am asking about. I understand
that the bottom turned out to be different from what you expected it to
be. I am asking now as to the sufficiency of your testing implements;
'whether they were strong enough, or whether sufficient force was ap-
plied to give you the probable effect of an embankment of that height Who larespon-
and weight?-I think they were not. fer te U car-

5556. Who is to blame for that?-The eng ineer in charge of the con- acter or bottom.
tract is the party responsible for the due performance of the work on
the contract by his assistants.

5557. Did you tell him your opinion upon that subject at all; or had
you considered the matter and arrived at any opinion on the subject,?
-All the soundings were marked, underlined, or dotted in on the pro-
file under what we cali the original surface, and then the engineors
could judge for themselves respecting the bottom.

5558. You are the person who superintended the use of those instru-
rents in making the soundings?-Yes.

5559. Did it occur to you at the time that they were not sufficient to
prove whether the foundation was strong enough to bear the weight
that would be put upon it ?-Not at the time. Witness who

5560. Then you did not ask for larger tools ?-No. d""lrdid .o ask

5561. You used the ones that had been provided, and said nothing for larger tools.
more about it ?-Yes.

5562. What was the height of that embankment ?-Fifty feet of an
average.

By Mr. Keefer:--
5563. Above tho water?--Not above tho water, but above the

bottom.
By the Chairman Coutract No. 15.

5564. What is the next fill?--The next fill is at Cross Lake. Nextnfll: Cross

5565. What is your estimated quantity ?-I have been only in charge Work well ad-
Of that portion of the work within the last three months. The work was wt"nse was
Well advanced when I was placed in charge of it, and I believe the placed In charge;

quantity estimated at the time was, in round figures, 180,000 yards. ed at that Mme,
180,000 yards.

5566. This was a part of the line which you finally revised ?-No;
this is a portion of contract 15.
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5567. I have been speaking of the fills on 14; did you only estimate
t wo fillS in your revised location of 14?-I estimated other fills, but the
quantity put in has not called for any special remarks.

5668. Now that you have gone to section 15, I will ask you about
this: you say the quantity was estimated to be 180,000 yards ?-Yes.

5569. That was over the water stretch ?-Yes.
5570. Had it regular protection walls ?-Yes.
5571. What amount of work has been executed ?-They are still

dumping material from the borrow-pit into the lake ; but I should esti-
mate that at present we have put in 215,000 yards.

5572. Have you any estimate as to the quantity which will yet have
to be put in to complete it ?-No; but this is very nearly sufficient. They
are now dressing off the bank so that a small quantity more or less, wiil
be sufficient.

5573. This is one of the water stretches over which it was originally
intended to put trestle work ?-I think so.

5574. But you had no responsibility connected with the estimate of
the original quantity ?-Nothing whatever. I had nothing to do with
the contract until the last two or three months.

5575. So that you are not able to explain why the original estimate
is not sufficient; if it is not ?-Except that the foundation has acted in
a precisely similar manner to that of the bay, having spread out to
probably 300 or 400 feet on either side of the embankment.

5576. But the bay had not any protection walls ?-No.
5577. That bas spread from the inside of the protection walls ?-Yes;

it spread moving the protection walls with it.
5578. The movement of the carth carried the walls further away into

the water?-Yes.
5579. Has the bottom of the lake been disturbed also outside the pro-

tection walls ?-Yes; to a distance of 300 or 400 feet; possibly more.
5580. Hus the depth been diminished ?-The earth has been raised

above the water probably ten feet for the greater part of the distance.
5581. That would be outside the protection walls ?-Yes.

5582. So that the earth which was dropped in between the protection
walls bas had the effect of raising the original surface outside the pro-
tection walls ?-Yes.

5583. Then it must have sunk below the original surface, between
the protection walls, and moved side ways ?-Yes; in oneor two places
it has also broken the protection walls, and in one place raised a portion
of one of the walls and worked its way underneath the stone.

5584. You had not charge of that work, so as to say whether proper
soundings were made or not ?-No; I had not charge at the time, but I
know that borings were made.

Boring tools were 5585. Similar to those you have described ?-No; boring tools were
used, but only
alter contract used.
was ]et and em-
bankment began 5586. When the contract was let?-No; after the work in the
to sink. embankment in the bay began to sink. These tools had been obtained
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after the character of the foundation had been ascertained to be insuffi- V acals.
,cient.

5587. As to this portion of it, you say you do not know whether any
preliminary examination was made ? You are not responsible for any
examination having taken place ?-No; I am not responsible for any
,examination.

5588. You took no part in it ?-No.
5589. What did you do next after this ?-I am still on this work on witness stili on

Section 6. work of section 6,
contract 14, and

5590. Part of contract 14 ?-Yes; and I have also charge of Ingolf ignchre o
sub-division of contract 15. alon on contract

5591. That is the first section of the west end of 15 ?-Yes.
5592. Adjoining your work on 14 ?-Yes.
5593. That is being now done by theGovernment?-So I understand.
5594. Who is your superior officer ?-I report to Mr. Rowan. suprnworftnesr.
5595. Have you ever travelled over the country further south than

that line which you say you located as a sort of trial lino ?--I have not.

5596. Then you are not able to offer any opinion whether a botter
line than the one adopted could have been obtained in that part of the
country ?-I could not. I merely travelled across to the North-West matnWay oca-
Angle by the Dawson road. tion.

5597. I mean from Winnipeg to Falcon Lake, for instance ?-No; I
have not.

5598. Do you know anything about the arrangement by which the
east end of 14 was taken over by Mr. Whitehead from Messrs. Sifton,
Ward & Co. ?-I may say I do not. That is, I have received no official
intimation whatever.

5599. Were you present at any part of the arrangement yourself
between the parties ?-No; I was not. I merely heard the thing
easually.

5600. Did you ever talk over the matter with Mr. Sifton, Mr. Ward,
Or Mr. Farwell ?-No; not to my recollection. I have not. I am
certain I have net.

5601. Have you ever examined the country in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of this deep filling, with a view of ascertaining whether a
desirable change in the line had escaped them, and of obtaining one
Which was feasible and better, without destroying the general direction
Of the line?-I ran a trial lino immediately after revising the last mile
alnd a-half of contract 14. I ran a trial line south for a shor t distance,
but the terminal point was the same.

5602. Which was that ?-The crossing of Cross Lake. It was a
short lino, about three and a-half miles long.

5603. That would be on the east end of 14?-Yes.

5604. And ending at the same point as the western end of section
15 ? -Yes.
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of°the dounNrn 5605. What did you find ?-There was a portion of the lino more
Ula o avour- favourable, but the length was increased between 300 and 400 feet.
tance Increased.
Does not think it 5606. Would it have saved much of that expense ?-I hardly think
would bave saved
xuch expense. it, as it was impossible to escape the bay.

5607. It would still have included the bay ?-Yes.

5608. And Cross Lake ?- -Yes.

5609. Do you know anything of any other lino south of that whic,
would have been more favourable than the one. adopted ?- have not
given that matter any consideration.

5610. When you say it was impossible to escape Cross Lake, you
mean it was impossible to escape it by retaining the terminus which
you had ?-Yes.

5611. You do not mean it would have been impossible by another
line to have escaped it ?----No ; not at all.

In November of 5612. Is there anything further about this matter which you would
v na ln sufeton like to explain ?-No; there is nothing. I omitted to state that in the
wlth Carre's trial fall of 1875-November, 1875-1 was instructed to make a surveyUine from Lait
Agnes to touch from Lake A gnes, about three miles east of the north und of Cross-

Sa ncra°l-. Lake, westward, to connect with the trial line of 1874, on contract 14,
about seventeen miles from Cross Lake. This line was run in con-
nection with the trial line then being run by Mr. Carre from the Dalles
on the Winnipeg -River.

5613. That was under the instruction ofMr. Carre ?-I was instructed
by Mr. Rowan.

5614. Was it while you were serving as assistant to Mr. Carre ?--
No; I was really then under Mr. Thompson, but Mr. Rowan required
my services. I had been appointed on contract 14, and was taken
from that contract to do the work.

5615. Was that to connect with the lino which had been previously
run by Mr. Carre?-He was then running a lino from the Dalles to.
Lake Agnes.

The country
throug which he 5616. What was the general character of the country through which
fasourabas you passed ?-It was not so favourable as the present Iocated line of

prsent located contract 14.
5617. That would correspohd with a part of the present section 14?

That is, it would be within the same degrees of longitude ?-Yes; about-
5618. Your eastern terminus of that survey would be somewbere

directly north of' the eastern terminus of section 14?-It was intended
to be as nearly so as possible.

5619. Is there anything further which you wish to say ?-I cannot

recolieet anything particular.
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l'ine west of
G. R. L. FELLOWES, sworn and examined: Eed River.

By the Chairman
5620. Have you been employed in any work connected with the r spring of 1874,

Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-Yes, since the spring of 1874. I was assistant leveller

then employed as assistant leveller, and sent up to this country by Mr. litmnary°trial
Carre. Une from Bat

Portage to
5621. Where was your first work?-From Rat Portage to Broken- nhead

head River, near the line that is at present under construction.

5622. What was the nature of the work done that season ?-It was
a preliminary trial line, with the location following, made by the same
Party.

5623. How long did you remain on that work ?-Until February, I
think. I think the survey ended in February.

5624. Of what year?-1875.
5625 Do you mean field work or office work ?-Simply field work.

5626. Then you were carrying on the work on that line during the
Winter of 1874-75?-Yes.

In 1875, with
5627. What did you do in February ?-I was with Mr. Forrest run- Forrest, running

ning the line from Shoal Lake to Red River. Laet'aoaR
River.

5628. Is that the Shoal Lake west of Red River ?-Yes; from the
one west of Red River to Red River, a distance of some fifty mies, I
think.

5629. Did you take any pnrt in the office work connected with the Made plans for

location of section 15 ?-I did. I made the plans for sections 14 and sections 14 and 1.
15.

5630. Was that after this work from Shoal Lake to Red River ?-It
Was finished, and I was ordered to Ottawa with Mr. Carre.

5631. About what time did you go to Ottawa ?-I think it was in
March. I am not very clear as to the time, but it was in the spring
of 1875.

5632. Was it at Ottawa that you took part in the office work con- Office work.
Inected with those sections ?--Yes.

5633. Did you do the office work only con nected with your particular
field work, or did you cover other persons' field work ?---It was Mr.
Feorrest's work I had to complete. H. F. Forrest was transit man. I
was assistant leveller from Rat Portage to Brokenhead, and leveller
froma Shoal Lake to Red River.

5634. Was any plotting or planning donc connected with that line
between Shoal Lake and Ried River, as far as you know ?-I think Mr.
Iirkpatrick was laying down the line.

5635. You took no part in it ?-No.
5636. How much of this section 15 did you plot ?-The whole of it.

5637. Did yon take out the quantities for the whole ?-No; I merely
9Inade the plan.
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Sand 1 . 5638. You mean the location plan ?-The location plan.
5639. Did you not do any work on the profiles ?-No ; none.

56 40. Then the location plan would not enable you to take out quan-
tities ?-No; it would not.

5641. Did you take any part in estimating the quantities for that
work ?-I think not.

Office work. 5642. Describe what work you did in connection with that location
in the office ?-Merely taking the field notes, laying down the lino of
latitude and departure, plotting the topography, plotting the beginning
and end of curve, and titling the plan. I think that was the amount
ofit.

5643. Do you know where that plan is now ?-I think it is in the
Ottawa office.

5644. Have you searched for it in the office here ?-Yes, a little; but
Mr. Rowan told me that ho is prepared to say that the majority of the
plans, particularly of the south lino, were in Ottawa-at least he left it
there at the time he was before the Senate Committee.

5645. This is not the south lino that you are speaking of ?-No; it is
the middle line.

5646. Did you say that Mr. Rowan informs you that the majority
of the plans are at Ottawa ?-Yes.

5647. Might not this be among the minority ?-It night be. That I
cannot swear to.

5648. Have you asked at the office bore for this particular plan that
you describe ?-No; I have not. The south lino plan and profile were
the ones I asked about yesterday.

5649. Are they here ?-They are not here. I produce a plan shown
to me, which I think is a tracing of the plan I made in 1875, in the
office, of the centre line-the 1874 lino. (Exhibit No. 100.)

Appointedtransit 5650. After the office work in the spring of 1875, what did you do
aktoauaret° next in connection with the Pacific Railway ?-I was apç ointed transit

from Rat Portage man with Mr. Carre, to make a survey from Rat Portage, and improve.westward. if possible, the work of the previous year. I think we commenced opera-
tions at Rat Portage in June. It was then intended to try the present
south lino laid down near the Lake of the Woods.

5651. Is that the line going south of Falcon Lake ?-Yes.

5652. When you speak of the present south lino, you do not mean
the lino at present located ?-No.

5653. You mean the lino which appears on the maps as the south
survey ?-Yes.

5654. How long were you upon that work in 1875 ?-Until November
or Docember. I think it was about the 10th of November.

5655. Then your field work for that season ceased ?-Yes.

5656. About how far west did you run that survey ?-The line
measured, I think, about sixty-four miles, tieing-in with contract 14
near Bog River.

5657. Did it strike section 14, east or west of Bog River?-East of
Bog River.
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5658. About how far east ?-1 would not be preparel to state that. I crn 1%...
think the station we tied-in with on contract 14, was 2600.

5659. What sized party made that survey of 1875 ?-Mr. Carre's party
was divided up into two. I was transit man on one, with Mr. Waters
as leveller, a rod man, picket man, about six axe men, and I think a
topographer.

566C# Had you charge of that party under Mr. Carre ?-Under Mr. Under Mr. Carre,.

Carre, I had supervision of it. or prisi.

5661. Who had charge of the other party under Mr. Carre ?-Mr.
]Robinson.

5662. How much of this lino did you yourself locate ?-I located
from Rat Portage to this point near Bog River.

5663. How much of it did Mr. Robinson locate ?-He made triallines
headed in different directions, under instructions from Mr. Carre.

5664. Then you went over the whole lino with your party ?-Yes.

5665. Are you able to form any comparison between the feasibility Part of the
of that lino and of the one which was aftorwards adopted ?-Not very outhernacountry
Well; I could merely compare between certain distances to the present section 15, as at

lino. I might say, from Rat Portage twenty-eight miles of the country present.
is very similar to section 15 as at present under contract.

5666. About what point would that be ?-That would be the west
end of Crow Lake.

5667. And from there westward, are you able to compare the feasi- And part like tho
bility of the two lines ?-From about twenty-eight miles to fourty-five ,ieang oettn

ý]Qiles to Rat Portage, the country is similar, I think, to the east end lheavr fiu.
of section 14.

5668. Do you mean the extreme end of 14 at Cross Lake ?-Yes;
leaving out the heavy fill.

5669. Is that a more favourablo line?-That I never formed any
Opinion about; I left that entirely to my superiors.

5670. Have you not formed any opinion from your own knowledge
Of the two localities ?-No; I have net.

5671. In what respect did that latter portion of the line-I mean
between the end of the twenty-eight and the end of the fourty-five
'hiles-differ from the first twenty-eight miles ?-The fille were light.
'We could get an easy grade, and the cuttings were not so heavy, with
the exception, perhaps, of one or two points. One point that I think

renember of, was about fourty-four miles on the west side of Falcon
]'ver ; it was a summit. The work there, I fancy, would be heavy.

5672. Taking that balance of seventeen miles, did you think it was
likely te be less expensive, or more expensive, than the first twenty-
elght miles of the south line ?-It would be less expensive than the
first portion.

5673. Much less expensive ?-I could not say.

5674. Are you net able to say, in passing over the country and loca-
thIg a lino something about the difference in expenditure of a railway
thrOugh it'?-At that time I did not give a great deal of attention ta

it; y principal thought was to lay down as cheap a lino as I could
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Conitracta M°S. through the country by exploring. The result of that I did not make
up or give any serious consideration to, because I left that entirely to
my superiors to judge.

5675. But if it was loft to you to lay down as cheap a lino as you
could by exploration, would not the probable expenditure be one ofthe
materials for your consideration ?-Yes.

From twenty- 5676. Well, I am asking upon that question: wbether it would>e only
et l to forty-five slightly cheaper, the first portion of the lino which you located, or con-m¶îeu on the prinyusctu
southernlinewest siderably choaper ?-It would be considerably cheaper. The trouble is,
of kLat Portage, -
would have been I do not remember the grades across the muskeg, on the east and west
cheaper an the of Falcon River. That is a large marsh. Of course if there was a heavy
first twenty-elght bank there, we might have a repetition or it would be similar to Cross
miles. Lake. There is a probability of that; but I am at a loss, as I do not

remember the position of the grades in that section.
Quantities taken 5677. Do you know whether quantities were taken out on this
out on south line. projected line, south, or on any portion of it ?-Yes; I think quantities

wero taken out on the south lino.
5678. Upon what portion of it ?-I think through the whole of it.
5679. Did you take any part in estimating thosequantities ?-A very

littie, I think I began to take out quantities at the beginning of the
calculation.

5680. You mean at the east end ? -On the east end. A trouble occured
in my family and I had to leave the office. Then I had to leave the
party, and I think the balance of Mr. Carre's party assisted in taking
out quantities.

5681. Would the taking out of these quantities be subject ta the
revision of Mr. Carre, or would each person who took quantities in the
first instance, return that as a final report on the subject ?-I think it
was subject to his revision, and they were under instructions froni himi,
1 think, at the time.

5682. Speaking about the practice in such matters, was it usual for
a person who had charge of such work as you did, and took out such
quantities as you did, to make a final report to the Department ?--I
think, if they have confidence in a man, they accept is figures as
correct.

Practuee as to 5683. Then the engineer in charge, if his subordinate is consideredresponsibility for
°r"e" madeoutcompetont, takes no responsibility connected with that figuring ?-

by engineers. think ho has to assume the responsibility as a matter of practice.
Engineer In 5684. Does he, as a rule, actually revise them and go over the calca-charge (tOes not
revise figure of lations ?-No; I do not think ho can ; ho has not the time.
subordinates. He
tests work in one 5685. What is the general practice? Is it the general practice that
orOlaces, and the engineer in charge goes over the calculations, or does ho perrait
found the work his subordinates to make the final report on the subject ?-I thinIk
hv»e'.to he gothat they give it a test at different points to prove the accuracy of the

work. If they find it incorrect the work bas to be gone over again.
Yet calculations 5686. But notwithstanding that test at different points, the calcule
may be Incorrect. tions may be incorrect, and it may not be discerned ?-Yes; they niY"

5687. And was that the practice generally followed by Mr. Carre ?-
I could not say what ho revised; but I think ho had a good deal of
confilence in his assistants.
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5688. Did you know at any time of the calculation of his assistants c; r eoa.
being assumed to be correct without revision, and returned as such to
the superior officer ?-I cannot cati to memory now ; it does not strike
ine at this moment.

5689. Would not bis subordinates bave some general understanding
On this subject, whether it was the practice to adopt them withont re-
"Vision or not ? Would it not be talked about among them ?-I think
hot. Tbey carried out his instructions as closely as they could.

5690. If any revision did take place of those calculations of quanti-
ties, was it the practice that the engineer in charge should ask his
feubordinates to be pi esent, or would he do it alone in bis own office ?-
I have never been present at any revision that I can remember of.

Not aware
5691. Then as to those quantities which you did take out, you are whetherquanti-

not aware whether they were revised or not ?-No. hie tawerer re
or not.

5692. Do you say that yon think the quantities which you were not
able to revise on this southerly line were revised by Mr. Kirkpatrick
und some others of the party ?-Only the plan was prepared: that is,
Just the ground line ; just merely the plan was what Mr. Kirkpatrick
was at.

5693. Do you say that after you were obliged to leave off taking out
qUantities on the south lino, some other one of the party proceeded
With the calculations of those quantities?-I am under that impression.

5694. Who did you say had charge of that calculation ?-I think
'there were John Macara, Alex. McNab, Louis Waters, who is now
dead, and David Rodger, working at the calculations.

5695. Why do you think so ?-I am under the impression that when
I left the o ce, they were all engaged at it-all of Mr. Carre's party-
tid I am under the impression that they were taking out quantities.

5696. Do yon know whether Mr, Carre ever revised the calculations
Of those other persons ?-I do not know.

5697. Do you know whether Mr. Carre returned any report upon the
subject of quantities on the southerly line to his superior officer ?-I do
'ot know.

5698. Do you know whother Mr. Carre had formed any opinion Carre thought
ofilially of the expenses of this southerly lino, for the whole or any .thery ine a
»art of the distance ?-I think he was rather glad of the way the une.
sOotherly line turned out. HIe thought it was a much cheaper line,
that is as regards the work to be done per mile, than the central line,

5699. Thon he bad formed the opinion that the quantities would
1 ake it less expensive ?-Yes; less expensive for the same number of
tuiles.

5700. Do you know whether he made any return of that information
to his superior officer ?-I do not know.

5701. Had you been able to form any opinion on the subject yourself ?
4 going over the country I imagined that our southerly lino was

"etter for the same number of miles than the central line.
5702. I mean lad you formed any further opinion than you described
few m oments ago ?-No; I did not give it any consideration. I was
s»tIhin at the plan.

24
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5703. Had you gone into that subject carefully enough to say
whether you concurred in Mr. Carre's opinion or not ?-No.

5704. Did you take any part in the office work connected with that
survey-of the southerly line-such as making out location plan or
profile ?-Yes; I think I made a plan to the scale of 400 feet to an inch.

5705. Was that for location ?-Yes; for location.
5706. Not a profile ?-Not a profile-just a location plan.
5707. Was there any other work that you did in connection with

that southerly line there, in the field, or in the office ?-We ran a short
branch at Cross Lake to Clearwater Bay.

5708. Was that a deviation from the first plan you have spoken of ?
-No; it was just a little branch-a spur running down to the water.
It was more for the contractors than anything else.

5709. What was the length of that spur or branch ?-About a mile
and a-half, as near as I can remember.

5710. Was there anything further connected with that southerlY
line ?-Nothing that I can think of.

5711. Do you remember the size of the other party which preceded
you upon the survey of the southerly line ?-I think it was similar in
strength; the same number of individuals and the same positions.

5712. I suppose the cost of both of those parties was incurred upon
th .survey of this line, and it would not be, in any way, connected with
the construction ?-No; I think it was chargeable to survey-the e%'
pense of the two parties.

5713. Do you know, as a matter of practice in engineering for rail'
ways, at what time in the progress of the work construction is under-
stood to begin as distinguished from surveys ?-I do not know; but I
imagine from the time that the contract is let over a piece of work
construction takes place.

5714. Do you know whether the deviations made after a contract
is let would be charged against construction ?-I think so.

5715. You have not had any experience in managing the engineering
of any line, the general engineering ?-I think not, further than sg-
gesting nnything that struck me to my superior.

Employedalways 5716. Then it was always as subordinate to some superior officer ?"
aR a transit man. Yes; always subordinate-transit man.

nEmployed in 5717. After this completion of the survey of the southerly line, what
oefce at Ottawa.' was your next work, either in the field or in the office ?-I was abseat

from the office for a time; then, on returning to the office, I think J
made tracings of either the centre line or the southerly line to taIs
with us in the improved location survey of contract 15, the field wOrl'
of which began in June of 1876.

5718. Where did you do this office work ?-In the Canadian Pacifi
Railway Office at Ottawa. There is where I was in the winter monthb,
making out these plans that I have reference to.

Contract No.la5.
Ordered to im- 5719. Then what was your work after the commencement, in J«t'0of

°nron' 1876?-I was ordered to improve the line, under instructions, froo0
to station 29. Zëro to station 290.
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5720. Under whom ?-Under Mr. Carre. contract m.. 15.

By Mr. Keefer:-
5721. Wbere is Zero ?-Zero is at the eastern outlet of the Lake of

the Woods, at Rat Portage ?
By the Chairman:-

5722. In what capacity were you employed on that occasion ?-As Employed in
transit man. sapacty or tran-

5723. What was the size of your party in round numbers ?-lt was
just similar to the survey of the previous year in strength.

5724. And what did you do in that work with that party ?-Under
instructions, I changed the lino and improved it so as to lessen the
quantities. The object was to lessen the quantities in the cuttings,
And increase the fills as little as possible. The fills were than heavy,
and the grades were high.

5725. Would your lessening the quantities in the cuttings have the
effect of diminishing the quantities in the fills ?-No; it would have
the contrary effect.

5726. Then how do you mean that you could accomplish theie two Howlieimprove:
things at the same time ?-In the placing of the lino and using sharper the line.
culrves.

5727. Do you mean in lengthening the fills ?-No; in lessening the
quantities required to make these fills.

5728. Do you mean that you would select ground in which thore
Would be shallower fills ?-If possible.

5729. So that at the same time that you reduced the quantity of the
Cluttings you could make a lino without having as much embankment
as would be required in the first located line ?-Yes;. the first object
was to diminish the quantity of rock.

5730. Was that done in any instance where it might affect the per-
'nanent value of the road ?-I do not understand that question as you
are putting it.

5731. For instance, you might do it by making such sharp curves as Four degrees the
tO make extra wear on your engines? -No ; we were to stick to the maximum curve.
Curves given to us, four degrees being the maximum.

5732. Then, was your improved location an advantage both as to tioanadvaa"
the construction of the road and as to the working of it afterwards ?- bot as t the

Ithinktwas.construction ofthink it was. the road and the

5733. How long were you employed upon making that improved working of It
location ?-Until about the month of August.

5734. That was upon the lino as now adopted ?-Yos; on the contre
line-on the lino of 1874.

5735. How far did yon make that improved survey ?-From Zero to Employed
station 290. Then Mr. Kirkpatrick commenced there and ran to station making ocation
120. I was removed up to 720 and made the location from that to atation to 9,s.
'28, I think it was.

5736. Was the work which you did on that portion of the line simi lar
to that which you had donc from Zero to 290 ?-Very much
airailar.

24J
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coanact No. 15. 5737. How long were you upon that portion of it ? -That and the
previous survey occupied the time I have mentiond-I think to
September.

Runs a trial Une 5738. What did you do after that ?-Then I was ordered to run a
arom station 44 1o trial line from station 44 to station 179, closer to the Lake of the Woods,

of the then and south of the then located line, to exhaust the subject and see if wo
located une. could better the lino that we then had.

5739. Was that gbing back over the ground that you had gone over
earlier in the season, to see if you could not still further improve the
line ?-Yes.

5740. How long wore you upon that ?-It was a short time. I do not
remember exactly the time-perhaps a week or a fortnight.

Taklng cross-
section for qan- 5741. What d id you do after that ?-After that we commenced taking

ties from ro cross-sections for quantifies from Zero up to station 480.
to station M8.

5742. About what time did you commence taking those cross-
sections ?-From September, I think, up to the middle of November.

5743. Did you return the quantities that you were taking out, after
cross-sectioning, to any one?-No; we did the field work-that'was
taking cross-sections with a level, and thon we plotted the cross-sections
fi om the field notes on the cross-section paper or plan.

Piotted cross- 574J ayyudwintt been
sections between 5744. Do you say you put them down in that way between September
November and and November, 1876 ?-Botween November and the end of December,
nd of December, I thin.

1876. 1- tbiin.

5745. Then you did not plot down your cross.sectioning before
November, 1876 ?-I do not think so. I think that our time was fullY
occupied in the field.

5746. After you had plotted them, would it not be necessary to makO
calculations to ascertain the quantities ?-That was the object in making
cross.sections, to obtain quantities.

5741. The object was to give some person data from which to calcU-
late quantities ?-Yes.

5748. The work which you are describing would not show the quan-
tities?-No ; it would not.

5749. It would only be data for other persons to ascertain the quat-
tities from ?-Yos.

Not until after
Nov., 76. was 5750. But you did not establish those data until after November,
data estabimhed
on whlch others 181 6 ?-No; I think not.
couid caiculate
quantiaes 5751. For what portion of the lino did you establish those data ?--

from Zero to station 480.
5752. Do you know who, if any one, was doing similar work on the

rest of the lino ?-I am not positive, but I think Mr. Kirkpatrick W5
doing similar work.

5753. Under Mr. Carre ?-Yes; under Mr. Carre.
5754. In all this work they were subject to Mr. Carre ?-Yes.
5755. Do you think Mr. Kirkpatrick was doing all this on 14 frO1

480 ?-No; the second nine miles in the contract.
5756. Who had the next sub-division ?-They were continuing the

improvement of the lino-that is, Mr. Waters and Mr. McNab-frOe
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the point I left it at station 928 or thereabouts, and they had to be down contract N.1.M
at Cross Lake before the cross-sect:ous could be ascertained. I think
that took up their time until the snow fell.

. 5757. Did you do any cross-sectioning except on this first sub-divi-
siOn ?-No.

5758. Do you know who did the cross-sectioning upon either of the
tWo last sub-divisions ?-I do not.

5759. It was done, under instruction from Mr. Carre, by some one?-
Yes.

5760. Then at what time that season did you end the field work ?-
The field work, I think, ceased in November, when the plotting of the
Work began.

5761. What did you do after that ?-I think I was brought into Win- Assimilates
l'ipeg here to assimilate lovels. level

5762. What do you mean by assimilating levels ?-There was a
ifference between the levels brought through from Thunder Bay and

the levels we were working on, of some 21-37; this we had to add on,
think, to all our levels.
5763. Do you mean to raise the grade to that extent ?-No; we

established datum up here independently of it, and when this was tied-
0e to our work we had to raise our datum to 2 1.%.

5764. You mean that you were doing that work on the plans and
profiles ?-In the book work we were adding it to our datum figures.

5765. So as to give the persons who prepared the profiles from your
boks that improvement in the data?-Yes.

By Mr. Keefer :-
5766. Could you tell us what you assumed the surface of Lake of the

WOOds to be-1 suppose you started fron that ?-I do not remember.

By the Chairman :-
57 Did you know, during the work in the field of this season of
76, that it was generally understood among the pesons employed on

the Surveys that this deviation in the location of the line would lessen
the quantities to be submitted to the contractors ?-Yes.

5768. Could you say about what time in the year that impression
mer . a general one among the persons employed ?-No; I do notLliuk I could give dates; it was while we were going under canvas.

5769. Do you remember Mr. Marcus Smith going over the line that
saon ?-Yes.
5770. Rad you any communication with him during that visit on
at subject ?-No; I think I meritioned that some changes in the line

Yere going to reduce the quantities by laige figures, just from obser-
'Ion with my eye, without making any calculations.

5771. Do you say large figures?-Yes; I thought so.
,712. You mean that it would lessen the quantities ? -Yes; lessent4 qnantities very much at some points.

Understoodl that
deviation of lin.
would lesen
quantitles.

of5 73. When did your work end in connection with this improvement a'n "'worn
the Survey ?-In November, I think, was the date I gave. sre eded in
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centrmt Ne.1 5774. Then what did you do with them?-I plotted those cross-sec-
tions that I spoke of.

5775. Where did you go to do it ?-I plotted them under canvas; but
I think I made fuller notes in the office in Winnipeg, with Mr. Carre.

5776. Were you and Mr. Carre here together, in Winnipeg, at that
time ?-Yes; we met in Winnipeg. I think Mr. Carre was in before I
was.

5777. Do you know when the quantities were taken out for this
located line, after your survey made with that object ? Were they taken
ont that winter?-I do not know; I had nothing to do with taking out
quantities.

5778. Are yon aware whether they were taken out at Winnipeg or
at Ottawa?-No.

Thinks approxi- 5779. At what time had you to furnish sufficient data for the section
mate quantities.t
for tenders could or sub-section which was under your charge to enable any one to take
me usatns , out quantities ?-When the section was made they could have got at
section. the approximate quantities.

5780. You mean cross-sectioning ?-No, not the cross-soctioning;
just the section when it was made. I think the probable quantities
could have been got at close enough to allow of tenders being called for.

Explains. 5781. What do yon mean by the section ?-Just the levels taken at
the stations every 100 feet, and at different points between the 100
feet, wherever a break of the ground would occur.

5782. Would they be tahen down in your field-notes ?-They would
be taken down by the leveller.

5783. Would they appear in the level books ?-Yes.
5784. Do you mean that those books could then have been handed tO

some person, and that quantities, sufficiently approximate for tenders,
could have been obtained ?-I think, by an experienced engineer, the.
quantities could have been taken out from those books close enough to
allow of tenders being based on them.

5785. When did you say those data, which you describe as being
sufficient for skilled engineers, were actually furnished to any person
for that purpose ? - I do not remember; but I think it was the duty of
the leveller to furnish the Division Engineer, Mr. Carre, with the
information when he required it; it did not pus through my hands.
Perhaps the on ly thing I would like to add, would be the section of ouir
day's work, but my duty properly was to follow out the line laid doWfl
by the officer in charge, who was Mr. Carre. I did not take a speciSI
interest in the leveller's work.

5786. Would the leveller be called upon to hand in his level books
direct to Mr. Carre, instead of through you ?-Certainly.

When Carre was

eithe®move- 5787. Then in that respect he was not ubordinate to you ?-No;
ments of the except in matters of moving camp. When Mr. Carre was away I Was
eerltie hrngi- the party to say when we should move and where to.

anir itchargedirecteds 5788. So that some of the parties had duties to fulfil towards the
engineer in charge irrespective of you ?-I should judge so.

5789. Was it so practiced ?-Yes; in some cases.
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5790. Then you are not able to say at what time, or whether such contreetL.. 5.
tooks were furnished to any person to enable them to take out quanti-
ties ?-No; I cannot. I do not remember it at this moment.

5791. Did you put down on cross-sectioning paper, from time to time,
the resuit of your work, or did you wait until towards the end of the
sIrvey for that season before you marked it on the cross-sectioning
Iaper ?-I think that the leveller took rough cross-sections as the
'ork progressed, and that assisted Mr. Carre in laying down the im-
Proved lines that he required to run.

By Mir. Keefer:-
5792. But did you not keep yourself, on section paper furnished in Progress or work

the office, a tracing to show the position of the work from day to day "a"yt eo but
as it progressed-I mean the longitudinal section of the lino that you penclledineby
Were running with the transit ?-No; nothing further than Mr. Carre to plan whlwur-
Pencilled it in, and we did not apply it to the plan until the survey vey wa fnaUea,

alu fInished.

5793. It was not done from day to day?-No.

By the Chairman :-
5794. I understood you to say that that was done under canvas

before you went to Winnipeg to plot the plans ?-The cross-sectiong of
the surveyed lino were done after the survey was made, so as to allow
'f quantities being taken out more closely than you could get from the
etion.

5795. When you speak of sections as distinct from cross-sections,
on mean the longitudinal sections, the cross-sections being at right

angles ?-Yes; at right angles to a point on the lino.
5796. Do you say you went to Ottawa in the spring of 1877, or

'Went to Winnipeg ?-I had leave of absence, and I was not on duty.
5797. For what time ?-For two months. I got married then.
5798. What two months ?-I had only onemonth-part of.April and

te beginning of May.
5199. Then were you not in Ottawa that month on duty ?-No; on

ee of absence. I had nothing to do with the work at that time.
5800. What was your next work for the Government in connection a a con

'wlth the railway ?-I was preparing for the contractor's men.

5801. Preparing what ?-Staking out the ground and laying out the work
rk0on the ground. men, June, 1877.

5802. What time did you commence that ?-That was about the
'kiddle of June, I think.

5803. Were you still under Mr. Carre ?-Yes; ho was the engineer sti under caýrro.
charge of the contract.
5804. Were you next to him ?-I was supposed to be the first assistant.

05. What party had you for that work ?-A rod man and an axe

5806. Was that for the whole of the section on contract 15 ?-About
ailes.

4807. Which nine miles ?-The easterly nine miles from Zero to 480.
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5808. Did you do that work ? Did you lay out the work on the.
ground for the contractor from Zero to station 480 ?-I did.

5809. About how long did that take you ?-As the contractor
roquired the work set out, then it would be done, or instructions given
to him.

5810. Iad he lis mon upon the ground at the same time ?-Yes; he
had a walking boss then, I think, named Pettit, and he was the first
officer that was sent on to the works to superintend the construction.

5811. Was the construction commenced at that end of 15 ?--Yes; at
that time.

5812. Then you did not lay out the work on the ground as soon as it
could be done, but only from time to time as the contractor required it,
so as to keep ahead of him and not impede him by delay ?-Yes.

5813. Did that require you to be continuously engaged ?-No.
5814. When you were not engaged in that particular work what-

were you doing ?-If there was any office work I would attend to
that.

5815. Whore was the office ?-At Keewatin.
5816. Was there any office work ?-Very little at that time.
5817. Thon you were not continuously engaged either in office work

or laying out work for the contractor ?-No; t here would be a rush for
work. We would have a lot of field work to do, and thon the same witht
the office work. We were not steadily ongaged.

5818. About what time did you finish laying out the work for ther
contractor in this sub-section ?-It is not completed yet.

5819. Thon if you are not continuously eng aged at that or at office
work, what are you doing?-I suppose amusing myseif.

5820. About what proportion of the time would you be able to amuse
yourself?-That I could not say; I do not remember. Perhaps we
would have a day-and perhaps a quarter of a day-or half a day at
varions times.

5821. You have no idea of the proportion of the time: would yoU
be occupied more than half of the time ?-I think so.

5822. More than two-thirds ?-I would not be positive.
5823. Was it not practicable to proceed with the laying out of thia

work on the ground without any of these delays or amusements that
you speak of?-It could have been done with assistance.

5824. I mean with the assistance which you could obtain ?-ThO
majority of it could have been done, I think.

5825. Would it not have been more advantageous to the Government
if you had proceeded immediately and without delays of any kind to
lay ont the work as fast as you could, and end that job, and thon get
some other job instead of having recesses continuously between the
beginning and the end of it ?-I do not know that it would. I thinik
part of the time might botter be given to more office work and work-
ing up quantities, testing the line laid down to see whether it could be'
improved or not, and making improvements where work was going on
if possible.
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5826. Do you mean, while you were laying out the work for the Su°ntrat o.s.
cOntractor it was necessary that you should remain there, so that any ncess°y
Work which ho did would be subjected to your supervision; that you
Could not have gone away from that sub.section whether you had your
Work completed or not ?-I think it was necessary to have a super-
v9ision of the work, and direct the men as to what was required to be
done.

-5827. Then, besides laying out this work for the contractor, you were
charged with the supervision of his work ?-I exercised a certain
amaount of supervision subject to my superior officers.

5828. I understand yon to say that at the beginning of this particu'
lar work you were instructed merely to lay out the work for the con'
tractor. Now, if that were all that you were required to do, you could
have doue it without any stoppages and proceeded to other work ?-
Yes; I could have done that if no changes were made, or if no changes
Wero anticipated. I could have gone on with it and laid it out from
en<d to end.

5829. And then your services would have been available for other
localities ?-Yes; they would have been.

5830. Let us understand why that was not done, why you did not But for thepro-
liish that work and make your services available for other localities ? babilites o

changes in the
-Because there was the probability of a number of changes taking place. grade &c, work
he grades being changed points would come up that would necessitate a mlghshea upen

lot of outside surveys, besides the line work, the work of staking out. bis services made

he cuts and fills could have been done on the located line, and my other places.
selvices made available for other work.

5831. Were you directed to do anything more than lay down that
Work upon the ground wben you first went there ?-There was nothing
defilite told me, further than that I had supervision, as I understand
it, of that firet nine miles-that is, to du all I possibly could towards
8etting out the work for the contractors, and assisting them in getting
131en into the points.

5832. Is it the usual practice, when assistant engineers lay out work
011 the ground for the contractors who are ready to work, that they
sh ould remain thore and exorcise supervision over the work which the
cOntractor actually does ?-[ do not think it is necessary for that par-
ticular man who sets out the work to romain there. Necessaryto have

some one to
5833. Is it necessary to have some one ?-I should think so. supervise the

contractor's
5834. Is it the usual practice ?-!dt is the usual practice. work.

5835. Were you instructed to afford facilities to the contractor as to
th0 locality and quantities of work required of him ?-What way would
that be ?

5836. In any way. Are you aware tbat'Mr. Whitehead complained
that neither he nor bis ongineers could get from the persons in charge,
en behalf of the Government, sufficient information to enable him to
C1ommeXInce work with convenience ?-I heard rumours of complaints.

5837. Now can yob1 understand my question: whether you were in-
at'Ucted to give them all facilities or not ?-I do not remember exactly
the instructions; I think that' at the outset the contractor's engineer
0ane to me asking for certain information.
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contract 2o. 1. 5838. That is Mr. Ruttan ?-Yes ; I told him that, as Mr. Ruttan-as
ontrator s e'e- an engineering friend of mine-I could give him a certain amount of

neer information information to assist him in watching the work, but that the informa-as a right, tion should or ought to come from the Division Engineer as the
officer in charge; but that I did not think it would be objectionable to
give him this information beforehand so as to assist him, if possible. I
have reference to bench marks now.

Character of in- 5839. Was that information which was necessary for the contrac-
formationdesred tor to obtain before he could go on working comfortably ?-I do notty contractors. think so ; I think he could establish his own benches, do his own cross-

sections, and then when I was proving certain of the levels to my
benches he could tie in.

5840. How were those bench marks made evident to any person ?
Do you mean by pegs on the ground or strokes on the trees, or how ?
-The roots of trees sometimes, sometimes on the top of a stump,
sometimes with a nail, sometimes without a nail.

By Mr. Keefer
5841. Did you not mark the levels of those benches ?-I think it

was ail levelled, but was so often burnt over that the figures wore
obliterated.

By the Chairman:-
5842. Do you mean that at the time the contractors came there

your bench marks were not to be seen ?-That they were charred-
the majority of them.

5843. If the contractor's engineer could not see your bench marks
how could he tie-in with them ?-I could tell him.

5844. But I understand that was one of the things you would not

tell him ?-I would not tell him until I had an opportunity of testing
the thing myself. The leveller had gone over this work, but I wanted
to test his work as through work from bench to bench.

5845. Could you not have occupied yourself at those times of
amusement in testing as you describe, so that you could give the con-
tractor's engineer the information that was necessary ?-[ think at
that time my time was fully occupied in working up other information,
and in taking extra cross-sections; the first cross-sections that were
taken were rather to establish the grades in the Chief Engineer's
office, as I understood that they had to be approved of there.

Witness not 5846. Do you mean that at the time that the contractor's engineer
wllhing to furnihhtr actor' engi- asked for the information which ho did not get from you, that it was
mion with fourt because you were not able to furnish it, or because you were not willing
nstruction from to furnish it ?-I was not willing to furnish it without instructions

Engineer. from the Division Engineer.
5847. But you were able to do so if you thought proper ?-I could

have given him the information, and ho could have made a note of the
difference in these bench marks. I could have given him the informa-
tion that was given to me by the leveller as recorded in his books.

5848. And which ho asked for ?-And which ho asked for.

Uadr ri°o 5849. And which you thought not proper to give him ?-Not as the
handed over to contractor's engineer. I was under the impressiop that all wqrkerontractor should
be revised. handed over to the contractor should ho revised, if possible.
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5850. How would that make a better check ?-I could verify the Contract No. 15.

leveller's work by running over his benches.
5851. Whose benches ?-The leveller's benches.
5852. Then do you mean that you were not able to give him definite

information, because you had not run over those benches ?-I could
accept the leveller's work as correct; as it turned out it was very nearly
correct.

5853. Do you mean that you were not inclined to give him this
ifformation, because you had not satisfied yourself that the leveller's
'work was correct ?-I wanted to satisfy myself that any work that
went out of my ofice was correct, by checking it.

.5854. Then was it because you were not able, or were not willing, to
give the information that induced you to decline?--l think that all
information ought to come through the Division Engineer to the con-
tractor. He ought to be cognizant of the information we were giving,
la engineer in obarge.

5855. Did you communicate with the Division Engineer on that sub-
ject ?-I think I did.

5856. Who was the Division Engineer ?-Mr. Carre.

Thinks al Inor-
mation ought to
corne througb the
Division Engi-
neer.

5857. What was his answer ?-I think ho refused to furnish him with But Carre refused
part of the information ho asked for; but about the vouchors I would »01e inrna-
Inot be positive. I think that Mr. Ruttan also asked me for cross-sections,
end that I refused it.

5858. Did Mr. Carre instruct you to refuse cross-sections ?-I think so.

5859. Would it be any disadvantage to the Government to let the
contractors get the cross-sections ?-Not if there were ufficient cross-
sections taken over the ground.

5860. Did you say the grade pege were in ?-No.
5861. How could the contractor ascertain the grade pegs, se as to

know where to begin, if ho was not shown the bench marks ?-He bas to
got the grade pegs from the assistant engineer to start his cuttings.

5862. Were the grade pegs put down as fast as they were required
by him, or at the time they were required by him?-Yes; the cuts and

were given to the workmen, and they would work with cross-
heads.

5863. But would it not be necessary for them to commence the cuts
and fills by knowing where the grade pegs were ?-If they had the
en'lts marked and cross-heads put up, the contractor could strike his
Ow. grade. 

Usual to furnish
5864. Is it not usual for the proprietor's -engineer to fi nish the contractor's engi-

Contractor with grade pegs, or the locality of the grade pegs ?-Yes. neer with grade

or9gradtpegSa.
5865. Was it done in this case ?-I would not be positive that it is

done in all cases.
5866. Was it asked for by the conractor ?-I think so. I m;ght

have pointed out on the ground where the grade was; but not to put a
Peg in in every instance.
. 5867. What time do you say you remained at that work ?-From

tha*t time up to the present.
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butra·et NO. 15. 5868. On that particular sub-section ?-Yes.

5869. S) that your work from thon until now has been on that nine
miles ?-Yes.

5870. Is it finislied ?-No; it is not completed yet.
Gradevarledafter 5871. After the contract was lot was there any material change in
contract was Iet. the grade ?-I think so.

5872. To what extent?-It varied.
5873. Could you say upon an average about the extent ?-I would

not like to say an average.
In consequence 5874. What was the general effect of that upon the quantities, either
batiks decreased
and rock increas- upon rock or embankment ?-1 think it decreased the banks and in-
ed. creased the rock.

5815. Rave you ever compai ed the quantities of the work as origin-
ally laid out and as now executed ?-I ihink I have, but I do not
rememter the figures.

5876. Have you made returns of the different sections -I mean the
changcd quantities in the different sections ?-Yes; that has been
returned to the engineer.

5877. Would it b possible, if similar returns had been made from
each sub-section of the cbange in the quantities, to show the whole
change over the whole lino ?-Yet.

5878. I mean the change in the quantities caused by this change in
the grade ?-Yes; it would show it over the whole contract.

5879. As far as your sub-section goes, yon had taken out and reported
the quantitios as changod by these alterations in the grade ?-Yes.

5880. Have you made up any estimates of the work which will
probably be required to finish the contract on your sub-êection ?-Yes.

5881. Up to what time, or since what time ?-From about a month
ago.

5882. The lst of August do you think ?-l think so.

5883. Rave you returned that ?-Yes.
5884. To whom ?-To Mr. Rowan.
5885. When ?-About three months ago.

5886. Is that to be revised by any one ?-I could not say.

n a eofaloca-

rock and decreas-
ed fillings.

5887. Have there been slight deviations in that lino, or any devis-
tions, since the contractors came on to the work which have affected,
their quantities ?-Very many of them.

5888. In what direction have they affected the quantities; have they
incrcased or decreased them ?-I think the rock has been increased
and the fillings decreased.

5889. I mean the change of location, I do not mean the change of
grade? -Yes; changes of location.

5890. So that the quantities, if they wore correctly estimated at the
beginning, would be less now than thon; that is, the quantities affected
by the change of location ?-Yes.

5891. Ras Mr. Schreiber been over that line»lately ?-Yes.
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5892. Have any changes been made in conseqîuence of his directions ?
Yes. M

Nailway Con-
struction--

Contat o. 15.
Change made ln
location in
consequence of

5893. Have those changes been in grade or location ? -In location. schreiber's
directions.

5)894. Do they still further diiminish the quantities, in your opinion ?
-They diminish the quantities in the tills and slightly increase the
,quantities in the rock, at points.

5895. Has the effect of the changes been to diminish the expenditure ? Effect to dimin-
-I think so. ish expenditure.

5896. Is any part of your sub-section tinished ?-There are points,
Cuttings; very few points are finished; that is, there are some catch-
Water ditches and things of that description required to be done to
Complete.

5897. Is the track laid over any portion of it ?-No; except for
eervice cars where steam shovels are working, and out of cuttings.

5898. Of course, you ha4e travelled over the line, over that as fai as
it is finished ?-Yes; once this summer.

5899. What is the most easterly point to which cars run now ?~ Srxteen mles
About sixteen miles from Rat Portage. the most easteriy

point to which
5900. Who is the assistant in charge of the sub-section next to you ? cor run. (Sept.

-- W. W. Kirkpatrick. nst, M

5901. The unfinished portion then covers your sub-section and most
Of his ?-Yes; part of his. Ra.tlway Loe..

5902. Have you been over any portion of the lino south of section Contraet No.14.
14, except that which you surveyed in 1875, so as to ascertain the
general character of the country, or the feasibility of a railroad over
it ?-No; I have not. Chakisse, an Indian Chief, when I was out at
-Falcon Lake, said that he thought a botter line could be got by
running direct towards Winnipeg, than the present location on 14.

5903. But from your own knowledge you have formed no opinion ?
~No.

591)4. Did you take any part in the soundings of Red River at the
time Mr. Carre was employed upon that work ?-No.

5905. Were you employed on the line between Red River and Shoal
lake ?-Yes.

5906. Is there any other matter connected with this subject which
You think ought to be explained, or which you wish to speak of ?-I

l not think so, at present.

I. F. FORREST'S examination continued :
5907. Do you wish to correct any of the evidence you gave yesterday ?
-Yes I do ; on two points. In giving my evidence yosterday I stated.

that m i"mression was that there was no commissariat officer attached
odivision R; I desire to correct that statement. There was a person
ecially in charge of supplies, but I do not recollect his name. Also

i reference to the bottom of the fill at station 4010, I intended to say
that in no case was it more than a foot or so below the water bottom
that we found solid bottom-gravel and blue clay-and not roek, if I

id State it was rock.

FORREST.

Corrects previous
evidence.
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W. F. ALLOWAY, sworn and examined:
By the Chairman :-

5908. Where do you live ?-At Winnipeg.
5909. How long have you lived here ?-About ten years.
5910. Before that where did you live ?-At Montreal.
5911. In what business were you in Montreal ?-None; I was at

school.
5912. Had you not done any business on your own account at that

time ?-No.
5913. What business did you enter into when you came here ?-1I

came here with the volunteers.
5914. How long were you engaged in that service ?-A year.

5915. After that service was over did you enter into any business?
-1 did not go into any regular business. I did so many things.

5916. What did you do ?-I was buying and selling lands and scrip ;
and I was in the tobacco business for some time. That was the first
regular business I was in.

Employed to buy 5917. 1 believe you were at one time employed to buy horses for the
romefon"°~ Governoent on commission ?-I was.

commission by
Nixon. 5918. Who employed you ?-Mr. Nixon.

5919. Do you remember how many you bought in this way ?-I dol
not.

5920. In round numbers ?-I could not say. 1 bought them one at
a time. I remember one lot of sixteen I bought. I may have bought
less than 100 altogether.

Rate of commis- 5921. Do you remember what was the rate of commission which you
sion 2j per cent. and Mr. Nixon arranged ?-Two and a-half per cent., I believe; I ara

not positive

5922. Did this rate vary-sometimes a larger and sometimes a smaller
amount-or was it generally on the same basis ?-1 do not think it
varied. It is a long time ago.

5923. Were you engaged on any other transaction connected with,
the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-I was freighting supplies.

5924. Were these horses bought principally for the Pacific Railway,
or for some other service ?-At the time my business was in that lino
I bought many for the late Mr. McKay and for the police.

Horses bought for 5925. I am asking if those you bought for Mr. Nixon were pril-
Niipincipanly cipally for the Pacifie IRailway ?-Yes; I think so.

acine Iailway. 5926. Besides buying the horses and freighting, had you any other
transaction on account of the Pacifie Railway ?-I do not think so.

5927. Did you know that Mr. Nixon was employed by the GoverD-
ment to act as purveyor ?-I did.

5928. Were you well acquainted with him ?-Not at that time.

Relations with 5929. At what time did your transactions commence with himt Olt
I ping of187 bebalf of the Government ?-In the year he came here. I think hoe
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Came here in the fall ; the next spring after ho came: I think it was Buyfng nf....es.
inl the spring of 1875.

5930. Had you had much experience in transactions with horses
before you entered into the arrangement with him ?-Yes.

5931. Your knowledge of horses was pretty good ?-I think so.
5932. Would it be valuable to the Government ?-I think so.
•5933. Would you probably be able to know if there were defects in Witness a good

the horses ?-Certainly. judge of horses.

5934. Had you or some of your family been engaged in business
COnnected with horses ?-Yes.

5935. So that in this arrangement made between Mr. Nixon and you, Never purchased
it was expected, I suppose, that it would be of advantage to the sa ion of engi-
Government that you should exorcise your judgment in purchasing the neer or Nixon.
horses ?-That was what it was for. I never purchased a horse without
the sanction of the engineer or Mr. Nixon.

'5936. Do you mean that you would ask them to exorcise their judg-
Mient in each case ?-In overy case.

59à7. On every horse ?-Yes; sometimes there would be four or Character of
five together. If I met a man with a band we would go ir.to the band witness's service.
and pick thom out, and I would see whether they were sound or not, or
Whether I thought they were fit for the work or not.

5938. And was this commission intended to cover your service in this
Way ? -Yes; the engineer or Mr. Nixon were cognizant of the price all
the time, and sometimes they would say it was too high and would not
take them. When they were here they always inspected the horses.
'When a requisition came in for horses-the engineer would requisition
feor so many horses-he would always look at them before they wore
given to him.

5939. If not would Mr. Nixon exorcise his judgment ?-Yes, that
Was in the case of one; but if there were four or five to be bought for a
party going west, the engineer would always say whether they were
lit for his work or not.

5940. Besides the freighting, in its ordinary sense, were you not
engaged in carrying mails ?-I got a contract for a mail: that was for
the Pacific Railway.

5941. It was connected with the Pacifie Railway works ?-Yes ; it
Was for their mail.

5942. Had you any place of business established, such as an office
or shop in the city ?-Latterly I had.

5943. About what time ?- I always had an office; I always had a
CO to do my business, where I was to be found, and where my

'ighters coming in could find me.

Carryug ManIs.
Got cont ract to
carry mails.

5944. Separate from your residence ?-I had no residence; I was not
'arried. 1 lived in an hotel.

th5545. But had you an office separate that was not connected with
e Place where you lodged ?-It was where I lodged, because I always

8lept in the office.
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5946. Do you remember at what time you first had an arrangement
with Mr. Nixon ?-I could not tell you the year; if you know what
year Mr. Nixon was sent up here, it was in the next spring.

Forgets first 5947. Do you rernember what your first transaction with Mr. Nixon
transaction wIth

nIxon. wvas I do not.
5948. Do you remember where he lived at that time ? What part of

the city ?-i do not know where he boarded. He had no family with
him at that time and was boarding somewhere.

5949. Had he any place of business ?-He had an office.

<fBee. 5950. Where was that ?-It was past Donaldson's big store. IL was
near the old land office, next door to the Receiver-General's old office-
Mr. McMicken's office.

5951. And where was your place of business then ?-Up near the
Pacific Hotel.

5952. Did it happen that you and he had an office together at any
time ?-Never.

Witness Mnay
have written out 5953. Had he any desk or any right to occupy any portion of your
wages o eb office or had you any right to occupy any portion of his office ?-Nover;
Nixon's offce, but ofiey a o n
.never had any I may have written out wages bills in his office, but I never had any
real conneotIon connection with Mr. Nixon's office, or he with mine.

wlhhie office.
554. If you used his office it was only temporarily ?-If we were

sending out supplies we would check them over in his office, and that
is all.

5955. Were you ever interested in any office which he occupied ?-
Never.

5956. Nor any person of your namo ?-Not that I know of; it is
some time ago, but I am pretty positive that there was not.

Carrying Mals. 5957. Do you remember this contract for the carrying of mails;
Contract for > adrtsmn 'tnes " f.
-arrying mai18 was it let by tender ?-By advertisement and tenders called for.
let by tender.

5958. Can you produce any account connected with that ?-l producO
an account for carrying mails to contracts 14 and 15. (Exhibit No. 101.)
I did not get that contract from Mr. Nixon. 1 got it from Mr. Rowan,
I think. I think it was Mr. Rowan who advertised for the tenders.

5959. Were you told that you could get any information from any of
the officers connected with this work before you put in your tender ?-
What kind of information ?

5960. Any kind of information ?-I went to the office and asked thern
what kind of service they wanted performed.

5961. Whom did you see ?-It was Mr. Rowan's offie that gave that
information, I think.

May have spoken 5962. Had you any communication with Mr. Nixon about that con-
to Nixon aboutT
thaïco"ntaUt tract ?-I may have spoken to him about that.

563. Do you remember anything that passed between you and
him ?-No.

5964. Is C. V. Alloway any relative of yours ?-He is a brother of
mine.

5965. Where does he live ?--Here.
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5966. Were you interested in his business ?-No; any business he
did for himself I was not interested in it.

5967. No; probably not ?-He and I were never in partnership.
5968. Were you interested in any bouse occupied by the engineer ?-

5969. Do you remember that an engineer did occupy a house be- An engineer
I. r occnpied a house

onging to your brother ?-Yes. belonging to

5970. Where was the house ?-The bouse was on First street, in witnewSs brother.
Winnipeg. I might say that the bouse now belongs to the Alloway
estate, and my brother was attorney for it.

5971. Were you interested in that ?-Not at ail. You asked me Nixon iived in a
-about the bouse of Mr. Nixon. Mr. Nixon resided in a house of mine houseofwtne's.
With his family. He lived in a private bouse of mine.

5972. Where was that ?-Next door to that one.
59à3. Where was this one ?-On First street or Fourth street.

5914. Can you tell when Mr. Nixon first became your tenant ?-I
4lanot; it was when his family came here.

5975. Was your charge for that rent against the Government or
against Mr. Nixon ?-Against Mr. Nixon.

Freighting.
5976. Do you remember whether your bargains for freighting were Bargains for

arrived at after the tenders being asked for, or by private arrange- r e how

Ment?-I never did any work by private arrangement. I may have
done littie bits of things, but never anything of any amount.

5977. Upon what basis would the contract be made, by the mile or
y the pound ?-Tenders were advertised for for taking supplies to

Battleford, Edmonton-naming the different places-and how much
for each place.

5978. Da you know whether there was much competition on those
OcCasions when tenders were invited ?-Yes.

5979. Were there many different tenders put in ?-I think so.

5980. Was there some arrangement between you and any one else
before tendering ?-Never.

5981. Do you know whether there was any understanding at any
tiule that the freight should be divided between you or any other
Person in any way ?-Never; they never were divided in any way. Hie tenders

5982. Wore your tenders always made independently ?-Always. alwaysnmade

5983. Do you remember at what rate you carried provisions tô Rate foreryint
lorth-West Angle ?-It depended upon what season of the year it was. Porth-west

An gle.
5984. In November, 1877 ?-In 1877, the year round it was about

!2 a bundred. If it was a special occasion they would have to pay
Just what it was worth. In the fail or spring, if I did not bave a con-
tract, I generally charged them more.

5985. What was the value of the use of a team of horses a day,
'bout November, 1877 ?-86 or 87 a day; that is cheap.

5986. What would that include ?-Team and man and harness, with
sPring-seated waggon.
5987. That would be for carrying passengers ?-Yes.

25
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Yreighting.

Team would
Carry frony 1000
to 2,M)0 lbs. a day.

115 miles from
'Winnipeg to
N4orth-W est
Angle.
Five days,

a verage timeof Journey.

Average of round
tnp from eight
1.0 teri days.

Average weight
et load for
%waggon from 1,700
to 1,W0lbs.

5988. But for carrying freight ?-The same; sometimes $1 less.
If it was a light spring waggon it was more; but these waggons
that we bave here have nice spring seats on them, are just as confort-
able, sometimes more so, than a carriage.

5989. About what weight would a team and vehicle for freight
carry ?--If the roads were at all good they would carry 2,000 lbs., but
if they were not they would sometimes carry 1,000 Ibs.; the roads
wore sometimes very bad.

5990. About how far would a team carry that weight for a day ?-
Twenty miles.

5991. On good roads ?-We never have any good roads here in the
spring of the year, or any season, to the North-West Angle.

5992. About what rate did you carry freight for to the North-West
Angle ?-From Pointe du Chène it is the same as from here. Then
there are two roads. Some seasons when one is cut up we take the
other.

5993. From here to the North-West Angle what is the road called ?-
It is called the Dawson road; but it is impassable; you cannot get
through it.

5994. What is the distance from here to North-West Angle ?-About
115 miles ; 110 it is called, but it is about 115 the way they go.

5995. Upon an average how many days would it take for a team to
go from here to there, with a fair load ?-Five days; sometimes I have
had them ten days on the road.

5996. I am speaking of the aterage ?-About five or six days on an
average.

5997. And for the return home empty ?-Three days, empty. If the
flies are very bad they will not go that fast.

5998. So that the round trip could be made, as a rule, upon an aver-
age of eight days ?-That is a very small average, they could not
avervge that all summer. They would not average it all summer,
because they would kill their horses. In the summer time, when the
roads are middling good, the flies are bad, and then when the roads are
bad the flies are gone.

5999. How many days did you say it would take to make the round
trip from here to North-West Angle, going with a team loaded and
returning empty ?-Eight to ten days.

6000.. What would that be worth per daf?-From 86 to $7. I
speak of it in the past, I do not speak of it now, as it is higher
now than it was then; you could not get them to go now for that
money.

6001. It is not so much the travelled route now ?-No.
6002. Taking the state of the roads upon the average, where, between

half a ton and a ton, would you say would be the ordinary weight of ak
load ?-It is very seldom that we load up with balf a ton, that is for -%
team.

6003. What would be the average weight of a load ?-From 1,700 to
1,800 lbs.
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6004. For each 100 ibs. you got $2 ?-I did not freight that way ; Freightiikg.
that was not my freighting at all.

6005. Did you not freight to North-West Angle in that way ?-Not
that way; I always freighted with carts.

6006. Did you not charge for one team to North-West Angle, for
Section 14 ?-1 have charged for lots of teams.

6007. That was not for carrying freight ?-It may have been freight.

6008. Did you never freight by contract from here to North-West
Angle ?-I did ; but never with waggons thougb, always with carts.

6009. What would be a fair load for a cart ?-700 to 800 ibs. ; 700 70 Ibs. a fair load
Ou the North-West Angle roai. for a cart.

6010. How would a cart be drawn ?-With one ox or a horse, ox
generally.

6011. There would not be a driver for each ox cart ?-No.
6012. How many ox carts would one driver manage ?-Four to five
6013. What is it worth per day for an ox and cart?-81.50 a day. I

do not suppose I ever hired any by the day though. Yes, I did
though.

6014. Was there any general understanding what it was worth ?-
No; I got the contract and 1 cither sent my own cattle and carts, or I
hiredî some man to take it out at so much by the 100 Ibs.

6015. Between man and man, what do you consider a fair return for $1.25 a fair returr
the use of an ox and cart for a day ?-$1.25. for use f an"°Useand cart fora

6016. And you say that would draw about 700 lbs. ?-Yes. day.

6017. What is a fair average for a man who boards himself?-$2
A day.

6018. So that a fair return for a man and five ox carts and oxen would
be about 88.25 ?-I suppose so.

6019. How long would it take a train of that kind to go to North- aîrteen days goo
wes tArgeravelling forest Angle and return empty ?-Fifteen to twenty days. round trip from

winnIitg to6020. Would that be a fair average ?-Fifteen days would be good orsth-aest
tlIne-splendid time. Angle and back.

6021. Then, upon an average, what would it be?-Eighteen days.
602 2. Did you take any freight with ox trains from here to North-
est Angle ?-I did not.
60 23. You did not do any work of that kind for the Canadian Pacifie

Railway service ?-I took contracts. I did not take freight myself.
6024. At what rate ?-Generally speaking, $2 per 100 Ibs. $2 per 100 Ibn.

ti 6025. Were they profitable ?-Not on the North-West Angle. Some.
'n'es they were, and sometimes they were very unprofitable.

6026. Upon the whole do you think you made money or lost money
y the North-West Angle contracts ?-I suppose 1 made money, but Iniever figured it out.

6027 lad you any transactions on account of the Canadian Pacifie
dtilway service, in which you hired the use of oxen and carte by thely ?-Yem.
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Freighting. 6028. Between what points?-On the Pembina Branch. I remen-
Uaed oxen and broeintc.
carta on Pembina ber one instance.

pear .aty i 6029. Do you remember at what rate ?-$1.50 per day, I think.

6030. That would probably include the service of the man ?-No; it
might not. Never to any extent. Perbaps a couple at one time.

6031. Had yon any transactions in which you hirel teams, per day ?
-Yes.

Hired teams at 6032. Do you remem ber at what rate ?-Yes, 86 a day for heavy
$5 and *6 a day. teams; I think I have let them have them for 85.

6033. Would it be at that rate if they were going back empty ?-
Yes; every day they were away.

6034. Do you remember taking Mr. Blanchard to contract 14 ?-I do
not. On looking at the account handed me, I do remember. I took hirm
there.

Charged M80 for
four ays on 6035. What did you charge for four days? - $30.
contract 14.

6036. That would be higher than the rate you say would be a fair
rate ?-Yes; I remember there were some others there, the same.

6037. Was there not soine others there for moving out some furniture?
Why did you charge 87.50 a day for that ?-The roads were very bad
and Mr. Blanchard had to move his furniture. There was no road, and
they had to go in the ditches and in the dumps-that was when the
grade was half finished, and it was worth $10. I quite frequently
charged 87.50 a day for light teams for a buggy like that, with seats
in it.

A team to North- 6038. I see a charge on November 30th, 1877: " one team to North-
Wys an adnay. West Angle, with provisions for A. Stewart, and man, nine days, at $6 ?"

-Yes.

6039. Do you remember wJhether that was a passenger waggon ?-
86 would be a heavy team, from the price; I think it was a heavy
team.

6040. Do you remember the transaction ?-I do not.

6041. Will you look at the entry of December 6th, 1877, in the account,
and read the charge ?-" To two teams to camp 4, contract 14, with
Briggs, eight days, at $6, $96."

6042. Do you make eight days at $6, $96 ?-Eight times six would
be $48, and two teams at 848 would be $96.

Item In whIch
four dayacharged 6043. I want you to explain the deduction in the bottom of the
andi he la cut acen
down to twodays. account ?-I charged four days, and he bas cut me down two days.

6044. Did you agree to that ?-I suppose I agreed to it if it is in the
account and took the money.

6045. Thon on the 6th of the same month you make a similar
charge; did you agree to a similar reducticn on that?-I suppose thi!
first reduction of December 2nd is on the saine account. He would
not allow my full charge.

6046. Would the next charge of December 6th be subject to the
same reduction ?-It would appear so from this account. These were
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My charges, and when 1 came in Mr. Nixon said it was an over charge, Preelintimi.
and he would not pay me what I asked.

6047. Did you agree to it ?-I did.
6048. Did you agree that the second charge should be subject to the Anotb<r reduc--

88me reduction ?-I did. No ; it is a reduction of $48 in one instance tion.
and $12 in the other.

6049. But that $12 comes off another item ?-If it is there I must
have agreed to it.

6050. It is omitted from the deduction ?-If there is only one deduc-
tion he only charged me with one. I remember quite frequently that
4r. Nixon and 1. had disputes about my charges.

6051. Can you say now, on looking at this accounit, whether there is
a further reduction from the one at the end of the account ?-iNo; there
6hould not be any reduction, according to my idea; but he thought lit
to do it, and i had to agree to it.

6052. Was there any person else interested in this work with you ?
=No.
6053. How far would camp 4, on contract 14, bu from Winnipeg ?-

I do not know,
6054. You charge for taking these people: have you never been

aware of the distance ?-I was at the time, but they used to shift their
camps.

6055. Were you aware, at the time named in this account. where
the camp was?-If I saw the number of days I could tell by the
numlnber of miles per day where they were at the time.

6056. Was the distance one of the items discussed between you and
Mr. Nixon at the time of the reduction ?-That must have been the
Way he came to make the reduction-he thought it was not so far-
Without any regard to the roads.

6('57. Do you remember the rate at which you carried the mail to carrying main,
the camps on section 14 ?-1 do not. Carried the mail

6058. Do you remember how often you. carried the mails there ?- to the camps on
Once a week, I think; I am not sure. e onoe °

6059. Do you remember whether these camps were numbered, with
reference to the diLtance upon the line on which they were situated ;
Why were they called by numbers 1, 2 and 3 ?-To designate the
camp, I suppose.

6060. Would the camp be numbered with reference to the distance
om the end of the contract ?-1 suppose they were numbered by the

distance. One would be No. 1 camp; further on would be No. 2.

6061. Would camp No. 1 be always at the same distance ?-I cannot
11 ; I do not remember.

6062. Read the item of December 7th aloud ?-" Mail to camps 1, 2 Item a97.50 for
Od , contract 14, one and half months, $65 per month, 897.50." ail for one anda-half months.

6063. Wore yon carrying mails at so much per month ?-Yes; i
%UPPose froi this charge.

6064. Do you remember that ?-No.
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Hunin upStray 6065. About what would be a fair rate for a man and horse. For in-
horses. stance, if they were employed hunting up stray horses, would it be

83.50 to $4 per day ?-For one man and one horse ?
6066. Yes ?-$1.50 for a horse and 82 for a man.
6067. That would be $3.50 per day ?-That would be about right.

Provided carts
for surveying 6068. Did you provide any carts for any surveying party ?-Yes.
p 6069. Was that under contract ?-I could not say. If it was a couple

or three, it was not under contract; but if it was many I suppose it
ws.

6070. Do you remember ?-I do not.

Bushed and 6071. On the 27th June, 1877, you charge for sixteen bushed and
banded carts. banded carts : was that a different kind of cart from the one ordinarily

in use ?-What we called " bushed " is a boxing with iron around the
axle, and " banded " is that the hubs are banded, so that they will not
crack with the sun.

From $2 to l the 6072. Is there much difference in the value between bushed and
value of bushing
and banding. banded carts and ordinary carts ?-$2 or $3.

$15 price of
ordinary cart.

WItness charged
S19.50 for the
useod and band-

ed carts.

Price of bushed
and banded carts
Mow.

6073. Was there that difference at that time ?-Yes.
6074. What was the price of the ordinary cart in those days ?--

$15.
6075. Did that include ther extra axles ?-No.
6076. Did you say that the ordinary cart cost $15 in those days ?-

Yes.
6077. And bushed and banded would be how much extra ?-About $3.
6078. That would be $18 in all : your charge is $19.50 ?-You can

now buy carts for $10.
6079. Did you know at the time whether there was any reason for

charging this 61.50 more than ordinary prices ?- Perhaps carts were
searce at that time. This spring I have sold them at 8.0 a piece for
carts bushed and banded.

6080. What is the price for bushed and banded carts now ? -Froni
about the same; sometimes we put on ordinary hoop iron, which niakes
a difference in the price.

6081. What would be the diference in a cart without bushing or
banding, and a cart bushed and banded, of the best kind ?-About
$4.50.

6082. How do you make that up ?-There is $1.25 for the bushing.

6083. Do you mean that is what you paid for getting it done ?-ThO
bushings are iron.

6084. Can you buy them ?-You can buy them at the foundry; you
can buy them separate to insert thom in the hub to prevent the axies
from wearing out. They cost $1.25, and it cost at that time I1 tO
put them in.

6085. What do they cost now ?-$1.25, and 75c. for putting theta
in.

6086. What would be th cost of the banding ?-The binds would be
worth $1. There are four bands.
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6087. How much would they weigh, the four bands ?-About six Carte.
POunds.

6088. Is that what you consider the present value for bands to be,
fOr one cart?-Yes.

6089. And what would they be worth put in ?-50 cts.
6090. Where is the rest of the 84-that is about $3.50 ?-There is

11.25 and $1 and $1.50; that is 84. No; it is worth $3.50.
£091. Why did you say $4 ?-Because I made a miscalculation. Ansca'culation.
6092. What is the price of a bushe I and banded cart now ?-I do

1ot know, I have not sold any. I sold some this spring at $20.
6093. What was a cart not bushed and banded worth this spring ?-

erom $15 to $16.
6094. Have they changel in price from spring until now very

Inaterially ?-Yes ; very materially.
6095. What is a cart not bushed and banded worth now ?-You can

buy them at $10 but they are no good.
6096. When you tell me the value of a cart not bushed and banded

a $10, you say it is no good ?-It is no good for freighting.
6097. Do you mean that you could buy one at $10 that is no good ? Carts not bushed
Yes; an ordinary cart that will take an emigrant fifty miles or so be d na

You Can get for that. good one at from
b12 to $15.

6098. What can you buy a good one for ?-I am selling some from
412 to 815. I have not sold one for less than $12. They cost me that
at year.

6099. Do you remember what the price of an extra axle was in Price of extra
1877 ?-Generally speaking it was $1. axIe.

6100. Do you know why you charged a $1.50 ?-I suppose they were
higber at that time. If they are finmshed axles they are worth 81.50,
but if they are ordinary axIes hewed out with an axe they are worth
1, not fitted to the wheels. Those I supplied' to the survey were all
tLOd to the wheels before they were sent up.

6101. Do you remember whother those were so fitted ?-They were
iltted

6102. Do you remember the value of cart covers at that time ?-No;
do Lot. I gonerally bought the cart covers, and put thém in at the

samle price that I paid for them. Sometimes cart covers are made long
ald SOnetimes short.

6103. Besides the horses which you bought in the way you previous- norme@.
1Y described-that is when you were paid for your knowledge by a
ýOtftmission-did you seil any horses to the Government ?-I have.

6104. Who fixed upon the value of them ?-The value was agreed Provided horses
pon mutually. I asked him a ertain price, and if he did not like it or the Govern-

ho (id fltyyse i eti rie n fh i o ie mont by agree-d not agree to it, and if he did, he did agree to it. ment with Nixon,

6105. Who was the person ?-Mr. Nixon.

6106. Do you remember selling him four horses in June, 1877 ?-I soti him horse.
tIot renember. in 187.
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Nixones ]u,-

Bu*,a°gImeos.

nemembers
buyalng horses for
Lucas.

Bought more
than four horses
for Lucas.

Bold to Nixon but
Lucas agreed on
X)rlce.

Maddle horse for
Marcus Smith.

Two selected by
LUC"s

6107. Do you remember having any contract with the Government
on the subject of horses -any written contract ?-Not that I know of ;
I may have had, but I do not remember.

6108. Do you remember about what the price of a fair cart horse was
in 1877 ?-1 do not.

6109. Do you remember arranging with Mr. Nixon about the sale of
four cart horses to him ?-I do not.

6110. An account of June 27th, 1877, contains an item of four horses
at $460: does this bring to your mind any part of the arrangement ?
-Who was the party ?

61 Il. Mr. Lucas ?-Yes; I can remem ber I bought more than four
for him at that time. Since you read that out I can remember supply-
ing Mr. Lucas with horses.

6112. Who fixed the price?-Speaking from memory, I think there
were some of those horses supplied on commission, and others were
horses that 1 owned myself. There were some of thom higher than
others-they were saddle horses, I think.

6113. Look at the account and say what you remember about that
transaction (banding an account to the witness) ?-(After looking at
the account): I remember something about this now.

6114. Tell me how the price was arrived at ?-I sold these horses:
one to Mr. Lucas and one to Mr. Smith. They were not cart horses.

6115. Did you describe thom as saddle horses ?-There were two
saddle horses and one saddle horse-three altogether.

6116. Do you remember who fixel the price of them ?-I sold then
to Mr. Nixon-it was Mr. Lucas agreed upon the price. I sold them
to Mr. Lucas, and Mr. Lucas fixed upon the price. I said how mach I
wanted for the horses and ho agreed to it.

6117. Besides these saddle horses, look at the other items ?-Four cart
horses.

6118. Do you remember about the cart horses ?-I do not remember
about the cart horses.

6119. Who fixed the prices for the saddle horses ? Do you say Mr.
Smith fixed the price of' one ?-- If you say fixed the price 1
tixed the price. I asked him $200 for it, and ho had to agree to it or
do without the horse.

6120. Who made the bargain on the other side ?-It was he.
6121. Do you mean Mr. Sinith ?-I am not sure; but I think it was

he, because I remember there was some dissatisfaction about it. iHe
said ho wanted a good hore--a first-class saddle horse-and ho got it.

6122. Is that Mr. Marcus Smith ?--Yes.
6123. Do you say the other two saddle horses were selected by Mr.

Lucas ?-Yes.
6124. Had you any arrangement with Mr. Nixon about these horses'

-No.
6125. No arrangement of any kind ?-No.

(Xon neverL
dantae any 6126. Did he derive any advantage from this transaction ?--0
transactions with never derived any advantage or benefit from any transaction with 1110-~Witness,
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6127. I am asking about this one ?-No ; never.
6128. Did he derive no advantage from your dealing in these horses

With the Government ?-No; except that he got a good article.
6129. Mr. Nixon ?-The Government.
6130. I am speaking of Mr. Nixon individually ?-No.
6131. Had you any conversation with him at any tirme about supply-

ing these horses to the Government, besides bargaining for the price ?
No; I suppose he told me that they wanted the horses, and to look

them up for them.
6132. Had yon any private transaction with Mr. Nixon on his own

account ?-Nothing; except bouse rent.
6133. Was that bouse rent which the Government ought to pay or

'Which he had to pay ?-He paid me.
6134. Did you make out an account for the Government ?-Never.
6135. What is that item (pointing to the account) ?-" Two harness

horses for buck-boards."
6136. What does that mean ?-It means a botter class of horses.
6137. Is a buck-board a botter kind of vehicle ?-Yes.
6138. What is it for ?- For carrying passongers.
6131. Do you remember anything about these buck-boards-who, for

inita-tnce, arranged the price for you?-No; Mr. Lucas agreed to the
price of all these horses.

6110. Do you know where Mr. Lucas lives now ?-I do not.
6141. Do you remember purchasing a lot of eighteen horses for the

Government ?-No.
6142. Do you remember pu'chasing a lot about that number ?-I

Purchased several lots.

6143. There is an account of yours dated in May, 1875 ?-Does it say
who they were for and what pai ty ?

6144. No ?-Who is the account to?

6145. Look at it yourself (handing it to witness) ?-(After looking
at the account): I do not remember.

6146. There is an account of yours, May 6th, 1875, for i he purchase of
eighteen horses, do you remember purchas-ing that lot ?-No, I do not;

b I may have purchased them. I think I do remember something
about it.

6147. Wbat do you remember?-I remember that I purchased
them.

6148. How did you come to purchase them ?-I was atked by Mr
lion to purchase that lot of horses, I think, and he and I purchased
theM together. I rendered the account, lie agreed to the price, and I got

m hnuch commission. If I could find out what survey they were for, I
cOnld tell you more explicitly.

Nix 'se Pnp-

Eeayiug H.rmi

No private trans-
action with Nlxo
ex cept house
rent.

Two harness
horses for buck-
boards.

Luc-as agrecd to
price of the
horses.

Etghteen horses
purchased.

Nixon and
wBness purchas.
ed them together.

6149. Do you remember the first time you bought a large lot of horscs
MIr. Nixon's direction ?-I do not.
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vuyisgrUbres. 6150. Do you remember the circumstance of having such a trans-
action with him among your early dealings ?-No; I cannot bring
anything to my memory clearly. I purchased so many different horses
in so many differont lots that I cannot remember which orie it is.

Got $6 Per cent. 6151. You said you thought your commission was 2j per cent. ?-
commission,
though usual os.

,erent.was 6152. In this account it is charged at 5 per cent. ?-I dare say it is.

Explanation of 6153. Then do you say you wore wrong in saying your commission
this lot of Pones. was 2j per cent. ?-No ; in some of my accounts they are charged at

2j per cent.; but in this case, they were ponies, and I had to pick them
up all over the country, and my commission was 5 per cent.

Nixoneither with 6154. Did Mr. Nixon go with you when you were picking up those
Ignm orses or horses ?-Yes. If he did not I always had them brought to town in

Le Inspected lots of three or four for his inspection, and ho could pick them out or
tiei afterwards. rejcct them as he wanted to. He would look at them, and I would

tell him what I thought of them, and he would buy thom or reject
them.

6155. Did he sonetimes go with you when you were looking up
these horses ?-Yes.

6156. Would ho take part in the bargaining with the individuals fron
whom you purcbased ?-Yes.

6157. And would he assist in fixing the price to be paid ?-Yes.
6158. Do you think this was a transaction of that kind ?-I think so

from that aceount.
6159. Look at the account and say if you think it was a transaction

of that kind ?-Yes; I am sure it was.
6160. Then ho would know the names of the individuals from whomn

you purchased each horse himself'?-I could not say that.
6161. If he was with you, taking part in the bargain, ho would ?-

But I would not know the names myself, perhaps.
No means of 6162. Have you no way of indicating the person or place from which
sodse cnw m you would buy each horse ?-No; I knew a man and he would cone
horses were to me and say: "I have a horse to seli." I would not ask the name or
vurchased. anything about him, and if the horse suited I would ask his price. If

Mr. Nixon did not like him, we would not bother with him, or if ho
was too high in price.

6163. Do you think that this transaction was one in which the
horses were purchased from people coming to you, or from people to
whom you went to buy ?-Sometimes in one way, sometimes another.

6164. I am speaking of this transaction. You say this was a trans-
action in which Mr. Nixon accompanied you to buy ?-Not altogether.

6165. I ask you whether Mr. Nixon was helping you to go in the
country to buy ?- never meant to say that Mr. Nixon always went
with me.

6166. I am asking if ho went with yo'i on this occasion ?-Perhaps;
buying all these extended over a month, aud ho did not go with me
all the time.

6167. You say now that Mr. Nixon may not have been present on
the occasion when these were bought?-He was when some of thefo
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veyorahip-'Were bought. He was there when they were all bought, but not with uylr Herses.

1ne. When 1 got round the country 1 brought them in bore.
6168. Was ho present when each bargain was made with each seller Nixon "cogni-

Of a horse ?-He was cognizant of each bargain before a horse was bargain before
bought. liorse bough t.

6169. How was ho cognizant of it ?-He would say: "I will give
that man so much for that horse," and ho would be present when the
bargain was made.

.6170. Do you mean to say that he had an opportunity of exercising
bi8 judgment upon the price for which each of these horses was
bought ?-Yes.

Explanation why
6171. Can you tell me why, instead of putting down the price that a t own at

'Was paid for each horse, you put them all together, averaging the an average price
price ?-Because some horses were more valuable than others. hobreaus ere ore

valuable than
others."6172. That would not affect the question ; I suppose you could put

down the separate price for each horse ?-Yos.
6173. There was no necessity to average them to show that they

cost different prices ?-No.

6174. Can you tell me, if Mr. Nixon knew and exercised bis judg-
nut upon each horse and each price, why you lumped them: calling

thom eighteen horsos at 890 ?-Because that was the price paid for the
eighteen, and ho said to make the account in that way and ho would
agree to it.

6175. I suppose the length of the account would not be a disadvan- Nixon and wit-
tage ?-It might be at that time. At that time I had not a book- "t arraged

thaï they stioutd
keper, and 1 did not keep books; I only kept a pocket memorandum be put down at
et them, and he know the prices of them, that they were so much, and 9O a piece.
'We averaged them at 890 a piece.

6176. But was not Mr. Nixon accustomed to keeping books ?-He
4id not keep my books.

6177. But ho kept the books of the Government, and was there any
leason why he should not have a record of the price paid for each
hors ?-- do not know as there is any reason why.

617. But you say that ho took part in the purchase of each of these
Orses?-He was cognizant of it; ho agreed that each horse should be

Worth so much.
6179. I notice that this account is not certified by him; he does not

ertify that ho knows it to have been correct in any way ?-I think
e Certification business was an institution of a later date.
6180. Do you mean at that time that ho paid accounts without any

er8cn eortifying to them ? -When ho purchased a purchase like that,
tbat ho was thoroughly cognizant of himself, ho did not certify bo-
eause ho paid for them himself.

6181. Then at that time the practice was not to certify to the ac-
count ?-J suppose o80.

6182. Do you know whether that was the ractice ?-I do not know;
e Made out the cheque himself for them. I suppose he did. He was0 ogmzant of it, and what was the good of certifying to it ?

Accouit not cer-
iltio r by e"-OU
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Vryorahip- 6183. You have had very large dealings with him on behalf of the

Bnyloig Morss. Government ?-Yes.
ditent ofwit 6184. Have you any idea te what extent ?-I have not.ness'a dealing

'with Nixon un
behaif of Gov rn- 6185. Ras it been more or less than $10,000 ?-More.
ment. 6186. $20,000 ?-More.

6187. 830,000 ?-I think more.
6188. $40,000 ?-I think so.

4o,Ooo or rdore. 6189. You are not certain whether it was over $40,000 ?-I could
not say.

619d. In dealing to that extent witb yon it is probable that you reaped
considerable advantage ?- Yes; I did.

6191. It was an object to you to have a person dealing with yo"
on behalf of the Government to that extent ?-Yes; I suppose it was.

6192. Have you any doubt about it ?-No; I have no doubt; but I
may have made more out of somebody else.

6193. Did you ever explain to Mr. Nixon that it was an object to
you ?-No.

6194. Did be gain any advantage from your dealing with him ou
behalf tof the Government ?-None. Never.

6195. Did he get nothing at ail for these transactions in any shape?
- Never.

Another account 6196. Can you explain wby it is that that account (showing witness
not in detail. an account) is not in detait and not certitied, but stili paid ?-1 cannot·

This account was rendered and paid, and I got all the money -every
cent of it-and kept it too.

6197. Do yo remember the transaction now after looking at this
account? Bas it brought any part of it to your mind ?-No; I cannot
say that it has. I do not remember it distinctly at ail as a separate
transaction.

6198. Do you remember buying any large lot about that time ?-NO-

At thistirne kept 6199. Do you keep books ?-At that time I did not. I kept a sora
no amutoan- of memorandum. I did not have a book-keeper at that tirne. I had a

oorse transac- book-keeper before that.

6200. Have you a book-keeper ncw?-No; I am not in that bisinede
now.

6201. Was there any time in which yon had a set of books since
you have been in business in Winnipeg ; while you were dealing with
Mr. Nixon ?-Yes.

6202. What sort of business were you in thon ?-Freighting alto-

Commenced to gethr.
keep books the 6203. Can you say when you began to keep those books ?-1 canuo t
radt arter Nixo
cane here for it was the fail after Mr. jNixon came here.
freighting. 6204. You commenced te keep books ?-Yos.

6205. You say that the only memorandum of this sort of transactio0l
would be in a private book of your own; what would you make an
entry in your private book for ?-A pocket memorandum: " horse, su%
a price "-that is ail.
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6206. Do you mean in a pocket book or a pocket diary ?-A pocket Buring n.....
diary.

6207. What would be your object in keeping it there ?-To remember

6208. Was there any object in remembering it?-None; except to
Charge for it.

Does not know
6209. Where are those books now ?-I do not know where it is now. wherehis ernor-

6210. That pocket book in which you put an entry of your prices?
'I do not know; f used them up-one every six months or so.

6211. Did you destroy them afteryou filled them ?-I do not know;
might find them.
6212. At that time you were doing business each year to a consider-

Able anount?-I do not think in that year I was.
6213. This single transaction is $1,700?-There was not much of Fxtentofhis

that mine; there was not much business in that. n transa-
6214. In the same month there is another transaction of a larger
ount, over $2,000 ?-There was not much profit in that for me.

6215. I arm not speaking of profit, but about transactions. There Not worth while
tOlIst have been a good deal more than what appears on paper ; it is to keep evidence

Or You to say on oath. If you did business to that amount, was it
not worth while to preserve evidence of your transactions ?-No.

6216. Was there any object in destroying them ?-No.
6217. Were they destroyed ?-I do not know.
6 118. Do you remembor any other transaction of the same month-
yLng another lot of eighteen horses ?-I do not.
6-19. Can you say for whom the first purchase of May, 1875, was
de ?-1 cannot.
6220. Would your books show you, which you have to refer to ?-
o; I think not.
6221. You were buying horses perhaps at that time for other BRuying horses atbersons ?-the time for otherwas. persona.

6222. Would not your little memorandum book show for whom you
Dnght each horse ?-For other people ?

62 ?3des ?-Yes; I think so.
62 42 . ould you look at your book and see ?-I will if I can find it;
t I tell you it is a long time ago, and the book may be torn up

or thrown away, or leaves out of it, but I will try and find it.

6225. I have another account ; is that your signature (handing witness
account) ?-Yes.

6226. laving looked at this account of 17th of May, 1875, can you MaY Tth, 1ê&,
neMber anything about that transaction ?-I cannot. aot renebe

Canytin er
62 27. Do you think that was accomplished in the same way that the yg'
4rer one was ? -I think so.

t6228. Do you think that Mr. Nixon exercised his discretion as to
e price paid for each horse ?-I think so.
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ixemu's Pur-
VQyerOship-

Buying Herses.

Cannot explaIn
why the actual

rlce of each
horse Is flot given

instead of an
average price.

In fact witness
bonght horses on
behait of t he
Go0vernment who
got the advantage
when a good bar-
gain wae made.

Paid incash.

Another account.

6229. Doyo u know whether any record was kept by hin or.b ol
the price of each horse ?-I do not know anything about him ; I keP
kept a record of it for the time being. Of course I must have kePe
record.

6230. Can you give any reason now why this account is made 00t
a lump sum, averaging the price of each horse, instead of giving
price of each horse in detail ?-I cannot.

6231. Do you know whether Mr. Nixon has ever stated that yoUru
bought horées on commission; that they were bought for the GovO,.
ment out and out, without reference to what you paid ?-I do not klo

6232. The fact was you bought them for the benefit of the do
ment, and they were to get the benefit of the price if you made a
bargain ?-Yes.

6233. Have you and Mr. Nixon conversed about these horsd bou
actions much ?-Never; except at the time when we talked
them; but since, never.

6231, Would you buy those horses from farmers or from stranger ,
a rule, or do you know ?-From both.

6235. What kind of dealdng would it be: would they tako V
from stores, or how would they be paid ?-In cash.

6236. Invariably ?-Always ; I never paid any other waY.
6237. Look at the account now handed to you, dated May, i875

that your hand writing (handing un account to witness) ?-Ye'
br two 6238. Do you remember anything of this transaction hi c Nvb

charge $330 foî two horses ?-I do not remember. tb
6233. Do you suppose it was accomplished in the sarne way as

others ?-Yes.
6240. That the price was agreed to by Mr. Nixon before the

was completed ?-Yes.
Nixon took part
in Purchase. 6241. And he took part in the purchase in that way ?-Yes.

6242. And woulid it sometimes happen that you would see the
of the horses first and arrange about the price, arei then take theo
Mr. Nixon to have the price approved ?-No. mG

6243. Before the price of the horse was named between YOu1  sfl
seller, Mr. .Nixon would take part in the purchase?-I would 0 OO
that always. I would meet a man on the street, and say : " Il
will you take for your horse ? " and I would sy : " Come along•

6244. I ask you if you and the sellers would not sonetiec f
about the price, and if you would not then take them to Mr. 14'

r happened We would talk about it, and then go to Mr. Nixon.that a man Would outo gag
be winMto »In 6245. Did it sometimes happen that a man would be willinprf fohaenis. the horse for a less price than you would name to Mr. Nixon ?'price nhan wit.n
WMs wojd, namefle.
te Nixon.

6246. I notice in an account of May 7th, 1875, in favour O0
Alloway, veterinary surgeon, you sign a receipt. Is thatyour sign
(handing account to witness) ?-Yes.

6247. Were you authorized to act for him in such matters
somletimes.
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6248. w ixeis PUa
6 9 you interested at all in it ?-No. y etsy thiS time, in 1875, had you command of much funds your-

this' Were they funds that were provided for the purpose of carrying
id flo ness of buying and se ling horses?- hatever I wanted

62 got ail I wanted.
it: ' fdou know why those purchases of individual horses were Explains wh
it 'et direet to the seller by Mr. Nixon, instead of by yourself o dre °y

east 'stance and afterwards by Mr. Nixon to you ?-L suppose Nixon.
o pio the making out of cheques and accounts, as nine-tenths of

1%4. PeoPle Cannot read. They were half-breeds and thev cannot

..

952. 1
t 2 4o that al] the reason you have ?-I think it is a very good one.
6253 e Principal reasons.
te eyakiat canjnot read ?-I think that is the principal reasonr4. "g Out of accounts-and Mr. Nixon asked me to pay for

4 another account of May 27th, 1875, you have charged for azti0L? or section 14: do you remember anything about that trans-
era at the account (banding it to witnes).-I do not

255. you thinktth reason
Nixon did Dot

b25a outhIhk the reason why Mr. Nixon did not pay by choque a seners b
6256 the sellers could not write ?-I suppose so. chau e t

•t -i not Irrite2 ]d yo enever pay accounts to anybody who could not write- o

t625 "derstand ?-I suppose ho did.
e othere ? could he not have done it in this instance as well as in

258 ,e could have done it.h
toar, 06 h alf-breeds of this country, you say, formed the larger c fern

9 o th ndividuals who sold those horses '-Ys.

6 *O ey own many horses, as a rule-the half-breeds ?-Not

62. idthey then ?-Yes.
What kind of horses ?-Good borses. Indian horses. Large

06262·>E

Part you 'say large horses, do you mean imported from
P26a3 the Dominion, or native breeds ?-Native.

626 Large animals Of the native breeds ?-Large and small.

%5 A-6atrule are they large horses-the native breed ?-No.
a d ays? an average-sized animal of the native breed worth Average native

'66 ys.. 10 0 . os ot 1

that about the ordinary pr.ice ?-Sometimes 8250, and

% o Mekn about the ordinary price ?-For a cart horse or

au an odinari y fair horse for general purpses?-For a sis5or a generai
rp%"hOrse, $150. .purpose horas
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;RIea$a Pur-
veyom 1 ,ep.

Account, horses
$150 and commis-
sion $7.50.

NOBERLY.
Explorat.ry

suwvey
IP&rtt<a T,

E.gineer and
eontractor.

EnteredCanadian
Pacfe Rattway
aervice ln 1871.

Employed as Dis-
trice Engineer for
eurveys through
mountains from

Imhnewap Lake to
]Edmonton.

An Engineer In
charge of both
parties and both
asurdinate to
witness.

Fleming wit-
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8269. What would cart horses of the native breed be worth at that
date ?-About $90.

6270. Do you remember anything about this bay mare for which you
have charged $125 for section 14?-I do not.

6271. In an account of June 10th, 1875, you have charged for onO
horse, S150, and for your commission, $7.50; do you remember any-
thing about that ?-No.

6272. Do you think that was purchased in the same way, through
Mr. Nixon and yourself exercising a joint judgment upon the price ?-
Yes, his judgment upon the price ; and my judgment as to whether ho
was worth it or not if he was sound.

6273. That would be as to the price if you were exercising judgment
as to whether ho was worth it ?-Yes.

6274. Then you both discussed that question ? - Yes.

WINNIPEG, Wednesday, 22nd September, 1880.

WALTER MOBERLY, sworn and examined:
By the Chairman :-

62!5. What is your occupation ?-Engineer and contractor.
6276. Where do you live ?-In Winnipeg at present.
6.77. Have you been employed on any of the works of the Canadial

Pacifie Railway?-Yes; I entered the service in 1871, and went o0 LI
with the first survey. I came over fron the western side from Utah
at the time the road was first started, and took part in the surveY3
through the Howse Pass.

6278. From whom did you get your appointment ?-From the
Dominion Government.

6279. IIow was it communicated to you ?-By Mr. Fleming.
6280. In writing ?-Yes; I came to Ottawa and he gave me thOe

appointment there.

6281. In what capacity were you employed ?-As District Engineet
for those surveys through the mountains from Shuswap Lake to
Edmonton. It was not particularly mentioned to Edmonton, but le
was understood to ho in the direction of Edmonton to where we could
get through the mountains.

6282. Had you charge of other parties that year ?-I took tgo
parties up, S and T. These were the survey parties.

6283. Was there an engineer in charge of both these parties ?-
6284. And both of these parties were subordinate to you?-Yes.
6285. Had you the principal charge of all the surveys in British

Columbia at that time ?-No; Mr. Roderick MeLennan 'went up the
North Thompson.

6286. Was ho your superior officer ?-No; ho was entirely indepe'
dent of me.

6287. Who was your superior officer ?-Mr. Fleming.
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6288. Then there was no officer in charge of all the surveys in No ofmeer in

British Columbia ?-No; we were entirely independent then. gn®ral charge u
BiihClmbta.

6289. Had you charge of the organizing of both parties S and T ?
-Yes.

6290. What was the size of the party S ?-I think, exclusive of the size of party S.
Paekers, there were twenty-two or twenty-four men, and others were
engaged occasionally. We had a great deal of trail-making to do.

6291. Hlow many subordinate officers would there be to that party?
ý-The engineer in charge, transit man, leveller, assistant leveller, rod
raan, two chain men, and a commissariat officer.

6292. Would the last be labourers, and men of that class ?-Yes ; there
Was a commissariat officer and a clerk. Sometimes some of the other
Officers acted in place of clerk ; the assistant leveller or rod man.

6293. Except those persons whom you have described, the parties
WOuld be composed of persons who had no experience in the business ?
'No ; except good choppers.

6294. But peculiar to explorations ?-Yes.
6295. Were your axe men paid higher wages than pack mon ?-No; Axe men 4 a

Pack men were paid higher wages than the others. The axe men were W o$
the least paid ; they were paid $40 a month, and the pack men wore month.

'tnging from $50 to $90.
6296. That would be besides board, of course ?-Yes; we boarded

the men besides, and ail expenses.
6297. Were there any animais attached to that party S ?-Yes; we Party S had a

had. I forget how many now, but I think I bought the first year a tran oran eia1g
t'ramU from the Hudson Bay Co., and I think there must have -more bought.
been eighty or ninety animais, or something like that; after which I
bought more.

6298. What kind of animais?-Mules and horses.
6299. At present I am speaking of party S?-Yes; I think the other

'Party had no animais.
6300. Do you say you bought more than eighty animais that A number or

season ?-1 bought a good many more animals. I bought a number for cnnaa
f animals that season to help Mr. McLennan, and Mr. Selwyn, ad S5ewn

the manager of the geological survey. I bought them at Kamloos to
4s8iSt them to get off, but I forget bow many animais I bought. These
Were for the North Thompson altogether; they did not belong to my

y. I think they were all paid for by me by drafts from me on Paid for by drafts
rY att ; Mr. Watt was the paynaster in Victoria. I think every on Watt.

ft was accompanied by a description of the animal and the price of
il;

6301. You had, as I understand, the responsibility of completing the
bargain for these animals with the Hudson Bay Co., or other

rso80ns, for Mr. McLennan's party and your own ?-Yes; and in 1871
."'- McLennan bought other animais that I had nothing to do with-

ftr I had left.

.6302. Were you not connected with the survoy between New West.
rinFster and Great Shuswap Lake, that season ?-No; Mr. John

ru1tch had charge of that. I surveyed it ail, when I was in the employ
'fthe Imperial Government, before that.
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6303. But in 1871, in connection with the Canadian Pacific Railway ?
-I had nothing to do with it. I went over it in the winter after I got
back.

6304. I believe a report from you to Mr. Fleming, dated February,
1872, appears in the special report of 1872, describing your operations
of. 1871 ?-Yes.

6305. Who had charge of the furnishing of supplies to party S, over
the season of 1871 ?-Before I left Ottawa, I asked Mr. Fleming to
telegraph-I think I drew the telegram myself-to have supplies
forwarded from Victoria to Wild Horse Creek, a mining camp. it was
what mias generally known as the Kootenay mini ng camp. Those sup-
plies were delivered to me at Wild Horse Creek. They were furnished
through a house in Victoria that used to be Henderson & Barnaby;
they made arrangements and had a contract drawn out with a man
named Chisholm.

6306. Do I understand that you merely decided upon the quantities,
and that some one else ordered them from these parties ?- I generally
gave the quantities and ordered them that year.

6307. Did you select a person from whom the supplies were ordered ?
-No; I did not know who supplied them.

6308. Then your responsibility was merely to give the quantities?
-Yes.

6309. And your superior officer decided from whom to order ?-No;
I think he took my advice who to order them from. I forget now who
he telegraphed to, but I think it was Mr. Trutch. It was only for a
small quantity of supplies to be ready for my party when we got up
there.

6310. For what number did you order supplies at that time, and suffi-
cient for what period ?-I think the bill came to $5,000, or something
about that.

6311. Do you remember the distinguishing number or letter of the
party ?-Party S.

6312. And for what period ?-It was simply to have supplies going
on there until I got other supplies on.

6313. Did you decide then what time it would be necessary to have
them there, so as to enable you to get other sup pies ? For instance, if
you furnished supplies for no more than three days, it would probably
not be sufficient to enable you to get other supplies after wards ?-L
knew the country very well, and knew where I could draw my supplies
from, and I made all my calculations so that I could have other supplies
at Yale and Kamloops, which I bought myself to carry my party
through that year-through the winter and into the spring, until I
could get further supplies up.

6314. Did you order supplies to be placed at this initial point for a
period long enough to enable you to get future supplies ?-Yes.

6315. Do you remember how long that period was estimated to be?
-Until I could get a pack train from Colville in, and I think it might
probably have been for two or three months.
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6316. Then, according to your recollection, do you think that supplies spputesrurnish-

Were furnished at Wild Horse Creck sufficient for this party for two or ed a Wild tforse
thr~ enth ?-ICreek enfliient

three months ?-1 think so. for party for
three months.

6317. Did you go to Wild Horse Creek ?-Yes. .

6318. Where did you get the men to make up your party ?-Most o Mar rohn men
them in Victoria, and some at New Westminster. °ew V aitoriaand

6319. Did you take any of your party from Ottawa ?-Only my
eOtaissariat officer.

6320. Who was he ?-A. S. Hall. There was another, my leveller,
.ho joined me out there. He went across with me, but I did not take

b.ml He came from Ottawa; but he was sent out, without any par-
tieular party to join. There were three or four.

6321. Did you select the engineer in charge of party S ?-Yos. In charge of

6322. And your transit man, leveller, assistant and rod man ?- Party

Ie ; I selected them all in British Columbia.
6323. Yon say you got most of them in New Westminster ?-Most of

the men at Victoria, and a few at New Westminster.
6324. How far was it from this point at which you engaged them to

the point at which your supplies were-in round numbers ?-L think
t Must have been over 800 or 900 miles. But I did not follow the

Party.
6325. Did the party proceed about the distance that you named 800 countrytraveied

r' 900 miles ?-No ; they did not travel as far as I did. They went "er
staight across from Hope in a more direct line, along what we call the
southern boundary of the Province.

6326. How far did they travel to get to those supplies at Wild Horse
reek ?--I should think they must have travelled about 500 miles from
ope. Then they travelled nearly 160 miles from New Westminster,
sides that, by steamer.
6327. Would there be no necessity for furnishing them with supplies

f')« theB steamer ?-No; I paid for their meals there.

6328. From Hope to Wild Horse Creek, how were they provided
'Vfith Supplies ?-I bought some at Victoria and a few at Hope, and sert

om On a pack train that went with them. I think I might have
ught a few from the Hudson Bay Co., too.

6329. What was the size of this pack train ?-I think there must Fifty or sixty
avee been about fifty or sixty animals. I afterwards got an order for an als in pak

ei more from the Hudson Bay Co., on one of their posts at
%Qilkomeem.

6330- Were these fifty part of the eighty which you say you bought
ttht party that season ?-Yes; I think I had the order from Mr.
Blyon, the chief factor at Victoria, for them. Ie was in charge of
company's business out there at the time.

6331. Did the party proceed to Wild Horse Crcek ?-Yes.

6332. Do you know when they arrived there ?-They arrived there Arrived at wita
Y after I did. I overtook them a few miles out; it was, I think, in Ht-e®ibere .

Pt41ber some time.
26
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6333. When did they start from Hope ?-In August-I think the
first week in August.

6334. Do you think they were somewhere about a month on the road,
or not as much as two months ?-Not two months ; they were over a
month on the road.

6335. Were the supplies for that trip bought by you upon your own
responsibility ?- I think most of them were ; there may have been a
few bought in Victoria by Mr. Watt. I was buying not only for my
own party, but for these other parties, and trying to hurry the parties
off as fast as we could.

6336. You mean party T and McLennan's party ?-Yes, and Mr. Sel-
wyn's. I bought a good many, and Mr. Watt bought a good many,
for my own party; also for McLennan's and Selwyn's parties; and these
quantities were afterwards separated and distributed amongst the
different parties.

6337. Then, by taking another road yourself you reached Wild Horse
Creek a day or so before the party arrived ?-A day before; I travelled
fast with three Indians. Of course the pack train only made an average
of from twelve to fifteen miles a day.

6338. Then you made to the rendezvous as fast as possible ?-Yes.
6339. How did your supplies hold ont on that trip ?-Very well.
6340. As far as you know they had sufficient?-Yes.
6341. Had they any to spare when they arrived ?-Yes.
6342. Did you remain with party S ?-Yes.
6343. What work did partyS undertake ?-I took them down Wild

Horde Creek to the lowse Pass by the source of the Columbia.
6344. Was this a party for making a bare exploration ?-An explo-

ration and instrumental survey. I took a party up there because the
only doubt I had with regard to the line of railway from Burrard Inlet
to the North Saskatchewan was the grade over the summit on the
Rocky Mountains to the west side to the Columbia River.

• 6345. I do not cat ch your meaning about that doubt ?-I had explored
all this country before for the Government of the country; on the
Columbia River, the Okanagan, the Thompson, and the lower Fraser
Rivers and other southern portions of British Columbia.

6344. Did I understand that you thought it might be necessary tO
take a railwav froin Wild Horse Creek to Howse Pass on the east side
of the Columbia River ?-No; it was to get to the Rocky Mountains O
the west side. On the west side in that portion the slope was steep.

6347. Was that with a view to ascertaining whether Howse Pss
could be made available for a railway through it ?-Yes.

6348. Then was it considered necessary, in order to ascertain this,
that an instrumental exploration should take place between Wild Horse
Creek and Howse Pass ?-Yes ; I recommended it myself.

6349. Was that for the purpose of ascertaining the height ?-The
height, and if we could get a practicable line for a railway down the
mountains.
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6350. Thon did I understand that you thought it might be necessary seeking a raas.
to bring the railway down that lino ?-Certainly. When I left the Trutch and wt-

omployment of the Imperial Government, Mr. Trutch and myself had une for main
cone to the conclusion that the line for the main railway was settled aiway settledby the valley or
bY the Valley of the Fraser River, from Burrard Inlet to Kamloops the Fraser River

Laye from Burrardake. Inlet to Kam-

6351. That vou considered as a settled projected lino ?-Yes.

6352. Then do you consider that a lino might be made from Kam- The only doubt
loops through Howse Pass ?-Yes ; our doubt thon was that from Kam- deBsiabieepasr
lOops Lake to get into the Saskatchewan country- which was the YeIIow Head or

botter pass to take: the Yellow Head Pass or the Howse Pass.
6353. Do I understand that the object of this instrumental survey by

Party S, in 1871, was to ascertain the feasibility of Iowse Pass ?-Yes.
6354. And you say in order to arrive at an opinion on that point No instrumental

it Was desirable to make an instrumental survey of the way from Wild surveymade.
Rorse Creek northward ?-No ; no instrumental survey was made
there at ail.

6355. Thon the progress of that party which you have described from
Wild Horse Creek to Howse Pass was not an instrumental survey ?-No.

6358. Was the progres only for making a trail, or was it exploration
as well ?-Ouly to make a trail to get our supplies forwarded by.

6357. Then what was your objective point ?-Wewere going to Howse Howse Paso an
.Pas. objective point..

6358. How long did it take your party to go from Wild lorse Creek
to Ilowse Pass ?-I got there on the 2nd of October, myself, and the
Others kept coming in as fast as possible. Of course we were forwarding
811pplies up until the snow came on, and winter stopped us and we
could not forward any more.

6359, Did you proceed ahead of the party ?-Yes.
6360. With what number of your party would you be ahead of the Wtness tok

'nain body ?-I took three or four Indians and went across the mountains ina ans ana cross.
an1to North Saskatchewan; I took none of the members of my party. the NotSasin

6361. Thon you separated from the party ?-Yes. n5 them ta folow
6362. Leaving them to follow the line which you had indicated ?-- open trait.nand

Yes; and open the trail.

6363. Was the principal object of that party to make a practicable
rail, Bo as to get your supplies up to Howse Pass, or in the neighbour-

hood of Howse Pass ?-Yes; at that time.
6364. Then you and your detached party went as far in a north- Went to Kot.-

ea8tOrly direction as it was necessary to reach the North Saskatchewan ? anle pain on
went to Kootanie Plain on the North Saskatchewan. wot saukatche.

6365. Would you call that progrese of yours and your small party,
O*Ploration ?-It is described, I think, on page 32 of the Blue Book of

r. Fleming's special report for 1872. I considered it exploration.

6366. Was that as far in a north-easterly direction from Howse Pass
8 YoU proceeded that season ?-Yes.
6367. Did you return ?-Yes.
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party there.
63i0. Had the supplies which had been forwarded to Wild Horse

Creek been sufficient for the party during that season ?-Yes.
6371. Were they sufficient for the whole winter ?-Yes; a good

many of them lasted us weli into the spring.
6372. You do not mean that the supplies that you had provided

originally at Wild Horse Creek lasted into the spring ?-No.
63à3. Then you had provided other supplies during the season to

have sufficient for the winter ?-Yes.
6374. Do you remember from what source you obtained those supplies?

-Most of them were bought at Fort Colville, from Openheimer &
Brown. In fact I bought ail the supplies they had there from every
body.

6375. How were those supplies transported to your party ?-They
were packed up.

6376. Did you detach a party from your main body to go for those
supplies ?-I went there myself; my party did not go to Fort Colville
at ail.

6377. Did you engage other parties to transport those supplies from
that point ?-Yes; t arranged for that.

6378. Did they reach their destination safely ?-Yes.
6379. Then the winter of 1871-72 was passed by your party in the

neighbourhood of Howse Pass ?-Yes.
6380. On the Columbia River ?-Yes.
6381. Is there any name to that particular locality ?-We usually

called it Columbia River Depot.

6382. Do you remember about what time of the first season your
party reached Howse Pass or the neighbourhood ?-The 2nd of October;
Ithink that was about the date.

6283. Did they proceed with any work ?-Yes.

6a84. What work ?-Opening the trail by the Blaeberry River,
and running a trial line to the summit.

6385. What distance did they make that trial line ?-I think it was
thirty-seven miles.

6386. Did the size of party S remain about the same during the
season as at the start ?-Yes; they could not get out.

6387. About how long were they engaged on that work making a
trial lino ?-Until the snow set in; that would be about the beginniDl
of .November, when the snow came on in the mountains.

6388. Did the party remain at work after that ?-No; inot duriflg
the heavy part of the winter. They commenced early in the spring
agam.
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6389. During the time, when the party wore not at work, was it ] a"Re
'diminished in size ?-No; ,we could not get them out. I took one man 5°°s"n a**,

down with me to Victoria; he is the only man who left. M body of

6390. Then you left the main body of the party at Columbia River ia River dept
bepot for the heaviest part of the winter, merely remaining there for durt noghwter
future operations, but not doing any woik ? -Yes. and doing no

work.

6391. Do you say that the whole party was somewhere between
tiwenty and thirty ?-Yes; but of course some went down with the
animals to the head of the Columbia. I forget how many there were,
but I suppose there would probably be eight or ten in charge of the
pack trains.

6392. Was that because fodder was more plentiful there ?--Yes; it
Was an open country and they could feed well, and the upper country
Was so thickly timbered that there was no feed at ail.

6393. Were these animais and these packers available for subsequent
operations ?-Yes.

6394. Have you any idea of the expense incurred in wintering the oroîs amount
Party during the time that they were not at work ?-I think that if I rld ron Wt20

rtemember aright the gross anount of everything that I paid up to the endto! the year
eid of that year, from the 20th of July to the end of the year, was $57,000.

157,000.
6395. Is that up to the lst of January ?-To the end of the year.
6396. Would the actual expenditure up to the end of the year cover

tbe supplies for the remainder of the winter after?-Yes.
6397. You were not obliged to incur any further expenditure to carry

them through the winter, as far as you remember ? -No; I could not
get them in.

6398. You and one man, yon say, proceeded to Victoria ?-Yes; I
took six Indians with me to pack through the snow. We had to walk on
8now shoes and carry our provisions.

6399. low long did you remain at Victoria ?-I think I must have Remained at
been there about two nonths. It took us about fifty-four days to walk t two
down from the Howse Pass.

6400. Was any office work done in connection with the previous
season's field work ?-Before I left the llowse Pass we made out ail
the sketches and accounts and everything else in the tents. I waited
there to get it done, and as soon as it was done I went to Victoria.

6401. At Victoria was there any wo. k done in connection with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-Not with my party, except my own
reports. I wrote these. I never went to the office except to see Mr.
Watt occasionally.

6402. When did the work of the next season commence by your Work re-com-
arty, or any of them?-I think they must have commenced in the menced in May.
glning of May. They commenced as soon as they could get out.

6403. Were you with them ?-No; I had not got out. The engineer
- charge was with them.

6401. Who was that ?--E. C. Gillette.
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Seekinga Pass. 6405. What was the work of the party the beginning of that
Running survey season ?-Running the survey on down fhe lower portion of Howse
dowtor o se Pass and along the Columbia River, and opening the trait.
ra58. 6406. Did you join them during the progress of that work ?-Yes.

6107. About what time ?--June, I think.
Party T. 19. 6408. Now, I think you said it was in the beginning of June that

you had party T under your control ?--Yes.
]uns a une 6409. What was their work? -I took them to run a line through
houghE the Eage Pass; they came bysteamer to Yale and then by waggong

to Kamloops, and from there I sent them in by boat to the Eagle
Pass.

6410. What kind of boat ?-Bateaux.
6411. Did they start their exploration at Eagle Pass ?-Yes.

6412. Moving in what direction ?-East.
Wltness arranged
Sor supplies. 6413. Who arranged for the supplies of that party ?-I did.

6414. In what manner ?-I bought some in Victoria, some at Yale,
and some at Kamloops.

6415. You purchased them on your own responsibility ?-Yes-
There was some portion that Mr. Watt purchased, but we divided theta
all.

6416. Were these some of the supplies which you say youpurchased
for the several parties in 1871, and divided among them ?-Yes.

Bize of party T, 6417. Do you remember the size of party T ?-About the same as $
about twenty-two party, without the packers; I think there were twenty-two in that

party.
No animais and 6418. They had no animals and no packers ?-No.no packers.
Depot for supplies 6419. Do you remember where the depot was for the supplies for
In he Eagle Pase that par ty that season ? - In the Eagle Pass. They wintered on the

west side of the Columbia River, at a place called Big Eddy.
6420. What is the distance from their starting point in the EaglO

Pass to Big Eddy ?-I think the survey made it forty-four miles.
An Instrumental
srvey and trial 6421. What sort of a survey was that ?-An instrumental survey.

agle PasstoBig 6422. Was it a trial location ?-Yes.

Zagle Passa good 6423. Was it considered possible that the railway might go through
pusa for railway that pass ?-Yes; it is a good pass to get a railway through.

6424. About how long were the party engaged on that survey ?-
T ntil the winter stopped them from working.

6425. About what time was that ?-I think they stopped a short
time before Christmas. I arrived there two or three days before
Christmas, and I think they had only been in their winter quarter
three or four days then.

6426. About what time did they commence that survey ?..They
must have commenced in August; I think about the end of August.

Time occupied in 6427. Then the work occupied somewhére in the neighbourhood
Tur ey by t four months for that survey by party T ?-About that length of time*
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6428. As far as you know, was the work progressed with at a seeking a Pass.

reasonable rate ?-Yes.
6429. You had no fault to find with the work done, or with the time

taken ?-No.
6430. Was there any difficulty about the supplies with that party Pienty of

that year ? - They had plenty of supplies, but the difficulty was in get- But ifficuity in
tilng them through the woods. They could not get Indians to pack them gettflg them
Well, and it was very expensive and a very bad country to get them throngb.
through, and the transporting of the supplies after they got above the
boat navigation was very expensive. I went round and I sent a large
Juantity of supplies that I mentioned as having bought at Colville to
3ig Eddy to meet them.

6431. How far was it from the point at which the boats could no
longer transport them to this point which you call Big Eddy ?-The
boats came to Shuswap Lake and the Eagle River, which flows through
the Eagle Pass.

6432. Could the boats take the supplies up the Eagle River any dis-
tance?-They could a portion of the way, but not up to where the depot
Was. The depot was built in the pass, and the supplies were left there.

6433. Then the distance over which it wa difficult to transport sup- orhtalf tween

Plies was the whole distance of the survey of that year-that is, from Eagle Pass and
Big Zddy bard tothe depot to Big Eddy ?-About half the distance. traasrt sup-

6434. Iow did they make it more easy over the other half?-I sent pies.
the supplies up the Columbia to meet them at Big Eddy.

6435. Then you mean that you transported the supplies with diffi-
elulty about half way towards the Columbia River and then left them ?
'-I Made a calculation roughly, and I found that we could transport
the supplies from Kamloops to that depot for about 80 ets. a pound.
I think it cost me about 5 ets. or 6 ets. for the bulk of the supplies sent
1P from Colville-the transport of them.

6436. What became of the supplies ewhich were left at the point
about half way on that survey ?-1 sent an Indian to take charge of
therm when I left, and I think they stopped there. The transport was
too expensive to take them out. It would cost another 80 ets. to take
thelm back to Kamlops, and I found that I could buy, and did buy

hema, at Fort Colville and transport them fur 4j ets. I bought flour at

amloops at 4j ets. I did not transport these supplies back again
4cause it was too expensive.

Supplies left haif
way on the
survey.

6437. You say you left the supplies that were difficult to transport In charge of one
for the balance of tlyat survoy about half way on the survey ?-Yes. Indian.

6438. And you sent some Indians to take charge of them ?-One
Indian.

6439. With what final object ?-That there might, perhaps, be an
oPportunity of getting them out.

6440. Did he remain there in charge of them ?-I suppose so. I
iave never seen them since.

6441. Did you direct him to remain there until you saw him again ?
-Yes.
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6442. Do you know what became of the supplies, or the Indian ?-
No; 1 do not. I afterwards gave Capt. Pugston, who went down the
following year, an order to see if he could recover any of them, but i
dont know what he did.

6443. Who was he ?-He was captain of steamer 49.
6444. Was that a Government steamer ?-No.
6445. Why did you direct him to look after them ?-He boated for

me on the Upper Columbia, and had charge of all my boats on the
Upper Columbia. I do not know but ho sent a report in.

6446. If ho got themn lie would get them from Big Eddy Point?-
No; I gave him directions at a point further south than Howse Pass,
to proceed down the Columbia River and endeavour to get those sup-
plies at Big Eddy, or to get them transported back to Big Eddy, and
thon to take them to Fort Colville.

6447. Do you know whether lie succeeded ?-I do not know. I do
not recollect; he might have. If ho did, it would probably be returned
by Mr. Watt or Mr. Hall.

6448. Is it your impression that lie did ?-I do not know, but I think
not ; I have never seen him since.

6449. You have no reason to think that they were saved ?-I think
not.

6450. What would be the value of the supplies lost in that way, in
round numbers ?-I think they cost, in round numbers, about $7,000,
delivered there, as near as I could make out.

6451. You do not know whether the Indian is under pay yet ?-i1
has never been paid by me. I paid him off before he went there. P
was lis hunting ground, and I told him to use whatever ho wanted for
food.

6452. Where did that party-T winter ?-At Big Eddy.

6453. Had you still charge of that party during the season of 1872?
-Yes.

6454. What work did they do during the season of 1872?-TheY
returned to Kamloops and proceeded northward on the east side of the
North Thompson River-sometimes on the east and sometimes on the
west-making a survey through the Yellow Head Pass.

6455. About what time did they start on that work ?-I think I
telegraphed up to them on receiving instructions from Ottawa tO
abandon the lowse Pass. That was early in the spring.

Took what sup-
plies they eoud
-Carry with them.

6456. The party wore then at Big Eddy ?-Yes.

6457. Do you know by what route they arrived at Kamloops ?-ThO
sanie way they went up.

6458. Did they bring any supplies with them ?-Just what theY
could carry with them.

6459. There were no packers with this party ?-No.
6460. Nor animals ?-No.
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6461. Do you know what time they reached Kamloops ?-No ; I do seekfng a pa».
laot recollect. They were brought down, as fast as possible, and camp,
to Kamloops.

6462. Was that work which they had to perform in the season of
1872 a different work from what you had been led to expect ?..-Yes.

6463. What work had you before that expected that they would be haad aatxcotm.
engaged in ?-The completion of the survey from Big Eddy to the plete work from

Mouth of Howse Pass, following the course of the Columbia River. mouth or Howse

6464. Then the work of the season of 1872 for party T, was making
a survey northward from Kamloops, following the Valley of the
Thompson through the Yellow Head Pass ?-From Tête Jaune Cache
through Yellow Head Pass; T party went up the North Thompson
tD make a survey from Tête Jaune Cache easterly through Yellow
Ilead Pass.

6465. Do you say that they made fair progress from Big Eddy on
their route to Tête Jaune Cache ?-Not all the way. Supplie.

6466. In what portion of the distance did they fail to make fair Made fair pro-
Progress ?-I think it was about Blue River, somewhere about there. gress save at Blue

hKiver, where su-6167. About what distance between that and Tête Jaune Cache?- plies falled them.

About eighty miles.
6468. What was the difficulty ?-Want of supplies.
6469. Who had made arrangements for the supplies of ýhat party for Arrangements as

1872, while on this work ?-I made an arrangement before I left to supplies.
Victoria with Mr. Watt and the Lieutenant-Governor, that a quantity
of supplies were to be delivered at Tête Jaune Cache. I do not know
What was the cause of their not being there; I think that the engineer
in charge of the party was to blame for not sending his animals back
to get the supplies.

6470. Back flom where they were camped ?-Yes.
6471. Where was that ?-Somewhere between Tête Jaune Cache and

tlue River.
Duty of engineer

6472. Was it the duty of the engineer in charge to send his animals In eharge to sendba an1nilàback tback to get those supplies ?-Certainly it was. getthose supplie.

6473. As far as you are concerned, I understand you to say that you
Were not responsible for the furnishing of the supplies at Tête Jaune
Cache ?-No.

6474. That had been arranged with a person employed by the
onlinion Goverri ment at Victoria? -Yes.
64 5. And that arrangement was not carried out ?-The supplies

ere not up at Tête Jaune Cache.
6476. In making that survey, this party T was to proceed

]4Orthwar'd or southward ?--Northward to Tête Jaune Cache, and then
eastward through Yellow Head Pass.

6477. If the supplies had been arranged to be furnished at Tète
aihune Cache, how would the failure of that affect their arrangements

When they had reached Blue River, becatuse Blue River is a point which
tbey would reach before they came to the point where the supplies
<01ght to have been ?-Because the supplies did not come up.
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6478. And because the supplies had failed te reach Tête Jaune Cache,
that would not affect their getting to the head of Blue River ?-The
supplies were not ahead of them.

6479. Then do you mean, besides getting supplies at Tête Jaune
Cache, persons at Victoria had undertaken to make a trait fromn Blue
River to Tête Jaune Cache ?-I had sont up my own party to make a
trail from Blue River.

6480. What was the number or letter of that party ?-The North
Thompson Trail Party.

6481. Where was that party organized ?-In Victoria.
6482. Who was responsible for its organization ?-I was; I employed

the men.
6483. What officers were in the party ; were they merely labourers,

packers and axe men ?-There were packers, and I think a leveller, a"
assistant leveller and rod man. I was taking that party up tho RockY
Mountains to complete the Howse Pass survey.

6484. Were the axe men and levellers going up to join your party S ?
-it was a separate party from S. I intended it to ue a separate partyr
running a survey down the Saskatchewan on the eastern side of the
Rocky Mountains.

6485. They would not be connected with the S party ?-No, theY
would go through to them; but they bad no particular connection with
them.

6486. Then you organized a trait party to make a road up as far a$
Tête Jaune Cache, so that this gentleman, who had undertaken to get
the supplies there, would be able to travel over this road ?-Yes; tO
open the trait through the Rocky Mountains.

Supples. 6487. Then did the fulfilling of the contract of taking supplies depend
upon this prior arrangement: that this trait should be made by the
party you organized ? -Yes.

Default as to sup- 6488. Where was the defat which occasioned the absence of the
plies- explana- 68.Weewstedfutwehoasoethabncofh,
tions. supplies ?-I do not know, I never enquired into it. I know that the

engineer was to blame for not sending back the animals to Dewdney'e
camp to get the supplies.

6189. Where was Dewdney's cainp?-I forget where it was. Ie wS
running a survey from Kamloops up the North Thompson. His carnP
was about sixty miles from Blue River.

C490. Who was the engineer in charge of the trait party ? -ThOre
was no engineer in charge of the trail party.

6491. Who was the superior officer of that party ?-William Can1P-
bell McLood.

Laches on the 6492. Do you mean that a party whose duty it was to make thi&
part of T party. trail, first of all, became short of supplies, and because they did fo)

send back te get sufficient supplies they were unable to finish the trail e
-No ; it was T party that did not send back. They were two different
parties.

6493. I want to find where the default was in not making the trai
which your party had arranged te make, previous to supplia'
being sent over it to Tête Jaune Cache. I understand first Of
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that the trail party did not do their duty?-The trait party did do andNrty
their duty, but the engineer in charge of T party did not do his duty, he Thompsoa
Would not allow his men to work with the trait party. Trail Party.

Trail party delay-
6494. Did the trait party make their trait to Tête Jaune Cache ?- pogre sa tn

Yes; but they were delayed, owing to not getting assistance from T Jaune Cache

Party. of T party Impro-
perly refusea

6495. Who was engineer in charge ?-Mir. Mohun. them assistance.

6496. Ilad you instructed the engineer in charge of T party to render
nUch assistance to the trait party which you had organized ?- I

instructed him to go up as fastas he could and commence the survey
at Tête Jaune Cache. An engineer knows very well that he has got
tO make his own trail, roads and bridges through the country if he
Wants to get ahead.~

6497. I understood you to say that party T failed to make proper
Progress, because the supplies were not provided for them as you
expected ?-Yes.

6498. And I understood you to say that supplies were not provided
a you expected, because the parties in Victoria were not able to trans-
Port them over the projected trait ? - So far as I know; I never investi-
.gated the thing afterwards.

6499. But is that your theory that you have given me ?-Yes.
6500. Then I understood you to say that the parties in Victoria

could fnot fulfil their engagement for the reason that the trait party
'Which you had organized did not do their duty ?-They did not get
through. The trait party did their duty, but the other party-T party-
did not.

6501. I understood that the T party not
effect of the previous cause; now you say
the default ?-No; the supplies ran short.

doing their duty, was the
that that was the cause of
I cannot state how it was

6502. Have you not some explanation to give of that ?-No; the
"pplies did not come there, and I suppose the party got disorganized.
0 account of it they did nothing for six weeks, so far as I can mnake

DUt, except to hunt for game. I was away ; I did not sec the party. I
was away on the Columbia River all this time.

Party T did
nothtng for six
weeks except
hunt for gaine.

6503. Did these parties-I mean the engineers, or superior officers Met Fleming at
'of these parties-report to you, as their superior officer, the cause of Tete Jaune Cache.
this trouble ?-Afterwards, in Tête Jaune Cache, I had a short verbal
etplanation, and it was there that I met Mr. Fleming in the pass. This
6gineer was with me, and I was in a hurry to returnî to the Columbia,
eind I told him to give Mr. Fleming all the information he had. Whether
he did so or not I do not know.

6504. Who was this engineer ? Was it Mr. Mohun ?-Yes.
6505. You handed him over to your superior officer to explain the Told Mohun to

explain the de-
ifleulty ?-Yes. fault to Fleming.

6506. Have you formed any estimate of the loss occasioned by that Amount of loss
default of duty from whichever party it proceeded ?-I suppose it 1h18 default, $80 a
%lild run about probably $75 or $80 per day-1 sho uld say roughly. day per head for

6507. And for how long ?-For six weeks.
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6508. Does that include supplies furnished to the party while they
were on the work ?-About the average of what their cost would be
per head.

650C. And besides that, had you not furnished the trail party with
provisions on the way up ?-Yes; they got some of them from me.

6510. Was that not additional loss?-No; the trail party worked
on as fast as they could with what supplies they had. You see T party
ought to have turned in their men with the trail party to assist them
while they were lying idle there.

6511. This loss is a pecuniary loss?-Yes.

Pecuniary loss 6512. It amounts to somewhere near $3,400; did it involveafurther
about $,00. loss than money ?-The loss of the time in completing the surveys.

cause abo deiy t 6513. Had it a serious effect upon the completion of the survev
ayarin corn- that season ?-Yes; I think I could have got the parties ont of the
east of the moun- mountain a year earlier than 1 did.
tains. 6514. Was that because the survey of party T commenced at Tête

Jaune Cache at last, much later in the year ?-Later in the year; they
had not pushed it on to meet me on the other side, and I had to go,
back in October to the Rocky Mountains and run the survey easterly.
They were to have completed their survey from Tête Jaune Cache to,
the Athabaska.

6515. Do you mean Athabaska River to Henry iouse ?-To Henry
H-ouse.

6516. Their survey was to have been made from Tête Jaune Cache
to Henry House?-Yes.

Party arrived at
Moose Lake on
the lSth Septem-
ber.

Rate of progress
Iade bu Pry T.

cache to moose
Lake.

Party S.

Party S
discharged.

6517. At what time did that partyTactually commence their survey
from Tête Janne Cache ?-They got up to Moose Lake on the 18th
September. I do not know what time they commenced their survey
from Tête Jaune Cache. This was when I met them with Mr. Fleming
at Moose Lake.

6518. Was that about the time you met Mr. Fleming ?-Two days
afterwards.

6519. Mr. Fleming had been coming from the east and had gone
through that pass ?-Yes.

6520. Had they not done some of their work before that ?-Yes;
they had surveyed from Tête Jaune Cache to Moose Lake.

6521. Can you form any opinion about what time it took them to
survey from there to Moose Lake ?-They averaged about a mile a
day on the survey, and it was about twenty-nine or thirty miles, I
think.

6522. So that they commenced their work that year about the,
beginning of .August ?-Yes; about the 10th of August, I think.

6523. Where did they end their field work of that season ?-In the
height of land in the Yellow Head Pass.

6524. Did party S continue in the service of the Government ?-TheY
went off before I got back from the Columbia, and I went down and
discharged them ail.
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6525. At what time were tney discharged ?-I think as soon as my P*rty
'essenger got down to Kamloops. Seeking a ra.

6526. About what time would that be ?-In October some time ; it Discharged In
1ight have been the early part of November. NOcbero

6527. Was that soon after they had finished their field work ?-As
On as they got the survey to the summit of the Rocky Moantains
stead of going on to the Athabaska, they turned around, left thoir
Pplies on the summit, and went back to Kamloops as fast as they

WUld1 go.
6528. They had comparatively easy means of communication with

eamloops ?-At that time they had a capital trail ail the way.

6529. Did the whole party return to Kamloops?-No; I got two of
ther out of it-three of them. I sent my messenger down and he
ertook the party, and a transit man, and leveller, and another man
1fe back to rejoin me in the mountains; but the others ail went.

Party T.
6530. Have you ever formed any estimate of the whole loss to the Misconduet or T

1dertaking, in a pecuniary sense, of that misconduct in the season of Party la 1o72,
1o~.. b' P auscd a Ioss of

872, of party T ?-It might have been a matter of $50,000 or $60,000. from *50,000 to
$60,000O.

Party g.
6531. Now, returning to party S, what do you say was their work for work or party s

1872 ?-To build a trail through the Athabaska Pass and alono the for 1872.
lumbia, and then to carry on the survey easterly from Honry iâouse
tPort Ed mon ton.

6532 That was for the purpose of completing a litie which party T
commenced, or ought to have commenced, from Tète Jaune Cache

t ISenry House?-Yes.
6533. Was it to join that line ?-Yes ; to join that line.
6534. At what time did party S commence work, in the fall of 1872 ? arty s com-
2 4th of October. wora ?

6535. Had they done no work in the field before that in 1872 ?-
1ýey were also getting through the Athabaska Pass.

6536. Then when you speak of work in the field, you mean survey
*Ork ?-Yes.

6537. You do not call that exploring ?-Party S were building a Party8 buildingall all that summer. a t the

6538 You do not call that work in the field ?-No ; we call that
trail-.making " over on the other side.
6539. At what time did you commence to work at trail-making in

?-As soon as the snow was off the ground. They had previously
t surveying on the old line about the mouth of Howse Pass before

ey commenced trail-making. I think the engineer told me that they
out in the beginning of March on the survey there, until he received
'le from me to stop the work, and move into Yellow Hed Pass.

6540. Up to that time they had been surveying towards the height
land at the Howse Pas ?-No; party S was surveying northerly
l lRowse Pass in the direction of Boat Encampment, in order to

7%t the proposed line to be run by party T from Big Eddy to
Encampment.
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Party N*
Seeking a Pas. 6541. Then the arrangements of both these parties were changed, as
Telegram from I understand it, in consequence of instructions from Ottawa intimating
Ottawa to aban- that the Yellow Head Pass had been absolutely adopted ?-I received a
don ail thetht L a L
surveys u sHowse telegram to say that all the surveys were to be abandoned in the Iuowso
rass, and make a Pass, and to go and make a survey through the Yellow Head Pass.
survey 14 Yellow g
lead Pass. 6542. Then what change in the movements of party S did that

cause ? -Instead of surveying easterly through the Howse Pass and
down the North Saskatchewan, they were sent up the Columbia River
to the Athabaska Pass, by Mount Brown.

6543. How did you convey your instructions to party S at that time
to change their plans ?-I telegraphed from Victoria to Walla-Walla,
and sent instructions to have the letter forwarded by special messenger.

Instructions 6544. Do you know at what time those instructions reached party
reached party S
the 2 rth y S ?-I forget the date; I think it must have been about probably the
(April according 20th of May.
to wltnus'
reort of thel3th 6545. About what time did you join party S that year ? -I think

about the 10th of June.
6546. Where were the party at that time?-There were some of

them at the Columbia Depot and some of them several miles down,
making the trails to Boat Encampment.

6547. Did this change in the programme of that party for that year
involve the necessity of moving the supplies, orwere they satisfactorily
disposed of where they were ?-We had to take all our supplies thst
we had then in the Howse Pass and in the depots along with us, and
some more that I got from Walia-Walla and Portland on the Colum bia.

6548. Did the party move these supplies ?-Yes.
6549. Did they make the trail all the way to Henry House ?-Yes.

Conmenced sur- 6550. At what time did they finish the trail-making and begin field
R ucky or work proper ?-The survey commenced at the summit of the Rocky

on 24th October, Mountains on the 24th of October, at the point where T party lcft off.

6551. So that'all that season was occupied, up to the 24th of October,
in getting through the Athabaska and preparing for the ,survey ?-
Yes.

Moveinent of 6552. Was this movement of party S directed upon your responsi-
party 8 now ?-o
drected from bility?-No.
Ottawa througb 5 h

aeut.-Governoi 6553. How was it directed ?-Directions came through the Lieute-
Trntch. nant-Governor to me.

6554. From Ottawa?-Yes.
6555. From the Engineer-in-Chief ?-Yes.
6556.-Did those instructions direct you by what course you were

to move your supplies ?-By the Athabaska Pass.

Wltness wotild
have taken a
route different
erom that direct-
ed 1,lemln.

6557. If you had been left to your own discretion would you have
adopted that route ?-No.

6558. What route would you have adopted yourself ?-I would haVe
gone to Edmonton by the North Saskatchewan, and run my aurveY
westerly.
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6559. If that course had been adopted would you have been enabled
to commence your field work at an earlier date than the 24th of Oc-
tober ?-Yes.

6560. About what time do you think you would have been able to
COnmence it ?-About four moinths sooner.

6561. Do you mean that four months work of all your party was Loss lu conse-
Probably lost by adopting the routedetermined on at Ottawa, instead quence of the

Of allowing you to exercise your own discretion on the subject ?-I determinea at
think at least that. Ottawa.

6562. Is that what you attributed it to ?-Yes ; I recommended against Recommended a
the Athabaska Pass route, and in favour of a more easterly route by different course.

the North Saskatchewan.
6563. You mean for the purpose of arriving at the same destination

and to do the same work ?-Yes; I mean that I should have commenced
Work at a different point on the line.

6564. And accomplished the same work ?-Yes.
6565. But you would have commenced at the easterly end of that

P4rt of the survey instead of the westerly end of it ?-Yes.

6566. To whom did you make that recommendation ?-To the Lieute-
Ilant-Goveraor,

6567. Did you explain to him your reasons ?-Yes.
6568. Were you instructed to follow his directions instead of the

directions from Ottawa ? I mean, was he the channel of communication
between you and the Engineer-in-Chief?-Yes; I am not sure whether
he showed me the letter, but at least he told me that the Government
had requested him to take a general supervision about the things over
there; not to interfere with any of our surveys, but to have a general
'pervision over things. There were so many parties knocking about
the country.

6569. Do you mean that the instructions from the Chief Engineer
WOuld be communicated to Mr. Trutch ?-They were from that time
forward.

6570. But during the time we are now discussing ?-At the time the
telegram came to Mr. Trutch to stop the surveys in the Howse Pass and
abandon them, and that I should go to the Athabaska Pass, they sup-
POsed I had loft Victoria; but fortunately I had not.

Lieut.-Governor
Trutch given a
generai super-
vision i British
Columbia, and
henoeforward in-.
structions from
Chie! Engineer
went through
Trutch.

6571. Do you know whether Mr. Trutch communicated to the
Igineer-in-Chief your suggestions upon the subject?-le read the

'4egram to me the next day that he sent. Telegram sent to
Chief Engineer

6572. What was the substance of it ?--Pointing out that we both that hoh Truteh

1(onmended the route by the North Saskatchewan to Edmonton, and coimendeJla
aying that the Athabaska Pass was, I think, impracticable. He has thatdetermined
9t all the telegrams. on at Ottawa, and

giving reasons.

6573. Did any answer come to that suggestion ?-We got an answer, answeir dear 1 ert n asercrn e a that the recoin-tnk, in t welve days afterwards. mendation
nlot approved of.

th6574. Did you get the answer before you left ?-Yes; I waited for
4 auswer.

27
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N.cktig a Passe

Truteh an able
engineer.

Lou In consf,-

quenoe of the
route determined

st Ottawa being
taken $01,»O.

6575. What was the substance of the reply ?-To say that my pro-
posed plan was not approved of, and that the Athabaska Pass was the
proper route. I forget the wording of it, but that was the general
effect of it.

6576. Had Mr. Trutch any profession ?-Yes.
6577. What was it?-He used to be Chief Commissioner of Public

Works in British Columbia, under the former Government.
6578. Was ho an engineer ?-Yes.
6579. An able engineer ?-Yes.
6580. A man of reputation ?--Yes.

By Mir. Keefer :-
6581. Was ho a member of the Institute of Civil Engineers?-Yes.

By the Chairman:- -
6582. Then the course which you and Mr. Truteh suggested wS

disapproved of by Mr. Fleming ?-Yes.
6583. Have you any idea of the pecuniary loss occasioned by your

taking the Athabaska Pass instead of a more easterly course ?-I
think it would be about 860,000 loss.

6584. Do you mean that that was a positive expenditure which
might have been saved by your proposed course ?-It delayed us ; and
it kept me from completing the surveys through that year.

6585. In speaking of the disappointment as to time, do you mean
that four months pay of the party was occasioned by this adoption of
the Athabaska Pass to arrive at the point from which to cofi-
mence this survey ?-That was loss.

6586. Was that a positive loss in money ?-Yes; of course.
6587. When you speak of $60,000, do you mean the pecuniary low

that was occasioned 1-That loss would not have been occasioned il'
four montbs, but the delay of keeping the party the following year.

Part had to 6588. Then does this $60,000 cover a corresponding period of thl
ont n the next year, or any period of the neit year ?-We had to winter in the'

mountains that year when we might have got out.

6589. Do you think, if you commenced the survey on this particular
line, you would have been enabled to get through without wintering
in the mountains ?-I think so, provided the other party-party T-
had not failed in their survey.

How a whole

,r might haven naved.

6590. Do you mean, if yon had gone to Edmonton and roceeded
westerly toward Yellow Head Pass, commencing four mont earlier
than you did, and that party T had commenced at Tête Jaune Cache
and proceeded easterly towards Yellow Head Pass, as contemplated,
that the whole of that line would have been run before winter ?-Y.

6591. And that the expense of wintering the whole of party S would
have been saved, as well as four monthe' pay, during te time tht
they were in the Athabaska Pas ?-Yes; they should have saved the
preliminary survey, and Ishould have kept the party there afterWad
on location work.
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6592. Assuming that Mr. Trutch and Mr. Fleming were of equal s.Kins a Pa».
ability in forming their judgment on an engineering question, do you Trutch possessed
think there is any reason for supposing that Mr. Trutch would have e an
been enabled to come to a more correct conclusion on this particular which to form an
Inatter ?-Mr. Trutch had much more definite information regarding .iio tan

the country than Mr. Fleming could possibly have.

6593. And had yon any information whicb would assist Mr. Trutch
la coming to a conclusion ?-Yes; I gave Mr. Trutch a great deal of
information. I was assistant for two years in the Government em-
Ployment at one time, when he was Chief Commissioner, and had
charge of explorations in the interior.

6594. Upon this Columbia River ?-Yes.
6595. Do you mean that between you and Mr. Trutch, you had data noth witness and

ýPon which to form a judgment whicî you think Mr. Fleming had beore' tem not~~IOt~I ?-e.xpossession oflot ?--Yes' Fleming.

6596. You commenced about the 24th of October to survey easterly
ftro near Moose Lake, in the Yellow Head Pass, from the summit of
the Rocky Mountains; that was not far f rom Moose Lake ?-No ; it was
fifteen or twenty miles.

6597. And you proceeded easterly ?-Yes.
65à8. How far did you proceed easterly that season ?-To Lac-à-

irulé, about forty-nine miles.
6599. At that time had party T been dismissed ?-Yes.
6600. You were left then in charge of one party, S, with the McCord

trail party ?-Yes; our party and the trait party were with me-the
eorth Thompson trait party.

6601. Did party S stili consist of some pack men and animals ?-Yes.

Proeeeded that
seaon easterly au
(aras Lac-it-BruI4.
Party T dismins-
ed ;witness In
charge of party 8
and the North
Thompsen trait
party.

6602. And you had also the trail party which you have described as Pary,8a"n .
the North Thompson trail party ?-Yes. ¿ r n

6603. They having continued with you during the season of 1872?-
es.

6604. That is the MeCord party ?-Yes.
6605. How did they come to join party S ?-They finished the trail

through to Henry House in the winter, and built a depot for the party
t< 'winter in, and then opened the trail the following season to Edmonton.

6606. So that during the winter of 1872-73 you had near Lac-à-Brulé
'Our original party 8, with the addition of the McCord trail party ?-
es.

6607. Numbering how many altogether ?-I think we must have Number of mîen
, between the two parties and the packers, somewhere over forty or "oer h charge,

fy-five men. I think probably not quite so many.
6608. About how many animals ?--I think we rmust have had in the S) animais.

1eghbourhood of 250 animals.

6609. How many animale had the McCord trail party, without
ý%ference to party 8 ?-I think they must have had somewhere in the
ý'eighbourhood of thirty when they joined party S.

6610. Rad you over 200 with your party ?-Yes.
27J
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6611. Iad the number of animals increased considerably since your
commencement in 1871, at Wild Horse Creek ?-Yes.

6612. What was the necessity of increasing the number so largely?
-To get provisions through.

6613. From what point do you remember was the number of animale
so largely increased ?-From Walla-Walla and Colville, and on the trail.

6614. Then I understand you had been obliged to purchase a
further supply of animais during the season to get fresh supplies in ?-
Yes; I had contracts made for forwarding supplies to the head of the
Columbia-to within forty-eight miles of the head of the Columbia-and
they were on the way when these orders came from Ottawa to me to
abandon the surveys. Those supplies were to be delivered to me at this
place--the boat landing on the Oolumbia-forty-eight miles from the
head of the river. When I had to transport supplies into the YellowHfead
Pass, I knew that if the men who had the contract for packing caught
me there without packing animals they would put on exorbitant pricse,
so I followed the pack trail and bought ail the animals that were
among the packers, before they knew that a change was to take place.

6615. Did that result in a saving to the Government?-Yes.

6616. By owning the animais you were enabled to get in your sup-
plies at a fair rate ?-Yes.

6617. I see that in Mr. Fleming's report of 1874, there is a report
frpm you to him dated l3th January 1873, in which you allude tO
another report forwarded to him; is that other report printed, as far S
you know ?-No; i think not.

6618. Have you a copy of it ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 102.)
6619. Are the facts stated in this additional report correct, as far as

you know? -Yes.
6620. Are you still of the same opinion as to th'e conclusions which

you make in that additional report ?-Yes.
Wintered near 6621. Did you pass the winter, or any portion of it, near Lac-à-Brulé,
1972-73. in the winter of 1872-73 ?-The trail party were camped about within

a quarter of a mile of the west end of Lac-à-Brulé, and built a depot
there. My surveying party built their depot about two miles further
west than that, within one mile and a-hait of old Henry House.

6622. I ask whether you spent the winter there yourself?-Yes.
Operations coin-
menced loth

Mareh, 18731.

Snrvey from
Ket le River to
Edmonton.

6623. What time did you commenee operations in the spring Of
1873 ?-I think it was on the 16th March we left the depot.

6624. Yoi did not get down to Victoria during that winter ?-Y0
6625. Was any offlee work done connected with the field work of

1872 ?-All the office work was done while we were in the depot: plans,
profiles, reports, and accounts were prepared and forwarded down tO
Winnipeg. I sent a dog train with them, with instructions thIt
they were to be forwarded on by express to Ottawa.

6626. Upon what work did your party start in 1873 ?-Surveyi"5
from Kettle River to Edmonton, and making a trail along the lino.

6627. Had you still the large number of animais with you, 250 ?

No; I sent some of them back the previous autumn to Kamloops.
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6628. What number of animais did you winter over ?-I think I eag a
Inust have had 150, or something like that, in the mountains, perbaps nmaer of
a few more . the mountaIns.

6629. Did you think as many as that would be required to transport
Your supplies in 1873 ?-Yes ; they were kept busy ail summer.

6630. While on the subject of supplies, I would like to ask you, what supplies.
had been your anticipation in 1871, about the transporting of supplies
from Eagle Pass to Columbia River? How did you expect to transport
them; if I remember aright, your T party bad no animais ?-No ; I was No animais with
going to send them up the Columbia by the steamer 49, from Colville. T party.

6631. But how did you expect to get them from Eagle Pass to
Columbia River ?-If they had been left there we would have had to
Pack them through with Indians.

6632. How did you plan for that season's transporting of supplies ?
It turned ont that it was more difficult to transport them than you
expected ?-The only way was to transport them on men's backs.

6633. How many men had you provided for transporting for party
T, at Eagle Pass ?-The men ont of the survey and a few Indians they
Paanaged to pick up.

6634. Did you, provide for the difficult country which actually existed Bulk of supplies
Ms to transporting for 187i for party T ?-The bulk of the supplies eiTn> arth e
I intended to send up, and did send up, on steamer 49. It was too expen. up by steamer..
Sive to get from Shuswap Lake to the Columbia River.

6635. Are you speaking of party T now ?-Yes.
6636. That was the party who left their supplies, and to which you

8ent an Indian ?-Yes.
6637. It turned ont that sufficient provision had not been made for

the transporting of those supplies from Eagle Pass to the Columbia
îtiver-Big Eddy ?-I did not want to get those supplies to Columbia

ver. Those supplies were left in the middle of the pass, so that I
could use then for the location survey through that pass.

6638. Did you not expect that your party would require to use those
supplies as they went on with their work that season ?-Not on the
COlumbia River.

6639. Between Eagle Pass and Big Eddy ?-Big Eddy is at the west
ed of Eagle Pass. Big Eddy is the eastern terminus of Eagle Pass.

6640. In 1871 the party progressed easterly ?-Yes.

6641. But they were not able to take sufficient supplies with them ?-
o; because I provided supplies, by sending them up the Columbia to
1g Eddy, by steamer.

6642. Did not that occur because they were unable to transport their Did notwant to
ePplies more than half way ?-About half way. I did not want toe send upplies tke
%d them the whole way, becanse r could send them up so-cheaply wOe wîw.

n Colville by steamer, and I wanted the survey party to go along
t river to Boat Emcampment, and then on location survey I could
ave utilized the supplies in the Eagle Pass.
6643. Do you mean that, in laying out the operations for 1971 for

plty T, you intended that supplies should be carried by them from
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=lreysB.C.-Particu I. & T. Eagle Pass eastward, about half the distance over that year's survey?eekng a Pueton. -About half way through that pass.

(.644. That is the same thing as half way through that year's
survey ?-About half way to Big Eddy.

6645. And you had always intended that they should romain there,
and should be utilizod on the next year's operations ?-Yes.

6646. That is, provided that you should decide to make a location
line ?-- made every provision to make a location survey right through,
from Shuswap Lake to Edmonton. The survey work done there was
preliminary work, and I was making provision to go and finish the
location survey as soon as that was done.

6647. Do you mean that your instructions for the 1871 operations
included making a location line at a subsequent period, as well as
preliminary survey for that year ?-No ; there was nothing definite
about it, except to get this preliminary survey done first.

Reason why in
1871 he made
provision for

res or the
oloing year.

Thtnks Howse
Pa>à; abandoned
without suMcient
Information.

On reachIng
igummit or Howso
a"m found grade

heavier than he
expected.

6648. Then why did you take it for granted that your supplies would
be wanted on the saine line for another year ?-Because I thought a
location survey would necessarily follow.

6h49. Do you mean that you took it for granted that that would be
the line located for the survey ?-It lay between that one and YelloW
iHead Pass, and it was to get a distinct knowledge ofthose two passes,
because there could be no doubt about it that this provision was made.

6650. But it was an undecided question ?-It was perfectly clear in
my mind that one or the other had to be adopted.

6651. Was it clear to your mind that the lowse Pass would bG
adopted ?-No.

6652. If Yellow Head Pass were afterwards adopted, would those
supplies which you had planned to leave between Eagle Pass and Big
Eddy, be available for the location lino ?-No ; they would have al
been consumed in the location work in the Hlowse Pass. To have
completcd the survey properly in lowse Pass would have taken a long
time, ana these supplies would all have been consumed in il. I think
to-day they abandoiied the survey of the Howse Pass too soon and
without suficienît information.

6653. Were the supplies arranged to be left for you in Eagle Pass,
or had you taken it for giantel that afterwards there would beo
location line through the lowse Pass ?-Yes.

6654. Why did you take it for granted that there would be a location
line through the Iowse Pass?-Because I thought it would be necOs
sary to decide which would be the better pass of the two.

6655. Do you mean that it could not be well decided which was the
better pas. without first making a location line for the Howse Pass ?.
At that time I thought so. When I made the survey, from the Columbia
to the summit of flowse Pass, I found the grade was heavier thani
expected.

666. And that knowledge you did not obtain until the end of the
1871 operations ?-The last thing in 1871.
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6657. But at the beginning of the 1871 operations you took it for sre" *&T
granted that a location lino would be required for the Howse Pass ?-
Yeos.

6658. Did you not know at that time that some other paso might be The choice lay
used ?-I thought it lay between Yellow Head Pass and Howse Pass, UP®soan'>eeH ow
Which would be adopted. Head ass.

6559. If it should turn out that the Yellow Head Pass sbould be the
on'e adopted, was it necessary to make any location line for Howse
]Paso ?-I should have located a lino through Eagle Pass to the west
Slope of the Rocky Mountains, they being the two doubtful points on
that route.

6560. Although the Yellow Head Pass had been adopted ?-It was
Mot adopted then, at that time.

6661. Did you know that itmight be adopted; did you not conceive
that it might be adopted ?-Yes.

6662. Did you conceive that it might be adopted at such a time as to
render a location lino through the Howse Pass useless ?-No.

6663. Why not ?-I thought that this work would all be done the Received a tele-
following year. I was not charged with any work on the Yellow Head gram°noake a
Pass, that year, until I got the telegram that the Ilowse Pass had been through Howse
abandoned. I had received a telegram to make a location through Passare deaeva
Iaowso Pass, and a few days afterwards came the instructions to aban- Instruction to

'don that work. abandon I.

6664. Did you arrange for supplies being loft in Eagle Pass for the
Purpose of the location of the lino, in 1872, before you knew that a
location lino wuuld bc necessary ?-I left those supplies there in 1871
expecting that in 1872, I would complete the location survey through
the Eagle Pass. Advlsabilty of

G665. What was the reason in 1871, that you expected the location toprovonsfor
line to be made through the Howse Pass ?-Because I thought it was 1872, contingent

Probable that it would be the pass that might be adopted, in prefereUce of opinion that
to Yellow Head Pass. Ho", haass een

adopted.
6666. Then it depended upon the probability of your expectation

being correct ?-Yes.
6667. It turnec out not to be correct ?-No.
6668. Would it not have been better to have provided for a possibi-

lity of its not being correct, and to have saved those supplies ?-If you
Would like to take a number of men into the mountains and run the
lisk of their starving to death, I would by all means say: leave the
S1Qpplies out; but you cannot take men into the mountains and risk
their lives. They had several times to make trips during the winter,10 get supplies from that depot.

6669. At what time did your examination of the Howse Pass lead you In October, 1S73,"o the judgment that it would not be the one adopted ?-In October, c 1on Wap®tha

1873 ? not eligible.

6670. Was it not in March, 187 2, telegraphed thatthe other had been
Anally adopted ?-No; it was telegraphed to me to abandon the survey
'r the lowse Paso, and make surveys through Yellow Head Pass.
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*eeking a Pas. 6671. Thon so far as your individual judgment goes, you were not
Witness In 1873 aware of the preference for the Yellowlead Pass, until you had made
ooncludesfromhs your surveys of 1873 ?-In October, 1873, I rode throagh Yellow Heaown observation resof17?nOcoe,17,JrdtrogYlow eatbat Yenow Jeed Pass to the Grand Forks of the Fraser, and I came to the conclusion
1%- vas thst *
Wboh should be then that it was a botter pass than Rowse Pass. I simply rode through
chosen. on horseback; the first time I had been through it.

6672, At what time in 1873 did your party cease field work ?-In
1873 we oeased field work just before we left Tête Jaune Cache to go
back to Victoria.

6673. In October, 1872, you commenced to work from the height of
land eastward ?-Yes.

6674. And you wintered that year, you and your two parties, some-
where near Jasper House at Lake Averil ?-Yes.

6675. In that season at what time did you cease to work ?-I think
they got into the depot on the 2nd of January, 1873.

Prelludaary 6676. That party commenced work in 1873 ?-Yes.burvoy.
In 1873 feld work 6677. What time in 1873 did that party end their work ?-I think it
ended ln October. was the 16th of October that I completed the survey of the Tête Jaune

Cache.
S yeasterly

sotÎRiver.

Instructed b y
P1emtn &Smith
to Lk vest
to Noome Lake.

6678. In the spring of the year when you commenced work easterly,
how far did you proceed ?-To Root River.

6679. Were all your party occupied on that survey ?-Yes.
6680. Animals and men ?-Yes; ail except one man in charge of

the depot.
6681. At what time did you end that easterly survey ?-I think it

was about the end of Auguet.
6682. What did you do next ?-I turned back and went west to

Moose Lake-re-crossed the mountains.
6683. Had you special instructions for that change ?-Yes.
6684. From whom ?-From Mr. Fleming ani Mr. Smith.

run from 6685. What work was done after that by the party ?-A line wasmfoose lake to
eI!teJauneCache. run from Moose Lake to Tête Jaune Cache.

6686. Was it a located lino ?-It was a very careful survey-a pr-
liminary lino with the cross-sections-so that it might have been used
almost as a located line. I rau it very carefully indeed.

6687. About what time did that work occupy you ?-That was about
the middle of October when the surveys were finished at Tête Jaune
Cache.

rireturns to 6688. Did your party do any work in the fall of that year ?-No;
N'lctorla. they went down at once to Kamloops and returned to Victoria.

6689. Do you mean the whole party, or only the party in charge ot
the animals?-The whole of the party, except one man who was loft to
get the supplies that they ordered to be transferred to the Hudsol
Bay Co., at Lake Ste. Anne.

fer for sao ge 6690. In dealing with this surplus, would you exercise any judgmenlt
Co. Hana as to the price at which the company would take them ?-No; thef

.Lne, were simply transferred, for storage, over to their bands.
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6691. Did they purchase them, or merely take charge of them ?-I
sent over .to Mr. Richard Hardisty to send an officer up to take them
Over from my hands. I think I wrote to him-I had never seen him-
and told him that I would pay the expenses of the officer that he would
eend up for that purpose. I wanted to get a receipt from the company
for those supplies.

6692. I suppose that was according to your instructions in dealing
With surplus supplies ?-Yes.

6693. Your party proceeded to Kamloops in the fall of 1873, were Party discharged
they discharged there ?-Yes; some were discharged there and some tran al
at Victoria. agent of Govern-

nment (November
6694. Were the animals left at Kamloops ?-They were all transferred 18.

Over to the Government agent there.
6395. Who was he ?-I forget his name now; the commissariat officer

handed them over and brought me a receipt for them.

Exploration.
6696. Then did you proceed to Victoria ?-Before leaving I sent a Wtnea with

Party from Tête Jaune Cache, and I made another exploration, with some IndIans
sOmae Indians, from the Forks of the Albreda up the North Thompson, tion upertha
to try and connect with the survey that had been run from Howe Sound Thompson.
to Bute Inlet.

6697. At whiat time did you end that exploration ?-I was only a few
days in there; 1 think it must have been about the end of October.

6698. Did you then proceed to Victoria ?-Yes.
6699. Did you romain there long ?-Two or three weeks.
6700. And then where did you go to ? -To Ottawa. Proceeds to

Ottawa.
"701. IHow long did you romain there ?-Rather longer than I Accounts

Wanted. I think about a year and a half. I got in in the beginning °verhauld
Of January. J was there all that winter and summer, and I think the A year and a-har
«arch following. ot r rnd

lles and go
6702. Were you occupied durin that stay at Ottawa upon the Cana- ohae

*!an Pacifie Railway business?- had to get ont the reports and the
>Ofile of the survey, and then I had to go through all the accounts
*ith the Auditor, Mr. Taylor, which was completed, I think, about the

h of May.
6703. Of what year ?-1874.
6704. That would take you to May, 1874 ?-Yes.
6705. Then after that what were you doing ?-I expected to leave

then, but they appointed another auditor to go through the accounts
again, Mr. Radford, and they kept me all summer and winter.

6706. Was there some difficulty about the auditing of these accounts ?
r. Ta lor got through the accounts, and we had no trouble. I had

to expla every bill and every account.
6 707. Do you mean that after having once gone through, he was not Had to go

satisfied that the operation was complete ?-Yes. teonhd coti.

6708. Do you know what the reason of that was ?-I suppose it was
try and give me a little difficulty. I never asked.
6709. To give you a little difflculty ?-Yes.
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6710. Was the second audit accomplished satisfactorily ?-Yes; there
was no change made.

6711. The result was the same after both audits ?-Yes.

6712. Then you lost that season altogether in consequence of the
second audit ?-Yes; they refused to pay me.

6713. What reason did they give ?-They did not give me any reason
at all, but they would not pay,

6714. Do you mean to say that they would not pay for your services'
or were there other accounts ?-.No ; they would not pay during thas
time-from the time the first audit was completed, and while the
second audit was going on. They refused to pay me any salary, onlY
an allowance during the time I was occupied auditing.

6715. After the second audit was completed, were you further con-
nected with the Pacific Railway ?-No.

6716. Have you not been upon the works since then ?-No.
6717. Was there any reason given for not paying you-such as your

mismanagement or inaccuracy ?-No; they never said a word to me.

6718. The reason was that you had not been employed except in
auditing ?-They gave me no reason ; I told them that they had
behaved unfairly, and I leit.

6719. Would there have been any time that scason to do anything
further in your business, after the time you say the second audit was
ended ?-1 left in March, after the second audit was in. I applied to get
a settlement for that time I had lost, and some time elapsed in corret
ponding. I wrote to the Minister of Public Works, and the result of
the correspondence was I could get no satisfaction, and I went away.
I only asked them to pay me up to the end of the year, but I left in
March.

6720. Since that you have had no connection with the works ?-
None; there were accounts, some drafts, that were given by me, for
different things in the interior, that were not paid for a long tifle
after I came to Ottawa. They were accounts for supplies and for soen
men's wages, amounting to several thousand dollars, and for dog-
sleighs that were sent up on my requisition to Fort Edmonton to the
mountains by the Hudson Bay Co., that were not paid for four year$
afterwards.

6721. ilave you been out of pocket besides your loss of salary duriDg
that time, in consequence of the action of the Government ?-Yes, thel
never paid any of my expenses from the time I arrived in Canada,
When I joined the railway, and they gave me my appointment, it Ws
mentioned then that all my expenses should be paid; but I had to paY
all my own expenses.

6722. Is this matter the subject of a claim now on your part against
the Government ?-I tried for it; but I found it was easier to go to work
and make money over again, than it was to get it. I think if it had
been a private company, I should have sued them.

6723. That claim is not pending still ?-No.
Thinks It was a 6724. Is there any other matter connected with this railway whicO
mnigtake to have
taken supplies you wish to explain ?-I think after I left the mountains, the YellOe
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IUead Pass, that there was a great mistake made in having thesupplies
taken out of the pass. They ought to have been left for the surveys
that were made afterwards, and for which supplies were taken back
there again. Of course, I am speaking now of after I left there. I wanted
to have those location surveys finished without taking the parties out
ÀOf the mountains. There was so much time Iost in taking men back-
Wards and forwards that the better and cheaper plan would have been
to have kept them in the mountains, when they were on the ground,
and finished those surveys. Parties went up from this side even to
Inake explorations right at the Athabaska River, in one place within
half a mile of my depot. I met the party here under Mr. McLeod. I
said : "You are going to explore the Mulgrave River to the Rocky
]River, and other explorations. I can tell you I would have been the
Party to have given you information about it. You will go there and
Cone back again and find no pass." I said :'" I have explored every
One of those passes." I told him he would have a difficult trip, and
Would come back without finding any pass there. I think his report
1s published in the report of 1873-74.

6 7:5. Did he succeed in getting any pass ?-No.
6726. Did you think that there was no pass because you had

previously explored it ?-I had tried to get througli both of those places,
and about a dozen others.

6727. You mean your men employed on the Pacifie Railway ?-No;
'When I was up in the mountains.

6728. In what season had you made those branch explorations ?-In
1871, 1 tried to sec if there was any pass from the head waters of the
ŽSorth Saskatchewan into the Athabaska valley, examining it from the
valley of the North Saskatchewan. The following year I examined the
sane range of mountains southerly from the Athabaska, and failed to
fnd any pass.

Exp*wateiy
Serveyaofl.C.-

seeking a ]Page.
out of YeIlow
Head Paa, where
surveya should
have been com-
pleted before the
men left the
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Warned McLeod
he would find no

uias Up the
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6729. Did you report the result of these branch explorations to your
superior officers ?-Not any unimportant ones.

6730. Did you report the fact that the Athabaska Pass was not a Reportea im-
feasible one ?-Yes; that was out of the question altogether. It was Po"ssblllty of
of no Use. thabaka Pas

6731. Was Mr. MeLeod then going to explore the A thabaska Pass ? warnea SMereod

'ile was going to explore those passes from Athabaska River, to try g° t ¶hugî the
and get tbrough the mountains to the south. I told him when I met molmtains to the

himn here-I was then out of the Governmcnt employment- that lie South.
WOuld fail.

6732. Those may be described as subordinate explorations ?-Yes.

6733. The point that I understand you to make is, that lie was sent
t survey subordinate localities ?-I do not think that he was sent to
fihrvey, but simply to examine.

6734. Well to examine what you had already ascertained to be
11 available ?-Yes.

Shewed In report
6735. Had you reported that fact to your superior officer, that you advocattngpre-

ad diseovered them to be unavailable ?-I think I had reported aIpo tobe W

i9enerally that it was impossible for us to go through from Athabaska go'through, from
to the Saskatchewan without going much further to the north and askatchewan.
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oiug a Pas. east, and I sent a sketch map to Mr. Fleming, through Mr. Marcus
Smith, before I came down, showing them where the right line for the
Canadian Pacifie Railway west of Yellow Head Pass was; the line they
are on now.

6736. Besides showing them where you thought the right line ,
did you show him that those other localities, which are in the Aght
line, had been examined, and ascertained that they were not availabief
-I showed them that I had failed to get through those mountains.

6737. But did you report that you had actually explored them ?-I
do not know that 1 did.- I think when I told them that I had failed to-
get through, it was hardly necessary to mention every little creek and
valley that I went in through. It was hardly likely that I would leave
any pass unexplored in a country like that.

Simple explora-
tion Uate to
ascerta n (asi-
bility of any pass.
Large partiles
unnecesiary.

Examination
made by witness
tu 1871 a pre-
liminary survey.

Ran a fast srvey
aiong tral to
Howse Pass, took
level and got the
<istancea.

6738. In order to ascertain the feasibility of any pass, is it neeessarY
to make a location survey ?-No.

6739. It can be donc by merely what is called an exploration ?-Yes.

6740. Was there a location survey made of any portion of the terri-
tory through the Howse Pass ?-No.

6741. The examination which you made in 1871 was not a location
survey ?-No.

6742. What would you call it, technically ?-A preliminary survey.
6743. That is instrumental, I suppose ?-Yes ; not tbrough the

Howse Pass. The survey that I did through the Yellow Head Pass
was donc much riore correctly.

6744. Could the feasibility of the Howae Pass, for instance, have
been discovered without anything more than a bare exploration ?-A
very good idea could have been arrived at just merely by any engineet
going over it and examining it with his eyes.

6745. Was a more expensive mode than that adopted by you?-
ran a very fast survey along the trail that we eut through the vallefr
and took levels and got the distances.

6746. Was it necessary to do that to ascertain the feasibility of it ?-
I think it was necessary to enable me to send a profile down to the
Government, so that they would be able to decide what kinîd of line
they would be likely to get.

6747. Did you assume that there would be any line there ?-Yes.
6748. Ordid you assume that you were only to ascertain whether

there was a possibility of a lino ?-I assumed that it was very likely
that the railroad would go through there.

Instructed to 6749. Were there instructions from your superior officer to make
as he made by such an examination-whatever the techncal name of it may be-a
Fleming. you did actually make ?-Yes.

6750. Assuming that this examination may have been more elabo-
rate and more expensive than was actually necessary, 1 wish to kno'Ve
who was responsible for the direction of it ?-I forget the wording of
my instructions. I think a great deal of it took place in a conversation
between myself and Mr. Fleming, verbally, the first year-that was if
1871-and that it was considered that I should make a pioper survoY
through there for a railway.
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6751. But the problem in my mind now is, what was the proper s..k=g a ..
%urvey ?-I consider a preliminary survey through there, and a location
%lrvey of the line through the Howse Pass and Eagle Pass.

6752. If the only object of that season's operation was to ascertain
the feasibility of the pass there, the survey which you say you have
'nade was unnecessary and more expensive than it was required to be,because you say the feasibility of it could be ascertained by merely
'Walking through ?-It could have been ascertained, but there could not
have been a proper knowledge arrived at. We did not get to the west
end of the HRowse Pass until the 2nd of October.

6753. That was because you had a large party, was it not ?-We
CeOuld not get our supplies there without.

Feasibll t of
C cuahavees uasertained

at much leus ex-
pense by walking
over the ground.

Failed to get sup.
6754. But you would not have had to get so much supplies if the Most ofwNeh

Party had been a few men ?-No. would fot have
y been neeed for asml party

6755. If the object of the survey-or examination, rather-was only which was all
to ascertain the feasibility, could it not have been accomplished by a rauired.
688 elaborate and a less expensive examination ?-Yes; I think it

COuld.
6756. Then do you know why the more elaborate and more expensive
e was adopted ?-To get a thorough survey.
6757. Why was a thorough survey adopted instead of an exploration ?
I suppose it was owing to their wanting to have the line located

'ithin two years, according to the agreement with British Columbia.
6758. Who was responsible for adopting the more thorough and Fleming respon-

6pensive survey ?-I think Mr. Fleming gave instructions about 'Ileo 5 rythe more
how the parties were to be conducted in the printed books that he
ent us.

6759. You speak of printed books; were printed instructions given
You ?-Yes.

6760. Did those printed instructions describe the kind of examina- rintf®Instruc-
tiOn that you were to make in this instance ?-I think so; it is so long by Fleming des-

cribed how eachsinâce I have read them. They described how each engineer was to con- engineerwasc
duct his survey, and what was to be done in carrying them out. onduct his

6761. Do you know whether, before you made this survey, the feasi-
bility of the Howse Pass had been at all established ?-I knew that it
had been established from the mouth of the Blaeberry River to
turrard Inlet on the Pacifie coast, and I knew that from the summit
*f the Rocky Mountains easterly, from Dr. Hector's report, that it

as quite practicable to get a very good lino further in the Saskat-
theWan country as he got out of the pass in coming down the west
8ide; but his report was not very clear on those thirty or forty miles
At least. It was for the lower portion of the Blaeberry River, but for
the upper portion of it it was not.

6762. Do you know whether this work of 1871 at Howse Pass was
devised after taking it for granted that it was a feasible pass, or was it
o»ilY to ascertain whether it was a feasible pass ?-When I went over
to Ottawa in 1871 I gave Mr. Fleming all the information I could with

gard to that. road. He was aware of my not having been any
fIr'tber east than the mouth of Blaeberry River. Other information of
ast of that was obtained from Dr. Hector's report.
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e g opera 6763. Do you know whether your operations of 1871 were devised
Mons of 18s, because it was taken for granted that the Howse Pass was a feasible
devised becaus
It was taken pass ?-Yes.

ranted that the
rowte Pass was 6764. Thon the operations could not have been for the purpose of

Dracticable. 66.oeain u
>bject to ascer- ascertaining whether it was a feasible pass ?-For the purpose of ascer-
tan wbe.ther it

was better than tai ning whether it was a better pass than the Yellow Head Pass.
Yellow fiead

l'a. 6765. Now I understand you to say that the survey of that year was
devised, not to ascertain whether the Howse Pass was a feasible paso,
but, taking it for granted that it was a feasible pass, to compare it with
another one which was believed to be a feasible pass ?-Yes.

Work in British 6766. Have you ever given any serious consideration to this question:
hovuben whether the ascertaining of a route for a railway through British
without Columbia could have been accomplished, at less expense than it has
bI.ated mv
barties.s"ey been accomplished, by sending out smaller parties and exploring merely

instead of making preliminary surveys ?-Yes ; I should have recom-
mended a proper survey through the Howse Pass and through the'
Yellow Head Pass. Ail other explorations I could have done with an
engineer and a few Indians, without those heavy survey parties.
When I heard the Bute Inlet survey was going on I recommended an
exploration, but not a survey.

B tegraph to 6767. Was your recommendation adopted ?-No.F leming re-
g inet ButeInlet 6768. Was there an elaborate survey ?-Yes.

survey belng 67.WohdthtarsSmhhdth
made elaborate 6769. Who had charge of that ?-Mr. Marcus Smith had the generai
an mere eoor of charge; I forget the engineers that were on it.

"on. 6770. In what year ?-In 1872-73. I do not know how many.

6771. How did you make that recommendation, verbally or in
writing ?-By telegraph.

6772. ,To whom ?-To Mr. Fleming.
6773. Do you remember when you made that recommendation ?- It

was in the winter of 1872, I fancy-in February.

6774. That was after your first year's operations ?-Just after I got
down to Victoria from the interior.

Howe Sound 6775. Was there any other instrumental survey made where yoiu
sareyeCo"me think a smaller exploration would have been sufficient ?-I think the*
of e northerly Uowe Sound survey, up Howe Sound, was unnecessary. I fancy some
surveys. of the more northerly surveys were unnecessary. In making explor-

ations and examinations in British Columbia for the Imperial Govern-
ment, much of the interior work was in my hands; I obtained infor-

In 1887, Trutch mation of the country in every way possible. When Mr. Trutch was
and witness had Chief Commissioner I was his assistant, and gave him the information

edkw"14tee about the country, and that was what led us, in 1867, when I left the-
perle fImov - employment of the Imperial Government, to come to the decision that
ment, corne to the from Kamloops to Burrard Inlet was safe to be the line, but that WO
decision that
fro Kamloops wanted to get the Howse Pass and the Yellow Head Pass thoroughly
to BUrrard's nlet examined to see which was the better of the two. We were perfectlYwas safe to bethine, and that tie clear that either one of these had to be adopted. Our system of carry-
ay tn the" ing on explorations is sbown by the reports published by the Govera-

Howse and the ment of British Columbia for 1865-66. We deemed that system to bO
Yellow Head. an economical one.
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6776. Can you describe shortly what that system was ?-I explored "e°° a
'With one or two men and a few Indians ; took observations; Io ofexporatins
etimated the distances; took latitudes and longitudes as well as possible tnrdermthen oro

anid obtained altitudes. I sent my assistants in the same way. Very British Columbia.

fen when I wanted to obtain information of some place, I have issued
Provisions-a few pounds of flower, and bacon, an tea, and tobacco-
to men I could depend on, so that they could prospect and report to
Ine. They got their provisions in the interior where they wanted
them, and I got the information without having to pay any wages. It
eas an economical mode of doing it, and I obtained a great deal of
111formation in that way.

6777. Taking any given distance of locality, have you any idea how
%uch more expensive the system adopted for these preliminary
suQrveys would be than the system you have described ?-Ido not know
What the expenditure has been in British Columbia for these surveys,
but I know it has been large.

6778. Judging from the parties you had under you and the cost of
themr, can you form no opinion ?-Since I left the employment of the
Canadian Pacific .Railway, I have not followed the number of parties
that they have had there.

6779. Can you form an opinion on the subject without knowing
exactly what has happened ?-I think that, under the other system,

e might have got the information that we deemed requisite in two
Years, with, I should think, four parties-r.four surveying parties.

6780. Exploring parties do yon mean ?-No; surveying parties.

6781. That is not exactly what I am asking. Assuming that it is An necessary
4lecessary to make an examination of any given locality in that country, regardlng British
,an you state what proportion of the expenses of a survey party, sucoh Columbia might

as you had, would be required tO make only the exploration in the way u«a or gofor
You have described ?-I should think $400,000 or $500,000 would have
tone the whole thing-made the surveys and the explorations.

6782. How long had you been occupied in gaining the information Opportunities for

*hich you describe before you were employed on the Canadian Pacifie country.
Rilway ?-From 1858 to 1867-nine years.

6783. Was there a discussion in British Columbia at that time as to
a railway crossing the continent, or was your examination only for the
trposes of the colony ?-No; I had in view this overland road. I had

1seussions with Col. Moody, who was in charge of the Royal Engineers,
abut the probability of a line going through the country.

6784. Do you mean for a railway line ?-For railways and roads.
he adoption of a proper system of roads and trails through British

columbia was a thing that I paid very great attention to.

6785. What at that time was considered to be the principal induco- Early induce-
ea'OlIt for opening the country by roads ?-We had to get the roadsp ,®teoufPtr".

there that we opened to the mines to get provisions in.

6786. What sort of mines ?-Gold mines-placer mines. aclmins.

6787. In what part of the country did they exist ?-Principally in
caribo.

6788. That is near Quesnelle Mouth ?-Fifty miles west of Quesnelle
outh.
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s..lmag a s • 6789. And was it mostly with the object of serving that district that
you had to consider the question of roads ?-No; we were trying to
get a road in the more southerly district, or this Cariboo district. We
had to get a waggon road in, as that was the principal mining dietrict
of the country. We never looked on that as a through route.

6790. Through to where ?-Through the Rocky Mountains.
Objective point of 6791. In getting a road through the Rocky Mountains what wasroad throughTe
Rocky Mountains then considered to be the objective point ?-The North Saskatchewan

and Edmonton.
6792. What was the object of getting to the Saskatchewan ?-We

wanted to get an overland route and see if we could not get people to
come across into the country in that way, and open communication from
one side to the other.

witness's 6793. How were you occupied between 1868 and the time youexperience. engaged upon this Pacifie Railway ?-I was in California, Nevada and
Utah, engineering part of the time and mining at other times, and
various other things.

6794. Had you much experience in crossing rough cour.tries ?--.
good deal.

6795. Do you think that would be useful to you in forming an opinion
of the practicability of lines through a country not thoroughly explored ?
-I think so.

6796. Is there any other matter connected with this subject which
you would like to explain ?-I do not recollect anything at present,
but if I think of anything I will let you know.

WINNIPEG, Thursday, 23rd September, 1980.

ALLOWAY. W. P. ALLOWAY'S examination continued:

qixon'a Pur- By the Chairman
veyorahp-

Buying momel. 6797. At your last examination you said that you had made soei
entries in some books of the particulars of the purchase of these horses
that were sold to Mr. Nixon, and that you would look for the books;
bave you searched for them ?-I have.

Failed to find 6798. Have you found any ?-I have not. There was only one
.ranu pocket book and one diary, and it was only in one, and I could not find

it.
6799. Do you mean that you had only one book in which you had

entered all these transactions ?-That is all at that time.

6800. You kept one book which would cover all that time ?-Yes; X
kept a pocket diary about three inches by five.

6801. I think you said there would have been some difficulty in re-
cording the names of the persons from whom you purchased those
horses, because some of them would be half-breeds whom you did not
know ?-I said I did not know the persons from whom I purchased,
and I did not take any trouble to find out who they were.
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6802. You gave that as one reason why names were not mentioned ? K sg e

-Yes; in my diary I never entered the person's name from whom I ceOuat.
hought. I just put down, say, " one chestnut hor-se," date, so many
hands high, and if ho had any particular pointa about him, I would
enter it at Bo much.

6803. Would you not expect that that purchase and the particulars of it manner of
1-... aklng entries.

Would be subject to an investigation afterwards by Mr. Nixon ?-I sup- in diary.
1l0sei that Mr. Nixon kept an account of it himself, too. I supposed ho
Iept a memorandum of say, for instance, " five horses bought to-day at
so much "-the same as I did myself. He knew the price of everything
JlUst as much as I did. I suppose he kept it as a check on me ; if ho
did not ho was very foolish. Ho did so, for ho checked it over with me.

6104. You ,av( a strong opinion, have you, that he did keep such a
Ilemorandum ?-Certainly he did.

6805. Why would ho be foolish if ho did not do it ?-Any business
lan would be fbolish iot to.

6806. There would ho no difficulty in recording the names of the
sellers as well as other particulars ?-Yes; I think there would have
been difficulty.

A dimfenlty In
keeptng account
of name of tellers
of horses.

6807. What would have been the difficulty?-Weil, sometimes horses
Were oent down by people to ho sold ; one man would come in from the
neighbourboud and would bring in three or four horses ; so-and-so would
send his horse and ho wanted so much for it. If I did not give it the
horse would go back.

6808. When ho said so-and-so you mean thrt ho would mention the
Ilme of the owner ?--Yes.

6809. If ho nentioned the name of the owner would there be any No dimfeulty in
difficulty in keeping a record of it ? -No; I do not suppose there would o"naesa oners
have been any great difficulty in keeping the names. of norses.

6810. Do you think there would have been any great or small diffi-
ellty in keeping a record of the names, if it occured to you as being

eettessary ?-If I bad thought it was necessary I would have kept the
ines.
6811. You said that the accounts being made out in a lump sum
d a lump number, as your accounts were on several occasions, was

%used, to some degree, by the faet that you had no book-keeper ?-No.

6812. Did you not say that ?--No; I did not. I said I had no book-
6eper.
6813. But did you not give that as a reason for not rendering your Reasons why he

*Ounts at greater leigth ?- No; 1 said it would be a great deai of acc"unt nmoe

bther to me to render then at greater length. detall.

6814. Was the bother which was occasioned by having no book-
teper the reason for your not rendering them in detail ?-1 can answer
that, but I vouli soonier answer it by saying

6815. Answer that first?-No.
6816. What wais your reason for not rendering them in detail ?-

6catuse I asked Mr. Nixon if it would do as weil the other way, and ho
said it would. That is my reason,

28
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6817. Then it was by Mr. Nixon's directions that you did not render
them in detail ?-Not by his direction, but by his permission.

6818. I do not see much difference; it was in consequence of hiO
decision. You hubmitted the subject to him for his decision, and 11e
decided that thoy need not be rendered to him in detail ?-I submitted
my figures to him and his figures corresponded with mine. There
was a certain number of horses-there were eighteen horses in one loti
I think-and I would say Io Mr. Nixon: " Ther, is so much money-
this would be 890 apiece," and ho had the samne amount of money
had myseif, and he said: " Yes, that would do."

6819. Then it was in consequence of his decision on that subject that
the account was not rendered in detail ?-With his sanction it W-10
done.

6820. Was that not his docision -had he not an opportunity Of
deciding ?-You know better than I do, Judge.

6821. Did ho not decide that it was uninecessary ?-Re gave me his
sanction to do it.

6822. Do you think he gave his sanction without deciding?----WC!l,
it would not appear to me. When you say a man gives his sanction, it iB
a different thing from a decision. I think he gave bis sanction to it.

68z3. Now, as a matter ot fact, did yoiu not go over the account witl
him so that he might compare your figures first without giving hile
ail the details?-IHe had them himself: the same details as I had.

6824. But did he have them ?-Yes.
Both had detauis. 6825. So that you and he both had the details ?-Yes.

6826. Do I understand that beforé you made up your account shof'
ing an average, you would submit to him a statement showing the
details of ditferent prices ?-Yes.

Another reason
fcýr flot glvtng
,d-ta1ls.

Nixon got no
advantage from
theLce contracts.

68-7. Do you know what more bother it would have been to ha00
left the statement in that way instead of putting it in a gross su'8 '
because it seems that ail this bother whici was occasioned you by not
having a book-keeper, was not avoided after all, inasmiuch as you ha4

submitted ail the details to Mr. Nixon ?-I did not think it was s0
much a part of my buiness to keep the details. I ihought it was more
bis business to keep the details.

6828. You say that he got no advantage from any of those contracts?
Yes; emphatically so.

6829. Was the advantage altogether your own ?-Yes; altogether.
6n30. Did you make him believe that the more you made tho bettet

it would be for him ?-Never.
6831. Did you lead hin to understand ihiat an improvement in yOur

circumstances would benefih. any one of his thmily?-Never.
6832. Did you lead him to understand that you were to becoe DO

connection ot his ?-Never. He never understood anything of the kim4 *
I never dreamed of such a thing, nor he either.

6933. There was no understanding on his part that you should beco
his son-in-law ?-No; there was not. I do not think that has anytbi'?
to do with the Pacifie Railway. I do not think it is a fit subject to bo
discusred in connection with the Pacifie Railway.
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6834. Mr. Nixon was an officer of the Canadian Pacific Railwny, and Dur-e morse.
we wish to know his motives in dealing as ho did with you?- His Aeosuata.
daughters were not.

6835. I have alluded only to him and his motives. If they were in dealtg with
interested we ought to know it?-His motives were not interested. wne ng

6836. That is what I am enquiring into ?-They wore not.
6837. D)id yon expect in those other accounts for horses sold that

he would keep fulier particulars than you furnished in your bills ?-I
expected so. I supposed ho kept ns fulil particalars as I did.

683S. I am asking you whether you expected ho kept fuller particu-
lars ?-I expected he kept his business as ho should keep it, whother
You call my particulars complete or not. My particulars may be as
full and complote in my mind as tbere was any necessity for.

6839. Do you think they wore so?-Yes; as there was any necessity
for.

6840. Did you do any work for the Government besides that whieh
Mr. Nixon controlled ?-[ suppose so.

6841. Do you not know ?-I did. I do not know whether ho con-
trolled it or not. I did work for other people beside him.

6i842. Who were they ?-They are too numerous to mention or think
of them ail.

6813. Could you mention ono?-Mr. Rowan. Also worked fer

6844. Mention another?--Mr. Sutherland. land.

6845. Wlhich Ur. Sutherland?-Mr. Ilugh Sutherland.
6846. Was that while lie had charge of the Fort Frances Locks ?-

Yes; and other times.
6847. In June 10th, 1875, you rendered an account for one horse, An aceount for

-150, besides your commission, without mentioning any name ; can one horse r1o.
you say for whom that horse was bought?-No.

6848. Your account does not mention it. Look and see (banding
the accoant) ?-(AMfter looking at the account): I expect that horse was
for Mr. MeMillan.

6849. Does it appear there ?-No; it says above: " One pair of hob-
bies."

6850 And you think that the horse was for the same person who got
the hobbles ?-I think so.

6851. Do you thiink that was sufficiently particular without stating
for whom the horse was got ?-1 do not kiow; I got the money for it,
and that is ail I wanted.

6852. I understood you to say that you believe your accounts were
eendered witli sufficient carefulness ?-Yes; they were rendered with
iufficient carefulnt ss. If I sold an article to you. and I rendered an

Sccount for it to you, that is ail the particulars that were necessary.

6853. It was not necossary if those accounts would be afterwards
eubject to inspection ?-I was not particular whether they were or not.

6854, Do you renember?-I do not know that I thought of it. I may
have thought of it at the time, and I may not, I am not sure.
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6855. In freighting goods how is the weight ascertained ?-By
weighing them.

6856. Where ?-Here and elsewhere.
6857. What was the practice as to ascertaining the weight ?--

Weighing them.
6858. Here and elsewhere ?-Here and elsewhere, both.

6859. If they were weighed elsewhere, how would Mr. Nixon know
the weight ?-The person who would receive them would receipt for
them short if they were not right.

6860. How would he be made aware of the weight which you claimed
to have carried ?-Because there was a way-bill sent with the freight.

6861. Who would make out the way-bill ?-I would make out one
and Mr. Nixon another.

6662. Do you mean that in every instance when freighting was done
there would be a duplicate way-bill at this end of the ine ?- Yes; for
the Pacifie Railway.

6863. In charging for the use of teams, to any particular camp for
instance, how would you satisfy Mr. Nixon of the time charged for ?-
What camp do you mean ?

6864. In the account of May 1st, 1876, the first item is " two teams
to camp C? "-Yes; the receipts that the teamsters would get would
be dated, and I would get as much as I could after the date to come
back empty from Mr. Nixon. That is to say if they left here on the
5th and the receipt was dated the 10th for the delivery of the load, that
would be five days, and I would get three days most likely for coming
back. That would be about eight days for wherever it was to.

6865. Do I understand that you would get a certificate from the
officer at the other end of the line as to the date you arrived there ?-
Not from the officer-anybody who was there in authority, whether
he was an officer or privaie.

6866. He would be an officer for that purpose ?-I suppose he would.
Perhaps he would, and perhaps he would not.

6867. Be good enough to answer my questions correctly. I an
asking you how you would satisfy Mr. Nixon as to the correctness of
the time occupied in carrying that freight ?--By presenting him with
a receipt.

6868. From whom would you get that receipt ?-From the person
in charge out there, authorized to receipt them.

6869. But how would he know of the time occupied in returning ?-
The way-bill would be dated from here, Winnipeg, such a date, and
then he would know.

6870. And the return ?--Yes ; he would allow me so many days. If I
was tive days going out, he would allow me as an average three dayt
for coming back.

6871. You have a charge on April 4th, 1876, " three teams to
crossing," what crossng does that mean ?-How much is the charge?

6872. Is there more than one crossing ?-(Looking at the bill)
That is the crossing at the lower Fort at Selkirk.
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6873. How far is that ?-Twenty-two miles and eight chains. Veyorghip.

6874. Another charge, May lst, 1876, is for a ' messenger to Mr.
Brunel, $15." Have you any idea how the messenger was conveyed *esengv*'
to Mr. Brunel ?-I think he went along the Pembina Branch to
Ermerson.

6875. With a horse ?-I do not remember; I do not think so.
687d. How far would that be about ?-There and back ?
6877. Yes; either way ?-126 miles, there and back.
6878. About how many days would it occupy a man without an

animal ?--J could not tell you. It was all water betwoen here and
there. $15 is charged; seven days I should judge.

6879. You had a contract for earrying the mails ae one time had you
not ?-I had.

6880. To what points ?-I do not remember their names.
6881. In what direction ? -East.
6882. Were they to the camps of any persons employed on the Pacific

ItRailway ?-I think so.
6883. Was it a service just for the use of persons employed on the

railway ?-Which contract do you mean, for I had two ?
6884. Take the first one ?-Which one is that ?

Carrying Mails.

eontract for
carrying mails
eaat.

Two contracts-6885. I cannot tell, I am asking you ?-One was for contract 14, and one for contract
14, and one forthe other was for 15. contraot 1r

6886. Was the contract for 14 for the services of the employés of
the railway ?-For the service of the employés of the Government.

6887. How was the price to be p'iid for that arrived at?-I think
there was one by the month.
. 6888. And how was the other ?- I think tho other was by the month,
if I am not mistaken ; I am not sure.

6889. This account of May lst has an item for carrying mails weekly:
Vfas the payment so much per week, or for a longer poriod ?-I forget;

if you tell me the price I will know.

6890. $65?-That was a mnnth-cerrying it by the month, once a One$65ainmonta
eek.once a wee.
6891. Do you remember how much a month ?-$65.

6892. How would that mail be carried ?-On men's baeks sometimes
a1d sometimes with a horse, if the roads were passable enough.

6893. There is a charge for one buck-board for a Mr. Watt, $85; ckboar.&
'What sort of a vehicle is a buck-board ?-Four whee[s and two axles
and a board across; a set of springs, three or four boards, and a pair of
shafts.

694. )id you say springs ?-Springs under the seat, generally; yes.

6895. Do you remember whether thi-4 buck-board for Mr. Watt was
a better one than was usualy made at that time ?-It was a good one;

do not know whether it was better.
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6896. I am asking you whether this was a better one than usual?-
I suppose it was fron the price.

6897. Have you any recollection of it ?-No.
6898. What was the price of a usual one ?-$8O or $85.
6899. Was this a usual price, or an unusual price ?--It was a usual

price.
6900. Do you know whether this buck-bcard that you sold to Mr.

Watt was of better quality than the average quality at that time ?-I
do not know what the quality ofit was at the time, except from judging
from the price; it was a good buck-board.

6901. Was it better than the average buck-ooard sold at that time ?-
It was a good average buck-board, because the average was pretty good.

6902. Do you remember about the distance over which you carried
mails to section 14 generally ?-No.

6903. Would the distance vary from time to time ?-I think so.

Preighting. 6904. In June, 1875, you make a charge for sending out a horse and
Item for sending cart to Emerson, including expenses and wages of man, $2z 50, do you
out horse and
cart to Emerson. remember that transaction ?-No.

6905. Have you any idea how long it probably took for a man to
go there with a horse and cart ?-$22.50 would be about seven
days.

6906. And would you charge between $3 and $4 per day ?-Yes; $3
or $3.50 per day.

6907. Do I understand that you estimate the distance because of this
price? I asked you about how long it would take ?-I did notestimate
the distance; but the time that it would take.

6908. And you judge by seeing the price now ?-No.
6909. Could you not judge without seeing the price ?--Yes; I could.

It would be about six days. Emerson is about sixty-three miles, and it
would be about that time it would take.

AàeounÀta. 6910. In June, 1875, you charge for four teams, eleven days each, for
Item ror trans- transporting stores to the North-West Angle ; can you explain what

rortng stores to evidence you would be likely to have to satisfy Mr. Nixon of the cor-
.l ortb-West
.Angle. rectness of that charge ?-The receipt is the only thing, unless some of

the engineers were with them ; óf course there were.

6911. When you presented those accounts containing such items
would you give up the receipt to Mr. Nixon ?-Yes; the receipt was
the voucher for the item. I would have a voucher for pretty nearly
every item.

Practice as to 6912. Do you say it was your practice at that time to furnish him
youchers. vouchers for most of the items in each account ?-Any items that

vouchers could be furnished for, were always furnished from beginning
to end. When i say vouchers I mean way-bills for freight.

6913. Do you mean certificates from some disinterested person who
would know whether the item was right or wrong ?-I explained to yo
some time ago that the way-bills for the teauis, while the teams woul
be on the road, would be the voucher.
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6914. But the way-bill would not show the time you were kept on Fle'ghthag.
the road ?-The receipt ot the way-bill would be for so many days on A ccouitm.
the road going out; then he would have to be the judge of the iumber
of days on the rond coming back. If I started from here on the 5th of
the rnonth it would be on the way-bill " Winnipeg, Miy 5th." If I got
Ott there in tive days the man woiuld recoipt it, or say that I arrived on
%e 10th, that would show five days.

6915. Suppose you did not call his attention to it until after you
*ere there a day or two ?-There would be no supposition about it; it
eould niot be.

6916. Then the receipt itself would not show it ?-The reéeipt itself
Would show it.

6917. No; the receipt would not show it without the fact being evi-
ee in some way that you had delivered it as soon as you eould. It

'light have been more profitable to you to wait there a couple of days
elo e delivering the goods ?-1 could not wait there. In sending stuff

out to the North-West Angle there is only one house, and a man is not
eing to allow a team to stand there for a day or an hour if he can help

it. That is the way we do business.
6918. Were the goods which you transported weighed at the other Goods transport-

etd of he line ?-Yos. other end o ne.

6919. At Winnipeg and the points to which you were taking then ?
'It it was donc by the hundred it was

6920. In taking goods to Rat Portage, do you remember whether
there was a person there who weighed them?-Yes.

Buying Iorses.
6921. Please look at your account of the 16th June, 1875, and say Item for buyi g

Wheher the horses sold there were horses bought by the Government, o" whaignug t

Or Whether they were horses of your- own which you sold ?-I could commiss'on he
ot iay ; it, looks as if they were my own (looking at the account). hi° ."

6922. Then can you explain why you charge commission on horses 12 commission.
812 ?--I do not know. Is $12 charged in that account ?

6923. I showed you the account ?-I did not see the commission.
d69-4. If you found the commission there would it make any
lerence ?-Yes.
6925. Then you can look at it agan (handing the account to witness) ?

(Aiter looking at the account): Some of them must have been mine.

6926. How many horses have you charged for in that account?-
bere are only two horses.
6927. Now what do you say ?--There were none of them mine -they
el'e bought on commission.
6928. And the reason you say that is because you see the commis-
a charged ?-Yes.

69219. Dtd you do freighting b e Fort Frances Locks and for Mr. Fort Frances
1ngh Sutherland at the saine rate that you did it for Mr. Nixon ?- Freigtlng.

930. Was that rate established by competition with other persons ?
'_ beheve there was a year or so that contracts were not made on

ceeOunt of noue to go, and whenever there was I charged higher for it.
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Fort Framees
Loek. 6931. Was there any understanding betwoen you and Mr. Sutherlald

]Belatiojls lth and Mr. Nixon that whatever one paid the other shouid pay ?-Yes; if9111berfalad.y
An understand- I got the Pacifie IRailway contract I got Nr. Sutherland's contract.
Ing with Nixon &
Sutherland that 6932. Were you and Mr. Sutherland connected in any way in
whatevergone business ?-Never, at that time.pad for freight-

woul paer 6933. Did you live together ?--Not at that tinie.
Canal shut down 6934. Did you at any time during the time you did work for the
andeutherland Pacifie Railway and Fort Frances Locks ?-I do not think so. I might
roorned tu sane say no. I think the canal was shut down before lie and I roOmed in the

ouise. house.

6935. Since that you have been connected in business together ?-NO.
936. Did you not make a contract for any work together ?-Nover.

6'937. Why did you say that you had not been connected in business
at that time ?-Well, I have done things for him and ho has done things

Sutherland and for me, but there never was any business connection.

ed ogthe - 6939. Have you not beea jointly con nectel in business together ?--
business for about I was for about a month.
a month.

6939. Thon why do you say nover ?--I lent him some money to
do business, and after a month I sold ouL to him.

6940. During that month you were interested together ?-I do not
think I ever thought I was interested with him.

6941. Did he think so.?-I do not know.

Neyer Jolntly
tterested In any

transaeton with
aýutherland.
But there Is a
building In Win-

epeg which they
butit on joint
account.

Item for trans-

pration 
to

Canrteton In 1876.

6942. Did you ever have reason to suppose that he thought so ?-No.
6943. Do you say now that you and ho were never jointly interested

in any transaction ?-Yes.
6944. You say that?-I say that, yes. I might say that there is *

building here that he and I built together, if you call that business.
694.. On joint account ?-Yes; I do not know whether you call that

business.
694i. It was not for pleasure altogether. was it ?-It was speculatiOfi•

He and I built a building togother, that is all.
6947. Whon was that ?-Two years ago, I think, or a year and a-half

ago.
6948. That was since bis connection with the Locks ?-Yes.
6949. IIad you any other business in connection with the Locks excePt

freighting ?-I suppose I had. I have done lots of things for the Fort
Frances Locks.

6950. Wlhy do you say you suppose: do you not know ?-Yes; I sy
I have.

6951. What was the nature of the business ?-I used to send messen-
gers in there.

6. 52. Any other kind of business ?-I sent teams in there. There
may be some other kmds, but I do not remember.

695 ;. In January, 1876, you ronder an acconnt for transportatiofni
do you romember the transaction in which you were to take supplies
further than you did take them?-Where was it to.
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6954. Carleton-I think it was to Fort Pelly you intended to take Freighting.

them, but you left them at Carleton ?-Yes ; I left them at Carleton.

6955. How far is it to Carleton from Winnipeg ?-547 miles. 547 miles.

éP956. That is the distance yon think to the place at which you left
them ?-Yes.

6957. What was the distance to the place at which you were engaged
to leave them ?-About 800 miles, I think, from memory. I think you
Will find the exa3t distance in that account, if I arn not mistaken.

6958. Do you mean in the account which you rendered, or in figures
afterwards ?-In the account which I rendered. I do not know that it
is there, but I know we figured the distance. I do not know whether
it is in the account or not.

6959. Do you find it figured ther2 (handing witness the account)?
-(Looking at the account): No; I do not.

6960. You were mistaken about that? -Yes; the way we arrived at The average price
the 21 ets. credit was by saying if it was worth 11 ets. to go 800 miles, arrived at.

What was it worth to go 500 ? I remember the transportation parti-
cularly; I had good reason to.

6961. The amount actually paid to you was only a proportion and
lot an excessive proportion of the whole amount ?-A very small pro.
portion.

6962. Less than you ought to have got, in your opinion ?-Less than
I ought to have got--a good deal.

6963. In Marih of the same year there is an item for transporting
supplies to Victoria, Saskatchewan, and which wore not transported
all the way, but were left at Carleton ; was that settled in the same
rnanner-I mean paid by only a proportion ?-I think so.

6964. Is there not a credit in the account ?-(Looking at the ac-
foun t): Yes, there is a credit there.

.,965. The proportion that was paid was not a fair proportion ?-No;
it was not as much.

6966. Do you remember in round numbers the distance to Victoria ?
-No; I do not.

6967. Do you remember whether your contract for carrying mails Carrying matna.
Was for more than one vear ?-I do not; I guess it was.

6968. Was there any change in the price, as far as you remeniber ?- A contract for $65
There was one contract frm this account for $65 a month, and there a rothand a

Was another for $200 or $300, J think.

6969. What service was performed for the large amount?--Weekly, Weekî to con-
tract 1, - 50 or

tO contract 15 ; it was $550 or $600 a month. $Ooo a month.

6970. Do you rememberduring what time that contract at the larger
rate extended ?-I do not. I remember there were tenders called for
and I got the contract.

6971. Do you wish to say anything further about the evidence you
have already given ?-Except that 1 would like to ask the reporters
11ot to put in that personality about Mr. Nixon and his family. I do
'lot think it is a proper thing to appear in the papers, and I do not
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think it is a proper !hing to ask me, as I cannot see it has any con-
nectit n with the Pacific IRailway. I cannot help saying so before I
leave the box.

The Chairman :-It will have to remain now.

G. M. WILsON, sworn and examined:
By the Chairman;-

6972. Were you at any time connected with any transaction con-
cerning the business at Fort Frances Lock ?-I was.

6973. In what capacity were you interested ?-I was in the store; in
the Government store.

Engaged by, 6974. When were you engaged ?-I think it was some time in the
$utberland l
spring of 1876. spring of 1876, as near as 1 can remember.

6975. Who engaged you ?-Mr. Sutherland.
6976. What was your duty in the store ?-To give out supplies and

attend to the service of the men, whatever they required.
Kept books which
are In possession
of Government.

In service of
Goverrnent
until spring of
1877.

Mr. Logan bis
superlor oficer.

System on which
Government
stores weie
imaujaged.

6977. Did you keep books ?-Yes.

6978. Where are those books ?-I suppose the Government has them.

6979. To whon did you give them up ?--l left them with the Govern-
ment, they belong to the Governmnent, and I have nothing to do with
them.

6980. Who had charge of them after you left ? -Mr. Logan, the store-
kee per.

6981. RIow long did you romain in the service of the Government in
that capacity ?-Until the following spring, the spring of 1877.

698.. Was there any person in the store over you ?-Yes.
6983. You had not sole charge ? - No.
6984. Who was over you ?-John Lohgan.
6985. Was he principal store-keeper ?-Yes.
6986. What was the system of disposing of the Government stores

at that time ?-Do you mean in disposing of them for their own use?

6U87. To any one of them? -They kopt clothing, books, shoes and
such things as that, whatever the mon required, and they were sold to
the men-furnishings, I suppose you might cal[ it, for the men.

6988. Did they dispose of them to any person except the persons
employed by Government ?-Only to employés of tho Government.

6989. Was there a separate accouInt kept for each of the employés ?-
Yes.

699,. And goods got out of the store would be charged ?-Yes.
6991. Was it your duty to settle all these accounts with the labourers?

-No.
6992. Whose duty was that ?-That was done at the head office. My

duiy was only to furnish the accounts to the head office.
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Supplies.6 99J. Then, from time to tim3, you rendered statements to the head Rendered state.
OflIce, of the goods got by each of the employés ?-Every month. ments to head

office every
înonth.

6994. Settlements between the Government and the persons em-
Oyed took placo at the head office ?--Yes; at the head office.

6995. Do you mean the principal office which was at the Locks ?-
Yes.

6996. That officer took charge of the transactions with the boats and
Other things ?-Yes, everything; all had to report there. Of course
60lnetimes these accounts would be rendered oftener, if they were
8ettling un with the men.

6997. But the practice was to render them at least once a month ?-
es; sometimes oftener if necessary, if a man was settling up.

4998. What change took place in your transactions with the Govern-
lent; you say in the spring of 1877 you ended this engagement ?-
es . Transference of

Government
More.

6999. Then, what bappened ?-The Governnient, Gr Mr. Sutherland, In spring ofr877
had decided to do away with the store. i think a number of parties ?°avewiethe

haviig started stores there, and we used to have a good many com- furnishingpart or
plair.ts from the men, one way and another, and we decided to do away ns'e, rovi-
With it. The furnishing part of the store, it was decided to do away retained.
With-boots, shoes, clothing, and such things as that.

7é000. And provisions ?-No ; just the furnishings.
7001. The provisions still remained the property of the Govern-hIert ?-Yes.
7002. What happened after that ?-I bought the stock and started ,W "" bonght

hU4 setock and startet
ness on my own account. business on his

y ~own accouint.
7003. Do you remember what you gave for it ?-I do not remember

Just the figures.
7004 Can you tell near about ?-No, I cannot; it is so long since I

1 kokled at the thing.
7005 Can you tell within $1,000 ?-I should think it would be, per. Price paid some

4ap, 83,000 or $4,000. $3,W or $4,UW.

7006. How was the value of them arrived at ?- The value was How price
arrived at fròm invoices. arrived at.

7007. But you would first take stock an i ascertain the quantities ?-
el; stock was taken.
7008. And you applied to those quantities the prices of the invoices ?

'Just the cost-whatever the goods cost.
7009. Adding freight and charges ?-In some cases there was; in
her cases there was not.
7010. In what cases would you not add freight and charges ?-On the

rubbish.
7011. D.o you remember what rate you paid on the cost ?-Ido not.

7012. Did you pay the full cost ?-Yes; and some of it was a pretty
0rd lut to pay cost for.
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Trainsference er 7013. Who ascertained the quantities and prices which you would be

Governient called upon to pay ?-Mr. Logan, the store-keeper, and Mr. ThompsoD,st Thmp foreman in charge of the works.
Iogaii & Thomp-
son the valuators 7014. Was Mr. Sutherland therc at the time the transfer was con-who appraised
theqtuantitiesand pleted ?-He was not.
prices of goods
transferred to 7015. Then who took charge of its being carrie 1 out ?-Mr. Thonp-
wltness. son and Mr. Logan, the store-keeper and foreman.

7016. lad the principle'upon which the transfer was to be made
been previously arranged by Mr. Sutherland ?- suppose Mr. Suther-
land gave instructions. b

7017. You had no negotiations with him ?-No ; simply to buy the
stock. It was Mr. Sutherland offered the stock for sale.

7018. Did you agree with him as to the rate at which you would
pay the wbolo cost ?-No; I was to pay the cost.

7019. 'Ihat was arranged with him ?-Yes.
7020. W'hen you purchased what you did, what goods did theY

retain to dispose of on the Governmont account?-They kept all the
provisions.

Got a detailed 7021. I suppose you got a detailed account of the goods purchased
account of goods
purehased. at the time ?-Yes; it was all done in detail.

7022. Did you keep a copy of it ?-I may have it; I am not quitO
positive. I left Fori. Frances in July, 1878, or about 1st August, 1878•

7023. Then you were in business on your own account some fiftee
months ?-I think it was about tho 1st July, 1877, that I got possession
of the stock, and it would ho about July, 1878, whon I left-about *
year.

7024. I thought it was in the spring of 1877 that you left ?-Spring
out there is June generally.

7025. Besides the goods which you got at the time of the transfer,
other goods arrived, did they not, which went into your possession ?
-Yes; the statement I made there, about the values of the whol0
would include them.

Arranged at time 7026. But it was arranged that goods on the way to the Governmello f tr ansfer that
goods on ther stores should pass over to you ?-Yes; furnishiings.
maet store shoud 7027. Was there a separate invoice made out for those goods whOch
pass Into poses- arrived afterwards to you ?-1 think that they arrived there about thealon of wltness. time I took possession.

7028. Some invoices arrived afterwards, I am informed ?-I could
not tell; the Government books would show, I suppose.

7029. I am asking whether you had separate and subsequent state
ments, showing those new arrivals after the first invoice of the firl
transaction ?-Yes.

7030. Do you think you have those ?-I may have some of thom;
brought my papers with me and threw thom into my store-housei
they are there I will be happy to produce them.

7031. After you became proprietor of this store about July, 1878'
was any person interested with you in the store ?-No.
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7032. What system was adopted, after that time, about goods got
from you, by persons engaged by the Government ?-No system what-
ever; I had to look out for myself.

7033. You did seli goods to persons employed on the works ?-Yes.

Fort Frances
Lock-

suppues.

7034. How did you get your pay ?-I got my pay by orders on the Men paid him by
Paymaster, from the men. mdasteron pa

7035. Did it sometimes happen that the paymaster paid you. without
Orders from the mon ?-No.

7036. Would you always settie first with the purchaser of the goods,
and get directions from him ?-Yes, I got instructions from them ;
they sometimes gave it verbally, but it was done generally through
Written order. i wish I had been able to get it that way. I would not
have got behind with some of them.

7037. I suppose, at times, you would require goods which you had not
your own shop and which the Government had in theirs ?-There

Inay have been some provisions got in that way, but I think that, as a
neral thing, it was on the other side-that the Government borrowed

rom ne.
7038 Was there a system of borrowing, between the two shops?-

They did borrow from me; when they were short they borrowed from
1e instead of buying. They had the stores on the way, and if I had
the goods in the shop I nover refused.

7039. What would they borrow from you ?-Provisions.
7040. They did not deal in any after you purchased the goods from

them ?-Nothing but provisions. They may have bought some sheets,
Or blankets, or something of that kind from me.

Governrnent
store borrowed
provisions.

7041. And was this borrowing only recorded in the memory of those
Who got them on behalf of the Government, or was it entered in the
books?-It was entered in the books the same as another article.

7042. If they borrowed an article would you charge it in your books ?
It was charged in the books, and when it was returned it would be

charged back.
7043 So that ail those transactions would appear recorded in your Au transactions

ks ?--Yes; and others too. Every transaction of mine with the ecorded In his

Government would be recorded.
7044. Of course you did not feel sure that they recorded it ?-I

êtsume that they did ; they should have done so.
7045. So far as you know you have no reason to think it was not done ?
I believe it was done.
7046. Do you remember some butter coming from Thunder Bay,

todressed to the superin tendent, Mr. Sutherland, but afterwards going
You ?-Not that I know of.
7'47. Are you aware that there has been some rumours about such
ansactions ?-I never heard any rumour of the butter transaction; but
have heard other rumours. No truth in

7018. It has been said that a quantity, something like two tons, started twortonsof butter
Om Thunder Bay addressed to Mr. Sutherland, and that the marks addressd to

Sutherland
re changed before they got to the Locks, and that the butter went to marks changedou ?--It is false. and butter de-

i vered to witness
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7049. Do you remember any quantity of butter coming from Thunder
Bay to you ?-Yes.

7050. About what quantity ?-That I could not say. I got butter SO
many times from Thunder Bay.

7051. Would you get it in such quantities as that ?-I got protty
large quantities of butter-some very large quantities.

7052. Do you remiember any arrang oment by which butter which
had beein intended at first for the Government store, became your
property before it reached the Locks ?-Never ; there was never sueb
a thing occurred.

7053. The rumeurs that you allude to are probably about cattle ?-
Yes.

7054. What do you say about the rumours of the moat that changed
hands ? --They borrowed some firoi me and they returned it. It wa
only a small amount. I can, perhaps, explain the maiter thorouglily tO
you: i bought a beef fron, at that time, I supposed the lludson BAY
Co.; it was through one of their officers. It was in the very hOt
weather, and the fanilies hal nothing but pork, and some of thet"
were gelting black-leg; they were complaining that they wouk: like
to have some beef. I got an opportunity of buying a beef. It sâ
mor e than the families would use, two or three tines over; -and '
agreedI to buy it and supply tho families, provided that the Govern-
ment would take tho rest and return it wlien their cattle came il'
which they were very glad to do.

7055. Then they got it from you and returned it afterwards ?-
Yes.

7056. Did tliat happen on more than one occasion ?--That was the
only occasion, that I know of, that they borrowed from me.

7057. Did it happen that you sold any live animals which at firet
were intended for the Government stores ?-I never sold any lie
animals that belonged to the Government, but to myself. I bought all
my cattle here in the city.

705S. From whit plaeo would you buy your goods, as a rule ?-I go
some bore, some in Toronto, sone in Montitreal, and somne in Thiuinder
Bay.

7059. Would the transportation of those goods to your establish ""0"
be over any of the Govern ment lines ?--Ye,.

7060. Wuuld it be transported by Governmont service ?--Yes;
boat, it would be from North-West Angle into Fort Frances Lock. a
some fron Thunder Bay.

7061. How could they come ?-Some parts overland and some
the portages-by boat you may call it.

7062. But perfor-med by persons in the employment of the GOVOro-
muent ?-Pertormed by the Government.

7063. Were regular accounts kept of those fi eighting items ?-Ye

7064. Do they appear in the books to the credit of the GoV'
ment ?-They do.

7065. Have you had time to look at your bioks, since you wee
subpcenaed ?-No; I live out of town.
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7066. Then you have not been near enough 'to the books for you to supplie.
bring them since you have been supbenaeu ?-No.

7067. Are you aware that there bas been some rumours about the omiorsofth
Omission oi surh charges ?-[ am. charges un-

founded.
7068. That has no foundation ?-No ; it has not. It is very easy

coming at the proof of it, that there is no such foundation. I think
Mr. Fowler, of Fort Frances, gave ovidence on that at one time that
satisfied them.

7069. Before whom did he give evidence ?-Before a Commission
that sat liere once before, and au Ottawa, I believe.

7070. Did it happen when you wanted goods by way of exchange
Out of the Governmeiit store, that you would sometimes get them
Without any person being present ?-No.

7071. It has been said that the Government clerks were not always Never allowed to
there, and that they had such confidence in you that they let you take eoot ®anen

what you wished and allowed you to keep account of it ?-There was no o representative
Such thing happened. I do not think the store-keoper would allow presrnmen
alything of the kiind ; he is a very strict man.

7072. I believe Mr. Thompson, who was foreman on the part of the
Government for some time, bought some of the property or got some
of the property : are you aware of that trarsaction ?-Not that I know
of.

7073. Did you know that he had got any ma hinery of any kind ?-
No; not t'hat I know of. I have heard these rumours; that is all.

7074. Bad lie some landed proporty in this part of the world ?-I
think he had a faîrni about thirty miles from here.

7075. Is it west ?.-It would be south.

7076. What is the name of the place ?-Clear Springs, near Niver-
Ville.

7ù77. Have you any knowledge of any removal of Government pro-
Perty by him, either atter purchase or otherwise ?-No.

7078. Would it be convenient for you to let us look at the books for
a short tiie, upoln some future occasion ?--My private books ?

7079. No; the books of the Government ?-1 have no books of the
Government.

7080. I mean your private books in which your charges for the
Government are, or your credit for things returned by the Govern-

nt ?-I would willingly show it to you in my presence.

?PTER SUTBERLAND, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman

7081. Where do you live?-In the city of Winnipeg.

7082. How long have you lived here ?-Since 1873.
7083. Do you know Mr. Nixon, who was paymaster and purveyor

for the Canadian Pacific Railway ?- Yes.

P. SUTHER-
LAND.

Nixon% Pur-
veyo hillap-

Supplie.
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suppues. 7084. Have you had any transactions with him in that capacity ?-
Yes.

Wttness had busi-
ness transactions 7085. What was the nature of the transactions ?-It was largely on
with Nxoninthe contracts, and in a great many instances private purchases -that is, for
shape of contracts
and purchases for the Govern ment.
the Government. 7086. But not by tender ?-Largely it was simply private purchases.

7087 Not by competition with other parties ?-In a great many
instances, yes; and in as many instances, no.

7088. When you speak of private purchases, you mean not by public
competition but by arrangement with him alons ?-Yes.

7089. Have you any idea, in round numbers, of the whole amount of
your transactions with him?-I could not speak advisedly without
reference to old books; but it was a very large amount.

Extent oftrans- 7090. Would it be anywhere in the tens of thousands, or only in the
actions. thousands ?-I do not think it would be in the tens of thousands, but it

would be over thousands.

7091. Would it ail amount to more than $10,000 ?-My impression is
that it would.

FIrst a uaint- 7092. How did you first become acquainted with him ?-While
ance wt Nixon. returning from a business visit to the east I met Mr. Nixon on board

one of the steamers-I believe it was the " Selkirk "-and ho introduced
himself to me there on the boat and got acquainted with my wite-
His family were not along with him, but he came down here and found
out from some source that we had a comfortable home, and he asked me
if I would board him. I refused at the time, saying that we never
kept boarders, but referred him to my wife. i said to him if she was
willing that I would ho happy to receive him in my family; and he
went to my wife and made the same request to her, and she demurred.

7093. I suppose you were not present ?--.No.
7094. At ail events you say ho had an interview with her?-Yes.

Nixon goestolve 7095. What did it load to? -It led to her consenting to his coming
bouse*' to live at our house for a short period.

7096. Did ho live at your house ?-He did, from the fall until somOe
time in the month of April.

7097. None of his family were with him ?-No.

7098. During that period had you dealings with him in his capacitY
as paymaster ?-Not during his residence in the house.

Nixon dealt with
witness on his

piaeaccountSuring the same
perlod that he
was deallng wth
hm on behaf of
the publie.

709!1, What was your business during that time ?-I was dealing in
wholesale provisions and groceries.

7100. Did ho deal with you on his private account during the safl0
period that he was dealing with you on the public behalf? -He did.

7101. To what exteit did he deal with you on his private account?
-His private account might have amounted to from $35 to $40
monthly, latterly.

7102. About what would bc the gross sum ?-The gross sum, 1P
to the time of the latter settlement, was about in the neighbourhood of
$90a.
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7103. Was it understood that he was to pay that private account in Si
fult or not ?-There was nover an understanding at any time. He kept
on dealing and getting goods for his private account.

7104. To what extent had this account run before ho made any pay- Private account
ment on it, or any considerable payment? In fact, what was the ranu was
largest balance you had against him at any time ?-8900; in that written off.
laeighbourhood. I will not speak advisedly to the time.

1105. How did you deal with that account against him ?-1I wrote it
off from the face of the books as paid, not giving any reason to my
book-keeper for doing so.

7106. Do you mean the whole sum, or the balance out of the $900 ?
-I wrote off the whole sum.
1107. Do yon mean that you marked on your book that it bad been

%ttled ?-Yes.
7108. Without any actual settlement having taken place ?-Yes.

7109. Do you know whether that came to the knowledge of Mr. In 187$ summoned
iron ?-I was summoned to appear before a Parliamentary t3ommittee tu>aleefres

on Public Accounts. Committee.

7110. Could you specify in what year it was ?-In 1878.
'1111. About what time?-Some time in the early part of March I

was summoned to appear before the Committee.
1112. 'What happened between you and Mr. Nixon thon ?-When I Theo renderedhis

Was summoned I thought it advisable to render his account in full, from account in run.
the time that ho commenced to that date; and ho came to visit me and
ho said to me: "Is that account not settled upon your books ?" I Nixon called and
admnitted that it was settled upon my books; but, on the other hand, it teaeeuntwas
'eat not actually paid, if it were settled, and I thought it was likely iIn Ile
that I would be put upon my oath, and if it were asked me whother the
account was settled I would have to make the statement that it was
%ettled but not paid, and I thought it probable that it would injure both
hiM and me also.

'1113. Was any different arrangement made between you then ?-Yes;
lade a large discount.
7114. About how much ?-Probably nearly one-third of the account, Madereductiouor

O' 19SOmething in that neighbourhood, and took his note for the balance, tooixeoand
PYable at a future date. f for balance.

1115. The notes were settled subsequently ?-Yes; all except the
acount. Of course I discounted it very liberally.
.1116. You mean discounted your open account ?--Yes.

7117. But the notes, they were finally satisfied ?-Yes; they were
trally satisfied.

7118. During the time that ho was boarding. with you, was there Money ror board
D'y Understanding that ho should pay you for board ?-No; although fuatsN.on >iault

After boarding with us for some time, ho actually tendered, or made go.
nquiry what the amount of his board was; and. my wife being anxious

get him away from the house refused, and I refused, to accept any-
lDg, thinking that ho would take that for granted and leave of hisW'Vn accord.

29
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"y and not pay,
but he stayed.

7119. Did he propose to leave ?-He said lie could not possibly stay
and not pay board.

7120. Did you assent to that ?-Yes.
7121. Then he went away I suppose ?--No.
7122. How long after that did he stay ?--HIe stayed on until some-

time in April.
7123. How many months would that be ?--From October to April
7124. After this conversation do you mean ?-No; it might be some

time in December the conversation took place, and he stayed on until
April.

Board never pald 7125. For that period has he ever given you any' compensation?-
for. No.

(h eque for $15
for ale h return
ed to Mrs. NI xon.

witness got two
sielghs nt the
time, one for the
engineers and the
other for Nixon.

Paid only for
ieigh ftirnished

to engineers.

7126. Do you remember any transaction between you and him about
a cheque from him to you ?-Yes.

7127. What was that for ?-That was for a sleigh; but I returned
the cheque to Mrs. Nixon, or it was sent to the house at all events by
one of My clerks.

7128. Do you remember the amount of that ?-In the neighbourhood
of $150. I could not exactly specify the amount, but I recollect well that
I got two sleighs at the time, one for the engineers and the other for
him.

7129. Was this cheque for the one sleigh you got for him ?-I was
paid simply for the sleigh that was furnished to the engineers.

7130. Do you mean that the cheque covered the price of both
sleighs ?-No.

7131. Only the one sleigli that he got himself ?-Yes.
7132. Do you know whether that came to his knowledge at once:

that you had returned the cheque ?-le was aware of it at once.

Nixon aware 7133. What makes you think he was aware of it at once ?-The fact
that cheque ad that his cheque, given on the Ontario bank, I think, was returned tObeen returned. him.

7134. Did he ever speak to you about it shortly after that ?-ScarcelY
ever.

lie had no obJec- 7135. Did he object to your sending his wife the cheque ?-No; he
tion. had no objections.

Government 7136. Was there any reason why, in addition to board being givo'
aront the without pay, you should make any gift to any one of his family ?-Ther-
reason for this
benevolence to was really in truth none, only that the Government account was a1
Nixoni. account that we regarded valuable, even if we did not make a profit Or,

it. To a person in large business ready amounts of money were most
valuable, and we regarded that it would be better at least to have an
ordinary share of the patronage of the Government, even if we were
not making anything out of it. That was my only object.

Nixon claimed 7137. Did he make any request to you about your throwing oif aDY
the rigit lrge of your account at any time, either as 'a discount or otherwise ?--U-
private accounts. always mentioned that it was customary, according to mercantile rUle,

that a person purchasing largely should get a large discount upon anY-
thing that they wanted privately for themselves.
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7138. Do you mean purchasing largely upon public account ?-Yes. SuPPUes.
7139. That would give him a claim for reduction upon his private

account?-Yes; by the ordinary practice of commerce.
7140. Did ho mention what that percentage was ?-No; not par-

ticularly.
7141. It was not a question of percentage ?-No; not particularly a

question of percentage at all.
7142. Then do you say that this balance of his private account

remained written off and unsettled until you were summoned before the
Comrnittee on Public Accounts ?-Yes ; until I was made aware of that
by boing summoned.

7143. And after that time, when you made a claim for the whole, do
yOu say that he suggested that it had already been settled on your
books ? -Yes.

7144. Did you understand that to be an intimation that he should
lot be required to pay it ?-Yes.

7145. Do you know whether he dealt with merchants and other per- witness reit the
sOns furnishing goods to the Government on account of the Pacifie "tatn Ni on

ailway in a business-like way, or did he endeavour to obtain any advan- fn order to secure
tlge ?--1.can only speak for myself. I know that I felt, during all myovernmnt
transactions, that it was necessary to propitiate him to get a modorate patronage.
share of the Government patronage; even at the reduced prices that
the,Government was paying to us.

7146. Did you, upon any occasion, tender at veiy low rates ?-Yes. ".ered very

7147. How low, in a general way ?-Absolutely at cost, and less.
7148. What was your object in tendering so low as that ?-To test if

it was possible that we could get a contract at any price.
7149. What was the result of your tendering at cost, or lower ?-Of

0ourse there were difficulties raised, and our tender was regarded as
iregular. It had never been regarded so before.

7150. Did you succeed in getting a contract on that tender ?-No.
7151. Are you aware of any instance where other dealers propiti-

ated him ?-I am satisfied in my own mind.
7152. I can hardly take that as evidence ?-It is so patent with every Last transaction

onle that every one knows it. The last of my transactions seemed to be laittr wante.
t the time that he made application to me to buy a lot of half-breed hlm to buy a lot

seriP for him. scrip for him.

7153. What was hi& request to you on that occasion ?-Simply that
1 Wanted me to purchase the sorip.

7154. Do you mean for him ?-Yes.
7155. Did he offer to find the money for you to do it with ?-No; he

d not mention anything regarding that.
7156. How did you understand that proposal ?-1I feit at the time witness at length
at I had then given him more than my business could afford; that I ove Nixon noOld not afford, in justice to myself and those associated with me, to more.

eWe any more. I had given to the full extent of my power.

7157. Did you intimate that decision, that you would not ?-No; I
a Mot do that.

29J
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-drawn.

The third thrown
off Nixon's
private acount
iiever pald.

7 58. You mero'y omitted to buy-them ?-I omitted to buy them.
7159. Did ho continue to deal with you?-The Government account

was withdrawn instantly, but his private account. from some marvel-
lou4 cause, was continued from time to time, for quite a while.

7160. The reduction that you speak of having made upon bis private
account, to somewhere approaching one-third of the whole, has that
still remained unpaid?-It stands upon the face of my books yet,
although 1 have balanced the account to profit and loss.

7161. I mean has ho actually satisfied it by anything valuable ?-
No.

7162. Since that omission to buy the ]and warrants, have you had any
dealings with him on Government account ?-None.

J.SUTHERLAND.

Fort Frances
Soerk-

Book-keepimg.

Book-keeper.

Left Lc»ks In
winer of 1879.

ad charge of
U*overnimentbooks.

Mystein on which
books were kept.

JAMES SUTHERLAND, sworn and examined:
By the Chairman:-

7163. Were you at any time employed by the Government in con-
necetion with any of the Pacifie Railway works?-I was employed in-
directly by the Government-that is, on the Fort Frances Canal.

7164. You mean the Locks which were built under the charge of your
brother ?-Yes.

7165. In what capacity were you employed ?-I was book-kooper.
7166. At what time wore you first engaged ?-In the spring of 1875.
7167. Was that at the Loeks ?-It was at the Locks.
7163. Where do you live now ?-1 live here in Winnipeg.
7169. When did you leave the Locks ?-I left the Locks in the winter

of 1879, or rather in December, 1878, just about New Year's ,time.
7170. Who had charge of the books kept on behalf of the Govern-

ment at that point?- 1 had.
7171. Ilad you any assistant book-keeper ?-Occasionally I had; a

portion of the time I had none.
7172. Will you explain to me the general system of keeping the

books connected with these works?-To keep the accounts of all the
different works and to credit the Department with all money coming,
and to keep a proper distribution of time and supplies, and all that sort
of thing on the different works; keeping everything straight in that
way .

Separate account 7173. Did you keep a separate account for the Government store ?-for Government
store. Yes.
And for trans- ' 174. And for the boats? the Government owned a boat ?-We did lot
port. keep it for the boat; we ke t an account for the transport of supplie8

between Thunder Bay and Fort Frances. When we did that sort of
thing we charged it up to Transportation Account.

7175. Did vou engage persons for that special service ?-Yes.
Transporté 7176. IIow was it done? what kind of vehicles?-We had horses and

waggons on the portages, if necessary, and small boats on the lakea
with barges in tow.
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7177. That is, you kept a force for that work specially ?-Yes; when
required. They were not always required. For instance: we had :one
supplies that we wanted from Thunder Bay; we had a man employed
for that purpose, and he hired men to assist îin to brirg his stuffriglt
through, and would probably make th ce or four trips a season if neces-
Fary.

7178. Then you had not any force thore continuously ?-No.
7179. Do you say you had a separate account for that service ?-I

kept a Transportation Account.
7180. Was there any other route on wli'ch you kent a Transportation

Account in the same way ?-In the sanie way we kept a Transportation
Account for the North-West Angle route.

7181. How was the transportation effected from Winnipeg to North-
West Angle ?-We let that by contract, 1 thiuk.

7182. Was that not done by Govern ment labourers ?-No, not byday
labour ; only a portion from North-West Angle.

7183. Between the North-West Angle and the lakes you say it was
always donc by your own servants ?-Not always; Capt. Wylie
contracted to taka some sometimes.

7184. How did he take it ?-By bis boat and barge.
7185. What was the name of bis boat ?--I forget the name; it was a

little tug.
7183. Did the Government own at any time any boat there ?-No

boat, except on the line ; there was a small tug-boat there.
7187. Where was that ?--On Rainy River and Lake of the Woods.
7188. Then, bosides the work done by that Government boat, you

occasionally hired Capt. Wylie to work with bis boat ?-Yes ; as the
ine boat was not sufficient.

7189. Did you keep a separate account for that boat ?-Transporta-
tion Account: North-West Angle Division.

7190. Would that account include the principal operatiors of this
boat ?--Yes.

71i1. Did you keep a separate account with each person employed?
-Yes.

.7192. How would you get information of the amount of goods
disposed of at the Government store?-By a staternent handed in to

e from the store.
7193. Who would have charge of making that statement?-There

Were several. Of course Mr. Logan was the heai ; he had Mr. Wilb.onZ-8 his assistant, who generally furnished me with the statement certi-
fied by Mr. Logan, and 1 entered it accordingly in my books.

th7l94. Then they had a subordinate set of books for the purpose in
at store ?---They might not be called a set of books, as they were

1nenlorandum to be transferred to the head books.
7195. They had some books in which onties were made ?---Yes.
7196. And did those books purport to account for all goods going

Ot of the Government store as far as you know ?-Yes.

Fort Frances
Lock-

B046k-ha.pAig 1 .
Transi.xt.

No permanent
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Paymients.
Accounts render-
ed before pay-
i"ents were made

to labourers.

7197. Was there any particular period of time at which those
accounts should be rendered to you ?-Always before the payments
were made.

7198. You mean payments to be made to labourers ?-Yes.
7;99. How often was that ?--As a general thing when my brother

came in. There was no particular time, as the men did not require
their money there; they could not do anything with it, and they were
better without it often.

7200. As a rule were the payments made to persons employed onlY
when your brother came to the place ?-Occasionally; Mr. Logan kept
a small amount of cr.sh on suspense, and if a man wanted a dollar or
two he would pay it.

7201. But there was no periodical settlement ?-No.
e.ver.ment 7202. In keeping this account with the Government store, I under-
Store. stand you had a separate account open in your books for it ?-Yes.

System of book-
keeplng.

Books in posses-
sion.

Traripfer of soute
Government
store goods to
Wilson.

How these goods
were valued.

7203. Did you charge your Stock Account with the goods that ca08

to the store ?-Yes.
7204. At what rate?-The invoice rate, with freight and charges

added.
7205. Did you charge the Stores Account with the cost of transport-

tion of the goods which went to the store ?-Yes.
7206. And you credited your Transportation Accountaccordingly ?--

Yes.
7207. Have you the books now showing thataccount from the begin'

ning ?-Yes.
7208. Do you remember a transaction by which a certain portioll

of stores were at one time sold, or exchanged, to Mr. Wilson ?-Yes.
7209. Before that time Mr. Wilson had been in the employ of Go0v

ern ment?-Yes.
7210. In what capacity ?-As assistant store-keepei.
7211. After that time he kept a store on his own account ?-Yes.
7212. Do you remember how the value of those goods, which were

transferred to him, was arrived at ?-I think that they were put in a
cost, or I think Mr. Thompson and Mr. Logan valued them, if I recol-
lect right; the statement was handed to me at all events, and entered
accordingly.

7213. Ysu charged Mr. Wilson with the amount of that statemenfit,
and credited your Stores Account ?-Yes.

dsm which
arrIved alter 7214. There were some goods which, I understand, arrived after

anerhelre vted that transaction ?-Yes.
Wilso. 7215. Do you know how the accounts were made as far as thOse

were coneerned ?-They were charged to Mr. Wilson-that is all 'Oeb
as he took, which would come under the samo bead.

7216. Those subsequent arrivals were not all of the kind of good
which he bought-such as provisions ?-No.

7217. Then you selected from the whole lot a portion of the cha-
racter which he had bought-seuch as furnishing goods ?-I think
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there were some goods bought before the clothing, and such stuff- ***<-ktePi"g.
men's supplies-wero sold to Mr. Wilson; and those goods, when they
arrived, were handed over to Mr. Wilson and charged to his account.
Of course there were no more bought after that but supplies.

7218. When you speak of supplies do you mean provisions ?-Yes.
7219. So that after that period you did not deal on behalf of the Aftertragin fer.C

Government with furnishing goods-such as clothing, and boots and more in ciottlung
shoes ?-No; not at all. and the like.

7220. Then that account which you say was kept of those stores Account of stores
ought to show whether that transaction$&d been a profitable one or an as t appears 1i

'Unprofitable one ?-Yes.

7221. Would you open your books and Jet me see how that account
stands? (Witness opens the book.) Do you remember whether your
brother used to charge to Stores Department Account the salaries of
persons who were employed ?-Yes.

7222. Such as those of Mr. Logan and Mr. Wilson ?-Yes ; everything
in connection with it.

7223. That account bas not been finally balanced ?-No, it romains
Open; the store was handed over.

7224. I understood you to say that you had charged this account
With the amount of goods got by Mr. Wilson ?-Certainly.

7225. When the store was closed was any stock taken of the goods
On hand ?-That is, when the works were closed here ?

7226. When the stuff was'transferred ?-We kept the store for our sppn«.
Own supplies.

7227. Is it open now ?-No.
'228. When was it closed ?-It was closed when the works were shut

down.
72\. Then you left before the store was closed ?-Yes. Left before store

was closed. cana
7230. So that you are not able to say how the account was fimally not say how

acount wasadjusted ?-No; 1 am able to say just in the same position I would be fnay adjusted.
supposing that were the case. I took it from the statements at all
tines; 1 was not supposed to go into the store and take stock myself.
I Was furnished with a statement of stock on hand.

7231. Do your books-these books which are under your control-
show the final settlement of that account ? Is this the one you mean

'(Pointing to an account book) ?-Yes.

7232. In doing that would you credit to Stores Account that final
statement of stores on hand ?-Yes.

72J3. Is it done ?-No.
7234. Then these books do not show the transaction ?-I can show Can show statt

.ToU statement of stock on hand, but it is not entered up there ; that is ®, but It8 1aPPosed to show the amount of stuff on hand. not enterea up.

7235. Why is it supposed to show it when it is not here ?-Every
'6Itry is made of all the stuff that has gone out of it, and every entry is
?lade of the stuff that went into it, and the difference between the two
1s the balance on hand.
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723'. But supposing they had been stolen, would the books show
whether they were on hand or not ?-Certairily.

7237. How would the books show?-We had the amount of cach
account of stuff that went in there. All it would require is a mere
matter of work, to pick it out in the ledger, and that and the stuff that
bad been sold would show it.

7238. But the stuff on band is not entered to show the balance betweel
the two accounts: this account as it stands now does not give any idea
of the real state of affairs at the closing of the shop ?-The words
"f books were by balance on band " are %>t written in.

formally balanc- 7239. If tLhat wcre written in correct!y it would show ?-Yes ; that
ateof affars at is all that is required to be done.

the Closing of
shop. 72 10. You think that can be done by the statement that you havo ?--

Çertainly.
7241. Will you produce that statement ?-I have not got it with me,

but I think 1 can find it.
7242. Do you remember, in round numbers, the amountof that state-

me'nt ?-I could not say.
7243. Was that the time that you say the store was handed over tO

Mr. Fowler ?-Yes.
7244. Who was Mr. Fowler ?-He is a man who owns a mill thore.

Brother of wlt-
nes lianded over 7215. Did ho buy this stuff there ?-No; I believe my brother had
anlstockInhband -'vrmn obn'vraysufta a 1to Fowler at the instructions from the Government to baud over any stutf that was 01
time of the aban- hand at the time of closing the works to Mr. Fowler.donient of the
Lock. 7246. Was a statement of the estimated value of the goods at that

time taken by Mr. Fowler handed to you for the purpose of entering
it in the books ?-Yes ; and signed by Mr. Fowler as having received
it.

7247. Did ho receive it on behalf of the Government or on hoWD
aocount ?-I believe on behalf of the Government, to keep it in store
for them.

7248. Then that statement, if the estimate was a fair one, would
show, up to that time, whether this keeping of the store had been pro-
fitable or unprofitable ?-Yes; of course as far as profit is concerned
we bad no profit cn anything except goods that were sold to the me",
and that was closed when the store was handed over to Mr. Wilson.

After transfer to 7249. I thought you still kept supplies after that ?-No; we kePýWilson on y o P supplies to supply our boarding-house, and we charged it at the sallO

hi aa rg-rate as it cost, just the invoice price. Transportation and expenses in
ed at cost price. connection with the store were put on the goods, and they wore dealt

out as near as we could get at the cost. Of course when the stores were
all dealt ont the two accounts should balance, because there was no
profit on anything except stuff that was sold to men.

7250. It would show how unprofitable it had been: it would show tho
All books require actual state of affairs ?-Yes; it would show the actual state of affairs-
an entry of credit 721Sotaaithsbk
goods sie of o 251. So that all this book requires now is an entry on credit side Or
stores accounf stores account of the value of those goods asestimated when they were-
handed over, to transferred to Mr. Fowler ?-Yes; the difference would be the deprO-
show the real ciation
5tate of hings.
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7252. Was that your last connection with the books ?-Yes.
7253. Did you charge Mr. Fowler with that transfer ?-No; I did

not make any entry of it at all. I did not charge him with it because
I Was out of the employ of Government at the time. Wben the statement.
came in bere to me I was at Winnipeg.

Fort Franoce
Loek--

Book-keping.

7254. Did any person succeed you to take charge of the books on
account of the Government ?-No.

7255. So that that particular trmnsaction is not recorded in any
Government book, as far as you know ?-No; we have a statement for
it, that is all we have to show. Of course that can be easiiy entered; I Trausfùre 6
Can enter it any time for you in a few moments. Goods to

7256. Would you please show me in the books the entry or entries Entry in boonk
bY which the goods were debited to Mr. Wilson when he got them ? debiting goods to

Yes ; there is an entry-(pointing to the book).

7257. What do you find to be the whole amount of goods taken at Amount o
that time by Mr. Wilson ?-Just at that time, 81,788.32. asshown In hooks

7258. What time was that ?-June 30th, 1877.
7259. Was there any subsequent entry in it of a similar character ?

-Yes.
7260. When was that?-Decmber 31st, 1877.
7261. What is the amount of that charge?-83,716.36. u entry

7262. Bosides the goods and supplies transforred to him, was there
any charge for accounts assumed ?-Yes.

7263. What is the amount of that charge ?-8139.49. Ave ts assum-

7264. Then what would be the total of your debit upon that transfer Total debit
of the accounts and goods ?-$5,594.17 ; I do not know that that was 5-.

all in connection with that one transaction. You see .we had a trade
account, and that made some of it, of course. I have not the details
before me, and I cannot tell without referring to thern.

7265. Whether it was part of the transfer at all events it was a charge
which ought to be made against him ? -Yes.

7266. Are you aware of the method by which he settled that claim? Claim mettel by
-Ue settled it by supplies in return, I think ; if I recollect rightly. suppues.

7267. The value of what he got was not to be paid for in money ?-
do flot know what the agreement was.
1268,. Do you know whether it was paid for in morey ?-I do not

tÙiik it was.
7269. How do you think it was paid for, if settled ?-I think it w-as Paid for by

Paid for by supplies that w-e got after in return from him. I know a supplies
etatement was sent to the Department in detafl.

7270. After this transfer te him you continued to deal in provisions ?
Yes; we kept our own supplies for our works.
7271. 1Do you think that you obtained provisions from him in

ehange ?-Occasionally; when we were out of them we did.

7272. I mean in satisfaction of this large transaction : was it not
aeranged that he should pay for the furnishing goods which ho got, by
RiVing you provisions in exchange ?-I do not think it was arranged,
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but if it was I do not know what the arrangement was. He was to
pay for it; but before very long ho had an account against us for
supplies which I think covered it, if I recollect rightly, because we
wtre very often out of supplies, and we could not get them in under a
week or a month's notice sometimes.

7273. Do you remember who valued the goods which were got in
any large quantity from him, after ho got furnishing goods from you?
-- They were charged to him, I think, at cost price.

7274. I am speaking of the goods which you got from him. Who
valued them ? Your brother's recollection was that there was an
understanding made between him or some one else, on the part of the
Government and Mr. Wilson, to the effect that Mr. Wilson should take
all the furnishing goods that you had on hand, and that ho should paY
you by the exchange or delivery of other goods, such as provisions,
which you required to deal in ?-I think that was the understanding.

7275. Do you know who valued the goods which you actually got
from him on that bargain ?-I think Mi. Thompson and Mr. Logan, if
anybody. Of course I do not know.

7276. Iseo there is a credit in June, 1878, of one entry of an invoice,
will you be able to produce that invoice ?-Yes.

7277. Please turn to your account with the Bank of Ontario. Was
it your habit to keep an account with the Bank of Ontario, showing
each amount that was sent by the Government to that institution for
the expenditure on the Locks ?-Yes.

7278. And then showing each payment on choque given against that
account ?-Yes.

Item of $1,307- 7279. Please turn to your cash book of May, 1877. I notice a credit
Suspnse count to the bank of $500 in one item, and $1,307 in another; can you explainHow Suth- , -
land's disburse- why such a large sum as $1,307 would be drawn at one time ?-It
inents were
rranged. would be drawn on Suspense Account. For instance, my brother would

be going away on a trip, and ho would want to pay small bills ; a cheque
would be drawn by the paymaster and countersigned by himself and
marked on " Suspense Account." Then when ho returned ho brought
in vouchers in triplicate for everything that was paid, and a statement
was made up from it. That amount was charged to Suspense Account,
and the vouchers were credited when they were brought in.

Suspense Account 7280. Will you show me the Suspense Account which contains that
-how dealt with. entry ofSl,307, and how it was disposed of-? Did you say that upOO

such occasions as you mention, when $1,300 would be taken frpm thO
bank, it would be taken in bank bills and paid out by somebody hand-
ling it?--Yes.

7281. In this instance it would be taken by your brother ?-It would
ho deposited to his own credit in the bank, to issue choques against it,
as if it were his own-it amounts to tho same thing.

7282. What object would be gained by that ?-He was only in there
once in a while and ho could not ho with Mr. Logan to get a choque
countersigned whenever ho wanted. He was 500 miles and some-'
times 100 miles away from Mr. Logan, and ho could not issue a
choque without Mr. Logan and ho were together.

<Government pay- 7283. Rad a system been established that ayments of the Govern-
mente made on t
joint cheque. ment imoney shotild only bo mado by joint choque of Mfr. Logan and
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Your brother ? Is that what you mean ?-Yes; I believe though that the ""§i **-keeping.
ilstructions were that whenever any money was to be drawn in that Paym..a.

Way, it was to be drawn on suspense, and it was to be marked " Suspense
Account; " that is in accordance with the instructions from the Govern-
ment.

7284. But it avoided the necessity, you say, of the money being
paid out by joint choque: yout brother had control of the money, to
Pay any person ho alone thought was entitled to it ?-Yes.

7285. So it avoided the supervision which was intended to bo exer- Drawing cheques
'Cised by Mr. Logan ?-Yes; but those Suspense Account items were on 8 13eavId(e

kept as low as possible ; they could not be avoided. the ceck or the
double signature.

7286. Do you know whether, when you gave a credit in this instance Sutberiand gave
to your brother for his disbursements aganst this Suspense Account, ho vouchers for his
lad to submit vouchers, and submit them to a similar supervision of disbursements.
Mr. Logan, or any one else ?-Hle handed the vouchers in to Mr.
Logan.

7287. So bis Suspense Account was not credited with those items
Until Mr. Logan supervised them ?-IHe was not credited with them
Until Mr. Logan passed them.

728S. Was that by one statement, or was each item of money actually
.paid out so revised by the officer appointed by the Government ? -Yes.

7289. Thero is one item against the suspense charge of $1,307, item of s5 for
amnounting to $850 in one sum as wages, do you know whether an wages.
item like that would be revised by Mr. Logan ?-Yes.

7290. What was Mr. Logan's position at the Locks ?-He was pay- Ioganpaymaster.
Inaster and store-keeper.

7291. Besides his duty of looking over the goods in the store, iad ho
also to revise statements of expenditure ?-Yes ; but the assistant store-
keeper relieved him of a good deal of work in the store, so that ho
could give more attention to the cash.

7-morVhn ~ flt ~Hugh Sutherland7292. Then your brother had not the authority to pay moneys had no authorty
entirely on his own judgment ? - No. to py money on

b is lacount.
7293. Is it your idea that this charge of $850, according to the system $SsO for wages

'hieh you have described, wilt appear to have been revised by Mr. revised by Logan.

Logan ?-Yos ; I can give you the details of it.
7294. I am espeaking of Mr. Logan's signature?-Anything about

a'"ges will be on the pay rolls, and will be found cortified to by Mr.
Logan. Department has them and we have triplicatos.

7295 Were there other Suspense Accounts besides this?-Yes; Mr.
IOgan had a Suspense Account.

7296. Do you mean by that, that money in a lump sum would be
handed to him and charged to his Suspense Account ?-Yes.

7297. And it would be his duty afterwards, to account for the disburse- System of audit
ment of that money ?-Yes; and my brother checkod him, because ail a' he Fort
vouchers had to be certified to and approved by both of them.

7298. And that was tho system of audit which was adopted with
r'eference to the Locks ?--Yes.

7299. It did not pass through the hands of any auditor in Winnipeg?
N1ýot that I know of.
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7300. Wlio was the loreman in charge of the works ?-Mr. Thomp-
son.

7301. Did ho remain there as long as you did ?-He remained there
longer than I did; ho remained there until the close of the works.

7302. Do you know whether he got any of the property belonging
to the Government, by purchase or otherwise ?-I betieve he got a
boiler, which was charged to him in the books.

7303. Was that in your time?-Yes.
7304. Please turn to his account ? -It did not belong to us; it

belonged to the Red River route.
7305. Was that a boiler that had been in use in one of the boats

that you speak of?- It was a boat. I think the hull of it was burnt on
the route, and it was taken to Fort Fiances and used there. At the
close of the works Mr. Thompson bought it ; and i believe my brother
had instructions to sell all the stuff ho could.

7306. Did you take any part in the arrangement ?- No; I did not.
7367. Do you know who settled on the price ?-I think it was

between him and my brother. The books will show the transaction..
There was no ariangement between him and me.

7308. Do you know what kind of a boiler it was ?-An upriglit
boiler. l

7309. Have you any idea of the value of it yourself?-I do not
consider myself capable of valuing it.

7310. Do you know the size or number of tubes, or anything of that
description ? -1 do not; 1 simply recollect seeing the boiler. I did not
pay any particular attention to it. It is not a very large one, at all
events.

7311. Do you remember whether Mr Thompson was charged withl
the freight of any propoity which ho had removed ?--I do lot recolct.
There are other neans of transporting, besides Governmient.

731U. Ye-; but I want to know as a faet whether ho had been charged
by thle Go cernlment with any transport ?-I do not know.

7313. You do not know whether ho ought to have been charged with
any ?-1 do not.

7311. It was no part of your duty to manage the affairs there; it was
only to keep iceoI(d of then in your books ?-It was only to kzeep the

o315. Did Mr. Thomp'son keep a boarding house?-No.
'316. ]n paying the labourers, do you remember whether it avns the

system ihat they should give orders upon shop-keepers for any goods
that they got before you paid the shop-keepers, or did vou p:y the shop-
keepers without such orders, and charge the mon with the amount ?-
In the first phico Mr. Logan paid ail the men; I know it was the habit
when a man wamed any goods at any particular store, ho would cone iii
and ask the paymaster for an order on that store. Mr. Logan would
not give at order until ho went te the store and ound out how mnuel
ho wanted, and whatever tie wanted Mr. Logan gave him an order on
the store for it, and took his ieceipt for the order and charged it to hi&
account.
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7317. Have you any reasoti to beliovo that Mr. Wilson wasinterested Hlas no reason to

jointly with any one else in the store after ho becaine the owner of beee th,WifrÇon was li-
that storc ?-I have not. terested jointlr

with any one in

7318. You arc probably aware that there have been rumours that he 'tre
Wa1s8 ?-Yes, I am awaro of it.

7319. Have you the time-book that was kept ?-I do net know that I
have; I expect that I have.

7320. Was it part of your duty to keep the time ?-The fore part I
'did, but after a while I got so busy I could not, and got a man to assist
,ine.

7321. Have you the pay-lists?-We have the triplicate copies siome.
"here; they have been stored away for a year and a-half.

7322. Have yon the custody of the cheques that were given on the
tank of Ontario ?-No.

7323. Do you know who would have those ?-Mr. Logan, the pay. niaterthepa-
'Muter. cunody ur

cheques.
7324. Did I understand yon to say that all the cheques given on

Iis Government account on the Bank O Ontario weie signed by two
peorsons: your brother and Mr. Logan ?-Yes ; first signed by Mr.
Logan and countersigned by my brother.

7325. Is there anything else connectod with this matter which you
Would like to explain, either on account of the evidence you have given,or anything that I have omitted to ask, so as to give a fair knowledge
>f the way it was conducted ?-I do not know that there is anything,
rinles8 I hoard the evidence read.

P7326. Ye can consider the matter, and if at any future time you
vish to give your evidence you can do so.

WINNIPEG, Friday, 24th September, 1880.
'clICRARD FULLER, sworn and examined: FULLER.

By the Chairman:- Telegiaph-

7327. Where do yeu live?-In Hamilton. Contrnct No. 9.

7328. Have you spent much of your time in the North-West of late
3 ea8s?-A very considerable in the suimnier time.

4,329. Have you been interested in any transactions on accourit of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway or telegraph lines connected with it ?-

; in building the telegraph lino from Livingstone to the longitude
if Edmonton. I have built in Edmonton, but that vas at my own
eaponse Io reach the people there.

7330. Were you the contractor originally for this work ?-Yes.
7331. Was the work let by public competition ?-Yes. publi ce o
7332. Did you tender for that work which you contracted for ?- ei*n
e; atnongst others.

Witness's tender4333. Did your tender make an offer for that particular work ?--My was fron Fort
tender was from Fort Garry to Edmonton. farr to Edmon-
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contract No. 2. 7334. Did you make any offer for the portion of the work which yow
Tenere etfor@. contracted for ?-It covered that. The way I tendered was for the

three sections. I did not tender for No.1, from Fort Garry to ForL Pelly.
I tendered under the other, No. 3, from Fort Garry to the longitude of
Edmonton, and I likewise tendered from Fort Garry to Lake Superior.

7335. In the work for which you took the contract, the portion of
the line botween Fort Garry and Fort Pelly was not included ?-It was
included in my tender.

7336. But for the portion of the. line for which you contracted ?-
No; that is not in my contract-from Fort Garry to Pelly.

7337. It was not a special tender from Pelly to Edmonton ?-No.
Tid not tender 7338. Did you make any tender alone for the portion which you
pra a i gothe built ?-No; not separately.

7339. Then your contract was for a different length of the line, from
that for which you tendered ?-Yes.

How lie came to 7340. llow did it happen that you obtained a contract for a portion
®a portion of of the line for which you had not tendered ?-I was notitied by

he ne for which
he had not telegraph that the whole of my tender was accepted from Fort Garry
tendered. to Edmonton. When I reached Ottawa, finding that they were going

on the present route of the railway to Pelly, I declinel to take that.
7341. Do you mean on the present route of the railway ?-Yes;

because I had specified to go south to Pelly.
Had specfied to 7342. But the present route of the railway is south ? - I mean the-

souti by then projected line. I had fortunately specified in my tender to go by
Ellice or Pelly, or that way ; that is going up this trail.

Got contract No.2 7343. Then was it by a subsequent negotiation that you were allowed
ubnegtiations to contract for only a portion of the line for which ynu had tendored ?

tender. -Yes; that was the result of my withdrawing from that.
7344. Was it by subsequent negotiations ?-Yes.
7345. It was not in accordance with the terms of your tender ?-N0-
7346. Then it was by subsequent negotiation ?-Yes.
7347. With whom was it you made these subsequent negotiations ?

I think it was upon a report from Mr. Fleming to the Minister.
7348. With wbom did you make them?-I withdrew unless I was

paid an extra price from here to Pelly, and then the other was offere4

to me.
Withdrew origin- 7349. Who offered it to you ?-The Engineer-in-Chief by special
aI tender, and
c 'ontrac nr report. It arose from a report from the engineer, I presume. That l
eny to a all that took place. I withdrew; and, in the course of the day, that frofl

Pelly to Edmonton was offered to me.
7350. Do you remember whether the offer was made in writing or

verbally ?-I think on their part it would be verbally. I do not' think
there was anv writing to me about any more than the contract. I pt
in a letter saying what I would do this for from here to Pelly.

Asked $20 per 7351. In that letter, stating what-you would do this portion betwee"'
acre for chopping Fort Garry and Pelly, did you claim a price higher than you hadand clearing. originally tendered for ?-Yes; I claimed $20 an acre for the choPPit

and clearing.
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7352. Do you mean $20 an acre for the whole portion of the wood, coiract no.a.
Or Only for that portion which you supposed to be in excess of that
which would be on the southern line ?-On the southern lino I did not
calculate on any timber land.

7363. Then your demand was $20 an acre for the whole of the wood Would bave Iad

land which would be found on the northern line ?-Yos ; I would have "oimNberuInehin
had no timber to hinder me on the southern line at all. lune.

7354.. Do you know by what amount that increased the offer of your
tlnder ?-I could not tell. I do not know the number of acres there
Would be between here and Pelly,

7355. Do you think this proposal for the increased price was made Teeraph-
in writing or verbally ?-I made that in writing. Contrac Ne.. 2.

7356. To whom was that directed ?-It was directed to Mr. Sandford
Fleming.

7357. Rad you a conversation with him on the subject after this sandrord yim.
Writing ?--No*; I think the next thing was that when I went to the office t°iue portion froi
he offered me the portion from Pelly to Edmonton. PeIIy to Edmon-

7358. Did you and he thon discuss the probable amount of wood, and
therefore the probable result upon your offer of $20 an acre ?-No.

7359. Had you any estimate, either in conversation or without, as to
that ?--No; I had no idea of the quantity of timber.

7360. Were you led to understand, before you were informed that
YOu would get the contract for the balance of section 3, that some one
else was willing to take the portion upon which you charged the extra
Price ?--No; not from the Department at all.

7361. From any one else ?-No.
7362. Then your proposal to take the westerly portion of section
wIas made without any knowledge as to how the Government

Were to get the section from Pelly to Fort Garry constructed ?-No.
7363. Was there any time in the contract by which you were to contract to be

have this work completed ?-Yes; time was the essence of the con- °rl3 ' 1-.
tract.

7364. What was the time ?-The 1st of July, 1876.
7365. Was it completed within that time ?-It was completed on the completed 16it

night of the 15th or 16th of July. ju"3.
7366. Was the maintenance of the line included in your contract ?- Tel1 raph-

Contract No. 2.

7367. For how long ?-Five yeai s Maintenance for
7368 five years Includ-

. Rave you undertaken the maintenance ?-Yes. ed In contract.
7369. Have you carried out that portion of the contract ?-Yes.
7370. Was the maintenance by the mile or by the time ?-The
aiutenance is a lump sum per annum.

731. Without reference to distances ?-Yes; that is for the whole
Ofn Work.

d. 372. Did the length of your work exceod the amaount, or rather the
tstance, estimated at the time of tendering ?-No ; I think it is about
he niles shorter.
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COUtr"Ct *°'' 2. 733. Did your tender make any difference between wood land and

prairie land ?-My tender was specified in a specification to be all
Claims.Prairie.

7.74. Was it more expensive to you than all prairie ?-Yes; the
timber was a very serious detriment to my operations.

s .o per acre
-daime xtra
for a rond eut
throngh the
wood.s.

PaId $253; gross
.ainotint $O2U

CIain for a to j-
page by 1,,mansa

7375. Did you make any claim on that account?-Yes; I claimed

Or a road I cut there to build the line through the woods.

73-6. Do you mean as an extra ?-Yes.

73 7. At what rate did you make that claim ?-I made it at $30 an
acre, and they paid me $25.

7378. Do yoi know what the gros amount of that item was ?-I
ree3ived $10,200 for the chopping.

7379. Does that represent the acreage at $25 an acre ?-Yes.

73S0. las that item been finally tettled between you and the Gov-
ernnent ?-Yes; I have a claim now for cutting trees fallen on the
line.

7381. I am speaking of clearing for construction? -I think I arn
correct in stating $10,200. It may be a little more or less.

7382. But that is about the amount that you arrived at ?-I was paid
on finishing the line.

7383. At the time that tenders were invited were particulars afforded
by the Government to persons tendei-ing ?-Yes.

7384. Was it in those particulars that you were informed that there
was nothing but prairie on your section ?-Yes.

7385. Have you a copy of those particularm ?-In the memorandaul
for the information of parties tendering, clause 17, it states - between
Fort Pelly and Edmonton the country is prairie."

7386. Was there any other inatter during the construction uponi
which you had a claim for extras against the Government ?-Yes;
there was one claim for stoppage by Indians.

7387. Was that a subject of discussion between you and the Dpart-
ment of Public Works ? -Yes.

7388. Did they resist the payment of it ?-Yes.

7389. Is it still a claim?-No; not on that account.

7390. Has the matter been arranged between you and the Govern-
ment ?-Yes.

$1,300 paid on this 7391. UIpon what basis ?-By their paying me a portion of the
accounit. claim-thirteen hundred and some odd dollars.

7392. About what proportion was that of the laim which you had
fiest made ?-That, I think, would be a little more than half.

7393. This claim arose, I believe, on account of the extra expensl
which you were put to in transporting goods or something ofthat kind ?
-No, it was by delay ; the freighting parties were stopped, and they
had a claim against me.

7394. You were sued for that claim by the frZighting parties?--e **

7395. And judgment was rendered against you ?-Yes.
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7396. It was in order that you might be indemnified against this Contract o.!2,
that you made this claim against the Government ?-Yes. Contracter's

(laims.
7397. Are you a loser or a gainer, considering the actual disburse-

Monts by you, upon that subject ?-I am a loser by being delayed in
the operations very mach. I should have been through that season if
it had not been from the causes of delay, which would have made my
Maintenance very different. It would have been finished in 1875.

7398. Is there any other matter upon which you claim an extra?- Claims an extra
ehlimn an extra for the movement of my material. • f mv"° en"
7399. Why was that ?-My material was distributed upon Mr.

MicLeod's trail before the line was ready-the surveyed line.
7400. Why did you put your material upon any trail before the lino

was ready ?-The parties were not out to survey the line when my
mlaterial was on the road.

7401. Then the contract was let before the lino was located ?-Yes. cna tee

k7402. How long before it was located ?-The location party only located.
ept just in front of my mon, and had hard work to keep ahead of them.
7403. Was that the party locating the line of the railway ?-Yes.
7404. Could you say at about what rate per day they were locating Rate of progress

that lie of railway-I mean how many miles a day ?--I should think In loatng-three
miles a daythat they would probably go three miles through the bush, and about through bush and

eight milus upon the prairie. prg.p°"
7405. Do you remember about the size of the party who had the

Charge of locating the railway line at that time ?-There was theenginear and, I think, there were about four or five of the staff, assis-
and his men. I should think the party, with packers andtedrsters, would amount to thirty.

7406. Did they take their supplies with them ?-Yes.
7407. In what way did they indicate to you the line which was Manner In whict%

located ?-In getting through the woods they had a chopped lino. lndicated.

7408. Did they mark the centre of the lino by pegs ?-Yes; that is
r'Ough the woods.

107409. And on the prairie ?-On the prairie they put stations every
0 feet on most of the lino, and the numbers would be marked on

the pego
7410. At what distance from this centre were you erecting the poles ?

-pifty feet.
7411. Do you remember the width which you cleared through the
od Portion ?-Tho average was about twelve and a-half to thirteen

ttjust sufficient to let the train get through and clear the poles.

7412. When you speak of the train, you mean the train which was
IPorting your material and supplies ?-Yes.

Size of train-1413. What would your train be composed of ?-There were thirty- thirty-one wag.
onie waggons, about 100 head of horses and cattle, and ninety and catte, and

d I think. It would be composed of the wire, brackets, insulators, unety men, with~wire, brackets,
"'dprovisions, Insn ators andPr vi io sprovisions.

the 144. Did you say that you were able to move in the construction of
0in nearly as fast as the party surveying it ?-Yes.

30
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Contract No. 2. 7415. They were not able to keep far ahead of you ?-No.
Cla is. r 7416. Did you actually overtake them at any time ?- Not until they

got away froin the woods-when they got on the prairie they got a
start of us, but we pressed them pretty hard.

Clearing made by 7417. In locating the lino, was it necessary for the surveying partYoaiaci to to make any clearing through the woods ?-I do not think they made
let ahe theougeh any more clearing than was necessary for their party to get through
sights. and take their sights.

7418. Did they make any clearing ?-I could not call that clearing,
it was just a surveyoî s line.

7419. How wide would that be ?-Knocking down a tree here and
there to get their instruments through.

7420. Would they take their train through with their supplies ?-
Sometimes they would have to.

7421. What sort of a train ?-Carts.
low they got 7422. Could they get their carts through without clearing ?-Theytheir caris

tlhrough. could get round a great deal of it. They did not follow their track all
the time-in some parts they had to take thoir train directly through.

7423. In order to lake their train through those portions would theY
have to clear the woods ?-Yes.

7424. To what width ?-Sufficient for the cart to get through.
7425. What width would that be ?-Nine to twelve feet.
7426. Did that clearing take the same lino in some instances ?-e

might have touched it or crossed it.
7427. But they did not clear upon any substantial portion that you

cleared ?-No.
7428. Was any allowance considered proper to be made on your clairO

for clearing on acoint of the clearing that they did?-I do not think
it. I do not think they could have made out any.

Pad for noving 7429. Is there a c!aim for any further extras made by you ?-Not
South ras r during construction-only for this moving of material on the line. I WaO
1he askatehe- paid a proportion of it.'Wall.

7430. How much were you paid of it ?-I was paid for moving W1Y
material on the line as far as the South Branch of the Saskatchewan'
between Pelly and the South Branch of the Saskatchewan.

7431. IIad you been induced by the Government to put your materil'
upon a line different from the one which was actually adopted ?--'Ye'
I got permission to put it on Mr. McLeod's trail, because he went aheOd
of the surveying party and left mounds here and there along.

743. Waq it any part of the original arrangement that they should
find places where you could safely put your material ?-No; I do lot
think it was.

Peletedi places to 7433. Were you selecting the places at your own risk where you putput lits material g

at his own risk. it ?-Yes.

7434. Did you select them at your own risk ?-1 laid it over thre0
miles along the lino.
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7435. Did you select the places at your own risk and on your own Contract No. 2.

responsibility ?-Yes. Contrector's
Claise.

7136. Then why was it when they turned out not to bc correct, that Nevertheless a
ou laid a claim for mo, ing to the propor location ?-Because the dain arose onl

was not ready for me when my material was there, and I had to cause une was
keep my men and carts on the grouniJ. not ready.

t7437. If the line had been ready would you have been able to take Had line been
i material to a place which would have saved the expense ?-Yes; readywoud have

been saved enor-
t Ould ha7e saved me an enormous expense. From the South Branch mous expense.
to Edmonton I had to move it over a long distance.

7438. This claim was for the expense of beingobliged to move those
RUpPlies at a time when you could not tell where the line would be?
_Yes; they reused to pay the claim, so far as it extended from the
o0uth Branch west, on the ground that instructions hau been given to

nY foreman that we might build the lino on Mr. McLeod's trail north
of the Saskatchewan.

th7 4 3 9 . Was this claim for moving your material finally settled by
e Govern ment ?-Yes.
7440. There is no further dispute on that subject ?-No.
7441. Had you any othor claim for an extra ?-Not during construc-

1on.

7442. After construction ?-Yes ; I had a claim after construction. I claim ofS5,515for
ave a claim for $5,515. aperioddurneg
7443. What is that for ?-That is for the maintenance of that not, but m1ght

POrtion of the line that was built in 1875, on account of the delays, or have been,worka-
should have been through in 1875, and I would have been entitled to be

the maintenance of the whole line.

th744t. Do I un ierstand that you claim pay for maintainence beforo
e hne 'vas actually finished ?-Yes.
7445. But from the time at which it would have been finished had claims pay for

You lot been unreasonably delayed ?-Yes; I claim for that portion "efore aaneas
Which was actually baiilt that season-350 miles. finished because

ta. 446. That was built ?-Yes; it is that much longer, 1 had to main-
li that on account of being delayed.
7447. Then your claim is not as I have described it, but for the

prtion of the line which you had ac'ually constructed ?-Yes.

7448. Not for delay in construction ?-Yes ; for delay in construc-n, as I should have had the whole line that fall.

th 1449. You claim that your pay for maintenance should begin from
e time that it was constructed ?-Yes.
7450. Not from the time the whole was constructed ?--No.

f 745l- How long was that portion constructed before the whole vas
n'shed ?-About eight months.

b 52. Has your claim for that maintenance been resstcd ?-It lias
en up once or twice, and it has not been settled yet.

t 5*3. Was the construction of that portion finally completed at thee you name ?-Yes.
3(q
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7454. Ready for operation if the rest had been ready ?-Yes.

7455. And you say the rest would have been ready but for the delasY
caused by the Government ? - Yes.

7156. Now what delay as to the rest was caused by the Goverl-
ment ?-The delay in not having a lino to lay the material on, havi1g
to move the material, and the delay caused by the party who had the
sub-contract for hiying the polos on the western end being turned back
by the Indians. Ail these polos had been on the ground, and I had tO
remove them from the South Branch west, and ail the material, a secon
time.

7457. In your bargain with the Government originally was there
any agreement that they would have the lino located at any particular
time ?-No; but by my contract I was compelled to finish the line by>
the 1st of July, 1 46. Time was the essence of the contract and I was
bound to it.

7458. You mean t me as to the finishing ?-Yes.

Nature of 7459. But your complaint is that they were not in a position to le
omtrait's you begin work as soon as they ought to have allowed you to begin ?

My complaint is that the lino was not ready for my material to be laid
upon it when it arrived there.

Completing con-
tract nearly ln
tinae notwith-
staning work
flot prprdfor

ntcomme ce
entanied extra
ecost.

Claim remains
lunsatisnfed.
T

elefph-

Claim of $10,740
for cutting trees
<during mainten.

®ance.

7460. Is there any portion of the contract which calls upon tbo
Government to be ready at a particular time ?-No.

7461. How do you make out that it was their duty to be ready at e
particular time ?-To enable me to do my work within the limit of 011
contract.

7462. Thon it was by implication, was it, and not by any expresiOft"
either in the contract or ver bally ?-No; I notified the GovernmnIO'
when I was going on, and they notifiod me that they had made pre
parations for it. They knew the time I was going to commence.

7463. But would they not have performed the spirit of the agrO
ment, as you understood it, if they enabled you to begin the lino eo
that you might complote it within the time named in the contract ?
If they had done that.

7464. As a fact you completod it within fifteen days afterwards ?-
Yes; but it was at an extraordinary cost to myself.

7465. But the Goverument did not contract that you should build the
lino in the cheapest possible mode to yourself ?-No.

7466. Whether you could have done it less than the contract price
or not, is not part of the agreement with the Government ?-No.

7467. That claim has as yet remained unsatisfied ?-Yes; it remaïoo
unsatisfied.

7468. Is there any other item for an extra ?-There is a clai 0

amounting to $10,740.

7469. For what ?-For cutting trees.

7470. During maintenance I suppose you mean ?-Ye; duri'If
maintenance.

7471. Why do you make that claim ?-Bocause I have no right to
take the trees off. It should bave been all prairie.
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b7472. Whv did you take them off the line ?-The Une could not have contract o 2.
een kept up without takirg them off. coitractor9.

7473. Were these trees which you have removed, and for which you
riake this claim, entii ely within the wooded sections ?-Yes ; prin-
eipally within the first 100 miles.

7474. Are they scattered trees ?-There arc no scattered trees, it is
SOlid wood.

The. amount7475. Do yon mean that the whole maintenance of the line bas cost claimed-the c
'OU this much more in consequence of there being a wooded portion deetw"ena wood-
hlstead of being all praiije, as you were informed ?-Yes. ed and a prairie

region.
. 7476. Do you mean that that is the amount that is bas cost you ?-It
18 the amount returned to me by my men-the number of trees-and I
have charged by the tree

7477. Did yo pay your men by the trec ?-No; I pay them by the
Amount arrived

7478. Then how did you arrive at this sum which you claim ?-The atabycounteng
GXtra cost of men and killing of horses sometimes in the bush. and the value

of horses killed
7179. Have yon calculated exactly the extra cost it bas been to you in busb.

to iaintain the line ?--Not corroctly. I can get that from the books
at Battleford.

7480. Upon what basis do you make $10,740 ?-So much a tree.
7 '81. How. much a troe ?-I do not recollect. I have not the accounts

With me; I have only a memorandum of accounts. Many thousands of
trees have fallen, but I have not any idea of the number. Then there
9ere brackets tind insulators.

7482. Do you say that you were not directed to remove these trees,
t you found it necessary to remove them in order to perform your

contract ?-Yes.

7483. Could you have fixed a price per tree ?-Yes.
7484. Can you explain upon what basis you have arrived at the price

3'o1' have fixed per tree ?-Sometimes it bas cost me 250 to send a man
out for probably one tree, and sometimes it will not cost much, because

' man will go through the woods and eut off a lot of them.
7485. Have you kept any record of the occasions when it lias cost

Yon $50 a tree ?-Yes; I have that account. My man bas paid as much
a 350 for extra mon to go out.

h 46. Have you the data upon which you can now calculate that it Has data on
acst you 810,740, or is that a random estimate ?-I have not the whch he ba'es

exact data myself. I would have to go to Battleford to get the books. 0am for

'7487. I am not asking you to produce them now; I am asking you
Wbether you have them within your control ?-Yes.
7488 So that vou are able to show the correct data which bas led to

thk aount being claimed by you ?- Y es; by extia mon and horses, I

7489. That claim is still unsettled ?-Yes.
7490. Have you any other claim to make ?-I have a claim of $475. Claim of $475 for

sendin og!pera-
f491. What is that for ?-For* sending an operator to Edmonton tor to emon-

rom hre during last summer by the instruction of the Government. 'onoavernnent.'
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7492. Was there any arrangement with the Government by which

you were to operate these lines ?-No.
7493. Are they operated ?-Yes.

rnes operatcd 7494. For whose benefit ?-My own ; rather for the benefit of the
tractor. publie, for I lose out of it.

7495. Has the operation not resulted in a profit to you ?-No.
Fleming lnstruct- 6496. For what reason was this operator sent ?-By written instruc-ed operator toFlmn.bBateod d
be "snt to Ed tions from Mr. Fleming. He was sent by mail cart to Battleford, andmonton. then by my own cart to Edmonton. Tbis claim includes his pay for

five or six months up to the time the Government was expecting tbe
expedition that came over the mountains.

7497. Was this for the purpose of furnishing an operator at the
request of the Government ? -Yes.

Objectof this. 7498. In order that this line might be operated as well as mai"'
tainel ?-No; it was in order that when Mr. McLeod and Mr. Gordon
came out from the Peace River there should be an operator there to
send the reLult of their expedition to Ottawa. I charged them With
the man's pay and sending him out there for that time.

7499. If the Government had not asked that that operator be sent IlP
would the line have been operated ?-Not between Battleford ao
Edmonton.

Does not as a rule 7500. That was for operating the line further than you had CO"*operate line
between Battle- structed it, (o you mean ?-No; I do not operate it, as a rie, betweeotord and Edimon- Battleford and Edmonton.
ton.

7501. That portion of the line you were not then oporating ?-50
I only operated it when the repairer happened'to be at the otherOend.

7502. And the operating on this occasion was donc for special Pr-
poses of the Government ?-Yes.

7503. And caused this extra expense to you ?-Yes.
7504. About how far had you to send that mnessenger?-Fron here

Had to send a
messenger 900 'i505. How far ?-About 900 miles.
miles.

7506. You say that ho went with the mail cart ?-Yes.
7507. Was there a regular mail cart carrying mail from this pOI'1*

to that?-Yes; lie was carrying the mail in the cart at the time.
7598. And this cart sometimes took passengers ?-He sometirn*e

takes a passenger as a favour.
Clain not settled. 7509. Has that claim been settled ?-No; Mr. Fleming wished '0

settie it upon the basis that I should deduct the amount that **8
charged for the message through to Ottawa, and which was very cn
siderable; but I do not see that I should do that, because that messag
amounted to considerable money passing over other lines.

7510. Do you iemember about what your charge was for pass4
over your lino ?-No, I do not recollect; [ did not get those particuIlar.
Thoy are all on record of course.

7511. Do you think that the Government should bear the whole CO"t
of this man's travelling and pay, in order that he might operate tha
particular section of the line, and that you should get profit ?-I thi»
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I ought to get the profit because it had to go ail through my other onra* No. **.
0 pel ators.

7512. Why through the other operators ?-My operator at Battleford
8as to take it, and then at Pelly.
7513. Can it not go ail the way through to Winnipeg without that? message had to
No; it has got to be repeated. Se reea at i e
7514. Did the repetition by those operators increase the expense to

you ?-- Necessarily.
7515. Were they paid by the message or by the time ?-By the

time.

7516. Then how did it increase the cost to you if they repeated it ?-
Was paying them anyway.
7517. Their repeating it added nothing to your expenso ?-Nothing

tO the expense that I was at at that time, but I think I had a right to
a legitimate charge for their services.

7518. If the Government had not sent this operator to the westerly
efnd of the line, so as to send a message from there to Battleford, your
Operator at Battleford would have had no message to repeat ?-No.

7519. And the repetition of it by him cost you nothing?-No; no
more than his daily wages.

7520. But still you think you should charge for this message in addi-
tlon to the cost of furnishing the operator at Edmonton, which you put
down at $475 ?-Yes.

7521. Have you any other claim ?-I have no other claim.
7522. In what manner bas the line been maintained since you have

Constructed it?-It lias been maintained well.
7523. Has there been any complaint on the part of the Government

or the public ?-There has been complaint on the part of the Govern-
'fient, but I have to bear it ail from Ottawa to Edmonton.

7524. Has there been any complaint as to the maintenance of this
particular section over which you have control ?-There was only
'omplaint when the line was burnt down, for which stoppage was
made of $960 for the number of days which it was down.

7525. The Government bas charged you that aniount ?-Yes.

7526. Has that been settled ?--I do not call it settled myself.

No other clain.

Line maintained
weli.

Comiplaintsm aaa
of lnefficienoyu<
lune.

Only one com.
plaint respecting
"ne; $960toppe4in consequence
f"ehaving

been. burnt (Iowa.

7527. But they have taken that amount from you ?-Yes; they have
aken that amount from me.

7528. 1s that a deduction in proportion to the time and prico ?-Yes;
h ne nwas burt down the sanie spcing and fali, and it was put upas rapidly as it was possible to be put up.

7529. Do you mean that the line fell ?-It w-as burned by spring and Line burned by
fllaree vhen the frost was in the ground, and burnt down about twenty gr ng and fait
"'liles of il. es

7530. Do you mean that those accidents were not provided against
the arrangement with you that you were to maintain the line ?-

No; there was nothing in the contract about it at ail.
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7531. Do you mean that you were not bound to maintain the lin&
against sueh accidents ?-I was bound to maintain it; but I do not see
that I should suffer a penalty for such accidents. Of course if I did
not repair the line as rapidly as it was possible to do it, I should be.

7532. Do you mean that this was more in the nature of reconstruction
than repsiring ?-Yes ; it had to be reconstructed.

7533. Upon what understanding is the line now operated ?-I keep
the operators there and I operate it myself, so that it is not worth while
making any further fuss about it.

Contractor takes 7534. Are you allowed to take ail the receipts ?-Yes; which atouintWbat receipts 1 tc
thtre are. to very little.

7535. Is there any arrangement about a tariff?-No.
7536. Have you established a tariff to suit yourself?-Yes.

Tariff '1 for a
mnsage of ten 7537. What is the tariff ?-It is $1 for a message of ten words,
word and 7 cts. a and 7 ets. a word for ail words above that.
WordI afterwarde.

7538. Are these prices less in proportion to distance ?-No; theY
are the same ail over the line, however short the distance may be.

7539. Is there any other matter connected 'with this telegraph cof-
struction or maintenance which you wish to explain ?-No.

7540. Have you been interested in any other matter connected wvith
the Pacifie Railway ?-Not with the Pacifie Railway.

7541. Rave you tendered at any time for any work connected witb
the Pacific Railway ?-Yes.

7542. What was it ?-I tendered for this fencing.
7543. Where was the fencing?-For the wire fencing of the line

recently let here. I did not know then where it was to be.
7544. When was this ?-Three months ago.

,rg.7545. That would be since the 16th of Juite, consequently that is
eoane .is. not within our enquiry. Did you propose to do any other work ia'

connection with the Pacifie Railway, or any materia1 for the railwayf
-Yes; I made a tender in 1875 for the transportation of rails.

Tendered but did 7516. Was that work whieh was offered to public competition ?-I
not get job. was in answer to an advertisement issued by the Public Works

Department in 1875.
7547. Do you know who got the work ?-The Red River Transportw

tion Co.
7548. From what points ?-From Duluth to Winnipeg or below it.
7549. Do you mean below it on the Pembina Branch ?-It was for

carrying'rails from Duluth to any point between the boundary lile
and Winnipeg, and between Winiiipeg and Selkirk.

7550. In fact upon any point upon thi Pembina Branch, north or
sou th ? -Yes.

]Rtstes offered In
Witness's tender.

7551. Do you remember the rates offered by you in that tender ?-
Yes.

7552. What rates ?-813.50 from Duluth to any point froi the
boundary to Winnipeg per ton, and 815 if it was landed between Wi'l'
nipeg and Selkirk.
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7553. Was that the long ton or the short ton ?-The long tor.. They TendetiN.
did not specify the long ton, but I never thought of any other ton but ontract No. 1s,
2,240 ibs. of iron.

7554. Upon that point did you make any change in the wording of
your tender from wnat was supposed to be required by the wording of
the advertisement ?-No.

7555. Have you the particulars of that advertisement now in
YOur control Io be produced ?-I am not sure whether I have it at
home or not, but very likely I have. I am not certain.

7556. Did you get any communication on the subject afterwards ?-
No.

7557. So that you have not been officially informed of the result?-
No.

7558. Do you know by whom the work was donc ?-By the Red
Ri ver Transportation Co.

7559. Was that an incorporated conpany ?-I presume it was.
7560. Do you know who were the persons principally interested

in it at that timo ? -[ do not know any myself that was interested
except Mr. N. W. Kittson and J. Hill.

7561. Thon you know of no reason why you did not get the con-
tract ?-No.

Work done by
Red niver Trans-
portation Co.

7562. Were the prices which you asked in American money or Cana-
dian money ? -I think it wasstated in the offerto be Amorican money.

7563. Dd -our offer of the price betveen Winnipeg and Selkirk
depend upon aiy improvement in the channel of the Red River ?-No.

7564. It was an unconditional offer ?-Yes; it was unconditional.
7565. I notice that contract 18 is for transportation of rails from witnes thinks

Duiluth to Winnipeg, or any point on the Red River between Pembina ""°be' hii"'an
and Winnipeg, at the rate of$15 per ton, United States currency, and in the prices ol Ret
the event of the channel of the Red River being improved, the same rate, tlnrport-
nmely, $15 per ton, from Duluth to the point of crQssing of the Canadian

Pacific Railway north of the Stone Fort ; is that more or less in favour
Of the Government than your offer ?-I should say my offer was more
favourable. It would a good deal depend on how much money they
Would have to spend on the Red River of course.

756;. But I understood you to say that this of yours was uncondi-
tional ?--Yes.

7567. If so, would not your offer in any event be the Lbetter one for offer absolutely
the Government ?-It must have been. cer han that

7568. Do you know of any reason why your offer was not accepted ?
-No.
7569. Do you know whetber your offer reached the Government or

the Department ?-There is not the slightest doubt about it.

7570. Why do you say that? -Because I have seen the public returns
to Parliament in which that was included, and there was only my
tender and that of the Red River Transportation Co.

7571. There were only two tenders shown by that return ?-Yes.
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Tendering. 7572. Were there any remarks made upon the subject in the return ?
Ootractmo.18. -No ; simply the offers.
Date of tender. 7573. About what ti me was your tender dated ?-About the 23rd of

April, 1875. The return was made to the Senate.
Charges for 7574. Do you remember whether the advertisement inviting tenders
wvharfage, un-
loading, &c., required you to state whether ail charges for wharfages, unloading, &c.,
included. were to be included ?-I think it did.

7575. Your tender covered these charges ?-Yes; it included ail
charges except any entries to our Custom-house at Pembina, and these
were excepted-anly fees for entry coming in here.

7576. Is there any other matter connected with the Canadian Pacifie
Telegraph- Railway upon which you wish to give evidence ?-No.

Coustreaction.
()oit-actNo. 2. 7577. Is there any further explanation which you wish to add to
Explanatton re- what you have already stated ? -No; there is only one explanation,specting Uine O
rnning through and that is about ny lino running through lakes. I have disputed that

point. I have run around some of them instead of tlhrough. The
straight railroad line runs through a large number of lakes, and the
engineer wanted me to build floating platforms and put thu polls of,
then instead of letting me run around.

7578. What would be the whole length of the crossings of those
lakes ?-They vary.

7579. But adding them together, the total length ?-I have no accu-
rate return, but it would be some miles altogether.

7580. Instead of crossing the lakes you have built the line around ?-
Yes; where it was impossible to get at therm and maintain the lino.

7581. Have you returned as quickly as possible to the general direc-
tion of the lino ?-Invariably.

For purposesof 7582. So that for the purpose of maintenance and operation they are
maintenance, just as effective as if they crossed the lakes ?-They aie more so. It
If they crossed would have been impossible to maintain tbem if they were done in the
lakes. way Mr. Lucas wanted me to do them.
Claim agalvet

Contracter.
Claim by Govern- 7583. Has it been proposed to deduct from moneys coming to youl
"oniracorfur not any amounit for thus omittinig to cross the lakem ?-Yes.

eros.ing lakes
frm 0to 7584. What amount is in disputo on that account ?-Between $5,000

and 86,000.

7585. lias that been still withheld ?-Yes; and I hold very unjustly,
because the lino is a groat deal botter as it is than the other way.

7586. Have you had any discussion upon that subject with any officer
of the Department ? -Yes, with Mr. Fleming; and someofficer reported
ihat my lino was built within the contract some two yelrs before.
That was when we finished up for the construction. Two years after-
wards Mr. Lucas wanted to go back to tho construction, for some reason
or other, and reported me as being off the lino ; but in this place, ou the
South Branch, it was Mr. Fleming's instructions that I should keep oft
the lino.

7587. Wero these instructions verbal ?-Thoy were sent through by
telegraph from Mir. McLeod, and I understood it from my foreman.
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7583. You understood from your foreman that Mr. McLeod had Contract xo. 2.
lssued those instructions ?-Yes; ho left word with ny man for it- CI..hu Bgrust
8till I came back to the surveyed lino. Contracter.

4589. Was the objection to going around the lakes made by Mr. Objection to
Fleming himself or by Mr. Lucas ?-By Mr. Lucas. going round lakes

tD made by Lucas
7590. Did Mr. Fleming upholt his objection?-Yes; ho nover took and su"in®d by

that question up with me afterwards.

7591. What is the general character of the country through which
your lino is built ?-There is a great deal of fair country and a groat
deal of poor country. Thore is a Great part of the country, through
which the line runs, lakes and muskegs.

Character of
the country.

7592. Is it a good country for settlement or is it poor soil ?-Some some pôrtions
portion@ of it. good for agricul-tural purposes.

7593. About what proportion ?-Probably half of ià; half of it
!night be very good for settlement; or say 40 per cent.; and thon there.
1s another percentage which would not be very good; and thon there is-
another percentage of poor soil.

7594. Would the best portion of it be as gool for agricultural pur-
Poses as, for instance, the land in the neighbourhood of Winnipeg?-
Winnipeg cannot be exceeded anywhere, provided it was dry.

7595. Is the portion you speak of as good ?-No; I should like to
live in it botter; but I do not think in any portion of it that the soil is
as deep as it is at Winnipeg.

7596. Why would you like to live in it better ?-The country is dry country dry and
and rolling, and pleasanter to live in. rolilng.

7597. Do you know much of the country in eitherdirection, north or
south of the lino ?-I have been north of the lino from Hum boit, and
it is a very good country between there and the Saskatchewan. Hum-
boit is up west of the Touchwood Hills.

7598. Do vou mean that portion between Humbolt and the Saskat- Country to the
chewan to the north is very good ?-A few miles away from the tele- soutI very good.
graph country, you get into a country that is very good-that is, to
the South Branch of the Saskatchewan.

7599. That is north of the lire ?-Yes.
7600. Do you know the country south ?-Yes; I have travelled from

Pelly to the Touchwood Hills, and that is a nice country about thirty irauîway Loca-
Mniles away from Pelly-a very fine country. Lie"wet of

Red River.
7601. Is there a better tract of country for agricultural purposes Railwaygoing

Which would be served by the railway at any point down the line now the right way.
adopted ?-I should think not. My opinion is I think the lino is now
going the right way for settlement.

7602. Do you think that the railway over this lino would serve the
agricultural portion of the country as well as any other?-Yes; from
here to Sheli River, as far as 1 understand, it goes through a good
country, and from there to the Touchwood Hills it goes through a
good country.

7603. You are assuming the telegraph line to be the projected lino
Of the railway ?-I think my lino, say from west of Pelly-some
sevOnty or eighty miles-would serve the country as well as any I
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first and second
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ment than road
previously
projected.

know of personally, as far as anything 1 know of my own know-
ledge.

7604. Then beyond that eighty miles: the rest of the way ?-That is
the rest of the way. I mean that supposing the present road struck
my lino that distance west of Polly, it would serve the country as well
as any I know of.

7605. Did it happen that you went over the portions of the country
north of Lake Manitoba bolôre you tendered for the building of the
work ?-No; I only knew it from reputation.

7606. And what was the reputation ?-Pretty bad.
7607. Bad in what respect ?-Bad for a telegraph line.
7608. Why?-On account of its water and muskegs.
7609. Would it be bad for settlement on that account, in your opinion ?

-I do not think that it woild be much use for settlement on that lino.
7610. Between Fort Garry and Pelly ?-Yes; it would be a botter

lino for settlement.
7611. Do you think the lino now in course of construction-the first

and second 100 miles-is a botter line for settlement ?-Undoubt-
edly; the other hne may become useful by-and-bve when they want a
shorter line or when they want two linos. Undoubtedly the prosent
route, if they want to follow lthe good land, can reach the mountains
through pretty good land al[ the way. I thing the evil was in trying
to keep an air lino in a new country. I think the best plan would have
been to follow the country as it answered for settlement and straight-
ening out the linos afterwards.

JOHN RYAN. JoHN RYAY, sworn and examined :
Tendering-
Contract2 o.là.

Ftrst 100 Mills
Wei of Rd
lUiver.

Hall from Three
RIvers a Iower
tenderer.

By the Chairnan :-

7612. Where do you live ?--In Brockville.
7613. Have you had any business transactions on account of the

Canadian Pacific Railway ?-I have just now.
7614. What is it ?-I have contract 48.
7615. What length of lino are you contractor for ?-100 mileH.
7616. Was that work let by publie competition ?-Yes.
7617. Wore tenders invited ?-Yes.
7618. Were you one of the tenderers?-Yes.
7619. Did you get it upon the price named in your tender ?-Yes.

7o20. Wore you the lowest tenderer ?-No, I think not; I think
there was one lower.

7621. Who was that ?-I believe it was Mr. Hall, from Three Rivers.
7622. Were tenders asked for upon more than ono occasion for this

contract, that you krow of ?-No; I think not. I only heard of one.
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7623. Had you any negotiations with the person who tendered lower Ff 0 m
than yourself, or with any one on his behalf?-No, I never saw him; weot 0f med
Or iflI did I did not know him. ]River.

7624. Nor any one on his behalf?-No.
7625. Were you aware before the contract was let of the standing of eo"e oVntaet

the different persons who tendered-I mean the ranîk which was awarded was let the rank
ofthe vartousthem on their tenders ?-No; I was not. tenderers.

7626. I mean who was first, second, or third ?-Nc; I do not. I never
asked; I never tried to find out. I heard of some remarks that some
persons were higher than I was. You always hear contractors talking
-" My figures are so much," and so on.

7627. Was it from contractors that you beard that ?-Yes; in the
hotel.

7628. Did you hear from any person connected with the Depart-
ment?-No; not one.

7629. How were you notifiod that your tender would be accepted ?- Notifed of the
aceptance of his

In the usual way. I got notice froin the Department by one of their tender In the
messengers to go up and see them. usual way.

7630. Were you in Ottawa ?-Yes.
7631. Had you been in Ottawa from the time the tenders were put

in ?-Yes; until they were declared.
7632. You remained there from the time the tenders were received

until the time the contract was awarded to ycu ?-Yes; it was only
two or three days, I believe.

7633. Was there any time named in your contract for the completion nalway Con.
of the work ?-Yes. truton.

7634. What time ?-I forget now ; it was mentioned in the contract Time for comple.
though. I think the time is expired now. wo nitdand

7635. Has al the work been completed ?-No.
7636. Why not ?-I really do not know why. The work has not The work not ail

been all located until about five or six wecks ago-less than that. oaed untte.
7637. You mean that you were prevented from beginning the work

in sorne portions of the lino in consequence of it not being located
ufntil recently ?-That is one of the reasons.

7638. What other reasoni is there ?-I do not know of any other, contractiet
except that the material could not be got here for it until the winter halu i8, ban

time. We could not get the ties across until the winter. The contract been fnished inelght montha and
'was let last August, and fifty miles were to be finished in eight months baïf in four.
after the contract was let, and the whole on oàr before the 19th day of
A&ugust of this year.

17639. That is, you had eight months to finish balf of it, and four
Inonths to finish the balance ?-Yes; that is the way it is worded, I
think.

7640. Has the delay in locating the lino hindered you from com- Only firteen miea
roencing to work after you were ready to proceed with it ?-Yes ; I aocaId up to

toUld have started some works last fall at the Portage, and other May, ..

Place@, if the lino had been located. I might have done so, and the
Probability is that I would have done so. It was only last May that
they started the location from fifteen miles out bore.
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Contract No.s 48. 76 il. Do you mean that no more than fifteen miles had been located
Frst 100 mile. up to last May ?-1es; I do. There were two lines projected from the

River. main line, on the lino of Selkirk-one is called the 4th Base Line,
and the other is four and a-half miles north of that, and it was only
decided in May this year to adopt the north line. I do not know -when
it was decided, but that was the time it was located. I believe they
decided in Mareh last to adopt the line, but they had not located it
until May. At least, Mr. Rowan told me that he had got a despatch
from the Department in March, that they had adopted the north line.

7612. Has there been ary delay in working on the road after the
line had been sufficiently located to enable you to proceoed;?-No ; I
think I have done it as fabt as possible. A reasonable amount of
progress has been made.

Bulk sum tohave 7643. Do you remember the price that was to be given to you forbeen paid Cou- hewrk
tractor $6,000, the work, either the whole or per mile ?-I think the bulk sum alto-
and no fencIng. gether was about $600,000-and thon the fencing was thrown out; it

was dispensed with. I have no fencing on my contract.
7644. Was your tender made on the condition that the fencing might

be taken off ?-It was understood after the tenders were received that
they would not a lopt those poplar pole fences.

Partof tbeballast 7645. Was there anything elhe to be deducted ?-Yes ; there was a
taken off. part of the ballast to be taken off.
125,000 yards
In stead of 20,0
yards of ballast-
Ing.

No more ballast
to be put on.

7646. Thon, as finally agreed upon, how much ballasting had you to
do ?-125,000 yards.

7647. Was it to be on the basis of what they call half ballast ?-I don't
know whether they call it half, I an sure. The first qùantitythat
you sec in the tender is, I think, 250,000 yards; but the Minister told
me that they would only do halfof it, and throw half the ballast out.

7648. That had the effect of lowering the prices which you men-
tion in your tender ?-Yes; it would take so much of it off.

7649. Was the price of the ballasting per yard ?-Yes.
7650. So that the price paid to you would depend upon the quantity

actually put upon the line?-Yes.
7651. [s any portion of the lino which you have finished, made

with more than half ballast ?-Yes; there are probably, in some places,
four to tivo times the quantity mentioncd. In some places there are
4,000 to 5,000 yards to the mile

7652. Is that portion of the line finished vith that amount of ballast
in the state in which it is intended it shall finally remain ?-Yes.

7653. Was that intendel by your contract, that you should put as
much ballast on as would be finally required, or that there should be an
amount equal to half ballast left undone, to be finished at some future
time ?-I do not think they had thought of it in fact.

7654. Did you not understand that half of the ballasting might be
donc at some future time ?-No; they did not say anything about
any future time.

7655. At all events that it should not be donc by you ?-They did
not put it in that way. [n the first place, the specification called for
so mtieh bailast per mile; but the Minister said they would dispense
with half of that-that it was not required.
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7656. Have you had any directions to change the quantity of ballast contraet ... 4s.
from the amount thatyou understood tobe in your agreement originally? West or mes

We are using ballast now in place of grading; we are making ballast iir.
take the place of grade in the formation. When the Chief Engineer Suggestatoeng-9 er taput track
came up here last winter, I showed him the profile and the kind of on the prairie
eountry that we were going through, and I suggested that he had better nd mae a road-

y C bedwlh ballast.
put ties down on the grass, and make a road bed with ballast, on account
of it being so wet; in fact the water was over the prairie, and they had
flot made any preparation to tako it off, so that the only thing that I
saw to be done, was to put the track on the surface of the ground.

7657. The specification required you to take out the material from
the ditches and put it into the road-bed, did it not?-It does not
Oxactly say that it requires you to do i.; the specitication shows you a
grade above this level of the ground, but it does notspecify that it should
be made from the side ditches, although that is the way it is usually
done.

7658. Do you wish it to be understood that instead of putting the
earth from the side ditches into the road-bed you have to haul the bal-
last for the road-bed and put it into the ties?-Yes.

Plani adopted to
haul the a
for the road-bed,
and put a under
the ties.

7659. Not only for use as ballast, but as a support from the level of
the prairie ?-Exactly. 1 think it makesthe best road.

7660. What was the price per cubie yard for earth excavation ?-I Price or cubiC
thin 16 yard for earth

6ts. excavation,16cts.

7661. And are you putting in this ballast'at the same rate ?-No ; 'ihe ballast is
the ballast is 22 ets. 2 ets.

7662. Then, instead of building the rond accordi:g to the intention
at the time of the contract, and supporting the ties by earth, you are
ýutting in ballast at a higher price from the bottom ?-Yes; it is a
igher price-a little.
7663. You are not putting in the ballast, thon, in place of the oarlh, Making the road

but you expect to be paid for it at ballast rates ? -I did not put the of al ast a neees-
site, as lino was

ballast there from choice. It was a matter of necessity for me to put otrae, and
h thore, as they had not the lino located for the ditches, and I was to make ditches.
obliged to put the track down on the ground, and I had not time to
rnake those ditches.

7664. Do you mean that you had not time to makethe ditches bofere
YOu put down the ties ?-I had not any reasonable time. The track
"'as located only sometimes twenty miles ahoad of' my track-layers;
sOmetimes, probably, thirty or forty miles.

7665. las this been doue because you considered it necessary to bo
done, or because you were directed so to do it ?-I was directed.

7666. Who directed you ?-The Chief Engineer.

7667. Mr». Fleming, you mean ?-No, Mr. Sebreiber.

7668. When was that direction given ?-In the month of May.
7669. Where was he at that time ?-He was here.

7670. Then the quantity of ballasting which you are doing, and pro-
Pose to do under this contract, will excoed one-half the quantity origin-
ally ceontemplated to be done ?-Yes; more than double.

Scnreiber direct-
ed hlm to make
the road In thîs
va y.

Ballasting now
will be more thau
double whit was
contemplated.
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contract No. 4s, 7671. That will bave the effect of increasing the total cost consider-
Firet 100 miles
,vet or , ably ?-I don't know that it will. I do not think it takes as much
]iver. ballast to make the road as this Blackberry mud. I think a yard of

Schrelber saw ballast is better than a yard of mud; it will make more road. I thinkthiat ballast was
better thanMani- one of the reasons that the Chief Engineer advised me to do it that way
toa nu tr for, was, he saw the state the road was in here last spring on the

Pembina Branch. The ties went down through the mud, and it wais
almost impastable, and he saw that it was a mistake to make the bank
of a foot and a-half, or two feet high, on this prairie mud, as it would
not hold the track up. He thought it was the better plan.

Fifteen feet wldth
« road-bed
accor(liIg to
specification.

Actually made
ten and a-half
fteet wide.

'The road will not
"ost more nd

will be better.

Witness's pro-
posai 10 supply
agravel ro bed
of ten feet at the
same price as an
tarth bod of
llfteen féet, stuli
under considera-
tion of Depart-
ment.

7672. What was the width of the road-bed at the formation level
originally intended by the specification ?-I think fifteen feet, if I an
not mistaken.

7673. How wide are you making it with ballast ?-We are makiné
it to be only half a yard, outside of the tie; that would be probably
ton and a-half feet.

7674. So that your ballasted road.bed is narrower than the intended
road-bed ?-Yes ; it always is.

7675. Do you think that the effect of this change from earth road-
bed to ballast road-bed will not increase materially thi whole cost of
the road-?-1 do not think it will.

7676. And do you think it will be a botter and more lasting work ?
-I do, decidedly.

7677. Has there been âny discussion or dispute between the Depart-
ment and you on this subject ?-Yes; we have had some discussion
about it. I told the Departmont that I could not afford to haul gravel
twenty or thirty miles for the same price that I could put on earth
from the side ditches; but if they would give me what the grading would
actually cost, at my figure, I would make the whole lino with gravel.

7678. But you mean, I suppose, gravel at a narrower width ? Do vou
mean a gravel bed of fifteen feet at the formation level?-No; it would
be probably about ton feet.

7679. You mean, thon, that you proposed to supply a gravel road-bed
of a narrower width, at the same price as the whole earth bed would
have cost at a greater width ?-Yes.

7680. You mean the base of that earth road-bed to be calculated upol
the quantities originally intended in the specifications ?-Yes.

7681. Has your proposition been accepted or refused ?-I do not
know.

7682. Is it still under consideration of the Government, as far as vo"
know ?-Yes; it is atill.

7683. Was there any other matorial change in the character of the
work from what was intended by the contract ?-No.

7684. How far have you finished tho line ?-I have the track laid
about forty-three miles; it is not finished that far.

About twenty- 7685. How far is it finished ?-There is probably half of it finished,
nve miles of road and twenty or twenty-five miles ballasted.

7686. Is that all the way from Winnipeg ?-No.
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7687. You have not ballasted one continuous portion of the road ?- «>i*'ace .
xo. First 100 mailes.

,west of utd768. Hve ou ndestod tat he inobasbee fiall loato fr ve
7688. Have you understood that the line has been finally located for

the whole distance ?-Yes; so I am told.
7689. Have you been notified to that effect?-Yes; I saw the profile.
7690. At what rate are you now progressing towards the finishing

Of the road ?-We are laying about five miles of track a week.
>691. Have you formed any opinion about how far you will be able

to finish this fall ? -I hope to get it through altogether before I stop.
I hope to keep on track-laying until I finish.

7692. Does the winter season make any difference in the rate of pro-
ßress ?-Of course, it is slower and more expensive.

7093. For what reason ?-The cold weather.
7694 How does that affect it ?-The men cannot work the same then,

as they have to wear buffalo coats at work, and the days are shorter.
The weather is very severe in winter; in fact some days we cannot
Work at ail.

By Mr. Keefer
7695. You propose to continue on until the work is done, without

'8tOpPing in the winter ?-If possible. I mean until the track is ailai at ail events. Of course, we cannot do any ballasting in winter
timne.

By the Chairman :-
7696. Have you built any of the station-buildings ?-I have just

Itarted yesterday, or the day before, to bauild them. We expect to
*build four of them this year.

7697. How many will be on your line, as far as you know ?-Seven;
there were, at first, twelve or fourteen, but I think they have dispensed
with half of them.

76Ù8. Is there any other matter connected with this contract which
Jou wish tù explain ?-No.

7699. Have you been interested in any other work of the Pacifie
&ilway ?-I made a temporary bridge across the river here -myself

some other parties.
7700. When was that ?-This year; we finished in July.
7701. That is no part of this contract ?-No.
7702. Was that work lot by public competition ?-Yes.

7703. Invited by advertisement?-Yes; I think so. Yes; I am quite
sUre it was.

7704. When did you make that contract ?-I think it was in March
April, or some time in the end of the winter.

7705. What was the total amount of the sum involved ?-87,350.
weas flot alone in it. Mr. Whitehead and Mr. Ruttan were in it.
7706. Was yours the lowest tender ?-Yes; I think so.
7770. Has the work been finished ?-Yes.
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ed Miver.
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Contract NI). 59.

Contractors:
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other contractor
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officers of the
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7708. And taken off your hands ?-Yes; I think so. I bave not heard-
anything to the contrary. They are running trains over it.

7709. Was there any difficulty with the Government about the
charges you made ?--No.

7710. Js there any other matter in which you are intorested con-
nected with the Pacifie Railway ?-Yes; J got out some ties for the
second 100 miles west of here. Mr. Whitehead, Mr. Ruttan, and
myself were interested in it.

7711. Has the work been completed and taken off your hands ?-Yes.
7712. And closed up ?-Yes; .8 far as I know. J know I signed the

final estimates the other day, but I have not got the money yet. I
suppose it is all right, and J signed the receipt.

7713. Is there any other matter in which you have been interested
on account of the Pacifie Railway ?-No.

7714. Is there any matter which you wish to explain in connection
with the railway ?-No.

7715. Have you at any time had any negotiations on the part of any
other contractor, with any of the officers of the Government ?-On thiS
road : the Pacifie Railway ?

7716. Yes ?-No.
7717. Have you taken part in any of the bargains made in the pur-

chase of any other person's tenders, or contracts, either for yourself or
any person else ?--No.

DRUMMOND. HENRY M. DRUMMOND, sworn ard examined:
XIXOn98 Pay-

Mouter-and-
llurveyorahlip

Accosuts.

Has taken part
tu audting Cana-
<han Pacific Rail-
way account"
mince 187d.

Duty to see that
cheque and
account corres.
ponded.

By the Chairman :-
7718. Where do you live?-In Winnipeg.
'1719. How long have you lived here ?-Since 1872.
7720. Have you been connected with any of the busiuess of the'

Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-No ; merely as auditor of things passiflg
through my hands.

7721. Have you had to fulfil that duty.in connection with Pacifl'
Railway matters ?-Yes; part of it.

7722. When did you commence those duties connected with the
Pacifie Railway ?-I suppose it must have been-speaking from memory
-since the office was open here. I think it commenced about 1873.

7723. Do I understand that you have taken part in auditini
accounts since about that time ?-Yes.

7724. That is.Pacifie ]Railway accounts ?-Yes.
7725. Can you describe to me what duty you had in reference to the'

accounts ?-Merely as to the issuing of cheques. They brought tle
cheque with the account along with it, and it was my duty to see tbt
they corresponded.

7726. Do you mean to see that the amount of the account and the-
amount of thç cheque corresponded ?-Yes; and of course that it «&-
a proper voucher.



IM xon's Pay-
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7727. You mean that the account was accompanied by a proper Purveyorhip
Voucher ?-That the account was in the proper form, that it could bce
sent to Ottawa; and, as far as I could see, that there was niothing wrong
With the account.

7728. Would it be necessary for the person signing the cheque to ex- gyntein on whlch

plain to you the reason for running the account and incurring the debt? accouutsarekept.
-No. The way the accounts are worked here is: there is a certain

credit given to a party, whoever it may be, and our duty is to sece,
as far as we can, that no improper cheque is made against that credit.

7729. When you say an improper cheque, do you mean so as to
.exceed the credit, or do you mean that in itself it should be a proper
transaction ?-Well, both.

7730. Was Mr. Nixon connected with the works or business in any
Way since you have had that duty ?-Yes.

7731. All the time ?-Before Mr. Nixon it vas Mr. Jones.

7732. Was it when Mr. Nixon commenced that you were in the
Office ?-Yes.

7733. Thon you would have knowledge of matters passing through know e®e°o
his bands from the time he began ?-Yes ; to a certain extent. through ';xonls

h inds.

7734. Do you know what bis office was?-Purveyor, we called him. Nixon purveor

7735. Did lie perform the duties of paymaster as well ?-Yes.

7736. Thon, as you understand, did he fulfit the duties of purveyor
and paymaster ?-Yes.

77,37. Did ho sign choques in connection with that office ?-Yes; and su'es

gave credit. were counter-

7738. Do I understand that those cheques were also signed by you ?
Yes; they were countersigned by me.

. 7739. The matters would first pass through his hands, subject to bis
Judgment, before they came to yoti for countersigning ?-Yes, lie did
eOrything; and thon ho gave the choques, and the party to whom they
Were payable brought the choque with the account tn me for counter-
'gning, and thon I retained a copy of the account that was brought to

Ime.

7740. Is that your recollection of the practice that prevailed at that
time during the Nixon paymastership ?- think that was the systen
rtoi about the beginiing.

7741. Do you know whether the practice was that those accounts Accunte pp.§
Wonld be made out in more than a single copy ?-They wore supposed in tripIncate.
t'O beO all made out in triplicate.

742. And the one copy would be left with you ?--Yes; one copy
''s' left with me.

7743. So that the person to whom the account was payable woult
rof all settle with Mr. Nixon as to the amount to be paid to him ?

6Certainly.
7744. And that same person would go to you and get you to cou ni er.

ga18n the choque which Mr. Nixon had previously made ?-Yes ; pro-
edn<ing the voucher at the same time.

31à
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7745. Do you remember whether it was the practice for yon and Mir.
Nixon to discuss the propriety of the aceounts being paid before ho
gave his cheque, or was it the practice that he alone would decide upon
them and sign the cheque ready for your countersigning ?-Yes, ready
for my counter-signature; I did not see anything of the accounts until
they were presented to me.

7746. You and he did not exercise a joint supervision, or was there
a supervision over the accounts?-No, I bad no supervision over the
details of accounts or prices; I only saw that the account was in
proper shape, as far as I could judge.

7747. Would you be able to judge whether the items which were
in that account would really be due to the party ?-No.

7748. Was that a matter upon which Mr. Nixon alone exercised bis
judgment ?-As far as I knew.

7749. At ail events you exercised no judgment ?-No.
7750. Then your jurisdiction seemed to be more of ascortaining

whether it was in the jroper form ?-Yes; you sec our business was
more in the shape of getting these accounts in and charging them up
to the ditferent appropriations.

7751. Your principal duty was for the purpose of book-keeping?
-Yes.

7î52. Not investigating the merits of transactions?-No.

7753. Do you know whether there was any person, except Mr.
Nixon, whoese duty it was to investigate the merits of the different
transactions for which he gave choques ?-Not that I know of Hie
was cortainly the only one accountable to us for the accounts.

May have coun- 7754. Did it sometimes happen that yon countersigned bis choques
-ee when no without having certificates from him at all-that the mere productiont
voueher eCcon- of the chôque wdd be sufficient evidence to you that it was proper to
Pfnted themn. cointersigu it ?-When we started there may have been that.

7755. Did yon ever find it necessary to object to countersigning any
of the cheques first signed by Mr. Nixon ?-i could not say-not that I
remember just now. We might have made some slight objection, but
I do not remember; it might have happened.

Up to two years 7756. Are the accounts presented to you, in the way youdescribe, froll'
ago aecou ns Mr. Nixo n's office still in your harge ?-No; I sent them all down to
ed of each Ottawa. Each return that I make to Ottawa I send the accounts withmonth. the cheques. By the way, I might say ut that time I gave them back

to Mr. Nixon at the end of each month.
7757. Do you know how long that continued, that you gave thern

back without sending them to Ottawa ?-I do not know how long that
wa.s. I think it was almost up to within a couple of years ago;
roally forget now.

7758 Are you able to say now where those choques could be found?
-In the Finance Department ut Ottawa.

7759. Is t here anything within your control which would throw any
light upon the transactions of Mr. Nixon in this office as paymaster to
the railway ?-In so far as the transactions go, I have the books over in

the office 5et.
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'7760. That would show simply the entr*es after each of these tran-
sactions was consummated ?-Yes.

7761. So as to show the particular account to which oach expenditure
Was charged ?-I could give you the party to whom each choque was
payable.

7762. I mean to see earlier in the transaction than that ?-No.
7763. It would only be 'the amount paid to each party, and the

accotint to which that payment was charged ?-Yes; and what it was
for.

7764. I suppose yon mean the nature of the articles which were
furnished, such as provisions, wages, &c. ?-Yes; in general terms.

7765. Look at this account of May 6th, 1875, and say whether the
cheque to pay that account would be certified ditferently from what this
copy is (handing an account to witness) ?-No; I think if I remember
rightly I remarked it at the time, and I think it was just exactly the
saie as this.

7766. Then there was no certificato or vouicher of any kind, except
Alloway's receipt ?-No; I remember I renarked that account at the
tiime.

Nixends Paym
naaster-aud-
P"rveyaiship

Aecounts.

Books only show-
ed the amnount
pad to each party
and the account
to which each
payx"ent 'as
cliarged.

Account of May
6th, 1875.

No voucher
except Alloway's
recelpt.

7767. Did you observe several accounts in that shape from Alloway ?
I think there was only one other-for horses -in the saie way or

Very much the sanie.
7768. Can you say now, upon refreshing your memory, whether the In the beginning

Principle was when the dealings with Alloway commenced.that AIl- o id with-
Way's accounts wore paid without any certificato from Mr. Nixon ?-I out ceriuicate.

think so; I think this was the shape in which they were put through.
7769. Without any certificate ?-Yes.
7770. The only evidence to you at that time of the correctness of the

transaction was Allovay's bare receipt ?-No; I think not. I think that
r. Nixon certified to it, or put bis name in some way on it. I think

it Was certified " correct" on the copy that came to us.
7771. Do you mean, besides the name of Mr. Nixon on the choque, Thinks NIxon as

that there was some other certificate on the account presented in those a AlIefa"s®

I5tances where they attracted your attention as being different fron accounts.
others?-No; I do not think so. I do not think there was anything
different from the accounts of Alloway's and any others. I think that
Mr. Nixon certified to them as a rule.

7772. Here are several other accounts paid to Alloway ; please look
at then and say if it was the usual practice with ail persons at that
tine, or whether the absence of certificates was peculiar to these
aCOunts ?-At this late date I really could not answer that question.

7773. Was it the practice to produce to you certificates from the
*Dneers, or other persons who would certify to accounts, in addition

itr. Nixon's signature to the choque ?-Yes, if I remember rightly
tas; certainly it is now; but I think at that time anything that the

engineers got they approved for payment.
17774. Do you say now, looking at these accounts which contain several
g items furnished to engineers, that they were accompanied by

"ertîficates from those engineers; or, at that time, was it sufficient to

At that time
ch'que sufficlent
with the Voucher,
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master-mal-
Pccna *"hP et Mr. Nixon's signature in your estimation ?-At that time with Mr.

N ixon the cheque was sufficient for us, with the voucher.

Nixon's dealings 7775. Would it be the voucher or the person who made the claim-
ln no way revised for instance, would Alloway's receipt be a sufficient voucher, in your

estimation, to justify Mr. Nixon's choque going through ? In other
words, did you revise Mr. Nixon's deali ngs with the subject in any way ?
If it satisfied him did you accept that as sufficient ?-Yes.

Praetice at pre. 7776. Then it would not bo necessary to show you the engineer's
sent to have the
eerticate of en- certificate, if those certificates had been tirst shown to Mr. Nixon ?-
gineers' to whom Of course now, at this late date, I almost forget ; but certainly now the
goode hbave been
furnished attach- engineer'ta certificate is attached to the same voucher that goes along
edto the voucher with the issue of the choque. For instance, the ongineer lias writtenaccompanyingcheque. across " approved for payment " or " certified as correct," as the case

miay be.

7777. Do you remember how far back the present system has been
established; has it been since Mr. Nixon has given up connection with
the office, or was it established before that ?-1 think before that.

7778. Could you say how long before ?-No.

Thinks present 7779. Do you remember whether the system which you say is now
syshe wasn more certain was established in consequence of direction. from thee,talIisheci spon-
taneously. Finance Department, or was it your own management which led to it ?

-I think it was our own management; we wanted to get into as perfect
,a check as possible on ail parties.

7780. You mean the officers in the office at Winnipeg ?-Yes.
7781. Who were the-e officers ?-Mr. McMicken was auditor at that

time, and I was chiet clerk in ihe office.
7782. How long have you been auditor ?-The last two years, or a

little more than two years.

WINNIPEG, Suturday, 25th September, 1880.

MoTAVISH. GEORGE L. McTAVIsH, sworn and examined :

mai°way Cou-

.- ne of the firm
building second
100 miles west of
lied ]River.

By the Chairman :-

7783. Where do you live ?-At Winnipeg for the last two or three
years.

7784. lITve you been interested in any of the works of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway ?-Yes; 1 am one of the contractors for the second
100 miles4 wet.

77b5. When did you become interested ?-In May last, when the
contract was signed.

7786. Was the work lot by public competition ?-Yes.
7787. Did you tender for the work ?-Yes ; I and some others

tendered.

7788. Were you interested in the tender ?-Yes.
7789. Your name did not appear?-No.
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7790. But the tender was made on your behalf as well as the others ? Contract t".

--Yes.
Partners:

7791. Who were the others ? -Captain Bovie, Malcolm McNaughton, CaptanBowie,
and George Bowie. Naughton and

George Bowie.
7792. Do you know whether their tender was the lowest ?-We were Contract signed

told so. I was absent at the time when this was going on, at Lake tnec o

iuron, and had nothing to do with it. The whole thing was signed,
*ealed and delivered before I got back, and a certain amount of security
put up to make the 5 per cent. I knew nothing about it until I came

ck from Lake Huron and found the contract signed. I have always
Ulderstood it was the lowest tender. They could not reach me by mail,
or telegram, or anything else.

7793. Did you take part in any other negotiations with parties
tendering on the contract than appear on the paper ?-Nothing what-ever.

7794. Do you know whether any of your partners negotiated with
anY Other persons in order to procure this contract ?-No; I am not
aware of it.

'Tirne to ainish17795. Was there any time named in your contract for finishing the 31st December,
Work ?-Yes; the 31st December, 1881, I think it is, we are to finish 18'
'the track-laying.

1796. Do you remember the date of the contract ?-The 3rd of May,1880.

7797. Have you commenced the work yet ?-We have.

7798. Have you done much ?-We have cleared about three miles
and a-half of timber, and when I was up the other day I suppose there
was half a-mile graded. They commenced to grade ten miles from the
Western boundary of the Province, and the work isprogressing easterly
at Present-that is as far as the line is lo',ated. Two projected linesstart from where we have commenced. The location of the line has
not been completed beyond where we have commenced working, ten
Uliles from the boundary.
. 7799. HIow long has that portion of the line been located ?-They were

Jnst commencing to work when we got there on the 17th of August.
7800. Do you mean that that was the first time the line was located,

80 far as you know, so that you could commence work ?-Yes. It mayhave been a few days before that. We told the resident engineer that
We were going to work at a certain time. and he said that would suit

. We have commenced at what they call Big Plain, to work
eat. That is as far as it is located-the commencement of Big Plain.

7801. How many men have you at work at the present time ?-
Wenty. We brought more from Montreal, but they deserted on the
ay Up. Althoug they were under contract, we could not keep them.

M0 Paid their passages up, too. I got a telegram from the Honourable
r. Langevin the other day, to say that sixty Swedes were coming out,
'vwe cannot employ them in winter.

7802. If the line had been located earlier in the season would you
r e Made any further progress ?-No; we would not have made any,ftter progress this fall.

Progress of worlC

The locatiug just
commenced its
contractors got
on work.

Number ofinei
employed on
work.
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At riction-

Cotaintt L@• « 7803. So that the delay in locating the lino is not, so far, a delay to
you ?-No.

Fon-receipt of
rails, and non-
completion of

irat 100 miles
causing lucon-
veulence.

First 100 miles
'was t.o have been
co pleted on n9th
.August.

Government has
not broken any
part of contract.

7h04. Is there any other matter connected with this transaction
which ycu would like to explain ?-I would like to iecord that the
non-receipt of the rails and ties, according to contract, is causing us a
great deai of unconvenience; and I have notified Sir Charles Tupper
to-day regarding the fact: that is, that the non-completion of the first
100 miles is a serions inconvenience to us on account of the state
of the roads west, which makes it almost impossible to get supplies in .

7805. If the line had been completed by the 19th of August, whit
difference would have been made in the progress of your work ?-
We could have put on a hundred men this fall.

7806. Up to what time is it likely that you could have worked ?-This
year, I fancy, we cannot work beyond the lst of November. As soofn
as frost sets in we shall have to give up work, as it will be hard to
remove the sod, and we could not work to advantage.

7807. Do you know if there is any time named in your contract at
which the Government were to have the rails at the east end of your
section ?-The 19th of August. They do not bind themsolves, but
Ryan's contract was to have been comploted on the 19th of August.

7808. But your contract does not contain any clause with referencO
to that subject ?-It refers to that ut page 13 of the contract, section
12. It says: " The Manitoba section of the railway from Winnipeg,
one hundred miles west Vo the point whore this section begins, is
under contract for construction to be completed on the 19th of
August, 1880; but some delay may probably arise, and the Govern-
ment will not be bound to give access over that portion of the lino bY
the date fixed."

7809. Thon your expectations have been disappointed ?-Certainl-
7810. But you do not consider that the Government have broken

any portion of the contract ?-No, decidedly not; this bas been 8
unusually wet season; the roads have been worse than they have bee"
known for years, and I have had to pay double what is usual to get
supplies for this autumn up to the contract.

7811. Is there any other matter which you wi!h to state?-No; noI'
that I know of.

JAS. RYAN. JAMES RYAN, sworn and examined:
Expleralouy

Chain man to first
exploration tothe
height f ]and
between Thunder
Bay and Red
River'.

By the Chairman :-
7812. Where do you live ?-At Winnipeg.
7813. How long have you lived at Winnipeg ?-I am bore sinle

1872.
7814. Have you had any business connections with the Canadiani

Pacifie Railway ?-I was chain man on the first party that came to'
explore from Ottawa to the height of land, and after that was finished
I came to Winnipeg.

7815. What was the length of that first survey ?-I could not tell You'
the number of miles. It was from Red Rock to the height of land.
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Explorato ry
Surveys-

7816. The hoight of land where ?-Between Canada and Manitoba. ]Party'à

7817. There are several places where there is a height of land ?-
That is the dividing line hetween the two Provinces.

7818. Do you mean the height of land between Thunder Bay and
Red River ?-Yes; this side of Thunder Bay.

7819. Where did that exploration start from ?-It started from Red
Rock, on Lake Superior.

7820. Who was the engrineer in charge of that party?-Henry Henry Carre, en-
Carre. sineer In charge.

7821. Do you remember from what point you got your supplies ?- Supplies.
We got them from Fort William.

7822. Who was the officer in charge there answerable for giving you
the supplies ?-He was a Hudson Bay Co.'s servant named McIntyre.

%823. Was Mr. Rowan there at that time ?-.No; ho did not get
there at that time, he had gone back to 'Ottawa.

7824. Who was the proper officer on behalf of the Government?- A Onesthe
The proper officer was Alph. Jones. officer on behafr

of the Govern-
7825. What was his duty ?-Ho was bringing the supplies from ment.

Collingwood and Toronto and leaving them at Prince Arthur's Landing,
and they were sent from that out to the working parties on the survey,
and ho had charge of the steamboat dòwn there on the lake.

7826. Do you remember about the size of the party upon that Size or party.
~casion ?-1 would not be sure about the size of the party there.

They were picked up now and then, and the numbers would change
from time to time. At one time there were forty in the party.

7827. How long were the party ont upon that work ?-I think they
were out two years, in and out; we went in to Prince Arthur's Landing
sormetimes and went back again.

7828. Did they include some of the explorations near Lake Nipigon ?
NO; we did not go to that lake at ail. It was ail from one point to

the other on the straight lino.
7829. Do you think you were two seasons on that exploration ?-

es ; I know we were two winters.
7830. Did you remain out in the woods during the winter ?-Yes;

both winters.
7831. How did the supplies hold out ?-The supplies held out pretty

fod, because they had some twenty or forty dogs on the road fiom
rice Arthur's Landing out to the lino carrying supplies.

7832. Was Mr. Carre with the party most of the tinie ?-He was,
Ultil ho got sick; then he went up to Prince Arthur's Landing and
r 8enained there.

7833. low long was ho away from the party at that time ?- le was
ot away more than a cou ple of months. The party were nearly

tuished when ho got'sick, and they followed him.

7834. Was there any suffering from want of proper supplies, or did
the work progrese as it ought to have done ?-No ; there was no want
O supplies.

Out two winters.

Carre with party
until lie got @tek,
whcn he went
away for a couple
of months.

No suffering from
want of supplies.
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-Ocarryl.g Mal. 7835. Have you had any other connection with the railway ?-No;
Tendering. that is ai} up to 1873. I had no more connection with it until I got

here.

Tendered for con- 7836. Alter you got here had you any ?-After I got here I saw a
tract to carry notice in the Free Press calling for tenders to carry the mail from
egtocrfså"e- here to Cross Lake and Rat Portage.

7837. Did you answer the advertisement by making a tender ?-I
tendered for it and drew up the tender, and went to friends of mine and
spoketo them aboutit, and they said: "All right,you are just the person
for it."

Put tender 1io 7838. What did you do after that ?-I put the tender into a letter
letter box I box in this man's office that called for the tenders, and I waited for
Nixon's office. some time.

7839. What office was that ?-The Canadian Pacifie Railway Pay-
master's office.

7840. Who was he ?-Thomas Nixon.
7841. Where was the letter box ?-The letter box was in his office

door; it is there yet.
Adverusernent 7842. Can you produce a copy of the advertisement which you saw ?
for tender. -Yes; this is it. (Exhibit No. 103.)

7843. Did you put it into that box before the time named in the
advertisement?-I put it in the box before the time named in the
advertisement.

Contract given •844. Did you hear anything more of the tender ?-I heard in a few
at *500 a month • days afterwards. The time was so short my friends said to me: " There
witneas tendered.
t 4.5 cti. a mile, is no use in you expecting to get it; he has made the time so short

whichwouldhave that there is no use in tendering; he will have it arranged for soneaxnounted to oniy
$240 a trip. friends." I arranged with a friend of mine for the horses, and by-

and-bye I found ont that the thing was given out for $500 a month. I
tendered for 45 ets. a mile in and out.

7845. How much would that have amounted to for each trip ?-It
would amount to $240 a month, I think.

7846. Do you know at what rate the contract was actually let ?-I do
not know, only I heard it was given for $500 a month.

Nixon said he 7847. Did you ever hear any reason why your tender was not
had not received
witne°s tender aecepted ?- He told me le never received it. I went there and asked
as did Capt. him; there was a friend of mine in the offlee at the time, Capt. Howard,Howard. and he said ho never saw it. I told him that I had put it in the letter.

box, and at the samo time, fer fear of it going astray, I put a stamp ou
it. Then I asked him how he gave it to a man without a tender, and ho
said it was none of my business.

7848. Who said that ?-Mr. Nixon.
7849. I mean who was it spoke to him in that way ?-I went to Mr.

Nixon to enquire what became of the tender, and told him that I had
heard that a man had got $500 a month for carrying the mail in and
out. fie said that he had not seen my tender; and then I told Capt.
Howard about it. Capt. Howard was Mr. Nixon's book-keeper.

7850. You were talking to Mr. Nixon in the presence of Capt.
Howard ?-Yes; both of them were together.
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Nlixenil Pur-
?veyorship-705i. Do you know whether there were any tenders besides yourts? carrying mall.

I CoUld not say. Tederiag.

7852. Did you ever hear there were ? -I did hear there were two Heard there were
teiders there. bes1des is.

7853. Whose tenders ?-I think one was from a man named Spence,
4nd the other was from a man named Burke. . only heard so.

7 54. Was this letter-box an open letter-box ? I mean hhd it an open-
Ing on the outside of the door ?-The box was on the inside, but the
9peniing was on the outside-just the same as in the post.office here.

7855. Did you consider that it was made for the purpose of receiving The box In which
letters for that office ?-Yes; I put several letters in tihat box before e lte btoxIner,
that and sinco. which he had putseveral letters.

7856. Were they roceived ?-There was only a tax-notice that I put
there for Mr. iRowan, and ho says ho never saw it. I put that in as I
Was sworn to deliver every one of them, but ho told me afterwards
that ho never got that assessment paper. I told Mr. Rowan that the
box vas a very awkward arrangement. i told him that I had put the
lnder there and they never got it, and I put his assessment there and
he never got it. He said the box was all right. I said: "If it is ail right
Jou Ought to get your papers all right."

7857. Do you remember whether there was any person else in the John Parr in
offie0 doing work there, except Capt. HowarJ, ut that time ?-Yos ; eas store-

lhn Parr did work there .
7858. In what cepacity ?-Store-keeper, I think.
7859. Was ho in the employ of the Govern ment ?-Ho was.
7860. Was there any one else besides Howard and Parr ?-That is all,I think ; but there used to be a lot of people in and out there. I could

act 8aY if they were working there-only Howard and Parr. Witness has no
7861. Then you have no means of knowing whether your tender neans ofnow-

Was actually received or not ?--No; I have not. tender was re-
celved or not.7862. You have Mr. Nixon's word that it was not received ?-Yes;

,d Capt. Howard told me ho had not seen it.
7863. Have you any doubt that you delivered it in that box ?--I am
re I put it iu the box, because I had made arrangements for theorees, as I thought I would have got the contract; and the parties who

got it told me afterwards: " You could not furnish horses to take that
'ail there." I said " What is to hinder me ? I have got as many horses
as You have go."

Offred to take a7864. Who 1old you that ?-Mr. Alloway; ho is a gentleman in town. sub-ntr at
askd him how much ho got for it? and I said: "I will take a sub- f A Yheho

Iaet from you." He said: "I have already given it to a half-breed." had given It to a
'8 half-breed.

'865. Is there anything futther about this matter which yon wish to
"plain ?-No; nothing more.

the6. lave you had any other business transaction on account of
Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-No; none.

7667. Iad you any other tenders?--No, I had not; only the one.
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ANDREW STRANG, sworn and examined:
By the Chairman

7868. Where do you live ?-In Winnipeg.
7869. How long have you lived here ?-Twelve years.
7870. Have you had any business transactions on account of the

Canadian Pacific Railway ?-Yes; several.
7871. Of what nature ?-Sel ling goods.
7872. [lave you been engaged in the business of selling goods ?-Yes.
7873. On your own account ?-Not on my own account altogether.
7874. Have you been interested in the results of these sales of which

you speak ?-Not here.
7875. Did you get part of the profit ?-I do not know whether I can

answer that question or not.
7876. Do you know any person who can answer it botter than you

can ?-I do not. I do tiot think so.
7877. Those transactions were on account of the Pacific Railway ?-

Yes.
Bannatyne's 7878. Then I wish te know whether you were dealing as an agent or
book-keeper. for any other person ?-I -was Mr. Bannatyne's book-keeper.

7879. Were those transactions on bis account?-Some of them were.
Sonie transac-
tionsn name of 7880. A nd were the others on his account?-No; some of them wer9
witness but not not on ny own account, but they were in my name.
on bis account.

7881. Were those which were in your name on account of some onel
else ?-How do you mean ?

7882. Did some one else bear the profit or loss ?-Yes.
78t3. Through whom did you transact those matters ?-Do you mean

through what Government agent?
Sold goods to 7884. Yes ?- There have been several engineers and Mr. Nixon and.Nixon, ý,tth ("]- tt~ ~~ fLe ho'
land andoter different other Government employé-some of bhem through Mr.
Government Sutherland
employés.

7S85. What kind of goods did you dispose of ?-General groceriesy
provisions and stuff of that kinu. I think that was principally the
whole thing.

Geriera]lytenders 7886. Were these Fales made by public competition or by private
were asked for. arran'ement?-In nearly every case theywere by public conipetition:

at least we were asked Ior tenders, iot always by advertisement; but
we were asked to give prices on a certain line of goods, and 1 under-
stood whoever was the lowest got it.

7887. In transactions of that kind would there be a fixed timo ae
which every person must have made their offer before a decision Wa,
made?-Yes, generally at a certain time; noon, or a certain time O
the day, was named.

78t8. Do you mean named verbally ?-When it was by advertise
ment of course it was mentioned in the advertisement; and we were
told Io have this list in by a certain time. If we were handed a list
and asked to tender on it we were told to have it by a certain timn'
next day, or something of that sort.
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7889. Were thei;e printed lists ofarticles to which ou were ask[ed to Supplies.

attach prices ?-I do not know that they were printed. Some en-gineers
Would corne in with a large list of supplies written out-several copies
of them-which would be supplied to the principal dealers, and they
WOuld be asked to tender on them.

7890. And Mr. Bannatyne being one of the principal dealors, your
establishment would be asked to make an offer as well as the others ?

Yes.

7891. Do you know, of yoiir own knowledge, the practice which was
adlopted towards other establishments ?-1 think it was similar.

78à2. Do you know?-No farther than i stirmise that it was the
sane.

7893. You assume it was the saime ?-Yes; that everybody was on
the same level.

7894. But you have no means of judging, of your own knowledge,
hOW it was really managed ?-No; except from hearsay.

7895. Besides these transactions in which you took part in your own
name, were you familiar with other transactions in Mr. Bannatyne's
'aMe ?-Yes; it is some length of time sirice. Latterly there were a

lot of transactions in Mr. Bannatyne's name. It amounted to the same
thing, whether it was in his name or in my name.

7896. Were the goods from bis establishment and the transaction
for bis bonefit or loss, as the case might be ?-Yes.

18 97. Were those transactions which took place in Mr. Bannatyne's
n name conducted in the same maniner you have described as those

Conducted in your own name ?-Yes.
7898. What other establishments were considered to be leading

establishments at that time ?-Lyon, IHiggins & Young, Sutherland,
the Hudson Bay Co., and Snyder & Anderson, were the principal ones.

7899. Besides the transactions betwoen Mr. Nixon and Mr. Banna-
tyrie, on the Government account, are you aware of any transactions
'4Pon private account?-Between Mr. Nixon and Mr. Bannatyne ?

7900. Yes ?-They have had transactions on private aceount.
7901. Are you aware of any advantage which Mr. Nixon obtained in

Lonsequence of his dealing with Government matters ?-No; I arn
hlot.-

Business tranisac-
tions wlth Gov-
ernment yatteriy
Ir. Bannatyne's
own nanie.

Transactions on
rivate accounttween Nixon

Bati-aatyne.

7902. Not any advantage ?-Not more than any other business men Nixon paid for
W01uld1 have got in the same transaction. That is to say, any purchases uca'ase nhs
ihat Mr. Nixon made from Mr. Bannatyne ho would pay for as tny from Hannaryne
Othor person would pay for them. at the usuai rates.

h7903. Do you mean to say that ho always paid the value or price of
e goods which ho got in full ?-Yes.
7904. Was there never any reduction made because he was a Govern- Aniowed Nixon 10

"ent Oficer ?-[ do not know that ho was specially a Government officer. per cent.disount.
hae lsed to run a private account, and get 10 per cent. discount as we

ave allowed to other rivate persons. We have allowed boarding-
ses the same rate. They were charged at full prices, and he was

410een 10 per ent. discount-that is, on purchases on his own private
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Supplies. 7905. Do you say that the discounts made on his privato transactions-
were no greater than the discount on other person's private transactions-
to similar amounts ?-Yes; I say that.

Nixon allowed 1<) 9
per cent. on 7906. Do you remember to what extent these discounts were made'?
private account. -About 10 per cent., and nothing more than that. I have not looked

up anytbing lately; but that is my recollection of it.
7907. And do you say that at the time it was the practice of leading

establishments to make discounts on private transactions to that extent?
-I say that we were in the habit of supplying other people who bought
largely during the month, and giving at the end of the month 10 per
cent. on the settloment.

7908. Do you mean such as Mr. Nixon bought on his private account,
or such as ho purchased on the Government account ?-No; on his
private account.

7909. Are you aware whether at that time he was in any business
on bis own account ?-I do not think so.

7910. Then bis expenses or purchases would be those of a private
individual of bis standing as far as you know ?-Yes, for bis house:
bis butter and groceries, and all that sort of thing. I

7911. Have you any idea what would be the ordinary purchases of a
man in bis situation, for a year, of that kind of goods ?-I do not know.
What I could judge from would be from my own expenses, I suppose-

ieuse Eented.
Rented Govern-
ment a store-
bouse.

$36 a month.

Made arrange-
ment. with

79 12. You could judgo from the actual fact of bis expenses ?-I do
not remember now exactly what they were. I could not tell you froVal
recollection whether they were $20 a month, or only $10, or
$50. We have not had any dealings for seven or eight months, I
suppose, or a year.

7913. Did you ever have any other transaction with the Governmont,
either on your own account or in your own naine ?-I rented them 
store-house.

1914. Rented to the Government ?-Yes.
7915. Where was that store-house ?-Just back'of bore.
7916. On which street ?-On Annie street.
7917. At what rate did you rent that ?-836 a month.
7918. Was it a written lease betwoen you and the Government ?-

think I did give them a written lease. It is several years ago nOwr
and I forgot.

7919. Do you remember who signed it on the part of the Gover-
ment ?-I would not be sure whether Mr. Nixon signed it on their part
or not.

7920. With whom did you negotiate the terms upon which it was tO
be rented ?-With Mr. Nixon.

7921. Ie decided, on the part of the Governmont, what rent would.
be given ?-He accepted the rent which was charged.

7922. Did you propose the amount of the rent ?-I do not rememflber
now, i am sure, but I suppose so.
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7923. How long did it remain rented in that way ?-Tt must have Ho"e i"ente".

been a couple of years, or nearly that, or perhaps more ; I would not be
sure.

7924. Was the rate of the rent changed during that period ?-No.
7925. After that arrangement ended did you rent it to any person

else ?-No.
7926. IIas it been rented since?.-Stobart & Eden own the property Stobart & Eden

now. They paid, I think it was, 84,000 for it. pai Nixon 1,

7927. While you had the power of renting it, did ycu rent it to any
011 else after the Government ceased to be your tenant ?-Not while I
had the power of renting it.

7928. Do you remember how long you had the power of renting
after' they ceased to be your tenant ?-No.

7929. Do you remember how long after that Stobart & Eden
became interestod ?-No ; I could not remember just now.

7930. While this arrangement between you and the Government while arrange-
lasted, who was the person interested in the amount of rent paid ?-The witness and(ov-

building belonged to Mr. Nixon. nmo"taisothis store-house
7931. Thon knowing that, whom do you suppose was interested in Ing blonged to

the amounit of rent paid ?-I suppose he was. Nixon.

7U32. Do you know any person else who was interested in the amount
Of rent paid ?-No.

7933. Thon have you any doubt about the person who was ini-
terested ?-No; I have not.

7934-5. Was it Mr. Nixon ?-Yes.
. 7936. Did any person else, on the part of the Government, take part
ln th6 arrangement that you made us to the amount of the rent to be

Paid ?-I do not think so. I undorstood Mr. Nixon to say that he had
rePorted to Ottawa the amount of it: that ne had been paying more for
some3 other building on Post-Office street than that, previous to the
tim0e it was rented to the Government.

7937. How did it happen that you had the power of renting it when Nixon leased the.
Mr. Nixon was the person interested ?-He leased it to me, and I leased fe"'ety1 wi
it to the Governmnt lased al tn the

Government.
7938. By a written lease ?-Yos.

7939 Was that before you made the arrangement to lease it to the
verment ?-Yes.

7940. About how long beforo ?-Not very long before.

17941. Was it understood between you and Mr. Nixon at the time At t'e"of taklng

tbt You took that lease f rom him that you were to le ase it back to It wag understood
tb. ~that wltness wag

Overiment ?-Yes. to lease it to

142. That was part of the arrangement ?-Yes. uovernment.

1943. Do you know how long he had owned the lot before that ?-
; ireally do not. It may have boen six months or more before
. I do not know exactly. Nixon had

bogtlot from•944 Do yon know from whom he had bought it ?-lo bought it sannatyne soon
trOýa Mr. Binnatyne. aeir ing I.
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Price paid by
Nixon for lot with
frame building,

$100 would have
fixed up the build-
ing asitwas when
rented toGovern-
ment.

7945. Was that after he had been managing the affairs of the Govern-
ment that he had. bougbt it from Mr. Bannatyne ?-It was shortly
after he came here ho bought it.

7946. Are you aware of the price that he paid ?-1,O0.
7947. Was it a bare lot, or had it any buildings on it when ho bought

it ?-It. had a sort of a frame or shell, and he afterwards fixed it up
and improved it, and fenced the lot.

7918. Have you any knowledge of the amount that would be
required to be laid out to put it into the shape in which it was when it
was rented to the Government after he bought it ?-Perhaps $400 Or
8500 would be the amount.

7949. Doyou think there would be as much as that required ?-The
building had just the roof on it, and the posts to the walls. There vas
uno weather board, and it was not painted, or fenerd.

a
7930. Knowing the circumstances as well as you do, what do yo* saY

would be the expense probably required to fix it up ?-1 suppose $400
at the lowest.

7951. It would require as much as that?--I think so.
7952. Do you say that Mr. Nixon told you that ho had reported to

the Government that ho was the owner of this property ?-I did not say
thal. I said that he had reported the price that it was icnted for.

7953. The price he was paying to you ?-Yos; and it was a better
building than the one that had been used before, and lor which they
were paying, I think, $40 a month, if I recollect rightly. It was used
for the Mounted Police, Pacifie Railway, and all the gencral Gover"-
ment stores.

7954. Pacifie Railway supplies among other things?-Yes, a lot Of
thegoods were delivered there; and they had generally a lot of Mounted
Police accoutrements and other things on hand, and the store was gene-
rally pretty well filled. The Indian Department, I think, for a whilo used
it.

7955. Is there any other matter connected with the Pa-ifie Raih«ay
which you would like to explain ?-I have nothing to exp!inil.

MANNING. ALEXANDER MANNING, sworn and examined :
* Teiadueriag-

Vonktract No. 42.

Became interest-
ed with Fraser,
Grant & Pltblado.

By the Chairman:-

7956. Where do you live ?-In Toronto.
7957. Have you been interested in any transactions connected with

the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-1 am interested in section B, contract
42.

7958. Was that work let by public competition ?-Yes.
7959. Were you interested in any of the tenders made for it

was; I subsequently became interested in a tender of Fraser, Grant
& Pitblado.

7960. Wore you not also one of the original tenderers ?-Yes; 0 ur
tender was higher than theirs.
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7961. Then your own tender did not become the successful one ?-
'X0 .

7962. A lower one, which you say was made by Fraser, Grant &
?itblado, was successful ?-Yes; they got the contract.

7963. Did you become interested in their contract before it was Did not become
awarded to them ?-No; 1 had very littie to do with them. When it r ®&re Co.
Was known that there were two or three tenders bolow my tender, until arter they

did not interest myself much. In fact, I never took a great deal raegot the con-

0f interest in getting the contract ; I merely entered into it to help Motive which led
otheIr people-oid Mr. McDonnell. 1 would never have tendered on hitOektoget

j the contract:
etY portion of the Pacific Railway at all, bad it not been for those benevolence
Parties soliciting me to join them. peards other

7964. Which parties do you mean ?-Alexandier McDonnell and his
nephew, and Mr. Isbester. I had intended to retire from that kind of
business altogether ; I had not been feeling very well.

S7965. As to this tender which was successful; did you not become
Interested in it before it was actually known to be successful ?-No.

7966. I understood one of the gentlemen who is prosent-one of your iany arrange-
artners-to say that an arrangement was made with them-that is ,nt®asr ade

Fraser and Pitblado-that if they became the successful tenderers tion that the cutract would ral
a4t you and your partners were to share in it, and that an arrange- to one or the two
e"nt was made before it was known whether it was successful or not ? firm witnegs

'lThat I do not know. Of course I was very little in Ottawa; I do not it.
ke going there much, and unless the matter came right up to me,direct I did not meidle with it at all.
7967. Thon if there were such negotiations, they were carried on by

Other persons? -Yes.
7968. And you took no part in it yourself ?-No further than this: Met Fraser& Pit-

was introduced to Mr. Fraser and Mr. Pitblado in Ottawa, and we what their tender
talked then ; the others had brought about this meeting. When I was was. HethoUrnt

il there at one time they showed what their tender was, and I r. Suggested
9bought their prices were pretty fair; and it was suggested then would tat a partner-

it rj LI 9- ' ip mlght be
not be possible to form a partnership in the event of the work coming formed.

to themr, and they seemed as being favourable to it.

7969. That is the Nova Scotia mon seemed to speak favourably of it?
'Yes; they thought it would be all right.

7970. Did that result in any positive arrangement on the subject ?-
eOuSe the other parties were very much interested in getting this

Work, I was not.

7971. You mean your other partners ?--Yes, Shields and McDonald matter of in-
theY Were interesting themsolves a great deal to get the work. t witness whether
a maftter of indifference to me whether I got it or not-in fact, I would he ge contract
Just as soon not have got it. or not.

b 7972. Did you understand that any negotiations had ended in a Beceived tele.
argai tbefore you left Ottawa ?-No; there was none at all thon. The g"'sat

e 1 knew of it was, I think, Mr. Shields either telographed, or wrote Fraser& Co. ers

the, thet he thought those parties were wanting to back out of it; that out.
tie Were not disposed to enter into any agreement or writing on it;

th they Were wishing to leave it an open question. I had heard that
hey Were negotiating with other parties.

32
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7973. Who were negotiating with other parties ?-Fraser and Pit-
blado; I had not seon (rant at all.

DiId not under-
btand that his 7974. At what stage of the affair did you understand that your part-

arLners ad ners became absolutely interested ?-Never, until we put up the
necome Interest-

,d util they put money.
P the n Y 7975. Before that it was only an open proposition which might be

accepted or not?-Yes ; that might be broken off or not. Of course
when tney sent for me to come down, that the arrangement was going
to be carried out, I went down, and brought down my share of the
security then. At that time Fraser was the only man who was there.

7976. Ie was the representative of the Nova Sootia firm ?-Yes;
and his firm had not come, and he was in a great state of excitement
for fear that they would not get here, because that was the day it had
to be on or off. I got down in the morning, and he said the thing
had to be completed at once or he would get other parties.

Fecurities put up. 7977. That was the last day given for putting up the securities ?-
That was the last day ; and I sent to Mr. Fraser that I was prepared.
McDonald was not quite prepared with his part of the security, but
Shields had his security all but a small sum, and I made up the differ-
ence for Shields to put up his share. During the interval Fraser did
not know that the money had been put up, and he said at twelv&
o'clock the matter would be off. That was what I understood.

Fraser stood
aloof. Wl ness 7978. You heard it from Fraser ?-No, he stood aloof rather
lntormed that he
wanted to get rid I thought ho wanted to get rid of the arrangement; and I was iniformed
of arrangement, that he went off to get Goodwin, of Montreal, to put up the security, and
and had gone to r
Goodwin to get that Goodwin had put up a hundred and sorne old thousand dollars.
security.

7979. Probably it is Goodwin, of Ottawa, you mean ?-Yes ; Goodwin,
of Ottawa, the contractor. I had vo y little to do with it, as I very
seldon go to Ottawa. I only go as seldom as I can possibly help.

7980. Then you were absent from Ottawa during these preliminarY
negotiations, which ended in no bargain, until the day the securitie8
were put up ?-Yes ; that was the time there was anything definite.

7981. Do you remember now that you were given to understand,
before you went to Ottawa that day, that there had been a positive,
binding bargain between Shields, J. J. McDonald, or either of thel,
on the one part, and Fraser, Grant & Pitblado, or any one of them, 0on
the other part, as to a partnership being arranged between you ?-The
only thing that I understood-I do not know that I am right in saying
what I understood-

7982. Were you informed by any of those people-Pitblado or anY
of ihem ?-No ; I did not see Pitblado but once.

7â83. But your partners might have written to you about it ?-NO;
the only thing I understood was from Shields, in Toronto. Ie men-
tioned to me that if the contract was awarded to them the Government
would not object to our being associated if the parties were willing
themselves.

Never understood
Fraser, Grant &
co. were willing 7984. Then you had not been led to believe the parties themselves
tojoin witnegs's were willing and had agreed to it?-I niever understood it until We

ansaeti>nwas closed the transaction ; in tact I thought it was the opposite way.
elosed.
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7985. I do not know whether you are aware of it, but it appears in
oloe 0f the Blue Books that a letter was written to the Minister, stating
that he had made an absolute agreement ?-I do not know anything of
that.

79)86. If so, you have never been i nformed of it ?-I have no recol- newnothngof
eettion of it at present. Fraser Grant &

Co. to Minister
7987. The letter reads: proposing to asso-

"OTTAWA, 29th February, 1879. Messrs. Manning,
IR,-We beg leave to inform you that should the contract for section 8 of the Shields&

Canadian Pacific Railway be allotted to us, on our tender, we are prepared to McDonald.
associate with us Messrs. Manning, Shields & McDonald.

" Yours respectfully,
Slion *0. TuPPn, (B , " FRASER, GUANT & P10BLADO.

" Minister of Public Works."

What date was the contract ?-On the 5th March, 1879, the
foney to be put up on Saturday, the 8th March. I was not down in

Ottawa then, and, of course, I could not bave known of this letter at
that time.

7988. Unless by some communication ?-I do not think there would be
anY communication sent to me. I have no knowledge of any, only that
there was that understanding that I tell you-that it might happen that
the Government would be favourable to it, if such a thing took place;
but these men expressed great doubt about Fraser carrying out any
arrangement.

7989. It was possible that, having that doubt in thoir mind, this
letter was written so as to remove it ?-Very possibly; I dare say these
rnen wanted that done to bind them to it.

7990. I understand you left it in the hands of Shields and McDonald,
to look after the interests of the whole firm at Ottawa ?-No; I can-
not say that; in fact I did not meddle with it. I knew that these mon
vere very much interested in getting it, and I knew that they would

leave no stone unturned if it was possible to effeet it.
Influencing

7991. Had you any negotiation or conversation with any Momber of ea,&e.
Parliament, orany one connected with that Department, beforeyou went Had nonegotta-

tinwlth an M.P.
4oWn on that Saturday to put up the security ?-No. or ay eart-

7992. No negotiation on the subject ?-No; I never approached a before going to

'Temnber of the Government on the subject at all. 1 never did; or in security.
any Contract that I ever %ad with the Government.

7993. Had you any communication, directly or indirectly, with any
Person connected with any of the Departments ?-No. I may have
tlalked to persons that I was tendering for the work. I know a great

alnny officers in the Department, and I am on intimate terms with Iftendering he
theml for the last thirty years. Of course if I met them I would shake inght have

aled withhands with them and talk with them, but not on this work, unless I them.
Was tendering, or something of that kind. -

7994. Did you take part in any negotiation by which this contract,
or the awarding of it to Fraser & Grant or any mem ber of your firm,was made more likely than it would have been but for such negotiation ?

7995. Did you leave it to be awarded in the regular course ?-Yes.
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Did not know
before the con-
tract was award-
ed that Close was
to have been one
of the surettes for
Morse & Co.

Shields mention-
edto Manning
that he wanted
Close to have an
tnt ereat.

Close came Into
office and mnen-
tioned inatter.

Agreed to give
Close one twenty-
fourth Interest.

Thinka the tleto put up securityV
by Close for Morse
& Co. had expir-
ed at the time
wttnes and his
partneru made

amree ntto ivehf ne twenty-
fourth.

7996. I think you said that you left Ottawa when you ascertained
that there wore several lower tenders than yours ? -Yes.

7997. Do you remember who was considered to be the lowest at that
time?-I really do not know.

7998. By the Public Accounts Morse & Co. rppear to be the
lowest; does that refresh your memory on the subject ?-There were
several lower tenders. Marks & Conmee had a lower one than mine,
aid Morse & Co. were the lowest of all, as far as I can remember.

7999. Do you remembor whether it was undorstood, before the con-
tract was awarded, that a gentleman in Toronto, Mr. Close, was to be
one of the sureties for Morse & Co. ?-I did not know it at the time.

8000. Did
No; I knew
Parliament.

you nOt know it before the awarding of the contract ?,
it afterwards by the printed report that was submitted to
I saw his name down as surety.

8001, Were you aware of any arrangement by which his putting up
this security for Morte & Co. was prevented or delayed ?-No; what I
do recollect was (I believe that Shields alluded to it here in his evidence
who the party was, whether it was Andrews, Jones & Co,) that Morse
& Co., I understood, were ruled out, and that the contract went tO
Andrews, Jones & Co.; but it appears to me that the day Mr. Shields
spoke to me I was in at his place of business, at five o'clock in the
evening, and he mentioned to me that he wanted Mr. Close-in case
we got this work-to get an interest. He said that Mr. Close was to
have been a surety for some of the parties, but that the time had ex
pired that day. That day was the last for putting up the security, and
ir. Close came into the office, into this room-while he was there and

he mentiored this. lie said he was not going to be security for them,
but if we would give him, if we got the contract, an interest with us,
that he would like to join in with us. Mr. Shields had mentioned this
before Mr. Close came in, and, of course, Mr. Close mentioned this
matter himself. I told Mr. Shields before " what difference does it
make. about bringing Close in." I did not know whether the other
parties would assent to it. At any rate Shields was very pressing tO
get Close in, and from our intimate acquaintance we agreed to give
Close a twenty-fourth interest.

8002. Upon that occasion that agreement was made ?-Yes.
8003. You say that was the last day for putting up the security for

the firm for which he was to be a security ?-Yes; I think the time6
had expired.

8004. That day ?-Yes; that day. I am certain what I understood
Close to mention was that they were making him offers that he would
have all the supplies and some other things if lie would go security for
thiem.

8005. Do you think the time for putting up the security for the firln
for which he had arranged tO be security ad expired that day ?-Yes
it had expired that day.' I think, according to the reports published,
the security was to have been up that day at three o'clock.

8006. And was this after three o'clock ?-It was after five o'clock.
8007. Then at the time of that conversation you understood that bis

principalshad no longer any chance of becoming contractors ?-Y 08
I felt convinced of it.
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8008. Had there been any nego'iations from the beginning that your Until then no ne-

firm was to give a share to Close ?-Never, utI then. Close a share.

8009. ILad it not been understood, as far as you know, between sone
ofyour firm, either Shields, McDonald and yourself on the one part,
and Close on the other part, that if he should perform certain conditions
that he would always te entitled to come in and take a share ?-No;
'ot up to that timo.

8010. Do you know anything about the negotiations by which a o ne otiationsÅ
Mr. Smith, or some person of that name in New York, was induced to ge mrit has
Withdraw from his proposal to put up security for Andrews, Jones & Inducednottoput

CO, ?- do ~up security forCo. ?-I do not. "Andrewrnes
& Co.

8011. It has been said by some of the witnesses here that there were
somfie negotiations of that kind at Ottawa ; do you know whether you
WVere there at the time of these negotiations ?-No ; 1 have already
stated that I was not down at Ottawa at that time.

8012. Were you made aware of that transaction and that the firm
Were to bear a portion of the expenses ?-Of what transaction ?

8013. The transaction by which Mr. Smith was silenced or induced
lot to put up the security for Jones & Co. ?-I did not know anything

Of it. I have heard since.

8014. At what time do you think you first heard it ?-Some time Some time after
alter the contract was allotted-some considorable time afterwards, I lott hea or

this tteer o
think. I was very much surprised to hear it. this matter.

8015. Have you taken any active part in the management of the Looks after the
affairs of the contract yourself?-Not on the works. I look after the suanpples and

getting of supplies forwarded, and all the monetary transactions.

8016. Others of the firm are upon the work looking after the active
mranagement of it ?-Yes. ,

8017. Is there any other transaction on account of the Canadian Pacifie condition on
Railway in which you have been interested ?-No; unless that with m'ewith Clobe,Mr. Close. The condition on which Mr. Close entered into that was
that ho was to put up his share of the money-that is, provided Fraser
& Grant and those would approve of it. I did not like it myself,
but it was so pressed; but I have had my idea since that because of
the relations-business relations-between Close and Shields. His
business conditions had changed very much from what L supposed
they wero at the time the contract was entered into. I found out
shortly after the contract was entered into that ho had failed, and I
suPpose his business relations with Close got me to get Close to join
the partnersbip and put up bis share of the money and do his share of

' work.
8018. Is there any other matter connected with the Pacifie Railway,

except this contract 42, in which you are interested ?-No.

8019. Have you any other matter concerning the Pacifie Railway
which you wish to explain to the Commission ?-No; nothing that

know of. In fact I never charged my mind. If I had supposed that an
elamination of this kind was to take place, I should have taken care tohaveoted it down. I have a large business of my own, and sometimes
rny menory, likeothers getting up in years, is not so good, and I do not

6ep these things in my mind unless I note them down. I have
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generally a protty good memory, but matters that do not particularlY
interest me I do not quite follow. If I had considored for a moment
I never would have entered into that contract with Close. I may saY
myself that I never had a contract with the Governmont of any kind

Inaiteneing that I did not get because I was the lowest tenderer. I have never
CIerks, c approached any person to give me any favour or assistance out of their

If witness had Departments, and I am only sorry to say that I read in the paper that
obtalned know- there is a charge made against an officer of the Government. I can,Iedge through an
offcer tn the De- only tell you, gentlemen, if I had been examined here upon it, if 1 had
partment he
would neyer have got information of that kind, I would never have tola it. I would havE
revealed it. taken the consequences of it first.

8020. Thon are we sure that your answer is correct when you have
given an answer to a similar question ? - I am now on my oath.

8021. And the gentleman who gave that answer was on bis oath
also ?-I think if I got private information from an officer of the
Government ho was doing me a kindness.

-Obligation of an 8022. You think that a witness under oath is not bound to tell theoath. truth upon such matters ?-It just depends how far it is relevant to the
matter under examination.

8023. But if it has relevancy ho is bound to answer ?-Yes.
8024. Are you giving your opinion as to the relevancy of that

answer ?-I am, and I am very much annoyed.
8025. I was not asking you for your opinion under oath on that

matter. I have no objection to record what you have said, and yO'
must take the responsibility of recording your measure of the value Of
the oath ?-I appreciate the value of the oath, and if on any matter I
am called upon fairly to give my evidence under oath-- I am very
much annoyed at what bas taken place.

8026. As you have stated that while giving evidence, of course it is
the duty of the reporter to record it. Is there any other matter wbich
you wish to explain ?-No.

a a cton- 8027. You do not know about the progress of the work ?-Yee;
Progress of work. know pretty generally about the progress of the work.

By Mr. Keefer :-
Difcunies en. 8028. Are you getting on with reasonable dispatch, and what tirne
countered. do you expect to get it done ?-So far as we have been enabled ; '3

have been under immense difficulties. When we tendered for the
work we were given to understand that in November of last year th
track would be laid to Rat Portage. When we commenced in gay
last, a year ago, and first started up there to work, before we could get
an opportunity to get into that country, we had to make portages aDad
take a round of ninety miles through the Lake of the Woods; wo had
to build boats, to get them on the different points on the water stretche,
and we had to take in what we supposed would feed the mon, while
building houses through these portages, at an enormous cost. LaO
winter we found, as the road had not been done, or any likelihood of it
being done this summer, that if we were to do any work at ail durIno
this year we must adopt some other plan to get in our supplies, or we
could not do the work at ail. So that we wore compolled to imake 5
new road of forty-six miles in lengh on the north side of section 15,
from Cross Lake to Rat Portage, and we had to team in ail our sta
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at an enormous cost-enough supplies to last all this summer. A great centrn..4.
4deal of our stores cost us 84 per hundred weight. The rails
alOne to lay down a track to work the steam shovels cost us $8,000 to
team them in.

8029. How many men have you got enployed out there now ?-All 1,500 men employ-
told, the last return I got over for August, 1,500 men. eh °, ,*tam

locomotive.e
8030. How many steam shovels ?-Two steam shovels and one loco- 1ocomouve.

motive.

8031. With this force, how long before you expect to finish ?-It is
Pretty hard to tell; it is a dreadful work. The line has been changed
and there are several lakes to f111; there is one, I understand, of about
200 feet in deptb, and somo of them are 110 feet, seventy feet, and
80 on. It will take an immense quantity of filling. We calculate it
Will take between six or seven millions ; in fact, to get in, it was by
eheer brute force.

8032. At what places are those fills so deep ?-I think it was cal!ed
Narrow Lake. It was very fully reported in the Globe. A short tirne
ago a reporter went over it. In changing the work from rock filling,
Which they are doing to some extent, we were to have a large amount
of rock-borrowing, and in trying to do that it involves a large increase
of earth filling, which can only be done from May to December, after
which we are to shut up unless we have some work to do in the win-
ter. It only givos us these months to work in. One of the steam
shovels cost us $800 to team it from Cross Lake to our work, and there
will be several of them employed.

By the Chairman:-
8033. You cannot say, then, what time you expect to get it done ?- Cannot say when

N0; it will depend a great deal upon what course is pursued with regard ark .iu e
to these fills.

8034. Have you not received a definite order with regard to those
flls ?-No.

8035. You do not know whether it is to be bridge work, or all solid Large ans.
embankments ?--It is not to be bridged ; you could not bridge it. In
somne of those big fills you could not put piling down ; there would be no
hold for them in places. There may be parts in which there may be
a temporary trestle work to got out te deeper water, but where there
isashrinkage with sand filling, which, as you are aware, will shrink from
20 to 30 per cent. when placed in water, and then with an enormous
Pressure of a great body placed on top, it will keep pressing it out, as
it did at Cross Lake. Thero is no saving what quantity it will take to

.ll those places, and there are eight or nine of them to be filled, uesides
fihlîngs across muskegs, which are very deep.

The witness was then asked whether he had derived his knowledge
uPon these matters on the ground, or by hearsay from others, and he
elnsvered that it was from others, as he had not been on the ground.
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WINNIPEo, Monday, 27th September, 1880.

HuGii O'DoNNELL, sworn and examined,

By the Chairman:-
8036. Where do you live ?-Pembina, Dakota Territory.

Never elgaged 1 l ae be -- '"- ~ ~ n*
ConnecLIon wi" 8037. Have you been at any time engaged in any matter connected
Canadian Pacifie with the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-No; I have not.
Railway.

8038. Are you aware of any of the transactions of persons who were
engaged, so far as they related to the Pacifie Railway ?-No.

NIXON. THoMAs NIxoN, sworn and examined:
Payliaiier-anid- B hina

Puveyorshp By the Chairman-

8039. Where do you live ?-At St. Boniface West, near Winnipeg.
Paynnsfer and 8040. Iad you at any time any connection with the Governmenlt

Iuvyrfor
Canadan Pacifac interests, so far as they related to the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-I

awa n had; I was paymaster and purveyor for the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
8041. From what time ?-From the spring of 1875, I presume; I did

not come bore in the interest of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
8042. You were here before that ?-I was bore before that in the

Mounted Police. I forget what month it was. It was in 1875, I think,
that I was appointed. I came here, I think, in 1874-one sometimC-
forgets dates.

8013. Until what time were you holding that office ?-Until a year
ago last January.

8044. The beginning of the year 1879 ?-Yes; the beginning of the
year 1879.

Duties: purchases 8045. Can you describe generally what your duties were in connectio»
onr"enps" a with the Pacifie Railway ?-I had to make all purchases for the engk
ments; trans- neers who were out on the survey, and make ail payments to the men,
portng. and for those purchases, and do the transporting.

8046. Were special instructions given to you with regard to the
Pacifie Railway as distinguished from your duties towards the other
Departments ?-Yes.

Received written 847 te m ween
®nstru*oi"®s. 8047. Were they in writing ?-They were in writing.

8048. l ave you any copies of them ?-No; they are in the office, or
they should be ; I left ail the documents in the office.

Bac k-keeping.
Set of books kept 8049 Do you remember whothor a separate set of books were kePV
for Canadian 0
Pacifie Railway for the purpose of Paciitc Railway matters ?-Yes; a soparate set Was
transactions. kept.

8050. In that set no transactions ought to find place which were
connected with any other Department ?-No ; nor do I think they did.

8051. Did you keep books yourself ?-No; I had an accountant.
Conklin, and D. S. 8052. Who was he ?-E. G. Conklin, of this city, and D. S. Carrie, of
Currie, this city, also an accountant. Ony those two.
keepers. Whic as th to.

8051. Which was the first ?-Mr. Conklin.
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8054. Had you been accustomed to keep b-ioks yourself?-None; ">g

except for my own private business.

8055. Had you been engageed in any business ?-Yes.
8056. What kind of business ?-I was a general merchant in New-

mai ket-groceries and dry goods. I was also engaged in business in
Toronto, in wool and bides.

8057. Had it been necessary for you to keep books in those different
branches of business for yourself ?-Yes, certainly; I had book-keepers.

8058. Did you exercise any supervision over the books yourself?-I
did from time to time.

8059. Ai e you acquainted with the general requirements of book- Acquainted with
keeping: I do not mean any particular system, but with the sub- generaprlnclples

y of book-keeping.stantial matter Which ought to be shown by a set of books ?-I should
say so.

8060. Had you any particular system which you thought desirable
to adopt, so far as the Canadian Pacifie lRailway was concerned ?-No,
I think not; no particular system.

8061. Do you know what system of book-keeping was adopted ?-
Yes, Mr. Conklin did not keep the books by double entry, but rather
by single entry ; and I pointed out to Mr. Currie that I did not liko
the Way in which they were kept, when I employed him, and I wanted
hilm to be more particular than Mr. Conklin appeared to have been,
and we opened a new set of books under Mr. Currie.

6062. Before the employment of Mr. Currie had you been satisfied conkin'sianner
with the manner in which Mr. Conklin had kept the books ?--I was antsfactory to
fnot. E 1xon.

8063. In what respect did they not satisfy you ?-I did not like the
Way in which he kept them ail through. I saw no errors; but Idid not
like the manner in which the books were kept-persons accounts some-
tiunes not being closed as I thought they ought to have been.

8064. Did they fail to show matters which you thought the books But Nixon exer-
ought to show ?-Rather; still I had supervision myself because I sign'ed eisel supervision.
evOry cheque -In that way I had a double check ; first nothing was
ever purchased by him under any circumstance except for tha stables,
and for the horses, without requisitions from the engineers; under no
eircumstances either for freighting or any supplies which they required.
1 had that then as a check myself personally, because those came to
re anad not to my accountant.

8065. Do I understand that you were satisfied with his showing the
substance of transactions as he did ishow them in his books ?-No; I
W8 fnot satisfied.

8066. Did bis books fail to show the substance of any transactions? No balance sheet
-11 never gave me a balance sheet at ail. I received no balance balancea knew

sheet from him ; still I always knew the balance which I would have,
when I was out of money, or how near I would be out of it. That was
always under my own cognizance, but all our accounts went to Ottawa.

8067. But besides showing the receipts and expenditure of money,
the books ought to show the details of different accounts ?-Certainly.

8068. I am asking whether you believed or understood that bis
books contained the accounts in such a shape as to show the substance
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of all the transactions on the part of the Government ?-1 thi nk in
general they might.

8069. You said you were not satisfied with the way in which ho kept
the books ?-No; I was not.

8070. Did that dissatisfaction bogin as soon as he was employed, or
did you arrive at it later ?-Later on.

8071. Could you tell when ? - Scarcely; I do not remember now hoW
long ho was in our employment.

8072. I think that Mr. Currie's books commenced on the 1st of
January, 1877 ?-Mr. Conklin must have been out of the office a
couple of months previous to that, whilst I was away for Mr. Currie
to come on off the line. Ie was one of my sub-agents.

8073. Who kept the books between the time Mr.'Conklin was dis-
missed and Mr. Currie began ?-Capt. Boward, of the Indian Depart-
ment.

8074. It may be that Mr. Currie did not come bo soon as that. If ho
came later would that make any difference in your idea of the tirne
Capt. Howard had charge of them ?-No ; I had not long to wait for
Mr. Currie, I think, bocause Mr. Conklin remained a month after bis
dismissal. In fact that was one of the things ho was doing after .ho
was dismissed; ho was trying to close up bis books for a month.

8075. Do you remember who dismissed him; did you, or was it
doue by the Department ?-I dismissed him.

8076. Do you think that Capt. Ioward commenced to keep the
books in January, 1877?-Yes; if you had not showed me the book I
would not have given that as the date, as I did not know it was the end
of the year.

~tn.r 8077. What staff had 'you in the office ?-Only the book-keeper and
Staff ia office. the store man, and there was a messenger for the general offices.

8078. Do you mean that you had a store man for the Pacifie RailwaY
stores alone ?-No; for the three dopartments.

Agents In charge
'Of Canadian
Paeclflc ailway
Interest.

General eachm

m are.nt u lexo n
d nate to Nixon.

8079. What officers had charge of the Pacifie R1ailway matters
alone ?-This store man and the accountant. I had no other, but ho
had the other two as I have stated.

8080. Who had charge of the Government interests connected with
the Pacifie Railway away from the office ?-My sub-agents; that iS
the name which they received from the Government.

8081. Do you remember who they were ?-Mr. Currie was one.
80;2. In what locality ?-He was to the east of Rat Portage; Joh

A. Rowand was one at Rat Portage also, and there was one Arthur
Stewart, who was my sub-agent also. There was also John Brown for
the west, J. J. Bell for the west, and Valentine Christian for the west.

J083. Were Mr. Curi ie and Mr. Rowand located at the same time, or
di one succeed the other ?-I forget now whether one succeeded the
other, but I think not. I think they wore employed at the same tile,
but they were connected with different staffs of engineers.

8084. Had each party in the field, either surveying or exploring, a
sub-agent connected with it ?-Yes, if the party was numerous; so-
times there would only be the engineer and two or three men, and theY
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would have no sub agent. The cook would be held accountable because Avde° str.~
there was so little goods with them. tien.

8085. The distribution of the supplies would be confided to the cook
in small parties ?-Yes; but it would only be where there would be
two or three men. For instance, I bad a Mr. Hamilton to provide for
at Bird's Hill and sometimes on the way to Emerson. He haid no sub-
agents. There were two or three instances where there were only an
axe man and cook and the engineer himself.

8086. Besides the general offlee, in which the interests of these different
blepartments were managed, I understand that there was a store
Which contained the property of the Government which might be
required for the Mounted Police, the Pacific Railway, and the Indian
bepartment ?-Yes.

8087. Who had charge of that store ?-My store man, John Parr,- Store incharge or
ader me-ani myself. John Parr.

8088. Who had the active management of it ?-I and John Parr. an and Par

8089. Do you mean that you were generally prosent when anything
Was taken in or given out ?-Yes; pretty nearly always. We did not
keep, as a general thing, goods. I did not buy any in advance of my
requirements; except in one instance I never bought any in advance of
ly requirements.

8090. Then what would be in the store ?-Goods that would be Only returned
returned when thoso engineers would come back, and Mounted Police store.
stores which would be returncd; the goods sent in by the Mounted
Police, damaged goods, sometimes; sometimes goods that thoy were
through with, and supplies for the Indian Department which would be
sent under contract at a certain date preparatory to their being distri-
buted to the points which I had to send them.

8091. As far as those goods which you have last mentione-d, the build-
ding would be used merely for temporary storage ?-That is all.

8092. Not for keeping stores as occasion might afterwards require ? Stores receiver

-We received from Mr. Provencher, the previous Indian Commissioner, the previous
a- lot of axes and some pork, and I think some tobacco, which I had to Indian Commis-
store. sioner. 1

8093. The only occasion which you speak of as being the exception
to the general practice, was it about flour ?-Yes.

Exception to rule
8094. And you considered the price was likely to rise, and that it not to order more

Was desirable to store the same ?-Yes. I went and bought some fifîy "aa;firas
bags Of it, if I remember right. bags of four.

8095. The goods that you took over from Mr. Provencher were Bo'k-keepng.

thOse debited to any account?-I think not.
8096. Did You keep any record of them ?-Yes; we did.

8097. In what way ?-We distributed them on requisitions from Mr.
Graham, who was Mr. Provencher's successor. Hie knew what we
had. ,

8098. I am not speaking of the distribution, I am confining myself
to the receipt of them, and the entering of them. I understand that
When you were at the office, yon tok over from some one, who had
been previously connected with the Government, a lot of supplies
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Yes ; and a receipt given.
8099. Was it recorded ?-Yes.
8100. Where was it recorded ?-By my store man, in the store-book.
8101. Then was there a book separate from the book in the general

office which you would call a store-book ?-Yes.
8102. Was that handed over by you at the time you gave up ?-It

was. Mr. Parr, I have no doubt, will be able to lay his hands on it.

In store-book-- 8103. Do you remember whether in that store-book the values only
only nunibers, of the stores were entered, or only the numbers ?-Only the numbers;flot values
entered. never the values. Wu could not arrive at thut if we were inclined to

do it, because the goods were not always new.

No valuation of 8104. Was there any value attached to these goods at the time you
raXenove took them over ?-No; reports of the goods remaining on hand were

made or recorded. furnished the Government from time to time, persistently, throughout
my course.

8105. Iow would these statements be made up : would it be
by deducting tho quantities on hand from the quantities which had
been previously in store, or was it based on the values of them?-No,
not at all; on the values.

8106. Then vas a record kept of the quantities or amounts of each
kind of article ?-Yes.

8107. Look at your letter-book, page 95, and say if that is a state-
mont, as far as you remember, of the goods which you took over fronx
the gentleman you named in the beginning ?-Yes.

8108. That was the basis thon of the store-book from the time you
commenced to hold office ?-Yes, but that is not the store-book; that
is my report to Ottawa.

8109. But what would be the first transaction recorded in your storc-
book ?-April.

First transaction: 8110. 1 think you said the first was taking over these stores during
tro Jarvis, the month of April 1875 ?-No; the first thing I took in was a lot

of dogs from Mr. Jarvis, that were returned from British Columbia.
They may be properly regarded as almost the first record of stores, but
I do not know what engineer they came from.

G. BROWN. GEORGE BRowN, sworn and examinel:

Fort Frances
Lock-

Baah à ccguat.
By the Chairman :-

8111. Where do vou live ?-In Winnipeg.
Manager of 81
Ontario Bank. 8118. What is your occupation ?-Banker; bank manager.

8113. Of what bank ?-Ontario Bank.
Bad Government 8114. Have you had the accounts of any of the officers connected
account under
taLeionturnment. with the Government since you have been manager ?-We had the

Government account here under the Reform Government.
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8115. Have you any book showing the account of Mr. Iugh Sutherland Bank accont,

atAccount of Fortfrorm the time of its commencement in connection with the Locks at Frances ('anaPort Frances ?-We have an account of the Fort Frances Canal, not First entry May,
With lugh Sutherland. I produced the ledger, and the first entry bears
date May 1877.

8116. Tho first entry appears to bo a credit of $8,000 to the account $s,oootothecredit
headed " Fort Frances Canal Works ? "-Yes. Canal Workis.

8117. Do you remember whether the practice was that money should
be drawn from the account and passed to Mr. Sutherland's private
account, or whether the general practice was that it should be paid out
In small sums to other parties ?-Of course the choques were signed
by himn and coantersigned by Mr. Logan the paymaster. [ could not
8aY what became of the moncy ; I never saw anything of that kind.

8118. Unless it was passed to bis private account?-Then it would
go throughi the hands of the teller, and I would not se what the details
were.

8119. You would not know by what process it would go to bis private
acOunt ?-No; I would never know what that credit of $3,000 was if

Vent to bis private account. Nixon's Pay-
mnater-pabd-
P Urveyor.

8120. Did you keep the account of any other of the Govornment I*I'.,
Offcers; had you an account with Mr. Nixon as paymaster of the Kept account forPacific Railway ?-Yes; but not in this ledger. It was in the Govern- Nixon as pay-
nment ledger. master.

8121. Had you different ledgers ?-Yes, very much the sa-ne; only
a 8maller ledger containing the amounts: the debits and credits.

8122. Did you keep an account of any other officer of the Govern- Kept no account
ment, besides Mr. Nixon, in connection with the Pacific Railway. For with Canadianilstance, had you an account for any of lis sub agents ?-N 9 ; only a Pacifle Railway
private account; that is all. Iuthanybody

8123. Not any official account ?-1 do not think so.
8124. Suppose he gave a cheqne to Mr. Christian, who was one of bis

Sub agents, in order that Christian might disburse it for Government
purposes; do you remember whether Mr. Christian would keep that
as an official account or private account ?-I do not know that anything
of that kind ever came up.

8125. Is it your recollection that Mr. Nixon's is the only account
*hich you had as an official account con nected with the paymaster's office
of the Pacific Railway ?-I think so. I do not remember any just now.
t was some time ago, and a great many accounts have gone through Fort Frances

8126. Was not this account of the Fort Frances Locks considered to
e Government account ?-Certainly. Usually all Government

aco0 unts were placed in the Government ledgers altogether.

. 812'. This account was not put in the Government ledgers ?-No;
wt Was Sent in a different form. If a letter of credit was given it would
Plt in the Government ledger. If a cheque was sent it would be

"ent probably to them.

Bank Account.
Fort Frances
Locks consldered
a Government
account.

Reason why Fort
Frances Canal
account flot In
Government
ledger.

8128. Do you know wby this account was not kept in the Govern-n6ut ledgers, if it was entirely for Government purposes, and only
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]Bank Accolit. checked by cheques countersigned by Government officials ? Is there
any reason why it was not kept in the Government ledgers ?-A Gov-
ernment account would be credit advices. We would get advice to put
so much to their credit from the Finance Department.

8129. Were these credits advised in this way ?-No; they were sent
by cheques.

ThInks credits 8130. Pavable to whom ? --I imagine payable to the bank for them.
were sent by
cheque payable It might cither be sent to the bank, or sent to Mr. Suthecland to go to
tobank for his account. The majority of them were telegraphed.f-utheA~and and
Logan. 8131. Do you mean that the credits for the canal works were advised

in a different way from the Pacific Railway accounts ?-For Mr. Nixon'$
account they were.

8132. What would be the difference in the method of advices ?-It
is so long ago that 1 do not remember. It is so complicated. Ilt was
such a small distinction: one was a letter of credit. There was this
difference: one was charged direct to advances and the other wa
charged to Dominion expenditure.

In effect the way 8133. In effeet, I suppose, it made no difference in the accounts ?-
In which moneycame from oov- No; it made no difference.
ernient into the
handsofthe bank 8134. No difference in the way in which you managed the accounts
mnade no differ-
ence In the way and disbursed the m >ney ?-No; when it went through the Govern-
the accounts were ment ledgers all the cheques went back to the auditor bore.
managed.

8135. In this matter did the cheques go back down to Mr. Suther-
]and and Mr. Logan ?-Yes, of course; they had them for vouchers.

8136. I suppose the difference is really this: that the other Govern-
ment accounts were subject to cheques payable by the official here,
countersigred by the particular auditor on the spot ?-Sometime8
they were audited and sometimes they were not. I think the first
ones of Mr. Nixon were not audited-then afterwards they were
audited by the Departments.

8137. I think that Mr. Drummond's recollection is that they were
always audited for the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-Then the Mounted
Police cheques were not.

Cheques connect- 8138. However, this particular account was subject to choques coun-
France ounter- tersigned by a different individual ?-Yes; by Mr. Logan, the pSY'
signed by Logan. master, and the superintendent.

8139. That may be the reason you put it into a different ledger?---
Yes; and it might not have been considered a Government account.
I did not know what the reason was.

NIXON. TIIoMAs NIXoN's examination continued:

Psy maiter-
a.d-Poer-
veyorship-
cou-heeping.

By the Chairman :-

8140. When supplies were bought by you for the purpose of distri-
bution very soon afterwards, would they appear in your store-book?-
The supplies themselves, those that I sent out?

8141. Yes; that is what I mean ?-No.
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8142. I understood you to say that sometimes the store would contain o®ghi
goods which had been obtained by you for the purpose of immediate
distribution ?--No; that would relate to the Indian Department and
not to the Canadian Pacific Railway Department. We had to keep stock
for the Indian Department, because Indians would be coming in here
cOnstaitly, and we had to supply them,or I supposed we had to supply.
fy business was only to supply what was requisitioned for.

. 8143. The Indians took the goods from the store themselves ?-Yes;
t was not sent to a distant point to be distributed. As a rule they were

PIrchased for distribution abroad; but the requisition came to me, say
for fifty barrels of pork more than they would require. They might
require one thousand or two thousand to send abroad, but they would
requisition for fifty more perhaps, and the overplus would go into store.

8144. Would that overplui be charged at once to your store account
an4d be entered either in the store-book or on some other record ?-
YeXs; Commissioner Graham would know what overplus I always had.

8145. Who was Commissioner Graham ?-The indian Agent here.
e Succeeded Mr. Provencher; he was in the office with Mr. Provencher

when Mr. Provencher was Commissioner. basNo for pCn-
dlan Pacific Rail-

8146. But no stores were at any time put there f rom your purchases way other than
for the Pacifie Railway ?-Other than the *fty bags &f flour I have evelft instoreaiway than fifty T k e pu ingeTlentioned-that is of purchases. When the party returned, the cook's Whesarvern'and sub-agent's business was to return me any of the stores which they the duty of cooks
brought back. andsub-agens to

whatever stores
814 h- i were ert.

yun t, n that your Pacific RailWay books ought to sho1Whe store charged with those fifty bags of flour ? -Yes; they would be
Purchased from a merchaut in the city.

8148. The merchant would be credited with the whole amount that
he had sold, and charged with a cheque or whatever other way the pay-
'fient was made ?-Yes.

8149. And the different surveys charged with the portion they took
out ?-Yes.

8150. And the balance you say would be charged to the store ?-Yes.
8151. Do you think, that your books contain an account for your

store s0 as to show a debit of the fifty bags of flour ?-I do not know
that the general Looks did other than in the way we say.

8152. Did the Pacifie Railway books ?-I mean that we kepta separate
store-book.

8153. But the merchant who supplied the goods would be credited
Wth not only the portions that were sent out to the surveys but with

is Portion that was sent into the store ?-Certainly.
8154. Do you understand then how the books would be right without

e ging the portion that went into the store to some account, what-e er account you might call it ?-If purchased from Bannatyne, for in-tance, it would be credited to Bannatyne's account.
8155. That woul: be right as far as Bannatyne is concerned ; butbeaides that you want to debit some person with the whole amount of

those goods ?-The store would bc debîted with them, and credited when
We issued them.

Elow the fafty
bags of tiour
would appear in
Canadian Pacifie
Railway books.
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8156. Do you think the store is debited with these goods ?-Yes.
8157. In the Pacific Railway books ?-I do not know which of the

books, but we kept a special store-book.
8158. But do you not understand that the Pacifie Railway books

could not be correct unless you debited some account with the total
amount ? -Yes.

8159. I am asking by way of illustration : assuming that a merchant
sold you $500 worth of goods; section 14 required $100 of them; you
would charge section 14 in your books with that $100 ?-Yes.

8160. Section 15 required $100 more, and you would charge section
15 with that $100 ?-Yes.

8161. McLeod's survey would require $100 more, you would charge
him with that $100 ?-Yes.

8162. That would make $300; Mr. Lucas' party would require $100
more; you would charge Mr. Lucas with that $100: now, if the
other $100 went into store, would you charge the store with that
$100 ?-There was no such thing. Nothing of it went into the store,
beyond my necessities, than the fifty bags of flour.

8163. Did you cbarge the fifty bags of flour te any account in your
books ?-I do not know that it was charged to any account.

8164. If you did not charge it would the books show all that they
ought to have shown ? -Certainly, because there was a store-book.

8165. But that was not part of the Pacifie Railway books ?-No; I
did not say so.

8166. But you said it belonged to the Mounted Police and Indian
Department and Pacifie Railway ?-No; we kept a separate book for
each. The store man was a general store man for all parties, but not
that store-book.

8167. But that book in effect forms, I suppose, part of your ledger ?
-Yes; in effect I so understood it, because it came under my own direct
cognizance.

8168. Then the ledger does not show all the transactions without the
presence of the store-book ?-No ; it would go te make up.

8169. Supposing horses were returned to you from some survey
which had been previously charged to that survey, would any entry
be made in your store-book as to these horses ?-Certainly; and a receipt
given to the person who handel the horses to the store man.

8170. So that overything which canie into your possession on account
of the Pacifie iRailway, and remained in your custody for any length
of time-even for a short time-would appear in your store book ?--
Yes.

8171. When hi pments were made to parties at a distance, to
whom would they be consigned ?-To my sub-agent out in the North-
West, on the Rat Portage, on the eastern line, generally speaking t>
the engineer in charge. Sometimes, however, it would be t. the engl'
noer who required the goods; but he would only get them by requisi-
tion from his chief, the msn in charge.
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8172. Had you adopted a system by which those sub-agents kept Veyerubip-
store-books upon the same principle upon which your Pacitie Railway
store-book was kept here ? -Yes.

8173. Have you yourself examined those store-books fiom time to
timfe ?-1 have, very caiefully.

8174. Wore they returned to you before you left the office ?-They
Were.

8175. And they were handed over by you to your successor ?--There Sub agency
were no sub-agencies for a considerable time before I left office; a new gse beore

system was adopted. Nixon left office.

8176. What was the new system?-The engineers got board-wages, n®gineerg:o a
and therefore sub-agency was done away with. mpecifecsun per

m'ýnth and Uoard.
ed themselves.

8177. What does it mean?-They were paid so much a month and
boarded themselves. I had to do the freighting to them; that was
ail.

8178. Did that apply to the men also?-Yes.
8179. And those employed by the Government ?-Yes; but we had

noD exploratory party in the field.

8180. They got a money compensation instead of being supplied
with board ?-Yes.

8181. And they got the supplies the best way they could without Wherever they
coming to you or any other purveyor ?-lt was supposed that I should hadto'frelght
Purvey to them, but they asked the liborty of purveying for themselves, goo0.
and I was only too glad. I had to freight the goods, however.

8182. Whon you sent out any portion of supplies to a sub-agent, Book-keeping
would his account, either as a store-keeper or as a sub-agent, be charged
*With those supplieq ?-I think so. Mr. Conklin would be a mach
bOtter witness on that than myself.

81,3. Do you remember how long after Mr. Conklin took charge of
the books it was when you became dissatisfied with his system ?-No;
i do not remcmber.

b181. Do yon remember that you recommended him for an increase:
(f salary, because he was a very efficient book-keeper ? -Yes ; I do.
Mr. Conklin came to me as a person who had conducted a commercial
Lollege at Hamilton, and was recommended very highly; therefore I
took it for granted that he was pretty good.

8185. Was it because he was so recommended that you asked for
this increase ?-No; I employed him myself at the salary. The salary
w'as not stated by the Department, and I thought I did not give him
enou11ghi. I did not give him as much as book-keepers in this
city were getting. I only gave him $1,000 a year.

8186. But after he had experience for some time as book-keeper you
Wrote to the Department, did you not, stating that he was a very
effecient man ?-Yes ; but the books were not closed up for a con-
siderable time after he came into my employment. I do not remember
t he time, but I think I did ask that; I think I do remember.

. 8187. Do you think you made that recommendation without hav-
il g looked into the manner in which he kept the books?-At that
unie the books appeared al[ right. It was in the closing up of those

33
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accounts-for instance, at the year 1876-when I came to look over the
books I found that account after account had not been closed up as I
thought they ought to have been.

8188. Do you remember, as a matter of practice, whother your sub-
agents had separate accounts in any bank here ?-I think not.

8189. Did they give chcques ?-No ; I think they paid the money.
I will explain : on going out on the survey, say Mr. Lucas would
requisition for $2,000 for the sub-agent that would go with him, and
Mr. Ruttan for $1,000 or $2,000, according as ho thought other things
would be required for the agent that would go with him. That monoy
would be drawn out by cheque and given to the sub-agent, and they
took it with them. I do not think they ever issued any choques, nor
was there anything placed to their credit by me.

8?90. Was there any other subordinate officer entrusted with a credit
at the bank and given power to draw choques ?-No.

8191. Had you not an assistant purveyor ?-I had for a short time,
but ho had no such authority-Mr. J. J. Bell. He was sent up by the
Department.

8192. Do you remember whether ho bad power to draw by cheque?
Do yon remember sending out a cheque-book to one of those subordin-
ates, directing him that the Governnent had chsnged bis accounts
from the Merchants Bank to the Ontario Bank, and that ho was to use
his new cheque-book instead of the old one ?-That is right, I do now;
but that was not by an official Governmont cheque-book.

8193. Then if it was a private choque book, what difference did it
make to him whether the Government had changed their account to
the Ontario Bank or any other bank ?-Because the engineer, when
out on the line, would ask me to place a certain amount-say to the credit
of Valentine Christian-in the bank, and I would send him a cheque-book
on that particular bank to draw moneys as ho might require to pay off
the bands which were dismissed at times.

8194. Still you say that that account of Valentine Christian, for
instance, would be his private account ?-Certainly it would.

8195. Then why not let him keep it in the same bank in which it
was before ? Why ask him to change it to the Ontario Bank, because
the Government had ehanged their account ?-Because I only did
business in the bank in which the Government did thoir business. I
will explain: when it was changed to the Ontario Bank, why would I
take the money from the Ontario Bank and walk to the Merchants
Bank, to put it to tho credit of Valentine Christian in the Merchants
Bank ?

8196. But if Valentine Christian already had his account in the
Merchants Bank, why ask him to change it ?-I do not know that he
had.

8197. Do you remember who it was ?-I think it was Valentine
Christian, because I remember seeing his name on the blank cheque-
book returned to me, but it might be one of the others-John Brown-
But any moneys they had of that nature would be entirely under their
control.

8198. Their single cheque, without any previous supervision or
counter-signature, would be caqhed ?-Certainly.
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8199. ILt woild be jast ai much in their control as if it were in their B®yorhip
Pocket ?-Yes. kkeeplng.

8200. Do you remember wh ether it happened that Valontine Ch ristian, Probable thatfo r 1 VaentnenCrisinstance, squared up his account with you by giving his cheque ? an squared up
do not remember; it is probable he did. That is, that he had not his account by

exPended ail the moncy which was asked for him by the engineer. giving hi cheq"e.

8201. To whom would that money go ?-To the Roceiver-General, atOttawa, not to the Assistant Receiver-Goneral here.
8202. Would ho make a choque payable to the Recciver-GeneraFs

t ? -No, to me; and I would make the choque payable to the
ceiver-General. The choque would be made payable to my order.
8203. It would go into your individual custody ?-Certainly.
8204. Do you remember whether, with any of those subordinates,

thore was any necessity of settling thoir account by their giving youCheques for considerablo amounts?-Certainly thore was; how could
th close their accounts if they did not ?

8205 I am asking you whet her you remember that it did happen that
closed their accounts by giving you choques, payable to your order,

'coinsiderable amounts ?-No; I do not think it. I do not thirk that
there were everi considerable amounts in their hands lying over.

820. Do you think any of them ever had as much as 82,000 or Lucas'esub agent
i. lying over ?-I do not think there was ever so much money aconsiderable

og over, except in one instance, and it might not have been $,000,
bink that was Mr. Lucas's sub-agent.
8207. Who was ho ?-I am not sure whether Christian was his agentSbnot. I think Christian was Ruttan's sub-agent.

sa8208. Look at John Brown's account. on page 107 of ledger A, and John Brow's
how you settled the last balance? Read out the last entry.- account.
nk account, $2,861.28,"-that is an entirely different affair.

h8209. What is that affair ?-That is goods ho sold in the North-West,
los not money sent to him and brought back to me ; those were

thans that ho sold-horses, cartg, waggons, and piovisions-rathor
bring them back to Winnipeg.

8r 10. Iow would that be, woul1 that be by a choque ? You have Probably Brown
the t ed it, or Mr. Conklin has marked it by a choque; do you remember S2,eg. to e or

neaction ? -1 do not remember, but I presu me it would be by a wbo would de-
q'ue. le would, perhaps, place it to my credit. I rather think ho £eitet w1h the
de cheque to Mr. Conklin, or to me, the proceeds of which would elver-General

Posited with the Receiver-General.
8210 Do you remember, at the time of Mr. Conklin giving up these D.®i"a*t remem-

th ,of ascertaining that there was a considerable amount wrong in conkiin made unalance in some way ?-No; 1 do not particularly remember. ot be accounted
821o lor.

be 2. DO yon not remember that something over $4,000 could rot
So90unted for, as far as the books were concerned ?-No ; I do not.

do 823. I think it is so recorded in your book. It may have been--
do not sean that it was-misappropiriated; but I mean that the booki

ela ehow what haI become of it?-You will find receipts rnom the
'aelnment for ail these moneys. The receipts are at the Canadianl

.Railway Office.
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8214. At present I am trying to ascertain whether the system was a
sufficient one to show the real state of affairs ?-Thoe was a check at
Ottawa, because i went down there once and found a man's account
that ought to have been in mine, and it was not in mine.

8215. Do you mean John Brown's ?-No, the account of John Scott
& Co.; so that they kept a perfect check on me at Ottawa, so there
could not be anything astray in the money line.

8216. Look at page 42 of journal B, and read the foot note?-
"Balance accot DPr $4,46à.83; Note-This is an account opened
with the above 4awYn oider to close the books and credits in the
ledger, on lst of ay, 1877."

8217. Do l understand that you have seon this note before ?-I take
it for granted I have.

8218. Do you understand, thorefore, that at the winding up of keep-
ing of accounts by Conklin, the books did not balance within this
amount ?-I suppose so, according to that.

8219. Have you ever endeavoured yourself to ascertain why it is that
the books showed that discrepancy?-No; I bave not. Mr. Currie
may, though. You see there is a voucher for every dollar I have
expended. We had no contingent account. I took out no moncys for
a contingent account. I kept none, and never had any.

8220. But you had an account for general expenses ?--No; I bad not.
8221. Iad you not a general account ?--No; I had no contingent

account.
8222. But you bad what is called a general account ?-Yes.
8223. In which you put all entries that were not to be charged tO

particular accounts ?-Certainly ; but they were paid by official cheque•
The money did not come into my bands. to be paid out from my cash-
books; therefore my accounts at Ottawa would be right, even thoulgh
my books rright show 84,000 short, because my vouchers would g
down as against the moneys which they bad placed to my credit.

8224. Would it happen that you would sometimes pay expenses and
draw sums against those expenses ? -I do not remember that I did.

8225. I think in one instance I see a cheque of $250 charged to yot'
and against that a credit of expenses to yourself?-Yes, that is righti
that was for going to Ottawa; that was when I was summoned to
Ottawa before the Public Accounts Committee; of course there was DO
other way to get money but that, and I placed to credit of the Receiver'
General, when I returned, the amount tbat was allowed me, because the
Public Accounts Committee paid me, and the amount I took was more
than was allowed me, and I placed the balance in the hands of Receiver'
General. That is how that is, explained.

Item of horse sold 8226. On the 19th of June, 1875, I notice an entry in journal A, that
to Alloway for *25 you received from W. A. Alloway: " cash, $25," for a horse that was sold

to him; do you remember the transaction ?-No.
8227. There is a memorandum that the horse was severely kicked ?

No, I do not remember it; but I suppose the horse was returned by a

8urveyor, perhaps between this and Portage la Prairie, and sent baclc.

8228, I do not find any credit in the account that you kept with the
bank of that $25. I mention it now in order that you may have a
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0Pportunity of looking irito it ?-1 cannot look into it for I have not ®eyeÜis .the documerts. C

8229. But I will give you the books, and you can sce whether it is
credited ?-You will see that there is a statement made to the Depart-
"'let of that horse. It is credited to Receiver-General when he sent
himn.

. 8230. Then, on the 23rd of June, 1875, I find a memorandum in your item on9.
Journal : " deposited to credit of paymaster, in the Merchants' Bank, eacuitu o
. 92.5o ;" would that be to your official account ?-No; I do not think N1xon.
It would.

8231. Would it be to your private account ?-I suppose it would. That
Would probably be for some gools sold, and the moneys would not be
deposited to credit of Receiver-General until we got the whole together
and sent it at the eni of the fonth, or the beginning of the succeeding
'onfth; that is, when we got the $25 we would not send it then. We

ade our returns monthly to the Receiver-General, of all moneys
received during the month. I a'prehend that that would be the way
that was done; 1 do not know what it was for.

8232. Then this last entry of the deposit, would that be a private
transaction of your own ?-I do not know that it would.

8233. Do yon think it would be to your official account then ?-I had
no Official account.

8234. Can you explain this entry: " deposited to credit of Paymaster
in the Merchants Bank, $92.5 ? "-It was probably moneys which
aeo.n1B into my hands belonging to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and it

Wa8s placed to my credit to be afterwards sent to Receiver-General.

Had no offcia!
account.

8235. Do you know whether that would appear charged to you in
the Pacifie Railway books ?-It should. I should be credited and
ebarged there-at least I ought to be crodited and charged: " by
amlount to Receiver-General."

8236. The books at Ottawa, as far as we have been enabled to under-
stand them, do not show it; but perhaps there is some error ?-No;
the Receiver-General's books would only show, I suppose, the choque
which I signed ;-it might be $400 or more. That would be embodied
in that. I would send a detailed statement to the Department, and not
to the Recoiver-General.

8237. It is possible, that if you did not send the amount which you
receîved from different sources unt:1 after June, in 1875, it will appear
in the following year ?-I can get it for you if the papers are placed in

y possejsion. I remomber sending it, and I will guaranteo I will
it for you.

8218. If you look at page 118 of ledger A, you will see that Valentine
thristiau's account was settled by some entry roferring to the banktransaction. can you explain it ?-No; bank choques. I presume those

ere cheques which ho issued to the men when probably they were
eing diseharged.
8239. You mean payments by him to some one else?-Payments by
tn 0ou the pay-list to mon in the field. I apprehend that would be

We ay that was. It would be very expensive sometimes to bring men

Surmise as to 1he
way Valentine
Cbristian's
account was
squared up.
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e"gion ao 8210. Who would make requisition for moneys which you advanced
moneys for par- -or instance, to Valentino Christian ?-The ongineer only.ties on sI.rveys.y

8241. It would not be a matter of discretiorn to yourself to advance
the money or otherwise ?-No; I would not know what the require-
monts would be.

8212. Those moneys were supposed to be necessary for using in that
partieular way ?-Yes; they would have to buy provisions at times--
sometimes a very large amount-sometimes moccasins for the men-
tbe men were clothed by us more or less.

8243. What sort of expenses would be credited to Valentine Christian
under the word " Expenses ? "-Freightigg, moving supplies from p 4lt
to point as the engineer would direct him; and that would be doue
under requisition from the engineer.

Fngineer always 8244. Well, when he came into your office to settie for the advanCe
sub-agent. which had been made to him, and would bring in accounts of those

expenses, would you always require his claim to be certified by th'
engir.eer before you gave him crelit for it ?-Yes; the engineer certi-
fied to the claim.

Exception to this 8245. S> that for all those items of credits in the case of a person ilrule. Valentine Christian's position, you would have a certificate fiom the
engincer, or some one on the spot ?-Yes; the engineer was instructed,
byhisprinted or written instructions, to do that. Of course, in John
Brown's instance, he would not be able to tell the goods Brown sold,
because Brown was in the North.West for a year, or a year and a-half,
under instructions from me to dispose of property there; for instance
ho had a lot of mules which we got over from British tolumbia, aind
horses and other material.

8246. Did ho get any from Moberly's party ?-No; I think not.
think it was some old stores of Henry McLeod's, some of which were
cached in the North-West before I came here at ail, and some were at
Henry louse or Jasper House, I do-not remember which. I think he
sold to Barnard, of British Columbia, for 81,000, a large quantity Of
supplies that had been there I do not know how long.

Brown appointed 8247. Did you appoint Brown a sub-agent, or was ho appointed atBub-agent by
Fixon. Ottawa ?-I appointed hirm.

8248. Were you satisfied with his conduct ?-I was, always Ue
wais Mr. Fleming's sub-agent before I had anything to do with the
Government at ail-his right-hand man ; ho was not a sub-agont,
because that name was not known then in the service.
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WINNIPEG, Tuesday, 28th September, iS8O.

WM. W. KIRKPATRICK, sworn and eximined:

By the Chai-rnan:-
8249. Where do you live ?-At Ostersund, contract 15, Canadian

Pacific ]Railway.
8250. Have you been engaged on any work connected with the Pacific

Jilwaqy ? -Yes.
8251. When were you first connected with it ?-From the time the Ca<i n Pacido

first parties were sent into the woods in 1871. Baiiway since
8252. By whorn were you engaged ?-By the Public Works Depart-

r1ent-by the Engineer-in-Chief.

8253. Were you notified in writing ?-Yes.
8254. What was your first duty ?-Transit man. Tranit man to

Division G under8255. To which party ?-Division G, under Mr. H. N. Armstrong. Armstrong.

8 256. In what locality ?-On Lake Superior; to the north of Lake
Superior on Pic River, running east and west.

8257. Can you describe the termini of that exploration ?-At the Locality: Lake
Narrows of Long Lake on the west side, was the western terminus; and °erlor;ten i
On the eastern it was either the White or Black River, I forget which, Lon Lake and

Isml Bla-ckbut I think it was Black River. River.
8258. Was that a point further east than Pic River ?-Yes.
8259. Then you crossed Pic River ?-We crossed the Pic River.
826î). About what was the length of that exploration in miles ?-

&bout ninety or 100 miles, I should think.
8261. How long were you engaged on that work ?-I think it was

in June that we went up there; I left the party shortly before Christ-
fags.

8262. What was the size of the party ?--It must have numbered size or party:
about forty men-perhaps forty-five. eo.t forty-nve

8263. How were you provided with supplies ?-By a commissariat.

18264. Had you a commissariat officer attached- to your party ?- sppe,.
here was one, not a regular commissariat officer. There was one at

tbe mouth of the Pic River. Yes, I may say there was, because we
M'ere the only party up there, and he was attached to our party.

8265. But he was not always with the party ?-Ie was not always
f'~th the party.

8266. From what point on this exploration did you start?-About
t*enty-three miles up the Pic River.

8267. But in which direction did you work at first?-West to Long

8268. Then was Pie the base of your supplies ?-.-Yes; the Hudson
ay post at the mouth of the Pic was the base of our supplies.

8269. Were y-ou aupplied with enough rovisions and other articles
Pon the starting of that exploration ?gyes.

Started about
twetity-three
miles Up the Plo
River and worked
west to Long Lake,
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8270. There was no defect in your arrangements ?-Not in the-
starting.

8271. Was there tfterwards?-We wore short of provisions very
frecquently.

8272. Why was that ?-Owing to the difficulty of transporting it to
the end of the line.

8273. Do you mean that it took a longer time than was anticipatd
to get your supplies from the Pic to the point required ?-No; I rather
think that the commissariat officer did not understand the business in
getting the supplies in, and in engaging Indians.

8274. Was there any complaint on that account to the commissariat
officer ?- Yes ; we certainly complained.

8275. Would it be you duty to communicate the complaint?-1 was
not in charge of the party.

8276. Whose duty would it be ?--Il. N. Armstrong's.
Commissariat 8277. Do you know whetber any explanations were received fro)'
toffticrprosend the commissariat officer while these defective arrangements existed?
better an future, -Yes; I think he wrote once and there was some complaint made. I

forget who the commissariat officer was, but he sent a rather extra-
ordinary letter, stating that if Gid spared his life and the mosquitoes
were not too bad, he would supply us better in future.

8278. What was the result of the defective arrangements for sug-
plies upon the work of the party ? I mean, were they hindered in thelî
work or did they progress with it ?-No; we settled down to ourwork.
I left the party myself and crossed over to Long Lake, when we were
a littlo more than half-way, and brought in supplies from that dirCC-
tion.

8279. You were detailed for that special purpose ?-I voluntecred,
as there was no person who knew the position in which we were, or
knew the country as I did myself, having been up there previously.

8280. In what capacity had you been there previously ?-On the
geological survey.

Witnes brought 8281. Then, did I understand that you brought in supplies fron aIn supplies from 9ysa Hudson Bay point different from the one intended to be your base of supplies ?-YCs.
post at the north
endof Long Lake. 8282. Did you secure the supplies upon that occasion ?-I did.

8283. From what point ?-From the Hudson Bay post at the nortr
end of Long Lake.

8284. How far was that from where the party then was at work ?--
It must lbave been 120 miles.

82 5. Did you take mon of the party with you ?-I did.
8286. How many ?-Three or four Indians.

Transported 8287. And were the provisions transported by the party ?-TbeYsupplies with.
three Indians. were carried from the south end of Long Lake on our backs.

8288. If these men had not been detached from the party, wba
work would they have performed with the party ?-They were the
regular packers. They would have been sent back to Pic for supPlie"-

1-289. So that they were performing the duty for which they wvere
engaged, whether they were with you or whether they returned to tbe
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Pie??-Yes; we had a number of Indians in camp, for moving camp Prty .
and packing supplies. Supples.

8290. Then the work proper suffered, if at ail, only by your indivi-
dual absence ?-That was ail.

8291. low long were you absent on that occasion ?-Not more than A week absent
a Week. I do not know whether the party were at work during my for supplies.
absence or not.

8292. Could you not tel! when you returned whether they had been
at work or not ?-I think they had done a little, perhaps a mile or
tWo miles.

8293. Do you think the work of the party suffered in consequence
Of your absence, more than with your individual presence, without
5Upplies ?-They had no provisions to live on. They lived on blue-
berries during my absence.

8294. Then am I to understand that the work was not proceeded Work and ro-
with as effectively as it would have been if they had been properly g®e® by
sUpplied ?-Decidedly not. pp

8295. At the starting of the expedition, was it contemplated that
YoU might have to go to this point for provisions as well as to Pic
-iiver ?-If [ remember correctly, Mr. Armstrong had insti ucted the
ornmissariat officer to serd supplies around by the travelled route to the

Hudson Bay post, to the north end of Long Lake, then down to the
SOUth end of Long Lake and there to make a cache.

8296. Then was it a part of the arrangements at the beginning, that Pre-arrangedthat
there was to be a cache at Long Lake, where yo would find the there was to be a
8uppies ?-It was. Lake.

8297. Then your going thore for supplies was not contrary to the
original arrangement ?-No, not to the south end of Long Lake; weil,
Yes, it was, because we did not expect to require the provisions until
We got our lino through to that point.

8298. Supplies were then to be found there when you roached that
point ?--Yes.

8299. Were you longer in reaching it than was anticipated at the
beginuing of the work?-I think not much longer.

8300. I am endeavouring now, to ascertain by these questions, whether
the difficulty arose becauso the party did not make the progress as
rapidly as expouted, or whether the supplies wore not furnished as
regularly as expected ; to which of these reasons would you attribute
the difficulty ?-To the supplies not being furnished.

8301. Thon, where ought they to have been furnished according to
the original arrangement ?-Brought ai ter us on the lino.

8302. Were they not brought as rapidly as was expected by the Freqnently work
arrangement at the begirninog ?-No, they were not; as frequently we o ®testopped

g> uey wre oV; s fequetly In order to send
hd to stop work and send back our own axe mon for the supplies at back for supplies.

e cache on the Pic River. The commissariat officer may have been
nmable to procure packers at the Pic. Of course I do not know how

that was; he may have been unable to get them.
8303. Would the absence of those axe men who would Le sent back work delayed in

.or Supplies affect the progress of the work ?-Yes. consequence.
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8304. Delay it very much, or only very little ?-It dopended upon
the number who would bo sent off. I think we had six or eight axe me'
altogether.

8305. Altogether ?-The regular axe men of the party whose duty it
was to work on the line, and when they were awFy of course no work
could be done.

8306. When they were ail away, do you mean ?-Yes.

8307. And were they ail away at one time getting supplies ?--I
think so; I think they were away once or twice, if not more.

8308. Would they be accompanied by the packers or Indians ?-By
ail the mon that could be spared in the camp.

8309. Why send so large a party to get in more supplies ?-The
road was so very rough, a man could not carry more than fifty or sixty
pounds on his back.

8410. Did that absence of proper supply happen only seldom or
frequently during this particular work ?-I think it was frequentlY
on that line. I may here state that we had the misfor tune to lose our
cache at the mouth of the Pie-not at the mouth of the Pie, but at the
crossing of the Pic, where we started our line. Everything was burut
by the woods getting on fire; and that delayed us some time.

8311. Was the loss of that supply by fire, the occasion, in your
opinion, of the defect in the arrangement afterwards for supply made?
-It might partially, for a short time, until other supplies came in.

8312. After that was made up, did the defective arrangements con-
tinue ?-Yes.

8313. Where is Armstrong now ?-I could not tell; I have never
heard of him since the following year.

8314. That is not the Armstrong who was doing work on section 14 or
15 ?-No, lie was an American, I think; or ho may have been a Cana-
dian; but he came from the United States.

8315. Do you remember who was commissariat officer at the mouth
of the Pic ?-I do not; there were two of them at first, but who they
were I cannot remenber. If I heard their names I would, perhaps,
remember.

Left this work 8316. You say you left that work about )ecomber ?-About Novew-in December. ber or December; the latter end of November, or the beginning 0o
December. It was shortly before Christmas; it might have been two or
three weeks.

Track Survey.

Makes a track,
survey around

°orth end of Long
Lake.

8317. Then where did you go ? - I proceeded to make a track surveY,
according to instructions recoived from Mr. Rowan, around the north
end of Long Lake.

8318. How was that survey made ?-A rough survey, by taking
bearings with the compass and by pacing-counting the paces-or other-
wise, judging the distances as rapidly as possible-merely passing
through the country and taking notice of the character of the countlY.

8319. How were the heights taken ?-No levels were ascertained.

8320. Was a barometer carried ?-I had a barometer, but I took
no levels from it because I had nothing to check from, and it wasD not
considered necessary.
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8*21. Ihat would be calied a bare exploration, I suppose ?-Yes. A bare explora.

8322. How long were you engaged on that work ?-I think I arrived Arrives at edRLock, mouth orat Red Rock at the mouth of the Nipigon River at the end of February "''pgon River,
Or the beginning of March. en of February.

8323. What was the size of your party on that occasion ?-About Sizeorparty: ten.
eight or ten men.

8324. You had charge of the party ?-I had charge.
8325. Upon that occasion, did you say you started upon the height

of land, or about the height of land ?-Yes; about the height of land,Inear the north end of Long Lake.
8326. What was your arrangement about supplies on that occasion ? Arrangements

-I took certain supplies with me; but forwarded, previous to starting, for supplies.
three Indians with toboggans, loaded with supplies to be cached at the
Long Lake House-at the Hudson Bay post in Long Lake. 1 took
supplies with me from the mouth of the Pic to do me until I got there.

8327. Was that arrangement sufficient to carry you through with
Supplies until you finished the work?-It was.

Parly L.
8328. What was your next work on the Pacific Railway ?-I returned Returned to

to Ottawa, and on the lst July, returned to the Nipigon country again. Ottawa.

July,1972, In Nipi-8329. That would be July of 1872 ?-Yes; July of 1872. gon country
again.

8330. In what capacity did you return ?-In charge of a party.

8331. 'Do you remember the number or name of it ?-I think it was L.
8332. What was the size of that party ?-About thirty or thirty-five. iz ®f Party:

Worked froin.8333. From what point did you start work ?-From thirty miles from north-westof
the north-west corner of Lake Nipigon. jge Nigon *

Lake.
8334. Would that be towards the height of land ?-Yes; towards the

height of land.
8335. In what direction did you proceed ?-To Big Sturgeon Lake.

8336. What was the length of that work ?-Tt was sonewhere near Ninety miles,
ninety miles in length-tbat line-as well as I can remember. length or work.

8337. What was your arrangement for supplies ?-They were to be sappets.
sent up to the mouth of the Wabanoosb, which empties into Nipigon

ake-on the north.west corner of Nipigon Lake.
.8338. Then that was near the starting point of the work ?-It was

Within thirty miles of the starting point, 1 think.
8339. With whom were the arrangements made ?-With the com- capt. Robinson,

flissariat officer, Capt. R ,binson. ofncer.

8340. Where was bis station ?-He was stationed at the mouth of
ipigon River, at Red Rock. He was the head of the commissariat.
8e41. Were the supplies found at the point you expected them?-Y68.

8342. Was there any difficulty about supplies during that work ?-
I had a great deal of difficulty in getting them in, as my party
lot quite large enough.
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8343. So arrangements had been made for transporting provisions,
from the point which you have indicated, to the different points of
your work ?-The commissariat officer I had with me was supposed to
have them packed in, or to get thom in by some means. If wo came
across lakes they were supposed to bring them in by canoes.

8344. Thon was thore a commissariat officer attached to, or accom-
panyi ng your party ? -Yes, two of them; a man by the name of Cole,
and McDonald-Dancan McDonald, 1 think.

8345. Was their business to procure means ot transport from the
starting point, or this place near the starting point, to different points
on the line of work where supplies would be required ?-Yes.

8346. Did they fail to accomplish that ?-No ; I cannot say that they
failed, but the supplies were not blought in as rapidly as they should
have been. They did not altogother fail.

8347. Was the work performed satisfactorily by then ?-I do not
think it was. Not to my satisfaction.

8348. Did you make a complaint upon this subject?-I certainly
reported it.

8349. To whom ?-To the Assistant Engineer-in-Chief-at that time
Mr. Rowan.

8350. Where was ho stationed ?-He was not stationed at any parti
cular place as far as I can remember; ho was supposed to be ail over,
I think.

8351. lad ho no headquarters?-I think not; ho had no head-
quarters that I am aware of.

8352. Do you know whether ho received your complaint ?-I cannot
say.

8353. Did your complaint result in any improvement or in any
change ?-No; it did not, because ho may not have received it for
months afterwards. Communication was very bard to make.

8354. Did the work of your party become less effective on account
of the failure in your supplies that season ?-Yes; I think it did. I did
not get through that work until, I think, it was Christmas morning.

Work finished on 8355. Was that work intended to reach the work going on by anY
Chrnstmas one else ?-No; Mr. Jarvis had terminated there some months pre-
rnornlng. viously. It was not intended to connect with his line.
ChaTacter f
work: prelrnin-
ary survey wltb
transit and level.

Let ters of parties
sonetimes wrong

8356. What sort of examination would you call the work of that
season ?-A proliminary survey.

8357. Instrumental ?-Instrumental, with transit and level.

8358. Do you remeiber the letter or number of your party that sea-
son of 187; ?-I think it was what I already stated: L.

8359. In the same list I find C. James for 1872, and the
opposite your name. Do you know whether it is likely to be
-I do not think the letters are altogether followed out there.
one year that there were two or three K's.

letter 5
correct?
I know
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8860. After this work what was your next stop ?-I returned to Long Lake
Ottawa that winter, and aguin returned to Nipigon the following spring Ottawa.
and ran a lino from the north end of Lake Belen, towards the north Il n" f 187 nrtan
end of Long Lake. of Lake Helen to

north of Long
8361. That would be in the general direction of your exploration in Lake.

the Winter of 1871-72 ?-Yes.
8362. About how long was thit work-I mean in distance ? -About work done sixty

sixty miles of the line I ran. I think it was something nearly ]0 miles in length.
nliles; but we nover completed it.

8363. What kind of examination was that ?-An instrumental sur- Preniminary
vey-a preliminary survey. survey.

8364. Had there been any exploration of that particular line before
the instrumental survey, as far as you know ?-None but mine, that I

rn aware of.
8365. What distance was that fromyour own ?-I crossed it with my

track survey varions times; but it was along in the goneral direction.
It may have been run very far, though.

8366. Thon it was to some extent for the purpose of confirming your Object: to con-
previous work ?-Yos. prevnuseork.

8367. Were you in charge of the party ?-I was.
8368. What was the size of the party ?-About thirty or thirty-five. B.®eofarty:

8369. What was your arrangement for supplies that season ?-They Supplies.
Were brought in by the commissariat from Red Rock.

8370. Was Red Rock the base ?-It was the base of supplies.
8371. Had you a commissariat offiucer going with your party, or

accompanying it?-Yes.
8372. Do you remember who it was ?-I do not.
8373. Were the supplies brought in to your satisfaction during the

progress of that work ?-Yes.
8374. At what time did you end that work ?-Late in the fall, in

time to get out by the steamers.
8375. Did you go to Ottawa?-I did.
8376. Upon each of these occasions, upon your going to Ottawa, did Goes to Ottawa.

YOu do the office work connecte I with the field work of the previous
8eason ?-Yes; I made up al the plans and profiles.

• I. WILsoN's examination continued WILSON.
Fort Frances

By the Chairman :Supes.
8377. Will you produce your book of accounts, showing the aceount Books showing

With the Government?-Yes. (Book proluced.) oe"rnment.
8378. What is the amount of the first entry to crediti of Govern- First entr to

lirent?_81,7J8.3of2.yrn
et?-e,8.32. n 1,738.31-

8379. What was that for?-That was for the furnishings purchased
fror the Government, and then in stock.

KIRK PATRICK
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Supplie@. 83FO. Were they actually delivered at that time ?-They were de-
A&ccoint . livered at that time.

8381. Was a schedile made out ?-Yes; and regularly invoiced.

8382. Who certified to that on the part of the Government ?-Logan
and Thompson.

8383. Were prices attached to it ?-Yes.
Next Item to
credit o (ioven- S381. What is the rext item to credit of Government ?-$2,268.49.
ment 12,2U.491. 8383. At what date ?-That was August 31st.

Arrangement to
purchase the sup-
plies made wish
hautherand.

8386. What was the date of the previous item ?-In June 30th.
8387. Can you say about the time that the arrangement was made

that you should purchase those supplies ?-It would be along in JunO
some time.

63e8. With whom was the arrangement made ?--With Mr. Suther-
land, the superintendent.

8389. lIow does it happen that so late as August you should be able
to credit them with so large an amount as $z,200?-For the simple
reasou that they had some goods purchased in Ontario before the sale
was made, and those goods were on the way at the time; but I was to
take pos.session of them when they came.

S390. It was part of the arrangement that those goods of the kind
that you purchased were tô be ineluded in the sale made to you ?-Yes.

Goods taken over 8391. When they arrived, was there a schelule maie of those which
were scheduled
and priced. yon took over ?-Yes.

8392. With prices attached ?-Yes.

8393. IIow were the prices ascertained ?-From their invoices, I
suppose.

8394. Did you take any part in the ascertaining of those prices ?-I
did not.

8395. Then you do not know whether the same prices were fixed as
were >hown by their invoices ? -I suppose that they were; I bave no
reason to doutt that they were.

8196. You supposed that they were, but you did not know ?-Yes.

8397. You were willing to take their statement without looking at
the invoices to corroborate them ?-1 suppose I knew that they were
right, because 1 had seen the invoices before.

8398. Did you verify the prices by looking at the invoices, as far as
you remember?-As far as I remember I did; I cannot say that I did,
but the chances are that I did.

Si.36tocreditof 8399. What is the next item to the credit of the Government?
Government. -8131.36.
Asé;umedw
account. 8400. What was that for ?-That is for assumed accounts.

840 1. Do you mean that yon assumed the payment of some account
due to the Governmen,t ?-Yes.

8402. Whose was that ?-Edward McCroskie.
8403. What was the next item ?-812.34.
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. 8404. What was that for ?-That was an error in making up the supplie..
InvOice, of 82,268.49. Accouats.

8405. What was the next item ?-The next item is an item that
really should not appear here, because there is a cross-ontry for it. It
Was an item of $141 which was charged to the Department, but which
Sbould not be charged to Department, but should have been charged to
'he paymaster, and there is a cross-entry on the opposite side to cor-

esoýPnd with it. *
8406. That corrects the error ?-Yes.

Item t7A0.86 for8407. The next item ?-8540.86. trans irtin.o
8408. What was that for ?-Transporting supplies; transporting ,uppl
,1 15 lbs. of supplies.
8409. From what point ?-From the North-West Angle to Fort

prane
8410. ]By what means of transportation ?-By tug-boat; what they

e41t 1 udson Bay boat.
8411. Did you know what was the fair freightage at that time for
eh transportation ?-Yes ; an arrangement was made with Capt.
75 o-.Ile was the party who fixed the freight, and ho was to carry for
cts. a hundred, for other porsons, and for the Govornment.

8412. Thus the real understanding was that you paid the same rate
Was charged to other persons ?-Yes.

r 8 413. Did you, at any time, have any goods transported, for which Always paid
eight was not chargel to you ?-I had not. areh for hir.

.414. Were all dealings with you about such matters upon the same
is as with strangers ?-Yes.

o 415. Had you no advantage from dealing with any of the officers
ef th Government ?-No.

8416. Whose writing is this in the journal ?-It is mine.
84g $l,S50 for provi-

8417- What is your next item ?-My next item is $ 1,850. slons lent
8 418. What is that for ?-For provisions loaned to me by the wltness.
ePartment.

8419. Was that a quantity loaned at that particular time, or was it
le aggregate of many loans?-It was a regular invoice rendered to

eu t'y the Department of stores loaned to me up to that date at differ-

8420. It was not a loan on that particular occasion ?-No.

Do you know for %bat period this system of loans had been Durlng whole
oa bn ?--You mioht say it was during the whole time I was there- Per oaay ten

backwards and' forwards. existed.

8a 22. Then these were loans between the time you commenced to
a store of your own and the entry of that item ?-Yes.

8423. What date is that entry ?-May 31, 1878.
>er24. So that that would b the amount of the loans during the

of about eleven months ?-Yes.
e 25. From time to time, as those loans occurred, was any record

thom in your books ?-Coming in ?
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Supplies. 8123. Yes ?-I think there was; I kept a memorandum of them.
Account s.

8427. Where would that be ?-In an account of a petty-book; but
I of course expected the Government store-clerk to keep a straight
account of it.

8428. Did you compare the statement, furnished at the time that
this aggregate was given, with the statement which appeared in your
book about those loans ?-I think I did.

8429. Do you remember ?-1 do not remember.
8430. You think so because it would be likely, but you do not remel'

ber the circumstance ?-No.
8431. Who kept that statement on the part of the Government ?--

The Government clerk.
8432. Who was he ?-11r. L. R. Bentley would be the party at that

time, and Mr Logan, I suppose. Mr. Logan was the store-keeper, and
Bentley was his assistant.

8433. You are aware, I suppose, that there were rumours that you had
some advantage in the obtaining of those loans ?-Yes ; I am aware of
it.

8434. Have you that statement now of the item which you have c'e
dited ?-1 have not; it was furnished to me by the Department. I wil
just state that I came very near not having anything. When I left Fort
Frances I had no way of getting out I had my own dunnage, and had
to bring out my stuff in that way; and I had decided at one time to
throw away ail my books and papers, as I had no further use for thel;
but on second thought I picked up my books, and some of my accoullts
with my creditors, and brought them along, in order that if anything
arose I might be in a position to look at all of them. I wished
them at the bottom of the lake many a time.

8435. Then you have no record of that statement of loans ?.-NO;
have not; I have looked for it. I thought I had them, but I find I hae
not.

Item of loans 84.Th 9V3S
appeare as a lump 8436. The item is in a lump sum as it appears in your books ?-
sum.

843. Did I understand you corroctly, on a previous occasion, to saY
that you had never disposed of any live cattle which had at any time
been the property of the Government?-Yes. I will give you a state
ment of that after a time, if opportunity is allowed me.

8438. What is the next item ?-The next item is $5 which shOuld
not appear here. It is a mere cross-entry to correct a previous error
in my business. I think it was some cotton that was got out of the
store, and should have been charged to Thompson, the foreman, instea
of to the Department.

$102 42 credlted tooGovernment for 8439. What is the next item ?-The next item is $162.42.
transportation.

8440. What is that for ?-For transporting supplies from Barrie
station, on the Dawson route, to Fort Frances.

8441. By what means of transportation ?-By the Government tuk
8442. Is the price the regular price charged to strangers ?--I do Dot

think at that time there was any freighting done for strangers at al.
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8413. Is it a fair price ?-It is a fair price. The way it was arrived supplues.
at was by charging the time of the men and expense and making up Acc*unts.

the freight in that way. It was made by Thompson, the foreman oïtho rice, a fair price,
works.

8444. Is that item the whole charge of the Govern ment, or is it after
naking a deduction for something that you did for them ?-It is atter

mfaking a deduction of three loads of freight that I paid for to the Depart-
Ment from Thunder Bay to Shebandowan.

8145. So that your whole allowance for the work donc for you is
m're than the amount of $162?-Yes ; $207.42, I think it is.

8446. What is the next item ?-The next item is $341.56, an Assumedaccount.
assumed account, the same as the one before.

8447. What is your next item ?-The next item is $5.50-which is
asirmilar transaction to the one mentioned before-some tobacco that
was got by Mr. Oliver and charged to the Department, instead of being
charged to him directly.

8448. So that this entry is to correct a previous error ?-Yes.
8449. The,next item ?-It is for $262.13. $262.13 for frelght.

8450. What is that for ?-That is for freight.
8451. Between what points ?-Transportation of 7,000 lbs. of supplies

frorm Savanne, a station on the Canadian Pacifie, to Fort Frances Lock,
and also the transportation of 23,492 lbs. of freight from the North-
WestAngle to Fort Frances, at 75 ets., making a total of 8398.69, less
an account of Capt. Wylie's of 836.53.

83452. Why did you deduct Capt. Wylie's account from the credit
.f the Government ?-The Government owed Capt. Wylie at that

time, and I was coming away from Fort Frances at the time and could
not See Capt. Wylie, and I just turned the account over to the Depart-
mnent.

845'. Was that consented to by Mr. Sutherland, or any one on behalf
of the Government ?-Yes; by the foreman.

8454. Were these prices for transportation the usual prices allowed
for the same work ?-They were the same as other parties were getting
it done for.

8455, What is your next item ?- $22.26. =.f26 for supplies

8456. For what ?-For supplies loaned me. It is a small account the
Ioernment had against me for supplies before I left there.

8457. The next item and the last is $1,296.17; what is that for ?- $1,296.17 cheque
That is a cheque received by me from the Department at Ottawa to trom ePartment

blnce my account, and is the only sum I ever received from the account.
bepartment.

8458. What items have you on tho debit side of this account ?--For
UpPlies furnished the Department.

845". What is the total amount of your charges against the Govern- am t fi
oIent during the period that you were interested in the store on your charges agalnst

Government
account, at the Locks ?-$8,778.92. made by witness

8460. For what is the bulk of these charges ?--It is for, I suppose, w athlekeepi ,
3ppes.
34
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8461. What sort of supplies ?--They would be blankets, sheeting, and
provisions, and whatever they required that I had that they purchased
from me-butter, sugar, and things of that kind.

8462. Were these articles fu-nished to the Government principally
at one transaction, or, from time to time, in many transactions ?-Fromf
time to time, as they required them.

,463. And at what time would you make the entries of these
articles ?--At the time that they took place.

8464. Did you keep a day-book or a blotter ?---I kept a journal.
8465. Was that the first book in which entries were made ?---I had

a petty book,- but as I had to attend to all the business myself, I could
not enter it up in my regular books except at night.

8466. But from what would you get the items to make the entries
at night ?-From what they call the blotter.

8467. Did you find, either in your journal or your blotter, founda-
tions for every entry which you have in your ledger?--I did.

8468. And the entries which now appear in the ledger, are all the
results of these items, which are first of all charged by you either in
your journal or in your blotter ?---.Yes.

8469. Would these goods for which you have charged the Govern-
ment be furnished directly from you to the agent of the Government,
or would they, sometimes, be furnished to other individuals ?--They
would be furnished by me directly. The only party that would geot
them would be the forem-n or the store-keeper.

8470. These were not furnished to the labourers for the Govern-
ment ?-No; they would not accept a transaction of that kind at all.

8471. And ail this merchandize, you say, passed through somne
agent of the Government-either the clerk, or the store keeper, or the
foreman of the works ?-It could not be done in any other way. it
would not be allowed.

8472. Have you the blotter ?-I have not. I thought I had, but I
cannot find it. It was in the bouse last winter.

8473. Did you keep your books by single entry ? -By double entrY.
8474. Did you transfer the items from your blotter into your jour-

nal before they were posted ?-Most of them I did, unless I was much
hurried.

8475. Would you sometimes post direct from your blotter to your
ledger ?-No; never.

8476. Then all enries must first have gone into some intermediate
book ?-Yes; into the journal.

8477. Then are there entries in your journal for every item whilh
appears in the ledger?-Yes; there are entries in the journal for every
item that appears in the ledger.

8478. These items which are charged to the Government under the
name of merchandize would probably have a corres nding entrY
to the credit of the merchandize aciount?-They woul in lump sum
for the whole number of the accounts at the end of the month. It
would not be for that single entry.
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8479, But would not that entry be divided up so as to show each Accounts.
acCOunt to which merchandize would be charged ?-Merchandize would

entered with the whole month's transaction.
8480. Please look at page 34 of your journal, and say whether the Item $35160.

Plarticulars of this amount of $351.60 are entered there?-They are.
8481. On the 30th of June, 1878, you appear to have charged an item 3,44o.i no detalns

tf ,440.81 to the Government ; are you able to show the details of
that Charge now ?-I am not.

8492. Why not ?-Because it is not entered in detail. The details
"ere furnished to the Department.
. 8483. Your journal entry from which this was made shows three Explanations re-
terns, one of which is $3,165.55: is that the transaction of which you ga n Iem

are not able to give the details now ?-Yes.
8484. How do you say that amount was arrived at ?-It was entered
' Y blotter and invoicos furnished to the Dopartment.

8485. Do you remember what it was composed of ?-Supplies.
8486. Of what sorts ?-Of all kinds.
8487. That would probably be the supplies for one mronth ?-No ;

loger than that. I may state that at first I did not think it would be
necessary to enter all this in the regular books, because it would be
entered in the Departmental books-these loan transactions; but I was
IIformed by Mr. Sutherland, or the book.keeper, that it would be
neoessary, therefore I had to make the entry in my books to correspond

Pih theirs.
8488. Do you mean that they had entries of the same items, amount-

"lg to this S3,165.55, in their books ?-Yes.

8489. And you made yours to correspond with theirs ?-With the
Recount I had rendered them.

8490. Do you mean, that at first you did not keep this in your books
f al ?-I kept it always in my books; that is, I did not enter it up in-

7nY Journals at regular times ; that is, in this way, I did not enter the
etailed items in the journal.

8191. Was this item principally for goods loaned to them, as you Principaly foroQ"derstand ?-Yes; it would be principally for goods loaned to them- goods ent.
b"pplies.

8492. Are we to understand that this charge of $3,165.55 is not for
tO"a delivered after the time of your last previous entry against the

delernmient ?-I could not say just exactly during what time that was
delivered.

8493. Are we to understand that at some time you male up an entry Further explana-
'0P0sed of goods that had been furnished for a long time previous? tion.

0'ý_tght have been furnished for a couple of manths or so, or perhaps

8494. And that during thoso two months you had made other entries
frngt the Government, but had not carried up those entries ?-Yes;

sir taince, I tried as fer as possible to keep there, what we call dry
1 dids and such things as that, a separate entry from the loan account.

that for the purpose of being able to see what would have to pass
34
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back and forward between us-what I would have to return to them, or
they would have to return to me, as the case might 1e.

8495. Was this item based upon loan transactions principally ?-I
think it wvas, to the best of my recollection.

How charges 496. When you charged the Government with these articles which
were made w lien
goods were you say were loaned and not sold out-and-out, at what prices would
loaned. you charge them ?-If I remember correctly, I think the first account

was rendered against me by the Department for supplies loaned to me,
and in return i would charge iust the same price as they charged me,
whatever it was, for any particular article. They charged me higher
than 1 was in the habit of selling myseif in several cases, and. of course,
when I was returning 1 would charge them at the same prices; but
there are things I would charge my regular retail prices for, and
generally lower than were charged by the Department.

8497. Do you know what was the result of this interchange of goods:
was the balance in your favour or against you? -No; I think that the
sum paid me would be principally for othergoods outside of thesupplies
altogether, sucli as furnishings.

On loan account 8498. Thon do you say that on the loan account by itself the balancO
ane Vee an was not in your favour ?-I think it was about ev'en. It was intended

witness and <Gov- that whatever was borrowed should be returned. Sometimes they couldertiment even. not return the same articles, and sometimes I could not return the saie
articles, but it was allowed on something else.

8499. In giving the Government credit I think you mentioned One
item as a loan account ?-Yes.

8500. Is that because the details of that item were obtained from the
Government by way of loan ?-Yes.

8501. Have you a similar entry on your side, that is, a loan account
as distinguished from a sales account ?-No; i looked upon the provi-
sions as generally a loan account.

8502. Does your charge against them for goods which you at first
intended to be loaned include anything more than provisions ?-OnlY
provisions.

This Item of 8503. Then do you think that this item of $3,165.55 is principally for
S3,16&M.5prinolpil. n ?Pi
ly for provisions. provisions ?-Principally for provisions. I think it is all. I should saY

that it is all provisions.
8504. Did you keep in your ledger a separate account for merchandize

account ?-Yes.
8505. Did these transactions with the Government result in a large

credit to that account in your opinion ?-It would to the amount of the
credit of whatever was given out to them-both debit and credit.

8506. But I mean balancing in the account between the prices Yo"
paid for goods and the prices at which the Government bought the'
have you any means of ascertaining from your own book whether
those transactions with the Government resulted in a large credit to
your merchandize account ?-It should not, because the prices were tbe
same from both parties. The prices that they would charge me for
loan account would be precisely the same as my charges against theJ'

8507. Do you say that this item of $3,165.55 is for items which a
not included in other charges made by you against the Governmlent'
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'It is not included in any other charges against the Government. It U"PP"tu.

Would not be there if so. 1 arn positive it was not. Acc°unt""

8508. Do yon know what became of that invoice which was made Thinks Depart-
"P, showing the details of that entry?-I think the Department must ivolleshowine
have it.. details orthis

entry.
8509. Did you wind up your business at the Locks before you wound up bus!-

removed ?-Yes. ness at Locks
before coming

8510. Disposing of all your goods ?-Yes. away,

85 W. Did you credit your merchandize account with the proceeds
of the final sale of goods ?-I did.

8512. Had the Government any part in that transaction ?-The
Overnment had no part in it.
8513. How long were you in business at the Locks?-I.t would be

fromu about the itstof July, when I got opened up in 1877, and I left there
in the beginning of August, 1878.

8514. About thirteen months altogether ?-Yes. nbusiness

8515. When you started, did you get much stock from other sources
besides what you bought from the Government ?-I did a large amount.

8515J. Have you any objection to say-I am not sure that we are
a together empowered to ask you this-about how much you hadilnvested upon the whole there ?-I do not know as I could without
figuring up the amounts, but I have no objection to show you my
creditors accounts, which will give you some idea.

8516. I do not want to -sk you for al the particulars of your Refusestosay
ildebtedness, I only mean to ask, for instance, whether your mer- ehanld mer-*u
Chaldize account on the whole showed a considei able profit ?-I do shows a consider-

iot think I am justified in answering it. able profit.

8511. You are justified, but you are not bound to state it ?--I do not
feel bound to let you know.

8518. Do you mean to say that you do not wish to let us know ?-
o); I do not wish to let you know.
8519. You understand that I am r.ot pressing you about it ?-Cer-

8520. Do you think that you would be able to give us the particulars
of this large item ?-I think I can.

8521. Have you found the details of the entry of $3,165.55 which Details of above
We Were liscussing before recess ?-I have. rolucer

8522. Can you produce it ?--I can. (Statoment producel.)

f523. This is in your letter-book, and appears to have been copied

fGomn another paver ? --It is a copy from the statement furnished to the
Gvernment. i prefer to give you a copy rather than leave the letter-

bOok, and you can compare it. Ai the goods
8524. According to these particulars all the items of this sun were agaihnstthsla ge

by you during the month of June, 1878 ?-Yes. month o Janne,
8525. What is your account of such a large transaction happening
one month ?-The Government were short of supplies and wanted
ea Sppies returned, and I had bought these supplies on purpose to
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8526. Do you mean that you had been getting new goods at that
time ?-Yes.

8527. Ani these items were selected from your new stock ?-Yes.
8528. The quantities appear to be almost wholesale quantities; for

instance, one barrel of currants and other items in large quantities ?-
Yes.

8529. At what price did you charge those lage quantities? At
retail price or somothing like wholesale prices ?-Something like
wholesale prices.

8530. " Currants, 15 ets.;" would that be near the wholesale price ?
-Yes; taking freight into consideration.

8531. Would the costs and charges amount to about that sum ?--
Yes; pretty near it.

8532. "Oatmeal at 8 ets.;" what were you sclling it for retail at
that time ?-10 cts or 12 cts. That had to be bought hore, and
bought pretty high, and freight paid on it.

8533. What was your retail price for axes ?-There we used to gOt
$2 lor them.

8534. Do you remember your retail price for nails ?-It was accord-
ing to where we purchased them, they ranged from 12 ets. to 25 ets.

8535. By the keg ?-They ranged about 10 ets. to 12 ets. by the keg.

Currants charged
]5ets.

Oatmeal 8 ets.

Nalls 9 ets a lb.
by the keg.

In fairness, prices
charged witness
by Government
should be coin-pared wlth hi$
prices.

AnIeged mis-
conduct

Fxplanatory
taterentras to

certain rumours.

8536. You charge 9 ets. here. Was that intended to be about the
whclesale price ?-Yes ; 25 ets. was the common price at Fort
Frances for nails, that is what the B.udson Bay Co. charged for them.

8537. Would the Swan River prices be anything like the Fort
Frances Lock prices ?-I do not know where Swan River is. In coi-
paring these prices it would be necessary to cômpare them with the
prices that the Government charged me for those same goods. TheY
must correspond, as it would not be fair if they charged me one price,
and I should not be allowed to charge them the same.

8538. You will please furnish us with a copy of this statement at
your convenience ?-I will.

8539. Is there any other matter connected with the Pacifie Railway,
or the Fort Frances Lock, on which you wish to give cvidence ?-I have
a statement that I would like to make in reference to some rumours
which are circulated, which the Commission have not touched Upon
at all, and I would like to state that before the furnishing departnlit
of the Government store was offered to me it was offered to two othor,
namely, S. H. Fowler, of Fort Frances, lumber merchant; also John
Logan, store-keeper for the Department at Fort Frances; and it was
only after their refusal that it was mentioned and offered to me. It
was rumoured that the building occupied by me as a store at Fort
Frances belonged to the Department, and that I paid no rent fir the
sane. The buildings actually occupied by me : firet during the month
of July-my first month in business-I occupied a building belofongfg
to D. Cameron, of Kincardine; from the lst July until the day I
Fort Frances, I occeupied a building belonging to S. H. Fowiler, lumber
merchant, Fort Frances. Do tb Coinmissioners wish to see the entrieS
in that ?
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8510. No ?-Tn reply to an extract from a letter fron the Hon. John """"''-
Schultz, Winnipeg, to the Hon. Dr. Tupper, Minister of Railways, Alieg.d ,'s-
dated Russell Hlouse, Ottawa, 17th December, 1878, as follows:-
"Supplies for works were purchased largely from Wilson, said to be
apartner of Sutherland's. Wilson had alil his supplies carried free by
Alloway's trains, to the North-West Angle, and thence to Fo t Fran-
Ces by the Government steamer: " I dosire to state that this statement
i8 false, and totally void of truth.

8541. Do I understand that you wish to show that you 1 aid other
persons, not employed by the Government, for carrying freight fron
Winnipeg to the North-West Angle ?-I do.

8542. What evidence do you wish to produce ?-I produce the receipts
Of W. F. Alloway, freighter, and also the entries in my books, made at
the time the transaction occurred.

8543. About what amount do you find that yon paid altogether for Patd 3MOO for
freighting between those two points, to persons not connected with the freighting.
Government ?-I paid about $3,000.

8544. And no person connected with the Government transported
any of those goods free of charge, either between these two points or
any other points ?--No. It was also stated that the cattle sold by me
at Fort Frances belonged to the Government; I wish to show W. F.
Alloway's receipt for five head of cattle. 1 also state that I purchased The cattle sold by
two head of cattle from Capt. Wylie, of the North-West Angle, one witness purchas.
fromu S. H. Fowler, of Fort Frances, and one from one Frank Thomp- ac"o On
80n. There is also an extract from a letter from one W. S. Volume to
the lion. Mackenzie Bowell, dated Cross Lake, 14th December, 1878:
" I also charge Mr. Sutherland with buying cattle in Winnipeg and
sending them to Fort Frances. I can prove that those cattle
Were killed on their arrival there, and part of them sold by Wilson to
residents in Fort Frances." I desire to state that this is wholly false and
devoid of truth in every part, as I am in a position to prove where my
eattle were purchased, and to show that it will correspond with the
beef sold by me while at Fort Frances to residents. In conclnsion, I
might also state that it was rumoured that the men employed by the
Dlepartment were forced to purchase from me, and that I took advan- The charge that
tae of their position and made them pay for it. I amn satisfied thhte
this rumour did not originate with the men who purchased from me, workmen by witu
and I am quite prepared to have the prices chargod at Fort Frances ness unfounded.

Compared with the prices at Winnipeg at that time; and more, it was
known and given out by Mr. Suther land that should com plaints of over.
charges be made, he would be at liberty to re-open the Government
Store. I had also to agree that my books should, at all times, be open
to the inspection of Mr. Logan, the paymaster, and abo of Mr. Thomp.
bon, the foreman. No complaints were made and no fault was found
With any of the accounts, and each and every account with the men
9as kept and rendered in detait to them. I may state, Mr. Commis.
Sioner, that J feel that this statement should be made in order to satisfy
the Commission that I am qdite prepared to give any information that

can.

8545. You have read extracts from letters of which we had noknow-
ledge, and we are glad to hear your explanation of these points. Upon
the subject of some of them we touched generally in our questions, but
We COuld not go into the details, because we were not aware of the
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suppl1es. details to the same extent that you were ?-These were furnished by
the Department to Mr. Sutherland just before the investigation which
took place under the Hon. Walter R. Bown and Mr. Alexander Me
Arthur, of Winnipeg.

Theinvestigation 8516. Do you know whether that investigation was based upon evi-
made by M essrs.
Bown and Mc- dence under oath ?-It was not. I could not say as far as every one i8
Arthur neces- concerned.
rftrily not
exhaustive. 8547. Was it obtaining information fron those persons only Vho

would voluntarily give it?-I could not tell.
8548. You understand that, they had no power to make witnesse

appear who did not wish to appear ?-No.
8549. So that their sources of information were voluntary state-

ments from persons who made them ?-I think so, and from parties-
who knew nothing about it; and they did not try to get it from parties
who were in the position to know.

8550. You have produced these receipts, showing that you have pakl
for cattle purchased on your own account, and that you have paid
for freights to persons not connected with the Government; theY
establish your assertions on that subject, and you are at liberty to
retain those receipts if you wish ?-It is my wish. I would not carer
only there may be another investigation; this is the second or third
one.

Amount of pur- 8551. Is there anything further that you wish to say ?-I was asked
chases frona - k 'nf

quarters outside to state, before recess, in round numbers, what was the amount of y
Government: purchase from other parties, independent of the Department ?-1 aynfYk25,oO. state that it was about $25,000.

8352. Do you remember whether, in making Vour entries connected
-with the business, you charged your merchandize account with the
expenses of carrying on the busine, or only with the costs and
charges on the goods themselves ?-The expenses of carrying on the
business, certainly.

8553. Then any profit or balunce to the credit of the merchandize
account would be the profit of the business ?--Of course; it would not
show my own private personal expenses.

8554. Would your own time, in the shape of a salary, be charged in'

Merchandize the business?-No; nothing connected with myself personally.
acoounts show 8555. Then your merchandize account if any balance is to its creid$',profits of business -i . î-~ ~ Io oi
leaving value of shows the profit of the husiess, except in so far as the value of YO
wltness's Lime
out ofaccount. time is concerned ?-Yes.

KIRKPATRICK
Exploratory WM. W. KIRKPATIICK'S examination cotitinuedSurvey-
Lac de Mimle

LacoHeight By the Chairman:-
of Land, ogrt gFrances. 8556. What was your first work after fhe fall of 1873?-I was in t

1874, surveyor office during the winter, and then made a survey of the Fire Steel River
fSm orth-west from the north-west corner of Lac des Mille Lacs to the hoight of land

eLac todese Mheght for the purpoEe of seeing whether it could be utilized for brir gilg in
olland. plant and p-ovisions for the furtherance of the Canadian Pacifie

way. After that was completed I proceeded to Fort Frances.
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La ds mille
8557. First of all as to that, do you know how long you were engaged Laroegat

lIpon that snrvey ?-About six weeks. It was in connection with the raSa Pot
Other work of that season. It was ail under the same instructions. I surveys the sana
Proceeded to Fort Frances and made a survey of the Sand Island River .dain a Rveo
north to where the present line now crosses at the Orangoutang Lake, I thence to Wab1i-
think, and then down the Wabigoon River to Wabigoon Lake, and down h ough Maniton
tbrough Manitou, and back to Fort Frances. d back to Fort

8558. That work,.as I understand it, would have no connection in Exploratory sur-
any location of the line ?-No; it was an exploratory survey made ® e with
With Rochon's micrometer.

8559. Was it made principally for the purpose of finding Unes of
transport ?-Yes; and also to see the character of the country, as no
exloratory survey had been made before then through that country.

8560. What time was occupied in making these surveys ?-The whole
%eason.

8561. Until abDut what time in the fall ?-At out the middle of
October.

8562. Were you in charge of the party ?-I was.
8563. What size party ?-I think I had thirteen men and one Size of partY:

assistant. thirteen.

ý561. Was it necessary to have any commissariat officer with you
11Pon your expedition ?-No.

No trouble about8565. Was there any trouble about supplies that season ?-No ; suppies. These.fulrnished them myself. attended to by
witness.

8566. Do you mean that you bought what supplies you considered
'ecessary and the Government paid for them?-Yes.

8567. Upon your own responsibility ?-No; by instructions.
8568. But I mean as to the quantities of supplies and prices ?-Yes.
8569. You provided what you considered necessary ?-Yes.
8570. About how many miles did you survey thatseason ?-It might

have been 300 or 400 miles. It is pretty hard to answer without
caling it. I made ahl the calculations afterwards in the office, but I

really forget. It might have been 300 or 400 miles.
8571. What were the modes of transport principally used that season ?

ý-Canoes altogether, and portages. I followed the water courses as much
a Possible, finding out the portages myself.

8572. Then, after October, 1874, did you go to Ottawa as usual ?-
Yes.

Extent of survey
romi 300 to 40

miles.

Goes to"Ottawa,
October, 1b74.

8573. Did you do the office woîk connected wit. this field-work ?- Piininary

East and west
trom Wabi-
goon.

8574. What was the next work ?-I ran a preliminary line the next 1875, rellminary
Une from Wabi-

n811 from Wabigoon, east and west. goon east and

8575. Were you in charge of the party ?-I was.

8576. What was the size of the party ?-Between thirty and forty. Size ofparty.

77. What was the nature of the survey ?-During the summer a forty.
miary survey.
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Eat and wext
fram Wabi-
goo.

Supplies.
8578. With a view to locating a line ?-Yes.
8579. What was your arrangement that season for supplies ?-The

commissariat officer had charge of forwarding all supplies thatseason-
Mr. Bethune.

8580. From what point ?-Thunder Bay.
8581. Had you any commissariat officer attached to your party

Yes.
8582. Was there any difficulty about supplies that season ?-Not

du ring the summer.
8583. Later ?-During the winter there was, but that was another

survey.
FInIshed Furvey 8584. About what time did you finish this survey ? -I think it was
Ocwber, 185. about the lst of October.

8585. That would be October, 1875 ?-Yes.
8586. Up to October, 1875, had there been any trouble about supplies

during that year ?-Nothing of any consequence.
Railway Loca-tien- 8587. Then, after October, 1875, what was the next work, either i'

eaanigo2. the office or in the field ?-I received instructions to run a line from
Runs Une from the north end of Manitou Lake to Sturgeon Falls, and during the time
north of Manitou I was getting ready to make that survey at Fort Frances, i received
Falls. other instructions-to abandon that line and go on and locate the 1iDe8
Instruted to from Wabigoon east, which was done during the winter, from Thunderloeate lie from
Wabigoon east- Lake to the crossing of the Little Wabigoon River, near where the
ward to Wabl-
goon Eiver. present line crosses.

8588. Was it to locate the lino as now adopted, or the one that you'
had previously surveyed ?-To locate my previous line as nearly as
possible, or-to make a trial location.

Fngaged nt this 8589. How long were you engaged on that?-Until about March-
until March, 1876. I think the following March.

8590. Were you in charge of the party ?-I was.
tize of party: be 8
tween thirty and 859 1. What size party ?-Between thirty and forty.

Lert without
snow shoes, to-
bogg ansand
w nr clothing,

,for winter
survey.

8592. Do you remember what your arrangement was for supplies
during the winter? -The same as they had been during the summer.
The commissariat officer was supposod to furnuish me with all that was
necessary.

8593. And was Thunder Bay the base of these supplies ?-I suppOSe
it was.

8594. With whom did you communicate if you wished to discuss the
matter of supplies ?-The commissariat officer.

8595. With yon ?-The commissariat officer immediately under m8

and the commissariat officer at Fort Frances, who of course con-"
nicated with Mr. Bethune of Thunder Bay.

8596. Did you have any difficulty about supplies ?-I had at the
Leginning of the winter.

8597. What was it ?-It is impossible to mako a winter surveY
without snow shoes, toboggans, winter clothing, tenta and things ofthat
kind. I was not furnished with any of these things.

5.8
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8598. Was any arrangements made for protecting you ?-I believe t
SDow shoes were sent up, but they did not arrive in time. They were
frozen in on the way up.

8599. And those other articles that you mention, how did you procure Snow shoes and
tboggans madethem ?-l made them and bought them. I made over forty pairs of to party.

$Dow shoes and thirty toboggans. Canvass, 1 think, was sent up to
mnake one tent, or it might have been two.

8600. How did you manage about protecting the rest of the party ?
-I bad the old tents, and I had to send in bore for a skin tent, and I

think a stove or two.

8601. Was the work of the party delayed by the absence of these
Supplies ?-I could have returned immediately to the ground when I
Cane down if I had had the supplies on hand, whereas I did not start
Until the week before Christmas.

8602. What difference did it make in the time of finishing your
Weork ?-I do not think it really made any difference because the work
I would have done during that time would have been thrown away.
As I informed you, the instructions I received afterwards were to
abandon the line between the north end of Manitou and Sturgeon Falls
and make a trial location of the line east from Wabigoon.

8603. Then the time that was lost was while you were preparirg to
do this work which was afterwards abandoned and not done at all ?-
'Yes.

Considerabletirne
lost In conse-
quence.

8604. After you commenced upon the work which was done, was
there any trouble about supplies ?-No; not that I remember.

8605. That brought you down to about March, 1876; where did you March. 1576, went

go then ?-I went down to Ottawa md Winnipeg. to Ottawa.

8606. How long did you remain there ?-It could not have been very M lway Loca-

long, as I think I was placed on construction in May or June, lb76. Contract No.15.

8607. What construction was this ?-The construction of ceontract 15.
Assistant engt-

8608. In what capacity ?-I was assistant engineer. neer, contract ,
June, 1876. In

8609. Did you take charge of a sub-section ?-Yes. charge ofsub.

8610. What was the number of that ?-No. 2, I suppose they call it.

8611. Numbering from the east?-Yes.
8612. Who had charge of No. 1 ?-Mr. Fellowes.
8313. What was the length of his section ?-Nine miles.

8614. And of yours?-Nine miles. Nine miles lengtli

8615. So that yours would be the second section from the end of 15?
"-Yes; from Rat Portage crossing.

8616. Was that before the contract was let ?-I think se.

8617. At what time do you understand that the constr uction corn-
tnences as distinguishel fromi surveys or location ?-I should say when
the cOntractor went to work.

8618. Then did you go there as engineer upon the construction es
early as you mention-June, 1876 ?-I went there as assistant engineer
to assist in locating the final location.
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8619. But it was before the contractor was there ?-Yes. There is
a difference made between preliminary surveys and actual construction
surveys.

8620. Then you were at work before the contract was let ?-Yes.
8621. What work did you do that season ?-I located the lino fromu

about station 300 to station 730, under instructions from the Divisiou
Engineer.

8622. Who was the Division Engineer ?-Mr. Carre.
8623. Will you describe the nature of the work which you did ?-[

took the instrument myself, the transit, and received instruction fron
the Division Engineer, Mr. Carre, as to what curves and what lines f
was to run. After the lines were run I had to cross-section them.

By Mr. Kee fer:-
8624. There are two lines marked on the location survey, which ot

these did you run first ?-[ could scareely answer that question because
the lino has been changed in so many places.

By the Chairnan
8 Did you say that you cross-sectioned the line over the distance

which you located it ?-No; only from station 480, my own nine miles.
It was afterwards divided up into nine-mile sub divisions-into four
sub-divisions of nire miles each-and I had one of them. I cross-
sectioned that from station 480 to 950.

8626. That was during the season of 1876 before the contract was
let?-I do not know. I do not know when the contract was let.

8627. The contract wns let in January, 1877 ?-Well, that was before
the contract was let.

8628. Did you cross-section it thoroughly or only at some difficult
points ?-I cioss-sectioned the whole of it. l

8629. That is the whole nine miles ?--Yes; I cross-sectioned the
whole nine miles for preliminary cross-sections, that was belore the
contractor commenced.

8630. How do you record the cross-sectionings as it is done from day
to day ?-Either in the level book or it is reduced in the field and
taken plus and minus from the centre lino.

8631. If taken plus and minus from the centre line, would you record
each day the result of the cross-sectioring mere'y ? I mean would you
record in some book the quantities which would be the result of the
cross-sectioning ?-We would not take out quantities of those cross-
sections until afterwards.

8632. Then you would only record data from which at sone future
time quantities might be arrived at?-Yes,

8633. Then when you say that you cross-sectioned that nine mile5

that season, do you mean that you arrived at data from which a sub-
sequent calculation would give quantities ?--I recorded the figures froIn
which the quantities were taken.

8634. Did you take any part in making the calculation and arriving
at the quantities afterwards ?-From those cross-sections I did.
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8635. Would that be in the winter following or was it done during Remembers for-

the season of the field work, or do you remember ?-1 cannot remember warding to Carre

very well. It may have been in the office here. I remember forward- after theywere
lflg my cross-sections after they were plotted. plotted.

8636. That would be data for quantities ?-Yes.
8637. Do you remember where you forwarded them ?-To the Divi-

'ion Engineer. Mr. Carre.
8638, Where would he be at that time ?-Ie might have been on the

line or he might have been in Winnipeg. I rather thiuk I sent theni
in with Mr. Fellowes, who was going in at the time.

8639. Do you remember what time of the year that would be ?-I
do not.

8640. What is your opinion upon these matters: whether those parti-
cular cross-sections of yours were used in arriving at the quantities
Which were offered to parties tendering fbr the work ?-It could not
have been. They had not time to make out the quantities, I think. I
think the tenders must have been out long betore that.

8641. Then, according to your opinion, tenders were asked for, and Tenders were
any quantities which were given to tenderers were so given before this aky®d niforedata of yours could be made use of?-Before any data of mine could base3 on data of

witness couldbe made use of. have been had.
8642. Do you know whether, before you procured this data for quan-

tities by cross-sectioning, any one else had procured similar or any other
data from cross-sectioning for that portion of the line ?-No cross-sec-
tions had been taken previously that I am aware of. They may have
been, but if so, I am not aware of it. I think not.

8643. About what time did the field work end that season ?-The Field work ended
field work ended in Novembor, I think. in Novenber.

8644. Iid you remairr in that locality during that winter ?-I did.
8645. Did you do any office work connected with this season's field

Work ?-1 did.
8646. Where ?-In the house that we built that winter at Ostersund

Station.

8647. What was the nature of your winter's work ?--Reducing and Winter nt
Plotting cross-sections, and making plans and profiles of the line. sections and

8648. About what time would that work be finished so as to be mado ng profles.
le Of ?-Use of in what way ?

8649. I mean to furnish contractors with particulars, or anything of
that kind ?-Well, it was being carried on all the time. For instance,
to mnake a profile of the line it only required a short time-a week.

8650. Did you furnisb a profile to any person within that time ?-
Within a week after getting through ?

8651. Yes ?-No; I think not. I do not think I was called upon to Not called on to
Qrfislh a profile until after the contractor went to woriL in February, arter contractor1877. had gone to work

February, 1877.
8652. Would that profile be the first, in your opinion, which was
ade of that particular portion of the line ?-No; it was the first of

tat line, but provious linos had been run-centre lines--perhaps
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to within a foot or two in some instances and some ten feet, but not
the final location. It was the first profile of the final location.

8653. As to quantities, when were these ascertained so as to be
made available after you had done the work in the field, and the office
work necessary to follow it ?-I think during the spring.

8654. That would be the spring of 1877 ?-l think so.
8655. Have you any reason to think that quantities ascertained from

cross-sections had been a<cortained before the spring of 1877 upon the
portion of the lino to which you allude ?-No; i have not.

8656. Do these remarks apply merely to the nine mile sub-section
or to a longer distance ?-Only to my own work, the nine miles.

8657. Was there any particular portion of that nine miles which
required more than usual attention, or which was more than usually
difcult for construction ?-No; I think not. It was all pretty difficult.

8658. What was the gencral character of the work ?-It was a very
rough, rocky region-shores of lakes along which a line passed at a
certain elevation. I do not think there was any part of it that was
more difficult than any other of the thirty-six miles.

8659. Are there any very heavy fills on that nine miles ?-Yes;
there is one very heavy fill at the crossing of Lake Deception, about
station 795.

8660. lis the line, as now constructed, upon the line which yon
located at that time over that spot ?-Not altogether. Not more than
half of it, I suppose.

8661. Has the deviation diminished the quantity of the work in your
opinion ?-Yes.

By Mr Keefer:-
8662. The grade is vory high there ; has that been reduced since ?-

No; it has not.
By the Ch'iirman

8663. Was it part of your duty to ascertain the nature of the founda-
tion for the work 7 1 mean the kind of support which it would have,
whether earth, or rock, or muskeg ?-Yes; if the Division Engineer
gave me instructions to do so.

8664. Did he give you such instructions ?-In some cases lie did.
8665. I am speaking of this particular place ?-Not that 1 remember

of.
8666. Do you remember whether you did test the bottom ?-I

remember applying at one time, or asking for boring tools or something
to sound with.

8667. Did you get them ?-No.
8668. Then did any soundings take place ?-No.
8669. Did you form your estimate of quantities without being able tO

ascertain the kind of foundation ?-Yes; I took it from the depth of
the water which is twenty feet.

867*0. Can yon say what the depth has turned out to be which ws
required to be fillea ?-No; no soundings were ever taken properlY.
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We tried afterwards to sound and could get no solid bottom at twenty
feet below the water.

8671. S- that that would be forty feet below the surface of the water ?

t' 8672. Are you able to say now at what depth there is a solid founda-
On ?-No

-By Mr. Keefer
8673. However, it is fillel in ?-Yes.

lBa1Iwa] cou.a
struction-

contract N. 15.

Cannot say at
what depth below
water there is a
solid foundation.

By the Chairman -
8674. H[as the filling given way ?--Not now.
8675. Has it during the progress of the work given way ?-Yes ; it Filling gave way

gave Way very much. very much.

118676. Can you say, by the quantities which have been put in, what
ite aCtual depth was which was required to be filled ?-Tr do not think

t Was imuch over twenty feet.
8677. That is twenty feet beyond your first estimate ?-Yes.
8678. Namely, forty feet in all ?-Forty feet from the surface of the

867â Iow was the foundation made at that spot ? Was it by rock
Potecttion watls or solid rock bases ?-Rock protection walls were
put ij,

8680. The whole way across ?-No. Rock protection

8681. Only at the deepest spot ?-Only at the deepest spot. waIts at deepest
spot.

8682. Then the embankment is protected at the deepest spot by But these were
l.00k11 Protection walls ?-The protection walls had no effect upon the sraw o e
ehibankrments. They were thrown out as if they had been straws.

a8683. Hlave they been of any use in the work, do you think, in
engthening it ?--They may fbrm a rip-rap to protect the banks from
Wfashing of the lake.

8684. Rave you ever estimated the quantities req'uired on this parti-
a &r flhng, so as to ascertain how much more they were than the

nantities which were at first estimated to be required ?-No; because
0 o nt think with any calculation that any definite conclusion could

it a'rived at. When the top goes on that bank I think it will throw
it considerably more than it is at present.

8685. lave you made any such calculation, based upon the embank-
ntas it now stands, without taking into account any future trouble?

st 'have not; but I have to make that calculation yet for the final
'uate which is not yet completed.

8686. Have you prepared an *estimate of the probable amount of Pregaring esti-
o t t be executed after the lst of August last ?-I am preparing "Mou 'v ®

, but it is not complete. I am at it yet. to be executed.

8687. Was it part ofyour duty to discuss matters with the contractor witness's cnncep-
Work went on, or with his engineer, or was that always done by tion of hie duty.

ai" arr 6 ?-I did not consider it so. As assistant engineer I con-
Ard it My duty to take my instructions from the Division Engineer,

"aePt to him.
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Contract No. 15. 8688. Were the matters worked in a pleasant way between you and
the contractor's engincer, or were there diffBculties ?-I never had any
difficulties.

8689. Were there disputes or differences of opinion between you and
the engineer of the contractor ?-I nover argued with him; I did n9t
consider it my place.

8690. Who made the measurements from time to time for the Pro-
gress estimates ?-I did on my nine miles.

Judged quantities 8691. Did you decide upon the classification of the quantities of the
In solid rock and
earth but noa work ?-In solid rock and earth I did, but not on the loose rock ques-
looae rock. tion.
Percenfage of 8692. Hlow did you manage about the loose rock ?-In the majoritY1008e rock allow-n
*ed by Division of cases I got the percentage to be allowed from the Division Engineer.
Enigineer.

8693. And would the quantities returned by you be based upon that
percentage so 4ictated by him ?-It would.

8694. Was that satisfactory to the contractor or the engineer ?-
think not.

8695. What was the difference of opinion between the engineer for
the contractor and Mr. Carre ?-It varied in various cuts.

8696. Did the contractor's engineer comply with your directions or
did he refuse ?-I think, as a rule, they generally did what they were
instructed to do.

8697. Were any difficulties thrown in the way of the contractor in
the carrying on of the work, according to your opinion ?-Small dif'
culties may have been ; I cannot say that I recollect them now though.
For instance, they are now allowing the grades to dip to complete the
work in as rapid a manner as possible. The contractor was obliged to
make his grade complete at the time, and not allowed to make sue
narrow banks as they are now doing.

work being
finished by 8698. The work is now being finished by the Government ?-es.
Government.

8699. It is taken out of the contractor's hands ?-Yes.
8700. Do you understand that the work as now being done by the

Government is not so accurate ?-It is as accurate, but-
Characterofwork 8701. Does it so perfectly comply with the specification ?-No; be-
enont cause the work is not completed. The banks are narrower. In place

of being seventeen feet wide in many cases they are not ton.
8702. So in places the lino is left not up to the specification ?-1'

complete.
8703. Do you understand with what object?-To hasten the comma"-

nication between Rat Portage and Winnipeg, 1 suppose.

8704. Do we understand that the train is to pass over the road befOre
it is as complete as the contractor was bound to make it ?-Yes.

8705. It is for the purpose of making the road useful earlier than 't

could be if the contract was accurately fulfilled ?-Yes.

8706. Are you aware whether the character of the work, as origil
ally contemplated, has been materially changed since the contract W
made ?-That I cannot answer. I do not know.
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8707. Do you remember the question of treitle work being dis- C°ntract %,•

russed at the time of the contract ?-T do; but as assistant engincer
it did not cone within my province, I suppose, to discuss the matter.

8708. Did you happen to hear any of the superior officers speaking
0f the subject, or of the material to be usod upon the line betore the
actual change took place ?-I may have done so.

8709. If my nemory is correct, some one says that you were pre.
sent when Mr. lRowan direuted some of the engineers to borrow all the
'earth possible so as to use as much as possible on the line ?.-I may
have been, but I do not recollect the circumstance.

8710. Do you know the prices that were to be paid to the contractor
for different kinds of work: for instance, solid rock ?-I have seen it
;i Mr. Fleming's report as a schedule of prices.

8711. What do you think of the solid rock price, 82.75 ?-I think it 52.75forsolld
asa very good price for the contractor. rock a good price.

8712. Do you mean a high price or only a fairly good price ?-It
"as a fairly good price when the contract was taken, the cost of sup-
Plies and material being so much heavier then than it is now.

8713. What would you think of the price now ?-Over the same work
'and with the same facilities ?

With present
87'4. With the present facilities ?-It would cortainly he high. raeflies a hifg

8715. Do you remember the price of tunnelling ?-1 remember the p
genoral prices of the different kinds of work.

8716. What do you think would be a fair price for tunnelling at the
tirne the work was commenced ?-What kind of tunnels?

8717. Line tunnels such as we require for that work ?-I may say I
ad no lino tunnels on my sub-division, and of course I di] not go into

the calculation of cost.
8718. Do you rem ember whether it was generally understood among Price for tunnel-

the engineers at that time whether the price was considered a high or ung 1ow.
4 1oW one?-It was considered a very low one-Mr. Whitehead's price
for tunnelling-as far as I heard.
. 8719. Do you know whether any of your superior officers had the
Iiclination to make him do more or less tunnelling than was esti-
1lated ?-I am not aware of the amount of tunnelling that was estimated
for.

8720. Without knowing that, d'È you know their inclination, or did
.iou ever hear them express an op ion on the subject ?-Yes ; I think

did.

8721. Who vas it ?-I think I heard Mr. Rowan.

8 2. What did ho express ?-His taking delight in ordering the Heard Rowan
b exprées deliglit in

tunnels to he made. ordering tunnelsto be made.
8723. Do you remember upon what occasion that took place, or who
ere present ?-I cannot say I do. I cannot remember who was

present. It was during one ofhis visits to the lino.
8724. Can you remember what was said on the subject ?-It was some
1ace where a stream tunnel was necessary, and the District Engineer,
I. owan, ordered one to be put in.

35
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contract Iô. 1. 8725. Was that all that w-as said ?-Yes; I think ho made the remark
A findish delight that he took a fiendish delight in ordering those tunnels in.

8726. Have you any doubt that the tunnel was necessary, at that
time ?-I have no doubt in the world but that it was necessary; but the
particular point I cannot now call to mind. I dare say in a very short
time I should be able to think of the point where it was.

8127. Are we to understand that he exhibited a desiro to put the
expense upon Mr.Whitehead when there was no occasion, or only W1en
there was occasion ho was glad to do it ?-I did not look at it in that
light.

Rowan did not 8728. Do you consider that in respect to that matter ho did more
exceed his dut than was his duty to do towards directing the tunnels to be made?-'on witneSS'S Sub- ta a
division. Certainly not on my sub-division.

8729. Do you remember about what time the contractor first bega'
to make solid embankments instead of trestle work on your sub-div'
sion ?-That I cannot answer without having my record book. That
would show at what time horrowing commenced.

8730. Can you tell about what time the solid earth embankmaen'ts
were made instead of trestle on any other part of the line, contract
15 ?-I do not know.

8731. Have you continued to be connected with that sub.sectiol
since you first went up there ?-Altogether until now.

8732. In speaking of tunnels, did you understand me to ask onlY 0
line tunnels on your sub-section ? -Yes.

8733. Are there tunnels other than lino tunnels ?-There are stret
tunnels.

8i34. Have you any knowledge of the country south of the iDe
which has been located on section 15 ?-I have not, never having
been over it.

8735. Have you had an opportunity of examining Red River betweep
Winnipeg and Selkirk?-I have not.

8736. You have not any data upon whicli to form an opinion as to
the proper locality for crossing?-I have not.

Line lowered and 8737. Has the grade been lowered materially since the contract Wa

pt ipwtreayit let on your sub-section ?-It has been changed in many places; u
different from was lowered, and it has been put u since that again, so I do not
trat le.o that it would be materially chang since the contract was let.

8738. Are you aware that the cost of the work où section 15,
executed, is very much more than the cost as estimated at the lime that
the tenders were asked for ?-J have heard them talking about it.

8739. Have you any opinion as to the reason of that excess ?-I sur
pose the quantities could not have been taken out accurately.

8740. In your opinion, is that the proper cause of the differefnce
I could not answer that, because I do not know from what data theY
worked to take out those first quantities.

8741. Have you ever considered the question of the change fro
trestle to earth embankments so as to ascertain how it affeated the

general cost ?-Yes; I suppose it was very much dearer.
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8742. Did you go into any calcîîlaiion on the subIjet, or was it N.aatcNo.-•
forrned by a rough mental estimate?-It was a mental esirnat. I
have never been asked to make any calculation by my superior-

b743. Have you any figur es that would show the mode of reas'ning
by whieh you arrived at that conclusion ?-I have not.

8744. Have you ever formed any opinion upon the question as to
the heiht of earth embankments whieh would be equivalent, to trestle
Work in any filling-equivalent in cast ?-I have made no caleulations.

8745. Do you remember about the tine when Mr. Snith first went
Over the line of your sub-section ?-I remember when he pas-ed over
the line, but whether it was the first or secoad tine I cannot Lay fri
mIemory.

8746. Did you take part in any conversationt with Mr. Smniitht at that
t'ieO ?--I may have done so ; but I cannot say that I reuemii ber any
Particular conversation occurring.

8747. Do you remeinber whether ho made any remark a>ont the
emlbankments being placed on the line instead of trestle work ?--I do
hot.

8748. Is there anything further in connection with the Pacitic Rail-
Way which you would like to explain in vonr evidence, or add to vour
evidence?-No; but i should like it to be recorded that I have answered
altogether. from memory, without any journal or diaries to look to.

8749. Have you any reason to think that your answere are incor-
rt on that account ?-No; I have not.

P. SUTHERLAND.

WINNIPEo, Thursday, 3Oth September, 180.

The Chairman :-Mr. Peter Sutherland now niakes an application to ApplIcation to
the Commission, througb his counsel, to be allowed to and te ou cor- evitrevious

rect his previous evidence in the matter of date. It is objected by Mur.
iXon, in person, that Mr. Sutherland should not to be allowed to

1ake this correction or addition, because since ho gave his evidence on
the former occasion, Mr. Nixon lias made a charge against hini of
Pe'nury, based on his evidence, and that he ought not therefore to be
"Ilowed now to alter it in any shape, aeane this would prejndice the
Position of the prosecutor who intimates that upon soie future occasion
he proposes to tako further procecdings before the Grand Jury.
Asuming for the moment--which, howevo, we cannot ad mit--that a
eraninal charge before a different tribunal concerning evidence pre-

ously given by Mr. Sutherland, could govern our decision, the (om-
n4eioners do not see how any conduct or statement on the part of

r Sutherland to-day, could affect the crimivality or innocence of
Statements made under oath upon a previouts occasion; they inay,

O'ever, affect the history of the facts which are before thiis Commis-
(sia for investigation; they could not lessen any misconduc1t of his-
qPPosing there was misconduct -at an earlier 1 eriod. %l. Nixorn is
e'dently wrong in his contention on this head. Therefore, as .tir as
Our duty is concerned-which is to licit ail the facts-we are now ort
QP1 ron that we ought to listen to any correction whil Mu. Sutherland
Wishes to make.
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PETER SUTIIERLANI's examination continued:

By the Chairman :-
8750. You have been already sworn ?-Yes.
8751. What is the alteration or correction that you wish to make

in your evidence ?-At the time Mr. Kirkpatrick and other members
of Parliament came through to this country, I was sent for. That was
before I rendered Mr. Nixon's account. I was sent for to Dr. Schult's
house where they were, and I was questioned on matters relating to
my connection with the supply of goods to the Government. The
information that they asked for I refused to give, and they advised me
thon that I was to be summoned before some tribunal to give evidence.
That was provious to my rendering Mr. Nixon's account. That is ail
I have to say: that I was aware of their intention of summoning me
before some Commission or Court to give evidence.

8752. Have you anything further to add ?-Nothing.
The Chairman (to Mr. Nixon):-

8753. Is thero any question, Mr. Nixon, which you would wish u8
to ask Mr. Sutherland ?

-Ur. Eixon:-No; nothing.

THoMAs NIXoN's examination continued:

By the Chairnan:-

8754 In your journal A on page 20, an entry appears: "Deposit to
the credit of the Paymaster ot' the Canadian Pacific Railway, in Mer-
chants Banik, $505: " can you say whether that was placed to your indi-
vidual account or to officiai account ?-It must have been placed to ny
individual credit, because I had no official acuount-that is in my owfl
name; it was ail credi'ed to the Canadian Pacitic Railway Account as
coming from Ottawa.

8755. You are speaking now of your official account ?-Yes.
8756. But those entries, you thirk, would be in your private account?

-I presume so. Let me explain that no moneys could be placed to
my officiai account other than by the Government.

8757. Assuming that to bo right thon, do you say that these money5

wero placed to your privato credit ?- Yes.

8758. Would they be mixed up with other private moneys of your
own in the samo account? - It is probable they would. Yes; I suppose
they would.

8759. Have you any means of showing now what moneys did corne
in that way into your private account in the bank out of funds which
beloiged to the Governmeut ?-I have not. Those would be moneYo
which came into my hands as paymaster, the money which you referred
to there. For instance, a person was fined $500 by the Commissionler
of Mounted Police; ho was instructed to pay that money to me.

b760. Are you mentioning that by way of illustration ?-Yes; by
way of illustration.
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8761. This particular item was a matter pertaining to the Pacifie °eYorh ..
ailway ?-Yes; the other was for Mounted Police.

Does not remem-
8762. Do you rernember about this particular item ?-1 do not. ber the facts con-

necte<d with itemi.

8763. And do you say that you have no means now of showing how
the moneys were pased to your crelit, or what amount of rnoney
was passed to your credit ?-No; the books will show that I do iot
say ibat.

8764. I asked you if you coulil show whether you- private moneys
w'vere mixed with tnose Pacifie Railway moneys in your private account
at the bank, and you said yes ?-Yes.

8765. I ask you if you have any means of showing now how much
of the Pacific Railway money was so mixed with your own i the way
You described in your private bank account ?-Only by the Govern-
ment books befire you. The moncys are there charged to me.

87 Decunies to show8766. Here are the books f-rom the be4nning of your office until the from books that
end Of 1876 ; will you please show any account which exhibits that ?- °onerspi into
You hal botter get the accountant to do that; I have not time to go his private
Over those books now. coaun to im.

8767. Is there any one account which will show it without going over
all the books ?-I do not know that there is; I was not the accountant.

8768. You mean the Pacifie Railway aceountant ?-Yes ; I bad an
accou n tant.

8769. I am speaking of the moneys which are mixed up with your
Private moneys; I suppose that was not done without your consent ?

.Certainly not. How could it be ?
8770. I am not asking how it could be: I am asking, as a matter of

fact, did you consent te the Pacifie Railway moneys 4eing mixed u)With the private accoant of your own at the bank ?-L presume that isthe way it was done.
8771. I am asking you to show to the Commissioners to what extent Cannot show to

the Pacific Railway moneys were mixed with your own in your pri- mhtue t e.P..
ate account ?-I cannot; but the accountant can, I presume. ®ownelL ace.

8772. Will you name one of them ?-E. G. Conklin and D. S. Currie.
thiik there is an exhibit placed before you, in my own hand.writing, of

the moneys which I placed to the crodit of the Receiver-General from
'nonth to month. The exhi bit now before you is in my own hand-writing
as fromA time to time moneys were sent.

8773. Do you understand that I am not speaking of the moneys
hic1h passed into the bank to any official account; 1 am speaking at

Present of moneys that were passed into the bank to your individual
Mliate account ?-I so understand.

8174. Then why tell me that you have a statement that shows the
"ofneys that go into the Receiver-General's account ?-Why did you
o0t ask me that ?
8775. Because I am trying to elicit the truth in my own way. Please1lderstand that for the present I am trying to ascertain the moneys

'Whioh you controlled belonging to the Pacifie Railway after they were
pat to your private credit in the bank. I am not asking what ulti-114Aely became of them, but 1 am asking how you controlled them, and
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veyorbig. if you ean show in what way they were controlled and to what extent
they were controlled by your private account ?-l eau explain to you
frankly and freely that they went to my private credit, and that I sent
to the Ueceiver-General, from month to month, those moneys whieh
came into my bands.

8776. I quite understand what you say, and I have no idea that it is
not correct, but in the meantime I am trying to ascertain whether
-besides your memory, which is as liable to error as that of any othor
man-there is any written record of these transactions ?-In the books

Cannot point out there is.

how the Cana- 8777. Then I propo2e to you to find it in the books ?-I have notdian Pacifie Rail-
way moneys time to find it in the books without the aid of the accountants ; the
private account accountants kept the books and knew the moneys.
were controlled.

8778. Were you aware that the accountant kept one account in your
own naine in the Pacifie Railway books ?-1 think so.

8779. Should $505 appear as charged against your private account in
that book ?-I suppose it should.

8780. Will you look and see if itdoes (handing the ledger to witness) ?
-This is a different account which you hand me.

8781. I am handing you no one account, but I am handing you the
whole ledger?-(Looking ut the book): This is the account of my
salary.

8782. It might bave been any other account ?-No.
8783. Do you say your ledger A does not show any other account in

which your private account appears ?-It so appears. Mr. Conklin can'
explain that. I suppose you willi permit me to show that that money
went to the Receiver-General before this Court closes ?

Referg to lis 8784. I will let vou now?-I could not show it now. That account
book-keeper. is kept by myself.

8785. I am not at present enquiring whether any money finally
remained in your hands which belonged to the Government ; but, amongst
other things, I an enquiring into the system of book-keeping which
was adopted at the time, so as to know whether it was sufficient to show
the real state of affairs, or whether it was defective ?-I suppose yot
are trying to do me the credit of finding out whether I kept any Gov-
ernment money or not.

8786 You will be afforded every opportunity to make any explan-
ation you please about this matte·. The questions which I have put tO
you are questions which are suggested to finid out, in my own way, anY
points which I think necessary to be elicited. Do you remember
whether in the books, as they were kept by your book-keeper during the
first eighteen months or thereabouts, there was an account which Was
intended to show the moneys which you obtained private control of?-
There must have been.

8787. Then do you think that account would appear in the ledger?
Explains. -It ought to. I say there must bave been from this fact: that whenl

the firet of the month, or the time I would send moneys to the ReceivOe'
General, would arrive, I would ask the book-keeper how rùuch monoY
in my poss;ession belonged to the Government. He was supposed to be
able to tell me, from time to time, what moneys came in, if any. S0me
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timites none came in. For example, take that hoi se which you brought veyoraip-.

mO "'Y notice the other day, $25.
8788. Do you remember whether you exercised such a supervision noes not know

o'ver his book-keeping as to know whether such an account did~exist ?- ethrep inhis

I think not; I was very busy and had a great deal to do. My duties books an account

fere exceedingly arduous and numerous.
. 8789. Without suggesting for a moment that any moneys remained
in Your hands finally which ought not to have remained, I might say
that I have not discovered any system by which these moneys were
Oxibited in any particular account ?-Well, they ought to have been;
there is no doubt about that.

8790. As far as it has struck us from looking at the books, it appears
that it will be necessary to go through every item to find out what

me were so controlled by you ?-That is so. I suppose even that can
t6 done, though it may take a long time.

8791. We are willing to give the time, so far as the Commissioners General rule not
are Concerned. Do I understand you correctly to say that your sub- tO redit sub-

gents would never be credited with items of expense unless these penses unies
itemas were certified or corroborated by some officer of the railway on caim certitied.

the spot ?-That was generally speaking the case. lowever, take the Exceptions to
"'stance of John Brown and another sub-agent, whose name I did not ths rule.
13Qention the other day-Mr. McGinn. These persons were alone in the
North-West for part of the time-for part of the time alone-watching
stores, for example; and then there was another sub-agent I forgot
a30ls, Mr. Cameron, a grocer of this city, who you can get. Mr. Currie
w a sub-agent.

8792. The other sub-agents, were they in such localities that they
'eould not get their expenses certified by some engineer or person on
the spot, or would you expect that from them ?-We expected it more

rticularly from those in the field with large parties in the North-
est -Valentine Christian, J. J. Bell, and John Brown, when ho was

With any party.
8793. Take the first one you name: do you say that the credits which Valentine chris-

You have placed to bis account would he based on a certificate from tlan's account.

efl engineer or person who would know the correctness of them ?-
eh MOneys would be by requisition from the engineer.

8794 But the credits which you placed to his account against these
MqoIieys ?-That we would know from the return sheets which would

of the number of persons employed-the pay-hsts.
8795. Wbatever the character of the certificate or the shape of it

141ght have been, do you mean that he would always have certificates of
e kind before you to place items to bis credit against the moneys

you had charged him with ?-I do not understand the question
~prerly.

to 8 96Well, I will repent it in another shape. You advanced moneys

a ilon a requisition of some engineer or person in charge -f the
areyor 8 work ?-Yes.

ijte -. He would not return that money to you, but ho would send in Christian wonid
th tenits for which ho asked credit. Is that right ?-No; if you use sng Ut®p

'expression " for which he asked credit." lie would send in state. credit, given to
ente Using up the credits which were given to him. hirn.
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charged against his account ? Do you know, for instance, if there was a
separate account kept with Valentine Christian, in your books, in which
you ch arged him with the moncysyou advanced to him ?-There should
have been.

8799. Look at your ledger A, page 11, as an illustration ?-Yes; t
sec it.

$.5,M7 charged 8800. What sums have you charged to Valentine Christian on that
to Valentine
Christian. page, in gross ?-$5,020.75.

8801. Now have you given him credit for any items against that ?-
Yes; there are expenses here.

Christ ian, gener-
ay personally 8802. How would you ascertain the correctness of these credits ?-
rendered ac- lis account would be rendered and brought in to me by the accountant.
counts. Z

8803. lis account would be rendered by w'hom ?-By himself
generally speaking the accounts were brought into my office.

8804. You would look over that account which was rendered by hinJ,
in orderto asüertain whether the credits which ho claimed in it were
correctly allowed to him ?-I did, Sir. I have no doubt about that. 1
think I can safely say that is the case.

Generally engi- 8805. Would these credits so allowed him be based on the certificates
neer In charge
signed certifi- of any one else but himself?-Generally speaking, the engincer la
cates. charge had to sign these-if ho did not, ho would presont to me a

certificate, or requisition rather, ordering him to make a certain pur'
Engineer's requi- chase. For instance, we will take ekpenses, 83; expenses, 8100ý
sillon eaulvalentexe&
to certienate. expenses, $20. I would want to know what those expenses wer,

and ho would give me a requisition from the engineer to do a certaia
thing, say buy a hor:e, or a cart, or a dog harness. In that way I had

Pay-lists suppos- a supervision, but no other, except where the account would be rendered
egin eWowihene and signed by the engineers. Pay-lists were always supposed to be
they came In. signed by the engineer when they came in.

8806. Were they always signed, do you think ?-Perhaps there migh$
be some instances when they were not; but we knew the number of
men in the field at any date, because I employed them, or they %Veto
employed under my ken.

8807. If they were employed beyond your ken, what certificate
would you have to form the basis of your credit to your sub-agent ?-
This amount would be on the pay-list, and these pay-sheets would be
signed by the engineer in charge.

Accounts of sub- 8808. Is it your recollection that the accounts of these sub-agente
agents satisfac-
tortly settled. were satisfactorily settled with you ?-That 18 my recollection, alwLiY'

Wroteto one
complalntng of
absence of certif-
cales.

8809. Do you remember writing to any of those sub-agents that thOe
had sent you no certificates corroborating those statements for several
months at a time ?-Yes; I do not remember to which of them. I
might have been Bell, but I am not sure.

8810. Would the credits be still placed to his account without tbOse
certificates, or would you keep the matter open ?-There would be very
littie moneys placed to their credit at all.

8811. You speak of $5,000 to this man's credit in one year ?-Yes.
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8812. I mean advanced to him for disbursements on account of the
Government ; was it intended that you yourself should exorcise
the judgment and supervision over the manner in which those sums
weere disbursed ?-Certainly ; and I did.

8813. Could you exorcise that judgment without seeing the certiti-
cates of Do person other than the man himself who iad the use of the
Tnoney ?-No; unless I had requisitions from those mon. If the engi-
Ieer rakes a requisition to have a certain work done or a certain man
onployed, it is natural for the paymaster to suppose that that work
has been donc.

8814. Please look at your letter-book, page 2S9, and say what is your
recollection about that matter?-I recolleet that the pay-sheet came
into me in September, October, November and December.

8815. Of what year ?-I cannot tell for the moment. It may have
been April 28, 1876.

8816. But the December was in 1875?-Yes ; this is the letter
addressed to Valentine Christiar, 12th April, 1876, and reads as
loilows .-

"I desire to draw your attention to the very grave omission on your part in respect
to the pay-sheets for the months of September, October, November and December,
not one of which has been certified ta eitber by the engineer, who, according to his
instructions on page 15 of the printed instructions from the Engineer-in-Cbiet, should
certify to the correctness cf the statements, or by yourself. You will see that for the
future no omission of this kind occurs, as I expect that this alluded to will be returned
froin Ottawa for the signatures which should be attached."

.Now permit me to make an explanation. One of the engineers,
&tr. Lucas, positively refused to sign any documents, as he said ho
had nothing to do with it. That I now distinctly remember having been
brought to my notice. There was sôme difficulty between the
engineer sometimes and the sub-agent.

8817. Do you give me that as the reason why Valentine Christian's
Items alluded to in that letter are not certified to ?-No ; I mentiori
that as some of the difficulties sub-agents might have.

8818. Do you remember that those items which appear to have been
credited to Christian were afterwai ds corroborated by any certificate
according to the ractice which he descri bes ?- I do not remember; but
I know that Mr. tucas was in with me about the time of the settle-
Inenlt, and wanted an increase of salary for Valentine Chritian. I
think it was Valentino Christian that was with him thon.

8819. If you will look at page 118 of your ledger A, you will sec that
aý'eletine Christian's account is balanced by giving him credit on 4th

October,with "Bank disbursements, less credits, $535," and "November,
Bank choques, $1,283.75,"-can you say who got the benefit of these

heOques- mean in the first instance ?-I presume the parties in the
eld. I think Mr. Conklin could fully explain this matter to you.

8820. If you will look at page 107 of ledger A, yon will see that John
rown's account (who was a sub-agent) is finally balanced by a credit

Of 82,861.28, with the words "Bank Account: " do you remember, or
ean You explain, what became of the monoy with which ho is there
c'edited, or what the words " Bank Account " mean ?-[ do not know
Whether ho put that money to his own credit and gave me a choque

Paymaster-
and-Pur-
*Veyoresufp-

I13oOk-keeping.

Letter to Chris-
tian con paining
of absence of
certilates.

Lucas refned to
sign documents.

How Christlan's
account was
balance(].

John Brown's ac-
count baianced by-
a credit of
$2,861.28.
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Brown with an
-exception.

'Store-book kept
by John Parr.

payable to me as paymaster. This person was a person who sold very
large stores in the North-West, this John Brown, and this would be
when he came in and made his final returns for that year; at least, I
would presume it would. I could tell yon botter if J couid see John
Brown's account iii detail as rendered to the accountant, the settlement
made.

8821. Did you know whether Conklin had been employed as book-
keeper anywhere beforo you employed him ?-I do not know just now,
and I do not remember. I told you the other day that I had heard ho
was the Principal of a commercial college at Hamilton.

8822. Do you understand enough of the system upon which those
books were kept to explain to what account that item ought to be
debited; that item which you have given John Brown credit for?-
No; I will have to leave that to Conklin to explain.

8823. On page 168 of ledger A, the account of James H. Rowan
appears to have been balanced in December, 1876, by an item of $1,380
passed to bis credit with these words: "Settled with the Department
tor balance of account; " do you recollect anything about the transac-
tion, or can you explain what account was debited with that item which
you there give h;m credit for ?-No; I do not remember. There was
a large sum of money given to him, I think, by the Department, for
some expense which he had not made an account of-I am now
speaking entirely from nemory-not a sum equal to this, and he
was instructed, 1 think, to pay back the balance. It may be in con-
nection with that in some way. I do not understand that that is the
$544.35. I think though it is that item there; I think that was paid
back by order of the Department.

8824. Then that last remark would not apply to the last item of which
I have spoken, $1,380 ?-No; I think not.

-825. You have no recollection of this large item which closed John
Brown's account, as to the disposition of it ?-I do not remember at
the pre-sent moment.

8826. Had yon private transactions with Brown separate from the
Government account ?-J had in one sense. I put money of Brown's
into the savings bank for him, but that is all. I had no other, and
they were bis own moneys-they were not Governmont moneys. That
is ail the transaction I had with Brown.

8827. You were not under favours of any kind to him ?-No; nothing
of the kind.

8828. You just handled his money to deposit it ?-That is all. When
ho was going to the North-West he gave me the sum of $2,000 or 83,000
which ho had, to put it into the saving's branch of the bank to bis
private credit.

8829. As far as you can tell now, are you of opinion that ho settled
that balance, and that the Government got the benefit of it?-I am;
most decidedly.

8830. Look at this book marked " store-book," and say if this is
the book to which you referred in your former evidence when you said
that a book was kept in which there would be shown the articles that
had gone into the store, those which had gone out, and the balance which
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remained there fron time to time ?-Yes; I presume this is the book. Boo-e°ing.
I see it is in John Parr's handwriting--most of it.

8831. Did you intend that thai book should show at any given timo
the amount of property which was there belonging to the Government;
which would be in the store and which would be sent from the store
aIso ?--For instance, when I would get a requisition, the first thing Iwould do would be to band the requisition to the storernan, and go over
the stor e and see if any old stores which woild come in from any other
.survey party could be utilized, and if so, ho was to make use of them;
i that way they were re-issued.

8832. I am directing my question to ascertain this: whether at any Took stock atend
given time the book would show the balance of the stores then on hand ? of each year.

Yes I think ve took stock at the end of each year and returned to
the Government the amount we had on hand.

8833. Was it only when stock was so taken that one could ascer-
tain the amount of stores from your books ?-I presume that was all,
'except withoit going over the book and seeing the amount which came
in and the amount which went ont. Ylany of these stores were worth-
less wvhen returnod from the cook. There were tin pots, kettles, pans,
toboggans, snow shoes, &c., which had been used on the survey.

883 1. This book appears to us to contain a series of memoranda of What store book
5eparute transactions-the receipt of goods, for instance, and the issue show&

occSaionally ; but it does not appear to contain a statement always
4howing, or from which it could be always ascertained. what stores
were on hand at that particular time : is that vour idea of the book ?

Yes; I think that is correct.
8835. Did you yourself at times pay wages and tako credit for the witness attimes

payments as they appeared upon tho pay-sheets ?-I think to Indians ealdalmt'
sonetimes. th I remember. (Looking at the book, page 314, ledger credit for the

Yes; I think it was when no sub-agent was in, the Indians came P>ymets.
^n, I think.. I am not sure that I am now correct about its having been

iIndians. That is a case which Mr. Conklin will fully explain too. I see
it Tentioned " by wages as per pay-sheet " in which cases there are
Only th)ee items. i presume that these were men sent in by the
"gineer.

th8836. With the pay-sheet ?-With the pay-sheet; I am not sure
at I am correct, but as w ell as my memory serves me that is the

ýVay it is. I may say that if the sum mentioned there was taken out
one cheque by me, which is the probable way, the cheque would be

Pay paymaster for wages so much," that the pay-sheet would go
own as a voucher along with the account.
8837. That particular pay-sheet would be certified by yourself and
h Men who would sign for their wages?-Yos; and the engineer.

WOuld not pay wages of that kind without the engincer I presume.
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E LIAS G. CONKLIN sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :

8838. Where do you live ?-In Winnipeg.

8839. low long have you lived hero ?-Six years past.
88 0. Ilave you had any connection with any matters pertairing to

the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?.-I was clerk in the offiec of fr. Nixon.

8841. Were vou clerk for all the lusiness transacted in that office or
only for a partieular portion of it ?-I was cleik for all the expenli-
mi es in 'onnection with the Canadian Pacitie lailwaîy and the Mounted
Police office.

8S42. Were separate books kept for the Pacifie Railway matters ?-
Yes.

8843. Do you reniember how long you were emnployed in that way?
-A littie over tovo years.

Employed fromn 8S944. About what timne did you commence ?-I think it was in.1b75 to 1877. February, 1875.
Kept day, invotce 8845. Could vou remember now what books you kept connected with

aesh-b(ooks
and Iedger. the amlway ?-I think i do. Of course I have never secnthemfor some

fonr years now. I know we kept a day-book, a cash-bok and ledger,
and I think there' was an invoice-book for pasting in invoicos.

8846. Was there a letter-book ?-There was; but I did not keep it.

8847. Do you think this is the book which you refer to as the day-
book ; it is marked "day-book A ? "-(After examining the book):
Yes.

8848. The first entry in that is 12th April, I75; do you think that
is the beginning of the entries in any book of this account ?-I think
so.

88t9. 1)o you thinlk that there was a day-book before this ?-I do not
remember of any. I had no other.

8850. IIad you any knowledge of book-keeping before that ?-Yos.
8851. Any practical experience ?-Yes.

Had kept books
In a wholesale
house.

Ledger: the way
accoints were
kep..

8852. In what sort of an establishment ?-In a wholesale store ifn
Iamilton ; and I adjusted accounts in Hamilton as an nccountant.

8853. Among other books you have described a ledger, what is the
object of a ledger ?-The ledger I used was merely for keeping the
accounts of the men employed. From that ledger I do not sýuppose
a balance sheet could have been made up, because the way I understood
all I had to do in that matter was rnerely to keep an account of the
expenditures, and the accounts were supposed to be kept in Ottawa. A
great many of the engineers that came into this country bought 811P'
plies, and their salaries were paid there, and we were not for a long
time in possession of' those matters ; and I do not think wo were il
complote possesion of those matters up to the time I left. I remomber,
in the particular case of Mr. Rowan on being stationed here, that 'VO
wrote for special entries of his account in Ottawa so as to be able
to tell the standing of his account.
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8854 f)o you wish us to understand that your boolk wus only to show
the transactions of this branch office, as far as the Pacifie Railway was
concerned ?-Yes; merely for keeping accoun tb of this office.

8855 Then expenditures of any persons on account of the Railway
made fron the head office, would not, according to your idea, appear
in your books. Is that what you inean ?-Yeos; that is what I mean.

8856. As far as your branch was concerned, will you tell me what
You inderstood was the object of the ledger ?-Keeping the workmen's
aecounts.

8857. Only workmen's ?-Yes.
8858. Did you not keep other accounts in it ?- Other accounts were

kept but it was not complete.
8859. Not complete in what respect?-For instance: Division P.

Tlhey brought supplies with them, or their engineers brought supplies.
I had no knowledge of that. It would not show the complote expendi-
tUre of Division P, for instance.

Ni'ous Pay-
ma.flterand-

PU'tyoshl

Objeet of ledger:
to keep the work-
men's accolint.

A ledger should8860. Thon, without reference to this branch, would you tell me the showthetrue
object of the ledger in any set of books ?-To show the truc position of I,
the business.

3861. Do you understand that your ledger shows the true position of
the business of that branch ?-It did, as far as the workmen were
'cOncerrned.

8862. Do you say that the ledger was only to show your position as
regards the workmen only ?-No.

8863. Thon why did you adopt a different system with regard to the
ledger here from what you say you understanid to be the object of a
edger in any set of books ?-For this renson : when I was taken injo

the employ, I was under the impression that I had merely to keepfan
aeccount of the disbursements and receipts of this branch, and that wasSent to Ottawa, and the accounts kept entered there in full. That was
'What I understood when I went there. Of course they showed every
4isbursement.

8864. From whom did you get that idea ?-1 understood that fr.om °ea of bis dutles
Mr- Xixon. obtained fromNixon.

8865. Suppose gools were purchased from a mochant in town, and The s"stem or
supplied to a surveying party on a particular contract-for instance, in book-keeping.
ihis locality-did you understand that you were to credit that merchant
With the goods in your books and charge the party with them?--I
would take and charge the contract or the party for whom the goods
Were purchased.

8866. Would you not credit somebcdy ?-1 would credit cash.

8867. You would not credit cash until you had paid the cash ?-No.

8868. Thon if any period elapsed between the furnishing of the goodsby the merchant and the payment of them, to whose credit would they
apPear ?-1 did not have the account until it was paid. It was the
ftst I saw of it when tie account was brought in. The merchant who
RUPplied the goods would bring in his account, and that would be the

t I would 'see of it-on the payment of it.
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8869. Thon did you not record in some ho->k, from time to time, the
requisition of the parties, the supplies which were farnished on that
requisition, and the party to whom the goods vent? -There was a re-
qUisition bo)k kCpt. I forget exactly how it was kept. As the accounts
came in they were checked from these requisitions and marked off .s
having been supplied.

8870. iBut did you keep any record of the st-ite of the accounts
between the time the goods vere furihshed and the time at which they
were paid for ?-No.

8871. For that portion of the time the transaction was not recorded?
-Yes.

8872. Did you consider that w-as a proper way Io manage a set of
books ?-1 coutld not do anything ielse, as far as i was corcerned.

8873. Did you consider that was a p way to manage a set of
books ?-I suppose it could have been managed differently. There
could have becn, I suppose, a requisition book, and had some record
that way.

8874. You (1o not mean to say that a requisition book is necessary
at all for a set of books. Supposing a merchant ehooses to give goods
without any requisition to Mr. Nixon, would it not still be proper to
record the fact that the meichant had delivered somegoods to you, and
that some account is indebted to him for these goods?-Yes.

8875. I am asking you if that vas ever recorded ?-No.

8876. Why not ?-- A requisition when it was handed to Mr. Nixon,
he would take and buy these goods. I had no knowledge wheroe le
was buying them. The first intimation I had of it was when the
account was brought in. That was the first intimation I had that these
gods were purchased.

8877. Well, for whatever object the ledger is kept, can you tell me·
the sources of information from which the entries are drawn to the
ledger?-You are speaking in a general sense ?

8878. Either particular or gencral ?-They can be drawn from the
cash-book, journal and bill-book. There can bo quite a number of
auxiliary books to the ledger. Of course some have one system and
some aiother, but these books are all auxiliary.

8879. Do you understand that it is proper to make entries in the
ledger in any case for the tirst time ?-No.

8880. The entry then is drawn from some other book which yont
catl an auxiliary book ?-Yes.

8881. Do you know whether all the entries in your ledger, as a
matter of practice. were drawn from some auxiliary book ?-1 do not
remenber now.

8882. Do you record, or is it usual in a set of books to record, in the
ledger the source from which the entry was drawn by a note on the
page ?-Yes.

8883. Do you know whether that was a practice of yours in this set
of books ?-J do not remember. There may bc instances of it nOt
being donc.
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8884. Look at your ledger A and say whether that was the practice, noke*.
either partially or in whole ?-There are entries here for which there
s no reference.

8885. I find the numbers of some cheques marked : will you tell me Gera praetle-
Whether it was the general practice to omit that reference to the omIt rfrence
auiliary books, from which you drew your information, or to insert 8howng the
it ?--It seems to be omitted here except by way of choques. entry has been

drawn.
8886. Are the numbers of these eheques to be found in any other

book except the book which you call your cash-book, as far as you
know; in other words, does not this reference point only to the book
*Which you call your cash-book ?-That is ail, [ think, except the stub
Or counterfoil of the cheque-book.

8887. Then;these accounts in the ledger, where no number of the
cheque is givon, would be taken from some book which is not referred
to in the ledger itself; is that right ?-Yes.

8888. Can you tell me from what book they were, as a matter of
fact, taken ;-the entries ail through this ledger whieh are not accom-
Panied by cheque numbers-can you tell me from what book they were
taken ?-They must have been from the journal.

8889. Do you know how you can find out from this ledger what Netherpage nor

Portion of the journal they were taken from ? You cannot tell that ielt°on(a.
Without the number, without the page or folio, and that does not
appear ?-No ; it does not appear.

8890. Then the only way to verify these accounts, if I have correctly
ninder»stood your explanation, is to look through the differont pages of
the auxiliary book which you call your journal ? -The date is the only
thing.whieh might indicate it.

8891. After explaining the sources from which yon think it is right
to draw the entries in the ledger, will you tell me what, in your opinion,
ought to be done with ait the entrieswhich appear in the day.bo)ok, or
Journal, as you calt it ?-The folio of the ledger should be indicated,
and they should be carried into the ledger.

8892. Now, what did you catl that original book; did you cal it a
day-book or a journal, froin which entrios wero carried into the
ledger ?-It may be a d1y-book or a journal.

8893. In this case what was it called ? -A day-book.

8894. Is day-book A the book to which you allude in this case ?-

8895. Look at the day-book and sec if you follow the practice which Dii not carry ail
You say was the right one, of carrying entries into the ledger; in the entrietnday-
Other words, have you carried ail the entries in this day-book into k to ledger.

the ledger ?-No.

8896. Will you explain why you did not follow the practice which
You say was the right one ?-There are sone of these entries I see
Whieh are carried into the cash-book.

1 8897. Are they ail carrieA eithor into the cash-book ) into the
edger ?-I presume they are.
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8898. Look at page 20 and read an item of $505 deposited to the
credit of the Paymaster of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, in the à4cr-
chants Bank, and tell me whether that was carried into any cash-book
or any ledger ?-There is no folio to indicate it.

8899. Will you say, as a matter of fact, whether it was carriod into
any cash-book or any ledger ? Is cash-book A the cash-book which you
kept at that time now in your hands ?--Yes; this is the c îxh-book
which kept the accounts of the çash with the bank. That item
you alluc to there passed to the cred it of the Receiver-General, and Ithe
receipt was sent to Ottawa, and of course they have the accoun t there,
J presume.

8900. Was it carried into any cash-book or any ledger ?-No; I do
not sec it here.

8901. Why did you not adopt the practice which you* conider the
riglit one ?-This cash-book which 1 kept, was merely fw thie bank
account.

8902. Have you no references connected with that item to show that
it was not carried to any account ?-No.

8903. Thon why do you say it was deposited to the credit of the
Receiver-Generai; do you remember the fact at this moment ?-No.

8904. Then why do you say so ?-The only thing is, i saw it entered
here as being deposited to the credit of the Receiver-General. -

8905. Please read the entry as you see it ?-' Deposit to credit Pay
master of C.P.R. in Merchants Bank."

8906. Is that deposited to the credit of the Receiver-General ?-No
I misunderstood that.

8907. Now read that entry and understand it. Do you say that that
wai carried into any book in your set of books ?-No ; I do not think
it is.

Cannot explain. 8908. Can you tell me why ?-I do not know how it was.
Item $92.5 not
carrted Into any
book.

.909. Look at the next page but one, 22. Look at a similar iteM of
$92.50; can you tell me whether that was carried out into any one ofyour
set of books, or made to appear in any book which the Governinent have
control of ?-No; I see nothing here indicating it, anything more thanl
that that amount must have been returned to the Government.

8910. When you say it must have been, you mean that it was prO-
bably done? 1 am not suggesting that it was not, I only wish to find
out whether the books were kept so as to show the transaction, or
whether the transactions must be ascertained from some independent
source ?-I think you will have to find that from Ottawa.

8911. Do you say that your books-your ledger-will show the
actual transactions. of that branch vhich was under your control, a
book-keeper ?-Except merely so far as the disbursements of cash are
concerned.

8912. Is that item in any other book ?-No.

8913. Do you mean that these books show the transactions with
the exception of these two items that I have pointed out ?-I do nlot
know; 1 could not tell without going over the books.
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8914. But now, with the book before you, do you say that ail these Booki.p'u° .transactions or nearly all are recorded in your set of books properly ?
I think so.

No item on first8915. Look at the first page and tell us on what page of your ledger page of day-booktho0se are recorded ?-There is no item there for the ledger. carrted Into
ledger.

8916. Look at the next. Did I not understand you to say that ail
the entries in this book ought to be transferred to the ledger ?-Of
Course I did not look at these entries.

8917. Then when you said " ail " Vou did not mean ail ?-Of course
tàse are only mere memoranda.

8918. Do you ascertain now that your day-book, besides keeping
entries which ought to form a portion of ail day-books, contains memo-
randa ?-Yes ; the same as ail day-books.

8919. Would any day-book contain anything more than the entry to
go to debit or credit account ?-The day-book ought to show the history
of ail transactions. A person may have occasion to put down a memo-

anduim indicating something with no amount.
8920. Then do I understand yon to say that ail the entries in this

book, which refer to some particular amount, are carried forward to
Your ledger ?-No ; we have just discovered one or two entries here.

8921. Ail but these two ?-I do not know without looking.
8922. There is another entry on page 4: "Received from James McKay Item or #5,142

35,142; " does that appear in any of your books? Is there not another m ame
.ash-book ?-I can remember no Dominion cash-book that we had.

8923. Do you remember what books are kept ?-I am not aware of
3ny other cash-book.

8924. Is there any reference to any other cash-book there ?-No.
8925. Then what is your opinion of that entry ?-It should have gone

into the cash-book.
8226. What is your opinion of what happened it ?-There is no No entry to di-

tntry to indicate it. of this sum.
8927. Therefore, what is your opinion ?-That it has not gone into

any Other book.
8928. On page 9 there is an entry: " Received from the Boundary iOreceved from
mIaissioners, nine horses, $450; " do you see that entry ?-Yes. undary Com-

Inissioners.

8929. Does it appear in any other of your books ?-There is nothing
inadicate it.

8930. What is your opinion upon the subject, as to its entry in any Nothing to Indi-
Ober of your set of books ? -There is nothing to indicate that it is ,aae tatthlainte

rried into any other book. any other book.

8931. Seeing what you do, and having the intelligence that you
have, what is your opinion about that item ?-That it has not been
tarried to any other book.

8932. April 39th, an entry of $5.42 has not been carried to any Item &.47.
*ther book ?-Yes; that would be in the cheque-book.

8933. That is a portion of it ?-I presume that the amount is in theCah-book in cheque 35.
36
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8934. First of ail you are eharging him with money. I do not
understand what cheque-book you can allude to. He bought hay fronr
you, did he not, by that entry ?-Yes.

8935. Will that appear in your cash-book, that ho got hay ?-I nay
be mistaken-yes, the hay was got from me. That is an error in the
entry.

896. On page 10, I find an entry in which an amount is named
"By the Honourable James McKay, carts "-does that appear in your
set of books ?-That will appear, but still there is nothing there to
indicate that it does. It will appear in the invoice-book and paid h4
cheque.

8937. Is the invoice-booklpart of the regular set of books ?-Yes.

8938. Do you mean that this can be ascertained by looking at your
invoice-book ?-Yes.

8939. Has it been carried forward to your ledger, which you say
would be a proper book in which to have this entry ?-There is nothing
to indicate it there.

8940. These are ail the entries in which the amounts are named, in
the beginning of the book, on the first four pages : yon said some time
ago that all entries which had reference to a particular amount would
appear in the ledger; now what is your opinion on that subject?-
They should have gone in.

6941. But did they go in ?--No.
8942. Mr. Nixon, in giving his evidence, stated that it was hig

impression that these amounts-for instance, on page 20, of $505, and
on page 22, of 892.50-were, as a matter of fact, passed to bis private
credit in the bank, and that he afterwards dealt with them in accounting
for them to the Government; do yon know, as a matter of fact, looking
at these entries, whether that is correct or not ?-No; I cannot.

8913. Can you not say, having written these books and baving made
these entries, what facts justify the entries ?-I would infer from them
that they passed to his credit in the bank.

Books do not 8944. Now, having had charge of these books for some time, and
show the amount
placed t Nixone having looked at them to-day, can you explain to me how we can find

F vate account out from the books, or from any evidence, the amount of moneys which
n bank. were so placed to Mr. Nixon's private account in the banks ?-Except

by his report to Ottawa, in the letter-book.

8945. Was there any other record made from time to time ? For
instance: supposing Mr. Nixon should accidentally make a mistake, and
not put ail that he got in his statement, is there no way of ascertaining
from these books that such a mistake was made ?-By going over the
books there would be.

8946. That would be necessary would it ?-Yes.

8947. There was no account kept by you of the whole transactionS ?
-I do not remember. I do net think it. I do not remember, though
there might have been. I thought there was another cash-book for
entering receipts of cash. Of course that cash-book only shows the
baik account.
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8943. When you say that this matter can be ascertained by going Bouo - 'i.
bhrough the books, do you mean by looking over each entry in the day-
ook to see if such an entry appears?-That is the only way now.
8949. But no system was adopted to record these entries in any other Nosyteen

place?-No ; except by the letter-book. actions In any
one place.

8950. That was not a system to record it ?-No. I also sent a report
ech month, or quarterly, showing the amounts of cash recoived, and

froM what source.
8951. Where would you get that from ?-From the day-book. You

nlight get it from the day-book. It was not collected together in any
account in the day-book.

8952. Then it would be by turning over ail the different pages of
the day-book that you would get the data for that statement ?-That
Would be the only way.

8953. Is that a correct way of keeping track of the transactions of Books not kept
a y business, by lcaving them to be ascertained by turning over the In a correct way.
different pages of the day-book, when you want to ascertain the result?

-No.

8954. Can you tell me why that incorrect way was qdopted ?-Be- Reasons for this.
eause we had not time. I had to look after ail the accounts of the
Canadian Pacific Railway and the Mounted Police, check over all the
aecounts as they came in, and additions and that sort of thing, so that
It took up all my time.

8955. Look at page 107 of ledger A: do you see that the account John Brown's
of John Brown is squared by giving him credit for an item of $2,861.28, ycrnt oare

'eith the words Bank Account. I suppose you are of opinion that t2,861.28.
en entry of that kind to the credit of one account should have a corres-
Ponding debit to some account of the same amount. Is that what youUnderstood by single entry, or any entry of any kind of system in the

orld ?--No; it would not be by single entry.
8956 Can you by single entry make charges against a man withouthaving a corresponding entry; can you by any system of book-keep-
Ig in the world get them out even ?-They are not even in single

Sntry. In single entry of course you may have a debit or credit entry
Without any corresponding account ; that is to any ledger account.

8957. According to the system which you say you adopted, sbould cannot explain.
that credit of $2,861.28 have a debit to some account, or be in the shape

f 4 debit to some account ?-I do not understand that amount either.
IfI had an opportunity of looking over it, I could be able to explain itat a future time. I do not know; but that must have been deposited
bY John Brown. This is his account as sub-agent.

8958. That entry was made by you to balance that accouDt, was it
Ot ?- 1 do not underistand why it was made.

8959. Was it made by you ?-Yes.

8960. Can you explain the basis of that entry ? What would Bank
toCeount mean, for instance ? Do you think that meant that it went
! YOur credit in the bank account, in the bank in which you were deal-
ltne ?--I cannot remember now why that entry was made. If I had time
t> look over it I am satisfied I could explain it ail right.

36½
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8961. Did I correctly understand you to say that the reason for not
making those entries, according to the system which you understand
to be correct, was that you had not time to make them ?-Yes; and also
I was under the impression that I had merely to keep a cash-book and
keep an account of the expenses.

8962. Did you think it would be more proper for you to make irm-
proper or incorrect entries, for want of time, than to leave them
unmade?-No; I did not.

8963. As a matter of fact have you any idea how many entries per
day, on an average, you were called upon to make in these books ?-I
have not. Of course it was not so much the entries in the books as
checking over the supply accounts as they came in ; there was a great
deal in that, I know.

8964. Do you remember anything about a store-book being kept by
John Parr ?-I believe he did keep a store-book.

S965. Did that come under your notice or supervision in any way ?-
No.

8966. Do you remember whether you made up statements to be sent
to the Government from time to time, to show what amount of stores
belonging to the Pacifie Railway remained in store ?- Yes; 1 remem-
ber there were statements made up to that effect.

8967. Do you remember making thom ?-I remember making up
these statements.

8968. Can you say from what material you made up those state-
ments ?-I made them up from John Parr's account, I think. He ren-
dered me an account of what stores were in the warehouse. I do nOt
see how else I could have got it.

8969. Do you remember whether he purported or proposed to render
you an account of the stores that were actually there, or of the stores
which his books showed ought to be there ?-I was under the impres-
sion that it was what was actually there; I do not remember frof
what source or how he made it up, but 1 remember there were such
reports made up and sent.

8970. But as to the foundation of this statement, you do not remem-
ber how he made it up ?-I cannot speak from actual knowledge.

8971. Do you remember whether he represented to you that that
statement showed the actual quantities in the store, or quantities
which his books showed ought to have been in the store ?-I cannOt
exactly remember,
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l1HOMAs NixoN's exanination continued: nO FSI.r

By the Chairman:-
S971i. Witness:-I produce the letter-book I referred to in my pre- Letter to Braun

vious examination, in which I find the following:- respcting

'p. BRA UN< Esq moneys deposited
44 " RAN Sq on account of

Secretary of Public Works. Canadian Pacific
4e SIR,-In reply to yours of the 29th ultimo, asking information respecting money Railway.

tleposited in the bank to the account of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,l have the honour
to enclose a duplicate statement of the details of the same. the original was sent
sorle days ago to Mr. C. H. O. Palmer, along with the statement of the expenditure
"P to the 30th June. As the fiscal year ended on the 30th J une, I deemed it a proper
Course to place to the credit of the Government all the moneys thon in my possession.
Indeed, I much prefer not to have any moneys placed to my private credit, and there.
fore, as far as possible, I pay all accounts by official cheque. The horse sold was ore
Which had got kicked and which belonged to the 0. P. R., having been, along with
uthers, purchased for the parties going westward. The other items will, I thiuk,
nIly explain themselves."

AccOmlpanying that was the detailed statement to which I have
referred. I saw it, and the horse is mentioned in it.

89'72. Did you render, from time to time, statements to the Depart- Always sent de-
'nent showing what you considered to be the amounts which yon had a of noneys
received on the part of the Government, and the amounts which you creditofRecelver-
had transmitted or deposited to the credit of the Receiver-General ?-I Generai.

alWays sent a detailed statement with the moneys which I had deposited
to the credit of the Receiver-General. That was never omitted-the
detailed statement was never omitted.

8973. Have you heard the evidence of Mr. Conklin to-day ?-I did.
8974. He has led us to underst and that the books, as kept by him, Conkliinsdescrip-

do not afford the means of ascertaining whether those statements which acter of the har-
you sent from time to time were actually correct -that is, from a keeping correct.

collected account; but that the only means of ascertaining what did
cone to your private control is by turning over the different pages of
the original books, which he calls day-books, and collecting them
together again : do you know whether he is correct or not in that
explanation ?-I apprehend he is correct.

8915. Do you think that all the moneys which you did receive from
any source on account of the Pacifie Railway, will be found entered in
sOrne of his day-books or journals, in the detached manner he describes ?
'I do.

8976. Are you able to produce a statement showing the amounts Schedule.
Which you placed to the credit of the Receiver-General or paid into the p>af ooredit or

oment account, during the time that you were paynaster of the liecelver-General
Pacific Railway ?-Yes; by a schedule which I produce, you will find

it the details of all that money. (Exhibit No. 104.)
8977. Where shall we find the particulars of the accounts whieh you
aim to have settled by those payments ?-Through either the day-book
journal, as kept by Mr. Conklin, und afterwards by Mr. Currie.

8918. I think you said it was your duty to procure supplies for differ- Procuring
enlt parties or persons connected with the railway ?-Yes. Supplie*

8979. What was the system generally adopted by you for that purpose? system of pro-
I-, generally speaking, advertised for tenders, or went to the respective curing supplies.

'nierchants and asked them. Sometimes there would not be sufficient time
afforded me by the engineer to advertise. When that was the case I
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vPeori p- went from one merchant's store to another, and found who was the
sFypnes. lowest and gave them the contract.

Supplies some- 8980. So that it would be sometimes by private nogotiations, and
times sought for
by public tender; someti mes by publie competition ?-Yes ; there was no other way ot
privatecosntract. doing it, on account of the want of time sometimes.

8981. Who were the principal persons who furnished supplies in
that way, in the town ?-Bannatyne, Higgins & Young, Peter Suther-
land, the Hudson Bay Co., and W. L. Lyon.

898?. With whom were the negotiations carriel on: in matters con-
nected with the Hudson Bay Co., for irstance ?-With John McTavish,
or the manager, Mr. Newman; he is living at Portage la Prairie.

8983. When the goods were furnishod after public competit ion, did
you keep a record of'the tenders ?-I think so. I think you will find
the tenders themselves among the papers ; they should be.

8984. Were there gonerally many competitors ?-No.
8985. When you asked for tenders, did you generally advertise in

some paper ?-Yes.
8986. You sometimes communicated the intimation by private com-

munication ?-Yes; when time was not allowed me I had to do it in
that way.

8987. In regard to other matters besides supplies, you had to engage
in transactions such as for freighting and mail carrying, and purchasing
of animals; how did you manage those transactions-freighting, for
instance?-The freighting was given out by tender, by contract, pretty
much on the same principle and in the same way.

Freighting.
Several tenders 8988. Were there many bargains about freiglting, or did one bar-
forte reigthting gain cover all the freighting while you were bere ?-There were

SorthWet several tenders for freighting-except to the North-West Angle--for
Angle made a
yearlycontractat which I made a yearly contract at 2 cts. a pound.
2 cts. per lb. 8989. Did you ask for tenders in that case? -1 do not remember

that I did; still, I am not sure.
8990. How was the freighting to other points arranged ?-PrettY

nuch in the same way, by public competition, by advertising.
8991. Did you make many bargains about freighting to other points,

or did one bargain cover most of it ?-No; there were a good manY
bargai ns.

Principal con- 8992. Who were the principal contractors ?-The late Honourable
tractors. James McKay, W. F. Alloway, and McMicken & Taylor. McMicken

& Taylor got the contract for the Indian Department. I think there
were some others, but I forget at the moment ; these were the princi-
pal, however.

8993. Did you keep a record of the tenders that were put in for
those contracta ?-I filed them all away with other documents. I had
them at Ottawa, and i think I had all of them there.

Ry.n's t nder. 8994. One of the tenderers named Ryan spoke of a tender which ho
made, and which you said had never reached the office, as far as Yo t'
know; do you remember the circumstance of his complaint ?-4No'
I do not ; and I was surprised when I read it the other day. I see be
nentioned Capt. Roward's name; Howard may be able to remember il.
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8995. He spoke of a letter-box being inside of your door, and a hole
that was made for putting in the letters ?-Yes.

8996. How was that arranged inside the door ?-A tin box with a
Cover.

8997. Was it locked ?-No; it was not.
8998. Then any one had access to the box inside ?-Yes ; the first

thing in the morning, when we went Io the office, we usually looked
to Bec if there were any letters. That was the general practice.

au-Puy-an1-r

Buying Horses,
8999. Did you take part in the purchase of horses by Alloway ?-I Took part In pur-

did, and so did the engineers for whom the horses were to be purchased. chase of horses by
Alloway tbough
not In ail cases.

9000. You do not mean in all cases ?-Not in all cases; I mean in
those large orders. We had, when Mr. Lucas was going out to the
North-West, an order- am speaking in round numbers-for twenty-
five or thirty horses. Some were ponies, some were for light draught,
-and others were for saddle beasts, and it was specified in the requisiLion
the kind of horse; and I told Alloway-so that there would be no finding
faUlt when the engineer got out a distance from Winnipeg on the
prairies-that the engineer himself should see the horses themselves-
all those purchased.

9001. Do you mean the first one or two lots ?-I allude more parti-
enlarly to those; and afterwards Mr. Marcus Smith wanted a saddle
beast and a light draught. He, in like manner, and they were permitted
to try those saddle horses also before the purchase was effected. There
Were several young gentlemen on the staff who had horses furnished to
them.

9002. Do you wish us to understand that, in the purchase of those Part taken by
onIe or two large lots, the engineers took part in the negotiations, s the purchase or
WNell as yûu and Alloway ?-Not so much in the negotiations, except animais.
When they knew the price, but in seeing the animal, to see if he was
'suitable for the work which they were organizing.

9003. Were there many engineers, surveyors or persons connected
with the field work, who took part in the purchase of this first lot ?-
No, Only one ; Mr. Lucas.

9004. Where is he now ?-l do not know; he is not in this neighbour-
hood.

9005. Who fixed upon the prices of these animals ?-I did. ess ax oUPOTI pIce of liorses

9006. In every instance ?-L would not like to swear to every horse nstanc every

that was bought, but very nearly.
9007. Is your recollection that Mr. Lucas was present, and approved

of each of those animals for the first one or two lots ?-That is my
belief. I did not wish to have the horses sent out without hisapproval;
the risk was too great.

9008. Did hIe go away before the horses were sent out ?-No.

9009. Did he remain in the city here until the horses were started ?
&es; for several days. stat a eme

Allowa s books
9010. Mr. Alloway's recollection was that you had, at the time of at thet ie of

,el lsingpurchas%
losing the matter, a detailed statement of each horse, and the cost of of horses for

e'ch horse ?-I had. Lu, and hi
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veyorahep- 9011. Is that to be had now ?-No; I had it from his books.Bnying Hoi ses.

9012. Are you sure of that ?-I am very positive of it, Sir; mostlY
these horses, Dot all, of course, were bought from Frenc-h half-breeds. i
am alluding particularly to the heavy draught, which comprised the
great number.

Wbat Alloway's 9013. What would his books show ?--The person from whom bought
s "ouw and the price paid, and the description of the horse: bay, or gray, or

roan; mare, horse, or gelding-as the case may be.
9014. Why did you depend upon his account of it ? Why did you nOt

keep a record of it yourself, having taken part in the negotiations ?-
employed him to buy the horses, ani I knew the price-he could not
eheat me.

9015. I am asking whether you kept any record, or whether VOuI
had to depend entirely upon his record ?-1 presume I depended, as far
as the writing itself is concerned, upon his record; but when the horéee
were purchased, they were turned at once into what we called the
Governmnent stable as each purchase was made.

9016. Where was the Government stable ?-Opposite to us. It waa
rented fron the Honourable James McKaf. I mean opposite to 011r'
office.

Thlniks Alloway
om ared record 9017. And did he not compare with you the record that he had kept,

hefaylkeptwth with the record that you had kept and in your own custody, in orderthat In wltness's
custody in order to ascertain that the average was a proper one ?-1 do not know but he
Io arrive at
average. did.

9018. Could he have done so, if you kept no record ?-No.
Thinks he did not 9019. Then why do you say that he did ?-I think not.

9020. Did you know the names of the parties yourself ?-I did not
myself know the names of the parties; they were mostly French, and I
could not speak French, but he could.

Character of 9021. Of what character was the majority of the horses purchased i
ote nhased: They w ere stout Indian ponies, fit fir cart, to travel two or three

pontes, thousand miles. Those peisons were going out to Edm'onton-those
surveyors-and they wanted gcod native horEes.

Euring Carts. 9022. What sort of carts did you buy on that occasion ?-The comono'
Rind of carts native cart-what is called bushed and banded carts-and boxes put la
bougt' the wheels. The natives do not use iron in their carts.

9ù23. What extra cost would that bushing and banding make ?--
From 82.50 to $3; I forget.

9024. Do you remember about the value of the carts that you bought
on that occasion, without the bushing and banding ?-1 do not reme"'
ber-I think about $15 to $16. I am speaking entirely f'om memory
We had to have good carts; I could have got cheaper carts, but
would not have them.

Bought carts frorn 9025. Do you remember from whom you bought those carts in tb
first instance ?- I think from Alloway, he had a very large number.

9026. Was ho dealing in carts ?-Yes; ho was dealing in cartis, and
had scores of thom at that time.

9027. He did not buy them specially for your order ?-No; I think
not.
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9028. Were the carts lower or higher in price then than now ?-I s*y]gar
tbink they were higher, but I do not know; latterly, of course, I have
'lot paid much attention to them. I think carte are not very much
cheaper now though. The National Policy hardly comes into play
there, and of course they are cheaper.

9029. Look at an account of Alloway's of June 27th, 1877, and say
What the price was you paid for carts ?-819.50.

9030. What did that include ?-Those carts that were bushed and s19.p per eart
banded It says so here: " Sixteen bushed and banded carts for Mr. e i.5" foia -e
Lucas' par ty, at $19.50, and sixteen extra axles, at $1.50, and sixteen each; $2.50 for
,eat cves. cover.

9031. How much for the covers ?-82.50 each.
Four cart horses,

9032. What is next ?-"Four cart horses, $460; twoi harness horses 8460; two for
for buek-boards, $280; two saddle horEes, $290; one ditto for Mr. uo for sar $
-Marcus Smith, $200." $290; one fr

9033 Now, what would be the price of that cart and cover, without
the axie ?-$23.50 altogether-that would be bushed and banded,
axle and cover.

9034. That is without the harness, I suppose ?-Yes.
9035. What do you make out the bushing and banding and axle to be

Worth ?-1 do not know exactly about the bushing and banding: from
$2.50 to 83, it might be more ; the axle is $1.50 and the cover $2. 50 ;
that would leave the value of the cart and cover, without the harness,
$16.50.

9036. Excuse me. Look again?-I thought you asked me what
would be the value of the cart and cover.

b 9037. I am asking you what you make out to be the value of the
ushing and banding, and axle ?-85.
9038. That would be $3.50 for the bushing and banding, and only

*1.50 for the axle ?-Yes; I may be a little high for the bujhing and
anding, or a little lower.

9039. Then what would yon make out the value to bo of a cart and
cover, without the harness, with the boxing and banding and axies
taken off ?-You inean with the bushing and banding and axle takenc.

9040. Yes ?-s17.

9041. Please calculate again ?--I take $5 from $23.50, leaving $18.50.

9042. Now is that your idea of the value of a cart and a cover, with. Value or carLou1t the bushing ar.d banding or axle ?-No; it is too high. That is the
arts Would not cost $18.50 without, those.

9043. But is not that the price that Alloway got ?-No. I do
'ot 8ee that is, nor do you see it, Mr. Chairman. 818.50 ! The prices I

ave him for those carts was $16, according to tbat account. Don't
'Y to make me out giving him $18.50. That is what you are doing,
14r. Chairman. The axies are there. As extra good carts we did not

y them.
9044. I am asking you this question: what you gave Alloway for
e eart and cover ? and I hav<e asked you over and over again, and you
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eyrhnl have made five or six calculations, each of them wrong ?-Because you
put me out ; now if you ask me, I will answer it.

9045. Lot me know, according to this paper, which you may take in
your hand, the price which you paid Alloway for the cart and cover,
without estimating the value of the bushing and banding, or axle ?-I
suppose I gave him- I cannot tell exactly.

9046. You may have the paper and a pencil to figure it up?-That
will not supply me. I can make the calculation with any man, but
this will not supply me with the price.

9047. If not, why not ?-I do not understand what you want to get
from me now ?

9048. I am asking you plainly enoigh for you to answer?-819.50,

9049. Now add the price of the cover to that?-Yes; it makes $22
for the eart bushed and banded and cover.

9050. I wish you to add to that the price of the axie ?-The axle is
$1.50, that is $23.50 total. Now, what do you wish me to do ?

9051. I wish you now to make up what you consider to be the
value of the bushing and the banding and the axie ?-I have done that.

Price of cart and
cover wthout 9052. What do you find the price to be of that cart and cover.
bushing and " without bushing, banding, or axle ?-818.50.
banding, $18.50.

9053. Did you consider that to be a fuir price ?-I did, or would not
have paid it to Alloway, or any man under heaven.

May have bought
carts of the same 9054. Did you ever buy carts of that kind, including harness, for a
kind Innckding
harnes for a- much less price than that ?-I do not remember, perhaps I did.
nuch less sum.

9055. I have already asked you about the difference between the
price at that time and later. Can you tell me now whether they were
much lower or much higher ?-I cannot tell you.

9056. Do you remember the character of those carts, whether they
were better than usual ?-1 cannot tell you ; they were supposed to be
good; they bad to go a long distance.

9057. Do you remember the ordinary price of hobbles at any time?
-No; I do not. I remember nothing about them.

Five carts with 9058. Look at requisition No. 12, in your requisition book,
acvesand ndcret ogand

barnesa. and say whether you bought any carts to go a long distance,
requiring to be well made, for the purpose of the Pacific Railway ?-
Yes: "Five carts with covers and harness "-I see that here-" lee
two from Divisious N and P."

$4.. 9059. Will you tell me what those carts cost you with the cover and
harness ?-il can from this book. It says here, $47.50.

9060. Would that be for five carts ?-No; it might be for three.

Entry wrong; 9061. Do you think it was for three ?-I do not know ; I nevOr
nust be wrong, bought a cart for that price. I do know that I never bought a cart for

$9. I swear that positively, and re-swear it a thousand times; there
fore the entry is wrong. It must be wrong.

9062. Do you know whose entry it is?-No; I do not. I do not
know whose the figures are. The writing is Mr. Conklin's, but I pre-
sume there will be an account. I do not remember buying carts an
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barness for that price. It is only a little over an average of 89 each B°,C°
for a cart and harness and cover.

9063. Will you look at your requisition No. 9, and see if you FifteencartswIth
bought any carts with covers and harness complote ?-Yes; fifleen carts covers complete.
With haroness and covers complote. (See 9075.)

9064. What did they cost ?-8142.50. $142.15.

9065. Would that be au average of somewhere between $9 and $10 ? Average between
It would appear so. $9 and i1O.

9066. And these would include more than those carts which you
Value at $18.50 ?-I do not know. Those would be neither buehed nor
banded.

9067. But I understood you to arrive at a price without bushing or
banding ?-No; I did not know anything about it. I know I acted
honestly for the Government. I would like to look that up. I do not
remnember ever buying carts from Stalker & Carswell. I do not think
I did.

9068. But these are entries which appear in your books, are they
Lot ?-Yes.

9069. They naturally give the impression that you did ?--Yes; they
Inaturally give the impression that I did buy the carts.

9070. Do you say that you know nothing about the price of hobble3 ? Knows nothing
about the price o-No. hobbles.

9071. Did you never ta-gain for any ?-Yes; but I do not know the
price now. I bought nearly a 81,000,000 worth of goods, and it is not
reasonable that I should remember the price of everything I bought.

9072. 1 am not pressing you to do so, but I want to show you some Hobbles 5 ets.
enltries. If you look at the entry of July 17th, 1876, you will find ands,.Woeach.
hobbles charged; can you say from whom you bought these hobbles,
and the price you gave ?--$1 each and 75 cts. oach, it would appear.

9073. Look at the entry of the 27th April, 1875. and see if you
butght some hobbles, and from whom, and at what price ?-Yes ; I did

uy twelve hobbles, $12-$1 each.

9074. From whom ?-From Alderman Wright. What is ontered ('ontends that
here as five carts with covers and harness is the price of the harness crrtare ronrie
and covers only. It should have been covers and harness for five carts.

r. Conklin has written the word " carts," and it should have been
five cart harnesses and covers."
9075. Then the word with should have been left out also ?--Yes.
9076. Then you say the entry on requisition No. 9 is also wrong as

en tered by Mr. Conklin ?-Yes; you are trying to show.that I gave
Ai0way a great deal more than I ought.

9077. I am trying to ascertain what your books show. I told you
we shall take any explanation you wish to give, but we desire to con-
dlct the examination in our own way; we do not wish meroly to take
four Own general statements of correctness, because it is our duty to
investigate the matter as well as to hear your statemonts. Do you
hy this entry for requisition 9 is a wrong entry ?-It conveys a
Wrong impression; I bought no carts fr-om Stalker & Carswell; it was
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not for carts-that is what I say; it was only for the harness and the
covers for carts.

9078. Then, of course, it is incorrect ?--It is incorrect in that sense.
That would be easily verified by getting Carsweil & Stalker's accounts.

9079. There is no objection, as I said before, to you giving every
explanation that you can give; we all wish to have the whole matter
investigated, but the enquiry is not to be silenced by the general as-
sertion that everything is right ?-I know what you want, Judge!

Ten hobbles $10. 9080. Will you look at requisition No. 17, and say ifyou bought any
hobbles, and from whom, and at what price ?-Yes; ten hobbles, $10.

9081. Haee you any recollection of buying hobbles from Alloway ?-
No, I have not; I might have bought somo.

9082. If you bought them at a higher price than $1, had you
any reason for doing so ?--I do not remember now; they might be for
some horses that interfered-I do not know; 'or they might be a dif-
feront kind of hobble, I cannot tell. I see by the invoice you hand
me that there is one pair of hobbles for McMillan, $1.50; in the other
case they were bought wholesale.

9083. Doyou now see a i eason for giving him a higher price than in the
other case ?-It would appear that there was a higher price given for the
solitary pair of hobbles than there was for ten pairs; I do not know
but that they were botter; that was in 1875 a long time back.

Buying Horses.
Sold Alloway 9084. Besides buying horses from Alloway, did you sell him any ?-
horses. I did. I showed you to-day.

9085. I do not remember ?-I showed you about a horse that I sold,
for which I sent the money to the Receiver-General.

9086. Did you sell him more than one ?-No. Mr. Marcus Smith
did, I think, to Mr. McKay. I do not remember.

9087. I do not know the facto. I arn asking you whother you did
make a sale of bi-ses in a lot to him ?-I don't renember. We
usually sold our horses by auction, except one lot which was sold by
Mr. Marcus Smith, and at a price.

9088. Do you remember selling him a lot of six ponies?-No; 1
don't remernmber. I may have done so, but I don't remember.

Six pontes $200. 9089. There is a receipt from the Receiver-General's office, for
February, 1877: " Six ponies, $200;" do you remember having made
that sale, and if you did, to whom ?-I don't remember. That is a

Private blni- matter about which I would have to enquire from Mr. Currie.liens wlwh
Alowey.

ITad no private 9090. Were you engaged in business connections with Mr. Alloway?business coflnec-
tion with -I was not.
Alloway. 9091. Did you assist him in the purchase of goods which the Govern-

ment afterwaids purchased ?-I do not understand you.
9092. By a loan of money or help of any kind ?-To Mr. AllowaY ?

o nderectly. 9093. Yes ?-Neither directly or indirectly.
Never endorsed 9094. For instance, in endorsing bis paper ?-I never endorsed hi9bis paper. paper.
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9095. No business connections ?-No business, directly or indirectly syo°hg p
10 any sense or in any form. property

retnm'med.9096. If there was a sale of six ponies, is it your recollection that it Does not remem-
Was by auction or how was it ?--I do not remember. We sold ponies b®r sen n
by auction, but [ do not think we put up six in any one lot. That way.
Weould be a very unusual way for me to do~. I might through instructions
from Mr. Rowan sell one lot, as I did through instructions from Mr.
Marcus Smith sell a lot to the Honourable Mr. McKay. Sometimes
these ponies were what we cali " eating their heads off," and we were
glad to get shut of them. I will enquire into that and give you the
'nformation as'far as I can.

9097. As a rule were the goods that were disposed of on the part of As a rule goods
the Government disposed of by auction ? I mean articles that had been oerdnment are
returned-.-second-hand articles ?-I think they were as a rule. We had disposed or by
Several auction sales which vere advertised, auction.

90J8. Have you reaped any advantage by having the opportunity of iniscount
dealing on Government account with merchants or other persons in """ es *e
he community ?-I have not, other than I have got my goods, or should
ave got my goods, as low as I did for the Government. I did not get

them as low, but I got a discount, but that was not an equivalent.
9099. Was there a practice among merchants who took orders upon

Covernment account to give private dealers a larger discount than they
Otherwise would ?-I think not. I got the discount now. I got it the
Other day from my grocer, 10 per cent. for groceries.
. 9100. That is on account of your private account ?-Yes; I am speak-
lflg of my private account. I want to show you that although I am not
'in Government employ, still I get the discount.

9101. Did you say that while you were dealing on the part of the Never got any
Overn ment that you got no larger discount and no other advantage aduanage or dis.that ou gt no arge discuntondnn while

than you would have got if you were dealing entirely on your own purveyor that he
priate account ?-iN o; so far as I know, I never did. I can buy goods a float get as
"ýcheap to day for my family as I did then at the same reductions, in dividual.
act 1 did not get thern as cheap as I got them for the Government. I

13ean that the discount did not bring them down.

9102. The Government was paying a lower rate to the dealers than
Yon did when that discount was taken off ?-Yes; if I had iM r. Suther-
a4nd's account here I could prove it to your satisfaction that the Gover-
""ent got it from 20 to 25 per cent. lower. I bought tea on Saturday1 4 5 ets. which at retail is charged to me at 75 cts.

.103. As to the price of horses, was there a difference between the
tPce of half-breed orses and other horses-what they called ponies ?-

-al1breed horses would be less.
9104. Iow much less ?-A good deal; for instance, a Canadian horse
en I came here would be worth from $175 to $200. I do not meanextra horses, but ordinary buggy horses. They are not now so dear.

9105. And the native horse, what would it be worth ?-It would
b6e d altogether upon its quality: you could buy them from $40,
7$80 to, 100; a $100 horse would be a very good one. It is almost
'1Psib1e to give an average price for the native horses ; they vary

bo in quality.

Baying Horsea.
Half-breed horses
a gooddea les 1
trice than otherSorses.

Native horses
from $40 to i10.
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Contraet formaiu.

Book-keeping.
Property return-
ed f rom surveys
not credtted.

9106. Have you any idea at present, without the papers, of the
number of tenders that were submitted to yon for the carrying of the
mail in ihis instance in which Alloway got it ?-No; I have not. Mr.
Rowan had that contract and not me. Mr. Rowan was the engineer,
and it was for the Canadian Pacific Railway pure and simple. Re
asked for tenders in my namne but he let the contract. They were
asked in my name, I suppose, because I had to pay, but they wore sub-
mitted to Mr. Rowan for his decision.

9107. Do you remember how many competitors there were?-I do
not know at the present moment. That tender was let by Mr. Rowan,
and lie instructed the lawyers to draw up the documents.

9108. Was it in reference to that contract that Mr. Ryan said he had
deposited a tender which you say you did not receive ?-1 presume so.
The contract was let next time to some other parties. Alloway's
tender was higher than others.

9109. Property that was returned from surveys and which had been
originally charged to them-what was the practice concerning tbat
as to crediting those accounts ?-They were not credited because they
could not tell what the values would be. It would be old pots and
pans, as I said before.

Horses and cattle 9110. Well, horses and cattle would be sometimes r'eturned ?-Yes,
uredt ""dn there would be horses sometimes; and earts and harness.

9111. As to that kind of property, would it be creditod to the par-
ticular account which had been originally charged with it ?-No; I
think not. No value was attached to thein when we entered them on
the books, and therefore they could not be credited.

9012. Therefore you think the way it was left upon the books
would show a large debit against the same surveys or particular divi-
sions ?-Yes; but I was going to say that when sales were made they
might credit it at Ottawa.

9113. You would explain in your account to Ottawa the particular
division from which that property came ?-I would not like to be too
sure about that fact. If my store man mixed them altogether, when
we came to sell we could not discriminate; and it is not improbable
that ho did, when I come to think the matter over, but the engineers
took receipts for horses delivered to us and for material.

Alloway's horses 9114. Do you remember whether Alloway's horses were at any time
neyer kept at
Government kept in the Government stables, or either fed or attended at thO
stables. GOvernment expense ?-They were never kept at the Governnent

stable, and never kept at the Government expense. They never crossed
the threshold of the door.

What was done 9115. I think it sometimes hapiened that stores would be returned
when stores were from different parties, and then reissued again from the store-house to
issued. r different parties ?-It would.

9116. Do you know if there was any account kept of that sort Of
transaction ?-Yes; by the store man.

9117. Would the reissue be charged to any other division ?-I thiink
not ; but the requisition coming from the engineer, he would ask, saYY
for two camp stoves, by way of illustration. 1 would say to Parr.
" Have you two camp stoves in store that are good enouigh to go out?
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If ho had, they would not be purcbased; but if he had not, I would have neyo*Å i..
to Purchase them.

9118. Was it your practice to charge to the parties requiring goods,
anY goods reissued from the Government store ?-I do not think the
acCOuntant kept the account in that way. I think he only charged
them in ail probability for the purchases which were actually made,
'ven if ho did do that.

9119. Are we right in supposing that sometimes when you sent out Goods charged to
applies to parties at a distance, that you would instruct a sub-agent to sier rate than

Bell those for a higher price than the Government had paid for them ? was paid for

Yes, that is correct; I was so instructed from the Department. them.

9120. Do you remember whether those goods would be charged to Thisdonatocover
that Party at the increased price or at the actual cost ?-I do not transport.
!Ornenmber now. There was only a reasonable porcentage which I was
Il8tructed to have added on, which percontage was supposed to cover
what was paid for transport.

t 9121. It was done with that object, so as to save all or part of the
ransport ?-Yes ; that is the way I understood it.

9122. Would those supplies be within the control of the sub-agent as
t the price at which they would be sold ?-No, unless they were
larnaged en route; thon ho would have to use his own judgment. An
nvoice was handed to each sub-agent showing the prices ho ought to
Charge the men.

9123. Were these goods that were so sent out to be re.sold charged

to the sub-agent in his account, together with money that was furnished
him ?-I presume so.
9124. Do you know whether it would be charged to him at the lower Does not know

Or hi hether sub-
r iher price ?-I could not tell you; I do not know how that would w ent was charg-
e done. I added at the foot of the invoice so much. seltingprceorf

goods.
9125. You see if you charged the agent only with the actual cost to

the Government, and he sold them at a percentage higher, ho would get
ge pardvantage of that percentage, unless you had some mode of check-
g the price at which ho received and at which ho sold them; there-aore, 1a asking whether there is any record in the books of it ?-You

'e ho sold to no one but the men, and they were sold to the men inlaoe Of wages. For instance, a man wanted a pair of boots or shoes,e got them out of the stores on the order of the engineer, and theyere charged as wages to bis account, and when ho returned this would
subtracted from whatever wages was due to him.
912 Sub-agent would

26. Would the sub-agent get credit for the cash which ho had get credit forcati
ai on account of wages ?-Yes; certainly. of wagesount

9127. Would ho get credit for the amount of wages which ho would
e tO the men in the shape of goods ?-He would, or the men would

a he.pay-list. The pay-list, as formulated by the Government, had
tOadrng for cash and for goods, and the sub-agent placed in these

ca ins the amount of his goods for the month and the amount of his
received for the month, if any.

9121. After that explanation, can you say whether, if the sub-agent
eaida labourer with goods, ho would get the credit at the prico at

the goods were sold to the labourer, just the same as if ho had
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9129. Would he be charged with the price at which he was to sell
the goods ?-Yes.

9130. Would he be charged with the gools at the selling price ?-Yes.
9131. Before you were not sure about that; now, after this explana-

tion, do you say that the practice was to charge the sub-agent with the
selling price of the goods ?-That was the general practice.

9132. Because it is plain that if that were not done he would be
getting the profit ?-Hle could not make a profit; it was not possible.

9133. Why not?-Because when ho came baek with his account ho
brought us the goods which were not sold, if any there were, and we
took that from the amount of his invo:ce and then looked into the
amounts he sold to the men.

9134. It is upon those amounts that he sold to the mon, I am making
the enquiry; the rest does not affect the question. As to the amounts
which he sold the men, i' he was not charged the selling price, of course
he made that profit ?-He could not make it.

9135. ie could if he vas only charged with the buying price; for
instance, if you sent to the sub-agent goods which cost $500, and yo"
told him to sell those goods at an advance of 10 per cent., and ho
would sell them and return that he had paid wages to the extent Of
$550 by goods, ho would be making a profit of $50; but if they were
charged to him at the $550, then ho would make no profit. I am asking
which was the practice ?-I will show you how it is done. When his
nonthly sheet came in, a pair of boots would be charged to a cartai"
man, but there would be so much wages due him for the month, and
ho got so much less wages. We knew what the sub-agent sold everY
article for and we knew what to charge them at, and as the sub-agerft

did not receive money for those goods under any circumstance-I mean
wien sold to the mon, and he was not allowed to sell other than to the
men-he could not make any profits.

9136. le could not ?-I am satisfied that ho could not.

WINNIPEG, Friday, lst October, 1880.

D. S. CURRIE, sworn and exanined:

By the Chairman:-
9137. Where do you live ?-In Winnipeg.
9138. Have you been connected with any of the business of the

Canadian Pacifie ]Railway ?-Yes; I have been connected with tbe
Pacifie Railway since June, 1875: the first two years as eommisarist
officer, and from May, 1877, up to the end of 1879, as accountant I
the office at Winnipeg, here.

9139. When you were commissariat officer were you attached to soY
particular party in the field ?-Yes ; I was sent out with Mr. Carre.

9140, To what locality ?-I went out to Rat Portage and worked i'
towards Red River where contract 15 is now-two surveys.
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9141. Was that office of commisariat officer similar to what is called
I sub-agent, sometimes alluded to in your books ?-Yes, the same. Ail
the commissariat officers are known as sub-agents in the official instruc-
tions.

.NfXon's Pay.
master.and.
Parveyerahlp

o ommsarist
oSRcer.

9142. What was the duty of these officers?-To receive ail stores Duties of sub-
sent forward to the purveyor ; to keep account of the men's wages agent.
and time, and any advances made to thom, and to make a return of the
time to the purveyor at Winnipeg; and also to move camp fAm time
tO time as the engineer in charge of the party might direct.

.9143. Over what matters would they have power upon their own
dscretion to act ?-There was 'very little indoed.

9144. Would you make the bargains for freighting for the camp ?- A force of ten or
o we had a foi-ce of men under our charge ail the time, probably fi®,e","r'o

ten, twelve or fifteen men, to move the camp and provisions, as the
engineer in charge directed us to do.

9145. Then these men formed part of that party ?-Yes.
9146. When they were not miving camp how were they employed ?

'Cutting out trails in advance so that we could move camp. Of
Course they were subject to the engineer in charge at any time. If we
had no work for them in the camp he would send them off to any duty
that he thought proper.

9147. Did the sub agent keep a set of bo ,ks of his own for each B.ok-keeping,
Party ?-Yes ; ho was supposed to do so.

914S. Do you remember what set of books you kept for that party ? Keptbookrecord.
I kept a thin book in which I kept the men's time and wages a"nd wage , and

account, and credited lhem with their time at the end of the month, charging ad-
and charged them with any advances. or mongod

9149. Do you mean with any money, or goods, or both ?-Both.
9150. Do you remember whether these accounts were kept in your

ln name or were they kept in the name of the party ?-In Winnipeg?
9151. Yes, in Winnipeg or anywhere?-Of course I considered those

books my own books. I simply kept them in order to make returns.
9152. For instance, if you received money would you charge that
Yourself in your book ?-Yes ; as sub-agent.
9153. The account would be " D. S. Currie to cash ? "-Yes; exactly.
9151. As to supplies, did you make entries in your books on that Did not enter

SubjeOt ?-No; ail I was required to do was to see that the supplies Inbsorece e
sont forward and billed to me were received, and I receipted for them signed way-bili.
and returned the way-bill to the freighter.

9155. You say those supplies were not the basis of any entry in your
boks ?-No.

9156. You did not charge yourself with those supplies at any price ?
X0.

9157. Thon did you only keep a debtor and creditor account, as far
a' You were concerned, 'about the cash items ?-The cash items and
'Payment stores.
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JAMES SUTHERLAND' S examination continued:

By the Chairman -

9158. You have already been sworn ?-Yes.
9159. Can you produce the statement of the gonds which you said,

when you were giving vour evidence before, had been delivered to-
your sucessor at Foi t Frances, or to any person on the part of the
Governiment at the closing up of the Government store ?-Yes; I pro-
duce it. (Exhibit No. 105.)

910, In this statement no prices are attached to the items? -No.
9161. Will it be possible to show the state of the Store Account

without having those items priced and carried out, extended ard entered
in the book ?-No; not the amount.

9162. Have you any means of arriving at the proper prices which
ought to be attached to these items ?-Yes. I have a knowledge of the
plant that was there, and of course I have a price list. I have the last
statement which was written upon the books to the Government. I
could put the prices at a very close valuation, I think, which would
show the right balance whatever it might be.

9163. The particular account of the Government store at Fort Fran-
ces could not be complete in the way it has been kept without ascer-
taining the prices of ail these articles ?-No.

9164. Will you be good enough now to put the price to this so as to
complete this portion of the book-keeping (handing witness the state-
ment) ?-Yes.

9165. Then for the present this inventory is returned to you. The
books whieh you produced the other day, 1 understood you to say, were
all the books of that work as far as you knew ?-They were considered
the head books.

9166. Do you mean the subsidiary books of other branches, or is this
a complote set of the general office books ?-They are the complote set
and all written up.

9167. Are they the original books in which these same items were
entered ?-Yes

9168. Was there any change by replacing some books with others
in that set at any time ?-No; these were the only books that were
kept.

9169. The day-book, for instance, in this set, is the original book ?-
Yes.

9170. And you made no others to replace it ?-No.

9171. Nor any other book in that set ?--No ; it is the complote set-
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By the Chairman:-
9172. Please explain the account of repayment stores ?-That is

stores other than piovisions to be issued for the men: tobacco, clothing,&c.,-anything that they might require for their personal use that they
could not procure on the line.

t 9173. Then those items did appear in your set of books ?-No; not
te items.

9174. I asked you before if any other items, other than cash items,
aPpeared in your books, and you said no others except repayment
'tores ?-They appeared in this way: that the men were charged with
them when they were issued. I am not clear that I charged them
lYself upon receipt.

9175. That is the point I am endeavouring to ascertain, whether whenese stores reached you you charged yourself with them as weil aswith the cash which was entrusted to you for payment of the men ?--
SWOuld not like to say that I charged myself with anything relating

to these stores in the books I kept.
9176. Is the book now in your hands the one which was kept by

YOu when you were sub-agent on section 15?-Yes.
9177. In your own books kept out on the line did you enter the Witness charged

quantities and prices of the goods, which you call repayment stores, aount ortcon-
Which were sent to you from time to time ?--l find that I charged signment.
tY8e1f with the amount. I made no entry of the number of articles,
but With the amount of the consignment.

9178. Do you know whether you charged that at the price which inoeha rged toYou disposed of it to the men, or at the price which the purveyor pur- a st of prices
ftrshed witneusChased it ?-They were charged to the mon at the list of prices he gave which also were

'ne to harge for the goods. tchegees he was

9179. Do I understand you to say that the prices you charged your-
sf for them were the prices at which you sold them to the men ?-Y08 .

9180. Did you, from time to time, render statements to the purveyor Made monthly
n the whole amount that you bad paid the men, including cash and returns.

e0ods payments ?-Yes; I sent returns in monthly.

9181. Do you know whether you would get credit in your account
4tthe head office for all the amounts you had paid the mon, including
Paynrents in goods as weil as payments in money ? - Yes; in separate

9182. You sent a distinct account for the amount which you paid in
o1ey and another one for the amour.t which you paid in goods ?-
es; the pay-roll showed how much was advanced to each in cah and
res: there was a column for one and a celumn for the other.

th9183. Do you remember whether, in settlements between you and
e purveyor, the amount or value of the goods chargod to you would
one Of the items upon which you made the settlement ?-Yes; there
8 a settlement for stores apart from either salary or cash advances.
184. Do you know whether that statement was procured from the
ýs of the purveyor or only from detached papers ? -That I do not

37à
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know. I have settled with Mr. Conklin ; but whether ho got the state-
ment of account from the books or from the invoices I do not know.
The settlement was in accordance with the list of goods and prices
sent out to me from time to time.

9185. Do I understand you to say that, as a matter of fact, you settled
with the purveyor for the cash which he gave you and also for the
goods which he entrusted you with, and that the prices of those goods
were settled for by you at a higher price than you understool he
bought them for?-I should not like to say so in every case; but I
understood, in fact I think I heard Mr. Nixon say that he charged an
advance of 5 or 10 per cent. on the cost to cover charges of trans-
portation, and that it was on that basis he made out. the price list which
he gave me, and my settlement with the purveyor was on the basis of
those prices, irrespective of what he paid for them.

9186. Assuming that ho had an account in his set of books, and he
charged yon in that aceount with only the invoice prices of the goods-
that is to say, the price at which he had bought them-and ihat you
afterwards got credit from him or settled with him at the higher price
of 10 per cent. over, can you say what the effect of that would be?
With whon would the profit remain ?-Then my sales would be in
excess of the amount charged against me. Of course there would be a
profit made if he charged me with the cost price, but I assume he
charged me with the price with the freight added.

9187. I an speaking now of the books at his end of the line-that is,
at Winnipeg-not the books at your end of the line. I understand
that you do not know and did not know the contenta of bis books ut
Winnipeg ?-No; I never saw them.

9188. I am asking you now because I understand that you are keep-
ing the books for the Government, and that you know something of
the principle on which books should be kept, what would bo the result
at the Winnipeg end of the line if he charged you merely with the
price at which he bought the goods, and if you settled with him for
the price at whieh you sold them, where would the profit be?-The
profit shouli appear to my credit in those books.

there was any
profit placed to 9189. Were yon ever made aware that there was any such credit in,
sub-agPnt's credit jobosN
In his books at those books ?-No, not at all; I nover heard it.
Winnipeg.
Understood he 9190. Then you must have supposed that yon were charged in his

"as argd at books at the selling prices and not at the buying prices ? -Exactly.
That is the way I understand it.

9191. Was there any matter connected with your sub-agency which
was left unsettled between you and the purveyor ?-No; I think not.

9192. Your recollection is that everything was wound up ?-Yes; he
sent out a man to relieve me, and I turned over to that man ail tbe
stores in my possession-plant and stores-and took a receipt irom hiai,
and handed that receipt into the office.

9193. What was your next employment after the sub-agency ?-
Accountant in Mr. Nixon's office.

9194. Did you take charge of the books there ?-Yes ; the bookO
kept by my predecessors were handed over to me, and the work usuallY
doue by them.
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9195. About what time did you assume control of the books?-
Somne time in May, 1877.

9196. Look at journal B and say if the entries there are in your
Writing, and if so, when you commenced ?-I commenced in May, the
date stated by me before.

9197. Do you fmnd any entries in journal B in your writing, appar-
ently of a date before that ?-Yes.

9198. low do you account for that ?-I went back to the first of the
Year 1877, and endeavoured to make a start from that.

9199. Where did you get material for these entries ?-I must have
got them from the old books kept by Capt. Howard, who kept them
in the interim between tho tinie of Conklii going out and my
cOling in.

9200. Do you remember whether these materials were in some other
book, or were they on detached papers ?-I would have likely taken

oe of the entries from the vouchers and from copies of the state-
"lents sent to Ottawa, of monthly returns; in fact, I endeavoured to
nIake a start from the commencement of that year 1877.

9201. Did you find in day book A any of the materials for these
entries which you make in your day-book or journal B ?-No; I think
not.

Nvixen'm Pay.
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9202. Have you had the custody of the books which Mr. Nixon
transferred to the Department at the time that he gave up office ?-
Not Continuously; that is to say they had been handed over to one
Or two parties who were examining into the affairs of the office, but
they were returned to me.

9203. Have you obtained them again ?-Yes; all the books were
1*eturned to me, but I did not check the individual vouchers, papers and
letters.

9204. Was there any book before the journal B, now produced, which
ought to contain the material for these entries ?-I think there was
anYther book with a few pages of memoranda of some sort or other,
'whieh I think I can produce.

920~. Were those entr'es in the ordinary way in which entries are Entries irregular.
Ill'ide in any set of books ?-They were not regular entries, that is
double entry.

9206. Were they entries made with a view of book-keeping ?-Yes
although not made in the form that they aie ordinarily made; more in
detail, I think.

9207. Do those entries which appear in your journal B proceed from
se entries which, in your opinion, you found in Capt. Howard'stbOok altogether, or in part ?-They could not altogether, but they prob-Ibiy are in part.

9208. Had you occasion to look into the books which had been
tiept, previous to the lst January, 1877, by Mr. Conklin ?-Yes; in get-

g materials for the returns called for by the Department.

9209. Do you understand book-keeping ?-Yes; I think so. oo.k"eandg
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9210. Have you been accustomed to it? -Yes; before coming up
here, I was for three years accountant and cashier for a large colliery
in Nova Scotia: the Glasgow and Cape Breton Coal Company. They
employed at times probably five or six hundred men.

9211. Were your books kept in a satisfactory way down there ?-
Yes.

9212. Have the books been kept in a satisfactory way to the Depart-
ment here, since yon have taken charge ? -Yes; I think so. I have
adopted a new system altogether, since I have been made responsible tO
t.he Department myself. I have had my own way in the matter since then,
of course. Previous to that I was under instructions from other parties
here; but now I am responsible to the Department, direct.

9213. Had you any occasion to look irto the books which had been
kept before the lst of January, 1877, in the purveyor's department Of
the Pacific Railway, by Mr. Conklin ?-Yes ; after I had come into the
office.

9214. Did you form any opinion as to the method in which they had
been kept ?-Well, yes; I formed an opinion.

9215. Did yoti look into them frequently, or only occasionally?
Describe what connection you had with them ?-There were severa1

occasions on which returns werecalied forfrom Ottawa, to show the total
expenditure on the survey on the different works; then I looked nata'
rally into the books to get the information ; but not finding it there I
looked to copies I found in the office of returns, and endeavoured to g0
the information from the vouchers. Of course i looked, as a matter 0f
curiosity, through the books from time to time.

9216. Have you formed any opinion as to whether the books were
kept so as to show the real state of affairs ?-No; they could not shOw'
anything, in fact, more than the personal accounts of the men-that 1s
correctly. There may possibly be individual accounts which maY
possibly be correct; but from the manner in which they were kepty
they would not show correctly the expenditure under the differOt
heads.

9217. I assume that you mean that the set of books would show the
state of affairs in the establishment for which they were kept ?-Cer'
tainly.

9218. Would they show only money transactions, or would the cash-
book be sufficient to show the money transactions ?-It would shoW
the whole, but not as to details.

9219. But if there was anything else but the cash kept, would thes
books show it ?-They should show it.

9220. But did they show it to you ? -1 know there are stores accounts.

92.21. Were the stores accounts kept so as to show the transactio"s
of the establishment in a correct way ?-No; fnot so as to show the
transactions of the establishment in a correct way.

9222. In your opinion, can we, by investigating these books, arrie
at a proper conclusion as to the state of affairs ?-Of course the conCI0.
sion I would arrive at, was that the books had been kept in sucb a
manner that they did not show what they ought to show, and what
they should be expected to show.
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9223. Did those books show the real siate of affairs ?-No; they did Bookaneer

not. I am not aware that they were ever balanced. balanced.

9224. In order to show the real state of affairs they should be
talanced ?-Certainly.

9225. You speak of expenditures continuously, should they not show
thbe purchases ?-No ; they did not.

9226. Is it not necessary to show the little as well as the gre it things
a set of books, to make them show the state of affairs ?-I mean that

alnY purchases made were paid for-that the goods were never entered
UP util they were paid for. In that way I am speaking as to expen-
diture.

9327. Just explain in any way you like, and by any mode you
1.hoose, what you think the effect of the set of books would be, as exhi-
ting the state of the affiirs of the establishment ?-.The impression I
forrned ?

9228. What you found ? I understand that you looked at them several Sur rised to and
books et ln

times, and 1 am asking you your opinion on the subject to which Ihave so irreguara
llulded two or three ti mes ?-I must say I was surprised to find them wy facoe tasac-

kept in such an irregular way as they were when I looked into them. tions through the
There were a number of accounts that had not been closed, and I endeav- books.

Odred to get particulars of those accounts; some I did get, and some I
did nlot.

9229. Is it possible to trace the transactions through these books, as
far as you know ?-Not properly.

. 9230. Is it in any shape? Did you find that to be the result of your
in'vestigation or not ?-In any information I got up for the Depart-
rfent I depended more upon the vouchers than the bo«oks. I could not
depend upon any return I would get from the ledger accounts.

9231. Do you remember seeing the the account of John Brown, John Brown's

afnother sub-agent, in ledgor A of the head office books?-Yes, a2,86c.28.
9232. How did you find that balance ? What is the last entry which

'nakes the balance ? -Bank account g2,861.28 ; it is a credit.
9233. Will yon, as a book-keeper, please tell me how that was settled? No means or

foere are the books (handing the books to the witness).-I can see no "s®e®cg how thia
, and I do not think I can go much farther. (After examining the settled.

books) : Really I do not understand it; there are no means of tracing
'tthere is nothing to show where the entry was taken from in any
Other book, It may be in the journal without giving the page in the
ledger.

• 
9 2c'4. The journal is here; trace the entry, if you can (handing the No entry in

Jurnail to the witness) ?-I will just look at the date, December 15th Journal to corresa'

and if I cannot find it by the date, I cannot show it. (After looking fe)ddger.
0oer the journal): There is no entry in the journal on the date on
'which it is entered in the ledger.

9235. Do you find, either in the journal or in any other place in the
edger, any means of ascertaining how that account was settled ?-I
do not know what that account has reference to.
- 9236. lere is the cash-book in which the cheques are given ?-This
18 a credit as a bank account, under the words " Bank account " writ-
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ten in the ledger. I would take that to mean that Brown had deposited
that amount to Mr. Nixon's credit in some bank bore as the proceeda
of stores sold, I presume, or something of that sort.

9237. lDo you mean that you ascertain that from the books ?-No.
9238. Perhaps you do not remember the question.* I asked you to

tell me from the books how that was settled ? If it was settled that
way, should it not be charged to Mr. Nixon ?-Yes. (After examining
the book): I give it up; I cannot find any explanation of it. There
may be some account in the ledger here which are not in the index, for I
have frequently found amounts in the ledger that were not indexed.

9239. If you look at the cash-book, on December 14tb, you will find
an item of the same amount; will you explain what the effect of that
entry is in the cash-book ? Is it to make the bank a creditor or debtor
for that sum ?-The bank would be made a creditor.

9240. Can you expiain any process by which John Brown would be
credited with that sum, and the bank would also be credited with that
sum ?-No; as it is entered here it should have been charged against
Brown, and instead of that I see it is credited to him.

9241. Now look at the ledger A, at page 19, and you will see a
similar amount debited to John Brown ?-Yes.

9242. Can you explain the effect of all these entries, and say how the
matter was finally settled with John Brown ?-John Brown seoems to be
paid that amount, and is charged with it in his account bore. That ia
correct, as far as it goes. He is charged with it and thon credited with
it, so as to have the effect of making it nit altogether.

9243. Thon what is the effect of that transaction ? You have noticed
that the bank gets credit for that amount as if it had been paid son
one, does it not? 7 -Yes; it would appear to have been paid to Brown.

9244. Thon the effect of these charges to Brown's account, are theY
not that he apparently received the amount, and paid it back to Mr.
Nixon, inasmuch as he gets credit for it ?-Yes; from tracing it in thiS
way that is what i would infer; that the amount has been paid to
Brown, and the bank bas been credited with it.

9245. From these entries, as you find them, does it appear that som0

one bas taken from the bank the sum of $3,861.28 ?-Yes; it is ovident
that that amount has been paid to Brown by official choque.

9246. Can you understand why it should be credited to him, although
it bas been dravn from the bank ?-No; I cannot understand, uniesO
it ray have been placed to his credit.

9247. To whose credit?-To Brown's, as sub-agent.

9248. Ia4 that entitled him to the credit on his account as sub-agent ?
-That would be taking it out of his personal account. In that case i
should be charged against him in another account, as sub-agent, againse
which ho could choque. That bas been done, at least I have beard it
t.aid that it had been done with some of the sub-agents.

9249. Is the effect of all these entries a correct one as far as book.
keeping is concerned ?-It should not have been placed there at all, if
that were t:e case.
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9250. Do you remember whether many of the accounts in those Bpaa e
books are closed in a way that does not appea r correct or only a few; A large number
and is the amount material or insignificant. Have you any opinion on oraccounts not
that subject ?-I do not know to what extent. From a casual obeerva- closed.
t ion, looking over the books, I know that there are a large number of
them not cloed. It is apparent from these books that the whole
arount has evidently been placed in the bank, but to whose credit does
fnot appear.

9251. Do you remember how the store-keeper furnished you with Witness'sremem-
statements as to the goods left in the store ? Do you remember whe- brance regardlng

staLemient fur-ther they were supposed to be based on the quantities actually there, nished by store-
Or upon the quantities which the books showed ought to have been eeper.
there ?-I do not remember. There wero no regular returns made of
the goods in store during the time I was there. My recollection is that
44r. Nixon said that at different times he had made returns to the Gov-erniment showing the amount of stores then on hand, and ho did not
reenllect the method by which this amount was arrived at. If he didso, they did not pass through my bands as accountant; I do not re-

lermber having seen them. Hie got the store-keeper to attend per-
sOuially ro the stores and the keeping of that.

9252. Had you in your set of books, in your time, any account with rn books no
the store so as to charge it with the goods that went in and credit it eccount wth
with the goods that came out ?-No; I was not givon any statement givean idesa ot
of the goods that went in or were taken ont. I did not consider that n°dout oinI
cane within the scope of my duties at all-anything with regard to
the stores.

9253. Then your books would show nothing about that ?-No;
nothing about stores at ail. I was not given to understand that I had
an.ything to do with them.

9;54. Are the books kept in a different way now?-Yes. Cbrange In systen

9255. Please explain the difference which you think exists ?-They Bookskept noware kept by the regular system of double entry, and balanced at tbe by regularayster
y of double entry,

end of each month before any returns are sent to Ottawa. There is &c.
More attention paid to the checking; there is a different systen ail
through. To begin with, the accounts are certified now by the engi-
nler in charge of the sub-division, or whatever work it is chargeable
tO; but ail the accounts chargeable to that division must be certified
to by him in the first place.

9256. Did not that system prevail when you were clerk under Mr. System under
ixOn ?-No; not regularly. He bought sometimes. Soie accounts Nixon.

were paid on his own certification only. The engineer would make a Nixon would pur-
quisition on him, and on that requisition he would purchase the s chase supplies,e U'certlfy to correct-PlOs and certify to the correctness of the account and pay it. i have ness or account,

taken a copy of the returns as rendered now, with ail ot the vouchers, and pay IL.
as an illustration of the system.

9257. Will you please produce it?-I produce a duplicate of the
eturn for July.

of 9258. How often are these returns made ?-Monthly; at the close
each month, or as soon after as they can be prepared.

th9259. please state, under the different headings, what particulars nturns as made
ey show ?-It shows, in the first place, expenditure under the several "ahfu l
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Purva.y.°a° appropriations under which the money is voted. I got them from tho
estimates.

Present system of 9260. Do you mean that the whole vote is divided up into smaller
eDlng. sums ?-Yes. There are five divisions in this month from Eagle River

to Keewatin, contract 42; consequently Keewatin to Selkirk embraces
contracts 14 and 15. Then, west of Red River, first 100 miles, sAcond
100 miles and third 100 miles. This is as far as the expenditure is at
present.

9261. Do you mean that a separate amount is voted for each of these
works ?-Yes.

9262. And do you keep a separate account for each of them ?-Yes;
and ask for a credit under those different, heads. Then, under these
principal heads, there are sub-heads in detail. In the first place,
engineering is a sub head; then there are sub-heads again to that, as
to further detail, showing wages, supplies, board, salaries and trans-
port, or any expenses incurred. Ail payments for construction are
made by me on contract 15; that shows the amount paid for wages,
supplies, stores, plant, &c.. and where it is necessary to make advances
now, every payment made is supported by vouchers. Every payment
is supported by a voucher, except where it is found necessary to make
advances to engineers going on survey. In that case it stands charged
to me as an advance until vouchers are produced. The amount so
outstanding on the 31st of July was $3,777, and that anount has since
been reduced by vouchers received from the engineers in the field.
The returns, as now rendered, would show at a glance if any payment
were made not supported by voucher.

9263. How is that ?-Because there is a column for vouchers and
the number of the voucher should appear opposite the amount, and if
there is no voucher there is no voucher number. The amount of the
voucher is entered, as welL as the amount of the payments, and the
difference between the total amount of the vouchers and the total
amount of the payments mado during the month stand charged against
me as an advance until vouchers are furnished.

9264. Has this system prevailed since the beginning of the year ?--
Yes; I have opened a new set of books and ditcarded the old books.

T:mms Inspec- 9265. This is your own iden, I suppose, this improvoment ?-A. a
ocembe raee, in matter of detail, Mr. Timms, the Inspector of Finance, was up here il)

gave outlie ot December last, and gave an outline of the system which we shoUld
8ystern to be flow
followed. follow.

An Information 9266. How do you find it work ? Is it more satisfactory in your
could be furntsh-

d from books - opinion than it was before ?-Yes; decidedly so. I do not know that
alone. there is any information that could be called for but what I could fur-

nish from the books alone without reference to any other papers.

Pay-lsts at 9267. Is there any other matter which you wish to state by way Ofprebent. evidence ?-I have brought some returns here that I meant to explain
with regard to pay-lists. All salaries are paid now regularly at the
end of each month, and the pay-list is certified by the eng ineer in charge
and approved by the District Engineer as a voucher. There is nothing
else except that my statements in regard tothese books are simply fro'
what they appear to me at present. I have not seen them or lookod
into them for over two years, probably.
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master-a d.

9268. Do you remember whether, when you commenced to keep the Bå*f.*O"Ii?
books, the former books were balanced; and if so were they properly Books when wit-
balanced, or was it necessary to commence with a fictitious balance on ness took charge
6o0 1e account ? -The books had not been balanced when I took charge. I balancd.
sim ply continued the old system up to the end of the year then current.

9269. Please look at page 42, journal B, and explain the note at the S4,465.83 put dowa
fOot of it. What is the substance of that note ?-There would be ameaaenonunont
accounts remaining open, the total of which when summed up would
amount to 84,465.83, and charged in order to balance the ledger with
the intention of starting from that date under the regular double entry
aYstem.

9270. Do you mean that that would be the whole amount of open
aecounts, or do you mean that one sideofall the open accounts differed
that much from all the open accounts on the other side ?--Yes ; it cari
be explained in that way.

9271. Do you mean that what I say is a right explanation: that it
mny be the difference between open accounts to a much larger sun
than that ?-Yes.

. 9272. Then it does not show the amount of the open accounts ?--No;
1t i supposed to be the difference between the total debits and total

credits, and they would both be out very much.
9273. As a matter of fact, can you give any idea now of the lotal When books

aiount of the accounts which are not settled or squared in that set of hlm debrts
books ?--I think I ran up a list of them at the time in pencil. I have amoutted to

here a trial balance sheot taken on the 1st of May, 1877, on the books
being handed over to me, and I find the debits all foot up $39,697.20.

9274. Were those accounts apparently unsettled in the books at that Credits $R,Î6..s

ti1ne ?-Yes; that is what I understood then. The credits 88,816.38, pan 8 r2.
leaving a discrepancy of $30,880.82.

9275. Do you remember now how that discrepancy was reduced In ordertofand
down to 84,000, so as to start the new books with a fictitious entry of ,4s83 the differ-
Only 84,00) ?-They must have been written off as settlod. 1 went to ence between
Mt. Nixon first and then to Mr. Conklin, to get explanations; from Mr. sa,8882 must
Conklin at his office. We went over the books together, and the have been writtea

alccounts remaining open that ho told me had been settled I marked off.i

9276. Did you do that without having any entries in the books to
suPport it ?-Yes.

9277. That was done from the verbal statement ?-Yes; it did not
Purport to be anything more than closing the accounts, allowing them
to stand as they we-e. It was not any regular entry, but it was marked
8ettled in pencil. There are no details given, I mean.

9278. Then by so writing it off you would dispose of the balance
which had previously appeared on that account on one side or the other ?

9279. And did you say that was done from the verbal statement
Without any entries in the books to support it ? In other words, was
not this done from the recollection of the party giving the information ?

Yes ; we bad nothing before us only the books as they stand here. I
ghttadd that in many cases the explanation principally given was

that it was wages account and the pay-lists had been sent to Ottawa,
Id they had nothing to get the credit from.
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9280. Did you understand that they had been sont to Ottawa and
that no correct entry respecting them had been previously made in the
books ?-That is what I understood.

9281. And is that the reason why it became necessary for him to
trust to his recollection at the time that these accounts were written
ett ?-Yes. He told me that they were settled, though not marked off.

9282. When you say marked off do you mean that the means by
which they were settled did not appear regularly in the books.? I an,
asking you if there was an entry in the books on which to found that
matter, or was it merely in the man's head ?-There was nothing in
the books to show it.

92)3. Is there any other m-iter which you wish to explain by way
of evidence ?-No ; I think not.

I. WINNIPEG, Saturday, 2nd October, 1880.

ARTHIUR N. MOLESWORTH, sworn ani examined :

By the Chairman:

9284. Where do you live ?-I live in town here.
9285. How long have you lived here ?-About three months.
9286. What is your business ?-Civil Engineer.
9287. Have you at any time been connected with any of the works of

the Pacifie Railway ?-Yes.
9288. From what time ?-The lst of'June, 1875.
9289. With what work ?-I was appointed assistant engineer 00

contract 14, ur.der construction.
9290. Who was the engineer in charge ?-Mr. Thompson.
9291. Was that after the contract was let ?-Yes.
9292. What duties did you undertake as assistant engineer ?-To lay

out the work for the contractors. To lay out the ditches and bridges
and culvertr, &c., and the cuts and fills.

9293. What work had been marked upon the ground before you
commenced this work ?-The line had been run through; but they
were changing it when I went tbere-a part of it.

9294. Were there any marks upon the ground to show what work
had been donc ? Had the centre line been pegged out ?-Yes. The
centre line had been eut out and stakes were put in. There was a"
engineer on the first section who had laid out a little of the work, and
they had commenced work on the embankment.

921-5. How do you say he had laid it out-on paper ?-No; he pue
in the slope stakes and ditch stakes, and marked the cuts and fills, so
that the men could do the work.

9296. When you went there was there anything to show that 'iny
cross-sections had ever been marked out or done ?-No; nothing
excepting just these few hundred feet-I suppose about a quarter of e
mile-laid out by the engineer, Mr. Bristow.
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9297. Da you know from what you saw whether it had been cross- Cross-sectioned

sectioned before you did it ?-It was cross-sectioned every 500 feet. every 5o feet.

9298. Ware there signs upon the ground to show that ?-Yes; stakes.
Who they saw the line through they simply cross-sectioned every 500
feet. It was such a level country that they did not think it niecssary
to cross-section it any closer than that; it was a perfectly flat
Country-or, at loast, nearly so. The party who ran the line had just
cross-sectioned it at the same time.

9299. Who was that ?--Mr. Forrest. He had an assistant cross-
4eetioning at the same time that ho took the levels.

9300. Were you assistant engineer over the whole of section 14, or Witness nnnect-
OnJy a sub-section of it ?-Just a section of it. teen Mile su-

9301. How long was that section ?-Thirteen miles, beginning at Red "t" con-
lver and running oastward.
9302. Did you remain in that situation during construction by Sifton, Arter two years

%Yard & CI. ?-I remained in that position for two years, and thon sent o anther

was removed to another part of it. The excavation was completed,
and I was sent to another section.

9303. Can you describe the extent of the deviations after you were
there, which were adopted and upon which the work was constructed ?
'_Whon I went there, they were re-locating, the first five miles from
]ied River on my section, and that is the only change that was made
oni the part of the work that I was connected with.

9301. W'as that a great deviation or slight in distance or character? Slgiit change In
'No; it was only slight. They just changed the crossing of the River locatlion of bridge

et Selkirk. They changed the location of the bridge.

9305. And that was the occasion of the whole of the deviation which
you describe ?-Yee.

9306. Which way was the deviation from the first located line ?- Devition north
r. nne.

9307. How far north ?-I do not know that it is more than a'mile.
9308. Did you take part in the locating of that deviation ?-No.
9309. Who did ?-Mr. Forrest and his party.
9310. Did the work upon your sub-section commence at the east or Contractors com-

the West end of your sub-section ?-They commenced about the middle mnSd eot the

of it. They could not commence at the west end until this piece of work nes's sub-section
as located.
9311. Was it at the middle of it you say that the work had been laid
t carefully by pegs before you got there ?-Yes.

9312. Was the work laid out upon your sub-section, so that the No delays after
to"tractor was not delayed at all in this, or was there some delay on it ? witnes went
_There never was any delay after I went there.

9313, Did you understand that he had been complaining of delay
efore that ?-No; I never understood it. By the time I got there they
adlJust finished the re-location, and that was the only thing that

d pOssibly have kept them back. I never heard any complaint.
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9314. After that re-location did the contractor commence work at
once on the Red River end ?-Very soon afterwards; I do not
remember how soon.

9315. Did he work from that end of the sub-section in his contrue-
tion ?-Yes; well he worked from the centre back towards that end, and
he had a few men working near the river. IIe tinished that piece up
that summer.

9316. So he finished one portion of the line rather than another
portion which would not have been an advantage to him in. getting in
his supplies ?-I do not know; I do not think so.

9.317. Do yo know from what direction he got his supplies ?-IIe
got them from Winnipeg-from Selkirk.

9318. Would it be more advantageous to him to have the west end
finished ?-Yes; it would, of course, for getting in his supplies.

9319. Then would you say whether it would be more advantageouS
to him to have one part finished rather than another first ?-Yes ; i
would be more advantageous for him to have commenced at the
beginning.

9320. Which beginning ?-Red River.
9321. Do you know how long that portion of the line remained not

located after ho was ready to begin his work ?-I do not know whefl
he was roady to commence his work; but I know it was ready by the
1st of July, 1875.

9322. Do you know whether he makes a claim against the Govern"
-ment on account of his line not being located in time for him to get
his work done to advantage ?-No ; I do not know.

Work progressed 9323. Did the work progress steadily on your section after it Waesteadily on sec-
tion of wEness. commenced by hlm ?-Yes; it did.

9324. Do you know whether ho was ordered at any time to stop
work ?--I heard he was ; but I do not know,

9325. Did the work stop ? -Yes.
9326. I thought you said that the work progressed sttalily ?--O

my section ?
9327. Yes ?-It progressed on my section steadily; there was DO

stoppage there.

No/th PemMina
Branch-

contract me. 14.

9328. Thon the stoppage was on some other portion of the line?-Ycs-
9329. When you were hoved to another sub-section to what section

was it ?-In the spring of 1877 I had charge of the branch from hOre
to Selkirk. It was building thon.

9330. Before you loft the first sub-section was there any dispute
between the éontractors and the engineers as to the quality and
quantity of the work done ?-Not on the work that I was connected
with.

9331. Was it intended from the beginning that you should take the
section which you say you were on ?-No; it was intended that
should be on the last section at Cross Lake-No. 6.

9332. That is the east end of section 14 ?-Yes.
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9333. Do you know whether the work had been laid out on that east I'ftIact'*1L

Portion of the lino as carefully as you say it was laid out on the section
which you actually did take ?-I do not know.

9334. Did you not look at the ground before you decided not to go
there ?-I was only there once, in the winter. I did not look at it at
aIl. I did not go over the section.

9335. Is cross-sectioning at a distance of 500 feet considered sufficiont Cross-sectiontng
ehere the country is not level ?-No; it ot. places considered suffi-
has to be cross-sectioned at every ten feet. dent n an

uneven country.
9336. Is there any portion of section 14, in your opinion, which

r 0quires cross-sectioning at shorter intervals than 500 feet ?-Yes;
Wherever there is any rock.

9337. What portion of the lino wou'd that be ?-From Whitemouth aijonra
eastward there are short pieces here aid there all through-that is the eaitward would

requtre cross-sec-
ast thirty-five miles. tioning within

shorter intrvatls

d 9338. Do you know whether cross.sectioning of those portions was
ole before the contract was let?-I do not know.

9339. At what time did you go upon the Pembina Branch ?-In Pemb.Branch-May, 1877. C°"*r*®* *&

9340. What branch was that, north or south ?-North.
9341. Who was the engineer in charge ?-Mr. Rowan. fiowan,engneer

9342. Were you next under him ?-Yes.
9343. What was the character of the work over that branch ?-It

Oa common earth-work.
9344. Was the country generally level ?-Yes; very level. 'ntry level but

9345. Was there anything peculiar about the land through which the
O.-take ditches would ho made ?-It was very wet; that was all.

ere was a great deal of water on the lino, an immense quantity.

9346. Would that make the off-take ditches more expensive to the
contractor, or less expensive ?-It would make it more expensive, I
sbould think.

9347. Wore the off-take ditches made under your supervision ?-Yes.

159348. Do you know anything about the off-take ditches on section
?-No ; Ido not.
9349. Did you ever see the country through which theywere made?

350. Do you know the country on the South., Pembina Branch,
eWards Enmerson ?-No. I have never been south òf Winnipeg on the

o 9351. Are you able to give any opinion il _n the comparative value or opinion there
Sitches--off-take ditches-made on the North Pembina Branch and ren e n or- take
Ot the South Pembina Branch ?-I have never sen the country, but I d.itches on the

aold not think there would be any difference friom what I have heard "e"mbanad nrth

1o9352. Was the work on the North Pembina Branch finished according
Your satisfaction ?-Yes.
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Con-
Pemb. Branch- 9353. Had you any right to decide, from time to time, whether it
contract A.' was properly done or not?-Yes; I made ail the estimates. I would

not make them unless the work was in a satisfactory state.

Work satisfac- 9354. You considered then that the work was done according to
torily perforned. contract, and to the satisfaction of ycurself, and measured accordingly?

-Yes.
9355. Were there disputes between you and the contractor as to

quantities ?-No.
9356. Do you know who made the original estimates of that portiol

of tho branch-I niean north of Winnipeg?-No; I do not.
9351. Did you take any part in it ?-I ran the line and took the

levels and made the profile, but Mr. Rowan put on the grades. We laid
out the work inmediately afterwards.

Quantitie not as- 9358. Then the quantities would be ascertained in the office, and il
,ertaied until that work you took no part ?-I do not think the quantities were ever

ascertained urtil the work was laid out, because while I was locating
the lin e, Mr. Whitehead had 2)0 or 3100 mon out there in the
camps waiting for us to lay out the work, so that ho could commence.
I had to work day and night to keep him going.

te sraoun ready 9359. The contractor was on the ground doing the work, or ready to
to work before do it, before the lino had been laid out at ail ?-Yes.

9360. And you say you had to work day and night to lay out thO
work on the ground so that ho could do it ?-Yes; so that I could keeP
him going.

9361. Is that the reason that you think the quantities had never boon
ascertained before he commenced to work ?-Yes.

Line had been 9362. Would it have boon possible to have ascertained quantities, if
located before. the lino had never been located ?-The lino had been located there

before, and they may have got the quantities from that. The lino ws
running over the saie ground, but the stakes wore ail out, and I had
re-located it.

9363. How were they out ?-The lino had been run in the winter
and the stakes were just stuck up, but they were knocked out. ThOY
had the profile of it.

9364. Was it the same lino marked on that profile that was after-
wards located by you?-Yes.

But Une run in
winter and stakes
mot putl I solldly.

9365. Do I understand you that you saw evidence there that the
same line had been previously locatod, but that the pegs marking
had been removed ?-Yes; the lino was eut out through the bush.
found the hubs, but the stakes were gone.

4
9366. How do you account for that ? -Because the hubs are driven

close to the level of the ground, but the stakes stand up, I think the
lines were run in the winter, and the stakes were not put in solidlY
They cut holes to put the hubs in, as they had, to put the m
solidly.

9367. Had there been a fire over the whole line ?-No.
9368. The stakes could not have been removed then by be0in

burnt ?-No; they migbt have been lying in the grass, but I would oo
soe them. Itwas swamp most of the way, with water up to our kne*•
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9369. Is there any other matter connecte I with any of the works contract No. 14.

On which you wish to give evidence ?-In the fall of 1877 I was sent in fal of -877goes
'back to 14, to No. 4 section-that is the work Mr. Forrest had charge of-- ie, ubseUtbona
and I ronained there for over a year, and had charge of that work on JuIius Muskeg.

the Julius Muskeg, and for twenty miles thore. I remained there until
the track was laid.

9370. What is the general character of the country through which
that sub-section passes ?-Mostly muskeg.

9371. Was there any material deviation of the line there on that sub-
section ? -Yes ; I think there was; but I do not know anything about it.
The work was half completed when I got there, and I was not there at
4ll 'vhon the change took place.

9372. The deviation was not directed then at the time you were in
'eharge ?-No ; it had all been done before that, and tho-work was going

Had charge of
9373. Do you remember the lino ditch out4ide the railway limits "e®raiay mts

passing through the Julius Muskeg ?-Yes; I had charge of that. through

. 9374. Was the material from that ditch put into the line ?-Most of

9375. What would you call that ditch ?-I would call it just an ordi-
Mary ditch, only very large.

9376. Do you mean a line ditch or off-take ditci ?-A lino ditch.
9377. The material was disposed of, was it not, in the same way that

he material of lino ditches is disposed of ?-Yes; just the same. All
that the bank req uired was put into the embankment ; but if there was
any Over it was wasted.

9378. Is the material from off-take ditches disposed of in that way ?
" 0; it is always wasted. Any other off-tako ditches we have had are
ýat right angles with the line.

9379. Are you aware that the contractors are making a claim on Contactor%9
4ccount of work in that ditch ?-Yes; I understand they are. Une Dltch.

9380. Were they obliged to remove the material from it a greater Contractors ad
ength than if it ha] been madeon the railway lino ?-Yes; about eighty from this ditch
feet I should think instead of ton as the other ditches wore. ®gansttn feet ai

th9381. Have you formed any opinion about the extra expense that i®hother
at Would cause to the cantractor ?-No; I have not.

à9382. In what wiy did he remove it ?-With wheel-barrows; the Material remov-

ttoma was so soft that he had to have trestles and planks all the way ed or wheel-

Out, eighty feet of plank for each wheel-barrow.
9383. Have you any idea how many yards of earth a man could move In this way could

y the process adopted there per day ? -I do not think he could average a®eage ad osix
ttore than about six. earth a a.

9384. And removing material from ordinary lino ditches, how many in ordinary line
ards could a man do per day ?-He will average about ton yards, i w nesa man

think. yards a ar.

f 9385. Do you know how much more a yard would cost the contractor Contraetors
these are the right quantities; can you calculate the proportion that a yard more ttiaathe COntractor would pay at the long distance more than at the short at the short

1stance ?-About 15 ets. a yard I should think it would cost him, distance.
&ccording to these figures.
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Contract No. 14. 9386. You think it would cost him 15 ets. more ?-[ do not know
Claim ®o' I am calculating from my head.
Line Ditch' . 9387. Here are pencil and paper, and you can calculate it and »nswer

Would cost two. me in a percentage not in cents ?-It would cost two-thirds more per
thirds more per yard at the long distance than it would at the short distance.

9388. Is there any other matter connected with that last section, upon
which you were assistant engineer, which would be the foundation of
any extra charge by the contractors ?-No; nothing else that I ain
aware of. I think they have been making some claim with regard to a
coffer dam, but I do not know.

Clamin for 9389. What do yousay about that ?-I had charge of'the bridge there,
Coffer Damn and the building of the coffer dam, but 1 think if theyjust make a claim

fbr the cost of the coffer dam- The Government think that it is in their
contract for the building of the bridge, but the contractors claim that
they should get extra lor it, that is all.

9390. If that work was to be paid for by the Government, would it
be subject to your certiticates as to value ?-Yes.

9391. Did you ever give any certificates as to value for that work?
-Yes; I kept an account of it and sent it into Mr. Thompson every
month.

0392. Are you prepared to say now whether it was a proper charge or
not for this man to make against the Government ?-I do not know
at all.

Uanlasntig. 9393. Is there any other matter upon which you wish to giVe
In charge of bal- evidence ? 7There is nothing that I know of, except that after I had
la@t.lng on con- finished on the section at Whitemouth, I was appointed in charge oftract 1. the ballasting on 14.

9394. On the whole of 14 ?-I had only charge of forty miles, and
that is the only part that was ballasted.

9395. Who was that work done by ?-By Mr. Whitehead.
9396. Was that done in the way in which you supposed it was to be

done by the specification ?-Yes.
ne sractWite. 9397. Was it satisfactorily done ?-Yes ; very well done.

head.
9398. Over what portion of 14 was that ?-From Brokenhead River

to Whitemouth.
9399. About what length in miles ?-Twenty-three.

Contract se. 46s 9400. Were you connected with any other work on the Pacific Raie
way ?-For the last two months I have been out belping to locate the
end of this first 100 miles.

Leveller on west 9401. The west end of it ?-Yes.
Patrt of O.rst 100
miles west or ned 9402. In what capacity ?-Leveller.
River.

9403. Who was the engineer in charge ?-Mr. Force.
9404. That work having been done since the date of our CommissiO'

we will not proceed further with the enquiry upon it. Is there any other
matter connected with the work which you wish to speak on ?-
Nothing.
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JOHN L. CONNERS, sworn and examined: Contracs No. 1.

By the Chairman :-

9405. Where do you live ?-In Winnipeg.
9106. Hov long have you lived here ?-I came here in the spring of

1876.
9407. Have you been engaged in any occupation conneeted with the

Pacific Railway, or the Pacifie Rai lway Telegraph line ? -I was engaged
for about two and a-half years as operator and repairer on the Canadian
PaCific Railway relegraph line west.

9408. Between what points ?-Between Selkirk and Fort Pelly.
9409. Did you operate it at Winnipeg ?-No; I operated at the

Narrows of Lake Manitoba. That was my headquarters.

9410. When did you first have any knowledge of the line ?-The 8th
of June, 1876.

Two and a haif
years operator
and repairer on
the Canadian
Pacifie Railway
telegraph be-
tween tïelkirk
and Fort Pelly.

9411. Had it been finished at that time ?-No ; the line was put Much or the lino
through, but it was not eut through-we were cutting it out that pur on a mus-

srmrner. There was a great deal of the line that had been put Up in keg roundation,
th- tihte poies beingthe winter and had been put over muskegs, and the way they did it WaS heldup by the ce.

to cut a hole and put the pole in.
9412. Do you mean without touching the bottom ? - Such bottom as

there was; it was all slush.
9413. Was the pole inserted into the earth in the bottom ?-No; it

Was only put in.

9414. Then what would hold it up in its place temporarily ?-The
iee.

9415. Do you mean the ice on the surface ?-Yes.
9216. Was that all the support it had ?-That was alil.
9417. Over what length of the whole line do you think the poles

'Were put in in that way ?-From the Narrows. From Fort Pelly, I
think, they were put in very carelessly-that was on the start, I mean.
ln the summer time they had to watch them again and brace them.

9418. Who employed you ?-Mr. J. W. Sifton. eaIy® ftoeloy

9419. How did you support them after that ?-We put tripods. Mr. maintenmanee.
%owan gave me a plan, and we put up some of them and we braced How repairs were
tIlem. There never was help enough on the line-that is the trouble. miles by ove
It i8 a very hard country to keep a lino or anything up in, and I was and wtthout help.
the only man between Fort Pelly and Selkirk.

9420. Over what distance had you charge ?-About 165 miles.

9421. Hlad you any help at all ?-No.
9422. You alone did the repairs and maintenance ?-Idid the repairs.
Put the line up across Dog Lake, when it was broken down, on about

a mile of water. The consequence was it never amounted to much, as
did not have help enough.
9423. How did you put that up at that time ?-By getting into the

ake and wading across, and getting into a boat where I could not wade.
Made a temporary fixture.

38à
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ever working

±through.

9424. How did you fix it tamporarily ?-By putting up those light
tripods and raising them out of the boat.

9425. Hlow did you fasten the tripod together at the time ?-By
wire.

9426. Would you put a pole in the middle of the tripod ?-No ; one
section of the tripol would bo the pole, and I would put the insulator
on that. The first summer I was out there they did not get a circuit
through until some time in August-I am not positive, but I believe it
was in August. The line was only cut out twenty feet wide, and we
put the wire through that, and of course the trees falling across it kept
the wires down. As we would get it up on one side it would break
down on the other ; but that winter we had circuit.

9427. Do you mean that it was operated that winter ?-Yes; it was
operated that winter.

9428. Without many delays ?-I never knew it to be operated with-
out delays. Sometimes we would get circuit from the Narrows to
Winnipeg, and sometimes from the Narrows to Fort Pelly. As a rule
the lino was never working through; the summer of 1878 it worked
pretty well-that was a dry summer-but that was the only%,ummer
it ever worked to amount to anything.

9429. Why did it not work well ?-There was not force enough on it
to repair it.

Not properly 9430. Thon did it not work well because it was not properly main-
naintained. tained ?-That is what I mean.

9431. It was not for want of instruments or operators ?-No; it w9

for want of help to keep it up.
9432. Was the lino maintained sufficiently to enable it to be worked

properly ?-No; it was not. I used to have to carry my bed and food
with me. The last time I was out I was out forty-eight days alone,
and never saw a human being, and, of course, I could not do much at it.
In these muskegs it takes two or three men to do the work. I left it
on account of not having help enough on it, and I could not maintail
it alone. The poles were poplar and would rot, and two or three mile5

of the lino would go down at one slap, and I could not keep it up.

Never succeeded
in getting help.

ine down all the
springoriast year

9433. Did you inform your employer at any time that. you required
more help ?-Yes, frequently; but I never could get it though. Last
spring William Sifton had the sub-contract.

9434. To do what?-To keep up the lino from Shoal Lake to Duel'
Mountains-about 162 miles. Ie was off trading and the line was dowD
aIl spring-at least, I was informed that ho was off trading, and I knffie
the lino was down.

9435. How do you know the lino was down ?-Because I am con-
nected with the lino now.

9436. In what capacity?-As repairer and constructor.
9437. Between what points are you repairer ?-Between WinniPeg

and Cross Lake.
Tried frequently 9438. Would that enable you to know whether the line was Up 00
ln vain to " cali "cag -Lne ~ "

the operator at the portion of which Sifton had charge ?-Being an operator I fre-
the 1arrows. quently " called " the Narrows, and I never could get him.
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9439. When you say you frequently " called " the Narrows, did you 0°Îraet N.. A.
try to communicate with the operator at the Narrows ?-Yes.

9440. By telegraph ?-Yes.

9441. Did you succeed ?-No; the line was down. There were parties
came in there who told me that he was off trading up the lake.

9442. You do not know that of your own knowledge ?-No; I was
'lot there.

9443. Then from the time that you were first employed at the Nar- Une In good~0t there. montbs
rows until now, can you say what proportion of the time the line has onyfr fror
been in good repair ?-About four months in the winter, perhaps months in winter

Ye• in summer of l78.

9444. And in the summer?-None; it never was two weeks up,
except the summer of 187i: there was June and July, and part of
August-it stood up first rate.

9445. What was the occasion of that ?-It was dry, calm weather.
. 9446. And why is it that it remains firmer and better in winter than

mSummner ?--Because if the line should be in the muskegs or marshes
When it freezes it becomes an insulator-ice is an insulator as well as
glass.

9447. Do you mean that if the wire fails on ice you can still keep up
the circuit ?-Yes; it makes an insulation.

9448. Then may communication be carried on during the winter, Heason why uine
although the wires are not on the poles ?-Yes; just as good as if they corks In iner:

Were raised on the poles.

9449. Is that the reason you give that the communication is better
ma4intained in the winter than in the summer ?--Yes; because I have
known the wires to be down over a mile in winter in the muskeg and
still to work well.

9450. During what portion of the time since you were first engaged Never help
at the Narrows until now do you think that the line has been properly °e oain.
Mtiaintained ?--I do not think it ever was--there never was help enough tain it.
or it, because if any trouble came up I used to have to start alone
either fifty miles east or 112 miles west, and I could not make over
tea miles a day, the country was so wet and bad-that is my average
411 or twelve miles a day, and I am a good walker. I have walked
fifty-six miles in a day over that line, but in summer time I could not
tnake over ten or twelve.

9451. What width was eut out through the woods in construction ? in eonstrtion

ýSixty-six feet on each side of the polos. out on each side
though at first

9452. I understood you a little while ago to say that the opening olÇeutut
was only twenty foet ?-On the start the opening was only twenty feet, ee.
and it was that way about a year before it was cut out to the full
Width.

9453. And during that early time the trees would fall and delay the
0 Perating?--Yes; the line was hardly ever open.

9154. After that was that defect cured ?-About four times, to my
nowl edge, the trees would fail on the wires and knock them down ;

a rule, the timber was not good and the polos would rot down. In the
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Cont,ret Ne. 1 muskegs the poles were not sufficiently well put up, and they would
fall down from the wind and from natural causes and lay in the water.

Not much' 9455. Are you acquainted with the business done over tho line now
business dlone. from your connection with the office ?-I do not think there is much

business done, at least I do not see much. I am in the office overy day
while I am in town.

9456. Are you able to judge, from what you see or hear in the office,
whether business is being done over the lins ?-There is some busi-
ness, but I do not think there. s much, from what I see.

9457. Do you know whether there is much complaint about con-
nection being cut off ?-I never heard anybody say anything about it ;
they do not seem to use the telegraph out there; they did not seem to
pay any attention to it.

9458. How long since you were last over the lino yourself or any por-
tion of it ?-A year ago last July I was over sone of it, and a year
ago last September I was over some of it.

Botter poles to be 9459. Are there any bstter poles to be had than those which werehad by drawing
then sone twen. used ?-Yes; by drawing them.
ty-flve mIles.I 9460. How far ?-Some would have to be drawn about twenty-five

miles.
9461. What kind of timber would they be ?-Spruce and tamarack.
9462. What is the ordinary life of the wood which is used for those

polos ?-I have known some of them to rot in two years; but they
generally last three. If they are cut in the sprinig and put in, they
last only two years.

Polesonline 9463. Are the poles on this lins all poplar or principally poplar?-
nearly all poplar. They are nearly all poplar; but there are soine tamarack on it, about

10 per cent.
9464. Were the polos used of as good wood as could be obtained

within a reasonable distance of the line ?-If twenty five miles is a
-reasonable distance, they are not; but if it is, they were. They took
the polos right off from the ground on whieh they put up the lino;
within twenty-five miles they could have got tamarack, and for sixtY
miles on the lins tamarack grew right through whore they brought
the lins. For 162 miles of the lins they could have got the tamarack
very close, within half a-mile or a mile. Then for fifty miles theY
could have got pine nearly as handy as poplar.

9465. I think you said a small proportion of the poles actually put
up were not popiar. What proportion would that be of the whole ?-
Last summer they put up-

9466. I mean on the first construction ?-I think 5 per cent. would
oor cent. or be an allowance.

pols ut up 9467. Thon 95 per cent. would be poplar ?-Yes; fully that.
Manner In whIch 9468. In the repairing and maintenance of the lins since that, have
line was repaired. they used a botter quality ?-No; they did not do it as well. TheY

cut off the old polo which was rotten at the ground and put it back in
again, which made it four feet shorter tharn it was on construction. The
only piece of lins that was put up in any shape was a piece that I Put
up before I was interfered with. I put up a good lino with new poPlar
instead of breaking off the old ones.
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By Mr. Keefer :

9469. Do yon mean break them off or cut them off ?-I mean I broke
themn off. When I would attempt to break one sometines a dozen
would fall.

By the C4airman:-
9470. How would the falling of one make the others fali ?-Because

they rot right at the ground, and when a pole would fail down it
'Would drag the wire with it.

9471. Was that because they were tied together by the wire ?-Yes.

. 9472. In what way were you interfered with?-I was putting up a
noe that was costing about $3.30 a mile by putting in new poles, but

the sub-contractor, William Sifton, came along and said we would have
to do it quicker, and he used to break off the old poles, pull out the
stumlp and put it back in again, which made the pole very much ehorter
and nade a very bad job of it. The line I put up Lefore I was inter-
Iered with was good, but they were poplar polos.

Old poles used
wlîen new ones
were required.

9473. Do you mean absolutely a good line or only as good as you
eould make it with poplar ?-As good as I could make it with poplar,
thoroughly insulated and up in good shape.

9474. What do you say as to the other portions of the material; nososomeoftkIa
for instance, the wire and insulators ?-The wire is good; some of the inaulators.
nsultWors were not good. They are what they call a bracket and insu-

lator combined. They are not good ; but the wire and insulator
Inaterial are all right. There are a few brackets not of first-class
'luality, but it does not interfere with the line at all.

9475. Do you think that portion of the work is as good as it could be
ade ?-Yes; No. 10 or 11 wire and glass insulator, with a few insu-

lator and brackets combined-over half.

9 P476. rom the nature of the country over which the line is made, toe oueto
Possible to remove the wire or insulators, or any portion of the another location

Prosnt ino toiea to make apresent line, to another locality ?-Not without a greater cost than tea one.
What new material would cost, bocause a new road wouid have to be
tut.

9477. Why is that ?-Because the second growth poplar is now as
tall as the line, and it is impossible to get through without cutting

road for horse and cart.

9478. Then do I understand that it would cost more to remove this
tnaterial to a diffèrent line than it would to obtain the same material
or a new line from other sources ?-I would sooner furnitlh new
"a'terial than take up the old one, as a road has not to be cut before
you can get it. uailw y Loca..

9 North oft Lalke
9479. What is the nature of the country in the neighbourhood of the aranit.aa.
arrows, supposing you were looking at it as a probable railway The Narrows a

Oute ?--I think, as a probable railway route, it is the easiest in this 9oelocation fQe
£OU1ntr.y that I know of. I am a railroad man. It is level. The mus-
fegs, although they are wet, they are not difficult to get through. Six
eet i8 the deepest 1 found, and that is the Crane River Muskeg. It is
hat they call the most difficult muskeg on the route. It has what
eY Call a cobble-stone bottom, six feet from the suiface, composed of
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Bailway Leca-
tion-

North of Lake
Manitoba. small round stones. At Dog Lake they ran the line across the laker

Better to have but I think the best route would have been around to the south end of
run ralIway
around south of it. It would not have been much further, and it would have been dry
Dog Lake than to ground. The map will show that. It is not far, only two or threrhave crossed it. miles; and thon coming to the Narrows between Dog Lake and the

Narrows, they ran it across little lakes. The best route was half a-
mile south of that-good dry land.

Crossing atti he
Narrows nine- 9480. What sort of crossing is there at the Narrows ?-The water isteen feet deep;
solibottoi;2,700 ninOteen feet deep and good solid bottom. It is 2,700 feet r cross.
feet across.

9481. And the banks are of what kind of material?-Limestone.
Fifty feot is the elevation.

Country on other
@ideof Narrows 9482. How is the country on the other side of the Narrows for
g uod for rallway railway construction ?-It is good.

9483. Level ?-Right next the Narrows there is fifty feet of elevatiofl
on both sides it seems to bo a bill of limestone-and back of that i
level. Take it on the east side the hill comes right up to the laker
and about tifty feet higher than the water. It is limestone Thon on
the west side you go back eighteen stations-that is, 1,800 feet-and
the hill rises again fifty-one or fifty-tvo feet solid limestone. The
country is level from that right to Fort Pelly.

9484. Are there any water stretches botween there and Fort Pelly,
which must be crossed ?-Yes; there is a bay.

Bay-of Lake 9485. What bay ?-The bay of Lake Manitoba, but it is shalloNv:
feet" al bu There is, perhaps, 1,200 feet of water there to cross, but it is shallow and'
shallow. well protected.

9486. Are there any other difficulties on the line there ?-I never
saw any.

9487. low does Dauphin Lake ompty into Lake Winnipegosis ?-
Through Mossy River.

9488 And the crossing at Mossy River ?-That is good. It lift
high banks on both sides, limestone.

9489. That is near Winnipegosis Lake?-Yes; ha'f a mile bacl"
prom it.

Crossing at Mossy 9490. Do you say the crossing there is good for railway purposes ?
RiVer good. -Yes; high banks of himestone formation.

9491. Hlow wide would it bo ?-350 or 400 feet; about 400 feet, I
should judge.

Good country be- 2492. How is the lino of country between Selkiirk and the NarroW0tween Selkirk and1
and the Narrows. of Lake Manitoba ?-Good gr2zing and agricultural country and go0a

timber.
9493. Is it level ?-Yes; veiy level. There would be no cuts or till*

on it for a railway.
9494. Is it settled at all ?-Twenty miles out there are some settlers

9195. Is it settlod at all up at the Narrows, on the east side ?-N
but there is an Indian village there.

enddgraing 9496. From the Narrows out towards Fort Pelly are there aDY
settiers ?-There are no settlers. For sixty miles out there is a splendi4
grazing country-it would be a good country after it is cleared for
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agricultural purposes, but it is timbered-that is, sixty-three miles NalLbtÁa
M'est. Then Mossy River comes in, and about four miles west of that First class agri-

8 good ; and from that to the Apex-fifty miles-about Northcote, is a cultural country.
timbered country-first-class timber for railway purposes-pine and
tarnarack ; it is fit for nothing but timber; it is all muskegs ; ut from
the Apex to Fort Pelly, is a first.class agricultural country. The Swan
River Valley is the best valley I ever saw.

9497. What kind of land ?-I do not know what name you eall it,
but I suppose it is rich alluvial soil, timbered in spots.

9498. Have you any knowledge of the way in which the line of tele- Telegraph-
graph east of Selkirk has been corstructed ?-Yes. Contract Eo. 4

9 499. Have you been connected with that ?-I am on that now.
9500. How far east cornes under your immediate notice ?-I have

been to Lake Deception; I have charge of the line to Selkirk.
9501. But you have travelled further ?--I have travelled east of

Lake Deception about ten miles.
9502. How has the lino been constructed there ?-To Whitemouth it Line in good
put up in good shape; from Whitemouth to Cross Lake it was put mouth; not

UP More carelessly; it was put up more on the cheap plan from Cross wel from White-
Lake over section 15. It is a very difficult country to put up a line Lake; on cheap

On, unless it is put up in good shape. It has been put on trees and fn rm CrossM vrcon-the tops of the trees sawed off; it makes a horrid looking lino .of tract 15.
't. I think that, over the whole contract, they were rather too penu-
'oUs about the way they put up the line-they put it up too cheaply.
Promn Selkirk to Whitemouth it has been put up first-class, but from

hitemouth through to two miles east of Lake Deception, it has not
been put up right.

9503. What is the defect over tbat last-mentioned portion ?-It must East of Lake De-
ave been put up too cheaply; they did not expend enough money on ®p to"e "pt

k. They did not put up poles-the right kind of polos, or the right
kild of insulators. Everything has been done by men who did not
know anything about the work.

r)504. What sort of poles have they used there generally ?-Tama-
rack and spruce,

9505. Is the fault in the wood ?-A great nany of the poles are trees
sawed off at the top. They lay on the insulator and sow the top of the
tree off; that makes an inferior pole, bocause the roots rot and they
tnMble down.

9506. Do they kill the tree by that operation ?-Certainly. The line Line fromSelkirk
Cross Lake is run in zood shape. Every pole is good from Selkirk goSI.oss Lake

tCross Lake. I renewed the line last summer-all that wanted re-nlewl.

9507. Is that renewed at the expense of the Government, or of the maintenaice.
C0ntractor.'s ?-At the contractor's expense.

9508. Who is that ?-P. J. Brown. P. J. Brown,

9509. Is that one of the firm of Oliver, Davidson & Co. ?-Yes.

9510. Does he take any personal charge of this matter himself ?-I
hive never met him, although I have had orders to renew the line ath18 expense. I have renewed the line from Selkirk to Cross Lake, and it

contractor, repre-
senting Oliver,
Davidson & Co.
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C*"tmt Mo. 4. is in first-class order, with good poles and insulators. Further east I
know nothing about.

9511. Have you had any experience of attempting to communicate
over the eastern end of the lino ?-Yes; it is difficult sometimes, on
account of railroad men using it exclusively. They use it for running

No difculty ln trains; but -as far as trouble is concerned I do not know of any.
communicating
over eastern end 9512. Has there been auy difficulty in operating it on account of any
-of dereeIreason defect in the maintenance of the line ?-I think not.
maintenance.
Cannot sayine 9513. Then is it your opinion, as far as you have been able to forrm

By asen Sekter an opinion, that the whole lino, oast from Selkirk to Thunder Bay, has
weII maintained, been well maintained ?-No; I cannot say that. I do not think they
because the rlght
mnenare not onI. have the right men on.

9514. What is the trouble ?-They know nothing about their work.
9515. How is that shown ?-By their movements.
9516. What sort of movements ?-They know nothing about tele-

graph lines; and it is like any other business: if they know nothing
about it they cannot take care of it.

Mnt t ghtkd 9517. How would it show to a person going over the lino ?-I couldinot the right kind 91.HwWUuI8W p
of men. tell it by the splicers, and the work they have dono. I am a practical

telegraph man; I have been at it all my life.
9518. Do you know what kind of splicers there are east of Docep-

tion ?-1 do not.
9519. How do you know they are not the right kind of mon ?-

know they are not.
9520. How do you know ?-I have seen one of them.
9521. Who ?-John Robinson,
9522; When you met him what did y( u find ?-I hf4l not any con-

versation with him, but my comrade had.

9523. What did ho say to him ?-He asked him to come down and
see us work on the North-Wostern Telegraph lino. He came down and
looked at us. He said: " I have no business with you folks, I have got
to leave." He was a good farmer, but no use for a telegraph lino.

Line not working 9524. Except from what took place at thattime, have you any reasol
part of last spring to believe that the work is not well done on the east of Deception ?--I

have; for the lino was not working for a while last spring when it
should work, and with proper men it would work.

9525. low long was it not working ?-I cannot say that.

9526. Might that not happen through the fault of the oporator ?-

No ; it is tho fault with the lino.
9527. Why do you think it is the lino and not the oporator?---

Because the lino was down on the ground and everywhere else, and h
came through once or twice, but could not find the trouble.

9528. Who did ?-This head repairer they had there. He csme
through on the line-was supposed to-but could not find the trouble,
and ho had to go back before ho found the trouble. A practical tele-
graph man never has to go over the lino more than once before he findo
the trouble.
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9529, You mean the place where the trouble exists ?-Yes ; he could °atrAC N.• 6.

'lot locate it.

9530. Who would be the best person to know about the time at
wbich delays occurred in the operating ?-H. McDougall.

9531. Why would ho be the best person ?-Because ho is the super-
,ntendent.

9532. Does ho superintend all the way from Thunder Bay to Selkirk ?
I cannot say,that; ho is my superintendent.
9533. I mean of this line from Deception to Thunder Bay ?-I think

8. le is a first-class telegraph man, and if ho had hisown way about it,it.would be all right.
9534. Do yon know whether there is much business transacted over Extent of busi-

this lino, from Selkirk to Thunder Bay ?-There used to be. ness doue.

9535. Do you know if there is now?-Thero is not so much since
the Government have taken hold of section 15.

9536. Does that affect the general business-public business ?-Yes.
9537. In what way ?-Because the business on 15 was paid for when
r.. Whitehead had it, but now, since the Government have taken holdof it, they have their own operators, and everything is dead-head.
9538. Do you mean the business is still done, but not paid for?-It is

not paid for.
9539 Was that same business, for the work on 15, part of the

uses &s which you say used tu be done and paid for ?-It was paid for.

9540. Have you travelled over the country south of the located line alway Loca-
'of railway-I mean the lino between Selkirk and Deception-so as to C!no.r.t. No..

nOw what sort of country there is from Shoal Lake East to Winni- l sad 15.
Peg ?-No; I do not know much about that country; but from what i
do know I think the easiest lino would have been south. There would
'lot have been so much rock.

9541. You mean the easiest lino for the railway ?-Yes, there would Easleqt Ilnewouidnot hlave been so much rock; but there would be other difficulties to have been sourh.
tontend with whichi, perhaps, would have made up for it: there are
tonger muskegs and higher hills. That is about all I can say. I think

e linoe south would have been the easiest location they could have
loteAted it, fromn my knowledge of the country.

e9542. Have you travelled personally over the country liom Winni-
teg to Shoal Lake East ?-I have travelled from Winnipeg to Decep-on, both on this lino and off it.

43. How far south of the located line have you travelled it ?-Aot seven miles at the furthest.

9544. Then this opinion applies only to that portion between the
seI'Snt line and the lino seven miles south ?-Yes.

945. Have you any means of forming any judgment, from your own
*Wiedge, of the lino still further south than seven miles ?-I have not;

alI) think, from what I have seen, the hills are higher, more difficult,
not .o level.
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954'. Do you say the country in the neighbourhood of north of Lake
Manitoba is good for settlement?-Thero are two lobes on it: south of
the Narrows and north of the Narrows.

9547. In the neighbourhood of north of the Narrows and on the east
side ?-On the southern part of the northern lobe it is good grazing
land, but I do not think it is good for agriculture; but on the eastern
part of the southern lake it is good for agriculture and grazing purposes
-first-class.

Alkallnecountry. 9548. Is the neighbourhood of the north of Lake Manitoba an alkaline
country or not ?-It seems to be alkaline and saline.

9449. Does that make a country good for settlement ?-No; in some
portion the land is worthless, the salt comes to crust right on the top
of the earth. Take it in dry weather and you can see on the roads or
trails a crystallized crust on the top of the earth, either saline or
alkaline, I do not know which ; the grass is poor but the country is
good.

W es. 9550. Can they get fresh water there ?-Yes; by digging for it.
9551. Do you mean that each time a person sinks a well ho can get

it ?-No; they have to try in different places.
9552 How many times ?-I tried it thirteen times before I got one

well ; I got twelve wells that were salt and one that was good.
9553. What sort of a country is it between Dauphin Lake and the

northern lake : is that alkali ?-[t is a timber country, covered with
spruce, but there is a considerable amount of alkali.

9554. Along the southern end of Lake Winnipegosis, how is the
country ?-There is some saline there, but not so inuch alkali.

Soutbern end of
Lake Winnepe- 9555. Is it a good country for settlement ?-It is a grazing country;

"gougt¶raz- it cannot be called an agriculturat country, because it is too wet.

Flfty-five miles 2556. Then how much further is it necessary to go west, before yOa'
west fresh waterA
country and ich get into'a country where there is plenty of fresh water ?-At the Apelc
son. about fifty-five miles west.

9557. And there you can get into a fresh water country ?-Yes; it i8
a fresh water country, and it is good rich alluvial soil; what stole
there is in the country there is limestone.

9558. Is that saline character of the water present in the lake waters
of Manitoba and Winnipegosis ?-Yes ; very much so.

9559. Is there any other matter upon which you wish to giva
evidence ?-Not particularly. I took notes of the soil for Mr. Farwell,
in order to enable them-Sifton, Ward & Co.--to tender on the coal-
tract. I have got a book at home, and I could give more details if 1
had it, about the soil west fron Selkirk to Fort Pelly, and about what
the gradients would be.

9560. That was before the tender was made for the work ?--TheY
expected that they would have to tender for the railway. line further
west. I was working then on the telegraph line, and they wished nO'
to take notes of the soil of most of the work out there, and I did go.

9561. You have not that book with you now ?-I have not, but I
think I could give you it pretty correctly. I also took notes of hOe
much stone there would be on the ine.
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9562. That is supposing the line went north of Lake Manitoba ?- N°orth of Lke
Yes. autoba.

9563. Can you produce that book at any other time conveniently ?-
Xes; I think so. I have it in my trunk, but I have not looked at it for
a long time. I can show it on the map without the book. I put in
three years in the country, and I know every part of it.

9564. Did you say that at the Narrows there was a bank further At the Narrows a
inland which rose another fifty feet, besides the bank immediately at baaera fove

the water ?-There is no bank at the water, but there is a bank back reet high.
of it. It is fifty-five feet higher than the level of the water.

9565. That is the highest spot which would have to be overcome ?-
es.
9566. Iow ligh is it on the other side of the water ?-About fifty

feet.

9567. How far is it between these two highest spots ?-It is 2,700 2.700 reet acrom
fet aeross the water, 400 feet from the east shore of the bank, and thewater;5,0

,000 feet from the west shore to the bank. two highest

9568. Do you make that something over 5,000 feet from the highest po
Point on one side to the highest point the other ?-I dare say it is
about that. I never measured it, it is only a guess.

9569. Did you ever speak to any person about the state of the tele- Teâr¶P-
graph lines east of Selkirk, and as to their being properly maintained contract No 4.
or Operated ?-Not particularly.

9570. Did you not call Mr. Rowan's attention to it ?-I think I did
tO the line east, as far as I knew anything about it-that is to Rat
Portage-but east of that I do not know anything about it. I do not
think they had a proper man east of that.

WINNIPEG, Monday, 4th October, 1880.
Jo5£Pj H examination continued JOSEPH

PHHITEHEAD s i cWHITEHEAD.

By the Chairman:-
9571. You understand, Mr. Whitehead, that you have been sworn contract Ne.15.

before, and that you are still under oath giving evidence ?-Yes.
9572. Did you receive a telegram from me about the 23rd of last

111onth asking you to appear again to give further evidence ?-Yes ;
bout that time. I could not speak positively to the day, but about that

9573. Look at a copy of the telegram dated 24th of September, now
anded you, and say whether you sent a tolegram to that effect ?-Yes.
9574. Will you read it ?-" Cannot be in before Wednesday, 29th."
'hould have been in on the 29th, but I missed my passage onthe 29th, and could not get in.
9675. Were you subpœnaed the latter part of last week ?-Yes; I

a8 subpæenaed Saturday night.
9576. la there any part of your evidence given upon any previous Tenaering.

Oe1ion which you wish to correct ?-Yes; there is that matter about
"ornwall; it was not at Cornwall it was at Prescott it occurred.
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9577. You mean the place where the money was paid by Mr.
McDonald to Charlton ?-Yes.

By Mr. Keefer :-
9578. You mean Prescott Junction ?-Yes; Prescott Junction is the

place. It was not Cornwall. i did not want to go into the thing at
all, but he was anxious to go into it and pressed me into it; and Isaid:
" Offer $20,000 to Charlton, and get through it as soon as possible," and
ho paid the money, and I was not into the matter at all. 1 thin'k I cal"
find a letter that ho wrote me to see Charlton and make some arrange-
ments with him, if possible.

By the Chairman:-
9579. Who urged you to do that ?-McDonald, I thiùk. I have the

letter, but it is at C.inton.
9580. There was another matter to which you alluded on tho pre-

vions occasion, that is, money or assistance in some shape given to
Mr. Mackintosh ?-Yes; Mr. Mackintosh got some assistance from me.

9581. Do you remember the circumstance of the matter of contract
15 being before the Committee of Public Accounts at Ottawa?---
belhOve so. I was not summoned, nor was I at the Committee, but I
believe there was something about it before the Committee.

9582. Were you in Ottawa at the time ? -Yes; I think I was.
9583. If you were not before the Committee, how did you knoO

that it was going on before the Committee ?-Mackintosh told me.
9584. What did he tell you?-I really hardly can tell you what h

did tell me now; ho said there was a committee going on, and some
investigation about section 15, and he blamed Haggart, I think, for
getting it up. It was supposed that section B people wanted to gret it
out of my bands. I think that is about the sense and substance of it'
They wanted to get it out of me, that was the impression.

9585. Were you willing that it should be taken out of your hands ?-
No; by no means.

Led to under-
"tand thatork 8586. Were you led to undersand that it might be taken out of your
out of bis bande handg, unless some influence were brought to bear to prevent it
"neas sregnu- Mackintosh gave me to believe that.
tonbeasrou

Gave Mackintosh
aceeptances.

9587. How did ho give you to believe that ?-By telling me tha't
there was a committee, and ho blamed Haggart for getting this COD-
mittee up to try to get the thing out of my hands.

9588. Did ho suggest any way to you by which that might be pro-
vented ?-1 do not know; I never thought much about it, and I could
not tell you a straight story about it now at all; at least, I did not knOW
that I would ever be called to account for it like this, and I do noe
recollect the conversation that took place between us. le told 100
there was a committee about it, and ho blamed Haggart for getting i
up.

9589. Now after that, I want to know what took place on the sub
ject between you and Mackintosh ?-Well, I gave him some of those
acce tances ; I think I offered him some acceptances that Ba'o
got rom him.
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9590. What did you give him those acceptances for ?-He said ho papers-

wanted some funds, and ho thought that he could answer the parties, or per Iunluence.8oething-I do not remember the words exactly.
9591. I do not want the words exactly, I want the substance. Do

You not remember the substance of what ho endeavoured to convey to
Your mind ?-i do not remember which way ho said ho was going to
Work it, or how he was going to worlq it ; but he said if ho got some
funds ho could arrange the matter.

9592. Arrange what matter ?-What ho meant to do, or how, I could
nlot tell you; but he said this committee was sitting, and Haggart was
dtoing all ho could to get it out of my hands, and if ho had some
fands he could arrange the matter; but how he was going to do it ho
did not mention faurther than that.

9593. Where were you living in Ottawa at that time ?-I was board- Boarding at
llg at Mrs. McLellan's. He came up to my room about 12 o'clock at onenI"gt sheav
"ight; I am not sure that I was in bed that night. He used often to Mackintosh these
come into my room; it is a private house, just opposite the City Hall. acceptances.

9594. What time at night ?-- About 12 o'clock at night.

t 9595. Was it upon that occasion that yon gave him the acceptances
hat you have alluded to?-I think so. I think that was the time.

9596. To wbat amount did you give him acceptances in round num- Amount of ac-
bers ?-I could not exactly say. I do not remember. I suppose it c®? a"ces si(»
W8s somewhere about 811,000 or 812,000. Mr. Bain got some of it
back from him, but I think that was about the amount.

9597 Do you mean that you had not given him acceptances to a Iad given him
larger amount than4hat ?- had given him some before, but it was a beforegong,
long time ago, and ho paid some of them and I paid some of them whic were paid

en6 they came due. He said that ho was embarrassed-that hiU-Y wltnesa.Arm wero not agreeing very well, and that ho wanted some funds to
arrange his own business in the paper; and I gave him some accept- Mackintoshalways wiliing ty>ances, as ho had been friendly to me, and had always been .willing to gnassecurîtyan(jgo My bond when I put in a tender, and would always find others if Ind bondsmen
they were wanted. for wltness.

9598. Do you mean that Mr. Bain got back for you the whole of the Thinks Bain got
eeptances which you gave to Mr. Mackintosh upon the occasion ,noan tîinaa

ich you are now describing ?-I think so. I think that is about the night.
a ount, but I am not positive. I never paid any particular attention

i 't. I did not know the thing would be called into question, and I
11eVer made a memorandum of it.

9599. But do you not remember the thing without making a memo.
endum ?-1 have a good many things to rermember about, and I cannot

nemaber everything; I am giving you the best information that I
koWe of at present.
9600. How much money had you given to Mackintosh, or promised Whole amount or

pgIve him, before this evening, wen your matter was before the ganckîn-

thlic Accounts Committee ?-I really could not state; but I think tosh about $25,W).
acCeptances, including this 811,000, would amount to somewbere

i'PArds of $25,000; but this $11,000 coming off this makes it so much
Bain got $11,200 back. I think Mackintosh paid one or two

4ceptances himself whon they came due.
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9601. Where are those acceptances which he paid when they came
due ? 1ave you them ?-No, I bave not; I may have some.

9602. Are they out against you. if Mackintosh paid them ?--e
would get the acceptances from the bank himself. Some of the
acceptances are not paid.

9603. Those acceptances wbich Mackintosh paid, are they out against
you stili, as far as you know ?-1o ; I do not expect they are.

9604. Where are they ?-l1e has got them; but I do not intend to
pay them.

9605. Have you and lie talked over this matter, so that you could
ascertain what acceptances lie had taken up ?-I do not know that we
have. le told me he hai some to take up, and he had sacrificed some-
thing to get them to satisfy the bank when they came due.

9606. But is it from what lie told you only that you are under the
impression that he took them up ?-That is ail I know about it.

9607. Then as to those acceptances which lie did not return, and
which you did not take up yourself, you have no knowledge whether
they are in the bands of other parties, or in the hands of Mackintosh ?
-1 do not know whether they are. I do not know anything about it.

960q. Did you give him some money at any time bosides acceptances ?
-Well, he w-as going up to Toronto and there was a clerk who I bad,
and bis family vere in great distress, and I think I gave him $200 or
$300. i-e carried it up to them. His wife and family were in great dis-
tress. His name was Norton, and they were turning him out of the
house.

Did not give 9609. Did you give him anyghing which you got from McDonald--%
eakntosa any much larger sum than you name ?-No; I thinik not.

y arte wtt- -^ 9610. Do you remember the first occasion on which you gave him
ness first gave any acceptances ?-I really do not. It is some time ago-two or threo
Mackintosh
acceptances. years ago.

9611. Do you mean that because it is two or three years agO
you do not remember ?-I do not recollect anything more definitelY
than 1 have told about it.

If he wanted any- 9612. HIad lie taken any part on your account in any other negotia-
thing donc In -cOttawa used to tions connected with your contract-15-besides this matter before the
write to Mackin- Public Accounts Committee ?-No; not that I know of. If evertosh, who woutd
aee after It for wanted anything done in Ottawa I used to write to him, and lie used
ham. to see after it for me; and whenever I went down different times aMackintosh sure- c
ty for h†m and wanted sureties, lie got them for me, and was surety for me himself, a
got him surettes. that is all the benefits or assistance I bad from him in any way. e

was always willing to assist me an>d go my security, and alwaysfound
another whenever I wanted it when 1 was filling up a tender.

9613. Were these tenders for work connected with the Pacifie Rail-
way ?-Yes ; I tendered for section B, and I tendered for section A, 8 d
for two or three different other things that I do not remember of; but
it was all for Pacifie Railway work for the Government.

Reason why he 9614. Did you say that these previous acceptances which you had
gaveacceptan<e-. given to him before that night which yon have described, were .on

account of bis assistance when yon wanted to tender for the PaCe
IRailway ?-Yes; from his complaints that lie made that he was enibar
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IIelptng News.rassed about his paper, and that it was likoly togo down, and becauso AIieg-s
f bis kindness to me on different occasions I tried to assist him. per inueiiu'

9615. Doyou know who were your sureties on these different occasions sureties.
When you tendered for work ? -- I do not; James Goodwin was one, a
Mr. somebody else, who is a merchant down on Wellington street, and
I think Captain Bowie was one-I do not remember.

9616. Did Mackintosh lead yon to understand that when yo made Mackintosh did
these tenders, and ho procured the sureties for you, th"t it was necessary belleve there
for him to make any disbursements on that account ?-No; ho did not. od eany

96 17. If it were not necessary for him to make lisbursements wby
Would you provide him with money ?-I would assist him in his busi-
ness. 1He stated bis paper was going down.

9618. I understand yon to say that you uised to write to Mackintosh
tO help you in your matters ?-Yes; if ever I warted anything seen
after in Ottawa I used to write to him and ho used to attend to it.

9619. With whom would you want matters seen after, as you call it?
'Perhaps with the Department of Public Works. I could not exactly

say. Anything I did want in Ottawa.I used to send to him.
9620. As a matter of fact was it with the Department of Public

Works that you wished him to negotiate or do business for you?-Yes.
There was no person else, or any other place else, that I had anything
t do with ln Ottawa.

9621. Do you wish us to understand that you had given him these
1noneys or notes because he had been useful to you in your negotiations
With the Department, or business with the Department?-No. I gave
hiu1 this assistance purely for his own business. e was saying that

e paper was going to burst up. He was embarrassed, and I tried to
assist him in the way I have described to you; and if ever I wanted
Mything, ho was willing to assist me in getting securities, and going
]nY security when I was putting in my tender.

necessary.

Wlshed Mackin-
tosh to do busi-
ness for hlm In
connection with

Publie works.

9622. You have told as of that before ?-That is all I can tell.

9623. You say that he helped you by attending to matters for you ?
'Yet. If I wanted anything attended to in Ottawa, I used to write
to him and he would see about it for me.

9624. Where would ho see about things for you?-In the Public
orks Department.
9625. Was it because ho had done this sort of work for you that you

gave him this assistance ?-No. I told you before, when he assisted
1e, I thought one good turn deserved another.

9626. Were these negotiations with the Department one of the good
ras which you say deserved anothor ?-No; I did not give him
nOey for that at all. I gave him money just to assist him because
e Was always willing to do anything ho could for me.
9627. Did any person connected -with any of the Departments lead standea"wr-

YOl to understand that it was not agreeable to the Department, or to agreeable to Le-
eue conect~with he shuld d that-y One connected with the Department, that you should continue paordo eht lhe

do business with Mackintosh ?-1 think it was the last time I 'was ethrough1 r4lOug with Sir Charles Tupper, when I bade him good bye, ho said: ChartesaTupper
tnld hlm to writeon the work, and if you want anything write direct to me, and direct to himsf.39
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aCeÃro. I will see and give any assistance I can in any matters or things that
per Infuence. you want, or any information that you want."

9628. Was Mackintosh's name mentioned on that occasion ?-No; I
do not remember.that it was. I do not think it.

9629. Was anything said to you, at any time, by any one connected
with the Department, upon the subject of your having engaged
Mackintosh to look after matters between you and the Department ?-
Not that I remember of.

9630. Were you led to understand by Mackintosh, or any one else,
that ho had any influence with the Department, or any Member of
Parliament, which ho could use to your advantage ?-I do not know that
he did. He had no more influence that I know of than any one elsein
bis capacity.

Mackintosh did
not lead him to 9631. I am not asking you whether he had influence, but I am asking
had any peial you whether ho led you to believe that ho had ?-I do not know that
Influence with ho did.
Department.

9632. Concerning this matter which was before the Committee of
Public Accounts, w-as the nane of any other Member of Parliament
mentioned to you except that of Mr. Haggart ?-I do not think it.

9633. Did Mackintosh at any time assist you in filling up your
tenders for other works ?-No ; I made all my tenders up myself.

Kind of service 9634. Please describe the sort of assistance that ho gave you ia

Maekinredtoi connection with tenders?-He never gave me any assistance but ho
was my security, and if I wanted security ho found one for me.
That was all the assistance ho gave me with my tender.

surettes. 9635. Do you not remember who was your seeurity on these occa-
sions ?-I think ho was one ; Goodwin was one, and McGillivray, dowf'
Sparks street, and Capt. Bowie.

9636. Is that the Bowie that is connected with the second 100
miles west ?-He is the man who runs the boat down to Montreal.

9637. Who else was surety for you ?-I do not remember, Some-
times I used to take sureties with me from Clinton.

9638. For which of these works did you use bis assistance in
tendering or getting securities ?-I really could not tell you, as I do
not remember.

9639. Were these tenders made in your own name ?-Yes.
9640. In the Blue Book of 1880, concerning tenders for works on the

Canadian Pacifie Railway, I find on page 16 that your name is mentioned
as one of the parties tendering for section B, Eagle River to Keewatil,
and the names of sureties givon for you are Patrick Kelly, E. McGillivry,
ard Alexander Bowie. Are these the parties, or any of them, whon"
Mackintosh procured to be surety for you ?-I think it was Bowie and
McGillivray, they are Ottawa men; Mr. Kelly is here himself.

9641. Mr. Kelly, the other one, is bore ?-Yes.
Two out of three 9642. Did Mr. Mackintosh procure all of these sureties for you, or
surettes provided
by Mackintosh. any of them ?-Two of them, I think, out of the three.

9643. Did you procure Kelly yourself ?--Yes.
9644. By your own influence ?-Yes.
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9645. Do you remember whether you tendered for the whole section raper. -

Of 185 miles besides section B ?-Yes. per fli"emlee
9646. Do you thirik you tendered for contract A ?-Yes.
9647. Did you say who your sureties were on your tender for the

Whole 185 miles ?-I did not.
9648. Were they procured for you by Mackintosh ?-I could

nt say; would you read the names for section B ? I remember I got
ielly myself, and Mackintosh got me the others.

9649. I am speaking of the tender for the whole line ?-May be the
samfle sureties were there for it also, but I could not say.

9650. Upon the previous occasion you referred t*; the fact that you Assisted the Win-
had given assistance to some other paper besides Mackintosh's? -Yes; a eteand
that is to this one here, the Times ; I gave my assistance to it and I took inortgage on it
a chattel mortgage for $11,000 on it. for *1IM).

6951. Was that the whole amount of the assistance that you gave ?- Gave soine more.
.o; 1 do not think it was. I gave him some more in the way of helping

brim with the paper.
6952. Do you wish us to understand that it was an amount which

Was not included in the chattel mortgage ?-Yes.
6953. And for which you had no security ?-Yes; there was some A loan to a

French paper for which~I gave my assistance. French paper.

6954. Was that assistance in the shape of a gift or a loan ?-No; it
was a loan.

9655. A loan without security ?-Yes.
9656. How were you induced to make that loan or gift ?-I do not

kfow; we had only one paper here at that time, and I had some reasons
hieh I explained before, and that was the reason why that thing came
to existence.

9657. With whom did you negotiate about that matter ?-With Money for Tirnes
ittle, given to Tuttle.

9658. Where does lie live ?-He is in town here.
9659. Did he live here for any time before you had that transact ion Reasons for

WIth him ?-No ; I met him either in Toronto or Ottawa. H1e was giving Tutle
Publishing a book in Ontario, and he was publishing books in the toney.

nited States at different times, and ho was a smart sort of a fellow,
afld that is the reason I got hold of him.

9660. Where do you say you met him ?-I think it was in Toronto
or Ottawa. He came from Montreal previously.

916 1. Were you induced to make the loan or advance to him by any
Ilderstanding that he would be of assistance to you in your matters

ttlueeted with the Pacifir Railway?-No; not at ail. I do not know
8'ty assistance I could get out of him any way.

9 6 62. Had you any reason to believe that he could influence any Noreason t(
htiber of Parliament, one or more of them ?-No. conid intnuence

any Meinber of

4663 Are you aware of any rumour to the effoet that your help to Parlament.
og as to obtain his assistance by influencing any Member or Mein bers

'fpaaraent ?-No.
39à
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paperg ,.. 9164 Are you not aware of any such rumour?-Not that I know Of
per influecie.

No foundation 9665 Was there any founidation for such a rumour?-No, I do not
for rumour that thinlk it; of course every paper bas its influence, and that is all that 1
his motive wvas to
influence some wanted.
MP*wanted. .1;
influence of
paper.

A reemieit with
le Doiid.

KELLY.

Ten.erianr-
Couttract Ne. 15.

8urety for
Whitehead.

9666. I am not speaking of the influence of the paper but influence
through the man ?-No ; there was nothing at aill of that kind.

9667. Upori a previous occasion you spoke of a letter or agreement
which had passed between you and Mr. Senator McDonald in reference
to the partnership on section 15, and you said then that you thoight
it might be with Mr. Ruttan. who had been your engineer ; have yot'
searihed for it since ?-No; I do not think I have seen Mr. Ruttfln
silice.

9668. That is referred toin a very indefinite way in the longer article'
of agreement which you pioduced, and we informed you that we would
like you to produce that letter or some copy of it ?-I do not knole
anything ab.ut the letter ; and you have those papers, too, which I want
o got back.

9609. We wiil discuss that again ?-That paper refers to some letter,
but I really do not know vhere it is or what it is.

9 70. Will you be good enough to make a search for it and lot Is
have the original or a copy of' it ; you remember you told us the
substance of your agreenierit with McfDonald?-Yes.

9371. And wlien yoa produced the formal articles of agreemeîl t

between yourself and tMr. McDoiiald, it alluded to a former letter o
agreeent which contairned the substance of your understanding ?-
i> quite likely that Mr. McDonald niay have that letter himself i
there is such a thing. I know I haven't, unless it is with Mr. Rutta".
and I thinik it would be with Mr. McDonald bimself; I do not knO*
vhat it contained, it was the beginbinr of the transaction, the substance
of which you have in that agreement.

PATRICK K ELLY, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-
9672. IIave you had any business connection with any matter con'

cerning the Pacific Railway ?-Nothing personal directly with the
road.

9673. iIave you been a surety for any person who tendcred ?-

9674. For whom ?-For Mr. Whitehead.

96I5. Upon how many tenders ?-I could not possibly say now
ratier think on two or three tenders. I would not exactly say, I ha
not kept note of it. There are two or three, or even more.

9676. Did you sign your name to any of these tenders ?-Yes.

9677. Where were you at the time ?-I was in Ottawa, I thikilz, O1
two occasions.

9678. Who else signed those tenders with you ?-When I 0
signing theni there was no other of the sureties present.
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9679. Who were present ?-I do not remember now. Mr. Whitehead
was present for one, and I could scarcely say who wai present for the
Other parties.

9680. Were there many present ?-No, there were not many present;
thinl there were one or two.
9681. You cannot remember now ?-The names I do not ; for I did

not know their names, and could not mind them ten minutes after I
saW them, for they were strangers to me.

9682. Did you not learn at the time who they were ?-I might have
learned the naines at the time, but instantly forgot it.

9683. Did you hear any negotiations as to the mole by whieb their
securities were to be procured ?-No.

9684. Have you any means of knowing how other suretiessigned for
Ilr. Whitehead, or why ?-Nothing that i can say from personal know-
ledge.

9685. Did Mr. Whitehead tell you ?-Yes; ho bas told me once or
twice, I think.

9686. What did he tell you ?-That he was going to get other parties.
e told me the names of the parties, ut least, that were going as

$Ureti es.

9687. That is not how ho was about to procure them to be sureties; I
ai asking you what ho told you as to the arrangement ?--le told me
that Mackintosh was going to get one at Ienst, either one or two sureties
for him on one occasion.

t 9688. Did ho mention toyou the condition on which Mackintosh was
S procure the sureties ?- o.
9689. Have you any means of knowing whether Mr. Whitehead.

ruade a promise or gift to any one in order to procure any sureties
besides yourself?-No; I have not. That I knew nothing about.

WIiiteli,ad dld
flot mntion to
him the condi-
tions on which
Mackintosh was
to proeure
bureties.

BAIN.

J"ON F. BATN, sworn and examined:
FioavetalBy the Chairman:- . anagemen

9690. Where do you live ?-Winnipeg. LIves at
y Winnipeg.

9691. What is your occupation ?-Barrister. Barrister.
9692. Were you at any tine interested in any transactions connected

With the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-Yes; as solicitor for some of the
Qotractors only.

9693. For which contractors ?-For Mr. Whitehead, McDonald, Soicitor for
M Whitehead andanning & Co., U pper & Willis, Upper & Co., and John Ryan. others.

9694. Besides acting as solicitor, did you ait as principal upon any Undertook.to
'ion by virtue of any rights ed from any of the contractors ? arrne a wett

araytok m ea8ete ent withl Whidttundertook, on behalf of Mr. Whitehead, to arrange a settlement head'screditors
ith his creditor, or to obtain for him an extension. in that capacity,

o'Course, I had a good deal to do in connection with his businessenerally; but, after all, it was as his solicitor.

.s
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his assets ln con-
xiecton with
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9695. Did ho transfer his rights to you ?-To a certain extent, yes
connected with the-financial management of his contract.

9696. In what shape was that transfer made ?-By an assigniment,
or sort of trust deed.

9697. Was it a general assignment of all his assets ?-No, not a
general assignment ; it was only his assets in connection with the
contract. 1 believe there were also some lands assigned to me, but it
was not a general assigument.

9698. Do I understand that he assigned particular properties to you,
for the purpose of enabling you to negotiate with other persons on
his behalf?-For the purpose of securing payment to his creditors.

9699. Then were you a trustee, as you understand by that document,
for his creditors ?-Had the arrangement proposed been carried out I
would have been.

For a certain 9700. During the tine for whieh you held this property in yourownl
tinie trustee. name, did you understand tht you werc trustee for his creditors ?-

Yes; while the document did not take effect until all the creditors had
become parties to it, some of the creditors would not agree to it, and
the whole arrangement feil through before it really took effect.

9701. Was the property re-conveyed by you ?-The whole thing was
to be void, failing the assent of al the creditors. Some of the real estatO
was conveyed absolutely to me for the purpose of convenience.

9702. According to your idea, could any person other than a profe-
sional man have received that transfer, or taken that position, as well
as a barrister or an vttorney ?-Certainly.

9703. Then whatever position you occupied at the time was not
because of your protessioi ?-No. I suppose I was selected trustee
because of my professional connection with Mr. Whitehead.

HIelping News-
pape'..-

AIeged linpro-
per inntuence.

eommunicated
witn Mackintsh
on subject of
notes and accept-
ances of White-
head.

Maékin t
osh ave

.e atonae.

9704. But your actual position was not that of a professional man
No.

9705. While you occupied that positiorthad you any communications
with Mackintosh, of Ottawa ?-Yes.

L706. Upon what subjeet ?-Some notes and acceptances of Mr.
Whitehead that ho held-or that I understood ho held.

9707. Where did you see Mackintosh ?-In Ottawa; also in Toronto
afterwards.

9708. Was there any understanding, either expressed or implied,
between you and Mackintosh as to the basis of the transaction upOI>
which ho got those notes or acceptances?-No.

9709. Did you not allude, either directly or indirectly, to the mode
of his getting them ?-No. I had no occasion to.

9710. Why not ?-My only object in seeing Mackintosh vas to get
back from him those of the bills and notes that were still in his ow
possession, and ho gave them back at once, or, at least, expressed his
willingness to give them back at once.

9711. In making the request to get them back, was it not expressd
or implied that he had got them without value? Without that hoW
would you ask any man to give up acceptances or notes which he held ?
-I do not think I had to make a direct request to Mackintosh. O0
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*y first seeing him in Ottawa, if I reinember righl, he volunteered to Aein-gNews.
give them back-a certain number of notes that lie still held. per Influene*.

9712. Did he lead you to understand that he held them, and was
still willing Io give them up ?-No; he did not.

9713. Then do you wish us to understand that there was no allusion
bY him or by you, to the basis of the transaction ?-No; there was
Certainly not on the part of either of us.

9714. Were you led by him to understand that in consequence of a
comml[unication from some one else lie was prepared to do what you
saY he offered to do ?-Yes. Mackintosh, when I went to him,
evidently knew beforehand the object with which I went.

9715. Why do you think he evidently knew it ?-From what lie said
to me.

9716. Do you remember what he said ?-Not particularly; more

h'nr that we talked about Mr. Whitehead's affairs, and then he expressed
swillingness to give back the notes and bills.
9717. Was there anything said between you which would lead you to

nâderstand that the consideration for the notes had failed-that
Whatever they had been given for had not been accomplished ?-No;

o0thing at all.
9718. Do you remember whether he stated that lie had had a com- " th® t Ma5g

lnIication fiom any person on the subject, and was therefore aware a knowledgeof

'fthe object of your visit ?-I knew that he had had a communication v1:it from bis
on that subject from his own book-keeper. (aCkintosh'er~ fro ownown book-keeper.

9719. Did you know it from his book-keeper, or did you know the
th emunication was from bis book-keeper ?-I lad reason to believe
bat he had had communication from his book-keeper.

720. Could you say how you knew that ?-I knew that Mackintosh's
,k-keeper had come to Winnipeg shortly before I went down to

Sthat he had come to Winnipeg in connection with these notes

iere bills, and had returned to Ottawa a day or two before 1 had got

tr9721. Iad the book-keeper occasion to see you in your capacity of
ntee, m the way you have mentioned ?-Yos.

9722. So that the book-keeper had had communication with you on atau arin-
eame subject ?-Yes. action with book.

97 keepr.
9723. At the time of those communications you understood yourself
"epresent all of Mr. Whitehead's interests ?-Yes.
9724. By virtue of having had this conveyance ?-Yes.
9725. So that between yourself and the book-keeper you were dealing
Principal in the transaction ?-Yes.

726. In speaking to Mackintosh himself, did he give you to under-
that the book-keeper had been authorized by him to come up

kr and negotiate-I mean, have you reason to think that the book-
e ad the authority which he represented he had ?-Tt was
"il by Mackintosh's instructions that he came here; but I do not

here tw at authority he had to negotiate, as I understood he just came
o enquire.
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9727, Was it from the book-keeper or from Mackintosh that you
got the idea that Mackintosh had sent an authorized man here ?--
I knew, of course, in the first instance, from the book-keeper here;
but in talking with Mackintosh he referred to his book keeper having
been here.

9728. In comniunicating with the book-kceper, did ho mention the
amount of the whole clai m which ho stated Mackintosh then had ?-NO;
I do not think ho did.

Book-keeper of 9729. Did ho not mention the amounts which ho expected to be
Macklntoshwhen settled by Whitehead, or his estate ?-I do not think it; I have nO
refredtonotes recollection that ho did. He simply referred to it as the notes and
and bills. bis,

9730. Without remembering the amounts, do you remember whether
it was a larger sun than that for which you afterwards obtained the
acceptances ?--I cannot say.

Book-keeper 9731. Then, at that time, the book-keeper representing Mackirtosh
enllé(i i"pn to was not propo>ing to give up the acceptances, but endeavouring tO
anc s. co!lect them ?--lle said nothing to me about giving them up. IIe

spoke about collecting. He enquired about Whitehead's ability to paY
somo of them.

9732. Was not the wbole object of your meeting and communication
to ascertain whether these notes were likely to be paid by Whitehead'$
estate ?-Yes ; I think it was the main object for which Smith came to
me.

Told Mackin- 9733. Then the proposition to give them up must have come frol

tes'r btche some thought or intention subsequent to that ?--I think that in discUs-
wouid refuse to sing the inatter with Smith, I told hii that on behalf of the creditors,
Pay those notes. from what I board, I should feel it my duty to refuse to pay those notesr

those of them that were still held by Mackintosh. Somo of the other
creditors-some of the local creditors here-in discussing the whole
position had referred to these notes-to some notes of Mr. Whitehead-
as being held by Mackintosh, and expressed their strong desire that 1
should not allow Mackintosh, the holder of those notes, to come in as
one of the creditors.

9734. In other words that Mackintosh's claim on any notes held by
him should be resisted by Mr. Whitehead or yourself, as represontiIig
the interest of the creditors ?-Yes.

9735. And did yon intimate that intenti>n to resist to the book'
keeper ?-Yes. I think 1 did.

About a fortnight
after this, 9736. Was it after that intimation to the book-keeper that you 
MackintofI took Mac.kintosh in Ottawa ?-Yes, about a fortnight after that.
place.

9737. And thon, as I understand you, he at once proposed to retar3

the acceptances which he held ?-Yes.

9738. And it is from your previous communication with the book-
keeper that you understand Mackintosh to have been fully informed 0s
to the position which Mr. Whitehead proposed to take with his cle
ditors ? It was not necessary to go over the ground with him ?5
I think Mackintosh seemed fully to understand the position that I had
intended to take before I went to him, and I inferred that hoe
learned that from his book-keeper.
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9789. Was there any condition attached to Maekinîtosh giving up papes-
tho had eged trnpro.the paper which he thon held ?-Mackintosh stated to me that he had " ii iemý.

heard that Mi. Whitehead had been reporting that these notes bad
been obtained by Mackintosh improperly, and had been otherwise makeîtOacdi-
sPeaking very harshly of Mackintosh's conduet to him. l said that tion thatWhite-
he felt very much annoyed at this; that it was untrue that ho had ever eoneralnan
taken any advantage of Whitehead, but, on tbe contrary, he had always letter.
tIied to assist him in every possible way, and that before giving up the
'notes he would like to get a letter from Mr. Whitehead contradicting
some of the reports that appeared to be in circulation concerning Mack-
'ntosh's conneetion with Whitehead. I told him that was a imatter
between Mr. Whitehead and himself, that I had nothing to do with
that. le then, I think, drafted a letter and showed it to me, nrid said
that on that letter being returned to him, signed by Mr. Whitehead.
Ite notes would be handed over-the 811,000 whic'h ho still retaired. I

toid him that if lie would send the letter to Mr. Whitehead-he was
thon in Winnipeg-and if he sent the letter up to Winnipeg to Mr.
Blanchard, my partner, that he .would sec Mi. Whitehcad and sec
whether he was willing to sign the letter or not.

9740. Do von know whether the condition was fulfilled ?-I know
tlat the notes were returnîed, and I understoed that the letter was
ligned and returned.

9741. Were the notes returned to you ?-Yes; they were returned Nots returned to
to the office of Bain & Blanchard. Blanchard.

9742. You have seen the notes yourself?-Yes; I saw the notes
answering the description of those which' I asked for, amounting to
811,000. C b

9743. Have you a eopy of the letter whieh Mackintosh dictated ?-I
ve not.
9744. Do you know whether any copy was kept of it by Mr. White- No copy oriotter.

e1ad, or any one on bis behalf?-I know no copy was kept in the
Office, and i never asked Mr. Whitehead if he had a copy.

ý745. Is thero any other evidence connected with this which youthink ought to be given, and which would help us in our investigation ?
.No; I think nothing else that I know. Rteally I know scarcely any-
tng else of my own knowledge.
9746. Do you know anything else besides that which bas been com-

'flunicated to you in your professional character ?-No; what is the
Objeet of the Commission ?

9747. The object of the Commission is to enquire into all facts con- Objectorcom-
11ected with the Canadian Pacific Railway, from its inception to the mission.

6oth June, 1880. First of all, I wili ask that question only as to Joseph
hitehead's matter ?-It is so hard for me to distinguish anything I

now, whether it came to me professionally as Mr. Whitehead's solicitorOr not, that unless there are sonie particular questions which the Com-
'nIFiOn wish to ask me, there is nothing that I feel it necessary for me

tinoention. I was acting in the double capacity, both as trusteo and
'01ieitor ail the time.
.9748. The Commissioners have no' wish to encroach upon profes-

%iOnal rivilege, but they are anxious to learn any facts which ought to
flma e public. Have you any knowledge of the titles of land near the
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neighbourhood of Selkirk, other than in a professional Papacity?-Yes;
as solicitor for different parties, and as the owner of lands down there.
I have had a great deal to do with lands at Selkirk.

9749. Are you aware that there has been any rumour that the loca-
tion of the crossing is to be attributed in any degree to the interests of
persons having lands in that neighbourhood, and not entirely for railway
reasons ?-I have certainly heard that report from the very first time
the line was spoken of as crossing down there-that is. just hearing the
rumour.

9750. I am speaking just now only of the existence of the rumour ?-
Yes ; I have heard that rumour.

9751. I understand that you say you have held titles of land in that
neighbourhood in your own name ?-Yes.

9752. Have you held them upon any understanding by which any
Member of Parliament or any engineer is interested in the proceeds of
them ?-No; not at all. No Member of Parliament or engineer is in
any way interested with me, or ever bas been, neither have I ever
obtained any information from either one or the other that induced me
to purchase there.

9753. Are you aware, otherwise than in your professional character,
of any Member of Parliament or any engineer being interested in the
lands in that locality before the site was fixed ?-The only Members
of Parliamernt, as far as I know that owns any lands down there, are
Dr. Schultz and Mr. Bannatyne.

9754. They would be able to speak for themselves ?-But I do not
know whether they got them before or after. I know of no engineer
that got any down there. I do not know whether it was before or after
the site was fixed that Dr. Schultz and Mr. Bannatyne got lands down
there.

9755. Are you aware, otherwise than in your professional capacity, of
any trust, not expressed in the titles registered, by which any Member
of Parliament or any engineer of the railway was interested in the land
in that neighbourhood before the site was fixed ?-I have no knowledge
of such a trust either professionally or otherwise.

Refuses to speak 9756. Are you aware of any other matter, except in your professional
of other matters L .
as known to hlm character, upon which you could give evidence to the Commission con-
professionally. cerning matters referred to them, so as to assist them in their investiga-

tion?-There are sonie matters that I suppose come within the scope
of the Commission, but my knowledge of them came to me first profes-
sionally, and that afterwards as trustee I have had to follow them up;
but my knowledge of them, in the firet instance, 1 may say was
gathered professionally, and there are others of which I can ouly
speak by hearsay. It places me in rather an embarrassing position,
having acted as solicitor, to have to speak of such matters.

Professional pri- 9757. We wish you fully to understand that we have no desire to
vilege. . encroach upon your position ?-I do not think it would be prôper for

me to speak of any other matters than those of which I have spoken ?
9758. Then we are to understand that, as to any other matters, you

claim the privilege that your profession gives your clients ?-Yes.
9759. You made allusion to matters of which you obtained knowledge

at first in a professional character and of which you learned more after-
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wards ; do you wirh us to understand that what you learned after- "osaîng.
wards was while you occupied a fiduciary character ?-Yes ; in the first
instance some inat ters came to my knowledge acting professionally,
afterwards while acting as trustee, and during all this time I acted as
slicitor too, and in my own mind I am not able to separate what I
learned professionally from what I learned as trustee. During all the
tirne I acted as his solicitor and I am acting as his solicitor still.

• M. THoMPsoN, sworn and examined: THOMPSON.

By the Chairman Fort Frances
Lork.

9760. Where do you live ?-I live now at West Lynne.
9761. IRare you lived there long ?-About a year.
9762. Before that where did you live ?-I was living at Clear Springs,t hirty miles east of that, before that.
9763. And before that ?-Before that I lived at Fort Frances.

At Fort Frances
9764. For about how long ?-About two years and a-half : from the from spring of

spring of 1876 to the fall ot 1878. lm.to the fai or

9765. Were you at that time connected in any way with the Fort Foremar Iny chage ofworks
Frances Lock ?-Yes ; I was foreman in charge of the works there. on Fort Francees

Lock.
9766. Before that time had you any connection with the Pacifie Rail.

May or any works connected with it ?-No.
9767. What was your duty while you were foreman ?-I was Mr.

Sutherland's assistant on the Locks, on the work connected with the
Locks.

9768. HUad you before that had any practical knowledge of that sort
Of work ?-I had handled a good many men before that, but not parti-
ctalarly on rock work.

9769. In what. business had you handled men before that?-In Previouslyem-
umber business, and also in connection with the Dawson route. work and on the

9770. Could you describe more particularly your duties in connection
With this work; for instance, did you keep yourmelf any particular
book or books ? Did you engage any men, and if so, in what capacity
did they work, and other particulars ?-I had not the ke3ping of any
]kind of books. I directed the work there according to instructions
received from time to time, and I directed the work generally both in
eoinnection with the canal and transporting of supplies.

9771. IIad you any charge over the stores ?-Yes; I was in charge Book-keping,.
f al the stores and plant, and as assistant superintendent. In Hugh Suther-

9772. Are we to understand that in the absence of Mr. Sutherland land's absence
YoQ Were responsible for the proper management and disposition of all resPonsible for

management of
e Government property ?-Yes. all the Govern-

ment property.
97731. Had you any personal knowledga of the books that were

ept ?-Yes.
9774. Iad you a separate set of books for the works as distinguished System of book-

o that of the stores ?-The stores were kept from month to month. keeping.

e did not pay so much attention to the store-book, only at the end of
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Book-keeping. each month there were siatements rendered from the stores to the
general office and they. were incorporated in the general books.

9775. Then those store-books kept in the store itself were intended
only to show the tranactions of the store during the period you have
named ?-That is all ; just the receipts and deliveries.

9778. In so far as this transaction affected the general business it
was shown by the books at the general office ?-Yes.

9777. Do you know whether there was a set of books kept in con-
ne-t-ion with the works ?-Yes.

9778. Who kept those books ?-James Sutherland.

9779. Was that what you call the ger.eral business, the general set
of books? -Yes; the gencral books.

9780. Was there a subsidiary set of books kept for the works alone ?
-Not to my knowlelge. I know there was not.

Under witness
were the forenan 9781. What officers lad you under you, controling the men ?-We
lor Liner work, had a fbrernan on tinber work, a fbreman on rock work, and the store-
for rock work, keepor, and ti me-keeper-book-keeper,
the store keeper,
t .ine keeper and 9 78. Were the other persons employed labourers or men of thatbook-keprth
rest labourers. clas ?- Yes.

Pay-rolls includ- 978. Do you remember whether your pay-rolls inclbded the names
ed ail wages paid. of tiese Odieurs as well as of tle labourers ?-Yes; the pay.rolis included

all wages paid ont.

9781. Yours amorg others ?-Yes.
Managemnent of I

wourk. 9785. Who had the iesponsibility of preparing the pay-rolls from
Wltnesschecked tirC to timo?-I had the responsibility ot chebking the wages and

aa saur".® ' seeing that the time was correct. James Sutherland prepared the pay-
land prepared rolls.
the pay-rolls.

9786. Who employed the labourers and fixed upon their pa:
employed a good many. Mr. Sutherland employed mon just as they
happened to be required, or whoever was authorized, or wherever the
men could o got. Sometimes we wantedl men at Thunder Bay and
sone partio would be employed to hire them there.

Hugi Sutherland
or witnessen- 9787. Po I understand that, as a matter of fact, you or Mr. Suther-
pIoyed menjuat land employedi the men just as it happened to be conveaient ? -Yes,as it happened to
be convenlent.

9788. Was there any one else who employed them ?-Yos; in parti-
cular instances where they were authorized by us.

9789. Can vou say now whether, ns a matter of practice, the pay-
roils were carefully investigated at each period ?-Yes.

9790. And certified ?-Yes.
9791. Did you tak<e part in these certificates?-I took part in the

checking of the pay-rolls and seeing that the men's accounts were pro-
perly extended, and balances properly carried out, and Mr. Logan and
Mr. Sutherland cortified to the pay.rolts.

9792. Did you certify to them under your own name ?-I will nOt
be positive about that; it is some time since and I'have almost forgotten'.
I remember checking the pay rolls and helping to prepare them. I
think 1 did though.
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9793. Upon ail the works who wou'd be the p most likely to M,"ement of

know whether the pay-rolls were correct or not, as to time and pay ?-I
would; that is as far as the time and wages and everytlhing in that way
was concerned.

9794. Then have you any doubt that the pay-rolls were certified by
You to be correct before they were settled ?-I either certified to them
verbally or in writing. James Sutherland will know as much about
the pay rolis as I did; only the time and wages he would learn fron me
in a grcat many cases.

9795. Thin have yon now a doubt in your mind whether the pay-
roll, as finally settied and acted on, was certified by you ?-That is,
you mean certified in writing?

9796. Yes; I mean in writing ?-Yes; I have a doubt. I do not re- Manner orcheck-
Inember whether I certified to ail the pay-rolls in writing or not. ing pay-rolus.
ilowever, they were all prepared with my heip. The time-keeper's
tine was checked over by mie, and that was handed into the office and
ertered to the men's credit. The saine sheet was handed to Logan,
the paynaster, and entered in his books, and when the pay-rolls. were
finally made up it was handed in every month. Tben I wentover the
'Wages and the men's time, along with James Sutherland, to sec if they
were correct.

9797. At the time that you looked at these pay-rolls you certified to
them, as you think, sometimes only verbally ?-I will not say that I
certified to any in writing positively.

9798 Can you say whether they were always completed and added
up ?-Yes; they were always completed. I saw them completed.

9799. Then it would not be possible after you had vorbally stated
them to be correct to add other names and amounts to them ?-No; it
would not. I could refresh my memory about certifying to those pay-
rOlls, but it would not t>e postible to add to them without my knowing
it. You sec they would not compare with our monthly returns in Mr.

utherland's books.
9800. Did you make monthly returns of the mon whom you had

employed to any one excepting Mr. Sutherland ?-We returned them to
the office. Ail statements went into the office, either ofstores, or time,
or anything, and were entered in the books there.

98()1. And was it upon those statements that the pay-rolls were made
up as you understand ?--Yes; I know it was.

9802. Were the men employed by the Government principally white
Mon or Indians ?-There were a great many Indians employed at

.tirnes.

9803. About what proportion of Indians would be found among the Proportion or
persons employed?-At times we might have nearly as many Indians In<ifans to wiiite:
ats white men, and other times we wou'd have no Indians. ren empIoyed.

9804. Was there any kind of work that they were better adapted to
than white mon ?-Sometimes we had them handling small rock. Thcv
are botter adapted for some purposes: such as canoeing or ntflything of
that kind.

9805. Do you remember the wages that were given to Inidians ?-
(10 not just now.
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9'06. Do you rememb3r what relation it bears to the wages of white
men ?-The same thing, as far as labouring men were concerned. I
remember that those we had in the pit for a while we paid them the
same wages as to white men.

9807. Do you remember the system that was adopted in payment of
labourers, when they were partially paid by goods, and the ineans by
which that would be kept track of ?-We had nothing to do with
keeping track of what they were paid by goods. We paid none of them
by goods.

9808. You paid them when they were taken out of the Government
stores ?-We did not pay them out of the Government stores. Shortly
after I went there they were paid out of the Government stores, but
the store was afterw ards parted with.

9809. While they were so paid out of the Government stores, doyou
remember the system that was adopted.?-The amount of goods was
shown on the pay-roll.

9810. Was there a separate column for goods and for money ?-
Speaking from memory, I believe that they were separate.

9811. But you think, at ail events, the pay-roll does exhibit the pro'
portion of goods and money ?-Yes.

9812. After the Government ceased to pay them in stores, do yo
remember what system was adopted as to debts that they would run in
other stores ?-We would not become responsible for debts at ail. Let
the persons that trusted them look out for their own pay.

9813. Had you control of any of the modes of transportation to and
from the Locks ?-Yes; I had of all.

9814. Were you in any business while you were under pay of the
Government on your own account ?-No.

9815. Did you remain at the Locks as long as the works were being
carried on ?-Very nearly.

9816. About how long before ?-I came out about the lst of Novem-
ber, and I do not know how long they did work after that.

9817. Are you aware that there were some rumours that you had
obtained some advantage on your own account, because of your con-
nection with the Government works ?-Yes.

9818. Can you explain generally the substance of the rumours, and
what account you give of it ?-I have heard some of them. I may
not have heard them all. In the first place, I was reportel to have
got sorne machinery for nothing. Some boilers-one of those boilers,
I believe, is charged to my account in the Fort Frances Lock accounts.
The other boiler and the spring waggon I bought from Mr. Bethune,
the purveyor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and gave him a choque
on the Ontario Bank, Winnipeg, for them. I also had a small lathe
made at Fort Frances by the engineer or machinist there, which he
agreed to make me on overtime, for which I agreed to give him a bag
of flour, which I bought in Mr. Fowler's store; and the blacksmith, for
doing what was necessary on that, I gave him a 810 overcoat for
that and some other little jobs he did for me, working overtime. 1
bought that of Mr. Fowler. I had a little account with him. I believe
these are about the only things I heard.
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9819. It is said that before you bought this boiler or engine you had Tha °*1,.
it repaired at the Government's ex pense with the view of purchasing
it ?---No ; that boiler had never been touched. Thore was a small
engine and lathe whieh did not belong to the Government at all before
I got it, and he took sone little time and cleaned it up and made some
portions of the lathe. The only articles from the Government were
two boilers and the spring waggon.

9820. One of these boilers was taken from the boat, was it not
No.

9821. To what use had it been previously put ?-It had been used in Bolier had been
the boat on Red River. RonRed

9822. Not in your time ?-It had been used when I was running the
Red River route, and it was lying at Fort Frances when I went there.

9823. It had been detached from the boat ?-Yes.
9824. For how long ?-- could not say, for these boilers were sone-

timles changed around from one placetoanother as they were required.
It was not detached with any intention of my buying it.

9825. lad it been repaired shortly before it was detached ?-No;
Ileither of the boilers had been detached by the machinist for repairs,
tO 'My knowledge.

9826. Had you a farm of your own about the time you went to the
Works ?-Yes; before I went to the works I had a farm.

9827. Did any property go from the works to your farm ?-Yes;
thls property that I got.

9828. Is there now any property on your farm got from the Govern-
lnent ?-No; not that I am aware of.

9829. Were the prices paid full value in your opinion ?-Yes : if theyhad charged more, I should not have taken them.
9830. As to the transportation of that property by Governmont meansof transportation, what do you say ?-I sent them to the Angle whenthe men were going out. I put them in the Government boats myself

thd took them out at my own expense, and I paid Charles Nolin fortbe transport of that stuff from the North-West Angle to Pointe duChene.
9831. In the purchase of the property, was thero any understanding

tbat you should have it transported at the Government expense ?-No,think, more than to the North-West Angle.
9832. Was it understood that you should get that transport to the

torth-West Angle ?-Yes ; to the North-West Angle, -as it did not cost
h6 Government anything.
9833 I am not sure, but I think there is a charge against you of $20for that transportation, in the books, which you allowed ?-If it is, it isthe whole cost of the boiler. It may have been part for the boiler andPart for transport. However it was put at a lump sum.

di934. Do you remember what the sum was?-I do not rernemberlatintly-it was somewhere between $135 and $140.

9835. Where had that boiler been before you bought it from Mr.
etane ?-It was down on Pine Lake.

Paid for trans-
por of those
artcles fromn
North-West,
Angle to Point du
Chêne.

e135 or $140 paid
for bolier.
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Th.~sae oll 9836. Where is Pine Lake ?-Hlalf-way between Fort Frances and

Thunder Bay.
9837. Was that property over which yon had chargoin your official

charactor?--Yes; I had had charge of it. I will not say that I had
charge of it just at that time. I think Mr. Bethune had charge of it
just then.

9838. Was it property that had been placed in his charge before vu
b>ught it ?-HIe had never used that boiter. I suppose it was part of
the Red River route plant which had been placed in bis charge, but
this boiler ho did not use at all.

Price of another 9S39. Do yon remember the prieof that one ?-I think the hiler
boiler t80 or ;;3. or waggon was $30 or $85.

9840. What was the power of the boiler?-I think betwen thre or
four horse-power, it was a very sma4l boiler.

Made bar-gain 9841. With whom did you niake the bargain about the other boiler?
ug"u boler lh -Mîr. Hugh Sutherland. Mr. Bethune leit me instructions for Mr.

Suthorland to seil any of the plant that he could. IIe left mie verbal
instructions at Fort Fiances in Mr. Sutherland's absene to sel! any of
the Red River plant that he could sell, and [ told Mr. Sutheland, and
bought this boiter from him.

"ek at" ru- 9842. Did you take any part in the arrangement w'h Wilson a tO
oer ofgoods at the purchase of the Government stores ?-I took a part in the deliver.v

store. and priced and transfer with Mr. Logan, and I priced the goods that were turned
thein when turn- over to Mr. Wilson.
ed over to Wilson.

9343. Was the arrangement of the transfer made with you or vith
Mr. Hugh Sutherland ?-With Mr. Hugh Sutherland.

How prices 9S44. In the prices fiKed upon that occasion on the god4 thbat Mr-.
arrived at. Wilson got, do you know the basis that was adopted-on wholesale or

retail prices ?-We iado no discounrt. We fixed them at whatever theY
were worth there acco-ding to invoice. We did not go actcordin tO
invoice in all cases, because there was a lot of old stock there. We fied
whatever price we thought the goods were worth, having iii view the
original cost and the cost of transportation.

9845. Had you any other dealings on your own account about Govern-
ment property ?-No other; not to my recollection.

9846. Did you take any part in fixing the price at which Mr. Wilsoa
returned goods to the Government stores?-Yes; I was the. one tht
Mr. Wilson had to agree with in refeî once to thoso prices.

9847. I mean of bis goods?--Yos.
9848. Can you say upon what basis those prices were fixed ?-ThOY

wore fixed at a lower rate than goods were usually sold for on the porte
age on account of being taken in quantities. I do not remember auf
rates in particular, but I say they were at a lower rate than they were
usually retailed for.

9849. Upon all the transactions had between Mr. Wilson and anY
one there upon the Government behalf, do you know whether ho got
any marked advantage ?-I know he did not.

Large boller 9850. What was the size of the larger boiler ?-About, I should saYy
elghto r ten
I&oirse-powçer. frin ilight te teîu hor'sc-powe-. Probably ton herse power.
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9851. Was it flue or tubular ?-Flue. Tramiion..

9852. What was it used for aftorwards ?-It was not usod at all. I
bought it on speculation and it turned out bad. I calculated to take it
Out on my farm.

9S53. Do you remember the difforent books which were kept in the Book-keeplig,
general office ?-Yes ; I would know them if I was to see them.

9854. Do you think you could describe the sort of b>oks that were system of book-
kept ? -Yes; wo bad a day book. 1 think a day-book and journal were keeping.

opened, if 1 remember right, ledger, cash-book, large time-book, letter-
book. I thînk those wore the principal books which wore kept at that
time.

9855. Was James Sutherl and, the book-keeper, considered to be under
your control ?-Yes ; that is I nevpr interfored with his book-keeping.
I Consulted with him and ho consulted with me on ail entries that were
Mado-prices and ail that sort of thing-although I never took any
control over his style of book-keeping.

9856. Were you next in command over the whole business under Mr.
Sutherland ?-Yes ; I acted for him in his absence.

9857. Do you remember whether thero was an original book in which
entries were made before they appeared in the journal or day-book-
Whichever that may be ?-No.

9858. For instance, was there any blotter from which entries vould
be taken to be made in the day-book ?-No; the entries were made
direct in the day-book, from statements from the store, statements
from1 the time-keeper, and so on.

9859. Do you remember whether payments made at odd times would
aPpear for the first time in the cash-book, or would any record of those
b kept in a proliminary book such as a blotter ?-It appeared in the
cash-book.

9860. You think the entries first appearod there of payments made in
smnall sums ?-Yes; I think if you examine the cash-book you will tind
all those in detail in the cash-book. I might say that the ca.h was
entered up from Logan's statements-the paymaster's statements.

9861. Would Logan have the control of moneys before the record was
kept in the generail office ?-No: any money that Logan had was
ebarged to him; but Logan would have to pay out the money before the
"ecord could be made in the general office.

9862. Thon, do you remember-according to your memory-was it system of pay ing
the system that ho would be charged in a lump sum with whatever "°"y-

oney h got, and that he would ask credit on account of wages ?-
Por small amounts, during Mr. Sutherlaind's absence, there would be a81nall amount drawn and left with Mr. Logan and charged to Susponse
Account, which he would have to account for aftorwards.

9863. Thon ho would have the preliminary record of small pay-
rents ?-Yes; and he would hand in the vouchers for them with his
taterment.

9 861. Do you remember how it was managed when Mr. IIugh
ttherland would get sums to be disbursed afterwards on account of

e Government ?-In the same way. Thoy were charged to bis Sus-
Pense Account, and ho would accouant for them and hand in his state-

40
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ment along with the vouchers for the items. That will ail show in the
books.

9865. Do you remember whether these statements which were handed
in by Mr. Sutherland on bis behalf, and by Mr. Logan on bis behalf,
will be entered in full in the cash-book, or only the result of them ?-
In full in the cash-book-the items wili appear in the cash-book.

9866. The full details of each of these items ?-Yes.

9867. Is there any other matter which you think would assist our
investigation, or regarding which you wish to make some explanation ?-
Nothing that I remember just now. There are rumours of affairs there
which you have not touched upon.

9868. If you can assist us in the investigation we will be glad to hear
of them ?-There is nothing in which I can assist you in showing that
there is anything wrong in reference to the management of the works
at ail.

9869. Besides the management of the works do yoni think the
interests of the Government and the public were properly protected?
-I think so.

9S70. Is there anything further which you wish to say ?-Nothing
further in connection with that. I do not suppose it would come under
that business. I wish to ask a question. After I left Fort Frances there
were two horses sent out here for supplies which had to be taken in
there for that winter. I had to become responsible for some toboggans
and shafts to get these supplies in. As that account bas not been settled
and the man threatens to-day to sue me if it is not paid, I would like
to know if the Government would settie it, or what is to be done ?

9871. We are not empowered to do anything connected with it, but
I have no objection to hear your statement if it is connected with the-
canal works ?-The account was sent in to the Department, but nO
notice was taken of it, ut least so the party informs me.

9872. Do we understand that you have made yourself answerable for
an amount which the Government refuses to pay ?-Certainly.

9873. What amount ?-$16.
9874. To whom is that due ?-To Thomas Lusted. It is a small affair,

but I do not wikh to pay it when I have no benefit from it.

9875. l there any other matter on which you wish to give evidence
-No.

JOSEPH
WHITEHEAD. JOSEPH WIIITEIIEAD'$ eXamination continued.
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witne8s from the

1,0,rn. on

By the Chairman :-
9876. Besides the transactions which you have described, betweea

yourself and the Government, was there some transaction by which
you got back part of your percentage, which had been retained on the
contract ?-Yes.

9877. What was that ?-They made advances from time to tine ou
of the 10 per cent., both Mackenzie's and the present Government.

9878. Can you say in round numbers what ail those advances WOu
amount to ?-10 per cent. on somewhere about 81,800,000.
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9879. Originally the arrangement was that the Government tshould
retaii one-tenth of that ?-Yes, 10 per cent.

otailwn Con-
truetlon-

Contract %o. 15.

9880. How iniich of that $180,000 has the Government retained ?- Of te$i8O.00
I think they have about $25,000 yet. reained *25,MO.

9881. So that you have received from time to time, out of those
advances, something like $155,000 more than your contraet calleJ
for ?-Yes ; more than my estimates, that is as near as I can tell.

9882. Witli whom did you negotiate to have that return made ?-
I asked Mr. Mackenzie, and ho ordered Mr. Trudeas to tell the
accountant to make advances out of the 10 per cent. money, aud
likewise Dr. Tupper bas done it.

9883. Were you present when each of those gentlemen told his
subordinate officer to do it ?-No. Ho spoke to the messentger out of
his office. I spoke to Mr. Mackenzie in his office, when he was ii
power, and likewise to Dr. Tupper. He would ring the bell and give
inistructions to Mr. Trudeau, his deputy.

9884. Were these amounts returned to you in consequence of a Renator
general arrangement, first of all with Mr. Mackemzie and afierwards Iooked alter the
with Sir Charles Tupper, or were you obligced to make an application finances got ad-
fron time to time for each advance ?--Mr. McDonald got i t two o tioes fr
three times for nie ; he used to look after the finances. him.

9885. Then each time that you wanted any favour of that kind, you
had to make a separate application ?-Yes.

9886. There was no understanding at any time that the arrangement Sir Charles
should continue for future periods ?-,o: there was one time, I think, gTipera eed
Sir Charles agreed not to take any percentage off for three months, but Perrentage offt l"or three month&,
to give me full amounts.

9887. Was this made with you, yourselft?-Yes.
9888. Did any person assist you in any of those arrangements with No one assIsted

the Governmont, by whièh this favour was granted to you ?-No; I do thosearangoe-

fnot know that anybody knew of it; not that I know of. ients.
Notes given to

9889. It seems that the assistance which you have described as being mackintosh.
rendered by Mackintosh, would not account for your having given him No other reason

than that alreadysuch a large sum, and we are anxious to ascertain what other reason stated for aeivng
there was ?-There was no other reason, on ly just what I have told you. Mackintosh

'non (y.
9890. Are you still of the opinion that at the conversation, when

Your matter was beforo the Committee of Public Accounts, there was
",o larger sum than about $ 11,000 given ?-No; nothing else, at that
tine.

9891. And you say that the whole amount was about $25,000 ?-But Whole amount
this 811,000 is to be deducted off it. about $25,Ooo.

9892. Then that would leave something like $14,000 or more, which Mackintosh paid
he got for other reasons ?-He paid some of the notes and acceptances ien they nt
hirmself when they became due. becane due but

d Id not give them
9893. But were they given up to you ?-He paid them and kept uP

themn.

9894. But you donot know, do you ? They may be outstanding, so far
as You know, in the hands of some other party ?-1 do not know but
they may; I have not heard anything about it.

40à
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9895. De you mean now that I thould uniderstand that you gave
him thoso notes, origimally amounting to something over $1-4,000,
besides what Mr Bain got back, only because he had helped you in
making out tenders and getting security for you ?-He necr helped
me to make a tender.

9896. Well, to get security for you ?-Yes; that is the way I got
into it, and I -went further than I intended that he should have gone.
He said be was embarrassed and I tried to help him.

9897. Is there any other reason that you can give us for having
given sueh a large sum as that ?-No; I have told you all I know.
There is no other reason.

9898. At the time that you say Mackintosh procured some sureties
for you, had you any impression whether they were persons of stand-
ing, pecuniarily, I mean men of sufficient means to be of any belp ?-
I do not know what they were, but the Government accepted them, and
as long as the Government accepted that is ail I wanted.

9899. Did you then have no impression about it ?-No ; I had not.
9900. Was your arrangement with Mackinstosh that ho should find

good and sufficient security for you ?-There was no arrangement of
that kind; I told him I wanted good persons. There were more than
those that you recolleet this morning. I kept no memorandum of them.

9901. Did you say that as long as they were accepted by the Govern-
ment they anbwered ail the purposes Mackintosh undertook to supply?
-That is ail ; he undertook to do it, and got satisfactory persons that
the Government would accept; but I did not get the contract, and the
question never came up as to the other.

9902. Those sureties were to be persons who were to be answerable
in case the contract would ho awarded to you, and not that the contract
should be open ?-Provided I got the contract these sureties would have
to stand until the contract was finished.

9903. Besides' that undertaking to be surety for you if you got the
contract, It was necessary for you to put up some security at the time
you tendered, was it not ?-To the Government ?

99(4. Yes?-l would have to put up 5 per cent.: I put in a cheque
for $5,000. Mackenzie used to ask for a $1,000 choque to be put in, but
this Governnent asked $5,000 cheques.

9905. Was any part of that kind of security paid by Mackintosh ?-
No; it was my own.

9906. So that the only benefit he did, was to find some person who
would become answerable in case you got the contract ?-Yes; that
was willing to do it.

ELIAS G. CONKLIN's examination continued:

By the Chairman:-
0' 9907. Have you had the books which you kept for Mr. Nixon, in

Has had books your custody for some time past ?-I got them on Saturday afternoon•
lfor puro 9908. For wbat purpese ?-For the purpose of loeking through themelfo rm erly kep t b y

Of puklngrph
through them. and I looked at them on Saturday nig t for a short time.
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990.9. Are you better table now to explain the system than you
Were on a previous occasion ?-Yes; I c:.n recolloet it better.

9910. WiIl you now explain the system upon whiclh the day-book
was kept, for instance ?-AI transactions as thev oecurred were entered Explanation of
in, the day-book, excepting, of course, the giving of cheques, and they system.
Went into the cheque-book or bank cash book.

9911. When you say cheque-book or bank eash book, do you mean
that there were two books., or that they vere all in one ?-They were
all in one.

9912. Did you say that all the transactions as they occurred were
entered either in the dav-book or in the cash-book ?-Yes; of course.
There were requisitions, but they were put into the rtquisition book.
An engineer gave a requisition and it was entered by Mr. Nixon in the
requisition, book.

9913. That was not a transaction but a request ?-Yes.
9914. But when a transaction occurred, do you say it appeared in

the day-book or in the cash-book ?-Yes.
9915. Then if supplies were furnished according to any requisition, No entry of su

an entry would bo made concerning that ?-When the supplies were plies furntshe
furnished there was no entry made until the account cama in. caine In.

9916. What account? -The account from the merchant. For instance,
MIr. Nixon gets a requisition from the engineer; that requisition is
kept in the requisition book, and Mr. Nixon fills the order. It may
take some time; and at the end of the month the account comes in and
it is checked over from the requisition book.

9917. Then when an account comes in from the merchant to the
effect that lie lias furrished sorne supplies for some work, some survvy,
or some party, you understand that that furnishing of supplies would
appear in your day-book ?-That would appear in the invoice book.
Al those were kept or pasted into the invoice book, so that that would
hot appeaur in the day-book.

9918. Would that be the only record of that transaction Ly whiclh
the nerchant had furnis3hed supplies to some party connected with the
Pacific Railway ?-That would be the only entry.
. 9919. And what would that entry be: would it be a pasting of the Fntry of supplies
1invoice on the leaf of the book ? -It would be a pasting of the invoice ®erely nvo

On the leaf of the blaink invoice-book. pasttuIn a book.

9920. Would there be any entry of that in any of your set of books?

t 9921. Then no charge would be made to any work on acc:unt of
hat supply ?-No.

9922. Do you think that was the right way to keep a set of hooks : In ordinary busi-
to file away invoicos and make no entries concerning them ?-In ness wities
Ordinary business transactions, if I were keeping a set of merchants' booksIn thIs way.
))oks, I would not do that; but when these books were opened I had
"0 knowledge of what these accounts would be charged to, we lad no

nOWledge of what the items were to be charged to. We were not
sted regarding the divisions and had no instructions from Ottawa.
h at I understood, we merely forwarded at the end of the month a

i8t of the cash statements with the vouchers accompanying them.

629 CONKLIN
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9923. But did not your requisitions upon which these supplies were
furnished, show you to what account they might be charged ?-They
did in sone cases, but not in ail. I had no idea when I went there
what to open out. 1 opened first an account for the Pacifie Railway. I
then understood that we were to keep no general ledger; that these
entries wore to be forwarded to Ottawa, and chargel up there to the
respective accounts.

99.4. Then are we to understand, as a matter of fact, that you had
not to keep any account in your ledger to which supplies, forwarded or
supplied by diffjrent m3rchants, wore charged ?--No; that is correct.

9925. The only way or ascertaining that information would be apart
froin your books and looking at the detatched papers ?-Yes.

9926. And if one of those detached papers should be mislaid or lost
there would be no record or it ?-The vouchers were talon in
triplicate-that is, after they were paid.

9927. 1 am speaking of the other end of the transaction ?-That
would be the onlv thing that we could fall back on, to find what these
accounts were paid on.

9928. Then did your books, apart from the deiached papers, show
the transaction of that branch of the business or of that office ?-They
could be arrived at, of course, from the detached papers.

9929. Do you know the meaning of apart ?-Yes.

9930. It seein absurd to say that your books would show it, apart
fron the detached papers, if you look at the papers?-I mean that
you would require the detached papers along with the books.

9931. I am asking you would your books show it without the papers ?
-No.

9932. I suppose some articles not proeured from merchants were
obtained: such as horses, or cattie, or animais of any sort-iwould there
be any entry in your set of books, inîdependent of detached papers, to
show that transaction ?-Except in the invoice-book.

Involce book: a 9933. The invoice-book is, as I understand, a collection of detached
ci collection of

Involces. papers?-A collection of ail invoices of goods furnishied.

Animais and
other supplies
which were oniy
recorded In de-
tached invoices
sometimes
returned.

9934. It is not an account of them, but the papers themselves ?-Yes.
9935. The invoice-book has no part of it which shows a current

account evidencing the whole amount of the transactions ?-No.
9931'. Were things of the kind that you describe, either animals or

supplies, which in the first instance were got for parties, and the parti-
culars of which would be pasted into the invoice-book sometimes,
returned either in whole or in part ?-Yes; of course.

9937. Did you keep any record of such returns ?-The store-keeper
had an account of it.

ep tnorecords 9933. Did you keep any record of such transactions ?-No.
Books even with 9939. Would any invoice-book or any book in your set of books shoW
Invoices wonld
notshowthetate the transactions of those returns, without showing the value or quantity
of afrairs. of things ret urned ?-No.

9940. Would your bodks alone, or with the invoice-book, show the
real state ot affairs ?-Yes; -I think that they ought to.
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9941. Will you explain to me how they ought to, if you say the Boo e a p
returns were not entered in them ?-Of course, they would not. I mis-
Understood the question before.

9942. Now can you say, as a matter of practice, whether the store-book Never went over
which you told us was kept by 3r. Parr, shows a current account exhi bit- butsitive tt
lng at any time the amount of stores that were then on hand ?-I do not Ehow the
InOt know, I am sure; I never went over his book. hand.o stores on

9943. Then are you any botter able to tell whether that book showed
the value of the stores on hand ?-It did not, I am positive of that.

9944. Then going to the system of keeping accounts with sub-agents, Accounts with
can you say whether an account was kept with the sub-agent as a ®ai.ts

Personal account, or was it charged to the party with which' ho was
eonnected,or work with which he was connected ?-It vas a personal

account.

9945. What would form the debit side of that account against sub-
agents ?-Amount of cash advanced.

9946. Would anything more than cash be charged to him ?-Cash Sub-agents
sales ;that is all I think. cash idles.

9947. Would you charge to any sub-agent supplies which you for-
Warded to him to be dealt out in any way or to any of his party ?-
I kept account of it on a separate shoot.

9948. I will repeat my question: Would you charge to any sub-
agent supplies which you forwarded to him to be dealt out in any way
or to any of bis party ?-They were charged, but not in his account.

9949. Of course I am asking you as to your set of books; I am not
sPeaking of detached memoranda scattered about the office. Do you
nfLderstaid that I am now speaking about your system of book-keeping ?
'Yes.

'Sub-agent not
9950. Then I will repeat that question making it apply only to your chaged r ardrepeat uestuonlies forward-

systerm of books ?-No. ed to him to be
dealt out; nor

9951. Would you credit to any s·lb-agent's account amounts which credited with
h16ad paid labourers by any of these supplies ?-No. palO labourers

with supplie&.
9952. IIad yon any account in your books, either with indiviuals or No generalc-

"fnder any general name, showing the whole amount of supplies which " ",howing
ou forwvarded te different sub-agents or the whole of your sub-agents, plies.

and the mode in which those supplies were dealt with ?-No. There
not such an account.

9953, Then is there any method in yonr books by which we can
aftCertain now whether supplies which were forwardel had been fully
a'ccounted for ?-Nono, except by going through the books.

9954. But I understand you to say that they were not shown in the
boks ?-J was referring to the ledger when I said there was no

eoOeunt kept.
9955. Do you mean that there is an account kept for such supplies
any other book than your ledger ?-There were entries in detail of

9956. But no collected statement ?-No collected account.
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Puxrveyohg.p 9957. Are there memoranda, even detached, in your day-book
showing how these supplies were accounted for by the sub-agents ?-
Yes; I think there are.

Day-book would 9958. Do you think that your day-book will show, by going through
i r or the different entries, enough particulars to make up a ledger account

suppies. on that subject ? -- No; the day-book will not.
9959. Thon if one wished to make up a lodger account to ascertain

the debit and credit side of that subject, where would one get the
information?-From the invoice-book and from the day-book.

Invoice-book and 99,0. Would that be sufficient without the st>re-hook ?-If there
day-bffok and
store-book. were any goods returned or repayments made they would be entered

in the store-book.
9961. If the invoice happened to be detached from the invoice-book

and no longer forthcoming, would it bc possible to make up that account
correctly ? -Not from this office. Of course the duplicate would bc
found in the Department at Ottawa.

9962. Do you know whether invoices were carefully kept in the
invoice-book, or vere they sometimes absent ? - I believe they are all in
the invoice-book.

nvoce book does
flot contain al
the Invoices.

9963. Did you take the invoice-book with you ?-No.
9964. Look at pages 58 and 59 of the invoice-book, and say whether

there are invoices which ought to be there, or whether thore are some
memoranda instead of them ?-The invoices are not there.

9965. Do you find a memorandum ?-There is a memorandum show-
ing, I presume, in whose favour the choque was.

9966. In whose writing is that memorandum ?-It is in my own.
9967. Are you of the opinion now that the invoice-book contains all

the invoices ?-No ; I am not.
9968. Do you find others on pages 63 and t5 ?-Yes.
9969. Do yon find another on page 66 ?-Yes.
9970. Amounting to $6.53 ?-Yes.
9971. Do you find another on page 45 ?-Yes.

The history of 9972. Without going through or looking for blanks, do you say noW
be adfrom n"° that there are materials to make up that amount if not included in the
bookseven by invoice-book in the Winnipeg office ?-No; I sce there are several
Igolng through
hem. items there that have been left out. I think I can remember the reasoi

of some of them now when I come to sec it.
Entriesofmoneys 9973. I am not at present finding any fault, or saying that there i8
coming into
Nixons ands on not a good reason for leaving it out. Understand my examination is at
account of Gov- present to ascertain whether there is a sufficient mode of investigating

the transactions of the office. That is the only subject that we are
dealing with at prcsent; because you can easily understand that if the
materials are not here to investigate, it is useless to try to investigate.
Did yon know whether there was any record kopt of money or moneys
which would come into Mr. Nixon's hands on account of the Goverw
ment ?-Yes; it would be entered in the day-book.

rot carried for- 9974. Is there any entry made in a subsequent book taken from that
ed account In entry ;-in other words, were entries of thatiaccount carried forwardto
ledger. a colected account in the ledger ?-No.
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9975. Then there is no account in the ledger which would show the Prveyrnaip
whole amnount cf those items ?-No; there is no such account.

9976. Is there any entry showing you how those moneys would be
dispoed of by Mr. Nixon ?-There would be nn entry in the day-book.

9977. Would there be any entry in any subsequent book made from
that ontered in the day-book ?-Excepting in the letter-book. I tbink
there is a regular system of where the money was deposited and
received. A regular report was sent down to Ottawa.

997F. Yon would hardly call that a part of your books ?-No,
No aeoit show-

9979. I am speaking now of your set of books there, the financial ing i"ow these
statements of account?--No; there is no such account in any book. Ifloneys disposed

9980. Would the money which was received by Mr. Nixon on Nixon would tell
account of the Government pass through'your individual contrc . or h of "ey
%ould lie tell you of the items so that you might make an entry ?- from Oovern-
IIe would tell me. ment.

9981. Have you any means thus within your own knowledge of Cannotteli
knowing whether the entries in the day-book show a correct staterment i ®ay® wre
Of those moneys ?-No; of course I cannot say that. correct or not.

9182. You have overy reason to believe that they do?-I have.

9983. What reason have yon to believe that they do?-Nothing
eXcept my confidence that Mr. Nixon would not do anything of the
kind.

9981. Tt is from that confidence ?-Yes ; of course I had no means of
tel9ing.

9985. That would not help your systecm cf book-keeping ?-No.

9986. Did you personally take part in the management of his own
Personal bank account with the bank ?-No; I do not think it. I do
lot remember of having taken any part in it.

Does not think he
took part In
management of
Nxon'. pi lvate
accotunt.

9987. For instance, if you made deposits to his individual credit in
the bank, would you af terwards take control of that account and deal
With the bank respecting it as an officer of the Government ?-No.

9988. Have you any means of knowing whether the moneys which
You deposited to his private account were all included in the statements
Which wero afterwards furnished to the Government as containing a
orrect statement of that matter-I mean, are you in a position to
.erify the correctness of those statements which werc forwarded from

tifte to time by Mr. Nixon ?-I have no means other than the letter
bock.

9989. I am speaking of verifying them before they were sent off.
iad you yourself a personal knowledge of his personal affairs or of
his bank account sufficient to enable you to show whether the state-
nYients that he sent to the Government were strictly correct, or whether
they contained mistakes ?-Thus far: that whenever any money was
r'eceived on his account by the Department I made an entry in the day-
book, and when the deposit was made of course I could then tell by
lferring back whether the deposit covered all the receipts or not.

9ý90. Then those remarks, I suppose, you mean to apply to the
receipts which you had knovledge of?-Certainly.
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Explanation
from memory.

9991. Are you able to say now whether before those statements were
sent to the Government you did look over the detached memoranda in
the day-book so as to be able to decide whether the statements which
Mr. Nixon sent were absolutely correct or otherwise ?-In some instances
1 know I have done it. I could not say whether I did it in all cases or
n ot.

9992. Did you have any account in your books of those receipts that
were admitted to have been lad on account of the Government, and
another side of the accounts of the moneys which you deposited with
the Receiver-G eneral, so as to show a collected statementof that account ?
-- No; there is no such account.

0993. Where is that to be found if there is such a thing ?-That
would be found merely from the day-book and letter-book.

9994. Do you know whether a bank-book was kept in which the bank
entere I those sums which had been received on account of the Govern-
ment and which were deposited to Mr. Nixon's private account ?-I
never saw such book.

9995. You know that it is a common thing for private individuals to
have what they call a bank-book-a small memorandum-book ?-Yes.

9996. Do you say whether you ever saw that ?-I do not remember
having seei it.

9997. Did I ask you about several accounts that were balanced in
your books: John Brown's, for instance, imong others?-Yes.

9998. Ilave you arrived at a means of explaining that balance ?-No;
I think i understand it although I can sec no trace of it. I can recall
the transaction to my nenory.

9999. But the books show no trace of it?-It is shown on that
account correctly, but still you cannot trace it.

10000. You mean that what the book says is the correct statement
but you are not able to trace it from entries in the books ?-No; I cannot.
From memory the result shown in the books is the true one, that is
what I mean.

10001. You say that from your memory ?-I remember the tran-
saction to a certain extent. I remember this amount was placed to his
credit in one of the banks to draw on as sub-agent at Edmonton. For
some reason he did not draw, the people would not take cheques, and
the amount was afterwards deposited to the account of the Receiver-
General.

10002. Is that your recollection of the way in which it wassettled?-
Yes.

10003. Then if your recollection is right he never really drew the
money from the bank?-I think ho never drew the money.

10004. If ho did draw the money then your recollection would be
wrong ?-Yes; unless it was3 handed to Mr. Nixon and deposited to the
credit of the Receiver-General.

10005. Look at the entry in John Brown's account and see the date of
it ?-15th December, 1876.

10006. Do you find in this statement by Mr Nixon (Exhibit No 104)
any evidence that any amount of that kind was deposited to the credit of
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the Receiver-General thon or anywhero about that time, the amount
being 12,861.8?-No; I see no such ainount.

.10007. I understood you to say that if the money was drawn upon
this cheque to John Brown it would be correct only in case there was
sorne evidence, or in case it had actually been put to the credit of the
Receiver-General ?-When I said that I could recall the transaction-
that part recording the credit to the Receiver-General-of course I am
,lot exactly satistied on that, but I knew such cases occurred, and I
think it is in John Brown's account.

Nix:Mo Pay-
master-and-
Pu rveynrshp

Book-keeplng.

10038. Can you explain this credit in any other way except upon the
basis that that choque was not actually taken by Brown ?-Tho cheque

as nit taken by Brown; that is the conclusion I should arrive at.

10009. If it was would that entry b3 correct according to your idea ?
-No.

10010. Lnok at the choque now handed to you, and say if it was
drawn by John Brown from the bank ?-Yes; I see by the explanation
given on the cheque it was deposited to reimburse him for cheques on
private account.

10011. Do von now say that your first explanation that it was not Explanation
drawn froi the bank was a correct statenent of the transaction ?-No; wrong.
It Was not correct.

10012. You think the explanation which you considered from memory
to be correot is not correct ?-No.

10013. You say now that there is another explanation?-Yes.
10014. What is the other explanation ?-I can only trace it by the Anotherexpiana-

eXplanation of the cheque that Brown must have given cheques when taccoBrow's
was out theie on his own privato account up to this amount.

10015. Is that a matter which is exhibited by that set of books, or1
inust we go to John Brown's private account to find that out ?-This
theque appears in his account does it not ?

10'16. Can we ascertain the correctness of your last explanation
Without going t John Brown's privato account ?-No; unless we go to
eorne of the statements or some of the detached papers.

10017. Thon your books do not show the explanation of this trans-
ne Lion ?-No.

10018. About the other accounts which I mention-for instance,
Valentine Christian's, and other persons who were sub-agents, have you
100ked at them to see if you can give a botter explanation of them than

On gave before ?-No.
10019. Luon the whole, what isyour opinion now, as a b>ok-keeper
for 1 understand that you have some reputation as a book-keeper-

Pon the set of books as they Wero thon kopt ? Do they exhibit the
Usiness of the office in a satisfactory way ?-No; I believe not in the
arne way that I would keep them if I were in charge of then at the
res8ent time.
10020. Is it true that you have some reputation as an accountant, and
at rnatters are referred to you on the subject of book-keeping ? -Yes;
'ourse the explanation I gave before recording it was as I under-

et0od it.n

Books do not
show explanation.

Witness's opinion
as a book-keeper,
that the books do
not exhibit the
business of the
oface In a sats-
factory way.
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10021. That is fromu nmory ?-Yes.

10022. That would show that the books might nilead one?-The
other explanation I made was, I considered I had only to keep the
n1'eounts of the mon and accounts that had to be settled hre, but that
the accounts of Ibo iDepartment were kept in Ottaw-a.

10023. Is there ary other matter which you would lik<e to say by
way of evidence or explanation upon this subject?-No.

Tiirs NIoN's examination continued:

By the Chairnian:-
10024. You have been present at the last examination of M'r. Conk-

lin ?-I was present.
10025. Can you give us any elueidation of the account showing the

moncys which wero reccivei ou the part of the Goverument, and which
passed to your private account in the bank ?-No.

10026. Arc you willing, or do von wish, that your private account
with the barik, inciudinl tho-e items among others, should bo investi-
gated by us ?-1 have no objection.

10027. Vil[ you iease produce your private bank-book ?-You had
botter get it from the Lank.

10028. And will you produce your private bank.book ?-Yes. There
are three or four. I was dealing first with the Merchants, and I do
not know wbether 1 can put ny hand on the book, bat I believe I can.

10029. With regard to those matters on which I bave quostioned Mr.
Conklin, and which practically showed the inefficieney of the manner
of keeping books, will you oxplain what you think necessary to explain
on that siubject ?-I have nothing further to say than this: that Mr.
Conklin was cognizant of aIl moncys which I received. 1 received no-
moneys without his cognizance. For example, a sale would be efclte 1,
the account sales would be handed to M r. Conklin; or horses would be
sold, but my accountant would always know about it.

10030. Did you not think that it was wise to suggest to him to keelp
a collec!ed statement of these moneys ?-[ may say to you frankly that
whenever the moneys were sent by me to Ottawa.1 called to Mr. Conk-
lin and said: " Give rme a statement of the amount of moners for the
past month." Therefore you sece ut onc3 that ho must have been
cognizant. I am speaking now in g noral toi ms. It was fron my
accountants, both the one now in the office and Mr. Conklin, thaLthese
statements wer'e, I may say, verified by being handed to me.

10031. Tho question Iintended to ask is this: whether, as superior
officer to Mr. Conklin, you thought it expedient to direct him to keep
a collected account in his books of these transactions ?-[ did not do so.
I must say that one would naturally suppose that the accountant in the
offi'e would naturally put down ail the moneys that came in, but he
appear to say that ho did do so through the day-book.

10032. But from what ho says ho had no means of checking the
correctness of them. For instance, if you omitted by accident to men-
tion that you yourself had personally received such a sum he had no-
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Control over the books or the balance which would appear at some
future time se as to correct your meinory about it ?-No other than
this: if the transactions came under the cognizance -as I say they
did-of the accountant, he would know all about it.

10033. But if ho had kept a collected account showing, the debit
Und credit of any particular party or work, then ho would have been
enabled to show by the balance whether there had been some error or
omission, and so be able to renind you, or call your attention to the
Iircumstance ?-I think he would.

10034 But do you think that that would have been the more perfect
mode of recording the transaction ? -Yes ; it would decidedly.

10035. I thiik I asked you before whether you were aware of the
basis upon which Parr made up his statements from time to time-
'Whether it was from the actual goods on hand, or what his books
ahowed ought to be on hand in the store ?-I cannot tell yon exactly
how that was. I would not like to speak with po-itiveness as to it.
I think returns were made to the Government yearly of the amount
of goods in store specifying the articles, but not their value which we
cOuld net do of course.

Payinaster.
anud- Pur-

°eyorsi ip-
Bujoi-keeplust

Could not say the
base on wbicli
Parr made up his
statements.

10036. Do you remember this matter of Brown's yourself so as to be cannot expia] n
able to explain it more tully than Mr. Corklin ?-No ; I do not. more fulI3than

Conklin.

10037. Do you think that your private account in the bank, to which Private account
some of those Government moneys were deposited, would show to any rhowno disetn-
Ole a distinction between those moneys which you had of your own, tlion between
and those monoys which you had belonging to the Government ?-I do Gmonersann
nOt think it. noneys properly

private.
10038. Would the production of it enlighten us upon that subject ?-

I do not think it. Suppose that horse, say S25-you remember the
transaction-1 might that day deposit $40 or $50 to my personat
{-redit in the bank. If that were the case-of course I am speak-
ng entirely from memory-you could not discover the $25 by itself.

1 do not remember banking always the exact sum. Of course, it is
s0ome years now.

10039. Do you think, speaking in a general way, that you had large
amiounts mixed up with the Goverurnent moneys or only small
amTOunts ?-They were large sometimes For instance, I received

onOe ys from the Archbishop during the time of the grasshopper plague
'large sums-which I had to pay out for wheat and flour. The moncys

Wore transmitted to him and by him given over to me.

10040. Can you suggest to us- I ask this because I know you are
'Olsidered to be a very good business man-any method by which we
ai investigate the correctness of your statements to the Government

from tiime to time of the moneys of theirs which you had in your bands ?
o ; I cannot.

10041. Do you think that this»private bank-book would help us in the
'nvestigation ?-I do not think it would, but I have no objection that
-ou should have it. I have given full details of the full transactions to
1b0 Department; and then I may say it was abouta month only, while
1hings would be fresh in my mind.

100t2. But of course you had immense sums to deal with ?-No.

Ca n suggest 110
'vay Iv wh hs
correctnu of lus
statenents to
Government
migt be investi-
gated.
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10043. I think you dealt in something over half a million on this-
Pacifie Railway alone ?-But none of that caine to my hands. You must
understand that that would not come into my control directly or indi-
rectly.

10044. I an not speaking of the amount under your control, but of
the amounts that passed through youtr mind. You suggested that those
statements were made to the Government at short periods ?- Yes.

10045. And I suppose you mention that to show that your memory
for that short period would likely be so perfect that no mistake would
be made by you. Is that your idea of montioning about the short
period ?-Yes.

10046. Against that idea, I am suggesting to you thatyour mind had
to carry such large transactions that it might possibly have overlooked
some matter ofyour own ?-No, that is where we differ; in this way:
that I would not receive large amounts. I would be months, for
instance, with only $25-or might be months with only $25. It is the
cash which actually came into my possession only that I had to deal
with, in the way in which we are now speaking of.

10047. But would your mind not be occupied with other transactions
in which money would not pass through your books ? For instance,
the purchase of supplies-the dealing with merchants ?-Of course; but
I thoughtwhat you meant was that having such large sunrs of money
I might inadvertently overlook sone of them.

10048. No; I meant that your mind was so occupied with othor
subjects such as supplies and dealing with merchants, that a mistake
might occur?-Certainly; but my accountants knew ail the moneyS
that came in, and my storeman. No transactions were made without
the cognizance of either one or the other.

10049. Now, as a matter of practice, would you not sometimes receive
monoy and deposit it to your private account in the bank before your
book-keeper was made aware of it ?-I do not think it.

10050. Wonild you tell him, while you had the money in your hand
or pocket?-Moneys usually came through the accountant.

10051. He says not. I understaud him to say that you would
receive these moneys and would tell him of it ?-In some cases I sup-
pose that was the case. For instance, a sale would be effected - SY
through me, or through me and my storeman conjointly, and the ne
might come to the office and pay the money to me instead of to th'
accountant. Cases of that kind might occur. In the details you wi
find that there are a good many smail sums from time to time-.some-
times adog would be sold, for example, or perhaps a dog-harness.

10052. What would be the practice on those occasions ?-I would get
the money personally.

10053. Would you deposit it together with your own privater moneY
-Yes; I think so.

10054. And afterwards, from your recollection, you would tell the
book-keeper of the transaction ?-There and thon; we would not allOe
a -month to pass and then tell the book-keeper.
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10055. I mean a day or two days afterwards ?-No; I do not think
it. I was particular about moneys that came into my bands, as you
will see by my letter to the Departmont. I did not like handling any
Imoney.

10056. Do you think that this statement contains all the moneys
deposited to the credit of the Recoiver-Gencral ?-I think so. It is
Years since that was written.

P aymaster-
aitd-Pur-

veyorshlp-Bok-keepluge

10057. Have you any reason to believe that the statements furnished
by you from time to time, both of the monoys received and the moneys
placed to the credit of the Receiver-General, are substantially correct ?

arn, noît positively.
10058. So that if there is a fault, it is a fault in the systen of boolk- Does not think

keeping, and not a fault in the transactions themselves ?-I do not her li a solltary

think there is a solitary dollar astray, and never did think so. I was
Very, very particular.

10059. Is there any other matter connected with this subject which
You would like to explain or give evidence on ?-No; I do not know of
anything.

10060. You found, I presume, a different state of book-keeping under
Mr. Currie's administration ?-Yes; Mr. Currie's book-keeping sooms
sati sfacto ry.

10061. About those moneys, in like manner, he could have told you
because there are moneys deposited by you in that statement ?-Those
amounts were not put down at one tine.

10062. Mr. Currie's books, I suppose you are aware, contain the
account which 1 have been asking you about, and which was absent
from your previous system ?-Yes; I told you before i was not satisfied
the way things were.

10063. Would you be good enough to look at your private bank-book,
if you can find it, and see if that will elucidate the subject ?-1 will do
80.

10064. If you find that they are made in such shape that they will
help us to investigate this matter, we will be obliged to you ?-I- will.

10065. But if not will you please tome and say so ?-I shall do so
frankly.

JOHN STRONACU, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman:-
10066. Have you had an opportunity of judging of the efficiency of

the telegraph lines connected with the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-
Yes; during the last three years I have.

10067. Where have you been during that time?-The first tlrce
7 konths I was connected with the line, I was at Whitemouth on the
Canadian Pacifie Railway ; the remainder of the time I have been in
the ' innipeg office.

10068. In what capacity in the Winnipeg office ?-Operator and
bok-keeper.

STRONACH.

Telegraph-
Mai tenance,

Contr et NO. 1.

Connected with
hue for three
years.
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Une between
Wlnnipeg and
Fort "elly works
weln at certain
perods.

Has been from
three weeks to a
month unworka-
ble.

Can juig from
chek mk po-
bable tlme o
breaks.

Une works from
liaif to three-
quarters of five
months. May to
Septeniber.

Puring ti e rest of
the year Icom -pares faoura~by
with other Unes.

10069. Can yon say wbether the line between Winnipcg and Fort
Pelly bas been generally sufficiently maintained to permit of its work-
ing well ?-At certain periods of the year only. In the winter it works
well; in fact, all winter. The lino works well all the time right clean
through, probably six months. Of course there would be occasional
breaks.

10070. But that would happen on any other line?-Yes.
10071. No more breaks during the winter than might be expected on

any other line of that length ?-No.
10072. How is it during the summer ?-It varies a good deal. There

is agood deal of trouble in the summer. The line gets down ; and there
is such a long stretch of it and so few men to repair it that it takes
some time to get it up. Generally when it does go down it is a pretty
bad break.

10073. How long does it generally remain in a state not to be worked
when there is a break ?-I have seen it stay tbree weeks or a month.

10074. What proportion of the time during the summer season do
you think it is workable ?-That varies a great deal too. I brought a
check ledger with me (producing book). This is a book in which we
keep the record of all our business with the office. It goes back as far
as May, 1877. It shiows just when the line worked with Pelly every
month on Swan River.

10075. In this book you keep a record apparently of each day on
which the line is working ?-Yes; that is, every day we have business
it is entered in here.

10076. These records are only for the work of the line upon which
you made charges ?-Yes.

10077. So that if thero are blanks here, it would not necessarily
follow that the lino was not workable during that time ? -Yes;
especially in such a small space as four days. ln March, 1878, I should
say that the line worked the whole month.

10078. Do I understand that from what appears in that boock vou
cai form some opinion of the probable time of the different breaks?--
Yes.

10079. Will you please look at the book and say, for the past three
summers, about what proportion of the time the line was not in working
order ?-During the last three years I judge the lino has worked frot0
between one-half and three-tourths of the five months from the 1st
May to the 30th September, of the summer season.

10080. And during the other months of the year, do we understand
that you think it has been working without any more breaks than nalY
be expected on any other lino ?-It conpares favourab'y with our other
line, the North-Western line, going to St. Paul in the winter season.

10081. Havo you made ihis calculation which you now give us fro00
looking over your book and counting the different periods during
which no work was done over the line ?-Yes; that is no paying work.

10082. Then have you charged the line with being down during
the whole of the periol for which yon find there was no paying work,
or have you made some allowance ?-If there is business on one dayy
sI the 13th of the month, but probably not until the 15th or 16th,
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Would there be any more business, I would probably see one message Contract o., J,
,on that day; but that is no reason why the line should be down duriug
that time.

10083. After giving the line credit for being workable though not
Worked for the short intervals which you describe?-Yes. in giving
this answer I have taken the three years and made an average of them.

By Mr. Keefer :-
10084. Is the line improving?-In 1878 it worked very well. In

1878, May and June, it worked a full month; in July, 1877, a month.
l'or August I have no record which indicates that the line was down all
that month. In September, 1878, it worked twenty-three days.

By the Chairnan:-
10085. Is it improving now or getting worse?-I cannot say that it

is improving any, but it maintains its average.

10086. What is your experience of the lino west of Pelly ?-1 have
had nothing to do with it.

10087. Do messages go over that line from your office ?-Yes.

10088. They are repeated from Pelly te Edmontdn ?-Yes.

The above answer
based on an
average of three
years.

Une maintains
Its average.

contract No. 2.

10039. Do you know any persons here who can tell you anything
about this ?-Yes; there is a repairer here named G. W. Wright, who
Worked out there.

10090. As to the line east of Selkirk, have you any experience on Contract No. 4.
that?-Yes.

10091. How far east do you work at present ?-At present we work °Tr through te
through to Rat Portage. The business east of that is repeated. Buainesseaof

10092. Ilow have you found the line to Rat Portage ?-Its average Averageoflineto
is very good. There is not a great deal of trouble, I think lately, since tat Portage good.

COnstruction on contract 15 has stopped--that is, the blasting of
rock has stopped. During the time blasting was going on the lino
'was continually being blown up. That is what the repairer said. I
have no means of judging further than that.

1009 1. Do you mean that there were frequent interruptions during Fre uent inter-
the period ot construction on contract 15 ?-Yes; but the interruptions ru ions dung

were comparatively short. There were repairerq there, and they would struceion on

9o out immediately and fix it up. Very often the foreman of the gang contract 15.

Who blew down the line would fix it up, and any interruptions were
Pronptly fixed.

10094. Then the line was not out of working order for any great
proportion of the time ?-No; there were very few days but what we
Oould work through.

10095. Da these remarks apply to the three years of your experience ?
About the blowing down of the line-that was when the rock work

'Was being taken out on contract 15.

. 10096. Yes; but I am asking about this last answer of yours-when
twas out of working order for on ly a short t ime ?-Yes ; that is as far

4s Rat Portage.
41
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Two different
l*ne* o> Pern,ina
Branc i

100j7. Who has control of the telegraph over the South Pembina
Branch-I mean from St. Boniface southward ?-There are two different
lines. They both belong to the North-Western Telegraph Company,
unless turned over to the Pembina Branch Company for their use.

10098. Do you mean the Railway Company ?-No; the Government,
I suppose. At Ieast I do not know that the Government have; but
ihere was an arrangement made with Swift, Upper & Co., when they
had the Pembina Branch.

10099. And north of St. Boniface, on the Pembina Branch, is that
a part of the railway telegraph system ?-No; there is no line on the
railway running to Selkirk. The lino runs down on the west bank of
the river, and crosses at Selkirk crossing.

Principal trouble 10100. Is there any other inatter which you can mention which
of uei®ensantaf would give us a better understanding of the way in which these lines
to maintain are maintained ?-The principle trouble with the lines, I believe, is the
them. want of sufficient staff to maintain them properly, and a bad country

to run them through. I have no means of judging of that only from
hearing repairers and mon connected with the line coming in and report-
ing these things. In my position in the office there I have had a great
many conversations with different ones.

CADDY. WINNIPEG, Tuesday, 5th October, 1880.

JOHN S. CADDY, sworn and examined :
RaiIwar Cou-

cin?°e*con-.. By the Chairman:-
25 and 41.

10101. Where do you live ?-I am living at Fort William.
10102. How long have you lived there ?-Since the spring.

at the Landing before that.
I lived

10103. How long had you lived at the Landing?-Since last Sep-
tember.

10104. And before that?-I lived at Fort William. I had lolgings
at Neebing, in our cffice.

1010 How long had you live there?-I came up on the 11th May,
1879r

10106. Before that where did you live ?-I was at Sarnia, County
Lambton.

Appointed April,

10107. Since you hava lived near Thunder Bay have you been con-
nected in any way with the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-Yes; I had
charge of contracts 25 and 41.

10108. Were you connected with the railway before May, 189?-
No; I got my appointment in April.

10109. But your first knowledge of the affairs commencod in May,
1879 ?-Yes.

10110. Have you since that time been always engaged on the rail-
way ?-Yes.

Engneer ino
charge of works. 10111. [n what capacity ? -Engineei' in charge cf works.
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10112. What staff have you had under you ?-I have had three 2°ntraet 41c.
division engineers; I forget exactly the number of assistants. (After seventeen
looking at a return handed the witness by the Judge): I see that the assistants.
nuaber of assistants now is seventeen altogether.

By Mr. Keefer :-
10113. That includes the division engineers ?-Yes.

By the Chairnan :-
10114. Three division engineers, and how many assistants ?-Four-

teen first and second assistants and subordinates. That includes the
accountant and clerk.

10115. How far west have you yourself travelled over the line at
different timeï so as to give a personal supervision ?-1 have been all
itover my division myself several times. I make a point of going ovor
it every month.

Goes over divi-
sion every
month.

10116. How far west do the trains run ?-They are running now to Trains runnling te
about the 150th mile. I5oth mile.

10117. Does that include any part of contract 41 ?-Yes.
10118. About how much of it ?-On Saturday, the day I left Fort Work laid to

William, I got a telegram that the track was laid to the forty-sixth tve i"
'aile on 41, to station 2550.

By Mr. Keefer:-
10119. Do the numbers begin at Fort William?-No; they begin at

the end of contract 25.

J. I. FRAsER'S examination contlnued: FRAE ER.

By the Chairman:- Tenderi#-

10120. You have been sworn already on this enquiry ?-Yes.
10 i21. You understand that you are now under oath ?-I do.
10122. You described on previous occasions some of the negotiations Described on pre-

Which led to your associating yourself with Manning, Shields & Co. on "loccasion, as
Contract 42: did you give us a description, as far as yon knew then, the negotiations
of the negotiations about the security being put up for the person w hho aecu fou
bad tendered lower than you ?- did, as far as I knew that they had the tenderer
failed in putting up their security, or did not put it up, or did not wish ersss firam.t
t Put it up. The first parties were Nicholson, Morse & Co. They
'Were the lowest.

10123. D:d you take part in any of the negotiations which led to
ole Of their sureties not coming forward ?-Nothing at all. Is that
With reference to Mr. Close?

10124. Yes,with reference to Mr. Close ?-The first notice I had of that First Intimation
'a I was served with a legal paper after I got the contract, notifying of Close's 1ntertst
'1e that Mr. Close had some interest in the contract. I enquired of
Messrs. Manning and Shieds what it meant, and they gave me some
explanation that if they were to get the contract Mr. Close was to have
, certain share, and I replied that I would have nothing to do with
that at all; that they had the half of the contract and they might

41j
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divide it up into as many shares as they liked, but that we held the
half and intended to hold it, and would give a share to no outsider.
Negotiations wore made altogether with Shields and Manning with
respect to Close. I had no conversation with him with regard to it
before that whatever.

Took Do part in 10125. Then I understand you to say that you took no part in
procuring the w the ithdrawal of Mr. Close from any intended suretyship?
%vithdrawaI of poug mayJ-
Close from sure- -- I took no part in it, and I did not know at the time that he was
t.lp for any suirety at that time.

10 126. Did we understand you to say that Smi th, who was a sirety,
or intending surety for the next lowest tenderer, had intimated that
ho would not come for'ward ?-Not to me. N>t to me.

General iupres- 1')127. Hlow did you get the idea that hc was not willing to become
on tha surety ?-The general report was that their contract was very badly

Co., wou'd not be arranged, and the opinion among us contractors was that no man of
able to flnd any bn Zn

onetoput up meins would go into it, because their rock was only $1.50. It w-as a
seurity owing to very important item. Whitehead's contract, which was $2.75, joined
their tender. it, and it had a bad impresiion, Andrews, Jones & Co. being so low.

1012 Do I understand you to say that your impression was derived
entirely from reasonog out in your own mind the probabilities of his
com'ng forward ?-Pretty much, until I heard it afterwards.

10129. When you say " pretty much," do you mean altogether, or
not altogether ?-I should think, altogether, that he w as dissatisfied
with the contract.

sitluenucing 10130. Rad you any other reason but that in your own mind f>r
Clerks. believing hat 1e was not likely to come forward as surety ?-Weil,

ucDonald ne o; there vas a good deal of talk that there were parties in'eresting them-
Chapleau, and selves in getting the crntract for section B. I do not know whother
sed ehasde inr there was any reality in that or not. 1r. Shields was in Ottawa a good
their behalf. deal of the time; but whether he vas in earnest in trying to get, as it

were, influence from other parties, I could not say. I had forgotten
when I was here giving my evidenco about a little affair that I noticed
in John J. McDonald's evidence-that is about Chapleau. John J. (I
do not remember whether it was after the contract was awar led to me
or at the time Smith was in New York) introduced me to Chapleau,
and said that Chapleau had interested himself some way in getting the
contract for us or for him, and I said that w.is all very good.

McDonald In'i- 101.31. Whom do you mean when you say " for him "-do you mean
natedthathehad John J. McDonald ?-He said for us, or company, and their con-mnade a promilse.

pany combined. Thon he stated just as his evidence gave it, that ho had
made some promise I said: " You should carry it out. if you have
done so." I was under the impression -on account of trying to get clear
of the other company and taking James Goodwin in with mie,
who gave me the 880,000 that 1 put up when I thought they
were trying to throw me out of the contract-that I could get Goodwimt
in with me as a partner, and I thought they were trying to make their
interest stronger by saying that they had helped to get the contract.
But I could not say whether 1 put a great deal of reliance in this coW-
versation or not. However, I told him that if he had made any arrange-

Understood there ments he ought to pay them.
was a paper
algned between 10132 Was there a paper signed between them about it ?-Not with

aL)ea and me. I understood there was a paper signed, but I never saw it.
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10133. Did you take no part in the arrangement by which Chapleau
Was to influence Smith, before it was accomplished-I mean by inducing
Smith to withdraw ?-Not anything but what was voluntarily spoken
to me by John J. McDonald, and whether i had any conversation with
Chapleau or not I do not romember; but I never approached any one
Or made any offers.

10134. Did you understand before this interview that an arrangement
Of that kind had been made between Chapleau and McDonald ?-No;
not that I remember.

10135. Was that interview after the time was up during which
Andrews, Jones & Co. might 'get the contract, or was it before their
tirne -was up?-I think it was the time that Smith was away to 'New
York that this interview took place.

10136. That is not answering the question ?-That was the time
that they were waiting for their socurities.

10137. Thon they had still a time during which they might put up
their securities ?-Yes ; I was notified on the 5th of March.

10138. Please do not get away from what I am asking you, because
You may confuse us all. At present I am trying to ascertain when the
interview with Chapleau took place. Do we understand you correctly

,When we think you are saying that this interview between you,
McDonald and Chapleau was before the time had expired, during
Whieh Andrews, Jones & Co. had the privilege of putting up their
security?-Yes; I thinik it was before the time expired. It was when
Smith was away.

10139. Was not Smith away a month afterwards, and ever sirce has
he not been away ?-Yes.

10140. Thon do you not undeistand that your telling me that it
was while Smith was away, does not establish whether it was before or
after the time expired ?--It was before the time expired.

Tenaerling-.
Contract No. 42.
Ilgunucing

Interview be-
twec-n witness
and Chapleau
took place before
time h ad expired
for Andrews,
Jones & o. to
put up their
security.

10141. Was it understood, between you and Me)onald thon, at the
Personal interview with Chapleau, that McDonald was to pay him the
rnoney, and that yon would share in the payment of the money ? -
I told him as a matter of honour that ho should pay him.

10142. I)o you not understand that is not answering my question ?
an not asking you whether McDonald was to pay it; but I am

asking if it was understood that you should pay part of it ?-There
w'as very little talk about it. We sold out so shortly afterwards.

10143. What happened afterwards does not affect what I am enquir- what took piace
ing about. You understand I am enquiring what took place at this n e
in1terview-so that it does not holp me when you tell me what took Chapleau and
Place afterwards. At that interview, or upon the same day, was it McDonald.
understood between you and McDonald that you should bear a share
of the amount that was to b aid to Chapleau or not ?--L do not think
t Was. It was to be left to the company. I do not think we made

any promise to pay anything. I was there alone, and my partners
'Were gone, and I do not think I made any promise at that time, until
thu matter was referred to the company.

10144. What do you mean by the company ?-That is, my partners:
?itblado, Grant and Manning; and I do not think ho was there. I do not
recollect making any promise at all myself.
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Chapleau being
an intimate
friend of Smith's,
wastoadvisehim
that Andrews,
Jones& Co.'s. em-
tract was Iow,and
that It would bc
Imprudent to risk
money in It.

10145. At that interview what was understood to be undertaken by
Chapleau in consideration for the money which was promised to him ?
-I could not tell you that it was anything. I did not consider that it
amounted to anything myself. I did not know what he had done.

10146. What was described to you as the services which he had
rendered, and for which he was to get $4,000 ?-That Smith and ho
had been intimate friends, that they had been old acquaintances,
and that he was going to advise Smith that it was a very low con-
tract, and that it would be very imprudent for himself and bis friends
to invest and risk money in it. That is all I understood Chapleau
did. That he was a personal friend of this Smith's.

10147. But did vou understand that he was intending to advise
Smith truly and faithfully as a friend at that time?-I could not tell
you, because he was a stranger to me at that time. I was not acquainted
with him, and 1 did not know whether he was doing it to serve
Manning, McDonald & Co., or to serve me, or to serve Smith.

10148. I am not asking whether lie was a friend or not. I am asking
whether it was understood by you and McDonald at tha-t time-you
understand what I mean--whether your own minds were impressed
with the idea that he was to perform some service as a friend to Smith,
or whether his service was to be paid as a friend to you ?-He had
performed the services when I was introduced to him. I was intro-
duced to him as the party who had done the service before that.

Service as per- 10149. What was the understanding in your mind of the service hO
C°afpeab had performed ?-That Smith considered the contract too low, and

that he would not provide the securities-or bis friends would not
assist him in providing the securities.

10150. Did you understand in your own mind that what he had done
in bis interview with Smith was an act of friendliness to Smith?
-I think it was now.

10151. You think that is your understanding now in your own mind?
-At that time I thought it was. I thought that Smith was too low.

Witness's Impres-
son as to service
rendered by
Chapleau.

10152. I am not askindg you what you thought about it in that view
at all. I am asking you as to the character which Chapleau assumed
in giving this advice to Smith-whether it was asafriend to Smith thst
he had advised him to keep out of the suretyship ?-I could notanswOr
that, because I could not say.

10153. Had you no impression in your own mind on that subject ?--
I did not think much about it; because it was all new to me, and I did
not think it was worth anything to me, as far as I was concerned, and
I just listened to it and let it pass right along, because it was no benefit
to me.

10154. Was it not a benefit to you to get the contract?-Unless
got the contract in a straightforward manner, I did not want it.

10155. Did you not think that tho contract was a pecuniary advan-
tage to you ?-I did.

10156. Didyou understand that you had that advantage in consequence
of Chapleau's interference with S nith ?-Not at al. I had no faith io
what Chapleau had done for m-Ie. I did not think it was any benefil•
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10 157. Did you have any reason to think that Smith would not come Infilsencing
forward whether Uhapleau advised hirn or not? -I did not. etljj

10158. Hd you no reason to think on the subject ?-I have no reuaj
to give why he did not come forward and put up the money because
they were all strangers to me.

10159. Do you mean to say now that you had no impression on your
Mind whether Chapleau's influence with Smith was of any pecuniary
advantage to you or not ?-Not to me.

10160. Iad you, at the time of the interview, no impression in your
Own mind on that subject ?-Not at all with regard to any pecuniary
benefit to me. I did not want his influence and consequently I did not
Consider it any benefit.

10161. Was there any writing produced at that time ?-Not a scrap; No writing pro-
there was a telegram that he got from Smith, I forget what the purport view. but a
of the telegram was; that was the way, he showed me the telegram and teleozram s

~IcDoald.produced fromaMcDionald. smrith. saying:
his friends were

10162. Do you mean you forget the purport of it ?-It was stating advised not to put
that his friends were advised not to put up the money. It is so long "P money.
8ince that I forgot the purport of it.

10163. To whom was that addressed, to Chapleau or to McD>nald ?
-I could not tell you that. The purport of it was that they considered

the prices were low, and that his friends advised him not to have
anything to do with it.

10164. Whose frienIs ?-Smith's friends.

10165. Did that remove any doubt in yo-ir mind as to whether you
weould receive the contract ?-Not any.

10166. It removed no doubt ?-It removed no doubt.

10167. Had you not some doubt in your mind up to that time ?-I had
somne doubt by the way they were acting.

10168. Had you any dubt after the telegram was explained to you? After telegram

I could not say, I am sure; I do not suppose that I had. I sthink I doubt that his
(witnesse%)

hardly remember when the telegram came indeed. fripndwould get
contract.

10169. Was it not exhibited at the time of this interview between
yOu, McDonald and Chapleau ?-Yes; that was the time it was exhi.
bited.

10170. But was not that in effect informing Cha:leau that there was
lo longer any danger of Andrews, Jones & Co.'s interfering in your
getting the contract ?-No; I do not think it.

10171. Was not that the effect of the information ? -No; bocause I
COuld not tell what the nature of that telegram was. I was not sure of
afnYthing then until I was awarded the c ntract. Contracting is such
a Peculiar business that you cannot tell until you are awarded what
1ay turn up.

10172, Was there any other person besides Chapleau connected with No person other
anY of the Departments of the Gavernment in Ottawa, who took any "a
Part to help you or your friends in this matter ?-None that I know Departm-nt

hot one, Sir, that I know of. h ariends,
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Whiteiuead
Partc r' .p- 10173. Have you any reason to think that your partnership withContract Di. 15.yoranh W

Partnership with Whitehead arranged at a later date was due to the influence of any
Whitehead mot porson connected with any of the Departments in Ottawa ?-Not with
ofany peronc the Departments ; but I think it was by other parties.
connected with

Trat ensdue 10174. What other parties?- think Cooper, Fairman & Co. had a
Io Cooper, Fair- very large say in the matter.
marn & Cçe. vr

101" 5. Was it due to any influence of any Member of Parliament ?
-No; because the arrangement went into effect before any Member of
Pa, liament knew anything about it.

Not due to infu- 10176. Did you procure any Member of Parliament to interest him-
ence of ~1 ar--n f f
Member oar- self in furthering the arrangement with Whitehead, as to your partner-
liament. ship ?-No; none at all. I do not remember of having spoken to a

Member of Parliament about it. I was in Nova Scotia at the time, and
was not here at all, and was not in the country.

Grant made 10177. With or without your procuring any such influence, are you
a anvgifleae . aware whether any such influence was used ?-I could not say what

Grant has done. He was the party that made the arrangements. I did
not make the arrangements. I never made any arrangements with Mr.
Whitehead personally. I came into the contract after Grant had
made the w hole arrangements.

10178. If I remember correctly, you stated that the arrangement was
completed at Winnipeg ?-Yes.

10179. And it was comp'eted through Grant representing your
firm ?-Yes.

Grant having 10180. He being here at Winnipeg at the time ?-No; ho did not
made arrange- t

ents telegrap- repreent the firm, as I need not have gone into it unless I chose. Whel
ed witness to ask Grant made all the arrangements ho telegraphed me asking me if I
wit h n ° would go into it with him.

10181. Then was that arransement with Grant alone ?-Yes.
10182. And you were offered the option afterwards to go in if you

preferred ?-Yes, after ho had inade the arrangements, because they
were not certain I would go in.

10183.' Then at the time of that arrangement, you were not actnally
interested ?-No; although my name was embodied in the arrange-
ment at the time, still it was optional with me to agree or not.
Grant made that stipulation.in the arrangement.

Tenderng-
C.'etract No. 49.

uitfueneil.g
('Jerks,.

The Chapleau
matter.

10184. Have you anything further Io say?-Nothing; only with
regard to Chapleau. My own view is I feel there a kind of want of
reconciling the facts. I do not know whether it was to make it
appear to me that they had influence with parties in procuring the
contract for our firm in introducing me to those parties in order to get
into the contract, because I wanted to get clear of them, and to take
Goodwin ; but I did not altogether take in the situation of these partieS
that they were saying that they were getting a good deal of influence.

10185. You mean the Toronto parties ?-Yes; that is the impression-
I had never anything to do with those parties myself. I never spoke
to them.

10186. Were you present when the money was paid to Chapleau?-
No; I never saw him get a dollar.
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J. S. CADDY'S examination continued:

By the Chairmfran :-

10lE7. Do you remember how far the trains had been running west,
when you first took charge of the work ?-They had been running to
the end of contract 25 at the end of the 113th mile, about.

Bailway CoU.
struction-

13a sud 25.

Trains running
we>t t.o end of
contract 25, whenb
witness first took
charge of work.

10188. What is your judgment now about the character of the Character or r
railway as it was completed at that time-1 mean over sections 13 lna s om et
and 25-if you were giving your opinion as to the manner in which
the work had been finished and contracts fulfillod ?-Over 13 it shows
a good deal better over than 25, and thev showed a good deal bet ter at
that time, because at that time it was only partly ballasted on 25, that
is from the 35th mile west. That i3 the construction part of it. The
ballasting of all of 13 was included in 25.

10189. Do you say that section 13 had been well finihed as a rail- section 13 wen
Way ?-Yes. fanihhed.

atI-
ed
.

10190. It seemed to be in a botter shape ?-Yos.
10191. Without comparing it with another line, what is your opinion

of 13 as finished at that time ?-I think it would seem to be in very
good shape for a new road at that time.

10192. Had the rond-bed been completed to the full w'dth of seven- p°edo nfl-
teen feet ?-On 13 I think it had, but not on 25. seventeen feet on

13 but not on 25.
10193. What do you say gcnerally then as to 25 upon that subject ? A great (leal or

-The construction of part of 25 runs through very diffleuit country to muskeg on 25.
get into shape at once. There was a great deal of muskeg, and it
sinks very much and settles. It is very uneven.

10194. Do you mean it settles after the rails are upon it ?-Yes ; and
before the rails are upon it. I nover had any experience in that kind
of work beforo, and it looked rather rough to me.

10195. What elso about 25 ? Is there anything else noticeable about
the character of the work ?-There was a good deal of fin ishing-up
to be dune that I have done since.

10196. Was that finishing which was included in the original
contract, in your opinion ?- Partly.

10197. In what respects was it unfinished ?-There was all the bal- From Linkoping
lasting had to be gone over on 25 ; from Linkoping west it was not bal- wa"s s5
lasted at all, and there was some ditching.

10198. Iow far is covered between the points which you nare ?-
Prom Linkoping west, about fifty-three miles, was the unballasted
portion.

10199. Do you know whether that portion had been taken off the
contractors hands as finished ?-No; I do not think it had.

102GO. Did the contractors do any work upon it after you took
charge ?-Yes, they did work ; principally as days' work.

10201. Was it your duty to give certificates upon that subject?
'-Yes; for all the work that was done. Ballasting by

original agree-10202. Wbs this ballasting to be paid for under the original agree- ment pald for by
nent, by the yt4rd or by days' work ?-By the yard principally> thelisseme

and some of it had to be done by days' work. work waasaid
for as daya' work.
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ContractNe.25. 10203. I am speaking of the original arrangement ?-The original
arrangement was by the yard.

10204. Was that changing in any way the original understanding ?
-Not that I am aware of.

10205. How did if corne that the ballasting was partly done by days'
work ?-On the lower part of the contract on the eastern end, they had
got out of their pits; they had left their pits on the eastern end and
were working on the western end frorn Linkoping west, and when
they had finished the ballasting of the western end there was some
places that had to be fixod on the eastern end, and consequently it put
them to more expense, and part of it was ditching, part ballasting, and
it could hardly be estimated in any other way than by days' work.

Work still In con- 10206. Has that section been taken altogether out of the hands of
tractors hands. the contractor now ?-I do not think so; there is yet work to be done

on it.
10207. What kind of work ?-Just ditching and levelling up the ends

of the bridges, in some places, where the banks have settled, making
good slopes in the banks, and some rip-rap, retaining walls and things
of that description.

10208. Do you still make periodical estimates of the work done
towards finishing this section ?-Yes.

10209. Has the contractor any engineer on the spot on his behalf ?
-Yes.

Section 21 though 102 i 0. So that the contruction of section 25 is still under progress ?
mun over mnay be
sald to be stili -You may say it is; it is not yet finished in that respect; of course it
under progress. is run over.
Noteverywere 10211. Ha's the road-bed been made to the full width ?-Not in every,of fult wldth nor
now up to grade,. instance.

10212. Is it finished up to the grade generally ?-It might have
been at one time; but, as I say, itl has settled.

10213. Do you think it has been finished up to the grade in ail parts
at any time ?-I have no doubt it has.

Contract No. 4 1.
Work commenc- 10214. What work had been done on section 41 when you first took
wt"s otouwe charge ?-They were just commencing 41 when 1 took charge.
charge. - 10215. The contractors ? -Yes.

Work let wlth 10216. What work had been done on the part of the Governmont?
"hdaedwano mean had the work been let out ? Had the location been completed
be amended. at the time you arrived ?-There had been a line run through there

that the contract was iet on, with the understanding that it was to be
amended, and work was being laid out on the part that was finallY
located.

Work staked out, 10217. Was the work'shown upon the ground in the usual way by
centre lined, T saedut
eross-sectloned being pegged out ?-Yes, staked out.
and bench-mark-
ed over those 10218. Centre line and also cross sectioninge ?-Yes.
portions finally O
ocated. 10219. And bench-marks ?-Yes; overything that was necessary for

the work.
10220. Over the whole line, do you say, or only over portirns ?-OnIY

over the portions that were final'y located.
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10221. As to the other portions which had been finally loca'ed, contractNo.u.
What had been done there ?--Clearing had been done, but there was
part of the lino that had to be amonded and had to be cleared yet.
There was a lino about two chains wide all the way through for the
telegraph. In 1878, I think, Gamsby made some deviations from that
line-on which the contract was let. The lino on which the contract
Was let comprised the old telegraph lino and the deviations made by
Gamsby.

10222. Upon the whole lino of section 41, including these portions Wlienever con-
which were upon the original telegraph, and those which were upon nractors anted
Gamsby's deviation, had the line work been regularly laid out and ready for them.
rnarked so as to show the contractor where to do the work if ho wished
to do it ?-Wherever they wanted to work it was laid out for them.

10223. Then as to the portions on which they did not want the work
laid out, what work had been done by the Government ?-There had
been a line, as I say, run through on which the contract was let, but it
Was subject to improvement.

10224. That doos not tell me what work they had done. I do not
know, from what you say, whether cross-sections had been taken and at
What distance ?-No ; they were not taken.

10225. I am trying to get from you what was done ?-There was Onother ortions
nothing buta profile lino, a centre lino, run through, on those deviations fe alnd centare-
of Gamsby's and connecting with the whole telegraph lino survey that Une run through.

Was cleared out.
10226. Had there been cross-sections taken on the old telegraph lino as

far as it was adopted under the contract ?-No; not for laying out work.

10227. What is the nature of the country over those portions of the character or

lino which had not been cross-sectioned and upon which quantities os ern
could not be correctly ascertained ?-It is a very changeable country. not cross-section.

Thore is no five miles of it alike. You run from one description of able:sanmaus
Country to another. Some runs on sand plains, some on muskeg, some keg, rock, clay.
On rock, and some on clay.

10228. Then, having that in view, can you say whether, at the tirne At time contract
the contract was let, it was possible to give accurate quantities to any bi to give Ss
Person tendoring ?-No; I do not think it was. ate q "antittes to

personstendering
10229. Is there any probahility, in your opinion, as an engineer, Une as finanly

that the quan-ities finally executed will be approximately the same uat' te aneda
as t hh w tmad a ni. tiha time of tenderintg or is shortened Une.

it entirely a matter of chance ?-You see, the lino now as finally
located has reduced the quantities immensely and shortened the line.
That was one of the first things I set my mind to, when I went there,
was to improve the locatien as much as possible, and the quantities
When the lino is finished will not come up to the estimated quantity
by a considerable amount.

Quantities when
Une ls finished
will be much legs
than estlmated
qtiantiLtes.

10230. Assuming that no change had been made in the location of
the lino, was it probable that the executed quantities would be approx-
inlately the same as the quantities estimated at i he time of the tenders ?
~In some instances it would, it others in would not. Some classes of

Work would ho very near, where it was earth-work for instance, but
the rock work, loose rock particularly, and the muskegs, vary in cha-
racter a great deal. They shriuik to a greater or less percentage.
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Contract Ne. 41. 10231. What is your opinion now as to the lino actualy located ? Is
Uneihen ghW btame it stili susceptible of improvement, or do you think it is the best that
further im- could be got ?-I have no doubt, if we had got time, we could still
proved. have improved the lino; but I was very anxions not to keep the

contractors from their work, and got the best location that was pos-
sible in the time that we had.

Probable saving 10232. To what extent in the cost do you think it is possible to
In o"t abyouter improve the lino, if time had been no object ?-I could hardly tell you.
ý50,0fl0. I can tell you what would bc the probable saving in cost now as located.

I think it would bo between 8400,00 and 8,~00,000, besides the saving
in distance.

Four and a-half 10233. How much in distance?-There are about four and %-quarter
iien distance miles saved in distance. Of cou rse the capitalizel worth of the saving

in distance will be according to the traffic on the road.

10234. Take tho working expenses as a basis, and calculating the
capital from that?-Yes.

10235. Can yeu form any opinion to what extent the lino might
have been further improved if time had been no object -I mean, both in,
cost and in distance-or have you given lhat sufficient consideration to)
form any opinion ?-I can hardly say, but [ think a very great saving
could have been made both in allignnient and distance, if we had had
more time to do it in.

ine fnot properly
lonatec wien
coutract %vas let.

Evidently had
been thought ne-
cessary to put the
w<rk Ia band
even wtthbout
approximately
ample data;
hbence the clause
that the location
was to be
lmproved.

Better had there
been more sur-
vey"ng before
work was let.

10236. Then, from an engineering point of view, ( you consider that
the contract was let too early ?-Yes; I do not think the lino was
located properly. That is evident from what has been done to improve
it in the short time that was at our disposal.

10237. Can you give any explanation of the rcasons for letting the
contract under those circumstances, at tho time it was let?-No, I
eannot; unless it was necessary to have the work in hand at once, anid
put it under construction.

10238. Do you mean that it might have been more important to the
country to have it finished early, than to save the money which it
would havo cost to have finished it at a later date ?-That miiight have
been the understanding at the time. It is very likely it was.

10239. I ama not asking whether it actually was ; I am asking
whether, in your judgment as an ongineer, you can see any reason for
it ?-That is the renson I would give for it : thgt it was important to
have the road made through as quickly as possible.

10240. Irrespective of the cost ?-Yes; my idea was that it was
necessary to have the road built through, and for that reason the con-
tracts were let with that particular clause : that the location was to be
improved ; that the line was subject to improvement.

10241. From what you know of the subject, bave you any opiniOal
whether a botter general location than the one so obtained could have
been obtained by putting on a larger staff to make the examinations aud
locations ?-L think so. [ think that if, before the work had been let
at al], there had been more surveying done, it would have been better.
I think that the line could have been improved before the contraet had
been let, if it were deferred for some time.
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10242. At present I am asking whether it could
Without deferring it for any considerable tim3 by
staff of surveyors ?-No ; 1 do not think that.

not have been done
putting on a larger

11243. So that time was absolutely necessary to have made this sub-
Seqiuent improvement which vou describe?--Yes; it was nece-sary.
You see the contractors were at work all the time that we were there,
and we had to keep ahead of them with the location to keep out of
their way.

10244. Then the improvement of the line was not a question of
lurnbers of men or surveyors ?-No.

10245. You mean it depended entirely upon the time. Is that what
you riean ? -Yes; that is what 1 neau.

10246. Have you been over the country of section 42, or section 15,
ut all?-I have been over part o, 42, about the first ten miles, or these
last ten miles from here.

10247. IIow does the country over the worst part of 41 compare
Vith this part of the country in 4Z, which you have seen ?-As far as I
have seen 42, it seems to be a pretty good country.

10249. That is the east end of 42 ?-Ye,.
10249. It is an easier country than the worst part of 41 ?-Y os.
10250. What is the general nature of the country over the worst part

f 41 ?-Rock and muskeg.
10251. What proportion of 41 in yoýir opinion is rock and muskeg,

'Or country of that character ?-About one-third of it.
10352. What is the general character of the rest of the line on 41 ?-

Almost all the western thirty-four mi.es is clay,with very little muskeg
!In it. The midile part is muskeg, and sand, and rock, and the eatern
Part is about the heaviest muskeg work and rock-loose rock.

10253. That last is the portion which has been finished, and over
Which trains are now runnng ?-Yes.

1i254. Can you form any opinion from your past experience, as to
the probable time when 41 will b3 finished, so that tra ns can go over
it ?-1 believe, unless there is some unforeseen cause for delay, the
track will be laid over it next fall,.so as trains can go over it.

10255. Da you mean about a year from this time ?-Yes.
10256. Will you describe, in a general way, about the force that is

'oW empl>yei upon the work by the contractors ?-1 think there is
about 1,400 mon.

10357. And what machinery ? -On the construction they have got
rnping-cars and horbes and carts.
10258. Steam shovels ?-They have got no steam shovels on the

eonstruction, except ballasting; they have two steani shovels on the
allasting.

10259. Have you any idea, in round numbers, how many horses theyhave employed altogether ?-That I could not tell just now.
10260. Would it be in the hundreds ?-Yes; there are over 100.
1026'. Io the character of the work d )ne on sectioi 41 to your satis- Work beln¶ done

faetion ?-Yes. matisraetorty.
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struction-

contractNo.41. 10232. Are the contractors fulfilling the substance of their agree-
ment, as far as vou know ?-Yes.

'Disputes between 10263. Have there been disputes between you and their engineers
contractor and
Goverament e. and themselves upon the subject of the character ofthe work or quan-
gineer. tities ?-Yes; of course there are disputes.

10264. Lengtbened disputes, or have they bcn easily settled?-
Sometimes they are easily settled, and other times they are referred to
the Engineer-iii-Chief by the contractors.

10265. Upon what subjects are theso disputes referred to the Engi-
neer-in-Chief ?-Now, about the work that I consider they ought to do,
and that they consider that they ought to be paid for in a different
way.

Subjects of dis- 1026e. What sort of work ?-For instance, ties - that is one of the
pute-quality of disputes in point now-they want to use spruce ties. I do not consider

spruce a good kind of wood, and I will not let them use it.
Contract No.25. 10267. What other subject ?-Then there was, on 25 for instance, a
Wasted ballast. lot of the ballast that 1 consider was wasted, and that they consider

was put on to widon the banks; but I ordered the assistant engineer in
charge of the work to deduct this ballast from the amount returned ;
and that they have referred to the Engineer-in-Chief. Then, again, in
some parts of the euttings it was to their advantage to waste in some
places, and I allowed them to waste in those places where they
requested, but they were to replace it by an equivalent amount of

Demand to be borrowing. For instance, one end of the rouk cutting they would want
pald for waste t ~a
and borrowing to strip, ard waste the stripping, and they were to borrow it and put it
the saine into the dump at their own expense. Now they want to be paid for
inaterlal.' this waste in both cases.

10268. The understanding was, you say, that they should dump,from
borrowed mater ial an equivalent for the wasted material ?-Exactly.

10269. And instead of that they claim for the borrowed mal erial, and
for the measurement of the naterial that had been wasted ? - Yes ; that
is one of the things they have asked the engineer to grant, because
I will not.

10270. Is there any further subject of dispute ?-I cannot remember
of anything just now.

Embanknients 1027 1. Have you found in the estimated measurements of the embank-
verm keg. ments over muskegs, that there has been any serious mistake in the

calculation ; for instance, that the mu-kegs have subsided to a much
greater extent than was allowed for, when tenders were asked ?-I
think that the percentage that was allowed in the original quantities
was in some cases sufficient, and in others not enough; as I tell you
the muskegs vary in character a great deal, some of them are more
consistent and hold a much larger quantity of solid material, and others
you can hardly tell when you commence to work the muskeg how it is
going to turn out, unless you have a great deal of experience.

10272. Have you ever had any experience in testing, by boring, the
depth of muskeg ?-1 never had anything to do with muskeg work
until I came on here.

Bottoms of mus- 10273. Since you have come here, have you endeavoured to ascertain
kegs can be whether t
reached by borin g whte he bottoins can be rcached, or tested by boring ?-Yes4; the
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engineers sound them all as they go along ; that is part of the duty of contract Mo.25.
the le1 Eibankmentseeveer- over muskegs.

10274. Do you employ cross-logging on the muskegs ?-In very few
cases on our work. Whenever we can drain it properly we do away
with it.

10275. Have you noticed whether there bas been much shrinkage A great deal or
after the line had been apparently made up to formation level ?-Yes; Île=agp at
it settles, and will settle for years' across muskegs. We have to eut formation ievel.
down bridges as much as thrce feet on the contract.

102716. To coincide with the adjoining road-bed ?-Yes; to reduce the
grade. I could show you, if you like, bone cross-sections taken across
contract 25.

10277. Have you any know'ledge ofthe country north or south of the
hine near Lake Superior ?-No; I do not know the country there except
from sceing the profiles of work that lias been gone through.

10278. You mean surveys ?-The only information I have of the
Country is from surveys that have been made, the profiles of which I
have seen.

10279. You mean surveys that have been reported in the books ?-I
nean McLennan's exploratory surveys.

10280. But you have no knowledge of your own ?-No.
Contract No. Il.

10281. Has any portion of section 41 been taken off the contractor's No portion ofsee-
h tion 41 taken ofrbands ?-No. contractors

hands.
10282. Do you understand that the whole must be completed before

any portion is taken off his hands ?-Yes.
10283. It is upon that basis that you are proceeding in the matter ?

-Yes,
10284. Can you say without exactness about what proportion of the

lino, as finally located, was so located when you arrived ?-There was
about twenty-seven miles up as far as the Gull River on the east end.

10285. Have you ever given any consideration to the prices of the Prices for earth
tender for this work ?-Yes; I ihink the prices for the earth work rs rar. other
wVas very low when I first saw the work, and the prices for the other
Work were fair.

10286. Did you consider whether the prices as a whole were propor-
tiOnate or disproportionate ?-To other work, do you rrean ?

. 10287. No; to each other. It is spoken of as consistent or incon-
Sistent in some places ?--The price for ballast I consider to be a fair
Price. The price for earthwork I consider low. The price for rock
'Work, I think was just about as little as it could be done for.

10228. According to that there would not be the price of any of the
'WOrk which would make it the advantage of the contractor to increase
the quantities upon one classification, and decrease it upon another ?
ýYes ; it would.

10289. That is the reason I am asking you about consistency of Contractorsmake
Pr 'Ces ?-For instance, the muskeg. The contractors mako more out most out or
of Inuskeg than anything else in the way of excavation. muskeg.

10290. You mean more in proportion to the price ?-Yes.
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*ontract No.41. 10291. A larger percentage of the price is gain ?--Exactly.

Work measured 10292. For what reason ?-It is casier work, and there is a great
lnexcrvation an shrinkage in it. The work bas to be measu -ed in excavation and it
of muskeg to takes more of it to do. You have to take more oit of tho pit to make
Inake a bank
han of other up a bank. For instance, take a piece of bank that will bave M00 yards

arraof mus- iu it. In some muskegs it will take 150 yards to make 100 yards of
keg to 100 yards bank.01 bank.

10293. Do you mean that the material which is taken out of these
muskegs, and which shrinks in the way you describe, is taken out at
less price to the contractor than other material?-Yes; that is exactly
it. From that illustration I have given you, you will see that is
exactly what I mean.

10294. Then wherever earthwork is required for purpose of filling
in muskegs the price per yard for that sort of earth work ought to be
less than other earth work ?-Yes.

1029-. And the tender that is baed upon the same price for both of
these kinds of earth work is not a consistent tender ?-Unless the con-
tractor expected to use this muskeg. For instance, the contractor
might in making his tender know that he had a certain amount ot
sand or clay, and a certain arnount of muskeg. le might make an
average of the price, knowing that he could use this nuskeg at a
greater profit.

Consistent" 102)6. Have you any understanding about the term or the word
tenders. " consistent" which is often used by engineers when appliel to the

different prices in a tender of different kinids of work ?-1 do not under-
stand it the way you spy.

Contract 4 incon- 10297. I have assumed from what I have rcad and heard from otiereistent. engineersthat" consistent" means this: that a man will make about thO
saine percentage of profit upon each kind of work, so that it is not
niaterial to him what kind of work is diminished or increased, for the
same porceatage of loss will apply to them ail. An inconsistent tender,
as i undertand it, is this: that some works he wili make a profit oll,
and others he will suffer a loss on, and that a change of the kind of
work will be a benofit or loss to hitm, according to tho classification Of
the quantities ?-Then I consider that it was an iiconsistent contract-
contract 41. The prices were inconsistent.

10298. In what respect ?-For instance, if scme classes of work were
reduced the contractor would lose more money than he would if othe'
classes of work were reduced.

10299. Is there any other item besides this earth filling in muskeg5

to which that inconsistency could be applied to any extent in the case
of contract 41 ?-No; I do not know that there is. I think that the
rock price is just about as low as it possibly could be to get it done at
all. I do not think the contractor will make much money on the rock
work.

Lesa rock work aoTh bes ckw A
:'nd more uikeg 10300. Then the less rock work and the more muskeg filling this
test for contrat- con tractor has the botter for him ?-Yes.
(or.

10361. Have the deviations which have been -made, and on which
the cost has been diminished, been in the direction of saving rock ?
Yes.
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Contraet no. 41.
10302. S) that the deviations have not resulted in any loss to the eva Unonsotune

contractor ?-1 think not, in the percentage. he resuted in

. 10303. If they have been in the direction of using more muskeg
embankment than would have been used on the older line?-No, I
think there is less ; if anything less muskeg and less rock.

10304. Thon the larger proportion of work has been in ordinary
excavation ?-Yes; ordinary earth excavation. Al the western divi-
sion almost is changed from rock into clay.

10305. Is there any other matter connected with the work under
your supervision, about which you would like to give any explanation
or further evidence ?-No; I do not know of anything.

10306. Who bas charge of the work of the telegraph lines over your
Section ?-I think P. J. Brown.

10307. In what capacity ?-I think ho is manager of it.

10308. Where does he live ?-I think he lives in Ingersolil.
10309. In what capacity bas ho charge of it ?-I think ho is manager

tractor.

AU western
division chianged
from rock toetay,

Telegraph -
M ainteuLan e

Contract No 4
P. J. Brown,
manager.

10310. For somebody else ?-Yes; for Oliver, Davidson & Co. Oliver, Davidson

10311. Do any of the principals live near the line ?-No.
10312. Is Brown living near the lino any portion of the year ?-He

has generally been at the Landing once a year. He was once last
summer and I believe this summer. I did not see him this summer.

10313. In his absence who bas charge of the work of the lino on the Neil Macdougall,
manager in Pr. J.spot?-Neil Macdougall. Brn aence.

10314. Whore does he live ?-At Fort William.
10315. In what capacity ?-I suppose ho is manager of the lino, as

far as Eagle Lake, I think it is. That is the only one that I know of.

10316. Is he an operator ?-le operates too.
10317. Are the messages repeated at Eagle Lake, or do they go on Messa-es repeat-

to Rat Portage ?-I think they are repeated at Eagle Lake. edatEagle Hiver

10318. That is the end of your section ?-Yes.

10319. Who is the operator there ?-I do not know.
10320. What is the arrangement about messages over that section of Canadian Pacifie

the Une connected with the railway business ?-They are supposed to naiiway mes-
t p es take pro.

take precedeneof others. eeec f tes

10321. Are they paid for ?-No; we do not pay anything.

10322. Are you enabled to send messages connected with the line
Without expense ?-Yes.

10323. And without delay ?-No; not without delay.

Not paid for.

Frequent delays.

10324. Does it often happen that delay prevents you sending mes- Sometimes a
sages ?-Yes; once you pass the end f contract 41 the line is very nessage ot go
1uncertain. Sometimes you do not get a messaga through for a month. month.
I bave had a message kept over that I did not get for a month after-
Wards.

10325. Is there any portion of the year when communication seems
to be better kept up than atother portions of the year ?-No ; it varies.
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Telegraph-
Maintenance.

Cotract 1%. 4.

Line not better
Inaintained ln
Winter than ln
mummer.

nelays arise lrom
Une being down.

For a short time it may work very weli; then it takes a turn the
other way, and does not work for a week. You cannot get a message
from Winnipeg for a week.

103'6. Do you know whether the rulo is that the lino is better main-
tained in winter than in sumnier, or the 1everse?-I do not think it is
tho rule.

10327. It bas been represented that where there is much water upon
the lino in winter, the lino is workable with lessdelay than in summer,
for the reason that ice becomes an insulator ; do you know whether
that has proved so in your own experience ?-Yes, whenever ice forms
on the wire ; but that is only occasionally through tho winter, and gen-
erally at the beginning of winter, I know.

10328. To what do you attributo these delays in the transmission of
messages ?-I fancy it is from the line being down-getting knocked
down or blown down-the polos not Leing properly put up..

10329. Did you say that through the wooded portions the openings
were two chains wide?-Ye.ý; that is the width of them-two chains,
I think.

10330. Do you know whether the polos are knockod down by trees
falling on them, or is it from the defective construction originally ?-It
is very seldom the trees fall on it.

10331. What sort of polos are in use over that section ?-All sorts-
tamarack, sprute, and pine-that is about the principal woods they use.

Poles not put in 10332. Do you attribute the falling of the poles to the material of
Prp®l' ® the poles, or the insufficiency of the support at the bottom ?-I fancy

that on 42 there was so much rock, the poles are not put in properly.
On 41 poles fall by 10333. But on 41 and eastward ? - On 41 where it faits is from the
reasonaofrtting; poles falling down alter rotting off. It is bad wood and the insulatorswood bad and lu-
silators corne off. corne off. Sometimes a lot of insulators come off in the storms, and

the wires drag on the ground.
10334. Have you seen them in that condition ?-Yes ; and have put

them up.

10335. Often ?-I have seen them often.
Insuîctorsnot 10336. Do you think they wore sufficiently put up in the firstrory put up instanco-the insulators ?-No; I do not think that they were proporly
instance. put up.

10337. I understand you to say that the insulators would become
detachod, although the poles mightremain firm ?-Yes; when one pole
falls down it knocks out a lot of insulators frorn the others.

Life or poles ac-
cordin to qualty
of wood : ortarn-

10338. Do you mean that the insulator is put in with the grain at
the top of the pole ? Will a nail or anything hold as firmly length-
ways in the grain as cross-wise ?-No; it will not.

10339. Is that more decidedly the case in soft woods, such as you
describe ?-Yos; of ccurse. The softer the wood is the less rosistancO
there is and it will rot quicker.

10340. Have you noticed that the poles have fallen from rotting off?
-Yes ; in a great many instances.

10341. IIave you any idea of the average life of polos made of the
wood which you describe ?-For instance, tamarack-I think a tamarack
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M ain te nance.

Pole will last abxut ten years at the outside, before rotting off. 1 think C°ntract No. 4.

a sproce polo will not last more than three or four. Pine poles last rack t rn years;
probably from seven to ton years, according to the character of the four; pine from
ground. It will rot quicker in sand than anything else. seven to ten.

10342. Have you formed any opinion of the proportion of these Oreater propor-
different woods used in the poles of this lino 41, and eastwards ?-No; !on o Poi.s 0o

but I say the greater proportion are either jack pine or spruce. spruce.
10343. Since you have had exporience on the lino, over which you Line not properly

have charge, do you consider that the line has been efficiently main- iniintalned.

tained ?-No. 1 do not think it bas been looked after properly. i do
niot think it bas been maintained properly. If it had been mantained
Properly we could have got messages through quicker.

10341. Could you say, in a general way, about what proportion of Quarter or time
the time, since vou have been there, the line has been out of working "omesage to be
order ?-All the'way through to Winuipeg ? gotthroug.

10345. Yes ?-I should think about one-quarter of the time that you
Could not get a message through.

10346. Have you any idea whether that is due to defeets south of
Selkirk, or east of Selkirk, as a rule ?-I could not say that. I should
fancy it was from the east of Selkirk, between Eagle River and Selkirk.

10347. South of Selkirk, over what country is the line constructed ?
-I am not personally acquainted with it, but I should say it is prin-
cipally a flat prairie, or bush land.

10348. Assuming that it was altogether on the west side of Red
River have you any information of the character of the country ?-No.
I do not know it personally.

10349. Have you spoken at any time to any of the partie3 in charge
of the telegraph work as to the delay, or the insufficiency of the main-
tenane?-I have spokon to the inan in charge there.

10350. Who is that ?-Nfacdougall; and I have also spoken to our head
ofice.

10351. Where ?-At Ottawa.
10352. Has this been frequently-I mean the complaining either to Frequently com-

Maedougall or the head office ?-I have complained to the hoad office plained.
on1ce or twice, and written about it, reporting that it was working very
badly.

10353. Do you know whether there is much general business done
Over this line ?-I think there is a good deal.

10354. I mean irrespective of the railway business-the Government
isiness ?-Yes; irrespective of the railway business there is a good deal.
10355. Do you know anything of the rates charged over the Oliver
& avidson portion ?-No; I do not.
10356. Do you know what staff of men are employed in repairing or Three men at

lnlin3taining this line ? -I only know of three mon. I have seen three work occasion-
ru at work on our division. aily.

10357. Are these men kept steadily at work, or only occasionally?
-Only occasionally,
10358. Is there.anything further that you wish to say by way of

evidence ?-No; there is nothing that I can think of.
42J
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stores Aceount. JoHN PAaR, sworn and examined

By the Chairnan :

10359. Where do you live ?-Winnipeg.
10360. How long have you lived here ?-Since the winter of 1875
10361. Have you had any connection with the Pacific Railway ?-

Yes.
Store-keeper from 103G2. In what capacity ?-I used to act as stores' man.

103G3. During what time ?-From the spring of 1875 to about a
month ago.

10364. What were your duties ?-In my relations respecting the
Canadian Pacifie Railway ?

10365. Yes ?-I used to fetch the mail down and look after the ship-
ment of all the goods; and if any of the engineers wanted anything he
sent me to do iL; or if Mr. Nixon wanted anything he sent me to do it.

10366. Anything further ; what was your principal duty ?-I cannot
tell you.

10367. Did you not take charge of the stores ?-I did.
10368. Was that your principal duty ?-I was not the principal part

of my time in the store-house. I am there once a week, may be once
a day, or may be once in two wceks.

For most of time 10369. Then for most of the time you were absent from the store ?
absent from store.

10370. Did you keep any books in connection with the business Of
the store ?-No books but the one in your hand.

10371. What do you call it: do you call it a ledger?-No.
10372. A day-book ?-No.
10373. Can you give it some name ?-- I call it a store-b>ok.

Store-book shows 10374. Did you keep any other book ?-No.
amount ofgoods 10375. What is this book intended to show ?-To show the amontrecelved and 1 OKaon
issued. of the goods that was received into the store and issued out.
Contains ae-
outs of Cana- 10376. Does it relate only to the Pacifie Railway stores ?-No; there

dian acin is more than that. There is some Mounted Police, some private andltaUway, Motint-
ed Police, Indian some Indian.
and private stores

10377. When you say private what do you mean ?-COl-
Richardson used to send up goods here addressed to himself, and I
would have to keep track of them.

10378. No other private goods ?-Yes; policemen's effects-packagee
and bags and satchells, trunks and things like that.

10379. Did you make entries of all such goods as that in this book?
-Yes; to the best of my recollection, I did.

10380. Then this store-book was intended to contain entries of all the
goods from every source which went into the store ?-Yes.

10381. Is that what you mean ? -Yes; that is what I mean.
10382. Does it contain entries of gools that were issued out of the

store ?-Yes.

sum mer of t&,O.

1Inutles.
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103S3. Are the values of the goods mentioned in the book ?-No ; Stores A*co*t.

did not know anything at all about the values; there are some, I think, Va"ue0fgiond.
though.

1038 1. Was it a generul practice to mention the values ?-No; it was
Inot.

10385. Besides ordinary goods were animals placed in your charge System of store-
as store-keeper ?-Sometimes; suppose a subagent brought them in, eping emewat-

and he was retained on, ho would look after the horses until they were
Placed away some place; but suppose a sub-agent came in from the
West, and brought in forty horses, he and the man would be kept on to
look after the horses until they were sent out to the Mennonite settle-
Ment, or some place like that.

10386. Would your book show any record of the transaction ?-No;
there would be a receipt in the office from tho party who got them.

10387. Were you in the office as a rule ?-No; I was principally on
the street.

10388. How did you come to know that there would be a receipt in
the office ?-I have seen receipts.

10389. On every occasion ? -No ; I could not say on every occasion.

10390. Then why do you say there would be receipts there ?-
Because I have seen some.

10391. Do you mean you think there aie receipts there, but you do
not know ?-No ; I have seen some receipts from the Mennonites.

10392. What do you mean about seeing receipts in the office ? You
have voluntered some statement about that, and 1 want to see what the
statement amounts to ?-I have seen receipts in the office from parties
who got the things.

10393. Do you mean to say that receipts were always given and left
in the office, or not ?-No; I do not.

10394. Therefore, it is better to confine your answer to my question.
was asking vhat happened under your knowledge. Would your

books show any record of the transaction which you have described
aibout the return of a large quantity of horses which were afterwards
taken into the country ?-The hhipping-book would.

10395. Is the shipping-book your book ?-I look after it occasionally.

10396. J made use of the words your book ?-I do not understand
You.

10397. I asked you a little while ago if you kopt any book, and vou
Maid you did and pointed to the store-book, and now I ask you about
YOur book. What book do you think I mean ?-There would be no
record of it in that book.

10398. Would there be any record of it in any book which you lave
1tly control of, or had then control of ?-Unless the shipping-book.

10399. Had you a shipping-book ?-Yes. The shi png-
book.

10400. Where is it ?-Some place here (witness looks for the book).
10101. Explain the nature of this book which you say you kept-

Which you call the shipping-book ?-This was the account of the goods
that parties got going out-surveying parties.
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ended July, 1879;
but In charge
until he turned

ds ov r tor,
!cott lu sprlng of

18WQ.

10102. Would these books have reference to properties whiclh yoi
had under yourcontroi, or the supplies which other parties furnished
for surveying parties or other books ?-They would refer to both. They
would contain entries of property whicli I had tontrol of, and supplies
of other people.

10403. Now would theze shipping-books show the transactions which
yoa have described-that is the receipt of numbers of animais returned
from surveying parties ?-No.

10404. Is there any book which~would show that ?-I think so (look-
ng at the store-book).

10405. Of course, you understand that my question relates to the
general practice, and not to single transactions ?-l think the general
transactions were put in this book.

10406. If it was necessary to mi.ke up a statement now from these
books for the purpose of showing ail the animais which were in your
charge at any time, and of the animais which left your charge, are
there materials in this book to show that suffliciently?-No.

10107. Whv not ?-Well, there were horses died, horses lost, that I
could not keep track of. There would be no track of them in that book.

10408. Thon is it possible frorm these books which you had, to ascer-
tain now the result of ail the transactions upon that subject ?-No.

10409. Were you asked from time to time to make up statements to
show what proporty was left in your charge ? -Yes.

10110. At what intervals ?-About twico a year, I think.

10411. Upon what basis did you make up that statement; was it
from what the books showed,'or from what y'ou found to be present in
your custôdy ?-From what I found to be presont.

10412. Did you ever attempt to ascertain whother what was found
to be present in your custody would agree with the entries in the books
which you had made, or did you rely entirely upon your sense of sight ?
-I think I relied upon my sense of sight.

10413. Do you know whether any receipt in writing was given by
Mr. Nixon, or anyone else, when goods or animais were returned ?---L
do not know.

10414. For instance, supposing a surveying paty would return
thirteen animals ?-Yes; I would give receipts for them.

10415. Did you keep any record of those receipts ?-No; only what
was in my books.

10416. There was no book out of which receipts wore always cut ?-
No.

10417. No stub ends to trace them now ?-iNo.

10418. Did Mr. Nixon sometimes give receipts himself for such
property ?-I cculd not say ; I rather think not.

10419. When were your duties ended as store keeper?-A year Ug
last June or JulY.

10420. Was any store continued after that time ?-Yes.-
10421. Who took charge of it ?-I had to take charge of it.
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10422. After your duties ended ?-Yes; until I turned them over to
Mr. Scott here some timo last spring.

10423. Then your duties did not end until some time last spring as
far as these stores were concerned ?-No; perhaps I ought not to suggest
anything.

10424. Yes, suggest anything ?-Well, i got things in charge yet
that no one would take over.

10425. Have you offered them ?-Yes.
10426. To whom ?-Mr. Skead. He said I had no right to take ther.

into the store.
10427. What soit of property is this ?-A set of harness and a buck-

board, and some tin pans, oit cloths and dishes, and things like that.

10428. Why did ho say that you had no right to take these goods
into the store ?-He said he had sold these to Professor Selwyn last
spring These were Canadian Pacifie Railway goods that he had sold
to P'rofessor Selwyn last spiing, and he was in another Department,
under the Minister of the Interior.

10429. Had you been performing any other duties besides those con-
ûerr.ing stores ?-I have been messciiger for the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, and I generally look after the shipment of any goods they have to
ghip now.

10430. Do vou remember the office of the railway being broken into
et one time aud papers disturbed ?-Yes; I do.

Nixq90a Pur.
veyôrship-

stores Accomna.

Things in charge
thatnoone would
take over.

Messenger and
bi pper for Cana.

dian Pacifie
Railway.

Tampering
with Papers.

Office of canadian
P«cacif RalIway
broken Into.

10431. About what time was that ?-I think it must be three years
last April. I would not say for certain.

10432. How do you fix the time in your mind ?-I have heard it
talked about.

10433. Was there any other matter about the same time which yon
can recail so as to make it sure ?-I remember what happened thatday.
Mr. Currie and I have talked the matter over in the office.

10434. You think it was in April, 1877 ?-No. I think it was in
.April 1878.

10435. That is only two years ago last April. Which do you think
you mean ?-I do nîot know whether it was in 1877 or 1878, but I
know it was in the spring of the year, in April.

10436. What was the first knowledge that you had of it ?-A mes-
senger came up to my place in the morning-that is the first know-
ledge I had of it.

10437. Who was the messenger ?-A man named Bailey.

10438. What then ?-Hle told me the office was robbed. I said:
4 robbed of what ?" He said ho did'nt know. I said there was nothing
there to rob. He said it was robbed and asked what was to be done, so

came down.
10439. What did you see ?-I saw the books and papers knocked Found books andi

around on the office floor. papers on office
floor.

10440. Did you see any means by which a person had entered ?-
saw a screw-driver on the floor.
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Tamperiig
wIth Paliers. 10441. How did it appear that any person had entered ?--It would

appear that they had come in through the window of Mr. .N*ixon's office.

10442. Was any person else present besides Bailey and yourself ?-
There was Mr. Hespeler, Capt. Howard, Mr. Luxton, Mr. Smith,
I think, and Mr. Pierce, and young Mr. Hespeler.

10443. What was done ?-They looked around at it, and saw tho
books and papers there on the floor, and I do not know whether it was
Capt. Howard or Mr. Luxton said there was no use in allowing then
to lie there. I had better put them into a box, and I gathered theni
up and put them into the box.

10444. Do you know whether they have ever been assortel since ?
-Yes ; I think they bave.

10445. Did you take any part in the assorting?-Yes.
10446. Who else ?- I do not know whether Mr. Currie did or not.

ex<n anbrted 19447. Did any person else assist you in assorting them ?-Mr.wi tnes.4 in a"(, rt-
Ing p4 pers. .N ixon did.

10448. Had he been at home, at Winnipeg, during the breaking into
the office ?-No; he was not home.

10449. Where was he?-I think he was down in Ottawa, or dowrn
east some place.

10450. Was it understood generally at that time that he was at the
east ?-I do not know ; but I think it would be round town.

10 151. Did you understand that he went down to visit some friends ?
-I do not remember whether he was called on business, or whether ho
went down to viit.

10452. One of the Blue Books printed in 1878 shows that he was
under examination, on the à5th April, 1878, before a Cominittee of the
House of Commons; do you know whether he was away on that
occasion at that time ?-I could not swear that that was the tine unless
I knew.

10453. In the assorting of the papers, do you know whether the
papers were all forthcoming again, or whether any were missing ?-[
do not know. 1 do not know whether there were any books missing;
but about papers and vouchers, I could not tell.

Pome of the bun- 10454. Were they very much disturbed ? Were they in bundles, or
dies of papers
cpen and scdtter- were any of the bund les open ?-Some of the bundles were open and
ed. scattered around the floor.

1C455. In detached pieces or i i collected parcels ?-Some of them in
detached pieces and some in parcels, the same as monthly accounts
would be.

10456. Do you know who took part in the breaking in ?-I do not.

10457. Do you know whether any steps were taken to ascertain at
that time who broke in ?-Not that I know of. There was no one here
but Mr. Currie and Capt. Howard.

10458. Is there anything further which you wish to say by way Of
evidence or explanation ofyour previous testimony ?-About anything ?
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10459. Anything you wish to say connected with the Pacifie Rail-
way directly or indirectly ?-No; nothing. Of course my opinion
would not be anything anyway.

10460. I am speaking as to facts within your knowledge ?-No; I
want to tell you everything I know, and tell the truth as far as I
know. I might think ofthings some other time.

COL. W. OSBORNE SMITH, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman:-
10461. Where do you live?-Winnipeg is my headquarters.

OOL. W. O. SMITH.

Bailway Loca-
tien- s

Red River
l nmdaîion.,

10462. How long have you lived here ?-Since 1871 with short
exceptions.

10163. Have you had anyofficial position here ?-I hold the position Deputy,A djutant-
of Deputy Adjutant-General in command of the forces in the North- Gen1erai.
West.

10464. Have you had any business connected with the Pacific Rail-
way ?-None.

10465. Have you informed yourselfupon the question of inundations Part of lits duty
in this neighbourhood ?-As far as I can, it is part of my duty as staff asae selra-
officer to make myself acquainted with the physical conditions of the qaalnted with

pixysical condi-Country. tions of the

10466. Have you made many enquiries in this direction ?-I have
made a large number of enquiries.

10467. Have you recorded from time to time the result of those
enquiries ?-I have not recorded the result except in my memory.

10468. Would you be able, without my asking questions upon the
different features of tae matter, to give us a general statement of it ?-
As to inundations ?

10469. Yes ?-I can speak more particularly as to information I have
received with regard to the flood of 1852 and the flood of 1861. I
have had many conversations with a number of persons who were
residents in the country at the time and received a good deal of infor-
mation from them. From the result of the>e convertations and from
certain data I have taken, and observations I have made myself, I should
say that the channel of the tiver had very much increased, so largely
Inereased that 1 hardly think there is an' danger of any serious flood
again occuring.

10170. Do you mean the Lied River ?-The Red River and the Assi-
neboine. A memorandum of data I have, referring to the Assineboine.
-As I happen to live on the banks of it, within 500 or 600 yards of Red
River, I have made observations on the rapidity of the current for two
Or three years, and I have data as to the enlargement of the river at
that point.

10471. Do you mean the widening of the river when you say enlarge-
'rent ?-The widening of the river and the deepening of the channel,
48 there has been a considerable amount of scouring going on. When
Ivas here first I had constantly to go up in boats to the Lower Fort
Where we had a detachment. Subsequently I have been in the habit

Channel or Red
and Assineboine
Rivers o muh
widered, ortile
danger or imua-
dations.
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miles per hour.

of going down every year to the mouth of the river, and I have noticed
that the river is very largely widened, more particularly where the
banks are leveller.

10472. How far does that portion extend ?-I should say about
twelve miles.

10473. And from that point north what is the general character of
the bank ?-From that point north, nearly as far as Selkirk, it is more
gravelly and more rocky. That portion also, from information I have
received from old residents, must have widened very largely since 1852,
which was the last serious flood. The flood of 1861 does not appear to
bave been anything like as large in extent.

10474. As to the widening of that portion which is bounded by firm
banks, do you remem ber from the information of these old settlers,
what judgment you formed as to the extent of the widening ?-In
one particular place I should imagine there was fully one-third of the
river-that is at the point twelve miles away from here, where, as far as
I can understand, the channel was very contracted and where ajam used
to take place and throw back the water in this portion of the country.

10475. Do you mean that we should understand thatyou were under
the impression that the river had thus widened one-third beyond what.
it was in 1852 ?-Yes; my informant is a man who lived on the point,
which was then entirely washed away. In fact, as he expressed it,
"a good sized farm had gone,"-a man named Joseph Monkman who
lives at Poquis.

10476. From your own personal observation have you formed any
opinion as to the natural progrees of the widening of the portion
bounded by the firm banks ?-No; I cou ld not say that because I have
never lived down in that portion, and I have only noticed it from going
up in boats. I can give you an idea, from data that I have extracted
this morning from old memoranda, of the widening that is going on in
the Assineboine. Of course; that is level, and it rather surprised me.
The two first I am going to mention were from actual chain measure-
ments made under my own superintendence. One that was made this
morning. I was not present at it because I had something else to do;
but it was done as carefully as possible by carrying a cord across the
river. The first moasurement was taker from bank to baik in 1874
when the ice was in the river, that was 12) feet.

By Mr. Keefer:-

10477. Is that at water surface ?-No; from bank to bank. The
banks are very upright there. There is not more than a difference of
ton feet of slope. In 1S76 it had increased to 132 feet, and this morning
the measurement given me was 216 feet from bank to bank, that is to
say, it had increased f. om a chain and three quarters to a littie over
three chains in six years. I can give you the rapidity of the current
taken froin observations. In 1877 it was ,- miles per hour, this was
at the time of the breaking up of the ice, when the ice was rushing
away and the current was at its strongest; in 1878 very nearly the
same resuit was given, but I have not the actual figures. In 1879 I
took them very carefully indeed, in conjunction with Mr. Graham, of
the Land Office and the result was very nearly the same, 2-78 miles per
hour.,
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By the Chairman Re-d River

10478. Considering the data given, I mean the width at different No probabullit of

limes and the rate of the current, what do you consider to be the effect futreun not
ipon the probability of inundations in the future ?-1 do not think onIy the river

wlder but more
there is any probability of any great inundations in the future, not only land being cuitt-
from those causes, but from the fact that there is now so much cultiva- at herabso r-

tion and drainage that there will be more absorption and I should say tion.
less evaporation ; that is, the land will absorb more moisture and
gradually drain it off into the river. Although we have now an excep-
tionally wet season, I do not think that althougl. the swamps are very
full we will have any great flood next spring.

10479. Do I understand you to mean that before the land is broken
up and cultivated, the water will flow more easily fromthe surface into
the river ?-Yes.

10480. But after it is cultivated, will it be absorbed into the ground
and go.off more gradually ?-Yes.

10481. And the fact of that will be to diminish the probability of
floods ?-Yes; I should consider it so.

10482. Isuppose yon consider that that same reasoning would apply The sane reason-
to the country on both sides of the Red River as well as of the Assi- i"g pples to
neboine ?-Certainly. sildesofr ed River

10483. As to the effect upon probable inundation by the widening of
the river banks, have you fornied any opinion whether the chances
are materially lessened froi that cause alone-I mean the widening,
not the letting off the water from off the lard ?-Very materially
lessened. We have a channel which is now generally admitted to be at ail
events double the capacity of what it was in 1861. But the rainfail is
not double, and 1 should imagine that there would be no danger therefore
of floods in the future.

10484. Have you taken notice of the character of the banks at
different points down the river, with a view of considering the best
locality for the crossing of the railway, or has that come within your
Jurisdiction ?-No; not beyond having generally looked at it, and
genePally knowing the points from conversation and other things.

10485. Have you considered the effect of ice jams, and how they would No danger from
Probably affect inundations ?-Yes; I have considered the ice channels tee jams.
Very carelully, and I have failed to sce that there has been any flood
at all after the ice disappears. The ice goes away in a very peculiar
inanner. The river level is, of coi se, not only lower than the spring

level in wint er, but the channel is to a certain extent narrower as the
banks are sloping. When the water rises the ice gets broken away from
the shore and it floats to the surface of the water, twelve or fourteen
feet higher than where it is held by the frosty season, and there it
gradually rots to such an extent, that a dog will break through ice two
or three feet thick. I do not think that ice of this character will ever
cause any serious jam in the river.

10486. Does it get into that condition by gradual decay or by the
sudden action of breaking up ?-By graduai decay it gets thoroughly
honeycombed, but of course the surface of the river is much wider than
the ribbon of ice that is on it while it is getting into this honeycombed
fitate.
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Inundations. 10487. The surface of the river widens more than the surface of the

The surface of ice ?-Yes; the ice decreases while the channel increases, and there isriver increases
while the tee ample room for the ice to get out of the channel.
decreaszes.

10438. Notwithstanding thal, would not the ice formed where the
river was wide as it went down to the narrower portions, becomejammed
and form a sort of dam ?-I do not think ice of this character would
jam. I doubt if any ice from Winnipeg ever gets down to the Lower
Fort, and certainly iot to the mouth ot the river. I think the character
of the ice would prevent a jam of that kind.

Ice here so brittle 10489. Do I understand you to say that the character of the ice would1 iat if stopped itb
woud srumble be so brittle that the force of the current if it were stopped would
before the force crumble it ?-Yes; striking against the bank would crumble it, and the

force of the current would crumble it if there was a jam.
10490. So that it would find an escape on that account ?-Yes.
10i91. Have you considered the effect of artificial drainage of land

upon the bocry of water in the river ? For instance, would the draining
of wet land, if generally carried out, enable the water to get morle rapidly
into the river than by the process of nature ?-1 consider it would.

10 92. Would that have the effect of increasing the probability of
inundation or lessening it?-I should think it would have the effect of
lessening it.

Reason for be- 10493. For what reason ?-Because the swamps would not be kept
Ileving that full in the autunn of the year; they would be drained up to the timedraining would
lessen the volume that winter would set in, and it would only be the snow fait that would
of water. bave to bc taken off in the spring by the drainage.
Rise of Lake 10494. Is there any matter in connection with this subje:t whichmianaitba. suggests itselt to you as likely to be of any value ?- I do not think there

is. The question of the rise of the waters in Lako Manitoba sceins to bear
on the matter. From information I have obtained, I imagine that this
is likely to occur from the graduai silting up of the outlet of Lake
Manitoba towards Lake Winnipeg. 1 fancy that this may have
occurced, but of course it is but theory, from the fact that Lake Mani-
toba, which is a shallow lake, freezes over in winter time, and the ice,
floating through with a south wind in spring, carries away portions of
earth and gravel towards the outlet, and there, in graduai process of
decay, deposits them, which forms a bar. I think it probable that if
the bar were cut it would lower the waters of Lake Manitoba, and
make a large portion of the country which is flooded towards Pdrtage
la Prairie dry up.

By Mr Keefer:-
Lake Manitoba 10495. Has it been observed that Lake Manitoba is rising ?-I arnsix feet. higher tocs.l
than a Year snce. told so. I am told by a gentleman from Shoal Lake that it is filIly si%

feet higher than it was last year.
10496. is the rising of Lake Manitoba supposed to be the cause of

the water coming on the low lands ?-1 am told so.
By the Chairman :

Therising of Lake 10497. What effect do we understand you to say that the rising of
lnani ba wouX the water of Lake Manitoba will have upon the probable inundatiol
Assineboiiie. of the country ?-That it would overflow to the southward and increasO

the volume of water coming down through the Assineboine.
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10198. Then notwithstanling the diminishing of the chances fron "aitioa
the causes which you first explained, you are of the opinion that there
are other chances which would increase the probability of an inunda-
tion ?-No; not increase the probability but which would militate
against the security from inundation.

10499. Do we understand that that danger could be obviated by
keeping the outlet open between Lake Manitoba and Lake Winnipeg ?
-I think so. You would in fact lower the level of Lake Manitoba.

10500. Do you know if the bar at the outlet is composed of
material that could be easily removed ?-I could hardly say that, as 1
have never examined it myself; but I imagine that it could be dredged
th ough.

10501. I gathered from what you said that it was material that had
gathered there by ice principally ?-Yes; it is my theory, and I
think a very general opinion.

10502. Is there any further matter which you think desirable to
state ?-No.

JAMES M. RowAN, sworn and examined: ROWAN.

By the Chairman :- Srver IS?.

10503. Where do you live ?-In Winnipeg.
10504. How long have you lived here ?-1 have lived off and on here

since 1871-the latter end of October, 1871. I am permanently resi-
dent here since 1875.

10505. What is your official position here now ?-I an District District Engineer
In charge of ojie

En gineer in charge of one of the districts of the Pacifie Railway. of the districts of
('en? anadian Paciflc

10506. What is the extent of your district ?-The present extent? Ralway fromn
Rat Por:age to

10507. Yes ?-The present extent of my district is from Rat Portage ioomues west of
to 100 miles west of Red River, including the Pembina Branch. PenwnaBa Branch.

10508. When were you first connected with the Pacifie Railway ?- EngagedbyFlen-
I think on the 5th of May, 1871, was the first I had. Mr. Fleming sent Ing, may, 1871.

for me and asked me if I would assist him.
10509. W bere were you then ?-I was in the Department of Public

Works at Ottawa.
10510. Will you describe in your own way the manner in which you Sketched outline

were engaged from that time torward, concerning the Pacifie Railway i at sur
including that service at that time ?-Commencing at that particular
date, and up until about the 10th of June of that year, a; little over a
month, i was engaged in eollecting al the information that it was
possible to obtain with referrence to the country between Ottawa and
the Rocky Mountains. I made a digest of all the information I
obtained, and sketched an outline of the manner in which I thought it
would be advisable to carry on the surveys, which Mr. Fleming had
been instructed to make, and I submitted the whole matter to him. He
took the matter into bis consideration, and made certain alterations, pert ottawa,

it un, 87, withand the work was organized, and I started from Ottawa-I think it l or thir-
Was on the 10th of June-with some twelve or thirteen parties to start teen parties to

them at the various points that had been decided on between Lake vrliofsp
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Superior and here. From that time forward, after I had got the parties
to the points on the coast where they were to endeavour to commence
to penetrate into the interior, I was ongaged going backwards and
forwards visiting the parties, and the duty thon devolved upon me
which I did not contemplate at all, of being a kind of general commis-
sariat officer as well as engineer.

10511. I understand that you are speaking at present of the first
season ?-Yes.

10512. And were there thirteen parties betwoen LIke Superior and
Red River, the first season, a far as you remember ?-I think thirteen
parties wore all the parties I had under my charge-that is between
Mattawa on the Ottawa, and Red River. I think it was twelve or
thirteen parties altogether.

Survey com- 10513. You first inentioned between Lake Superior and Red River,nened at but you mean from the Mattawa?-Yes; that is where our surveysMattawa. ýomecdcommenced.

Each party to 10514. Were those parties distributed over the north part of Lake
make a survey of Superior ?-They were distributed over distances of from seventy-five toseventy-five
miles. Plan on hundred and fifty miles each. What we contemplated was that each party
whlch parties o'
were to workc would be able to make a survey of seventy-five miles for one season.
described, Some parties were placed back to back and going from each other; and

some were facing, working towards each other. The object I might
mention, and thon you can see for yourself : one party started at the
mouth of the Mattawa River, on the Ottawa, to work northward and
westward. Two parties were sent up the Michipicoton River, that
flows into the eastern end of Lake Superior, one worked eastward and
.met the party coming from the east. The other worked westward.
A party was sent up the Pic River, with instructions to work both
westward and eastward-westward as far as Long Lake, and thon to go
back and work eastward to meet the party working westward from
the Michipicoton River. A party was sent in at Nipigon to work
eastward towards Long Lake. Four parties were taken to Thunder
Bay. Two of them were to go up to Lac des Mille Lacs, or somewhere
in the neighbourhood of it, if I remember rightly, one to work east-
ward towards Nipigon, the other to work westward, about seventy-five
miles. The remaining two parties that were sent to Thunder Bay,
were to make their way over the Dawson route to the Lake of the
Woods, to start on a point at the north-eastern end of that Lake. It
was thon shown on the maps of those days and called Whitefish Lake,
but it is now expunged. One was to work eastward and the other
westward. Those were all the parties.

10515. In the westward course of one of the tw o last-mentioned
parties, was there uny objective point indicated to you ?-No; they
were to work forward to lied River. My impression i-, it is a long
time ago, that there is a map with ono of the carlier reports of Mr.
Fleming that lays down the line approximately the way they were to

Witness in whole follow.
charge under
Fleming 10516. Do we understand that for that first season that the ground
Ërtea argo to be covered under your direction ended at Red River ?-In one sense

ed River. yes; but not in another. I had the whole charge at that time under
Arranged for ex-
*oratory parties Mr. Fleming, and while I took direct charge of all those east of Red

Rocky Mon tains River, I had the general arranging and fitting out of the general explO-
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ratory party that was to start out west towards the Rocky Mountains,
in so far as seeing to its being started off and fitted out.

10517. Did you undertake to direct them as to the country which
they were to explore, or only as to the fitting out of the parties ?-As
to the country they were to explore; the direction that they were to
take; where they were to start, and how they were to start; the
coarhe that they were to pursue in order to effect the object. The
process we took was we took certain points on the map, as I bave
described, and (letermined from the best maps we could get what
latitude that lay in. Longitude was an uncertain thing altogether, but
latitude we thought we could ascertain pretty nearly. Each party was
startel off with a given latitude that ho was to reach, and the streams
were named as the means by which he could get there.

10518. As to the portion of which you have just spoken, that is east Thirteen parties
of Red River, and over which you detailed about thirteen different ®as1 diretedRiver

parties, do you remember now the nature of the examination which to make an
Instrumental

each of these parties was to make ? Of course you have noticed that survey.
Mr. Fleming describes the different examinations by technical names,
such as Jxplorations, Exploratory Survey, Instrumentai Survey, Loca-
tion Survey, &c.; now what was the nature of each of those examin-
ations in the first seasEon ?-The first season it was to be an instru-
Mental survey; that is to say, a line was to be run with a transit, and
what is technically called a " traverse lino " was to be run through
the country, over which levels wero to be taken, the engineer in
charge of each party using his judgment, and was to endeavour to
follow a tract of country through which a lino of railway bas sub,
sequently to be laid out ; but ho was not to go to this trouble of laying
out a lino.

10519. An instrumental survey ?-Exactly; with a lino of levels run
over it as a basis on which future location could be made.

The country not
10520. Had that portion of the country been previously explored by previouslyexa-

bare explorations ?-No ; not to our knowledge. i,odratibare

1052 1. Was it considered expe lient at that time to start those An instrumental
different parties upon instrumental surveys, without the country boing hve ao tance
previously oxamind by a simple exploration ?-It was, in order that In order that anysiffple xplratin . exploration made
a1ny exploration that was made might not be lost. If we had nothing shoul notbeiost.
to fix it by, or tie it to, or state positively that then we have discovered
so and-so, it would have been all lost, and wo would not know how to
flx it. If an engineer came back and said: "1 have found a very favour-
able tract of country," we would otherwise have no means of laying it
down on this map, or seeing that it was in the general route, that it
Was proposed to be followed by the railway.

10522. What size of party as a rule was necessary to make such an Size or party.
examination as you describe as -having been made, for the distance
Which yon gave to each of those parties ?-There was an engineer in
charge of the party, a leveller, an assistant leveller, a rod inan, two
ThaIn men, and I think, two picket mon, with probably six axe men.

at Was about the strength of the engineering staff, and tho balance
came more probably under the head of transport and supply, cooks
and men that carried the provisions. We had to convey all the supplies
on mien's backs.
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to move supplies.
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Say two engi-
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10523. Including men of all classes, what do vou consider the whole
party would be ?-I think the whole parties averaged somewhero
between thirty and thirty-five, sometimes as high as forty men.

10524. If it had been considered that a bare exploration would have
answered the purpose at first, what size party would have been noces-
sary, in each instance, to cover the same length of ground that these
parties covered ?-That is a difficult question to answer. The main
difficulty was the transporting of supplies. Two men, I suppose, or
one person could have made the exploration, and could have gone
through the country and said what ho saw ; but be would have had no
means of fixing it.

10525. I am asking what would have been the size of a party if only
a bare exploration had been considered necessary ?-It is very difficult
to say. of course I could only say that it could have been consider-
ably smaller.

10526. For instance, you say that the average distance for each of
these parties was seventy-five miles?-Yes.

10527. Now if you wished to mako a bare exploration of seventy-
five miles, how many men do you think you could safely start out on
that expedition, including every branch of the service : commissariat,
transport, and everytbing that you consider necessary ?-I am entirely
at a loss to answer that question, for this reason: to get the supplies
to the place where the party would start from would involve a con-
siderable amount of labour and transport; as, for instance, a man to
commence un exploration of any kind from a point seventy or eighty
miles north of Lake Superior, in the Michipicoton River, would req uire a
canoe or canoes to transport bis supplies to the point from which he
was ordored to start to make the exploration. The moving of thoso
canoes, and the supplies that they would contain, up these rapid streams
and portages, would require a number of men before ho could start on
his exploration proper at all. To merely start from that point and go
over seventy-five miles, without making any survey, would not require
I should think more than three or four mon.

10528. It was necessary to ascertain the number of the whole force
required to make such a survey as you did make, with ail thesO
difficulties that you now speak of ?-Yes.

10529. But that did not make it impossible to arrive at some con-
clusion ?-No.

10530. Is it not possible to form some conclusion, whether the number
of the men employed on the engineering service should be increased
or diminished ?-Yes; that I can answer you at once.

10531. How many men would it require to make an exploratiOn
only, who would be engaged in the engineering portion of the work?
-One man to make the exploration.

10532. How many men would be required to transport and carry 11
the supplies and ail the necessaries for one man ?-They would have
to carry for themselves also.

10533. Inclnding that and including every possible contingencY,
just as you have included it when you calculated on six or eigbt
engineers ?-I take it, assuming the point I have made, to have started
two men, because you could not get one man to go over the woods bf
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himself. To take two men and transport all the supplies necessary, I
think it would require a party of ten or fifteen men.

10534. Then is it your opinion now that if a bare exploration had
been considered necessary, and nothing more than that, the party to
effect that, including transport and all other branches of the service,
would be composed of about ten or fifteen mon ?-Yes; the party would
consist of about fifteen men,

10535. How many of an engineering staff are required to make the An engineering
survey as it was made ?-About eight. quired rfor re-

10536. Then do I understand you to say that a party of eight engin- survey.
eers would require a whole party of about thirty to do all that was
necess.iry, andi that a party of two would require from ten to fifteen of a
whole party? -Yes; only if you would add to that when the party
came back, thore would be nothing to show for what they had done.

10537. Will you explain to me why a party of two engineers would
require so large a party as fitteen, when eight engineers could be sup.
plied by a party of thirty ?--Because the eight engineers helped to supply
themselves. They form part of the force that are utilized in the trans-
port.

10538. Would not the two, if they were alone, form part of the force
in supplying themseolves ?-They would; but not to the saine extent.

10539. Would they not in a proportionate extent ?-No.
10540. Why not ?-Because you must have a canoe to 'start them

into the country of a certain size, and that requires a certain number
Of men to manage it.

10541. What is the size of a canoe party ?-Seven mon.

10542. So that no matter how small a party it would require seven
canoe mon ?--Yes; that is my judgment. You must have a canoe. of
that size that it would take seven mon to take it through, with the
supplies.

10543. The seven canoe men would only be required on that portion
of the lino whore there was water ?-Exactly; to take in supplies.

10544. From the point at which they commenced their exploration,
Would the canoe men be required, or could their services after that be
dispensed with ?-No; they would be required still.

1O45. For what purpose ?--Crossing the lakes that they would meet
On the way, unless you lost a great deal of time in making your way
around them.

10546. If there were eight men employed in the survey or en-
gineering, how many canoes would be required ?-They gonerally had
two small canoes along with the engineering party, and then they had
a number, which varied, brmnging in and along their supplies: three
to five canoes, I suppose.

10547. And how many mon would be required for each of these
canoes for the larger party ?--From five to seven men.

10548. For each canoe ?-Yes.
10549. And how many canoes ?-I think there would be about throo

or four canoes.
43

Canoe with a
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10550. Three altogether ?-Three or four large canoes. The engineer
and his assistants, his axe men, and leveller, and transit man could
wield a paddle, and they would help to paddle the canoe.

10551. Of course as far as the muscle force is concerned the two men
would contribute their share just as well as the eight mon in the
larger party ?-Yes.

10552. But if it is a necessity in every case to have seven men
to manage one canoe, then I can understand that that would add to
the small party a larger force in proportion than would be required
to be added to the large party ?-Yes; that is just it.

10553. Is it a necessity to have a canoe to cross waters upon bare
explorations ? In your opinion is it a sine qua non ? -It is not a sine
qua non, but it would greatly expedite matters.

10554. Thon besides the seven canoe men, who would be necessary in
every party to examine the country, what other mon would be required
so as to make up the balance of the fifteen ?-I do not think that one
set of seven men would carry in enough supplies. You could not carry
in) supplies enough for the men who were taking in the supplies, and
the party who were going to start to make the exploration, and go
back again with one set of men. You would have to have two canoes
and establish a depot.

10555. I am endeavouring to get your mode of calculation as to what
is necessary to supply a party for the smaller exploration ?-Would it
not be simpler if £ were to describe what I would do under those cir-
cumstances, and then you could see ?

10556. Will yon say what you would consider it necessary to do if
you were planning a bare exploration at the smallest possible expense,
so as to make it efficient, and through the country over which those
examinations took place ?-I would go to a point of the coast where 1
could penetrate to the interior, by steamer, taking with me one assist-
ant besidos myseif, and two canoes to carry our provisions, probablY
a small canne bosilles-what is called a two-fathom canoe. I would
then take with me these canoes, and men and provisions, up the strearn
to the point from where I was to start my exploration.

105: 7. When you say these men and provisions, I do not know how
many you mean ?-Two canoe loads: fourteen or fifteen men and
myself. Seven men are considered a crow for a three or four-fathor'
canoe.

10558. Do you think that a bare exploration over this country could
not be made except in the way you have described, and with a forcO
as large as yon describe ?-I do not know; possibly it could, but I
would not undertake to do it.

When an exior- 10559. When a bare exploration is made, is there any means Of
'inmean i® recording the direction, by the compas@ for instance, and the extent Of

*ndd the the country examined, se as to make it intelligible to another persoD 1
aec e -Certainly, you could with the compass take your direction you traVGe

paoed for. in, and you could pace for distances. In any ordinary country that
could be done, and yon could get a very fai-ly approximated ide Of

But this could not what ou had done. In the country we are speaking of you could notbe done In the yo el
countrysurveyed. take a bearing of where you were going for six feet, for it is so densolY

covered with timber and brush in many places that you could hardll
penetrate through them. It would be a perpetual winding in and Out
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among trees. We had to chop out a line before we could get through at
all.

10560. Then was it on account of the character of that particular
country that it made it expedient to have a more elaborate survey
than a bare exploration ?-I think so.

10561. If the countiy had been of a different character-prairie, for Over prairie
instance, or principally prairie-would a bare exploration have been o°ltry a li-
sufficient ?-I think it would. I think you could have done very well would have done
indeed with a preliminary exploration over this prairie country. very wei.

10562. Do you know whether it sometimes happened, in making
the examination such as was made, that obstacles would be reached
which were insurmountable-for instance, a lake-so that it would be
afterwards impossible to locate on the line of examination ?-Yes.

10563. You think from the nature of the country that the existence
of that obstacle could not have been ascortained efficiently by a bare
exploration ?-The extent of the obstacle or how it could be overcome
Could not have been ascertained.

10564. But the existence of such an obstacle ?-You could not have
placed it with sufficient accuracy, but you could have stated generally
that there was an immense lake. If a man came to a lake like Nipigon,
for instance, on the exploration, you could say that a considerable
distance north of Lake Superior there was an immense lake that would
render it necessary to go seventy-five miles further before you could

et d1 it4
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arvuuu - Firet Seamen.

10565. Do you remember how many parties, during the first season, Thirteen partiesst.arted firoitwere started under your direction ?-Thirteen to the best of my recol- seaeon under di-
lection. rection of witneus

10566. Alluding again to the sufficiency of a bare exploration, I think General bearing
I understood you to say that there would be great diiiculty in recording canbetrr
the general direction in consequence of continual obstructions; is not hifls, but a bare
the general direction sometimes ascertained by taking a bearing from eioration
the tops of trees or hills, or something of that kind ?-Yes; but you distances.
Would have nothing to record the distance with. We could get to the
top of a tree on one hill and take a bearing of a tree on the top of
another distant hili, but you would have nothing to give the distance,
Oxcept you made guess at it.

10567. Where were your headquarters during the first season ?-
Everywhere ; all over. I had no headquarters; I was perpetually
travelling.

105G8. Who had charge of the commissariat branch of the surveying Wallace, head
parties ?-NMr. Wallace was the head commissariat officer. omeiaitaw

10569. Abûut what point ?-At Ottawa.
10570. Were these officers under him at the different points on the

shores of those lakos, or some other convenient distributing points ?-I
think thero was a commissariat officer with each party; a kirnd of
5u bordinate officer.

10571. But would he be obliged to communicate with Ottawa
always if he wished to send any message upon the subject ?-When-
'ever he could, it would be necessary to communicate with Ottawa.
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First tqeaso 3ISII. 10572. In factavas there not one stationed at the mouth of the Pic

River ?-There was one at Michipicoton, and I think also at the Pie
River. There was one at the Pic; bit while that might be called his
headquarters, he was constantly going back into the interior with
supplies.

Field operatons 10573. About what time of the year did those field operations cease
cases where they that first season ?-Any of them that did cease, ceased about the end
did oease, about of October; most of them continued on through the winter.the end of October
When engineer 10574. Were particulars concerning the field work sent by the engi-
had completed neers in charge of the different parties to the head office at Ottawa, sohis seventy-five
miles he returned as to let the bffice work be done; or, if not, how would the office work
and hispŸ asty be done?-The office work was done when the party completed his
work. work and came in. When ho performed his seventy-five miles ho came

home with his party and plotted his work.
10575. Might that be in the summer?-The following year most of

them got home.
10576. About what time in the following year ?-I think about March

or February. Circumstances varied very much; some of them got home
earlier than others.

10577. Were you still travelling from point to point during the
winter, after the first season, I mean the winter of 1871-72 ?-The
winter of 1871-72 I was frozen in on the Lake of the Woods on my
way trying to get through here. I was detained there for some days,
and reached here about the latter end of October or beginning of
November, having been frozen in on an island in the lake.

Witness remain- 10578. Did you pass that winter in Winnipeg ?-I remained in Win-
unti" e"&er nipeg until about the middle of December.

10579. And then where did you proceed ?-Then I went to Ottawa.
Thence to Ottawa 10580. How long do you think you remained there ?-I remainedwhere he remain-

d until springof there until the following spring.
18n, compiling
Information and 10581, Still occupied in engineering for the Pacific Railway ?-Yes;working ap wrcr i
detals. at office work, compiling the information that came in, getting it into-

shape and working out the details of it.
10582. Can you say what was the general result of the work of that

year-the first season-did it establish any important facts or data for
future operations?-I could not say without referring to the report.
The report, I think, shows all the results that were arrived at.

Made report. 10583. Did you make a written report embodying the information
obtained as to the result of those operations ?-Yes.

Explorations of 10584. Do you remember whether the explorations of that yearlirai sesson did L li hc ol rbbvb
not resaut nfind. resulted in a line being laid down as the one which would probably be
In&ainenorthof finally located north of Lake Superior ?-No; I think not. I think

euperlor. that the result, if I remember right-I am speaking entirely now fromf
recollection-was that we came to the conclusion that a line would not
be practicable from Pic River to Nipigon, south of Long Lake, and
that from the Pic River, eastward from the Michipicoton River, WO
would have to try in some other direction for a lino. That is WY
recollection of what was discovered the first year. Also that a line
from Mattawa to the head waters of the Montreal River was very
unfavourable, and that it would be desirable to endeavour to find some
other line through that section of country.
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10585. Have you any reason now to think that the result of those easn

operations, as reported by you, was not correct ? Are you still of the
same opinion as that which you expressed in your report ?-As well
as I remember, 1 am. I think so ; I do not know that I know of any-
thing that would lead me to change it.

10586. Thon, in 1"72, what operations were undertaken under your second Seamow 9
4 irections ?-In 1873 we tried for a new line from Mattawa via Lake einte

A new line tried,
Nipissing to the Valley of the Sturgeon River, crossing the Moose for trom Mattawa
River somewhat further north than our line of 187i, and endeavouring pig .o
to reach the head of Long Lake. We also started in at Nipigon with geon River.

a view to thoroughly exploring the country lying between Red River thtorughly ex-
and Niigon, and more particularly in the section of country lying alil pore country

btween Nipigon
around Lake Nipigon for fifty miles. and Red River.

105S7. Were the examinctions and surveys of the same character as, Surve s of this

those of the year preceding ?-Yes. st-Instrument.

10588. AnMbout the same sized parties ?-Yes; just about.

10589. Was there any particular change made in the management
of the affairs of the survey parties that year ?-I think not.

Fxnloration west
10590. Were the explorations west of Red River under your direction ? or Red iver not

-No; not under my direction. under witnesssflot mydirection
10591. Did you make a written report of the work of that year ?-I Rpote n work

think so. opinions the
same ,o day as

10.92. Have you any reason to change your opinion now as to your those in that
judgment stated in that report ?- I think not. report.

10593. Do you remember at what time the field work coased that
year, or did it cease ?-I think for the most part of that year it termi-
nated with the close of navigation on Lake Superior.

E Ineers pro-
10594. Did the engineers proceed to Oti awa, or were they discharged caried toOttawa

as a rule ?-No; they proceeded to Ottawa and plotted their work. work.

10595. Did you romain out during that winter of 1872-73, or did you W t®waldurln

Ro to Ottawa ugain ?-I went to Ottawa. winter of 172-7a.

Third season:
1873.

10596. What operations were undertaken for 1873, under your During 1873
directions ?-It would appear as if, during that year, we had been exp® o e ra

L'In i between
carrying on further explorations with a view to getting further know- igeand
edge of the country lying between Red River and Lake Nipissing, Nipissing.

9,enlerally all through, but more particularly the country lying between
'"ed River and Lake Superior.

10597. Was there the same number of parties employed, or -.bout
the saine number ?-No ; there were eight parties employed.

10598. So that in 1873 the survey force in this section of the country
'a's48 COnsiderably reduced ?-Yes ; very considerably reduced.

Only eight parties
ascompared witi
the dring
te two previous

years.

10599. Were the examinations of that year confined to preliminary Examinatiois of
Surveys, and not final locations ?-No; not inal locations. 187 aiso, prel-

ininary surveys.

10600. Nor trial locations ?-No; portions of them were merely Portions purely
loratory surveys with the instrument referred to by Mr. Keefer: a ioraor micro.
hon micrometer made by Mr. William Austin. meter.
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Uurvoe-
Thard Seaon:

187· 10601. Up to the end of 1873 were the surveys in the region of the
Ottawa and Georgian Bay under your direction ?-No ; none of thoso
were ever under my charge particularly.

10602. Who had the control of those operations ?-I think Mr.
Hazlewood was the gentleman. Mr. Ridout was also out there too,
and Mr. Murdoch.

Made report on 10603. Did you make a report of your judgment of the result of the.
work of 18~73; no ~ o 83?Ys
reason to change operations of 1873 ?-Yes.
opinions then
formed; adopted 10604. In writing ?-Yes.
line flot that ad-
vocated by him. 10605. Have you any reason to change your opinions expressed. in

that report as far as you know now ?-I think not; the line does not
follow the line that my report advocates.

Railway Locam-
tion. 10606. What do you remember as the line indicated in your report ?

Advocated going -I favoured going direct to Nipigon, instead of turning south to Thun-direct ta mouth
orNipigon. der Bay.

10607. Do you mean to the mouth of the Nipigon ?-Yes.

By AMr. Miall:-
10608. To Red Rock, was it not ?-Yes; to the south of the little

lake called Lake Helen, a few miles up from the mouth of the Nipigon.

By Vr. Keefer:-
10609. Would we find that map in the office below ?-Yes; I think

so. 1 think we have a copy of it here-a tracing.
10610. Of the preliminary instrumental survey ?-Yes.

Fleming fre-

quently descucedwith Rowan the
best Une, &c.

Uine noi th et

toba.
Thunder Bay as a
teprminus deld-
ed spring of 1874.

By the Chairman:-
10611. Did you and. Fleming consult together at this time, or

anywhere up to this time, upon the general policy to be adopted con-
cerning the railway from an engineering point of view ?-Yes; he fre-
quently spoke to me upon the subject and askod my views as to the
best route-the best line to follow and various other matters in con-
nection with the construction of the railway.

10612. Do you remember whether there were any important matters
on which you and he differed concerning the railway ?-No; I do not.
I think that most of the views he expressed on the matter I fully con-
curred in. The matter that I have just referred to in reference to the
line to Lake Helen, the respective routes were submitted to the Govern-
ment for them to decide which they chose to follow.

10613. Do you remember about what time the adoption of
Bay as the terminus was decided upon ?-Yes; I thii.k so.
have been in the spring of 1874, I think. Mr. Mackenzie
Minister of Public Works at the time it was decided.

Thunder
It Tust
was the

10614. Do you remember whether-it was about that time that the
general course of the railway across Red River in the direction westerlY
and north of Lake Manitoba was settled-there had been at one time ai
intention of running the road south of Lake Manitoba ?- Yes; that
was the Une that Mr. Fleming laid down in his first map as the general
line the railway should follow, and on that line the first exploration
was made, I think, by Mr. Frank Moberly.
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Line north bf
10615. My question is now to ascertain if you know about what time Lake Mani-

the change was adopted, fixing the route by the Narrows of Lake Ma- t°ba.
Spring of 1875 In-

'itoba?-I think it was in 1875-the spring of 1875-that I was tention to run
instructed to have the survey made that way. Manitoba

changed.
10616. Then during 1874 what operations were carried on under Survey,-

your direction ?-In 1874, I think, we were engaged in re-surveying F eh seawOn
what is now contract 15 -making a re.survey ot the country between Principal work in

R1at Portage and Red River. 174, re-surveying
country between
Rat Portage and

10617. Would that be the principal portion of the work of that season Red River.
inder your direction ?-1 think it was.

1061 -. Do you remember about how many parties were engaged on
it?-- think there was only one party.

10619. lHad you only control of one party in the season of 1874 ?- Also ordered to
We were making gurveys to the west on the northern line. It must urv,"a"r,,a.
have been in that year, too, I got orders to make a survey north of Lake
Manitoba.

10620. So that that route must have been adopted also in 1874 ?-
Yes ; I think so. My duties I see now from the Blue Book were contined
Prinipally to this country up here. I had nothing to do with tho
cout ntry eust of Lake Superior at alil.

10621. Where had you your headquarters ?-At Winnipeg.
16622. lad you supervision of the operations west of Red River?-

Yes; my district at that time was not the same as 1 answered you in
One of the first questions you asked me.

10623. Then for 1874, what was the extent of your district ?-My nye'disti t
district for 1874 was fron Rat Portage westward to Fort Pelly, includ- Portage to Fort
ing the Pembina Branch. Peli aaanch.

10624. Between Rat Portage and Lake Superior who had the control
Of the operations ?-Mr. Hazlewood.

10625. Were his duties over the section similar to yours for the sec-
tiOn westward ?-Yes; we occupied exactly similar positions-dist r.ct
enlgineers.

10626. During that year did ycn proceed to make surveys with a Began to makeactual location
'Viow to construction -I mean, had you determined on the location of surveys at Rat

the line near enough to begin to prepare for construction ?-Yes; I Portage end.
think we began then to make the actual location surveys at the Rat
POrtage end.

10627. Who was the engineer in charge at the Rat Portage end ?-
Mr. Carre.

10628. That part of the line is generally spoken of as section 15, is
it not ?-Yes.

10629. And between that section and Red River is known as section Exploration
14?-Yes. It was during thatyeatrnlso I might say that the explora- '"verm Re
tion was made from Red River eastward to Rat Portage, north of the age north of
Present une. present lino.

10630. Who made that survey ?-Mr. Brunel made a portion of it-
a track survey-and a portion of it was done under Mr. Carre's supervi-
iion.
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10631. That was not over the line since adopted ?-No; one north
of it.

Track survey. 10632. What do you mean by a track survey ?-A track survey was,
he went through with dogs and snow-shoes, and paced the distance and
took bearings as you spoke of with the compass.

10633. Something in the nature of an exploration ?-Yes.

Reason why
north Une not
adopted-had
crossing Winni-
peg liver.

10634. Not an instrumental survoy ?-No. The reason of it was Mr.
Hazlewood, District Engineer on the Thunder Bay District, reported
great difficulty in getting through by Rat Portage on the line as at
present adopted.

10635. Was this northerly line undertaken with a view to escape
R.t Portage ?-With a view to trying to escape going down to Rat
Portage from the east ; but the country to the west of the Winnipeg
River so farnorth as where he indicated it would have to becrossed that
is the Winnipeg River-was so very unfavourable as to render it im-
possible to utilize that route for the railway.

10636. Was there another survey during 1874 of the line of section
15, about where it is at present constructed ?-Yos.

A second survey 10637. Who made that survey ?-That was made by Mr. Carre. Our
arre 15by previous line that had been surveyed in 1871 was burned when our

office was burned. The record was destroyed.
puiway Loca- l06.j8. You mean the plan of it ?-The plan was burned when our
%é.°."tl !". office was burned out in that year ; also the construction of the Pembina

P-mb. Mran'h. Branch was deemed advisable.
Coutract No a.
Loeated under 10639. Was the location of the Pembina Branch made under your
supervision of supervision ?-Yes.
witness.

10640. By what engineer ?-I went over the ground myself first
and made a preliminary examination, and then an actual location was
made by Mr. Brunel. I think lie was the engineer in charge.

10641. Was it cross-sectioned ?-No.
Grounld so level 10642. Was the character of the ground so level that it did not
flot necessary te a
cross-se®tion. require cross-sectioning to get at the actuai quantities ?-Yes; and

even the longitudinal section was so level that there are but very slight
variations between one point and another.

10643. Were data sufficiently ascertained to form a fair estimate of
the quantities so as to invite tenders upon some reliable information ?
-- I really could not answer that question at this moment. I will give
you an answer to it when I rofer back to the papers.

10644. Do you remember, as a matter of fact, whether the executed
quantities exceeded laigely the estimated quantities ?-I do not ; but I
remem ber that the contractor complained that the exceuted quantities
as returned are very much smaller than what he had actually perfbrmed.

10645. is there any existing dispute on thlat subject between the
con tractor and the Govern ment ?-I am not aware of any. I do not
know whether ho was settled with or not. I was under the impression

First coutract on that he had been finally settled with.
embin a "h 10646. Did the first contract embrace the whole lino from St. Boniface,embraeed f rom

nine miles south to the boundary lino of the Province? - No; it did not. The first contract
Arst ns®ilp° embraced from a point about nine miles south of Winnipeg, to about

Surveys-
Fourth eason:

1814
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tbc first township north of the boundary lino. Speaking from memory Pemb. Branch.
I think ho was allowed to do the balance at the same price. north or boun-

10647. Did he do the balance or did not some person follow him and
finish it ?-No; I think he did the work. There was a siibequentcon.
tract entered into with Upper & Co., for the nine miles next to St.
Boniface.

10648. Did the Upper contract include the ballasting as well as
finishing at the north end of the Pembina Branch ?-No; Mr. White-
head constructed the north end to Selkirk. TÉhe Upper contract was to
finish the grading from one mile south of St. Boniface Station to where
contract 5 terminated, about nine miles south of St. Boniface, and to
track-lay, ballast, put in bridges and cuiverts on the portion which had
been graded under contract 5.

WINNIPEG, Wednesday, 6th October, 1880.

WILLIAM F. LUXTON, sworn and examined:

aary Une.

Upper & Co. did
grading nine
miles south f St.
Boniface Station.

LUXTON.

By the Chaîirnan:- outract No. 15.

10649. You have been summoned to appear before the Commissioners paper.
because we were informed that you wish to give evidence, concerning
Some matter which you thought affected you ; is that correct ?-Yes.

10650. What is the subject ?-It is the matter of Mr. Whitehead's omins of
evidence. On the 14th, Mr. Whitehead is reported as having said, de of the 14th
arnong other things: : as

"I also helped the newspaper here. When I first came I knew the Free Presa was rect statements
wrking hard against me, and I was bound to bave the help of another paper, so I rarding the

Winnipeg Free
aiisted Tutitle in starting the Times. We had no other paper bere at the time but press.
the Fee Press, and they used to get things in the paper about a man being killed on
section 15. and then there would be an account of another melanchuly accident on
section 15, and the paper used to contain sarcastic remarks, so I tbought I would get
Anlother paper here to advance my own Interesta. It was not on accuunt of bis influ-
elice with the Government that I assisted Tuttle, the proprietor of ihe paper. It was
nlot promised that he would be of any assistance to me in the Departments. In com-
pensation for helping bis paper T was not led to expect anything of the kind."

Mr. Whitehead is reported as having given that evidence on the
14th September, and the day before yesterday ho was reported,
When the matter was more closely enquired into, and he thon
referred to the same thing: " We had only one paper bore at
that time, and, for the reasons I gave before, 1 gave assistance,"
thereby re-affirming what he had already affirmed. Now I appear
before the Commission to contradiet Mr. Whitehead in this
respect. Ie says: " I knew that the Free Press was working
hard against me," and that is the reason that he assisted this
other paper. Now I have the files of the paper bore, from the time
that Mr. Whitehead took the contract-that is, contract 15-up until
after the time of the startiig of the Times, and since Mr. Whitehead
gave that evidence I have oxanined the files very closely, to see if
there was any justification whatever for bis evidence. I was persuaded
there was none, because I knew it was not in accordance with the
POlicy of the paper to do as Mr. Whitehead said we had done. How-
ever, to satisfy myself upon the point. since Mr. Whitehead gave that
evidenee, 1 have carefully gone through the file, and I have bore a
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Helpi..g Nous-

paperu•

Instead of ad-
verselycomment-
lng on White-
head's work, Pree
.Press ready to
help hlm and it.

Fublished an'
article eulogistie
of Whitehead.

reforence to every allusion made to Mr. Whitehead in that time; and I
find that up to that time, that wherever an opinion was ventured the
opinion was favourable to Mr. Whitehead. The facts relate to niews
items and that sort of thing. When we mentioned that a man was
killed on contract 15, and another man killed on the contract, wte did
it in the ordinary course, and, as a rule, without any observation one
way or the other; and I find in several plces Nir. Whitehe d sp,>ken
of in commendatory tones. I have the references all marked here, and
I will just refer to a few of them.

10651. You may refor to any notices in your paper of Mr. Whitehoad
or bis affairs, at such length as you think proper?-I have stated on
my oath that instead of having up to the time that the Times was
started, instead of animadverting on Mr. Whitehcad's work, whenever
we commented we commented in the opposite direction, I swear
positively to that. A case in point-of course they are not all like this :
on the 18th December, 1878, Mr. Charles Whitehead and Mr. William
Macdougall, the latter a clerk of Mr. Whitehead's, came to my office
with some manuscript. Mr. Charles Whitehead intimated to me that
if I would publish it, I should be paid for it. I merely mentioned to Mr.
Whitehead that so far the Free Press had never published anything in
its editorial columns for money. and would not do it this time; but if he
would leave me the article I would look it over, and in case it was
acceptable I would publish it. He said : "I f you can spare a little time
I will read it to you now, and you can pass on it now." So, without
altering it. Mr.Miacdougall read the article, and after hearing it I said :
"I wili publish.it." The article is in favour of Mr. Whitehead. We could
not publish it the day that Mr. Whitehead was in, but we published it
the next issue. (The witness here read the article at length.) That
article is simply two columns of eulogy of Mr. Whitehead.

10652. Have you a detached number of the paper in which that
appears that you could furnish to us ?-I have not.

1065*. You produce a book which I assume to be the year's file of
your paper ?-Yes.

10654. And you find that article in your book ?-Yes

10655. Would it be òonvenient for von to leave that book with us?
-1 do not wish to leave the book as it is the office file.

10656. We think that a general allusion to the tone of the article wIl
be sufficient, but if you wish to leave the book as a matter of evidence
you can do so ?-I will just simply state that the article is two columns
of eulogy of Mr. Whitehead's work. I may say this: at the time I
took that article I supposed it was true in point of fact. I had reason
to change my mind afterwards. However it was published in good
faith. Now I say that so far as prior references to Mr. Whitehead's
work are concerned, so far as after reforences to Mr. Whitehead's
work are concerned, at least up to the time of the starting of the
Times, they were all in accord with that article, so far as the opinions

Free Presa made that were offered.
eventy-four- 10657. n you say, in round numbers, how many editorial references

henceto wene, yon have made to Mr. Whitehead or bis affairs, in connection with the
March, 1879, since Pacific Railway ?-Seventy-four references up to the end of March,187 9.
'whlc time, when O i f M Af t t f
the Timaes was 0f cour. e th at is as far' as Mur. Whiitehiead refers to. After that time
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Tmay state in evidence we have spoken very severely of Mr. White- spe
head's woi k. severely of him

and his work.
10 58. Bave you lately perused those references, or most of them ?- an

I perused most of them yesterday.
10659. Do you find them in substance to be of the same tone as tbe

article you have alluded to?-Where we ventured an opinion the
opinion has always been in accord, but otherwise we simply stated a
fact as a matter of news only. We mentioned the accident just the
same way we would mention that he had brought in a new locomotive.
'Whenever we ventured an opinion, up to the end of March-until after
the Times was started-it was always of a complimentary nature to
Mr. Whitehead and his work.

10660. Besides what you say in these articles do you rtmember well
the spirit in which the remarks were made at that time, because of the
paper being under your control ?-As far as I know, the remarks were
always made sincerely; they were not intended to be sarcastie nor
were they intended to bo ironical.

10661. Do you consider that you have a good memory of the spirit
in which you dictated those articles ?-Yus.

10662. Then from your memory now of the spirit, and from your
having perused the articles lately, what is your opinion of the reason
which he has given in evidence for the assistance he offered Tuttle ?-
ky opinion is that it was simply the easiest way be eould get out of it.

10663. Do you consider that it was truthfully describing his motive
for affording assistance to hie Times ?-1o; I do not think that it was
truthful.

10664. Do you consider then, knowing what you know about it, you A strike road;
have reason to beliove that he mis-stated his motives ?-Certainly; I Free Presa with
1nay say, at a certain time there was a strike on the road, and we men- motive of it-low
tioned simply that there was a strike, and it was stated that the reason waïew
Was, low wages and bad board. That was simply stated as a matter of
fact ; but the day following we stated that the men bad resumed work.
I mentioned that because it might be construed into something else This the only
from what I stated. We spoke of the strike, and that is the only thing tbmngohÅÊcould
that might seem hostile during the whole time; we did not give it as a during the whole
hostile opinion, but gave it simply as a fact. euptoMarch,

10665.' Did you publish a rumour that the men had loft because of Published a
bad board and low pay ?-Yes. •a f aecase

of bad board and
10666. Was it true ?-It was true in point of fact. low pay, which

was found to be
10667. Do you mean that it was found to be true afterwar-ds?-Yes. true In point of

fact.
10668. I produce the article about the strike:
" Intelligence was received this morning that considerable dissatisfaction has pre- Article on strike.

vailed on contract 15, Canadian Pacific Railway, during the past week or so, owing
to the reduction of wages having been made, and to the discontent which was
iiicreased owing to the inferior quality of the food supplied, culminating in the strike
on Friday. It appears that on the 15th instant, the reduced rate of wages came into
oPeration, 25 ets. being struck off the pay cf each man. Those formerly getting $2 a
.aity bi-ing paid $1.75, and those who used to get $1 75 being paid $1.50. The men, it
la stated, were not so much dissatisfied with the reduction of pay as with the inferior
quality of food which it is alleged was supplied them, and for which they were com-
:elled to pay $450 per week. The complainte were, that the pork was at times
11usty, and the supply of grub inadequate. Failing to secure better terme, the etrike
commenced at both ends, and quickly spread over the whole contract, until the whole
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papera. force of 1,500 men were implicated. No violence was offered. There was only an
entire cessation of labour. .Since writing the abore, news bas been receiered that the
men on the eaatern end resumed work to-day, but on what conditions have not been
obtained. The uther strikers, it is said, were also expected to return to work."

Three days after 10669. What date is that ?-This appears in November 23rd, 1878.
publishlug above Three davs following that, we said " Ali the strikers on contract 15,
fault a et the Canadian Pacifie Railway, have gone back at the reduced rate
strike was over. of wages," that is on the 26th November of the same year.

Those two are the only two that cati be by any possible means
construed as hostile, and J deny that they are hostile or that
they were written in a hostile spirit at ail. We simply related
the fact and ventured no opinion, and just to show how we dealt
with Mi. Whitehead. The dissatisfaction was becoming more
general about this time, but I did not know it at the time. I, myself,
iad frequently had the men about this time coming to remonstrate
with me for not saying something about the way in which Mr. White-
head was ill-treating his men. I remember going down to Mr. Norton,
Mr. Whitehead's book-keeper, to sce about it, and the men were very
much annoyed at my not saying something about it. However, I did
not get much satisfaction out of Mr. Whitehead ; though I believe
he had a good deal of trouble with his men. I stated that on 6th
March, I republished a p.aragraph from the Globe, favourable to ir.
Whitehead.

10670. That article about the strike appeared in November, 1878 ?-
Yes.

The article about 10071. Was that before his arrangement with Tuttle, as you under-
strike aernatred stand it ?-Befor'e; and it was before the lengthy article that I havebefore *i. adi t bfieteln
head's arrange- read you, us the strike article appeared on the 23rd November, and the
ment with Tuttle. long eulogy appeared on the 19th December, which shows I may

sibrnit, that there was no bad feeling in the matter, otherwise we
should not have published these remarks aftorwards.

10672. In that article about the strike you made use of the words
"it appears,"--did you mean the publie to understand that it had
appeared there was sorne authentie information ?-1 may state that
wý'hen we use that expression we use it in such a way that we do not
assume the whole responsibility of saying it. We use the words " it
appears " or " it is alleged."

The publication 10673. When you say " it appears " does it not mean " it isof rumours and
journallsle evident? "-It is a qualitied way of saying it.
ethles.

10674. When you make use of those words, do y ou not wish the
public to believe that you think it is true ?-Yes; we incline to believe
that it is true.

10675. Do you not wish the public to understand that you have reason
to believe that it is true ?-Yes; without absolutely saying it is true.

10676. But your object is to create that impression upon the publie
mind ?-Yes; but still in a qualified sense.

10677 If you wished to create that impression on the public mind
why do you avoid the responsibility of it ?-We say it in the qualified
way, so that if anything turns up we can say we were misinformed.

10678. Then do you wish to create an impression on the public mind
as to the fact without first satisfying yourself whether it is true or not ?
-I may say this: a newspaper has to deal with things occasionally of
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which the publishers are not in a position to pass upon the truthfulness
or otherwise at the time. They niust say something about it, and, on
occasions of that kind, we try and relieve ourselves of as nuch respon-
sibilityas possible, yet we nast givo further currency to the report.

10673. Do you think it is the duty of a public journalist to impress
the mind as to the existence of facts while the editor himself is not so
impressed ?-I certainly say not; but at the same time wo endeavour
to write in such a way as not to leave the opinion absolute. However,
I may say that it tirned out to be absolutely true.

10680. This is not the question to which I am at present directing
attention. Anong other things, 1 am trying to ascertain how that
might operate upon Mr. Whitehead's mind, not upon your mind ?-I can
only answer that in the way I bave answered.

10681. Is it your practice, and do you think it to bo correct, to cir-
culate a rumour of that kind, accompanied by the words " it appears "
without fßrst satisfying yourself as to the truthfulness of it ?-No ; we
are very careful not to do it. Our practice is not to do so. We werejust
as sure as we could possibly be without being absolutely sure that it was
true, and that is the reason we qualified at all.

10682. Can you tell me what you mean by being as far as possible sure
without being absolutely sure ? Do you think that for such a purpose
there is realy any comparative to the word sure?-There is; for
instance, if I meet a number of persons that I do not know, and they tell
Me substantially the same thing, that would make me believe it to be
true; but I would not take the responsibility. I would really consider
it sure without taking the responsibility of it by being absolutely sure.
Supposing then I met a number of persons that I was well acquainted
with, and knew them to be credible people, if they told me the same
thing i would thon be absolutely sure.

10683. Do you think that the journalist is justified in stating that a
fact appears to exist because he has heard it from several people whom
lhe does not know, and without investigating it further ?-Certainly; a
jOurnalist is justifiable by properly qualifying it. I made use of the
words " it appears." I think that qualifies it enough.

10684. Do you think it qualifies it so as to make a doubtful impres-
slon upon the ninds of the people, or only qualifies it to relieve the
JOurnalist of the responsibility?-I say this: that, of course, I can fully
speak as a journalist and give my opinion, that I believe anything
acknovledged in such language as that is does leave a doubt on the
Public mind whether it is so or not-just a slight doubt.

10685. The reason I am asking you about your opinion on this
maatter is because you have founded your evidence to some extent on
the spirit in which you have written articles, and therefore the spirit
il which you seemed to do such things may have some bearing upon
the question as flar as Whitebead is concerned ?--I may say that this
article regarding the strike was written as qualifiedly as it possibly
cOuld be in order not to create a sensation against Mr. Whitehead,because this was not by any means the first we had heard of it, and
We bad to put it off and put it off as long as we could ; because I eay
this: my sympathy was with Mr. Whitehead.

10686. You say that you think that article which contained the
Words " it appears " was written as qualifiedly as it could be ?-As it

(o'.tract No. 15.
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Contract No. 15.

Hpape n s- could under the circumstances. There are not many journalists but
what would have stated it absolutely if they had had the same infor-
mation as I had.

Prior to the 10687. I am not suggesting that your views are incorrect, but it is
Whitehead- rut- necessary to understand your views upon this subject so as to correctly
tel anoiecon- interpret the spirit in which you say the articles were written. Now,
tract 15 which referring again to the general tone of all the editorial remarks, which

are Ir you say you have perused, are you of the opinion that they were
ourable. generally found entirely iii favour of Mr. Whitehead and his conduct-I

mean before the Tuttle arrangement ?-I say absolu tely that they were.

Objectwith which 10689. Thon do you wish the Commissioners to understand that youi
wItness gives his believe there must have been some other motive for Mr. Whiteheadevlienoe. giving the assistance which he did, than any motive which he bas des-

cribed ?-I do ; that is my opinion.
10689. Is it with that object that you wish to give your evidence to-

day ?-I had two objects: the one was to exculpate myself, and thon
also I thought it was right that it should not be allowed to pass unchal-
lenged.

10690. Do you know of any other persons who would be able to give
us any information upon the subject of Mr. Whitehead's motive besides
the witness whom we have examined? --I do not know ; perhaps Mr.
George Brown, of the Ontario Bank, might. I do not know.

10691. Is there any other person ? -Mr. Tuttle ought to be examined
himself; ho bas already been subpenaed. Mr. MeQueen ought to know
something about it, ho was Mr. Tuttle's book-keeper, and he ought to
know scmething about it; but, of course, I do not know that he did, ho
was merely the book-keeper in the office.

Did not know 10692. Are you aware that at the opening of this Commission the
until Informed
by the tary Commissioners informed the public that they would be glad of assistance
that the -re from any person who would help them to prosecute their investigation ?missioners were inv a t estige1atindesirousofhear- -I was not aware of it; I was not in the country at the time; I am
heIphea wi ctuer only home a few days.
Investigation. 10693. Then it is only lately that you have been aware of that

desire on the part of the Commissiòners ? - I do not know that I kneW
it un til yesterday when I heard Mr. Whitehead, and I did not think I
would let it go unchallenged. I did not know until yesterday of the
desire of the Commissioners to obtain information, and thon I came
down and saw Mr. Davin and wanted to be heard, and ho said: "ail
would be heard."

10694. We may remark that we will hear all who wish to be heard,
or who wish to give us information as to others who ought to be heard?
-Dr. Schultz ought to know something about it.

Suggests nanes 10"95. Dr. Schultz has been named. Is there any other nane ?-It
examined. has been suggested that Mr. Bown might givo some information.

10696. Is there any other ?-I do not know.
10697. If you know of any other please communicate the naine to

the Secretary ?-I will.
10698. Is there any other matter which you wish to give evidence

on in connection with the Pacifie Railway, or of any contractor or Of
any person connected with trie works ?-No.
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J. H. ROWAN's examination continued;

By the Chairman:-

10699. Were data sufficiently ascertained to form a fair estimate of
the quantities so as to invite tenders upon some reliable information
for the Pembina Branch at its first commencement-this was the
question asked yesterday whieh you were not able to answer ?-Having
looked over the correspondence at the date when this work was about to
be commenced, I find that we had no detailed data, the lino not having
been éurveyed, bocause the work was started very huarriedly, as far as
I.remember, in consequence of representations made to the Government
by people of influence in this country that numbers of people were in
very distressed circumstances owing to the grasshopper plague, and I
was ordered to make an examination in the country and locate a lino
botween Enerson and Winnipeg on which work could be commenced
imnediately following in the main one of the public road allowances
between the two points named.

Could not esti-
mate quantities
Une not having
been surveyed
before It was
hurriediy com-
menced.

10700. I understand that you have described the work of 1874, over Survey: e14-
which you had supervision : what was the next operation which you Le."°mi
directed or took part in ?- In 1874, I had, I think, in addition to what toba.
I have already stated on the subject, surveys going on from the Red F'ligImi Red
River westward to the neighbourhood of Pelly, on what is known as River to Fort
the northern route. Pely orth o.

Lake Manitoba.
10701. By the Narrows of Lake Manitoba ?-Yes.
10702. Of what character was that sur'ey made? Was it a location

survey or an exploratory survey ?-It was a preliminary instrumental
survey, not an actual location for construction. In connection with
that I may state, on looking over my correspondence with a view to
refresh my memory, I find bore a lengthy report which I made myself
to Mr. Fleming, atter 1 had made a persorial trip up there, up through
that country by his directions and through up to the Saskatchewan,
Which I have never seen publisbed in any of the reports at ail; it must
have been overlooked. WItness report2lat October, 1874,

10703. What is the date ?-21st October, 1874. on route to the
north.

10704. What is the general tenor of the report?-The general tenor
of the report is giving them a description of what I saw in my trip, the
iature of the country as far as I was able to ascertain it, its physical
character and its peculiarities, and what were the engineering diffleul-
tiesas far as I could ascertain, to be met with, especially in the neigh-
bourhood of the Narrows of Lake Manitoba, and the kind of country the
lino would pass through li taken in that direction.

10705. Was it recommending a lino by the north of Lake Manitoba, How survey to
as against the formerly projected line south of it ?-No; the facts are th of Lake

ar anitoba came
these : the line was projected south of Lake Manitoba. I was asked to be made.
by Mr. Fleming if we could not get a lino more direct to the north,
and by the Narrows. I replied that from what I could learn about that
<ountry, that it would not be as favourable; that it was very swamp yand wet, and that we would have more difficulties to contend with by
going that way than by the south. That was from enquiries I made
from parties whom I thought were qualified to give information in this
'ountry, and I reported to that effect. I was asked if I had aeen any
of the country myseif, and been over it at ail, and generally on what I

bailwiay com.
struction -

Contract No. 5.
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Lke Wani. based the conclusion I had arrived at. I said I had not been through
the country myself, and it was only from what I could pick up from
people who professed to know something about it. I then received
instructions to the effect to know positively whether what 1 said was
the case or not. We must have some pr oper examination of the country
made, and I was instructed to have a line run through that way, and
also to go and see for mybelf, as far as my time would admit, what
difficulties there were Io be met with at the crossing of the Narrows of
Lake Manitoba.

10706. Were your instructions only to examine the neighbnurhood
of the Narrows, or the line further east and west ? -My instructions
were to have a line run from Red River, at the crossing at Selkirk, in
as direct a line as practicable to the Narrows of Lake Manitoba, and
from thence westward to the neighbourhood of Pelly, on Swan River;
but I was at the same time to make a trip myself, and report what I
thought of the country and of the crossing of the Narrows of' Lake
Manitoba.

The re rt--per- 10707. Is the report to which you have alluded of Octobor, 1814,
sonxlonervatlon based upon your information obtained upon the trip of which you speak
witness. of now ?-Yes; it is a record of my personal observations and my views

on the subject.

Reportedthatthe 10708. Can you describe shortly the general result of the inspection
Nar now1 .oios upon your judgment ?-I think so. As regards the Narrows of Lake

difilculty and the Manitoba, that there was no serious difficulty whatever in constructing
tcount uerior the railway across at that point; and that the country generally, as far
anticipated. as I could see it, from my trip by the lakes up to the Saskatchewan,

was very superior from what I had been given to understand. I also-
made recommendations in that report.

10709. Have you a copy of that report which you could leave with
us ?-I have the report here, and I can have a copy maie for you.

101O. Did you examine the lands for purposes of ascertaining
whether they were fit for settlement or likely to be settled ?,No; I did
not. My examination consisted altogether of the journey up tho lakes,.
and what I could see from the borders of the lake. I did not penetrate
far into the interior. The time at my disposal would not admit of my
doing that personally.

Time when ex- 10711. At what season of the year was the inspection made ?-It was
migdto rd®: in September and October. I left here on the 3rd of September and

to Isth Oectober, returned on the 18th of October.
1874.

10712. During that inspection you did not consider it necessary to
ascertain the probability ofthe settlement of the country through which
the railway would pass?-The engineers who were employed under me
running the lines would report on the nature of the country as they
went through.

Witness did not 10713. I am speaking of your duty ?-Personally I did not,
consider the
country from the 10714. Is that specially alluded to in your report ? -- Yes; the cha-

titl°e'n'to racter of the country is alluded to in my report, as far as I saw it.

Rled River 10715. Was it during the year 1874 that Selkirk was fixed upon s
'ouing. the point for the crossing of Red River ?-I fancy it must have been

Selkirk fn . about that timne.
as crossing In 1874.bu ha ie
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Alleged lIn-
10716. Do you know whether, about the time that the crossing was ProPer in-

fiXed upon at that point, any Members of Parliament or any en gineers Kno"oem-

Were interested in the lands in the neighbourhood ?-L do not; I know berofParliament
that in maki ng the examination of the river-when I was instructed to oregineer inter-

Inake an examination of the river, with a view to deciding upon what whereUne crosses
Point would be most favourable for the crosing-that I had to be very led River.

careful, because numbers of people were on the lookout, thinking that
Wherever the lino was located would be a favourable point to speculate
in lands; consequently I made the examination the whole way down
from here and to a considerable way below Selkirk, stopping frequently
and making sketches the whole way along the river, and every effort
was nade to keep privato from anybody, except the Department of
the Government, what was contemplated as to where the crossing was
to be. Wheu we got the lino surveyed to the edge of the river, and Surveying parties
the parties coming from the east came out and struck the river, 9truck Red River

there could be thon no longer any doubt as to where we were goïng in ral of 1874.
to cross.

10717. About what time did that happen ? -I think that was in theon c
fall of 1874. If I remember rightly, some time in the fall of 1874. Lie froni R

Pe y.
10718. Did you proceed along the located line to Fort Pelly your-

silf ?--Not at that time.

107.9. Did you at any time ?-Subsequently I did; fnot the whole
'Way to Fort Pelly.

10720. Did you walk over it ?--Yes.

10721. How much of it ?- About fitteen miles west of Lake Winnipe-
0sis to this side of the Duck Mountains. I did not go around the
nJuek Mountains at all.
10722. Was there any difflculty in getting over that portion of the

c.untr ?-No; merely some portions of it were swampy muskegs,
like w at you saw in section 14 the other day. There was no serions
diffeulty. Surveys.

10723. Was any work done during the winter of 1874-75 in the field ? Winter orl874-75
the saine surveys

es; those very surveys were carried on all through that winter. carried out
through winter.

10724. We have got down now, as I understand you, to the end of the naiwy .-
Wi0ter of 1874-75 ; what was the work next urdertaken on account ,struct1dî

the railway ?--The next work undertaken thon. I thik I went ,arlylnisy5went
own to Ottawa in the early part of 1875, and assisted in getting up to Ottawa and

assisted In fillngrePorts and getting the work in shape. The plans and office work up repors and
geneurally and the general charge I had, under Mr. Fleming-outside of putting work in

what I was personally looking after-that I attended to while in Ottawa. shape.

i- 0en 1 came back, I think, about June, 1875, having been offered-
as Construction was about to commence, and it was considered impossi-
ble thut any one engineer could look after such extended work under
f0nstruction -my choice as to what district I would prefer to take on
o, and I selected this Manitoba [istrict, and came up here

"bout June, 1875, to take charge of the works of construction.
In June, 187510725 Then over what extent of country did your jurisdiction extend ? ®nt to Mpnitobsa

y in that date my jurisdiction was extending from Rat Portage to district froge Rat
ort Pelly and the Pembina Branch. °t.ge to Fort

44
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Construction.

Contract No. 1. 10726. I think you made no allusion to the telegraph construction
on5l4 contr" during 1874, or the beginning of 1875 ; do you remember whether any'tors began ta

build a Une from of that work was proceeded with ?-It was. I think it was in the fali'Winnipeg ta
BelkirkandPelly. of 1874 that the contractors came here (Sifton, Glass & Co.) to build a

lino here from here to Pelly, with instruction to me from the Secretary
of Publie Works, that they were also to connect this place with the lino
by building a line of telegraph from here to Selkirk on the publie
highway.

Witness inecnity 10727. West of the Red River ?-On the west side of Red River. I
ru netm asnî- may mention that Sifton, Glass & Co.'s contract was to build a lino of
P8elkirk telegratph from a point on the west side of Red River, along the lino

of thetr contract. of the railway, to Fort Pelly, or Livingstone as it was subse(hently
called, to the longitude of Pelly. I had special instructions as to the
building of the line from bere to Selkirk, as I do not understand that
to be a part of their contract.

10728. It was done under Sifton, Glass & Co. ?-Yes ; I think il'
October, 1874, and the beginniuig of November,they commencei opera-
tions to build this piece of the line.

10729. Was the building of the telegraph lino beyond Livingstone
westward, under your jurisdiction ?-To a limi'ed extent only.

'Witnesstheeban 10730. What responsibility had you in connection with that work?
ne] or commn mad
,atin etween -1 was made the channel of communication. Mr. Fleming occasionallY
Fleming and ins.tructed me in reference to the matter, but the details of it were notContractors. under my charge at all. I occasionally gave general instructions

regarding it as they were communicated to me by Mr. Fleming.

ay Loc- 10731. Will you proceed with a description of the works after the
Contracts Me. time you have named-the end of the winter of 1874-75-which were

I ia ni. under your direction ?-A division engineer with a staff of assistante
ieer sent ta was appointed in Ottawa, and sent up here to commence the location

tio ®fconr, c a of contract 14, at Selkirk, and to work easterly. That is the actual
final working location on which the work was to be constructd.
Business connected with the office detained me in Ottawa for sorne

Witness arrived time later, and I did not get up here until somnetime the latter end Of
unea Mitba June, 1875. In the meantime qr. Thompson, the engineer-who Ws

appointed as divisional engineer for contract 14-under me, was at

lurley and 1 work with his assistants locating and laying out the work which w9
tion a contra"t let and known as contract 14; and generally speaking thon the WOrk
15 goinr forward of construction proceeded on contraet 14; and the survey and locati"
und re. of contract 15 was also going on under Mr. Carre.
PrelHminas y

,eur te10732, Could you say whether the telegraph was located from P8eiW
monton. to Edmonton on a preliminary survey or on a railway location surveYT

Survey from -It was on a preliminary survey.
Pelly ta Edman-
ton a preliminary
ranlway survey. 10733. Was not a lino located -the railway line ?-Yes; it '

located, but it was not located for construction. That is to say, all the
curves were not laid round in 100 feet lengths as we would do it if i'
were a final location; but it was located sufficiently close to admit Of
the telograph being constructed.

10734. Quantities were not ascertained, but the locality was deter-
mined on ?-Exactly.
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Maintena.ee
uand Co«*true..10735. Have you considered whether it would have been more profit- ton.

able to the Government to assume and work the télegraph in connec-
tion with the railway, or allow it to be controlled as it has been by
Other parties ?-I have.

10736. What is your opinion upon that subject as an 4gineer, know- Operating tele-
ilg the management of the business ?-My opinion is that it would be gaha"nde ofe ter
mauch botter in the hands of the Government; that is to say, the oper- Government.
ating of the line. The construction, in my own opinion, would be better
done under contract, under proper supervision ; but the operating of it
and maintaining of it, in my opinion, would be much better in the
banda ot the Government.

10737. What advantage could the Government have reaped, which
thev have not reaped, if they had undertaken the maintaining and
operating of the lines ?-It would have been in botter shape, and of
mfore use to the Government and the public generally, than it bas been
under the present management.

10738. Has there been trouble about the efficiency of the operating
and business generally ?-Yes; it has not been properly maintained.

10739. What sort of trouble have you experienced ?-The line being
down and unable to get communication over it.

10740. For short intervals or long intervals have you been deprived
Of the opportunity of communication ?-To what part do you now refer?

10741. To any part ?-Say between Red River and Livingstone, it Contract n..i.
bas been down, if I remember correctly, for as much as a month at a Between Red
time. I think I am safe in stating that it was as much as a mouth at a River and Living-

stone Une down a
time. I might say further, in connection with this subject, that a con- month at a time.
tract was let for the erection and maintenance of this line that we are
now speaking of, fi om Red Ri% er to Pelly-the erection of it and main-
tenance of it for a certain number of years, and also the operating. I
think that this was the only contract on which the operating was let.
Where the mistake,in my judgment,occurred was that too much reliance Too much rein-
was placed on the fact ttat the contractor had to maintain the lino for <thev d on
five years, and it would be, therefore, his object to erect a good line in contractor
the*first place so as to save expenses in maintaining it afterwards. The ln to ersI
Contractor foolishly for himself, in my opinion, did not take proper would behis In-

terest to ereot aSteps to see that that was done. good Une.

10742. Then the inducement which was supposed to be held out to
him was not sufficient to make him erect it of a permanent character ?-
XO; but I think ho was very ehort-sighted not to have taken more
trouble to have erected it well in the first place.

10743. You mean that the inducement was not sufficient, because ; Inducement ade-
had not the offect of making him ereot a permanent lino in the first ,atef oneenoul
Place ?-I think hardly that. I think the inducement was good ; but contractor wourg
ho did not see it right-he was blind to bis own interest. If he had be far-seeing.
used proper judgement in the matter, he would have seen that it would
have been better for him to exercise close supervision in his first con-
struction of the line, in order to save subsequent expense. The result
has been, in my judgment, that the contractor bas expended as much
tfoney in trying to keep that lino in repair as would have built a lino
of double the length properly in the first place.

10744. In what respect was it not properly built ?-The poles were Poles not put far
nlot properly put down in the ground. I suggested that an efficient enough in grouna

44J
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inspector should be sent along with the contractor during the work of
construction, who should himself, on behalf of the Government, see
that every pole was put down the proper length in the ground, and the
lino put up in proper order, in the first place, as it was impossible I
could, in connztion with my other duties, prsonallï see to this matter
myself.

10745. To whom did you make that suggestion ?-To the Chief
Engineer.

10746. Was that before the construction of the telegraph lino had
been commenced, or while it was in progress ?-To the best of my
recollection, both.

10747. Then you made the suggestion upon more than one occasion
you think ?-I think so.

10748. Was it adopted either wholly or in part ?-It was not adopted,
and the reasoi assigned was the onu I tell you : that it was considered
that the contractor, having to maintain the line for five years, would be
at pains to put it up substantially in the first place, to save expense in
maintenance.

10749. Were these suggestions in writing or verbally do you think?
-1 cannot at this moment say; but I will be in a position, by looking
over my letters, to give you a decided answer. I think that they were
made in writing.

Contract No. 4. 10750. As to any other section of the telegraph lino have you any
Lin between, evidence to give upon the maintenance and upon the efficiency of the

nd Bay operating ?-I have further to say, in reference to telegraph construc-
taine - tion, that the maintenance of the line between here and Thunder Bay

has been very pour, especially that portion of it east of Rat Portage.
10751. Has the defective maintenance interfered with its business

in connection with the railway ?-Very materially.
Serious delays 10752. Do you mean that delays, inconvenient and long delays, havecausIng 10s. occurred ? -Serious delays -a loss to the work.

10753. Have you any means of communicating directly from your
own office over that portion of the line ?-Yes.

10754. Then bas the manner in which it has been operated been
under your own supervision continually-I mean within your ow-n
knowledge as to its efficiency or otherwise ?-Yes; that portion betwoen
bore and Rat Portage has been directly under my own knowledge, and
from the fact of it being connected through with the Thunder Bay
portion generally.

Xessago repeat- 10755. As a matter of fact 1 understand that your messages are
d tKatPortage ropeated at Rat Portage ?-i es.

10756. So that if the lino should be down between this and Rat
Portage you would know it immediately by not being able te commu-
nicate ?-Yes.

Defects exist up
to present time.

10757. As to the points beyond that you have to be informed from
some other place ?-From Rat Portage ; except occasionally when they
make what is called a through connection, then we can hear Thunder
Bay ourselves in my office; we can hear communication direct from
Thunder Bay; but owing to the fact of the lino not being kept in
proper order this through connection is not at all continuous. I may
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hour; in fact, within the last few days it bas involved us in very
serious inconvenience, if not loss.

10758. Could you form any opinion as to the proportion of time
during which the maintenance has not been made sufliciently ; for
instance, bas it been one-third of the whole year from time to time, or
less or more ?- Speaking in the lowest approximation, I should say that
Over the whole distance it would be probably one-sixth of the yeur.

10759. Out of order ?-Yos ; out of order.

10160. Is there any other matter connected with the telegraph busi-
ness which you think necessary to explain ?-I might mention, for the
information of the Commission, that the contracts for the telegraplh
Were let, one from Thunder Bay to Red River, to the east bank of the
Pted River, and another was from the west bank of Red River to Pelly.
These lines were unconnected. There was a break at the crossing oi
led River. I reported on this fact to the Engineer-in-Chief, and also of
an offer that was made by Mr. Sifton to complote this gap, or to build
a line across Red River connecting the two linos, which offer and the
eport which I made on it was acce pted, namely, that he would connect

the two lines, stretch a lino across the river at Selkirk, and connect the
two linos together for $300, I think, and for maintaining.it for the
length of time that he had to maintain his own lino at the rate of
e60 a year, or $300 more, making a total of $600.

10761. Is there anything further relating to the telegraph ?--I do
not at this moment think of anything further.

10762. If anything further occurs to you as being material, please
let us know before you end your evidence. As to section 14,, do you
roenber generally what work had been done by the Goverument
t0wards ascertaining the probable quantities before tenders wore
invited ?-By the direction of the Engineer-in-Chief I sent him' down
flom bore, in the fall or winter of 1874, or spring of 1875, the rough
plans -field plans and trial location that had been run over the proposed
mej.

Line one-slxth of
year out of order.

Construction-
Connectio

aeroui Utver.

sifton cQmplete4
gap between lines
one running to
west bank the
other to east of
Red River for 360
and agreed to
maintain it for

60 a year, total
$8600.
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Sent to Fleming
ia winter of 1874
ors p ring of 187,
flet plans and
trial locations,"

10763. Where had those plans been prepared ?-In the camps on Approximate
the lino. They were the rough field plans and field profile. The pronte and ap-
Government were anxious, i believe, to get the work started, and I itles mae.uan-
leceived instructions from the Engineer-in-Chief to forward what
"'formation I had to Ottawa, whieh I did ; and, from the information
thus given, I believe an approximate profile of the lino and approxi-
IM4ate quantities were made ont in the hoad office in Ottawa. I was
'l'eself at the time here in the field.

10764. Do you think there was a profile sent among the plans at
ýhat time ?-I am satisfied that there was.

10765. That was a profile taken in the camp ?-No; a profile run
nder Mr. Carre's supervision-his field work.

10766. But it was made at his camp, as 1 understand you-the
Profile ?-The rough copy was made with all the figures and every-
thing necessary for them to plot a clean copy of it in Ottawa, because

e could not make a good copy in camp.
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and depressions of the contre line of the location ?-Over which the
profile was run ?

10768. Yes ?-Yes.
Profile sufficient 10769. Would that be sufficient to enable them at Ottawato calculate
to calculate ie ?Ys onty pakn
ttes a qan the quantities ?-Yes; where the country was level. I am speaking now

country is level. of at right angles to the railway where it was level. At right angles to
the railway it would be unnecessary to make cross-sections.

Considerable por- 10770. Was the line on this section level ?-For a considerable portion
o .contract of the distance it was; but other parts were very rough.

First forty three
M ivles eat from.
Red River level.

And the greater
portion of what
remains over
level niuskeg.

Only two-
Ilfteentbs would
require cross-sec-
ion g toarrive
at exact quanti-
Mies.

10771. What proportion of the distance would you so describe ?-
Speaking approximately, the first forty-three miles going eastward
from ]Red River.

10772. You think that would be so nearly level that the contre
lino would afford sufficient data to make an approximate estimate of the
quantities ?-I do.

10773, And from that point further east would there be any propor-
tion of level country-I mean level enough for that purpose ?-Yes; in
broken stretches the lino runs for a considerable portion-in fact, the
greater portion of the remaining part of section 14-across muskegs
which are quite level.

10774. What proportion of the distance of the whole length of'
14 would be of a character where it would not be level enough to
admit of fair estimates being arrived at without cross-sectioning ?-
Probably out of the whole length of seventy-six miles there would be
about ten miles of cross-sectioning in order to obtain the exact quan-
tities.

10775. I believe, as a matter of practice, it is not expected to give
exact quantities, therefore I do not ask the question with reference to
exact quantities; but I mean approximate quantities in the ordinary
sense of approximate quantities ?-I only answer the questions just as
you ask them. I do not volunteer any statement at all. There is some-
thing I would like to say. I do not know whether it should go down in
evidence or not.

10776. Yes; you can explain ?-Have you gathered from what I
said to you, that the location survey was made on the lino that the
railway was to be built eastwards from Red River towards Cross Lake ?

10777. Yes ?-Then that was not what I wished to convey.
A location survey

onmethde rail 10778. What did you mean ?-A survey and lino had been run by
wav was to be Mr. Carre, but it was not (as was stated at the time it was sent tO
Bed River to Ottawa) to be the lino that would be followed when we came to makO
Cross Lake, but a the road-that deviations would be made from it, and what was calledaurvey and Une
run by Carre not an approximate profile was plotted from that of the line that Ws

° ebendedtto followed, as laid down on the map. The lino actually
being one from surveyed was laid down on the map, and then another lino was showf,
wond be atdn dotted where we thought it would be a desirable place to make the
LIne aetually final location; and what was called a compiled profile, I presume, ws
and another ine made in the office at Ottawa, intended to represent approximately
thougit morew e i h
desirabie dotted. what would be a section of that uotlcu lino.
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10779. Explaining the object for the present of the question which centilet No. 14w

I am asking you, there has been a good deal of discuss4on about suffi. only an approxi-
mation to quian-

cienîcy of the data which were within the knowledge of the Goveinment tites°couî be
at the time that the tenders were invited for this work, some persons arrived at.

contending that it is not necessary to have anything like accurate
data, and others that data such as were offered in this case wore alto-
gether inadequate; and I am endeavouring to ascertain from you the
anount of information which was given to persons tendering, and
Whether it. was reliable, or altogether or principally a matter of guess-
ing?-I would say, in reference to that, it could only be an approxi-
mation ; but I cannot say, specially by the light of experience now,
that it could be then considered a close approximation, from the tact
that, as I say, the line was not located on the line intended to be The Une not

iocated on Ilnefollowed 1wn we came to actual construction, and that these surveys, tntended tobe
'faformation and data forwarded to Ottawa, were ail made in winter follo arded
Vhen the iounîd was frozen. No one connected with the surveys here to Ottawa, ail
in the tield, as far as I am aware, had at that time any idea of the aden winter.

dtepth of some of the muskegs that were to be crossed. In making up of the depth or
the quantities from the profiles, the approximatè quantities in croo *b®
Ottawa, it is probable that sufficient allowance was not made for
shrinkage and subsidence. These quantities were not made up under
'Y supervision, but I think it is not at ail improbable that bad they

been, 1 could not hve given very much closer approximations than
Were given under the circunstances.

10780. Have you been exarmined at any time upon this subject-T mean
the difference between the quantities as executed and the quantities as
"TOrmnmuniicated to tenderers ?-I have been asked about it in Ottawa.

10781. Has there been a great discrepancy between the amounts Work xecutei

comImfuni(atted to tenderers on section 14 and the works executed ? iargely In excess
'There has been a considerable difference. The amount of work of quantieésub-

executed is considerably in excess of the original figures that were
submitted to parties tendering for the work.

10782. Did you attri bute that difference to the deviations of the line, Dsderepa cy due
"d the extra depth of the muskegs only, or waa thore some other muakega, .
tnatter to which it could be attributed ?-No; I attribute it to t hose
two things, to deviations made on the line, and to the nature of the
Inaterial, as it subsequently turned out.

10783. Had the dleviations been in the direction of increasing the
Qanitities or of diminishing them on the whole ?-On the eastern end,
think, they have tended to increase the quantities; on the western

end to decrease.

10784. Could you say upon the whole, whether the quantities have
ben increased by the deviations ?-I think upon the whole they have

Irobably been increased. In fact, it is not only probable, but they
ave been increased upon the whole.
. 10785. Have you at any time considered to what extent the devia-

tonS have in areased the quantities ?-Not in detail.
10786. By percentage or any other method of informing us ?-Yes;

think I have.
10787. By what percentage have the deviations increased the

etinated quantities ?-I could not say at this moment. I will make a
ote of it. I think I have some figures bearing on the question.
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points along the line at which the quantities are ascertained, or only
the aggregate ?-The aggregate.

10789. In order to arrive at this aggregate, T suppose you have first
some data as to the particular localities ?-The assistant engineers have
ail the detail measurements of each particular locality.

10790. So that it would be possible, by comparing those quantities
with the quantities ascertained before tendering upon the same localities,
how much they differ, if they di ffer at all, in each locality?-Yes; I
believe that has been done.

Result ofcom- 10791. Are you able to say whether any such comparison has been
parison on por- made so as to ascertaii what increase in quantities is due to muskegs ?tiont; where
possible between - I am ; generally from information I gathered. I learned from those

"em ;u" who were engaged in the work, that in those portions ofthe lino where
ments. it was possible to re-measure the work with any degree of accuracy,

the re-measurement substantiated the final estimates as returned of the
work; but that on the swampy portions, especially the Julius Muskeg,
that they could get no such quantities out of the re-measurement as
the original measurements when it was measured at the time it was
done, show.

10792. Do you mean that at soine time estimates of the executed
work have been made too large ?-No; but a ditch was dug in the
muskeg, and it was measured when it was dug ; subsequently the sides
closed in and the bottom rose, and to measture that after these thinge
had happened, it would not give the same cubical contents as it did
when first completed.

Ail information 10793. It does not occur to me that that is material tothe question I
respecting detala
or qant1ties sent ask, but i will explain, so that you may see whether it is so or not. I am
toOttawa. endeavouring to ascertain the cause of the difference between the quan-

titios actually executed over the whole work arid the quantities origi-
nally estimated. Now you say that this difference is due to two
causes-first, deviations of the line, and secondly, the increaso in the
quantities required to tili the muskegs. You say that the deviatiôns in
the line increased the quantities to some extent, and that extentcan be
ascortained by calculations which you have made. Now 1 am endea-
vouring to tind out how much more the quantity was increased,
becrause of the extra filling required for the muskege, and you say
that estimates have been taken from time to time, at each locality,
so that one couild ascertain the incroase of quantities due only
to the muskegs Then by putting these two increases together, we
can see whether the whole increase upon the original estinate is mainlY
due to this particular cause which you have given. Now, as to the
muskegs, and the increased cost of them, have you means at yoir
disposai by which you can inform us how much was due to that cause ?
-1 find ail that information is in Ottawa.

10794. Do you think that information has been sent to Ottawa, show-
ing how much of the increase is due to muskeg filling ?-The whole of
the detail measurements ofthe work as completed were sent to Ottawa.

10795. Givingeach locality ?-Giving each locality.
10796. Not only the aggregate result ?-Not only the aggregate, but

every book and paper connected with the work of the assistant engin-
eers, and the division engineers' retur ns, books and papers were sent
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to Ottawa, and they give in detail the exact p lace where every cubic Contract o. 14.

yard of earth was taken from. As regards t e increase of quantities
that is due to two causes, namely: deviation of line and nature of the
naterial on the muskegs. The difference between that and the quan-

tity as published for the information of contractors is the excess that
those two causes give rise to.

10797. Then your opinion is that on section 14 there was no defec-
tive estimate at the beginning-I mean no serious errors ?-l think the
quantities were under-estimated.

10798. Yes; but only because of the extra amount required for Allowing for
muskegs and the extra amount required for deviations ?-Exactly. ®tra arount r .

keg and devia-1079a. Allowing for this, the ,riginal estimate would be nearly cor- tiona.original
rect ?-I presume so. estimate would be

nearly correct.

10800. Is that the conclusion at which you have arrived after éon-
sidering the subject ?-The conclusion at which I have arrived at is
that the excessive quantity is due to the nature of the material through
Which the line was constructed and the deviation that it was found
desirable to make.

10801. And making the allowanceswhich are actually oc:asioned by
these, as far as you cati understand the original estimate was about
iright ?-Yes.

10802. You have mentioned the Julius Muskeg. Now, as to the ditch Julins muskeg.
at that point, which is not, I believe, on the line, and for which a claim Reasons why
is made by the contractor because it is not on the line, and because he d1tch chosen.

Was required to haul material a much longer distance than he would if
it had been on the line ; can you explain the reasons for putting the
ditch in the place where it is, and the effect upon the contractors
clain ?-It was found necessary to drain the Julius Muskeg in order to
build the railway across it; profiles and lines were run in different
(Il rections, with a view of ascertainiing how this could be done most
leonomically, and with the least expense, both to the Government and Beat for Govern-
to tho contractor, and upon due consideration of the advantages and mt "Id con-
disadvantages of ail the lines, the one on which the ditch is now dug
Was selected as givmng a less amount of work to be performed, work
Which would be at the same time easier for the conti actor to do, and it
Would be more permanently useful to the railway than if carried out
1P any other direction.

10803. I understand that tlbe main object of this ditch is to take An ofr-takedlteh.
Water from the lino in the same manner that off-take ditches are
intend2d to remove it? --Yes ; it is an off-take ditch.

10804. The direction of it is one not usually adopted for off-take
ditehes; that is, it is parallel to the line while off-take ditches as a rule
are not parallel ?-As a rule they generally run more directly away
from the line.

10805. It was found in this case to be more effective to make it in a
Parallel direction ?-Yes; more advantageous in every way. If it is
thOught necessary 1 can explain the reason.

10806. As far as the work itself is concerned, without respect to thleaa tesh outao
Ost either to the Government or -the contractor, wo-ild it have been ®ine.

as8 effective if it had been in the locality of ordinary ditches, namely,
'wthin the line-1 mean at a shorter distance from the formation or
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road-bed ?-It would not have been desirable to have placed it there for
engineering reasons, which are that the bank would probably have
forced the material out into the diteh had the ditch been made as close
as the ditches usually are, nameiy ten feet from the line of railway.

10807. The material is easily moveable ?-Yes; before the ditch was
dug it was almîost liquid in some places.

10803. A claim is made by the contractor for moving the material
from this ditch, upon the ground that it cannot ho considered an off-
take ditch, and that therefore he ought to be paid for moving the
material a greater distance than he would have been obliged to if it
had been within the ordinary distance of common ditches from the
road-bed. Can you explain anythiig in relation to that matter ?-Yes; I
have reported on that claim. I consider that the contractor bas no
grounds for any such claim, for several reasons. In the first place, the
contractor bas no right to claim extra pay for hauling the material
from any place to put it into the road-bed until a certain distance is
reached, which is defined in the specification ; but it is only when the
engineers oblige him to haul material beyond that distance that he is
entitled to pay for extra haul, and then the pay that he is to receive is
distinctly specified.

10809. Do you moan the distance beyond 1,200 feet ?-Yes.

10810. And at a fixed price according to the distance beyond that?
-Yes.

10811. Has the contractor the option of wasting the material taken
from off-take ditches, if he wishes ?-In off-take ditches it is specified
that he will take the material and cast it back from the ditch so many
feet on each side.

10812. But it is wasted, as far as the building of the road-bed is con-
cerned, if ho wishes. He is not obligel to remnve it into the road-bed ?
-He is not in most cases; but the engineer could compel him to put it
in if the engineer thought it desirable in the interest of the work to do
so; but il is specified in the specification distinctly what is to be an off-
take dit ch, and what is to be done with the naterial, and it is pointed
out that that class of work wili probably be of a more expensive
character, than the ordinary side ditch of the railway. I might men-
tion in connection with this subject, as you have asked me, that the
whole matter was brought before the notice of the acting Engineer-in-
Chief, Mr. Marcus Smith, during one of his visits bore, and in my offlce,
by the contractors, when the whole matterwas discussed between them,
myself and Mr. Marcus Smith, and ho docided that they had no claim
nor no right to claim extra payments for that work, and, as I uinder-
stood a member of the firm who brought the matter under his notice-
Mr. Farwell-the thing was thon definitely settled.

10813. Would it not have been possible when the bank through the
muskegs was found to shrink so much more than was expected to
lower the grade of the road-bed in order to reduce the cost ?-That was
done.

10814. Was it possible to have been done to any greater extent
than wa4 done without injuring the efficiency of the road ?-It might
possibly in some places.
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10s15. Was the expediency of doing so considered and decided upon
from time to time ?-Yes, 1 think it was; and il was done. The banks
Were not made up across the muskegs to the hoight shown on the
profile.

10816. I mean was it considered whether it might be done to agreater
extent than has been done ?-I cannot call to mind that it was.

10917. Would it have made any material difference to the cost of the
Iroad, if they had been lowered to the lowest possible point?- do not
think they could have been- lowered much lower than they are with
advantage.

10818. You said that the ditch at the Julius Muskeg was not made
as close to the road-bed as in ordinary cases, because the road-bed
Would displace its sides ?-In places, yes.

10819. Would that have happened if the ditch had been as shallow
as ordinary ditches ?-It might, but not to the same extent, of course.

Ballway mCou.
struetion-

Contract No. 4.

Grade could not
have been made
much iower with
advantage.

Reasons why
ditch and Jultus
Muskeg not made
as close to road as
ordinariiy.

10820. Then there is another reason which has not been stated. Is
nlot the ditch made to a much greater depth than ordinary ditches?--It
Was laid out with that view.

,0821. Was not that one of the reasons--I mean the extra depth- Extra depth and
Why it was placed so far from the road-bed ?-Partly. width of itch.

10822. Would it have been safe to place a ditch of the size that was
nIecessary to perform the work which that did as an off-take ditch so
neur the road-bed as an ordinary ditch?-No.

10823. Then it was because it was wider and deeper than ordinary
ditches that it was placed so far from the road-bed among other reasons ?

-Yes.
10824. I think you said that you 'had examined the surrounding

Country to see if off-take ditches, in the ordinary direction, could be
Mnade with effect ?-Yes.

10825. And you decided that this, the one now made, would be more
etleetive and less costly ?-Yes ; and easier for the contractor too.

10826. Would you explain what would have been the character of
the ditch if made in the ordinary direction from the road ?-The ditch
'Would have been as long, if not longer, and considerably deeper. The
depth to which the ditch would have been obliged to be cut in order to
get through the intervening ridge which hems in the muskegs from
the fail to the north where the ditch would have passed thi-ough that
ridge, would have been considerably deeper than it is through the ridge
'Which it passes through, thereby entailing considerably more expense
On the contractor in making it.

10827. What would have been the greatest depth if made through
that other ridge ?-I think twenty or twenty two feet.

.10828. Where would that ditch have emptied ?-Into Whitemouth
River.

If ditch made in
ordinary direc-
tion must have
been deeper and
larger.

Wouidhave

WhtiediiitoWhitemnouth
River as does

10829. Where does the present ditch empty ?-Into the Whitemouth present dlteh at
kver at a point further south. South.

10830. Was that difficulty explained to the contractor before you sent diLtchdeetdeddecided upon the present site of this ditch ?-It was, and a profile of o, th,®"at
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the two things was shown to him, showing the advantage there was in
takii g it on the present route.

10831. Do you mean the advantage to him ?-Yes.
10832. Thon was there any arrangement or understanding entered

into between you and him on that subject ?-Nithing further than that
he acquiesced. Of course, ho had to do whatever I ordered him; but
he seemed to think we were doing the best thirg for him.

10833. Now as to the removal ofthe material from this off-take ditch
to the road-bed, did you give him to understand that you required him
to do it, because of your right to remove material f rom any distance as
if from a borrow-pir, or was it a matter of negotiation or compromise
with him that ho night do it instead of the ordinary line ditch close to
the road-bed ?-What actually did occur, to the best of my recollection,
is this: I told him : " There is a ditch. Such of the material asisrequired
to make up the road-way you will put into the road-way, and I will
pay you road-way price for it. Such as is not required you will waste
in the ordinary way, like for an off-take ditch, and you wili get off-take
ditch price for it." That was the understanding. I concoived that I
had a right to put any quantity I liked of it into the road-way.

10834. Did ho assent to that ?-I think so, because there was no diffi-
culty made about it at the first at ail.

10835. Had ho the opportunity if ho wished to take the material from
a smaller line diteh in the ordinary way closer to the road-bed, so as to
make the haul shorter, if ho had preferred it; I mean on the south side
of the road ?-I cannot speak positively on that point now. I believe
that Mr. Jefferson Thompson, the ongineer in charge ot the division,
and who resides at Kingston, and whom probably you will examine
befor you get through, will be able to speak more positively on that
1))int than I can.

aRe#wit hr 10836. As to the quantities required to make the road-bed throughquantitieR requir- 186 & oteqatte
ed Io make road the muskegs, was there any more than one reason why they were nuch
th rough m uskeg.
were n exceus ofr in excess of what was originally estimated ?-Yes.
estimates:
(1) Softness of 10837. What were the different reasons ?-One reason was that the
inaterla'. material was softer than it was supposed to bo at the time the survey

was made.
(2) Large portion 10838. And by compression would fill less space ?-Yes; by com-of stuff taken out dyn ae ntebn hni

ut ti paaaingut pression and drying the water filled less space in the bank than it did
e®t" adring in situ, and even if it filled as much space as expected. Besides that
Wasted. reason there was another reason that a considerable portion of the stuff

that was taken out of the top of the ditches-the first spading-had to
be wasted owing to the character of the material being full of stunps
and roots. This, according to the specification, we were not permitted
to put into the bank. That had consequently to be thrown to one side,
and with it, of course. adhering to the roots of the stumps, was a quan-
tity of the material and moss taken from the ecavation, which was
wasted on one side of ihe road, forming a very considerable portion of
the waterial taken out of the ditches.

(3) iepo 10839. Is there not another reason that the depth of the muskeg
dence. itsolf was much greater than was expected ?-Yes; that caused it to

subside and settie down.
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10840. So that even if the excavated material had been firm there Coutratt ào. 14.
'Would have been a great excess in the quantities in order to reach a
firm bottom ?-Yes; not only that, Lut there would have been an
excess owing to the ditches draining the muskeg and making the ma-
terial settie down so as to form a solid bottoni. It would then require
a greater amount of material to bring it up to the line called the
formation level.

10841. Was not the bottom of the muskeg much farther from the Muskeg nineteen
surface than was expected ? - Yes; a long way-nineteen feet instead feet deep Instead
Of three or foui, as was anticipated in the case of the Julius Muskeg. anticpated.

10842. Do you remember whether there had been any attempt made
to ascertain the distance from the bottom before giving quantities in
the estimates ?--Such an attempt as was practicable with the means at
our disposai at the time the surveys were made.

10843. At what time of the year were the surveys made ?-In win- Survey made In
ter'. winter; no

boring tools.

10844. And what means were at your disposai ?-An axe, a spade Boring tools
and shovel and a pole. We had no boring tools with us at the time tmbrous and <as
the surveys were made; it was with difficully even we had to transport not necessary.
our supplies, which had ail to be done on men's backs, and there was
nRothing carried that could be possibly done without. Boring tools
Would be very cumbrous to transport, nor was it thought neoessary to
have them.
. 10815. Were the tests made with theses materials at your disposai
(lon)sidered to be satisfactory on the subject ?-They were at the time.

10846. What is your opinion of the road-bed, as it is now constructed Muskeg-road easyOVe aswea ter sockandfor poli nq stockOver muskegs, as affecting the wear and tear of rolling stock and and eeay to beails ?-I have the opinion that it is very much easier; that that repaired.
portion of the road which crosses muskegs makes a very easy road-bed
'Or rolling stock to run over ; will be easier to keep in repair, and will
hot be so injurious to the rolling stock as harder portions of the lino
of More firm material.

10847. S> it will save in working expenses something of the ordinary
eXpenditure of the railway ?-Yes; no doubt of it.

10848. Of what character is the material in the road-bed as now
inade through these muskegs; is it a peaty substance, or spongy, or'

etrth, or what ?-It is peat, and moss, and sod and pino roots.
10849. Is there much wood fibre in it ?-I think there is, in some

places.

10850. Have you considered the probability of fire injuring it ?-yes, I have.

10851. What is your opinion on that subject?-I cannot now say Banks ben
Whether I have re orted in writing about it ; but I am positive, in largely maJe of

Onversation with the Chief, I have mentioned amy views on the sub- eontainil mu'eh
r and that it is desirable to give the banks a slight eoating of earth 'eilabeto give

ballast, gravel or sand, in order to protect them from the risk of fire. them coating of
e have found from experience now that the banks have taken fire on nd grave or

several occasions, whether from the locomotive or from fires passing in Fires have
dry season, from the very fact of the men lighting matches to occurred.

e, igniting the bank, and if the wind is blowing it smoulders right
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over the whole bank a small fire and burns off a thin coating of the
bank. As that becomes an ash it smothers the fire and it goes out.
But in some places where the peat is lumpy in the bank, with inter-
stices in the bank, it is apt to burn there and make a large hole in the
bank where there are air passages.

And injuries tes. 10852. Do these fires injure the ties ?-They do in some instances.
10853. Have they heretofore ?-In a few instances; and once, as far

as I remember, burnt or partially burnt at any rate the stringers and
cap timbers of one of our culverts.

10854. You spoke of a distance of about ton miles on section 14 being
of a character that merely centre-sectioning would not give sufficient
data to form anything like an approximate estimate ; have you any
idea what time would have been required to have cross sectioned that
portion of the lino, if it had been intended to get more accurate infor-
mation ?-That would have depended entirely on the force that would
have been available to have done it. With the force we had it would
have probably lengthened the survey by a month.

10855. I think I understand you to say that, as far as this particular
section 14 is concerned, the absence of that cross sectioning made no
material difference in the estimates, because all the difference is now
otherwise accounted fox, that is by the deviations and muskegs ?-I
think so. I think it did not materially affect the quantities, the want
of that information.

Contraet 5 A.

Judging by Flem-
ing's report of
A{ril t9th, 1877,
F exning had
himself made
calculations of
the work on 5 A
from preliminary
profile.

Ballway Loca-
tiu-
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eastern end of
contract 14, no as
to make the work
as efficient at isu
-COOL

1085r. Do you remember »hether you made up an estimate of the
work probablyr equired upon contract 5 A, that is the Pembina Branch,
north of St. Boniface, before the Order-in-Council was passed by which
Mr. Whitehead was authorized to proceed with it ?-My impression is
that I did give Mr. Fleming some information on the subject; whether
it was before or subsequently, I am not now in a position to state, but
I will make a note of it and be able to tell you.

10857. Here is a document from which you can refresh vour memory
(handing witness a paper) ?-Having boked at this departmental
document number 13,602, being a report of Mr. Fleming dated April
19th, 1877, I think that he has made ail these calculations himself fro
the preliminary profile made of this line; but I am still under the
impression that I rnust have given him some estimate, at some time or
other, of the probable cost of this portion of the work, of whichm will
be able to inform you to-morrow.

10858. Have you considered whether it would have been expedient
to make a deviation at the eastern end of section 14 by locating the
lino a little to the southward of the present lino. or what effect much a
deviation would have had upon the efficiency or cost of the work ?-Yes.

1059. Do you think any deviation could have been made, so as to
make tþe work as efficient and at less cost, at tho eastern end of 14 ?
-No; with the grades which we were instructed to follow no improe
ment could be made We made effor ts, we ran several trial lines, a planL
of which I will produce, and profiles, before the Commission if it iO
thought desirable. We ran a number of trial lines, commencing as far
west on contract 14 as station 3900.

10860. Was any trial line made commencing in the neighbourhood
of station 4000 ? -Yes.
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10861. Was that made so as to avoid the bay in Cross Lake ?-Yes. C1 ta 1n.

10862. About what station east of Cross Lake would that strike the ta ne aI a
main line again?--It would strike it somewhere in the neighbourhood Lake could be

.of the present lino.
10863. About what station on the present ine ?-We did, closing in

ýagain on contract 15, at about station 1900. I may mention, when I
say station 1900, that the drainage on contract 1-5 runs from the east
westerly, and closes almost immediately on the west shore of Cross
Lake, whereas the <rainage for contract 14 runs frorn the west easterly
closing at the same point.

10864, Can you remember the nature of the difficulties which you Bending south
met on that proposed location ?-The difficulties were commencing heavr rock and
about the point you name, about station 4000; it threw us into very greater curvature
mnuch heavier rock cutting, while the curvature that it required to get minissiber-
round the south end of the bay, to get back to the high ground at
about station 4018, was greater than we were permitted to make on
the lino. If we had attempted to run across further south, thereby
avoiding this curvature, we would have been thrown into very much
heavier embankments on the low peninsula, which cuts the high wall
over which the line is, in connecting with the main lino.

10865. Thon as to the crossing or embankment over Cross Lake pro- And length of
per, did you meet with difficulties there as to the length or depth ?- have bien
'The length of the crossing over Cross Lake proper, had the lino been increased.

swung down to the eourse which I have just mentioned, would have
been considerably increased and the distance across the water would
have been considerably increased. Owing to the nature of the country oWlng to charac-

ter or country oninmediately east of Cross Lake, on contract 15, it was found impossible cntract .n m-
to get the grades which had been decided on as the maximum, without p>asibe t get the

going into very mucb heavier cuttings. In order to endeavour to ,een decided on
·Orercome this difficulty two trial lines were started: one commenciig wlthout heavier

about station 3990 on contract 14, the other about station 4005, and cuttings.
running down towards the south-westerly shore of Cross Lake, crossing
-at the narrow point of the lake, and was attempted to ho carried from
'the eastern shore of the lake at this point eastward to connect with a
point on contract 15, several miles east of Cross Lake; it was found
after a trial :ection had been run over this line,that the grades roquired
could not be obtained without a very large increase of cost.

10866. Thon as to this sub.ject of locatine lines south of the adopted
line, do you say that you have given the su'ject considerable attention,
-and have come to the conclusion that the present lino is the best?-I
do; and I might further state in connection with what I have just said
about these linos, thatthis trial line of which I have just recently spoken,
joining in several miles to the east, was made at the suggestion of the
acting.Engineer-in-Chief, with a view to seeing whether an improve-
tuent could not ho madle of that lino, after ho had personally visited the
spot himself.

10867. Were the resuits of this inspection submitted to him ?-Yes;
and as I received no orders, after that had been done, to change the
lino, I concluded that the acting Engineer-in-Chief had made up his
Mind also that it would not be an improvement to shift the location to
4hat point. This profile and plan were forwarded to him at Ottawa.

Present une
better than any
South one.

Trial Une spoken
of above made at
suggestion f
Marcus Smith.
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Exitl t Ne. 14.10868. Are you at this day of the opinion that the line adopted is as
goed as couId be good as any that could be found on that part of the work ?-1 am, with
fond with the the grades that we were called on to follow.
grade&.

"o"- 10869. The contractors upon section 14 make a claim for the expenses
cou.tractors, of moving mon and supplies, when the change of line was contemplated

Olanlns. and the work stopped east of the Julins Muskeg ; do you remember
Expanse in con- anything about that matter ?-1 do. I am of opinion that the delays

"n ovng to which reference is made, and which only extended over three or four
men ad spplies months, were more than compensated for by the extension of time
SIo peei ast of which was given to the contractors for the completion of their work.
mor sn ® bave, however, submittcd my views on the subject to the CJhief Engin-
pensated for by eer, in a letter dated 10th January 1879.
he extension of

time givenAhem. 10870. There is also a claim by the contractors for the change of line
Change of line
between Broken- between Brokenhead and Whitemouth, because the character of the
head and Whit® soit was different and more costly to work ; do you remember aboutmouth advan-
tageous. that i:em ?-I do. A report is made in reference to this clain also in

my letter of the date which i have just named. I may here state briefly
that the change was made owing to the fact that it would have entailed
considerable additional cost to have made the railway on the first line
to which the contractors refer, if we wero called upon to carry through
the grade, of twenty-six feet to the mile, running eastward; bychang-
ing to the present location the difficulties in this respect were removed.

10871. Was the change more advantageous to the Goverument, do
you mean ? -Yes.

And lu no way 10872. How did it affect the contractors ?-I fail to see that it mate-
injurIis i.o con-
tracte*rs. rially affected them at alil.

10873. Are you still of the opinion that the views expressed by you
in the letter referred to, are correct ?-I am.

Claim for come« 10874. Is there any dispute about coffer dams with the con tractors ?
odam for the er -- I can hardly call it a dispute; they made a claim for an extra pay-
Whitemouth ment on account of putting in the coffer dam for the pier of the bridge
River witheutt
foundatton I over the Whitemout River. I did not feel that I had any authority to
witness'sopinIon- entertain such a claim with the specification before me. When the

acting Chief-Engineor came along, they submitted their claim to him,
or stated it to him; they thought they were entitled to consideration.

Acting thief The acting Chief-Engineer read over the specification. I cannot call to
giner directed mind now exactly what he said on the subject, further than he desired

note made of me to have a note kept of what the actual coït was in making this
actual ceet and
send Itte Ottawa. coffer dam and send it to Ottawa, when I was making my return of the

firal estimate. This I did, and my remarks on the subject will befound
in the same letter to which I have already referred, and to the views
therein stated I still adhere.

Claim for loss 10875. There was also a claim made on account of delay in locating
cen.-sequent on
delay Inl°oatIng the east end of the lino, by which it became necessary to team plant
Ost end of the and supplies from Fisher's Landing at an extra cost to the contractors;Uine. is that subject mentioned in your letter ?-Yes; that is item No. 6. I

have reported on that.
10876. Have you anything further to add to what you have reported?

-No; I think what I have reported in that letter covers the subject
fully.
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10877. I understood from Mr. Sifton, one of the contractors, that Contraet No. 14.

you favoured their claim to some extent for roads, made use of by the Oamer,.w"
Government, which the contractors had constructed ?-Yes; I find that Claim for com-
the last clause of my report on that subject, in this same letter, winds enation
u'p with the words :"I consider the contractors entitled to some consid- worthy of oonsi-
eration under this head." deone opinion.

10878. The contractor led us to understand that a portion of the
claim was for the use of this road by the contractors for 15, and not
alone for the mail service or any work of the Government; have you
formed any opinion as to the proportion of the whole expense of
repairing which the Government ought to -pay ?-I have not, and it
would be a very difficult matter to decide.

10879. I think he gave some evidence, which was to the effect that
the work for the Government alone would be about one-ninth of the
Whole cost of repairing, and that four-ninths would be for the contract.
Ors themselves, and the other four-ninths for the contractors ot 1,. I
do not know whether you have reason to think, without careful consid-
eration, that these proportions would be nearly right; if so we would
he glad to hear you on that subject?-I would say, in reference to that,
it would be difficult, even impossible, to arrive at anything like a cor-
rect conclusion as to the proportions; the figures you have stated seem
to me, speaking in a very uncertan manner on the subject, to be pretty
fair, except the one for the Government, about their one-ninth. I do not
know that the Government are entitled to pay anything. That the
contractors for 15 did use his roads there is no doubt, and put him to
considerable expense; but in my engineering experience I never knew
that a company or the Government has been called upon to pay for the
use of contractors rnads, which he had tomake ovor his work, for them
to pass backwards and forwards over their line.

10880. là there any reason within your knowledge why the Govern-
should pay for the use of this road by the contractors of section 15?-
No ; none whatever, that I know of.

Proportion of
liability for repair
or roads estimat-
ed by contractor
fair except the
one-ninth charg-
edtoGovernment.

Claim for extra
10881. The contractors also claim an item for extra price of work pee at S-ikirk

at Selkirk Station ground : is that one of the subjects upon which wiogeroEm"
you have reported in the letter alluded to ?-Yes; iteni No. 9. mended an extra

price.

10882. Are you still of the opinion that your report is a correct one
on that item?-I may read the last part of my report in reference to
that question; I also reported in a letter above referred to. The con-
Cluding portion of the report on the subject is as follows:-

" The matter was brought under the notice of the acting Engineer-in-Chief here .This would in-
[not Winnipeg] by the contrgctor. He directed the division engineer and myself to crease total
ditermine on what proportion of the material removed the contractor might lay 4,647.36, which
claim to extra remuneration, and also what price per cubic yard would be a fair with item Of
allowance. The quantity we make to be 19.364 cubie yards, and the price 50 cts. $2,850 would
Per Cubie yard, which would amount to the surs of $9,682 or, in other words, if this bring it up to
mteets with approval, the final estimate would be increased by the sum of $4,647 36,6
the diñerence between the contract rate of 26 ets. and 50 ets. per cubic yard on the
above quantity of 19,364 cubic yards; that is to say, the total estimate as by en-
clOsed return, $636,853.59, increased as per item, page 17 of this report, $2,850, and
as above $4,647.36, total $644,350.95."

10883. Have you made any estimate, or procured any estimate, of
the work yet to be executed from the lst of August on contract 14, ora it copsidered to be finished ?-I am having such an estimate prepared
for you. and will submit it in a few days to the Chief Engineer.

45
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Contract NO. 14. 10884. Has the work been fully completed under the contract with
<e,'IrnettoT'& onea

ra Sifton, Ward & Co., on section 14-1 mean irrespective of the eastern
work not com- end, undertaken by Whitehead ?-No; it has not. I reported the tact
pleted under that such was the case in the letter to which I have made frequent refer-contract with
Stfton, Ward&Co enee of late, and submitted an estimate of what it would cost to do the

unfinished work at the contractors' rates, stating at the time that it was
difficult to say what it really would cost. I submitted an estimate of
what it would cost if done at the contractor's rate, but it was difficult
to say whether it could be done at contractor's rate or not, or what it
would cost.

About two miles 10885. Was there any other portion of the line which was originally
of contract 14
transrerred to contract 14, which was afterwards transferred to Whitehead to be
'Whitehead. finise bd ?-There was.

10886. About what length of the lino was that ? -About two miles.
10887. Did the work undertaken by Whitehead, by that arrangement,

include detached fills, or did he undertake other work for the whole
length of the lino at that time unfinished ?-It was a specified work
remaining unfinished between a certain point on the lino on contract
14, which I think was specified in an agreement.

10888. Then was it that he should do ail the work on that portion of
the line which it would be necessary to do to fulfil the contract, whatever
the work might be ?-I think so; that is iny recollection of it.

Agreement wlth 10S89. Do you know how the arrangement was brought about ?-I
Wýhltehead made
In Rowans office do. It was brought about in my office and in my presence, by an

Ine nc or arrangement effected by the acting Engineer-in.Chief, and a written
of MarcustSmith, agreement was drawn up and signed by both parties, if I remember
etng Chief right, which the acting Engineer-in-Chief undertook to submit to the

Department for approval.
10890. Was Mr. Smith the acting Engincer-in-Chief at that time ?-

Yes.
10891. Was he present ?-Yes.
10s92. Was he present when the agreement was signed, or when the

arrangement was made verbally ?-Yes ; it was all done under his
supervision and suggestion and conversation, and he handed it over
tO me.

10893. Was a writing made, do you tbink, at the timo the verbal
agreement was completed ?-I think so.

10891. Was it arranged altogether at that one meeting, or had there
been previous meetings on the subject ?-I think they had several meet-
ings before they could come to an agreement.

10895. When you say they, do you mean the contractor for 14
and Mr. Whitehead, or do you mean Mr. Smith also ?-The contractor
and Mr. Whitehead had frequent discussions a bout it; and if I remember
right, there were discussions at which all three -that is Mr. Sifton, Mr.
Whitehead, Mr. Smith and myself-were present, before the conditions
embodied in the agreement were arrived at.

10896. Who represented the contractors on those occasions ? -Mr.
'Whitehead was present to speak for himself, and the contractors of
section 14, and I think, I would not be quite positive, whether it was
Mr. Sifton or Mr. Farwell-I am not quite positive-or both. My im-
pression is that it was Mr. Farwell.
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10897. Could you describe the progress of the negotiations without Contract No.u .
reference to the wording of the document; fôr instance, we would like actors'

to ascertain whether the verbal arrangement was the same as that verbal arrange-
Which was embodied in the writing ?-As to that point I can state that ment identical

it was, because I was present. As I understood, the thing was finally bodiedinwritifng.
arranged, and the written agreement was handed over to me as the
basis on which the thing was to be carried ont, when I received noti-
fication that it was approved of by the authorities at Ottawa.

10898. You mean, of course, that it was intended that the writing
should embody their agreAment ?-Yes.

10899. But it might be a question of legal construction what the Whitehead to
Proper meaning of the written document is, and I am endeavouring to co etrato
ascertain, without reference to the words in the document, what the doon eastendof

verbal agreement was ?-Without seeing the document I could hardly aulaeatera
speak at this moment as to what the verbal agreement was; but the from wherehe

Iiked, 40 cta. a
imapression conveyed to my mind was that the document embo:lied yardtocovertotal
'What was agreed between the parties ; that is to say-I may be wrong- ®

but my recollection is that Mr. Whitehead was to complete what work
there was to do on the eastern end of contract 14, left unfinished by
Sifton, and that he was to haul the material from where he liked, and
that 40 ets. a yard (I think that was the price) was to cover the
total cost. Mr. Whitehead was also to take out a small quantity of
rock that was left in the most eastern cutting of contract 14, with the
vIew of using it for rip-rap on the side of the bank across the bay.

10900. When you say the total cost was to be 40 cts.,to whom do you sifton & Co.
refer-the cost to whom-the Government or to Mr. Sifton ? -To the eunae toroe
Government. Sif ton was quite clear of the thing altogether, as I under- work inthis pari.

Stood it. le had nothing to do with that part of the work. The work was
to be taken off his hands, if the Government would assent to this agrae-
ITient. Mr. Smith, who was acting Engineer-in-Chief, predicated ail bis
<(ODsent to this arrangement on the understandipg that the Department
Would approve of it.

10901. Was it mentioned whether Sifton, Ward & Co., after that
timie, were to have any part or claim concerning that portion of the
4lne which Mr. Whitehead undertook to finish ?-I cannot remember
Whether it was or not, but my impression is that Sifton was to have
"(othing more to do with the work at all, because the matter was dis-
cussed as to their not having the proper kind of plant to do this work.
They made a claim why they should not be called upon to do it at this
late period-that they had not the proper plant to do it.

10902. But their not having the proper plant to do it would be no
reason why they could not have employed sub contractors for their
benefit. That, as a reason, does not show why they should have no
Claim ?-I do not know that it does.

10903. Then that is not a reason ?-My distinct recollection of the
nTatter is that they were not to have any claim at all.

10904. Is your recollection that it was expressed to that effect
oinIOng any of them, or that it is only your un erstanding without an

expression?-No, no. It must have been expressed, because I drew
thait conclusion from it. Mr. Whitehead was not taking this work at
811 in the light of a sub-contractor from Sifton. It was a direct trans-
action to be handed over to the Government, and he was to draw bis

4 --
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pay directly from the Government. I think that Mi. Whitehead
would not have anything to do with it if the work was to be done and
Sifton was to get the pay, or Whitehead had to trust to get his pay
from Sifton afterwards. Mr. Whitehead declined to have anything to
do with the work on these conditions. It was to be direct between
himself and the Government, without any intervention between Sifton
and the Government at all.

10905. That might only be arranging a channel by which the sub-
contractor might be sure to be paid ; but notwithstanding that arrange-
ment as to the channel of payment, the foundation of the claim might
still remain with Sifton, Ward & Co. ?-The facts, as well as I remember
them, were that Mr. Smith was here. 11e was pitching into the con-
tractors for not having completed their contract in proper time. That
is my recollection of what occurred, now that I have tried to think over
the thing: and they put in plea after plea why they had not finished-
that the Government had not fulfilled their part of the contract; and
Mr. Smith said that any claims they had, had been more than met by
the leniency of the Government, and that the thing could not go on
dilly-dallying in this way; that he did not see how they could complete
this part of the work-that they had not the necessary plant and material
-and that the best thing that they could do was to make an arrangement
with Mr. Whitehead, who had the necessary plant, to finish that part
of the work, and that their connection with the work should terminate
at some definite point. If I remember rightly that point was where
the bridge is over the last crossing of Willow Creek, somewhere near
station 390 or 395: that Mr. Whitehead should take that part of the
work and finish whatever there was to do in connection with it.

10906. Do you remember whether in the contract for section 14 there
was a maximum limit of haulage, witbout extra price ?-I do.

10907. What was the limit as far as you remember ?-I think it was
1,200 feet.

10908. Was the extra haulage beyond that limit to be according to
distance-so much extra for every 100 feet?-Yes.

10909. Was there any limit to which that extra haulage should apply ?
-I think not, in that particular sub-section.

10910. Then, after 1,200 feet he might claim extra haulage far any
length, however great it might be, over which he bauled the material ?
-Sifton might ?

10911. Yes ; I mean Sifton ?-Yes; if he was permitted by the Engi-
neer-in-Chief to haul it.

10912. In doing this work by Mr. Whitehead, in the finishing of this
eastern part of section 14, was there an unusual length of haulage ?-
There was a very considerable length of haulage-something like two
miles, or two and a-half miles, I think.

10913. On other contracts was there a maximum limit for which
the contractors could claim extra haulage?-Yes; and beyond which ho
will get paid no more. I mean to say he gets paid for every yard
beyond that distance--he gets paid the same price as at that
maximum.

10914. What is that maximum ?-I do not remember.
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10915. Assuming for the present that it is 2,500 feet, do you know ontr tl °.14.
whether that limit, as to other contracts, had been fixed and known to ciaime,
Yourself and Mr. Smith, before the arrangement made between Sifton,
Ward & Co. and Mr. Whitehead, as to taking this work off their
hands ?-Yes, that was known.

10916. Has the haulage upon this finishing of the job been for a
mnuci groater distance than 2,500 feet ?-Yes.

10917. Do you think that either you or Mr. Smith would have con-
sented to any arrangement for the completion of that job by which
extra haulage beyond 2,500 feet would have been possible to be made
by the contractors: Sifton, Ward & Co. ?-We would not have assented
to any such arrangement.

10918. Does not this claim, at present, of Sifton, Ward & Co., depend
On1 their being entitled to a very mach longer haulage than these 2,500
feet ?-I do not know to what claim you refer.

10919. Are you not aware that Sifton, Ward & Co. are claiming for
haulage for ail that filling done by Whitehead, beyond the price of
40 ets. which the Government paid him ?-I am not.

10920. The rest of it being upon the basis of the extra haulage for
the whole length from the borrow-pit to the filling ?-Until now 1 was
nlOt aware that any such claim was being made.

Neither Smith
nor witness
woud have as-
sented to any
dlaim for haut-

ge beyond 2,500
t.

10921. Upon that subject have you anything to say ?-L have a Qiestion of hani-
distinct recollection that when this agreement was being discussed dseugSîl
between the parties already named, that the whole question of haulage, metings preui-
In ail ita bearings, as regards Sifton, Ward & Co., Whitehead & Co., and agreement.
the Goverument, was very fully and thoroughly di>cu>sed by Marcus
Fimith.

10922. In the presence of the other parties ?-[n the presence of Dlstinctg( agreed
that Whitehead

these other parties and in my presence; and that the conclusion wastodoalIthe
arrived at then and there, whatever the agreement madb, was that haulage at 4o ets,
the price - I think it was 40 cts.-was in lieu of everything.
There was not to be any charge for anything from anybody. Mr.
Whitehead was to do ail that was remaining to be done on 14, to the
satisfaction of the Government and their engineers, at the price of
40 ets. per cubic yard. Mr. Sifton was to have nothing to do what-
ever as to getting any price at all. There was no question in the
tnatter at all as to any further claim of Sifton, a.s I understand it-that
ho Was wiped out of the thing altogether.

10923. Sifton, Ward & Co. are now making a claim against the
GoVernnient upon this basis: that they are entitled to be paid for ail the
fIling that was done according to their contract rates, including haut-
age from the distance which the material was hauled, and without any
lîaximum limit, as obtaired in other contracts, in the way you have
nentioned; and they say that the Government are entitled to deduct
from that only the 40 ets. per yard which they actually paid to
Whitehead. Now, it is in reference to this matter that I asked you,

e time ago, to try and remember ail the negotiations which led to
th written agreement, and this last evidence of yours touches the
Point? -That is exactly what I have said. My recollection is distinct
that, as regards the extra hanlage in all its bearings as to the Govern-
1fent and the two other parties, that matter was fully and
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Centract No. 14. thoroughly discussed by Marcus Smith, and that Sifton, Ward & Co.
Celt. on were to have no claim whatever.

Sifton, Ward & 10924. Do you say that we are to understand that Sifton, 'Ward & Co.
Co mo have were to have no claim, whatever was the basis of this agreement ?-
extra haulage I do distinctly; but I say, without any knowledge of what I have told

une maee-y
men® wlt" you, if Marcus Smith is asked the same question, he will bear me out.

'Whitehead. That is my recollection of it, and I think you will tind that that is his,
and I have had no communication whatever with him on the subject.
I had no idea that any such claim would be made. I may state for
your information that quite recently, since you came here or since
there was word of your coming here, Sifton came to me and asked me
if I had any objection to telling what were the quantities of material
that had been put into those banks by Mr. Whitehead. He did not
tell me what it was for, nor did I ask him, nor did I want to, but it
was a matter I had no objection to giving him. It was a patent fact
that so many yards had been put in, and i said: " If you want to knoW
how many yards have gone into those banks, I will tell you," but I
was not at al aware that ho was going to make a claim; nor has ho
the slightest claim. I am satisfied, after the discussions that have taken
place in our office, that ho has no claim whatever against the Govern-
ment on that plea. After the way the matter was discussed by Mr.
Snith I am clear on that subject.

Ils eneer In
chage would 10925. As theengineer in charge of this matter,or h"ving jurisdiction

®,b®ve onsiereover itwould you have considered it expedient to make that filling with
nake the allings earth, at the price of anything like 8 1 per yard ?-No ; I would not.

yi ®yrdon a I would have consideied it very inexpedient.
10926. What other plan could have been taken to get over the opeu-

ing; would it have been trestle or iron bridges, or was there any
other way whieh would have been less expensive than earth, at 81
a yard-in that particular instance-that is the fills which Mr.
Whitehead did at the east end of 14 ?-Yes ; there are.

Witnessconfident 10927. It seems to us improbable that Mr. Smith or you would havethat 40 et&. per
yard waa to cover consented that this work should go on, and earth taken at two miles
*verythlng. distance, without any maximum for extra haulage restricting the claim0,

if it could have been possibly done in any cheaper way ; that is the
reason why I ask you, whether you, as the offieer having jurisdiction,
would have consented to such an agreement ?-I swear most positivelY
that, as far as my understanding of the arrangement or agreement that
was come to, that, as regards the Government, 40 ets. per yard was
to cover everything in connection with the making up of that part of
the work.

Te subject men- 10928. I am asking you whether, as an officer having a voice in thetioned by Slfton,
and any such matter, you would have agreed to have it done if it had been likely tW
edaim put ont of
the nution by cost anything like $1 a yard ?-I would not, for this reason: thst
Bmih and we discussed it in that bearing, if we had to pay for the extra haulwltnefl. Sifton urged it as a plea, when we were discussing the matter, and said

words to this effect : " There is no maximum to my haul, and if yOU
compel me to haul the staff away from the borrow-pit, we will get
a big figure for it." " Yes," we said, " but we will not allow you for
it from there, we will make you scratch it up from the ditches and
from holes in the rocks wherever you can get it." That briga
something further to my mind. We went to work then and sank test
pits all over that peninsula immediately close to the shore of the lake,
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to see if we could not get this material there ; but when we found that 14.
Vo *fljetora)

a large amount of material could be got there, the contractors then said : oi ims
" It was very hard to get, and that they would rather give it over to Mr. Showed sfton
Whitehead " We all went to this peninsula that I have spoken of and hie brotherwhere they could
together ; that is to say, Sifton and a brother of bis, I think, who used get material:

to look after the work (William Sifton, I think), and when we showedlu very ia'rd
themn these test pits and said "There you can get the material," they and would rather

Qbiected that it was of a very bard character, ana would be very diffi- 'Whitehead.

cult to work, and we said : I We cannot help that, you will have to
take it from here, and put all that eau be got into the bank."

10929. Then do we understand that, upon the part of the Govern- upon the part or
ment, you and Mr. Snith consented that it might be hauled from a long t ®e GovernmentSmith and wtt-
distance because there was to be nothing more than 40 ets paid for ness econented
it ?-Yes; that was the understanding. might le hauled

from a long dis-
10930. Aud that was the reason for consenting to the locality from tance becaue no

Which it was afterwards hauiled by Mr.Whitehead ?-Yes. I remem>e r "Mr hRa 4 400M

that Mr. Marcus Smith said to Mr. Whitehead: "Well, where are you I.
going to haul it from ? " and Mr. Whitehead said: " I will get it some
Place." Then Mr. Smith said: " Well, no matter where you get it,
Or what the haul is, this is to be the maximum figure it is to cost; "
aid he said: "Yes; that is to bc the maximum figure-40 ets. will
cOver everything. I will make up the banks and finish them com-
plete for 40 ots. a yard."

10931. Do you remember whether Sifton, Ward & Co., or any mem-
ber of the firm, were present at that discussion ?-Some one on that
behalf, and some one in Mr. Whitehead's behalf, and Mr. Smith and
myseif, on the part of the Goveirnnient, were present.

10932. Do you renember whether Farwell was ever present with
You dowrn at that point-the peninsula ?-I think he was. I think he
was one of the parties that was present.

By Mr. Miall .-
109,3. Only one of the Sittous or both ?-I am not quite sure; cer-

tainly the one to whom I has e referred ; but I am not quite sure wh't ier
they were both there; certainly the one who is the working man.

By the Chairman :-
10934. Is there any other matter pertaining to section 14 which you Newspaper cr-

think desirable to explain to the Commissioners ; of course, if you clame on wit®ne"

think of anything afterwards, you may return to it ?-Yes; statements
have appeared in the papers as to what I should have done and should
not have done on contract 14, which ] have hitherto thought it
Unnecessary to take auy notice of; but to show the character of them,
for what applies to this one applies to all the otherq, a criticism was
hnade stating that at a part icular point on the line culvert open ings had
been closed which should have been left open, and no ditches dug,
and consequently the country for miles on each side of the road was
cOvOred with water. This point on coutract 14 is the very driest on
the, whole section.

10935. There was a contract for the transportation of rails with the Tranauprtatio=
Xorth-West Transportation Company ?-Yes. 84,ai No.s4

10936. Have you any papers connected with that ?-I have.
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®ontractNo.34. 10937. Wili you please produce them if you have them now
Will produe have not got them with me, but I will pro luce them to-morrow.
papers.
Nixon's Pair- 10938. Was the purveyor under your jurisdiction at any time in the

veyorhip. management of the Pacific Railway affairs ?-Yes ; Mr. Nixon.

10939. Was he considered subordinate to you?-Yes ; to a certain
extent.

Nixon took his 10940. Had you control over the system in which he kept his books?
wtersfrom -No ; he used to take bis orders from me. I had to approve of things

before he could get them.

10941. Everything or only of certain things?-Things connected
with My district.

During surveys 10942. Would not the engineer in charge-Mr. Carre, for instance-
engifleer tIn-
charge had power have power to requisition for things without your supervision ?-During
to requisition the surveys he would, but on construction they were generally submitted
f-om Nixon, but
during construc- to me fir8t.

onthis requisl-
tion had to be 10943. Then was there any time while Mr. Nixon w.is purveyor
ubmitted to during which you had not the duty of always certifying or ordering

things?-I think there may have been times when they did not cone
through my hands.

No control over 10944. Do you say that you had no control over the manner in which
N "xou'sbook- he kept bis books, and explained the transactions of bis department ?-keeptng. None whatever.

10945. Then you are not able to say whether they were satisfactory
in that respect ?-In what respect?

10946. The system of exhibiting the affairs in his department: in hi@
books or papers ?-No; I had nothing whatever to do with that. I
declined positively to have anything to do with the accounts or com-
missariat whatever, up to the time when they were taken out of his
hands.

Coi plaints of 10947. So far as you know, were requisitions made by yourself and
de yIn furtrIsh-

tn 1 as t - members of the staff generally fille; within a reasonable time, so as
quaiity or goods. not to occasion inconvenience or unreasonable delay ?-No ; sometimes

they were not sati5factorily filled ; there was consideraîble complaint
occasionally as to the things not being to hand on time and not being
of the quality that they ought to be.

10948. Was it your duty to investigate any such complaints ?-When
they were brought under my notice I did so.

10949. I suppose it was difficult at that period of the settlement of
the country, to get supplies and other materials through rapidly ?-
There was considerable difficulty, and large allowance bad to be made
on that account. Sonietimes the purveyor was accused by those iP
the field of not using due diligence, but when I came to investigate the
matter I found that in most instances he had done his best; but there
were some few occasions when things were not as well done as they

No serious oeu ht to have been.
grouinds for sucl *
cornipaints but 10950. Upon the whole do you think there was any serious cause Of
know whether complaint against him as purveyor, so far a3 you were able to judgO
proper accounts fi on your own experience ?-No; taking everything into consideratio,
NYere kept or
whether goods I do not. Of course that answer means as to whtt I looked to as my'
werebougbt portion. As to whether the supplies were well purchased or proper
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aeounts kept, I know nothing whatever, or that it was cheaply done, i
do not profess to know anything.

10951. We understand that was not a matter over whieh you could
have exercised any jurisdiction ?-No ; I declined to do it.

10952. Do you remember who located the line of section 15 ?-Mr. tanway Loca-

Carre. Cgutract e. 15.

10953 Do you know about what time the plans were ready, so that
quantities could be taken out for the information of the tenderers?-Is
that the first ones ?

10954. Yes; I mean for the present the first ones ?-I think it was
in 1874. It was just before they were advertised for.

10955. What system had be.en adopted for the work at that time-I
Inean was it to be made with solid embankment or trestle work ?-
Solid throughout, everything complete.

In 1SU, tlrst plans
ready whenoe
§uantitie could
be bad on which

to ea for firot
tenders.
Work to have
been slid
throughotit.

10956. Something of the same character as at present completed ?-
'Yes; only there would have been more rock in the bank and less earth.

10957. The grade was lower than at present as originally intended ; Grade as at
that is, at first asking for tenders ?-Yes. present.

10958 Was any work let upon that basis ?-No; I think the Govern-
Xnent came to the conclusion that they would not accept any of the
tenders that were received at that time; there was such a great diacre-
pancy between the tenders; that was one reason; but I think principally,
bec-ause even the lowest tender amounted to such a large sum of money.

&0959. Then were new tenders asked for on a different basis? -Yes.

None of the first
tenders accepted.

10960. Upon what basis ?-On the basis of raising the grades so New tenders
to make only a small amount of rock cuttings, which would make up dades, but no
a small amount of bank, and leave it in that state. contract let.

109fi1. With the void unfilled ?-Unprovided for in any shape.
100)62. Did those tenders lead to any contract ?-No, I think not.

10963. Were fresh tenders asked for on a different basis ?-Yes.

10964. Upon what basis ?-The basis that the rock cuttings were to
be taken out, 1 think, pretty much as beforein the second tenders, but
Inaking up the voids for which there wa43'iny material to be obtained
fromi the cuttings, or from borrowing pits in the neighbourhood, with
trestle work. At that time it was thought that the borrow-pits were
all earth, because there was no rock-borrowing contemplated at all, so
't was supposed to amount to very little.

109(5. Do you remember what amount of information bad been
obtained by the Government before the tenders for that last method
Were invited ?-There was nothing but the longitudinal sections of
the line, and a plan of the longitudinal section.

10966. That line exhibited on the plan is called the profile ?-Yes.

10967. And the plan to which you allude is the location plan ?-
Yes; the location plan and the profile along the centre line.

10968. The location showing the surface, and the profile showing
the section ?-The location showing the allignment upon the surface,
.%d the profile the section of that allign ment,

Fresh, tendersasked for on stili
another basis.

Profile and loca-
tion ene : ths ail
the Information
(Jovernment had
before cAlllnt fortenders the thrd
Uime.
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Contract No. 15.
Country rough
and rocky, wlth
lakes.

Quantities could
flot have been
approximately,
accurately cal-
culated without
croom-Bections.

Cross-sectioning
contract 15 Im-
practicabie.

Desirable to get
nore information
before t.endering
than was had in
tis contract ;
bu t there may
have been rea-
Sons, Other than
engineering, for
pressing on the
work.

10969. What was the nature of the country through which this
section 15 was to be made ? -Very rough and broken rocky country,
interspersed with lakes; not mountainous, but very hilly-all rock.

10970. Was it possible, upon the information which you describe, to
obtain anything approaching an accurate estimate ot' quantities ?-It
was not.

10971. I think you mentioned, when speakingof thelastsection, that
the surface of the country being level made it unnecessary to take
cross-sections to any extent, but where it was not level it was impos-
sible to form any reliable opinion as to the quantity without cr'oss-
sectioning wherever the ground was not level; is that the correct
idea?-Yes; that is especially the case on contract 15.

10972. Have you any opinion as to the time which it would have been
necessary to obtain cross-sectioDing on that lino ?-With the force we
had then on ?

10973. Yes ?-Yes; it would take quite a length of time had the
country been in the shape for a cross-sectioning, but it was covered with
timber, and to have cross-sectioned it while it was in that state would
have involved very heavy expense indeed, in dropping lines at right
angles to the longitudinal sections.

10974. Had the lino not been opened for telegraph purposes ?-I
think not, at that time. No; I am pretty sure it 4ad not-notthoroughly
cleared atany rate. The longitudinal section of contract 15 is about thirty-
six miles. I think that the cross-sections that we have made over the. lino
now, with a view to arrive at the correct quantities, are pretty nearly
200 miles.

10975. So that they must have been taken at very much shorter
intervals than the breadth of the lino: is that what you nean ?-The
country is so broken that they are taken at very frequent intervals.
They extend say approximately from 200 feet on one side of the line
to 200 feet on the other, at right angles to the longitudinal profile, and
the aggregate length of these would probably amount to nearly 200
miles.

10976. Have you considered carefully whether it is expedient to ask
for contracts when no botter information can be given to tenderers
than could be given, or was given, in this case ?-Yes, t have.

10977. You are aware that there has been a good deal of discussion
upon the subject, and that engineers of standing have differed on the
matter '-I am.

10978. What are your views on the subject ?-My views are, it is
most desirable that considerable more information should be obtained
before the work is advertised to be let by tender, than we had succeeded
in obtaining; but in this particular case, there may have been circuina-
tances with which I, as au engineer, have nothing to do; which may
havp rendered it expedient for the Government to think it desirable tO
push on the work, without waiting fer the delay which would be occa-
sioned by the getting of that necessary information.

10979. Do you mean that the reasons to which yon allude would be
other th an engineering reasons ?-Certai nly.

1n980. Then there are no engineering roasons which would make it
advisable to let the work upon such inufficient information ?-No; none-
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10981. When the contractor came upon the ground, had further data C.n5ractNo.1s.

been obtained, as to the exact quantities, than were available at the began corac mr

time of the tenders ?-I think so. Yes; certainly. in frmation
time f theexisted ati to

10982. You are aware, no doubt, that the contractors complained that "en teer tan

they were delayed by not being able to get all the information that were called for.

they asked for from the Government engineers?-Yes; I am. aware
that they made such a claim, but whether it is well founded is anothor
question.

in

10983. I am asking you just now whether you are aware of it ?-Yes. Contractors not
justified in com-

"0984. Have you considered carefully whether they are justified in planiug thatyou arefullycertain informa-
aking that aseertion ?-1 have. tion wih

10985. What is your conclusion ?-I do not think they were. by Government
y engineers.

10986. For what reasons have you come to this conclusion ?-Because,
as a matter of fact, they were not delayed by the want of information
to my knowledge, that I can recollect. Whenever a contractor asked
to have work laid out for him at any particular point, and he was run-
Ining about from one place to another, wherever it was easy to do,
putting the engineers to very great inconvenience, my assistants and
subordinates always went wherever they were asked, although they
Were put to a great deal of unnecessary inconvenience by the way this
Was done. I am further aware that they were asked often, and
frequently asked, to set out work, and did set out work, where it was
lot begun after they bd set it out, and that they were obliged to go

over and over again setting out work at such points, because the works
that they had put in were destroyed through lapse of time, and for-
tuitous circumstances.

10987. Do you remember whether you gave any special instructions
to the engineer in charge, or any of his assistants, not to furnish partic-
Ular kinds of information to the contractors ? - Yes, i do. That is to say
With regard to estimates, but not as to anything bearing on the prose-
Cution of the work.

10988. Do you mean estimates of work not to be done ?-No
est imates of work done. That is to say, what his estimate would amount
to--the value of the work done.

10989. Did you think that that ought not to be communicated to
hun ?-I had orders from headquarters as to what I was to com-
'nunicate, and what I was not.

10990. And if yon did refuse it was in obedience to these orders ?-
Yes; and the instructions I gave to my assistaits were in obedience to
those orders to carry out the instructions I had received from head-
quarters.

Unreasonable
onduct or Con-

tractor

Ordered troin
(ittawa flot to
give contractors
estimates of wat
the work woud
amount t0.

1099 1. Originally the intention was to fill the voids with trestle Original inten-
Work where earth could not be obtained ; or do you mean although wiresleoar,
earth could be obtained by borrowingIYnder- the last contract ?4Yes; the rock from
that was the intention-that we should use the rock from the cuttings cou"ing and an
as far as it would go, and any borrowing that we could get in the had in neighbour-

leighbourhood of the work. hood to be used.

10992. Off the line as well as on the line ?-Yes, off the line; in
borrow-pits in the neighborhood of the work, without going any great
distance for it. The quantity of material to be obtained under that
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ýCoitiart No- 15· head-that is to say, borrowing of earth-was expected to be very
small indeed from what we knew of the country at that time. The
balance of the spaces left then, after taking the rock cuttings to borrow
what earth we could in the neighbourhood, was to be made up oftrestle
work.

Plenty of earth 10993. Was it early in the progress of the construction that youulscovere1. discovered more earth than you had expected, or was it as the work
went on that those borrow-pits were developed ?-It was as the work
went on, and as the means at our disposal enabled us to make dis-
coveries; when we had men on the ground-contractors' mon-whom
we could employ to sink test pits and make examinations with a view
to ascortaining the nature of the material and the depth, and thon we
discovered that there was more earth on one spot of the line than we
contemplated on the whole section-thirty-six miles.

Somne truth In 10994. Mr. Whitehead has some theory that it would be impossible
Wheohthadtt in a great number of years to have finished the work with trestles in the
have flled voids way that was originally contemplated, because it would have been
w1th tresties
wouldhave taken necessary to fill up one void with trestle work, before he got to another,
a eonsiderable and to another excavation boyond that, and that he would never havenunber of years. been able to get in the rock with reasonable despatch for the founda-

tion for the trestles ?-Ithink there is some truth in that.
10995. It would have been thon, in your present opinion, more diffi-

cult to have carriod out the original trestle system than was contem-
plated at first ?-1 think it would.

Change to emi-
bankment ad- 10996. Therefore the change to solid earth embankment was advan-vantageous t -eu n o ~~ ~,4K
point of Urneas tageous in point of time as well as in point of permanence of the work ?
weli as in point .- Y ,
of permanence.
But trestle was 10997. I mean the time at which the work would bo finished ?-Yes.
to have been put I would like to give a little explanation. Our original instructions aslu In such a mnan- gv xlnto. oiia
ner as looked to to the way the work was to be carried out, was that the work at the
Ihieir helng tilti- rasoi

®nately (hanged euttings was to be placed in the water stretches so as to form a solid
to embanàkment. base for trestle work, broad enough and across the whole water space,

on which to place the trestle work, and to be at such a level as to keep
the trestle work out of the water.

10998. Was that to be broad enough so as to hold eventually an earth
embankment if required ?-1 think so.

10999. So that the base merely for trestle work was not nearly so
wide as the one con templated in the con tract ; would you not require
a much wider base for an earth embankment than for trestle work ?-
Yes.

11000. Therefore the base which was contemplatod from the begin-
ning was a wider one than would have been required if trestie had
been intended to be a permanent arrangement ?-Yes.

Witness explains 11001. In Other words, you were providing, as far as the base wa$
makingtrele concerned, for a solid embankment at some time ?-At some future date.
work.throughout, I was going to give an illustration: To make that base as required

hy the specification it would have been necessary to bring the rock not
from the cuttings alone immediately adjoining that water stretch, but
from a number of cuttings, and a long way both to the east and west Of
the particular opening that was to be filled-that water stretch. I
some instances, in fact in most, but in some specially, the quantity of
rock required to make such a bank would have extended for a mile
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probably over two miles, of the cuttings of the road. To do that would Contract No. 15.

have delayed thework, in this way: that the contractor could not begin
to take the rock out of cuttings next but one to the place where he was
iaking the bank until he had done the first one; because, if all the
rock was to come from cutting after cutting along the line to be put
into this space, he must do the first cutting next the water and put it
in, and thon put in the next and so on until he had cleared out sufficient
rock cuttings to fill up this particular space. To go from one cutting
to another, the intervening voids must have been filled up with trestle
Work. Thereforeas the contractor, instead of working a number of
Cuttings as he did subsequently, at the same time, if he had had to do
it in that way he could only have worked one cutting at a time, one
cutting on each side of the water stretch to be filled. I therefore think
that there is some ground for the remark that you are telling me the
Contractor has made.

WINNIPEG, Thursday, 7th October, 1880. SCHULTZ.

JoHN SCHULTZ, M.P., sworn and examined contraetNo. 15.
Helping News-

By the (hairman AIePgn:dmpre-

11002. Where do you live ?-At Winnipeg. per intluece,

11003. Bow long have you lived here ?-Twenty years.
11b04. Have you been connected with any transactions pertaining to

the Pacific Railway ?-No.
11005. Are you a Member of Parliament ?-Yes.
11006. Which Parliament?-The House of Commons.
11007. Do yo know Mr. Charles Whitehead ?-I do.
11008. And Mr. Joseph Whitehead ?-I do.
11009. You are aware that Mr. Joseph Whitehead was connected with

One of the works of the Pacific Railway ?-Yes; he was a contractor
for section 15.

11010. Do you know of any assistance or gift given by him to any one
in any way connected with the Pacifie Railway ?-1 do not.

110i1. Hie is mentioned as having assisted a Mr. Tuttle: do you know
anything of this arrangement ?-Except his own statement to me.

11012. Whose statement ?-Mr. Whitehead's.
11013. What was the substance of that statement ?-The substance

Of that statement was that while doing his best to promote the work
on section 15, the opposition journal, the Free Press, had constantly
endeavoured to throw discredit upon his management, by publishing
false reports of accidents, and not giving a fair account of the progress
of the work,and that he determined to assist some person, and to establish
a good daily newspaper here, for the reason that he felt very much
annoyed at these false reports of the Free Press, and that he was
quite willing to assist any competent person who would undertake the
Publication of a good daily newspaper here.

11014. Did you know Mr. Tuttle ?-I had met him and knew him
slightly at that time.

Whitehead Stated
ton witess that
owing te the dis-
credit thrown on
hix work by Win-
niPeg Free Pres
he determined to
assist In the
establishment or
a daily paper.
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eOontract No. 13.

]Heipkng NesV-
apers-

Aileged Iinpro
per iulti'°uec.

Tuttle without
Influence with
blembers of
Paritiment.

Never heard that
Whitehead ex-
peeted Tuttle to
influence Govern-
ment in any way.

Free Press tried
to conneet the
publication of the
Times wtth Sir
Charles Tupper.
No foundation for
such a rumour.

Fraser& Grant-
Witnehead
Partiseriihip.

tween Whtehead
ani Fraser &
Grant.

Whitehead lu
fInaneial diflcul-
ties.

Fraser & Grant's
offer seemed the
ounly way ont of
theme ditflculies.

11015. Did you know whether he was likely to have any influence
with Members of Parliament in assisting Mr. Whitehead upon the
matter on which ho was engaged ? -1 do not think so, except that this
paper, of course, would have an influence in publishing reports of the
progress of the work. I do not think that he was extensively acquainted
with Membors of Parliament, nor would he have much influence with
them.

11016. Have you any reason to think that Mr. Tuttle induced the
assistance from Mr. Whitehead, by any representation that 'he could
influence any one in favour of Mr. Whitehead ?-I never heard Mr.
Whitehead state that ho advanced money to Mr. Tuttle for any such
purpose. He always maintained that he had simply paid for the plant
anad press and material, and that he would propose to retain his own
right to it. allowing Tuttle the use of it. L never heard from Mr.
Whitehead or Mr. Tuttie that there was any consideration of influenc-
ing the Government in connection with it.

11017. Have you any other reason to believe so ?-I have not.
11018. Have you no reason to believe that the assistance by Mr.

Whitehead was given upon the understanding, expressed or implied,
that ho should be favoured by the Government or some members of it ?
-1 have no reason to believe so from anything I know myself, or
heard from others.

11019. Are you aware thatsuch a rumour has been circulated ?-Yes;
I am aware that the Free Press of this city has endeavoured to connect
the transaction with Sir Charles Tupper. My impression is that Sir
Char-les Tupper knows as much about it as the man in the moon.

1102). Is your evidence now to the effect that you believe there is no
foundation for that rumour ?-Yes; decidedly.

11021. Are you aware of any other rumour concerning Mr. White-
head's partnership with any one ?-Do you mean in connection with
a newspaper?

11022. No; I mean a partnership with Fraser & Grant, or either of
them ?-I know that there was a partnership.

11023. Do you know how that partnership was brought about ?-
I do; gonerally. Mr. Whitehead had been in financial difficulties.

11024. You mean a partnership in his contract on section 15?-Yes;
with Fraser & Grant. Mr. Whitehead was in financial difficulties,
caused, I believe, by the death of the late Senator McDonald, who
managed those matters for him. The bank wbo had hitherto advanced
him moneys from month to month to carry on his work, had suddenly
refused to advance anything ; and Mr. Whitehead's solicitor asked me
to see the bank, with a view of stating what I knew generally
of the progress of the work, and to endeavour to aid him in e-establish-
ing the confidence which he would seem to have lost with the bank
management. That endeavour was unsuccessful, and an offer fro0
Fraser & Grant, made to Whitehead at that time, seemed the only way
in which ho could go on with the contract at all, and after sono con-
sideration of it, it was accepted.

11025. You were present, I understood Mr. Whitehead to say, at the
time that the nogotiation was finally concluded? - Yes; Mr.Whitehead's
solicitor appealed to myself and to Mr. Brown, of the Ontario Bank, to
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Fraser & Grant-dO something for him, and to save him from the necessity of making a whtenaead

Bale of any portion of the contract until those endeavours were unsuc- Part heratp.

ossful; but meeting in the manager's office of the Ontario Bank, bis
friends had to tell Mr. Whitehead that there seemed no help for it but
to make some financial arrangements with Fraser & Grant, or with some
Person below, to advance the money on considoration of receiving balf
the profits.

11026. Do you know whether any Momber of Parliament or Minister Reasons for be-
Of the Crown exer citsed any influence in procuring the partnership ?- iievingitunlikely
Of course [ did not know what action ho had taken ; but the short time ene ron t awa
that had elapsed between Mr. Whitehead's finding that it was absolutely Wieh ved
n1ecessary for him to arrange-the short time that elapsed between direction of this
that time and the time that he did arrange (lorty-eight hours)-would partnershilp.
preclude, I think, any influence from being exerted from Ottawa hore.
There was no member oi the Ministry boire, and I think it is very
unlikely that any such influence could have been or was exereised.

11027. Are you aware of any desire on the part of the Minister of Minister of Rail-
IRailways that Mr. Whitehead should form a partnership with the w 'd ît t hite-
Persons whom ho did associate hi mself with ?-I am not aware of any Oovernment had

confidence In hlmdesire on the part of the Minister of Railways, in that or any other as aconractor
connection, except his statement to Mr. Whitehead, in my presence, butnotasalnan-
·and in the presence of other Members of Parliament, that the (overn- cler.
mient had every confidence in him as a contractor, but no confidence
In him as a financier, and a recommendation to him to endeavour to
Inake arrangements with some strong bank to carry him through,
without his having to appeal constantly to the G'overnmont for
ad<1vances.

No reason to
1.028. Do you know of any suggestions, either directly or indirectly, batnevrhip e-

1o Mr. Whitehead that a partnership with Fraser & Grant, or either tween Whiteheadof them, was de>ired by the Minister of Railways ?-I do not. rantwaeired
by Minister.

11029. Do you know whother Mr. Whitehead was led to think this, Does not believe
Q 9 anybodyledu'd that that assisted in accomplishing the partnership in any way? - Whitehead to1 do not know that he was, and I do not believe that ho was. I believe think of this.

that it was purely the force of necessity that made it. It was the
refusal of the bank to advance the money that was the cause of the4 rrangement.

11030. Are you aware of any rumour that Mr. Whitehead was com-
Polled to complete this partnership out of deference to the wishes of any
One of the Cabinet ?-Tie Evening Journal of this city bas constantly
Rssociated the Minister of Iitilways with a disposition to force Mr.
Whitehead into a connection with Fraser & Grant; but with the
exception of that, I have not heard any rumour from any respectable
Source,

11031. What is your opinion as to there being any fbundation for No foundation
such a rumour ?-There is none whatever. I sa that, because Mr. whatever for suchW'- v a rumnour.

hitehead, during the Session at Ottawa, repeated y requested myself
41d the other Members of the Commons from Manitoba to endeavourt a8 8ist him in procuring, from the Minister of Railways, concessions in
tbe Way of advances on bis, plant, and security offered in that way. I
have frequently accompanied deputations consisting, on many occasions,ail the Manitoba Members of the House of Commons, and Senators,
With Mr. Whitehead to endeavour to aid him, simply because ho had,
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Fraser & Grant.

Whtehead from the very fit st, helped this Province very much in the employment
Partnersbip. of labour locally here, and the purchase of almost his entire supplies in

the city. He scarcely imported anything here, and this was a great advan-
tage to this city ; so that all the Manitoba people would help as much
as they could. On those occasions, Sir Charles Tupper assured us that
it was scarcely necessary to do this; that Mr. W hitehead stood as
high as he possibly could as a contractor, with the Department, and
the only difficulty with him was that, unfortunately, he could not
manage his financial arrangements.

Helping News- 11032. A witness, yesterday, in speaking ofthe assistance which Mr.
A ed Inpro. Whitehead gave to Mr. Tuttie, and of the motives which led to it, men-

per Infnence, tioned your name as one who would likely be able to show that it was
not for the reason that he wished to assist him meroly as a newspaper
proprietor, but that there was some other motive which had led to it.
Upon considering the matter carefully, have you now any informa-
tion upon that subject to give us which you have not given us?-No ;
] have no reason to believe that Mr. Whitehead asîisted Mr. Tuttle
from any other motive, except to establish a newspaper, and that he
did so because Mr. Tuttle was reputed to be an experienced person in
these matters; fairly skilled in all departments of newspaper work,
and the publisher of several successful books, and apparently suitable
for the object he had in view.

11033. I believe you are the holder of a considerable quantity of
Rai way loca- land in and about this neigbourhood ?-I am.
BRd Rine. 11034. Also about Selkirk ?-I am.
Aileged liiiprt 11035. Are you aware of any Member of Parliament or any engineer

per Inftuence.y
Knowsofno being interested in the location of the crossing aboutL the time or beforê
Member of Par- the time it was settled upon, so as to influence the decision of any one
liament u hinx111- tepwr dcd
self who h" land who had the power to decide it ?-I know of no Member of Parlianent
near croing, except myrelf, and my interest was acquired in the lands that I have
aequIred subi.e- there, subsequent to the time that the decision was made for the
3 uently to the crossing.decialn.
Not aware that 11036. As to engineers, are you aware of any of them having au
an t tehr interest ?-I heard the rumour at the ti me, but I am not aware that any

engineer has any large interest there, or indeed any interest at all.

11037. You are aware probably that the possibility of such a thing
bas been discussed frequently ?-Yes.

11038. It is a matter of some interest, and we wish to ascertainl
whether there was any foundation for such an idea: have you any
information on the subject which you think would enlighten us ?-NO;
1 have not. I was in the way, when purchasing the property which f
own, which was bought on the 20th June, 1875, to know other lots in
the neighbourhood that had been bought out at that time. No engineer5
name certainly appeared in the registry office at that time, nor did any
name appear which would lead me to suspect that the rumours thel'
current were true.

Bannatyne's in-
terest acquired
about the sam
time as his own.

11039. Besides what was shown by the registry there may have bee'
titles which were not exhibited but which existed by virtue of some
secret arrangement ; are yoi aware ot any matter of that kind ? -NU ;
I am not. I made a little mistake. Mr. ieannatyne is another Membe
of Parliament who owned land in that vicinity, besides myself, and
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think Bannatyne's interest was acquired about the same time as my
'OWn-subsequent to the establishment of the crossing. Alleged impro.

11040. Had you any means of ascertaining before others that the peri.fluence.

crossing would be fixed at that place ?-No.
11011. Are you aware that any other person had, either from the Anoas hno e

Department, directly or indirectly, so as to give them an advantage hadany meansof

'ver the general public ?-I do not know that any person had any hanbwherecross-
information ; I am doubtful if they had, because most of the property Igwoutd be.

Mst of the pro-
was acquired about the same time as I acquired mine, which, as I said, prtyacquiredc
was subsequent to the determination of the Government to cross there. a" t oth'

the crosing.
11042. Is there any other matter connected with the Pacifie ]Railway,

directly or indirectly, which you thirk would assist us in our invest-
igation and which you could communicate ?-I do nlot think of any-
thing at this moment.

WALTER R. BowN, sworn and examined: BOWN.

By the Chairman -

11043. Where do you live ?-In Winnipeg.
11044. How long have you lived here ?-I think I have lived here

sixteen or seventeen years.
11045. Have you had any connection, on your own account, with

-ixatters connected with the Pacific Railway ?-Only an investigation.

Nimon's Pay-
muanter-and-

Peurveyovmhip
Fort Frances

Lock.

. 11046. What was the nature of that investigation ?-To make enquiries connected with
ifnto the Nixon accounts, and into Mr. Sutherland's affairs at the Fort intoNxon'sand
Frances Locks. sutheriand's

accounts.
11047. What were the powers given to you?-To take evidence

'Vithout swearing the witnesses.
11048. Was it known in the community that such an investigation

'was going on ?-Yes.
11049. It was not a secret investigatioa ?-It was a private investi-

gation.
11050. But it was not secret ; it was understood in the community ?

-It was understood among the community.
11051. There were no regular sittings ?-No; there were certain

charges made, and the investigation was made to sce if there was any
truth in the charges made against certain individuals.

11052. Did you obtain any information on that subject ?-I did.
11053. Did you communicate it to any one ?-None, except the

'overnment.
11054. In writing ?-In writing.
11055. Was it considered to be a confidential communication ?-Yes.
11036. Have you had any other connection with Pacifie Railway

1atters ?-No.
11057. Your name was mentioned yesterday as a person likely

to throw some light on the motives of Mr. Whitehead in assisting Mr.
46

Information
communlcated to
the Government.
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paperu.
Knows notbng
of Whitehead's
Idea in assisting
Tuttie save what
he heard from
Dr. Schultz.

Never heard that
Tuttlecould assiet
Whitehead wfth
ihe Government
or any member
of IL.

MoQUEEN.

Tuttle : have you any information on that subject that you can com-
municate to us ?-I do not know Mr. Whitehead's idea in engaging
Mr. Tuttle.

11058. Are you aware of any representation on either side, either by
Mr. Tuttie or Mr. Whitehead, as to the object of that gift or assis-
tance ?-No; only from reports that I have heard, and from what
Dr. Schultz has stated here-that it was on account of articles that
came out in the Free Press, and Mr. Whitehead thought that he ought
to get some paper to defeud his cause.

11059. Are you aware of any inducement in a different direction ?-
Not that I know of.

11060. Have you any reason to believe that Mr. Whitehead was led
to suppose that Mr. Tuttle could assist him with the Government or
some member of the Government ?-I never heard so.

11061. Have you any other reason to believe it besides heuring ?-
No.

11062. Is there any other matter, either directly or indirectly, con-
nected with Pacifie Railway affairs upon which you can enlighten us
in this investigation ?-No, I tnink not.

ALEXANDER McQUEEN, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman:-
11063. Where do you live ?-In Winnipeg.
11064. How long have you lived here ?-Three years.
11065. Were you here about the time that Mr. Whitehead assisted

Mr. Tuttle with money advances ?-What time do you mean ?
11066. Any time ?-I am not aware of Mr. Whitehead ever having

assisted.
11067. Had you no knowledge of that matter ?-No; only from

report.
11068. Do you know of the negotiations which led to that matter?

-From report only.
11069. Had you no other knowledge but that from report ?-NonO

whatever.
11070. Did yon hear either Mr. Tuttle or Mr. Whitehead speak of

the subject, or give reasons for its being brought about ?-No.
11071. It was suggested that you might be able to explain that

the motive of Mr. Whitehead was not that of supporting a news-
paper as such, but for gaining some advantage, or some other benefit
connected with bis railway matters; are yo able to give any informa-
tion on the subject ?-1 am not able to give any information on the
subject.

11072. Is there any other matter connected with the Pacifie Rail-
way upon which you can give information ?-None.
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CHARLES R. TUTTLE, sworn and examined: papers.

By the Chairman

11073. Where do you live ?-In Winnipeg.
11074. How long have you lived here ?-Nearly two years.
11075. Before that where did you live ?-Montreal; but immediately

before in Ottawa.
11076. Have you been interested in any of the newspapers here ?-

Ye s .
11077. Which ?-The Winnipeg Daily Times, and the Winnipeg Daily

News.
11078. Which was the first ?-The Times.
11079. About when were you interested in the Times ?-It was issued

first on the 4th of April, I think, 1879, and I was interested in the
Paper until the 13th of January, 1880.

11080. During your connection with that paper, did you receive any
gifts or assistance from Joseph Whitehead ?-I received no gift. I
received assistance.

Interested In
Times from start
to 13t laanuary,
1880.

11081. In what shape ?--He became responsible for a considerable Whitehead be-
amount of plant and stock that was brought to the city for the publi. cae r*ndsible

cation of the paper, on the understandin that he should have either stock for startung~a9 per aouring
a chattle mortgage or lien upon it, with the expectation that that lien, mIf by lien.

I suppose, would be sufficient security for his investment.

11082. Were you aware at that time that he was a contractor on
the Pacifie Railway ?-I was.

11083. Where did the negotiations take place between you and him Negotiation took
Which led to this ?-In Ottawa and in Montreal ; chiefly in Ottawa. place at Ottawa.

11084. Where did you live before you lived in Ottawa or in Montreal ?
-o you mean to ask where I was raised ?
11085. Yes ?-I was born and- raised in Nova Scotia, Cumberland

County.
11086. When did you leavelNova Scotia to live in other places ?-

Ia 1868.
11987, Did you know any of the present Ministers of the Crown No Intimate o-

intirately at the time that you and Joseph Whitehead met and nego- ua ine itf
tiated ?-No; I had no intimate acquaintance with any Minister at the orown.
that time.

11088. Did you consider that you had any influence with them for Nor Influence
any reason ?-No. with Ministers.

11089. Did you lead Mr. Whitehead to understand that you had ?- Nor d he de -
0I. Whitehead t un-

derstand he had.

11090. Do you know whether any friend, or any one on your behalf, Whitehead red to
lrnpressed him in that direction ?-No; I believe that Mr. Whitehead bellevethtPPerr

might b. miade a
Was led to believe, from my representations at least, that I could make valuable institu-
tbat Paper so valuable an institution that his lien upon it would be ton'
suficent security for his investment.

11091. It has been suggested to the Commissioners that there wa -a
ulotive beyond that operating on his mind and leading him to act in

46J
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Whitehead never
could have
thougt that
Tuttie personally
had any Influence

Rumours that
Whitehead had
assisted hlin be-
causeof influence
with the Govern-
ment absolutely
faise.

the way he did, because he might gain some advantage, either through
your influence or the influence of some of your friends upon the
Government: can you say as to the truth of this ?-I know nothing of
any such motive, and I do not think that Mr. Whitehead ever acted on
that idea in any connection, except he may have thought the paper
would be of value to him; but, as far as I am conqerned personally, I
am sure he never thought so.

11092. Had he not some reason to believe that you, or your friends
would be able to influence the Government in his favour, and would do
so because of assistance to you ?-No.

11093. Are you aware that such a rumour has been circulated ?-I
have seen articles to that effect in the Globe, of Toronto, and, I think,
in the Free Press, of Winnipeg.

11094. WVhat do yon say as to the foundation of these rumours
That they are absolutely false; there is no foundation for them.

11095. Is there any other matter connected with the Pacific Railway
upon which you can give us information to help us in our investiga-
tion ?-I know of nothing.

BANNATYNE. ANDREw G. B. BANNATYNE, sworn and examined :

Red Hiver
Crossing-

Aneleged iepro.
per Influence.

By the Chairman :-

1101,6. Where do yon live?-In Winnipeg.
11097. How long have yon lived here?-Going on thirty-three

vears.
11098. Have you had any c3nnection with any matter pertaining to

the Pacific Railway ?-No.
11099. Are you the owner of considerable property in the neighbour-

hood of Selkirk ?-I am: of a good deal.
11100. Are you able to say whether the ownership of any property,

by any one either expressed upon the registry or otherwise, influenced
the decision of the locality for the crossing at Selkirk ?-No.

11101. Are you aware of any Member of Parliament or engineer
being interested, so as to itbfluence the decision ?-I cannot, inles5

Dr. Schultz might own a little property around me; we have pro-
perty all over the country, where we meet together. I think we often
meet at every municipality in the country.

11102. Are yon aware of a discussion or rumour as to the subject Of
No reason to the locality of the crossing being selected in consequence of the owner-

hin ht r°li ship of lands by any one ?-No.
serected because
of Influence con- 11103. Have you any reason to think that it was in any waY
Interest Iniand influenced by any interest in land ?-I have never seen anything tO
Never heard make me think so.
rumours regard-

htehe for 11104. Do you know anything of the matter between Mr. Whitehead
assisting Tuttle and Mr. Tuttle, of the assistance that was given, or the reasons for it?
from a quarter In
whtch he couid -Nothing at al] ; I have heard rumours, but from no source that I coUld

eany depen- place any dependence upon.
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11105. As to the partnership between Mr. Whitehead and Grant and IEege Impro.Praser, have you any information ?-I know nothing at all except
rumours.

11106. There was a transaction between you and Mr. Nixon about
SOme land at one time while he was purveyor ?-Yes.

11107. Do you remember the price of the land ?-There were two
transactions I think about land. There was one here, where he wished
to put a Temperance Hall; I sold to him and others.

11108. That property did not affect the Pacific Railway; there was
another pieco of land rented for the purposes of the Pacifie Railway?

I had another piece of land that I had sold and re-purchased, because
the man could not pay me, and Mr. Nixon wished to purchase it.
There was a good house on it, and I sold it to him. It is a little back
Of this place.

11109. Do you remember the price at which you sold it ?-I am not
Positive, but I think it was about 41,500.

11110. Was it sold before he was purveyor of therailway or after ?-
After.

Sold house to
Nixon for $1,500.

11111. Were you one of the merchants who dealt largely with him
On behalf of the Govern ment ?-I believe I got credit for having sold
a good deal.

11112. But do you not know ?-I know we sold some, but I never had Sold goods to
tny transaction with him. I had a manager, and I left it all to him. Mon.

never spoke to Mr. Nixon about per cent. or anytbing else.
11113. Was the price of this land affected by the fact that ho was Price of land n

Purveyor, and had the liberty of making contracts ?-Not at all. by. anecte

11114. Was the mode of payment affected in any way by that ?-No;
the mode of payment was made as easy with him as with any one else.
IIIe paid interest, and paid the amounts at the time.

11115. Was anything afterwards thrown off by way of gift or
reduction'of price ?-No.

11116. Has ho received any other advantage from you during the
contracts between yourself and him on behalf of the Government, moro
than would have been received by other individuals, dealing on private
account ?-No; ho bas not.

11117. Is there any other matter in any way connected with the
.acific Railway which you can explain so as to assist us in our
"vestigation ?-I know of nothing.

WILLIAM HESPELER, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman:-

1l118. Where do you live ?-Winnipeg.
11119. How long have yon lived here ?-Since 1873.

IR 11120. Have you been in any way connected with the Pacific
ailway ?-No.

HESPELER.

JÎIXOIM98 Pay-
imaster-and-
Purveyership

T aryering
wihpaperse.
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Nixon9s Pay-

naster-and.
]Purveyorship

Tmring
witrpapers•

Owner of build-
Ing occuped for
offices by Cana-
dian Pacific
lKailway engi-
neers, in which
also Nixon had
his office.

11121. Did you occupy the building, or part of the building, which
was occupied on account of the Government at any time ?-Yes; I am
the owner of the building that is occupied for offices by the engineers
of the Pacific Railway, and Mr. Nixon, in connection with the Mounted
Police and the Indian Department.

11122. Mr. Nixop was also at that time purveyor to the Pacific
Railway, was he not ?-I believe so.

Remembers that 11123. Do you remember the circumstance of the building beingthe building wais t taytm - o
broken Into. broken into at any time?-I do.

11124. Were you occupying part of the building at that time ?-Yes;
I was living up stairs.

11125. What portion of the building was broken into?-Mr. Nixon's
office.

11126. Wbere was that ?-That was down stairs, below my dwelling,
on the first flat.

Between twelve 11127. Wbat time of the day or night was it broken into?-As near
and two o'clock, as I can remember it was after midnight, or early in the morning,

between 12 and 2.

11128. Did you hear any noise at the time ? -I did, but I did not hear
it first; my wife heard it tirst and she called my attention to it, and I
went down stairs thinking that it might be on our flat. We occupy
two flats more. Mr. Nixon and Mr. Rowan occupicd the first flat, and
we occupied the second and third. We sleep on the third flat, and my
wife heard some noise; thinking it was down on the second flat in our
own apartment, I got up and went down stairs, but did not find any-
thing unusual and went back again to bed, but afterwai ds heard it again,
and I went down again, and being satisfied that is was not on our own
flat, I went down stairs and went into the passagc. There is apassage

Heard footsteps behind the office of Mr. Nixon. I listened there and heard footsteps
In Nixon'a ofnce. in Mr. Nixon's office. I went round behind the building through another

entrance to see if there was any light in Mr. Nixon's office, but I did
not see any light. At the same time I knew I heard footsteps in Mr.
Nixon's office. So I went up stairs and called my son to go down with
me, and when ho came down I told him he should watch the window
on the side of the bouse, and I went through the front door. While I
stood at the front door I heard footsteps in theoffice near the door, and
was certain there was somebody inside. Still there was no light there.

Sent his son to So I told my son lie should go over and call Jacob Smith who lives next
eali Jacob Smith. door to us and call him to come ont, as he was one of Mr. Rowan's

draughtsmon. My son went to call him up and I remained near the
corner of the building, watching both the entrances and at the samO

A man opened time the window. While I stood at the corner of the building a man
fantodoor and opened the front door and ran out across the street on the crossing.

Afterwards mv son went to cail Mr. Currie, Mr. Nixon's clerk, at that
time. He went to the hotel where he was boarding. We entered the
building immediately after Mr. Smith came. We did not enter it before,

Found papers and we found that a number of papers were distributed on the floor,
scattered about. and books and a screw-driver, and -a general ransacking amongst the

papers; and afterwards we scnL lOr Mr. Currie, and ho came along and
locked the rooms again.
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11129. Do you think that the person who was in the building was
disturbed by the movements of yourself and your son ?-I think so; I
think the person was disturbed by our movements.

11130. Then is it your opinion that he had completed the work that
Le had intended, or that ho was obliged to leave it ?-I rather think he
Was obliged to leave it.

11131. I suppose you cannot say to what extent the papers were
disturbed ?-No; I have no knowledge of what had ben previously
there.

11132. Did you call out to the person as he went away ?-I do not
recollect that I did, but the person that ran out mentioned something
Which I could not distinguish what ho meant; at least I heard a sound
as he ran out.

11133. Do you think he was speaking?-Yes; he was calling out
some words, or some sentence.

11134. Do you know who it was ?-No; I have not the slightest idea.
It was a very dark night.

11135. Have you still no knowledge of the person ?-I have no
knowledge whatever.

11136. Is there any other matter connected with the business of the
Pacifie iailway on which you can enlighten as ?-No; none whate ver

EIoRoE BROWN'S exarmination continued :

Nixon9a Pay-
master-and.
Purveyorem&ip

Tamperint
witu papers.

Thinks burglar
h ad not tmpet.
ed his work.

No idea who he
was.

G. BROWN.

Contract No. 15.
By the Chairman:- Helping Wews-

papers.
11137. Your name was mentioned yesterday as a person who could No reason given

Probably tbrow some light upon the motives of Mr. Whitehead in giving Whitehead save
e88istance to Mr. Tuttle : have you any information to communicato tobringaConser.

On that subject ?-No; I do not know that I have. There was no reason Wainve organ intog
given for it except the bringing of a Conservative organ into the town.
That is all I understood it was for.

. 11138. Where was this said ?-I could not tell vou; here in town. I
Imagined from what I gathered from Mr. Whitehead, that would be the
Only reason.

11139. Did you say you heard that from Mr. Whitehead ?-That iS lie gathered this
What 1 gathered from the mean*ng of any conversation we ever had f conver-

about it.

11140. Was Mr. Tuttle present at any conversation on the subject ?
I could not say. I do not think so.

11141. Were you led to believe by Mr. Whitehead, or Mr. Tuttle, or Nothing .sald im.
any one else, that Mr. Tuttle had some personaL influence over some §ying that the

Member ofParliamenît, or some Minister of the Crown, which would be any member of
s'8eful to Mir. Whitehead as a contractor, and which would be exerted lh Governnment

f the paper was assisted ?-No ; there was nothing said in that way. do with It.

Prom ail I undorstood of any conversation we have ever had about it,
las that if we had a Conservative organ here it would not do the eon-
tract any harm ; but there was nothing said to imply that the Govern.
hentor any individual of the Government, had anything to do with it.
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papers. Of course I am speaking just from what facts I know, not from rumour,
because there were all kinds of rumours at the time.

Whitehead sald 11142. Do you know the words that were used upon the subject in
ppi describing the character of the paper : was there any particular
would give hlm reason why Mr. Whitehead should want a paper, either Conservativer
tair play, at8 the

reae , Press had or any other kind of paper, as far as you know ?-I think myself, if I
knlled the same remember rightly, I heard Mr. Whitehead making a remark that ho
four omes. wantod a paper here that would give him what ho called fair play.

The Free Press, he said, had killed the same man over three or four
limes, that was one thing. Any accident that happened on the lino,
or anything that they got, they seemed to make the most of it against
the old man-Mr. Whitehead. That was one reason.

11143. Did ho lea'i you to understand that he considered himself not

Whitehead re- fairly dealt with by the Free Press ?-Certainly.
peatedly said he 11144. Do you mean that ho expressed that as one of the motives?
was not falyy
dealwith by the -Certainly. Ho spoke of it repeatedly. That was his own idea.
.Free.Press8. 11145. Did you ever hear it mentioned by any person that his assist-

ance to Mr. Tuttle might influence some Member of Parliament or
some member of the Government, in favour ofMr. Whitehead upon the
matter of his contract ?-I never heaid him say so directly or indi-
rectly.

11146. Have you heard Mr. Tuttle say so ?-If I did it would go in
one car and out of the other. I never remember what ho said. There
is no doubt at all, from his conversation, that he would have every
member of the Government at his beck and call.

Il 147. Did Mr. Tuttle say anytning in that direction ?-No, not
that I can remember; and Mr. Whitehead was very guarded in
anything ho said in a case like that.

11148. Still we wish to ascertain what was said ?-I do not re-
member.

11149. Do you know whether Mr. Tuttle's representation that ho
could influence any member or members of the Government was in
any way the cause of the assistance given by Mr. Whitehead to him?
-I never heard the reason-Mr. Whitehead's reason for giving assist-
ance to Mr. Tuttle.

11150. Have you any other means of knowing why Mr. Whitehead
was induced to give this assistance, except what you have heard frorn
Mr. Tuttle or Mr. Whitehead ?-No. Only the rumours about the
town. I did not know anything. I could not swear to it.

Alieged impro-
per influence.

11151. Is there any other matter connected with any of the contracte,
or pertaining in any way to the railway, on wlich you could give
us information to help us in the investigation ?-That is a pretty broad
question.

11152. It is in earnest ?-I know; but it is a pretty broad one. Mr.
Whitehead and I were always very great friends, and I have heard sO
much of it, and yet there is really no point that I can give. I knew .
groat deal about the road, as it was going on, but I think there la
nothing of importance.

11153. Have you ever understood from him that any of his transac-
tions were with the object of getting some advantages from the GOV-
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Alleged Impro-

ernment more than he would be entitled to as a matter of right ?- Per Inflaence.

No, certainly not ; everything he did was for the purpose of facili-
tating matters as much as possible with all parties interested. He
has been fighting, as you know, with the engineers ever since he
cOmmenced, and the engineers have been figbting him, and everything
that could be done to facilitate matters, I think he always did. Aware of no

11154. Are you aware of any transaction on bis part with the transaction of

Object of obtaining an undue advantage, or which had the effect of ing at an undue
giving him any undue advantage ?-No ; none at all. dnage, or by

11155. When you speak of bis desire to facilitate matters, what obtained.

Mnatters do you allude to ?-Woll, one matter was the dispute between
himself and the engineers about the loose rock. He, of course, thought
that he had been very hardly dealt with in that matter, and, from my
OWu business relations with Mr. Whitehead, I know that every obstacle
seened to be placed in bis way in getting through his work. It was a
fight every month about his estimatez. He never could get anything
done properly. It seems to me there seemed to be a hitch in every-
thig.

11156. What matters do you say he alluded to when you say he
"Pi8hed to facilitate matters ?--His loose rock and rock questions, the
tie question, and the matter of getting his estimates earlier.

11157. When you spoak of quesions, do you mean to say to facilitate Whitehead seemn-
the settlement of the questions ?-No; but every month there was have some diffi-
alWays something cropping up-either a reduction in the estimate from culty to contend

What his engineers said it was, or there was always a fight going on. against.

11158. What wasthere ho was endeavouring to facilitate or hasten ? Never would
To get these things in an ordinary proper form. His H engieers "oneyheat

would make their measurements and return them to him; thon they entitled to at
WOuld never know what would be in Ottawa. Ottawa.

11159. Do you mean the money that-he was entitled to ?-Yes.
11163. Thon it was the receipt of the money that he wished to

hasten ?-Yes.
11161. What do you understand that he did in order to accomplish
at?-He did anything in bis power that he could.
11162. In what way?-To facilitate matters both for the engineers -

Of Course they are the Government, or Governmot servants.
11163. Do you think he gave the money to Mr. Tuttle to facilitate DId not give

bi' money to Tutti&
i estimates?-No. to facilitate his

estimate.
11164. I asked you if you knew any of his transactions were for the

Purpose of obtaining any undue advantage, and you say it was for the
Purpose of facilitating matters ?-Of his actions, afterwards and before,
to facilitate matters and try to get his work done.

11165. Do you mean that getting the work done was facilitating the
raatters that you allude to ?-In getting bis monthly tstimates, Be
spared no trouble.

11166. Do you mean getting the amount of bis montbly estimates ?
--Yes.

11167. You see a contractor may do a great deal to facilitate the
getting of the amounts of bis estimates, when ho ought not to get
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per Influence-
Whitehead
always said a cer-
tain amnount of
-bis estimates was
improperiy kept
back from hini.

them, and I want to understand what you mean by that remark ?-
His engineers, he always said himself-he thought hinself that there
was a certain amount kept back from him and reductions made in bis
estimates which were wrong, and his engineers thought so too.

11168. Do I understand you to say that he and the Government
engineers were continually disputing as to what was due to him -
Yes; continually.

11169. Are you aware that any effort of Mr. Whitehead's was directed
to obtaining any advantage which was not considered at the time
due to him?-No; I do not think he did anything of the kind.
I do not think he made any effort to get any undue advantage.

11170. Is there any other matter connected directly or indirectly
with the affairs of the Pacifie Railway upon which you could give us
information ?-No; I think not.

Whtehead's 11171. Were you Mr. Whitehead's banker during his time ?-Yes.
11172. That would give you a better knowledge of his affairs than

other persons would be supposed to have?-Certainly.

ROWAN.
JAMES II. RowAN's examination continued:

Teyegraph-
Vtostructton. BtleÇiîra

Cotract By the Chairman

Report on the 11173. Can you produce a copy of the report to which you alluded
Narrows. yesterday, and which refers to your iipection of the route through

the Narrows of'lake Manitoba?-Yes ; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 106.)
You asked me, yesterday: " were the suggestions in reference to the
construction of teiegraph by Sifton, Glass & Co., in writing."-that
i., when I spoke about the inspection of the telegraph lino built by
Sifton, Glats & Co.-and I said that I thought an inspector should have
been along over the work at the time it was being built; and you
amked me had I made that recommendation in writing. I said 1
thought so ; but I was not sure. I have since looked up the mntter,
and I find it was in writing.

Nothing to pre- 11174. About what da.te?-The 9th Jun3, 1877. I rcfer to my letter-
vent ine from book and read the following extract fron that report, a copy ot whiclbeing înaintained II
in fair working is on file in the Engineers office:-
order had the
construction been "To sum up the whole I may say that, with the ex-eption of three points, Dog
properly done in Lake, the Narrows, and Bay of Lake Manitoba, from wbich a special agreement was,firat instine. I believe [T have not been officiall n tified on the fact] made through M. Fleming,Had suggested LThv ltbe flily nîfe ntefc]md ho .Feig
that some one there is nothing which should prevent a line from being maintained in fair working
should have been order, if proper precautions had been taken by the contractor in its constructiOn.
appointed to That that has not been done cannot be denied, and the consequence is he bas beenxupeîlntend put to great expense for relairs and maintenance ; and the result is, I believe, theseerection.
It being Impossi- two items have already cost him almost as much as putting up the line a second
ble for witness to time throughout iis whole length, while the frequent interruptions in the work have
1Io more than also been a loss to him and an inconvenience to the public. In making these remarks
mape a general it would seem as if 1 were passing a censure uipon myself for not having seen that theInspection. wr
Contractor work was properly done. In reply to tbis, I beg leave to submit the foliowing re-
hiaving to main- marks which wili, I am sure, be substantiated by Mr Fleming. When this work was
tain line for ive about to be comnenced, 1 suggested that sone one should be ap pointed to superin-
years thought a tend the erection, and accompany the contractors' men to see that the poles were
suffcent grkran- sunk a sufficient depth in the ground, and properly secured, and the joints in it weretee that work
would be done properly made, it being impossible for me to more than make a general inspection Of
wenl. the woik, and attend to my other dutties ; the more so as from the unsettled country

through whieh the line passes a considerable length of time would be required to
make the journey. It was considered, however, that such an officer would not b4
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1ecessary, from the fact that the contractor had to maintain the line for five years, a contract 5 A.faIct which was thought to be a sufficient guarantee that they would in their own
l lterest take pains to put it up in a substantial :anner."

I reply to the question you asked me yesterday, as to whether Furnlshed Flem-
ing wl'1 h estimate

had furnished Mr. Fleming with any estimate of the probable of probable cost
cOst of the northern extension of the Pembina Branch, I beg to ofO , ®ia
reply that I did, and it was communicated to Mr. Smellie, in Branch.
Mir. Fleming's office, in a letter dated 16th July, 1877. You asked
1ine, yesterday, to produce the contract with the North-West Trans- Trsprt cf

IOrtation Co. for the transport of rails. The first communication Produces papers
L had on that subject was a letter from Mr. Bnrpee, dated 25th June, asked for.
1875, sending me a copy of documents relating to the transport of steet
rails, delivery and storage, which I now produce, together with the letter.
(Eahibit No. 107.) Further, on the 19th May, 1876, I received a letter
from the Secretary of the Department of Public Works, enclosing me an
official copy of the same document. I was asked for plans and profiles of
Cross Lake trial lines. These are being prepared, and I will have them
readYfor you to night. I was questioned, yesterday, about the completion Raîlway con-
of the eastern portion of contract 14 by Mr. Whitehead, and an agreement c 'rett~ 14.

'11ade between him and Mr. Sif ton, which was to be subject to the approval
of the Minister of Public Works. I then stated what, from my recol-
lection, I believed to be the purport of that agreement, whatever any
'Vritten document might say to the contrary. I now produce papers Produces papers
Which, to my mind, seems to confirm the view I thon took. These 'o"lemn his re-
Papers are marked A, B, and C, and were placed in my hands by the agreement be-

twe ifton andctinLg Engineer-in-Chief, at the timo that the transaction took place. Whitehead.
A is a letter from Sifton, Ward & Co. to myFelf respecting the con-
tract with Mr. Whitehead, and dated the 13th September, 1878. B
18 the agreement between Messrs. Sifton, Ward & Co., properly
Signeid and witnessed, and bearing date the 13th Septem ber, 1878. The
third, 0, is a lotter from Mr. Francis J. Lynch, dated Winnipeg, Sep-
tfember, 1878, addressed to Messrs. Sifton, Ward & Co., and show-
)Ig them the respective costs of doing the work in different ways.
i Will now hand these papers in, if required, and I think an inspection
of them will confirm the view that I took as to what the nature of the
agreement was.

11175. They will not be reqiired at present. If wanted you qan send Bnilway Laca..
thora by mail to Ottawa. Do you remember whether a line cotisidera- Contract. Ns.
hly south of the present location of section 15 was made by Mr. Carre ? L and 1i.

Yet ; a survey was run by him on the southern lino.

11176. Were profiles of that line finished ?-A profile was finished of Une s outh of
th section 15 made

e portion ho run. by Carre.

11177. Did that come under your inspection ?-Yes.
11178. Did you consider it a favourable lino ?-In soma respects.
11179. How would it compare with the adopted line?-As regards

the amount of work especialiy, I think it was a more favourable section
than the present line in some respects.

11180. Upon the whole would it have been a better lino to adopt do
Yo think ?-I think not.

11181. Why not ?-Because it would lengthen the lino considerably
Scolpared with the present line. Notwithstanding the lesser amount

(>f Work we would have done upon it as compared with the present

In some resppcts
more favou i a WIe
than present Il .10.

But it would
lengthen te Une
and though work
lighter no saving.
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Contracte ose contract 15, it was thought by the Chief Engineer, who went into the14 aîid 10,b
Line north of matter very fully. with myself, that no saving would be effected if we

Lake Mani- had to abandon the work already done upon contract 14, what wouldtoba. have been necessitated by the carrying out of that line. Its increased
Work executed
on contracit 14 length, and the cost of making that in3roased length and operating it
would have had for all time to come-these and other similar matters which were given

very full consideration by the Chief Engineer and myself, l-d him to
conclude that it was better to adhere to the present lino at that time
than to attempt to make a change.

This conclusion 11182. I believe that consideration was after the lino through the
the l ®ne through Narrows of Lake Manitoba had been settled upon ?-Yes; that is what
Narrowsflxedon: I mean by stating it would have increased the length of the general
hence It would
lenghen lne. lino, and taken it out of the direction it was desirable to follow.
Line south of 11183. IIad the line as first projected, that is south of Lake Manitoba,
would probably been adopted, would it have been possible to have made this south line
have made the of Mr. Carre's work in with it, and on the whole diminish the cost of thelino south of pre- poal oue
tient contract Ï5 railway ?-I think it is quite probable it would, if that had been the
feasible and the line first struck upon when the surveys were started.
wboie Une liofrtsrc:uo hntesreswr,8aed
cheaper. 11184. What I mean is this : if, before the Government had been

commited to any expenditure, there had been the choice of the two
routes from Rat Portage, one by the present lino to Selkirk and thence
northward or north-westerly across the Narrows of Lake Manitoba, and
the other the southern Line from Rat Portage as surveyed by Mr. Carre,
crossing the river at some point south of Selkirk so as to continue it
south of Lake Manitoba, which would have been the nost favourable
lino for the public interest ?-I am not prepared to state positively which
would; but I think probably the southern lino.

11185. If you have made no comparisons it is not likely that you
could give any opinion on the amount by which it would have
been more favourable ?-No, I could not say; because at the time that
the comparison came up, when we had to make a compatison, we were
tied down by certain facts.

When compari- 11186. Contracts had been lot and money expended, which no longer
son had to e et h
made the choice left the choice a pure engineering question ?-No; we thought it was
was no longer a not necessary or requisite to go into the question, in the light which
u inering you have put it, at that time.

11187. Assuming that the Government was committed to the
crossing at Selkirk, and that no expenditure had been made east of
Red River on contract 14, would the south lino run by Mr. Carre and
joining in with the present routo somewhere upon 14, have been a
more favourable lino than the one now adopted over 14 and 15 ?-1
am hardly prepared to say whether it was or not.

One 'o he prn r 11188. Do you think that the principal reason for not adopting the
not adopting southern lino of Mr. Carre's was that the work had gone too far on the
Cýarre'8s outh lino
war that work lino of 14 as thon under contract ?-I think that was one of the
haît gone too, far l~
on contract 14. leading reasons.

11189. Do you remember any other reason or consequence ?-One I
have mentioned-the length of the lino and the cost of maintenance
for all time to come.

Carre's line 11190. Do you know by how much that would have lengthened the
,would bave
lenjgthened line lino ?-I think, if my memory serves me right, something about five
by nve miles. miles.
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11191. Is there any mode of calculating .the probable running Cotracta Nos.

expense of the road ?-Yes. Line north or
Lake Mani.

11192. What is it ?-Taking the length of the road, curvature and toba.
the gradients, you find out what amount of traffic can be carried over
it by engines of a certain power, which would cost a certain sum, and
the cost of fuel and other ingredients, oil, &c., that are required.

By M1fr. Keefer :-
11193. But with the same gradients and same curvature it is reduced Hmw to arrive at

to a question of so much per mile ?-Yes. oune.

By the Chairman :-
11194. If the capital applied to the construction of one was so much

less than on another-that the saving of interest amounted to more
than the saving of running expenses on the other line-would that
enable you to say which was the most favourable hne to adopt ?
-I do not think that that alone would.

11195. What else would be a material element in the calculation ?-
The country to be benefitted by the railway, and the probabilities of
n'ore or less traffic on the route through which the road would pass.

11196. Assuming that the local traffie would be equal on each lino,
is there still any other material ingredient in the calculation ?-Yes; I
think so. I think that in a transcontinental railway, such as this is
cOntemp lated to be, that other things being equal the shorter that yon
can make the route the better.

11197. That is-leaving aside the question of capital and interest In a tranecon-
constrution te ene r ue rote

involved in the construction of the one or the running expenses Of the ,hor route
Other-the lino which could be travelled over in the shortest space of best.

tirne might induce an amount of through traffic which a road of
greater length would not induce ?-Yes.

11198. Are you of the opinion that this was one of the reasons why Ths ls the recson
1O wh he Une

the direct line from the Narrows of Lake Manitoba was at one time throwghthe
projected ?-I am. projected.

11199. Do you mean that the probability of through freight and
Passengers was an important factor in the problem ?-I am of opinion
that it was, and that the object was to get the shortest and most favour-
able lino from ocean to ocean.

11200. Do you know whether the question of local trafflc over a differ-
ent line, but which would not be the shortest line, was taken into con-
eideration ?-I cannot say.

11201. Was it taken into consideration at any time when you and the Shortest Une
Chief Engineer discussed the matter ?-My reply to this will be given a toal

With hesitation, for this reason : I am not positive, but I think, as regards be sweiled frorn
that question, it was contemplated that this railway would be pushed branch ines.

through with considerable rapidity, and that it was intended to be
a through transcontinental railway. Local traffic on it at that time-
'What I mean by that time is, the short time before it was expected to
e completed-would be small. Local tratfic was to be subsequently
rnPuished'to it by branch railways in addition to what it would draw
self after the country became more fully settled.
11202. Do you mean that the necessity of finishing it within a short

Period made it impossible to give it all the advantages that it would
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1.na l have had if time was not so pressing-in other words, do you mean
Line north of that it was recommended to make it in a short time with less advantage

Lake Mani- than if time had not been material ?-It was always contemplated; as Itoba. understood that it was going to be pushed through within a short
period of time, and that consequently local traffie could not amount to
much in that time-in the time I mean from its commencement to its
completion.

11 2ï0J3. In your opinion, would the road be a more profitable under-
taking if it had been built without respect to the speedy completion,
but only with a view of its being made a paying matter ?-I do not
think I am in a position to answer that question.

11204. I want to know if that was an engineering element in the
problem ?-I fancy it was, but it can only be supposition.

Had he known as
much as he does
now or the extent
and fertility of
the country he
might in choos-

tiean s maettement
into conaldera-
lion.

Fleming's deci-
sion right alike
from past and
present stand-
pointe.

11205. Do you remember whether you and the Chief Engineer con-
sidered the question upon those matters, or whether he alone undertook
it ?-I do not think he consulted me on that particular point.

11206. As an engineer yourself, and without reference to what has
taken place, are you of opinion that the more profitable undertaking
would ave been to consider the settlement of the country through
which the road was to pass, so as to increase local traffic from the
beginning rather than wait for its development afterwards by branch
lines ?-If I knew all about the country then when this work was
undertaken that I do now, probably that would have entered very
strongly into my consideration ; but so little was known at that time of
the vast extent and fertility of the country here, that I do not think I
would have been in a position to give it that consideration which I
ought to.

11207. By the light of the present day do you as an engineer think
that it was a fortunate decision to plan the road in the most direct way
acroms the continent, irrespective of the nature of the country as to
settlement, through which it was to pass ?-I think that a line being
started and built, and intended as a quick and speedy tranicontinental
railway, I would sacrifice some of the benefits to be gained from local
traffli and improvement to make it the most direct route practicable
across the continent, provided that the engineering features of that route
did not largely enhance the cost over what a road more favourable
for settlement would be.

11208. Then do I understand you to say that in your opinion the
decision of that day was correct ?-I think what the Chief decided ws
right.

11209. Do you mean right according to the light of that day, or right
according to the light of the present day ?-I think it is right still.

11210. Then that involves this sequence: that the through trafflO
gained by the short line would be more profitable than any increase of
local freight which would be gained by going through a better settled
country ?-I do not see that, for this reason : a through lino is a trunk
line, whatever local traffl springs up will be led to that trunk line
when it is completed; by branch lines. It is not probable that twO
great trunk lines will be run across the continent anywhere in close
proximity to one another, and the through continental road, although
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Contracte Wes.Mot probably placed in exactly the best position for local traffic in the 14 and 15.
lirst place, will have that local traffic come to it in the course of time. Lime north of

Lake Marnai.
toba.

11211. Will that not be after the further expenditure of building o,a trame win
branch lines ?-Certainly after the country is settled and branch-lines come after coun-

try settled andare required. brance linea
11212. Would not the advantage of the local traffie which may be made.

ûltimately obtained be diminished if the cost of the construction of
these branches on the original shorter line amounts to more than the
cost of increasing the longer line in the first instance ?-It seems to me
that in that way of putting it, you are leaving out of consideration
altogether the through traffic.

11213. I do not intend to do that ?-By the construction of a short
through line, which is built to compete with through transcontinental
los, you give it a superiority for that competition, and the local lines
to be subsequently built will afford it a large local traffic besides.

11214. Of course the amount of through traffic, or rather the per- IrrespectiveofC ~local traine the
centage of the through traffic upon the whole traffic, would form a first grand object
rnaterial element in your calculation; for instance, if upon this road was the construc-
Oue-twentieth of the whole receipts should be for tbrough traffic it continenta-
Would affect the whole question materially ?-Yes; but in consideration rauway.
Of this question and the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
as I understood it, the first graEd object was the construction of the
transcontinental railway.

11215. Do you mean irrespective of its being a paying undertaking ?
'Irrespective of local traffic altogether.

11216. Do you mean that the amount, whether it should be great or
Sina]l, of the through traffic, was not an element in the engineering
calculation ?-No; the calculation was that there would be a large
through traffic in consequence of the shortness and directness of the
l1oe across the continent and the very favourable gradients that we
Were enabled to obtain on this line.

11217. Do you know whether there was any calculation as to the
Probable value of the thrnugh traffic as compared with the whole
trafiâc ?-I cannot say.

11218. Do you know what percentage the through traffle over any Proortion borne
tra4nscontinental line bears to the whole traffic ?-I have read, but I do b,étr ,rarngr af
not at this moment remember what proportion it bears on the Union tinentai une to
-or Central Pacifie Railway. I fancy, however, that the through traffie the whole traine.
bears a small proportion to the local.

11219. Do yon think it is more than one-seventh of it ?- I canngt
say at this moment at all.

11220. Assuming it to be one-seventh of the whole, the rest will be
oCcasioned by the nature of the country through which it passes; forInstance, whether it is well settled, or whether there is much business
done in it?-Yes.

11221. Now if the through traffic on this line does 'not exceed one-
86'Venth of the whole, which do you think will be the more important
elnleent in deciding wbether it should be a short through line or a1boger line through a country well settled and in which there is more

baines ?-I think that if I am giving up a transcontinental railway,
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1 n&]Mr,15. I will build it through a country most settled. If you cease to have
Line north of that the most important feature in the thing, then I will take the lino

lani- through the country that will bring most local traffic regardless of
length.

Object of making 11222. I understood you to say that the reason why you, as an engi-
Canadian Pactifi
Raîlway to ena neer, considered the short transcontinental lino the best, is because it will
ble it to compete induce the most through traffic, which will be of more importance than
isuccessfully with
other transcon- the value of the local traffic through the settlement ?-You have misun-
tinental unes. derstood me, and what I intend to convey-that the consideration ard

object of making a transcontinental railway of the Pacific Railway
was to enable it to compote favourably with transcontinental railways
in other parts of the continent.

If after comple- 11223. If after that competition the business should he no more than
tion oflUne
through business one-seventh of the whole business, how would that affect the question-
no more than I mean one-seventh of the whole business that could have been securedone-seventh of
the whole busi- by a different route through a botter settled country ?-Do you mean as
ness that could a financial undertaking ?have been secur ed
by a différent
route through a 11224. Yes ?-As a purely financial undortaking, I should feel
etter yett a disposed to lengthen the line so as to secure the local traffic.

ureo winna 11225. Do you mean that the question of the amount of through
would have traffic t0 be secured by this particular lino was not entirely a financia
Iengthened the
Une, question ?-I think it was not; I may be mistaken, but [ think not.
But the question 11226. What was the other question ?-I think it was a national andnot merel y tinan-
eIal, it was Imperial question.
national and
Inperial. 11227. Do I understand that the interests of this country and the

probability of a monetary return was not considered to be of so
much importance as the interests of the Empire generally in the con-
struction of this road ?-I do not know anything about this at all. I
thought you were asking my views ?

11228. So I was, but you went on to say what had been done, and
you have gone back from the decision you formerly gave ?-Of course
it is purely surmise on my part. When I say I think it was, or was not,
my answer is, that, as a purely financial undertaking, I would be
disposed to lengthen the lino so as to secure a groater amount of local
traffic.

For the present 11229. Irrespective of Imperial interests and by the light of the
irrerpersts present day, which do you say would be the most favourable engineering
the ngeorerouts and financial undertaking, to make a direct short route with a viewgiving more busi-
ness would be the to the speedy transit across the continent, or the long route which

®ina poinof would bring about more business from the country more or less thickly
view. settled ?-l think, for the present, the longer route giving more busi-

ness to the lino would be the botter lino.
11230. Yon mean botter from a financial point of view and without

considering the Empire ?-Exactly.
11231. Then the reasons in your mind, if any, for making a short

and direct lino across the continent are, the consideration of Imperial
interests rather -than of pecuniary results to Canada ? You wilI under'
stand that I am only asking at present for nothing more than your own
individual opinion ?-Thon my answer is, that I should be disposed to
lengthen the line somewhat for the sake of socuring local traffic..
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EORGE BRowN's examination continued:

By the Chairman :-

Nixon9ls P ay-
ms.ter-and-
Purveyorship

Private Trans-
actions with
AIowy

11232. Have yon with you any such book as was referred to in the p
subpœna served upon you ?-I have a book showing all notes dis- 0
eO1unted in the bank. i

11233. Will you please look at it and see if it contains a reference to
anY note or acceptance made by W. F. Alloway or Thomas Nixon, and
drawn or endorsed by either of them? I have no desire to see any
Other person's business.-Can you give me any date ? I should also
like it noted that I give this evidence under protest. If there have
been anything, I do not think there have been aniy transactions for
80Me years.

11234. We wish to know nothing of any note or acceptance upon i
which only one of these names appears; it is only as to paper upon
*hich both names appear. We wish you first of all to find if there is
a reference to any such paper ?-I do.

11235. When ?-In November, 1875.
11236. What is the amount of the paper?-1,000 . I am simply

tIking from my books. I could not say. Our books are headed in the
eolumns " Promissor " and " Acceptor." In another column " Drawer"
end " Endorser; " " For whom Discounted."

11237. What is the name of your book ?-Discount Register.

11238. Whose name do you find recorded as maker or acceptor ?-
• P. Alloway.
11239. Whose name do you find recorded as endorser ?-Thomas

Nion.
11240. Whose name do you find recorded as the person for whorn it
as discounted ?-It was recorded here as W. F. Alloway.
11241. Are you likely to have the original there referred to in your

ustody now ?-No.
11242. Is this one of the books of your bank?-Yes.
11243. Which bank ?-The Ontario Bank.
11244. Are you manager and agent of that bank ?-I am.
11245. Do you find any other reterence to paper of this kind?-If

.3v01 could give me any date at all.

11246. I am afraid I cannot assist you. We are enquiring into
a8tter we know nothing of. We wish to find out what other people
no?-There isa matterof between 20,000 and 30,000 notes discounted,
d it would be almost impossible to say.

roduces 1ooik
ontalnlng ail
otes discounted
n Ontario Bank.

Finds November,875, record of
iote of $1,0w0, W%
F. Alloway
naker and
ihomas Nixon
endorser.

Discounted for
W. P. Alloway.

11247. If you say you are not able to say within a reasonable time we
V#I1 give you further time ?-I am afraid it would take too long a

1ie to hunt it up now.
11248. Can ou, from memory, say whether there were more notes

tha that ?"-J o; I could not say at all.
11249. Perhaps it will not be necessary to enquire further; if we

th ld wish it we wili notify you so as to give you time to look
p.
47
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tontract o. 15. J. H. ROwAN's examination continued :

By the Chairman :-

Verification mea- 11250. Was there a verification measurement by Peter Grant of the
urementsma°de work on section 15 ?-There was I believe.by Peter orantL. wr nTee~ blee

11251. Do you know why it was ordered ?-I do not.
11252. Do you know what the result was ?-I do not. I would like

to say I do not. I know it was taken, and we afforded him ail the
assistance in our power to take it.

Received official 1125.3. Do you know the reasons which were given for taking
notiicaiona ea contract 15 out of Mr. Whitehead's hands ?-Ar official document was
out of White- sent to me from Ottawa with instructions to serve it on Mr. Whitehead.
head'e hands to
serve on htm. I read it over and sorved it. That document is, to the best of my

recollection, an official notification that the work was taken out of bis
hands. He being absent from here at the time his lawyer accepted ser-
vice. Further than that I know nothing of the matter except from my
position as district engineer. I know that the work was not being
carried on satisfactorily.

11254. There has been a question very much discussed, namely, the
authority for the change of work on section 15 from the trestle
work system to the solid earth embankment: do you remember what
was the first authority for the change ?-I remember the whole circum-
stance very clearly, from having given evidence under oath on the whole
subject before a Committee of the Senate in Ottawa, about a year and
a-half ago.

11255. Can you say who was the first person who directed a change-
who had any authority to do so ?-The question of authority to do so is,
I have heard, a moot question.

Marcus Smith 1126. I will alter it by saying the first person assuming to have
authorized wit- cag
nees to make the authority ?-The person who authorized me to make any change was
change from the acting Engineer-in-Chief.
trestie work to
soud earth em- 11257, Do you mean Mr. Smith ?-Yes Mr. Marcus Smith. I lookedbankment Inyo
regard to a por- on bis order as being ail that I requirel. This, however, refers only
tion f work. to a change of a portion of the work from trestle to earth embankment-

The authority for the complete change was communicated to me by
the Engineer-in-Chief, Mr. Fleming, last year. His letter to me stated
that the Government approved of the change and had authorized it.

11258. Do you remember whether you bad authorized the contractor
to make any change before Mr. Smith had directed you so to do ?-NO-

11259. Do you mean that you do not remember, or that you did iot
authorize the change ? -I do not remem ber that I authorized any change
until I was authorized by Mr. Smith.

Original estimate 11260. Can you say now, in round numbers, how much the cost of the
f, s1oofsction whole work on section 15 will exceed the estimated cost at the tirn 0

mated cost to the eontract was let ?-Yes. The original estimated cost was aboutcomptel e
12,50,OO. $1,600,000 on the tenders put in. The estimated cost to complete il

82,500,000.
11261. Then the difference is about?-8900,000.
11262. The trestle work system would have been a less expensile

one than the one now adopted ?-It is a mere matter of construction.
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11263. I mean the first cost-construction cost ?--Yes.

Railway Con=
struction-

c.ntwrat so.15.

11264. Can you say how much of this difference of $900,000 is pro- $25O,000 due to
substitution of

bably due to the change from trestle to earth embankment ?-About etbankment for
$250oo(»1 thnktrestie; $650,000 to$250,000, I think.trte;seooo an excess of solid

11265. To what do you attribute the balance of $650,000 ?-To an rock excavation.

excess of solid rock excavation, in the actual quantity of rock to be
renoved, on the line over what was placed in the approximate quan-
tity submitted to parties tendering.

11266. Was that from a change in the grade, so as to make the quan-
tities greater, or was it from inaccurate calculations at the beginning ?
-There is a difference of opinion on that point. This astItem due

11267. How is it in your opinion ?-I think it is due to both-partly f partcnhaart
to both. to fnaccurate

calculations.
11268. How much of the increase was caused by the grade being Explanationasto

altered ?-I caniot at this moment answer that question. When the discrepacy ee
discrepancy was firstdiscovered Mr. Carre undertook to make an explan- and actual quan-
ation. I desire to say that at the time that the quantities to be tities.

submitted for parties to tender on under the present contract, or at that
letting, were called for, Mr. Carre was engaged in the field locating
and cross-sectioning contract 15. I received instructions from Ottawa
requesting an estimate of the probable quantities required in order to
submit to tenderers, and I sent out from here to the line, and got Mr.
Carre in to assist me in making up the quantities; and as the thing was
wanted very hurriedly, I instructed him to make up the quantities of
rock and earth while I went into the designing of trestle work and
taking out the quantities of timber work that would be required to
comrplete the voids. He gave me in the quantity of rock that was
required to be dono, and showed me at the same time an improvement
that was made in the location which he was thon engaged on over the
Previous location which would shorten the lino considerably, and on
that account we struck off about 20,000 yards of rock. If my
Inemory serves me right, the quantity ho had was 320,000 yards; and
thinking we could safely knock off the 20,000 yards on account of the
Piece that would be taken off the length of the line by this deviation
Which ho was then making, I accepted these figures as correct with
that deduction, and forwarded them with my estimate of the other
qtantities to the Engineer-in-Chief. It was only a considerable time
afterwards that I first became aware of the fact that there was going
to be such a large discrepancy between the quantity of rock to be
actually done and that submitted to the tenderers. I brought it to the
lotice of the Engineer-in Chief. He was very much surprised and dis-
Pleased when I brought it under his notice, and desired that I should
Eive some explanation of how such a discrepancy could occur. I
appealed to Mr. Carre as having made up the quantities for an expla-
nation, in order that I might lay it before Mr. Fleming, because he was,
as I have already stated, completely taken aback by finding there was
sutPch a discrepancy between the quantity given and what it was turn-
Ing out to be. Mr. Carre furnished, I believe, the Chief Engineer with Carre furnisbed
an explanation-l think there must be a copy of it on file in the office Fleming with an

'that accounts in a large measure for the increase of the quantity and explanation.
the cost of the work now as compared with what it was estimated to
cOst under the form of tenders; and many people have, in consequence,
thought that the increase in cost was due to the change from trestle

47J
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work to earth filling, when in reality a large part of the increase in cost
was due to incorrectness in the original estimate of the quantity of
rock to be removed.

11269. Do you undorstand that error in the estimate at the beginning
to be caused by some miscalculation upon the data which had been
obtained, or because it was impossible to obtain sufficient data to make
a correct calculation ?-We had not sufficient data in tho first place to
obtain anything like a correct calculation.

11270. It was no fault in the figuring then upon the data which were
obtained ?-I do not wish to say that. I think there must have been
some error in the calculation; but, at the same time, I say positively that
we had not sufficient data to arrive at a correct estimate or anv-
thing like a correct estimate, but I think there must have been an
error in the calculation besides, although, in justice to Mr. Carre, I
must say that he was of opinion that there was not, and endeavoured
to explain how it was.

11271. Before the calculations of quantities take place, what infir-
mation is obtained by the persons in the field ?--The longitudinal pro-
files of the country along the centre line of the railway is takon, and
subsequently at requisite intervals cross-sections are maie both ofthe
cuts and fills.

11272. Do you know whether the calculation, in this instance, was
made upon the centre line only, or upon the additional information
which w< uld be afforded by cross-sectioning?-On the centre lino only
to the best of my recollection.

11273. Do you remember whether it was assumed, for the purposes of
that calculation, that the surface of the ground was level and that the
calculation proceeded on that basis ?-That was the o:ly basis on which
it could proceed at that time.

11274. Then it was made in that way yoru think ?-That was the way
it was made.

11275. How would these particulars of the centre Une be recorded by
the person in the field ?-In the level book.

1 276. Does he record particulars for each locality as he proceeds
along the lino ?-He takes levels along the centre line of the railway
and records the height of the surface of the ground at every 100 feet, or
fifty feet here and there. These were necessary before a certain assumed
datum. Subsequently a grade line, supposed to represent formation
level, as it is called-or about eighteen inches below the rails-will sub-
sequently be drawn on the profile, balancing the cuts and fills, or
otherwise, as is deemed desirable; and the depth below the surface of
that grade line in cuttings is the figure by which an approximate cal-
culation is made of the quantities.

11277. Does the level book confain sufficient data to repeat the
calculations if necessary upon that subject ?-Certainly.

11278. Do you know whether they were ever repeated from the data s0

recorded, in order to ascertain whether Mr. Carre had actually made a
mistake in his calculations or not?-1 am under the impression that
Mr. Carre went over them all again himself.
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11279. I understand that this level book being present and affording c n o..
thi8 data, that any person not connected with the field work can make
the calculation ?-Yes.

11280. So that it was possible to ascertain from the level book itself, Te orrectness

without Mr. Carro's presence, whether his calculations as to quantities lations could

Were correct upon the data furnished by that book ?-Yes: assuming have ben teve a
the country to be level. by anybody.

11281. Certainly ; and I understand that was the way it was assumed
all the way through for the purposes of this calculation ?-Yes.

11232. But although that can be repeated and bis calculation tested,
You are uncertain whether it was ever ascertained whether ho had

ade a mistake or not upon the subject ?-I am certain itwas ascertained
that ho had made a mistake.

11283. Where was that ascerlained ?-Whon I came to find the
quantity of rock over 500,000 yards, rather than 300,000.

11284. Was it ascertained by calculations from this ficld book, which
affords sufficient data, or was it only from the result that you say it
'eas ascertained ?-It was ascertained when we came to calculate from
the cross-sections that the quantity of rock that would actually have
tO be done was in excess of the figures given by Mr. Carre. Whether
the figures were gone over again of the more centre lino profile or not,

aa not prepared now to state, but 1 rather think they were.

11285. The information given by the cross-sectioning would afford
altogether new data for the calculation ?-Certainly; and correct data;

11286. I am at present not directing my onquiry to that matter; I
'dlderstand you to say that Mr. Carre contended ho had made no mis-
take in the data which bis field book afforded ?-Certainly.

11287. But ho contended if there was any error it was because bis
field book did not afford sufficient data, inasmuch as there had been no
cr"oss-ectioning ?-I think that was Mr. Carre's contention.

11288. I understand you to say that you thought there had been a or Ixinression
Iscalculation of the data which his field book did afford ?-That i rn acrueated

"nY impression.
112é9. And you say you think that was tested ?-I think Mr. Smellie, Thinks SmelIle

ln the office, had the quantities re-calculated. ties re-calculated.
11290. Do you think it likely that the level book is still preserved ?
o0 You know whether it je the nractice to do so ?-I think it is ; but if
la not, the profile ie preserved. The original profile is in the office at

attawa from which the heights can bo taken and calculated the same
frorm the field book.
11291. You will probably see the drift of my question when I remind

YOti that if ho was instructed to make bis calculation upon a simple
<tre line, and the result turned out to be insufficient, it would be no
It of his; but if the centre lino gave him sufficient data to make the

elelation, and in the calculation ho made serious orrors, then ho would
biliat fault, and it is with the view to ascertain where that responsi-

i y he$ that I am pushing these questions ?-It is not a fault. An
3ror mnay happen to any one.
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11292. Weil, call it an error or mistake ?-Yes; it was an unfortu-
nate one if it was an error.

11293. I am not sure whether I asked you before what excess of
rock excavation was due to the change of grades-I mean in round
numbers ?- think you did; and that I replied that I was unable from
memory to get at this moment the quantity.

11294. In the matter of grades who governs : are they revised by
the Chief Engineer ?--They are revised by me in the first place, and I
send them subsequently to Ottawa for the approval of the Engineer-in-
Chief.

11295. Have you any recollection as to what quantity of rock exca-
vation had been executed when the error in the estimate was discov-
ered ?-I can tell you by reference to my estimates and letter-books.

11296. Please do so?-I will take a note of it.
11297. Do yo:a know whether the levels of Lake Manitoba and Lake

Winnipeg, as marked upon the map, are correct ?-The relative levels
between the two lakes?

lake Winnipeg 11298. Yes; either the positive levels or the comparison between
®1 feet above tle them. I would like to know what the levels on the map are ?-Theygea, Lake Man-

Itoba f04. are not correct as now known ; they were supposed to be accurate at
the time this map was made, but I believe they were arrived at from
adding to the height of Lake Winnipeg, which is arrived at from our
surveys at the east, the figures given in, I think it is, Professor Hind's
report of bis examination of the country in 1857, or thereabouts. Our
own subsequent levels, run subsequent to the date of this map, make
the relative levels to be, assuming Lake Winnipeg to be 710 feet above
the sea, Lake Manitoba would be 804. I speak from memory, I can
give it to you exactly to-morrow. It is only a saving clause to say it is
from memory, as I think it is correct, though I would like to be sure.

11299. Do you remember a dispute between the contractor and the
Government on the subject of loose rock measurement ?-Yes.

Did not direct 11300. That bas been explained very fully both by Mr. Carre and by
put Inrtoemkank- Mr. Whitehead; but there is one matter which, perhaps, you can explain
ment without also: whether loose rock was put into the embankment at any time
f"nyase eetuon. without being measured in any classification to the contractor unaer

your directions?-I think not.
11301. Were you aware that it was done ?-No.

When~contractor 11302 Were you aware that solid rock outside of the prism was put
aorods into the banks without being allowed for ?-No; he was allowed for all

rmd was ai- the rock rut in the embankment, that was taken from outside the autho-fowed for three
yards ofearth In rized prism of the cuttings, as earth, at the rate of three to two ; that
the bank. is to say, if he took two yards of rock from outside the prism and put

it into the bank he was allowed at the rate of three yards of earth.
11303. Is that because two yards of solid rock is supposed to 611 a

-space in the bank equal to three cubie yards of earth ?-Yes.
11304. So that you allowed him the same price as if he had miade

that filling with earth instead of rock ?-Exactly; that is to say, ee
allowed hitn the space of three yards ofearth in the bank. I think, b'it
I am not quite positive, that he makes a still further claim than that,
which is this: that owing to the fact that rock stands at one to Oo*
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While earth will only stand at a slope of one and a-half to one, he Coaact 3. 1.

s'hould be paid for the length of bank made up with rock as if it had me o sore
been made up with earth ; that is, that it would make more bank lineally. lIneal measure-

That, I believe, has not been allowed to him. ment not allowed

11305. The question of loose rock is still an open question between Measurement or
hin and the Government ?-He disputes the measurement; there is no is®
doubt about that.

11306. It is more a question of classification than of quantity ?-Of
quantity.

11307. There is a dispute about classification : does that apply to the
rock outside the prism ?-No. That applies to boulders and rock,
Other than rock in situ-solid rock.

11308. It is contended, on the part of the Government, that stones 'ver t ens
found in earth if they cannot be handled in a certain way, are only to lesthan fourteen
be counted as earth ?-If less than fourteen cubic feet they are to be be class fied as
laseified as earth; if forty feet, as solid rock. eeta solid rock.

11309. Were you aware that the engineer in charge certified to a Engineer in

fnaller quantity of rock excavation than had been actually excavated, rcae undr -

for the roason that it might require more than the regular price to take cerifted to a
mmaller than the

Out the balance-at the bottoms of cuttings for instance ?-I was. actual quantity
of rock excava-

11310. Was that with your approval ?-Yes. tion.

11311. Upon what principle was that done?-It was done on the
Principle that he was going on: doing all the massive part of the work,
if I may use the expression, and leaving the minor or costly parts until
the end to be done, in spite of repeated orders to the contrary, stating
that he would do all this when he laid the track and had the cars to
'do it. In my judgment, as well as the judgment of the division
engineer, there was a large part of that work that could not be done
inl that way; and, when we found that he would not obey orders, to
keep ourselves safe, in case at any time he should fail to complete his
Work, and it should be thrown upon the hands of the Government, with
all the costly work left to do and all the remunerative work done,
We refused to give full measurements.

11312. Then is it understood that the certificates are not statements
'Of the real work done, but only a certificate of the work he ought to
be paid for, although more work was done ?-The certificate states on
ItS face that it is an approximate estimate. Every certificate we make
Purports only to be an approximation; and every certificate which is
inade up monthly is an approximate statement of the total amount of
Work done from the commencement on the contract up to the time
'when it purports to be a return of work, and it only professes to be un
approximation.

11313. But is it intended to be as correct a statement as can bà given
of the actual quantities known ?-Yes; that is the intention.

11314. Then why is a smaller amount named: is it for the reasons
You have given ?-Exactly. It is because I conceive that a certain
anount of discretion is left in the hands of an engineer, occupying the
Position I did, as to the amount of the returus that are to be made.

11315. Then you consider that, although the certificate purports to
state, as far as your knowledge will permit you to state, the quantities
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Contract Mo*15. executed, that it is not intended really to state the full amount, if for
any reason you should think any portion of the price should be kept
back ?-I do not think it does.

11316. You consider it necessary to frame your certificate in that
way to sa\ e the Government the expense of finishing at a higher price
that work which was left undone at the contract price, and the retain-
ing of the percentage which is always left in the hands of the Govern-
ment might not cover it, so as to save them from this loss ?-No.

11317. Have you considered up to what height of the embankment
trestle work, as originally contemplated, would be the cheaper mode
of construction ?-Beyond what height, not up to what height ?

Trestle and bank 11318. Yes ; beyond what height ?-I have. At the contract rates
eq"atpencet in this particular contract, the point where embankment and trestle

were of about equal cost was eighteen feet. This was due to the high
price of material for forming the embankment, and to the low price of
timber. Had the things been more equal the relative quality would
have given a deeper bank.

11319. Does that include the solid rock bases, or do you assume that
that is present in both cases ?-No ; I think that is compared with the
earth bank.

11320. Do you mean to compare a rock base and trestle super-
structure on the one side, against solid earth embankment, without any
base, on the other side of the question ?-No; I mean to compare the
filling of any valley un to a certain level, where that valley would be
crossed by trestle work up to that level the whole way across from the
bottom up, with earth without any trestling.

Rock base would 11321. Does the question of rock bases alter the comparison in any
alter comparibon way ?- Yes.

11322. How would it alter it: I mean would it alter the height at
which you say they are equivalent ?-Certainly.

11323. Rave you considered it with that element in the calculation?
-I have. I have submitted a voluminous report considering it in every
possible way, and showing the price per lineal foot of the embankment
in every way it*was possible to make it under the contract: earth bank,
earth bank with rock base, and earth bank with rock sides and base, the
centre and bottom being earth.

11324. That report was made to Mr. Smith : is it likely to be found
at Ottawa ?-1 think so. If not I can furnish a copy.

Dispute as to 11325. Is there a dispute upon the subject of the sufficiency of the
nuînber and In,
"pection of -i. ties used upon contract 15 ?-No; not as to the sufficiency but as

to the number and the inspection.
contract se. 1. 11326. One of the contractors, either on 14 or 15, represented
Contractor put in that after ties having been accepted by the Governnient ho used
r sltive orders them in the road; and after they had been used for a considerable
rom the division time-a year or a year and a-half-he was required to take them outengineer. and put in others, which has not been done yet ?-That all occurred o

contract 14, but as a part of contract 15. The facts are these '
the contractor went ahead with the track-laying night and day, and
put in ties in spite of positive orders to the contrary from the
Division Engineer, Mr. Thompson. I have his report upon the subject,
which, if deemed necessary, I can submit a copy of it. In consequencO
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Of bis doing this I declined to return that part of the track as completed, contract -o.u
and subsequently sent over the road to cull the bad ties that were put h d 1a 1ter>eing
ilito the road after he had been using the road quite a time himself. put ln, to be

culled.

11327. We understood Mr. Carre to say, in his evidence, that he consid-
ered you had not visited the road very frequently while he was finally
locating the line. It may have been later, but ho mentioned the inter-
vals which happened between your visits ; are you able to say about
hOw frequently the lino was visited by you, or whether it was visited
as often as necessary ?-I visited it as often as I possibly could in connec-
tion with my other duties; I could not say exactly how many times I
visited it, but it must have been twenty-five or thirty times.

maiiway Loea.
tion-

Contract No. 15.
I must have visit-
ed line about
thirty times.

11328. Do you think the work done was less efficient than it would
have been had you been able to visit it oftener ?-Possibly, if I could
have visited it oftener it might have been botter.

11329. Have you any reason to think that it would have been better? Better Il he c
N-iewed by the light of subsequent events, I suppose it would. I have viited

Want it to be distinctly understood that I could not visit it more fre-
quently, and attend to the other duties that I had to attend to.

11330. It was not from any neglect on your part ?-No; it was not
through any intentional neglect or wilful neglect.

11331. Have you ever estimated the comparative cost of bridging the ineda iver
IRed River at Selkirk and at Winnipeg?-I think I did make some C'°o**u*.
rOugh calculations some years ago.

11332. Can you say what the result was ?-My recollection was that Very little d
there was very little differencé in the absolute cost between bridging ft®,"e cio
here and bridging at Selkirk, if these are the two points to which you Red River at
allud kirk and ate. Winnipeg.

ould
it

i f-
et

1-1

11333. Did that include the filling f>r any distance east and west of
the banks of the river ?-To the water's edge ?

11334. Yes, to the water's edge ?-Yes; it included not the filling but
the trestling at Selkirk.

11335. So as to reach the general level of the prairie ?-Yes.
11336. Have you compared the cost between the bridge at Selkirk Drfference in coat

a that way, and at any other point besides Winnipeg-Stone Fort, for a7rng at
Instance, on St. Andrew's Rapids ?-Yes ; it is my impression I did. I am
'retty sure I did, only in rough approximation, never going into details.
he result was that the difference in cost would be very trifling at any

Point, if that was the only comparison that was to be made.
11337. What other element do yon think ought to be taken into

censideration in comparing the two points ?-A large number which
aro all set forth in my report on the subject.

11338. Do you mean the report in which the level of the water was At Selkirk alargegien when the country was inundated ?-Yes; all the various matters Portion or the

%hich in my judgment required to be taken into consideration in EY overnment.
dterrining on where the site of the bridges should be, are brought

der notice in that report; possibly, speaking from memory, the
n0haideration-which at the time the location was made was consideredto be a very important one-was the question of property, to whom it

1nged, on the bank of the river-I mean that at Selkirk a large
rit of property was owned by the Government; and this utilized
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as a town site, as it very probsbly would be, would have brought in a
very large amount of money to the Government, amply sufficient in my
judgment to more than pay for the cost of bridging the river.

11339. Do youremember, in round numbers, what value was attached
to that fact ?-I submitted the fact. I do not know what deduction the
Chief Engineer drew, or what value he placed upon it. I submitted the
fact to him.

11340. I mean in the calculation of amounts: do you remember the
amount which was set down as the advantage to be gained from the
property owned by the Government in that locality ?-I do not know.
I do not know what value might be placed upon it; it was a question of
the extent of property to be sold.

11341. Had you estimated the cost of the bridge and approaches ?-
Yes.

11342. What was that?-I think it was between $200,000 and
$250,000. The value of the property would largely exceed that. Tnere
is something like two miles square of a town site laid out there.

11343. Do I understand you to say that the difference between the
cost of the bridge and approaches at Selkirk and at Winnipeg would be
equalized or thereabout, the advantage of the present selection being
only the value of the land at Selkirk belonging to the Government ?-
No.

At the time the 11344. It was independent of that ?-Independent of that. I may-cot of a bridge at
Winnipeg and at illustrate: i think that the cost of the bridge here-and you will under-

S rk o stand me I am speaking of things as they stood at the time it was done
and not as you see it now-the cost of the bridge here and there would
not be very dissimilar, if both bridges were placed in an equally perfect
position of safety. I add that because a bridga is now beirig built here;
and it is being built for less money and at a very considerably lower level,
but of a much more fragile construction, than any bridge i contem-
plated.

11345. Have you set out in the report to which you have alluded,
your views upon the question of inundations and the waterway of the
river, and the effect upon the bridge or the crossing ?-I have, not only
the effect upon the bridge itself but the danger to surrounding property.

Still holds the 11346. Are the views set out in the report still your views ?-They
view ofhis report. are. It is the report which Mr. Fleming publishes-that is the report.

By Mr. Keejer:-
11347. There is no cross-section of the river at Selkirk in that ?-If

not I shall ask to put in a cross-section of it, b.cause I put in cross-
sections of every cross-section that was taken of the river.

Length of bridge 11348. Do you remember what might be the extreme length of a700 feet, trestile brde ''' ' tee ~ otdhihr
work at aide 2,oo bridge at Selkirkfrom the higher banks; there are two plotted: higher
feet. and lower ?-The bridge itse!f about 700 feet acrosa the river, the

trestle work at the side 2,000 feet.
11349. Additional ?-Yes.

Fullest informa- 1135o. Making altogether 2,700 feet?-Something over that; but Ition regardingrpr umte, o 1°very suggested want you to understand that in the report I submitted, not only was
point given In there a longitudinal section of the river with the general prairie levelreport. shown, and every water level given, and front the most accurate and
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lisifnterested testimony that could be obtained, but also cross-sections of ed iver
the river at every point that was ever suggested by anybody were
attached to the longitudinal sections.

11351. Would not the line of railway after it had crossed the bridge
818 have crossed the low lands to the west of the river that would be
overfiowed with the flood ?-About ten miles west.

11352. To what extent would it be overflowed ?-To a depth of three
feet, about.

11353. And what width ?-Speaking from memory, I think from
1,000 to 1,500 feet.

11354. You spoke of the depth to which it would be overflowed; did
You refer then to the flood of 1852 ?-1 presume so; that is what I
ipresume you are referring to.

11355. Yes; I referred to the flood of 1852 ?-I may further add that Witness's Idea to

ny idea-if the work had ever got to that stage, when that portion of teranroein
the line was gone on with-was to suggest that an opening should be work sa as to

gone afford an outiet
left at that place, by means of trestle work, so as to afford an outlet for for surplus water
the surplus water should ever a flood occur there again. o c °°r

11356. You would not propose to make a solid road across that part
of it ?-No ; certainly not.

By the Chairman :-
11357. Are there any other matters appertaining to the question of River has widen-

Illundations which you have mentioned in that report, and which yOU double.
1 ow think material to the investigation of the subject ?-I do not know
that there are; but there is one thing I would like to mention now,
because it so happens that I heard remarks made about it here yester-
'day, in the evidence of one of the gentlemen who gave testimony before
the Commission, that is as to the widening of the river and corequently
the lessening of the chances of future inundations. With reference to
that point, I am willing to bear out fully what is said with reference t
the widening of the river in some places to a very considerable extent
Indeed, almost double, I think. 1, myself, since i have been in Winni-
Peg, about nine years, think the river opposite the foot of Broadway
inust be at least 100 feet wider than it was when I first came here; but
I think it is fallacious for anybody to suppose that because the river But this does not
ha widened at some point that that diminishes the chances of an inunda- cincs thenoo

tion, because as long as there is one single point on the river between
here and the lake that is as narrow as it was at the date of the floods,
the chances of inundations still continue, as you cannot pour a
Aqantity of water through a funnel any faster, no matter how large
You make the upper end of it, as long as the lower end is only of a

vlen diameter. That there are such points in the river which are to- Recause to-day
no wie rvr ty irta eei there are places

aY no wider or very slightly-imperceptibl wder than they were in where the river is
the flood of 1852-I think can be ascertained by disinterested testimony. not perealbiy
Il should gravely regret-seriously regret-should such an event ever 1852.

bappen again ; I think it would be a fearful calamity,to the country;
but that it is impossible is not the fact.

11358. Do you remember what was the price of transportation of Transportation
rails from Winnipeg to Selkirk by any means then available at the contract No. ls.
time that it was decided to get Mr. Whitehead to finish the Pembina
tranch North ?-I think there is a tender for the transportation of
rails that will show that.
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contract o. s 11359. Do you remember who made the tender ?-Kittson. The facts
tractor to land are these: the first I knew of such a contract at ail was the rails
rails at Seikirk. coming here and parties asking me where they would unload them, and

I told them at Selkirk; and they told me they could not go down the
Rapids at St. Andrew's. I said : " You must go down; I want the ra:as

Contractor down there." They said they would not, that their agreement with
refused. the Government was that they could navigate the whole Red River

from Moorhead to St. Boniface, and were bound by the Government
to carry the rails as long as there was two feet of water in the river,
but to go over the St. Andrew's Rapids they had to have six feet. I
thought it was a very peculiar thing, and if my recollection serves me
right, I applied to Ottawa to know if it was the case, and I got a copy
of the agreement that was made, and I insisted upon their going down
notwithstanding their contract. I said they must go down, that there
was six feet of water there. They went down with the first load part
of the way, and then turned back when they got to the head of the
Rapids, and unloaded them whon they got to a place called the Birches,
opposite Bird's Hill, Pembina Branch now. I think it was the follow-
ing year they made the same pretext, and said there was not six feet
of water in the Rapids; I said there was, they said there was not. It
was a question of assertion ; and I hired a smail steamboat and had a
beam stretched across ber forty feet long, and had teeth put into it
like a rake three feet apart, and made ber go down the river from here
to Selkirk, and took the levels in the river when she went down, and
there was no denying that there was eight feet of water, without any
boulders to strike the teeth three feet apart, and by that means I got
the rails, 900 tons, down to Selkirk. Then the water fell to
the level that we knew by our levels would not leave more than six
feet over some of the boulders, and I ceased to insist. But my own
impression is that the difficulty was not so much that they could not
go down, as that having gone down they had not the power to tow
their barges back again up the Rapids.

11360. I understand that the time arrived when, in your opinion, they
wore no longer compeled to take them down ?-Yes.

Railway Con- 11361. It was necessary then to procure some other means of trans-
P"mbB, e]. portation ?-Yes; in addition to which we had a large quantity of
Contract 5 A. rails landed on the bank of the river between here and belkirk, which
BuildlngPembina was neither near St. Boniface to be utilized where we wanted rails, nor
Braneh would yet near Selkirk. The building of the Pembina Branch would enableenable those r ail. e erbidn
to be taken to us to get these as well as Other rails to the part of the line where they
where needed at
sina®® expense. were required, at a comparatively small additional expense, beyond

building the Pembina Branch.
11362. Do you remember what would have been the cost of trans-

porting those rails from the points near Winnipeg down to Selkirk s0
as to make them available for section 14 or 15, as the case may be, if
you had not built the North Pembina Branch ?-1 do not remember at
this moment, but I presume the figures Mr. Fleming submitted must
have. been nearty correct, because he had the contract to judge by
when he made the proposal to the Government about building the
Branch.

Contract No. 33. 11363. Do you remember the substance of the contract botween
Kavanagh, Murphy & Upper as to completing the Pembina Branch ?
-I do.
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Pemb. Btraeh.
11364. What was it?-The road was to be completed and partially VontraetNo.33.

ballasted by the time named in the contract, and fully ballasted by the Upper &0o.'s
-ecember following. contractcomplet-

Ing Whltehead's
11365. That was the completion of the grading which had been left Branch Southn

undone by Mr. Whitehead under his contract ?-Partly that and partly
a portion of the road, about seven or eight miles between St. Boniface
and the northern end of what had been Mr. Whitehead's contract that
had never been let before at all. In other words, it included the grading
fromn a mile south of St. Boniface station to the point where Mr.
Whitehead's grading had been done, and the putting of Mr. Whitehead's
grading in proper shape to complete the road, together with all the
bridges, culverts, cattle guards, road crossings, &c.

11366. Did they complete their contract ?-They did not.
11367. Was the work taken out of their bands by the Government ? Work taken out

'yes. of their hands.

11368. Under what sort of arrangement, or was it in the absence of
any arrangement ?-I cannot say what arrangements were made, 0raert comn
except that I got orders to go on and complete the work myself at the ctor's expenrse
expense of the contractor by days' labour. by day labour.

11369. Was it done in that way ?-We are doing it still.

11370. Then the work undertaken at that tirme by Kavanagh, Murphy
& Upper has never been entirely finished ?-No; we are urging it for-
Ward to completion as fast as we can.

By Mr Keejer:-
11371. What remains to be done to complete it?-Several bridges

have to be built, some road crossings have yet to bo put in, and a por- mains to be done.
tion of the fencing has to be completed, and also a portion of the
ballasting.

By the Chairman :Tie-

11372. There was a contract with William Robinson for delivering CoitraetNo.36.
ties on the Pembina Branch; do you remember whether that contract
Was fulfilled ?-It was not.

Robinson failed
11373. In what re-pect?-He did not deliver the ties that he con- to perform his

traeted to deliver at ail, nor those that he did deliver within the time contract.

sPecified.
11374. Have the ties been delivered that were intended to be

delivered under the contract ?-Yes; we procured them by other
Ineans.

11375. Is there any other matter npon the subject, or any dispute
Or difference of any kind ?-Not that I know of.

11376. You are not taking part in the Pettlement of any dispute on
the subject ?-No; I have made all my reports on the subject. What
action the Government have taken on it I do not know.

11377. Had you any jurisdiction over the fulfilling of the contract
ande for the equipping and working of the Pembins Branch with
r. Stephen ?-None whatever.
11378. That contract was ended and the work taken into the hands Operatng Lime.

o the Government- the running of the road ?-Upper & Co. ran it for Government
" While until the work was taken out of their hands, and since that the eatr'a ner.
Government have been operating it themselves under their own officers.
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worked well.

11379. Is it worked under your supervision ?-No; I have only
charge of the construction.

11380. The manner or efficiency of the working of the road as a
running road is under the direction of some other person ?-Yes.

11381. Who is that?-Mr. Lynskey.
11382. Have you any information, which would help us in the inves-

tigation, to give on that subject: have you been enabled to notice
whether the work bas been well managed or ill managed, or is it pay-
ing, or anything of that kind ?-As to paying, I could not say; but as to
working, I think it bas been as well managed as it is possible to do>
with the means at his disposai.

Bauway Cou- 11383. The first 100 mile section west of Red River is under
"*ntlact Mo. 48. your supervision ?-Yes.

Some delay took
place in locating
lme.

Engineers above
their walsts in
'water.

Large amount of
water cause of
delay.

11384. The contractor, Mr. Ryan, bas mentioned that ho considered
that a considerable delay occurred in the locating of the line after ho
was ready to go on with the construction, what is there to be said
about that ?-There was some delay at the commencement no doubt.
The amount of water at the back of the town here, where nobody
seemed to be aware before that there was such a quantity, seriously'
interfered with the prosecution of the work. It is very difficult indeed
to get at the point where the work was to be started, even to make the
survey. The engineers were over their waists in water. There wàs
a difficulty in getting away that water, and from this and other causes
there was delay in setting out the work; but I think that that was
really the principal cause of delay-the amount of water both inside
and outside of the city limits and the difficulty of getting rid of it.

11385. Are you aware that there bas been a change in the character
of the road-bed from that which was intended originally ?-I do not
know that there is any change in the character of the road-bed. There
is a slight change in the way of the carrying on of the work.

CharRcter of 11386. Whon I Faid the character of the work I meant that the road-
road-bed. bed was to be of earth originally, and that now it is made for a consi-

derable distance of ballast without any earth being taken from the
ditches or put into the road-bed ?-The way I would put that is that
it was contemplated to make portions of the road from ditches dug at
the sides of the road, but now some of the places that would have been
made up on that way have been made by 'hauling material froi
borrow-pits. It so happened that these pits are of gravel, and the
portion used for that purposo--I mean the bank purpose-may be
considered as earth work, and the portion that is put on top for holding
the rails in place as ballast.

11387. Is it not contended by the contractor that because thislower
portion of the road-bed is of a different material from that originallY
contemplated that it will not be necessary to make the road-bed so
wide, but he has to be paid just as if it had been made to the full width
originally intended ?-I do not know what his contention is at all.

11388. Has not that matter been submitted to you at all ?-No.
that Iayng the 11389. Have you understood that he was not making the road-bed
rails on prairie of the width, for instance, that it was originally intended ?-I under-
them afterwards stand that he raises a claim that in consequence of his having to go o0
more coStly a prairie, expedite
him. and lythe track on the priiin order to exoiematters new, 811d
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Put material in underneath afterwards, that it is more costly to him
than if he had graded it firsi and laid the track afterwards. That is
What I understand to be the contention.

11390. las he made this contention to yon, or has ho made it direct
to some superior officer in the Department ?-I think he has mentioned
the matter verbally to me. I do not think he put it in the form of a
coiplaint that I was to take notice of, but I fancy that he has discussed
the matter with the Chief Engineer.

11391. Then whatever bis contention is, I understand you to say
that it is a matter upon which the Chief Engineer is giving an opinion
Or considering ?-Yes; and which I expect at some time or other, pro-
bably, to be called on to give an opinion too; and I would not like there-
fore to hazard any opinion now until the matter is put before me in
8one shape by the party making the claim.

11392. That change in the manner of making the road-bed is a
71atter which you have not given sufficient consideration to pass a final
OPinion on ?-That is the fact. As the matter will probably come
before me officially, I would rather not express any opinion on the
subject at all until it is brought before me in that shape.

11393. Is there any other matter that you think of which you
consider would be desirable to give, in the way of evidence, so as to
a8sist us in this investigation ?-Not at this moment ; but I would like
to have permission to do so if I think of anything before you leave.

WINNIPEG, Friday, 8th October, 1880.

TI!OMAs NIxoN's examination continued:

By the Chairman:-
11394. Do you know whether there was any other person of your

bamne living in Winnipeg in the fall of 1875 ?-There was a man named
lhomas Nixon. The way I know is that I received letters in that name
"'hiclh were not for me and I returned them to the office.

11395. Mr. Brown, of the Ontario Bank, yesterday led us to under-
taInd from some memorandum in a book which ho produced, that there
had been a note of Alloway's endorsed by Thomas Nixon in the fall of
1875, passed through the bank, and we wish to know whether it was
YOIi or some other Thomas Nixon ? -I do not remember of any such
]Qote.

11396. Now that I mention this fact to you, does it induce you to alter
?Our opinion on the subject ?-It might, but I would like to see the note,
. ause I do not remember. I have no recollection of the matter

directly or indirectly. Of course if I had I would not have made that
statement so positively. There were no relations between us that I
eOnld call to mind why such a thing should have occurred. Do you

Cow the amount of the note ?
11397. 81,00.-I do not remember the transaction.
11398. In what business was this other Thomas Nixon ?-I do not

Iw. 1 did not know him at all. I never saw the man.

Rasiway o.ea
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Beotip ~ 11399. Mr. Brown thought it would take a considerable time to look

through his books to ascertain whether there were other discounts of
the same name, therefore we did not ask him at the time to give the
matter a full investigation; but if yoR would be good enough to go your-
self to the bank you could see if any light can be thrown upon that
subject as well as this other, unless you have in the meantime dis-
covered the bank-books or some other materials which would enable
you to give us the information-that is, the amount of deposite to your
private account while you held your official position ?-I could not teil
that; I could not discover that from my bank-books. I find in my

On 17th June, 'bank-book with the Merchants Bank, on the 17th June I placed $505
piaced $f t to the credit of the Canadan Pacific Railway, but what it was for I
'CredIt of Cana-
dian Pacifie could not tell.
Rawy. 11400. Was that in the offiial account ?-No; if I remember right-

and I think I am correct-the ledger-keeper gave me to understand
afterwards that it was no business ot theirs. They did not care who it
was for. 1 produce my private bank book showing a credit on the 17th
June, 1875. My returns, of course, would enable me to know what that
was, whether it was all one sum I received that day or not, but there
is no other entry in any of my private books which would lead me to
find ont. That is marked " C. P. R." as you will notice (handing the
book to the Chairman).

Exhliblt1 (List 11401. May there not have been credits in your private account
of deposits to which in your bank-book would not be marked C. P. R. ?-Certainly;eredit of RecelvÀr
General) shows that is the only one that is marked. It was either a question of keepingthat money totha ono
raadly lcedio the money in my cash- books in the office or placing it in the bank. Yot
credit of Recelver will notice by the exhibit which is before you (Exhibit No. 104) thatOeneral. the moneys were placed with rapidity to the credit of the Receiver-

General. August 24, 1875, for example, $100; August 25 (next day),
$91. Then coming down to 1877: twice in October, 2nd and 18th; twice
in December-the second time is for the Red River road, however. li
February, 1878, twice; again early in March: 12th ; twice the same day'
in July the same year ; twice in August the same year ; twice in
November the same year, and four times in Deeember the same year;
showing you that the moneys were not detained by me for any long
period of time.

This statenent
does flot show
that other
moneys were not
accounted tor.

An lnpossibtity
for w1tneas to
have made a
mistake.

11402. That statement would not show that some moneys have not
been always retained by you. I am not suggesting that they were ; i
am only speaking of the value of that statement. That statement only
shows that you accounted for those moneys in that rapid way which
you describe, but one might make a mistake and not account for other
moneys ? -Certainly; I suppose so.

11403. Yes; and it is with a view of ascertaining whether any such
mistake did occur ?-I did not discover that, because I cannot dis-
covor what never occurred. That is an impossibility.

11404. Do you mean it is au impossibility for you to have made a
mistake ?-Yes; almost, certainly. I do not see how I could.

11405. Will you see if you have made a mistake about this endorse-
ment ?-Certainly; that is not moneys though.

11406. Would this bank-book which you have show the amount of
deposits which went to your credit in your private account in JanuarY,
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1877 ?-No; it would not. This is my book with the Merchants 113 v -'erahip .
tank.

11107. You rernember an item of $2,861, or thereabouts, which was $2.86charged to
the balance to close up Bçown's account being spoken of when you e o h¶ii uner

ere giving evidence before ?-No; I do not remember. heading Bank
Account.

11408. Do you remember my asking Mr. Conklin about that parti:
'alarly, when you were present ?-Yes; but I do not remember theCireumstance.

11409. I am asking whether you remember such a sum was credited
to him to balance his account ?-Yes; I see a statement of that account
In the books.

11410. It appears by the books that about 14th December, 1876,
lirown was charged with a cheque of 82,861, that on the 15th December
le Was credited with an item of the same amount, under the heading

1iBank Account ? "-Yes.
11411. And it also appeared by your cash-book, which was in

effeet a bank-book, that that amount had been drawn from the bank,
d the choque itself was produced showing that it was endorsed by

'John Brown ?-Yes.
11412. I would be glad if you would ascertain whether that amount

went to your private credit, which you eau do at the same tine that
You endeavour to ascertain this matter of endorsement. It will save

s some time if you will do it, instead of our having the books here to
1Ook over them ourselves ?-Yes; I will do that.

. T. JENNINGS, sworn and examined: JENNINGS.

By the Chairman Surveyi, B.O.-
chtlmuce to

11413. Where do you live ?-At Rat Portage.
1141 t. What is your occupation ?-I am in charge of works of con- crg® fetruction on contract 42. struction on con.

11415. Had you been engaged in any work connected with the Cana-
'1 'an Pacifie Railway before that ?-Only on surveys.

11416. When were you first engaged ?-In the spring of 1875.
11417. About what time ?-In April, 1875. to British Co1wn 
11418. Please state the progress of the work which you undertookbla.

fid your connection with it ?-During 1875 ?
11419. From the beginning ?-On receiving instructions I proceeded
n British Columbia with other members of the staff, and there my

party was formed, and we proceeded to the point at which I was to
eomtfence operations.

11420. What was the number of the party who accompanied you to sze of party:
titish Columbia ?-I do not remember the exact number, but I think sevent®en.

there must have been some thirteen or fourteen.
11421. Ail of your party ?-No; in my party I tbink there was only
e or two who accompanied me from Canada.
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11422. lad you charge of the party ?-I had charge of my owD
party.

11423. What was donc when von arrived at British Columbia?-The
party was fitted out and mon were engaged.

Axe men engaged 1142ý4. How many men were engaged, and where were the engar>,ge-
at ofmce,victoria. ments made ?-At our office in Victoria. We engaged the axe me"

necessary for the work. These men were hired at so much pcr month,
and their board and expenses from Victoria to the works and back;
and after getting the requisite number and supplies-

Whole party in
field: twenty-tive.

11425. Do you remember about the requisite numer?-I had
thirteen altogether that season. My whole party in the field, if I
remember rightly, consisted of about twenty-five altogether, including
the packers. After all preparations were completed we left Victoria
and proceeded by the waggon road to Soda Creek.

Survey from 11.6. What was the locality in which you were to make the survey
Chilanco River to that season ?-From Chilanco River to the connection with Division M.'vlclnit of Black-.
water aiver to in the vicinity of the B!ackwater River. I was instructed to find the
f hazcod witer. bead waters of the river called the Nazco, if practicable, to proceed iO

that course to the Blackwater, or to the junction with Division M-
Division M party was working from Fort George down the ChilancO
River to Blackwater, but they were to go on and meet me on the
Nazeo, if I should succeed in getting over the divide.

Trial location. 11427. What was the nature of your survey to be ?-A trial locatioD
simply. Over a portion of the distance I had information gathered
from a previous survey, the first twenty miles probably.

Excepting flour
and porkbrougiIt

thein.

Engaged on work
froin th June to
15th October.

100 miles.

No dltflculty
about supplies'

11128. Had that been a trial location survey ?-No; a trial or explor-
atory line had been run through thero the year þefore, and I Wa
instructed to commence at a point near that line to bo decided upon by
Mr. Cambie and myself.

11429. Where was vour base of supplies thit season ?-With the
exception of some pork and flour, we carried all our supplies with uS-

11430. From where?-They were sent from Victoria, as far as I aS'
aware, but we got them at Soda Creek, and we bought our cattle
twenty miles, I thiak, from Soda C.eek, on the way to our work.

11431. Is Soda Creek a tributary of the Fraser River ?-Yes; it i
a very small creek. It is just a crossing point-that is whore we
crossed the river.

11432. That is sonewbere in the latitude of your point of commence
ment, or is it a little north ?-Soda Creek is a little further north tha0

the point of commencement in latitude.

11433. Low long were you engagel on that work?-I returned to
Victoria on the 4th November.

11434. How long were you engaged on the work ?-From the 9tb
June to the 15th October-perhaps the 16th. Durîng that tirne w
were engaged in surveying woirk entirely.

11125. That is the extent of the field operations for that season?'
Ye, that is the extent ; altogether about 100 miles.

11436. Had you any difficulty about supplies?-No; our su2P0
were sufficient-we had ail that we required.
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11437. Who hal the reeponsibility of obtaining the supplies and alackwater
p ivtr.fixing the prices for them ?-Mr. Robinson was the purveyor for that Robinson,district. purveyor.

11438. Where was his headquarters ?-Victoria.
11439. Did he go with you to purchase them at this point ?-No; Deputy pirveyor

I had a deputy purveyor with me, and the only supplies that were wih witu'

Purchased by me there were the cattle and some minor articles. We
got nine head of cattle, as far as I can remember.

11440. Did you meet with any unexpected difficulties in the progress obliged to deflect
1 thughtMy ,t ,,,.'r reach-of the work?-According to the instructions I received, I thougbt my ChizicutLake

course would have been more direct, but owing to the barrier of
raountains, I was obliged to deflect to the-east, after reaching the head
of Chizicut Lake.

11441. Did you moet with any other dihfficulties?-No; our only
difficulties were not getting the line through. I was rather disap.
POintel in the gradient, but I did not consider these difficulties.

11442. Were there any troubles with the men ?-No ; not more than
Ordinarily. At one time the men were inclined to be a little unruly,
but they were quieted. On two occasions they were a little-trouble-
somne.

11443. Did it end in delaying the work ?-No; there was no delay
Whatever in consequence of these disturbances.

11444. You say you arrived in November in Victoria ; did you .inVc1aurn86t
remain there during the winter ?-1 remained there until January. orkon profile,

11445. At work ?-In the office, engaged on the profile and office
Wòrk of the field operations of that season.

11446. What was your next operation ?-I returned to Ottawa. At Ottawa.

11447. Was any work done there ?-Yes ; the profiles and 1 lans
Were completed there, and quantities taken out.

11448. Vas the result of the operations of 1875 to find a practicable
lile if the connections with it had been feasible : I mean was that
link of the line feasible ?-The object was to get as good a line between
these two points as possible.

11449. Do I understand you to say that you surveyed what was
Considered to be a feasible link in the lino, if the rest of it had been
feasible ?-1 believe that this portion of the line was as good as could
be got in that country in the time and with the staff at my command.

11450. Without comparing it with any other line or with any other
Part of the country east, was it a feasible location ?-For a mountainous
Country it was. From Dean

11451. What was your next operation after being in Ottawa in the
Winter of 1875-76 ?-1 was sent back to British Columbia in charge Of 1876 back to Col-

Party to proceed to Dean Irilet. My instructions were to run a trial unLa t une
Ocation line from Dean Inlet through the Salmon River Valley to the from Dean Inlet

through Salmon]Coinnection with the line previously run by Mr. Hanter. LierValey

11452. Where did you make un your party ?-Some members of my 1ow party made
staff came from Ottawa, others I~obtained at Victoria. The men were u
nl1 engaged in Victoria; of course the canoe men vere partly taken
'rom the Fraser Valley in the Lil!ooet District.
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Inlet thronugh 11453. What was the number of the party ?-At one time the party
Salmon River must have numbored on to sixty. It was a double party.Valley.

Party a double 11454. You mean a party for running two different explorations or
one, one lie

"'xty. surveys ?-No; the nature of the country being such, we required a
larger force than ordinary to enable us to get through the moantains
during the working season, and for that purpose I was allowed a double
party.

Double staff 11455. You mean because of carrying supplies ? -No; on account of
=o®ued sotral the nature of the country we required to have a double staff, so that

lInes might go on location and trial lines could be going on at the same time. To ali
simultaneously. intents and purposes it was the samd as two ordinary parties.

11456. Each of them carrying on different work ?-Yes; one party
engaged on the trial line and the other following up with the location.

Flfty-two mlee. 11457. What was the extent of the country surveyed at that time,
and between what points?-The length of the location lino was
between fifty and fifty-two miles from Kenir-quit, the head of Dean
Inlet, through the Salmon River Valley, to the rolling country beyond
the main range of mountains.

11458. Did you complote the operations that were undertaken ?-
Yes; I completed the full distance.

Surveyclosedend 11459. Until about what time were you occupied in the field ?-I
of September. clos(d my survey about the end of September.

Supplies. 11460. Where was your base of supplies for that season's operations ?
-At the sea coast in the first instance, and during the latter part of
the season the supplies were brought through the country by the mule
train. At the same time I had a depot on the coast.

11461. Were the mule trains provided under your direction, or by
some other officer of the Government ?-The mule trains were under
the control of the purveyor, who had, I believe, an agent in the upper
country to look aiter them. '

11462. Had you any difficulty about supplies that season ?-I was
rather short in July. Owing to the high state of the water in the
Fraser River they were unable to get the supplies through from Yale.

11463. Was there much suffer ing in the party in consequence ?-
No, not at ail; no suffering.

11464. Was there any-delay in consequence of the absence of supplies?
-No delay.

11465. Did you meet with any particular difficulties in the operations
of that season ?-It was rather a diffcult survey to make, the country
was so rough and rugged we were in danger constantly.

11466. From the nature of the work ?-From the nature of the
country and necessarily from the nature of the work.

11467. Was there any difficulty which you might not expect in suchl
work ?-Not at all. The ordiniary difficulties to be met with in a
country of that description.

Party returnedto 11468. Thon, after the field work was over, what did you do ?-WOVictoria wiLbex
ception or men returned to Victoria.
engaged on
&round. 11469. With ail the axe men and men ?-With the exception of those

who were engaged on the ground. Those men were paid off.
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11470. Men whom you had engaged at Victoria, you took back at
the Government expense ?-Yes.

11411. You only discharged on the spot those who were engaged on
the spot ?-With the exception of some men who were discharged from
the works and sent home, I remember that there were some four or
five men during the progress of the work.

Surveys, BD('.-
Prom Dean

inlet thrsugh
Salmon River
V alicye

11472. Was it the system to pay men of the force their passages to
the point at which they were engaged ?-It was, as far I know. On that
Occasion wo had a Government steamer te take us to the beginning of
our work.

11473. When did you arrive at Victoria ?-On the 4th or 5th of
October.

11474. And then ?-I was the first one to return. While there the
lieutenant-Governor mentioned to me that he would like me to go up
the country and see Mr. Cambie, up the Fraser River. I went up to
!neet him. I proceeded as far as Hope and gave him the letter of
iustructions, but as he did not require me I returned to Victoria.
There I remained for ten or fifteen days, perhaps not so long, and then
returned to Canada, and after spending ten days, or perhaps two weeks,
at home, I went to Ottawa.

11475. What was done there ?-I commenced on the plan and profle
eonnected with the works during the winter months.

11476. After that ?-After that I proceeded to British Columbia in
the nonth of May, 1877, to make a survey of a portion of the Fraser
lRiver route.

11477. Were you in charge of the party ?-Yes.
11478 Where was it made up ?-In Ottawa. The staff came from

Ottawa with me, with the exception of one member. The axe men, as
forlerly, were engaged in Victoria.

11479. Wbat was the extent of the survey undertaken after that, and
.tween what points ?-I commenced at Boston Bar, on the Fraser
Ver and worked down the river to the junction with division X at

the mnouth of the Harrison, a distance of seventy miles. I bad a double
Party on that work and ran both trial and location lines.

In October, 1876,
Lieut.-overnor
Truteh, desired
witness to go up
country to
Cambe;notbelng
wanted returned
to Victoria.

At Ottawa works
at plans and
profl!eý

May, 18r, to
British Columbia
to survey portion
or razer River
route.

Party made up at
Ottawa; axe
men eng98aed
In Victoria.

Boston Bar to
the Harrison.

]Ran triai and
location Unes
from Boston Bar
toniout o
Hiarrison.

11480. Where was your base of supplies ?-We carried our supplies suppiles.
it us. Any we required from time to time were ordered by the

01mînis8ariat officer and delivered to us on the work.
11481. About how many were there ?-As far as I can remember Size of parfy:

teore would be perhaps thirty-five altogether. During the first thirty- tlirty-lve.
lVe miles we had a mule waggon, a waggon with four mules, to draw0ur supplies and camp equipage. After that we used large canocs-

e had two large canoes.
11482. What was the result of the season's operations ?-It was con- Line considered

8lhered very favourable; that the line was better than was anticipated. favourablie.
aÇ4ve just heard this casually. Shortly after the report appeared I

ead it, but I bave not looked at it since.
11483. What impression did it make upon your mind irrespective of

ony report of any one else ?-I thought the line was a very favourable
ore for that kind of coantry.
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the Harrison. 11484. One that could be used for a railway ?-Yes; we obtained
very good gradients, and I do not think the co>t of it ail through was
excessive-that is the estimated cost.

Survey ended23rd 11485. Up to what tine were you engaged on that work ?-I com-
September. pleted my survey in the middle of September, about the 23rd of Sep-

tomber; and alter a few days I continued down the river, making a
track survey to connect the river with the survey that had been made
by the Local Government, to a point some ton miles below where I bad
stopped work. I had been continuing this river survey throughout as
well as the railway survey, and completed it after 1 had concluded the
railway survey.

11486. What time did the operation cease for that season in the
field ?-As far as I was concerned the field operations ceased on my
completing that survey. That would be probably the 25th of Sep-
tember. I do not remember whether any other parties were in before
me.

Puget Sound. 11487. Did you discharge your party in September ?-I did; and
then I remairied in the office at Victoria for some time and went to
Ottawa. Before going to Ottawa Mr. Smith asked me to go over and
examine the harbour on Puget Sound.

114S8. Do you moan Mr. Marcus Smith ?-Ye, Mr. Marcus Smith.
Early In Novem-
ber at Ottawa 11489. Then what time did you reach Ottawa ?-Early in November
when worked on I reached Ottawa.plan and profile. iecedOaa

Eniory Bar te 11490. What did you do at Ottawa ?-Worked on the plan and
Boto nr.o profile of the survey.

BriishColuia 11491. When did you leave Ottawa again ?-The following spring I
to rraiser - ® left Ottawa for the purpose of revising the survey on the Fraser River,
tween Emory at least my portion of the work between Emoiy Bar and Boston Bar.
Bar.adBso

Barmioop lake 11492. Were you in charge of the party ?-Yes; I had charge of the
to North party and revised my former location. After completing that I was9
Temptosn. ordored to procced to Kamloops Lake District and commence anothersurvey alon r

north Bide of survey, branching from one of the year before and extending along the
Kamlo a e; north side of Kamloops Lake to the junction of the portion of the liD
along south side of 1817 on the North Thompson. In addition to that survey I also
Laeamoops ran a trial line along the south side of Kamloops Lake on a very rough

country to satisfy the district engineer.

11493. How long were you engaged in that work ?-Until thO
middle of September-the 22nd of September, perbaps. These dates
am giving simply from memory.

Size of party: 11494. What was the siZe of your party that season, in 1878 ?-IlD
twenty-two. the neighbourhood of twenty or twenty-two.

11495. Was there any difficulty about supplies ?-I think not; I do
not remember any difficulty.

11496. Was the work delayed by any unforeseen difficulties ?-It WO
not; we lost, I think, a day and a-half from a very high gale of wind'
The wind was so strong it was impossible to work along the bluffs.

11497. Was the party discharged at the end of the operations ?-
Yes; the party was discharged immediately on returning to Victoria t

those that were engaged thore weie discharged.
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11498. And then ?-And then I returned to Ottawa. to North
ThompsonI.

11499. How long did you remain there ?-I remained there until the Atottawa unta
0llowing spring. spring 1879.

11500. Doing the office work for this past season's operations ?-
Yes; I was doing office work when I was required.

11501. What was your next work ?-I was sent out to take charge st'.jtion°
Construction on contract 42. I left Ottawa early in May, 1879, and Contract No. 49.

eame on to Winnipeg, and from there to the works. May, 1879, on

11502. Were you in charge of the party?-I was in charge of the
Party.

11503. Did your jurisdiction extend beyond the limits of 42 ?-No;
tY jurisdiction only extended on contract 42.

11504, What did you find on reaching the ground ?-We found the How he found
ine of the year before, ofwhich we had a plan and profile; we saw the the Une.

Portion cleared for the telegraph purposes on the former line, and the
Pegs belonging to the lino that our plans referred to.

11505. What lino was that, the centre line or cross-sectioning?-Tbe
Centre line, and I dare say there were cross-section stakes also.

11506. Did you find evidences that the lino had been fully located
end cross.sectioned ?-In places these stakes were to be found. In going
"Ver the work I would not look as closely at all these little points on

he ground, as the asssistants and division engineers would, Lut I saw
both centre and cross.section stakes on the work.

11507. Had you any information given you as to the quantities
hich were expected to be executed ?- I had the bill of works, and

als0 a sheet showing abstract measurements, and the profile and plan.

11508. Did these show you the estimated quantities at each locality ? with hi"m
-Yes; I think they did show every little cutting and embankment. very ecttngand
11509. I mean would you be able to see whether ihe quantity atany

9Irticular locality had been incorrectly calculated ?-Yes; between
'ertain stations I could take from this original bill of quantities, make
tP My own and compare them.

11510. Were the contractors on the ground when you reached there ?
1 think one member of the firm was there.
11511. Who was that ?-Mr. Grant.
11512. Was the work laid out so that they could proceed without Contractors not

elay, or were they hindered at all?-I do not at all consider that they delayed.

'ere hindered by us. We laid them out work from station 3, some
sdýtance forward.
11513. From which end of the line do the stations number on that

section?-They numbered from west to east in divisions, commencing
At i-at Portage or junction with contract 15.

11514. That was the first division ?-Yes.
11515. Was each division numbered separately ?-Yes; each division

menees at zero.
11516. You say you laid out work for them at station 3 ?-Work
C comnenced from the east side of the eastern outlet of Winnipeg
Ver on for some distance on the line-perbaps a mife or a mile and
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a-half was laid out at once; that is without causing the contractors any
delay.

11517. You mean laid out sufflciently not to hinder them ?-Yes; we
had work ready, if I remember rightly, before they had any appliances
on the ground.

11518. Was there any complaint upon their part thatyou did hinder
them ?-There was no official ;omplaint made to me.

11519. Had the contractors an engineer on the spot when you
arrived ?-No, I think not whon I arrived ; but very shortly after they
had. If they had, I was not aware of it.

11520. Did you hear any complaint, either officially or otherwise,
that the Government retarded the progress of their operations ?-1
think I have heard the contractors say that-that the works have been
retarded.

11521. I am speaking of the beginning of the work ?-They naY
have said so. I remember one or two points where we had not quitO
decided the gradient; they were allowed to open cuttings at a grade
which it was likely we might take, so that in case the grade was dropped
we would still be safe.

11522. Then that would be such a grade as you would be sure to take,
or perhaps lower ?-Yes.

Grade altered and 11523. Ras the grade been materially altered, either over the whole
improved. section or in localities, since the work commenced ?-The grade line

as been altered in places, and I think improved. I think there is 10s
steep gradients. The gradients were reducod.

Rock cnttings 11524. Has the effect of the change of grade been to increase the roCkýreduced. cuttings ?-No; the rock cuttings throughout have been roduced.
11525. Is it by raising the grade or by deviations in the line ?--Y

deviations in the line which I approved of.
11526. Has it been materially decreased ?-I think it bas.

Amount of rock 11527. Will that have any effect upor the time within which the lino
reduced. can be finished ?-It reduces the amount of work, and it will in that

way. It reduced the amount of rock excavation, and consequently the
time required. For instance, if a given force is employed they couid
be engaged on some other work.

115?8. Has it also the effect of increasing the earth embanknient?
-1 am satisfied that they have been reduced all over.

Farth also 11529. Then, do you mean that the quantities of the two principa
reduced. kinds of work have been materially diminished by the deviations

The line as at present located gives quantities much less than that O'
the lino the year before.

11530. Do you mean both of rock and in earth ?-Yes.
11531. Do you know of any reason why the change made by the

deviatLons wili delay the finishing of the work beyond the time that
was originally intended ?-I do not. I do not think that the work h0
been delayed in any way by any change in the line at all.

11532. In a conversation with one of the contraetors he led Us to
understand that the earth embankments would be very largeOl
increased, and that the rock cuttings would be diminished, and that th

Noreason whv
changes shou[d
delaY 'vork.
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effect of that would be to delay the completion of the line, because he
could not do the earth embankment in winter, but he could do the rock
cuttings; and that if the rock cuttings were not gone on with it would
take longer to finish the earth embankments than was originally
contemplated ?-That depends on the manner of construction.

Nailway d*e.
stenetioe-

Contracet e. 4a.

11533. Is there anything in the manner of construction which will con-
enlighten us on thiscontention of the contractor ?-I do not think the structionit
changes have affected the contractor in that respect materially, that is tracter.
as far as the cuttings and embankments are concerned. The less cuttings -

there are the more rapidly he can get on with his contract, and if neces-
sary complete it by train work; and in placing the grade lino through
cuttings and embankments, I would place it so that it would be at the
Most economical elevation; and I believe that I did so.

11534. Have these deviations been submitted to your superior-
officer ?-I have sent a profile and plan to Ottawa showing the present
line. I have sent two or three profiles.

11535. Have you authority to make deviations from time Io time as
you think proper, without submitting tne matter to the Chief
-Engineer ?-I believe I have. I have been acting under that belief,
and as far as I can remember have sent copies, or in sending the pro-
files to Ottawa have noted the changes, and since the beginning of this
Year I have pointed out to Mr. Schreiber any changes that I have
Made.

11536. Have you submitted them to any person on the spot? Has
Mr. Schreiber visited the line ?-Yes; I have also pointed them out on
the ground to Mr. Schreiber.

11537. Has he approved of the deviation which you have
recommended ?-He has; with the exception of one point. he approved
Of every change. There was one point where ho thought I could get
a little further up on the side hill, and I directed Mr. Gordon, the
Division Engineer, to run a lino there.

11538. Was that a further deviation from the original lino than you
had mede ?-Y es.

11539. Had the quantities, as originally estimated, been materially
altered besides the items of rock and earth ?-In some items they have
been very materially reduced.

11540. What work?-Iron pipe culverts; we have done away with
that item altogether. In the original bill of works there is an item for
iron pipe culverts.

Hai; acted on
bellef he h'«i
authorlty to
make deviat1ons,

Schreiber approv-
ed of every
chauge but one.

Itpm for Iron pipe
culvert don
away with.

11541. Has that been the subject of any dispute between the con-
tractors and the Government as far as you know ?-No; not that f am
aware of.

11542. Is there any other item in which a change has been mate- Other itema
rially made ?-The clearing and the cross-laying. reduced.

11543. What do you mean by cross-laying ?-A platform of logs
aeroes muskegs.

11544. What else ?-The rock-borrowing has been very largely
reduced, and train-borrowing has been very much reduced.
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11545. Is that of oarth ?-Yes, of earth.
11546. Is that what is spoken of as extra earth-borrowing ?-It is.
Il 547. That applies to the haul, when it exceedst one mile; did

you say that has been diminished ?-Yes; I am speaking from memory.
11548. I am speaking of your impression at tLis moment ?-It has.

Bridge masonry 11549. Earth excavation ordinary ?-That has been reduced also.
reduced 50 per I think, as at present arranged, the culvert masonry will be about the-cent..>y

same; the bridge masonry has been reduced, I think, 50 per cent., at
any rate it has been very much reduced.

11550. I suppose that the clcaring has been increased, and that the
grubbing will be increased accordingly ? -Although a line was cleared
through the country still the change would not necessarily alter the
amount of grubbing. It might; it just depends on the line.

11551. You are not decided upon that, whether it will or not
change it materially ?-No; however the grubbing is a small item.

Grubbing 11552. In the estimate it isan item considerably larger than clearing ?
increased. -The grubbing may be increased.
Stream tunnels 11553. Do you remember about stream tunnels through rock ?-

e.e"ash<ck They have been reduced very much.

11554. Then, according to your opinion now, the whole coat of the
work will be very much less than what was expected ?-Yes, very mucli.

Character of 11555. Through the water stretches are the embankments of earth
flllings. or based by rock, or is there rock in part of it ?-They differ. Some

of the bays of lakes are to be filled with earth, and others, where the
water is not of great depth, will have the base of rock, and in others
rock-borrowing adopted to complete.

Manning mi -
taken ln sylng
that the earth
excavation would
arnouiyt ton
2,000O,O00 yards l n
excess of original
estimate.

W ith exception
ýotofT-taked itches
aggregate earth
excavfttlon will
be less than was
estimated.

That item will be
nearly double.

11556. Mr. Manning, one of the contractora, gave evidence before us
and estimated that the total amount of earth excavation would amount
to some 2,000,000 or more in excess of the original estimate, so that
the aggregate now would be somewhere about 6,000,000 or 7,000,000
cubic yards ?-I think Mr. Manning is mistaken about that. I saW
the item in a newspaper and I thought that was greatly in excess.

11557. I understand you to intimate now that the total cost will be
actually less than was originally estimated ?-The total cost of the
work now will be much less than formerly estimated.

11558. Will the quantity of earth excavation of all the different
kinds be, in the aggregate, in your opinion, less than was originally
estimated ?-It will, with the exception of off take ditches.

11559. Well, as to off-take ditches ?-That, I think, will be increased.
11560. By how mueh ?-It may be double. In making up an estimate

of the work yet to be done, I made an allowance for off-take ditches,
which I thought would be sufficient to cover it, and I think I doubled
the original amount.

11561. Will the increase: amount for the off-tako ditches affect the
question whether the whole earth excavation will exceed the original
estimate ?-Not at all.

In water 11562. As to the water streches, have you been able to ascer-tail
eretehes depth
ofwtr him whether the deptlï will bo about, the same as originally expected, 0Or
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Whether it will Le very much increased ?-We have ascertained that ContractS.. 49.
the depth of water will bi as shown on the original profile, butin some as expected butIln

acsdeposit at
Places the deposit of clay, or mud, or sand at the bottom is greater than Cottom greater.
Was supposed.

11563. Do you mean that that will be displaced by the embankment ? A large amount
Some of it will be displaced; but speaking of water stretches, a large of ®,,th and rck

camount of earth and rock work provided originally, has been done by substitutionof
eway with by the substitution of trestle work. trestie work.

11564. Then there is a new item now in the expenditure for trestle Piling increased,
Work of a much larger amount than was intended in the origiLal o nmount
calculation ?-I do not think that the trestle work on the whole-the tresule not very
timber in the trestle work-has been very materially increased, wl," *n ss atofei
but some of the items have, the piling, for inttance, will be largely paed.
lIncreaed, but the total amount of timber in trestle work does not torm
a very large item in the cost-that is, the difference will not be much
greater.

11565. Will this item of trestle work affect the general result on
which you have given your opinion, that the total cost will be dimin-
ished ?-Yes; it will materially affect it.

11566. Does it alter your opinion then ?-No.
11567. Then how will it affect the general result ?-As between com-

Pleting those water stretches without earth and rock, as previously
arranged.

11568. When I speak as to the general result, I mean as to the cost? By substitution o
-IBy the substitution of trestle work the cost has been very materially hra ee ter
'educed. ally reduced.

EPORoE BaowN's examination continued: G. BROWN.

Nixon9s Pur-

By the Chairman :v-, To"rss-
actions with

11569. You stated ynsterday that one of the books of your bank Anow4y•
Sbowed that a discount had been made upon some note upon which the
'nane of W. F. Alloway appeared as the maker, and Thomas Nixon as
eidorser ?-Yes.

31570. Were you in charge of the bank at that time ?-Yes.

11571. Do you know any other Thomas Nixon than the one who
as8 purveyor ?-There was a man named Nixon here, but that was not

ilis name.

11572. Do you mean that that was an assumed name ?-No. There
was a Nixon here, but I do not think bis name was Thomas.

11573. Was there any other Thomas Nixon, at all events, whose name No other Thomas
yon would have taken as endorser on Alloway's note ?-Not that I nemswould haveremnember taken as endorser

toAlioway's note.
11574. Then what is your impression upon this question, whether No question the

that Thomas Nixon whose name appears in your books was the puAr- Alowas n
'Veyor, or some other person ?-Certainly it was Thomas Nixon, the wasThomas
Purveyor ; there is no question about it in my mind. exrn the pur-
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Supplie.

contract No. 15.
A Ilegrd Inpro.

per Ifiuence.
Rel.eves Cooper,
J'airman & C:o.,
dId assist the
imes, but not on

account of rail-
way.

11575. Do you know whether Cooper, Fairman & Co. were engaged
in furnishing supplies for the Pacifie Railway-I do not mean to the
contractors but to the railway, or the Government on account of the
railway ?-They furnishd1, of course, the contractors. I do not remem-
ber anything; they may have, and of course not come through my
observation.

11576. Mr. Luxton mentioned in a letter to the Secretary that Cooper,
Fairman & Co., of Montreal were engaged in furnishing certain supplies
for the Canadian Pacific Railway; I do not know whether he means for
theowners of the railway or the contractors on the railway ?-He meaus
the contractors.

11577. Do you know if they furnished supplies except to the con-
tractors ?-No.

115;8. I mean, do you know that the Government, or any officer of
the Government, have obtained supplies from them for the railway ?-
No; I do not.

11579. Do you know of any arrangement by which Cooper, Fairman,
& Co. assisted Tuttle in the establishing or maintaining of a
newspaper on any ground connected with the railway or its affairs ?-
No ; I believe they did assist the Times.

11580. On account of the railway ?-Not that I ever heard of.

TUTTL.E. C. R. TUTTLE's examination continued:
Contract No. 15.

Suppies. By the Chairman:-

11581. Do you know whether Cooper, Fairman & Co. were engaged
in furnishing supplies for the Canadian Pacifie Railway to the Govern-
ment, or through any officer of the Government ?-I do not think they

Cooper, Fairman ever were.
& Co. furnished
contractor with 11582. Were they to the contractors ?-Yes.
supplies.
Alleged impro- 11583. Did you receive any assistance from them on any ground

peraiuence. connected with the Pacifie Railway, or any person connected with
given witness by the Government ?-Certainly not on account of any person con-

®Coope, tasa nected with the Government; but it is just possible that the assistance
on influence with they gave me was given to some extent, because I had been instru'

e °t"h with °o,- mental in securin a contract between Messrs Cooper, Fairman
ernment, but and Whitehead, but such an understanding was never expressed.

avng obtaned Whatever assistance they gave me was on my note and the arrange
contract for ment was that it was to be paid.themn fromn

Whitehead. 11584. Then it was an advance on your promissory note, and not AGave them a note gift ; is that what you mean ?-Yes.

11585. Did you endeavour to obtain the contract between Mr. White-
head and Messrs. Cooper, Fairman & Co., upon any understand-
ing that you should receive money assistance for so doing ?-No.

11586. Do you mean that after having done so you asked for assist'
ance in the shape you have named, and received it ?-Yes. I do nOt
mean to say, however, that I asked the assistance on that ground.
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Contract No. 15.
supplies.

11587. How does it apply to the question: what do you mean ?-I Pe igelao
sniply mean that if 1 had been in any way instrumental in benefitting er. Fatrman
a1y person, I would feel more like going to that person and asking for . anisted
assistance, though I would not n4turally state that I came to him on witness long
that ground. I may say, however, that Cooper, Fairman & Co. had a new8sper.
assiisted me previous to my going into the newspaper, financially, and
before I ever knew Mr. Whitehead, so that there was a considerable
acquaintance between us-a former acquaintance. Never recelved

11588. Have you at any time received any advantage from any con- any advantage
from any contrac-tractor, upon the understanding that you would exert your influence tor upon the
understandirg'with any one connected with the Government ?-No. te an

OflC that loe woud
11589. Have you upon an understanding that you had previously exert on in.

exercised your influence with any member of the Government ?-No. ®luence wtth
Government.

11590. Is there any other matter connected with the transaction of How witness
Cooper, Fairman & Co., which you would wish to explain ?-I think chteheawhot; but it might be, perhaps, since my name has come up in this
connection, proper for me to state this: the way I became acquainted
With Mr. Whitehead, and to be thrown in connection with him and
People from the North-West, and contractors generally, was that being
engaged upon the seventh volume of my History of Canada, at Ottawa,
Where I located myself in order to get copies of various volumes from
the Parliamentary Library, and to take them into the Russell House;
'while there and so employed, I becume the agent in a friendly way
for Cooper, Fairman & Co., to get a contract between them and Mr.
Whitehead. I had been very intimate with Mr. Fairman's family, as
friends and neighbours in Montreal. He was visiting there, of course,
lnid always came to my rooms. His wife was with him in Ottawa, and
on one occasion his wife visited with mine; and talking over this matter
with him I told him I would help him, and the contract was given
o Mr. Fairman.

11591. You mean by Mr. Whitehead and not by the Governmnt?-
Xes; in that way I came into conversation and acquaintance with these
gentlemen.

11592. Do you consider that the Government, or any member of the
Overnment, is in any way involved in arrangements between Cooper,

l'airman & Co. on the one side, and Mr. Whitehead on the other ?-
Certainly not.

' . JENNINGs examination continued :
JENNINGS.

Railway Con.
By the Chairman :-tI e 4.

11593. You have alluded to a material change bein geffected by Change as afrect.
trestle work: please exp lain what change it is and how wi it affect th byore e m
?esult ?-The change at has been made will reduce the immediate work by about
?t of the work to the extent of some $500,000. The reduction may "1o

les, but I believe that will be about it from the quantities returned

11594. Then upon the whole cost of the work, including every kind Upon wholecost
.itOin, what do you consider will be the total reduction from the r ®ctio<

at imate at the beginning ?-As at present arranged the re luction will $,5oo,no.
'kn1011nt to about $1,500,000.
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Conitract No. 42.

Work as finished
wimi ainount to
à.-2,500,(MJ
Instend of

Treile work
alueporary, gaps
at future Uie to
be filled in with
tarth.

Boring rods used
for testing the
depth of those
water stretchles
with sofi deposit
at bottom.

11595. The moneying out of the items in the original estimate, upon
which tenders were given,we understand to be something over $4,000,000
for the whole: is it that what you have understood ?-It is.

11596. And do you think now that the work as finished under the
changes which you have alluded to, will amount to somewhere about
$2,501,000 ?-That i; about what I make it by the estimates returned
to me. My returns would show that correctly.

11597. Is it inten lei that this trestie work should be only temporary
and shall be at some future time filled in with solid earth embank-
ment ?-1 should say that that course will be pursued.

11598. Then the expenditure requircd for that is not actually saved,
but deterred ?-In some cases there is a permanent saving made, and a
very large one. For instance, if trestie work is used in some places for
a number of years it defers the total cost of heavy works to such an
extent that the interest derived from the sum may be saved, as
it would more than pay for the trestle work. It is just a matter of
calculation. l some cases it is decreased, and in some it is not.

11599. You were speaking of the bottom of the water stretches thst
in some places it was likely to be displaced to a great extent by the
embankment ?-The softer material on top will be displaced by the
heavier material used for filling.

11600. How have you endeavoured to ascertain the depth of thoSe
water stretches which will probably be displaced ?-We have used
boring rods for the purpose of testing the depth.

11601. What kind of boring rods ?-Three-quarter inch iron pipea
jointed.

11602. low were they driven down ?-They were bored down.
There is an auger on the cnd and a cross bar through an eye on the
upper end. This work was donc over the water stretches, princpallY
in the winter through the ice.

11603. Was the boring donc by hand ?-It was.

11604. No machinery was used ?-None whatever.

From two to four 11605. Wlat force did you put on ?-Sometimes four mon and some-
men required for times two.
boring.

Sanie borings
gixty feet, la one
case 100 feet.

Borings made
w'ere flot
exhaustive.
Points at wvhich
mare borings
inust be made.

11606. To what delpth have you gone with any of those tools?-1
think that brings have been taken sixty feet. It woull be a great
deal further from the surface -100 feet in one instance-but there was
a very small deposit of mud at that crossing.

11607. What is the greatest depth at which you have found a found-
ation sufficiently firm, in your opinion, to sustain the embankment&
put over it ?-Ninety-eight feet is tho greatest depth we have found,
but at this point there will be no trestle work, it will bc filled with
rock.

11603. Pb you thinîk that you have made a sufficient test to asvertaifl
the point at which it w.11 be firm enough for trestle work ?-I do not
Our borings were made to ascertain, as soon as we could, the character
of the bottom; but now the trestle wo-k hts been subïtituted to such
au extent, there are points it will require to take additional boring9
yet, and, as far as one can tell, to get a correct ideaof the density of the
material at the bottorn.
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11609. Then do we understand that you have n3t hal sufficient data ContmetN 12.
Not enoughyet to know how deep the bottom will be displaced ?-Not generally data yet te know

so. I believe we have data sufficient for the completion of the work how deep bottom
in the one decided upon, but you seo by the substitution of filling there will be displaced.

Will be no displacing of material in the bottom, except the displace-
Ment in driving the piles.

11610. For the purposes of the work which at prosent is intended to Generallydepth
be made over this line, have you, in your opinion, tested sutliciently sfrciently testÉd
the depth of these water stretches ?-We have practically; but there but onts will
are some points that we will have to go over to determine the length hver tn ore to
of pile necessary. decide the length

of pile.
11611. Mr. Manning stated, in his evidence, that he thought a depth Manning entireir

of 200 feet, or thereabout, would be reached in some places ?-Mr. wrong in saying
Manning is entirely wrong. There is no point on the line that I know would brei.ched.
Of where the solid rock lies at a greater depth than I have stated ptflWI°r>ckhfarer

ninety-eight or 100 feet-that I can rem.ember of. than ninety-eight
or 100 feet.11612. Are you aware of any tests having ceen made by Mr.. Manning

Or the contractors, or any one on their account, which showed a greater
depth than those which you have mentioned ?-I am not.

11613. Thon you are not aware of any reason why he should have
Core to this conclusion ?-I am not.

11614. What is your opinion as to the probable time when this work
rnay be completed, if proper force is used upon it ?-The work is to be
Completed on time as I understand it.

11615. You mean as agreed to be completed. I am not speaking of
the time on paper, but of the physical results ?-I do not see any
reason why the work should not be completed within that time, with
a reasonable force.

11616. Have definite instructions been given as to the manner of
treating this work over muSkegs or water stretches ?-Definite
Instructions were given to me, or sent to me shortlyafterl left Ottawa,
how they were to be constructed.

11617. Mr. Manning was under the impression, apparently, that it
'Vas still an open question as to the kind of work that was to be
adopted, but that was bofore he went down lately on the line; do you
know if ho is still of the same opinion, or whether any one on the part
Of the Government has informed him to the contrary effect?-No; the
Original arrangement as to the construction of the line over muskegs,
Was that the muskeg was not to be used.

11618. You mean the muskeg excavation ?-I mean the muskeg
Illaterial. However, that was cancelled by Mr. Schreiber, whoordered
1'le to allow muskeg to be used.

11619. Have the contractors, as far as you know, assented to the
change from rock-borrowing and earth filling to the trestle work in
tb localities to which you have alludel ?-I do not know that they
have done anything with the exception of one point where they have
asked for a bill of timber relating to work. It does not affect the water
stretches materially. The order in connection with this was given to
1e at the same time, but it does not refer to these water stretches.

11620. Have they objected to the change from rock-borrowing and
earth filling to the trestle work, in any case ?-Not to me officially.

Original arrange-
m'ent that mus-

ke material notMe used for
bank, but Schrel-
ber« ordered mus.
keg to be al lowed.
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11621. Have tbey consented that such a change may be made at any
locality or every locality ?-They have donc nothing definite, as far as
I know, as regards it.

11622. Do you mean they have not dissented or assented formally to
it ?-I believe they will dissent from the present mode of construction.

11623. Are the instructions as to these changes positively given up
to this time ? -I sent the contractors a memorandum of the changes as
directed.

11624. When ?-On the 10th of last month.
11625. Was that the first time at which the contractors were notified

of those changes being made, or being about to be made ?-In writing
it was ; at two points. At a previous date I informed Mr. McDonald,
one of the contractors, that at two or three points rock-borrowing had
been adopted, but it had not been decided as to when the work would
be allowed to be commenced on it.

1162;.. Has there been any dispute between the Government and
the contractors or their respective engineers, upon the subject of mea-
surements-I mean either quantities or classification ?-The contractors
claimed that the classification of loose rock is not according to their
ideas. They think that the items as returned in the estimates are far
too small.

11627. Upon what ground ?-On the ground that they say anything
in the shape of a stone, no matter what size it may be, is loose rock,
from the sizo of.one's fist upwards. Of course I could not admit that.

11628. Are you adopting the classification directed by your superior
officer?-I believe I am as far as possible. The only classification, as
far as loose rock is concerned as to the size, is that anything under
what two men cari put into a cart alone is not to be considered as loose
rock, unless boulders were found in a mass or cemented. I do not
know whether I gave written instructions to the division engineers,
but certainly I stated that anything over that should be measured and
returned, or, if it was found loose, that the rock in cuttings was found
in an awkward position that would put the contractors to greater
expense in taking it out, their judgment was to be exercised in the
matter. Speaking about the loose rock matter lately, I said I would
go into it more fully.

Line Improved In 11629. Have the changes of line and the grade and the consequent
consequence 0f reduction of co3t in any way affected the efficiency of the railwa ?-
in aredutionof Not at all. I think it is improved.
coSt.

11630. Is there any other matter connected with this particular
section which you think ought to be given in evidence in order to assist

contract rie. e us in our investigation ?-Not that I can think of relating to the con-
tract.

11631. Is there any other matter connected with the railway gon-
rally, any part of it or any work on it, which you think ought to be
given in order to assist us in our enquiry ?-Relating to the teiegraph,
I think that a change would be beneficial.

11632. Have you found difficulties ?-We have.

Line down a good
deal.

11633. What are the troubles ?-The line is down a great deal; îî
least it was down during the early spring, and up until lately it was i7
a very bad state.
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11634. Who was the person representing the contractors for the C°ntract No.a.

4aintenance of the line ?-As far as my section is concerned, Manning, &pp keep
licDonald & Co. have had the maintenance for some consideration, a telegraph une
that is in connection with their work. I believe they keep it in repair °n repair.
for the privilege of doing their business over the line.

11635. Havo you complained to them of its inefficiency ?-I have.
hey have spoken to me about it, and I have telegraphed to Mr. Brown

to send repairers out, which ho did.
11636. What NMr. Brown ?-Not Mr. Brown. I should have said Mr.

Macdougall.

11637. What Mr. Macdougall ?-I believe he is the superintendent
of the line.

11638. Where ?-In Winnipeg ; and last year I telegraphed to Mr.
Macdougall, at Thunder Bay, if I recollect aright.

11639. Have these obstructions delayed your business ?-My business
has at times been delayed, and I have been obliged to wait sometimes
for answers to my questions.

11640. How long have you waited ?-Several days at times; in fact Line was in1 nftil the time of my departure I have waited three days for an answer No® ,omewha
1o a telegram that I sent to Eagle Lake, and had not received it up to improved.
the time I left Rat Portage to come here on this occasion; that is
the longest interval that I can remember of just now, but according to
be returns sent to me the line was in a wretched state; now it is some-

What better, although I have not got this last month's report in yet.

11641. Could you say in what proportion of the time it is not in During spring
Working order, owing to defective maintenance ?-I think during the ea'i°e ix.u
'Pring; as a through lino, it must have been more than balf the time of order.

'Ot of order.

11642. Is it botter maintained or does it work better at any other
season of the year than the spring ?-In winter time it works better.

11643. Can you explain the reason ?-On account of the drynese of
the atmosphere, the want of rain and fewer storms, the poles are more
fIrrnly held in the ground with the frost.

11644. Does the line go over water stretches ?-It extends over
tveral of the water stretches.

11645. Does the ice affect the usefulness of the line ?-I have never
6een the lino down on the ice, but I have found it myself down in the

ater of the Winnipeg River, and ordered it to be put up, and I have
0ard of it being in the water at other points.

11646. Then, npon the whole, do you say that it is insufficiently
1aeintained ?-It would not be called now a first-class.line. During the

8Pfog it was certainly in a wretched condition, but repairers have
.nf at work during the last month or six weeks.
11647. Of course it is not very easyto understand the distineion Insumeiently

S t ween a first-class lino and a second-class lino; but we can understand int.aineb.
OU say whether it is sufficiently or insufficiently maintained ?-It is

llsufieiently maintained.
11648. Is there any matter pertaining to the Pacific Railway which

Ou think proper to give by way of evidence ?-I think not now.
49
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Contract No. 42. 11649. Have you any reason to think that if further time could have
rhbahb amette been given you would have been enabled to give a better line than the

ine couId have one as now at last arrange] for?-I think the line could have been
been laid. improved in places a little- perhaps deviations made. I anfot at this

moment positive, but it seems to me that a country of that kind will
stand a very great deal of surveying, because when one can make
changes from time to time, by which large reductions are effected, I
think the more time you have, that is within a reasonable period, the
more you can do.

Wlth more time 11650. Would the changes which you think are possible materially
the Une mlgbt
have been some- affect the line ?-I do not think that material changes could be made.
what though not I do not know of any, but of very minor ones. What I mean is, that if
inaterially lui-
proved. the contract had not been let, and the construction people following

us, I would have, perhaps, diverged to other lines and tried other points.
I did the best I could under the circumstances; but if I was going into
the country to find a line I would take more time and go over a larger
area of country to look for a line.

11651. Have you any reason to know that if you had taken more
time there would have been a materially different result ?-None what-
ever. I simply make that statement on the belief that a rough country
will stand a great deal of surveying, and that it will turn out to be
economical.

11652. Have you anything further to say on the subject?-Nothing
further that I can think of.

NIXON. THoMAs NIxoN's examination continued:
Purveyorship-
Private trans- By the Chaiman

actions with
AnIowaye 11653. Since you gave evidence this morning, Mr. Brown has

Knows ntin" appeared again on our summons, and has said that, in his opinion, thereabout notefoa
1,000l which was no other Thomas Nixon at that time whose name would have beel
waa sbeara hn accepted by him on Alloway's paper, and he expressed the opinion

endorsement. very strongly that you were the endorsor: are you of the same opinion
now ?-I do not know anything about it. You can get the note from'
Alloway, I suppose, if you wish to do so.

11654. Do you say, as a matter of evidence, we can get the note froflm
Mr. Alloway ?-No. I said I supposed you could. I suppose AllowaY
is an amenable and can be brought before you. Mr. Brown showed lue
that there was a note discounted in the month of November, 1875, for
fifteen days, for $1,000.

11655. From what you know of Alloway's business habits, do yol
say it is likely that he would have the note now ?-I do not know anY'
thing about Alloway's business habita.

11656. Would you take the trouble yourself to see if you could get
the note from Alloway ?-I shall not do it. 1 do not think it is fair
for you to ask me. I.have quite enough to do to attend to my oWO
business without attending to Alloway's.

11657. Do you wish us to understand now that you adhere to your
former statement, that you were never an endorser upon AllowaY0

paper ?-I do not know anything about it. I do not remember; 1 do
not remember now endorsing anmy paper for W. F. Alloway.
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11658. And not remembering it, do you adhore to your former aten with
statement ?-That I did not ?

11659. That you did not ?-I suppose I ought to. Swears notwith-
standinigievidence

11660. Do you, I am asking ?-Yes. tocontrary that
he did flot en-

11661. That will do ?-Are you through with me now; because i (torse Anloway's
would like to make a statement if you are ?

11662. Is there any other evidence which you wish to give to the HowNxon first

Commission upon any of the matters upon which you have been became ac uaint-

questioned ?-Yes ; I would like to tell you how I became first acquainted
With Alioway, if you will accept it. I see there is an evident desire to
rnake me a partner of Mr. Alloway's, and thatdesire bas been evidenced
bY the way you have examined me all the way through, Mr. Chairman.
I Wish now to make the statement that when I came to this country
I found, I presume some three months after my arrivai, that Alloway
was a partner with the Hon. James McKay in transporting goods for
the Government, at the rate of $5 per 100 pounds for 300 miles to Fort
?elly. The Hon. James McKay got five cents from the Commissioner
Of the Mounted Police or bis adjutant. That was the contract; and the
first transaction I had with this man-I mean Alloway-was his coming irst transaction
to ny office and asking payment for some $13,500 for this service, with Alloway.

Which had been performed before I came to this country. I then asked
hima what I had to do with him? and he explained to me that ho was a
partner of the Hon. James McKay in this contract. I just mention
this to show that this man Alloway was in the freighting business before
Sctme bore, and that will account in some measure for my transactions
with him. My next transaction with him was giving him 84 per 100 Second transac-
for the same service, or for a little further service-it was really to Swan tiywith Allo-

hiver, ton miles further than Pelly, and I really bad to pay for the
to0seness of the manner in which the previous contract was made with
McKay, as we had to pay an extra amount over and above the $5 a 100
for the contract was made to Fort Pelly instead of to Swan River, and
I had to pay for the extra distance. This threw me into communication
'with Alloway. Then you asked me about some hobbies, and you dwelt Hobbles, price of.
coniiderably on it. I have gone to Hugh Sutherland since, and ho told
nle that ho never paid less than a 81.50 for a pair of hobbies, and ho is
*illing to state it under oath. Then there is this freighting to the

oLrth-West Angle. Mr. Sifton bas freighted out to the North-West
&Dgle, and ho is prepared to make an affidavit that ho did pay 82.50
PeOr 100 for ordinary freight. I an not sure whether ho said ho ever
Paid less; and Charles Whitehead told me that they had paid $2.25. I
Wish further to say that Dr. Schultz wrote a private letter to Sir Charles
Tupper stating : " It can now be readily proved that Nixon was a partner
With Alloway." I desire to say it is a most confounded lie; that I nover Denies ever
'as, directly or indirectly ; and, more than that, that Alloway took a pariner nh.declaration before a Magistrate, that directly or indirectly, I had never Aloway in any

trnsa.ction
1oeoived from him a present; I had never had any commission from didecty or in-

b' I never was a partner with him in any transaction, in any con- directly.
aection with Governnent supplies, or in any transaction with the
Oevernment. Mr. Ashdown made the same declaration before a

)agistrate; Mr. Bannatyne made the sane declaration before a
ag»«istrate; Mr. McTavish made the same doclaration before a

k istrate; and, if I mistake not, the Honourable James McKay did
efore ho died ; and these documents 1 sent to the former Commission

49J
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actions with that tried me, and when I forwarded these documents I made a requestAlloiway. that they would be safely kept and returned to me, as they might form
part of my certificate of character in my life, as I had no doubt the
Government would dismiss me. I never could get the documents back.
Mr. McArthur and Dr. Bown were the Commissioners. To this day I
never could get them; and I think i have been very badly treated about
the whole affair.

11663. There is another question upon which you can,perhaps, inforil
us; have you found whether that amount of $2,861 went to your
private credit ?-It did not. Mr. Brown showed me the bank-books.
We went over them, and I have my bank-book here. I think I have
been very badly treated.

11664. Is there anything further you wish to give by way of evidence ?
-No; nothing further.

JARVIS. EDWARD W. JARVIS's examination continued:

atruca on By the Chairman :-
JI and 15. 116r5. Since you have given evidence upon the last occasion before

the Commission, have you inspected any portion of the Pacifie Railway ?
-I have been over the portion of the line between Winnipeg and Rat-
Portage, or close to Rat Portage.

Report on loca- 11666. As we requested you to give us your views in writing, haV8
a on- you prepared any writing on the subject ?-I have. I beg to hand yoU

a report on the subject of my inspection over contracts 14 and 15
(Exhi bit No. 108.)

11667. Does this report contain your views as fully as you wish to
express them on the subject ?-I think I have given my opinions verY
fully in the report on the state of the work. Naturally enough the
inspection was a very hurried one. It only occupied one day goilg
and returning by train; but I have reported on the salient features
the work.

11668. Is there any other matter, either in connection with this
particular portion of the railway or any other part of it, upon which
you think it proper to give evidence so as to assist us in our investiga-
tion ?-I think that probably my report covers all the ground on which
I can speak with certainty, or on. which I can throw any light which
will be of any use to you in your investigation.

TAYLOR &
TODD. JAMEs TAYLOR appears before the Commission respecting a clai

Expropriation for land expropriated for the purposes of the Pacific Railway, and
of Lande wishes to have the matter investigated.

T HE CHAIRMAN:-
The Commissioners find it impossible to take up the subject of clairo

concerning lands between owners, or other persons interested, and the
Government. If it is within the scope of their Commission to niak
such an enquiry, it will have to be done on some future occasion. 1 0
not, therefore, necessary to decide whether it is actually within their
duties or not. For the present, at all events, the decision is not tO
enquire into that subject.

ALBERT TODD appeared for the purpose of urging a similar clain
The matter was disposed of in the same way.
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Contract fi.. 4..?. J. BIRowN, sworn and examined :

By the Chairman:-

11669. Where do you live ?-I live at Ingersoll.
11670. Have you had any transaction connected with the Pacifie

]'ilway ?-None whatever.
11671. Or the telegraph lines pertaining to the Pacifie Railway ?-I A member of the

arT one of the contractors for the construction of the telegraph line av onl®eC.
f'orn Lake Superior to Red River.

11672. Was the work let by public competition ?- It was.
11673. Were you one of the persons who tendered ?-No; we did Took over the

lot tender. We took the tender of Mr. R. T. Sutton, or Sutton &® tender of Sutton

bhompson, of Brantford-Oliver, Davidson & Co. mpson.

11674. Were you one of the firm of Oliver, Davidson & Co. ?-I was.
11675. Whowere the other members ?-Adam Oliv*er, of Ingersoil;

and Joseph A. Davidson, of Toronto.
11676. Did you take any part in the negotiations which led to the Witness's irm

Proeuring of the Sutton & Thompson interest in the tender ?-No -,did the work,
Y'enpplied capital,

except so far as the arrangement with Sutton himself. We did the and gave SuttonWork, supplied the capital, put up the security, and gave Sutton a a quarter Interest
quarter interest. We simply stepped into his boots, did the whole of
the work, put up the security for the Government, and gave him a
qnarter interest. That was the agreement between our firm and him-self.

11677. Who took part in the negotiations which brought about that
greement ?-Sutton came to Oliver and myself in the tirst place, and

showed us a telegram from the Department calling upon him to put up
the security within a few days. He said he could not do it, and he

ade us the offer, which we accepted. Oliver went to Ottawa and put
ýP the security, and Suttor assigned us the contract, and we stepped
't1to his boots. We had no communication with the Department at all

.the subject, or with him, prior to his coming to Ingersoll to see
Oliver and myself.

11678. Had le the telegram with him ?-[Ie had, and produced it.
w it. I think the telegram was calling upon him that his tender

ad been accepted, and calling upon him to put up the security in three
ayS, if I remember right. It may have been five days; but I know

the time was so short that Oliver left on the evening train, and went
t 0 Ottawa, and was only there in time to put up the security.

Negotiations
leading to agree-
ment.

Oliver bearing
tegramto
Sut9tn gos to
Ottawa an(l puta
up security.

' 1679. The telegram was addressed to Sutton,* and not to Oliver,
Neidson & Co. ?-We knew nothing about it, and paid no attention to

u'nItil we were approached by Sutton with this telegram from the
partrment.

11680. Do you remember who signed the telegram ?-I think it was
". Braun, the Secretary of the Department.

11681. And you say that the telegram stated that a certain time
0old be given ?-That he had three days time in which to accept the

aortract and put up the security. It may have been five days; but la
&r quite sure it was three days.
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11682. Do you say t.hat within the time named in that telegran'
your partner arrived at Ottawa and put up the security ?-Yes; within
the time named. The reason I know it so particularly well, Oliver was
at that time a candidate for the local election in South Oxford, and it
was two or three days before the nomination, and he wished to put it
off until after the nomination, but the Department would not do it. So
be and I went to Toronto that night, and the next day purchased
$10,000 of Federal Bank stock, which was the sum required to be put
up for the security for the contract.

11683. Did you go to Toronto with him ?-I did.
11684. Did you go on to Ottawa ?-No; I did not. I signed the

contract in Ingersoll. It was sent to me.
11685. Do you remember whether that telegram was addressed to hirm

alone or to the firm of which ho was one of the members ?-I could
not say.

11686. Do you know whether he was authorized to act on the part
of William Thompson in disposing of the firm's interest in the tender ?
-He told me lie had authority.

11687. Was it upon his word to that effect that you acted ?-Yes;
because he afterwards procured the signature of Mr. Thompson.

11688. Did he explain to you about the connection with Mr.
Thirtkell ?-No.

11689. Were you not informed at that time that he and Mr. Thirtkell
were interested in the matter ?-Not at that time; the thing was al
done on the spur of the moment. The telegram that ho had was thst
he had either to put up the security in three days or the tender would
be passed over.

11690. Do you remember whether you communicated with the
Department after you had acquired this interest from Mr. Thompsoa
before Mr. Oliver went to Ottawa, or was the first communication with
the Dopartment Mr. Oliver's presence in Ottawa ?-Mr. Oliver did
not want to go down for a week until after the nomination for South
Oxford, but the reply was that the thing must be done at once, and 11
went down to Ottawa next day.

11691. Do you think you saw the reply to that effect ?-Yes; I
remember it distinctly.

11692. Who signed it ?-Mr. Braun, Secretary of the Department.

11693. So that the Department refused to give you the time that
was first asked for, and in consequence of that refusal it was closeÕ
within the time first named to Mr. Thompson ?-Yes; within the time
firat named in the telegram sent to Mr. Thompson-either three or fiçe
days, as I said before.

11694. Did you ever understand from Mr. Thompson how r
Thirtkell's interest had been disposed of ?-No.

11695. Did you ever understand from the Department or any 0

else ?-No.
* 11696. When Mr. Thompson cinme to you to explain ?-Thompsoa
never did come to me.
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11697. I mean Mr. Sutton-when Mr. Sutton came to you to explain Coutract Io. 4,
thaàt the time was short and he wished to make arrangements with figures.
You without delay, had he any means of informing you of the price at
Wlich he was to get the work ?-Yes; he showed us his figures, cer-
tainly; he showed us a copy of his tender.

11698. Was that Sutton & Thomson's tender or Sutton & Thirtk3ll's ?
'I think it was Sutton & Thompson's. I would not be sure, but I
think it was.

11699. Did he say whether it was altogether his or whether sutton treated
th mttr i hisThonpson and he had each an interest ?-He treated the matter as own. n addition

oi own. I know the agreement between Oliver, Davidson & Co. eratr n.

with him personally. given to b hand.

11700. He led you to understand that Thompson's name was used, not
because Thompson had any interest in the matter, but because he was
ahelp to him ?-In addition to the quarter interest we gave Sutton
1800, which he informed me had to go to Mr. Thompson. I do not

aow whether it did -go to him or not, but I know he got $800.

11701. Do you know whether Mr. Thirtkell made any claim after-
wards in respect to the contract ?-No, I do not. I never saw Thirtkell

d never knew the man.
11702. Do you know whether the amount at which the contract was

olOsed was the same amount as stated in the tender which he showed
You, and if not, how much higher was it ?-I think it was the same
'rount. I bave got ail the papers at home. It is scarcely fair to ask me
at thi8 hurried moment-my impression is, it is the same amount.

11703. Will you be able to send us the original papers ?-I think so;
ut I arm not going down for a month or more. I have the agreement

*ith Sutton, and I think I have the identical telegram from the Depart-
"lent to him, but I would not be positive. I have all the papers together.

11704. You think they are still in your custody at home ?-That is
Y impression-except when we settled with Sutton the other day-they might have been destroyed or put away. I could not say; that is
to or three months ago I settled with him.

11705. Was the settlement with him since the Commission was
PpOinted ?-No, before. It was last March or April-I think it was.

Oliver was the
11706. Who bas been the active member of the firm ?-Mr. Oliver active member in

a8 the active member in the construction. I have bad charge of it Fearc n
dlrilg the last year and a-half. ha cbarge.

th1 7 07. Are you still jointly interested with the gentlemen named in FIrm dIssolved.
e firm ?-The firm bas been dissolved. Davidson is out of the firm.
have his interest, but Oliver still bas the same interest. I think with

t Government the contract bas not been changed at ail, it is Oliver,
avidson & Co.

11708. With an arrangement betweon yourselves ?-Yes.
11709. There bas been no release on the part of the Goverument of
Y Iember of the firm ?-No.
11710. Are you aware that there has been considerable complaint maintenance.

At the manner in which the line bas been maintained?-Yes.
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cotract No. 4• 11711. Have the complaints been upon the part of the public or by'
Thlnks the causes
of compiant any particular person ?-I think the cause of the complaint has been
against tel raph more particularly with the engineer in charge of the line and the con-

engireer and tractors as wel 1. The contractors in doing their blasting blow the poles
railwaycontrac- ail to atoms, and then take their own time to put them up. I have
or. furnished the engineers with offices and instruments wherever they have

asked for them. They do their own operating when it suits them, go
away to their work, turn off the ground wire and remain away two or
three days, in one instance I remember three days. My chief manager
at Fort William, Mr. Macdougall, bas the whole day and date and1

where the thing occurred, and in several instances there is a half a day
and a day when the delay arose in the engineer's offices. Then another

special cause on cause of trouble that has happened, particularly on section B, as first
section B. located on that section, the line of polos were put in the middle of the

road-bed. As soon as Mr. Rowan called my attention to the facts I
applied to the Department for permission to remove thosie poles myselt
to the side of the line.

Line down ten 11712. Was that at the expense of the Government or at your owIn

ans te se expen se ?-At the expense of the Government. I made two applica-
witiess>s man- tions, both to Mr. Rowan and Mr. Fleming, and I am aot sure but that
agement. I wrote to the Department direct on the subject, but instead of giving

me that permission they have given it to the contractors on section 139
Manning & McDonald. They took down my telegraph poles and
placed them over on the side on the cleared line. They place thefl
where they wish, and when they wish; it is only recently the line
has been down ten days on that account, that is what my foreman telle
me. I have two repairers betwoen here and Rat Portage who are i?
and down the line ail the time.

11713. Is Conners one of them ?-A man named Fleming is one Of
them, but I do not know the name of the other. Mr. Macdougall can1
tell his namie. I have Mr. Oliver on B, and Mr. John Robinson Ot
section A, and another man between here and Rat Portage, and I ha'&
spent within the last four months upwards of $3,000 for new poles 1

endeavouring to put the line in order.

On section B the 11714. Over what portion of the line has this difficulty occurred io
d "feulty arose i" removing the poles from the centre to the side ?-On sectionregard t, remov- P
Ingthepolesfrom frequently the poles are placed according to the instructions of th'

de to the engineers, and they place them in the centre of the clearing. We WeO
obliged, accoiding to our contract, to clear to the width of 132 feet, ana
were instructed to place them in the centre, but the engineer on the
other end (Mr. Hazlewood was then engineer in charge), on east O
Eagle Lake, instructed us to put them on the side which turned o0in

On section A con- not to be al[ right. On section A the only trouble we have had there
tractor excavated necaai
round the poles was in excavating; the contractor cared so little to assist us in keepil
and did not. Jeave Up the line that they excavated about the poles, and perhaps Wo0
suffictent earth to cle
kee them in leave a foot of earth about them, and the first wind that would com
posiion. would blow them over, and I would have to send men perhaps eightY

miles to put them up. I have charged in all those instances, and haee
made a memorandum of the number of poles that were left in thob
manner. The first wind that would come along would blow them oer.

Thinks that out- 11715. With the exception of section B, where the trouble is occa
tdere ha otnB sioned as yon say by the careless way in which the poles have beea

®ergrumlnause moved has the line been maintained in good order?-I think so;
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think east of Eagle Lake or probably east of Wabigoon, there has not
been really much cause for grumbling, and I think the same thing may
be said between here and Cross Lake. It is surely through that infernal
region if you may so call it.

11716. You mean section B?-Yes; tho great difficulty in a great
rnany places was that there was not ground enough to sink a pole, and
We had to build a frame to keep the p:les up.

11717. Of what timber are the polos in that section ?-AIl tamarack.

11718. I have an impression that Mr. Caddy, who is stationed at
Thunder Bay, said that some of the poles are not tamarack ?-Between
here and Rat Portage I sub, let the work to Sifton, Glass & Co. Our firm
eublet that 100 miles, and I was not aware of it until I came here about
two years ago, or a year and a-half ago, that the most of the poles that
they put in are poplar poles. They will ail be replaced now with
tamarack poles and peeled at that. My impression is that east of Rat
Portage there are not a dozen poplar polos. There may be, but if there
are I have never seen them.

11719. Do you know whether there are a considerable portion of
Ordinary pine poles ?-I do not know.

11720. Do you say that you think they are entirely tamarack poles ?
-I think the great bulk, if not the whole of them, are tamarack poles.

Our agreements with our sub-contractors were that they should be
tamarack poles; all subject to the approval of the engineer in charge. I
have the sub-contracts at home.

11721. Do you know whether the polos put up for the purpose of
replacing those that have fallen, are of the same material as the polos
Originally put in ?-I could not say; but I understood that the Depart-
11lent authorized Manning, McDonald & Co. to remove those poles.

11722. I am alluding to other portions of the line where repairs
have been made by the repairers ?-You will have to ask Horace Mac-
dougall who is the manager at this end, and Neil Macdougall who is
Inalnager at the other end, at Fort William.

11723. Do you know the life of the wood used in that work and
Yhother poplar or tamarack is likely to last the longest ?-Tamarack
'i the best.

11724. Upon what arrangements is the line working as to prices ?-
The same as Ontario rates.

11725. And for whose benefit ?-For the benefit of the contractor.
Ail Government messages, however, are free.

11726. With the exception of Governiment messages you get the
Prices paid ?-Yes; and i think that the ongineers abuse the privilege
of the Government messages. If they want a pair of boots they wil1
telegraîlh for them; and I have known Mr. Caddy at Fort William to
telegraph to Sarnia to send him by the next boat, seed potatoes and
sed turnips and other things-a message that must have cost
*5. I have known several instances where they sent their messages
for every little paltry thing they want, but I have never grumbled
about it, and I furnished them an office wherever they wanted it. I
think I have some thirty or forty instruments on the line now.

Telegraph-
Maintenance.

Contract No. 4.

Quailty of poles.

Sub contracts to.
the effect that
paoleashoud be

Line worked for
Jenefit of con-
tractors: al Gov-
ernment b usi ness.
free.
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11727. Is Mr. Macdougall in Winnipeg?-Yes; Mr. Horace Mac-
dougall is my agent in Winnipeg.

11728. Is there any other matter in connection with this contract,
or the fulfilment of it, which you think proper to give by way of
evidence ?-1 do not know of anything else. I would say this: if I
had had the thing properly under my control I do not think there
would have been the same cause for grumbling, not only on behalf of
the public, but on the part of the Government, as there has been. I
may mention the delays of the engineers and their incompetency. A
great many of the engineers have the old way of operating, and take
the message very slowly with the paper ribbon, and then with the
most of the contractors it has been almost impossible to keep the line
in as efficient a state as it could be.

11729. Is there any other matter connected with the railway, inde-
pendent of this telegraph contract, which you can explain so as to
assist us in our investigation ?-No; I know nothing of the railway.
I have tendered occasionally, but I have never been so fortunate, or
unfortunate, as to get a contract.

MAcaoy O'LouGHL N, sm orn and txamined:

By Mr. Chairman:-

11730. Do you know whether Cooper, Fairman & Co, of Montreal,
were engagel in furnishing any supplies to the Government, or any
Government officer, for the railway ?-I am aware of the steel rails
contract, and also a contract, I believe-I cannot say that I am actually
aware of the latter that is for the supply of the spikes and bolts.

11731. Where do you live ?-In Winnipeg.
11732. How long have you lived in Winnipeg ?-About three years

and three months.
11733. What do you know about that contract ?-I know nothing

more than that they have a contract, but the details I know nothing
about.

11734. How do you know that they had a contract ?-I was in their
employ in Montreal previous to coming up here on their business, and,
while in their Montreal office, I understood that they had obtained a
contract by tender from the late Government. to supply steel rails t'
the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

11735. From whom did you understand that ?-I cannot eay that I
understood it from any one in particular but it was the general inll
pression in the office, and that is where I got the impression at the
time. The detail, was carried out in the private office of Mr. Cooper and
Mr. Fairman, of Montreal.

Co. assisted
Tuttie In connec- 11736. Do you know whether they assisted Mr. Tuttle with the con-

in Tfte. ducting of the Times Newspaper ?-I do.
This assistancead nocn n®c- 11737. Had the assistance any connection with this contract or withtion wath steel
rails contract. any ether contract ?-Noue whatever.
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11738. Do you know for what reason the assistance was given, that Ar Û" °e~
1s upon what ground ?-The facts I do not know of; but I understand, The only reason
at least, I have always understood, that Mr. Fairman and Mr. Tuttle known to witness
WVere friends prior to Mr. Tuttle's coming to this country. I left there man iM.ehoud
'n 1877, and did not know Mr. Tuttle until after the paper was started asist witness
here-the Times. The only reason that I knew of was to assist Mr. grounds of friend-
'Tuttie, I think, on the grounds of friendship. shlp.

11739. Do you know whether there was any understanding between
thern, or any reason for an uniderstanding between them, that the
assistance was given in consequence of Mr. Tuttle's influence with any
Minister of the Crown or any Member of Parliament ?-I do not know

Of any.
11740. Mr. Luxton has mentioned your name as one who could give In winnipeg $

Information upon the subject of this assistance, and of the connection of for w"he gave
Cooper, Fairman & Co. with the railway: we would like to know, if note payable to

Cooper, FairmanwVe have not asked the question on the subject, what you know upon p Co.
the whole matter or any part of it ?-Any assistance that was given to
14r. Tuttle, in Montreal or Ottawa, I know nothing whatever about it,
if there was any given. The assistance that was given here amounted
to, I think, $200, if I remember right, for which Mr. Tuttle gave me a
'note payable to Cooper Fairman & Co. in settlement thereof.

11741. Were you in that matter acting as agent for Cooper, Fairman
& Co. ?-I had charge of Cooper, Fairman & Co.'s business here for two
Years and a-half, until I changed from Cooper, Fairman & Co. to the
liamilton Powder Co., about the middle of January last.

11742. Was it while ycu had charge of Cooper, Fairman & Co.'s
business that this advance was made and note given ?-Yes.

1U43. Was it negotiated through you-I mean the advance and the
talking of the note-was it negotiated through you, or did you obey
somebody's instructions ?-No; I did it on my own responsibility,
feeling confident on the position that I held that I was justified in
4 oifng so, and that Mr. Cooper and Mr. Fairman would uphold me in
ding so. They were away at the time.

11744. As it was done on your responsibility and entirely through
You, you ought to know the motives which led to its being done; now,as to those motives, what do you say ?-So far as the motive is con-
eerned, the only reason that I can remember of at the time was, that

i. Tuttle wanted $200 for some purpose that day, and he came to me,
eing the agent of Cooper, Fairman & Co., and got it. I do not know

any other motive than mere friendship at that time.
11745. What position did you ccupy in the Montreal establishment ?
I was in the general office.
11746. Was it a wholesale house?-Yes, it was wholesale- heavy

hardware and railway supplies.
11747. Was it in connection with the books or the active manage-

roent?-No; it was in connection with the active management; the
rok-keeper was there as well, he had charge of the books, and I had

nothing whatever to do with them.

th11748. Do you remember about the time that it was understood that
ey got the contract for steel rails ?-I do.
11749. About what time?-You mean about the date?

Witness acted as
agent °f Cooper.
Fairman & Co.
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.rtnerahip. 11750. Yes?-I cannot place that exactly.
Versonally knew 11751. Do you remember the circumstance of Charles Mackenzie
contract for steel going out of the firm ?-I knew personally nothing about that; thatrails. was entirely done, I believe, with Mr. Cooper and Mr. Fairman. I remem-

ber Mr. Cooper mentioning, prior to the steel rails contract, that Charles
Mackenzie had retired from the business, and that they were going to
continue it on alone.

11752. Was there any general understanding about the establishment
at that timé as to the extent of the business, whether it had been success-
ful or otherwise or were there any difficulties ?-That I could not say;
I had not been with them sufficiently long to know that. I knew nothing

Helping News- at all about their private affairs whatever.
11753. I am asking you if it was the general understanding among

per annuence. the persons in the office ?-The general understanding in the office
Cooper, Fairman among the clerks and employés was that they were perfectly good,& ('o's. business
succesaful. they felt quite confident.

&Cooprairang 11754. Cooper, Fairman & Co. also furnished supplies to one of the
Whitehead withl contractor. Mr. Whitehead ?-Yes.
supplies nothing
toadowth the 11755. Had their advances anything to do with that transaction ?-
ruttle's note. Nothing that I am aware of.

11756. Would it have had any connection with them without your
being aware of it: in your opinion was there any person else who
would have been more aware of the reasons of the transaction than
you were ?-No one except Mr. Cooper or Mr. Fairman.

11757. Would they have understood it better than you did ?- Cer-
tainly; if there was any other understanding.

11758. But I was led, from what you stated, to believe that il was
done entirely on your own responsibility and not through them ?-
When I say on my own responsibility, I mean on the responsibility as
their representative, I advanced $200 of their money-I think it waS
$200.

11759. Was it in obedience to instructions from your employors, or
was it done on your own responsibility, assuming that they would
approve of it ?-I did it on the responsibility assuming that they would
approve of it.

11760. Then is there any person else better able than you are, to
tell the reasons for it boing done ?-Not that I know of. '] hure is Do
other party.

11761. Is there any other matter connected in any way, directly or
indirectly, with the Pacifie Railway on which you can give us informa-
tion by way of evidence ? -Nothing that I know of.

LYNSKEY.

Ballway Oper.
atlng-

Pemb. Iraue
& Contraet 14.

THoMAs J. LYNSKEY sworn and examined:

By the Chairman
11762. Where do you live ?-In Winnipeg.
11763. How long have you lived here ?-Since the 10th of Februarl

last.
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11764. Have you had any connection with the matters of the Pe n ranc

Canadian Pacitie Railway ?-Since then ? onrac 14.

I1765. Yes ?-Yes; but none before that.

11766. In what way have you since then ?-As superintendent of Since February,

the Operating of the lines. 1880, superinteng-
ent of operating

1117. What lines-between what points?-Between Emerson and Unes between

Cross Lake. Cross Lake.

11768 From whom did you receive your appointment ?-From the
Minister of Railways.

11769. What are your duties ?-I have charge of the freight and Duties of staf.
Passengers, and the running of all trains and the main working of it.

11770. What staff have you besides yourself to manage that
business ?-I h&ve an accountant acting as cashier, an auditor who is
acting as auditor and paymaster, a store keeper, two clerks, and four
clerks in the accountant's and auditor's departments; and in my own
o fce 1 have one clerk and two train despatchers.

11771. Are the movements of the trains conducted by telegraph ?-
ty telegraph when in operation.

11772. Who built the telegraph on the Pembina Branch ?-I under- Telegrapa line
stand that it has been built by the North-West Telegraph Co., lt Norh

antd it was formerly on the west bank of Red River. At the time of compapy.

the building of the branch it was moved on to the Pembina Branch, but
I annot say from my own knowledge.

11713. Do you know if it is Government property in any way ?-
Xo; I think not.

11774. What is the arrangement between the Government and the No arrangement
COrlpany concerning it ?-As far as I can understand there is no .ihero'vernment

thre on suifer-
arrangement at present, they are there on sufferance. ance.

11775. Are the messages paid for on any particular tariff?-The Government gets%
r'egular tariff, and the Government gets 25 per cent. reduction under 2 per cent off

th 5 arrangement with the late lessees, Upper & Co., and that arrange.
tOent continues at the present time.

11776. Could you say, in round numbers, what is the expense to the
Government for messages over this branch ?-I could not say, but I
think my own will average about $25 a month, but Mr. Schreiber's and
M r. Owen's are separate accounts and i do not know. I could only give
on in connection with my own office. This arrangement I speak of
.ly extends from Winnipeg southwards-from Winnipeg to St.
incent.

. 11777. There is no telegraph on the Pembina Branch north on the Telegraph ar-
ne ?--No, it is on the west side of the ; river and is very unsatis- rangements very
actory to have it work on the west line, because there is a great deal

of delay and loss for not having it even to Birds Hill where we were
Working Bteam shovels and ballast trains. We have to work it by
hlm that they wdll cross at certain points. Trains that are delayed
ave to stop there in case another train is passing.

t' 11778. So that the movements of the train cannot be worked from
au to time as occasion may require, but they are worked by some

Pre»vious arrangement?-Yes.
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took charge
road-bed in a bad
condition.

11779. In what state did you find the road and properties con-
nected with it when you took charge ?-The road-bed was in a very
bad condition. Thore was about twenty-six miles that had a light
coating of ballast, say between St. Boniface and Niverville, and a little
beyond Niverville the other portion had no ballast at all.

11780. And what else ?-No water tanks on the line. We had to
syphon water from the river, which often took longer to get the water
required than the time it took to run between St. Vincent and St.
Boniface.

11781. Do you mean that the whole time during which the train
was in motion would not be as much as the time taken to procure the
water to run the train ?-In many cases.

11782. Has this defect been remedied ?-It has been remedied.
There is a tank containing 50,000 gallons erected at Emerson, another
at Otterburn, and one at St. Boniface, and there are two more, one at
Niverville an1 one at Dominion City, now in course of construction.

11783. Are these answering the requirements ?-They will answer
fully the requirements this winter.

Road in good 11784. Ilas the defect in the road-bed and track of which you speak
order now- been remedied ?-Yes. The track between Emerson and St. Boniface

is very nearly complote now, fully ballasted. The portion betweeO
St. Boniface and Niverville, which had formerly one coat of ballast,
we are going over now and putting it up to the full standard. The
point from there to Emerson is fully ballasted and the road is in very
good order now.

Bed made too 11785. Was the condition in whicb you found the road-bed, wheO
wide originally. you took charge, attributable to the operation of frost going out of the

ground, or was it from the improper formation of the road-bed ?-I
think the bed was made too wide, and the water lay on it, as well a
the nature of the soil. Just immediatoly after the rainy season cou-
menced the ties and rails went down out ofsight, and we had to plough
the mud with the cow-catcher in going over it, and had to slacken the
spoed to at least ton miles an hour.

11786. Do you mean that is the greatest speed at which it was safe to
run the trains?-A good part of the road it was, in factin many part»
of it we had to reduce the speed to five or six miles an hour.

11787. Do you consider if the road-bed had been narrower, that
trouble would have been prevented ?-To a certain extent I believe it
would.

Frostwill have 11788. What did you think of the operation of the frost or rains
er at e r.- spring, now as the road is at present finished ?--I think it will have

sent anished. very little effect on it.

Good drains. 11789. Is there plenty of drainage ?-There is a good drainage; there
are deep drains on each side, and between twelve and eighteen incheS
of gravel on the road-bed.

Freight sheds at 11790. What accommodation did you find in the buildings at the timfle

equal to the you took charge ?-The buildings between Emerson and St. Boniface
demands even were very fair, they were new buildings, the same as we have at pree0 '
DOW' At St. Boniface the buildings were defective, in fact they did not afford

one-tenth of the freight accommadation that is required, thon or no<*
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t put up a shed about 150 feet, temporarily to cover in the freight until P'm a
there is a new building erected. & <ontact 1L

11791. Have orders been given to erect buildings which you consider
to be sufficient ?-I think not yet; it is under consideration, and I think
will be attended to very shortly now for the winter.

11792. So as to make thom useful for the winter ?-I think so.
11793. Can it be done ?-Yes; it could be done in four or five weeks.

There is no plastering, it is all wood work. If the piles were driven
the building can be put up in four or five weeks.

11794. Did you organize the staff under you, or where they here stafr.
eni you came ?-I brought them with me, and found some of them

here.

1179à. las there been any trouble on account of the condact of your
subordinates since you came here ?-There has been considerable
trouble.

. 11796. Of what nature ?-Some claiming higher wages than I was
lnstructed to give, and from time to time we had to meet the difficulty
%bout it, and put it up to the rates paid by lines which we are now
PaYing at present. ln many cases we were paying more than what
they were paying. On connecting lines they were paying by the
hour, and on the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway, they
are paying at the rate of $45 a month. Our men worked long
ours, and many of them drew $70 a month, according to the Lime they

rAade.

11797. Did you encounter any other difficulty in the management of
the business ?-There was considerable drinking, in the beginning amongthe staff, and I had to dismiss them and replace them by better men.

11798. Have the difficulties with the men been overcome, in your stafrin good
OPinion ?-Yes; the men are working now in good order. shape now.

11799. Is there any other matter which has occasioned you unex-.
eeted trouble ?-The want of proper accommodation.
11800. Do you mean of buildings ?-Yes; want of buildings in St.
niface and Winnipeg.
11801. That I understand is likely to be remedied ?-Yes; it is
1ely to be remedied.
11802. But no positive orders have been given yet ?-Not that 1 am

eWare of. We were also short of rolling stock and locomotive power.

11803. What rolling stock had you at your command in the begin- Rolling stock at
lag ?--I had three locomotives when I took charge, two old passen- insa's o- °ger Cars, six box cars, and forty flat cars. took charge

11804. Do you say thatwas insufficient for the businesq ?-Yes.
11805. How much more were required at that time ?-About as

more engines as we had then were required, and thirty or forty
cars, and about 100 flat cars.

b1-1806. Had you been given to understand at al the amount of
sness which was likely to come over the rond when you first came up.

I1 es; I was told that the business would be a good deal larger than
exPected.
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11807. How did you find it?-I found it very good. At the first
month, February, the St. Paul road was pretty well blocked with
snow, and most of March it was blocked, and when the season
advanced, the freight was rushing in on us very rapidly, as high as
100 cars a day, tho latter end of March, so that our work came ail at
once.

How he managed 11808. How did you manage with the short rolling stock ?-I had to
'with defective work them night and day, and kept them on the move. The momentmg stok. a train came in I had to send it right back with a fresh crew on it.

11809. Was there any other difficulty with which you had to contend
at the beginning ?-I think these were the chief difficulties.

Bulk of business
formeri done by
water, dione by
rail.

Rolling stock at
present.

Elghty fiat and

ri box cars0 dered.

11810. What sort of business bas there been done while you bave
been here ?-It is getting brisk, and steadily increasing. The business
formerly done by water here has been done this year-the bulk of it-
by rail.

11811. Have both departments-I mean freight and passenger-
kept up ?-Both freight and passenger have kept up, and are now
increasing. At present we have ten locomotives, ninety flat cars, six box
cars of our own, and about ten from the Intercolonial Railway. We
do not miss the box car service as much as the flat, for all through freight
comes in foreign cars, and we get the use of them by paying the
mileage on them.

11812. Is there a further supply of cars under contract ?-Yes; there
are eighty new flat cars, I understand, ordered, and about fifty box cars.

Passenger and 11813. As to passenger cars ?-Lately I received two new passengers
baggage cars cars and three new baggage and postal cars, and I understand there

are two more passenger coaches to follow.

11814. Did you keep separate accounts for the earnings of the
Pem bina Branch and the main lino east of Selkirk ?- Yes.

Passenger travel
good.

Government
atone Interested
in receipts.

Earnings of road
from Uror Lake
to Emerson from
10th February to
3.h June,
6104,9.G

11815. How has the business been on the main lino east of Selkirk ?
-The passenger travel has been very good, an average of fifty pas-
sengers every trip that we go, in and out each way.

11816. Is that portion of the lino working entirely on Government
account ?-On Goverr.ment account.

11817. The contractors have no interest in the receipts now ?-
Not to my knowledge.

11818. Do you know, in round numbers, what the net earnings of the
Pembina Branch proper has been since you have been on it ?-I could
not give you the figures without looking to the accounts. I have come
away hurriedly from the office, I did not bring them; but I can tell
you what they were for the first five months, from the 10th February
to the 30th J une.

11819. That will be sufficient ?-104,975.69.
11820. la that the net earnings ?-Yes, the net earnings ; that is

taking from Cross Lake to Emerson.
11821; I did not speak of the Emerson Branch, but that will answer.

You have deducted from the gross, expenses for labour and all running
expenses ?-Yes.
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11822. You mean the operating expenses ?-No; that is the total .
erOunt-the total earnings.

11823. I asked you for the net earnings ?-The net earnings, or at Net earnings
least the balance after paying everything, would be about 826,083.68. '1"'3-

11824. What expenses have you deducted from the gross earnings
arrive at that net earnings ?-Everything that was consumed by

locomotive power, wages, labour of every kind, and material used for
epai rs.
lli25. The maintenance of the road ?-The maintenance of the road

as far as keeping up the track and telegraph gocs.
11826. How often are your returns made to the Department ?- Beturns to De-

3onthi partment made
y• monthly.

11827. Do these returns exhibit the net earnings ?-Yes.
11828. Not the gross earriings ?-Net and gross. îoney expended
11829. In deducting from the gross earnings have you deducted the arar anre
pePnses for ballasting and completing the road ?-No. not placed to

aecount of %vork-
. 11830. You have kept that distinct on construction account ?-Yes; ngep®ns®s.

it expected that that will be handed over in working order to the
oPerating department. A road is supposed to be in good working
Order when we get it.

1I831. Do you know what percentage of the gross earnings, in other
ocalities, is considered to be a fair allowance for working expenses and
raintenance ?-No; I do not. working ex-

penses and main«
11832. In this case it amounts to about 75 per cent. ?-Yes. tenance7 per

cent. of grosa

11833. Have you had experience in the working of other roads ?- earnings.
t as a manager, with the exception of three years in Nova Scotia.

b 11834. What road did you manage there ?-The Western Counties, a
ranch from Halifax to Windsor, and from Digby to Yarmouth.
11835. In what capacity ?-As general superintendent.
11836. Similar to the office you have here ?-Yes.
11837. How do the climatic influences affect the road here as cllinatic inau-
Inpared with Nova Scotia ?-I would sooner work a railway here cen or ra iwm-

than insome parts of Nova Scotia. I think, taking the parts between working in Man-
0ro and Quebec, it is fully harder to work than a railway in this rbroan ueeen

tonnrtry.

11838. What are the principal difficultica that you have to contend
With here on account of those influences ?-Drifts; the snow becomes
Veiy hard, as hard as if it were gravel.

11839. Have you a snow plough ?-None yet. The drifts piled Up Snow drifts prin-
tseason and I had to use road scrapers and teams of horses to keep beP acoumty w
OPen ; but there was only one portion, about three miles to three miles Manitoba-but

a half, we experienced any difficulty-five miles this side of pma i r
Ierson. fine.

11840. Do you know whether it was understood that there was more More snow winter
W last season than usual ?-I undem stood that there was more snow n for
t year than there was for twenty years, in any one season before. I twenty years.

laife htth rf n Drift heavi er,quite satisfied th e drift was a good deal heavier down in Min- Miesotn than
so)ta than in the North-West, in the district where I was operating. In Manitoba.

50
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11841. Do you think that the rest of the year, beyond these five
months, is likely to require the same proportion of expenditure-that
is, the same percentage of the earnings ?-I think not.

11842. Will there be much difference, in your opinion ?-There will
be considerable.

11843. The work then was a good deal more expensive ?-We had
to keep men night and day in the engines to keep them froni freezingr
in consequence of having no sheds, and we had, in consequence, to
keep them consuming fuel all the time. It is very expensive.

11844. Then do you mean that you consider that for the whole year
the net earnings will be more than 25 per cent of the gross earnings ?
-I think it will be.

11845. The maintenance and working expenses for the five months
would be about three-quarters of the whole gross earnings ?-Yes.

11846. But you think that for the rest of the period the maintenance
and working expenses would be a smaller proportion of the gross
earnings ?-Yes.

11847. Where do you make the repairs to your rolling stock ?-Ofn
the sidings principally, so far. At present, we are doing what littlO
repairs we have at Selkirk, in the round house.

11848. Have you sufficient accommodation there for the repairs on
your line ?-We have not.

11849. Nor at St. Boniface ?-No; we have no accommodation there·
Sat al].

11850. Is Selkirk a convenient place at which to make your repairs
for the whole line ?-It is not.

Winilpegthebest 11851. Where would be a better place ?-Winnipeg would be more
repairing sheds. central. It is where the most business is done.

11852. Is this defect being remedied ?-Not yet.

11853. Has it been ordered ?-I do not think it bas. The location
has not been laid out yet where we will have the workshops. It i
under consideration.

Want of sidings
being remedied.

11854. Have you sidings enough to operate the road conveniently?
-We have not-not for the growing traffic that is at the head poinIt
here, St. Boniface and Winnipeg ; we have along the line at all the
small stations.

11855. Is that being remedied ?-Yes. There have been sidings put
down at Telford, Darwin, Whitemouth, Shelly and Tindall. There
wero five new sidings put down this season-one at St. Norbert, Niver-
ville, Dufrost, and Arnaud, Dominion City, have been made and
ballasted, so that they are now ready for use, and at Emerson there are
very large sidings put down.

11856. Who conducts the operations of putting in the sidings ?--
The construction department.

11857. That is not under your supervision ?-No; it is not under r0Y
supervision. It is under Mr. Schreiber, or Mr. Rowan.
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11858. Upon the whole, are there sufficient faciilities being or about ¿O.'t"rantla
to be atforded to you for the fair and proper working of the line?- Everything need-
Yes; everything is being donc that can be done ip to the present tirne. ed being done.

11859. Do you remember whether the deepest snow drifts which The long grass
you had to contend with were at places where the road-bed was higher and weesth

than the level of the prairie or nearly even with it ?-Nearly even where they did
with it, and caused by the long grass and weeds allowed to grow
without being burnt down or cut in the fall. They hold the snow and
accumulate it on the track. I believe if the weeds and grais were eut
down that the snow would pass right over it, and we would have no
more trouble there than on any other part of the line.

11860. How deep does the snow fall on the average over the country snow ten last

which this railway traverses ?-An average of about two feet between s'aY1 two fet
St. Boniface and Cross Lake. face and Cros

Lake.
11861. Was that last season ?-Yes.
11862. Do yon understand that that is the ordinary average ?-No;

it is higher than the average, as far as I can understand.
11863. Did the snow drifts interfere with the working of the road ?

-Not between bore and Cross Lake and the woody part of the country.
11864. It was in the prairie country ? -Ye. There was more snow

botween St. Boniface and two miles out of here on theWinnipeg branch,
than any part of the line that I know of. It drifted more in the city
and around it-this portion of the main line between here and the tem-
porary bridge-and from here to a mile and a-half west.

1865. Did you find, do you say, that those portions of the line
which are a little above the level of the prairie, say two feet or there-
abouts, were clear from difficulties caused by snow ?-Yes ; qui te as
clear as in summer. There was no trouble with it.

11866. At these points which are level with the prairie, and where
the difficulties occurred, were there side ditches ?-Yes; thero were
side ditches.

11867. Of what dimensions ?-I suppose they would be about four
or five feet wide and two feet deep.

11868. Do yon know whether those ditches had any effect upon the
accumulation of the snow ?-No; I think not. I think the grass and
weeds had most to do with it.

11869. Is the branch fenced now ?-Only part of it, from St. Boni- Only part of

face to about Niverville. fe®bna Branch

11870. Have you had any difficulties of that kind ?-There were
several cattle killed between Selkirk and here. The fence was burnt
down in the spring, and in several places we had eight or nine he-d of
cattle killed.

1187 1. Is the fencing contracted for or in progress of construction ?
-It is under contract, and the wire is bore now, or part of it.

11872. Is there any other matter which you think would be proper
to give by way of evidence, so as to assist us in our enquiry ?-I do not
think there is that I have not given fully.

50

Nine head of
cat®le kitIed for
want of fencing.
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AousTIN NOLIN, Sworn and examined:

By the Ch&/airman:-

Mr Henry Clarke acting as Interpreter.
11873. Where do you live ?-Ste. Anne's, Point du Chêne, County

Provencher.
11874. How long have you lived there ?-Ten years.
118i5. Have you corne of your own accord to give evidence before

this Commission ?-Yes; I came to this Court voluntarily to give
evidence.

11876. Upon what matter do you consider it proper that you should
be exantined ?-I presume it is on the question of carrying the mail.

11 877. Between what points ?-From the office of the engineers in
Winnipeg to section 15.

11878. What do you know upon that subject?-I was here in the
month of April when W. Alloway came and spoke to me in front of
.Banniatyne's door on Main street.

11879. What he did he say?-He said: "I have a contract to give
for carrying the mail up to the North-West Angle, and Thompson told
me that you are the best man to do it."

11880. How often was it proposed that the mail should be carried ?-
Once a week.

Five stations. 11881. Were you to go direct to the end of that distance, or was it
to be delivered at different points ?-1 have to leave the mail at five
different places.

Mati sent to
North- W est
Angle by borses
and from North
West Angle by
canoe.

11882. Was there ary arrangement as to the means by which it
should be carried ?-From Winnipeg to the Nortb-West Angle it was
to be sent by horses, and from the North-West Angle it was to be sent
by canoe to be deiivered at the different stations along the line of
section 15.

118S3. Was it part of the agreement that this mail should be carried
by way of the North-West Angle, and not by any northern course ?-I
was obliged to pass by the North-West Angle. It was the only route
by which we coulid arrive at the destination of the mails. The road
was not completed to Cross Lake.

11884. Did you conclude any agreement on the subject ?-Yes.
Contractor to 1 188î. For how long a period ?-To the best of my recollection itcurry mail fnr
seven months. was for seven months.

11886. Do you romember the time it began ?-I signed the contract
for it on the sixteenth of April.

11887. Of what year ? -1 do not remember exactly the year, but it
is about three years ago. I can ascertain it after I return home; but I
think it will be about three years next April.

11888. Did you enter into more than one agreement on this subject
with Ailoway ?-No; I made but the one contract for carrying this
mail.

11889. Did vou close an agreement at the first interview ?-No; I
returned home but came back before I signed the contract.
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11890. Did you arrive at a verbal understanding upon the first Carrying Mals.

occasion ?-It vas understood before I left for home, that I was to
return in the course of a couple of days to sign the contract.

11891. Then the terms upon which the contra-t was to be signed
were finally agreed upon at the first interview ?-Yes ; an(l I believe
he had the contract made during my absence, ready for signature.

11892. What price was paid to you for this seri(e ? -82'5 a month. $22n Paia witnesg
for carrylis mail.

11893. Did you know before that verbal agreement that this service McKay said to
was put up to public competition ?-At the tine that I was spoken to wamakalaonag

about carrying this mail I was not aware that there hAd been public orv$3)a month
tenders asled for, but after I had signed the coniract I met the late "ouofhim on the

lonourable Jamrues McKay, who asked mne il lhere had been public com-
petition and public tenders asked for ; 1 told him no. E e said then
there were public tenders asked for, and I told him the price, and he
said Alloway is making $200 or $300 a month out of you on the con-
tract.

11894. Do you know whether any one else than Alloway was in-
terested in the profits of the bargain ?-When I offered to perform the
service for $250 a month, I was sitting in Alloway's office which was
directly opposite Mr. Nixon's office. le said " Wait awhile and f will
see." He made across over to Nixon's office, and after awhile re'urned
to his own office. Ie then returned and made a lower offer than that
I had asked, but I refused. When Alloway returned to his own office
from Nixon's office, he said : "I will give you $200 a month." I
refused. I said then : " I will take it for 8240 a month." le said again:
" Wait awhile," and left the office and crossing the street again, and
so on three or four times. At last he agreed to giý e me 8225, which I
accepted.

11895. Did he go each time that he crossed to Nixon's office ?-There
wau only that place that ho could go to, and there was only that bouse
where Nixon's office was. I am perfectly well aware that he wasgoing
there to consult with somebody, for every time he returned he offered
a little more until we agreed on the 8225.

11896. Iad you any other reason than that appearance of Alloway
consulting with somebody else, to Iead you to suppose that any one
else than Alloway was interested in the bargain ?-[ knew that Allo.
Way was in the habit of getting ail the contr'acts from Nixon, and for
that reason, when he went there to consuilt with him I was satisfied
that there was something going on between them.

11897. Had you any other bargain for carrying the mail between On 22nd June,
any othei' points with Alloway ?-The 22nd of June, following that a ®=ay "tharry
tilne, 1 entered into an arrangement with Alloway for carrying the mail to North-
iail to the North-West Angle, that was the mail that was going to Fort Fort ranef°n
Prances.

11898. How far were you to carry that mail ?-110 miles from here 11o miles.
tO the North-West Angle.

11899. How often did you undertake to carry the mail ?- Once a Once a week.
Week.

11900. In what place did you make that arrangement with Alloway ?
'It was here in town. Alloway met me on the street and brought me to
the Post Office; I signed no contract, but did the whole thing verbally.
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Callyin hals. 11901. Did you make an arrangement at the first interview ?-He
him he was to get had already spoken to me previously, saying that he was going to get

suc aoun ract such a con tract, and that he was going to turn it over to me.
over to him. 11902. How long before that bargain was made with Alloway, was

it that Alloway said he was going to get such a contraut ?-1 could not
tell exactly, but it was not long before.

$150 a mouth. 11903. Iow much were you paid for the service ?-$150 a month.

Used two horses
on the road.

Mail carried In
vehicle.

Time oecupied.

Wreighting.
Carrled frelght
for Governent
for seven years.

11904. Have you reason to believe that any person other than
Alloway was interested in the profits of this arrangement ?-1 cannot
say positively; but I have reason to believe, and do believe from the fact
that he went out so often to consult with the other man before making
the final arrangement with me.

11905. That is upon the former occasion ?-Yes; the contract for
section 15. The $150 a month vas for the North-West Angle.

11906. Do you know whether the Goverament asked for tenders for
the carrying of the mail to the North-West Angle ?-Perhaps it was
so in the English papers, but we did not see any thing of it. At the end
of the time for which I contracted, Alloway came to me again and said
the contractors were ready to take it for $120 a month, and if I would
take it for the same price, he would give it to me. You wili have " the
preference if you will take it at the same price." I refubed and said I
could not work any longer for nothing.

11907. In carrying the mail to the North-West Angle, did you use
any more than one horse ?-Always two at least, but I had soveral
horses engaged for the business.

11908. Then it was not on horseback, but in some vehicle ?-It was
always carried in a vehicle that I had made for the purpose, in the
style of a buck-board. Then 1 always had two men and a canoe waiting.
The men with the canoes took the mail from the North-West Angle to
Lake Deception where the two men separated. They had eighteen
miles each to make. 'fhere were five stations, and one man had to go
to Rat Portage, and the other returned by the way of section 14.

11909. About how long did it occupy a team to carry the mail fron
Winnipeg to the North-West Angle ?-The mail was given to me here
on Saturday. Saturday we took it to my house out thirty-two miles to
Pointe du Uhêne. We remained there over Sunday. On Monday we
started, and we returned to my house by Thursday evening. We never
missed our time. We were always exact.

11910. Afier starting on the Monday, at what time would you reach
the North West Angle ?-Always two days from my house to the North-
West AngIe and two days to return. I kept relays of horses on the
road, and the mail was always delivered here on Friday, so that it just
took the round week.

11911. In ordinary freighting how long would be the average timfe
taken to go from Winnipeg to the North-West Angle, without refer-
ence to mail carrying ?-We carried freight-that is, myself and MY
brothers, carried freight for the Government for seven years from herO
to the North-West Angle. They always allowed us seven days to go
and return, that is starting from Pointe du Chêne, thirty-two mileC
from here and return seven days. Sometimes it took us more; so1e-
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Times less. That is before the road was built, and while they were
building the Dawson Route.

11912. Do you mean seven days from Pointe du Chêne to the North-
West Angle and back, or from Winnipeg to the North-West Angle
and back ?-From my place to the North-West Angle and back ; this
was with horses. If we went with oxen it took longer.

11913. After the Dawson route was made, how long would it take
for an ordinary team to take an ordinary load from Winnipeg to the
North-West Angle ?-We could go in about seven days from here to
the North-West Angle and back, taking a load one way; but a great
deal depended on the state of the roads.

11914. At some seasons it took longer and some less ?-When the
roads were good we could do it faster than that. When they were
bad of course, we could not do it so fast. We have been from my
bouse to the North.West Angle and back in four days. When I speak
Of Seven days I wish it to be understood that we worked for the
Government for years, as much as seven months in the year, and it
Was an understanding that we should be allowed seven days for the
round trip from my house to the North-West Angle and back.

11915. What was considered in the year of 1875 to be a fuir price
for the use of a team and vehicle, and a man's services as a driver ?-
I should say that a reasonable price for a maii and team for the service
that you have mentioned, would be about $4 or $1.50 per day. We
received more than that sometimes, sometimes less, but I give that as
the average. For my own part I would have done that service for
44 a day. I have done it for less than that for the Government.

11916. Have you been accustomed to the purchase and sale of horses
at different times, and particularly -about the*years 1875 or 1876?-
Yes ; that has been my special business buyingland selling horses.

11917. About the year 1875 what was a fair price for a good half-
breed horse ?-For a good cart horse the price would be about $50;
that would be a good cart horse.

11918. Suppose' they were selected carefully for the purpose of
carr1.ying loads over long distances, what could horses be obtained for
for that purpose ?-When I speak of a good horse at $50, I mean horses
that you would buy if you were going to load them to the base of the
hocky Mountains. For instance, in carrying my mail I bought horses
at $50, and made fifteen journeys successively with them in carrying
that mail.

11919. Do you know whether that was the price generally paid for
such horses in and about Winnipeg in that year ?-I have seen them
8old at a great deal less. At that time horses were not very dear here.
At auction such horses as I have described would sell at about 830.

11920. Did you ever sell any horses to Alloway about the year 1875,
or afterwards ?-No; I did Wt sell any horses myseif to Alloway.

11921. Did you know of any being sold by other persons ?-No; I
es only present and saw a horse sold by a ,Frenchman-a cream-

Colourod horse--but 1 did not catch the price.
11922. Do you know the prices of ordinary horses of the country, or

eter horses, in 1877 ?-I have, in giving the price of 850, given the
that has ruled here for years; and with the exception of horses

Nixon's Pur-
veyership-

Freightlng.

Fair price In 1875
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that had a pedigree or some peculiar qualities, such as trotters, I do not
know that people would pay a higher price.

11923. Do you know the price by the 100 lbs. at which
freighting was doue from Winnipeg to the North-West Angle, about
the years 1875 or 1876 ?-When the Dawson route was first opened,
we got $2 per 100 lbs. for freighting from here to the North-West
Angle, and after that the price was reduced to 6s. sterling, or $ 1.50

11924. Was the Dawson route open before the year 1875 ?-The
Dawson Route was opened about the year 1870, after the troops arrived.
It was on the arrival of the second expedition of troops, they carne by
the Dawson route and we carried their freight. I mean myself and
my brothers.

11925. Is there any other matter connected with the purveyor's
office (Mr. Nixon's), or with the Pacific Raiway upon which vou cau give
evidence ?-I carried a great lot of freight for them, and I bought some
old waggons from him -old waggons and old harness that had been
condemned by the Government and left at different stations along
the road.

11926. To whom did you pay the money ?-Alloway retained the
money on my contract with him. In my freighting for the office, when
I would make my monthly claim Alloway would retain the price of
those things out of my estimates. I had charge of a lot of their things-
at my house for a whole year, and they never paid me for it.

11927. Was this property the property of the Government or of Mr.
Alloway ?-Yes; it belonged to the Government. Mr. Nixon gave me
an order to pick up all this property belonging to the Government, and
bring it to my house and take care of it.

11928. Did the property which you bought belong to the Govern-
ment ?-Yes; what I bought from them belonged to the Government.
'It had been used on the Dawson route.

Made bargain 11929. With whom did you make the bargain about the price St
wlth Nixon and
Âlloway. which yon bought it ?-It was with Alloway and Nixon both.

11930. Were they always together when younmade a bargain ?--
They were together at the time that I bought those waggons.

$93 for lot. 11931. Did they consult together about fixing the price, or did one
of them fix the price ?-Nixon appeared to want a higher price, and
Alloway seemed to be saying to him : " Better give it to him; it is all
old stuff." There were three old waggons, and a lot of old broken
harness. I paid them 893 for the lot.

11932. Who owed you this money from which this price was deducted ?
-It was Alloway who owed me the money from which the price was
deducted.

Alloway acted as 11933. Do you know whether Nixon agreed that this price might b&
Interpreter. deducted from what was owing by Alloway ?-When I bought the

things in question, I said: "I have not the money to pay you" to Nixon.
Alloway said : " It does not matter." Alloway was interpreting for nie
in the matter. le said: " It is no matter, you can take the things, and
at the end of the month the price will be deducted from the amount J
have to pay." Nixon consented to that.

11934. Do you know about what date you made this purchase ?-
think-I am not very positive as to the date-but I think it was aboed
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the mionth of September of the same year that -I made the contraet
vith him. I think it must be about the year 1877. I could ascertain

the date exactly if I were at home, and looking at my papers.
11935. Did you get any receipt in writing for the price of this

property, which was deducted fron the money coming to yoi by Ailo-
way ?-I (o not think I did. They had to pay me $.,25 everv notth,
and they simply deducted that from the amount they had to pay me.

11936. Is there any other matter upon which you cari give evidence,
so as to assist us in our enquiry ?-I am rather reluctant to speak, I
always worked for them.

11937. You have sworn that you would speak ?-There may be a
great many things that I might remember, if I were questioned, or had
time to think ; but, at the present moment, I do not remember. I know
that my son sold some oxen to Alloway, with carts and harness, all
complete. I do not know the price, but I think it was £13 sterling for
each-65. Each ox had a harness and cart with it, at £13 sterling.

11938. Do you know whether that sale was for the Government
-I mean was the property bought to be sold to the Government ?-1
could not say, as it was not myself sold them ; it was my son.

11939. Is there any other matter ?-No; I do not think there is.
11940. Was that about the ordinary price for an ox and cart ?-That

was rather a high price at the time.
11941. Did you come from your home to give this evidence, or did

you corne on your own business to Winnipeg ?-I came for the purpose
of giving my evidence.

W. T. JENNINUs' examination continued:

By the Chairman :_

11942. Do you wish to add to or explain your evidence given on a
former occasion?-I should like to enlarge on the statement regarding the
present class of line as in comparison with that as originally arranged.
Iy the substitution of trestle work for solid embankment the class of
line bas been somewhat reduced, trestle work not being permanent.
This would in no way alter the working of the line as compared with
the former arrangement.
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11943. Do you mean that this change makes the property a less
valuable one for the present but not less useful ?-It does not make it
less useful. It makes it less valuable in a monetary sense, but not from
the working point of view.

11944. Have you estimated what the probable cost will be to fill in Replacing trestie-
the trestle work so as to make it a solid bank eventually ?-The dif- by soli embank-

ment wil Cost
ference between the two estimates made np by me represents the 500,000.
difference of the two estimates referred to in my evidence.

11945. Could you tell me now ?-$500,000-that is by the prices
in the contract.

11946. Then the saving with the trestle work as at present used
Would be 81.500.000 ?-No: 8500.000 is the difference.
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11947. I think you said that the saving on the whole work of section
42 would be about $1,500,000 ?-Yes.

11948. That includes the trestle work in its present proposed shape ?
-lt does.

11949. But if that is convertel into a solid embankment then the
saving upon the whole work will be eventually about $1,000,000-is
that what you mean ?-That is what I mean ; taking as a basis the
rate given in the contract.

11950. Is there any other subject which you wish to remark on by
way of evidence ?-Nothing further than simply all my statoments
are to the best of my knowledge, speaking from memory.

11951. Did you mean in your former evidence to saythat the original
instructions concerning muskegs and water stretches had been modified?
-1 d:d.

11952. In what manner have they been modified ?-That the use of
muskeg material bas been allowed in places.

i1953. Has this been positively adopted, or is it under discussion
still ?-It has been positively adopted, and the work is now going on.

11951. Mr. Manning's solicitor seemied to think that it was stil! an
open question; that some of these changes had not been finally
authorized, d, , in consequence, that they were not able to proceed
wi.th their work on it, and therefore I wish you to be particular as to
your answer to that question. Have you any explanation to givo on
that subject ?-As far as I am aware, I am acting in keeping with my
instructions regarding how the embankments are to be made up from
muskegs.

11955. Is there any other matter concerning either muskegs or
water stretches on which you are unable to give positive -directions to
the contractors, because you have not received definite instructions
from your superior officer ?-Not that occurs to my memory at present.

11956. Is there any other matter which you think it advisable to
have more fully explained, or to have altered in your evidence ? Have
you any doubt that the deviations in the line, and the changes in the
grade have diminished the amount of rock cuttings ?-I have no doubt
about it.

11957. Have you any doubt that the grades alone have diminished
the amount of rock cuttings on the work ?-The deviations and change
of gradients have combined to reduce the work.

11958. Have you any doubt that the change in the grades alone bas
diminished the rock cuttings on the work ?-L have no doubt.

11959. Have you now any doubt whether you have heard officially,
or otherwise, that the Government had retarded the progress of the
contractor's operations ?-I have no doubt.

11960. In reference to embankments for water stretchesdo you wish
to state more fully the mode in which the work is to be finished than
you did in your previous examination; if so, please do so ?-I should
like to say that at some points rock-borrowing bas been adopted to
com p lete embankments across water stretches; at others a rock base
bas been determined upon.
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Railway Con-
struction-

11961. You distinguislh betw-een rok bases and rockborrowing; please Contract No,42.

eXplain wbat the distinction is ?-Referring to a rock basis, I mean rock
borrowed for the purpose of making an embankment to a few feet
above the surfaco (,f the water, upon which trestle work will be erected.
When I speak of rock-borrowing in the ordinary way, I mean that
'ourse had been adopted to complete embankments where the material
fromn adjoining cuttings was insufficient.

11962. You mean by the borrowing to make it a complete embank-
lent of rock ?-As arranged, a complote embankment of rock with the
eception in someo instances of sufficient openings for the passage of
Water, such openings will be crossed by trestie work.

11963. Is there anything further that yo wish to say by way of
'Videnee upon this subject?-Nothing further that I eau think of now.

WINNIPEG, Saturday, 9th October, 1880.

WIILLIVM MURUoCHu, sworn and examined:

By the Chairîman.:-
11964. Where do you live ?-In the city of Winnipeg.
119J5. low long have you lived here ?-About a year.
119G6. And before that ?-Before that in Bowmanville, whicli was

11y headquarters.

MURDOCH.
Surveys n871-

P&iruy W._

1k967. Have you been in any way connectel with the Canadian
Pacifie lailway ?-I have.

11968. From what timec?-From June, 1871.
11969. In what capacity were you first employed ?-As division Witness,Division
iee Engineer to sur.elgineer• vey from N½ault

11970. Where ?-To make a survey of the Sault Ste. Marie Railway, miles estward;
froin Sault Ste. Marie to 100 miles eastward instrumentally then then exploration

1. to krenth alver
to the crossing of French River exploratory. These were preliminary
fiurveys.

11971. lad the country been examined by a simple exploration
before that ?-Not previous to that, to my knowledge.

11972. What was the numberof the party of which you had charge ? Sizeof party,
There were altogether about thirty men, as far as my recollection tnirty men.

8erVes me.
11973. Were they divided into more than one party ?-No; it

required the whole party to carry out the instiumentaL work, and get
pro)visions forwarded, &c.

11974. About what proportion of the par ty would be for engineering
>urposes, and what for transportation and other work ?-The full
Piarty would consirt of about eleven or twelve men of the workng
Party, engineering. The rest would be packers, cooks and camp
taeni.

About eleven en.
giners, the res
packers, cooks
and eamp mon.

11975. Where was your base of supplies ?-The base of supplies was Base of supplies
originally to land at Sault Ste. Marie. I had thon to distribute them 3auit ste. Marie.
throughout the whole distance to French River.
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11916. Iow was the distribution of the supplies nccomplished ?-lu
making the survey it ran fbr the first 100 miles in many places-

-close to the river bank of the St. Mary's River, in some places five or
six miles inland, and I took them up by boat and distibuted thein at
those points. I sent by boat to three different points between Frencb
River, at the end of the first 100 miles going eastward, and had
provisions put at different points inland to mect me at ny explo-
ration as I arrived at those points. That service was perfbrmed by
three men, I think.

11977. Was any commissariat officer attached to vour jartv, or did
you take the responsibility of providing ?-Yes; 1 liad a commi sariat
officer iimcdiately under my control.

11978. Did he take the responsibility of purchasing the supplies, or-
was that donc by some other officer suiperior to him ?-The stupplios, I
think, were purchased by Mi. Wallace, if I recollect rightly.

1979. Was there any difficulty during that season's operations or,
account of the supplies ?-None; whatever I had them directly under
my own control.

11980. About what time did the operations end for that season?-
The ir'st 100 miles of instrumental work ended in November.

11981. What was accomplished during the first season ?-An instru-
mental survey of 100 miles was accomplished, plan and profile
furnished to the Government, and the report upon it; also an explora-
tion of the remaining distance over the 100 miles eastward to French
River, with a sketch plan, and report accompanying it as to the feasi-
bility of the railway.

11982. Was the exploration proceeding on the eastern portion at the
same lime that your instrumental survey was going on at the
western ?-Not until I had run 100 miles eastward instrumentally,
did I commence to continue my exploration easterly to French River.

11983. Was the party diminished for exploration purposes ?-All
but nine were sent home, who accompanied me with sleighs and pro-
visions hauiled through by men.

11984. Then did you remain in the field during the winter of 187'-
72 ?-1 remainod in the field until I had walked throngh to the cross-
ings of Frerch River and determined the most favo.urable points for
crossing. Then I took my way to Ottawa by the Maganetawan and
Nipissing colonization road to Toronto, and then to Ottawa.

Reached Ottawa 11985. About what time did you reach Ottawa ?-Some time iOl
February, 1872. February.
Party ail 11986. Had the party been all discharged then ?-All discharged.discharged. b

11987. How long did you continue at office work in Ottawa ?-MIY'
office work was pretty well up. Plans and profiles were in asufficientli
forward state to be left there, and I was then sent by Mr. Fleming ou
another service.

11988. Is the result of your season's operations for 1871, and th&
ensuing winter, reported ?-Yes.

11989. Among the printed reports?-Yes; the Sault Ste. MariO
Railway.
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Winnipeg

11990. What was the service at the beginning of 1 72?-I vas four River te
to o %rihi of LakedaYs at home, I think, and Mi. Fleming desired me particularly to go

to-Winnipeg to detei mine upon the fe:sibility of a line for ihe Pacitie Directea by Flein-
lilway, frn the crossing of Winnipeg River vid Enîglish River, then in" to run from

south of Lac Seul to the head of Nipigon Lake; then by the branch to via Enush Rver
Nipigori 3ay. I found, on arriving at Rat Portage, that the route t°uofae

?1'oposed by Mr. Fleming vas impracticable. I had thon to determine Nipigon Lake,
the rossn<~then to Nipigothef tho Winnipeg River, and decide upon te route east- Bay.

Ward In order to attain the information, I found a number of the gut proposed
ndians and chiefs of the locality eastward assembled at Rat Portage; impossibne.

ý4Îd through Mr. MePherson, the Hudson Bay Agent, and from my
Own personal examinations, determined to make my exploration of the
ý'0sing at Rat Portage as the objective point eastward, and from
itformation received I adopted the route as laid down on the plan

hieb I now produce and file. (Exhibit No. 109.)

11991. Is this the red lino marked " William Murdoch, March, 1872 ?"
Yes; that is the lino with altitudes taken at different points, and shown

'I the plan.
11992. Was this route different froni the one which had been pro- Responsibilily

Jected when you started on the work ?-The responsibility was thrown lieso "eoo-g
UPon me of choosing that route through the country. At that time the route.
«overnment did not know where to send out their parties for the
'tsuing year until that lino was determined upon.

11993. I understood you to say that Mr. Fleming had proposed some Line proposed by
116 which you found impracticable ?- Viâ English River. Fleming.

11994. Then he had proposed to you a different course from the one
hbich you found to be the most favourable ?-Yes.
11995. What was the route which he proposed ?- Vid English River,

t what is called White Dog to Islington.
11996. The starting point was Red River ?---No; I had nothing to do
ith Red River and these points.
11997. I am speaking now of what Mr. Fleming had intimated that

e desired you to do ?-He proposed a route by English River through
y the souîth of Lac Seul.

11998. Is that the route which you say you found to be impracticable ?
9 es; on examination of the different points, 1 found it impossible to

vn'truct a line along the English River. I had discretionary powers to
Opt a different one if I wished.
11993. What was the number of your party for that season's opera- sizeofparty,nine

tlOns ?-Nine men and eight dog trains. men and lght
dog trains.

12000. Do you mean only engineers and packers ?-I had simply one
an with me, as assistant.
12001. Was that a simple exploration ?-It vas an exploration, Vhat An explorauon to

May caul a track survey, the points were laid down-lakes and en"bir emnu'g

t'ntble points - so as to enable Mr. Fleming to distribute parties from veying parties.

niaformation that ho had got as to the best section of country to make
tr«umnental surveys.
12002. Where was your base of supplies for that season's operations ? Carried supplies

ý-carried them through f rom this place, Fort Garry, to Lake Nipigon with him.
With e.
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River f0 i
orthofLake 12003. At what point did the operations end ?-The operations ended

Nipigon. north of Lake Nipigon at Ombabika Bay.
Exploration end-
ed at Ombabika 12001. About what time?-About the 1st of May, 1872.
Bay 2nd May,1872.

12005. Was any attempt made to ascertain the height at diffrOnt
points of the country ?-Yes ; but my barometers were broken and 01.r
judgment had to guide me as to the lay of the country. I MaeY
state, I suppose, that for some years afterwards, from the difficulty O
the sections, instrumental surveys were carried on by the Government
to try and better the choice of location, but had finally to adopt the
route as laid down as nearly as indicated on the plan in the vicinitY O
the route laid down.

12006. Was that the general course of the railway as now beinl1
constructed ?-Up to Eagle Lake, the east end of Eagle Lake.

12007. After May, 1872, what was your next work ?-I was detained'
through ice at Nipigon Bay for some coniderable longth of tinel
before I was enabled to proceed to Ottawa by boat, where I re)orted
to Mr. Fleming from the sketch plan and verbal report which 1 gato
him at the time. On the surveys being distributed over the exploratiOn
referred to, the report that I gave to Mr. Fleming was substantiated bf
the instrumental work.

12008. Do you know whether the substance of that verbal report
appears anywhere in the records ?-I do not think so. The office
were afterwards burnt, and everything, with the exception of theprofie
and the Sault Ste. Marie work, was destroyed.

12009. In a report of 1874, by Mr. Fleming, does he not make s00n
allusion to the substance of this communication ?-None whatever tb
I am aware of.

, s. e- 12010. And what after that ?-I was then given instructions O
tween Red November 5th, 1872.
River and
Nipigo• 12011. Between May, 1872 and November, do I understand that Yon

Took charge of were occupied in connection with the Pacific Railway ?-Yes. PreviOsiparties In field
while Howan at to Mr. Fleming's departure for British Columbia, I was instructed .
Ottawa. co-operate with Mr. James H. Rowan in looking after the parties I

the ipigon District. I rernained there until the fali at Nipigon ga
Mr. IRowan went to Ottawa to take charge of the office, and I to
charge of the parties in the field.

12012. During what time did this arrangement last ?-During tbd
sunmer.

12013. What was your duty in regard to field work for tbh
summer ?-My duty was to visit some of the parties in the field, to
the objective points, and give them instructions generally.

12014. IIad you any responsibility as to the supplies or oîi
engineering work ?- Engineering work entirely; Capt. RobinS'
was the commissariat officer.

12015. Were the engineers in charge of the different parties su
dinate to you during that period ?-Yes.

12016. Were their movements directed on your responsibilit
They were; their instructions had been received previously and
knew their duties.
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12017. Were the operations of that season, by the different parties, B"1" end

conducted satisfitorily?-It substantiate- the report that I made to
Mr. Fleming in connection with the route from Red River, and a Survey rconfir-

>,-. ed report made by
portion of the route from Lake Nipigon westward. witness to Flem-

Ing as to route
12018. But had you any charge of other parties working east of from Red River

Lake Nipigon ?-Not i mmediately. asn e
In frorn Nipigon.

12019. Under whom were they operating ?-Mr. Rowan.

12020. Then your jurisdiction extended from Nipigon to Red River? witness's.iuris-
-Yes; westerly as far as the parties were out. pigon fro

12021. About how many parties ?-Four or five parties, I think; I
do not remember exactly. I was ill part of the season, and laid up at
Red Rock, when Mr. Fleming was going through.

1202?. Do you know whether these parties under your control met
with any unexpected difficulties?-There may have been some slight
difficulties in connection with the carrying out of the commisariat; I
remember hearing that the supplies were not regularly forwarded
to them on the eastern portion of it. Aside from that nothing
unusual.

12023. Did the work for that season proceed to your satisfaction ?- or not to at-

No; I cannot say that it did so. ness that season.

12024. In what respect was it not satisfactory ?-There were some
slight mistakes made in starting, at one of the points, which were
afterwards corrected on the return of the party coming in; it was
about the only thing that I had to find fault with.

12025. Did you remain in control of these operations after November, ExibloratorY
1872, when you received those other instructions from Mr. Fleming ?Tnuiser pay to
-No; my connection ceased with that part of the district. le Fii

Instructed to run
12026. Then what was the new work which you undertook ?-I was an exporatory

given instructions to run a preliminary line, an exploratory survey, ,rvey rrom

from Prince Arthur's Landing, Thunder Bay, to White Fish Lake. Landing to White
Fish Lake.

12027. What was the number over which you had charge ?-About Size of party,
twenty-eight or thirty men, with dog-trains. do- trains

12028. Wbat was done ?-An instrumental survey was made between
those two points, plans, profiles and reports.

12029. Up to what time were you occupied in that winter ?-During
the winter, and I returned in the spring to Ottawa.

12030. Does your report on that subject appear in any of the printed
volumes?-I think that was burnt as well, at the timo the Pacifie
Railway offices were destroyed.

12031. Have you now any copy of your report on that sub.ject ?-I
have not.

12032. Was there any trouble about supplies during.that operation ?
-None whatever.

12033. What was the next work undertaken by you ?-The Colling-
wood breakwater, [ think, was the next work 1 was entrusted with.

12034. Is that in any way connected with the Pacifie Railway ?-
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L2035. What was the next work you undertook in connection with
the Pacific Railway?-Preliminary location of a lino between the head
of the Kaministiquia and Lake Shobandowan.

12036. About what time did you commence that ?-In the spring or
July, 1874.

12037. Were you in charge of a party ?-I had charge of two parties.

12038. Were they engaged upon different works ?-They were
engaged upon the two ends of the work. I have written instructions
dated 30th June, 1874, which are in substance to locate the line of the
railway in the best position over the shortest route between the points
referred to, having due regard to economy in construction, and espe-
eially to secure a favourable allignment and easy gradient for traffic
running eastward; also the extension of the line from Shebandowan to
Lac des Mille Lacs, and a trial line over a portion of the ground in
advance of the location line.

ThunderBaybase 12039. What was the base of your supplies for that operation ?-
-of supplies. Tlîinder Bay.

12040. Were there any difficulties connected with supplies during
tho work ?-Nono vhatever.

12041. Up to what time were you engaged in that work ?-Up to
the latter end of November.

12042. Were the parties discharged thon ?-They went down on the
boat when the season's work was not completed.

Work not finish-
ed. Hay.lewoo)d
sent up to super-
tsede witness.

WItness left
service.

Charges of
In% pr
coidt.VI:

Charges preferre1
.aganst wtness
and 8. J. Dawson,

12043. Was the work not finished that year ? -Not completed.
12044. For what reason ?-The season was too short to make the

location satisfactoriily.
12045. The work was not countermanded ?-No; the work was not

countermanded, but Mr. Hazlewood was sent up to supersede me.
12046. What was the resuilt of that ?-The parties went back the

ensuing season, and Mr. lazlewood resumed charge. That fall I vas
discharged by Mr. Mackenzie.

12047. Did you proceed to Ottawa before that happened ?-Yes.
12048. Had you any intimation, boforo the discharge, that tho

Government were not satisfied with your management of tho business ?
-No. Certain charges were preferred against myself and S. J. Dawson
in connection with the work.

Inivestîganîon 1204J. Were those charges investigated ?-They refused an invest-
demanded by igation Mr. Mackenzie refused an investigation. I demanded an

investigation.
12050. Were the charges communicatod to you ?-Privately.

Fleming coin- 12051. Not officially, from the Departmont, or from any superior
aes rivately officer ?-No ; privately from Mr. Fleming.

12052. Do you know whether Mr. Fleming made any report, or
recommendation, on the subject to the Min ister ?-I, have no idea. I
demanded fiom him, by letter, that an investigation should take place,
on oath, into all matters connected with it.

12053. Upon whom was this demand made ?-Upon Mr. Fleming
and upon Mr. Mackenzie.
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12054. Had you any official answer to that demand ?-None what- co°du°t.

ever; but I have a copy of the letter which I sent to Mr. Mackenzie.
12055. Was a copy of that letter produced at any previous investiga-

tion, or any examination before a Committee ?-It was produced on my
last examination before a Committee on matters connected with the Read a letter
Pacifie Railway, and a sub-Committee concerning the Kaministiquia. I Macei

read it before the Committee to exonerate myself from charges brought beforea Com-
by certain members of the Committee. mitteeofInquiry,

12056. Did you on that occasion intimate to the Committeo the sub-
stance of what you are now intimating-that you were discharged
without any investigation ?-I did; the matter was fully discussed
before the Committee.

12057. Was evidence taken before thatCommittee on oath ?-Yes ; I
was sworn at that time.

12058. In consequence of that statement before the Committee, wore
any steps taken towards a further invetigation of this matter betweèn
you and the Department ?-Nothing further, 1 imagine, than the reports
-I have reason to think that there was.

12059. Would there be any difficulty in investigating this matter
between you and the Department now, or at some future time, on
account of the absence of witness or any other trouble ?-I should think
not. The absence of witnesses would, of course, materially affect the
thing now.

12060. Are you willing that the matter should stand as it is, or do Matter a dead
you require that a further and fuller investigation should be made, issue now.
either now or at some future time ?-I see nothing, either one way or
the other, that would be of interest to me or to the Goverument to go
on with it, or let it rest as it is. The matter is a dead issue now.

12061. Then do we understand that you are indifferent in the matter?
-I agree to whatever action the Commission think fit to take. It is a
'matter that is past and gone, and when it was not investigated at the
time, it is of no consequence to me now. I have survived the obliquy
that was thrown upon me, after pressing in every possible way to get
it brought to an investigation at the time.

12062. What was the next work you undertook in connection with aIway .oca.
the Pacifie Railway ?--The next work immediately ooncerning the Gugan Ea°
Pacifie Railway was the Georgian Bay Branch and Canada Central ranch-
]Extension. Contraet No. 12.

12063. About what time was that commenced ?-In 1874 ; I left in In 1874 became
1874. It was imnimediately after leaving the service of the Government oer'nginaeeBa
that I became Mr. A. B. Foster's engineer on the Georgian Bay Branch- Bra nch.
iimediately.

12064. Mr. A. B. Foster obtained a contract ?-Yes; he obtained a
eontract for building the Georgian Bay Branch.

12065. In this matter you were acting in his interest ?-Yes.

12066. What was the first work you did in that capacity ?-I proceeded Instrumental
to make an instrumental survey from the harbour of French River to "b"rfoFrench
the Nipissing road, and from thence to the Amable du Fond, which was River via Nipis-
to be t e terminus of the Georgian Bay Branch proper. Amable du Fond.
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Georgian Bay 12067. That is near the central point of the four townships markedBwanch-ponp
Contract No. 1. A, B, C, D ?-Yes.

12068. Which was, in the contract with Mr. Foster, designated as the
eastern terminus of the Georgian Bay Branch ?- Yes.

A year occupied 12069. Elow long were you occupied on that service ?-That, together
on this work. with the Canada Central, I was a year.

12070. Was Mr. Foster also interested in the Canada Central ?-Yes.

12071. You were still in his employment at that time ?-Yes.
Condemned road 12072. I believe the result of the exploration on the Georgian Bay

ost t d ave Branch was to find that there was no feasible route within the gradients
contract can- required ?-I condemned it on account of the difficulties to be encount.
celled. ered in constructing a road under the cast iron contract that was

entered into between Mr. Foster and the Government. I advised him to:
have the matter cancelled, as it was impossible for him to build it.

Opinion corro- 12073. Was this opinion corroborated by some other independent
®at y. engineer ?-It was corroborated by Mr. Walter Shanly, who acted in

conjunction with me when it was brought before Mr. Mackenzie's
notice and Mr. Fleming's.

12071. Was any attempt made to induce the Government to change
the gradients, so as to make it a practicable route ?-Yes; frominform-
ation so given with all the details and data of elevation of that part of
the country.

12075. What what the result of this representation and application?
-Mr. Mackenzie refused, and Mr. Fleming refused to consider the
matter, as I imagine from the final result of it. I never had an inter-
view with Mr. Mackeniie. They had to bring Mr. Walter Shanly, but
I know the resuits.

The crossing in 12076. The work was finally abandoned, I believe, and the contract
tonnection with annulled ?--It was. I may state that the crossings in connection withsauit Ste. Marie
l'ne of witness's the Sault Ste. Marie lino that I chose in 1872-
survey 1872, were
those fixed on had 12077. You mean the crossings of French River?-I do; were the
crried out. points determined upon to make connections with Sault Ste. Marie, had

the line been carried out.

Razlewood sent 12078. Do you know whether before you went upon the ground
b report on route yourself there had been any previous explorations or examinations of
frora Rtenfrew to orefteebdbe n rvou xlrtoso xmntoso
inouth of French the country to ascertain whether a feasible lino could be obtained ?-
River. There was a report issued. Mr. Hazlewood was sent out by the Govern-

ment to report on the whole road from Renfrew to the mouth of French
River.

12079. Do you know the result of Mr. Ilazlewood's examinations ?-
Yes; I went carefully over the Georgian Bay Branch portion of them.

12080. Were they planned and profiled ?-There was a plan.

12081. A location plan ?---No; what we call a track survey plan and
a report.

12082. lad there been any profile or had the examination been con-
ducted so as to permit of it ?-I think the profile was taken from Sir
William Logan's geological plans and survey under his direction.

12083. There was nothing like a working profile ?-No.
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12084. And what was the result of Mr. Hazlewood's examinations "n°91&.nQBay
a'8 to the probability of obtaining a practicable lino ?-Altogether erro- Contract No. M
neOus; entirely impracticable.

12085. But I mean to ask at what resuit did ho arrive ?-That a Hazlewood re-
4ti8factory lino could be got according to his report. Ris report testi- ,rted a satisfae-

tled that taking each distinct portion of the country as far as ho had hal.
exarnined it, that a satisfactory lino could be got. I think there are
files of that report still in the office, which can be referred to.

12086. Had he made an examination of the continuous line between
the centre of those four townships or thereabout, and some points on
ýrench River, to which a railway could be constructed, or was it only
ln detached localities?-He represented that ho had done so,but I wentOVIr the ground with some of the men whom ho had in his employ atthat time, and found their camp fires, found theircrossing places wherethey had crossed, &c., and ho came over from whore the four townships
are about a creek called Rush River, where ho did not walk over that
POrtion between that point and the mouth of French River, but went
Ad'Ound in a canoe.

12087. Did you find any serious difficulties in that portion which Haziewood dic
YO think ho had not carefully examined ?-The whole difficulties co®n e
aPPeared to occur betwoen those points that ho had not examined any the dicuties
Portion of, and from there almost the entire distance of fifteen miles ocur.
ouit of the twenty-two miles was undulating bare rock, with nothing
to Construct a railway-to form a railway bed of very wide» crossings
and over numerous openings of water courses.

12088. That is what you mean by crossings ?-Yes; crossings of
Water courses.

12089. Was this longth of twenty-two miles from the mouth of
renlch River or thereabout, to a point further north-east at which the

erossing of the lino was expected to be made at one time ?-That was
4tween French River and what is called Cantin's Bay. The crossing
a si1 miles furtber up which I recommended them to adopt, making a.
o0 11ection with the Sault Ste. Marie lino.
ç12090. Is it your opinion at at the time the contract was let to the When contract

a nourable Mr. Foster, build this Georgian Bay Branch, there reasonabtero.
a reasonable probability of a feasible lino being obtained over the nelit ofr roaut

't3lIte indicated in the contract ?-No; not in my mind. None from laid down in
'ahOt I had previously seen of the country in 1859 and 1860. contract.

f12091. Do you mean also from what you have seen since? -And also
."OA what I have seen since. I condemned the whole lino from the
1eeption, from the fact that in starting from Douglass it ran over the

r1jected lino running over the heights of land of the highest part of
atario in that vicinity where all the rivers-tho principal rivers flow-

inito the Ottawa and Lake Huron-from their sources.

12099. These last remarks seem to apply more to the extension Of Had not specltica-
t branch-I mean the extension of the Canada Central from Douglass gradsfstnte8tward. My question was intended to apply to the Georgian Bay 3ix feet to a mile.

wokmight have-auch?-Then my answer is: had not the specification been so framed been carrled out.
elanld ing grades of twenty-six feet to a mile ascending easterly, the

rk ight have been carried out by Mr. Foster.
51à
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12093. It was upon that matter, I believe, that you applied to the
Government for a modification of the terms of the contract ?-Yes.

12094. And in consequence of the refusai to modify, the matter waS
abandoned ?-The matter was abandoned on these grounds, and certain
alterations of the line were also demanded. The abandoning of the
first twenty miles of road to Cantin's Bay.

12095. Adopting water way instead of railway ?-Yes; on which
locks were spoken of at a point on the river to improve the navigation
of the river to a point twenty-six miles up.

12096. What was your next connection with any works pertaining to
the Pacifie Railway?-Next the Canada Central.

12097. When was that ?-During a portion of the same year, and for
some little time afterwards.

12098. What was your duty in connection with that ?-Mr. Foster,
on his arrivai from England, from the advices I had given him, began to
fear that the line throughout was not represented truly or to his
intereet, in the report given by Mr. Hazlewood.

12099. For this, which you call the extension of the Georgian Ba-Y
Branch, had there been profiles and location maps prepared before the
contract ? -By me?

12100. No; by anyone ?-No, I think not; simply an examination
as Mr. Hazlewood conducted it.

12101. Do you mean examination in the shape of exploration ?-J
think one line was run from French River eastward for a short
distance by Mr. Mortimer, from what is called the " Key," six miles
east.

12102. We are now speaking of the extension which was undertakenl
by the Canada Central as distinguished from the Georgian Bay Branch
proper : do you know whether plans or profiles of that had beenl
prepared before the contract with the Canada Central, as to the ex
tension ?-I think not; it was simply on Mr. Hazlewood's report.

12103. Without plans ?-Without plans.
12104. What were your duties in connection with that portion of the

line,-the extension ?-M r. Foster asked me to make an exploration
where, in my opinion, the best line of railway could be got for thO
extension of the Canada Central,-to make an examination of the
country.

12105. What were the results ?-We proposed that the line should
takq what is called the valley of the Ottawa, the natural great arterY
of the country, where the lowest elevations could be obtained.

12106. Was the central extension abandonod finally ?-No; Mr.
Poster instead then of building from Douglass vid the route projecte
by Mr. Fleming, and reported upon by Mr. Hazlewood, constructed the
branch to Renfrew, some thirty-two miles, with a view that should the
Northern Colonization Railway on the other side of the river cross
Portage du Fort, he would have command of the traffic of the Paicifi
Railway.

12107. Was the extension as contracted for with the Canada Central
abandoned ?-It went through other bande, and went into the hands Of
other contractore, MeIntyre & Worthington.
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12108. Not over the same route ?-No; that was abandoned entirely TCaada Cen.
from my showing the inexpediency of taking a line by the projected l on Lake

route as indicated by Mr. Hazlewood. Niplainge

12109. What was your neit connection with the Canadian Pacifie Determines ter-
Railway ?-My next connection was the determining of the terminus Central on Lake
of the Canada Central Railway on Lake Nipissing, to the east of Lake pNisiuing.

Nipissing, with a view of getting a common point so as to admit of the
lne rlnning north and also to the south of Lake Nipissing, and to
carry the railway to the north sufficiently far back from the waters of
lake Nipissing, should they be used for navigable purposes, so that the
line should not be overfiowed.

12110. By whom were you engaged in this service ?-By the present
Government.. En agedIn Dec-

12111. About what time did the service commence ?-In December, e, 187, for

1878; also to make a survey and soundings of what is called the East and to maee
Bay of Lake Nipissing, for the purposes of a harbour in connection "a"yo f eat
With the railway. issing In order

fix on harbour.
12112. Is that the bay laid down on the map, marked South-East

Bay ?-Yes; and plans and profiles showing terminal points of the bay
and the terminal point of the Canada Central iRailway are in the
office.

12113. With a report on the subject ?-With a report-yes.

12114. What was the number of the party for that service ?-I think size of party,
it was about eighteen altogether. elgheen.

11115. Was there any difficulty about supplies ?-None whatever; I
took them with me.

12116. When did the service end ?-1 think it only occupied about
two months altogether.

12117. Then what was your next operation ?-My next service was, contract se. de.
I had instructions to locate the first 100 miles from Winnipeg west-
Ward.

9th June, 1879,
12118. About what time did you commence ?-On the 9th June, commencedto

1879. locate 100 miles
West of Winnipeg.

12119. Where were your headquarters during that service ?-Win-
'i'peg.

12120. Were your instructions from the bead office ?-Yes; from
Xr. Fleming. I had nothing to do with the office here virtually, but
ray instructions were to submit the instructions to Mr. James H.
1 owan, the District Engineer, to supplement any directions not therein
given, if there was anything omitted, from his knowledge of the
country.

12121. Your instructions were to report direct to the head office ?- Instructed to re.
Certainly; I never reported to Mr. Rowan on any subjectwhatever. offriea

. 12122. What party had you in your charge ?-I had the usual loca- Rize of party,
tiOn party of twenty-one or twenty-two men altogether. twenty-two men.

12123. How many for engineering work ?-The usual transit man,leveller,chain men, rod-men, picket men, axe men, generally comprising
thirteen or fourteen of a party.
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12124. And the other mon ?-For packing provisions, moving camp,
making stakes, pickets, &c., involving all the work necessary to carry
on the work collectively or with any advantage.

12125. I suppose Winnipeg was the base of supplies ?-Yes; every-
thing was brought from here.

12126. Was thore any trouble about supplies?-None whatever,
except from the badness of the road and the generally wet season
which impeded work some.

12127. About what time was that survey completel ?-About the
latter end of August or lst September-surveys were completed in the
fall. There was one party sent from me, at Mr. Fleming's request, to
run a line into Portage la Prairie.

12128. Was that intended as a branch line or as a deviation of the
main line ?-It was run simply to make a connection to show the extra
length that would,be entailed by running a line there.

12129. And to deviate the line?-And deviate the line-yes, and tO
get the general features of the ground over which it passed.

oao plar- 12130. Were location plans and profiles prepared comprising this
pared as far as work ?-Yes; they were prepared as far as the work was ready to go
onk eady togo on with forthwith.

12131. Was this a final location or a trial location ?-It was a final
location. There were çortions of the work that would have been
altered when the road was being constructed. For instance, there were
two routes, one on the 4th base line and there was another runnin9
from three miles to three and a-half miles further north-the 4t0
base line was completed, but there would have been an alteration in the
wet piece of grour.d eight miles in extent to the west side of the Province
It would have kept half a mile to a mile or a mile and a-half furtbe'
south to obviate the necessity of going through wet ground, but the
survey had to be carried through to ascertain the extent and the advi-
sability of taking it through the wet ground or abandoning it.

Explainsthow his 12132. When did your connection with this particular work ceas0 i
thaeo ceasti: -During the winter-in January. The latter end of January I got
lnstructed by imperative instructions from Mr. Fleming, by telegram, to make anFleming te get a
line from end of examination of the country from the end of the first 100 mile contract

frt *m vid the valley of the Assineboine towards the coal regions with
eoaw regions. a view of gettig a line that would be not adverse to the coal tragic,

with the least gradients adverse to the coal traffe.
Rowan took pos-
session of wlt-
mess's office and
'Papers.

12133. Did that end your connection with the first 100 miles?
-If you will allow me, I will make an explanation. During Da.Y
absence, my staff who were working in my office at that tile,
preparing those plans, I got a letter here stating that Mr. lRowan had
taken possession of my office and all my papers at the instance of Mr
Fleming, and my offices were turned into traffic offices for the DepIrt-
ment connected with the Pembina Branch.

12134. Do I understand that you had an office in connection witl
this first 100 miles separate from the general engineers' office occuPie
by Mr. Rowan ?-Coertainly.

12135. In the same building ?-Not in the same building at all.
This building 1 applied for to Sir Alexander Campbell, who was the
Postmaster-General, for the reason that there was no room in the
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office below for two parties to work in at the beginning, and I chose Contract No. ts,

thoses offices. I had my office apart from Mr. Rowan's, and the work
was going on when this action was taken, which I feIt very indignant
at. It might easily have been left until I returned from the exploration
of the work which I was sent upon, and I wrote very strongly on the
matter in connection with it. What object there was in it I cannot
concoive. Mr. Rowan also sent for my own private papers at my own
house, for what object I cannot understand. It was a most unpardon-
able thing for a professional man to do. At the same time Mr. Rowan,
knowing I was 150 miles west of this, wrote me letters to give up
everything connected with this, previous to my getting any know-
ledge from Mr. Fleming of his desire to have my offce, and that
the Minister had instructed him to request me to take charge of the
second 100 miles west. Consequently, after bringing over the iron and Took charge of
ties and starting the contract here last year, as soon as I went out on e,°t or ed
the other work my connection virtually ceased with the first 100 nIver, contrbet
miles, and I took charge of the second 100 miles west-a more difficult requiring an en-
location. The answer that was given to me was that there was no work gi"e®r on this

to be doue on this section requiring an engineer, by Sir Charles Tupper ;
that it was going to be doue by assistants.

LUXTON.
WILLIAm F. LUXTON'S examination continued: LUXTON.

Contract No. 15.

By the Chairman :- elpng New

12136. Have you anything further to add to your evidence, or any copy or Free
documents which you wish to produce to the Commissioners ?-I beg show that Free
to put in a copy of the Daily Free Press of December 19th, 1878, contain. Press was not
ing the article referred to in my former evidence which I submitted in head.
refutation of the evidence of Mr. Whitehead that the Free Press
was hostile to him, and had done all it could against him. The article
is headed "Our Outlet " and marked with my initialis. (Exhibit No 110.)

12137. Is there anything further that you wish te add ?- That is
ail.

JAMES SUTHERLAND's examination continued: J. SUTHERLAND.
Port Frances

,8y the Chairman:- Lock-
Book-keeping.

12138. Can you produce now the statement of the goods which were statement or
delivered over at the time which you ended your connection with the value or goms
Pacific Railway ?-Yes. when witness's

connection witli
12139. With the prices attached ? -Yes. Locks ceased.

12140. What is the gross sum ?-At the invoice price with freight $20,261.76.
and charges added, $25,327.19, less depreciation, say 20 per cent.,
*5,065.43.

12141. Net value ?-820,261.76.
12142. Have you credited the store account in your books with that

amount ?-Yes.
12143. What is the result of the store account thon by crediting it store account

with what you find to be the proper value of these articles transferred $233.40 short.
by you as above mentioned ?-It is $233.40 short.
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Part raees

*ook-keepinge 12144. In the list which you produce have you added any thinge
which were not in your former statement of goods transferred by you?
-I have not.

12145. In the making up of this statement you have included besides
the articles which were property charged to Store Account, plant,
machinery, rolling stock and other goods not properly store goods, have
you not ?-Yes; they all go back into the stores again when the works
are closed. They are all stores and charged to the stor es department,
and I credited them back when they went back into the store.

No book for ex- 12146. Had you no account in your books which was exclusively for
uuive gpros0f the purpose of showing the goods which were disposed of to labourers
Pos o and other persons employed, as distinguished from other property used

laburea, c. upon the works ?-No.

12147. And did you always enter in your Store Account plant and
machinery ?-Yes; there was no profit supposed to be on anything of
that sort.

12148. I am not speaking of profit. I understood, from what you said
the other day, that you had an account to which was charged all the
supplies that you got for the purpose of distribution amongst the meD
at prices agreed upon, and that you credited that account with the value
of those goods which you had disposed of to the men ?-No; we charged
the stores with everything that came in there in the way of supplie-
and plant, and when we kept stores for the benefit of the men we
charged them at a profit; but any profit, there was, was supposed to be
on the stuff sold to the men.

12149. Do I understand that your books show this : that upon the
Books show loss rolling stock, plant, machinery, tools and hardware furniture and the
of 28840. goods of all kinds which were kept for the purposes of sale, there was

only a loss during the time in which you had, charge, of $233.40 ?-Yes-
Of course that is what yon mean by losing stuff altogether.

12150. No; I asked if they show only that loss ?-Yes.

MURDOCH. WILLIAM MURDOCH's examination continued :
Ralway Cou-

.ontr°et Ne. 4 . By the Chairman
nonS * or 12151. In connection with the first 100 miles was there some matter

of Drope's which yon wish to refer to?-He was a tie inspector of
mine during the time I was in charge of the work.

12152. Was there some trouble about the inspection?-It appears
that after I left he was discharged for some reason or other.

Drope, tie-Inspec- 12153. As far as your knowledge is concerned, what have you to say
tor, satlafactoryrn hie conduct in the matter ?-As long as he was under me lis conduct was satis-
white under factory, and he obeyed my instructions. I gave him written instructioD8
'witness. which ho could not fail to carry out; as far as I know they were

carried out. I have no reason to believe that they were otherwise.
12154. Was there more than one tie inspector under you ?-No.
12155. Do you mean that bis conduct was always satisfactory to the'

contractors who furnished the ties ?-No; bis conduct was satisfactOr
to me.
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struetiets-

12156. Was there at any time occasion to revise this inspection ?- C0*trmt No. 4°.
Xot under me. -ele.

12157. Did you ascertain yourself, by personal inspection, whether Han no doubt in-
he had made a proper examination in the first instance ?-From what PeCtiOl Of ti, s
l saw of ail the ties brought to this side of the river I have no doubt properly done.
that the inspection was properly made.

12158. Then you had an opportunity yourself of forming a personal
Judgment on the subject ?-I saw them every day passing and re-
Passing.

12159. l there any other matter connected with that Drope affair
Which you think ought to be explained ?-I have made all the explana-
tion so far as I am concerned personally. He will, I believe, refer to
Me in the matter.

TRoMAs DROPE, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-

DROPE.

12160. Were yon engaged in any transactions connected with the
Pacifie Railway ?-Yes.

. 12161. In what way ?-I went to Ottawa and asked for a position as
Inspector, and I got it from the Minister of Railways, and I have hie

letter to that effect. He sent Mr. Bradley, his secretary, to introduce
Me to Mr. Schreiber. 1 went to Mr. Schreiber's office and met him,
and he told me that he would telegraph me to join him at Toronto. I
got here on the 23rd December, and in about twenty or twenty-five
Minutes I reported myself to Mr. Schreiber for duty, and he instructed
Me to report myself to Mr. Murdoch, and I did so.

12162. What else ?-I obeyed Mr. Murdoch's instructions.
12163. What else ?-I went out on the line; went over the ties;

Went among the sub-contractors. The contractor was Mr. Ryan, but
he had some thirteen or fourteen subs, and I went round among the
Camps, and among the men, where they were making the ties, and
gave them instructions that there was no use in bringing out ties that
Would not pass specification. Mr. Murdoch had given me the specifi-
Cation, and I showed this notice to these men; and I got a letter from
Mr. Rowan, charging me with contracting debts for the Government
that I had no authority to do, while I had the receipt from the Times

ffie three days previous for my own money.

Charged with
couitracting debta
on behalfof GO-
ernment without
authority.

12164. Is it for the publication of this notice that the debt was
supposed to be contracted ?-No; I paid my own money for it.

12165. Did Mr. Rowan accuse you of contracting a debt when you
had not contracted a debt ?-He did.

12166. Was he right ?-No.
12167. Then what next ?-I went over the ties from time to time; ]nstructed by

afnd I got a letter from Mr. Murdoch, instructing me to take instruc- Schrelber to
tions from Mr. Force during hie absence, which I did; and I went on a anle'au-
toCarry them out until I got a letter from Mr. Schreiber to acknow- thority.
edge Mr. Rowan.
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Contrat No. 48 12168. Up to the time of getting that letter from Mr. Schreiber, hba
Te..t'*" "' there been any complaint of your conduct ?-Not that I am aware of'

Contractors not 12169. Have you got that letter : is there any complaint ?-YOe;
Ca onnisertia- they refused to pay the contractors upon my certificate.
Ultimately con-
tractors paid on
bis certIficate.

Contractors con
Plained that w
ness did flot do
themn justice.

Witness's cause
of complaint.

Returned to WI
nipeg on 1Oth of
April. On 12th
told he muet no
corne to town.

Told that he ha
been rernoved
fron pay-roll.

Rowan wrote hi
that he badIn -
structions to
rerove him fro
Pay.roll.

12170. Then you think the contractors have a cause of complaint?
-The contractors have no cause of complaint at all. I understooa
yesterday, Mr. Brooks, the cashier of Mr. Ryan, who was one of the
partners of Mr. Ruttan, and Mr. Ryan told me that they had got at
order from Ottawa to call at the 'bank and get the money on my coe-
tificate. You will understand me, the first contractor and contractor
were all passed; there was John Ryan and Mr. Whitehead, and %'
Ruttan and Mr. Ryan, the sub-contractors. Every one of them cOm'
plained that I did not do them justice, that I was too hard on th
inspection, and didn't make sufficient returns in the number of i09
got out.

12171. Do I understand that·you come forward wishing to be exa"-
ined, because you think there is some cause of complaint on your part,
against some officer or some one connected with the works : is tha
right ?-No.

12172. What is it you wish to have investigated ?-I wish to clea
myself of anything that may be disparaging to me at any time, or to
any one who I acknowledged at the time.

12173. Is not that a cause of complaint, that yon have been dispar
aged ?-Yes; but not to apply to any one else. I have cause of com
plaint against Mr. Rowan.

12174. What is your cause of complaint against Mr. Rowan ?-ir
Ryan's contract went over thirty-five miles, and there was not a su
cient roof, but one, on the whole road.

12175. What do you mean by roof ?-I mean a house that belon
to the Government and was furnished by the Government; and
Ryan, as I understand it at the time, rented it from Mr. Rowan, a'
rented it to the tenant.

n 12176. That is no cause of complaint. You tell me what your co0'
plaint is, I will try and investigate it; but I do not wish to occupy o1r

t time with anything but the cause of complaint ?-I came to town ofl
Saturday night, on the 10th of April, and I got a letter from hin o
the 12th, that I was not to come to town. I put in an affidavit, sign
by six respectable gentlemen that there was not a proper place for anY
man to live in on the line.

d 12177. Did ho discharge you because he alleged you had disobeYf
orders ?-No; ho wrote me to say that I had been removed from the
pay-roll on the previous month. I paid no attention to that letter, avd
went on with my work, until Mr. Molesworth came on the 23rd o
April. He re-inspected and counted the ties and I did not knoW b
return. Then after that Mr. Rochester was sent on, and I do not know
his return.

m 12178. Did they ever discharge you-any of them ?-Mr. BoWao
m wrote me to say that he had got instructions from Ottawa to remol

me from the pay-roll.
12179. Did he state the reasons why you had been removed ?-50'

his letter is here.
12180. Do you know the reasons ?-No.
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ROWAN

Eailway ron-struction-
J. H. RowAN's examination continued: Contract No. 48.

InS ection of

By the Chairman:-
12181. Was Thomas Drope discharged by you from the service of the Drope discharge(

Government ?-He was by instruction from Ottawa. t°enpectr b°by
12182. Do you know from what cause ?-I believe for inattention to Ortaa.

bis duties.
12183. Do you know in what the inattention consisted ?-Yes; Mr. Schreiber spoke

Schreiber spoke frequently to me about Mr. Drope's presence in town, fIrea to wt-
when Mr. Schreiber was here himself, complaining that he seemed to Drope's presence
be all the time in town and around the Pacifie Hotel, and he told me I **"'
that that kind of thing must not be. I then wrote to Mr. Drope to say
that he must stop out on the work. After that, I think he came to
town. I am not quite sure of the dates, but I can by referring to the
letter-books, and having disobeyed my orders, I suspended him, and I
wrote him a letter to that effect I think. The day after, I think it was,
I wrote to Mr. Drope telling him that I would suspend him, and that I
ehould report his conduct to Ottawa. I received a telegram from the Recelved a tele-
Engineer-in-Chief telling me to discharge Mr. Drope. That was the day W 1"r
after I mailed the letter to Ottawa that I received the telegram from charge Drope.
Ottawa ordering me to discharge him.

12184. Then do you consider that you received the telegram before
your letter reached Ottawa ?-Certainly; I only wrote the day before.

12185. Then the telegraphed instructions could not have been
caused by your letter ?-No; it was not caused by any communication
of mine at all to Ottawa.

MURDOCH
WILLIAM MURDoCH's examination continued:

Preflmtniary

By the Chairman:- Line from north
of White Fish

12186. What was your first work in connection with the second 100 Lake t Sanady
niles west ?-There was one piece of work in connection with the Baekstur-

Government that I omitted to tell this morning. I was instructed about geen Lake•
the 23rd October, 1873, to run a line from some twenty miles north of October 23rd, 1873,
White Fish Lake just north of Lac des Mille Lacs, thence on to Sandy a'1ine from twen-
iBay, some 115 miles westward, and then eastward to a point on Black t Me*hrh or
Sturgeon Lake. Mr. Fleming had an idea at that time of straightening west to Sandy
out the.line somewhere in the direction of the present route, only fur- ay then east to
ther to the north. You were asking as to the cost of the surveys, or Lake.
Whether they involved more expenditure at one time than another
linder certain circumstances. That was an exnensive survey from An expeusive
the fact that I arrived at Thunder Bay by the last boat previous tfor thrsro
the snow falling in sufficient quantities to enable stores to be moved.
Two parties were two weeks camped at Thunder Bay near the Second
]River. Previous to my going up there Mr. Rowan took upon himself
to write to Mr. Dawson. He spoke to me in regard to the matter and
said that ho would write to retain horses to carry this material to the
Point where I would require to use it. There was a party of about
8ixty men altogether in the two parties, perhaps more. The provisions
had to be transported from Thunder Bay, or from that river to Lac des
Mille Lacs, or to the Savanne River at the head of Lac des Mille Lacs,



Prelianiaary
Survey-

.Line from morth
et white 118ha distance of about 115 miles, with all the camp equipment and outfit for

two parties. On arriving there a horse trail had to be cnt some twenty
mak Stur. miles north to utilize the horses that 1 subsequently got, to get as far*e Lke. as White Fish Lake. From there twenty miles of transit line had to

be run from that point due north to the place of beginning to commence
surveys east and west. From that point we had dog trains to transport
provisions entirely, involving twenty miles of dog trail to be cut.

Moberly sick. Then from there one of the ongineers, Mr. Moberly, became sick. 1
had to take lis position and run bis party, running westerly to what is
called Sandy Lake, a distance of 115 miles, together with 115 miles of
dog trail to be cut and traverses of lakes, in connection with the
general line of the survey. Mr. Gordon, my other assistant, took a party
eastward some seventy-six miles to the Black Sturgeon Lake. Alter
finishing that he travelled back and came out to me some 176 miles, to

Back to Thunder assist me in getting through. We came then back to Thunder ,Bay
Bay. after getting the survey completed. Under those circumstances, the

length of the line to be surveyed and cost of equipment would involve
the expenditure on a survey of that kind very much greater than if
you had not to take your supplies such a distance. The waiting for the
taking of the ice and a snow fall, together with the fact that when 1
arrived there I found only two or three span of horses-four, I think,
were ordered by Mr. Rowan altogether, and it required twelve or
fourteen teams of horses to transport the material. ConsequentlY
exceptional cause in different places involved different outlays of
money.

12187. What was the number of the party which you had charge of
on that occasion ?-There were two parties.

12188. low many men ?-Probably thirty or thirty-five men in eacli
hanties had to be built along the lino of the road.

Best place for
ba of supplies.
Lac des Mille
Lacs.

Bas or supples
been decided on
when party
settlng out.

12189. Was each party to do a different kind of work, or similar
work at different places ?-They were doing similar work, one going
east and the other west; in conjunction with that the oats ran out, there
was no oats to be had in the place; hay was scarce, and we had to bake
bread and mix it with straw to keep the animals alive.

12190. Where would have been the most convenient place for the
base of supplies ?-The base of supplies-the nearest place that couIld
have been got-was Lac des Mille Lacs, at Savanne River.

12191. Was that on the line of the work ?-It was fifty miles south
of the line of work.

12192. Whose duty was it to decide upon the place for the base Of
supplies ?-The base of supplies was generally left in the hands of the
engineer in charge.

12193. Who was he ?-I was the engineer in charge at that time.
12194. Did you decide upon the base of supplies at that time ?-The

base of supplies could not be decided on thon as I had no previoU5

knowledge as to the point I was going to, and had not time sufficient
to make those arrangements.

12195. Was it understood at that time, either by express or implied
instructions, that the engineer in charge should start upon his work
without baving any arrangements for his supplies satisfactory to hi In'
self?-Nothing further than taking them with him and managing his
o wn commissariat.
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PrelIminary
Survey-

12196. Then do you mean it would be within his instructions to start Line from north
On a work of this kind without knowing where his base of supplies *.a.eo gaFn
Would be or considering the subject himself ?-He had no time to con- HSYq th¿e1 to

5ider it, because ho had no knowledge of where ho was going to, pro- geen Lake.
bably a week before ho left, and ho had simply to take his supplies
With him, and do the best he could with them when ho got into the
Geld.

12197. On this occasion did you consult with any one as to supplies
or where the base would be ?-I knew the country. Having been over
it previously and knowing the vicinity, I knew more about it than
any one else who could advise me.

12198. Therefore did you consult?-There was no necessity for con-
Sulting.

12199. Therefore did you consult ?-No; I consulted no one.

12200. Do you consider that the arrangements for supplies were
defective ?-No.

12201. How was the unusual expense incurred ?-By the parties Expense caus-d
having to camp at the river until snow came to enable us to move our to aa e
Inaterial. We had forty-five miles of the Shebandowan road to go over river untu mnow

frst. That had to be covered with snow. There was a lack of animais rivers were
to haul it, by not giving Mr. Dawson sufficient time to retain those frozen.

animals. Lac des Mille Lacs had to be frozen to carry that material,
and the immense distance and having to haul suppplies to the point
where you had to begin your work enhanced the cost of it materially.

12202. Do you mean that in your opinion the direction to do the Government in-
Work at the time it was ordered to be done was bad judgment, or that culons too
It was good judgment, but the arrangements afcerwards were defective ?
-No; the arrangements afterwards were the best that could be made,
o0r the instructions issued by the Government were too late. There

was no time to have got provisions into these points close to where the
Work could commence.

12203. In this particular matter, did the Engineer-in-Chief take the
responsibility of directing the men, or was it done by the Government
Irrespective of the Chief?-I imagine that the Engineer-in-Chief was
carrying out the instructions of the Government.

12204. Then you mean that whoever was responsible for the direc-
tion of that work made a mistake ?--I meant to instance it as a case
in point, where surveys cost very much more than they would have
cost otherwise under other circumstances, and as an. omission of a part
Of the work that I did which I was describing this morning.

12205. What would be the best season of the year for ding that Rad all thins
kind of work, if economy was one of the main considerations ?-It is wn'er the be&t
a question that involves time. If the work had to be pushed through, time for doing

both summer and winter would have to be utilizod, and as to which work.
Would be the best would depend. Had ail things been favourable, I
asSUime that the winter would have been the best.

12206. And what time was this ?-This was in the fal, before the
shOw fell. The snow fell very late. It did not fali until some weeks
after we landed there, which caused the delay.

12207. You think the work would have been done as well if it had Snow late la
ben delayed a little ?-You see the snow was late in coming, and coming.
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Prelminary

Survey-
Line from north

of White Figh
Lake to Sandy
eayn the ete
Bleck Sf ur-
ge.. Lake.

Imracticable to

mate estimate of
average cost per
mile of surveys
through such a
country.
Some wet land.
$146 a mile.

when we landed there we had a delay of some weeks, in consequence
of winter not being as early as usual.

12208. To what circumstances do you attribute the unusual expense
of this work ?-There is no unusual circumst.nces to b attributed,
further than not being able to get to the work. We would have been
enabled to get to the work sooner if the snow had fallen, and done more
work to represent so much money, and gained more information.

12209. Was it that the season was an unfavourable one for the opera-
tions ?-Simply because the snow did not fall, and that delaying opera-
tions was one cause. The want of animals and the cost of animals. If
they had been provided for by one fDepartment of the Government, and
the accounts shifted to another, it would have entailed less expense.

12210. Can any approximate estimate be made which would show the
average cost per mile of surveys if this description through such a
country as these operations were carried on ?-It would depend entirely
on the locality and circumstances.

12211. Then could an estimate be made which would show an average
of mileage cost ?-Not unless you take the whole work throughout
and the number of miles run, which would be a very difficult thing to
obtain. Some wet land which I have done myself on the Georgian Bay
Branch, for instance, is about $146 a mile.

By Mr. Keefer :-
Preliminary 12212. What was the character of that survey itself ?-A prelimi-
survey. nary.

By the Chairman

RaHlway
location-
centract No. 66.

In charge of party
of twenty-one to
locate second 100
miles west of
«W innipeg.

Latouche Tupper
responsibie for
furnlshing sup-
plies for four
parties.

Line located as
far as Bird-tail
Creek.

12213. Is there any other matter connected with your previous work
which you think it proper to explain before we proceed to the second
100 miles west of Winnipeg ?- ot now; but I may think of something
after.

12214. What work did you undertake on the second 100 miles west ?
-The locat'on of the line from the western boundary of Manitoba,
westward to the Bird Tail Creek.

12215. In charge of the party ?-Yes.
12216. What is the number of the party ?-It averaged about twenty-

one. There were two parties. The party was divided-one party was
on construction and the other was on location.

12217. Did the construction begin as early as the time you name,
January, 1880 ?-No.

12218. At the beginning what was the iumber of your party ?-It
was about twenty-three or twenty-four men.

12219. Who had the responsibility of furnishing supplies ?-A com-
missariat officer named Latouche Tupper.

12220. Attached to your party ?-For three parties-four in fact.
12221. Was there any difficulty about supplies during the work ?-

No; no difficulties.
12222. las the work been finished ?-The second 100 miles bas been

located as far as Bird Tail Creek.
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12223. las construction heen commenced upon it ?-Yes ; construe-
to has been commenced on it at the east end, near the Sand Hills.
12224. Has the construction progressed as fast as was to be expected
has it been slow ?-Construction I assume is slow.
12225. About how many men have they employed ?-Twenty or
enty-five men.
12226. At what time was it located so that they could commence

OPerations ?-It was in July-about the 9th July.

th12227. Were the contractors ready to proceed with the work before
tat ?- have no idea. If they were, they did not while I was there.

12228. You are not aware whether there was any delay occasioned
y the absence of location ?-Not that I am aware of.
12229. Have you obtained as favourable a line as was expected ?-A

very favourable line throughout.
12230. Is there any other matter connected with the second 100 miles

rat which you would think it proper to give by way of evidence ?-
have notbing to say in connection with the second 100 miles.
12231. Have you anything further to say about any matter connected
Ith the railway that you think ought to be given in evidence?-
uere is nothing that I particularly wish to say regardiug anything

torînected with it at present.
12232. Have you traversed any of the country over which the rail-

s'Y '8 now built except while surveying the lines which you have
%%entioned and in those localities ?-l have not been in any portion
"4re the road is being built, except at Kaministiquia and at Winni-
p~eg.

nailway LoM,
struetion-

Contract No. 66.
constructioli
commenced.

Contractors em-
ployed tweiity or
twenty-flve men.
Une ready for
contractor 9th
July.
Bad not proceed-
ed wlth work
while witness
was there.

Found a favoura-
ble line.

Balway Loca-
tien-

Contracta Nosé
14 and lot

12233 Have you been over the country on which the present con-
t'cted line runs east of the Red River ?-On no portion of it except

ot St. ]Boniface station, and from there to the first switch points'north.
Was over portions of it previous to construction when I was choosing
e location.
12234. Did yon know the nature of the country before it was decided
construct the lines where they are constructed ?-Certainly.

12235. What portion of the country ?-The portion of the country
M Stone Fort eastward to the Winnipeg River, and near Winnipeg

1ier, along the swampy portion of the ground there.

12236. Had you, from this opportunity or from any other, a means
Jtldging of the nature ofthe country over which the present located

le runs ?-From the general nature of the country between the
n'-'le Fort and Rat Portage, the crossing of Winnipeg River, there are

o large swamps and fiat lands that it would be difficult to build a
lWay over.
12237 Do you consider, from your knowledge of the country, that

(1 could judge of what is now traversed by sections 14 and 15 ?-
t, because I have not been on the ground since the road has been
a0 siItructed ; but going in the vicinity where the line must be, I passed
er and I noticed there were some very bad swamps one winter

where poles were stuck down to any length.
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Contracte Non. 12238. About what locality ?-About forty or fifty miles west of Rat
Portage.

12239. How far would that be f rom the present construeted line ?-
These marshes may be on both sides of it. It may run right through
the middle of them for ail I know, as I have not been in that localitY
since, but the ground would require careful looking at to see that the
lines were properly located.

Told Fleming of 12240. Do you know whether the present constructed lines paSS
sw°amp ln S,, over any of the country on which you had a knowledge before it Ws
part of t.he coun- decided to construct them ?-I must have passed over them, because I
Iu*uw passed where the present lines are constructed. I told Mr. Fleming of

them at the time that I returned from this trip, of these swamps, 10
conversation with Mr. Rowan and himself in the office at Ottawa.

12241. About what year was that ?-In 1872.
12242. And did you mention the locality ?-Yes; I mentioned that

these swamps were very deep and very long in some instances, and verY
low ground.

12243. What swamps are you referring to ?-The swamps that Sur-
round the outskirt of the whole of that rocky country.

12244. Had you traversed the country north of Falcon Lake at that

time ?-I do not know whether I went to the north of Falcon Lake or
to the south. My objective point was Rat Portage going east. I had
nothing whatever to do between Winnipeg River and Red River.

12245. Did you communicate what you considered to be the nature
of the swamps and the difficulties of them at that time ?-Yes, I did.

nowan stated 12246. W as anything said upon the subject -anything further?
®hre a ood -Nothing fui ther than Mr. Rowan stated it was good sandy bottot'

12247. Were thçse remarks relating to any particular locality, Or
to the general character of the country ?-No; to the general character
of that portion of the country, but to no particular locality.

12248. Did he state why he was of that opinion ?-He simply made
the statement.

12249. Was anything further said by either of them on this subjOct ?
No; it was very short. I dissented from it, and the matter dropPed.

15250. Have you traversed at any time the country north of Lake
Manitoba by the Narrows ?- I never saw it.

Relations be. 12251. During your connection with the Pacific Railway, has there
tw•.n B been any doubt at any time as to whether Mr. Rowan was yOUrand witn.a..

Told to submit superior officer or not, caused either by the nature of the instructi110
hie instructions or from any other circumstances ?-As to the matter of doubt, th
Ift'hreanaa Zy- instructions that I read to you this mornin , in which it was sta
thing to add. that I was to submit my instructions to r. Rowan, to suppleinet

anything that had been left out. I submitted it to Mr. Rowan previO"5

Had no doubt to my coming up here. I had no doubt in my own mind as tO Ithat hi. poslition whchh
&d fnothing todo position, which had nothing whatever to do with Mr. Rowan ; but -r

with Rowan. Fleming told me to leave and that my instructions would be sent âftet
me. It was a point I particularly wished to avoid to have anythii
to do, or instructions or anything to do, with Mr. Rowan in any matte
connected with the Pacific Railway.
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tween Rowan

12252. When you received the written instructions were they of r in true-
the same nature as the verbal instructions ?-No ; they were not so com- tionsnot so

prehensive. comprehensive

12253. Upon the point of your being subordinate to Mr. Rowan,
Were they the same?-No; I did not understand that I was to be a
subordinate of Mr. Rowan's.

12254. Upon the point of your not boing a subordinate of Mr.
Rowan were they the same ?-They were not so comprehensive. I
'referred thum to Mr. Rowan.

12255. You mean the plans ?-No; the instructions to supplement
whatever was omitted. I do not know who drew them up; however,
ho could not supplement them. His information was of no use to me,
except as to the starting point-that is his knowledge of the country.

12256. Has there been any difficulty in carrying out of the work in contract No. 4.

tonsequence of any difference of opinion on this subject ?-In connection
With the first 100 miles ?

12257. Any work ?- There was work done on the first 100 miles Disapproved or

that I dissented from altogether on the beginning of it. °"re ine

12258. Do you mean from Winnipeg north-westerly ?-From Red
RUiver at Winnipeg.

12259. During the location of the lino ?-I had charge of the work; Wltness incharge
I was supposed to be in charge of the work. of work.

12260. The locating ?-The preliminary line across at Point Douglas.

12261. Was the work as done approved of by the superior officer at
Ottawa ? - hardly think so. When Mr. Fleming came bore I had no
official knowledge of bis coming. Mr. Smellie came up here as his
representative, as acting Engineer-in-Chief.

12262. Was that when Mr. Fleming came up ?-Previous to his Fleming instruet-

coming. He instructed me to lay out the lino across from the connection out une acrosa
with the Pembina Branch and make two cuts, one on each sida of the f om Pembinmake
river, which I considered unnecessary. to eut Ic e

12263. Did you tell Mr. Smellie so ?-I did, and I told Mr. Ryan se ; yr'u
but I laid it out according to his instructions. Instructions.

12264. las the question been decided by the Chief Engineer or any Chief Engineer

One acting for him ?-The Chief Engineer came here, and from a cen- wprlied at such

Versation I had with him, ho said ho was very much astonished to see
Work of that kind carried on. I told him how the matter came about.

12265. Has it been adopted ?-There is i temporary bridge now put Rad Whitehead'&

, and they have covered up the ditches they made on the other side. old track been

is was made for the purpose of taking iron across the river. Had ten mwouc have
they taken Mr. Whitehead's old track the whole thing could have been 5flU5VOd.

done for very little cost. Mr.' Smellie did not propose to do so, and
IMade those cuts, and I brought the iron across the river during the
winter-the iron. The ties were brought across the river under my
direction during the winter when the ice took.

12266. Is there any other matter about the railway which you think witness obtained
proper to mention ?-Sim ly in connection with that there was a rigf"waCy"over

litebmatter. While Mr. amellie was bore I made application to the hlghway.
Council to get the riglht of way up Point Dauglas Avenue, which they
granted.
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tween IRowan
arnd wltness- 12267. Over the highway ?-Over the highway. I gave instructions

to lay out the line of railway on the highway, and the ditches on the
highway. When Mr. Smellie was here I availed myself of the oppor-

inut Smeie tunity of going to St. Paul to bring my wife up. During my absence
eraid ouh to ho instructed Mr. Force to lay out the ditch differently, seven feet in on

private property. private property. When I returned complaints wore made to me that
it was destroying the property of the people who were interested. I ut
once asked Mr. Force the cause of this, and ho showed me Mr. Smellie's
instructions. ln the meantime, in the dry parts of the prairie, the

By witness's ditch had been commenced by the contractor. By my alteration of
ràîteratîon of lineorgnlroetoîDulaAvu,
baek toîto origin- the line back to its original projection on Point Douglas Avenue, it
ai projection left a portion of this ditch open, some 140 cubic yards. Mr.
140 cubie yards of
dith lt oeor Fleming's attention was called to this, and ho asked me the

reason of it. I told him. He was very much annoyed about it,
and wanted to discharge Mr. Force. I cut those ditches which made a
jog in them, and Mr. Fleming ordered them to be taken out smaller,
which had the effect of closing them up-falling in when the men were

Fleming ordered taking them out. Mr. Fleming thought there was too much work
di tches to be eut aotte'' 1 kh

mailer with the about them, and ho wanted to get the work done quickly. lie thought
effectofultimate- a smaller ditch would do, -and gave me instructions in writing. I

t osing up carried them out with those results.
12268. Was that work the effect ?-No; subsequently it had the

effect of closing up the whole ditch and'no drainage would go on.
Subsequently, when ho saw the effect of it ho allowed them to be taken
out at what they would stand, something a little less than one to one.

Flemingcensured 12269. Do yo mean that ho subsequently altered the dimensions so
witness for mis-
takes for wheh as to conform with the original intention ?-No. They would not
he was not stand at that, so ho allowed them to stand as they were. He censuredresponsible. me for those mistakes. My not being responsible, and mentioning that

to him, ho replied that I was in charge of the work there. I said: " No;
not while Mr. Smellie was here as acting Engineer-in Chief and doing
mywork." He told me I was in charge of the contract now. 1 told
him that when I made mistakes in the future ho could find some one
else to take my place-when I made mistakes when I was in charge of

Reason forbeliev- the work. Consequently I assumed that Mr. Rowan had no jurisdiction
nojarisictoand whatever over me, even with the first 100 mile, until such time as ho
over him. got control of it in the manner I have stated, last winter, in my evi-

dence this morning, in the matter of going into my office during my
absence, 150 miles from bore, and taking everything out of it. What-
ever his instructions from Mr. Fleming may have been privately, 1 have
never seen, and do not know, and I am not aware of them. In sone
letters that ho wrote to me, which I never answered, he assumed that
I was in bis district, although I made no reports to him ard was
directed to report to the head office, but to keep him apprized of every-
thing that was going on, which I distinctly refused by telling Mr.
Smellie, that if I had to take instructions from Mr. Rowan, to telegraph
Mr. Fleming to get another man in my place as soon as ho chose.

Rowan no right 12270. Did you consider, according to the understanding upon which
to taire possession
of wtnesss you were in charge of the first 100 miles west, that Mr. Rowan ought
private office and not to have taken possession of your office ?-Certainly not; no man
seize his papers. of common decency should have done such a thing in my absence-go

into my private office and take my papers, and send down to my bouSe
for private papers connected with the contract -my own papers aud
the papers connected with the contract.
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12271. Were you at that time engaged by the Government on some N . 48.
Other work ?-I was engaged by the Government in looking at the
coal line of railway from the west end of the Province by the valley of
the Assineboine to Souris River.

12272. Did you make any representation upon the subject to head-
quarters ?-I did.

12273. To whom ?-To Sir John Macdonald and Sir Charles Tupper.
My letter was sent to Sir Charles Tupper.

12274. Did you made a representation to any one at the head of the
engineering staff ?-All were aware of it. There was no necessity
for my appealing to those who gave instructions to Mr. Rowan to do
this.

12275. Your judgment on that may have been right, but 1 am asking
Oly as to the fict ?-No.

12276. Who was the superior officer at that time over both you and
Mr. Rowan ? - Mr. Fleming.

12277. And you did not communicate to him ?-No, certainly not; A week after
because a week after this thing had been done by Mr. Rowan a letter officeofwitne a a
came to me from Mr. Fleming, requesting me to take charge of the letter from Fiem-

Second 100 miles west, because this work was so light that it did uesting him to
'ot require keeping up two establishments in Winnipeg. secanr ge f

as there was no
12278. That was intimating to you in effect that Mr. Fleming con- need of keeping

Sidered one establishment could take charge of the documents and Poetablish
Papers belonging to this first 100 miles as well as the rest of this peg for the first
section ?-Certainly; that was a week after this act had been perpe- 100 miles.
trated. Iad I any knowledge ofit previously it woùld have been a
different matter.

12279. Had this letter, which you got a week afterwards, reached you
before it would have been a difforent. matter ?-Certainly; I was away
150 miles when this letter arrived.

12280. Then did you not get it until a week afterwards because it had
been lying bore in Winnipe ?-My wife got it, opened it and for.
Warded the contents to me at rand Valley, informing me of the whole
circumstances; but it was not until a week after the things had been
taken out of my office that my wife got this letter.

12281. Did you over endeavour to ascertain from Mr. Fleming
Whether ho bad instructed Mr. Rowan to take these steps ?-I did not.

12282. Have you any means of knowing whether ho did instruct
biml ?-No; I have not. I do not know who instructed Mr. Rowan, or
Whether ho hed any instructions.

12283. Is there any other matter connected with the railway which
You wish to explain or state by way of evidenze ?-No; there is nothing
that I see of any consequence to myself.

EsH. RowAN's examination continued:

12284. Witness :-I beg to hand in profiles of the Pembina Branch
whieh I was asked for. (Exhibit No. 111.) It is in lengths of ton miles,
as it would be too long to give it all in one piece, and to say at the
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Contraet No. 48.
Promises profile same time that I would have complied with your request and with the
or contract. instructions i had received also previous to your coming from Ottawa

of having one prepared ready to hand you of the first 100 miles west,
but that my staff has been so very much occupied that I have not
been able to have it completed, but I will send it to Ottawa after you
as soon as it is done.

By the Chairman:-

HKad nothing to 12285. Can you say when the first 100 miles west was located, so as
do with first 100l to permit the contractors to proceed with the work-a portion of it ?-
miles whtle Mur- rrr
doch was ln I cannot just at this moment. I think he had commenced his work
charge. when Mr. Murdoch had charge, if my memory serves me right, and

when I declined to have anything to do with it. I think some of it
in the neighbourhood of the city had been set out and ready for work
before I took charge of it. I cannot say positively as to the time
because I had nothing to do with it at that time.

Rflway Loca- 12286. Do you know who may be considered responsible for the
tIon- location of the crossing at Selkirk ? Who made the recommendation
c oIs="g. in the first instance ?-I submitted a report of all the crossings and of

Witness reported the Selkirk one amongst them, and I reported to the Engineer-in-Chief
tahief Enineer that in my judgment, and the reasons that I gave, that that was the
eroesng the best. best- Crossing.

12287. Has that report be3n published ?-Yes.
*elected by 12288. Was it selected by you or under your charge ?-Yes.
'wltness.
Directed to 12289. Had you any directions indicating where you should endeavour

ena int o to get tho crossing ?-Well, I think that I had. I was to select the
grounds, b.t, best in the engineering point of view; and I think it was added, if I
other things
°, eq na 1, to remember rightly, but i could not be positive, that if there was a point

ee pot, where the Government bad property of their own, other things being
mentowned the equal, that that point should get the preference.
iand. 12290. Were those instructions in writing ?-I think not.

12291. From whom did you get the instructions?-From the Engineer-
in-Chief, Mr. Fleming.

12292. Do yon remember where it was ?-In Ottawa.

12293. Wns sufficient known at that time to give an opinion-even
an approximate opinion-as to the eligibility of the different points ?--
I think it had been partialiy examined-not so fully as it is at the
present time.

12294. But there had been some data upon which a person might
form some opinion ?-Yes.

12295. And it was after consideration of those data that Mr. Fleming
indicated to you that the point was to be selectei, other things being
equal, where the Governnient had property ?-Yes; it was desirable
that the value of the Government property should be enbanced by the
location of the railway if other considerations in connection with the
subject were equally favourable.

The above uallfi- 12296. Did this question of Government property weigh with you'<cation weighei
wfth him in in the 6election of the site ?-It did.
inaking selection.

12297. If the Government had not had property there, would you
then have docided upon another spot?- I do not know that I should.
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12298. Are you doubtful about it, or is it an open question with you ?
-Well, yes; I think I could not be positive about it. I might have

had, but the fact of so large an amount of property being there at that
spot certainly influenced my views very considerable. I thought it
Was likely to prove most beneficial to the Government properly, and
consequently to the-Government, having a site for a city at such an
'Important point.

12299. Assuming that the through line was to pass south of Lake
Manitoba, and that Rat Portage was an objective point, could you say
Where you would think the best crossing could be made considering
the whole object of the railway ?-Selkirk.

a al1 ay L.Ce-
ti.n-

,ed River
Gr.usinge

12'00. The fact of the line going from Rat Portage by a route south The fact that the
of Lake Manitoba does not alter your opinion as to the eligibility of ges snithaor

Selkirk ?-It does not ; if we were going north, ofcoure there could be Ieaves hsopinion,

11o question at all, I fancy, in arybody's mind. Ing unchanged.

12391. But assuming that no expenditure had been made and that
the whole matter was an open questiori, do you consider that the line
firom Rat Portage to some point south of Lake Manitoba could be made
at the greatest advantage by having the crossing at Selkirk ?-Is that
having it at the present time, or at the time the point was selected ?

12302. At the present time. I say, assuming now that the whole Would select

nlatter was an open question with these two data, Rat Portage and at hish®or
some point south of Lake Manitoba and the necessity of a crossing at
hed River, would you say by the light of the present that the crossing
Would be best at Selkirk ?-I think that, taking every point connected
with the subject into mature consideration and giving the best opinion
I could on the matter, professional opinion, I should select Selkirk stili.

12303. You said that early in the period of surveys you had charge surveys.
one season of about thirteen parties, not only their engineering Promises a paper

Operations but the forwarding of supplies: could you describe the °ngnerin oper-
Ilature of the work required to be done and the difficulties which the ations and the

chief engineering parties encountered ?-I can; but it will be of wardîng supplies
considerable length, and I would therefore ask permission to forward parthe aous

it to you in writing, as my time is so much occupied now that I cannot
Put it in the shape 1 would like to.

12304. Please do so, with the understanding that any facts that you Haiway Loca.

state will be by way of evidence ?-Certainly. I now beg to hand in a contr&cus Ne.
copy of the various lines that have been run in the neighbourhood of ', and i5.
Cross Lake (Exhibit No. 112)-with the Prith the exception of rOfe of unes

, of which I think I stated verbally to the Commission before that I hood of Cross

have a copy of here, as it was made at Mr. Marcus Smith's directions Lake.

a'd suggestion, when h. was acting Engineer-in-Chief, and I forwarded
it Onto him at once, as it was urgently needed,with a letter. I have had a
coPy of our 4,000 feet plan made showing where that profile was made.
1 believe the profile itself to be in the office at Ottawa. This letter
altI 5ost explains the profile itself. It is a copy of a letter in which the
Profile was forwarded to Mr. Karcus Smith. (Exhibit No. 113.) I was ailway G..

asked to state what amount of rock work had been done on contract 15, contracesm.15..
at the time the discrepancy or error in the quantity was discovered. I Discrepancy as to
bolieve that quantity to have been about as follows : solid rock 111, rock work.
126 cubic yards; loose rock, 2,121 cubic yards; total value of work
done at that date on the contract, according to our approximate



r on-

Contract Uo. 15. estimate, in round numbers, $437,000. In connection with this subject
Total value o f Ia ntalM ar i e hrt
work done when I am not aware what evidence at all Mr. Carre gave. I did see a sho
discrepency in synopsis of it in one of the papers, but I was too busy to read it alU

antleLes was but in justice to him, supposing that these documents were not put in
4.W,000. before the Commission, I would like, on his behalf and independent of

him, to put in these two letters. One is a letter-of bis addressed to
Mr. Fleming, of which I was furnished a copy, and it is dated May 7th,
1878 (Exhibit No. 114) ; the other is a copy of the telegram which I
received from Mr. Carre, when I was in OttawA, on April 7th, 1879
(Exhibit No. 115). I think I have now answered every question t1it
was put to me, and as far as I am able, with the exception of one,
which was to the effect of: by what percentage has the change il'

.coitract o. i. contract 14 increased quantities. That was asked me some days ago.
Upon hunting through the office I find that I have not a copy of the
profile of the original line, and I therefore am unable to give the
percentage in that way, unless it be a percentage between the quanti-
ties as we have actually finally measured the work, and what we have
published in the schedule of quantities, and I would like to supple-

Survey made ln ment what I thon said by the further statement that as regards the
wlnter when not.
easy to say what increase of rock, which was considored in the final estimate as colm-
was and what - pared with what was published, that at the time the survey was de,was flot rock. which I stated before was in the winter season, and it was not easy to

decide what was rock and what was not rock in every case.
ailway Loca- 12305. Are you aware whether the Government has any considerable

B*il ]e property upon the navigable portion of Red River, except at Selkirk-
Crosstnt. I mean navigable from the lake up.wards ?-To what point ?

12306. As far as it is navigable. It is not considored that the river is
navigable at all seasons ?-No.

Government no 12307. During the season whon it is navigable continuously ?-N0t
I">'° an Y to my knowledge ; but I made careful enquiry into the subjoct when I

iver where came bore at the Dominion Lands office. Ibelieve th t the Governnent
.fSe "k are not in possession of any extent of property at all between St. AD*

drew's Rapids and Lake Winnipeg, except the Indian Reserve, if that 1o
considered Government property; I presume it is The Indian RoservO
is immediately north of the present crossing.

12301. But none south of Selkirk ?-None south of Selkirk, even UP
to Winnipeg that I am aware of. I would state, although to s009
extent a repetition of what I have already stated before this eveniag'
that the question of Government property having been submitted to
me as one which would somewbat affect the location of the crossi,41
one of my earliest enquiries when I came here, at the Dominion LandS
office, was where the Government possessed property along the river.

ReIatione be- 12309. Is there any further matter which occurs to you to give
tween wltness 1-
ad fifYo"Å".. by way of evidence now ?-There was nothing, except what 1

c.=tractSo. 4. desire to say on behalf of the staff who wore employed under me,
until I came bere to-night. I could not help overhearing what W85

said by the previous witness; it is too late now as it seems to be a Per-
sonal matter, atto'gether too trivial for the Commission to take up th
subject at this eleventh hour, i have nothing to say about it at all.'I
I am called upon I can answer; butl should have liked that Mr. Force*
the gentleman who was in charge of Mr. Murdoch's office here, whal1e'
received orders from Ottawa to clear everything ont of it, should bo
asked whether I did it in a gentlemanly or an ungentlemanly manDer
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12310. For the present you can give your own account instead of C "tr °tN
Mr. Force's ?-My account is very simple. I received orders from Ottawa Rowan's account
to immediately take everything out of the office thathad been occupied o his entering
by Mr. Murdoch and bring Mr. Force down into my office. it is Murdoch's o ce.

impossible for nie to go into the matter without referring to person.
alities.

12311. We do not care to hear personalities ?-Therefore, I would
fiay: owing to the fact that there was some slight difficulty between
Mr. Murdoch and myself (a gentleman I have always thought con-
Siderable of), owing to that fact and to the fact that be was absent from
town, I was particularly careful and delicate of the way in which I did
the matter ; so much so that nothing was known about it at all, 1
believe, in the city, until after Mr. Murdoch's return. I deait altogether
with Mr. Force, and I told him to gather up the papers and to make an
ilventory of them, to bring the papers ail down to my office, to sort out
Mr. Murdoch's private papers, if there were any, and to send them to
his bouse, and it was only after Mr. Schreiber came bere, and I mentioned
to him that I had not got certain papers and Mr. Force had sent some
papers to Mr. Murdoch's house, that I sent, on Mr. Schreiber's orders,
to Mr. Murdoch's house for them, but they were not given up.

12312. Was the taking possession a matter undertaken upon your In Pons°®eone 0"of
own responsibility, or was it from distinct instructions from head- penrmprey

ç orders twlce re-quarters ?-Peremptory orders twice repeated by telegraph. peated by

12313. It was not in any way in consequence of the authority which telegraph.

-You supposed yourself to have before that time ?-No, not at all; it was
U positive order; but that there might be no mistake upon the subject,
I telegraphed back to Ottawa, and I receivel further orders. Of course
the papers can be produced. I should not have referred to the matter
at all had I not been here to-night and heard what was said.

12314. Is there anything further that you would like to say by way
of evidence, either in explanation or in addition te what bas been saide?

I think not.

WINNIPEG, Monday, 1lth October, 1880.

JoHN J. McDONALD's examination continued: J. J. MIDONALD.

By the Chairman :ouet L%•.t
12315. I understand that you desire to a'd to or explain the evidence Inneuncia-

given by you on the former occasion before us: do you wish to do so? Clera.

-With reference to Mr. Chapleau there are some things that 1 should chapieau
ike to explain a little more fully. The first time I had any conversa- ,,,°rl ha

tion with Mr. Chapleau, in reference to this matter, was in the Russell contract had been

Ioase, Ottawa, as ho was going to dinner. lie told me that the work .fones&Coand
had been awarded to his friends, Andrews & Jones, and that they were advised hrn to

Roing into it, and advised me to see them, or he would see them for rne wîth t rest
to get an interest.

12316. Do. you mean for you to get an interest in their contract ?- Witness declinedlie said with them, as they were men cf means, and I could get a goodI cas the pes
Position; but I declined, and said that the work was too low at their the work.
prices and could not be done. I had nothing more to say about the
Inatter after that. I never met Andrews & Jones to know them in
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Tendering-
Contract âo. 42.
xanueneing their position as contractors. The next time I met Mr. Chapleau, Mr.

Cierkze Fraser came to my house on Metcalfe Street, Ottawa, with Mr.
Chapleau, There Mr. Fraser wanted us to take in Jones with us and
associate togother, but I refused and said that I was satisfied that there
would be too many, and I did not think that they would come to time

OfferedChapleau in any case. I then turned around to Mr. Chapleau, after we were
$4O0to ip.ece talking awhile, and made the offer to him of $4,000 if he prevented

tmith from put- Smith from giving Andrews & Jones the assistance, and prevented hila
t 1ng up security
for Andrews, from putting up the security. Smith was a personal friend of Mr.
Jones & Co. Chapleau's; I understood from Mr. Chapleau that ho used to stop at

Mr. Smith's place in New York, as he lived a long time in the United
S ates before coming to Ottawa. Mr. Fraser agreed to the transaction
and if the firm does not assume the responsibility of paying it, I
consider it a matter of honour between Mr. Fraser and myself to soe
Mr. Chapleau paid. It had nothing to do with the Department in one
way or the other. I had nothing to say to Mr. Chapleau in the Depart-
ment about the work.

Fraser endorsed 12317. Do you remember whether Mr. Fraser said anythilg
promieade by upon the subject at that time ?-Yes; he agreed there at the time tO
Chapleau. what I proposed. We talked it over together-the three of us. I do not

know the exact words that passed between us, but I am perfectly satis-
fied that Mr. Fraser felt that that debt should be paid, that be was a
party to it, and if he had remained in the firm he would have paid it.
He may not consider himself now responsible, as he is out of the firul
and the firm should assume it.

12318. Was that occasion, in the presence of Mr. Fraser, the first orb
which you had arranged to pay Mr. Chapleau anything for his influence?
-Tnat is the first time I ever said a word about it. It was the first
intimation. Ijust turned around and made the offer without consult-
ing any person until 1 made it.

Never previously 12319. Had you previously made him any offer for any similar ser-
teped Chap-

=eam or any one vice, or in any way connected with any of the business of the Pacific
else lu Depart- Railway ?-No; nor to an one else in the Departments.nient. ay .e eprmn.

12320. Is this explanation to-day as you understand it, affecting only
the arrangement as between you and Mr. Fraser-I mean in so far 3a
it differs from your previous story ?-That is all.

Pald $500 of the 12321. It does not affect in substance what you said before, as to the
$4<00 witb a arrangement with Chapleau ?-No. I made the arrangement with Mr.
ehequeofthe
eornpany. Chapleau for $4,000, and I paid $500 since with the cheque of the

company.
12322. So that what you wish to make plain to-day is, that the

arrangement was different from that described by Mr. Fraser ? ---
want to explain the whole details of the arrangement, You asked ne
the question before, but it did not strike me at the time, it was so
sudden.
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LITLE

WILLIAM B. LITLE, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-

12323. Where do you live ?-At Rat Portage.
12321. How long have you lived there ?-One year or upwards.
12325. Before that where have you lived ?-At the Fort Frances

Lock.
12326. Were you connected in any way with the works at the canal

Ut Fort Frances ?-Yes.
12327. In what capacity?-As labourer.
12328. Who was the foreman under whom you worked ?-There werc

several foremen there: the two McLennan's.
12329. At what sort of work were you employed ?-In rock one part

of the time, and at one time I was engaged at the steam-hoisting ma-
chine,

Fort Fraucea
Loch-

Management
of wrk.

Employed as
labourer on the
canal at Fort
Frances.

12330. Who was the person to make up your time, and the statement
Of it on the pay-roll ?-There were several persons, as far as I know;
there was balf-a-dozen at one time there.

12331. Do you mean for the same period that several persons would Sed®r perso
have the responsibility of making up the pay-roll ?-Yes. ty o aktng up

pay-roil.
12332. Would you explain ho w that came about. Is it not usual for

One person to have the responsibility of each set of labourers ?-Yes;
there were several persons there; there was Mr. O'Connor-Mr. Wilson's
brother-in-law-and Mr. some porson, who kept a hardware store there.
You did not give me a chance, for all my papers are in litigation now;
My papers are all suppressed; I have a memorandum of the whole thing.
Ilowever the man used to keep a hardware store down on Main street;
bis name is L. R. Bentley.

12333. Do you remember whether your time was correctly stated on Time correctly
the pay-rolls ?-I think so; at least I have every reason to think 80 up rola u to a
to a certain time. eertain period..

12334. Have you reason to think that the time was not correctly
stated for any period ?-I have.

12335. What period ?-For the period when I was living there; it was
not correctly stated thon.

12336. Do you mean for all the period ?-No, for part of the period.
12337. What part of the period ?-In April, 1878. , prs8 not

12338. In what respect was the statement incorrect ?-Bocause I did
nOt receive my money in the first place.

12339. Does the pay-roll state that you received the money ?-I
cannot sav that it does, because those pay-rolls were issued very often
there, once a month, between Wilson and Sutherland.

12340. Thon how can you say that the pay-rolls were incorrect ?- Cannot say the
The pay-rolls may be all correct, as far as that is concerned, but I did core.s i

11ot receive my money.
12341. Did not you understand me to ask you whether the pay-rolls

were correct or incorrect in their statement ?-I cannot say whether
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they were correct or not; there were so many pay-rolls that I could
not say which of them was con ect or not.

12342. Then you are not able to say whether they are correct or
not?-All that I know is simply one thing : there was no payment
then at all, at the time I was there. There was no pay day or anything Of
that kind. Everything was done through Mr. Wilson, as far as I could
see.

12343. Are you speaking now concerning other persons or concern-
ing yourself ?-Concerning myself.

12344. What do you say upon that subject-I mean the payment for
labour ?-I was paid so much a day for working in the cut, and I was
paid so much a day for publishing a paper besides. I was allowed for
the wages, or at least I was allowel for time for labour, and I published
a paper in the meantime.

12345. Do you mean that some arrangement was made by which
you should publish a paper on your owu account, and at the sanflo
time the Government should pay for your labour ?-Yes ; certainlY.

12346. During the same time ?-Yes.
12347. With whom did you make this arrangement ?-With Hugh

Sutherland-at least through him.
12348. Was he present when you made the arrangement ?-He was

afterwards.
12349. Who else was present ?-Mr. Thompson, the deputy superiu-

tendent.
12350. Any one else ?-They allowed me half time for it.

were several others present, but I could not say who just now.
There

Paid for full time
by aovernment
buit gave most of
bih leime to pub-
lirhing a paper.

12351. Was it understood, in that arrangement, that you wore to
give half of your working hours to the business of the Lock ?-Ye

12352. And you were·to be paid for half time ?-I was paid for full
time from the Governument.

12353. How much of your time did you give to the Government
work ?-Some times more, or less; very little.

12354. Was it understood that you were to receive the profits of th'
time which you devoted to this paper ? -Yes.

12355. And did-you devote much of your time to that ?-The whOlO
time, almost.

12356. I understood you to say that you wore not paid for the tirfl
for which you expected to be paid by the Government ?-No; that i'
the balance of the time after the works were closed down-the balance
that was due me then 1 have not received.

12357. Could you say how much pay you received altogether fo
the time during which you did not really work for the Governnent?
-I meant to say perhaps the whole term, with the exception of te
months in 1877.

12358. How much time altogether did you get paid for ?-I havO
not got my papers here now, and for certain reasons I cannot prodace
them. I have got memoranda of the whole thing.
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12359. Can you not say, from 'memory, in round numbers, about oM***.

how much time you were paid for ?-A year and a-half I should say, Paid for a year.
in round numbers-no, about a year.

12360. For this one year's pay did the Government get any benefit
of your labour ?-I suppose they did.

12361. What benefit ?-I was trying to open up the country, in the Gave value for
this pay by

first place. trying through
newspaper to

12362. What else ?-I was working at opening up the country and opfen up country.
ehowing the benefits for emigrants to go in there and settle.

12363. That was by your work upon the newspaper, was it ?-Yes.

12364. And is that what you allude to when you say that the Gov-
ernment got the benefit of yo ur work ?-Yes.

12365. Iý there any other matter connected with the business of the
Government upon which you can give us information ?-There i8.

12366. Connected with the Lock ?-Yes.
12367. What is it ?-You had better ask me.

12368. I have asked you?-I will not volunteer any evidence at all
on my part, but you can ask me anything you wish.

12369. Will you inform us as to the subject upon which you wish to
be asked ?-Certainly.

12370. Name the subject ?-In connection with the works.

12371. Will you give us your information in connection with the
works ? -I will.

12372. Please do so ?-In which branch of the work do you mean ?

12373. Whichever you can give us any information ont If there is
more than one branch, you can give us information on one branch first ?
-There are several branches: there was wood work, and other works
besides that, and there was a general store there. Wood-cutting, steam-
boat running, and all that kind of thing-several branches.

12374. Can you give us any information on the store branch ?-I can.

12375. What is it ?-Mr. Wilson was running a store for the Govern-
ment, or at least it was supposed to be in his own name afterwards. It
appeared to me, I did not know, but my impression was that the store
wus run for the benefit of the superintendent, from reasons that I have
got papers to show that every pay day be made up the accounts and
sent them in for signature to Mr. Sutherland, and there was Dot a pay
day there from 1876 after that until-there was no pay day until the
work was suspended, there was no pay day at all. The money was
used for other purposes.

12376. What other purpose ?-I do not know. If I had my memo-
randum I could tell you îll about that part of the thing. Men were
employed there to kill cattle, beef was sold then in Mr. Wilson's store,
and the balance of the beef went to the men's boarding-house. Govern-
ment men were paid to look after this beef and kill it, and they were
holding responsi ble situations besides. There were two or three men
paid to look after that. Besides this, there were three men paid for
hlunting up timber lands. Their wages and time are supposed to be in
the books.

Suspected that
store was run for
benefit of super-
Intendent.

Men said to be
hunting up tim-
ber limita for
James Suther-
liand while mn Pa
of Government.
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o,*mg*me** 12377. For whom were they hunting up timber ?-For James Suther-
land.

Alleges that cer- 12378. How are you aware that they were hunting up timber for
InWoernment James Sutherland ?-I knew by speaking to the men themselves, and I

employ, were knew that their time went down on the books, because I saw them
ber for ames afterwards, aud I afterwards saw Jamos Sutherland placing scrip in the
Sutherland. and agents hands to locate certain limits on the Rainy River.

12379. Well, what further upon that subject ?-I do not know any
further than I had a good many excursions on the Rainy Lake steam-
boat. The chief cook was taken from the boarding house there, and
there were sevral other cooks, and Government stuff taken to supply
those excursio s.

12380. Do you know the names of the men, or any of them, who
were employel by James Sutherland at the Government expense ?-
I do.

12381. Please give the names?-Stewart was one.
Their names. 12382. What was his first name ?-I think James-or John-I forget

which; Joseph Capastran.
12383. Any others ?-No; those are the chief names.
12384. How are you aware that while they were hunting up timber

for James Sutherland, they were under the pay of the Government ?-
I know it very well.

12385. Iow are you aware of it ?-I saw them drawing thoir pay
afterwards, and I saw them retained in the employ of the (overnment
after they came back.

12386. Did you see them drawing their pay for this particular time,
during which they were engaged in hunting up timber ?-I cannot say
as to that, but I know that they were always in the employ of the

Indians Government afterwards, just the same as ever. Then there were about
employed. sixty or seventy Indians employed by the Government then; the

majority were American Indians.
12387. Don't you understand that when I asked you whetheryou are

aware whether those men-who hunted up the timber for James
Sutherland-were paid by the Government, that I moan during the
time which they were employed by the Government ?-I do not know
anything about it at all.

12388. Did you not understand that that was my question ?-No.
12389. Now that it is plain to yeu, I ask you whether you are aware

whether they were paid by the Government for the time during which
they were employed by James Sutherland ?-I do not know.

12390. Proceed on that subject about the Indians: what do you
mean by alluding to the Indians-what was the transaction-were
they working for the Government and paid by the Government ?-Yes.

12,91. Do you mean wrongly paid ?-I do not know.

12392. Why did you allude to the Indians pointedly, if there was
nothing wrong about it ?-I do not know particularly why I alluded
to them at all; they were then employed upon the canol, that is all I
know about it. They were paid, I suppose, for their work.
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4 p0n wihyuclmana.gemenit12393. Is there any other branch of the business which you can *wor".
give us information ?-None that I know of.

12394. What Thompson was it, who was present when you and Sutherlandnot

Hugh Sutherland were arranging about your paper, and about yOU arragements
being paid for the time during which you were not labouring ?-Mr. made un tpublishhag
Sutherland was not present ut all. newePaper.

12395. You said Hugh Sutherland and Thompson ?-I beg your par.
don; I did not mention Sutherland's name at ail.

12396. You sce that Hugh Sutherland is present now ?-I see; but I
did not say he was present when the arrangement was made.

12397. You said so. You said that Hugh Sutherland and Thompson
were present ?-I beg your pardon ; I made a mistake if I said so,
because he was not present.

12398. Who was present ?-Mr. Thompson was.

12399. What Thompson do you mean-the Government agent ?-I
mean Sutherlard's agent. He was superintendent of Mr. Suthland's
he understood the whole thing.

12200. Who else was present at that arrangement ?-I cannot say othergpersons
now; I have not got my memorandum and papers to show. Other parties when arompson

were present ut the time. ment was made.

12201. Can you name any of them ?-I could name several of them,
but they are not here.

12202. Perhaps we can get them ?-I doubt it very much.

12403. Do you doubt whether you can name them ?-I do; however
the books will show the arrangement was all right.

12404. You are under oath to tell the truth, and I am endeavouring Forgets their

to ascertain if you know anything : do you say you can name any others names.

who were present ?-I cannot just now.

12405. Is there any other matter connected with the business of the
Fort Frances Lock, or in any other way connected with the Pacifie
Iailway, upon which you can give us information ?-No, I guess not.

12406. Who supplied the plant for the newspaper of which you
have spoken ?-The public.

12407. You did not advance your own funds ?-No.

JIUaH SUTHERLAND's examination continued: SUTHERLAND

By the Chairman :-
12408. The last witness speaks of an arrangement by which he was Knows nothing.

to devote his time to the publication of a newspaper at Fort Frances of an arrange.
"e') ment by whioh

and that he was paid as if he was giving bis time altogether to the Litle was paid by
Public service, when in tact he was not giving his time to the public whle devoting
service but for his private advantage in connection with this paper: do himself to the

ou know anything of such an arrangement, and if so what was it ?- a newapaper.
know nothing of any such arrangement.
12409. What do you know about the newspaper arrangement ? -I

know that a small sheet was published there a few times about the size
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oraaeent of that (pointing to a parliamentary return). This man Litle was
working in the rock-pit as a labourer for some time, and it became

How newapaper known that he was a printer, when some arrangement was made to get
came to be start- a smail paper published. This man was hired with other labourers to

work at handling rock. It was discovered, after a while, that ho was
a printer and some of the residents there thought it would be well to
get up a small supply of type from Thunder Bay, as this man
represented himself to be a printer and an editor, and he could get up
a paper after hours. A subscription list was started for that purpose
by parties outside of the canal works altogether. Mr. Fowler was the
first man who upoke to me about it, and asked me if I would give any-
thing. I said I would give a small subscription, and I did give $5 or $10
or something like that.

12410. Out of your own means ?-Yes; out of my own means alto-
gether. I had not seen the man, did not know him, and had never been
introduced to him. He came there looking for work. I did it on the
strength of Mr. Fowler's representations that it would be a nice thing
to have ittle paper there and bring Fort Frances into notice.

Understood that 1241. Have you ever learned that bis time was paid for by the
Litile worked a Government while he was devoting it really to bis own interests ?-bis newsepaper
at night. No; and I do not believe there was anything of the kind. As to any

arrangement having been made with me, or that I am acquainted with
any arrangements of that nature, is simply without foundation. I know
nothing about it, only that the paper was published there. I understood
that he worked at it at nights. It was not very heavy labour; it
required very little editorial labour and was a very small affair.

Not aware that 12412. The last witness speaks of some of the mon who were in the
h tibter ihrnis employ of the Government at one time, and who were in the employ-

or that men were ment of the Government afterwards, having been engaged in hunting
engaged huntingg enegedihutg
them up for him. up timber limits for your brother James : do you know anything of that

matter ?-I do not; I am not aware that he had any timber limits.
McLennan, rock 12413. Are you aware that he employed any men in the Govern-oreman,had men ment pay to search for timber limits ? - I am not aware of anything ofhunting up tim-
ber limite. the kind. I think, perhaps, I can account for the rumour as I heard it bo-

fore. * It was represented, and rumoured that Mr. R. McLennan, who was
rock-foreman, and who I understand is in the city to-day, although I
have not seen him, ho is a contractor on section B, ho was my rock-
foreman at the time, and he was engaged at that time and had mon
hunting up timber limits ; but that I and my brother were interested

But witness in no with him, as far as I am concerned, I dery-I deny that anything of the
way interested' kind was ever talked of even. If Mr. R. McLennan is in the city I would

like to have him examined..
Extent of wit-
nesb'e interest in
land.

12414. As far as you know, there is no truth in the story that either
you or your brother made use of the Government labourers to hunt up
timber for either of you ?-No; I have not owned amy, nor bas my
brother owned any, except what I have obtained from the present
Government ; nor did I purchase or scrip any land ont there, but
my brother scripped a half a section, or a quarter of a section, or some-
thing of that kind.

12415. We are not enquiring into land which you or your
brother have obtained, but for the service of the labourers who searched
for timber ?-I positively deny that anything of the kind ever took
place.
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12416. Is there any other subject connected with the business of the 3"" .**t
Lock or the railway, upon which you can y ive us information material or work.
to this investigation ?-There are one or two other witnesses, men who
Were engaged for me on the works, who ought to know a good deal
about it and who ought to be examined.

12417. Are they here in the room ?-No; but there is Mr. MeLennan,
Who was formerly engaged by me as foreman, I have just heard that he
is in the city. He is the foreman under whom Litle worked, and may
Perhaps know something about the printing matter.

12418. Upon the subject of hearing further evidence, the Commis- Not necessary to
sioners think it proper to say that the evidence given by Litle to-day has "I lit"S ror
lot displaced in any way the impression which they have received from butting Litle's
former witnesses upon this same subject, and it will not be necessary evidence.
to call aniy other witnesses for the purpose of rebutting his testimony;
but if you wish witnesses to be called upon the general subject, or upon
any other matter that has been overlooked, they would like to be
111formed ?-There are no matters that I can think of just now that
have been overlooked. If it is convenient for the Commission to cal]
4Lennan-I do not suppose that he could give any new evidence-
robably not any more than Mr. Thompson, or my brother or myself
ave given. The only reason I would desire te Call him, is that he bas

'lever had an opportunity of giving evidence in reference to the Fort
Prances investigation. There bas been a great deal said some time
ago about the reckless manner in which this work was conducted, and
1 know of no parties who are better able to judge, or give evidence,
than those who had charge, and who ought to know ail about it. 1 Wiéhes to have.

Will say this much; that I am very much pleased indeed that the Com- examined.
4issicn bas taken up the heads of this business and examined them,
îilstead of what has been done before, taking up the men from the rock-
Pits and othere who knew no more about it than the " man in the moon
When I was examined at Ottawa, I gave a list of ail the head-men-
'nIen who ought to know if there is anything wrong-and they refused
to Fnbpæna them; they refused to examine myýelf; they had witnesses
there who knew nothing, comparatively speaking, about the working
0f the canal. I am glad now to have this opportunity of having them
eXamined. Mr. McLennan is, probably, the only other important man;
and, as I said hefbre, I do not know that be can throw any new light
"Il the subjct at ail. I have not talked with hini at ail. There is a
charge in which he himself is directly concerned, and I do not know but
he would like to have the opportunity of clearing it up.

12419. You are aware that the Commissioners supposed that their
labours, as far as taking evidence is concerned, were closed on Saturday
'ight last, and the adjournment took place without naming a further
day, and that the opeuing of the hearing to-day was caused by a witness
"Ppearing for the purpose of giving evidence. It will not be very con-
Venient, since ail arrangements are made for our leaving the city, to
(ontinue the hearing indefinitely. If you are able to get Mr.

eLennan here almost immediately, we will be very glad to hear him,
otherwise we shall have to defer hearing him until we open the sittings
8a1in at Ottawa; then we shall probably ask him to corne down if you
eonider it necessary ?-I do not know that it will be necessary; it is Not necessary
O7IY in the event of some of those old charges being revived it will be t°e*ànlane
necessary to have him examined except you wish to have him exam-
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or iora a ined as to the general working ofthe concern which, in ail probabilitY,

vill be a corroboration of the evidence of Mr. Thompson, my brother
and self.

12420. In the meantime, will you endeavour to get him here a3
quickly as possible, now ?-I will. There is one more matter,-that I
wish to touch upon, if I have the privilege of doing so.

Smal accounts 12421. You have with anything connected with the Pacifie Rail-
unpaid. way ?-There are a small num ber of accounts unpaid by the Depart'

ment, which are just and proper tQ be paid by the Government. All
these papers-I speak of nothing but what I have on file in the Depart-
ment long ago. These people, of course, are bothering me, expecting
that I should be in a position to get their money, and I wish to have it

put on record that I have done ail that I can do. There is a number
of accounts-I could furnish a list of them-in the Department, and
what I refer to is that these accounts should be paid. There is a

w0du®eo balance also due to myself. The Government owe me about $800, and
the paymaster about $400. This arose in this way : we were kept 8
long while at the close of the works without nioney, and we made
applications for money to pay up the accounts, and supposed every hour
that money would arrive; and we kept paying out and paying out
until we had overpaid this much. Afterwards, the money was sent UP
here to pay all the claims, but we were not paid. I have made personaàI
application to the Department several times since for a settlemernt.
I asked the Deputy Minister last spring, if he knew any just
reason why I should not te paid; ho said : " No, except that I had not
given up my books." le insisted that that was the reason. I had
declined to give up the books to an irresponsi ble Commission; and if I
had given up my book I would not have been able to defend myself to'

]Rad been told day. I did offer to give up my books to the Department, and I offered
hat e rason to the other Commission the privilege of examining my books, but they

was because he would not examine me or my witnesses; that is the private Commissidi
wo Id flot give Upt
bieuSs giveup that was appointed, and the Deputy Minister told me that that was the

only reason he knew of. He askel the accountant, Mr. Bain, in W.
presence, if he knew if there was anything wrong in my accounts ; and
Mr. Bain said that there was not. This amount stands to my credit iL1

the books in the Department and I have not received it.

Lan's account,
3400.

Witness thanks
ommsoners

for their impar-
tiality.

12422. Is there any other matter ?-I may say that the paymast0el
Mr. Logan, whom you may have the opportunity of exantining, b80
been writing to me. 11e is a poor man and he has paid out this mo.0e
in good faith. le has tried in vain to get it. He has asked me to 100
after it. I suppose he expects me to put it on record in this Commis5
sion. (The witness then retires to see if ho can find Mr. MeLennan il
the city, and returning continues): I'cannot find Mr. MeLennan anY'
where in town and I do not wish to detain you any further on that
account. I have only one thing more to say. I have to return my thanko
to this Commission for the very impartial manner in which I have
been examined, and their fair conduct; and I am very glad to have this
opportunity of putting my thanks on record for having heard thOse
who ought to know most of the Fort Frances Locks.

The Chairman:-The Commissionors do not think they are entitled
to any thanks, for whatever they have done was entirely from a se"sO
of duty. They have granted yon no favour but only what yon «O
entitled to.
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OTTAWA, Thursday, 26th October, 1880.

Telegraph-
Voustrumctlont

Contract me. 196

TOUSSAINT TRUDEAU's examination continued:

By the Chairman:-
12423. When you were before us on the last occasion, you said that Cannot produce

the documents relating to the Barnard contract (No. 3) were not in the P r onted

Possession of your Department, but were with the Minister of Justice :
have they been returned to your Department so as to give you control
Of them now ?-Not yet.

124 '4. Then do I understand that you are not able to produce any of
them on the present occasion ?-No.

12425. What is the next contract in order of time that we have not Purchase or
touched ?-No. 6. Contract No. S.

12426. What was the subject of that contract ?-Purchase of rails.
12427. Was it let by public competition ?-Yes.
12428. Were tenders invited by advertisement ?-Yes.
12429. Have you the copy of the advertisement ?- Yes; I now Advertisernent

produce it. (Exhibit No. 116.) f°r tenders pro-

12430. I see by the paper which you produce that there were two
advertisements for rails : was there any contract let upon the first
advertisement alone ?-No.

12431. Then the first advertisement resulted in no transaction ?-The contracte Nos.
second advertisement was simply a postponement of the first. 6 and 11.

12432. Then the first by itself resulted in no transaction ?-Yes;
there was no transaction.

12433. Do you know why the time was extended ?-The time was
extended to afford opportunity to parties living at a great distance.

12434. Had there been any tenders put in up to the time named in
the first advertisement: the 8th of October, 1874 ?-No.

12435. Have you the tenders put in at the time named in the post- List of tenderst put In at the time
Ponement ?-Yes ; this is the list of tenders which I now prouuce. named lu second
(Exhibit No. 117.) advertisement.

12436. This document is a schedule of the tenders ?-Yes.
12437. With a report by Mr. Fleming, the engineer ?-Yes.
12438. Have you the tenders themselves ?-Yes ; I now produce

themu.
12439. You make these twentv-five tenders ?-Yes. (Exhibit No. Twenty-five ten-

118.)

. 12440. Do you know whether the tenders described in the Return to
the House of Commons of the 2nd of March, 1876, comprised all the
terders received on that subject at that time ?-I have just compared
them and I find the printed list contains the list of tenders for rails to
be delivered in Montreal.
· 12441. Were there tenders for deliveries at other places which were

accepted and acted on ?-Yes.

. 12442. Were those tenders different in substance from the tenders
Vited by advertisement: I understand your advertisement alludes

53

ders put in.

Tenders for rails
to be delvered at
Montreal .
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**- only to the delivery at Montreal ?-They were different so far as the
point of delivery is concerned.

No further com- 12443. Were the transactions which were effected for delivery at
petoncalledfor places other than Montreal effected:without any public competition ?-after ýrecelpt of
tenders. There was no further competition than the receipt of these tenders.
1dmitonsordered 12444. Can you state the different transactions which were effected
ïwrt proertào '' on the basis of these tenders invited by advertisement?-Yes.

Ê-4pa s, bu"t 12445. Name them, please, giving names of the parties and the
and nuts- quantities, amounts and numbers of the contracta ?-We entered into
Pates&corder- contract No. 6, with Guest & Co. for 10,000 tons of rails, with
ed fron Ebbw proportionate quantities of fish-plates, bolts and nuts. We entered
*Vale C'o.fo
(contract7). into contract No. 7, with the Ebbw Vale Steel, Iron and Coal Co for
20,000 tons with the supply of 5,000 tons of steel rails with proportionate quantity of

irg , as ro fisb-plates, bolts and nuts. Contract No. 8, with the Mersey Steel d
Irn o. Iron Co., for 20,000 tons of steel rails with proportionate quantity of
5,000tonsand5,000 fish-plates. Contracts 9 and 10, in one document, with the West
tons delivered Cumberland Iron and Steel Co for 5,000 tons of rails with pioportionatefree at Wot ktng- uni
ton, Cumberland quantity of fish-plates, bolts and nuts. Contracts 9 and 10 also provides
Iron and Steel for the purchase of 5,000 tons of rails. with proportionate quantity of
9 and 10). fish-plates, delivered free on board at Workington, England.
Contract 1, 5,000 12446. Besides these deliveries at Montreal, contracted for in the

onzon t Caor, terms of the tenders, were there any other quantities contracted for to
be delivered free be delivered at other places, besides the portion of contracts 9 and 10
Ïverpoo dt to which you bave alluded ?-Yes; contract 11 with Naylor, Benzon2

Contract s1 & Co. for the supp y of 5,000 tons of rails, with proportionate quantity
Cooper, Fairman Of fish-plates, to be delivered frie on board at Liverpool; contract 31,
& Co., for bolts with Cooper, Fairman & Co. for bolts and nuts.and nutts.

12447. Do you mean that these two last-named contracta, 30 and 31,
were based upon the prices mentioned in the tenders to which you have
already alluded ?-Yes.

12448. As to contract No. 6, were Guest & Co. tenderers ?-Yes.
12449. Have you the tender?-Yes; it is part of Exhibit No. 118.
12450. As to contract No. 7, were the Ebbw Vale Steel, Iron and Goal

Co. tenderers ?-Yes.
12451. Is the tender part of Exhibit No. 118 ?-Yes.
12452. As to contract No. 8, was this company the Mersey Steel and

Iron Co. a tenderer?-Yes.
Contract8, tender 12453. What was the quantity tendered for ?-5,000 to 10,000 tons.for 5,000 tons -
oontraet for 2500 12454. What ws the contract for ?-The contract is for 20,000.,ton& y ht teTe2)00

12455. Do you know how it came about that the contract is for a
larger quantity than tendered for: don't you think there were twO,
separate tenders for 10,000 tons each ?-No; I think that the quantity
was increased simply because the company expressed itself wilHing to
undertake the larger quantity.

Cox & Green and 12456. Was the price named by these tenderers the lowest price of
lower In price. any-for instance, was not the tender of Cox & Green, or Guest & Co.,

a lower price ?-Yes ; the price of Cox & Green was lower.
satislledthat 12457. Do you know whether those persons who had tendered ,t
at larger ree lower prices were offered the opportunity of increasing their quanti-
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ties at the lower prices, or whether it was only at the higher prices I
that the increased quantities were offered to be taken ?-I cannot pro- afer It wasaaeer-duce any written correspondence on the subject, but I am satisfied that tained that the
the desire to increase the orders at the larger price were made after nid not acept
we had ascertained that the lower bidders would not accept any more. any more.

12458. What is the date of the contract at the higher price ?-The 14th Januaryigs,
14th January, 1875. at higher price.

12459. Will you look at page 35 of the printed Return to which you On the 21st
allude. Please read the telegraph from Cox & Green to you, dated Gein ecogh
December 21st, 1874 ?-That is-" See our !etter 18th December, to ed an offerfor'
Mr. Braun, offering 5,000 tons more of rails, &c.," is that what you osteel ralsnd
allude to ? offer refused&

12460. That is what I allude to : read the answer of the following
day ?-" No further steel rails wanted. Thanks."

12461. Are these telegrams followed by any other communications Braun writes to
to a different effect?-Yes ; at page 37 there is a letter from Mr. C&°Green ae-
Braun, Secretary of the Department, to Messrs. Cox & Green, accepting d v
5,000 tons delivered at Workington, at £10.

12462. Does that touch.the question of rails delivered at Montreal ?-
It does, so far, that we entered into a contract (Nos. 9 and 10) for
5,000 tons of steel rails, delivered at Workington, at £10, and subee-
quently it was agreed that these same rails should be delivered at
Montreal, at £11, according to the terms of the same tender received
from the same parties.

12463. In addition to the tenders which are printed in this Return, at
page 5, are there other tenders based on the same advertisement to be
found printed in another place. I understand, you wish to add some-
thing to your evidence-please do so ?-The tenders not included in
the list printed in the Return dated April 6th, 1876, are to be found
printed in full length in the same document, at pages 11, 17, 19 and 22.

TiMOTRY KAVANAGH, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :

12464. Where do you live ?-In Ottawa. Oontraet N. S

12465. How long have you lived here ?-I came here in 1860.
12466. Have you had any business transactions in connection with

the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-I had some contracts.
12467. Was your first contract for the completion of the Pembina

•Branch ?-Yes.
1468. Were you connected with some one else in that matter as

partner ?-Yes.
12469. Who was it ?-Mr. Falardeau, of Montreal. IHe was to join Mr. he

rue in the contract, but Mr. Mackenzie objected to him. eartner, Falar--

12470. Upon what ground ?-He did not say.

12471. Was the work let by public competition ?-Yes.
12472. Did you tender in your own name ?-I did.
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ontrat .a . 12473. Then did you take the contract alone after this objection ?
-No; after he raised the objections, I came up and told Mr. Falar-
deau that Mr. Mackenzie objected to him.

12474. What was the result of that then ?-I walked away from him
at the time, and had nothing more to do with him.

12475. Did you take the contract alone ?-No ; after I came ont I
met Mr. Murphy. I told Murphy about it. He said he did not mind
taking the contract. Murphy tock the contract at my figures.

12476. Did he take it alone or do you mean that he joined you ?-
No, he did not join me; a party by the name of Upper went in with
him.

12477. Well then you did not contract at all ?-That is all there was
about it. I think it was understood I was to be with him in the con-
tract.

12478. With whom ?-With Murphy and Upper.
Murphy deter- 12479. Do you mean that you, by your tender, became entitled to the
fre, of ,"& contract and that you did not get the contract : I do not quite under-

tand what you mean to say about it ?-The way it came, Falardeau was
to come with me in the contract. When Falardeau came up Mr. Mac-
kenzie objected to him; when he objected to him I met Murphy, and I
complained to Murphy that Mr. Mackenzie objected to Falardeau, so I
told Murphy what my figures were and he said he did not mind taking
my contract at my figures.

12480. Did you go with him to the Department of Public Works?-
Yes.

12481. Whom did you see ?-Mr. Trudeau and Mr. Mackenzie-there
was not anything more about the matter. The work went along.

12482. But did the papers go along-were the papers signed ?-Yes.
12183. Did you sign them ?-Yee.

12484. Then yon became one of the contractor ?-I presume so ; Mr.
Murphy though attended to it chiefly.

Conuented to 12485. Were you a consenting party to Mr. Murphy becoming a con-
purehynd"UP- tractor ?-Yes.

rr s t°°° 12486. And Upper with him ?-Yes.
12487. Then you had nothing to complain of about that ?-Nothing

at all to complain of.
12488. When you first tendered, this gentleman in Montreal was not

a party in the tender ?-No.
12489. Your idea to include him in the transaction was a subsequent

one ?-Yes.
12490. And it was that subsequent idea which the Department

objected to ?-Yes.
12491. But they consented to you taking other partners instead of

the Montreal man ?-Yes.
12492. And you agreed to it ?-Yes.
12493. Was there any arrangement, after you became the contractor,

by which yon went out of the contract and these other men remained
the sole proprietors ?-None at all.
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12494. Did you take any part afterwards in the settlement with the C.tmt WO. 33,
Government about the matter ?-No.

12495. Why not ?-I was not called upon.
12496. Was the work taken out of your hands ?-Well, I think it was

partly taken out of my hands at the time.
12497. Have you had any settlement with these men who became No settiemntwlth tipper and

your partners about the transaction ?-No. Murphy.
12498. And is the matter still an open question between you and the

Government, or between you and the partners ?-Well, I don't hardly
think it is.

12499. How has it been closed if you took no part in the closing ?-
I took no part in the closing. I do not know whether they intend to
settle with the Government, or-whether it is an open question yet
between them.

12500. Have you any claim against the Government on account of
it ?-Not a cent.

12501. Then you have virtually abandoned all interest in the matter?
-Virtually abandoned all interest.

12502. Has any claim been made against you at any time for not
fulfilling the contract ?-No.

12503. When you first tendered was there any understanding that Tendered in his
any person else was to have the benefit of the tender as well as your- OWn name.
self ?-No; not at the time I tendered. There was some parties at the
time I tendered proposed to come in, but I did not mention their names
in the tender.

12504. Had they an interest jointly with you ?-There was no inte-
rest between us.

12505. Was there any agreement by word of mouth between you and
some person else ?-Yes.

12506. That they were to have a share in it ?-Yes.
12507. Who were they ?-They were Americans.
12508. Did they have any interest in it afterwards ?-None. They

were to come here, I think, with the understanding to sign the contract;
and when they came they went away in the morning without staying
to do anything with it, so I attended to it myself.

12509. You mean that they were here to sign the tender, not the
contract ?-Yes.

12510. They were not to sign the contract ?-They were to corne
here and sign the tender.

12511. But did not ?-But did not.

12512. And on that account you tendered in your own name ?-The
tender was in my own name all the time. When the tender was called
for I attended to it all in my own name.

12513. Did you ever give any personal attention to the work your-
Melf ?-No.

12514. Did you ever visit the work ?-No.
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.'endepIu 68,
B.c.S 12515. Is there any other matter connected with the Canadian Pacifia

Railway in which you have had any interest ?-In British Columbia I
had.

12516. What interest had you ?-When the tenders were called for
I put in a tender for it.

12517. Do you remember which section that was ?-Section D.
12518. Is that the northerly section ? -I think so. It is the forty

and a-half miles. No; I think it is coming this way. It is section D at,
all events.

12519. Was the contract awarded to you ?-Yes.
Rm bons Interest- 12520. Was any person interested with you when you made the
ed with him. tender ?-My son.

12521. Where does ho live ?-In town here: Ottawa.
12522. Who took the active part, you or your son, in getting up the

tender-the prices, &c. ?-It is myself.

By Mr. Keefer :-
From Junction 12523. Do you know whether it is the section from Emory Bar tOFiat to Savofna'S Boston Bar ?-No; from Junction Flat to Savona's Ferry.

By the Chairman:-
12524. Was anyone interested besides you and your son ?-No.
12525. Had you been accustomed to any work of this kind ?-Well,

I had done some; not a great deal. For the last twenty or twenty-five
years I have been noticing a good deal of railway work and paying
particular attention to it.

12526. Were you furnished with blanks by the Department for the
purpose of filling up prices ?-Yes.

12527. And specifications ?-Yes.
Mis son delvered 12528. Who delivered the tender to the Department ?-I think mytender to Depait-
]Dent son did.

12529. You did not yourself?-No; I was sick at the time.
12530. I thought you said that you took the active part in getting up

this tender ?-So I did, but I was confined to my room. I was not able
to be out.

12531. Had your son any experience in this sort of work ?-No.
12532. So that your idea prevailed about prices ?-Yes; he made the

figures and I gave him the prices.
12533. Had you any communication, before the tender was put inl,

with any officers of the Department ?-None at all.
12534. Directly nor indirectly ?-Not direct nor indirect, any more

than to get the form of tender and specifications ; that is all.

12535. Did you enter into the contract then ?-I was sick at the tire'
and was not able to attend to it, and I told my son to attend to the
affair.

12536. And did your son enter into the contract- do you know ?-1
eould not tell what he done. I was not able to leave the room at all-
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12537. Do you know whether he became the contractor for the section? *
-1 could not tell what ho done atter that-I could not tell what ho
done at all. I am on my oath now and I confine myself exactly to
what I done myself.

12538. Did you join him in any arrangement afterwards to dispose of tn the con-
that contract to any one ?- Not at that time. I did not see my son at tract by whonm he

al]. I told him to go up and attend to the business. I did not see him has o nredn

for some days afterwards. h uht the

12539. Have you been told by-him that some one became interested
in the contract ?-Yes.

12540. Who was it ?-Mr. Onderdonk.

12541. Did you take any part in arriving at the price that Mr.
Onderdonk was to pay for it ?-No.

12542. Who settled that ?-My son.

12543. Were you willing ho should settie it alone ?-I left the thing
entirely in bis own hands and gave him no instructions.

12544. Of course it was understood between you and your son that
you were jointly interested ?-Yes.

12545. So ho was a partner ?-Yes; a partner bona fide. I left the
matter in bis hands.

12546. Do you know the amount that Mr. Onderdonk paid ?-No.

12547. Did not your partner mention it ?-I think ho did, but I quite
forget it just now.

12à48. Do you mean that you do not remember anything near the Does not remem-

amount ?-Well, I could not say, I could not say just now. Onderdoito pald.

12549. I am speaking now of what your partuer told you was the
transaction. Of course your partner was your agent as weli as
aeting on his own bebalf?-Yes.

12550. And what ho would tell you might be material. Now I want
you to say what ho told you, whether ho was right or not in what ho
told you ?-I prefer not answering that question bcause I might make
a inistake in that.

12551. I cannot relieve you from the responsibility of answering
raerely because you prefer not to answer, because if you know I want
>you to say. If you swear that you do not know what your son told you
You can do so and take the responsibility of that ?-If my memory was
refreshed by putting the question to him I might be able to answer it
botter than I can now.

12552. Was it not a considerable amount ?-Yes.

12553. Does not the considerable amount make enough impression
Upon your mind to make you remember it ?-A person would imagine
it could be so-but really I could not say just now- I could not. I
Would be quite willing to have my memory refreshed upon it before
sying it.

12554. Is your son living in town ?-Yes.

12555. Will you go and see if h. can come up now and give evidence
onI the subject at once ?-I will. (Witness thon went to find out if his son
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could come. He returned in a few minutes, and ho informed the Con-
mission that bis son could not come that day).

12556. How many of your sons were interested with you in this
tender ?-Three.

12557. Give their names ?-Joseph, Francis and Michael.
12558. Do you know what arrangement was made for putting UP

the deposit with your tender ?-I do not; I know the deposit with muy
tender-I think it was my son Michael put in the deposit with MnY
tender.

$5,000 deposit put 12559. How much was it ?-Upon my word I forget-I think it Was
sonI e ® $5,000, but I am not quite sure.

12560. Rad ho the command of $5,000 ?-Yes.
12561. Do you know whether any arrangement was made with auY

person else to help you or your son with the contract or with the
tender ?-I do not know what ho done-I left it altogether with hin-
self, I was quite ill at the time.

12562. What amount did your son say Mr. Onderdonk gave for the
the contract?-I think ho told me at the time, but really I forget noW-
I never settled with my sons since. If I had settled with my sons
could tell, of course, but I have not settled with thom for two years.

12563. Have you seen him since?-Yes.
12561. How long ago ?-A few moments ago.
12565. Did you put any question to him ?-No; there were tOo

many by. I only asked him if ho could come up bore and ho said ho
Jemb. Branch. couldn't just now.

Put Up deposit 12566. Did you put up any deposit with the tender for the previous
Branch cona contract, the Pembina Branch ?-Yes.
but cannot Bay4
whether th as 12567. How much ?-I don't know; as much as was called for at
or was fot the time.
returned.

12568. What became of that deposit ?-L could not say whether it
was ever returned or not up to this.

Left the manage- 12569. Has thore been any time, between that period and to-day, whO
ment to his son. your mind has been altogether weak and infirm so that you do Dot

remember things ?-No; because I left the matter in my son's hands,
it was not anything wrong with my mind, but I left it in my son'9
hands to attend to it. I was thinking, of course, every day that the
Pembina Branch would be fixed up, and I don't know but I may b
called upon yet.

12570. Was your son interested in that too?-No; he was not.

12571. Well, why did you leave that to him ?-Well, because thoY
generally attend to the money affairs. .

Contraet No. 63, 12572. Do you mean to say that you i eally do not know whether
c.B. that deposit bas been returnod to you or not ? -I really don't know.

Does not remem-
ber theamont 12573. Nor the amount that was given by Mr. Onderdonk ?-No.

âon. 12574. Nor the amount which your son said was given by gr.
Onderdonk ?-No.
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12575. la there any other matter connected with the Canadian Pacifie
IUailway in which you have been interested ?-No.

12576. Do you know of any person who can give us any information
to asist us in our enquiry about the matter of the Pacifie Railway ?-I
could not at all. I am very careful not to make any enquiries about a
person's business ; it is a thing I don't make a practice of.

12577. You say that your son is the only one that knows about this ?
My son generally attends to it.

12578. Is your son carrying on business here ?-Yes.
12579. la he going away with you: you were speaking of going

away were you not ?-No.

T enderlrnj-0c ,trat .es,
B'C'

12580. Then he can be got at any time that we sbould want to
examine him, say a week hence ?-Yes; he is not going away that I
know of just at present.

12581. Do you know whether your tender for the British Columbia
section was the lowest tender ?-Yes.

12582. And do you know whether Mr. Onderdonk tock it at the
same figures as yourself ?-Nothing any more than I heard it was so.

OTTAWA, Wednesday, 22nd October, 1880. TRUDEAU.
'TOUSSAINT TRUDEAU's eXamination continued:

12583. Witness :-I wish to add to the evidence given by me yester-
day that the particulars of bolts and nuts named in contracta 9 and 10
are not given in the tender. The summary of the case, is therefore, as
lollows:-The tender sent in by Mesrs. Cox & Green was for the
supply of 5,000 tons of rails with proportionate quantity fish-plates,
the price to be £11 sterling if delivered at Montreal, or £10 if delivered
in England. No price was given for bolts and nuts, the contract entered
into was for 10,000 tons; 5,000 to be delivered at Montreal, at £11;
5,000 at Workington, England, at £10. The bolta and nuts delivered
at Montreal, £20; the boits and nuts delivered at Workington, £19.
The contract was so far deviated from that the whole 10,000 tons were
delivered at Montreal, at £11, the contract price, and none at
Workington.

By Mr. Keefer
12584. The bolts and nuts, I suppose the same ?-Yes.

Purchase of

Coatae Nos.
B and 11.

Particulars of
boits and nuta
named in com-
tracts mon.9
and 10 fnot glven
In tender.

By the Chairman :
12585. Did you intend to say yesterdaty that before ordering the How larger

Jarger quantity of rails from Cooper, Fairman & Co., at £11. 3s., you uantity of etelquantityIl Coprat high.r
had endeavoured to get a larger quantity at the lower prices from the putce came to be
lower tenderers, and it was because they would not furnish them at the °deraI fromCoeFairnian
lower price that the order was given to Cooper, Fairman & Co ?-I & Co.
have no correspondence on the subject, but I have no doubt it was so.

12586. If you bave no correspondence on the subject please state your
reason for thinking it was so ?-Well, the very fact of our baving
Called upon Cooper, Fairman & Co. is strong evidence in my mind.
Hiad it been otherwise it would have left another impression.
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12587. You mean that because it was done it must have been righIt?
-I think so. Yes; otherwise I would have recollected it.

12588. Have you any other roason excepting that the trans-
action of the Department was certainly right : in other words, is it
upon the infallibility of the Department that you base your judgment
now ?-I have no recollection of conversations between the Department
and the lower bidders, but my impression now is that they would not
supply any more rails at those lower figures.

12589. Do you mean that that impression is from some memory of
conversations or some memory of correspondence, or only because it,
was actually done by the Department : I wish to know what is operat-
ing in your mind which leads to this statement of yours ?-The best
evidence in my mind is that we were endeavouring to get rails at the
lowest possible rates,and that if we went to bigher bidders it was because
we could not get rails at the lower rates.

12590. When you use the word we, to whom do you allude ?-I
mean the Department.

12591. Did you take part in each of the transactions of the Departe
ment about the rails yourself individually ?-Not in all the transactions-
No.

12592. As to those in which you took no part, how do you know what
led to the results ?-Of course I do not know.

12593. Are there any papers upon record concerning any of these
transactions, or, if not on record, in the control of your Department,
which would throw any light upon the transactions; for instance, if
any of therîe lower tenderers had been unwilling to furnish larger
quantities than mentioned in their tenders at the sanie rate, is there
any record, either of conversations or communications, to that effect
that you know of ?-No.

12594. Do you know really whether they were applied to formallY
for the purpose of ascertaining whether they would deliver larger
quantities than they did deliver at the low rates?-The correspondence
with Cox & Green i's evidence that the Department was in commu-
nication with tlle tenderers offering.at lower rates.

12595. To the extent of what quantity does it show that they were
in communication ?-To the extent of 5,000 tons additional.

12596. My question is directed to larger quantities than that; you
understand that that was not all that was required by the Government
do you not ?-Yes.

12597 Do you not understand my question ?--Yes ; I understand
your question.

12598. Then if you understand it please answer it ?-Well, my firm
belief is that the parties that sent lower tenders were communicate
with, but I cannot tell you why I have that impression on my mmd.

12599. Do you remember who in your Department about that tirp
were the pro per persons to be communicated with on the subject of a
supply of rails ?-All letters are properly addressed to the Minister,
some are addressed to the Secretary of the Department.

12600. Who was he at that time ?-Mr. Braun.
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12601. Was there any one else to whom communications ought to be
addressed ?-Communications might have been addressed to Mr
-Pleming, but they should have all been addressed to Mr. Mackenzie;
Al communications should be addressed to the Minister.

12602. Were you not sometimes addressed on the subject ?-I dare-
Say I was.

12603. You were at that time the Deputy Minister ?- was.
12604. I notice in thi rinted report communications, from Cooper,

. irman & Co. on the subject of rails, addressed to a Mr. Buckingham
'ý-who is he ?-Mr. Buckingham was the Private Secretary of the
Minister.

Purchase Of
sas-

Centraets Nos.
0 and 1 I6

Cooper, Fairma>
a Co. wrote to
Buckingham on
the subject of
rails.

12605. Had he any official standing in the Department which made Letters addreused
it proper to address him on the subject ?-Letters addressed to Mr. to Buckingham
lànxckingham were intended for the Minister. Minister.

12606. Intended by whom?-By the correspondents.
12607. How do you know what their intentions were ?-Because he

'was addressed as Private Secretary; I am sure that Mr. Buckingham
could not dispose of any Government contracts.

12608. I have not asked you whether he could dispose of any Govern
tIent contracts : did you understand that to be my question ?-No.

12609. Then why do you answer what I do not ask, instead of what
do: have you any object in answering questions that I do not ask ?

"-No.
12610. Please listen to my questions and answer them. Had he any

Official standing in the Department which made it proper to address
him on the subject ?-Lis official standing was that he was Private
Fecretary to the Minister.

12611. Well, according to the practice in the Department, with
Which you have been acquainted for many years, is it usual to address
the Private Secretary of the Minister upon official business ?-It is not
asiual, but it is very often done.

12612. Do you know any reason why the usual course was not
tollowed in this case ?-No.

The following documents were thon filed:-
Contract No. 6, of Guest & Co. (Exhibit No. 119.)
Contract No. 7, with the Ebbw Vale Steel, Iron and Coal Co. (Exhibit

No. 120.)
Contract No. 8, the Mersey Steel and Iron Co. (Exhibit No. 121.)
Contracts No. 9 and 10, in one document, with the West Cumberland

Iron and Steel Co. (Exhibit No. 122.)
Contract No. 11, with Naylor, Benzon & Co. (Exhibit No. 123.)

12613. Have you any record showing by whom each of these
cOntracts was finally awarded to the contractors-I mean whether it
-*as done by order of the Minister or by Order-in-Council, or how

therwise ?-No; there is no record.
12614. Is it not the usual practice in your Department that a decision

Y which a contract is awarded is noted somewbere ?-It is not; when
c 0ontract is awarded the contractor is usually informed, and that forms

%e record.
12615. By whom is he usually informed ?-By the Secretary.

It Is not usual t<
address Private
Secretary of Min-
ister on import-
ant business.

Knows no reasoni
why the usual
course was flot
foliowed by Coop-.
er, Fairman & Co.

Not the ractice-
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contract.

Secretar.nrorms
contractor.
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12616. Can you say how the Secretary is directed to inform the
contractor ?-The practice varies: sometimes by a memorandum on a
slip of paper, at other times verbally.

12617. Do you know of any means now by which it can be ascer-
tained how the Secretary, in each of these cases, was directed to
award the contract ; for instance, take the first contract: do you know
how the Secretary in this case was informed that he was to notiff
Guest & Co. that they were to get the contract ?-No.

Contracts9and1O. 12618. Is your answer the same as to the other contracts ?-I find, ou
the back of the offer by Cox & Green to increase the quantity of steOl
rails from 5,000 to 10,000 tons, a memorandum by the Secretary:
" Minister directs that offer be accepted." That shows that he got his
directions from the Minister.

contract S. 12619. As to No. 8 ?-I have no means of knowirig how the SecretarY
was instructed.

12620. As to any of the other contracts ?-Nor as to any of the other
contracts.

12621. Are you aware whether there was an Order-in-Council ever
passed awarding any of these contracts ? -There was no Order-iÙ'
Council.

Cannot remem-
ber what led te
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time for recelving
tender&s

Georgiau Bay
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eCompetlon.

Contract award-
ed to A. B. PFoter
who abandoned
contract with
oovernments
consent.

12622. Do you know what led to the adjournment of the time named
for receiving tenders by advertisement concerning the steel rails ?-,
do not remember, I can only speak from my present memory.

12623. In the Return printed, a telegram on the second page, dated
14th October, 1874, from W. H. Lockhart Gordon, asking to ble
informed of the total quantity of rails required, I do not think anY
answer appears in the return: do you know whether he was inforrned
of that quantity ?-The forms asked for by Mr. Lockhart were sent tO
him; but I cannot say, at this moment, whether anything was written to
him or telegraphed.

12624. What is the next contract in order of time ?-The net
contract.is No. 12.

12625. What is the subject of that contract ?-The construction of
the Georgian Bay Branch.

12626. Was the work let by public competition ?-Yes.
12627. Were tenders invited ?-Yes.
12628. And received ?-Yes.
12629. Have you the tenders received ?-Yes; I can produce them.
12630. There is a Return on the subject, dated February 17th, 1875, to

an Address of the House of Commons, have you looked over
this so as to enable you to state whether you think the facts stated
here are true ?-I think they are true. (Exhibit No.124.)

12631. To whom was this contract finally awarded ?-To the Honour-
able A. B. Foster.

12632. Was it completed ?-No.
12633. Was it abandoned by the consent of the Government ?-Yes.
12634. Was any money paid on account of what was done under that

contract?-Yes.



Georgian Bey
branch-

Contract No. 12.
12635. Do you know what surm ?-$41,000 for surveys. $41.000 paid for

surveys.
12636. Do you know whether this abandonment was authorized by Abandonment

an, Order-in-Council ?-Yes; it was authorized by an Order-in-Council, ando"ay of

ed by Order-in-
12637. And this payment of money ?-That was also included in the Council.

Order-in-Council.

12638. Have you the original report of the 9th February, 1876, by
the Engineer-in-Chief on the subject of the Georgian Bay Branch ?-
Yes; I produce it.

12639. Have you compared it with that which is printed in the Return
to an Address of the House of Commons of the 28th February, 1877 ?

Yes.
12640. lis the printed copy correct ?-It is substantially correct. On

the third page the word "estimate " has been been printed in lieu of the
Word " statement."

12641. With that exception is it correct in your opinion ?-Yes.

12642. Then we shall not require the original report, and I return it
to you: have you the report of April 27th 1876, by the Engineer-in-
Chief ?-Yes.

12643. Have you compared that with the one printed in the Blue
hook of 1877, which is the Fourth Report of the Standing Committee
On Public Accounts, at page 40 ?-Yes.

12644. Is the printed copy correct ?-Yes.
12645. Then we shall not require the original. Have you the Order- Another contract

in-Council, or a copy of it, annulling the contract with the Honourable let and cancelled.
A. B. Foster for the Georgian Bay Branch ?-Yes.

12646. Have you compared it with the one printed on page 15 of
the Return before mentioned ?-Yes; I have compared it, and it is
Correct.

1264t Then we shall not require the original. Has the Georgian
?Jy Branch been proceeded with since that abandonrment ?-Another
(ontract has been let and has been cancelled.

12648. In this letter of Mr. Fleming's, dated 28th of April, 1876, he Whether the
says that he "feels assured that in the event of the Gorgian -Bay *av bie inthe
branch being proceeded with the expenditure incurred would generally Prosecutionofrthe

available in the prosecution of the work :" do you know whether thea a a or.
the expenditure incurred in the payment of this 841,000 has been avail- Iete", does not
able in the prosecution of the work?-I think that is a question
Which should be answered by the engineers. '

12649. That depends upon whether you know or not; I am asking
You now whether you know ?-I do not.

12650. There is a Return to an Address of the House of Commons of
the 17th of February, 1875, printed : do vou know whether there are

Ialy other tenders concerning the Georgian Bay Branch besides those
that are referred to in this Return, I mean for the first contract ?-There
a ro other tenders.

12651. Are these correct as printed in this Return, so far as you
ow ?-They are.
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Contraet No. 12.
Tenders for
,Ueorgian Bay
Branch.

12652. Can you conveniently produce the original tenders ?-Yes; t
produce them. (Eight tenders : Exhibit No. 125.)

12653. Have you the schedule of these tenders as opened by your.
self and Mr. Braun ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 126.)

Sub.id te 12654. What is the next contract in order of time upon which you
tis ionugi«a have rot been previously questioned by us ?-Contract 16.
te irpls.in

Contract N 1 .16' 12655. Upon what subject ?-It is a subsidy to the Canada Central
]Railway Co., for the extension of the railway from the vicinity Of
Douglas westward to the eastern end of the Canadian Pacific RailwaY,
near Lake Nipissing.

12656. Was that let by public competition ?-No.
Subsidy of $12,000
per mile.

Abandoned by
mutual consent.

Trmnzlotaten
contreactNo1

12657. Can you say how the transaction was accomplished ?-The
Canada Central Railway Co. applied for a subsidy to assist them in the
construction of the line, and on this an Order-in-Council was passed
granting them a subsidy of $12,000 per mile on certain conditions.

12658. Have you the application of the Canada Central Railway Co.
for this subsidy which can be now produced ?-I have not got it here.

12659. Will you please produce it,or a copy of it, at another tirne ?-
Yes.

12660. Was the contract finally completed ?-No.
12661. Was it abandoned by mutual consent by the 'Government aud

the contractors ?-Yes.
12662. Have you the correspondence which led up to its being aba1'

doned, or any alteration in the contract ?-Not at present, but I wil
produce it afterwards.

12663. What is the next contract in the order of time ?-It is contràct
No. 17.

Transortation 12664. What is the subject-matter of the contract?-It is the trana'
Brltlsh olumbia. portation of rails from Liverpool, England, to British Columbia.

12665. With whom was it made ?-With Anderson & Co.
12666. Have you the contract itself here ?-Yes. (Exhibit No. 127)
12667. Do you know how this contract was brought about ?-Ys.
12668. How?-5,000 tons of rails were purchased in Englad

and an agreement was entered into with Messrs. Anderson, Andereoo
& Co. to carry these rails to British Columbia at the rate of £2 per toO'

Cooer, Fairman

Department 4th
jna

0fre t re
felghttL ~r
-tn. (Be 27)

12669. Had they furnished the rails ?-No.
12670. Then you have just described the result of the transacti

but not the means by which it was brought about. This appears te
a bargain by which Messrs. Anderson, Anderson & Co. agreed with th'
Government of Canada to transport the rails which some other
had furnished ?-Cooper, Fairman & Co., in a letter to the DepartiC
dated January 4th, 1874, said that if the Deparment would take 1n
rails they could probably secure freight at £2 per ton, although £31
had been asked.

12671. Is that the letter of which a copy has been printed at
37 of the Return to an Order of the Commons of the 2nd March, 1
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-Yes; on the 7th Jannary, 1875, Mr. Braun telegraphs to Messrs. ** 1**
Cooper, Fairman & Co. of Montreal, that: Thereupon Braun

telegraphed
"If freight to British Columbia can be got at £2 sterling Government will take Cooper, Fairman

tons steel rails ship ed at any time. Delivery will be at Esquimalt, Cowichan tons or steelrails
gay or Nanaimo, at all of which places there are good facilities." delivered ln

British Columbia
12672. Is it probable that the letter to which you have just referred at £2 for freight.

to as of the date the 4th January, 1874, was really of the date 4th
January, 1875 ?-Yes; it should be 1875.

12673. Well, proceed ?-That is the way it was brought about.
12674. Was that the substance of the arrangement between the

Government and Anderson & Co., as you understand, accomplished by
this letter and the telegram here : is that arrangement qualified in any
'Way, as far as you know ?-No ; I do not think it is qualified.

12675. The telegram which you read commences with " if " some-
thing could be done ? -Yes.

12676. That appears to be a conditional offer : do you know whether Cooper telegraph-
it was eve*r reduced to a positive offer or positive acceptance ; so far the ® raer aas ce0
arme of Anderson, Anderson & Co. has not been mentioned ?-On the 10s.; freight "o.l8thJanury, 875,Mr. nsuranoe not ln-
18th January, 1875, Mr. Cooper telegraphed: cluded. Braun

"Accept your offer made by telegraph on the 7th : rails, £10 10s. ; freight, 40s. ; eoten Coarein.
Iisurance not included;"
and on the 21st January, 1875, Mr. Braun writes to Cooper, Fairman
& Co.:

In reply to your several communications on behalf of Mesers. Naylor, Benzon &
Co I am to state that the Government accepta their offer to supply 5,000 tons of
steel rails at £10 10s. sterling per ton, free on board at Liverpool, and allows £2 per
tonl for freight to the Vancouver ports."

12677. Then is that the bargain with Anderson, Anderson & Co. ?-
Yes.

12678. How did you or do you ascertain that that is the bargain with
these contractors ?-I find nothing in the correspondence.

12679. Is there any other contraet that you know of for the trans-
Portation of rails from England to Vancouver Island, except this one
With Anderson, Anderson & Co. ? - No.

12680. Thon is there any doubt in your mind that this is the COn- Has nodoubtthu.
tract alluded to by Messrs. Cooper, Fairman & Co. in this correspon- mentronedby
dence which you have mentioned?-No; I have no doubt. . Cooper, Fairman

12681. Do you know who certified to the receipt of quantities
delivered in British Columbia ?-I cannot tell you at this moment, but

can find out.
12682. Can you find out also the particulars showing the voucher

anbd reasons for the payment of this transportation contract, and also
te amount paid, and to whom, upon this contract, so as to let us know

itto-morrow ?-Yes.
12683. What is the next contract in order of time ?-No 18. It is a (ontract Ne. 18.

out11ract with the Red River Transportation Co. for the carrage of Transprtation
%ils from Duluth to Winnipeg, or any point on the Red River between °tnt on a

?emXbina and Winnipeg. River.

12684. What is the date of the contract ?-The date of the contract Date of contract,
"V*8athe 22nd of May, 1875. 22ud May, 1875.
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Trans etpatiou

of Ha1s-
contract me. 1-. 12685 Have you the contract here ?-There is no formal contract.

12686. What is the evidence of the agreement ?-It is contained in
five letters which I produce. (Exhibit No. 128.)

OTTAWA, Thursday, 28th October, 1880.

TousSAINT TRUDEAU's examination continued:

Tendering. By the Chairman -
Ne advertine- 12687. Before entering into contract 18 with the Red River Trans-
ment to procure
tenders. portation Co., had there been an attempt, by advertisement, to procure

tenders for the same work ?.-No.

12688. In the Return of 1876 to an Order of the Commons of the 2nd
March, at page 56, there appears to be a copy of a letter from Fuller
& Milne, dated 16th April, 1875, which commences as follows: -

" Sir,-Noticing your advertisement for tenders to transport steel rails and
fasteninge to Fort William and Duluth, &c."
This is addressed to " F. Braun, Secrotary :" do you think now that
there was no advertisement for tenders for this work ?-Yes.

12689. Then were the writers of this letter in error in supposing
that there had been, or how otherwise do you account for that letter ?
Does that only refer to transportation to Duluth ? -Contract 18 is for
transportation from Duluth to Winnipeg. The advertisement referred
to in the letter just quoted is for the transpurtation of rails from
Montreal to Fort William or Duluth on Lake Superior.

12690. Thon do you understand that this offer by Fuller & Milne
was for work not alluded to in any advertisement ?-Yes.

h Fller & 12691. Do you know how it was they were led to make any such
Mllne were led offr o
make an offer. offr ?-No.
The offer is for 12692. Is the offer in substance concerning the same work which was-
t rk oron- embraced by contract 18?-Yes.

Fleming reported 12693. Do you know whether there was any discussion in the Depart-
ne ofrer. ment as to whether this offer was a lower or a botter one than Kittson's ?

-1 think that Fuller & Milne's letter was referred to Mr Fleming to
report upon, and that Mr. Fleming on the 5th May reported.

12694. Have you a copy of his report ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit
No. 122.)

12695. Read it aloud ?-
Fleming's report. "Sandfo»d Fleming to F. Braun, Secretary, Pub!e Work.-I return the letter of

Messrs. Fuller & Milne, offering to carry rails from Duluth to any point où the Red
River between the boundary line and Fort Garry at the rate of $13. 50 per ton. Consi-
dering everything I do not think the prie unreasonable, but before entering into a
contract with these gentlemen, I think it would be advisable to look into the matter·
mentioned in the second last paragraph of their letter."

12696. Do you know whether that section of their letter was looked
into, and had anything to do with the awarding of the contract to some
one else Y-I do not.

12697. Will you resd the second last paragraph of their letter to
which Mr. Fleming refers-or if you have any doubt which is the
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Transportatie
ef Rmals-

Tenderlng-second last paragraph read enough before it so as to be sure you * ra ".18.
Infclude it ?-

" Provided the Government obtain permission from the American Government to
transport the same through their territory without bonda, or on own personal bond,
Payments to be made at the rate of 93 per cent. on delivery, and that we be informed
Of the acceptance of this tender on or before the 5th day of May next."

12698. Do you know whether Fuller & Milne were ever notified Fuller & Mune's
that this offer was accepted or refused, or would be considered ?-I find ®'terd a no
that the letter was acknowledged, but I find no other correspondence. other acceptance.

12699. In Fuller & Milne's letter the offer is at the respective rates 2,OO Ibs. toton
rnentioned per ton : do you know how that was understood by the und®r o when

Department, as far as the number of lbs. to be included in the ton is pounds is not
concerned ?-Well, the number of lbs. when not described, we speciaed.
tUnderstand that the ton is 2,000 lbs.

12700. Do you mean that that applies to the rails-material of that
kind ?-Yes; because we always specify, when we wish to deal with the
long ton, the number of Ibs. to the ton.

1270 1. Da yo know whether that is the general understanding in
the trade about rails and fish-plates that a ton means 2,000 lbs,
ulnless otherwise expressed, or is this understanding peculiar te your
Department as far as you know ?-I understand in all cases, where the
iumber of lbs. to the ton is not namel, it means 2,000 lbs.

12702. Then in the correspondence of your Department with Cooper,
Pairman & Co. about the transportation of rails, which correspondence
Was carried on both by telegrams and letters, do you mean to say that
Where no weight was mentioned, the ton referred to was a 2,000 lbs.
ton ? At page 56 of the Return before alluded to, there is apparently
a telegram from Mr. Braun to Cooper, Fairman & Co., dated the 7th
April, 1875, in these words:

"Cable Anderson to show their contract to General Agent Jenkins; 30 tons spikes
for Vancouver are supplied by Nut Bolt Co. :"

are the tons referred to there of the weight of 2,000 I bs.? And the
Previous telegram of the same date from Mr. Braun to Mr. Jenkins,
ingland, contains, among other things, these words:

"Ship to Vancouver 5,000 tons rails by Naylor, Benzon & Co.:"

are these tons 2,000 lbs. weight ?-No; they are articles purchased But in England

in England where the ton is 2,240 lbs. The rails were to be pur- 1wanusg o p"

chased by the long ton.

12703. Specified to whom ?-In the printed specification and form of
tender.

12704. Will yon read the paragraphs from Fuller & Milne's letter Fuller& Milne's
Which state the different points between which they will carry the r carru
rails at the prices specified ?- rt r

" From Duluth to any point on the Red River between the boundary line and Fort over 1ed River
Iarry for $t3.50 per ton ; trom Duluth to the crossing of the Canadian Pacific Rail- $15 per ton.

Way over the Red River for the sum of $15 per ton."

12705. From what you have said about the weight of tons, in the
absence of any special description, do you understand that Fuller &
Milne offered to take this price for the short ton ?-Yes.

12706. As you say that you know of no correspondence with them on
the subject, I suppose you are not aware whether they were asked to

54
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cet'ratNo. 1, explain in any way whether they meant the short ton or the gross
ton ?-Ns

foes not know
,whether It was
ever dlscussed in
Departmenat
whether Fuller &
Mlne's meant
long or short ton.

Cannot explain
why Klttson's
ofrer at a iiigher
pr.ice was aceept -
ed.

If, as was tlie
case, portion of'
rails were to be
delivered above
Winnlpp-g (ho
otYer which was
Ignored vas
better than that,

accepted.

CHAPLEAU.

Contract No. 42.
Intneniînx

Oerks-

per Influence.

A elerk n eTic-
partmcent of'
Public Works
ever since M3.

Correspondence
clerk.

12707. We understand Mr. Fuller himself, in giving his evidence, to
say that he took it as a matter of course that it would be the long ton,
and if so that would make a still greater discrepancy between his price
and that of Kittson : do vou know whether this matter was ever
discussed in the Department ?-I do not.

12708. Have 'you any report showing why Kittson's offer was
accepted at what appears to be a higher price than Faller & Milne's?
-No.

12709. Can you say whether it was at any time considered that this
offer of Kittson's was more advantageous to the public than Fuller &
Milne's ?-No.

12710. Have you, since you were here yesterday, looked into the
substance of these offers by Kittson; for instance, orie of the alternatives
being to deliver the rails at the crossing of Red River, provided the
navigation was sufficient between Wintipeg and that point ?-Yes; I
have just read the letters sent in by Mr. Kittson.

12711. Do you sec anything in the offer of Mr. Kittson more favour-
able to the publie than the offer of Fuller & Milne ?-No.

12712. Do you sec anything in the offer of Fuller & Milne more
favourable to the publie than that of Mr. Kittson ?-If all the rails
were to be delivered at Selkirk the tenders would be equal. If a
portion is to be delivered above Winnipeg, that is between Pombina
and Winnipeg, then Fuller & Milne's offer is the better of the two.

12713. Do I understand you to say that in order to make the Kittsonl
offer as good as Fuller & Milne's it would be neeossary that they should
undertake to deliver the rails as far north as the railway crossing ?-
Yes.

12714. Did they so undertake ?-Yes.

SAMUEL E. ST. ONGE CHAPLEAU, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :

12715. Where (o Yout live ?-I live liere in Ottawa.

12716. How long have von lived her-e?-I have been here since
September, 1873, I believe.

12717. Have you been etgaged in any of the Government Depart-
ments ?-Yes; I have been a clerk in the Department of Public Works
ever since that tine.

12718. Did you renain in the Department of Publie Works at the
time of the separation of the Railway Department?-Yes.

12719. Iave you taken part in any transaction connected with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-As clerk, yes ; 1 have in the shape of
correspondence, and so forth.

12720. What was your duty in the Department ?-I was correspon'
dence clerk; in fact I had to attend to almost every part of the
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nucb as looking up records of past transactions and Ierks-
Inaking returns to the iouse of Commons, and so forth. er fiprde-e-

12721. lad you the custody of any particular kind of document ?- Had charge of
At one time 1 lad charge of the record room-of looks and documents. publie records.

12722. What would there be found in that room ?-All flic piblic
lecords that passcd through the Departncrlt -letters rce-iveI and
letters sent.

12723 Was there any one else who ha.l charge of tliat same oomt ?
Ther was another officer who used to be entrusted with tie sane

duties I was entrusted with.

12724. Who was that ?-Mr. Ennis.

12725. Would his position be that of assistant to you or one of
concurrent power ?-It was concurrent, I must say; we discharged
these duties together.

12726. Then neither of you was subordinate to the other ?-No.

12727. Did he continue to perform thosec duties until the separation
of the Railway Braneh frorm the Publie Works DX.partment?-Yes; I
think ho has continued in that position up to this day.

12728. I mean did he continue in the Publie Works Department
Until the Feparation of the Railway Branch ?-Yes.

12729. When was the separation ?-I do not exactlv remember. It
Was in September, 1879, I believe, or the beginning of October.

12730. What is the system in that Depar tnient about the receipt of
tenders for works-railiway works for instance ?-Adverti seinents were
generally prepared, I believe, by the Pacific Railway Branch, and the
Works te be let were advertised in the press. 'enders wer-e to be
reCeived by the Secretary of the Departmont.

12731. Who was lie ?-Mr. Braun. After the tenders were received
I could not say who opened them. Sometimes 1 think it was a duty
discharged by Mr. Braun and Mr. Trudeau, the Deputy Minister', and
Other tines, I think, between the Deputy and one of the engineers
unlder Mr. Fleming.

12732. Before we get to the opening of the tenders I wish to know,
after the receipt of them by the Secr'etar'y, what became of them ?-
Ile had the custody of' them.

12733. le alone ?-[ think so.

Fnis associated
wit hirn.

Practice in De-
partmen L as to
rncelpt arid open-
Ing of tenderb.

Secretary (Braun)
Ihad ustody of
te lltdors.

12734. .Do you know how they were disposed of ?-I have not any Clerks saw
idea. We, as lerks, did not sec anything of them until they came to irs unti often

As after the works had been awarded and the contracts let. They were the works had

then passed into the record roorn to be endor'sed and to be filed. beei awarded.

, 12735. Do you not know what the system was: whother he put then
into any safe or any place of custody beyond ordinary filing of them ?
'I could not say what ho did with them.

12736. You have no knowledge of that ?-No.
12737. If you have not a knowledge of the general practite, hiave

YOn the knowledge of partienlar instances ?-Well, in my. Department,
aee I have been Secretary of the Department, when I receive tenders
Place them under lock and key until they are opened.
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Clerks- 12738. When did your duty on that account commence ?- -
A Ileged inipro.

per Influence. secretary, I believe it commenced the beginning of October, 1879.

Neverhad CUS- 12739. And from that time forward the tenders connected with the
tody of tenders
connected with Pacifie Railway were not in your charge ?-No.
Pacifie Railway.

12740. Then at no time have you bad any individual custody of
the tenders connocted with the Pacific Railway ?-No.

McDonald's pro- 12741. Mi. McDonald, at Winnipeg, described a transaction by
rie of Money which he promised you a sum of money for using your influence witl

provided witnessi
used his infiuence Mr. Smith: will you explain the nature of that business ?-1 have
with Smith. prepared a little history of this transaction, if you permit me to read

t it may expedite matters.

Statement re- 12742. You may read it.-Towards the latter part of February, 1879,
garding this an old friend of mine-a brother officer in the American army-Col-
transaction. J. N. Smith, of the firm of Smith, Ripley & Dillon, of New York City,

arrived in Ottawa on business connected with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. It appears, as I was afterwards informed by him, that an'
ex-employé of his firn, Mr. Jones by name, whom he then introduced
to me, bad tendered for sections A and B, Canadian Pacifie Railway;
and, being under the impression that the work might possibly be
awarded 1o him, had requested Mr. Smith to come to Ottawa to ascer-
tain whether bis prices and the terms of the Government were such as
to warrant his (Smith's) taking hold of the contract. At the time of
Smith's arrival a rumour was current that a Toronto firm who had been

Andrews,Jones offered section B had declined to accept it, and that Andrews, Jones
& Co. offered con- & Co., who were the next tender, would be offered the work, whichtract. -turned ont to be true. In the meanwhile I had met Smith several

times at my hotel, and in the course of conversation reference was
made to the experience I had acquired in the army in organizing and
operating large transport trains, also in housing, victualling, &c., largO
bodies of men, such as would be requîred on the works in question,

An understand- which led to an understanding between us that, in the event of his
ing that if accepting the contract, I was to resign my position under GovernmentAndrews, Jones yune î
&Co. gotcontract and take an active part with him in it. As near as I can remember-it
up his situation was two days before the contract was offered to Smith & Co. by the
and gointoactive Government-J. J. McDonald, whom I had met almost daily at mY
co-operation with
them. hotel for months before, asked me if I would not use my influence with
Two days after Smith and dissuade him from taking the contract on the grounds that
itnJ.J. McDon'a his prices were too low, adding that if I succeeded it would be worth
asied him to dis- $5,0o0 to me ; to which I answered that Smith was too good a judge of
suade Sneith ok to be infiuenced by any one ln the manner suggested. McDonald
(Andrews, Jones okt eifune yayoeith anrsigtd.M oal

& Co.) from reiterated his offer on three or four occasions on succeeding days.
taking contract
saying it would Other persons also made me the same offer on behalf of McDonald's
be worth $5,,® to firm to all of whom I answered that I could do nothing of the kind.-witnese. frmnthg
Others made like 12743. Who were those other parties ?-I think Mr. John IHeney, of
<>re". Ottawa, was one of them; I think Mr. Ginty, of Toronto, was another.

I could not remember all the names ; several persons spoke to me about
it.

12744. What do you say was the effect of this offer from other per-
sons ?-They were telling me that if I would only use my influence il
that way with Smith it would be worth my while to do it-that 1 had
a chance to make $5,000, and might as weil do it.
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12745. Proceed with the evidence.-On the 26th day of February, fJierks-
.ndrews, Jones & Co. were informed that their tender was accepted per iinletce.
for section B, and a stated time was given them to deposit the required 26th February,
5 per cent. securitv. Smith immediately left for New York. I may Andrews,Jones
as well state here that previous to his leaving for New York he sent that their tender
for me and asked me to inform him of the decision which the Govern- Beiwoce Smth Ieft
tuent should arrive at in the matter of the application which he had for New York he
biade for an extension of time to put up that 5 per cent. security.- anasked hmto

telegraph If Gov-127-46. Was it arranged how you were to be informed of the decision erninent should
On that subject ?-No; as I was in the Department he asked me if extend time.

Would ascertain whether the time was extended or not, and to telegraph
him accordingly.

12747. How did he suppose that you were to ascertain ?-By en-
quiring.

12748. From whom ?-From the Secretary of the Department.

12749. Proceed.-Two days after I telegraphed him that his appli- Telegraphed him
Cation had been refused. le left on the 26th, at night, and it was on hat is apea-

the 28th I telegraphed to him. refused.

12750. Was the formal letter from the Secretary to Andrews, Jones
& Co. delivered to your care ?-No.

1'2751. To what place was it directed ?-It was addressed to Andrews,
Jones & Co. at the Union House.

12752. In Ottawa ?-Yes; and some friends had instructions, I believe, 28th February
to receive the letter and to take cognizance of the contents. On the from Smltth Lat
28th of February I received a despatch from him stating that his triends lisfrendmdecin-

deied ed togo into
Were opposed to him taking the contract, and that he had decid contract.
accordingly. That was after I had sent that telegram to him that his
application was not granted.-

12753. Have you got that telegram ?-No ; I did not keep it. Later
on that day on my enquiring if he had not best reconrider his deci-
8lon-

12754. Was that enquiry made by telegraph ?-Yes. I informed
him that 8,0.000 had been deposited with the tender, and if he had not
better reconsider his decision. He telegraphed back that he had fully
decided to withdraw. Happening to meet McDouald that afternoon, or
the afternoon of the next day,_-

12755. Do you remenber what day of the week it was you met Mr.
McIDonald ?-No; I could not say exactly.

12756. Do you remember whether it was Sunday ?-No, it was not
Pfunday; it was eitlher Friday or Saturday.

12757. Proceed.-I showed him the telegrams I had received from
81lith. I also showed them to Mr. Fraser, whom he had introdnced
t'O me the day before, I think, and gave one of these telegrams to Mr.
*raser. He asked me for it. It was no use to me and I gave it to
him. In the meantime a report was circulating in the pres that
$50,000 had been deposited with the Government on account of the
5 Per cent. security in connection with Andrews, Jones & Co.'s
tender, with the further information that $50,000 were forthcoming.
etat was in the press at the time.

showed Mu%
DJonald aujr
Fraser the tele-
gram he had re-
ceived frorn
Smith saying he:
had determined -
to withdraw.
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Clerks- 12758. Do Mou mean any particular paper, or the pres gener1lly ?-
Allegded Impro- Ohhft eMirh

pet lÂ'"wce Oh, the Free Press of this ityv. On the eveiiii(r of th, 5th of
after Fraser, Grant & C. had bhen nolitied that their tder was

MeDonaId rearing accepted, McDonaldi, who was frighteied lost Andrews, Jonles & Co.

oremis ones might transfer heir tender to some other parties (he having ascer
transfer their tained that $100,000 had been deposited on accounît of Andrews, Jone8
witener, aked & Co.'s tender-he told me so), askd me if I would not teeraph or
he wouid not tete- go and see Mr. Smith about it. As 1 had determined to go Io Washing-
graph Smith or g d
go to New York ton about that time, on business connected with a patent I had applied
and see him. for in January previous, and to which objections had been raised, I
Left next day and told MeDonald I would leave the iiext morning; that I would stop at
aaw smnith. New York on my way to Washington, and would see Smith about it,

which I did. Upon enquiring from Smith, whom I met in company
with Jones in New York, on the 7th day of March, whether they
intended to transfer their tender, I was informed that they had nO
application from any one. I have subsequently been told by Mr. Smith
that no application was ever made by any one for the transfer of their
tender.--

12759. Upon this occasion, when you told Mr. McDonald that yoil
would go the next norninîg to New York, was there any arrangemel t

between you and hLim as to compensation for your efforts ?-Ie may
have mentioned something to me of that nature, but I did not pay anY
attention to it. Ie had repeated that so very often to me.

12760. Do yot remïiemnbor where this conversation to"k plaie whenl
you decidel to go t New York next morning ?-[ coild not say where,
i ued to meet hin so frequently. I met hinm at the hotel and at his
house.

12761. Mr. McDonald's recolletion is tiat it was at his house or
whei everl le was aiying. and Mr. Fraser ani vou cime together ?--t
imay have been at his house. I used to go there very fre luenuy.

1276?. Do you remember the circumstance, whethor or not mir.
Fraser ancmpanied yot. and ii the presence of the thire -of yotu it wa
arranged that you 4hould go to New York ?-I couid not say as to
whether he was presefnt or not-he may have been.

Reasons why 12763. Proceed.-Oil enquiry as to the reason why they had
Srews. Joes declined taking the contraut, I was inforned by tho head of the fira

contrae. (Mr. DilMn) th t the chi ef rasons were the 01d lness of [he cotury, o
wh:ch thlev had not sufliicient kInowldge, and tho cosIy natlue of the
works wlich thte piices in thvir teider did not warrant thtemu to under-
take, and tlie shortnless of' time giveu them to put up the money.-

Smith supposed 12764. Do you mean that he intimated that if the time had been
the Government ]onor to et up the mioney lie would have taken the contract ?-It Was

a m.a not entirely that, because they had time enough to put up the money if
they watted to; but what I understood him tosay was this: that having
asked a short extension and having been refused that extension, b
supposed tie Govern ment were antagonistie to him taking the contract.
Thatis the view he took of it.

McDonald told 12765. Proced.-I have never entered into any agreement with
witness he wouid McDonnld for any compensation for dissuading Col. Smith to withdrae
se,000 whleh wit- from the tender of Andrews, Jones & Co. When I returned fro0ra
t hedoe of" Washington, however, he told me he would see that his firm should pay

xubrant me 84,000, which I regarded as an expression of the exuberant feelings
feeling.
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of a contractor at having secured a large contract, causing him to pro-
fusely scatter promises-the probability or possibility of the fulfilment of
which he had probably never considered at all. Some months later,
When I received a cheque for $500 from him, there was no explanation
accompanying it at al.-

12766. Was that fromn him personally ?-Yes.
12767. le handed it toyou ?-le sont it to me.
1276S. Imean was it from him personally or by letter ?-It was sent

by letter.
12769. No writing with it?-No. I might bore stato that at that

timne (that is the time I received the choque) McDonald was making
use of a patent invention of mine, which was saving him a very large
amrount of money in a work he was executing-that is the time I
received the cheque-

12770. Had that been by previous arrangement with you that he
Was using your patent ?-I never permitted him to use it.

12771 Had the fact of bis using it been spoken of between you ?-
We had spoken about it. Yes.

12772. Was there any understanding that ho was using it swithout
Your consent ?-No.

12773. .Nor with your consent ?--No.
12774. There was no understanding about it ?-No.

12775. Had there been any conversation upon the subject of your
getting any pay for it ?-No ; there had been nothing said in regard
to it.

12776. Proceed.-And as he would be indobted to me in a consider-
able sum, I retained the $500 on aceount of that claim on which there
is still due me a balance of b3,400.-

CH A PLEAV
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12777. IIow do you say thore is a considerable sum due to yon, ifyou
never hai any understanding that he would pay you f'or it?-Because
I laim he saved so much on the work ho did.

1277R. But you say ho never informed you of the particulars of this
claim ?-No; ho did not at the time.

12770. How can you calculate and state so precisely the exact Basisofrcaiula.
balance due you, when there had been no conversation or understand- t'en Of daim for

uS ef patent.

lflg as to the price ? -- Because I have sinco sold other parties the right
to use that invention, which would have brought me that much money
if I had got from him the same price that I have sold it for since.

12780. In what you have sold to others, bas the time during which Calculation by

the patent bas been used, or the extent of' the works over which it has the Mlle.

been used, been the foundation of the claim ?-It was easily calculated
because it was by the mile. He had so many miles to work upon and
cOuld calculate on that.

12781. What was the nature of the patent ?-It is a nut-lock.

12782. Over what work is ho using it?-On the Intercolonial road.

12783. But up to the time of this receipt of the $500, no amount had
ben mentioned as the value of it, and no consent or understanding on
he subject ?-No; you mean previous to the time I had that choque ?
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12784. I said up to the time that you had that choque ?-I had not
the patent thon, it had not been obtained.

12765. At the time you got the choque ?-I got the cheque about the
saine time I procured the patent ; perhaps a little after.

12786. Then ho had been using it before you got your patent ?-It
was the improvement on a patent that I held. He got the contrart on
the first patent I got. Then I made an improvement on that which
changed it a great deal and made a great change in the application of
it, and which would save in the length of the Intercolonial Railway
some $7,000.

12787. You mean in -the portion he had ?-In the whole length of
the road. It was 650 miles on which he applied that patent.

12788. Up to the time that you received the cheque from hin
do I understand that there never had been a conversation between you
as to his using your patent for pay of any kind ?-I had not conversed
with bim because the Government had not adopted that partieular
patent. The Government had given him the contract on the first
patent granted to me. I had in the meanwhile made application-that
is they had made application-to use the other patent, the improvement
on the first.

12789. Who had made the application ?-McDonald & Co.
12790. *To whom had they made the application ?-The Government;

and it was my intention to have told McDonald & Co.: "now that the
Government has accepted this, and allowed you to put it on, I want
you to pay me so much per mile;" but the Government refused to
allow him to make the change. I understand, however, that ho went
to work and put in a mile of that new nut-lock on the road, and had it
examined by the mechanical engineer,who reported to the Department
that the last one was the best, and ho continued to put that one on
over the whole lino.

12791. Did they adopt it over the whole lino as you understood ?-
Yes.

12792. Had they ado pted it over the wholo lino before you received
the choque for $500 ?-They had adopted the first patent for the whole
lino; but, as I said before, when they made application to Government
to substitute the latest patent for the first one, the Government refuseJd
to allow the change to ho made; and in the face of that they applied
the latest patent to one mile of the road, and it was understood in the
contract that after one mile had been finished the engineer was to
examine that one mile, and if it was considered good they were to con-
tinue over the whole lino. The engineer made his inspection and
reported to the Department that the latest invention was the best-
The Government, however, took no steps in the matter, and the con-
tractors put in the latest invention on the road.

12793. Without the assent of Government ?-Yes.

12794. Do you base your claim upon what you speak of as your first
patent or on the improvement ?-On the improvement, because I hae
permitted the Governmont to use the first one.

12795. Without compensation ?-Without compensation ? No.
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12796. At the time that you received this choque had you obtained
the patent for the improvement ?-Yes.

12797. [ understood vou to say a little while ago that you had not,
or if you had it was about the same time ?-I had received it jus}a little
before.

12798. Which was the earlier, the cheque or the patent ?-I think I
Would have to refer to the diary I kept at the time, and my letters
also, to be perfectly certain-I could not exactly say.

12799. Are they here in Ottawa ?-I think I can find them in Ottawa.

12800. Where did you get the patent for this improveinent first, in
this country or in some other country ?-In this country.

12801. Was it not of importance to you to get it used somewhere
Upon a railway in order to establish its value ?-Yes.

12802. Had you got it used upon some other railway ?-No; that
Was the first road on which it was applied.

Contract No. 42.
Influencing

PIer n-
AlIlcgcd Impro-

Per iluitece.
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have Invention
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12803. So that your object in getting it used was accomplished ?-
Yes.

Notwithstanding
12804. And notwithstanding that, you consider it was a ground of a thisclaimsagaist

charge against the line that used it ?-Yes, the new one was ; because it U®ne®cau the

saved them about $7,000 in work. saved contractors

12805. Is it not a common thing for inventors to give others an
Opportunity of using their inventions as a trial to establish its value
and without compensation ?-I could not say.

12806. You do not know that ?-No.

12807. In this case I understand that you consented that it might be
used as a trial ?-I must say that Mr. McDonald was not the original
Contractor for that affair.

12808. Who was ?-Mr. Senécal had the contract. lie sold his con-
tract to McDonald. Mr. Senécal was the man whom I authorized to
use the patent on the road.

12809. How long had he used it before you got the patent for it ?-
IIe had not used it at all.

12810. How long had. it been used before you got the cheque ?- Invention might
Well, as I said before, I could not say that. It might not have been sedhave oeeno

lised at all before I got the choque. cheque.

12811. If it had not been used at all, could you possibly have had a But witness knew
eaim against anybody before you got the choque ?-I knew this: h ce" ht
Was to complete his contract on the Intercolonial Railway, and that he
Inight possibly use that last patent.

12812. Then do you mean, because he might possibly use it you Because it niight
iessbly~ be used

charged him that $500 on account of it ?-Yes. r charged hin

12813. And that passed through your mind when you got the cheque ?
-Yes.

12814. Then you say, in effect, that you took the cheque intend-
ing it to be part pay for something that might happen thereafter ?-I
cannot say if the choque came to me before he used that patent. I am
]ot positive as to that-I must refer to my papers before I can
answer it.
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luinuecig

12815. Proceed with vour statement please.-In conclusion, I would
pe influente. say that I did not dluade Smith from taking that contract ; further,

lid not dissuade that I never saw the tenders for that section, or knew their contents
ing co"ract; till long after the contract had been awarded and signed; and that I

iever saw ten- was not socretary of the Department at that time, but simply a corres-
or ponding clerk.
contents till after
contract was 12816. Do we understand this to be the substance of your arrange-
s"uednor a ment with McDonald upon the day before you left for New York-thatlie Sec retary to
Department at lie was in foar that Andrews, Jones & Co. had acquired some rights
limie, but oflly bcu fterdoto
correspudin because of their deposit on their tender, and that they might assign
clerk. those rights and eut out McDonald, and that to prevent that being done
Ar aconald your services were engaged to go down to New York and influence
on which Smith ?-L cannot say that that was what he said to me.
Me Donald sent
him to New York 12817. Is that the substance of your evidence on this subject ?-le
Smithuaaenst was afraid that Andrews, Jones & Co. might assign their tender.

tra 12318. lie thought at the time that they had some rights which they
miglit assign ?-They had that right certainly. They might have
assigned their tender to anyb&dy. The Government might refuse to
recognize it, but that is another thing.

12819. But the fact of their having made the deposit made it ques-
tiona blo whether they would have the contract or not ?-I do not exactly
seize vour meaning.

Mczein feared 12820. If he had been quite sure that Andrews, Joues & Co. had been
the Governinen

i bm-ko refIused the contract final1, he would not have been afraid of their
thIcir decision. asigning their rights; but, from what you say you lead me to under-

stand there is doubt on that subject, and the doubt was because of their
baving made the deposit ?-The doubt was this, as far as I can under-
4tand it : that the Government might go back on their decision.

12821. le did not feel perfectly established in his right to the con-
tract at that time ?-Weil, I could not say; I suppose he was not.

And that An- 12822, Did he not lead you to understand that ?-No, he did not; ho
<lrewvs, Jonecs&
Co. mtght assign simply tod nie he was afraid those persons miglit assign their tender to
their teinder. soinebody else, and it might give him trouble-I think that was the

expression he used at the time.
Thinks the ten- 12823. Di you know, or did you hear from the persons themselves-
awre wee nottemoe

are ere nf" SmIth, Andrews, Jones & Co.-how the money was put up which had
had been put up bcen put up on their tenders ?-No , they nover told mne. I do not think

.l.'edn that they were aware that their money was deposited until I told them
that $50,000 had been deposited.

12824. Who was the engineer who recommended your patent on the
Intercolonial Railway ?-I believe there were several engineers wbo
recommended the use of it as being very good.

12825. But I think you mentioned one whose certificate was to decide
the question ?--You mean the engineer of the Intercolonial. Railway ?

wVhitney recom, 12826. Whoever it was who had that decision within his juris-
pat"t'n diction ?-Mr. Whitney; ho simply made the report. lie was instructed

to inspect a mile of road on which the nut-lock had been supplied.
12827. Do you menn your improvement had been applied ?-It did

not say ; I do not think.
12828. And that was Mr. Whitney ?-Mr. Whitney.
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12829. W~h e diocs he live ?-I suppose his headquarters are at
~Moneton, nithozh I could not say. I know that he i6 the mecbnieal
engineer of th itercolonial Railway.

1283 iHaI you any conversation with him on thesubject?-I nover
saw b-i in iy life.

128J1. Io you think you will be able to get the date about the time
of your patent to-day ?-I can get the date of the patent to-day.

12832. Di you remember whether you spoke to John J. MeDonald
with a view to influencing him to join Andrews, Jones & Co., if they
got the contract ?-I do noL remember ever speaking to him on that
subject, although I might.

12833. If I am correct in the recollection of his evidence, he says
that you led him to understand that they were likely to get the
-contract ?-That I did.

12834. Yes; and that he had botter join them ?-I do not remember
everl saying that.

12835. Aid that upon his declining to (o so, and offering to give
something if vou could influence Smnith to withdraw from being surety,
then you were to be compensated by $4,G00 ?-If I ever said anything
to hia it might have beet in the course of conversation. After he
would have askcd re, for instance, to dissuade him, I might have
tuirned -rut aid said Why don't you join him." I night have said
that ca-uaiiy, but I amn quite positive I never tried to induce him te
join aiy one else.

1283. o vou know lany person who manufactured explosives living
in the United States?-Yes.

12837. Whr) is that ?-I know a Ar. Nlowbrav.
12838. Whi o doe lie live ?--lHe lives at North Adans, I believe.

12R:9. IIs he ha 1 any bu iness transactions with an- contraetors of
the Pa cie Iilway as far as you know ?-From hearsay I undorstood
that ho LaJ.

12840. Ilad ie some arn Lement witlh youa at one time about hol-
ing hun in h is coiicCtioni Withi these people?-Yes.

12841 What was the neture of' the arrî.ngement?-The nature of
that arrnn'incInoit was that wlhenex-'ve a contract waîs givenî in which
there happened to be a great deal of rock work I was to notify him, so
that he could come to meet the parties, and try to manke arrangements
with thorm.

12842. IIow did he conpensate you for that ?-I dc not exactly
remernmber. Hle gave me so nuch a nonth for a while, I bulieve.

Contract No. 42.
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12843. Do you remember how much ?-1 could not exactly say - For this service
430 or $40, may be. aeveaoor $4i

12844. $75 has been mentioned ?-I am sure it was not that imuch.

12845. IHow did you get the information for him ?-After the con-
tracts were awarded.

12846. I did not know that they had been -awarded : how did you
iknow ?-As soon as a contract is awarded it is published in the press.
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dr lerks- 12847. That is not answering my question, Mr. Chapleau. I arn

Private ar-
ran eient asking you how you know tho particulars of the informainon which he
facturer" desired to get from you, and I suppose ho desired to get thon as early
Explosives. as po>sible?-The information I was to give him was this: that when

any work was awarded to anybody I was to notify him, and give him
the names to whom the work was given.

its connection 12848. Don1 't you know why he selected you in preference to some-
nenth ti it ave body else ?-I have not the slightest idea.

A ®owbrayselected 1281 9 . Don't you think it was your connection with the Department
witness for this which had to let the contracts ?-It might have been that.
serviee.

12850. Do you not nnderstand that that was suppsed togive him an
advantage over people who did not derive their informaion fron the
Department, and that it was for that advantage ho was ¡aying you $40
a month ?-I do not know that it would. Other parties had the same
opportunities to find out that I had.

12851. low much do you think you have received from hin alto-
gether for those services ?-That I could not exactly say.

12852. About how long has it been continued ?-It is only three or
four months probably.

12853. Is thore any other person whom yotu have assisted in business,
matters hy information from any of the Departments ?-None that I

contract No.66. remember just now.

12854. Do you know Alexander Bowie ?-Yes.
Never assisted A. 12855. Have you ever assisted him ?-No.Bowle.

12856. Do you not think of any one else who has been benefitted by
any information got from you concerning the Pacific Railway ?-
Information of what nature ?

12857. Information which you would derive from your connection
with the Departments ?-I do not thitik that I ever gave any informa-
tion to any body that I benefitted by that I know of. I have got here-
an affidavit, if you would like to take cognizance of it, from Mr. Smith.

ContraetNo.i2. He will probably be here himself. 1 have asked him to come and
appear before the Commission. This is his sworn affidavit.

12858. At present, I would say that it would not be quite
satisfactory evidence unless we had the opportunity of cross-examining
him, because sometimes a person will make a statement which on
being questioned afterwards nay be varied, and without having that
opportunity we cannot say it is positive evidence. We shali be happy
to hear him if ho should come here ?-I think he will be here.

OTTAWA, Friday 29th October, 1880.

S. E. ST. ONGE CHAPLEAU's examination continued :

Private ar-
ran eent

facturer of
Explosive».

By the Chtirnan :-
12859. We understand vou wish to make some correction in regard.

to your testimony yesterday ?-It is in regard to Mr. Mowbray. Mr.
Mowbray asked me if I would not let him know when contracts were
advertised for in which rock excavation occurred.
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12860. Do you say when contracts were advertised ?-Yes ; when
'work was advertised.

12861. Do you mean when tenders were invited by advertisement ?
.- Yes; when tenders were invited for that kind of work. I told him I
would. Some time afterwards 1 transmitted a clip from a newspapor
containing an advertisement for the sections A and B ot the Canad:an
Pacific Railway. I received an answer from him thanking me for the
information and enclosing $30, and asking me if I had any objections
to letting him know whenever such works were advertised, and that he
would like to pay me at the rate of about $30 a month, I think it was.
I next met him at Ottawa here, and while conversing on this subject, I
told him he could get that information very much cheaper by subscrib-
ing to one of the newspapers. He said he preferred to be written to, as lie
was absent very often from his place, and the niewspaper might be
overlooked, and the letter would be opened, and ho would be sure to be
informed of what was going on. That is ail.

12862. Have you the letter which ho wrote you ?-No.
12863. Could you undorstand how it would be of any use to him to

know that work was advertised for tenders ?-Bis idea was to be here
at the letting of the contract.

12864. How could ho tell when the letting of the work was to take
place ?-It was mentioned in the advertisement.

12865. I thought only the time for receiving the tenders was mon-
tioned. It is always understood when the tenders are received thcy
are opened immediately and the work let.

1:866. Does it not happen sometimes that work is not let-that the
time is extended, and even if not extended, the opening of the tenders
and -the awarding of the con tract is delayed for weeks ?-Yes; it has
occurred sometimes.

12867. Then you mean that ail the information you gave Mr. Mowbray
for this monthly payment was to let him know when tenders were invit-
ed for works of this character ?-Yes.

12868. Do you know why you were selected to give him this informa-
tion ?-Nothing further than I knew the person very weil. I had seon
him at the hotel for two or three years previously. I used to converse
with him very frequently. He was a very intelligent old gentleman.
As I lived at the hotel myself I met him frequently.

liunu-lneing
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12869. Do you know, as a matter of fact, whether ho came to Ottawa Mowbray went to
and saw the people who obtained the contracts on the Pacific Railway, ness dos not
or some of them?-He was present after the tenders were received, 1 kanow whether l
believe; about that time anyway. I suppose ho saw some of the parties. ness with con-

tractors.

12870. As you knew him so well were you not informed whether ho
saw any of them, and whether ho dealt with thom ?-I do not remem-
ber; I cannot say whether ho dealt with them or not.

12871. Do you remember whether he told you that ho had made anyt ransaction with any of the contractors?-No; I never heard from him
to this day-that is, from the time ho was present at the letting of that
work-and, if I am not mistaken, I think ho lott Ottawa before the work
was let. However, I arn not positive.
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12872. Could you state during what period you received pay from
him ?-I think this conversation occurred about a month before that
work was advertised.

12873. Which work do you allude to ?-I meanti sections A and B-
a nionth or six weeks, something like that.

12874. When did his payments begin ?-That I could not say.

12S75. Could you say how long they continued ?-Two months, I
beliove.

12876. Do vou mean that you recieved onlv two remittances ?-I
think so, as near as I can remember.

12 77. Do you mean that you received about $60 altogether ?--Yes;
that is about all.

12878. Understanding as you did that his object in getting this infor-
mation from you was that he might bo present in Ottawa and sec the
contractors after the work was awarded, did yon not take interest
enough in the matter to ascertain whether he did sec the contractors ?
-No. As I said before, I never saw him after that-after that letting.

12879. Do you know what time usually elapsed between the date
fixed for receiving tenders and the actual awarding of any contract on
the Pacifie Railway ?-That varies a good deal I think. Sometimes
works are awarded immediately.

12880. Do you.know of any works which were awarded imnediately:
could you refer us to any ?-I could not say: I never notieed parti-
cularly.

12881. Did you have any corresnonience with Mr. Mowbray after
the letting of the work that you allude to ?-Not that I know of.,

12882. Do you mean that you notified him oily once ?-I sent him
oniy one clip from a newspaper. That is the only time.

12883. Was that between his first and his second remittance to you ?
-That was before any.

led Mowbray 12884. Do you know what led him to send you the second remit-
send him the tance ?-I could not say.
second remit-
tance. 12885. You had performed no service between the first remittance

and the second ?-No; but, in his letter to me he said ifI had no objec-
tion he woutld like to pay so much per month for that service.

fowr 12886. Did lie state how long he would like to par so much a month?
tives fopay n -No ; he simply told me that it was worth a great ileal to him to know
him. of it in time ; he had to travel over quite a large area of country in the

United States-particularly out we&t-where ho could not ascertain
what was going on here.

coutract No. 12. 12887. Have you ascertained the dates ofyour invention to which yo
McDonald appit- alluded vesterday, and t date of the rmittance by John J. McDonald
ed to use his ,adtedt3oth yJh .MDnl

patent tI Aprit, to you ?-1 think that my application 'ir the patent was at the begin-
1879. ning of July some time,but I had made the discoverv some time in March

1879. The application of Mr. Me Donald to use it on the Intercolonial

MeDonatd's Railway was made in April, 1879. The work was almost completed,
cheque received al[ but twenty-five miles out of the 650, in November 1879, and that.
early in 1880. checque of McDonald's was sent to me-at least wats received by me-at,
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the beginning ofthe year 1880, I believe; I could not tell the month Clerks-
z5 in AIIegi~e linpro-

exactly. per Inntee.

12888. When you speak of the application to use it, do you mean
your improvement on the original patent ?-The improvement on the
original patent.

12889. Who applied to you to use it ?-The contractors applied to the
Departneut to substitute the last invention for the first one.

12890. Who were the contractors?-John J. McDonald & Co.
12891. Was this with your consent?-I had no objection to it.
12892. Did you express your consent to anybody ?-Do you mean to

the contraetors themselves ?
12893. Anybody?-I must have expressed my willingness to have

them make their application to the Government-the ceontractors-but
I do not think I spoke to anybody else.

12894. To whom did you express your willingness?-To Mr.
McDonald himself.

12895. Do you remember now that you informed Mr. McDonald that
you were willing that he should use your improvement upon thatroad ?
-I suppose I may have said so to hirn, but I do not remember having
Inentioned any condition.

12896. I am not asking at present about the conditions, I am asking J:xpresed nim-
first of all whether you expressed your willingness that lie might use "ef'wi1 g that

it, either with or without conditions ?-I may bave expressed ny use fis ratent.
Willingness to his using it.

12897. Do yo remember whether you did ?-It is very likely I did.
12898. Do you remenber whether you did ?-Yes, I;think I did.

12899. You think you remember now that you did: is it only from
the likelihood that you say you did, or is it that your recollection
informs you that it happened ?-It is not exactly from my recolleetion,
but it is very probable that I did.

12900. It is the probability, then, that leads you to think it happened ?
-Yes.

12901. Then you could not say at what place the conversation useI to meet
happened ?-No; I used to meet Mr. McDonald almost daily at that 3Qeonal1alniost

ie. daly.

12902. I have the impression that you told us yesterday that there
'Was no understanding about the use of this improvement ?-No, Ihere
hever was.

12903. But now you think it likely that you told hima he inight use
it ?-Yes; it is probable I did.

12904. And without expressing any conditions ?-Yes.

12905. Then¶how did you come to think you would have a claim Peasons ror
against him for $3,900 for using it ?-Because as it saved him a large <gjoIgfn
quantity of' money I think 1 was entitled to remuneration and te for use of patent.
1eceiving that much. I may as well state here that it was my intention,
80 soon as the Department would have agreed to use that invention, to
bave said to Mr. McDonald: " You are going to save so much by this
On the work that you are going to execute, and I want you to pay me
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so much for the use of it." I did not say so to him but it is the inten-
tion that I had at the time.

12906. Did you abandon that intention ?-No, I did not.
12967. Had any opportunity occurred when you inight have said it

to him ?-No.
The invention his 12908. Is the invention one of your own, or one acquired from some

"'wf. other person?-It is rny own invention.

12909. Have you obtained a patent for it ?-I have had two patents.
12910. Two patents of this improvement which is the subject of

your claim now ?-Well, the first patent was an improvement on check
plates generally, and the second patent was an improvement on my
lirst one.

12911. I understand your claim against McDonald is eoncerning
what you call an improvement on a previous invention ?-Yes.

12912. When did you get a patent for that improvenent ?-The
letters patent is dated, I believe, 2nd September, 1879, aIthough I made
the discovery in March, 1879.

12913. lad your improvement been used upon any roads excepting
this one over which McDonald had control before he used it ?-No, it
lad not ; but it has since.

12914. His was the first use of it on any road-practical use ?-Yes.
las reeived 12915. Have you received compensation from any other road ?-,vOinpensation for Ys

use of patent. Yes.
12916. At the same -rate at which you proposed to charge him, or

more or less ?-It was a little less, it was at the rate of' $5 per mile
royalty.

12917. And what do you propose to charge him ?-I propose to
charge him $6 and $7 per mile, not less than $6.

12918. Before you obtained the patent in September, 1879, lad youI
procured any document or right which gave you the exclusive use of
it ?-Before what?

12919. Before the patent, which you say was in Septemlber, 1879 ?--
My first patent was issued to me in the month of February, I believe,
1879.

12920. But I understand it is only this last improvement upon
which you base your claim against McDonald ?-Yes.

,Groud on whiei
lie feit entitled to
<•harge Mc Donald
for use of Inven-

teO not then
Patented.

12921. Then anything before that would not affect the question.
Speaking now only of this improvement which you say McDonald
used, and for which you proposed to apply this $500 towards the pay,
had you secured exclusive rights to that improvement at any time
before the patent issued in September, 1879 ?-No; I had not secured
any exclusive right.

12922. Thon how did you propose to charge him foi the use of it
when you had not the exclusive right ?-I knew very well that I could
procure a patent, because there was nothing like it,. I was satisfied As
to that.

12923. And do you think that because you are satisfied of that he
has to pay you ?-I think so; I think the patent law, if I am nOt

Date of patent
2nd Septem ber,
1879.
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rnistaken, does not preclude a man from charging before he secures the
Patent from the Government.

12924. Or before he has secured it by any document ?-Yes ; if ho
can prove it is his invention.

12925. Then your claim against McDonald is for the use of the
invention before you had secured the exclusive right to use it ?-lt is
not that exactly.

12926. What is it ?-le used that patent of mine.
12927. How long ?-From July, I believe, 1879, until August of this

year ; that is, ho completed the work in August, I think, or July this
Year.

12928. What happened this year would not operate upon your mind
at the time that you received the cheque ?-No; there was only a
sBnall amount of work to be done this year, only about twenty-tive miles.
The bulk of the work was done in 1879.

12929. At the time you received this cheque, you and MeDonald had
never had any understanîding that he was to pay you money on account
of this improvement, or on account of the use of this invention ?-I
think I did tell him that he should pay nie for the use of that patent,
in conversation.

12930. This is an entirely new idea ?-How is that ?
12931. You have not intimated to us at any time before that you

informed him that he was to pay for it, because I understood you to
say ail the way through that there was no understanding between you
and him that ho was to pay for it ?-When the application was first
înade, to use the new invention, to the Government there was DQ uinder-
standing that he was to pay anything for it.

12932. But have you not given us to understand that at the time you
received the cheque there bad been up to that time no arrangement
With him that he was to pay you for the use of this patent, but that
You supposed he would become liable to pay you afterwards, and that
against that future liability you proposed to apply the$500 you received:
15 that what you wished us to understand ?-In the course of the
conversation with him I said once or twice: "I think that you ought
to pay me a very handsome sum for the use of that invention."

Ventract 9o. 42.
Inisuecetng

O Ierks-
AIIege< I mpre.

per tntluence.

McDonald used
h"t patent from
July, 1879, 80
Auguet, 1980.

Thinks he told
Mel Donald he
would have to
pay him for use
of Invention

Said to McDonala
that he ought to
ay him a very
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for use of Inven-
tion.

12933. Was that before you received the cheque ?--Oh, that must
have been in September, or August, 1879.

129.34. Did he answer that suggestion ?-No; not that I remember.
12935. Hud Mr McDonald become aware of the nature of your inven-

tion, as far as the improvement is concerned, before your patent was
'eeured?-l showed him the model in April, 1879, and it was after my
ahowing him that model that he made application to the Government
to substitute that plate for the one which was contracted for.

12936. Then you informed him of the nature of your improvement
and consented to his using it : is that correct ?-I very likely said to
hima that I had no objection to his using, but 1 did not say that I would
bot charge him for it.

12937. Was there any business-like discussion between you and him Remembers no,
at any time as to compensation to you first, and if so what amonnt of lar""lla*
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compensation ?-I don't remember thzt there ever was any conversa-
tion of the kind, except those remarks I made to him on a couple of
occasions, that I thought ho should pay me a very handsome sum for
the use of it.

12938. Then the fo undation for the impression on your mind that you
had a claim for $3,900 was, that it was right he should pay it to you
and not that there was any agreement of that kind ?-Yes.

12939. Between the time of receiving that cheque and the present,
have you ever communicated to him the fact that you intended to apply
the amount of that cheque on this claim ?-I do not think I did.

12940. Have you taken part in any negotiations between any person
who has tendered for work on the Canadian Pacifie Railway and others,
besides what bas already been alluded to?-None that I remember.

12941. Have you any other information concerning matters pertain-
ing to the Canadian Pacific Railway, which you can state by way of
evidence ? -I cannot think of anything.

12942. As to this improvement of yours for which you had applied
for a patent, I think you stated yesterday that you considored it
important that it should be tested on a road ?-No, not so; it was a
clause in the contract that, hefore the contractor should proceed with
other work, they should apply tbe invention to one mile of the road,
which was then to be examined by a Government engineer and reported
upon.

DId not consider 12943. Did you not consider it important that your invention should
It Important that be practically tested by use upon some road ?-No ; was perfectlyInvention should pausrod-O I
be practicauy satisfied that the invention was good. I had the certificates of the
tested on a road. best engineers in the country, that it was the simplest, cheapest, and

nost effective invention of the kind.
12944. What engineers do you mean who certified to this ?-Mr.

Walter Shanly for one.
12945. Was that concerning the improvement or the original inven-

tion ?-It was concerning the improvoment.
12946. Do you remember when you made application for the patent

of this improvement ?-[ think it was the latter part of June, 1879.
12947. Is there anything further that you would like to say by way

of evidence ?-No; I have nothing further.

TRUDEAU.

'TenderIng- .
Cotrct N. 4s.

List of tenders.

sniele's report

tener.

ToUsSAINT TRUDEAU'S examination continued:
By the Chairman:-

12d48. There were some papers which you did not produce at' the
time they were asked for: bave you now a list of the tenders for the
colonization line from Winnipeg on the first 100 miles ?-Yes; I produce
it. (Exhibit No. 130.)

12949. Have you a report of Mr. Smellie upon Mr. Hill's tender for
that line?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 131.)

12950. Are you prepared to give, at present, particulars of contract
18, which was spoken of on the last occasion ?-No; not at this
moment.
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12951. What is the next contract after that ?-Contract 19 with
Moses Chevrette, for the construction of an engineer's house at Read.

12952. Was this a contract, or was it by letter ?-It was by contract.
12953. Have you the contract ?-No; but I shall produce it later.
12954. Has the work been completed ?-Yes.
12955. Paid for?- Yes.

Contraet N. 19.

Work completed
and pald for.

12956. Is there any dispute of any kind upon the subject that you
know of ?-No. '

12957. State the amnunt of Chevrette's contract?-81,600. Arnunt of con-

12958. What is the next contract ?-Contract 20, but I am not pre-
pared at this moment to produce the papers.

12959. What is the next one ?-No. 21, with Patrick Kenny, for Tr..portati.o
the transportation of rails from Montreal to Lachine. Vont No.%.

12960. Have you the contract ?-No; but I will produce a copy
presently.

12961. What was the subject of the contract ?-It was the transpor- Trnpraion

tation of rails from Montreal to Lachine. Montreal to
Lachine.

12962. Was this work let by public competition ?-Yes.
12963. Have youa copy of the advertisement ?-Yes; I produce it.

(E shibit No. 132.)
12964. Were the tenders asked for by the Department or by some

agent ?-By an agent.
Tenders asked for
by agent Morin.

12965. Who ?-Mr. Morin, of Montreal.
12966. Have you any report upon the tenders offered ?-Yes; I

produce it. (Exhibit No. 133.)
12967. Have you the instructions to Mr. Morin to ask for these

tenders ?.--Yes; I produce them. (Exhibit No. 134.)
12968. What date are your instructions to ask for tenders ?-July

14th, 1875.
12969. I find on page 65 of a Return to an Order of the Commons, of

the 2nd Marih, 1876, a letter from Cooper, Fairman & Co. to you,
dated the day before your instructions to Mr. Morii, in which they
intimate that they understand that the Government purposes removing
the rails to the canal bank, Lachine. Is this the same movement that
you asked Mr. Morin to invite tenders for ?-Very probably.

12970. Do you know how they were aware of the Government's
intention the day before you instructed Mr. Morin ?-There were large
quantities of rails on the wharves in Montreal, and it was apparent to
everybody that they would have to be removed very shortly. I do not
know how they were aware.

12971. Do you mean that the appearance of the rails and the locality
indicated the substance of this letter from Cooper, Fairman & Co. ?-
I do not know what prompted Cooper, Fairman & Co. to write.

12972. But this is a letter addressed to you ?-Yes.

Doe not know
Iaow Cooper, Fair.
Man & do. knew
tirat tue ranu.
would have te
b. removed to
Lachine befere
Morin the Gov-
ernment agent
waa Instructed to
aak for tender.

12973. And they allude in it to some understanding between you Letter which ap-
and them, because they say: " Anent contract for western delivery, we UTerstanIng
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contractNo.21. wili have this matter satisfactorily arranged in a few days " and the
between Cooper,
Fairaan & c. satisfactorily is italicised, evidently pointing to some understanding
and Department. with you. It appears to allude to this business and alo to some other

contemplated business ?-It alluded to contract 20.
12974. Has the contract been fulfilled-I mean this contract with

Kenny ?-I do not think the eontract was for a given quantity of rails,
simply the price per ton, and under it some 11,000 tons of rails were
displaced.

Work fIlnished. 12975. Ras aill the work required by the Government to be done
under it been finished ?-Yes.

12976. Is there any other question on that subject ?-I think that
Mr. Kenny has presented a claim to the Department, stating that ho
had made preparations for the carriage of a larger quantity of rails than
11,000 tons, but that claim has not been entertained.

Ties- 12977. What is the next contract ?-The next contraet is 22, but I
contractNo.aa. have not got the papers with me. The contract following is No.

23 with Sifton, Ward & Co. for sleepers.
12978. Haveyouthe contract ?-Yes ;.I produce it. (Exhibit No.135.)
12979. Was this work let by publie competition ?-Yes.
12980. The subject of it seems to be for ties to'be delivered on the

railway line ?-Yes.
12981. Was the advertisement by the Department, or by some

agent ?-It was by one of the engineers residing at Thunder Bay.
12982. Did he undertake the awarding of the contract as well as the

receiving of the tenders ?-Re did.
12983. Have you his report on that subject?-No; but I produce

Mr. Fleming's report attached to the contract, with a list of the tenders
and other particulars.

Contract com- 12984. Has the contract been completed ?-Yes.
pleted.

12985. Is there any dispute upon the subject that you are aware of ?
-No.

12986. Has it involved any larger amount, so far as you know, than the
one named, $14,648 ?-The contract provides for the delivery of 56,000
ties and the quantity was 56,339, that is the only difference.

Brection of 12987. What is the next contract ?-Contract No. 24; it is with
Bouse--

Co"trt o. .4. Oliver, Davidson & Co. for the erection of a louse, and the house has
been completed.

12988. Ls there any dispute upon the subjeet that you know of?-No.
a,M0 involved. 12989. About what amount was involved in this contract ?-About

$3,500.
imagie news.- 12990. What is the next contract not previously enquired into ?-It
Cntreet No. 2S. is No. 26 ; it is for the construction of an engine louse at Fort William-

I am not prepared to-day to give all the information.
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eontract No. 15,
and Tehdertmg

OTTAWA, Saturday, Oct. 30th, 1880. g"
per inâuence.

C)HARLEs H. MAcKINTosH, sworn and examnined:

1 991. Witness:-I have prepared a statement with roference to the
entire details connocted with my transactions with Mr. Whitehead, but
as it involves also connection with my private business transactions-
ny personal business transactions I have gone rather fuly into the

details, because I could not without doing so give any clear and lucid
account of my transactions with Mr. Whitehead-such a one as the
Commissioners could draw their own inferences from. If the Commis-
sioners will allow me I will read that statement, and I cati afterwards
be cross-exainined.

By the Chairman:-
12992. As to those matters which pertainexclusively to your private

affairs you understand the Commissioners do not insist upon your giving
evidence upon them. If you think properto do so in order to elucidate
the matters appertaining to the Pacifie Railway we have no objection,
because in our desire to get the fullest information we prefer that a
witness should say too much rather than too little ?-Mr. Chairman, I
have gone rather fully into my private affairs, because it is important,
in a public and private point of view, to show my rosons for anything
that I did, and I could not give the evidence simply on one part rela-
ting to the railway matters without referring to the other, and there-
fore I have taken the liberty to enter pretty fully into details.

12993. As I said before, we have no objection, and you can give your
evidence reading from a document instead of trusting to your memory,
if you wish to do so ?-Thank you. I may say before I proceed, I
have not read the evidence, except scraps of it which appeared in the
newspapers. I was away at the time that Mr. Whitehead was
examined. I am simply giving my statement of the facts as I know
them to be. I am referring here in the opening to an item I saw in
Mr. Whitehead's evidence, but I will go through the whole matter
besides. (The witness then proceeded to read his statement as
follows) :-It having appeared in evidence that. I received trom Mr.
Joseph Whitehead, contractor for section 15 Canadian Pacific Railway,
certain pecuniary consid1erations, including sundry notes and drafts
representing $25,000, I hereby make an oath and say:

That about four years ago, in conversation with Mr. Whitehead,
Who was formerly a Menmber of Parliament, and known to me in conse-
quence of my long residonce in Western Ontario, that gentleman
expressed great satisfaction at securing a contract on the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, and said that if ho could ho of any assistance to me
Personally I could command his services. This led to further details,
When he said that he would soon be in a position financially to assist
rie, if in return I would agree to keep him thoroughly posted as.to any
new work being projected, any departmental reports made to Parlia-
ruent, and otherwise act in his behalf when forms of tender. specifications,
Schedules or other simifar documents were required by him; the object
being to save time and monev, as thu character of the work he had
Undertaken would necessitate bis constant and unremitting attention.
A mutual understanding was arrived at, and he accepted drafts of mine
for small amounts. In 1877 Mr. Whitehead, by writing over his own
signature, appointed me his agent to act under his instructions-

Reasons why ho
wishes to make a
statement.

Whitehead offre
to asist witue
If he wouid keep
him posted re-

gdngrojectet
worke, &e.

In 1877 appointe4
agent° White-
head.
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Centract Ne,.1,
and Tendering

,Ale"ge Inm,.. 12994. Have you that writing ?-I think I have somewhere. [ have
Per lfnuence- not got it with me, but remember seeing il last year.

12995. Proceed.-Subsequently he told me he was paying very
heavy interest to those who were backing him financially, and I thon
advised him to do all in bis power to get rid of the burthen of interest
crushing eyery element of business freedom out of him. He expressed
approval of ny suggestions, and afterwards asked me how the ne ws-
paper was progressing. I told him I had assumed a great many
responsibilities; that my name was on a great deal of paper; that I
had entered into negotiations with a view to paying off some of the
original shareholders, and I feared from appearances that ultimately
the whole debt would be thrown upon me, as no one seemod willing or
anxious to assist financially. Mr. Whitehead asked how much it would
require to pay off the debt which had accrued. I told him I believed
$20,000 at that time. He then said: " Well, when I get rid of some debts,

Whltehead pro- l'Il be able to belp. I promise that, and you can rely on it." Subse-
ymises help. quently I received varlous letters from Mr. Whitehead, all of a friendly

nature, some on business, but usually reiterating bis formerly expressed
desire to aid me in every way possible. Mr. Whitehead didl not, of

Whitehead's course, so far as I could see, consider the question of assisting me in a
expressions per- political sense, bis expressions being altogether personal. In October,

1878, he came to Ottawa, and called at my bouse bringingwith him astate-
ment of bis affairs, value of bis plant, rolling stock, &c., and intimated
that he had succeeded in securing the entire control of bis contract and
getting rid of interest he had been paying. He desired that I should
look over the papers and see if it could not be arranged that portions
of bis plant and rolling stock could be utilized as a means of raising
money wherewith to make bis bank credit and financial standing per-
manent. He stated that the work was paying a handsome profit, and

Whitehead offers voluntarily offered, if I would actively interest myself with him, that
Io give hlm aportion of pronts. I should share a profit. Mr. Whitehead further said that he had kept

steadily in view bis former agreement. Knowing the contract was one
involving a possible expenditure of nearly 82,000,000, and that I could
render assistance to Mr. Whitehead fully commensurate with any
advances he might deem proper to make, I accepted his offer, and

X«eved notes some weeks, perhaps two months after this, hegave me notes and draftsand drafts y
amounting to at various dates amounting to $14,000 or $15,000. The proceeds of
about si0, some of these, which were subsequently discounted, went to pay off

certain liabilities on my own account and on account of the Citizen, all
being endorsed by myself and some by Mr. Carriere, President of the
Citizen Co., I had agreed to renew the notes when possible, and
did some sometimes by re-drawal and sometimes by returning expired
notes and receiving new ones. In 1878 (December) some of the
creditors who held a lien on the Citizen, demanded immediate payment
of a very large sum of money; I was an endorser without any socurity,
and from information received, was convinced that a determined
effort was being made by certain parties to destroy my financial
credit. This onslaught could not have been at a more inopportune
time for me. The Citizen, which I had maintained for several yeara
by my individual exertions, assisted by Mr. Carriere, was still heavily
in debt, and I then determined to adopt every legitimate method
towards protecting myself. As those who had formerly been endor-
sers were now safe, and none would risk a dollar, whilst 1,
although an endorser on al] the accommodation paper as well as ail the-
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Citizen's legitimate business paper, beld no security whatever, I deter-
iMined on the acceptance of Mr. Whitehead's co-operation. Up to that
timne, and even afterwards, I had made no secret of Mr. Whitehead's
assistance, and always gave this as a reason, and give it now, for putting
forth every effort to help him

12936. When you make use of the word assistance do you mean that
those notes were given absolutely to you, or that they were to be repaid:
Was it a loan ?-The first notes given were an absolute bargain between
"s.

12997. You mean about $14.000 or 815,000 ?-Yes, the first notes.
Although it was understood the notes were to be advanced we afterwards
riade an arrangement by which I was to look after his interest bere
and work for him and get a share of the profits.

12998. Do you mean that at the time he gave those drafts it was
Understood between him and yourself tha: he was not to be repaid them,
or to be protected fron the payment of them ?-Yes; that he was to
pay them as fast as he could, but ultimately to be paid by me.

1 999. Thon it was by way of a loan that he gave you this assistance ?
-Not at that time. No; it was a matter of agreement as I said before.
I was to share in the profits.

18000. To what extent ?-I do not remember exactly: a percentage
of some kind he spoke of; and then he made it a lump suin, some
814,000 or S15,000-somewhere there. .

13001. Before it was reduced to a lump sum, were you, as you under-
stand it. a partner of his in the çontract ?-No; not in the least. I
never had the least interest in the contract.

13002. Da you think you had no interest if you were to share in the
contract ?-Not until then ; not until we made the arrangement
!n 1878. From the time he got the contract in 18 75 or 1876, I had no
!nterest excepting to act as his agent, and ho used to write to me
ilnstructions to look after departmental matters, and if any contractors
Were endeavouring to injure him I was always to let him know what
they werc doing. There was always a good deal of that work going on.

13003. Then those drafts were a gift, except in so far as they were
balanced by any work you were to do for him ?-Any work I was to do
for him thon, or in the future.

13004.. Proceed.-Early in 1879, Mr. Whitehoad called at my bouse
Several times after writing to me, and ieceiving some documents he
required, such as forms of tender, schedules, &c., in connection with a
new letting regarding which we had had considerable correspondence,
he desired that I should become interested with him, nnd look after
the matter as he could not be hore ail the time. He thon signed an
agreement setting forth our mutual interests-
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13005. Have you that agreement ?-No; the agreement was after. Agreement des-
rds destroyed, and a new memorandum made oa short oewhichtroyed and a'ýerd3 dstoye, nda nw ernradum mdeout, hr one wihmemorandum

bhave. made.

13006. Have you it bore ?-Yes; I will produce them as I read.

13007. That will do. Proceed.-He thon signed an agreement setting
fth our mutual interests in case ho was successful as the lowot
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legcd tenderer, or afterwards arranged to resume the work on behalf of
per induemee. successful tenderers-

13008. What work are you alluding to now ?-This was some work
next to his section. There was to be a letting of about 185 miles,*or
something like that. I think it was about that A B and C-some three

Farly in 187à, sections there. My business affairs again were talked over, and Mr.
\Vbitehead again Whitehead said that if lie could be of further assistance he would be
complaining that happy to do anything in his power. A few weeks after this he again
"ltngg""n®or," called upon me complaining that parties were inciting the proprietors

Powder Works to of the Manitoba Powder Works to push him for money with a design
push hlmn foi

omoney."' of forcing him to make terms.
13009. About what time would that be?-I should think that would

be about April, March or April, 1879. I think it was Marih; I could
not be positive as to date. His impression was that the contractors
for an adjoining section were responsible for much of his annoyance.
lt was after the letting of his work, but I do not remember what month
it was. It was the subject of this new contract ho was tendering for.

13010. Was that Manning, Grant, Fraser & Pitblado ?--I think the
firrm or some other partner-Mr. Ryan or somebody. I promised to see

Promised to to the matter and to make it all right, that is with reference to the
make it all rIght Manitoba Powder Works, and with this in view had several conversa-with Manitoba
Powder Works. tions with the representatives of the Manitoba Powder Works.

13011. Who was that ?-The representative of the Manitoba Powder
Works.

13012. Who was he ?-Mr. Thom was the agent, and Mr. Cooper, who
was here a good deal, one of the company.

13013. Was it with Mr. Cooper you had these conversations?-I
had two or three conversations with Mr. Cooper about it?

13014. But you are alluding to some conversation ?-I think this
conversation I am alluding to may have been with Mr. Cooper, but
usually they were with Mr. Thom who was generally sent up to
Ottawa to see me about it when Mr. Whitehead was not here. When
Mr. Whitehead was not bore, he used to come to me and see about the

Assured repre- business. I had several conversations with the representatives of the
entatives of Manitoba Powder Works, assuring them that Mr. Whitehead would

Mantoba Powder soon be in a position to satisfactorily adjust his accounts. That con-Works that
Whitehead would versation ttok place with Mr. Cooper, and I had one with Mr. Thom.
noon beIn a - rom
tion to pay teon. I remember them distinctly.

13015. Was it in a conversation with you that Mr. Whitehead repre-
sented that the Powder Works Compauy wero pressing him, or was it
by letter ?-Well, I could not say that positively, but my recollection>
is that it was personally.

13016. Have you any letters between him and yourself on this subject
which you purpose to produce ?-I never took the least care of his
letters, but tore them up and threw them away. They contained noth-
ing but what I was to do. There was very seldom 'anything in hi&
letters. They were not very interesting reading.

13017. They might be interesting now ?-They might possibly; and
I might possibly, if I looked through my old papers, find some, but I
do not think I have any dealing with this matter.
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1:018. Proceed.-Mr. Whitehead still appeared confident that he
Would secure some portion of the sections recently let, believing that ho perlufinenee.
held the key to the position, so far as having plant and means of access. Whitehead com-

plalned thatWe talked it over several times, as well as the affairs of his existing Haggartaeitiber
contract. A bout this period a Conmittee had been appoinied by Parlia- of eariamen,

was promtnent in
Mnent to enquire into the engineering and other details connected with pushing enquiry
section 1.,, Mr. Whitehead complaining that Mr. Haggart, the Member into secon 15.
for South Lanark, was particularly proninent in pushing the enquiry. hry ht o
I said I would look into the matter, but advised him not to worry him- had friends
self as I thought ie had friends enough to see that he was fairly dealt irurhro se ®

With. About this time my own business gave mé a great deal of dealt with.
anxiety, and I deemed it best to endeavour to make final arrangements Determiies to

assume entrefor assuming the entire financial responsibility of the Citizen; I had tem- financiaelrelpon.
)orarily arranged for the payment of some of the heaviest creditors l of the

and hoped that further time couli be secured as well as money rîaised Asked whitn.ead
by furnishing collateral securities outside those I had given. I told for more notes
kr. Whitehead I needed some notes, that it was important to me, and pwe in o oaa
if be could do this I would be in a botter position to attend to his better position to
affairs -- d'. affairs.

13019. Do you remember where it was that you first told him that:
he speaks of an interview at his boarding house ?--I think we usually
had talks at my office. lie used to come there every day. We might
have had. I saw something in the papers about that very matter, to
the effect thatI went there at midnight, which I think you, Mr. Chair- No midniglht In-
Inan, referred to. I an prepared to show that no such interview occurred place.
at that time on the matter at ail.

13020. Proceed.-After further conversation he agreed to do what 1 Whitehead sign.
Wanted, not in the least objecting to signing notes, I believe for about $12,00 andsaid
$12,0U9. At that time he said fie was depending upon me to look after h®ss o lod® ®wttr
lis matters as. from ill he could hear, rival contractors were bound to his interests.
in)jure him if' they could. [Ie also said that Mr. Haggart was pushing
ti e enquiry into the details of his work and I promised to see Mr.. Witness rmis-

1l;ggart. I met Mr. Baggvrt casually at lunch -- aggart

13021. Was this before you had received the 812,000 notes, or after-
W.rds that you spoke to Mr. Hlaggart at lunch ?-1 could not say; my
impression is it must have been afterwards; I cannot swear to it, but
1ny impression is it was afterwards. I do not remember the date, I could
bot positively swear which it was.

12022. Did you explain to him that you had got these notes ?-Mr.
Ilaggart?

1302). Yes ?-L have not finished the reference to Mr. Haggart. I
Ynet Mr. Haggart casually, at lunch, and be appeared rather amused
When I explained that Mr. Whitehead was very much worried about
the matter, as it prevented his carrying on business satisfiactorily and
dfamaged his credit. I said that Mr-. Whitehead had been a friend of
rTine when I needed one, and anything I could do for him would be
done. During the conversation-which was a brief one-Mr. laggart
said ho bad nothing in the world against Mr. Whitehead, but was
binply discharging his duty as a Member of Parliament-or words to
that effect. I aflerwards mentioned these facts to Mr. Whitehead and
Said Mr. Haggart is ail right--the expression " al' right" is one
fFequently used by me when explaining that there is no antagonism---
-a4nd had no corrupt or improper signification whatever. As it has been
ilsinuated that Mr. Whitehead gave me notes knowing they were to be

Met laggart at
lunah Who seeam-
ed arnused at
Whitehead's
worry.

Haggart said he
was almply dis-
charging bis duty
us a oember of
Parliament.

Toid Whitehead
H aggart was not
autagonaie to
hlm.
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Aege pro.. devoted to the purchase of political influence in Parliament I swear
per lauence. positively that no such understanding existed on my part; that notone

Nevergave dollar, or any other sum represented by cash or notes or any valuablemoney In any
form to a Mem- Pecurity or any form of security-either Mr. Whitehead's money, notes

of arr iet or securities, or those of any other person representing hi m-passed ont
head's interests. of My possession into the hands of any Member of Parliament or any

one directly or indirectiy connected with any Committee of either House
of Parliament; further, that the sum and substance of my conversation
with Mr. Haggart is detailed above, and that I never in the most remote
degree, or did any one on my behalf or with my knowledge on behalf of
Mr. Whitehead, directly or indirectly hint at any corrupt arrangement.

ounte" ever dis- The fact that the notes were not used, thatthey were nover discounted,
is however sufficient proof that they were not corruptly applied. i
understand from an extract in one of the newspapers ot a recent date,
that Mr. Whitehead has stated in evidence that transactions involving

Reiteratesýstate- notes took place at midnight. This is quite incorrect, and I am
mentthat White- atfied Mr. Whitehead will admit it when the circumrtances of myhead's account of' satîsfldM.Wi

a mldnight meet- visit to him at a late hour are re-called to bis memory. That visitIng 15 incorrect. occurred during the early part of August, 1879, in consequence of my
being informed that parties, who were interested in surrounding Mr.
Whitehead with difficulties, had offered to purchase certain notes and
claims held by the Manitoba Powder Works against Mr. Whitehead,
thus hoping to force him into insolvency or causing him to adopt as his
only alternative the process of selling out bis contract. I was further
informed that the Manitoba Powder Works intended capiasing him if
he left the city next day for Chicago en route to Winnipeg. Having
reason to believe some of these rumours to be substantially founded,
and knowing that such events would prove disastrous to Mr. White-

HavIng heard head, as well as seriously affect. me, I visited him at bis boarding bouse,xertous rumours
vi si tedWte- on my way from my office. 1 immediately asked him what provision
headath sboard- he had made to pay the Manitoba Powder Works' claim, and brieflyIiig house. made him conversant with what I had heard. Mr. Whitehead had

spoken to vie several days before about the account and stated that he
had seen Mr. Thom that evening; he further took a cheque from his
pocket-book for $10,000, and said ho was prepared to seule the matter.
I advised him not to delay, but to go early in -the morning and come to
terms, as under existing circumstances it would be difficult to say

In consluence what might iot transpire. I subsequently learned that Mr Whiteheadc unae went to Mr. Thom and an amicable settlement resulted. To show thatan amicabie set-
tiemeut with one I am in no way mistaken as to the object of my visit I beg to be per-
of his creditors. mitted to include the following letter in my statement

13094. is that a letter written recently for the purpose of corrobora-
ting your recollection of the transaction ?-Yes; a letter from Mr.
Thom.

13025. I cannot receive that in evidence. It will be necessary that
Mr. Thom should be sworn if you wish bis recollection to fortify your
story. Proceed.-I have not the remotest recollection of doing
business with Mr. Whitehead on my own account at such an unusual
bour, and it would not have been necessary for me to do so to secure
bis endorsation or signature, as on no occasion did ho ever even object,
apparently having every confidence in me. In consequence of being
able to extend the time of certain payments on account of the Citize
I did not utilize al] of Mr. Whitcbead's notes in perfecting arrange-
ments, and postponed as well my intention of assuming all the respon-
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8ibility of the Citizen. I did this for two reasons: First, because flagodIpro-
npon closer inspection of the company's affairs I realized that there was Per infuence.
a great dealof accommodation paper out, and liabilities even that I did
bot know of. Second, events afterwards transpiring had rather made Certain events
Ine cautions in using more of Mr. Whitebead's paper, as I had to Iore u nse
eldorse it all, and in case of his getting into difficulties My position Whitehead's
Would not be an enviable one. Hence postponement, although I con- notes.

tinued making arrangements for carrying out my original intention.
l' the meantime I received letters from Mr. Whitehead, and informa-
tiOn from other sources, which caused me to draw the inference that
his design was to bring about an amalgamation of his work with the
adjoining section; and I imagined as weil that Mr. Whitehead might
'%Il out and assign his contract. He came to Ottawa early in the summer:of 1879,

Whitehead called.Suinmer of 1879, visiting me at my office, going over various business on hita to have
details. Mr. Whitehead after this said he should like to have the agreement des-
agreement we made as to the recent tender destroyed. I replied: head to taire p
Would that be fair? If you have to amalgamate with the other contract, the fomn retie
1 would have nothing to define my interest." Finally the document

asB torn up, the understanding being that Mr. Whitehead was to take
hp the last notes given, and retire the former onos as well, and assist
n carrying My paper through lhe bank. This definite arrangement

having been made, and to show the transaction, Mr. Whitehead
hlgned the following memorandum: -(Exhibit 136.)

" OTrAwA, ONT., 5th May, 1879.
"Witness that I have paid Mr. Mackintosh notes to the amount of $12,000, being Agreement with

balance in full due him by me for releasing me from a bond entered into by me when Whitehead 5th
ranlting and guaranteeing him an interest in sections A, B, and C Pacific Railway May, 1879.

Coiitracts, should the work have been awarded me; the agreement having been that
abould I hereafter secure an interest, the said Mackintosh s ould participate therein. He
hereby releases me from any claim hereafter on said bond. The said Joseph White-
hetd hereby guarantees for himself, bis heirs, executors, administrators or assigns, to
do nothing to prejudice the payment in full of ail no tes held by C i. Mackintosh, or
bis assigne, said notes being signed by me in good faith, and for full value received.

' '' JOSEPH WBITEHBEAD."

I rnight mention that at that time we went over all the notes, and Whiteiead took
Mr.Whitehead gave me new ones at longer dates, taking back those he nes \ lng"had formerly given me. dates.

13026. What was the amount of all the notes then given by him ?- Total amount of
e should think they would amount to about $25,000, or something like ' en t"

that.

13027. Proceed.- le left Ottawa, and shortly after this I learned that Owing to certain
allticipated negotia- ions with other contractors had fallen through, and not use notes re-
that there was a threatened strike on his work. This caused me to still maining in his
fuirther suspend action as to my private business, and 1 did not utilize ossession'

the remaining notes he had given me, locking them in my safe and not
tenewing them afterwards until arranging for the purpose of being
0 "Warded by my direction to Mr. Whitehead. In the fall of 187', the Fall of 1879, wit-

ness fourni hi.s
alternative of assuming all legitimate debts connected with the Citizen, liabnitiîes very
rrisking everything under the management of others presented itself. large.

found myself an endorser for over 823,000 of paper, as well as liable
several thousand dollars to stockholders and other creditors, most

of the debt having accumulated between 1873 and 1876, and being
arried, with increases, through the banks ; the other stockholders
aving either withdrawn or refused to become responsible for further
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per i.fflemee. any direct interest in the business. Just after I had made the arrange-

ments and assumed the Citizen's liabilities, I heard that Mr Whitehead
was involved, and, knowing this would seriously affect me, I, as A
practical business man, sent to secure such information as would dilect
me concerning the wisest policy to adopt under the circumstances. 1
knew that I was now heavily involved by my agreement to paY
legitimate creditors of the Citizen Publishing Co., and that if I
had ail Mr. Whitchead's papers thrown upon me suddenly, the ordeal
through which I must pass was one that could not but afford satisfaction

Wliitehead tele- to those who were endeavouring to break me down. Mr. Whitehead
grawen hîm re had telegraphed me to draw, renewing ail paper at three months. This
newing all paper I did not do. There were notes of his in the banks repres4enting
This fot uone-' $13,000 under discount and held as collateral, my name being on all,
Whitehead's and the signature of Mr. Carriere, President ot the Citizen Printing'notes to amount
of $13,000 In bank and Publishing Co., on some. I knew the entire amourit would
,e",n®sd by have to be provided for by me, and proceeded to arrange the matter. Il
January, 1880, January, 1880, I met Mr. Bain, of Wnnipeg, at my office. He informed
mt Bain, tm- me he was travelling through arranging with Mr. Whitehead's
p ®aIned of the creditors, I told Mr. Bain I felt much aggrieved at the manner inmarinner In whlch
lis rivate affairs which my private business with Mr. Whitehead had been mis-
wit h Whit eheadfo
had been ciieon- construed, it being represented ho had paid large sums of money for
strued. Government influence which I knew to be utterly faise. I expressed

regret that Mr. Whitehead had not candidly made me conversant
with the true state of his financial affairs, and further remarked that
all a man could honestly do to assist another I had done for Mr. White-

Bain said wit- bead. Mr. Bain, after hearing my explanations, which were purelY
lionsput ultea vo1untary on my part, remarked that they gave quite a different coul
dtfferent com- plexion to matters, and he was glad to be placed in possession of the

er's." tacts. I further said that I had in my possession notes Mr. Whitehead
Tendered Bain had given me; these I would return to him, and as to the notes undernotes in his pos-
session and pro- discount I would, of course, bave to retire them myseif. Mr. Bain
ferreçI to retire
notes under dis- appeared surprised that I should treat the matter thus philosophically,count. and we afterwards became quite friendly. Just before M r. Bain left n'y

office I said I could not believe Mr. Whitehead was the author of the
stories set afloat in opposition newspapers. If be was, thon I desired
that he should retract them ; if he was not-and I afterwards fouid
ho was not-he could write me a letter denying the allegations made.
Mr. Bain said be did not doubt that Mr. Whitehead would do this;
that if the tacts were as stated by me Mr. Whitehead eould no0

Drafted for refuse. He then suggested that I should draft something to indicate
Wb> 1tehead'msg
nature, a e what I considered proper, which I did. I now solemnly swear that
exonerating wit- neither Mr. Bain or any one on his behalf, or any one on behalf of Mr.
ness from certain
eharges. Whitehead, ever asked me to return any notes or evon insinuated that

Mr. Whitehead desired them. The first mention of returning notes nOt
under discount was made by me. I further solemnly swear that the
suggestion with reference to Mr. Whitehead writing a letter of contra
diction as to various statements was made by me after I had offered tO
return Mr. Whitehead's notes; it was purely an afterthought of mine;
for, very reasonably, I felt that if Mr. Whitehead's design was to alloO
me to be slandered, when he could crush out every falsehood told, I wa
not in honour bound to make any great sacrifice for him, although ho
had rendered me an assistance at a period when I most needed it-
When drafting the letter, I said to Mr. Bain: " There is nothing in
this Mr. Whitehead cannot swear to, and I have made it as strong as
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P>ssible so that if he objeets I can find the reason." About three weeks ge"traI-

after I received the following letter in Mr. Whitehead's handwriting per iafl.ence
Und signed by him:-(Exhibit No. 137.) Whitehead writes

to Mackintooh.
WINNIPEG, 28th January, 1880.

"DiR Sia,-I have learned with regret that several parties are u-ing your name That he had acted
connection with my business, and using it in a manner not in the most remote honourably ;4eRree warranted by facts. For the information of those who appear anxious to make that on hearingcapital at your expense, I may state without reservation, that you have at all times of his (White-

acted most honorably towards me, and any accommodation I assisted you with was of Keahda a'sd ultliy own free will and was always promptly met by you. Furtbermore, that when generously,
YOu heard of my difficulties you at once acted most generously, and in a manner that and that he had
does you infinite credit. I can now state, that irrespective of any rumours, that the not paid hlm
stories of my paying you large sums of money are false from beginning to end, and large sums of
bighly discreditable to those who are promting them. money.

" Yours truly,
" JOSEPH WHITEHEAD." The above insubstance the

letter drafted by
12028, Is this in substance the letter which you had dictated ?- witnessandgiven
y impression is-I do not remember exactly, but my impression is it t ain.

s almost word for word what I drafted. I could not say positively.
13029. Did you make the signing of this letter by Mr. Whitehead a Did not bargain

cndition with Mr. Bain before retiring the notes?-You mean did I åthar, rt eaove
Purchase the letter by retirng the notes ? I made up my mind to return
the notes. In fact I had not intended to use them in consequence of
his failure to make the negotiations which he entered upon when giving
them to me. He and I had always been very friendly and are to this
day, though I have had no communication with him since the Commis-
sion was appointed. When I suggested giving back the notes, Mr. Bain
had never referred to anything at ail, except* saying that Mr. White-
head was in difficulties, and he warited to see what arrangements he
COuld make with bis creditors. I never made any arrangement with
hirn at ail to write thisletter. Isaid: " It is pretty hard for me to do all
this thing with Mr. Whitehead when I could really have pushed him or
sold the notes,when he as allowed me to be slandered through the press."
1 af terwards found that ho was not the author of these stories. I Found that
advised Mr. Bain to write to bis partner, Mr. Blanchard, to see Mr. Wheadvas

Whitehead about it, and there was no refusai. I never said to Mr. Bain : the statements
[ will give you those notes if you will give me a letter," or " i wiil mae reftectung

1ot give you those notes without a letter." There was no such under-
standing one way or another.

13030. Whatever the re'asoa may have been which was operating in could not say
Your mind, did you lead Mr. Bain to understand that before giving up we erornlotihe
the notes you would require a letter of this kind to be signed by Mr. stand that ere he
'Whitehead ?-I could not say I did that, and I could not say I did not, u ie wnodtes
because the feeling in my mind then was: if he refused to do it I could quire such a

8how exactly the reasoa I had for having those notes, such as the pro- etter.

duction of this bond between us, if he was the author of the stories in
the newspapers; but I intended to return the notes.

13031. I want to know what you said to lead Mr. Bain to understand Cannot explainit?--I do not know why he understood it that way. I could not hBan under-

lelxnember the language I used. I never said to Mr. Bain: "I will give givingup of notes
Yeu those notes if you will give me a letter." I said : " Treat the was condmtonal.
Illatter as you please, because," I said, "Mr. Whitehead has been a
friend of mine. I made up my mind, and I have to face the difficulty
7ow, and whether it is a $1,000 or $5,000 I will face it." He said :
"You do not appear to mind it much." I never asked him to give me
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a letter for the notes, because I voluntarily offered the notes before a
letter was spoken of. When he was leaving I said: " Before I give up
the notes I want a letter."

13032. Then you did suggest a letter ?-Yes; as soon as Mr. Whitf-
head failed in his negotiations I put the notes away.

13033. You had them in your control at the time ?-Yes.
13034. Why did you not give them to Mr. Bain ?-He never

asked me for the notes. He said: "I am going through to Florida,'---
I think for his health-" you cau send the notes up to Mr. Blanchard."

13035. Did you send these notes before you got the letter ?-NO;
after the letter came.

13036. But you did not give them up until after you got the letter?
-No; I considered it then an agreement between us. In fact, Mr.
Bain said: " The letter will be down here and you eau send up the
notes." I suppose Mr. Bain's idea was that there was an agreement of
that kind, but there never was such a thing.

13037. Did you suppose then that was his understanding? -Not
then, but I do now. I have heard of his evidence, I have not read it, and
I made up my mind that he might reasonably have been misled intO
believing that; but I never mentioned the letter as necessary before 1
would give the notes; but, as an after-thought, before he left, I said:
" Mr. Whitehead should certainly write me a letter setting forth the fact
that I have not received large sums of money from him, because the
impression is that all the paper I had from him is so much money, and
you know it is so much waste paper." At that time 1 looked upon the
notes as not worth the paper they were written on. I never intended
to use them, and made up my mind to do the best I could with the batik
myself. I an, of course, perfectly willing that it should appear I did
require the letter. It makes no difference to me, because I felt I was
entitled to the letter in every way, even before giving the notes up, to
show that lie had not slandered me or allowed me to bo slandered
through the papers ; but it was not to clear me, because the fact existed
that I had paid some of the notes and returned the others, and showed
there was no object in having a letter when I could prove by the factO
themselves I had done what was stated in that letter.

13038. I suppose you thought the letter would be a more convenient
way of proving it ?-I will tell you, Mr. Chairman, the way it was.
People would come to my office and say: " What is that in the pap0e
about Mr. Whitehead paying you large surms of money ?" I used to
say: "l He has assisted me, but the shoe will be on the other foot." I goe
this letter without intending to use it in any way. In fact, I had foIr
gotten all about it until my name was mentioned in the investigatiLI•
I merely wanted it without any idea of publishing it. I had it eight
or nine inonths without publishing it. I never thought of using ita
all unless people came in and aked for information, and I would shoW
it to them, and I had to do it several times to my creditors. The
impression was abroad that I made large sums of money out of the
contract, and that fact itself was hurting me.

130..29. With your creditors ?-Yes; because, of course, people
say when I had to ask an extension from the bank that I could
I would, and it was hurting me in that way. People thought
made any amount of money.

woUt
payy
I had
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13010. Proceed.-In requiring this letter I felt, in fact knew, I could A I°.ged'Imno.

prove the general correctness of its terms, hence there was no particu- per ianlueisce.

lar advantage to be derived from possessing such a document except
personal satisfaction, as I made no use of it publicly until my name
Was meintioned in connection with the present investigation. In further
support of the correctness of my statement I deem proper to call atten-
tion to the fact that I have had to pay the outstanding notes, and the Paid outstanding
Commissioners will, I trust, allow me to enter fully and freely into nOtes.
details, because those charges are but a continuation of many made by
parties interested in injuring me, and because I have been followed by
this species of persecution for nearly two years. If I purchased pro-
rrty the name of some Minister of the Crown was immediately pub-
ished as being connected with it; if I performed ordinary work in my

publishing office for the Government it was immediately heralded as a
job; in short, from the time the Government changed, I have been
shadowed by spies and eavesdroppers, the worst constructions being
placed upon my actions by those anxious to destroy public confidence Swears that he

in me. 1, therefore, make oath and say, that I never accepted money moneg or any
or any consideration from any man or men for advocating or opposing from any man or
a measure before Parliament, or expressing opinions thereon in the men lor advocat-
Columns of any newspaper I controlled. I never accepted money or measue L'r a
any other valuable consideration for assisting in promoting any appli- Parlament orfor
cation to the Dominion Government or any other Government for a application to
party favour or favoui s, or for attending to departmental matters for a"YGovernment,
those at a distance who desired information of a routine character. I to departmental

further make oath and say, that on no occasion did I ever propose to a matters for any
Minister of the Crown anything that was not of a legitimate nature, distance.

and that no Minister of the Crown or Membcr of Parliament bas ever No Minister or
bad direct or indirect interest with me in any of my business transac- ament has ever
tions. Any money paid to me by Mr. Whitehead, any assistance cu orAny j hithea, an asistnceIndirectly any

endered by him, was for legitimate services and of his own free wili, interest In any

and at his own suggestion, and I consider I was free to reserve to tion with witness.
Inyself the right to participate in any work, to enjoy any profits Money recelved
derived therefrom, to become a partner in any transaction, so long as 1 fi Wtehead
did not infringe on the statutory laws of the land. In conclusion, I services.
swear positively that out of the sum of $25,001) in notes received from Out of $25,000 re-
and advanced by Mr. Whitehead, I returned him $11,000 undiscounted, turned Wite-
and have retired from the banks $13,000, and paid interest charges and retired s13,6oand
other costs and discounts, closely approximating $750, leaving a nterst and

Very small remainder as representing the total amount received by me
In excess of the sums re.turned or repaid by lifting the discounted
Paper; I paid the protested draft-I do not know exactly when it was Paid $4,082.
protested-of $4,082.

13041. Is that part of the 813,000 ?-Yes, part of the $13,000. I In January,:1880,
Paid in January last, $3,950. sa9o.

13042. Was that also part of the $13,000 ?-Yes, part of the $13,000. February, 1880,
I paid in February, $2,5u0. $2.500.

13043. Still part of the $13,000 ?-Yes, still part of the 813,000 ; March,1880,S2,500.
and on March 16th, $2,500, making $13,032, I think. Total, 13,03.

13044. Do you hold these notes now against Mr. Whitehead ?-Well, Still holds the
i have never given that consideration. I have held the notes. I had to note

bold the notes. If Mr. Whitehead is not able to settle them in any
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AIlerged way, of course I will lose. I had no intention of proceeding against
per infuence. him.

13045. Do you mention this retiring of paper amounting to $13,000,
to show that it is entirely given up as a claim against Mr. cWhitehead,
or merely its transfer from the bank to you ot the sums mentioned?-
Its transfer to me to show 1 never got the money.

13046. You still hold the notes ?-Yes.

Told Blain that 13047. And you still hold that as his liability ?-Yes; it appears sO'
unless Whitehead
wasable to pay on the face of it,.but I told Mr. Bain when he was here t would not
he wul ot press him unless he was able to pay.
press him.

13048. It would not be wise to do so if he could not pay it ; but you,
mean if he could you would collect it ?-I did not say I would.

Amount of notes 13049. We only desire to know if the amount still remains a
retired still re- liability ?-It is in every res)ect a liability on his part. I only mentionmain a iiabllity. that, of course, because I retain the greatest friendship for Mr. White

head, and would assist him if I could.

Agreement of 9th 13050. But with this friendship you retain his notes ?-Yes. I told
ofMay inhis pos- Mr. Ba"n to use the notes as he pleased. I would like to state, Mr.sessionfromdate. Chairman, that this agreement with Mr. Whitehead with reference tO.

releasing, given for an agreement entered into with me, has been in-
my possession ever since that time, and the date there is the date he
gave it to me.

No correspond- 13051. You mean this one of the 9th of May, 1879 ?-Yes. I have
ence with White- no doubt it will be insinuated that it has been supplied since, and I beg,
head ui nce Com-
mission appoint- therefore, to state that the document has never been out of ny
ed. possession since he wrote it, since May, 1879; that I have had DO

correspondence with Mr. Whitehead since this Commission wa&
appointed, nor has Mr. Whitehead, or any one on bis behalf given me
any document or returned me any notes since the Commission waS$
appointed; that in seeing Mr. Whitehead on behalf of the Manitob
Powder Works, I had no pecuniary interest, nor was I offered anY
valuable consideration whatever by the Manitoba Powder Works, tO
effect a settlenent of the claims against Mr. Whitehead.

13052. I understand that you have offered a very full explanation of
matters which were entirely private, with a view to that statement Of
yoùr private matters corroborating your explanation of matters which
pertain to the Pacific Railway ?-Precisely.

13053. And therefore the correctness of the statement of your private
matters is material to the investigation of Pacifie Railway matters?
-Certainly ; in connection with it important matters with Mr. White-
head have come out in the investigation of the Pacifie Railway, and I
claim the indulgence of the Commission to make this explanation.

Neyer kept a 13054. Do you keep books of account of your private matters ?-I dObook In which
transactions with not think that I ever kept any book at all with reference to br'

tead were Whitehead-in reference to his notes.

13055. Did you about other private matters ?-Well, as a general
thing--

No set of books 13056. For instance, have you had a set of books intended to shoe
men ofprivate- a statement of your private affairs from the time that you first had anl
ofirs fm tim® connection with Mr. Whitehead ?-No, I think not. I have had verf
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little to do with Mr. Whitehead since I took the business of the Citizen.
The major portion of it I had very little to do with at all. I had no
cohnection with the Citizen, as a portion of my business, until about a
year ago-not a year ago-a few months ago.

1305 1. I was not intending to enquire about the Citizen's business,
but your own private matters: have you had books to show your own
private matters for some years past ? -No; I could not say that. My
personal account I kept in a book at the office, but I do not think I
have ever opened the account myself for two years to look over it at
all, but it is'a running account of just debtor and creditor.

13058. Independent of the Citizen affairs, bave you had any books
relating exclusively to your private affairs?-No; I think not. I
opened an account, I think, with the Hansard, when I took an
interest in the publication of-the Hansard Official Debates, because I
had then a partner with me, but unless I had a partner with me I kept
no account at ail.

13059. Is there existing any book account which would show the
application of the money you raised on the Whitehead notes, because
you say that you had to retire some $13,000 of them, on which therefore
you must have obtained money or credit of some sort ?-I suppose
I could account for a good deal of it.

13060. At present I am not asking whether you can account for it
by recollection; I am asking if there are any books or statements ?-I
say probably if I went through my accounts there is a possibility I
might. I could not swear positively I could, but I have a recollection
that I could, in looking through my books, select the amounts I got
through Mr. Whitehead's notes; but as to telling how they were
applied, it is an utter impossibility. They were always applied to pur-
poses of business in every way-devoted altogether to business-never
paid to any one or for any one outside of my own business transactions.
If it is the desire of the Commissioners to find whether they were paid to
any outside parties, I can swear positively not one dollar was ever paid
to any person outside of my own regular newspaper publishing business.

13061. Besides these notesand drafts which you got from Mr. White-
head, did you get any money ?-Oh, yes; he paid me during the years
1876-77-gave me drafts for about $3,0O0, I think-small drafts.,
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13062. That is no part of the sumn of about $25,000 ?-No; the Only In 1s7.79White-
reason I settled on this $25,000 is simply because I thought that came esa pal 0i0

into the evidence that I was to explain. I have never read Mr. White-
head's evidence, but I saw.in the paper which was sent to me Mr.
Whitehead was recalled and said 825,000, and that is why I dealt with
that atogether. The drafts he gave me were very small, and in fact
were not felt mach at the time. He would, when he was here, give me
a draft at sight, or something of that kind. I suppose he paid me--t
think in 1878 or 1879, or 1878-79-he paid me about $4,000, and then
we went altogether on notes. When we entered into a specific agree-
ment we entered into the last altogether made up the notes.

13063. Could you say about what sum ho has given you, either in
money or notes, which are still liabilities against him ?-Well, the
only liabilities against him now would be these notes amounting to
$13,000.

56
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13064. Understanding that, can you answer the rest of the question :
I ask you now the gross sum, including these notes and money at all
times ?- I should think, including the $25,000 in notes, that the whole
amount would be probably $33,000 or $34,000 that I have handled in
notes and money.

13065. Out of that $33,000 or $34,000 you have given back $11,000 ?
-I have given back $11,000.

13066. Then the balance, $22,000 or $ 23,000, he has given you, either
in money or in notes, which are outstanding against him ?-Yes; he
gave me the notes and I had to take them all up. That is the way that
stands of course. I have paid the $13,000 myself.

13067. But you have said they are still a liability ?-Well, of course
I could not make them anything else. I have stated in evidence the
transaction on which the notes given were founded, and I could not
very well say that they were not liabilities unless I gave them back to
him.

13068. We do not want you to say so: we want the facts ?-I said
distinctly, if Mr. Whitehead wanted them he was perfectly welcome to
them. I always told him to use me as he pleased so far as the notes
were concerned.

13069. You say. among other things, in the early portion of your
transactions with him you undertook to furnish him information about
new work projected : how would you get information about new work
projected ?-His work was very difficult of access where he was, as you
are aware, no doubt, and perhaps instead of waiting for the Department
to send schedules and forms to him, I could get them through two or
three days quicker for him than if he waited the usual departmental
form of sending them ; and, of course, when he wanted anything I came
to the Department and got the papers and sent them up to him and
there was no delay. When there was any new work coming it was
always advertised, and I knew what he wanted in the way of forms, and
used to send them for him. Of course it is a very beneficial thing to
have a man to look after that, for otherwise he would have to send a
man down to look after it.

13070. Was this information which you supplied to him to be derived
from any of the Departments or from advertisements ?-The Depart-
ments, of course. It did not require any information, of course, because
the forms were supplied on application at the Department the minute
they were printed. For instance, some contractors would not come
here for four or five days after the papers were printed, and Mr. White-
head might have them sooner by my forwarding them. They would
not be given from the Department before that unless it might be through
favouritism. I never had any trouble or any fault found about it. Others
did the same.

13071. Was it through favouritism of the Department you would be
able to supply him earlier with information ?-Not the least; it was
simply being on the spot and knowing where to go and where to put
my hands on the papers. So far as favo iritism is concerned I did not
get much, although, of course, I was always treated with the greatest
courtesy.

13072. You said that he complained to you he was paying large
interests for suretyships to some one ?-Yes; he complained to me-
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several times about that, and I felt a great deal of sympathy with him, en&"Y
because he was very much worried. Per inonene.

13073. Did you relieve him, practically, in any way besides your ToldWhifehead
sympathy ?-No; oh no. Some time after that I helped him to raise moet.raise
Inoney that ho wanted.

13074. What money was that ?-He wanted to borrow money to pay
Bome strike on the line, and he managed to get the money.

13075. Through your assistance ?-Partially so and partially through
others. I helped him, but perfectly in a private way. Ho got the
noney through the Bank of Montreal-I think it is the Batk of

Montreal.
13076. What part did y ou take in assisting him to get it ihrough

the Bank of Montreal ?-Nothing in particular. I only advised him to
show how bis affairs stood, and to get some one to furnish the money
to him while he was waiting for his estimates.

13077. That was advice merely ?-Yes; altogether. He had some
arrangement with Senator McDonald.

13078. I understood that you were of some material help to him ?-
No.

13079. Was it for this advice and this sympathy that you understood First advances
he gave you those small sums amounting to $3,000 or 84,000, together frlend
at different dates ?-Well, I think the first part of the arrange-
maent was altogether a friendly one, because we h ad met a great deal,
and I had advised him a great deal in these matters, and he told mn:
" Anything I can do to assist I will do, but it is not what I will do in
the future. When I can get my business in a good state I will do what I
Can to help you pay off the debt on the Citizen." I suppose it was in
view of that he came to me subsequently and made me an offer.

13080. I am not speaking of what occurred subsequently; I am speak-
ing of now, simply of the sums amounting to $3,000 or $4,000 ?-He
paid me for long services, particularly for these that I have detailed.

13081. You have detailed so far the sympathy which you felt because
of the payment to Senator McDonald ?-The interest of Senator
McDonald ho spoke to me of some time after that. The first advances that
Were made to me were not•sympathy from me to him but sympathy
lbe felt for me; he said: " Anything I could do to keep him posted, he
Was willing to pay for." Of course, I do not remember ail the conversa-
tion which took place, but at that time ho was very friendly, and very
rauch pleased to get bis contract, and seemed willing and anxious t'O
help me.

13082. Do you wish us to understand that at the beginning ho was
raaking you presents without any compensation ?-No; I could not
bay there was no compensation, because I considered it advances on
'What I was to do for him, because ho told me then: "1 want you to
Act for me here and do all you can to keep me posted as to the move.
TIents of contractors and the amount of works;" and it was at this time
that ho voluntarily offered to give me this money.

13083. Do you mean they were payments on account of services
wvhich you then undertook to perform afterwards ?-Yes, precisely;
that is precisely the position it wae in.
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mo. 13084. Was this future work defined between you, or was it left
per annuence. altogether undefimed ?-It related to what might transpire in the

future; there was always something turning up, always something that
wanted to be attended to.

13085. What do you intend to describe as the first occasion when
you gave him some material value for the money or notes which he
gave you?-Well, of course 1 always considered that I was giving
value by attending to bis work, and he never found the least fault, lie
was perfectly satisfied.

Inl878Whitehead 13086. It could not be loans, because you stated a while ago it was to
handed witness be paid in the future, so there must be a time when that commenced?

efing'akedhim -In 1878 when he came down his affairs were in a dreadfully mixed
to go lthrough
them said "e state, and he brou ght me all the papers and asked me to go through
would give him a them, and said : " I am willing to give you a share of the profits," asshare. other men would have done, " if you will work with me and show me

what to do under the circumstances." He had his affairs very badly
Worked hard for miXed, but I separated them and worked very hard for two or three
*,e° rsgetin weeks getting them in proper shape. He went away and left them all

hirehead in my bands. He came back in September, I think, and found them
in a good shape and closed up his business.

This work related 13087. Did that relate to the contract upon which he was thon
to contract 15. engaged ?-Yes.

13088. It did not relate to contracts for which he was tendering ?-
Oh, no; at that time tenders might have been advertised, but there were
none awarded, and I do not think there was even an advertisement for
them.

Accepted White- 13089. Then, for the present, not touching upon the tenders for A,
ead's offer to B and C-what value do you describe as having given to him for hisgive hlm a r-

centage on is advances to you ?-Well, I accepted his own voluntary offer to give me
surkamnntfng pybe~ n

to°15,0" and a percentage. 1 think it amounted then to $15,000, payable in, think,
payable in a year. a year.

13090. A percentage on what ?-On the amount of work he was
doing. He showed me the amount of plant he had. He wanted me to
arrange the matter for him so that he could tender alone on it, and he
said he had so much more work to do, and we then put it on a basis of
a percentage which I was to get for looking after the whole matter.

Thlnks the per-

vae was ao
ulpat whieb

he vaued at
$30,MO.

13091. Will you describe the amount to which this percentage was
to apply: was it a year's work or was it the whole value of his pro-
perty or contract: what was the ross sum to which the percentage
was to apply ?-Well, my impression is that it was on his plant. I am
not quite positive but I think so. I think the plant he valued at
$300,000, $ 281,000 or $ 300,000. I am not positive about it, but I think
that was what it was.

13092. And you mean that for making up during these two or three
weeks a statement of his affairs about that plant, he was to give you
5 per cent. on the valueof it ?-No.

13093. Then I do not understand your description of the transac-
tion ?-If I had kept any papers I had I could have told yon imme-
diately what it was. I never supposed it was to be spoken of, and so t
did not keep them.
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13094. I understand you are submitting this whole affair for our ge"fleV4ly-

consideration ?-Yes; and I want it thoroughly sifted. per inâuence.

13095. That is why I am asking this question ?-Whatever the per Cannot sap
cent. was it made up $15,000; but what it was applied on, whether it centage was on
was the plant or the contract, I cannot tell. It was a lump sum. the plant or the

contract.

13096. I thought you said just now it was not a lump sum but a per-
centage ?-Well, it was a percentage, but ho lumped it, and he said:
"I will give you that if you attend to this matter for me."

13097. Do you say ho offered to give you $15,000 for something?-
Yes; I wish the Commission to understand it. I am not trying to
reserve anything, but I never charged my memory with it, and I cannot
say whether it applied to the plant or on the total work. I cannot
8wear to that, but we talked of a percentage.

13098. Are you satisfied that ho promised to give you something like
$15,000 ?-Yes; aboat that.

13099. Will you describe what he was to give you that sum for ?-
Well, ho came to my bouse and talked over bis matters. We talked
over the newspaper first, as we usually did, and he said tome: " I have
come to make an offer and to assist you in this matter if you will advise
rne in my business, and tell me what to do to get it in proper shape ; "
and ho mentioned some other matters which I now forget. He said:
" 1 will pay you this money,"-at least ho said: "I will give you this
agreement or advance you notes ;" and we subsequently made that
agreement.

13100. About what time was that he made you the offer of $15,000 ? Whitehead ofrer-
-1 thin k that must have been in October or November, 1878, some- ®d "fiuse o15,0

thing like that. I never went to him. He always came to me
voluntarily from the time I first knew him.

13101. Was it at the time ho made the offer that ho gave you paper Not until some
to the extent of about 814,000 ?-No; I do not think ho gave it then. " onths®after-

I do not think ho gave it for two or three months afterwards. I do not head give witness
think ho did-no, ho did not. parnt o the

13102. Did ho give you paper to this extent about the same time in $14,OOindifrent

different notes, or was it ali in one note ?-All in different notes. notes.

13103. Did ho hand them to you about the same time ?-Yes.

13104. And together they amounted to about $14,000 drafts ?-I
think they did, I cannot swear positively.

13105. Do yon remember where it was that ho handed them to you ?
-I could not swear that.

13106. Had you prepared them and did you take them to him for
signature ?-No, I think not. I generally left it to him to say what
dates would suit him, you know, but I do not remember where.

13107. Did you leave the question of amount to him also, or was it
to suit you ?-As a usual thing ho put the amount and said what ho
could do, whether it would be a long date or a short date.

13108. Then the substance of this transaction was tbat ho gave you Nature of com-
drafts of about $14,000, besides the $3,000 or $4,000 in money which ite for

You had previously had, and ail the compensation to him up to that those drafts.

tilne was your advice and looking over these papers and arrang-
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ing bis affairs ?-Certainly; I was to take full control of bis business
and everything else and advise him here. He advancod that money
at that time not altogqther because it was toe value of the service
I was rendering, but knowing that the contract would last some
time I was to go on and assist him in any way that I could. In fact I
was retained by him to look after everything for him. If I kept any
writings we had of bis lotters I could have been much more minute in
my details with reference to the dealings with him; but I never thought
there would be any question in the matter and never kept anything;
in fact, important documents I should have had I have lost.

13109. A great deal of this matter up to this time does not appear
to be very relevant, but you have introduced it in order to show that it
verifies that part of the story which does pertain to the enquiry ?-
Certainly.

13110. Did you ever effect for him a definite arrangement with any
one-acting as bis agent ?-In what way, Sir?

13111. I do not know ; I mean in any way ?-Effect what ?
13112. Any arrangement: you say that you were appointed by him

as his agent to look after ail bis affairs, and your services were of great
use to him ?-Yes.

13113. I have asked you did you in that capacity ever make any
arrangement for him and bring it to a close ?-Up to that time any-
thing ho was doing was brought to a close.

13114. What transaction did you close for him in negotiating with
any one ?-iNot with outside parties at al]. Of course there were a great
many things; when he was pushed for money I was to look after it.

13115 When you speak of acting as agent for him you mean with
somobody else; you do not mean between him and you alone; there
would then be no room for agency ?-For instance, for departmental
work. He was making application to the Governnent for different
things at that time.

Became one of 13116. What for ?-He wanted advances on his plant ; ho wanted
heea's change in the sureties. I think it was at that time that ho got Senator

McDonald, or whoever was the partner ho thon had, out. He wanted
to change bis sureties, and I became one at that time. Then, in making

to draw out his applications to the Government, I used to draw out ail his papershie papers for the
Department. and make any représentations which ho considered necessary, and gen-

erally do his business as agent, the same as it is now done by a lawyer.
13117. Do you mean that the Governmont released Senator McDon-

aid and took you as one of the sureties ?-No; the Government did not
release Senator McDonald. It was in the matter of the Pembina Branci
or something that Mr. Whitehead had finished, some settlement where
Sutton & Thompson dropped out of the contract, and it was necessary
to have a new surety.

13118. With what Government was this arrangement made ?-The
present Government, I think.

13119. And do you think that Sutton & Thonipson were reloased
from some transaction by the present Government?-That is my
impression. It may have been the late Government, but my impressiof
is that it was the present one. They went out of the contract at ail
events; whether under Mr. Mackenzie or Sir John Macdonald, I do not
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know. I became his surety, but that did not carry with it a release of AYiee'dan r..
the 5 per cent. security. It was simply two sureties who had to sign Per inume.ce,
the contract, besides the 5 per cent.

13120. Was that the Sutton & Thompson contract that you are
alluding to now ?-I could not swear, but my impression is that it was
when Sutton & Thompson went out.

13121. And you concluded some arrangement with the Government
on that subject ?-Not with regard to their going out, because they
allowed them to go out, but they accepted the new sureties they
offered.

13122. Don't you understand that I am trying to find out from you
some transaction in which you acted as agent for Mr. Whitehead, and
with whom you were dealing ?-All the transactions were usually with
the Department.

13123. Will you state some one transaction in which you acted as agent When Wliitehea4
for Mr. Whitehead, and in which you brought your services to his use cnrath onhis
and closed it or arranged it ?-Well, the whole of that matter with shoulders the
reference to the change, the tinie he took the contract on his own mete arrieout
shoulders and assumed it all, the whole of that arrangement was carried by wltneu as
out by me. Of course I could not go to the d-overnment and sign his negotiatr
name; lie did that himself.

13124. Did you negotiate that ?-Yes; I negotiated it.
13125. With whom did you negotiate that ?-Weil, some of it was,

of course, through Mr. Trudeau the Deputy Head, and others through
Sir Charles Tupper; but there was very littie negotiation to do after
I got ail the papers ready, because Mr. Whitehead used to do a good
deal of personal matters himself.

13126. In one of the Blue Books concerning what is known as
section 15, that is Mr. Whitehead's, contract, a letter appears signed by
Messrs. Sutton & Thompson, dated 16th of October, 1876, addressed to
the Honourable Alexander Mackenzie, stating that in the event of their
tender being accepted they desired to have associated with them Mr.
Joseph Whitehead ?-Yes.

sutton & Thomp-
son's conneetion.
with and retire.
ment from con-
tract

13127. Is that what you alluded to?-Yes.

13128. Do you think Sir Charles Tupper had anything to do with
that ?-No; but I think they retired from the contract afterwards.

13129. They retired afterwards, you think ?-They either retired or
their sureties retired from Mr. Whitehead's bond-something of that
kind I think.

13130. On the 16th January, 1877, Mr. Mackenzie, as Minister of
Public Works, reports to the Privy Council that Mr. Whitehead had
-applied to be associated with Sitton & Thompson, and recommended
that that should be accomplished ?-Yes.

13131. Are you still of opinion that that was not accomplished until
-afterwards, and that you negotiated it ?-I am still of the opinion that
Sutton & Thompson retired from the contract in 1878, or else their
bondsmen retired, or two new ones had to be got. That is my impres- BSion; I could not swear to it; but that is my impression of the way it ndsmen.
-stood.
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per influence.

Substitution of
suretues.

Department of
justice wouid not
allow the $70,00O
to be paid until
bond was replaC-
ed.

13132. Is your impression still that it is about this matter you
effected sone negotiations on the part of Mr. Whitehead ?-Yes; it is
my impression. I think I thon became a surety, and he desired a large
loan on his plant. I do not know exactly what it amounted to.

13133. Do you say yon became a surety for Mr. Whitehead with the
Government on some contract ho had awarded to him?-I did. I do
not remember what. I have not the faintest idea of what contract it
was.

13134. But you say your impression is it was the contract with
Sutton & Thompson ? -Yes, I think they wanted to retire; and Mr.
Whitehead had to make new arrangements altogether.

13135. From the substance of several reports and letters in a Bue
Book, it appears to us that Senator McDonald became bis surety alone
after Sutton & Thompson went out; after they had no longer any
interest in the contract, Mr. McDonald alone furnished landed security
for the whole affair ?-Yes, Mr. Chairman; but it is necessary besides
getting the 5 per cent. security, always necessary that there should
be two other sureties to sign a bond outside of the 5 per cent.,
guaranteeing that the contract will be carried out by the contractor in
all its entirety.

13136. And do you mean that besides the security of Honourable Mr.
McDonald and hie land, that you joined in some other way as an
additional security ?-Yes.

13137. Connected with the Sutton & Thompson affair ?-I could
not say which it was.

13138. I undrstood'you to say so ?-It was only thus far: that certain
payments could not be made until new sureties were got.

13139. And that difficulty was overcomé by your becoming a surety ?
-Yes; because I remember signing the papers. It was the trouble,
ho could not do anything, and the next thing was the matter of his
loan.

13140. You are proceeding with the next thing, we have not got
through with this. Will you refresh your memory about what benefit
ho got by thiR change in the suretyship: do you mean that the money
was refused by the Government from the state of the papers then ?-
He was not refused by the Government, any more than he could not
get it. The Department of Justice, of course, would not allow the
money to bo paid over until the papers were properly placed before
the Government, and approved of by the Minster of Justice, or the
Deputy Minister, I do not know which. They objected to any transac-
tion taking place until the bond was re-supplied.

13141. How much money was depending upon that arrangement
being accomplisbed ?-I do not know, perhaps $70,000. I do notknow
what the amount was, I think I heard he drew $70,000.

13142. Do you mean this to ho the substance of this explanation of
yours on this point; that he was in this predicament: that he had
$70,000 or thereabouts coming to him, and that ho could not draw it
until the Government was satisfied with some new surety, and that you
became the new surety and relieved him from that predicsment, and
that the Government was represented by Sir Charles Tupper ?-I could-
not swear that ho was in a pecuniary predicament.
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13143. I am not asking whether he was in a pecuniary predicament; AIged Impre-
I am asking whether he was in a predicament ?-He found it necessary per Inafuence.
tO conform with the rules of the Department.

13144. And he could not do it until you arranged with Sir Charles
Tupper and became surety ?- I did not say Sir Charles Tupper.

13145. With Mr. Trudeau, thon ?-Yes; my impression is my name
Was submitted to Mr. Trudeau and ho said he was satisfied. That is
What occurred, but I am not quite positive about it.

13146. Will you write it down and I will send a messenger over to
Mr. Trudeau to see if ho can find any such document ?-Yes.

(Note written and despatched.)

13147. After the giving of these drafts to the extent of about $ 14,000,
What was the next transaction in which ho gave you either money or
Iotes ?-The next transaction was the advance-as I stated in my evi-
dence-of, I think, $12,000.

13148. Would you explain the transaction by which ho gave you this
$12,000 of paper ?-Yes, I explained to Mr. Whitehead; we talked it
over several times, about business generally, and I explained to him that
1 merely required the notes at that time. That that of course was not
aDy gift to me, that it was merely accommodating me at that time, to
belpme through. I told him that we were very iard up, and ho said:

'Wel you shall not burst if I can do anything to help you." When
these notes were given I saw an opportunity of buying out the other
thareholders, and made up my mind to do it, but changed my mind.

WitVss's name
subr nWtted to Mr.
Trudeau, and he
said he was satis-
fied.

Next sum $12 000-
how it came ïo he
given.

13149. 1 must confine you now to the transaction of giving the These notes an
notes ?--1 got the notes from him at that time merely for use. accommodation.

13150. As an accommodation ?-Yes, to be used. This tendering Whihea

*as going on for sections A, B, C, at that time. n-r for sections

13151. The tendering ?-Yes. Ag H3 C.

13152. I want it definite : at the beginning the advance of the note's
*as entirely accommodation ?- Çertainly, I looked upon it entirely that
Way. I had no right to the notes.

13153. lHe would bave been entitled to these whenever the matter
changed-whenever Mr. Bain asked for them ?-Certainly. I waited
inatil I saw whethér the negotiations would be successful, and when the

tiegotiations were nôt successful, so far as I was concerned, I put the
Dotes back and never used them.

13154. You are speaking of a subsequent arrangement. I am con-
:ning my remarks to the original transaction : at the time that ho
!ianded you this money, are we to understand that it was purely
ecommodation on his part ? -Purely accommodation, as I understood

it, and I suppose ho understood it.

13155. As you understood it ?-That is the way I understood it; I
WOuld have to pay back the money if I used it, and I told him at the
tulne I might not use it. I told him that distinctly.

13156. Your opinion is that something happened afterwards which
gaVe him value for this paper by which he became absolutely liable,
IlOt as furnishing accommodation paper, but as the real promisor ?-
Certainly.

When the nego-
tiations were not
successful did not
use the notes.

This money pure-
Ir acommoa-tiOU.
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A®,geneirue- 13157. Will you explain what that subsequent arrangement was
Per Innuence• The agreement that ho entered into with me was rather binding on him.

Howaccommoda- 13158. You mean an agreement subsequent to this accommodatio
tion paper came
to assume te paper ?-Yes, just immediately after the change ; but the agreement
character of notes was made before that-in January,1879'.-and these matters did not take
for value. place until some months afterwards.

13159. What was the agreement ?-I cannot swear to the contents;
I can give the general outlines.

13160. Does any document contain it ?-Yes, at first.
13161. This is the substance of the first arrangement ?--Yes.

Whitehead pro- 13162. I am speaking of the original arrangement, before there
posed to witess
to go in with "m was any re-arrangement : I am afraid you will confuse me if you take
ln teudering for Up more than one t hing at a time ?-Mr. Whitehead had written to
A, 8 and O. me several letters about these tenders, and wanted me to go in with

him. In fact I had made up my mind to go into some other business.
I was losing a large amount in the newspaper and did not know where
it was going to end. Hîe said : " Think the matter over, and you come
in with me ;" and he said "I have got the plant, have rolling stock and
everything wanted."

Mackintosh to 13163. This was all relating either to what is called section A,
aveest e Whitc. section B, or section C ?-The whole work, I think it is called section

head lowest ten- C. We talked it over, and I said : " Very well, I will do it." I was to
oerer an I neot find some party who would bo security or surety. We made some

sary at a certain arrangement as to that. I was to have a third interest, according tOprice. the arrangement with him, if he was the lowest tenderer. If, however,
he was not the lowest tenderer and ultimately bought out one of the
lowest tenderers, or amalgamated his work with some of the other
tenderers, I was to have still my one-third interest, or to allow him the
alternative of buying me out and retiring in case it put him to anY
trouble having me there. l case the other contractors (the succes-
ful contractors) had the other sections, I was to drop out of my on&
third interest for a consideration. My impression is--of course I do
not know it is a fact-but the inference I draw from his anxiety tO
destroy the agreement between us, that we should tear up the agref
ment between us, was that he was about to consummate this agree
ment.

13164. That is what led to the substitution ?-Yes.
13165. But I do not want to get that far, I want to understanfd

your position at the beginning ?-My position then was that I held
under articles of agreement, if he was the lowest tenderer, or succe'
ful tenderer, I held a third interest, or was to go in and have a third
interest in the work to be done. If, however, he did not get the wor14
and took in some of those parties with him and amalgamated hie worle
with theirs, or theirs with his, I was to have my interest ; but bO
reserved to himself the right to buy me out, and cause me to retire
from it.

13166. Upon some fixed price ?-Yes.

Mcird lntoesh 13167. Was.the price fixed at that time ?-I think the price W00
nxedat 440,000 or fixed, that my third interest was $40,000 or $50,000.

13168. And that price was fíxed at the beginning ?-Yes; when *
drew out our papers. There were several other provisos-that if h
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ultimately bought out any one else, my position did not change. It 2Aeged mpre
Aid not matter whether he got the contract himself, or ultimately Per Innuence•
bought out another tenderer-my position was the same, having the
one-third interest. That was the position of the matter, and that is
the agreement we both signed, and the agreement that was sub.
sequently destroyed-not destroyed from any motive except that Mr.
Whitehead wanted to make another arrangement.

13169. Do you say that you were one of the sureties upon his tender
for that work, which was the substance of that agreement, or one of
the persons who joined in the tender ?-I did not join in the tender.

13170. I mean as an intending surety ?-I think so; I could not be Thtnkshewate

positive about that though. head's tender.

13171. Do you remember whether the agreement had relation to
section A, or section B, or the whole of the section which was known
-as section C ? -It included the whole work I tbink. I think the tender
was $5,000,000 for the whole work. I think the whole tender was
-five millions and some odd dollars.

13172. Did it relate to any tenders for any one portion of the work, The agreement

and .not for the whole ?-Oh, no; I think it related to the whole. ho ed .t t .
Because at the time we maie the agreement, my impression is we did
not know that the Government was going to divide it into two. We

-did not know at the time we made the agreement they were.

13173. Did you know before the time of the advertisement for
tenders that the Government was going to let the work ?-It wasgene-
rally reported, and I think that one of the Ministers said in his speech,
that he intended to build it. I think Sir Charles Tupper, in one of his
speeches when goi ng. back for re-election, mentioned it.

13174. Do you think your agreement was made before the advertise. Agreement made

.Inent for tenders ?-My impression is it was made before that. I could mentfortender.
not swear ; but it is altogether likely it was. I think it was too, but
we did not know them. I remember at the time that the sections were
going to be let-the two sections-we thought they were to be let in
one entire block.

13175. When it came to the time of putting in tenders for that
portion of the railway the work appears tO have been divided into two
sections, A and B ?-Yes.

13176. And tenders were asked for each of them separately, and also
for the whole, known as section C ?-Certainly.

13177. Yo think you joined as a surety for him in his offer for
section C ?-I think it is altogether probable I did. I could not say
though positively.

13178. Are you aware that at that time you joined as surety for any-
body else, any competing tenders ?- might have joined five or six if
they came and asked me to sign my name.

13179. I did not mean to ask what you might have done: I want to
know what you did ?-I mean I do not remember whether I did or not.
I am frequently in the habit of signing those things for any one that
Cornes.

Signed tender of
13180. For section B, the tender of Manning, McDonald & Co. has Manning, Me-

the names of Joseph Kavanaghand C.II. Mackintosh as sureties?-Yes. Doald .Co. for
scinB]E
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Aigea inpro- 13181. That would be a competing tender against your friend Mr.per innuence. Whitehead ?-There was no object in the world except that I was asked
to do it. Of course I would not have refused any one who came.
Others did the same thing-signed two or three.

Assisted WhIlte- 13182. Do you remember assisting Mr. Whitehead to get sureties onhead to get securi- y9e
ties for section B, his tenders for section B alone, if he did tender for section B by itself ?
but this lao -Yes; I think there was something-I do not remember anyground of dlaim.

particulars.
13183. Do you know whether he considered you entitled to any

compensation for that particular service ?-Oh, no; I do not think so.
I might mention that the names that go in the preliminary tenders are
not necessarity the ones which would go in the regular contract, as
you know, Mr. Chairman; and, therefore, if any one came into my
office and asked me to go on the tender, as long as ho was an honest
business man I never refused.

Original arrange-
ment that be was
to have one-third
share in sectionC'

13184. Thn the condition originally of this arrangement with Mr.
Whitehead was, that you were to have a share of one-third if he suc-
ceeded in getting the whole of section C ?-I think the whole of the
section ; but I do not think there was any defined sections as A, B
or C.

13185. But by general terms it answered for section C?-It may
have been. I do not remember whether any names were given to the
sections at that time.

13186. By some description-I will not confine the description to'
section C-that portion which was known as section C was to be the,
subject of the contract with him in which you were to have a one-third
interest ?-Certainly.

131t7. And if he bought any other person's interest in the smaller
contract you were still to retain your one-third interest ?-Yes; that
is the way it was defined.

13188. And if lie wished to buy you out, a fixed price was named ?-
Yes.

13189. It was $50,000 ?-Somewhero about $40,000 or $50,000; I
dl b h h

None of the con- oiin not regemrrewc.

ent everafui. 13190. Were any of the conditions of that agreement ever fulfilled
eh soas entitle so as to entitle you to any such compensation ?-Not that I know ot.
agreement. 13191. Then how did yon afterwards become entitled to some con-

pensation : now we will proceed to the substitution if you wish?-
Document sub- Certainly. Mr. Whitehead came to my office and said that ho wanted

at1e feoret. to tear up the document. "Well," I said, "Mr. Whitehead, I do not
think tirne enough has elapsed to know whether we should do that or
not; because, from what I can hear, you are endeavouring to form en
amalgamation." At that time I heard that Fraser & Grant were going
to amalgamate the whole work. I do not understand ail the points now
but they were going to take the other tenders and do the whole work.
Hlowever, ho said: " There is no such thing; I do not know whether
anything wili come out of it." I do not remember the conversation iD
its details; but ultimately ho said ho would pay these notes it I would

heh®dad sadhe release him from the bond. " However, you will have to give me lots Of'
notes for $12,000 if time to do it," he said. I said: " You can do as you please ;" and the docu-bone sd fron s thebond, ment was thon destroyed. I said: Well, Mr. Whitehead, you muse;
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give me something to show the nature of the transaction, bocause
people will naturally say: " How did you get those notes ?" I never
dreamt it would ever come up in this way, but I thought from my own
position it would be botter to have it. I did not find it until yesterday.
It was among a lot of old papers that I had thrown aside, and in
searching, yesterday, I found it. I knew the matter would come
before the Commission. Of course it was only a memorandum, and
lot an official or legal document. I just drow it up, and he signei it,
but I knew it would not be a binding document if it came into a court
of law. I did not suppose it amounted to anything.

13192. Is the substance of your statement concerning this substituted
agreement, that because of your releasing him from the previons one
he was to pay you the compensation of 812,000 ?-Certainly.

Coutract No. 15,
and Tendering
generoIJy-

Ait.ged ,pr-
per Inflauence.

13193. And the reason why you thought it was of some value to him
to be released from the previous one was that you understood he con-
templated forming a connection with one of the other contractors ?-
Precisely.

13194. And that if that were done you would by the previous agree- rhought It wa or
ment have retained an interest of one-third in his contract ?-Certainly. valueto Wbit-

head to berleased from the
13195. And to relieve him from the possibility of that you required 'arrrangement as

him to pay the S12,000 ?-Yes. Well, it was a voluntary expression ttowi Igeng

of willingness on his part to do it. Whitehead was
trying to form a

13196. You accepted it ?-Yes; I accepted it. The notes were sent connection with
as they were, and I was to be entitled to payment of them. ° e

13197. Did he accede at that time to the idea that h. was about to
purchase any interest in any of those contracts ?-Well, he never denied
it. He always acted as though he were satisfied that he would in the
end get the interest.

13198. From what he said at that time, or from hi& conduct, did he
]ead you to believe that h. would get the contract, and so interest you
to the extent of the one-third you had arranged for ?-Precisely. I
said to him at the time: " Mr. Whitehead, you need not mind about
this. Let the matter stand just as it is." I said: " You know very
'Well I am not going to injure you. If you wish to get rid of me at any
time, I will go, so you need not bother about it." He said: " I would
like to know just where I am;" so the arrangement was made.

13199. The actual date of the contract as reported by Mr. Fleming pate of contract
il 1879 is the 20th of March of that year ?-Yes. March, 1879.

13200. Your arrangement is in May, nearly three months afterwards? Arrangement
-The contract was made in March. I do not think for a month after- Whitehead In

'Wards there was anything done at all. May, 1879.

13201. It had been delayed by the Govern ment ?-Yes ; that is where
Mr. Whitehead thought be had a chance. There were so many coming in
te thought he could have an interest in it. As I learned from Fraser &
Grant, at the time, they were trying to buy out his own contract,
ad that could not not be done without my interest being considered.
it was in January, I think, we made the arrangement-about that time.

13202. Going back to the time when he gave you this $12,000 in
aper, as you say entirely by way of accommodation, was any repre-

'entation made by you about tbat time to him that if ho gave you that
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AIIered Impro- paper in any shape it would be of some use to him in yourdealing with
perlafn=ence- his matter then befre the Public Accounts Committee ?-No ;

When the paper nothing more than I said. He was always driving to my house, or at
for $12,OOOWf * *

given byvay of me in the office, to look after his business. I said I have got my own
accommodation business to look after." It struck me I could arrange it by the means
it was neyer hint-
ed that it would I afterwards adopted, which was to get him to advance notes; but I
be used in regardthmotr
to his affaire be never, in the most remote degree, insinuated to him,or told him, th:it the
fore Commtteeof money was to be improperly used, or that there was any necessity for
Public Accounts. its improper use.

Never sought to 13203 Did you not lead him to understand that your influence with
imprese White- Mr. Haggart or with some Members of Parliament would be of such use
head that it
would payto help to him that he had better help you to this extent or to some extent?
ofwltngee aueh -No; I would not have impressed that on his mind because he knew
H1aggart or other and was always thoroughly convinced as to my being able to look atter

aenof Par- matters for him and anything he wanted. Of course you ask for details
and I cannot give them to you. They were of a character I could not

Scarcely aday keep in my mind for two days; but there was not a day here that he,
there was not had not something he wanted me to do, or when he was away he wouldsomething to be
doue for him. write to me about. Mr. Haggart seemed to be his bugbear ; he seemed

to think Mr. Haggart was pushing him very hard, and told me so on
many occasions. In so far as telling him I could deal with Mr. Hag-
gart I never insinuated anything of the kind, but he may have imag-
ined there was something of that kind-that I could use money to pur-
chase political influence; but, as I have sworn distinctly,lI never did in
the most remote degree. I don't see that the impression on his mind
should be evidence against me in the matter.

13204. I don't say that the impression on anybody's mind woild be
evidence against anybody : it is only to arrive at the fact that I arn'
asking you these questions ?-Oh, certainly.

Did not Iead
Whitehead tothink that unlese
he gave him
notes hie affairs
mliglit be pre-judiced by r par-
lamentary com-

m®ttee or some
Meruberof t>arlla-
ment.

Said to White-
head: IlIf you,.help me with
thee notes I
'wiIl help you
wlth your
matters"
Did not lead
Whitehead to un-
derotand that
Unles witneslookied after hie
Interest it m.ght
be worse for hlm;
but Whiteead
thlght have
thought th.

13205. Did you lead him to understand that unless he gave you these
notes, his affairs might be dealt with by some committee, or some
Member of Parliament, to his prejudice ?-Nothing more than I have'
detailed in my statement. With reference to that, he wanted me to'
give my whole time to looking after the matter for him, and to see
thatthere was nothing unfair done, and then we had the conversation'
priOr te the notes being advanced. If there was an impression in his
mind he never conveyed it to me-never conveyed a suspicion of the·
kind to me.

13206. I ask you if yon led him to suppose so ?-I can positivelT
swear that, so far as my action is concerned,I did not lead him to under-
stand so.

13207, Did your words lead him to understand it ?-The words f
used I have detailed in my evidence.

13208. Do you think you remember the words ?-Yes; I remember
saying to Mr. Whitehead: " If you help me with these notes I will bo'
able to help you with your matters."

13209. Did you lead him to understand unless you looked after hie
matters it would be worse for him ?-No, I do not think I conveyed
that to him by my action.

13210. Or by your words ?-Or by my words. He may haVe
thought that.
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13211. I did not ask you what ho thought ?-He expressed perfect ®e,"®aa d-

Satisfaction and never complained there was anything of the kind. per ifluence.

13212. I ask you what took place on your part, either by word or
by action, in the direction of impressing his mind that way ?-For
'ustance, ho would come to me and say: "I want you to look after this
and see that it is all right," mentioning the circumstance; or, "I
'Would like you to see somebody and speak to him," as ho did in the
case of Mr. Haggart, but ho never suggested to me to purchase any
l7afluence or anybody.

13213. Did you suggest to him that unless you exerted yourself on
his behalf it would be worse for him ?-Not that it would be worse for
him; ho asked me to do what I could, and I said 1 would.

Led Whitehead to
13214. Did you lead him to understand it was necessary in bis understand it

lterest you should do so ?-I led him to understand it would be botter tohavesomebody
for him to have somebody looking after it. look after bis

I nterest.
13215. And that you wore the man ?-He spoke to me particularly, Whitehead push-

but in so far as coercing him it was his own wish; ho had pushed me a te o ismaters.
t0 look after bis matters.

13216. There was no necessity for him to push you: if you led him Said to White-
to understand it was desirable don't you see that would do away with bet ou hai d
the necessity of bis pushing you ?-It would; but I might at the timo ir you want me to
have been so bothered with my business, I could not find the time he aslo You.

Wanted, and that is what I suggested to him: " You had better assist
Ibe if yon want me to assist you."

13217. Is there any doubt about this-that you led him to understand
if he would assist you it would be botter for him. because without your
Meistance ho might suffer ?-No; I cannot swear to that.

13218. Have you a doubt in your mind now, whether you put it
tat way to him, either by word or action ?-I have a very strong
loubt, so far as my suggestion to him that I was the man to do it for

13219 Have you any doubt in your mind that you suggested some-
body should do it for him ?-I think I did. I think I suggested that
soebody should. There were so many rumours going about, and ho
%%id : "What are you doing about the matter ? " and I said : "I have not
"the time to do it myself." We were two or three days talking about

matters.
13220. Had you any doubt when you impressed him with the idea

t at some one had botter attend to bis interests, that you would ho the
%e selected ?-My impression is, of course,that if I wore swearing-

13221. You are swearing ?-If I were swearing to that point, that,
course, he would come to me. I am positive about that, and I am

so positive that no such question came up as buying Members of Par-
ieOment or using the influence I have.

Positive no ques-
tion came up or
trylngç to buy
Members of
Parlament.

13222. Mr. rrudeau sends this document : a contract between Sutton, Bond signed by
Ompson, Whitehead and the Government, 9th January 1877, to iess 9n h

'eh is attached an instrument signed by yourself and Mr. Alexander January IM
wie; isUthat the bond to which you allude in your evidence? (Exhibit
138.)-Yes; and this matter I attended to. I remember it all.
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13223. Did Mr. Bowie shar3 with yon any of the advantages obtained
by any of these transactions with Mr. Whitehead ?-f do not think it.

13224. Don't you know ?-No; I never paid Mr. Bowie a cent. In
fact, at that time my impression is that we were together when Mr.
Ferguson, the lawyer, wanted this signed and I said: " Oh, sign this."
I. do not remember exactly. What date did you say ?

13225. The 15th January, 1879. Who did you say settled upon the
sufficiency of these sureties ?-I cannot say that ; they were submitted
to the Department. He told me it was only a bond to enable him to
draw some moneys.

Took no part ln 13226. Did yen take any part in the negotiations leading up to your
negotiations lead- being accepted as a satisfactory surety or Mr. Bowie ?-No, I neverinig to acoeptanoe
ofselforBowteau took any part in it, more than getting the documents drawfl
iurety. ont and looking after their being drawn out. Do I understund

yon to ask wþether I pried into the Department to have myseLf
accepted ?

13227. No. I want to know whether you took any part in the
negotiations leading to your being accepted ?-No.

13228. Who did that : who submitted it to the Department ?-gr.
Whitehead, or his lawyer.

13229. Was it done through you ?-.I did not hand it in.
13230. Did you put it in progress ?-Oh, yes.

13231. Through whom ?-My impression was it was through Mr.
Ferguson, the lawyer. It was simply drawn out and sent in in the
usual form. There is no particular way of sending them into the
Department.

Bond rnerely
signed by witness
ad Bowle and
sentn to De
partment.

No one ever aaked
teosccept the
8Ureis

13232. I am not asking about the shape of the document, I an asking
the substance of the arrangement that the Goverument should accOPt
you and Mr. Bowie ?-There never was any application made to the
Government, so far as I am concerned, or any explanations a'4ked or
entered into. I simply gave that name, signed it, and the docunele
was sent into the Department. I never heard anything moro of it
afterwards.

13233. Did you take any part in pressing u n the Department tbat
this bond should be accepted, so that Mr. Whitehead should get b'a
money ?-To the best of my recollection, none whatever.

13234. Thon w4at was the negotiation which you took part in for
him, and which led to this arrangement: I think you described negoti
ations as well as signing documents ?- I cannot remember 'ust fhe
usual routine proceeding, and of course preparing tbings for im aOd
preparing statements for him, and that sort of thing ; I have not th0
faintest recollection what was done. I had a great deal to do that
cannot call to memory, but it was all strictly legitimate business that
would have to be done by somebody.

13235. Can you say now who it was who exercised a discretion UP00
this subject so as to decide that you and Mr. Bowie would be suici0>
sureties ?-L have not the faintest idea. I never asked any one to accep
the sureties supplied, in the most remote manner. I am sure no
ever did.
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13236. No one over did what ?-No one ever used aay effort to induce AiZegedimp-

the Department or any one connected with the Department to accept per influence.
the surety.

13237. Surely some one must have suggested the matter, because the
Department would never have taken the initiative: you do not mean
this was brought about of their own accord ?-The -Department of
Justice required this to be done before the money was paid over-before
the payment of $70,000.

13238. Didn't you know that the question of sufficient surety would Sumleiency or
be considered ?-It has never been considered material so far as this :dered ln case
.sort of security is concerned. 11ke the present.

13239. Do you mean to say they would refuse to pay $70,000 until
they got a security which was considerel insufficient ?-If they failed
to have the material and necessary legal documents connected with the
entire matter, to secure the 5 per cent.-if they left one of these links
broken-it would endanger the payment of the money.

13240. It would not endanger it if this was of no consequence ?-Of
course I do not know what importance the Department attaches to it.
I only know what took place.

13241. Don't you know enough about business to know that the ques- signatures given

tion of sufficiency would be material in accepting the surety ?-No ; I "hte ul.. OÏ

do not understand it in that way. The way we understood it at the the oepartment.
time was simply to comply with the rule of the Department.

13242. And do yon think the rule of the Department is that any
surety would answer whether he was sufficient or not ?-In that depart-
ment of surety-

13243. In this particular transaction, do you understand it was a Yet of vital Im-
matter of no consequence to the Government whether the sureties "metceh Lepart-oett have
were sufficient or not ?-I think it was a matter of vital importance to sufficient security

the Department to have sufficient surety.

13244. Then if yon think so, don't you think some one exercised
<liscretion ?-Some one must have.

13245. Can you say who exercised discretion ?-No. Do"s"nt kog

13246. Can you say who submitted the matter ?-I took no part discretion.

in it.
13147. Good, bad or indifferent ?-Good, bad or indifferent, because

I had been particularly diffident about doing it.

13248. Why were you particularly diffident about it ?-Because, if I Took no part in
had the simplest thing to do with the Department there was always "mua t e
some one to say it was a job, and if I did anything I would be par. ment because of

ticularly careful to be able to justify it. t smeli a job.

13249. Were you particularly careful not to suggest that you were a
surety in this case ?-Not to suggest.

13250. I am asking you whether, having that reason iii your mind,
you were particularly carefal in this case not to suggest being a surety ?
-I never mentioned it at all. I never referred to it at all in the Depart-
ment.

13251. Was that a matter of inadvertence, or because you were care-
ful not to do so ?-Not in the least; because I have known, and do know,
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it has been a general thing-as any officer of the Department knows-
it has been generally understood, that while the 5 per cent. vas up, this
matter about sureties guaranteeing the contractor would fulfil his con-
tract, was simply an addition that was really of no very great import-
ance.

13252. Who informed Mr. Whitehead that he could not get his 870,00
until such a bond was given?-He told me. lie came down hero, 1
think, to arrange his business, and lie told me he wanted two new
sureties. lie said: "I 1 want to get two new sareties and an arrange-
ment made." I think he said be bought out the others, or was doing
the wbole contract himself, I don't know in what way, and be said: "I
would like you to attend to this matter for me." I did not speak to
the Depart ment about it at ail. I simply went in the regular, formal
way, and when it came up to giving a bond of that kind ho said: " It
wii require a bond for the others who bave retired."

13253. Mr. Whitehead said that ?-Yes.
13254. Do you know anything of the circumstances of Mr. Bowie: s

he sufficient ?-At that time he was not well off at ail.
13255. What would you cali well off ?-Of course I do not con-

sider him a man that would be perfectly safe security if there was a
money transaction on that.

13256. Was there, in your opinion, any material security in this
bond to the Government at that time ?-I think not. At the same time
I thought it fulfilled ail that was required by the Government, at that
time, as it was understood; because the names of those who go in as
securities-they are not real sureties-they are only addenda to
the regular sureties. You will find hundreds of names just the same
way.

13257. Did you understand at this time that your undertaking was.
any material security to the Government ?-I never gave it a thought
-never thought of it.

13258. If you had given it a thought would you bave considered it
so ?- If the Government had asked me, or any one had asked me, if my
name was good, in case there was a liability for a certain amount, men-
tioning the amount, and I had known I was not worth it, I would, and
bave mentioned it at once.

13259. At the time you offered your name as surety, were you in
such circumstances as to make it a sufficient surety ?-I was, to make
that a sufficient surety, because I looked upon the contract as perfectlY
good, and the Govern ment held $80,000 security.

'IhebOnd anatter 13260. Then you mean it was good bocause they did not want any
surety ?-Yes.

13261. But if they required additional valuable security, did your
name give that ?-No, 1 would not have given it that way at all. I
simply gave it that way as hundreds of mon are doing every day.

13262. As a matter of form and not of substance ?-Yes; it is done
by two-tbirds of the business mon in Ottawa when there is a letting.
They simply bring the names as a guarantee of good faith. If theY
had asked me if I was worth that amount of money, or any money to
speak of, I would have said I was not.
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13263. The Chairman:-We have not finished the questions that we
Were about to ask, but we have reached the hour of adjournment, and
We do not propose to hear any further evidence until Thursday next
at Il o'clock.

Contract No.15,
and Tendering
generally-

AliI.ged improo
per lntianee

OTTAWA, Thursday, 4th November, 18,0.

CHARLES 11. MACKINTOSH's examination continued:

13264. The Witness:-I wish to call attention to a misreport in some Financial status
of the papers with reference to Mr. Bowie. I am there represented as of Bowle.

8aying that Mr. Bowie is a poor man, a man of no position; I did not
use those words and never intended to say so. I said distinctly I knew
Mr. Bowie to be a gentleman of position, but I did not know his finan-
cial circumstances. I was speaking in general terms in giving My
evidence, and stating that I did not think if he was required to pay
$70,000 he could do so; that was the meaning I intended to convey
whether I used the words or not.

By the Chairman:-
13265. Is there any paper which you wish to produce ?-No.
13266. When did you first know Mr. Whitehead ?-I could not swear

positively; I think I knew him some time in 1867, that is my impres-
sion; that I met him in London at the time of the general elections, I
could not say whether it was 1867 or 1872.

13237. Had you met him very frequently before he became inter-
ested in this contract section 15 ?-No; no, I had not.

Met Whitehead
In London
(Canada)

13268. So your first intimate acquaintance was after his èonnection Became intimate
with the Pacifie Railway ?-After his connection and during the time-alh the t terha
he was here for some weeks, and some weeks before I knew what his connection with
business was at all; we used to talk together a great deal, and met aiWanaci
together a great deal, and talked about western affairs and old times
there and became very intimate.

13269. Had he any reason to think that you had been acquainted
with railway contracts, or would be useful in them as a coadjutor ?-I
do not think he had, I could not say he had,except from general conver-
sation we had.

13270. You have spoken of two sets of notes which he gave you: I Two sets of notes.
understand that the latter one was to the extent of about $11,000 or
812,000 ?-Yes.

13271. Do you remember how many notes were in that set?-I Doesnot remem-
eould not say that. notes in the

13272. It was not all in one note ?-No; the notes were generally %12,000 set.
given at long dates, three, four, eight and nine months or something
like that, so there would be no Irouble in ditcounting or renewing
them if required.

13273. As to the previous lot of notes out of which you retired about Firet lot of notes
the amount of$13,000, were they principallygiven to you at one time ? princlpally given
-Principally given at one time and at long dates. at oue time.

13274. So that in effect there were two batches of notes?-There
'Were two, yes.
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Alged tmpro- 13275. And these two batches comprised the principal part of the
Per inanence. whole that were given ?-Yes.

13276. But besides those two batches there were some smaller ones ?
-As I mentioned in my evidence, in my statement, I do not nOW
remember, but there were some of those which he paid afterwards,

Besides the two there were several for $1,000 which ho gave me at one time, and 1
lots several mali counted that in the general amount-the aggregate that I made up OUnotes for 4 1,00i. Saturday.

13277. Could you say about the date when ho gave you a batch of
$ 15,000 in all ?-My impression is-I am inclined to remember that
very fact in connection with my conversation with Mr Haggart, because9
in my evidence I said it was before my conversation I got the notes-
my impression is it was subsequent, I think it was somewhero in the
beginning or middle of April or somewhere there, I know only a feW
weeks elapsed between the time ho gave me those notes. I transferred
them on account of our subsequent agreement. le went away a feW
weeks and came back and made this proposition, but while ho was
absent I heard that ho was trying to make arrangements either to sell
his contract or get the other work to amalgamate with his.

Some time In 13278. Are yon speaking of the $12,000 batch or the 815,000 ?--
April, 1879, he o
the lot for $12, . am speaking of the $12,000, I am talking of the notes ho gave me,

think, in April-April, 1879.

13279. April, 1879 ?-In April, 1879, which he transferred.
13280. And are they the ones that Mr. Bain got ?-Yes.

Some tine In De- 13281. I was speaking of the first batch ?-The first were given te
cember, 1878, got me, I eould not say exactly what date-some time in 1873-the latter

part of 1s78.

13282. Could yon not define it more closely than the latter
part of 1878?-You see I ceould if I could go by the notes, but 1
could not go by the. notes because Mr. Whitehead when here would
change the dates so as to take up the old ones and renew them. I can-
not trace them back on account of that, but my impression is that it
was in December 1878.

13283. Then these notes were current at the time ho gave you the
second batch ?-Yes, most of them. They were either hold as colla-
teral or discounted. One of theni of $4,000-I do not precisoly renO
ber all the particulars, but Mr. Carriere, who was then President of the
Citizen Co. spoke to me about trying to arrange some financial
matters, and I told him I would try to get Mr. Whitehead to accept
that draft of $4,t00, which ho did either by note or by draft, and Mr.
Carriere endorsed it and we discounted it. That, I think, was after
December.

13284. After ho gave you the first batch of about 815,000, did h
give you any other notes except those which Mr. Bain got back or
renewals of the portion of the first bateh ?-He may have givel
renewals.

Whiteead may 13285. But besides renewals ?-I do not remember whether he did
have gîven gome
amanl note. or not. He may have given me some small ones.

13286. Did he give you any money ?--ie paid a small amount of
One of those notes he gave me, and, as I said in my evidence Ou

HRe paid $4,000. Saturday, I think he paid $4,000.
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13287. On any of those notes ?-I think part of one of those-81,000, Aegedimpe.-
or something-I do not exactly remember; but I know there was some, per innuence.
lie either paid $4,000 I think-that is, he paid $1,000 on one note and
83,000 on another-84,000 in all.

13288. He paid yon this in money besides the notes ?-Yes.
13289. Afer the first bateh ?--I could not say that. That was a

note I held before some of those drafts I was running through the bank.
13290. You did not understand my question to relate to anything

after the first batch was given ?-No.
13291. That was what I intended ?-Any money paid prior to

that batch was some note in the bank.

13292. Did you get any after the first batch ?-None
remember at all. I could not swear positively, because he
paid me a small amount-8500, or something of that kind.

that I can Whiteheadmight
might have saaa a

of $500.

13293. Is it in your power now to give us the correct dates of those
different notes which you got from him, from the beginning till now ?
-It is not. I have tried my very best ever since Saturday. Yesterday,
particularly, I looked through everything I could, to fix dates, but I
could not do that because they were so often renewed, and new notes
were given.

13294. This batch of $15,000 was not reniewed ?-No. The bateh of

13295. That you can give us exactly ?-That I think was the 15th of renewed.

April, but he never confined himself strictly to the dates.
13293. I am speaking of the entries in your books ?-I had no

entries. I never kept any entries. If I had I could produce them;
'and though it is a private matter. I would have produced them. I
could not say that there was a note dated 15th April ; I could not
swear that was the date that it was given on, because Mr. Whitehead
night have dated it back, or said :1" I will not be here until so-and-so,"

and he either dated it back or ahead, and consequently I cannot swear
to the dates.

13297. of these two principal batches, are we to understand that the
last was given originally only as accommodation paper ?-The last. As I
informed the Commission on Saturday, I had gone into this arrange-
ment with Mr. Whitehead,and I was therefore not so diffident about-

13298. I am not asking your reasons : at present I am asking
whether that second batch was entirely accommodation paper at the
beginning ? -Yes; and I think I said to Mr. Whitehead, if I did not use
them I would give them back-that was my expression.

13299. The first batch you led us te understand was not accommoda-
tion paper at all, but was paper which he agreed to retire ?-I never
looked upon it as accommodation paper.

13300. But, independent of the way you looked upon it, was it not
expressed by him, and understood, that he was to take it up ?-Yes; I
always understood that, and my impresssion is, in fact, that he agreed
to it.

13301. Did he say that that first batch was for value received, or to
be received, from you, or was that the understanding only in your
own mind ?-I cannot remember that he ever said that about value

The second batch
Of notes $12,10)at the beglnnlng
accommodation
paper.

Always under.
stood that the
firat batch of
notes $15 000 were
to be paid by
Whitehead.
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genrl,.. received; but I always understood, and I think he understood, tbat

Per inanence. those notes were to be pald by him, and to be carried by me as long as
1 could. He never expected to be in difficulties, and consequently
never thought there would be any trouble about them.

13303. But, irrespective of consequences or after events, was the
substance of the arrangement, at the time he gave you the first batch,
that from that time forward they were to be a debt of his, or were
they only paper of his thatyou were to use for your accommodation ?
Well, I only know how I looked at it. I looked at it as an agreeml t

made by bim with me, and in agreeing to that ho agreed to givO ne
certain notes, and to take them up. That is the only way I looked at
it, and the only way it was.

Whitehead 13303. Now you say he agreed to take thom up ?-Yes; ho agreeagreed to take I
notes (first baceh to take them up in the end, but I was to carry them as long as I co
for $15,O0>0 up In
the end, but
witness to carry 13304. Then there was an agreement that ho was to take tbem Up?
them as long as -Yes, an eXpressed agreement.
lie could.

13303. Do you remember where that transaction happened ?-I think
it was in my own bouse; that he called on me and talked over mattOrs9
and told me what ho proposed to do with me, and what he wanted 11n0
to do as far as I was concerned; and we then made that arrangement;
but where the notes were given I could not say. Some of them, I think,
were given in my office, but I could not be positive that was the first
arrangement.

13306. I am speaking only of the first arrangement at prosent ?-
That was in my office.

13307. I am not speaking of the first arrangement strictly, but Of
the first large batch of notes ? -Yes; that is what I mean.

13308. What is your explanation now of the value which you tbink
you gave him for that batch of notes ?-Well, it is a rather difficult
thing to define value in a matter of that kind.

Value rendered 13309. WelI, call it consideration if it was not full value ?-It was a
for notes <first m m
,ate t, ok offer made to me by a contractor, and I accepted the offer, I supplee
afterwhitehead's like any other business man under the circumstances, and articu
business and seeth ,rilaî
that he was not as there was not a large amount of work to do for him. he value
unfatrly crowded.rendered was simply to look after his business, and to see that ho wasby others. rn.ee.ke t

not unfairly and unjustly crowded by others who wanted to break biu1

down, and to see when ho was tendering to assist him in every 'Va %
could--overy legitimate way-whch I did; to write to him 1
quently and keep him posted as to the movements of other contracÏto
and the movements of tenderers, and public works being let; and

If sum measured generally to look after his business. If you measured it by the cash
'value of wtncss value, as to the amount which my services were worth commerciallYy

®ervice was was of course, excessivoly paid; but the proposition coming from
c Whitehead himself and. not from me, and he considering my servic

were valuable, ho set his own value upon them and I accepted his pro-
posai.

Witness neyer po30. iDon' arhttewih
d h 13310. Don't you think that this excess of payment whichy

understand that nOw alluding to was because ho was led to understand that ho WOO'
m°favoprocre get some equivalent f rom you in the shipe of favourable consideratio',

romnteaonern- by the Government ?-Well, if he was led to understand that it 'es
ment. by some other than me. I always understood from him, whon his coO'
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tract was in a good position, that he was going to assist me in every A ileged impro.
way he could; but I never in my life told Mr. Whitehead that I would per ailuence.

approach a Minister and ask anything that a Minister could -not do. I
would not bave done it for him and I never did it in my life, and he
bas since expressed himself perfectly satisfied, and always did, with the
way I was doing his business.. lis business was a difficult one because
he was mixed up with a great many people in Manitoba and elsewhere,
and I advised him how to manage it without consulting a great many.
All I can say is that any and all business that I did for Mr. Whitehead Al business done
was done in the most legitimate manner, and I would not fear if the Whithead
whole world knew every word I said to him, and whatever I said to a 1egitimate.
Minister, and I very seldom saw a Minister. I suppose I am not in the
Minister's office once in six months-in the Railway Department.

13311. Do you believe that he was led to expect that sort of benefit
in compensation for this excess which be paid you over the fair value
of your work either by any one else or by yourself, although you may
not have intended it ?--I could not speak for any one else, but if any
one did it, it was without my knowledge.

133i2. Did you not, from his manner and conversation, think he was Whltehead's con-
under that opinion ?-Only because he always consulted me, that wasMon ons
all. Mr. Whitehead never asked me. The only thing he ever asked me only thing which

to do, I remember now, that I thought was rather out of the way thaï ae (witness,
(although I put it down to the fact that he was not conversant with -a"i11'aroeure
the statutory law and parliarnentary rules), he was anxious at the deration fron
time of the second letting to get the entire work at his own prices Government.

without tendering and to continue it, having the means of access and the
rolling stock and everything requis8ite, and he wrote to me about it. I Whitehead wrote

wrote back to him telling him I was positive that no such arrange. ng get the
ment could be made, that I could not go to a Minister to make such a whoe of con

proposition ; and I think in January, when he came down, I explained tenaern.
to him that it was an utter impossibility for the Government to do any-
thing of the kind. He said he supposed not, but that they were in a
hurry to get the work through. I never made that proposition to a Mi. Did not make this
nister, and I never thought that it was permitted, or anything of the Iiter. any
kind would have been permitted by a Minister.

13313. I am not quite sure that I have got an answer to the sub.
stance of my question ?-I will try to answer it again.

13314. From his manner, or his remarks, did you believe that he was
under the impression that he would get some advantage by your in-
fluence, and that that would compensate him for the excess which he
paid you over the actual value of your services ?-No. I can say that
i positively was not aware that he thought that: because he did not ask
anything in excess so far as I was concerned-did not ask me to ask the
Government for anything in excess, never in bis life. Ie simply
spoke of carrying on his contract as it then was, and never spoke of
having an advantago in bis contract. There had been changes when
MrMackenzie was in power which he told me benefitted him very
much. I did not think anything of that. I suppose, had it been
done under the present Government, I would have been blamed for it ;
but I knew nothing about it, and Mr. Whitehead could never have been
led to believe from me that any excessive prices, or any extra or
excessive privileges would have been gained from co-operating with me.

Whiieleaa never
rpoke of getting
any advantae in
hi& contract.
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* l 13315. You have said that this batch of $15,000 in notes would be an
per Infuence. excessive price for your services measured by the cash value ?-Yes.

$15,000 an exces- 136 o htrao o tikh e
%Ive pricefr 13316. For what reason do you think he gave you that excessivO
witness's services price ?-I said measured by a commercial standard-taking a commer-
Explains charac- cial view of it-for the services I rendered him and the time I gave
ter of services. him, certainly it was an excessive price; but there was more than that.

He had involved in this work nearly two millions of dollars. He bad
everything ho was worth involved in it, and ho simply made a proposi-
tion to me to share in the profits to a certain extent and to look after
bis interests. He was in jeopardy unless ho had a business man tO
look after it.

Acted as adviser. 13317. What sort of a business man do you mean-a lawyer or a
railway man ?-1 gave him a great deal of advice, not as a lawyer but
as an adviser. As a railway man, of course I knew nothing about the
railway itself, but I certainly knew when a man was paying a large
amount of interest-as I heard 10 per cent. a month-and I further
knew that when ho was keeping bis books irregularly, and when he
had a large amount of rolling stock and did not know how lis account&
stood, if ho had some one to put those things in shape and to prepare a
schedule, that it was worth something to him, and ho having corne to
me and having made that propositio I accepted it.

old Whitehead 13318. Do you say that ho informed you that ho was paying 10 per
theIudrest ey cent. a month or 10 per cent. a year interest ?-What first called my
was paying for attention to it was Mr. Whitehead saying to me that there was an
sàx montbs with-
out failng. attempt made-that by looking at his books, or that his book keeper

told him that some one had gone to his book-keeper and said ho was to
be charged 10 per cent. a month for advances. He made some
explanation of that to me at that time as to the interest he was paying-
I said : " It will simply crush yon. You cannot do it for six monthS
without failing." I said: "Make some arrangement as soon as you go to,
Toronto with the bank, and get yourself relieved from these advances,
because if you are paying 10 per cent. a month it will ruin you." -ne
said ho would. He went off to Toronto and wrote me down afterward&
to say that ho was making arrangements to get himself relieved. At
that tine ho was getting bis rolling stock and plant taken as securitY
for money to pay up this thing and get rid of the interest, and he als-
wanted to get some advances at the time I became that surety, and it
was merely a formal thing. I think it was some claim ho had on the
Pembina Branch, and some other money on his contract, section 15,
ho having finished up the Pembina Branch.

Whitehead got 13319. Did ho get the loan that you speak of from the bank ?.-YOs,
:Ï60,000 froin ihe . gt6,0
ank, anddot0 I think he got ; I think that was the amount.

fromOoevernment
and got rid of the 13320. Was that from the bank or from the Government ?-IHe got
bnerentayheh from the Government as well. Then just before that the Government

advanced him-I don't exactly know how much.

13321. $40,000 ?-Something like that on bis rolling stock, but
refused to grant him anything on lis plant.

'Whut headtade 13322. Had ho got rid of this burden of interest altogether beforehe
the above ar-
rangeant b gave you the 815,.000 of notes ?-I think so. I think at that time hO
gave wtness wasJust preparing to do it, or had made arrangement to get out Of
notes (fprst b atch) yng t te
$1510MX) p8 gte interest.
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13323. What interest, the 10 per cent. a month ?-I do not know A *e."rb...
that he was paying the 10 per cent. a month at the time, because I per In»uence.
told him when he went back to Winnipeg to try and make some other
arrangements, and see if it was true that he was paying that much. He
said that no one was to blame, that he did it with his eyes open.

13324. Was that paid for getting a surety at the time that he got
the contract ?-That is my impres.sion.

13325. That was Mr. McDonald ?-Yes, I think so; yes.
13326. And do you say that he got rid of that burden of interest, Whitehead assur-

because he says it still exists ?-He told me that he had done so. ®w ltn"of®uhead
He told me that he had made other arrangements. I think he said Or Interest.
that he had given a note without interest for the interest that others
held in the contract-I am not sure. Thero was some explanation
about having given the note and having to pay so much every month
or six weeks out of his estimates, in payment of getting rid of the
whole thing.

13327. I think you describe the gross sum which he had given you, Gross sum given
either in the shape of cash or notes, at something like $33,000 or a 1tohd to
$34,000, and out of that you say you have returned $11,000, and $SsO or i000,

retired $13,000, that will leave a balance of about $10,000 ?-Yes. leavln as t'*eor
*10,000 a tel

13328. So that you make it $9,000 or $10,000 the amount that you a o naena
aetually received ?-Yes, I think I got in 1877 and 1878 as mach as
I got in 1878-79. I cannot exactly remember.

13329. Besides those notes which you say you retired and which
are Mr. Whitehead's, you have realized from him about $10,000 in some
shape ?-It may have reached that amount.

13330. Is it about that amount ?-Yes, about that.
13331. Has that all gone to your individual benefit ?-Yes. ohne tho slewi0,0

12332. Has no person shared it with you?-Not a soul-well I could
not say that in my business-

1333. I mean according to some arrangement between you and
somebody else: did anybody share it ?-No, not a dollar.

13334. That $10,000 and this $13,000 in notes, which you still hold
against Mr. Whitehead, would be $23,000 in all ?-Yes.

13335. For which you say the only services rendered to him were $23,000 In all for
in the shape of advice and sympathy and giving some information ? advice and infor-

I did not say sympathy. mation.

13336. Did you not say so on Saturday ?-No; I did not say that it
was for sympatby that he gave me the notes.

13337. But you mentioned it on Saturday ?-[ said Mr. Whitehead
had a great deal of sympathy for me knowing the battle that I was
fighting.

13338. And you said you lad sympathy for him knowing the state
of his business ?-I read that in my written statement.

13339. And therefore you said it ?-Yes; I used the word
sympathy; but I did not say that he paid me for sympathy.

13340. I say what he got from you was advice, sympathy and
information ?-I do not see that I have ever said that he paid me for
sympathy.
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'efe ...- 13341. I am trying to find out what he got from you, whether ho
per inguence. paid you for that or not: you can tell us in your own language botter

than I can describe what ho got from you ?-I can swear that he
never told me he paid me for my sympathy.

What Whiteheart 13342. Can you tell us what he got from you for this twenty odd
got for the 123,OO. thousand dollars: use your own language in describing it ?--I have on

three or four occasions.
13343. I may not have understood you properly: I am anxious to

understand what you mean, and, therefore, I have to trouble you some-
times to explain a second time ?-My explanation is that Mr. White-
head voluntarily made an offer to me that if I would attend to his
business, so far as keeping him thoroughly conversant with the move-

Information and ments of contracts and contractors, the publication of schedules and
adstee. forms, advising him in different ways at different times--

13344. So far that is information and advice; now, what else ?-As
to bis work, attending to his agency business, which included pro-
paring statements and arrangement of details with regard to his rolling

statemnts rom- stock and plant.
13345. Were these statements compiled from information which he

would give you?-Certainly. -He used to bring ail his documents
down.

13346. That would be a job which persons without very great ability
could accomplish-that would not be a very valuable service ?-I do
not think so-not that part of it.

13347. What else ?-And to really represent him in bis absence frion
Representi ng Ottawa.
him. 13348. Represent him with whom ?-Represent him as an agent in

any business ho had with the Government, or any one else.

133 19. Then it was representing him in business with the Govern-
ment ?-Well, yes.

13350. Was that a material part of it ?-It was to represent him
cannot say that with the Departmonts.
he materially
benefitted White- 13351. Did you materially benefit him as agent ?-1 cannot say that
head any more y a
than another did any more than any other man might under the circumstances.
man would have
done. 13352. You see it seoms singular that a man who feels how much ho

is pressed even to pay interest for actual advances should be willing to
give $24,000 for services of the sort you describe, unless ho obtained
what ho considered to be some real advantage, and I want to know, if
ho did consider it material, what the advantage was, and whether ho
secured it ?-Well, I can only swear that I know of no advantage Mr.
Whitehead received, other than I have detailed; that I ever secured
from the Department any excessive advantage, or asked it.

13353. Do you remember any one note or acceptance which ho paid
of about the sum of $5,000 ?-No; I never did.

$2,OOO the largeRt,
a'epi neapaid 13354. What was the largest acceptance or note which was paid at

W heead at Winnipeg by him ?-$2,000, I think-$2,000.
13355. Did that go into your own bands first from him ?-Yes ; it

was erdorsed by Mr. Carriere, of the Citizen, I think, and ho drew on
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me. I remember the transaction now. He drew on me through the
Ontario Bank, and telegraphed me to draw on him. I forget what the
result was, but he paid it ultimately. It was $2,000 or $2,200-82,000
I think. No $5,OOU was ever paid me.

13356. You mean at one time ?-Of course, I mean that.
13357. Because altogether it was some $9,000 or 810,000 ?-Yos ; I

bave said that.
13358. Now are you not aware that throughout his dealings from

the beginning, or at all events from an early period in the transaction
with the Government, that ho has obtained some considerable favours
from the Goverunment ?-I am not.

MACKINTOSH
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13359. Are you not intimate enough, notwithstanding these con-
fidential arrangements between you and him, to be aware that he
received a percentage which the Government was entitled to hold on
his work, and which they gave up to hi?-Yes; I know that.

13360. Do you not think that a material advantage ?-I think it is a Whitehead never
material advantage to some extent, but nothing more than would be knowledge got
done to any other contractor under the same circumstances. afr ora ur

13361. Do you not understand it was entirely a matter of favour, ,o®th a"other
and not of right, that he obtained that ? - I never knew that it was a would get.
favour.

13362. Do you think that every contractor is entitled to get what
they call the drawback, as a matter of right ?-No.

13363. Thon is it not a matter of favour ?-It is a matter of favour to
that extent, of course, but it was not a matter of favour individually
applied to Mr. Whitehead. If another contractor were in the same,
position he would get the same favour. Mr. Whitehead had given his
rolling stock and a large amount of security. The Government says in
his contract, it will assume all this rolling stock when the work is
finished-buy it, buy it at a certain price, consequently the Govern-
ment was perfectly safe. It was a favour, of course, but not a favour
jeopardizing any right of the Government or infringing any depart-
mental right, when the Government advanced on that rolling stock.

13364. Do you say that all along you telieved it a matter of right
that Mr. Whitehead should get this drawback from the Government,
although the contract provided that it should be held until the work
was complete ?-I could not say that it was a matter of right. If it had
been there would have been no necessity for applying for it.

13365. Do you not think it was a matter of favour ?-I think it was a
matter of privilege, but not specially to Mr. Whitehead. I must measure
my opinion of this particular transaction by what has been done to
others. Of courssl think it was a favour if you put it that way.

13366. Of course that is the way I have been trying to put it : did
you tako any part in the negotiations at the time ho first obtained
this favour from the Government ?-Well, I do not think there were any
negotiations to speak of, except the preparation of the papers and appli-
cation to the Government.

13367. Whatever it may have been, did you take any part in it ?-
Yes.

How Whlitehead
got drawbaek.

Took part In
negotations for
drawba-ek.
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AIegd Impro. 13368. With whom did these negotiations take place ?-Well, my
Per tieuence- impression is that most of the negotiations took place through Mi.

Negotiationswith Trudeau, and I think in the Justice Department, there had to be some
Mr. Trudeau. papers prepared. Sir Charles Tupper, I think, was away. The applica-

tion was made in October.
13369. Who was acting for Sir Charles Tupper ?-I could not tell.

I do fnot remember. I was not in the office. I do not think I was in
the office while Sir Charles Tupper was away. The Minister very
seldom has anything to do with it. It passed into the other Depart-
ment@.

13370. Do you remember that you saw anybody on that subject ?-
Yes, I must have.

May have men- 13371. Well, whom do you remember having seen ?-I do not remem-
tloned natter to ber. I remomber seeing several departmental officers, but I do notSir Charles
Tupper. remember any conversation I had with them. I remember, for

instance, meeting Sir Charles Tupper. I do not know that he was
Minister-yes, he vas Minister then. He had just been appointed.
I may have mentioned the matter to him, but merely casually, because
I always considered that the Minister had very little to do with the
matter until all the papers were prepared, and then I did not speak to
him. Sir Charles Tupper had left. Mr. Whitehead saw Sir Charles
and wrote that Sir Charles Tupper had spoken very kindly to him, and
told him that if he could ho of any assistance to him he would be glad
to do it, that ho was going to push the work on. I remember receiving
the letter, and the contenta of it. He was bound to have the work
through as fast as men and money could put it through, and that he
bad said to Sir Charles Tupper that he would want him to assist him,
and Sir Charles said ho had better wait until ho came back. That is
all the conversation I had with reference to the matter and correspon-
douce with Mr. Whitehead abcut it.

13372. Do you know whether that was the first occasion on which
he had obtained from any Government the drawback ?-I do not
remember. Mr. Whitehead came to me the first conversation we had.
He said it was nothing to do, because Mr. Mackenzie was going to do
it for him. I said: " I do not know what the rule is; but if anything
can be done I will do it for you."

lad a power of
attorney from
'Whitehead in
1877.

The first advance
of drawback ve
Whiteead of
whneh wtnessknew.

13373. You say you had a power of attorney from him in 1877 ?-
Yes.

13374. And that you were very intimate with him ?-Yes.

13375. And had talked with him over his business ?-Yes.

13376. I thought from what you said on the subject that you knew
all about it : I ask if ho had got all drawbacks before this time ?-He
never informed me that ho had.

13377. Thon your relations were-not so confidential as you led us to
suppose, if he had received it and did not inform youi?-I did not say
whether he did or not.

13378. Do you say now, the first advance of the drawback to him
was the first time you spoke to Sir Charles Tupper ?-That was the first

time.
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13379. That is your recollection of it now ?-That is my recollection ged inernI
of it; of course other circumstances might make me recollect more, but Per innenee.
I do not remember anything more.

13380. Do you remember when you were hore before telling us that Witness remem-
your compensation was fixed upon by a percentage being applied to bpeayng ai
some gross sum ?-Yes. was fixed on per-

centage on gros
13381. You renember that ?-Yes. sum.

1338. That was the basis on which the percentage was fixed when
you took the first batch of notes?-Yes.

13383. Can you remember, after having refreshed yotr memory, Cannot remem-
what was the gross sum to which it was applied ?-I cannot, and I have ber the grogs sruM

to whlch the per-
thought over it since. There was some percentage mentioned, but my centage was
impression has been that it was with reference to the rolling stock or applied.
the contract. I cannot remember which, it is so long ago.

13384. Now that you understand that ho got a favour to the extent of The , per cent.
the whole of the drawback so that he might use it instead of allowing it the drawacfk.
to remain in the hands of the Government, do you think it was to that
sum that your 15 per cent. would apply ?-No; it was not. I never
had any agreement whatever, good, bad or indifferent, as to giving me
a percentage on the drawback. In fact, when I made the application
for Mr. Whitehead, and ho made it himself, I did not know that it was
not a perfectly regular proceeding, and I do not know to this day that
it is not.

13385. I do not intend to suggest that it is irregular at all. I am only
endeavouring to find out some foundation for his paying you the sum
which he bas paid, and it Occurs to me that he got a material advantage
by the use of the large sum of money which he has described in bis
own evidence, as $180,000, 1 think ?-I do not remember what it was.

13386. The use of that sum ?-No; the application was. I think, Whitehead's ap-

for $80,000, because I remember it. bc8on was for

13387. Well, if it was $80,000, 15 per cent. on that would be 812,000 ?
-Yes; but there was no such thing.

13388. That was not the basis at all of the percentage ?-No ; there This not the basis
was no such thing. of the percentage.

13389. You mean that was a single application, and Mr. Whitehead Whitehead may
says he got bis at different times ?-Yes; he bas got some this year, haathogt
and I have not been doing any business for Mr. W hitehead this year. these notes he
I have been doing nothing at all since I have had to take hold of the would get the
business of the paper. I have had nothing to do with him at all; but I never told

wtness thls.
could not state distinctly what our arrangement was. Mr. Whitehead
may have thought he was giving me these notes and would get this
advance by doing so; but he never told me so.

13390. Could you state the time of the year at which you went to First week In
him about the Powder Co.'s claim to inform him that he was likely tuo as 9 ient
to be arrested ?-Will I describe it ? about the threat

to arrest him by
13391. Yes; the time of the year ?-I think it was the first week in the Mantoba

August, 187d. Powder Co.

13392. He has never given you anything since that, bas he ? It was Tllno eart frth-
not for this service that any part of the money was given ?-No. aoret.
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13393. It was something before that ?-Yes; in fact I considered it
was my duty then, in relation to the circumstances existing between
us, to caution him that that was the intention, that efforts were being
made to injure him.

13391. Do you remember ihe time of the year at which the
Committee of Public Accounts was sitting when Mr. Haggart was
pushing this matter ?-I think it was in March. I could not say
positively. I have not looked it up.

13395. Did they continue to sit through April ?-I could not say as
to that.

13396. The report published in the Blue BoDk of 1879 is dated 8th
of May, 1879 ?-The report of the Committee ?

13397. Yes, the report of that Committee ?-Well, that may be so.
Thetommitteeon 13398.'It opened in the Committee Room the 27th of March, 1879,Public Accounats
met, 27th March, and on 9th of April, 1879, Mr. Haggart appears to be asking questions
1879.
On the 9th April, on the subject, and on the 16th of April the Committee are still sitting
Haggart active and asking questions ?-I think it was on or about that time I had the

tract'1 "~ conversation with Mr. Haggart about it.

About the 12th or 13399. Was it on or about that time that you got the $12,000 notes
letchel þ Apri from Mr. Whitehead ?-Some time about the 12th; I think it was the
Whitehead notes, 15th. It was about the 9th that I spoke to Mr. Haggart. I think it
$12,0o0. was the day after he commenced to ask questions that I spoke to him.

13400. After you spoke to him ?-Yes; in the way I have detailed
in my statement.

13401. You think you did not get the notes until about the 15th ?-
No; I think not, somewhere there. I was looking that up on purpose
to see. I said in my evidence on Saturday, I think, I stated it was
before. I may have stated it was before I spoke to Haggart.

Recollection now
that he spoke to
gaggrt before
getting the notes.

fiaid to White-
head two or three
days atter recetv-

ln the notes: I0i flot use those
notes I will give
theu' back to
you.,,

13402. Of course while you are giving evidence now your present
recollection is of more value than your previous recollection : is that.
your recollection now ?-That is my recollection now.

13403. That shortly after the 9th you spoke to Mr. Haggart, and
you spoke to him before you got those notes?-Yes.

13404. You think it is possible then that you mentioned Haggart's
name at the time you got the notes ?-It was altogether possible that
I did mention his name, but I have no recollection of mentioning it at
the time I received the notes; but Mr. Whitehead frequently referred
to members of the Committee who were pressing questions as to the
details of his work.

13405. At that time when you got those notes yon told him that you
wanted the notes to use, did you not ?-I do not remember exactly the
conversation, or what I told him; I said I wanted those notes to use
and my impression is I said-I do not know as I entered into any
very lengthy conversation with him on the subject, because we had some
talk before, and I do not remember the conversation, but T remember
telling him the reat that time,orjust the day after-some time after Igot
the notes-my having stated : " If I do not use those notes I will givO
them back to you, " because I found, and I commenced to think, I could
not use any more of his notes; that I had enough of them afloat.
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13406. While you were getting them do you mean ?-No; two or a
three days afterwards when I saw what I could do and found that even per nOnuence-
the last note I got from him I could not use it, and I commenced to
think I might as well give them back to him; and the reason I cannot
positively swear to the notes being given on the 15th of April, was that
they changed the dates so often that I would *be afraid to swear posi-
tively that that was the date.

13407. The substance of Mr. Whitehead's evidence is this: that while whitehead's im-
that Committee was sitting, and while you and lie knew that Mr. essiontanth-
llaggart was " pressing questions," as you call it, that you came to him $12 in notes
and obtained $ 12,000 in notes, and left the impression by your manner making the

or by what you said, that the effect of bis giving them would be that action of the
the proceedings in the Committce would be more favourable to him ravourable to
than if he did not give these notes ?-No; well, if that was the impres- hia false lm-

t'ion it is a falise impression. I can positively swear that I never insinu.
ated to Mr. Whitehead that I was going to buy any one, or was going
to pay any one or even suggested to him that there was anything
wrong. He frequently said littie things that I took no notice of at all.

13408. If he had suggested to you to do something wrong, do you
mean you would have taken no notice of it ?-Something wrong ?

13409. Yes; you inade use of that language ?-I said he did not
suggest anything wrong, because if he had I would certainly have
explained to him that the thing could not have been done, the same as
I had when he suggested to me to get the 185 miles contract, without
any tender, on the Pacifie Railway. I wrote to him and afterwards
explained to him that it was impossible to ask the Government to do a
thing of the kind.

13410. I understand you to say that, although this :812,000 of notes
had been given to yon as accommodation entirely, that shortly after-
wards a new arrangement was made by which he agreed to make it a
debt between you ?-Yes.

13411. And that this was done in consideration of your freeing him
from the bargain which lie had made, to the effect that if he obtained
the contracts on sections A and B, or on those two sections united under
the name of C, or failing to obtain these but succeeding in getting an
inter est in another person's contract, that yon were to have a share in substance or con-
-it, and that the giving up of this claim was the consideration for his V'h c hitehead
undertaking to pay the 812,000 ?-I do not remember precisely what agreed pay the
the conversation was in full. on condition or

the agreement to
13412. Is that the substance of it ?-It is the substance of it. There give wotnesa

was a conversation in which I said I have those notes of yours- sare n wo on

13413. I have no objection to your giving the details of it-I would Bselg giveu
rather if you remember them ?-Very well, I will not do it. In February or

13414. At the time that he was tendering for this work, did you Whitehe w
know anything about bis circumstances ?-At that time, in February eering forY etons A and IB
or March, he told me that bis circumstances were very good-very witn es under-
good. stances were

13415. In May, at the time he gave you this substituted agreement, goo '

did you not understand that he was under the impression that Mr.
Manning and the persons connected with him were trying to get bis
contract out of bis hands ?-Yes-no, not at that time.
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ray- 13416. When was it ?-That was some time in August. At that time
per inf=ence. I had heard of the amalgamation between Mr. Whitehead, Fraser &

Grant and some others, and that they were in fact going to buy Mr.
Whitehead out, or that he was going to get their section or. interest and
amalgamate with the rest; that was the understanding I heard from
some one who came from there.

In May, White-
bead toid witnes1 13417. Did you know anything of bis affairs in May: were they

tbtbsfinanciai
position was flourishing or depressed ?-He told me that he was ail right, only that if
,ail riglit,"1 but, hoa ia pi bithat Ifpressed by he was pressed by all the other creditors who claimed-that if all is
all his creditors other creditors concentrated, they might get the contract out of bis
they might get

rontract ont of bands.
his hand.

13418. Was it not a struggle with him at that time to hold bis own:
did you not understand that fron the way that ho was pressed by his
creditors, and all surrounding circumstances?-I did not understand
that he was pressed then, but later on-except one claim that pressed
him and that was the Manitoba Powder Co. who held notes.

Witness's Im- 13419. Whon did you understand that they were pressing him and
p gregairnay' likely to arrest him?-In August, 1879. In May, I think, they were
Whtehead's pressing him a little because they always came to me to explain,fuanciabposition. because Mr. Whitehead said I was looking after all bis business for

him, and they consulted me as to whether it was botter to follow him
up.

13420.- Supposing as you had reason to think that you knew the
stati of his affairs, what do you say was your impression about then

That he was all at that time ?-My impression at that time was that ho was all right
ruL hancia. y financially, but that ho was cramped and pushed because ho had assumed

a pretty heavy burden, and was carrying them all himself.
13421. You understood that ho was cramped and pushed then ?-I

understood that ho was cramped and pushed for some time to come for
ready money.

13422. If you understood that how did you think it likely that ho
was in a position to buy an interest in some other person's contract, on
this 185 miles, ho being already pushed and cramped-because you say
that the probability of his purchasing a new interest was the reason
for his becoming a promiesor on those notes : are these two things
consistent ?-I think they are quite consistent so far as the position was
concerned; that Mr. Whitehead would have brought in others with
capital, and by amalgamating the entire work with the united capital
and means of access to this new work, and utilizing all the rolling stock
and plant which might otherwise lay idle, it would be most beneficial
to him; that there was a great deal of rolling stock and plant that he
had done with and which ho would have been paid for by his partners,
and would have been allowed so much. At that time I considered Mr.
Whitehead was very well off, and if ho was cramped he was olY
cramped because ho had large amounts of cash to pay out for the time,
but I never knew until August that ho was in pushed cireumstances.

Reasons wby
wtneus did .ot 13423. Do you not think that if ho obtained an interest
thinkthatWhite. in this other work of Fraser & Grant, that that would involVehead would havete
toaya bonust the payment by him of a considerable bonus ?-No, I did

t wth the not; because I looked upon it that it would be of mutual advantagesContractors on ta*«o a. te thom-that if they amalgamated on section 15, the advin-
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tage would be all on their side; that they would have access to their Aew"eaI--
work which they had not then ; that they would have plant and rolling per infuence.

stock to hand, instead of buving it at first price, and the expeience
which Mr. Whiteiiead had of the work there for years before; con-
sequently, I think there was a mutual advantage to be derived from
such an amalgamation.

13424. Then this arrangement which you say you fancy was likely The conversatioaarragemet yo was between witne8
to take place, and which induced you to refuse to give up your third and Whitehead

interest without consideration ?-I did not refuse. latter's ,streeto
destroy agree-

13425. Yes, you did refuse, according to your evidence on Saturday ? nent, togive
-I said it was rather unfair to me to do so without giving me some interest°lnter
writing. eft WhIte-

g head obtaining
13426. Does not that amount to a refusal to give it up, except on a contract for

new condition ?-Well, I never said that I would not give up the not sections A and B.

13427. You said, the other day, you would decline to do so, unless
you got a written agreement ?-Put it that way if you like. [remem-
ber there was no refusal on my part, bocause ho made the proposition
and seemed anxious, and consequently I bad no reason to refuse. I
remember saying to hirn-

13428. Really, Mr. Mackintosh, you forget what you say. Your
evidence was in substance this: that when lie proposed to tear up
the old agreement, you said it would not be fair to you, bocause you
would have nothing to show, and you required him to do something
else, and that condition was to become the real, as well as the nominal,
promisor on these notes ?--No; ho did not say: " you must give me
notes."-

13429. I said that the condition was that ho was to become in sub-
stance the promisor of the notes ?-Yes.

13430. And you made that a condition to the tearing up of the old Reason why wit-
bond; now I understand you to say the reason why you did not give g®e up t nd

up the bond without any new consideration was this: that you bad been
led to believe ho was likely to enter into some contemplated arrange-
ment with these other men ?-Yes.

13431, And now you say it was not only that he was to have a share in
theirs, but tbey were to have a share in bis?-There would be two or
three statements made as to what the probabilities were, and I could
not at that time know which was correct. I had reason, and substantial
reason, to believe that some amalgamation was to take place, but in
what way I could not tell, and the fact that Mr. Whitehead came to me
and wanted me to annul the agreement strengthened my impression
that there was something that ho was not telling me.

13432. Did you wish us to understand the other day that you looked
forward to bis making an arrangement, which would be of benefit to
himself, with those other parties who had got sections A and B?
-Precisely.

13433. And it was because you had that interest you wished to get
812,000 ?-Precisely.

13434. You say now the arrangement which you contemplated as
possible under the circumstances was this : that bosides his getting a
share in their new contract he was giving up his interest in his old
contract-is that right ?-Besides getting a share?
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13435. Besides getting a share in theirs they were to get a share in
his : have you not just stated that it was by amalgamating section 15
and sections A and B, that he was to get control of both ?-That was
my information.

13436. I want to know what was operating in your mind ?-All these
things were operating in my mind.

Differpnt state- 13437. I am trying to find out the moving spring which led to this
,t wabroad le- transaction which you describe, and I want to have your impression:

ly to happen do you -ay it was contemplated in the arrangement that he was to give
tion nand®, up part of section 15, as far as you could surmise at the time ? - I mean
and contract 15. to say it was, but there were different statements ahroad, and I h!ad

heard different ones as to wbat was probable, and Mr. Whitehead also
stated to nie : " these men cannot go on with their work." fHe wrote
that to me and in conversation said so.

13438. Did you think contract No. 15 had been let at favourable
prices to the contra tor ?-Yes.

undertooa 13439. It is well understood that section 15 was a favourable contract ?that rontrart 15 a
favourable con- -That was my impression.
tract.

13440. It was apparently the general impression amongst contractors
also, was it not ?-Yes ; the prices were good ; but Mr. Whitehead was
very reticent about the matter.

How witness 13441. If that was part of the price, the giving up of a share in that
garled ane e;- favourable contract by which lie could have obtained an interest in the
gamation of the new contract, did you still think it was a very favourable arrangementconlacts. in which your one-third interest would have beeii of advantage to you ?

-If lie had done that there would have been time for me to consider;
but I really would never consider it a favourable thing, and that was
what was operating upon my mind, to be willing to get out of the
whole thing at once anid have no more to do with it. Of course there
were details and circumstances that I had quite forgotten in the matter;
I never gave it a second thought.

13442. Do you remember the fact of an advance of some $40,000
or 850,000 to Mr. Whitehead on his plant? I think you have
spoken about that ?-In 1878; I don't know whether lie got it in
1878 or the beginning of 1879-but he made application, I think, for
$80,000, somewhere there.

13443. I think the books show that he asked for $100,000 ?-Yes;
I think he did.

13444. Mr. Marcus Smith advised it, but Mr. Fleming recommended
it to be 840,000 ?-They refused it.

Did:not appeal to 13445. What I was endeavouring to lead up to was this: did youiny minister tO
get Whitehead take any part in obtainin this advance for him ?-No part an more

te advanceof than I did for his other business. I did not appeal to any Minister
ilant. for it.

13446. For the present confine your remarks to this one transaction:.
did you take any part in this one ?-If I knew the date I could tell;
my impression is he made application for one this year.

1344?. This transaction was long before this year ?-Then, of course,
I would have something to do with it. That would be in 1879, i think.
After he had paid up that money he made application to have it
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enlarged again and have the drawback. There was a strike on the work.
I think I remember it. per la emee.

13448. In the Bine Book of 1879, in the evidence taken before a Took nnparti n
Select Committee of the Senate on matters relating to the Canadian ebo atic n
Pacific Railway west of Lake Superior, there appears on page 120 a whitehead got
report of Mr. Sandford Fleming : he mentions that the contractor for 0'0 on plan

section 15 applied for an advance of S100,000 to enable him to carry
on the work; that Mr. Smith gave it as his opinion that the Govern-
ment would not only be perfectly safe in advancing the sum, but that
it would be expedient, and good policy to do so; and -a copy of Mr.
Fleming'a report is attached, by which it will be seen that he recom-
mended an advance, but not to the extent strongly advised by Mr.
bmith, instead of 8100,000 his recommendation was $40,000-that
appears to have been in May, 1878 : now, with these facts before you,
do you say whether you took any part in these negotiations or not?
-No; I was away at that time-away the whole summer for two or
three months. I was only home on Saturday.

13449. Have you been interested at any time on any other trans- Never sought or
action connected with the Canadian Pacifie Railway besides those an a s e
that you have described?-No; I have notbeen interested in any of the deredor on
Pacific «ailway contracts. fiaulway, aave

those tendered
13450. Did you at one time propose to obtain or obtain any share ror bywhtehead

in a tender made for any of the works besides those of Mr. Whitehead's ?
-No, not a doilar.

13451. Was it intended, so far as you know, that you were to be a
partner in Bowie & McNaughton's tender ?-I never had a word with
them. I think I was away at the time. I was away a great deal at
the time that work was going on, down in Montreal, and 1 never had
any interest with them. They never asked me; but anything they
would have asked me to do I would bave done. They did not ask me.

13452. Did you do nothing to obtain an interest ?-No.

13453. You have no interest in the contract in any way ?-No; I
have no interest in any railway contract or any branch of the public
service. I am not interested in any.

13454. [s there any other matter connected with the Canadian Pacific
Railway which you can state to us by way of evidence ?-Nothing that
I can state by way of evidence, except general hearsay. Nothing in
connection with the Pacific Railway that I know of.

JAMES COOPER, sworn and examinod: COOPER.

By the Chairman:- 0fnhàu et

13455. Where do you live ?- In Montreal. or X ii•.

13456. Are you engaged in business ?-Yes.

13457. What business ?-Hardware and rail way supplies-principally Engaged in hard-

railway supplies. - & 
13458. What is the name of your firm ?-Cooper, Fairman & Co.

13459. Have you had any business connections with the affairs of
the Paeific Railway ?-Yes.
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13460. What were the first transactions?-I do not remember
exactly; I am not prepared to say what were the first transactions. I
have no book before me to note what it was.

13461. What is the first that you remember ?-I remember the larger
transactions.

13462. Which of those'?-The spikes, bolts and rails. I would not be
prepared to say that they were the first transactions.

13463. I mean the first that you remember ?-I remember supplying
the Government with spikes, steel rails, bolts and nuts.

13464. Was there a distinct contract for these articles which you now
mention ?-On bolts and nuts there was; but the other transaction for
rails we were acting as agents for the Mersey Iron and Steel Co.;
we were representing the Mersey Steel and Iron Works in our trans-
actions with the Government.

13465. You mean that the property that was sold in that transaction
did not belong to you ?-No.

13466. They belonged to some other firm ?-We were acting for the
Mersey Co.

13467. Who composed your firm at the time that you entered into
that transaction ?-If I knew the date of the transaction I could tell
you. I really did not look up these matters or makeany preparation
at all.

13468. When were you informed that you would likely be questioned
about it to-day ?-Some day last week, I think it was. I was not in-
formed of the nature of the questions I would be asked, so I could not-
make any preparation.

Remembers 13469. Do you remember the fact that the Government issued adver-
elntg aodr stee- tisements inviting tenders for steel rails, some time in the fall of 1874?

rals. -I remember the fact óf seeing the advertisement in the western
papers. I happened to be in Toronto at the time, and I think I saw it
in the Globe; but I would not be prepared to swear whetber it was in
1873 or in 1874.

Remnembers that
the trne for e- 13470. Do you remember that the time for receiving tenders was
oe vi tenders extended by a subsequent advertisement ?-Yes, I saw that.etned by a
subsequent ad-
vertisement. 13471. Do you remember whether you tendered under the subsequent

advertisement ?-It might possibly bethat we did, but I have no recol-
lection; I happened to be away from home.

Does not know 13472. Do I understand you to say that you think you did not tender
'Whether tendersWereputin before up to the time named by the subsequent advertisement ?-I could not
Oe.nd advertise. say whether we tendered before. I do not know whether there were twoiment applications or two tenders went in, or whether.they received tenders

on the first advertisement.
Put In atender 13473. I have not yet spoken of the time or occasion when the first
edluadvertienam- advertisements were published, my questions have been directed
ment or rth or altogether to the time mentioned in the secon rtis ment; that WasOatober, 1874. s appears by the Return to Parliament the r,1874: nOW, 1

am asking whether you put in a tender within the time named in the
later advertisement ?-Yes.
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13474. At the time named for receiving tenders in the later advertise- Tendering

inent, can you say who composed your firm ?-That is in October ? Contract No. s.

13475. No ; I think the Inter time was the 16th November ?-I could couid not posi-
not positively tell you, I could not positively swear ; but I think there tio'ved hewho
were three members of the firm, though I would not be positive, I nrm, November,
would not be positive whether there were tbree m'embers of the firm at say whethera t
that date. I could not be sure. I could not tell at least on oath. I would that time there

were three mem-not like to be positive. bers.

13476. Without making it a matter of certainty, will you state your Thinka that
impression-we can, perhaps, ascertain more definitely afterwards ?-i Chares Macken-
think that I should suppose that Mr. Mackenzie-Mr. Charles Mac- offlrmatthat
kenzio-was a member of the firm at that time. I suppose so. I think tue.
so. I know he had been talking about retiring, but I do not know Does not know
whether he served us with bis notification before that or after ; that is wua"h-eter harre
the reason I have hesitation about saying so. Without looking it over, notificationof
I could not answer you exact ly; in fact I am nearly always the absentee this tiae.
of the firm. I used to be on the road most of the time and I am not as
well posted perhaps as I ought to be.

13477. Look at the tender now handed you, and please say in whose
writing it is-the written part of it?.-Yes, I can do that very easily;
that is Mr. Fairman's signature.

134'18. What is the signature to it ?-The signature is per Cooper,
Fairman & Co., Agent, Montreal." That is the Mersey Steel and
Iron Co., and signed " Cooper, Fairman & Co., Agent."

13479. Do you see attached to that tender a letter signed by Cooper Identifies signa-
Fairman & Co. ?-Yes; there is a letter dated November 14th, 1874. inareofl as la

Cooper, Fairmana
13480. Who is the writer of that ?-M. Fairman. a co.
13481. That tender which you looked at is, I think, for delivery at

Montreal ?-Yes, the printed one.
13482. In fact it alludes to delivery somewhere ?-To delivery on For delivery at

the wharf at Montreal. Yes, I see that. Montreal.

13483. There is another tender for delivery at other points, Duluth Another tender
or Thunder Bay: please look at that and say how that is signed ?-Yes, f° doeli®er a
I see it is to deliver at Duluth or Thunder Bay; that is signed by der Bay signed by
Cooper, Fairman & Co., at Montreal. &°er, Faina

13481. That does not purport to be on behalf of another person or
firm, does it ?-No ; I should judge not.

13485. It purports to be on their own account : I am not asking yOU Tender purports
what understanding there was between your firm and any other party o be on aaSountof Cooper, Fair-
-I am asking you if the tender purports to be on behalf of your firrn man à co.
or not ?-It looks like it.

13486. In whose writing is the envelope addressed attached to it?-
That ia Mr. Fairman's writing.

13487. Is it upon one of these tenders that you understand your firm Got 2o oo tons ou
obtained a contract for rails, in the name of the Mersey Co. ?- ceaalï of mersey

We tendered on behalf of the Mersey Co., and got 20,000 tons, I
think it was, of rails. I do not know whether it was 20,000 tons or
not, but we got a considerable quantity.
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Tenderlag. 13488. flad you any part in any othor tender besides these two
which I have mentioned to you ?-Yes, we had.

Contract No.nl. 13489. What other ?-We had ; there was another quantity of rails.
which we supplied on behalf of Naylor, Bonzon & Co.

13490. That was not awarded in consequence of any of the tenders
at this time ?-1 cannot say.

13491. Do you remember whether you took any part alone, although
on behalf of the firm, in the correspondence upon the subject of any of
these rails ?-No.

13492. On page 37 of a Return to the House of Commons, a printed
copy of a letter, purporting to be written by you alone, appears: please
look at it?-Possibly; 1 do not remember. That is a letter dated-that
is the time Mr. Fairman was in England.

13493. It was on the subject of these rails, some part of them, was
it not ?-I will read it as I have r otten that there ever was such a
letter written. I see t is Mr. I" oere; it is a misprint, it should
have been from Mr.

Fairiman the cor.
responding mem.
ber of firm.

'Wutness travel-
ling member of
arai.

13494. Can you say which member of your firm usually took part ip
the negotiations or the correspondence about any of these rails, being
at Ottawa at the time of that correspondence or negotiation ?-Mr.
Fairman.

13495. Were you here taking any part in any of those doings ?-No.

13496. Did I understand you to say that you are the travelling
member of the firm ?-Yes; I am travelling on ordinary business. I
was up west most of the time when these negotiations were going on.
I happened to be at home when Mr. Fairman was in England, and that
is the reason why this letter was written by me.

13497. When you travelled westward, as a rule did you go to the
furthest point first about your business and take your orders on your
way homeward, or do you take them up on your way from home ?-It
depends on the ground I take; sometimes I commence in the west
wbere 1 happened to have engagements at certain points. I have gone
100 miles sometimes, and returned next day; it is quite a common tbing
to do. I have gone to Chatham, for instance, and taken an order, and
come right back again to Toronto.

13498. Do you remember where you were when you first bad any
intimation that this contract was awarded to your firm ?-No; I do not-

rannot «Ywhno 13499. Do you remember how it was communicated to you, whether
DUt heard of by word or mouth, or by letter ?-I could not say.

13500. Do you remember who communicated it to you ?-I could
not say.

13501. Ras that been a matter which you have considered at anY
time before this examination ?-What is that, Sir?

13502. Whether any particular person communicated to you the fact
of the awarding of the contract, and where you were at the time, and
who it was ?-No; it never occurred to me before. I have no recol-
lection, and could not tell you the way I got the information ; whether
I was at home or in the west, or where 1 was.
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13503. Could you tell where you were when vou firet learned that 0.*rt*eîsu.
one of your partners was about to retire, or wished to retire ?-Yes; I with rmn or
thiiik L could. i think I was in Montreal. I think i received a letter . 'c"
in Montreai to that effect. In Montreal

when he tlrst
13504. From whon ?-From Mr. Mackenzie-from Mr. Charles Mac- itad tht

kenzie. Charies Mackea-
zie wished tO

13505. Could you give any information now about the date of that retire.
letter ?-No ; I could not. It just occurs to me that such is the case,
but i do not remember the date.

135ý6. Have you the letter now, if you received such a letter ?-I
do not know ; 1. do not think it.

13507. Why do you not think it ?-Because it would have probably
come to me. My own personal letters I generally tore up, but letters
to the firm I generally kept.filed away.

13508. But you do not think that that !etter would come to the firm Thinks letter
as well as to you ?-No; I do not think so. Mackenzie would

13509. Why do you think it would come to you alone ?-Because he
went in with me first, before Mr; Fairman became a partner.

13510. Mr. Fairman came into the partnership after him ?-Yes;
Mr. Mackenzie started with me,or at least assisted me to start the
business in 1872; and then, when I took Mr. Fairman in, I found I
could not run the business alone, and then Mr. Fairman entered the
partnership. Of course, in a matter of that kind, ho would likely rom-
municate to me.

13511. You are aware that there has been a great deal of correspon,
dence and many asser tions on this subject ?-There has been too nuch
altogether.

13512. But would that be the means of refreshing your memory on
the subject, because it is a matter on whieh public attention has been
concentrated ?-I have seen a great deal of it for years, but I have not
read them, and do not intend to read them.

have core to hoan
personally.

13513. As to those dates, do you say it is a matter which you have
not considered of late years ?-What dates?

13514. The date of vour dissolution of partnership, the date of the Witbdrawal at
contract being awarded, and the date at which it was communicated to end of year.

you ?-The date of the understanding of the dissolution of the partner-
ship was at the end of the year. Of course I will tell you what i know; But notification
but I received a notification of the desire to withdraw before that. I o! ° r tNhawl-
could not say whether it was in October or November. ember.

13515. When you say the end of the year, do you menn the calendar Means by end ofr
year, or the year of the partnership ?-The 1it of IJaruary; but Mr. Jauy telto
Fairman was in England, and we could not pass the documeu ts without
the signature of the firm.

13516. Was that the time you wrote to the Department in your own
name, when he was in Ergland ?-Yes.

135,7. And it was at that time that the partnership could not be
concluded bocause he was in England ?-Yes.

13518. So that this date on which you wrote in your own naine
would show the year which he was in England ?-Certainly.
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RC. ackn ze 1.3519. And it would be the 31st December following that, that your
with arm of partnership ended ?-No, lst January, 1875.
Cooper, Pair-
Mau & o. 13520. Do you say then that your partnership ended on the 3lst

Partnership end- December, 187 1 ?-Yes, 1874.
ed 31st December,
nn4. 1351. It ended in obedience to the previous notification ?-It ended

on the previous notification that it should be severed at once, but of
course we could not do it until we closed our books ; we could possibly
arrange it thon, but we could not arrange it in October when our busi-
ness was going on. We could not stop all our business to take stock
and close our books; of course it would be impossible until the end o
the year.

The conditions of 13522. Do you know whether by the terma of your partnership with
prtnofsCoo pn Mr. Mackenzie, he had the ight to end it at any time ho might name,
Fairman & Co. and could dictate the teris upon which it was to be euided, or with

reference to the terms with which it was to be ended, or eere the terns
upon which it might be ended a matter for negotiation between all the
partners ?-I could not say that; I could not tell. I do not think I ever
read the document twice, but we ail take it for granted that if any one
member of the firm wish to retire we would not stand in bis way. If
1 wished to retire on the lst of January, Mr. Fairman would be willing
that I should do so.

13523. But do you think he would be, willing to do so upon any terms
you chose to name ?-No ; because I would be a full partner and Mr.
Mackenzie wasonly a special partner.

Ti11n ks Macken-
zite as speal

-i i't ner could
ave dictated the

ternis on which
he wouid retire.

13524. I am endeavouring to ascertain this: whether, according to
your understanding of the substance of the transaction, Mr. Mackenzie
could dictate the termas upon which ho should retire, as weil as the tine
of retiring ?-As special partner I should think he could.

135;5. What do you consider the terms to be then ?-That is for himu
to say, not me, of course.

13526. Have you nothing to say upon the subject?-Nothing at all.

13527. Do you say that whatever terms he chose to name must be
accepted by the other partners ?-I would not like to say that. It is a
point of mutual agreement I suppose, or it might be a point of mutual
agreement. I would not like to discuss that point. I do not want to
have any trouble with anybody, and as long as I can meet them fairly,
I will meet them without referring to law or anything else. I do not
know what privileges he mvight have had ; of course Icould not tell.

13528. Have you any impression about what privileges he might
have bad on the understanding of the subjeet between vou?-I do not
know how you mean to imply that.

13529. Had you any understanding at all about the substance of the
bargain ?-When he notified me?

1530. First of all I am speaking about the terms of the partnership
and irrespective of the terms in the written agreement between you:
I am asking you whether yo had any understanding in your nlind
about what was agreed to between you and Charles Mackenzie ?-Do
you mean if he continued in the firm ?
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13531. I want you to tell me if you remember any understanding Relatiaet

there was between you ?-I do not soe the question. If you can put it with firm or
in another way probably I can see it clearly. Mau ® o.*

13532. I wish to know whether when you went into partnership when going into

with Mr. Charles Mackenzie, there was any understanding as to the 'ares aceen-
proportion of bis capital that should be withdrawn by him in case ho zie no under-

rotired ?-There was no understanding. what portion of
:D his capital should

13533. Then was it a question for negotiation at that time as to how be withdrawn if

much of the cspital it would be right for him to take out ?-No; I he retired.

merelv stated in writing to him, if I remember right, that all I would Macenzie retir-
undertake to pay him back would be the aniount that ho had put in, capital. >I Wh

that is ail I would undertake under the circumstances--that ho should
take out what ho had put in as his agreement.

13534. If you had made two or three times the amount of your
original capital, would it not be fair that he should take out more than
ho had put in ?-Not under those circumstances.

13535. Why ?-On retiring just on his own opinion a man cannot
do that without having to suffer some loss.

13536. Suppose instead of making a considerable addition to yOur Does not suppose
capital you bad lost a portion of it ?-Yes; but I do not suppose any- the airmn iost.
thing of the kind.

13537. Mr. Mackenzie was under that impression ?-Mr. Mackenzie
.should know what ho is talking about first before supposing anything
of the kind.

13538. What do you say on that subject ?-That is my private
business. If my banker wishes to know, I am willing to show him,
but I think I can claim the privilege of that being private property of
my own. I noticed that a

13539. Thon you do not wish to corroborate his statement on that charies Macken-
subject?-I do not, most emphatically. If ho had stated so in his ze nowarrantfor

-evidence, I do not think I have read it, but certainly if ho did ho had made a loss.
no warrant for it. I say I never read it. I did glance over it, but I,
,have no knowledge of what ho said more than a child.

13540. But if ho did say so you do not wish to corroborate it ?-No.
13541. Do you know whether there was a clause in your partnership Partnershipto

or in your understanding-[ do not meati your partnership deed-that avesed. b
the partnership should exist for a certain length of time ?-I think so. six years.

I think the tern was four or six years, perhaps seven. I know it is
something about that-a little over four years-between four and six.

13542. That time bad not expired when the dissolution took place ?
-No.

13543. Are you willing to answer this: whether, in your opinion, at
the time of the dissolution with Mr. Mackenzie the arrangement that
was made insured him a greater benefit than if the partnership had
been wound up and ho had taken bis share at that time ? I do not
insist upon your answering this question, because I do not feel quite
sure that the affairs of your partnership are, properly speaking, within
the matters pertaining to the Pacific Railway, although I think they
have been made so by rumour and assertion and it is for the purpose
of clearing up these things that I am giving you this opportunity. I
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arm only asking ýou whether you are willing to answer that question ?
-I think the question is not necessary, simply from the fact that I
notitied him that all he could have if he wished to retire would be his
capital, consequently that answers the question. I notified him that
all he could take out-it he retired he could have his capital. I notified
him to that effect.

13544. Are you making this suggestion in order to create the impres-
sion upon our minds that you were diminishing his rights by that
offer ?-I am not prepared to say whether you take that view of it or
not.

When C. Mac- 13545. I am asking you whether you intended me to adopt that view
ke a hed - wo e making the suggestion in that direction, that bygo he ald to him. -whether you are th CgDsbo nLa
" You can have your notice you diminished his rights rather than increased them ?-I
hoerepistnal andcould not say. I never informed him anything about it. When ho

knows anythlng wished to go, I said: " You can have your capital, and there is no manabotut our affairs
except my knows anything about our affairs except my partner and myself."
partner and
myseir." 13546. Are you willing to answer this: whether, if the partnership,

had been dissolved at that time, you and Mr. Fairman would have got
your capital as well as Mr. Mackenzie ?-If the partnership had been
dissolved ?

135-;.7. Yes; if in your opinion the whole partnership had been
dissolved, and the affairs wound up, you and Mr. Fairman would have
got your capital ?-Of course they could have got their capital. The
firm wer'e able to take their capital out of the business.

13548. You mean out of the assets of the business, not out of any
private person's business ?-The assets of the business is all I am worth.
You know Mr. Mackenzie's liability has no limit to me.

1359. Do you mean by that, when you say that you and Mr. Fair-
man couid have taken out of the business your whole capital-that is
the whole of the capital put in-that the business had been so successful
that none of the capital had been lost ?-I could not answer that now
without acquainting myself more fully with the subject.

13550. I do not wish to press you any further on that subject. Do
yon remember what time Mr. Fairman went to England in that year?
-Mr. Fairman entered the firm in 1ý73.

Pairinan went to
England Decem- 13A51. What time did he go to England ?-In December, 1874.
ber, 1874. 13~52. And what time did he return ?-In March.

13553. Then during that time if any correspondence took place by
your firn it would be by yourself would it not?-By myselt.

13554. And after Mr. Fairnian's return who would do the correspond-
ing ?-Mr. Fairman probably would do it. Not in every case, but
generally.

corresponded 13555. Did you correspond in the name of t fir with Mr.
Maame Of flrmn 155 i o orsodi h aeo h ir ih'%r
with Bucking. Buckingham, the Secretary of the Minister ?-lu the naine of the firm?
bam Secretary
to Minister. 13556. Yes ?-I cou Id not say lor certain.

13557. Did you in your own aame about any ofthis rail matter or
bolts ?-I do not recollect.

oratmn la meo 13558. Do you think you have any means of informing yourself,
toi nform hm either by books or papers, as to the time when you got information of
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this contract being lot to you, or when you got the first notification
that Mr. Mackenzie wished to retire ?-No.

13559. Can you say which of those matters was first communicated
to you-the fact of your getting the contract or the fact that Mr.
Mackenzie wished to retire?-I cannot say. i could not place them.
lt is so long ago.

13560. Has this matter not been discussed by you and Mr. Fairman
and Mr. Mackenzie since those events, and with reference to the rela-
tive dates?-It was never spoken of.

13561. Nor written about ?-Nor written about.

Purchase of
Ehans-
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when he got In-
formation of con-
tract having been
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determinatlon to
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13562. And have you taken no means to refresh your memory on
those subjects ?-No, I have not taken much interest in the matter
after it went through. Business matters come before us every day, and
our minds are fully occupied from time to time.

13563. Then you say that since those events have happened you
have not taken pains to refresh your minds as to the relative dates ?-
The dates of all our letters are there.

13564. I am speaking of the dates of these two events only-one the
awarding of the contract for rails to your firm, the other the notifica- M tak a no
tion by Mr. Mackenzie that ho was to retire ?-No ; I have never refresh his
spoken of it, and the thing bas never occurred to me for years. memory.

13565. Do you remember, while you were in Toronto, te.ling any
person before you knew Mr. Mackenzie wished to retire, that you had
got the contract ?-No. If we had got it I might have told somebody.

13566. I am asking you whether you remember the circumstance ?
-- I do not remember the circumstance.

13567. Do yon remember the circumstance of hearing, while you
were up west, that you had] got the contract,or hearing it by letter from
Charles Mackenzie ? No ; [ do not. I got no such letter.

13568. Nor telegrain ?-Nor telegram.
13569. Nor any such communication as far as you know ?-As far

as I know I can sincerely say I do not recollect anything of the kind.
I could not believe it except it was put before me-the facts.

13570. I suppose you are aware that there have been a great many
rumours about all this sort of thing ?-Yes ; that is why I have not
read up on the subject at all. I heard so much of it.

13571. In those negotiations between the Department and your firm,
did you take an active part, or did you leave Mr. Fairman, when ho
was in the country, to do the negotiating ?-Principally Mr. Fairman.
I may say altogether Mr. Fairman when ho was at home.

13572. Besides the contract for materials, such as rails and bolts, did
you enter into any contract for transportation ?-Yes.

The reason why '
he dd fot resd up
to lnform hlnv4elf
as to the facto
was that ahe
heard o0 any
rurnouris.

13573. Do you remember whether in that matter you were repre-
senting some other firm, or was it entirely on your own account ?-
I cannot say. Mr. Fairman might be able to answer that question.

13574. Did your firn own any steamboats at any time, or have you Firm owns no
been awarded the contract upon the boats of other firms, if you did boats.
enter into any contracts for transportation ?-We do not own any boats.

13575. Have you owned any during this period ?-No.
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Whitehead 13576. Did you take any part in bringing about the partnership
Paracership. between Fraser and Grant and Whitehead in connection with the

Pacifie Railway contract ?-Well, it is a very long story that I do not
know how to set around in conversation at all. Mr. Whitehead knew
his own business, and I do not suppose I had anything to dowith them
going in. I do not know how to put it. I can tell you that better in
conversation than by answering a question.

13577. Do you mean by stating it in the shape of a history ?-Yes.
Statement as to 13578. Please do it in that way ?-Mr. Whitehead was very much
pre Ine ng. behind in his payments, and we had a pretty large accounit with him

Ingaboutpartner- over due-once as large as $40,000-and found it impossible to get our
shlp between
Whltehead and money and get paid; and he got into a pretty tight place up in Winni-
Fraser & Grant. peg there-I forget the month it was -but last fall the Ontario Bank

took the whole of his estimate and kept it. He gave mc an order for
$8,000, and the bank retained the whole of the estimate, and left me

Fraser & Grant without anything. Fraser & Grant made a proposition to Whitehead
in, t, b ak®" that if he took them in-he had been negotiating before, I suppose-if
Whitehead's he took thenu in that they would buy half the plant.
plant.

13579. Were you present at that proposition, or at any time when it
was repeated between them ?-I was present, yes ; and Mr. Young was
present, and George Brown of the Ontario Bank was present, and Mr.
Whitehead, and I think Dr. Schutz-I am not sure. I proposed
several names to him. I proposed Mr. Rogers, and 1proposed Manning
& McDonald and Fraser & Grant, and suggested ail these names to
help him out of his difficulties. My interest was with Whitehead, to
try and carry him through.

13580. Do you think it was your suggestion of those names which
led finally to their being taken in as partners ?-l think not.

13581. Do you think they had been suggested to him by some one
else ?-I think that the negotiations had been going on for months
before that in Ottawa here, when they met here in Ottawa in July.

13582. When who met ?-Mr. Whitehead and Frazer met last July-
I mean the July before that.

Thinksstatement 19583. There have been rumours that Mr. Whitehead was rather
that Whitehead
wanted Fraser & inclined to take them in as partners on account of the idea that some
Grant because of member of the Government wished it : do you know anything
their Influence
withGovernment about that ariangement, or that reason ?-1 should think it would be
quite un.founded. quite unfounded. There would be no foundation for anything of that
A question of kind. It was a question of dollars and cents with Mr. Whitehead, who

dlars and cents
with Whtehead. was going to help him out of his difficulties. I think they were the

only men who were willing to take hold of him under the diffieulties
in which he was.

Arrangement 13584. Do you remember that the arrangement was brought about
broon abui. as a business arrangement, or was it in deference to some pressure ?-

ness basis. Certainly as a business arrangement-purely as a business arrange-
ment.

13585. Were you taking an active part in the negotiations, being
such a large creditor ? - Yes.

Witness's motive 13586. Is that the only reason that you took an active part in the-he was a large
eostrof®White. negotiations for the partnership ?-My only reason was being a creditor
head. to a large amount, and another was that Mr.Whitehead was no financier

924
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-not being able to conduct his business alone without assistance-that w ,lt®,a"
was my impression, that he was not. Partership.

13587. Weie you representing any powder company at any time ?
-Yes.

13588. Was it in connection with this powder company that you
had this claim ?-Yes.

Witness the man-
13589. Were you the manager of the company ?-I was the manager agereoÍmepa' -

myself principally up there. which was press-
ing Whitehead.

13590. M r. Mackintosh speaks of a claim of some powder company
in wbich ho speaks of a Mr. Cooper acting against Mr. Whitehead:
was that you ?-Yes.

13591. Had you interviews with Mr, Mackintosh on the subject ?-I Aineged impro-
think so. per ln*uence.

13592. Do you remember conversations or the substance of them at Had Interviews
those interviews ?-The su bject generally was Mr. Whitehead's diffi- In rear tos
culties-unable to meet bis payments. ®ditid's

13593. Do you remember what part Mr. Mackintosh took in any of Maekinteatsh
those conversations ?- looked upon him as a friend of Mr. Whitehead's °a"i .*.t
and one who had a great interest in his welfare, and would try to ariender
assist him out of his difficulties. He would give him whatever assistance Wh'''''a'

he possibly could; either endorse his paper or help him through; he
seemed to be always behind and always in difficulties, unable to take
up his paper when it was due. The man was willing enough but never
seemed to ho able.

13594. You mean Mr. Whitehead ?-Yes ; Mr. Whitehead was honest
enough, but never seemed to be able to pay.

13595. Was there any proposition on your part, or on the part of Never had inten-
your firm, to arrest Mr. Whitehead on bis leaving for Chicago?-I do tlon to have
not think so, I should doubt it very much; we would have no interest arrested.
in doing that.

13596. Are you aware of any such proposition ?-To arrest him
leaving this place ?

13597. Yes, on his way from here to Manitoba, through Chicago ?-
There was no serious proposition of that kind. Thore might have been all
kinds of rumours, but it would be of no interest for any one to do so.

13598. Do you know whether Mr. Mackintosh had any reason to
suppose that there was an intention of that kind ?-He might have
supposed so at that time.

13599. Do you know whether be had any reason to suppose so: did
you discuss the probabilities of the thing with bim ?-I could not say I
might have done so. I might, on the impulse of the moment, have been
indiscreet enough to say such a thing as that; but it would have been
seriously against myself if I were to do such a thing as that, because
our interest was to support Mr. Whitehead and carry him through,
believing that ho would corpe out right, but I would not say that I
might not have foolishly sfd such a thing.

13600. I have not heard that you did say such a thing ?-I have no
knowledge of saying it ; but as a business man it would have been
against my principles, so that I would not entertain it for a moment,
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as I always worked to carry Mr. Whitehead through his difficulties and
carry him along, believing him to ho an bonest man, but not able to
inanige his business, and if we could get any one in with him that
could manage bis business for him they could carry the contract
through. I would have been an enemy of Mr. Whitehead to do that,
and I had no wish to injure him, but to try and get our money if I
could.

13601. Is this company which you represent known as the Manitoba
Powder Works ?-Yes.

13602. In speaking to Mr. Mackintosh upon this subject of Mr.
Whitehead's indebtedness to you did you find it necessary to withhold
your intention from Mr. Mackintosh or were you outspoken on the
subject ?-I was very outspoken to Mr. Mackintosh, believing that ho
would tell Mr. Whitehead and force him to come to terms with me ;
that is, by taking some of the notes out of the way that wore past due.

13603. Did you mean to express your intention to Mr. Mackintosh?
-I might have expressed my intentions to him.

13604. Do you mean that you wished to express more than your
intentions to him ?-L might bave done so, but I do not think I ever
did express myself in that way.

13605. I did not understand you to say that you did so express it: I
will iead you what ho bas said: "I was further informed that the
Manitoba Powder Works intended to capias him if ho loft the city
next day for Chicago en route to Winnipeg. Having reason to believe
some of those rumours to be substantially founded, and knowing that
such events would prove disastrous to Mr. Whitehead; " and thon ho
goes on to explain what took place, I do not know that ho alludes to a
conversation with you or any one else ?-I should say in the face of
that, that I did not say so, but there must have been some rumours to
that effect.

Witnes'saimpres- 13606. Your impression is that you did not say so ?-My impressiofi
sionthathenever is that I did not say so. If I did, I only did it fbr the object that Mr.
cap as white- Mackintosh should use greater pressure in trying to get him to settle our,
hea'.account; but it would be quite an absurd thing to think ofto do never-

theless. I always believed Mr. Whitehead was perfectly honeet and
tried to pay, and would pay me every cent as soon as ho could, but my
desire was to try to get him to reduce his account as soon as ho could,
because it was accumulating. I might have explained to him in con-
versation that I had to keep him supplied with explosives to keep hi$
contract going, and that his account was doubling on him every month
and of course I tried to keep it down.

13607. Is there any other matter connected with the Canadian Paci-
fie Railway which you could mention by way of evidence ?-I do not
know of anything that would ho of any importance to you.

TRUDEAU. ToUsSAINT TRUDEAU'S examination continued:
'rwMUprtau.n By the Chairman :-
,contract No. ao. 13608. Have you the papers in any of the matters which you wer 0

not prepared for last time that you can offer now, or do you prefer tO
proceed with the next one ?-I would prefer to proceed with the next-
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13609. Which is that ?-Contract No. 20 with the Merchants Lake C°"*a*t°-.*-
and River Steamship Co. It is for the transportation of rails from Tri",portL onor
Montreal to Fort Wiliiam or Duluth. trea to Fort

William or
13610. Was that work let by public competition ?-Yes. Duluth.

13611. HRave you the advertisement asking for tenders ?-Yes ; I
produce it. (Exhibit No. 139.)

13612. Have you the report upon the tenders received ?-Yes; I
produce a list of tendors. (Exhibit No. 140). Contract award-

13613. To whom was this contract awarded ?--To the Merchants Lake and Steam-
Lake and River Steamship Co. wh,,ame does

13614. Is theirs one of the tenders mentioned in this report ?--No. "'tear sen arponse 10 a4-
13615. How did they make their tender ?-Tenders were called for vertiserneta

by advertisement to be received up to the 19th April, 1875. Eight Tenderseaied for
tenders were received: these were opened on the 20th April. The 1th Apri, 1875.

lowest was from E. Samuel, of Montreai, at 86 per ton, and the second E. samuei, iowest
lowest from C. FAwards, of Kingston, $6.25 per ton. On the 22nd terer aran-
April Mr. Samuel was called upon to furnish a list and description of first-clasf pro-
vessels he intended to employ. On the 26th April Mr. Samuel guar- pelior at $6.
anteed in a telegram to ship by first-class propellor. On the 27th
April Mr. Samuel enquires whether Department wishes a larger
:quantity of rails carried than the 5,000 tons named in the tender. On
the 29th April Mr. Samuel asks for a reply to his tender-says that
security ard propellors will be made satisfactory. On the 23rd April, 2.3rd April, 1875,
1875, Messrs. Cooper & Fairman wrote to the Department stating that Cooper, Fairman

they consider the Department bas accepted their tender for the delivéry partment that
of rails at Duluth or Thunder Bay. A reference to the tender for the thiYpartmere
supply of steel rails, sent in by Messrs. Cooper, Fairnan & Co., in had accepted
November, 1874, shows that one of their tenders was fori delivery at delivery ofrails
Montreal, at the rate of £11 3s. sterling, and another for delivery at a uth or
Duluth or Thunder Bay, at the rate of £12 6s., and wharfage and
harbour dues on ports payable by Government. The difference between
delivery at Montreal and Duluth or Thunder Bay, being £1 3s. sterling
or 85 60. The acceptance by the Department was worded as follows:-

" December, 2, 1874. Letter in whlch,
" To Messrs. CooPR, fAIREMN & Co. accordin 1 to

"GuLuxoN,--The tenders you have made on behalf of the Mersey Steel and Iron Co., à Co., te Depart-
of Liverpool, for the supply of eteel rails, &c., having been accepted, I am directed to ment's giving the
send you the enclosed draft articles of agreement, and to request you to have the tnrtation or
kindness to have them executed by the company, and to then return them to me. Duluth was in-

"F. BRAUN."

In their letter to the Department, of the 23rd of April, Messrs.
Cooper & Fairman urged that they were committed in the matter of
charter, &c., for delivery of from 10,000 to 12,000 tons on Lake
Supeior. They also add that they will perform the additional service form additional
called for by the tenders for transportation received on the 19th April, s er,,Sener
and not included in their tender of November, 1874, for the sum of 60 and not mention-
ets. per ton. Messrs. Cooper & Fairman state, in this letter, that in t& ofrdate
the matter of transportation westward they represent the Merchants November, 1874,
Lake and River Steamship line consisting of eighteen first class pro- ror W ets. extra.

pellors. The case baving been fully considered, and in view of the fact
that Mr. Samuel did not appear to be himself the proprietor of suitable
'vessels, or to be representing any person or company having the appli-
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Contract No.20. ances necessary to perform the services, a report to Council was pre-

ter- n-o neil pared on the 29th April, 1875,recommending that the wor'k be awarded
awardi ng work to to Messrs. Cooper & Fairman on behalf of the Merchants Lake andCooper, [airmnan Semhp a
&Co at6.2omn River Steamship line at $6.20 per ton, on the conditions named in the
condition namned advertisement. The Order-in-Council was approved on the 3Oth April,In advertisement.
On 5th May,1875, 1875 ; Mr. Samuel was informed on the 5th May, 1875, that his tender
f3amuel Informn-aceed
ed that bis tender was not accepted.
was not accepted. 13616. What was the extra service for which the 60 ets. was added
Extra service
what. to Cooper, Fairman & Co.'s first offer ?--Handling, piling, insurance and

wharfage.
Cooper, Fairman 13617. Then this offer of Cooper, Fairman & Co. for this transporta-il Oo.'s offer flot
one of the tenders tion was not one of the tenders which were put in in answer to the

dvet iisen e to advertisement ?-No.

13618. It was an offer connected with a previous tender for rails ?-
Yes.

13619. And was that previous tender for rails in answer to any
advertisement, or was it outside of the terms of the advertisement
which it purported to answer ?-It was outside of the previous adver-
tisement asking for rails.

Accepted offer 13620. Then, this offer which was accepted finally was made with-
iaewithout ivtto

bein based. upon out being based upon any invitation in any advertisement : I under-
any Invitation In stand it was prompted by Cooper, Fairman & Co. in both instances, and
ment. not by the Government ?-Yes.

Cooper, Fairman 13621. Have you considered whether the offer as accepted was botter
& Co" offer the than any other offer that was made to the Government for the same

subject ?-It was the second lowest.
13632. You mean as between Samuel and Messrs. Cooper, Fairman

& Co. ?- Yes.
Howafavourable 13623. Had there not been an offer by Perkins, Livingston, Post &
offer was refused. Co. to do this same work-an offer made in November, lo74-at a

lower rate than the one accepted, also cnupled with an offer made for
rails. Here are the original tenders by Perkins, Livingston & Post,
and also by Cooper, Fairman & Co., compare them both and the effects
of them upon this subject, and say which was the more favourable te
the Government: first, for the purposes of this comparison, leaving
out the extras included in the 60 ets.?-Messrs. Perkins, Living-
ston, Post & Co., in a letter dated 14th November, 1874, offer to deliver
rails at Dulutn, Fort William and Georgian Bay instead of Montreal, at
$4 per ton in addition to the price named in their contract, and at
$4.75 additional at Fort William. It is not possible for me to establish
a comparison between tenders sent in by Perkins, Livingston & Poet
and Cooper & Fairman, because I understood at the time that Messrs.
Perkins, Livingston & Post intended to bring the rails by way of
New York.

13624. Do you know for whom Perkins, Livingston & Post were
tendering ?-Guest & Co.

13625. Did Guest & Co. get any contract ?-Yes.
13626. Where were the rails to be delivered ?-At Montreal.
13627. And did you not understand by this offer of theirs that these

same rails would be taken to the points named-Duluth and Fort
William-at the extra price mentioned in their letter ?-Yes.
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13628. How was it that yoi were not able to avail yourselves of contract se.S

that offer ?-Because we had accepted tenders for the delivery at
Montreal.

13629. But instead of accepting tenders for delivery at Montreal, Tenders invited

had you not the option at that time-say, November, 1874-of taking Montreal.
the same rails delivered at Duluth ?-Tenders had been invited for
delivery at Montreal, and no others were considered.

13630. But do I not understand that you did. afterwards consider
those made by Cooper, Fairman & Co., and that because they chose
to add the condition of delivering at Duluth they had the opportunity
instead of others who afterwards answered the advertisement ?-lt
vas not the intention of the Depariment to have accepted Cooper &

k airman's tender to deliver at Duluth. The letter which I have just
read to the Commission was an acceptance for delivery at Montreal,
but the letter was so worded that it might have been construed as
applying to the other, and this gave to Cooper, Fairman & Co. what
they considered a claim on the Department. It was not the intention
of the Department to have accepted that tender.

13631. Was the result of the transaction that the Government paid A higher price
a higher price to get their rails from Cooper, Fairman & Co delivered atrman à o.
at Duluth than the Govprnment could have got them from Perkins, than w s &aked

Livingstbn, Post & Co. delivered at the same place : for the present, Ingvton, Post
taking out of consideration the intention of the parties, was that the -
result ?-If the tender sent in by Post & Co. in 1874, for delivery at
Duluth, had been accepted, it would have cost less money than
accepting the tender to Montreal in 1874, and thon letting the carriage
by separate contract as was done.

13332. I have understood you to say that the contract as it was let The Government
was not by a separate understanding, but because the Government YeIairniaaO&
acceded to the contention of Cooper, Fairman & Co., that it had been Co.'s claim.
involved in the first transaction of the rails, is that right?-Yes.

13633. Thon it was not a separate transaction, because it was, if I
correctly understand you, the result of the acceptance of the rail con-
tract ?-It was a claim which they urged in connection with the accept.
ance of the rail contract.

13634. Do you know how much advantage Cooper, Fai..man & Co.
got by the acceptance of their rail contract, in the way yon have
described, over what would have been paid if the other tenders had
been accepted ?-I can get a statement prepared.

13635. Are we to understand that Cooper, Falirman & Co.'s claim to
take this transportation was made because of a lotter of Mr. Braun, on
the 2nd December, 1874, notifying them that the tenders made on
behalf of the Mersey Steel and Iron Co. had been accepted, and
that that offer involved the transportation to Duluth ?-That is what
Cooper & Fairman say in their letter of the 23rd April, 1875,

13636. Will you look at page 31 of the lReturn to the House of Com.
mons before alluded to, and say whether the letter of Mr. Braun of the
2nd December, is the letter upon which Cooper, Fairman & Co. purport
to base their claim for this transportatior. ?-I think it is.

13637. Do you notice that in that letter Mr. Braun informs them
that their tenders made on behalf of the Mersey Steel and Iron Co.

53
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have been accepted ?-Yes ; but I am not so sure that the word
tenders in the printed form is correct.

13638. Have you the original here ?-No.
13639. Then will you get it for another time ?-Yes.
13640. Will you look at the original tenders and say whether Cooper,

Fairman & Co. in those tenders purport to make any offer on behalfof
the Mersey Steel and Iron Co. to take rails to Duluth, or deliver rails at
Duluth ?-Yes, to Duluth.

13641. Please read the words which show the offer is made, not on
their own account but on behalf of the Mersey Steel and Iron Co.
-The wording of the tender is this: "The underbigned hereby
tenders to deliver on the wharf at Duluth or Thunder Bay, during the
season of navigation in the year 1875, in accordance with the annexed
specification of conditions, 5,000 to 10,000 tons of the mersey Steal
and Iron Co.'s Bessemer steel rails with a proportionate quantity of
fish-joints at the following rates."

13642. Is it because they describe them of this make that their offer
is supposed to be on behalf of that company ? Is it not an ordinary
thing with dealers to describe this make although making the offer on
their own account? Do you suppose that theMersey Co. were tender-
ing to deliver rails at Daluth ?-No.

13643. Then is that offer to deliver rails at Duluth made on behalf
of the Mersey Steel and Iron Co.: is not that in fact distinct frorn
another one attached t) it, made plainly on behalf of the company ?-
It is.

13644. Then is that offer, as you understand it, to deliver rails at
Duluth, made on behalf of the Mersey Steel and Iron Co., or is
it made by Cooper, Fairman & Co on their own behalf?-It is
only signed by Cooper, Fairman & Co., and probably on their own
behalf, as representing the Mersey Steel and Iron Co. to supply rails ;
and the Merchants Lake and River Steamship Co. to carry them to the
west.

13645. You niake use of the words " as representing ?"-Yes.
13646. Do you mean that they conveyed that idea in that paper, or

that you think so from their reasons; of course, when you make use of
the words " as representing," you mean that they had some authority
to represent, simply oflered to represent, or that they purported t»
represent ?-That they represented the steamship company does not
appear from this tender.

13647. Does it appear that they represented the Mersey Steel and Iron
Co. from that letter, or from that tender ?-Nothing more than quot-
ing it as a brand of rail they would supply.

13648. Then do you mean that every person who tenders, and quotes
that brand of rail to be supplied, does so on behalf of the Mersey Steel
and Iron Co. ?-Not absolutely, because a person might tender and
have railson hand.

13649. Then why do you make this particular tender differ from other
people's tenders in that construction ?-I do not make it different from
other people's tenders, but I believe that Cooper, Fairman & Co.
tendered on behalf of the Mersey Steel and Iron Co. in this parti-
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cular tender, because on another sheet they say they do tender as Contract Ne.20.

representing the Mersey Steel and Iron Co.
13650. Do you say on another sheet, or is it an entirely different ten-

der sent in a different way, and tendering to deliver at a different
place ?-It is on a separate sheet, but the sheets were all sent in
together.

13651. Sent in together in what : do you mean in one envelope ?
See if you do not find two envelopes there, and if they are not entirely
separate tenders: one for the Mersey Steel and Iron Co., and
one for Cooper, Fairman and Co. ?-Yes, they were sent in in two
envelopes.

1365' Are they distinct tenders for delivery at distinct places, and Cooper,Fairman
in the <aines of different people ?-Yes. delivery at

Duluth not made
13653. Now do you say that this tender for delivery at Duluth, was on behaif of

made on account of the Mersey Steel and Iron Compan> ?-I do not. IrnC.stee &
13654. Then does the letter of 2nd of December, from Mr. Braur, Braun's ietter

saying that because the tenders of the Mersey Steel and Iron CO. the givingof the
have been accepted, involve the giving of the transportation of the rails transor tion of
to Cooper, Fairman & Co., to Duluth ?-Not necessarily. Fairman &Co

whose claim was
13655. Then that contention or claim on their part is, in your teuerfor nt

opinion, not well founded ?-It is not a good claim. g°°d°

13656. Are there any other papers about previous matters which
you have ready to produce to-day ?-No; I have no other papers ready

OTTAWA, Friday, 5th November, 1880.

ToUSSAINT TRUDEAU's examination continued:

By the Chairman : -
13657. Have you either the original or copy of the letter from Mr.

Braun to Cooper, Fairman & Co., dated 2nd of December, 1874, con-
eerning the acceptance of their tenders ?-I have a copy and I produce
it. (Exhibit No. 141.) In answer to the question asked yesterday by
the Commission, I would say that tenders were invited in 1874 for the
supply of rails delivered at Montreal. That among other tenders,
Mesars. Perkins, Livingston, Post & Co. offered to supply 10,000 tons
delivered at Montreal, at the rate of $54.ti2; and further, they offered
to deliver the rails at Duluth or Georgian Bay instead of Montreal, at
$4 per ton additional, and at Fort William at 84.75 additional, thus
making $58.62 and $59.37 per ton respectively. The price paid to the
Mersey Co. for rails delivered at Montreal was $54.26, to which
add freight contracted for in 1875 to Fort William or Duluth, $5.60
per ton, making in all $59.86 per ton. The 60 ets. per ton for
handling and piling, added in the case of the Merchants line, is not con-
sidered, as an equal amount would have been required for the per-
formance of the work by the other party. Subsequent events have
shown that if, in 1874, the tender made by Perkins, Livingston, Post
& Co. had been accepted, the cost of the 10,000 tons, if delivered at
Duluth, would have been decreased by 812,400, and if delivered at Fort
William by $4,900.

59j

Had the offer or
Perklns, Living-
ton, Post & Co
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1874, $12 4WM
would ihave
been saved on
10,000 tons of steel
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c.ntraet N. 20.

Cooper, Fairman
& Co. made the
highest tender
whteh was yt
accepted.

Nothing on fare
of tender to sh'w

Cooper ,FaIrman
& Co. wished to
contract for
transportation.

coutract e. 2«4.

Cooper, Fairm"n
& Co.'s letter re-
garding this con-
tract.

13658. In the statoment which you have now made, after considera-
tion since yesterday, you mention that one tender was made by Messrs.
Perkins, Livingston, Post & Co., and you mention the result of the
transaction, as to the money paid to other people, but you do not
happen to mention who made the tender which was the highest and
which was accepted : please state who made that tender ?-Cooper,
Fairman & Co.

13659. There was no tender made by either the Mersey Iron and Steel
Co. or by the Merchants Lake and River Steamship Co. for this parti-
cular work, was there ?--No tender was signed by those companies.

13660. Was there any tender purporting to be male on their behalf
for this work of transportation ?-There is nothing on the face the
tender beyond the statement that the rails were to be of the brald of
the Mersey Steel and Iron Co.

13661. And how do you think that intimates that the transportation
from Montreal to :uluth was on account of the Merchants Lake and
River Steamship Co., or on accountof the Mersey Steel and Iron Co. ?
We are speaking now of the contract for transportation ?-It does fnot
appear on the face of the tender.

13662. Have you been in doubt of that since I have been asking
these questions of you ? Have you been in doubt about the nature of
my question that it was about transportation ? Read if you wish fro:n
some deseription of this contract and say if we are not discussing a
matter of transportation only ?-Yes; I tinderstand that we are dis-
cussing a matter of transportation.

13663. Will you read anything in that tender which suggests that
any person but Cooper, Fairman & Co. wished to contract for trans-
portation ?-There is nothing on the face of the tender.

13664. Had you any other means, as far as you know, of under-
standing what was meant by the tender excepting what was on the
face of it ?-No.

13665. Have you investigated the particulars of the transportation of
which we spoke the other day, and for which tenders were male by
Fuller & Milne, and by Mr. Kittson ?-I have not completed the
investigation.

13666. What is the next contract in the order of time which we have
not investigated ?-No. 22. It is with Holcomb & Stewart for the
transportation of rails with their accessories from Montreal to Kingston.

13667. Have you the contract ?-No; but I shall produce it.
13668. Was the work let by public competition ?-A circular was

sent to the various forwarders. The circumstances are related in a report
by Mr. Fleming, which I now produce. (Exhibit No. 142.)

13669. Is it concerning this same work that a letter of Cooper, Fair-
man & Co., addressed to yourself, dated 14th July, 1875, was written :
a copy of it appears on page 66 of the Return to the House of Com-
mons ?-Yes.

13670. Was the work under this contract satisfactorily performed, as
far as you remember ?-Yes.

13671. And settled for without any dispute ?-The accounts are not
absolutely adjusted, but there is a very trifling difference.
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13672. I noticed that in this telegram you mention--or rather Mr. Contractse.20.
Fleming mentions-the weight of the ton: I tnink the advortisement '..n or sh@r
which you produced yesterday about the other matter, that is the other
contract No. 20, the weight of the ton was not mentioned ?-No ; it is
not mentioned.

13673. Then was it the short ton was contracted for in contract 20 ?
-No ; it was the long ton.

13674. I understood you the other day to explain that whenever the
weight was not mentioned it meant a short ton ?-It does.

13675. How do you explain, although the advertisement here does
not mention the weight, the contract substantially was the long ton ?
-When those terders were received we found that some of the parties
said nothing about the weight or the number of pounds in a ton, there by
meaning it was a short ton, while other parties mentioned the long
ton. We, therefore, ascertained from the parties what kind of ton they
meant.

13676. Thon it was by subsequent negotiation, and not by any implied
understanding, that the weight was fixed ?-Yes.

13677. Tpon page 65 of the Return of the House of Commons thero
is a copy of a letter from Cooper, Fairman & Co. to you, dated July
13th, 1875, in which there is an allusion to western delivery : do you
know whether that allusion was to this matter that was contracted for
with Holoomb& Stewart, or was it to delive y on the lakes ?-I do not
know; I cannot remember.

13678. What is the next contract, in order of time, which we have ruaine Uouse
not investigated? - Contract No. 26, with James Isbester, for the con- at Fr
struction of the engine house at Fort William. contract ro. 26

13679. Was this work let by public competition ?- Yes.
136P0. Have you the advertisement asking for tenders ?-No; 1 have

no copy of the advertisement.

13681. Have you any of the tenders or a report upon them ?-I pro-
duce the schedule of tenders. (Exhibit No. 143.)

13682. Was it awarded to the lowest tender ?-Yes.
13683. Has the work been perforned ?-Yes.

13684. Haas there been any dipsute on that subject ?-No dispute.

13685. Has there been any claim on the part of rival tenderers that
the contract was not properly awarded ?-No; no claim.

13686. Has the work teen assumed by the Government and used ?-
Yes.

13687. Is there any other matter connected with it that you know
of that should be further investigated ?-No.

13688. Have yoI any report upon the tenders offered for this work,
recommending either one to be accepted ?-Yes; 1 produce a reportby
Mr. Fleming, dated May 22nd, 1876. (Exhibit No. 144.)

136S9. What is the next contract, in order of time, that we have not Transportation
investigated ?-Contract No. 27, with the Mei chants Lake and River c«lt!o2.v.
Steamship Co., for the transportation of rails from Montreal,
Lachine and Kingston, to Fort William or Duluth.
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Conitraet o.' T 13690. Was this work let by public competition ?-Yes.

13691. Have you a copy of the advertisement and a list of tb
tenders ?-I have ; and I produce it. (Exhibit No. 145.)

13692. Was there any correspondence besides the formai tenders
upon the subject with the Department before the contract was let ?-Yes.

13693. Can you produce it ?-I produce it. (Exhibit No. 146.)

Letter of 31st De- 13694. This appears to be a letter dated 31st December, 1875, before
fore dvetise- your advertisement asking for tenders; has this been considered

ment for tenders. together with the tenders which were put in after your advertisement?
-I do not know whether it was considered.

Ofrer accepted 13695. It is from G. E. Jacques & Co., who describe themselves as
dated May sth, agents of the Merchants Lake and River Steamship Co.; was this

the successful offer-I mean was it this offer that was accepted by the
Department ?-No; the offer accepted by the Department is dated MaY
8th, 1876. It was one of the tenders sent in in answer to the advertise-
ment.

13696. las the work been performed satisfactorily ?-Yes.
13697. las there been any dispute upon the subject, either between

rival tenderers or between the Government and the contractor ?-No.
13698. Is there any other matter connected with it whieh you think

requires to be investigated ?-No.
13699. What is the next contract, in order of time, which we have

not investigated ?-It is contract No. 28 apparently, but it is only
an extension of contract No. 18, with some new prices added, but
whieh were not acted on.

13700. Then there bas been no transactions under that contract
which we may not investigate under contract No. 18 ?-No.

13701. Nothing which requires separate explanation from that Of
contract 18 ?.-N o.

RaIIway
pIkea - 13703. What is the next contract, in order of time, which we have

(otr® 1Vo. %9. not investigated ?-Contract No. 29, with Cooper, Fairman & Co., for
Mau & the supply of railway spikes.

13703. Was this let by public competition ?-Yes.

13704. Have you a copy of the advertisement and a list of the tel-
ders?-.Yes ; and I produce it. (Exhibit No. 147.)

13705. Has this contract been fulfilled ?-Yes.
13706. Was it awarded to the lowest tender ?-It was.
13707. Ras there been any dispute between the rival tenderers, or

between the Government and the contractors ?-No.
13708. Is there any other matter cnnected with it which requires

explanation or investigation ?-No.
Bolta and Nuts-
Contract No. 30.
Cooper, Faire

mon & Ce.

13709. What is the next contraet, in order of time, which we hae
not investigated ?-Contract No. 30. It is a contract with Cooper,
Fairman & Co., agents for Robb & Co., for the supply and delivery O
bolts and nuts.

13710. Was the contract for these materials let by public compOU
tion ?-Yes; it was one of the itema in the tender received for the bUP
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ply of steel rails from the Mersey Iron and Steel Co., represented C.epersair.

by Cooper & Fairman. man C..

13711. Was this contract the result of accepting any one of the now contract
tenders, or was it reached by new negotiations ?-The tender by the came to be made.

Mersey Steel and Iron Co. was accepted, and when the contract
was prepared the Mersey Co. asked that they should not be called upon
to supply the nuts and boits. Thereupon Messrs. Cooper & Fairman, suggestion by
in a letter dated the 2nd of March, 1875, asked whether the Department Cooer, Fairman

would accept bolts and nuts made by Robb & Co. of the Toronto Bolt
and Nut Works. The Department agreed to this by telegram dated
the 5th of March, 1875, to Cooper, Fairman & Co., informing them that
the proposition was accepted.

13712. Then, on the 2nd March, 1875, there was no binding arrange-
ment made with any one for the supply of these articles; I understand
that in that same letter Cooper, Fairman & Co. intimate that the Mersey
Steel and Iron Co. object to include these articles in their contract ?
-Yes.

13713. At that time do you understand there was no binding con-
tract for their supply- mean on the 2nd March, 1875 ; in other
words, was it matter which the Department might deal with as seemed
most to their advantage ?-There was a contract in this sense: that the
Mersey Co. had made a tender and the Department had accepted it.

13714. I understood you to say that the Mersey Co. declined
to carry out the contract although the tender was accepted, and that
therefore that freed the Department; am I wrong or right in this? As
a matter of fact was not the contract with the Mersey Steel and Iron
Co. executed without this being in it ?-Yes, it was.

137 5. Then do you not understand that the Department was free
from that subjeet in the Mersey Steel and Iron Co.'s contract or
tender ?-Well, I think it would be free.

13716. Being free, in your opinion, do you know wl'ether the Cooper, Fairman
Department took stops to ascertain the lowest price at which these &o'UgI ffe wu
articles could bo obtained. For instance: I notice in the list of compeuuon.
tenders of November, 1874, in which these articles were connected
with the tenders for rails, several persons offered to supply them at
prices much below this $101 per ton:-Guest & Co, 893.79; James
Watson & Co., 892.47 ; J. B. Allis, 894.50; William Darling & Co.,
$j2.47; and Rice, Lewis & Son, $99; were any of these parties cdm.
municated with or any other steps taken to obtain the articles at lower
prices than $101-I mean after the Department was free in March,
1875 ? You will notice that the letter from Cooper, Fairman & Co.
notifies the Department of this objection on the 2nd of March 1875,
and that on the 5th of March you close a bargain with them : does
that help you to say whether efforts were made in any other di ection ?
-I do not think that anything was done beyond accepting Cooper &
Fairman's offer to do the work for $101.

13717. Does it happen that the lapse of a period, as long as that
between the tenders of November, 1874, and this contract in March,
1875-somewhere about four months-materially affects the price of
such articles as these in the market ?-It might. Does not know If

13718. Do you know whether any efforts were made, without apply_ mame to asertair
ing to individuals on this occasion, to ascertain whether the market šhafa{e ®
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"Bots andNts-
4 ontract No. 30.
Cooper, Fair- price of these articles hal changed materially since November, 1814 ?

ma ACo. -I do not.
13719. Have you the offer of Cooper, Fairman & Co. of the 2nd

of March on this subject ?- Yes ; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 148.)
Fleming recom- 13720. i notice a memorandum on this which appears to ho by Mr.
n®ef thea Fleming ; will you please say whether that had anything to do with

the acceptance of it, and read the memorandum ?-The offer was
referred to Mr. Fleming for report, and on the 4th of March he
recommended the acceptance of the offer.

13721. Who gave the final decision on the subject after that memo-
randum by Mr. Fleming ?-1 find the word approved written by myself
under Mr. Fleming's recommendation.

13722. Does this writing of your own reft esh your memory on the
subject as to whether any effort had been made by yourself to ascertain
whether this price had been the best price ?-It docs not.

13723. Has this contract in the name of Robb & Co. been fulfilled ?-
Yes.

13724. Is there aiy other matter connected with it which you think
proper to explain ?-I do not know of any at this moment.

Does not know 1s725. Do you know whether these articles were Canadian made or
hets ere Cana- English made; Robb & Co. from the tenor of the letter of Cooper,

make or not. Fairman & Co. appear to be a Toronto firm : if you look at page 50 of
that Return you will see what they say on the subject of the Toronto,
Nut Works, rather suggesting that they were to be furnished according
to a sample from Sandberg, but perhaps it means that they were toK
come from England. I only wish you to say how that was ?- I am
not aware where the goods came from.

13726. Are you aware of any written contract or description which
would make that plain, or is the contract included in this proposal and
in the telegram in answer to it without any further document?-No,
I do not know of any other document but this letter.

13727. In the reference to this contract in Mr. Fleming's special
report of 1877, on page 396, it says that the bolts and nuts are delivered
in Montreal or Toronto, and are to be manufactured according to a
sample furnished by C. P. Sandberg: can you say now, looking at
that reference by Mr. Fleming, whether these articles are English
made or Canadian made ?-No. The reference to the samplefurnished
by Mr. Sandberg does not make it necessary that the rails should be
made in England, or that they were made in England. The rails were
specified to be Sandberg's standard section, the fish-joints also were
specified to be Sandberg's standard, and it was necessary that the bolts,
in order to fit the holes in tLe rails and fish-plates, should alo be for
that standard.

13728. Then, upon the main question, can you say whether the articles-
furnished under this contract were made in Canada or England ?-No,
I cannot; I cannot at this moment.

13729. Will yon be able to aEcertain that ?-I will try.
13730. Do you know whether articles of this kind made in England

are considered more valuable than such articles made in Canada for
railway purposes ?-I am not aware that the bolts and nuts made it)
England are better than those made in Canada.
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13731. Is there any other matter connected with this particular
transaction which you would like to explain ?-Not that I think of at
this moment.

13732. What is the next contract, in point of time, which we have
not investigated ?-Contract No. 31, with the Patent Bolt and Nut Co.,
for the supply of botts and nuts for British Columbia.

13733. Where were these articles to be delivered ?-At Liverpool.

Rolta andauts-
Vontract No. 8S.
Coopor, Fur-

contmet No. 3f
B.ij.-

Cooper, Fair.
mau & Co.

13734. Is the contract made with this company or with some one No contract
else for them ?-There is no further contract but this letter, and the "".a eletter

acceptance by the Department. The letter is signed " The Patent Fairman & Co,.
Bolt and Nut Co., per Cooper, Fairman & Co, Agents. " I produce it. and accepance.
(Exhibit No. 149.)

13735. Was the supply of these articles contracted for after public No public com-
competition on the subject ?-No, tenders were invited for delivery in petiton.

England ; but in a tender sent in by Cooper & Fairman for the supply of
rails the price of iron bolts and nuts to be delivered at Liverpool is
stated to be £19. 10s. sterling.

13736. When was that tender put in ?-In November, 18i4.
13737. Either in November, 1874, or at the time of this letter in

March 1875, or between those times, had there been any invitation of
public competition on this subject ?- No.

13738. Had you, without public competition, received many offers on
this subject out of which you made this selection, or was this the only
offer-I mean for bolts delivered at Liverpool ?-At this moment I
think it was the only offer. Unaware of any

mastaken to13739. Are you aware of any means being taken by the Department s't'an the
at that time to ascertain the prices of such articles otherwiso than by prie of botte and

this letter of Cooper, Fairman & Co. ?-I am not. Cooper, Fairman
& Co.'s ofrer.

13740. Is the acceptance of this offer recommended in the same way
as the last offer by Mr. Fleming ?-Yes; the offer by Cooper, Fairman
& Co. was referred to Mr. Fleming for report, and he recommended its
acceptance, and it was approved by himself.

13741. Is there any other matter connected with this contract which
you wish to explain ?-Not that I know of at this moment.

13742. What is the next contract, in point of time, which we have not
investigated ?-It is contract No. 32, with Cooper, Fairman & Co., for
the supply of railway spikes to be delivered at Fort William and
Duluth.

13743. Have you the con tract ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No.
150.)

13744. Was this contract let by public competition ?-Yes.

Spikes-
Contract No. 32.
Cooper, Vair-

""*n * (Jo-

let by pblie
competition.

13745. Have you a list of the tenders and any report upon them by
the engineer or other person ?-Yes ; I produce them. (Exhibits Nos.
151 and 152.)

13746. Besides the tenders reported upon in the documents you
produce was there any other tender which was not considered ?-There
was one tender received from Rice, Lewis & Son, of Toronto, on the
21st of March.
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Contract No. 2.
COopor, Pamir-

com° & ''.

Practice to attach
envelopes to ten-
,ders to show
when they are
recetved.
Envelopes not
attaehed to
others.

Prices vary froni
454.95 to p75 a ton.

S55 the second,
highest prlce5cts.
a ton higher than

°ooper, Fairnan
& Co.'s tender.

Letter from Coop-
er, Fairman & Co.
hefore tenders
asked for.

Probably on con-
aderdng tht,
letter tenders
asked.

13747. Is there some envelope or something to show that that was
received too late ?-There is an envelope on which there is the stamp
March 21st, showing it was received.

13748. Is it usual to attach envelopes to tenders showing when they
are received ?-Yes.

13749. Do you find them attached to all the other tenders in this
case ?-No; the others do not appear to be attached.

13750. Not to any of them ?-No.
13751. In the tenders which you have considered, do the prices vary

much, or are they all nearly the same price: state the limits between
which they vary ?-They vary from $54.95 to $75 per ton.

13752. What is the second highest price ?-855.

13753. That is five cents a ton higher than Cooper, Fairman & Co. ?
-Yes.

13754. Do you know whether Cooper, Fairman & Co. communicated
with your Department on the subject of this arrangement before
tenders were asked for ?-Yes; 1 produce a letter from Cooper, Fair-
man & Co. dated 19th February on the subject. (Exhibit No. 153.)

13755. Was it upon considering this letter that it was deemed advis-
ab!e to ask for tenders on the subject ?-Most probably, for it was
about this Mme the order was given to receive tenders for spikes.

13756. Has the contract been fulfilled ?-Yes.

13757. Is there any other matter connected with it which you think
proper to explain ?-Not at this moment that I think of.

13758. What is the next contract, in order of time, which we have
not investigated ?-No. 32 A; but I have not the papers with me. We
can take it up at another time.

13759. What is the next in order ?-Contract No. 34; but I am not
ready now to offer the papers and a full explanation.

OTTAWA, Saturday, 6th November, 1880.
J. N. SMITH. JAmns N. SmTiI, sworn and examined:
Tendering-
Conmtract No. 42. By the Chairman

Carries on busi- 13760. Where do you live ?-Brooklyn, New York. Perhaps I should
ness In New York say my office is in New York city. My business is in New York city,

but I reside in Brooklyn.

13761. Have you had any connection with any of the transactions of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-I have; yes, Sir.

At Ottawa, Feb- 13762. What was the first, in point of time, in which you were
rut0est nre, interested ?-I cannotsay that I was directly connected. At the time of
jones & co. letting section B-I think it was in February, 1879-I cc.me to Ottawa

at the suggestion of Mr. Andrews, of the firm of Andrews, Jones & Co.,
to investigate matters and to see whether the contract was one tbat I

i would be willing to back-myself and friends would be willing tO
back-in the way of putting up their security.
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13763. ilad you any more knowledge of rail way mattersat that time
than Andrews, Jones & Co. ?-Not at that time. No, Sir.

13764. Was it an opinion upon the matter of finances, or upon the came to investi-
practicability of the.work or the prices of it, that you were to investi- gateProbabltty

gate ?-I was to investigate both in regard to the probability of its ing a paying one.

being a pnying contract; also, in effect, to investigate the whole matter
-to look into the whole matter and to see whether we would bejustified
in going in or not as bondsmen, to furnish the 5 per cent. the Govern-
ment required to be put up.

13765. At that time was it intended by Andrews, Jones & Co. that
you should have any interest in the profits or losses of the concern ?-
Not at that time. It was afterwards-after I came to Ottawa. At the
time I left New York it was not.

13766. At the beginning then it was merely in the character of surety At first connected
that you were to be connected with it ?-As a favour to Mr. Andrews. with contract

13767. As a surety ? -As a surety or to furnish the money.

13768. Yon mean the money which was required as the deposit ?-
Yes ; the 5 per cent.

13769. When you reached Ottawa, what took place on the subject, so
far as you were concerned ?-Well, we investigated the matter. Mr.
Jones made bis statement, and 1 gathered all the information I could
from one or another. I looked into the matter as closely as I could.

13770. Was Mr. Jones with you.here ?-Mr. Jones was, yes.

13771. Any other member of the firm?-No, Sir.
13772. That is Mr. N. F. Jones ?-Mr. N. F. Jones.

13773. He also is of Brooklyn ?-Yes.

13774. And was at that time ?-And was at that time.

13775. Well ?-After looking carefully into it, I told Mr. Jones that Told Jones that

as far as I was concerned I would be willing to aid in furnishing the a ew
money, although I did not at that time anticipate the contract would would furnish the

ever come to us-or come to Andrews, Jones & Co. I should not have en.® 5'pe®

said us for I was not interested.
13776. When you say that you informed him that you would t:e

ready to furnish the money you still meant the money of the 5 per
cent. ?-The 5 per cent.; yes, Sir.

13777. Was it before you left Ottawa that any change was proposed
so as to make you directly interested in the transaction ?-It was, Sir.

13778. Was any understanding arrived at on the subject before yon Before leaving
left Ottawa ?-There was; that if I furnished the money I was to have trawa hat aho
a certain percentage in the contract. furnished the

xnoney he was to
13779. To be a partner in effect ?-To be a partner in effect. haveapercentage

on the cont racL.

13780. Do you remember about what time that understanding was
arrived at, whether it was long before you left the city or only a short
time ?-It was a very short time before I left the city.

13781. Was it afteryou became aware that the contract was awarded
to Andrews, Jones & Co. ?-No, Sir; it was previous to that.

13782. Do you mean that at the time that Andrews, Jones & Co.
were notified by the Department of the awarding of the contract yon
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were by the arrangement with them a partner in the concern ?-Not a
partner, but I was to become a partner in case that I fultilled certain
conditions.

13783. You had the privilege of becoming a partner if yon fulfilled
certain prescribed conditions ? -Yes, Sir. •

13784. Was that understanding reduced to writing, or was it a verbal
understanding between you and Mr. Jones ?-I could not say. I could
nGt say whether it was reduced to writing or not. My impression is, that
it vas, although I am not positive in the matter. I am not positive.

13785. Has there been, at any time, anydifference of opinion between
you and Mr. Jones on the subject as to whether such an understanding
was arrived at ?-No, I think not.

13786. Then it was a settled and undersood thing ?-A settled and
understood thing.

13787. Do you remember whether it was you or Mr. Jones who first
became aware of the intimation from the Government, that the contract
was awarded to you?-I think the notice was banded to me by Mr.
Bradley, the Secretary of the Minister.

13788. Have yon that letter with you ?-I have not.
13789. In a B'ue Book published in 1880, on page 18, there appears

to be a copy of a letter signed by the Minister of Public Works, dated
on the 26th February, 1879, addressed to Andrews, Jones & Co. in this
language:

" GENTLEMN,-I have to inform you that your tender for the construction of section
B of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has b"en accepted, and that the contract will be
entered into with you in accordance with that tender, provided ycu deposit the 5 per
cent. required in the spec.fication, by four o'clock, P.M., on Saturday neit."

Can you say now whether that was the substance of the communication
you received ?-From the best of my recollection I should say it was.

13790. Do you know that a day or two before that a communication
had been addr essed by your firm to the Secretary of that Department
upon the subject of your getting the contract ; and if so that you were
ready to make the deposit immediately ?-No, I was not aware of it.
I might have been aware of it at the time, but if there was such a com-
munication it bas escaped my memory.

13791. Please look at this letter, dated February 24th, 1879, and say
if you know whose writing it is ?-It is the writing of Mr. Jonce, I
should say-Mr. N. F. Jones.

13792. The same gentleman you have just mentioned ?-The same
gentleman. I would add that I do not think I ever saw that letter; I
do not think it was ever shown to me.

13793. Read it aloud ?-
" We have the honour to inform you that we have associated with us Mr. A. Leberge,

general contractor, of Montreal, in connection with our tender for the work of con-
struction on the Canadian Pacific Railway, between English River to Keewatin, and
to state, in case our tender should be among the lowest, and the work awarded to us,
that we are prepared to make the necessary deposit of 5 per cent. immediately,
and commence operations at once. We might add that our firm is composed strictly
of practical railroad men of large experience.

"We have the honour to be, Sir,
" Your obedient servants,

ANDREWS, JONES & COMPANY,
"per N. F. JoNES."

this letter. i do not think, Sir, I ever saw the letter.
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13794. Is the tenor of this letter according to what you understood
to be the case at that time, or is it a new idea to you now ?-It is
entirely a new idea to me.

13795. Had you not the information at that time that the firm was Thought the put-
ready to put up the money immediately, if requested ?-No; I had an dngeede° mne°y
idea that it depended entirely upon the report I would make wheu I on the report

got back to New York, and I knew that the money was not in the hands mane would
of any member of the firm here to put up, or at least I was supposed to got rack to New

put up that amount of money.

13796. Then is it your present opinion that that statement in the
letter was made without proper foundation ?-I think it was made-
Mr. Jones was an extremely sanguine man. and I think it was made not
thinking-that ho did not give it suffi-ient thought of the time required
to bring $200,000 to bear at this point.

13797. Knowing that, as you say, do you think it was made with or Promise to put up
without proper foundation ?-I think it was made without proper wi"t* prraper
foundation. I do not think it had proper foundation at that time. I foundation.

would like to add, at this point, that I do not believe that Mr. Jones
intended to make a false statement. I think in writing that ho intended
to say that the money should be forthcoming as soon as it was practi.
cable to get it here. Immediately might be at once-in a minute.
Well, of course, if a man had to put up $2.00,000 for instance, in a day,
it would be a very difficuit matter when ho hadn't it here; but I sup-
pose by that ho intended to cover a longer space of time. As soon as
practicable for us to bring about the matter.

13798. Do you mean that his sanguine disposition affected bis judg-
n)ent, and that ho was lcd to hope for what could not be accomplished ?
-I think, perhaps, that might be so.

13799. Not intending to mTlead; but as a matter of fact bis state-
ment was not well founde ? -The statemert was not well founded; but
Mr. Jones is a man of honour whose word I would take at any time.

13800. I do not presume to question it for a moment ; my ques-
tions were not meant to touch that subject. On the same day on which
you are informed that the contract is awarded to you, a letter appears
to have been written by your firm to the Department upon the subject
of extension: will you please look at this letter and say in whose
writing it is, and it it was by the same person who wrote the other ?-
It is a letter of Andrews, Jones & Co., signed by N. F. Jones, the
same as before.

13801. Do yo know how soon after the writing of that letter yOU Jones and witneu
left for New York ?-I think we left the very evening. I knew of Mr.qftar
Jones writing that letter, for ho showed it to me. There is one point New York.
yo spoke of-our firm up to this time. I have never become a mem-
ber of the firm, from the fact that we never complied with the terms
which would have made me a member.

13802. The completion of the firm is not rendered necessary because
the work was not undertaken ?-The work was not undertaken and we
did not comply in furnisbing the 5 per cent., which was to be fur-
nished by myself and associates in New York.

13803. Do I understand that Mr. Jones and you both left the city on
the same day ?-Yes.
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their letter re- 13805. Mr. Chapleau, in bis ovidence, I think said that the letterquesting exten-
sion or time to was to be addressed to some hotel bore, and some one was appointed to
put up securlty. ascertain the contents and to communicate with you by telegraph:

does that refresh your memory on the subject or are you still in doubt?
Arrangement -I am in doubt, because that arrangement was made by Mr. Jones him-mnade withi selfsSelf

13806. Then you made no arrangements by which the substance of
the answer was to be communicated to you ?-No, I made no arrange-
ment ; the arrangement was made by Mr. Jones. I know there was
some arrangement made by which we were to receive, as early as
possible, a communication in answer to that letter.

13807. Mr. Chapleau also said, if I remember rightly, that he was
asked to ascertain from the Secretary of the Department what the
substance of the answer was, and to communicate directly with you by
telegraph ; and ho did so : does that refresh your memory?-Was
that directed to me, or to Andrews, Jones & Co. ?

13803. I am not exactly sure what ho said, but I will read from hia
evidence :-

Chapleau's On the 26th of February, Andrews, Jones & Co. were informed that their tender
account., was accepted for section B, and a stated time was given them to deposit the required

5 per cent. s-carity.Mr. Smith immediately left for New York. I may as well here state
that, previous to his leaving for New York, he sent for me, and asked me to inform
him of the decision that the Government should arrive at in the matter of the appli-
cation which he had made for an extension of time to pnt up that 5 per cent.

Chapleau tele- security. He asked me if I would ascertain whether the time was extended or not,
graphed on the and telegraph him. Accordingly, tlwo days after I telegraphed him that bis applica-
28th, that applica- tion had been refused. He left on the 26th, at night, and it waa on the 28th I tele-tion for extensiong hd him
refused.

Does not remeim-
ber whether the
telegram was ad-
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-My recollection would be the same: that it is the same. Mr. Jones
and I have every telegram that was sent in connection with the matter,
but 1 have not got them with me. When I say mysolf, either myself
or Mr. Jones hold the telegrams that were sent. It may be correct,
however. If it is, why it bas slipped my memory.

13809. You do not remember now that the communication from
Chapleau was directed to you : is that what you mean ?-I do not
remember. The majority of them, I think, were directed to Andrews,
Jones & Co.; there may have been a special one sent to me, but I do
not remember at this time, for I have forgotten.

13810. As I understand, the completing of this contract with the
firm of Andrews, Jones & Co. depended upon your being willing and
Ible to furnish the necessary deposit ?-Yes.

13811. And you left Ottawa with the view of doing so, or of 'dis-
cussing when you got to New York whether it would be advisable to
do so: which do you mean ?-I left Ottawa with the view of doing so,
if the party who was to aid in furnishing the funds agreed with me,
and it was practicable to raise the money in that short time. I think
I might as well state here that the party who was to raise part of the
funds refused after bearing my statement. I gave him a full state-
ment and told him that it was then February and spriDg was soon
coming on, and the diffiulties of transportation of mon and
supplies to this remote country; and when the ice went out-I hai
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been informed by them, I had never been there-that it was very
difficult to get there, almost impossible ; and after hearing my state-
ment he refused, utterly refused, to have anything to do with it. I
still would then have gone in, but the time was so short that I had not
time even to make an application to any other party to furnish the
other part of the money. Mr. Jones and 1 both endeavoured to persuade
another party, but the time was too limited.

13812. Could you say how soon after you left Ottawa it was that you
informed this gentleman with whom you first discussed the subject,
and when he refiised to put up the deposit ?-I left Ottawa at ton
o'clock, my recollection is, at night, and I think we arrived in New
York next evening, but too late for business hours, and it was the
following morning that we arrived.

13813. The morning of the 28th would it be ?-We left on the
evening of the 26th, and that would be on the morning of the 28th.

13814. Was it at that same interview tbat ho decided not to put up
the money ?-It was at that same interview, after receiving the des-
patch in answer to our request for longer time. We were then-I may
state right here-we were having an interview at the time that the
despatch came and was brought in.

13815. Was the decision, as you understand it, from this gentleman
that ho would not put up the required money because it was not a safe
transaction, or because the time was too short ?-I think with him it
would have been from my statement to him that ho made up his mind
that it was not a very safe transaction.

13816. Did you part with him at that time with the understanding,
as far as you know, that although the time might be extended, that ho
would stili not put up the money ?-After we had got the answer. We
had got the answer before we parted; but I do not think ho would have
put up the money under any circumstances whatever.

13817. I understood you to say just now that it appeared a hopeless
case to persuade him, and that you and your friends, Andrews, and
Jones, were looking about for some other person to put up the money ?
-Yes.

13818. Would that have happened if ho was willing to put up the
money in case the time was extended ?-I say, and think still, ho would
not have put up the money.

13819. Have you any doubts yourself about it ?-We might have
persuaded him, but I do not think so; I may say that I am nearly
positive that ho would not have been persuaded to do so.

13820. Would you have tried to persuade any one else, since there
was no hope of persuading him ?-No; I would not.

13821. Would you explain more fully the difficulty which you com
municated to this gentleman about the time-I mean the breaking up
of winter and of ice, and how that affected the transaction ?-I told him
that from parties that I had met that were acquainted with the country
here, I had gained information that in the month of March-some time
in the month of March-the ice on the lakes and rivers broke up; as
that country was made up of inlets of water extending into the land
impossible to cross, that there was points where it was almost utterly
impossible to get across, and thatto transport the freight across, which
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would be necessary to carry on the work-supplies for the work and
plart-and that I had understood that it would be late in the summer

efore we would be able to get in our supplies, unless taken in the
winter time and carried across ice, which was the information I received
here from parties.

Looking at the 13822. Then from that information, in your judgment, for practi-time of year cable purposes was it desirable that the contract should be let as quicklyeon tract shouldcaepu
have been let as as possible, or that the time should have been extended ?-I think that

.ulckly aa poss- it should have been lot as quickly as possible. I do not see any reason
Everythlng de- why it should not. In fact, if I had been going to do the work it would
pended on getting have been botter to have let it a month before, for everything depended
tupon getting the supplies i.

13823. Do you mean that, in your opinion, it was late then in the
season for letting the contract to advantage ?-I mean that it was too
late, although not perhaps too late, but they could not have got in sup-
plies; but there ought to have been more time to get in supplies and
plant for carrying on a work so large as that.

orud advavaeen 13824. You mean that it would have been more advantageoui to have
ousto have letthe let the work earlier ?-Yes.
work earlier.

13825. For practical purposes ?-Yes, for practical purposes; as far
as getting in supplies ard plant.

No further at- 13826. After you bad parted with your friend in New York on the
tempt made to 28th, did you make any further attempt to procure money advanced

by any one else?-I think not. I think that after that Mr. Jones
and myself finally gave up. I think there was no attempt made.

13827. Do you remember whether there was any communication to
you from Mr. Chapleau to reconsider that decision ?-I think there
was.

Chapleau wrote
beylng It wonld

ba tter to re-
consider decision
and put up the
Emoney.

Decided not.

13828. Can you give the substance of his communication ?-1 think
ho wrote to me- I am not sure; but I think he wrote to me stating
that the Government would give additional time, and that ho wished I
would reconsider my-that he thought it would be botter for me to
reconsider our decision and put up the money.

13829. What was your answer ?-I answered that we had made up
our minds not to do anything with it.

13830. Do you mean that you had finally concluded that even if the
time bad been extended, it was not a desirable transaction ?-We had
decided thon to give up, partially from the fact that my friend who
was joining me in this transaction in furnishing the money had decided
that he did not think it was advisable, and I listened to him to a certain
extent.

13831. Judging from Mr. Chapleau's evidence, his recollection is
that that was communicated to you by telegraph, and that it was the
information that $50,000 had been deposited on your account ?-Yes.

13832. Do you remember any such communication as that ?-I think
there was a communication that deposit was made by a party, that Mr.
Joues had agreed to give a certain interest to for furnishing a certain
part. We were to furnish, I should have stated, a certain part of this
5 per cent.

%J. N, SMITH 944



13833. Who was to fûrnish the balance? -It was found that it was
necessary. I believe he was to make arrangements with some Canadians
here to furnish the balance and to have an interest. The arrangement,
1 do not think, was ever fully perfected. but I do not know.

13834. Upon the question of this communication, do you remember Thinkshewas
that yon were informed that a portion of the. deposit had been provided, potoned a a
and for that and other reasons you had better reconsider your decision dposit had been
to give up the matter ?-I think that is so, although I am not positive; provided.

but I think that is so. It is some time since, and I could not say posi-
tively that there was such a communication, but I think there was
such a communication. I do not think; perhaps it was sent to me; it
may have been sent to Andrews, Jones & Co., or it may have been sent
to me.

13835. After the 28th, upon which you say you had this first dis- Made no further
cussion with your friend, did you ever make any further attempt to °otocarryout
carry out the tender ?-I think not.

13836. Or to complete the contract?-No, I think not.
13837. Do you know whether any person made any deposit on

-account of your firm ?-No; I do not know.
13838. Do you know whether any authority was given to any one to

make a deposit ?-As at that time I was not a member-
13839. I speak of the firm of Messrs. Andrews, Jones & Co. ?-No;

I do not know whether there was any deposit made or not. I have no
knowledge of my own in regard to it.

13840. There is a letter of March 5, 1879; please look at it (handing
it to the witness) and say in whose handwriting it is if you know ?-
Will you be so kind as to give me one of Mr. Jones' to look at?

13841. Could you not say without comparing it with another of Mr.
Jones' letters (handing another letter, which witness looks at) ?-No,
I could not. I should say that that was not Mr. Jones' writing. I do
not think it is.

13842. Do yon know whose it is ?-I do not know.
13843. It is dated on March 5th; are you aware whether Mr. Jones

was in Ottawa at that time ?-March 5th: no, lie was not here then.
13844. That would be some weeks after the day on which you say

you and he were discussing with your friend the propriety of going
into the contract. There is another letter of March 3rd; please look
at it and say if you know whose writing it is (handing the letter) ?-
No, I do not. I have no knowledge of the writing whatever.

13845. Was Mr. Jones here at that time ?-He was not to my
recollection. I think after leaving here he did not come back at all.

13846. Where does the other member of the firm live-Mr. Andrews ?
-In Brooklyn, New York.

13847. Do you know whether he was up here on the 3rd or 5th
March ?-No, he was not. He was never up here on this business.

13848. What would you say about those letters signed on the 3rd
of March and 5th March respectively-Andrews, Jones & Co.; were
they signed by any member of the firm do you think ?-I could not
say. I know that is not Mr. Andrews' writing.
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13849. Is it Mr. Jones' ?--It is not Mr. Jones'.
13850. Is it yours ?-No, it is not mine.
13851. Was there any other person authorized to sign the name of

the firm ?-There may have been.
13852. Do you know if.there was? -I think Mr. Jones made arrange-

ments with some other parties to come in, as they stated there was a
feeling against our being an exclusively A merican concern, and I think
he had made arrangements with two or three other parties to come in.
What that arrangement was I could not now say, but this letter of the
5th March is not Mr. Jones' writing, neither should I say that the
letter of the 3rd March. is his writing.

There were per- 13853. Do you say that Mr. Jones arranged when he was here that
.erromt ewes- there should be other members of the firm who were to join, and that

tomuion whom you do not know who they wero ?-I was to join on certain conditions,
o wase n".p°s®d on furnishing-if my recollection is right-one-half of the money

-8100,000 more or less-one-half of the 5 per cent., and there were
other parties that he used to talk with, discussing this matter with,
from the western part of Canada. What arrangement ho definitely
made with them I could not say.

13854. lad he the privilege of bringing any persons into the firm
without your consenting to them-I mean without your knowing who
they-were, or consenting to the particular individuals coming in ?-Of
course at that time I was not a member of the firm, and he could even
shut me out if he chose.

Some talk that
Morse, Nicholson
& Marpole were
to becore mem-
bers of irm.

Witness under-
stood that Morse
& 00. wouidnot
take their con-
tract at any priee.

13855. By the arrangement that he made had he that option ?-The
arrangement that was made was made just previous to my leaving to
go to New York. He had made some arrangements with those parties
previons to that I think. He told me that there wore two or three
'Canadians that he intended to have brought into the firm in order to
obviate the diffileulty, so that it could not be said to, be purely an
American firm.

13856. Was it arranged, so far as you know, that any of the persons
who had lower tenders and had not complied with the conditions were
to becone partners of your firm--for instance, was Morse to be a
partner, as far as you know ?-I could not say that Morse was, that it
was definitely arranged. There was a talk that Morse and a man named
Nicholson, and there was another party that I forget. I disremember.

13857. Marpole ?-It nay have been Marpole, but I disremember.
13858. Did you understand from Mr. Jones that there was a possibi-

lity of these persons who had not complied with these conditions, still
being interested in the contract at the higher price ?-No; [ understood
that they would not take their contract at any price.

13859. Who would not take it ?-That Morse & Co. would not take·
their contract at any price,

13860. Did you understand that they were to take a higher price
contract or any interest in it ?-Nicholson told me that if e had got
both sections that he bid for, A and B, he was willing to take them-
That they bad given A to another party, and that was a section
where he had an advantage in, and B was awarded to him ; but I do not
think there was any arrangement made with Nicholson on account of"
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his bid. I think he would never have signed bis contract, and could
not have signed his contract.

13861. Mr. McDonald, who afterwards became interested in the Jones' object in
contract, mentioned in his evidence at Winnipeg that it was by the Cinast gie
efforts of one of the lowest tenderers who had not complied with the a canadtan eie-
conditions that those deposits were put up, and it was an attempt on ment to the firm

their part to get an interest in the same contract at a higher price
than their own tender: do you think that is what led to this deposit-
I wish to know whether you are aware of any such arrangement or
any thing in that direction ?-I arn not aware of any such arrangement.
Mr. Jones stated to me his object was in taking them in that ho
wanted to add two Canadians to the firm so as it should not be called
exclusively an American concern.

13862. Will you please state what took place, either in any personal Relationswith
interview or in any communication between you and Mr. Chapteau, chapleau.

upon the subject of your not completing this tender or putting up the wa t"o Paece
deposit required ?-Well, I lad various talks with Mr. Chapleau while between hlm and
I was here. I had known Mr. Chapleau fbr many years, and perhaps Chapleau.

had known him very much Iong or than.any one in Canada, and when I
came here he used to come and call on me, and when he was in New
York I used to call at the hotel and see him, and ho even came to my
house, and consequently he took more interest, I suppose, in advising
me in these matters. He lad aconversation with me in regard to section Chapleau told
B-had varions conversations-from the time I came here with tract was an
Andrews or with Jones, and ho seemed to think that it was a very excellent con-
excellent contract, and said to me that he would like to have me to come tract.

here and get hold of this work; perhaps I might get hold of something
more to do afterwards. And previous to leaving to go to New York ho
came to me and said ho thought I would make a mistake if I did not
hurry up. He thought that I ought to telegraph to have my partners
ready to put up the security.

13863. When do you say he told you that ?-Previously going to
New York.

13864. While you were in Ottawa ?-Yes, while I was in Ottawa,
and I explained that I had to see this gentleman who was furnishing
the money, and it would not do to telograph without first seeing him and
making an explanation.

13865. Was that all that took place between you and him on the
mbject before you left for New York ?-That is all I remember.

13866. After you left for New York what took place ?-After I left
for New York he may have sent this telegram that is spoken of. He
may have sent it to me or to Andrews, Jones & Co., I could not say. Chaeau tele-

13867. You mean the one in which he adviseod you to reconsider your graph e tre-

decision ?-Yee; the one he says to reconsider my decision. not to take the
contract.

13868. Did ho not see you in New York on the subject ?-I think ho
did some time afterwards. It is so long after I have forgotten, but I
think it must have been a week, or two or three weeks, afterwards when
he oame to New York. It may not have been so long.

18869. What took place between you at New York on this subject ? &mes not reconeci
-Ido not recolleet of anything now, Sir. I could not state. I think jhet
that I stated that the time being short,'and the same reasons that I gave and chaplean.

60à
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Uaptenau.t before-that the spring was coming on and the ice going out, a
Thinks he gave difficulty of getting in supplies, &c., was one of our reasons, as well as
saie reasons as the shortness of tîme for the procuring of the money. I Jo not
cepting contract recollect of anything else.
Chapleau never 13870. Did ho ever, by his conduct or his language, induce you orby word or act C
tried to induce endeavour to induce you not to complote the contract ?-Never, never.
witness not to

tract ° 13811. Could you remember the time more nearly than you have
described that ho saw you in New York ?-I could not. I could not
state-I know he came down shortly after. I think he came down, if I
roecollect right, after kriting us the letter that the time would be
extended, in writing or telegraphing to Mr. Jones or myself. I could
not recollect now whether it was a letter or a telegram, I think it was
shortly after that.

Never any talk of 13872. Was there ever any talk between you and him or between
Chapleau becom- Mr. Jones and him as far as you know, of his becoming interested as a

.a partner. partner in the transaction ?-Never ; I may add that ho never insinuated
to me or hinted that ho wanted an interest or that ho wanted money
from me in any way. That what ho had done I took to be from pure
friendship and nothing else.

13873. Is there any other matter connected with this section B, or
with Mr. Chapleau's interviews with you, which you could explain by
way of evidence ?-Connected with section B at the present time ?

13874. Or with Mr. Chapleau's position ?-There is nothing ; I may
just know the parties and that is all. There is nothing further that I
could say in regard to it.

13875. Have you been interested in any other transaction connected
with the Pacific Railway ?-I became interested later with Mr. Ripley,
who was a former partner of mine and is a partner to-day, who at that
time--I think it was in the month of June or July, 1879-became
conneci ed with me in the building of the Georgian Bay Branch which
ho had bargained for with Heney, Charlebois & Flood.

13876. The Chairman:-As Mr. Chapleau is in the room I would
like to say to you, Mr. Chapleau, if I have omitted any questions
which you think would bring out anything on the matter in which you
are interested, I would ho glad to know so that I might consider
whother it is proper to ask them.

13877. Mr. Chapleau :-I should like to have you ask Mr. Smith if
there was not a conversation between us to the effect that if ho took the
contract I was to leave the Government and take an active part with
him-that i&, to be employed by his firm in taking charge of trans-
portation, for instance, supplies, &c.

By the Chairman
Does not remem- 13878. Do you remember, witness, whether at any time it was pro-ber any conversa-
tion to the affect posed by yourself or any one interested in Andrews, Jones & Co.'s firm,
thatIfAndrews, that if they obtained this contract Mr. Chapleau should take someJanes & Ca. took
contract Chap- position in the business eitber as partner or as one employed for the
Goa e firm, or in any other way in the managing of parties or in transporting
take an active provisions ?-There may have been such an arrangement, butIpart disremember; it bas been some time since, and there may have been

such an arrangement, but I have not-
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13879. Did you know him at the time of the American war ?-Yes; IIationS WItk

I have known him for a long time.
Wltness ac-

13880. Did you know him intimately ?-Not to say intimately, but quanted with
we have known each other ever since however. Chapleau a long

we Lime.
13881. Were you aware of his management during that time of bodies Aware of chap-

of men or transport of materials or anything of that kind ?-L was men'ofana-ge
only aware from other officers who came more closely in contact with bes men
him than myself. transport of

materials oraly13882. And from that information how were you impressed up)on by hearsay.
that subject?-I have always held him in high esteem.

13883. I mean in these particular branches ?-I should consider him
a man entirely capable of any undertaking of that kind.

13884. Having that opinion, is your memory at all refreshed upon
the subject as to whether you suggested at any time that he might be
connected with this work in any way?-My memory is, as I stated
before, not clear upon the subject. It rmay have been so.

13885. Do you remember that it was so ?-No, I do not. I could
not state positively.

13886. The Chairman:-Is there any other question, Mr. Chapleau,
which you consider should be asked ?

13887. Mr. Chapleau :-No.

By the Chairman :-
13888. Returning to the Georgian Bay Branch matter, will you please

state in what capacity you first became interested in'the transaction ?
-I became interested with Mr. Ripley at a late day, perhaps not more
than two or three months previous to the closing of the works. He
came to me and said that the concern that he was with-Charlebois &
Co.-had not sufficient means to carry on the work, and asked me to
join him.

13889. Do you say Mr. Ripley ?-Yes; Mr. Riploy.

13890. Eow was Mr. Ripley interested in the matter ?-He became
interested with Heney, Charlebois & Flood-bought an interest in the
firm.
* 13891. Do you know whether he was one of the original contrac-
tors ?-He was not.

13892. Was it by substitution that he became a partner, or was it
an addition to the original firm ?-I think it was an addition, but I am
not certain.

13893. Do yon know, personally, whether he was recognized by the
Government, or is it only from some one else's statement ?-The only
knowledge I have is from what he told me. I told him at the time that
before I went in I wanted him to come to Ottawa, and to see if the
Government would have any objections to our buying ont these parties,
or buying out a portion of their interest. He informed me that he
came and saw Mr. Trudeau and had a conversation with him in regard
to it, and said that the Minister being away at that time he saw the
.Deputy, and stated that Mr. Trudeau said that it had been the policy
of the Government to strengthen at any time, and that the Governmont

Would consider
Chapleaun capable
of such duties.

Georgian say
B»Menh-
",tract No. a7.

Two or three
months before
worki were clos.
ed became In-
terested with
Charlebols & o.

Trudeau said the
Government haa
no objection t<>
any addition to a
1rm whlch
broughtit
atrength.
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Contract se.a 3. had no objections to add to the firm, if it gave a greater strength, and
it was upon that representation that I went in.

13894. Do you mean that Mr. Ripley went in ?-It was on that repre-
sertation that I went in. 1 joined him; he was already in.

Ngotiated only
w Ripley.

Witness and
ipey represent

the whole firm
nOW.

138,95. Did you negotiate with leney and Charlebois or only with
Ripley, as to your going in ?-Only with Ripley.

13896. Did you understand that he was negotiating on account of
the whole firn, or only for his own interest ?-He was negotiating, I
think,on account of the whole firm, although I think there was a certain
reservation made that Charlebois reserved a certain interest which
Ripley was to give him if ho went out, which we have since paid
since the work stopped.

13897. Are you still connected with Ripley ?-I am.
13898. Is any one else now interested with you and Ripley ?-No.
13899. You claim to represent the whole firm as it originally stood,

and with the addition of Riple5?-Yes ; we have an assignment of their
entire interest which we got since the stoppage of the work.

13900. The contract was not carried on to its f ulalment ?-No.
Beasons for 13901. Why not ?-We were informed by the engineer that the policy
atopping work. of the Government had changed, that they did not intend to build the

branch, but intended to build the road north of Lake Nipissing.
13902. Was that by writing that intimation ?-No; I do not think

that was in writing, but we had a notice. Our notice to suspend was
in writing. I do not think there was any cause given-any reason
given-why they•siispended.

13903. Have you any «laims against the Government on account of
this stoppage of the work ?-Yes, I have.

Claim against 13904. What is the nature of the claim ?-The caim is for work per-
oe nent: formed, for tramways, building docks, building and clearing the ontire

line through wooded country, and also for all the moneys that we have
expended and a reasonable profit for the suspension of the work.

13905. You mean a reasonable profit on the balance of the work, if
it had been completed ?-Yes, if it had been completed.

Furnished Gov-
ernment wth

but not
tailoed Istate-

ment of daim.

13906. When you say for work done, do you mean work donq
under the contract or work done when preparing for the fulfilment
of the contract ?-A poi tion of it had been done under the contract-I
think, from memory, 830,000 or $35,000-perhaps more than that had
been done under the contract, may be $40.000. The balance was for
plant which we put there, which was lost largely; and for loss of toole,
loss of flour and food-and a large amount of flour and bacon, and sup-

plies for our men that had béen carried into the country and dragged
up French River, that had to be brought back; which really netted us
very little-and I should have said horses and cattle that we had to,
bring back. We had bought them, and had to bring them back, and
sold them at a nominal sum.

13907. Have you furnised the Government witb a detailed state-
a ment of the particulars of thisclaim ?-I am not sure that we have.

I do not think we have. We did with a general statement, I think, but
not a detailed statemenk
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13908. Has the claim been accedod to, or do you know whether thoy contract ..

'lave refused to entertain it ?-I do not think they have acceded or
refused. I have had several talks with Sir Charles Tupper, and ho has
always stated that he was willing to do what is right in the matter,
.although we have nover been able to arrive at what that would be.

13909. Have you a personzl knowledge of what was done and of the Pald over $100,OO
foundation of this claim, or is it from persons whom you employed °" *k
that you got this information ?-I have a personal knowledge from my
books, and from being on the work part of the time myself; but from
my books. We have cash vouchers for all the money, and also from
furnishing the money. There bas been many bills paid since I have
looked at the books,but the last time that I remember we had paid over
$100,000-considerably over $100,000-in money, that we have cash
'vouchers for.

13910. I understand that your claim is composed of two branches: claimbifurcated:
one for actual outlay and loss, and another for contemplated profits, if (a out'a
the rest of the work bad been done ?-That is the fact. templated profits.

13911. But you have not furnished particulars of these different
items ?-The Government have never been ready to receive them that
way. I do not know but they were ever placed in your bands, Mr.
Macdougall (turning to Hon. William Macdougall, who was sitting
.behind him).

13912. As to the branch for the outlay, can you say in round numbers
the amount which you have actually expended, and which will be lost
to you in consequence of the suspension of the work?-I could not
state the excct amount, but I can state positively that it exceeds
100,000 -I am speaking of the outlay we have made-the loss we

lave actually sustained.
13913. I am asking for the outiay alone, not speaking of the contem- Outl over

plated profits ?-It is over $100,000.
13914. It may be literally within the scope of our enquiry to hear

evidence upon this subject, but I bave a grave doubt whether we
should finally pass upon it, and while we have no objection to receive
evidence, we wish to say that for the presont we do not feel authorized to
give any conclusive report on such a claim even it we heard much
fuller evidence than you have offered to day : taking that into consi-
deration, do you wish to go further into the particulars or substance of
your claim in this matter ?-Nothing further than to say that we have
cash vouebrs for all the money that we have expended. We can show
besides a voucher for each and every dollar that we have expended.

13915. If it should be hereafter decided by the Governor General that
claims of this kind ought to be finally investigated by us, we will have
to give parties further notice, in order that both sides may be
represented, and witnesses examined and cross-examined from the
interest of the different parties; so that if it should happen that we
ever take up the claim with the view of deciding it, you will get fuirther
notice on the subject. When you speak of $100,000, do you mean
that it is the balance unsettled -that you have received nothing on
account of that $100,000 ?-We have got nothing on account of that
4100,000.

13916. You consider that you have a claim for that amount ex-
pended ?-Over that amount. I could not say exactly the amount, but
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conltract a..a. it runs over $100,000. If you should conclude to take this matter up,
Mr. Macdougall is my attorney, and through him any notice could be
given in which we would appear at any time, and bring books and
vouchers to substantiate our claim.

13917. That will save us the trouble of communicating with you at
New York ?-Yes.

wendering- 13918. That will be recorded. Is there any other matter connected
c*utact no. 61, with the Pacifie Railway in which you have been interested ?- I had
Rad an nterest an interest in section B of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and also in
wlth Ryan & British Columbia, in connection with Mr. Goodwin-Mr. James4°°dw** Cewin, of Ottawa-and Mr. Ryan.

13919. Was this firm one of the tendering firms for the work ?-It
was.

13920. Do you knbw whether the tender was the lowest for that par-
ticular work ?-It was the lowest.

13921. Was the contract signed by this firm as originally con-
stituted ?-I think it was. It was signed by Mr. Goodwin on my part; I
left him a power of attorney.

13922. Have you remained interested in it ?-No; I am not inter-
ested in it at present.

13923. Has the Government asasented to any transfer of your
interest ?-I have no knowledge upon that subject, as I left the matter
entirely in Mr. Goodwin's bands after leaving here.

13924. Do yon understand from your partner that it has been con-
cluded by arrangement with the Government ?-I understood that it
was satisfactory to the Government.

13925. ..And that your interest has been parted with ?-Our interest
has been parted with.

Interestpassed to 13926. To whom ?-To Andrew Onderdonk. I think he is from San
Onderdonk. Francisco.

13927. Did you negotiate with him directly yourself, or was it done-
through some one else ?-It was done through myself, James Goodwin
and Mr. Ryan. We were all together at the time the negotiation took
place. The final concluding writings was done, I think, by Mr. Goodwin
and Mr. iRyan, I leaving power of attorney. Having to leave and go to
New York, I left a power of attorney with Mr. Goodwin for the fixing-
up and signing of some papers. What they were I do not remember.

13928. Was there any consideration given to your firm for this
transfer ?-There was a certain consideration.

13929. What considoration ?-Well, I should rather ask to be excused
from answering that. It was a private matter between Onderdonk
and myself, and he might think I was violating his confidence.

13930. I do not think we are at liberty to excuse you after having
undertaken the duty which we have under our Commission, namely to
investigate into ail matters connected with the Pacifie Railway; our
authority on this point is a subject which we have given serious consi-
deration, because we were aware that such an objection as this of'
yours might arise. I can only say, speaking for the Commission, that
we feel it our duty to ask the question, and that we think it proper
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to press it ?-Under the circumstances I shall, of course, answer. We Ryan, Goodwin &
each one-that is Mr. Ryan, Mr. Goodwin and myself-bad each one- snith had each

third, and I received thirty-three thousand odd hundred dollars for my sideraton wt-
ness recelvlng

part. ®$33000 odd.
13931. That would be equivalent to $100,000 for the whole interest ?

-Which I divided with my partner, that is my present partner, Mr.
Rlipley.

13932. Do you mean that is, as far as your interest is concerned, that
it was disposed of on the basis of the whole contract being worth
$100,000 ?-I wish to correct that. I did not receive the full 33* per
cent. of the $ 100,000, but something like $3 1,000. Corrects himself:

what he receiv-
13933. It was less $1,500, was it not ?-Yes; the 33à less $1,500. ®ne-thlrd of a

;10,000 1ess $1,500.
13934. Did you take any part in making the tender, or arriving at

the prices named ?-I did.
13935. Was it from personal knowledge that you arrived at these

prices, or had you any extraneous information on the subject ?-The
knowledge that I got came from engineers who had been on the survey
there, and the character of the ground-that is the character of the
material and the difficulties to be overcome.

13936. Had you any reason at all to think that other person's tenders
upon the saine subject were higher than the tender you were making
at the time ?-No; I had no knowledge of any tender excepting our
own.

13937. Had yen any information, directly or indirectly, upon the No Infortion

subject ?-No information whatever. tenders until
after theywere in..

13938. I mean as to the tenders which had been put into the
Department ?-Never, until after the tenders were in.

13939. I mean up to the time that you put in yoi- tender ?-No.

13940. Did you get any information on that subject from any of
your partners-I mean as to the contents of other tenders ?-No; I
had no knowledge froin any one. in fact, I am net aware that they
had.

The $100,000 re-
13941. This $100,000, the nominal price for the interest of all the 0uced by 4,600

partners in that contract, was reduced by $4,500, was it ?-Yes. to on orIhe

13942. For what purpose was that $4,500 taken out ?-It was given partner,.
to one of the partners. One of the partners insisted upon not selling
out.

13943. And it was a bonus te him ?-It was a bonus to him. He
insisted upon not selling out.

13944. It was not for assistance received from any one in the Depart-
ment ?-No; it was net. One of the parties insisted on not selling
out, and the others of us agreed to give him more in order to get him
te sell out.

• 13945. There are rumours in this country that information bas been
improperly obtained from the Department, and it is our duty to ascer-
tain whether such was the case or net ?-Well, we have a good many
rumeurs of the same kind in our country too.
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13946. Are you aware of any promise given, or any money paid, or
any advantage bestowed upon any person connected with the Depart-
ment to assist your firm, or any of them, in obtaining this contract ?-
No ; I am not.

13947. Are you aware of any Member of Parliament, Minister of the
Crown, or otherwise, getting any advantage or any promise upon this
subject ?-No.

13948. Do you remember about the amount of the gross price upon
the estimated work of that contract ?-You mean the total ?

13949. Yes ?-I forget now. I could not state; but it seems to me
that it is-I will not attempt to state it because I should make a mis-
take, and it would be useless for me to do it.

13950. I may mention,for your information, that the Blue Book gives
ià at $3,017,180 : do you know whether that will refresh your memory
at all on the subject ?-Yes; that is about it as I recollect. I should
like to state hern, in justification for the selling of this, at the time that
we put in the bid we expected to get the other sections; that was our
intention-to get them altogether. When we found we had but one
section wo found that it would be disadvantageous to us to do that one
section and other parties doing other sections, as there would be con-
flict in labour between the different centractors on these three different
divisions, or four, and the sanie arrangements would have to be made
for carrying out supplies and carrying out men for one section that
would have to be made for all of the sections. While it would not pay
three or four men, it would pay one man to carry on this work, and
have the entire thing very much better.

13951. You make use of the word justification : the Commissioners
do not intend to suggest that it requires any defence, or that it is
wrong to sell a contract fairly obtained ?-I would like to have it struck
out, and to say by.way of explanation-

13952. This wish is recorded, and that will probably answer the same
purpose : is there any other matter connected with this contract in
British Columbia that you think proper to give by way of evi-
dence ?-There is nothing further of interest that I know of.

13953. Were you interested in any of the other contracts in British
Columbia, which were obtained in the names of other persons ?-No; I
was not.

13954. Yon mentioned the principal reason for parting with this
interest, that you had been disappointed in net getting more of the
contracte have you ever considered the effet of having several of
those contracts, as to the general cost-1 mean having two,or three, or
more -would it decrease your expenditure by any particular pereentage
for instance ?-It would very largely.

-Onderdonk by
having the whole 13955. Then, as a consequence of that, would the effect be, that if Mr.

og . Onderdonk got several of them he çould afford to pay any indivi-
wh.e a to d.uea contractr as much as he did pay, and still save that much upon
what he did eac the whole ?-He could, as far as I know.
'of the contractor

13956. I mean reseoning upon the premi4es which you have desoribed ?

13951. Acording to that idea, it would, be bQttez always foW the
Government tO let longer poirtiQns Qf the 1ine th.an shorter ones : ie that
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your theory ?-That is my theory; where they have responsible parties
I think it is very much better, and I think it is to the interest of the
Governmeit. I merely give it as an opinion ; butIgive it asan opinion
that the Govei nment are better off to bave this work, that we are now
speaking of, in the hands of one party, than they would be to bave it
in the hands of several. Railroad corporations are coming at the
present time to that. They find that they cannot go on letting small
contracts; it brings a conflict with labour. One man will hold labour at
one price, and another at another, and the consequence is that before
they are through it costs them a great deal more than to let it to one
responsible party.

13958. Would it not make a material difference also in the expense
of machinery and implements; the same amount of machinery and
implements necessary for a single contract being equal to the needs of a
longer piece of work?-It would ; machinery is often removed from one
section to another. We often take our steam shovel or steam drills
from one place and remove it to another, and where a man has a large
amount of rock or earth to remove by machinery, it is a great advan-
tage to him to have a place to set his machinery at work, when he is
done at one point, and keep it employed.

TenderIi 1g.-6

The Government
b*tter off wlth
thia work ln the
hands ofone
party than they
would be with It
in several hands.

Concentration
saves ln the cost,
or labour.

And economises
machinery.

13959. Have you been interested in any other work connected with
the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-No.

13960. Have you been interested in any railway~works in any other Has had experi-~ once outside,country ?-I have. Canada.

13961. Are those opinions which you bave given us, upon the prac- Theabove
tical result of letting longer or shorter portions, based upon your nsr baed on

experience derived from those works ?-They are from my practical
experience on railways. I have been coûtracting and railwaying for
over thirty years; I am to-day building about 30J miles of road, 200 in
State of New York and 100 in Connecticut.

13912 Is there anything else connected with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway which you think proper to give by way of evidence ?-There
is nothing else.

13963. Bon. Wm. Macdougall:-I would like you, Mr. Chairman,to ask
the witness, as ho bas mentioned my name in connection with hitn as
his attorney, te ask him whether I have any relation te him in his
tenders.

By the Chairman:

13964. You have mentioned Mr. Macdougall's name as attorney to Hon. wm. Mac-
whom rotice should be given in case a further investigation is had dougali connect-
upon the subject ofyour claim : will you say whether yo have had only proresion-
any dealings with him in connection with those tenders which you aly.
have made, or whetber you derived through him any information on
those subjects in connection with any of those tenders ?-No, never. I
have never derived any information from him or paid him money,
except as attorney. He has always told me that in case the Georgian
Bay Branch matter came before Parliament he, being a Member of
Parliament, should have to withdraw from the suit; but in case it
vent befnre the Court, of course it was thon another matter, and he
could thon act as my attorney.
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13965. lias he exercised any influence, as far as you know, in hia
capacity as Member of Parliament on account of your claim, or in any
other of those matters that you have been speaking of ?-Never to my
knowledge.

13966. Hon. Mr. Macdougall :-I would wish to get his answer more
distinct with regard to the British Columbia matter, that really I was
not in his secrets at all, although I was his attorney and adviser on the
other matter.

13967. The Chairnan (to witness) :-Was Mr. MacdougalU aware of
your doings in connection with the British Columbia tenders ?-He
knew nothing about our tender. I suppose he knew, perhaps, that we
were going to bid. le knew I was here for that purpose, but ho had
no knowledge whatever of the transactions botween Goodwin, Ryan,
myself and the Government.

13968. Did he take any part in assisting you in your tender either
generally or particularly ?-He did not.

13969. Did you say there was nothing else that you could give by
way of evidence ? -There is nothing else that I think of.

13970. The Chairmr'an:-Before adjourning I wish to say that in
Friday last tho hear ing of evidence was thon formally postponed until
Monday morning; but inasmuch as the witness just examined appeared
in the city, and wished to g6 away this evening, we thouglit it better to-
hear him to day, rather than to ask him to wait until Monday, particu-
larly as we were not sure of our power to detain him.

OTTAWA, Monday, 8th November, 1880.

ToussAiNT TRUDEAU's examination continued:

By the Chairman:-
13971. Have you the papers now concerning contract 34, so as to

give as any explanation of it?-Yes.

13972. What is the subject of the contract ?-It is the transportation
of rails, fish-plates and bolts from Kingston to St. Boniface.

13973. Was it let by public competition ?-Yes.
13974. Have you the advertisement and any report upon the tenders ?

-Yeà; I pioduce it. (,xhibit No. 154.)
13975. Ilavo you the contract or a copy of it ?-Yes; I produce it.

(Exhibit No. 155.)
13976. There appears to be a change in the form of advertisement

asking for tenders : can you explain that and the reason of it ?-In the
first advertisement dated 24th February, 1878, the time of delivery in
Winnipeg was fixed at the 15th July. This advertisemer.t was can-
celked and replaced by anotner in March, fixing the time of delivery
for the 2,500 tons by the lst of August, and the balance on the 15th,
September, 1878.

1397i. The time for receiving tenders was iot altered by this changer
of advertisement was it ?-No.

J. N. SMITH 956
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13978. In the description of this conètract in Mr. Fleming's special ca eNactso.3<.

report of 1879 appears an item of transportation from Fort William : Trans ortaton
is that included in the advertisement for tenders or in the contract ?- wiiam impro-
It is neither in the advertisement nor in the contract. Me?,, sde-

13979. Then it is improperly described, as forming a portion of this contract;Rport
contract, in Mr. Fleming's report ?-Yes. 18d9.

13980. Was that work performed from Fort William ?-Yes.
13981. By whom ?-By the same company who performed contract

34-the North-West Transportation Co. froin or
13982. Was that work let by public competition ?-No. Wilim et with-

13983. How was the arrangement arrived at ?-I shall search for the petiton.
papers and produce them on some other occasion.

13984. Do you know whether there was any written agreement on
the subject ?-There were some letters.

13985. Has contract 34 for the transportation from Kingston been
fulfilled ?-Yes.

13986. Has there been any dispute on the subject ?-No.
13987. What is the next contract ?-Contract No. 35, with ·Cooper Bt aut l"vy

Fairman & Co., for the supply of railway spikes delivered on the C.. aIctlgo.85.
wharves at Fort William and Duluth. Oooper, Fair.

mEan a c,.
13988. Have you the advertisement and any report upon the

tenders ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 156.)
13989. Have you the contract ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No.157.)
13990. Does the question of duty enter into consideration at all in

deciding upon these tenders ?-Yes.
13991. In what way ?-Parties from the United States when they

send in goods pay the duty.
13992. The tender which was accepted was the lowest was it rot ?- Tender accepted

Yes. the lowest.
13993. Everything considered ?-Yes.
13994. Was there any duty upon these articles coming from England

at that time ?-Spikes coming from England. Yes.
13995. Did these articles come from England under this contract ?

-No.
13996. Wher e were they made ?-At Montreal. Thespikes mad

13997. Then they paid no duty of course ?-No.
13998. Could you bave obtained the same articles at a lower price

from other persons tendering if no duty had been collected ?-Yes.
13999. How much less would those articles have cost if furnished by

uny other tenderers without paying duty-by the lowest of the other
tenderers?-There was one tender from Dreworth, Porter & Co., for
spikis delivered at Duluth within the United States at the rate of
$48.16; and one from Dana & Co., also delivered at Duluth, at the rate
of $48.86 per ton.

14000. And what was the contract price to Cooper, Fairman & Co. ?
-849.75 delivered at Duluth and Fort William, within Canada-that
was in bond in Canada.
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14001. Then, but for the necessity or expediency of collecting dutyr
these articles coull have been furnished at this lower price ?-They
could have been furnished so far as Duluth was concerned, but a portion
of theq spikes wore required at Fort William. Thon to the price of
delivery at D'iluth, it would have been necessary to add the cost of
transportation from Duluth to Fort William at the expense of the
Government.

14002. Do you know whether the price at Fort William, if delivered
by either of those tenderers would have been necessarily higher than at
Duluth : do you know whether they were to be transported by rail or
by boat, because if by boat through the lakes it is not likely that they
would cost more at Fort William ? -I do not.

14003. Do you know whether there was any correspondence with
either of those American tenderers to ascertain whother the delivery at
Fort William would cost more or less than at Duluth ?-There was no
correspondence.

Practioe ln consi-
dering value o" 14004. Do you know whether it has been the practice in all cases in
tenderm to reckon considering the relative advantage of tenders to add the duty ?-Yes.duty.y

14005. So that this matter was decided according to the usual practice,
upon such subjects ?-Yes.

14006. Has this contract been completed ?-Yes.
14007. Ras there been any dispute upon the subject ?-No.
14008. What is the next contract, in point of time, which we have not

investigated ?-The next contract is No. 37, but I am not prepared on
it. No. 38 is with Edmund Ingalls.

Neebiag Hotel:
Offies for
atngineers-

contractS. 38.

Lot to ioweO8t
tender.
Completed.

*rotal amount
Invôlved $8,400.

14009. Have you the contract ?-Yes; I shall produce a copy later.
It is for the conversion of the Neebing Hotel, at Fort William, into
offices for the engineering staff.

14010. Was the work let by public competition ?-Yes.
14011. To the lowest tenderer ?-Yes.
14012. Has it been completed ?-Yes.
14013. Has there been any dispute between the Government and the

contractor?-No.
14014. Is there any other matter connected with it which you think

requires explanation ?-No.
14015. About what is the total amount involved in contract No. 38?

-About $3,400.
TUansportation 14016. What was the next contract ?-No. 39, for the transportation
co°.r"eni..au. of rails from Esquimalt and Nanaimo to Yale, British Columbia.

Lot by publie
coinpetition.

14017. Have you the contract or a copy of it ?-I have not got it
with me.

14018. Was the work let by public competition ?-Yes.

14019. Have you a copy of the advertisement or any report upon the
tenders ?-Yes ; I produce a copy of the correspondence. (Exhibit
No. 158.)

14020. Can you say how it was decided to do this work: I mean was
it by Order-in-Council, or by the Minister, or upon a report by the
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engineer, or how otherwise ; the first communication which you produce 3.ntract No, 39.

seems to be a telegraphie communication from the Secretary of the
Department to some person in British Columbia to ask for tenders ?-
Yes.

14021. Can you explain what took place before that upon this subject
of transportation ?-I would have to refer to the office to say whether
there was any previous correspondence.

14022. As it will not be convenient to investigate this subject further?
until you produce the contract and the directions for the transaction,
we will proceed to the next-which is that ?-The next is No. 40, but
I am fnot prepared, nor am I prepared for contract No. 43.
•14023. We have already investigated contracts 41 and 42, 1 believe ?

-Yes.
14024. Then as to 44, have you that contract?-No. 44 is for the 1.016ame 0f

supply of 2,000 tons of steel rails with a proportionate quantity of steel Oti*t ** 44.

fish-plates to be delivered at Montreal. 2wto o rais

14025. Have you the contract ?-There was no formal contract
entered into.

14026. How was it arranged ?-By letters.

14021. Was it subject to publie competition ?-Yes.' Subject to com-
Detition but not

14028. By advertisement or by letters ?-By letters sent to mak ers by advertsement
by an agent of the Department in England.

14029. Is that the competition which you mean ?-Yes.
14030. Could you say to whom the letters were sent ?-They were Firms to whlcl

sent to Guest & Co., The Ebbw Vale Co., Bolekow, Vaughan & Co., letters were sent.

Cammell & Co., West Cumberland Co., John Brown & Co , Moss Bay Co.,
The Rhymney Co., Wilson, Cammell & Co., and Brown, Bayley & Dixon.

14031. Have you any report upon the offers made by any of those
firms ?-I produce a report from Mr. Burpee in Mr. Fleming's office.
(Exhibit No. 159.)

14032. This appears to be a letter from Mr. Burpee accompanying the No report as to
original documents, such as correspondence upon the subject; what I relative merits.
meant was a report as to the result or relative merits: have you any
report of that kind ?-I don't think we have such a report.

14033. Have you ascertained the relative value for the purposes of
the Department and have you any statement upon the subject ?-Yes;
I produce one. (Exhibit No. 160.)

14034. About what is the date of the contract or agreement ?-The Order dated 24th
date of the order is about the 24th of June, 1879. June, Is.

14035. And the time for delivery ?-The 15th of August, 1879.
14036. Were these subsequent contracts, Nos. 45, 46 and 47, considered contraets Non.

about the same time by the Department ?-Yes. - •

14037. What is the lrice paid on contract 44 per ton ?-£4 19a. ster- £4 19. paid under
ling. contract 44; £5E' under contract 45.

14038. And on contract 45 ?-£5.
14039. Wili you explain why, about the same time, a contract was

given to one firm at £5, and to the other at £4 19s ; in other words,
could you not get a larger quantity from the flrst mentioned firm at
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conrecteU NOSe the low price ?-In the carrespondence I have produced you will find a

Reasons why £ letter from the West Cumberland Co. to Mr. Reynolds stating that
was paid under they would not like to undertake more than 2,000 tons devered at
contract 45. Montreal by the 15th of August.

nracderhe® 14040. All those rails were delivered at Montreal, I understand, by
lnvered at non- those contracts ?-Yes.
t real.

Boitu & Nçuts-
Contruet No. 47.

Circulars sent to
firms instead of
advertising.

Before sending
circulars, tnstead
of advertising,
the alternative

cusedl by Chief
Engineer and
Mintster.

14041. Did you take fron the next contractor the quantity which
they proposed to sell to you-the Barrow Hwmatite Steel Co ?-
The remaining 3,000 tons were divided between the Barrow HaŽmatite
Steel Co. and the Ebbw Vale Steel Co., both at the price of £5.

14042. Contract 47 appears to be for bolts and nuts ?-Yes.

14043. Was that contract made with the lowest tenderer ?-For con-
tract 47 circulars were sent to the Patent Nut and Bolt Co., Bay-
less, Jones & Bayless, and Messrs. Morton Bros. The lowest tender
was accepted.

14044. Were these English firms?-Yes.

14045. You mention the name of Mr. Reynolds : in what capacity
was he acting and where was he ?-Mr. Reynolds resides in London,
and he was there acting as agent for the Department.

14046. Do you know whether it was discussed in the Department as
to the expediency of advertising in newspapers, or in sending circulars
of this kind, or at whose suggestion was this course adopted ?-This
course was adopted at the suggestion of the Chief Engineer, as it was
urgent that rails should be obtained early in the season.

14047. Do you know whether there was any discussion as to the
possibility of this mode producing as low offers as the ordinary mode
of advertisements in newspapers ?-Before adopting this course the
matter was fully discussed by the engineers and the Minister.

(Evidence, Continued Vol. IL)
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